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UNIVERSITY Of LONDON,- UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

SESSION 1918-19.

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING.
(

The SESSION begins on MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30.

DEGREE AND DIPLOMA COURSES.
Students desirous of entering the Faculty of Engineering with a view to

taking a full Degree or Diploma Course must have passed the Matriculation
Examination, or some other examination accepted in its stead.

SPECIAL COURSES,
students who have already undergone a partial traiuing elsewhere, and

idard, may enter for a course occupying
ain a General Certificate of Engineering
Sessions' attendance.

who have attained
less than three years, and may ob
after not less than two consecutive

POST-GRADUATE WORK AND RESEARCH.
Graduates in Science or Engineering, or students who have done the work

equivalent to a degree, may be admitted to Special Courses of Study, or to
prosecute original research.

. ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP.
A Goldsmid Entrance Scholarship tenable in the Facullyof Engineering,

value ,£90, will be competed for in September.
Application for Entry Forms must be made not later than Sc/>ti)iibcr 10.

ADMISSION.
Intending students should communicate with the Provost as soon as

possible (and in any case nut later than September 14), and should send a
lull statement of their previous training.

Full particu'; ay be obtained on applic the

University College, Lcndon
(Gower Street, W.C. 1).

WALTER W. SETON, M.A., D.Li
Secretary.

MANCHESTER MINICIPAI.

COLLEGE of TECHNOLOGY
(UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER)

The Session 1918-19 will open on 3rd October. Matriculation and
Entiance Examinations will be held in I uly and September. Matriculated
students may enrol for 1918-19 from 1st August, 1918, and if under 18 years
of age are eligible for member.-hip of the Officers' Training Corps.

Degree Courses in Technology
The Prospectus forwarded free on application, gives pa-oculars of the
courses leading to the Manchester University degrees (H.Sc. Tech. and
M.Sc. Tech.) in the Faculty of Technology in the following Departments :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
SANITARY ENGINEERING (including Municipal Engineering),
THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (including General Chemical

Technology, Jileaching, Dyeing and DvestutT Manufacture, Print-
ing, Papermakiirg, Fermentation Industries. Metallurgy, Fuels),

TEXTILE INDUSTRIES, MINING, ARCHITECTURE,
PRINTING AND PHOIOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY.

Advanced Study and Research
The College possesses extensive laboralories and workshops, equipped
with full-sized modern machinery and apparatus, including machines
specially constructed for demonstration and original

THE ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
GLASGOW.

SESSION 19. 8-19 BEGINS dn SEPTEMBER 24.
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The Diploma Course ext-nds over either three or four sessions, and the

average fee per session is X12 ins.

The College is affiliated to the University o Glasgow, and ihe degrees
of the University in Engineering and Applied Chemistry are open to its
students.

A Course -for a Joint Diploma in Architecture has been arranged in
conjunction with the Glasgow School of Art.

Full Courses of Instruction are also provided in the Schools of Navi-
eless Telegraphy, and Bakery.

Prospectuses (free) will be sent on application to the Director.

BIRKBECK
Monday, September 30.

COLLEGE,
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COURSES OF STUDY (Day and Evening) for Degrees of the
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON in the

FACULTIES OF SCIENCE & ARTS
(PASS AND HONOURS)
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SCIENCE.—Chemistry, Physics, Mathematles (Pure and
Applied). Botany, Zoology, Geology.
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and Applied).
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.-
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£, ° 1
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Day and Evening Courses in Science and Engineering.

Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacluting Chemistry.

Pharmacy, Dispensing, and Food and Drug Courses.

Metallurgy, Assaying, and Foundry work.
Botany, Geology, and Zoology Courses.

Three years' college course in Physical Education.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A., Principal.
Telephone : Western 809.

ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL OPTICS.

NORTHAMPTON POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,
ST. JOHN STREET, LONDON, E.C. i.

ENGINEERING DAY COLLEGE.
Full Day Courses in the Theory and Practice of Civil, Mechanical and

Electrical Engineering will commence on Monday, Sepiember 30, 1918.
The Courses in Civil and Mechanical Engineering include specialisation

in Autoni- bile and Aeronautical Engineering, and those in Electrical

Engineering include specialisation in Radio-Telegraphy.
Entrance Examination on Tuesday and Wednesday, September 24 and

25, 1918. These courses include periods spent in commercial workshops,
and extend over four years. They also prepare for the Degree of B.Sc. in

Engineering at the University of London. Fees £15 or ^n per annum.
Three Entrance Scholarships of the value of £52 each will be offered

for competition at the Entrance Examination in September, 1918.

TECHNICAL OPTICS.
Full and Part Time Courses in this imporiant department of Applied

Science will be given in specially equipped laboratories and leclure rooms.
An Aitchhon Scholarship (value £^0) will be offered in this department at

the r" trance Examination.
Full particulars as to fees, dates, &c, and all information lespecling the

work of the Institute, can be obtained at the Institute or on application to

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
EVENING CLASSES in SCIENCE and MATHE-

MATICS are held at the undermentioned Institutions main-
tained by the London County Council :
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BEAUFOY INSTITUTE, Princes Road, Vauxhall Street,
S.E. n.
(MATHEMATICS and ELEMENTARY SCIENCE)

HACKNEY INSTITUTE, Dulston Lane, E.8.
(MATHEMATICS, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS.)

NORWOOD TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, Knight's Hill, West
Norwood, S.E. 27.
(MATHEMATICS. CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, BOTANY.)

PADDINQTON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, Saltram Crescent,
W. p.
(MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, BOTANY.)

Full prospectuses may be obtained on application to the

Secretaries of the respective Institutions.

LECTURE ASSISTANT wanted for
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY of GLASGOW.
Should have some knowledge of Chemistry, and be neat worker.

—

Apply in writing, giving particulars of experience and wage required,
to Dr. 1". S. Patterson.
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WASTE-PAPER AND PAPER-WASTE.

The Recovery and Re-manufacture of Waste-

paper: A Practical Treatise. By J. Strachan.

Pp. vi+158. (Aberdeen: The Albany Press,

19 18.) Price J2s. 6d. net.

ONCE upon a time certain of the peradven-

turous amongst the Scandinavian folk, per-

ceiving that the countries affected to more in-

tensive civilisation demanded much paper and

raw material therefor,, saw and seized the oppor-

tunity for conversion of the chief but perishable

glory of their incomparable landscapes, by way
of paper et similia, into the imperishable equi-

valent of gold ! >

Thus it has come about that millions of tons of

coniferous wood are now represented by equiva-

lent ounces of .the " heavy
'

' yellow metal or

values so expressed, and the primary paper-

making industry is dependent upon the pine forests

of the world. It has also come about that "waste-

paper," a byword of the old order, and the con-

cern primarily of scavengers, has taken a strong,

if secondary, position in the new order of indus-

trial values, and of sufficient importance fully to

justify the publication of the manual before us.

The author, in his short "Introduction," puts the

matter to be treated in its exact perspective rela-

tive to the primary industry of paper-making,

and his treatment of the subject in 150 pages of

text is lucid, comprehensive, and designedly

"practical." This is as it should be, seeing that

the re-manufacture of papers and boards involves

no technical or scientific principles outside those

of the primary manufacture. At the same time,

under the author's treatment the volume is a

valuable commentary upon and further elucidation

not only of the primary manufacture in relation

to principles, but also of the paper trade in rela-

tion to the uses and values of its products.

The latter is the subject-matter of the very

''readable" part i., which deals with the collec-
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tion or recovery of old papers, classification, grad-

ing, and valuation. Part ii. deals with re-manu-

facture "in three sub-sections, (a) mechanical treat-

ment, (b) chemical treatment for removal of ink

and colour, and (c) "Miscellaneous," which con-

cerns the manipulation of waste-paper stock and

mill control.

As stated, these sections involve a technically

critical appreciation of the stand»rd mill opera-

lions and their quantitative bases—that is, in re-

lation to fuel and water consumption and yield

—

and, therefore, any student of technology might

usefully read these as complementary to the study

of an ordinary text-book dealing rather with prin-

ciples.

One point we note. While giving full attention

to loss of material in working up, and classifying

these losses in terms of "loading," "short fibres,"

"sizing," and ink substances, the author omits to

note a rather important factor of loss. It is a

general experience conformable with the chem-

istry of cellulose and ligno-cellulose that suc-

cessive working involves progressive degradation

of material, both into water-soluble and alkali-

soluble compounds. We should doubt, therefore,

whether the percentage figures which the author

gives would be found to hold, seeing that

this factor of loss is ignored. Generally speak-

ing, this invisible loss is one difficult of control,

and, even in the best-regulated mills, can only be

estimated to a certain degree of approximation.

It is, however, a very important factor.

Lastly, the author deserves a compliment for

the trouble he has taken in putting out the book

on a representative paper made from old—that

is, re-worked—papers, and for setting out the

data of its composition and qualities in full tech-

nical terms in his appendix to chap. xxv.

One word in regard to Mr. Hall Caine's pre-

face. He considers the British paper-maker " re-

ceptive of ideas," and so he is; but conversion of

ideas into effective, industrial potentials is, we
suggest, quite another order of "idea"—to use

his word. We should say that the British

paper-makers are quite capable of much bigger

B
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things than they have ever done, but we think

thev will have to undergo a certain discipline of

conversion, and -forget a good deal of interior

competitive struggle, and of the outlook connoted

thereby, before they qualify for the premier posir

tion in the world's markets.

THE CONSTITUTION OF COAL.

Monograph on the Constitution of Coal. By Dr.

M. C. Stopes and Dr. R. V. Wheeler. (Depart-

ment of Scientific and Industrial Research.)

Pp. 58 + plates iii. (London: H.M.S.O., 1918.)

Price 2S. net.

IT is not too much to say that this monograph
forms the most important contribution

to our knowledge of what coal is, that has yet

appeared ; the problem has been tackled in the

right spirit and by workers with the right kind

of experience—namely, by a palaeobotanist and

a chemist working in conjunction. They them-

selves define the object of their research as an

attempt "to discover what the present actual

structure of a bituminous coal most usually is,"

and they further define what they understand by

coal in the following words :
" Ordinary coal is

a compact stratified mass of ' mummified ' plants

(which have in part suffered arrested decay to

varying degrees of completeness), free from all

save a very low percentage of other matter.
'

'

They themselves admit that this definition is not

satisfactory ; in particular it suffers from lack of

precision, as much depends upon the sense in

which the words "very low percentage" are

used ; it evidently includes lignite, which is per-

haps intentional, but it also must include peat,

which it was probably intended, to exclude.

The monograph naturally falls into two main
parts, dealing respectively with the chemical and

the structural aspect of coal. The former dis-

cusses in much detail the composition of the vari-

ous component parts that have been more or less

completely identified, and relies mainly upon its

division into two distinct types of compounds, dis-

tinguished as the " cellulosic " and the "resinic,

"

the distinction being based essentially upon the

solubility of the latter in pyridine, first discovered

by Bedson.
In the latter portion much weight is given to

the work of Lomax, which showed that ordinary
bituminous coal is a humic accumulation in which,
not chiefly wood, but leaves, twigs, fructifications,

and other plant fragments preponderate, the term
" humic " being used to indicate that the accumula-
tion consisted of the largely undecayed mixed
organs of plants. The various distinguishable
plant remains are described and discussed, the
most important being the woody cells, bark, in-

cluding cork cells, cuticle, spore-coats and spores,
seeds, and soft-walled tissue ; it is shown that,

with the exception of resin, the cell contents of
the plants are but imperfectly preserved in coal.

The authors summarise their researches by
stating their opinion that coal consists essentially
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of a conglomerate of morphologically organised

plant tissues, of plant substances devoid of mor-
phological organisation, of the comminuted degra-

dation products of both of these, and of "ulmins "

produced therefrom. But it may fairly be said

that the value of the work lies not only in the

results already attained, but also in the numerous
indications that it affords of the directions along
which future researches upon this highly complex
subject should be conducted. It is to be regretted

that the printing has been very badly done, and
that numerous clerical errors have been allowed

to escape the proof-readers. H. Louis.

ANALYSIS AND GEOMETRY.
(1) Elementary Mathematical Analysis. By Prof.

J. W. Young and F. M. Morgan. Pp. xii +
548. (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1917.)
Price 115. net.

(2) A Course of Pure Geometry, containing a Com-
plete Geometrical Treatment of the Properties

of the Conic Sections. By the Rev. Dr. E. H.
Askwith. New edition. Pp. xi + 284. (Cam-
bridge: At the University Press, 1917.) Price

75. 6d. net.

(1)
'

I ''HE aim of Messrs. Young and Morgan is

-*- very clearly explained in their preface.

Their book is intended for first-year students in

universities and colleges, and, without in any way
neglecting practical methods and applications, they

have properly laid stress upon fundamental ideas

such as "function," "continuity," and so on.

Thus the student is prepared in due time for more
abstract and delicate theories, and preserved from
the risk of becoming a mere calculating-machine.

The contents of the book are arranged in five

parts. The first is introductory ; it deals with

the idea of a function and its geometrical repre-

sentation, and gives a sketch of the theory of

rational operations in algebra. Part ii. considers

elementary functions, including the simply periodic

ones ; it also gives a chapter on computation, in

which there is an account of the slide rule, and
concludes with a chapter on implicit quadratic

functions. Part iii. contains the elements of ana-
lytical geometry as applied to the straight line,

circle, and conic sections. Part iv. comprises
chapters on algebraic manipulation, tactic, the bi-

nomial theorem, complex numbers, polynomials,

theory of equations, and determinants. Part v.

deals with functions of two variables, and gives

the elements of analytical solid geometry. Finally,

there are a set of useful tables, and a detachable
page from which a rudimentary slide rule can
be constructed.

The present reviewer has lately been giving
lectures on similar, not to say identical, lines; the

agreement in aim, choice of topics, and extent of

treatment has been practically complete. It is

an encouragement to find one's ideas of a suitable

elementary college course so independently and
strikingly confirmed. We believe that treatises

of this kind will greatly help to establish a right
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Vstem of teaching- mathematics, not only in col-

leges, but also in schools, where antiquated

methods are still too prevalent.

There is one omission in the book which is

regrettable ; the authors do not discuss the theory

of dimensions. This is a much more important

matter than it might be thought, especially when

the student works geometrical exercises with

numerical coefficients, so that the dimensions are

partly latent. Far too often even an honours

student fails to note that his answer must be

wrong, because it does not satisfy the test of
j

•dimensions; and it is needless to emphasise the

value of the theory in physics.

Typographically the book is all that could be
(

desired, except that we should have preferred old-

face figures in the tables. The diagrams are I

numerous, attractive, and well printed.

(2) The new edition of Dr. Askwith's elegant

work differs from its predecessor mainly in defining

the conic sections in the Greek way as sections of

a cone. The earlier chapters (i.-viii.) on the tri-

angle, circle, cross-ratios, etc., make this method

easy, with one notable exception ; unless we dis-

cuss complex points and lines by a purely geo-

metrical method (such as that of v. Staudt), we
are not justified in treating every figure consisting

of a conic and a line as being projectively equi-

valent to a figure consisting of a circle and a

line. This is the weak point of Dr. Askwith's

book; it is not clear whether he is appealing, in

the last resort, to algebra, or relying upon the

•exploded "principle of continuity." In other

respects the treatise fully deserves the favourable

reception which it has obtained.

G. B. M.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Association: A Story of Man for Boys and Girls.

Bv Edward B. Cumberland. Pp. 32. (Published

by the author at " Le Chalet," Penn, Bucks.,

1918.) Price 25.

For nearly thirty years Mr. Cumberland
has been headmaster of William Ellis School

at Gospel Oak, and in convinced obedience

to the founder's testament has been (since 1889)

teaching " social science " to boys of ages from

eight to eighteen—a remarkable record of

pioneer work on lines which are sure to be

widely followed in the near future. In other ways,

too, with its early physics laboratory (1890) and its

specially built geography room, the school has

been in the front line, and we would heartily con-

gratulate Mr. Cumberland on what he has

achieved in spite of conditions often far from
encouraging. He has expressed some of his

ideals in an interesting little book which he calls

"Association." The title, refers to the author's

reasoned belief that one of the factors of human
progress has been association, co-ordination, the

multiplying of inter-relations. He illustrates this

in a retrospect of the ascent of man, and by show-
ing how the individual finds himself and realises
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himself, both in body and mind, as an active

social person.

The booklet seems to us better suited for adults

than for boys and girls, for it is very tersely

written. "We cannot even refer to the many wise

things that are said about home and school, work
and play, town and country, civics and Nature-

study; but the two dominant ideas are: (1) that

"knowledge of Earth and its story helps to make
man fitter for life on it, and also to raise him above

it
"

; and (2) that the open secret of progress is

to enter into more and more complex associations

for noble ends, rising from school and family to

community and city, and from nation to humanity.

The booklet is an intensely personal document,

revealing a fine purpose. There is a tiny fly in

the ointment in the suggestion (on page 9) that

"creatures that crawl" should be regarded with

disgust.

\femoir of John Miehell, M.A.. B.D., F.R.S. By

Sir Archibald Geikie. Pp. 107. (Cambridge :

At the University Press, 1918.)

Sir Archibald Geikie has done a further service

to British science in reviving the memory of John

Miehell, and in directing attention to his work in

various fields. Geologists are familiar with

Michell's name in connection with Jurassic strata,

and especially with the " Lyas " that he traced

from Somerset to Lincolnshire. It is unfortunate

that this ancient quarryman's term should suggest,

in its modern form, a pseudo-classical origin.

Miehell, after his retirement from the rectory of

St. Botolph's, Cambridge, and from his_ brief

tenure of the Woodwardian professorship of

geology, continued, as rector of Thornhill, "those

important investigations in physics and astronomy

with which his name will always be associated."

He died in 1793, before the experiment that he

had designed for determining the earth's density

could be carried out; but his apparatus came,

through Wollaston, into the hands of his friend

and correspondent Cavendish, who improved it

in detail, and ungrudgingly acknowledged

Miehell as its originator. A long and interesting

letter from Miehell to Cavendish on the strata

near Grantham is here published for the first time.

In his frequent journeys from Thornhill to London

he made observations at his halting-places, such

as Greetham on the old North Road, and one

feels that he would have hailed the work of his

successor, William Smith, as confirming much

that he had seen. In 1760, while still at Cam-

bridge, fie contributed a paper on earthquakes to

the Royal Society, in which he urged that the

initial shock is propagated by wave-motion

through the earth.

This admirably printed and attractive work

raises pleasant memories of the times when the

"learned leisure " of our country clergy was often

, lev.. ted to scientific culture. The divorce of

clerical duties from collegiate fellowships, how-

ever desirable on both sides, has undoubtedly re-

duced the endowments of research. G. A. J. C.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neithei
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
tlie writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
litis or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications..]

German Naturalists and Nomenclature.

I TRUST that the great majority of naturalists will

read with approval the following sentence in Sir
George Hampson's paper on " Pyralidse," published in

the Proceedings of the Zoological Society, 1918

(P- 55) :
—

" No quotations from German authors pub-
lished since August, 1914, are included. ' Hostes
humani generis.'"

I have heard it argued that as we owe much to

the industrious researches of German naturalists in

the past, it would be discourteous to show any pre-
judice against accepting their assistance in the future
towards that extension of knowledge which we all

desire.

It may be remembered by those who were present
at the meeting of the International Zoological Con-
gress at Monaco in March, 1913, how persistently the
representatives of German scientific societies en-
deavoured on that occasion to dominate the discus-
sions, especially on the subject of the rules of nomen-
clature, and insisted that the names habitually em-
ployed in Germany should receive the sanction of long
usage, to the exclusion of all attempts to trace out
the literary history of each species and to preserve for
it the name bestowed by the first author who described
or. figured it. The attempt was one which, had it

been successful, would have obliged the naturalists
of other countries to accept German nomenclature and
place themselves thus far unreservedly under German
regulations and restrictions. In the Catalogue of
Lepidoptera, published in 1871 by Staudinger and
Wocke, precedence is improperly but deliberatelv
assigned to Germa-n names in preference to earlier
ones given by* French authors.
Now, as to the question of discourtesy, what will

be the position at some future Zoological Congress?
Are American, English, French, or Italian naturalists
to be expected to meet Germans and to join them in

friendly discussion on the various questions that max
arise? Considering that before the war every man,

11,111. and child in Germany, with scarcely an ex-
ception, was intent upon war, as has been amply

-tinted by the evidence of innumerable wit-
nesses, it is impossible to dissociate the menial atti-

tude of the population of that countrv, bv no means
excepting the highly educated and scientific classes,
from the world-conquering aspirations of their rulers,
or from the barbarous atrocities committed by them
in pursuit of that national ideal. A conspicuous
instance is that of a certain learned professor with
whom I was on terms of friendship, who was honoured
bv the Universities of Liverpool and Dublin, and rl -

lwered lectures in London under the auspices of the
London University, turning out eventually to be a
German spy engaged in fomenting rebellion in Ireland
and antagonism In England and her Allies in the
United States. If an individual in anv community
commits murder or robbery, or is mm plausibly sus-

pected of swindling or cheating at raids, the unavoid-
able .i\m\ universally recognised nennlly is that no man
with a grain of self-r«Spect will ever again associate

ih him. 'ihake his hand, or converse villi him in

Isriip.

trust that for the next twenty years at least
all G mans will be relegated to the category of per-
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sons with whom honest men will decline to have anv
dealings.

It should be fully understood that this is no measure
of vengeance. We do not honour thieves by vows of

vengeance; we desire to punish them. Any German
who may be permitted to attend an international
zoological congress in the near future should be made
to feel extremely uncomfortable by the urgent neces-
sity of at leasl partial camouflage.

If Sir George Hampson's suggestion by example
should be adopted and followed, it could add but a
small measure to the punishment which must inevit-

ably form part of anv conditions that will be attached
to a public peace when granted by dictation, not bv
negotiation, to the offending nation.
None but a German would use the German language

by preference for scientific descriptions of species or
genera ; thus any inconvenience that might arise from
a general refusal on the part of others to accept
descriptions worded in German could fall only upoa
those who have inflicted far more than mere incon-
venience upon the world beyond them.
To those Germans, if any there be, who are honestly

well disposed, and who put the interests of science
before the greed for worid-domination, it can be no
hardship to publish their descriptions in the English
or French language, with which the great majority
of their scientific workers are more or less intimately,

acquainted.
Inestimable damage has been done during the war

to historical, monuments and priceless works of art.

The Germans in Italy were found to have instituted

a complete organisation on the Austrian front for

securing valuable pillage in the course of the ex-
pected advance on Venice; fourgons, under trie charge
of specially appointed officers with adequate staff,

were in readiness to convev to Germany the pick of
the art treasures which they believed they would
find at their mercy. Collections in various branches
of natural history have suffered damage or destruc-

tion among other objects. In Russia the paid agents
of Germany have brought about, or at least connived
at, the wanton destruction of treasures innumerable;
some of the finest entomological collections in the
world were in Russia, in Belgium, and in Rumania.
I would urge that it is the nlain duty of the Allies

to insist not only that all objects removed shall be
replaced, but also that equivalent value in kind shall

be rendered for everything destroyed or damaged, and
this should anplv to specimens illustrating the study

of natural history (best . represented in value by
original author's types), as well as to pictures, statues,

and other objects of art or antiouitv, for the selection

of which from German museums special commis-
si, mers should be appointed. Walsingham.

6 Montagu Place. Portman Square, YV t,

August 20.

The Value of Insectivorous Birds.

Tiif. reflections in a letter to Nature (August 15) on
shortcomings in the administration of the Wild Birds'
Protection Acts, in so far as they relate to the eggs
of the lapwing, which, it is stated, appear on the pro-
hibited lists of only eight Scottish authorities, are
now happily at variance with the facts. Far from
such being the state of the case, at the present time
and for more than ten years past no fewer than twenty-
eight—out of thirty-four—Scottish county councils havi

protected the eggs of this bird, after certain dates which
permit of only the first layings being taken for food
put poses.

\s regards tin- skylark, the taking of eggs is alto-

gether prohibited, not bv twentv-three authorities in
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England and Scotland, as stated, but by twenty-eight

•countv councils in Scotland alone, and this also has

been the case for more than ten rears.

\Vm. Eagle Clarke.
The Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh.

August 26.

A Mistaken Butterfly.

The following observation will be of interest in

conneclion with those related in Nature, vol. xcv.,

i9 r S-

At Pennant Hills, near Sydney, on March 24 last,

1 noticed an interesting case of colour-attraction for a

butterfly. A lady was standing talking to two other

persons on the footpath opposite m\ house. Shi

wearing a plain brown straw hat, fixed with a hat-

pin having a light blue porcelain knob about half an
inch in diameter. A butterfh (Papilio sarpedon) kept

living about the knob as if fascinated, and followed

the lady closely when she went up the footpath to tin-

house, thing away only when the lath' entered the

house.
I watched it for quite five minutes, during which

time the butterfly never went more than a few inches

from the lady's head, and always returned to the blue

knob, apparently trying to alight thereon. The lad}

several times brushed at the insect with her hand to

drive it away. Thos. Steel.

Sydney, New South Wales.

FERTILISERS AFTER THE WAR.

IN view of the great increase in the facilities for

making sulphuric acid, attempts have natur-

ally been made to find an outlet for the new pro-

duction after the war, and a Departmental Com-
mittee appointed to go into the subject has re-

cently examined the possibility of an additional

production of fertilisers, which before the war
absorbed some 60 per cent, of the acid made.
The' report of the Committee (Cd. 8994, 1918) has
already been discussed in these columns from the

point of view of sulphuric acid production : it re-

mains now to consider the effect on fertilisers.

The report is very short and does not include the

statistical data necessary for a full discussion of

the problem : fortunately these can be collected

from other sources.

Prior to the war the total consumption of arti-

ficial fertilisers in this country7 was something
above 1,000,000 tons per annum, made up ap-

proximately as follows :

—

Farmyard manure

Nitrate of soda
Sulphate of ammonia
Cvanamide (nitrolim) and nitrate

of lime

Superphosphate ...

Basic slag ...

Guano ... ... ... S;

Bones ... ... ...
,

Others

Estimated pre-

tion in United
Kingdom.
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straightforward and less controversial than the

political and economic problems. If food produc-

tion is wanted it can be done so far as scientific

problems are concerned. The political and
economic problems lie outside our present scope;
the}' have been fully discussed in Lord Selborne's
report on rural reconstruction. During the war
these problems have, in fact, been largely solved,
and in the view of Lord Selborne's Committee the

increased production could be permanently main-
tained.

Assuming this were done, then, it would be neces-
sary to put on a permanent basis the present re-

arrangement of areas under crops. Various
schemes have been submitted. Broadly speaking,
they involve the maintenance in arable cultivation
of the three and a half or four million acres now
taken off permanent grass and adding it to

corn, thus extending the rotation from four
courses to five, or from five to six. The inter-
position of a corn crop in this manner is quite
possible in practice on two conditions—the land
must be kept clean and fertilisers must be used.
A reasonable dressing to use for cereals in these
circumstances would be 1 cwt. of sulphate of am-
monia or nitrate of soda and 2 cwt. of superphos-
phate per acre. This would not give a measure
of the total consumption of fertiliser necessarv,
because the taking out of 4,000,000 acres of per-
manent grass would necessitate the improvement
of the remainder in order that the same quantity
of grass might be grown ; an average dressing per
acre of 1 cwt. of basic slag would be a reason-
able application here. Two estimates are given in

the report :

—

Estimated Post-war Consumption.

Pre-war con
sumption :

tins per annu
Sulphate of ammonia... 60,000
Superphosphate 743,000
Basic slag 263,000

It is improbable that the production of basic
slag would ever attain the high figures quoted
here, while, on the other hand, much greater
quantities of superphosphate can be made even
than the r6 millions required on Sir Charles
Fielding's estimate. Some of the slag would
therefore in practice be replaced by superphos-
phate.

Of the two sets of figures Sir T. H. Middleton's
is the more likely to be realised. Estimates for
sulphate of ammonia are difficult to make because
to a large extent, and yet not altogether, sulphate
of ammonia is replaceable by, and can itself re-
place, nitrolim or calcium ey'anamide and nitrate
of soda. It would not be difficult to make a
reasonable guess at the total amount of combined
nitrogen the farmers of the United Kingdom
might be expected to use, but it is impossible to
forecast the way in which they will take it. Thus
we might assume the following distribution of
crops and consumption of fertilisers :

—

549, vol. 102]

Sir T. H. Sir Charles
Middleton's Fielding's
estimate : estimate :

tins per annum tons per annul

36o,00O
1,367.000 1,643,000
892,000 1,463,000
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great herring fisheries of the North Sea. As an

example of the extent of this variation the follow-

ing- figures from Dr. Johnstone's paper may be

quoted (p. 31) :

—

Manx Summer Herrings: Fisheries of 1916 and

1917.

—

Composition of the Flesh of the Fish:

Monthly Means.
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ivy and Verdun, which are necessary lor

their defence; the possession of the vast quanti-

coal, and specially of the bituminous coal,

which abounds in the North of France is no less

important than the acquisition of the iron-ore

mines."
Not long after the outbreak of war the German

steel industry was beset by serious difficulties

owing' to the fact that the imports of manganese
ore, one of the essential accessories, were cut oil,

and it was predicted by more than one authority

in this country that the shortage of this ore would
< a crisis in, and the eventual stoppage of, the

German steel industry. Confident predictions

w ere made as to the date beyond which, for this

reason, the war could not be continued by Ger-

many. These predictions entirely failed to take

into account the very considerable deposits of

manganiferous iron ore contained in the German
Empire. In 191 1 2§ million tons of such ore con-

taining less than 12 per cent, of manganese, and

288,000 tons containing between 12 and 30 per

cent., were mined. These constituted, therefore,

important sources of production when the pinch

came. There is good reason for thinking that

about ten months' stocks of high-grade ore were

present in the country at the outbreak of war, and

these were greatly augmented by the confiscation

of supplies found in Belgium and North-east

Fiance. The mines producing high-grade ore

were stimulated to the utmost activity ; means are

said to have been devised for recovering the slag

produced at the ferro-manganese blast furnaces,

and also from basic-steel slag. By the desulphur-

isation of blast-furnace coke certain economies
in manganese are considered to have been
effected. There is to-day no evidence that Ger-
many is in serious difficulties with regard to steel

production owing to the cutting off of external

sources of manganese ore.

In pre-war times Russia produced more ' man-
ganese ore than any other country. In 1913 the

output was 1,175,000 tons; most of this was ex-

ported and went through the Dardanelles. How
heavily this industry was hit by the war is shown
by the fact that in 1915 the production is stated

to have been only 9750 tons. India, much the

largest source of supply within the Empire, was
a close competitor of Russia, and, apart
from a drop of output in 1915, production
has been well maintained. Much of the Rus-
sian export went to the United States of America,
and the iron and steel industry in that country has
been placed in considerable difficulties in conse-
quence. For a time the deficiency was made good
by imports of the high-grade ores mined in Brazil.

With the acute shortage of ship tonnage which
now exists, however, a most urgent appeal has
been made to the iron and steel manufacturers in

the United States to utilise home sources of ferru-
ginous manganese and manganiferous iron ores.
The Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research is to be warmly congratulated on the
publication of a report which gives in a well-
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arranged and lucid form just the information it set

out to collect and systematise. It is to be hoped
that it will become one of its standing publica-

tions, and that from time to time new editions

with the most up-to-date information will be

issued. H. C. H. Carpenter.

PROF. BERTRAM HOPK1NSON, F.R.S.

THE death, in a Hying accident on August 26,

of Col. Bertram Hupkinson, C.M.G.,
F.R.S., professor of mechanism and applied

mechanics in the University of Cambridge, is a

grievous loss to science and the nation. Born in

LS74, the eldest son of Dr. John Hopkinson,

F.R.S., he inherited not a little of his father's

scientific insight and genius for bringing science

to bear on practical matters. This hereditary

aptitude was fostered by close contact with his

father's mind in early life; he was his father's

frequent companion in work as well as in play.

Bertram lived at home, attending St. Paul's

School until lie went to Trinity, where he took the

Mathematical Tripos. An unlucky illness com-
pelled him to take an aegrotat degree in the First

Pari ; but he show-ed his quality in the Second
Part, when he was placed in the First Division of

the First Class. He then read for the Bar, devilling

in a well-known counsel's chambers, and had
been "called " when the tragic death of his father,

along with a younger brother and two sisters,

while climbing near Arolla in 1898, changed the

current of his life. He boldly took up his father's

business as a consulting electrical engineer, in

association with his uncle, Mr. Charles Hopkin-
son, and Mr. Talbot, a former assistant. With
them lie carried out various tramway undertakings

during the next four or five years.

In 1903 Hopkinson was elected professor of

mechanism and applied mechanics at Cambridge,
in succession to the present w-riter. To many the

appointment of so young and comparatively un-

known a man must have seemed surprising, but

those who knew Hopkinson were confident that the

electors had made a wise choice. It was entirely

justified by the result. In Hopkinson's hands the

Cambridge School of Engineering prospered ex-

ceedingly, going from strength to strength in

numbers, in academic and professional repute, and,

above all, in activity as a centre of research. Hop-
kinson was himself devoted to research, and could

inspire his pupils with a like ardour. In some
instances a pupil's name appears as joint author

of the published paper; in others the pupil was
himself left to complete and publish the work.
No one, I think, can read Hopkinson's papers

without being reminded of those of his father.

There is something of the same freshness of out-

look, the same penetration and grasp, the same
personal detachment, the same directness in attack,

the same unconventionality in method, the same
avoidance of side issues and concentration on the

essence of the problem. It is impossible to do
more here than give the briefest indication of
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their general scope. One group deals with elastic

hysteresis in steel' and the endurance of that metal

under repeated cyclic variations of stress. For

these experiments he designed an ingenious

"fatigue-tester " to apply alternations of pull and

push at a rate as high as 7000 per minute by using

electro-magnetic action to maintain the vertical

oscillation of a heavy armature attached to one

end of the test-piece. Another important group

of papers deals with gaseous explosions. His

researches in this subject have done much to clear

away earlier misconceptions and to bring out

features in the process of explosion that had been

overlooked. They disposed of wrong ideas about

"after-burning," but at the same time showed how-

far from uniform is the condition within a closed

combustion-vessel at the moment when the maxi-

mum pressure is attained.

As joint secretary with Sir Dugald Clerk of the

British Association Committee on Gaseous Explo-

sions, as well«as by his own experiments, Hopkin-

son did much to advance our knowledge of an

intricate problem. He applied similar methods of

inquiry to the analysis of what occurs in an In-

ternal-combustion engine ; in this connection his

optical indicator is of great service. During the

years immediately before the war he was engaged
in studying the pressure produced by the detona-

tion of high explosives and by the impact of

bullets. For this he devised methods of measure-
ment which were admirably simple and effective.

Thev were described in a Royal Institution lecture

in 191 2, and more fully in the Philosophical Trans-
actions of the Royal Society for 1914. Hopkinson
also edited a reprint of his father's scientific and
technical papers, and wrote for it a short memoir,
which was published in 1901.

On the outbreak of war he threw himself with

characteristic vigour into national service, to the

exclusion of all other interests. At Cambridge
he had been a keen promoter of the Officers Train-
ing Corps. He first undertook R.E. duty at

Chatham in order to relieve others for active

service. Later he was engaged for a time at the

Admiralty on work of a kind quite new to him,
which he attacked with conspicuously good effect.

He had the satisfaction of seeing an invention,

which he made to meet one of the big-ger diffi-

culties of the war, promptly tested, adopted, and
officially recognised. Concurrently with this he
acted as secretary of a committee set up by the
Royal Society to assist the Government, a posi-

tion which brought him into touch with many
other war questions and with the men busied in

them. His attention began to be directed to the

equipment of aircraft, and soon he became
absorbed in this task, accepting a position in

what is now the Royal Air Force. There, perhaps
as never before, he found his opportunity. His
powers were acknowledged and turned to full

account ; he received promotion, and the range of

his authority was enlarged. He revelled in his

work, put everything aside for it, was unsparing
of himself. He knew well that flying, especially
for a man no longer young, meant a serious risk ;
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but he felt that the risk had to be taken if the

work were to be well done. So he flew, from one
air station in England to another, or even to

France, generally as his own pilot.

All who knew Hopkinson esteemed him for a
man of strong character and sane judgment, of

unswerving straightness in thought and action,

with a rare freedom from egotism or self-seeking

or any pettiness. But it was only in the intimacy
of the domestic circle that one learnt what a
wealth of affection lay behind his reserve. In

1903 he married the eldest daughter of Mr. Alex-
ander Siemens ; she survives him with seven
daughters. His family life was a» ideally happy
one save for the calamity of 1898 am! for the

death of his brother Cecil, a young man of like

tastes and of the finest promise, who died last

year of a wound received in Flanders. In 1 I

ing them both, the War has taken of our very

best. J. A. Ewing.

NOTES.
The Societa ftaifiana 'I'll' Sciei dei XL)

has awarded the natural sciences gold medal for mis
to Prof. Filippo Eredia for his work in meteoro
This is the first time that, in Italy, studies in the field

of meteorology have been rewarded in this way.

A telegram received at th. Mi Office

on \ugust 26 from the Director-General of Observa-
in India states, with reference to the Ara

Sea and Bay of Bengal, that the monsoon is normal,
and that no cyclonic storm has occurred.

We regret to note that Enginccri)ig for August 30
records the death of Engineer Rear-Admiral
Francis Henry Lister. Admiral Lister was well

known in the Service, and was closely identified

with the construction of machinen in tin- contrai

works, not only for the Navy, but also for sevei il

ships ranked as auxiliaries to the Navy, including the

Mauritania and Lusitania. His age was fifty-sis

rears, and he had given thirty-nine years to the ser-

vice of his country in the Navy. He was a member
of the Institution of Naval Architects and of the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

The principle that every large industrial firm should
h.'ivi' its own research laboratot have been
accepted more generally in America than it has been
in this country, and as a consequence a large propor-

tion of our knowledge of the working of such labora-

tories comes from American sources. In the August
issue of the Scientific Monthly there is, for example,

a valuable paper on research and industry by Dr.

P. G. Nutting, the director of the Westinghouse Re-
search Laboratory at East Pittsburgh. Dr. Nutting
points out that in addition to technical research, such

as the testing of the materials received and produced,

the elimination of works troubles, and the starting

of new processes, it is necessary to earn' out scien-

tific industrial research on basic principles, and on
relations to the more obscure and fundamental works
troubles. He considers that the best preparation for

industrial research as a profession is a thorough
grounding in principles, followed by research sufficient

to justify the award of a doctor's degree in the best

American universities.

A Royal Commission has been appointed ''to con-

sider and report whether it is advisable to make any
•changes in the denominations of the currency and
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money account of the United Kingdom with the view
of placing them on a decimal basis, and whether, if

an alteration of the present system is recommended,
it is desirable to adopt with or without modification
the proposals embodied in the Bill recently introduced
into the House of Lords by Lord Southwark or some
other scheme, and in the latter alternative to make
specific recommendations for consideration by Par-
liament." The members of the Commission are :

—

Lord Emmott, Lord Southwark, Lord Faber, Lend
Ashton of Hyde, Lord Leverhirlme, Sir R. V. Va
Smith, Bart., Sir L Larmor, Sir G. Crovdon Marks,
Sir A. W. Watson, Mr. J. W. Ca'wston, Mr.
S. Armitage Smith, Mr. C. Godfrey, Mr. J. Bell,

Mr. J. Burn, Mr. H. Cox, Mr. G. Hayhurst, Mr.
T. McKenna, Mr. G. Marks, Mr. f, F. Mason, Mr.
A. Smith, Mr. G. M. Smith, and Mr. G. C. Vyle.

Although a rein forced-concrete barge of 400 tons
has been in use on the cross-Channel service for some

' months, the vessel launched on August 24 at Lake
Shipyard, near Poole, is the first 1000-ton reinforced-
concrete sea-going barge completed in the United
Kingdom, and forms one of a fleet of similar vessels
at present in course of construction at Admiralty ex-
tension shipyards in different parts of England, Scot-
land, and Ireland. From an illustrated article in

Engineering for August 30 we learn that there are
now eight 1000-ton barges on the slips at the Lake
yard, which was laid out to suit this ckiss of v. ork
by Mr. Anthony G. Lyster, of Sir John Wolfe Barry
and Partners. When finally completed, the slipways
will provide accommodation for the simultaneous
building of sixteen vessels ranging up to 2500 tons
dead-weight carrying capacity. The vessels under con-
struction were designed by Mr. E. O. Williams, the
hull in every case having a double bottom and double
sides. It is interesting to know that the experience
gained in the building of this pioneer vessel has
already resulted in the introduction of various im-
proved methods of procedure. The vessel was con-
structed to the classification of the British Corpora-
tion for the Survey and Registration of Shipping.

The death is announced of Prof. Henry Shaler
Williams, of Cornell University, U.S.A. Prof. Wil-
liams was born at Ithaca, N.Y., on March 6, 1847,
and graduated at Yale in 186S. His early inclina-

tions were towards biology, and his first paper, in

1872, made a comparison between the muscles of the

chelonian and human shoulder-girdles. Soon, how-
ever, he turned to the study of fossils, with special

reference to their use in stratigraphical geology, and
in 1879 he was appointed professor of palaeontology in

Cornell University. In 1886 he became professor of
both geology and palaeontology in the same univei
and in 1892 he succeeded James D. Dana as Silliman
professor at Yale. In 1902 he returned to Cornell,
and in 1912 he retired from active service, with a
pension under the Carnegie Foundation. Prof. Wil-
liams devoted his attention chiefly to the invertebrate
fossils found in the Devonian formations of the
eastern part of North America, and published an im-
portant series of memoirs on the correlation of these
rocks and faunas in the Bulletin of the United States
Geological Survey. At the same time he detailed the
results of his researches, especially on brachiopods, in

other papers, and in 1895 he produced a rriost useful

and original handbook entitled " Geological Biology,

an Introduction to the Geological History of Organ-
isms." He was among the pioneers in the modern
methods of studying fossils, and most industriously

tested their value in the sphere which lie made his

own.
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The death of Dr. Robert Saundby on August 28,
at the age of sixty-eight, leaves a^ gap in the ranks
of contemporary leaders of British medicine. From
his first appointment as pathologist at the Birming-
ham General Hospital in 1876 until his retirement
from the University chair of physic in 1917, when he
became emeritus professor, Dr. Saundby devoted him-
self to medical problems in their scientific aspects,
especially in regard to abnormal states of the urine
in renal disease and diabetes, and to disorders of
the stomach and digestive, system. His works on
"Renal and Urinary Diseases" (fourth edition, 1900)
and on " Diseases of the Digestive System " (second
edition, 1^07) embody the scientific knowledge and
clinical experience of a physician who pursued in the
laboratory the studies begun in the wards of a large
hospital, and was well acquainted with the writings
of other workers in the same domain. Besides these
monographs, Dr. Saundby made considerable con-
tributions to medical literature in the form of articles

and scholarly addresses. The scientific attitude of
his mind was strongly reflected in his clinical work
and in his lifelong interest in research. To the last

he was receptive of new ideas, and hjs readiness to

test such new methods or findings within his province
as attracted his critical faculty kept him continuously
abreast of his times. But Dr. Saundby was more
than a clinician, and his books on "Medical Ethics"
(second edition, 1907) and on " Old Age : Its Care
and Treatment" (1913), as well as the distinguished
positions to which he was elected by his fellows, bear
witness to his strong personality, sound judgment,
and versatility. Throughout his career as a consult-

ing physician in busy practice Dr. Saundby's energy
and public spirit were further displayed in other fields

of professional interest. He was a strenuous sup-

porter of the British Medical Association, holding the

office of chairman of the council and becoming presi-

dent of the association in 1911. He was also a
member of the General Medical Council, and at the

Royal College of Physicians he was Harveian orator

in 1917, lecturing on the congenial theme of "Harvey's
Work Considered in Relation to Scientific Know-
ledge and University Education in his Time."

Considerable interest was taken last week in the

demonstrations of " reading by ear " at the British

Scientific Products Exhibition. The original construc-

tion of Dr. Fournier d'Albe's " type-reading opto-

phone " was described in Nature for September 3,

19 1
4. This construction has recently been modified

by replacing the Nernst lamp by a small drawn-wire
lamp, and by arranging the whole apparatus in such a
manner that any ordinary book or newspaper can be
inserted and read without cutting it up into pages or

columns. The demonstrations consisted in taking an
ordinary book of clear type, opening it at random or

at a page chosen by the audience, and asking the

blind pupil to read a few words or lines on that page.

By a curious coincidence the first words thus read

were " in the light." • The reader, a girl of nineteen

blind from early infancy, was the first blind person

to read by ear. She read an unknown page of print

without assistance after twenty lessons of one hour
each, spent in learning the alphabet and in decipher-

ing words of gradually increasing length. The only

letters which offered any real difficulty were c, o, p,

and q. ' The Roman alphabet is less suitable for

optophone reading than either the Gothic or the

Russian alphabet, and it might easily be re-designed

so as to increase its legibility. But even as types are

now, they are sufficiently legible to make all the litera-

ture printed clearly in them freely accessible to the

blind through Dr. Fournier d'Albe's very ingenious
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instrument and by the exercise of reasonable practice

in distinguishing the sounds associated with letters

and words.

On the linguistic side the Bureau of American
Ethnology, according to its thirty-first report, for

1909-10, published in 1916, was specially engaged,
under the superintendence of Dr. Franz Boas, in bring-

ing nearly to completion the first volume of the " Hand-
book of American-Indian Languages." The most
important work on the first volume was a thorough
revision of the Algonquin sketch by Dr. W. Jones,

which she has nearly completed. Miss Densmore is

analysing about 500 songs collected from a representa-

tive number of localities, which will form a scientific

musical study of primitive song. The remainder of

the volume of the report is devoted to an exhaustive

account of Tsiinshian mythology, based on a series of

texts recorded by Mr. H. W. Tate.

Mr. F. B. C. Bradlee contributes to the Historical

Collections of the Essex Institute (vol. liv., No. 2,

April, 1918) a paper on the Salem Iron Factory, which
possesses more than local interest. The first iron-

works of any importance were started at Lynn, Mas-
sachusetts, in 1643, and tne first iron pot made in

New England was cast in that foundry in the same
year. The Danvers ironworks and rolling mills were
founded by Nathan Read, of Salem, whose ancestors

came from Newcastle-upon-Tyne. He was born in

1759, and two works were started in 1796. He was
the inventor of one of the first machines, and perhaps
the earliest, for cutting and heading nails in one
operation. Mr. Bradlee in his paper publishes a

number of early documents which are of value as a
record of this industry in the United States.

^

Despite the prevalence of v ar conditions, the

Geological Survey of New Zealand continues its hand-
some series of bulletins with Prof. Jas. Park's memoir
on "The Geology of the Oamaru District, North
Otago" (1918). This is the typical area for the

Oamaruian series, and the Ototara stage is now
rescued from what the author calls the "hyphenated"
Cretaceo-Tertiary group of former classifications.

Everything in the district above the' Palaeozoic schists

is now classed as Miocene or Pleistocene. At the base
of the Ototaran strata near Peebles pillow-lavas occur,

which were evidently poured out as submarine flows

during the deposition of the fossiliferous limestone.

The ample lists of molluscs and brachiopods, by Mr.
Suter and Dr. J. A. Thomson respectively, establish

the Miocene, and probably Middle Miocene, age of the
Oamaruian series.

The controversy regarding the relation of magic to

religion is again raised in a vigorous manner by
Mr. N,. W. Thomas in a paper entitled "Magic and
Religion: a Criticism of Dr. Jevons " (Folk-lore,

xxviii., 259), in the same journal, vol. xxix., part 2.

Dr. Jevons asserted that we should reserve the term
"magic" "exclusively for the proceedings which
excite the disapproval of the community," which, as

his critic points out, includes under the head of
"magic" not only all crime, but also offences against
etiquette. "To frame an adequate definition of

magic, it is necessary to survey the whole field of
primitive rites and to group the facts according to

their natural affinities without regard to the termin-
ology of the reporter. In only 'too many cases the

native view cannot be discovered ; failing some know-
ledge of the language, the observer falls back on his

own preconceptions, and while we get a good account
of the details of a rite, we get none of the atmo-
sphere with which the native mind surrounds it."
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The peoples of Austria are statistically considered
by Mr. B. C. Wallis in a paper in the July issue
of the Geographical Review (vol. vi., No. 1), which is

accompanied by several excellent maps in colour.
Three of these maps show respectively the relief of the
land, the density of population, and the distribution
of nationalities. The last map illustrates the patch-
work of races of which Austria consists, and shows
[early that in most of Austria the inhabitants are not

Utonic race, and that there is no race character-
istic to Austria like the Magyars to Hungary.
Czechs, Poles, Ruthenians, and Rumanians form
50 to 95 per cent, of the population in different parts
of northern Austria. From Carinthia and the Tyrol
southwards Italians and Slavs are the predomi;

This leaves a comparatively restricted area,
comprising principally the mountains of the centre
and the Danube valley, in which Germans predomin-

te. Mr. Wallis believes that if the principle of
nationality is given due consideration in the final

settlement, the outlooks of Germany eastward and
towards the Mediterranean will be barred, and that
the Germans of Austria will be separated from the
Prussians by the Czechs. The best lands of Austria
will no longer be in German hands. The paper raises
many interesting issues, and contains many facts

essential to any understanding of the settlement of the
Austrian question.

An account of the amphibians collected by the
American Museum Expedition to Nicaragua in 1916
appears in the Bulletin of the American Museum of
Natural History, vol. xxxviii., pp. 311-47. Though,
of necessity, very technical in character, it yet con-
tains some noteworthy observations in regard to the
life-histories of these animals, especially in relation to
coloration and structural variations. A good in-

stance of the latter is furnished by a tiny tree-frog, no
more than 16 millimetres in length. New to science,

and designated Hyla chica, this little creature displays
a striking range of variation in regard to the digital

expansion used in climbing, and a no less marked
reduction of the webs of the toes. Igalychnis helenae,
another small tree-frog, showed chameleonic changes
of colour which were not, apparently, due to changes
in the intensity of the light. Finally, stress is laid

upon the profound alterations of colour which take
place in specimens preserved in spirit.

The annual report for 1917 of the New Jersey De-
partment of Conservation and Development insists on
the abolition of all legislation framed for the protec-

tion of deer and rabbits within the boundaries of the

State ; and this because of the depredations of the

'leer, which, driven out of the forest by fires caused by
deer-hunters, raid the crops of the farmers. It is con-

tended that material inter* ;ts of great value are being
sacrificed to sport. But, judging from the report,

hunters in this State are accorded a surprising licence.

Strenuous efforts are urged to drain some 300,000
acres of marshland, now infested with mosquitoes, in

order that they may become available for cultivation
;

and for this work it is suggested prison-labour should

be employed. The forest fire service report, included

in this volume, proves interesting reading, if only for

the insight it affords into the management of large

forests in view of our own afforestation schemes.

The collection of sea-anemones made by the Terra

Nova Expedition is described by Mr. T. A. Stephenson
British Antarctic Terra Nova Exp., 1910, Zool.,

vol. v., No. 1, pp. 1-6S, 6 pis., 1918). Fifteen genera,-

all belonging to the Actiniina, are represented, each

by a single species. The author describes as new five
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n species. Sever, speeiss were ob-

tained in the vicinity of McMurdo Sound, and two "I

these wen also taken in Ross Sea. All these (vers

dredged from deep water, and most of them have a

thick, still l.i iily-wall. The remaining eight species

were collected in New Zealand, off Rio de Janeiro, off

the Falkland Islands, and at South Trinidad Island.

\ nl description is given of each species, and,
thanks to the excellent preservation of the material,

an account of the histology of most of them is added.
In the examples of Leptoteichus, Bolocera, and Cym-
bactis the author found numerous zooxanthella; in or
around the gonads, and in Phvmactis the greater part

of the mesoglcea of the mesenterial filaments is

crowded with small zooxanthellae.

We have recently received three additional parts of
vol. v. of the Scientific Reports of the Australasian
Antarctic Expedition, niii-14. In part ii. (5 pp.) Miss
Mary J. Rathbun gives an account of the crabs which
are referable to three species, two of which are well-

known species of Halicarcinus and Nectocarcinus.
The third is a nii-galops stage of large size, taken oil

Macquarie Island, and described as Marestia ma-wsoni,
n.sp. In part iii. (4S pp., 15 pis.) Prof. G. S. Brady
reports on the Copepoda from the tow-nettings; fifty-

three species are noted, twenty-five of which are

described as new. The species fall into thirty-eight

genera, six of which are new. Several of the more
prevalent Antarctic forms in the collection were
previouslv known onlv from Giesbrecht's descriptions

in his report on the collection made by the Belgit a.

These seem to be purely Antarctic species, while a few-

others, e.g. CaJanit*. propinquus, seem to be almost
cosmopolitan in distribution. In part iv. (11 pp., 2 pis.)

Prof. Bradv gives an account of the Cladocera and of

the Ostracod family Halocypridas.

The diminution of foreign imports into India has
forced the Forest Department to exploit local

sources of supply. Home-grown timber is now largely

used for industrial purposes. Indian walnut has
lately replaced the European variety for rifle-stocks

;

Chir pine has been found equal to that of Oregon for

gun-carriages, and Himalayan spruce is little inferior

to the famous Sitka variety for the manufacture of

aircraft. Materials for paper are being successfully

utilised, and tar for the Calcutta jute industry is being
distilled in the Punjab. A solution of gum from
Bauhinia retusa has been successfully used as a bind-

ing material for making charcoal briquettes. On the

whole, the efforts of the Forest Department to utilise

indigenous resources have been well conceived, and
promisi to be financiallv successful.

•The Geological Survey of Great Britain, in the

sixth volume of its special reports on the mineral
resource^ .,t the country (19x8, ys. 6d.), describes the

occurrences of refractorv materials, including dolom-
ite. Dr. J. W. Melior has furnished tests of many
of the samples. One of several interesting points is

the present demand for calcined dolomite as a lining

for converters or for I In- beds of open-hearth furnaces

in steel manufacture. I he rock should be a compact,
nearly pure dolomite—that is, with some 21 per cent.

of magnesia. Silica should not exceed 2 per cent.

The manufacture of silica bricks from ganister and
quartzite is also described. The crushed rock is

usuallv bound bv an addition of some 1-5 per cent,

of lime during grinding, and the moulded bricks are

fired at a temperature of about 1500 C.

We have received from the Pala?ontological Labora-
tory of Yale University a collection of reprints detail-

ing the results of the recent activities of Prof. Charles
Schuchert and his associates. They are very varied,
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ranging from notes on the Palasozoic rocks in the
Grand Canon of the Colorado to the evolution of
Palaeozoic corals and the function of the so-called
sacral brain in dinosaurs. One paper by Prof. R. S.

Lull (from Amcr. Journ. Sci., May, 1918) is a welcome
contribution to our knowledge of the footprints of
Carboniferous land vertebrates. The animals which
made these prints are still unknown, but they seem to

have been very bulky, small creatures with sprawl-
ing legs, having broad, stumpy feet and four toes in

front, five toes behind. The absence of any trace ol

the lail show-, that the bodv was carried clear of the
ground.

Meteorological tables giving the mean values in

1917 for the several elements at Falmouth are published
in the "Report of the Observatory Committee of I In

Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society," and some notes
of interest are added. Tlie minimum barometer
reading for the year, 9700 mb. or 28-645 m -> was
recorded on August 27; it is the only instance that

the minimum pressure has occurred at the observa-
tory in the month of August. Air temperature had a
mean of 40-4° for the year, which is the lowest since

observations were commenced in 1882 ; the next lowest
annual mean was 50-2° in 1888. From January 14 to

February 3, a period of eighteen days, the maximum
ii mperature only once reached 40 , apparently an
unprecedented circumstance in the district. The total

rainfall was 3621 in., which is 958 in. below the
average of the forty-five vears, 1871-1015. The mini-
mum fall in anv month was 1-83 in., in December,
which is the lowest record for that month, and is in

marked contrast to 11-14 in. measured in December,
1015. Bright sunshine registered 1632 hours during
the vear, which is 132 hours fewer than the mean for

the thirty-five vears 1881 to 1915. In an easterly gale

on Januarv 27 the height to which the water washed
the cliffs is stated to be unprecedented so far as is

known. A table of sea temperature values is given,

and as the means at the station are now available for

about forty vears, the results are of considerable

value. Some improvement might probablv be made
bv comparing the sea temperature mean for the

several months with the corresponding days of air

temperature, instead of with the means of air tem-
perature for the several months, and the maximum
and minimum comparisons seem also open to ques-

tion. The new scale values are not systematically.

used, but this is probablv a matter of time, as with

many other observatories.

The manufacture of synthetic indigo in Germany is

still considerably hampered through shortage of raw-

materials (Zeitschrift fur angewandtc Chemie, June
2r). The recent discovery of a practical source of

acetic acid in calcium carbide has given new life to the

industry bv securing supplies of one of the most
important raw materials. The relatively high prices

for synthetic indigo have favoured the cultivation of

the indigo plant in Eastern countries. Two large fac-

tories in the United States have commenced the manu-
facture of artificial indigo.

Dagcus Nyheter, Stockholm, reports that it has

been decided to install a high-power wireless station

at Karlsborg. The range is 5000 km., and the masts

will be 210 m. high, and weigh onlv 25 tons. The
radiating system is formed of 60 phosphor-bronze

wires 450 m. long. A balancing antenna is provided,

consisting of a bronze wire 1 mm. thick, suspended

5 m. above the ground over the entire area of the

station. The energy will be supplied from the gene-

rating station at Trolhattan, and an emergency gene-

rator is installed at the station.
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A remark in Nature of August 22, p. 493, referring

to the use of Moissan's electric furnace for the pro-

duction of pure substances, and stating that these

"rendered possible the practical achievements of Sir

Robert Hadfield and other great steel-ma I
<

correction for the sake of historical accuracy. Sir

Robert HSdfield's epoch-making experiments, which
led to the production of his famous manganese steel,

were made in 1882, and neither for this nor for the

other valuable iron alloys invented by him was he in-

1 to Moissan's work. It was not until ten years

later that Moissan turned his attention to high-tem-

perature research, and bv the preparation of chromium,
tungsten, molybdenum, uranium, and many other

metals in a fused form and high degree of pm in

enriched our knowledge of the chemical and physical

properties of these elements.

Ix accordance with its usual practice of lati years,

the Royal Meteorological Institute of the Netherlands
has issued copies of the most disturbed magnetic
curves obtained at De Bilt during 19 16. The records

cover seven sheets, and deal with twelve separate

periods, each of thirty hours. There are traces in

each case of D (declination), H (horizontal force), and
V (vertical force). The D and H scale-values were
practically constant throughout, the respective equiva-

lents of 1 mm. of ordinate being 106' and 347, but

the equivalent of 1 mm. in the V curves varies from
1-147 to 3-317. Some of the disturbances were of

considerable amplitude, but none at all outstanding.

There are several good examples of " sudden commence-
ments." The largest movement of this kind in H
occurred on August 26, and was decidedly oscillatory.

The usual tendency for the evening hours to be

more disturbed than the forenoon is pronounced. Also,

in nearly every case the value of V is enhanced in

the late afternoon, up to at least 10 or 11 p.m.,

and depressed in the early morning hours. This is

especially well illustrated in the two sets of curves

numbered 2 and 3, which cover the sixty consecutive

hours commencing at 7 a.m. on March 8. On must

occasions short-period oscillations are prominent in

the D and H curves during at least part of the

storm. On some occasions, notably on November 12,

these were of considerable amplitude, especially in II.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Infra-red Stellar Spectra.—Some interesting ex-

periments on the photography of stellar spectra in

the extreme red have been made by Dr. P. W. Merrill,

of the Bureau of Standards, Washington (Scientific

Papers, No. 318). The actual tests were made at the

Harvard College Observatory, where use was made of

the 24-in. reflector, combined with objective prisms of

different dispersions. The plates were sensitised for

the red by staining with dicyanin, and pinaverdol was
added when it was desired to photograph the yellow

and green in addition. A large number of spectra of

typical stars was obtained, with exposures ranging
from 5 to 112 minutes, reaching in some cases as fat-

as A. 870, and showing the atmospheric absorption

bands B, a, and A. Several examples are repro-

duced, and it is clear that results of considerable value

to astronomers and physicists may be obtained in the

future bv this method. Among other results of interest

Dr. Merrill has found a new absorption band in the

spectra of the M stars at wave-length 760, which he has

proved by laboratory experiments to belong to the

titanium oxide series; in Mira there is possibly still

another band between 810 and 820. In stars of

class N new bands have been found at 692, 708, and

723, and these differ from the characteristic bands of
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carbon in degenerating towards the less refrangible
part of the spectrum ; it is suggested that they mav
possibly be due to cyanogen. The great contrast in

energy distribution in the different classes of stars is

very strongly emphasised by the extended range of
ition. For classes B and A tin- blue portion is

much the stronger; at class K the blue and red are
about equal; while for classes M and N the red is

the stronger.

Mouni Wilson Observatory Report.—Although the
director has been called upon to d< ill his
time to the organisation and work oi thi National
Research Council, the research activity luunt
Wilson Observatory appears u. have been well.
maintained. The report for 1917 refers to many sub-
jects of the highest interest and importance, and it is

only possible to mention a few developments to which
attention has not previously been directed. The

;

spectrograph has been adapted for visual observations,
in conjunction with the 150-ft. tower telescope, and
the magnetic polarities of an average number of forty

sun-spots were determined on each day of observa-
tion, besides measurements of the strength of field in

1 large percentage of these spots. Further tests of
the presence of free electricity in sun-spots were also

made, but, as in previous years, Stark effects were
not observed, and the results win- negative. Tin

interesting results obtained bv stereoscopic combina-
tions of H a images of the sun have been extended,
and the method has been found extremely valuable in

the study of prominences projected on tin- disc, and
in showing their connection with the dark flocculi.

Systematic work on the solar rotation is being con-
tinued with the greatest refinements, and it is hoped

uallv to determine whether the suggested varia-

tions in the period are real, or depend upon instru-

mental conditions and personal equation. Stellar and
nebular investigations continued to increase in several

directions, and work on the parallaxes, proper motions,
magnitudes, and distribution of the stars has been
very fruitful. Of exceptional significance in the 11

of stellar evolution is the definite conclusion that the
intrinsically fainter stars move more rapidly than the

brighter ones, irrespective of their distances from the

sun. To facilitate the experimental work, which is

so fundamental for the interpretation

spectra, the physical laboratory in Pa been
enlarged to nearly double its former area, and addi-

tional equipment has been provided. Good progress

was also made with the 100-in. reflector, the dome
and mounting having been essentially completed, and
the great mirror safely conveyed to the top of the

mountain; it is expected tha li ;cope will be

readv for test observations during the autumn.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW
INDUSTRIES.

A FACT brought to light at the British Scientific

Products Exhibition, organised by the British

Science Guild at King's College, is the dependence
of industrial development upon the intelligent applica-

tion of scientific knowledge and method. In most of

the industries represented at the exhibition it is shown
that the resources exist and that they merely await

the application of the results of scientific research for

their proper development, and the introduction of

patient and persistent effort to turn these industries

into successful commercial undertakings-. The case

of timber furnishes an example of our pre-war depend-

ence upon supplies from abroad, when, in point of

fact, the bulk of our demands could have been satisfied

by home or Colonial supplies. For a long time it
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was impos hi successive Governrm its

of this country realise that the afforestai

lands was a question "l national
i

Since
:. the attitude of those responsibl
oi thi i ounti '. hi n gai d to thi

tion I
nged i onsidei ablj rhi lossi i

ine, and I
hi shot tagi oi teamship i m-

I \a\ e appi i i iabl\ diminished the impi u

timber, w ith the resull ti n to

hi i es i" make up :

oblems that \\ ill ha\ - to bi olved before
in depi nil i mil elj upon oui ov\ n resoui 1

1

- M E. 'P. Stebbing in a li i ture whi
al King's Collegi I he question

here to gei the timbi i « i shall 1 1 quii i dut ing

tion of the wasti I
I Kingdom. Mr.

Stebbing expressed the opinion thai we should have
to relj upon Canada and Russia for our future sup.
plies of soft woods. He disapproved ,il small I. nlaiive

schemes ol afforestation. This, in his view, would
not enable us to depend upon the major portion of our
supplies of home-grown timber, and he expressed the
further opinion that unless the afforestation problem
is conceived on bold lines, it would result in a uv less

waste of money
Just as in tin case of limber and Other metallic

materials the bulk of our supplies can be obtained
by the development of the natural resources of the
Empire, so in the ease of metallic materials can out-

independence be firmly secured. The example of
tungsten furnishes a striking and instructive illus-

tration of the neglect to utilise the resources of the
Empire or to work in our own territory the minerals
won under the British flag. Under the stress of war
conditions the importance of tungsten as an essential
ingredient in the manufacture of tool-steel and as a
corner-stone of modern engineering is now fully

realised in this country. Much stiil remains to be
known about the properties of this element and its

uses, and Mr. Julius L. F. Vpgel has performs I a
public service in pn senting an account of tungsten
at a lecture at King's College, where there are also
a number of specimens of the metal to be seen, ["he

problem of preparing pure tungsten, although 01

commercial importance, was considered too small to

justify a separate establishment for the industry, with
suit that it was left to certain German chemical
metallurgical works to deal with the problem,
plete investigation laboratories were equipped,
tted works erected, and ample funds pro-

develop a suitabli
| ss and put it into

operation, and before lot offered
di i containing 95 to 06 per cent, of pure

til) free fi om deleterious impui ities.

In cour oi time a still higher grade tungsten was
supplied, cont lining up to 0,0 per cent, of the pure
metal. \ establish the manufactut
tungsten in this country resulted in the production of
an article 1 ry quality, but the scale of
manufa -, and intermittent ore
supply made competition with the powerful Get
producers impossible. If the tungsten industry has
at last been permai blished in this country,
it is due in no small measure to the efforts of Mr.
Vogel_, \\hn is proi ,1 nhii the
a Widnes, which havi been 1

: ng tungsten since
Julv, 1015, without intermi
Even in the developmeni oi ces of energy for

our industry there is immen 1 he applica-
tion of scientific knowled n 1. We know,

ample, that one cubic foot of water per second
falling ti ft. will deyelop one horse-power in any
modern turbine. What use can be made of this
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energy? Mr. \ Newlands, engineer-in-chief of the
Highland Railway, showed in the coursi ol a paper
lead ai Hi n not onl) that thi di

men I oi out ivati will pi ovide us with
the energj thai we require, but also thai its proper
developmeni 1- to si stent hound up with thi re-

organi 1 I out industrial life. Cheap*pi
ended use of it an

and 1I1 the watei -powei pos
i verj serious economic waste.

In th Production Report it is shown
that while thi total horse-power of industrial engines
in the 1 niad Kingdom is approximately ten and
a hall' millions, of this only 178,000 h.p., or 1 6 per
1 'Hi.. water-power. In the op
oi Mr. Newlands, r tld easil; draw upon
for one to one and a half million horse-power, 01 n

than 10 per cent, of our requiremi nts. \ comparison
of the percentage of available water-power utilised in

Greal Britain with that of other countries furnishes a
very impressive reminder of the undeveloped stal

that industry here. Germany utilises 43-4 per cent, of
the water available and capable of development; the
United States, 24-9 per cent.; France, 11-6 per cent.;
Great Britain, only 8*3 per cent. It is estimated that
while there is ivailable for development from water-
power in Great Britain io-q h.p. per square mile of
area, only 0-91 h.p. is actually used.

Mr. Newlands is of the opinion that the place of
water pow : r in inclustr, lies in th: utilisation f il so

far as possible in territory where industrial activity can
be re-created or where none has existed hitherto. This
raises ., very important sociological problem which it

is desirable that our men of scienci and engit
should consider seriously. The energy derived from
water-power ran be transmitted electrically ovei

areas, and made available where practicable for the
varied requirements of agriculture, both in field opera-
tions and in farm buildings. Here it would help to

eliminate much of the drudgery of this important
industry, while at the same time coming into set

for the purpose of rural transport. As to industries,
it is only necessary to mention the manufacture of
aluminium, the electro-chemical industries, and the
fixation of nitrogen to show what enormous possibili-

ties exist in the development of these industrii

the application of large power supplies which would
be made available by the utilisation of wt

saving of coal, too, through the development of our
water-power resources is an item the importance of
which cannot be over-estimated. But this is nol
onl. considera ion, for it has distinct and far-reaching

possibilities and advantages of its own; and if, as is

• 1'iT a. we must enormously increase our
national production to re-establish our national posi-

tion, thi utilisation of water-power will be necessary.
While sidering thi development of resources

this country, attention must he
|

same time
to thi development of the resources of other parts of
the Empire'. We have already mentioned the case of

tungsti n, hut lh ie is another example of a field which
awaits the application of science, and that is in the

ces of West Africa. A comparison of rei

statistics presented by Mr. R. E. Dennetl in a lecture

hibition doi s m ii make \ ery cheer-

ful reading. Up to the first six months of 1014 ni

all West African copra went to Germany. From the

sami territorj Germany took nearlv half the produc-

tion of cocoa, more than two-thirds of the palm
kernels, aboul one-eighth of the palm-oil, half of the

hides, one-third of the mahogany, more than half of

the ground-nuts, more than one-third of the sin a-nuts,

ind the whole of the palm-kernel cake; in all, nearly

half of the total exports from the West African Union
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went to Germany. The explanation "I this i- simple.

In addition < iermans in\ estigated

methods oi converting these

I
Di etl has

pointi'd out, "we should be greater fools than even

the Germans now consider us to be ii we did nol taki

1 1
in future i" deprive thi i ierman

nmenl ol thi pow ei to procure Wesl
with the view ol m iking war upon us again." Foi

it musl I" 1 thai nol onh are man) of

these products suitabli .t- foodstuffs; the) .

lutely essential for the manufacture of wai material.

Of the many insl bj Mr. Dennett of the

utilisation oi thi mpli ol thi

the utilisation oi

\\.i-i'
i
driving power. 1 [i said :

"In the centre of Africa, when cotton-seed is of little

value owing to costly transp obtaining of

power for driving a ginnery or any other machiner)
is of great importance, as thi further you get into

the interioi

.

bi comes. On the

other hand, cotton-seed is, to all intents and purposes,

a waste product in such places, and may well take the

place of coal. Thi' power is obtained, not from the

oil, but from the seed itself, which is composed of

carbonaceous mattei Cotton-seed cake or damaged
cotton-seed unfit for crushing purposes is equally good

ial.

Cotton-seed gas plants : mposed of a brick-

lined furnace, in which the seed is burnt on a g

The iir is drawn through the fire and CO., is pro-

duced, this afterwards being reduced to CO. The
gas is then cooled and cleaned and the tar extracted

by means of a centrifugal device, which causes all

heavy matter to l» expelled. A plentiful supply of

watei is needed foi thi cleaninj process. A suction-

gas plant produces exactly the amount that the engine

requ :
' red with the steam-engine, thi

used i" i b.h.p. is about one-half, the actual amount
of co the region of about 1-5 lb. per h.h.p.

hour, and cotton-seed about 4 lb. per b.h.p., in-

cluding stand-by losses. The labour required to

ibl) Ii ss than that

reauired for a steam-engine of similar size."

Regarding cotton-seed as 1

\

— ibii edible oil to

compete with coconut or palm-kernel oil, Mr. Dennett
said: "Cotton-seed oil ran now be treated with

hvdrogen and so converted into .1 solid fat, and thus

hardened it is already largeh used to make compound
lard, which in som" cases contains no lard properly

lied. In this wav manv of the twenty-three Wesl
African oils mav also possibh be used in the manu-
facture of mar •arine.'*

THE BRITISH GLASS INDUSTRY.

GLASS i-. prominent in many parts of the British
.i.l.l"—. I'Xliiliiii.ni a King's College. It

ol those commodities to which little thought

was given while 80 per cent, of our requirements

imported from abroad; bul we learn to appreciate
- which we have to make for ourselves, and we

something of the extraordinar) n

of tit. if glass and the multiplicit) of uses

to which it is put. In sot 01 other we find it

in use in m hibition, and
ad about it in the admirable "Articles on Recent

nts" in the catal In the first—re-

in "Key Industries," b) Prof. Gregory—we
learn of the vital national importance of glass for

optical and scientific purposes; and in that on "Optical
Instruments." by Mr. S. D. Chalmers, that most of

the types of optical glass which were formerly im-
now made in this . country. Dr. Turnei
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1 ontributes in 1 couni of the 1

1

developmeni oi ["hi
:

Glass Industr)
'

enerally, showing how thi it npulse came from
an chemists, and how ii was followed b) the estab-
lishment of the 1 >epai

1 Munitions
tre Suppl) of the Ministn of Munition-.;

b) the foundal ton oi hi Dep ilass Tecl -

n thi I nivi 1 sit) oi Shi ffii 1 hi assist
of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Re-

. the Ministry of Munitions, and the mam
liters

; and, linalK , by the formation 1

: an important and thriving
lu i'.il association. Mr. Chapman Jones, in his

contribution on "Photography," tells u hi

1
.in ieni

j
..1 the cameras employed b) the '<

and Prof. r>e-well deals with the all-important sub-
ject of "Glass-making and Refractor) Sands,'' relat-

ing how optical glasses and laborator) wan- an
made successfully from British deposits.

The exhibition includes the productions of many
enterprising firms which have taken up new branches
"f the industry. We mav note especially the remark-
able range of glass apparatus for chemical and bac-
teriological work, of which the manufacturers' asso-
ciations have combined to make a most creditable

display. These are practically all productions under-
taken during the war, in the face of very adverse and
discouraging conditions, and they bear evidence of
steady improvement in both quality and technique. In
optical glass Messrs. Chance Bros., Ltd., who have,
most fortunately for us, kept the industry alive

in the country for seventy years, present a striking
exhibit of interesting specimens; while the Dertn
Crown Glass Co. has also entered the field in this

essential "key" industry, and shows samples for

various purposes. In a separate room the members
of the British Lampblown Scientific Glassware Manu-
facturers' Association exhibit nicelv finished thermo-
meters of manv kinds, as well as other graduated
scientific apparatus. Messrs. Ackroyd and Best and
Messrs. Moncrieff show miners' safety-lamp glasses,

and the latter firm also gauge-glasses and other
important requirements for acid-plant and munition
purposes. We must not omit to mention the ex-

hibits of "Vitreosil" plant of the Thermal Syndi-

cate, and the models of transparent quartz-glass

apparatus shown bv the Silica Syndicate, both
excellent examples of industry thoroughly British

from their inception.

In connection with the revival of the British glass

industry represented in the exhibition, the following

quaintly worded passage from a little volume on
'The Arts and Manufactures," by William Enfield,

"assisted by eminent professional gentlemen"
(London: Printed for Thomas Tegg, No. ill, oppo-
site Bow Church, Cheapside, 1S09), * s °f interest:

—

" It is to be greatly regretted, that the very im-

portant manufacture of glass, should not be so culti-

vated and encourag d in Great Britain as to prevent

totally the importation of foreign; whereas, from the

production of sand, lead, and coals, in our own
country, we may make the best sorts of glass much
cheaper thai. done elsewhere ; we yet, however,
take looking tss plates of France, to the amount of

t very 1 ble sum; some window-glass of the

Dutch; and the German drinking-glasses for v.

with gilt edges and ornaments, are now coming
l\ into fashion. The causes land

1
reign commodities, which are, or mighl be

, and cheaper manufactured hi ous;

and the displaying of them not being a proper part

of our business at present, we shall wave [sic] it, and
intimate, that the tax laid upon glass (against all

the principles of good policy) has gre tli corroborated
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.
. 11 1- checked a grow ing txpori

nidi would probably, in time, haw
ea consi qu< ni e to oui 1 n

The window-tax was abolished in 1851, and house

duty substituted for it. The tax no doubt affected

oduction generally, but, in any case, il is

quite timi that we made an endeavour to supph our

|uin mi ins, and e\ ei j effoi 1 should

to assi -
i m. mui. u iin ei s to attain that ab

HIGH^TEMPER I 1 I RE APPL1 1 NCES.

Dl RING the war period, when industries are

being conducted on more scientific lines, whert

in every detail of operation the utmost care must be

1 ised, the exai 1 1 rol ol tempei atui e bi 1 01 u s

imperative in processes • > f such paramount import-

as metal pouring, annealing, hardening, etc.

Within mi
1 in years the methods ol pyrometrj have

reached a high order of accuracy. Many pyrometers,

too, combine with moderate accuracy a simplicity and
a robustness "I construction which eminentlj adapt

them for works 1
use, and their rapidlj extending

application is as important a feature of modern pro-

as the attainment of the highest accuracy in

a limited number of instruments. In a works
recentlj instanced no fewer than 50,000 high-tem-

perature detcrminal ions are made weekly with elec-

trical and optical pyrometers, this work fully engaging
tin .11 tention ol sixty assistants.

Progress of this nature can scarcely be adequately

reflected in an exhibition such as that arranged by

the British Science Guild at King's College, and the

pyrometer exhibits cannot be said to be fully repre-

sentative of modern work. The enormous demand
for sueh instruments no doubt precludes their avail-

ability for exhibition purposes. In every case their

installation results in a marked improvement in the

quality and uniformity of products, and economies
thus effected soon cover the cost of installation.

Among the exhibits relating to the control of tem-

perature, one of some interest is an electrical thermo-
stat developed at the National Physical Laboratory by
Messrs. Haughton and Hanson. In this apparatus

an accurately controlled temperature may be main-
tained over prolonged periods, as is often required

in metallurgical research. Thus 1000 C. is main-
tained to within 1° C.

Many industrial operations exceed temperatures at

.Il thermo-electric and resistance pyrometei
Me. Radiation and optical pyrometers are then

in demand. For works' purposes direct readin]

mil this condition is easily attained. The
w.il: ometer exhibited by the Optical Pyrometer
Svnd ca a simpli type, capable of being placed

with safety in tin hands of an intelligent workman.
if a small tell scope Hie image of i

l,ud\ emitting visible rays is focussed through a

wedge-shaped prism of dark glass, the prism being
i.d until the image just disappears. The instru-

ment is calibrated so that the position of the

jirisin indicates the temperature under observation.

OrdinariK arrai a temperature differ

of 400 C, a wider range t>f Soo° C. is possible.

and thus a pair of instruments with ranges ,,l

550 -] job l and- 12 ' respectively, safelj

covei the temperatures of a wide range of operations.

A gratifying feature of the pyrometers now in use
; s the large proportion of British manufacture. This

ichievement is due to the closi co-operation of those

familiar with high-temperaruri research, thoroughly

ted « iih the essi design and the

- of the various types of instruments, with

ifacturers who are responsibli foi tl urate
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'iion ol He designs ,,1 the exoerts. The time
is surely not 1. n distant when the few special forms
of instrument emanating 1 1 Germany will have
been entirel) replaced b) improved Forms of British
manufactui .

Turning now to the range of furnaces in which
many types "I operation essential t < > technical work
il- carried out, the extensive use of gas heating is

well known. For fuel economy, clean ami perfei

combustion, and exact 1nui1.il of temperatu
heated furnaces present man) advantages for both
melting and tool-makers' purposes. I in latter fur-

naces an of the twin muffle type. One
example is shown by the Monometer Manufacturing
Co., and is designed for hardening high-speed steel.

\ feature ..l thi furnace is the patent automatic heat

regulator in give close and continuous control of the

temperature in both chambers. The furnace consumes
town gas with air al 2-lb. in t-ll>. pressure. The
same firm also shows a ladle furnace and i

die-casting machine, each fitted with a self-acting

heat regulator, by which the desired tempera! an
be controlled. Fuel economy is thus effected, and
the prevention of overheating and with it the mam.
errors consequent thereon- is ensured. The Davis

i'o. has on exhibit a portable tool-makers'
outfit, which includes an oven capable of attaining a

tempei ature of 1350° C.
The requirements of modern thermal operations are

opening up the possibilities of electrically heated fur-

naces. These carry the advantages of compi
simplicity of design, and the great ease with which
exact temperature control can be effected. An
example is seen in the Wild-Barfield muffle furnace
manufactured by Messrs. the Automatic and Electric

Furnaces, Ltd., and used for hardening and similar

operations. Furnaces of the salt-bath type are also

in use, and are fitted with pyroscopic detectors, com-
pensators, and galvanometers.
Among other exhibits of thermal interest may be

noted amorphous carbon electrodes of large diameter
and more than 6 ft. in length, with screwed , nds
which admit of a continuous feed. Electrodes of this

type in extensively used in electro-metallurgical

Operations such as (he manufacture of calcium carbide

and ferro-allovs. Messrs. Hadfields, Ltd., exhibit a

large temperature chart indicating manv of the im-
portant metallurgical temperatures based on Eh

available data.

WATER-POWER AND ITS UTILISATION. 1

7HE World's Present Po^ci Demand, li is im-

possible in estimate, with any pretensions

accural . the power now being used in the various

countries of the world.

Independent esiimntes, 2 based on such data as are

available, tend, however, to show that it is of the

order ,,l 126 million h.p., made up approximately as

follows :

—

World's factories, including electric

lighting ami sinet railways ... 75 million h.p.

World's railways ... ... •• 21 ., .>

World's shipping 24

Total 120

This includes all steam-. u;us-, and water-power.

1 Abridged from tin: Preliminary Report of the Committee of the Con-
1 ieties appointed "to report on what is at

ascertain the amount and distribution of water-power
in the Briu-.li hi.

- "The World's Supplies of Put!and Motive Power." Hawksley Lecture

Inst. Mech. 1 rs, Sil Dugald Clerk. "Natural Sources of

Energy,' A H. Gibson : Cambridge University Press, 1914.
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75 million h.p. 11 - d for fa : genei al

idustrial and municipal activities, a rough a]

lation of the mosl probabli distribution would appeal
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annum. ted thai man; of th

devi loped al .1 total cost, including
ml transmission lines, rang!

sol. per e.h.p., in which 1 hi

cost per h.p. 1
ii'itn ~lu.nl. I nol 1 sceed .•'. to 3I.

Resow 1 Canada.- Canada is exceptionallj U>r-

hi extent arid dish ibution "I iis » ater-

powers. Extending ovei .. bell ..I several thousand
mills in length, from Alaska to Labrador, and over a

width of several hundred miles, then is an almost
iuous nel « ..1 k of lakes aiid 1

i\ ei -.

The following table shows how general is the dis-

tribution of water-power throughout thi Dominion ;

B. V rse pow

Developed

Nova Scoti 1
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undei guidance in order to study areas chosen as illus-

trating diffi of mineral ileposiis. The
course has also been so arranged that it can be taken

in a post-graduate year bj those who have alread)

completed the associateship in the subjects of mining.

The main heads of the School Teachers' Super-
annuation Bill, which Mr. Fisher hopes to introduce

in the House of Commons in the autumn, have been
published as a Parliamentary paper (Cd. 9141)- The
Bill will bring within one comprehensive system of

State pensions, on a non-contributory basis, both cer-

tificated and uncertificated teachers in elementary
ols, as well as the teachers in all other schools

aided by the Board of Education, including those
training colleges which are not departments of uni-

versities. Thi benefits will consist of annui
together with lump sums, for those who retire al the

ol sixty or later aftei thirtj years' of service, and
fur those who retire disabled after ten years' ser-

vice; and of gratuities payable on the death of a
teacher in service after five years of service. No
difference will be made between the sexes in the

conditions of pension, except that in order to provide

for women teachers leaving the profession to be
married and afterwards returning to it, provision
is mad.- for the substitution of twenty years' service

for thirty as a condition of pension in such cases.

Pension service- will, as a rule', cease at sixtv-five.

Serve isionable must be full-time service in

ols which are grant-aided at the time of service,

or in secondary schools which, though not grant-aided

at tlv tim.', 1..inme grant-aided within five vears of
the passing of the Bill. Power is reserved to the

Board of Education, however, to reckon as pension-
able service a limited amount of service in certain

other schools rendered before the commencement of

the operation of the Bill. Other matters dealt with
in the Bill include medical examination for future
teachers before admission to recognised service and
the power to withhold or reduce benefits in case of

misconduct.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, August i_\ M. P. Painleve' in

tht .hair. -J.
Boussinesq : Confirmation of the prin-

ciple of the approximate theorj of punching for a
thick block.—G. Bigourdan

: I h, observatories of the
11 to-day the Lycee Saint-Louis.

—

II. Douville
: The strata containing Orbitoids in North

America. E. Aries
: The saturated vapour pressures

of bodies containing a large number of atoms in the
The formulae developed in previous papers

lining from one to eight atoms in

the molecule are now applied to pentane, hexane,
1 1 octane, and the calculated vapour pres-

compared with the experimental results of

Young and of Young and Thomas.—J. Comas-Sola :

studies of stellar currents. Two pairs
of negatives, taken 1912-18 and [916V18, have been
examined by the stereoscopic method, and show that

foi stars of the first ten magnitudes a proper motion
in the form of a current is general.—G. Fayet : The

ipearance of the periodic Borrellv comet. This
was seen at Nice on August 6 7. M. Bailiaud : Note
on the same. Positions given for August 7 and 10.

—

R. Combes : The immunity of plants with regard to

the immediate principles which they elaborate. The
saponine of igrostemma githago (agrostemma-
saponine) in concentration as low as 1: n,., i„

1- substance foi thi roots of plants
not producing this glucoside (pea, buckwheat, radish),
hi!' . xerts no toxic action even with a much higher

NO. 254.C), VOL. I02l

concentration, i : 100, on tie roots of Agrostemma
githago.—J. Dumont : lie aqueous reserves of the

'il in periods of drought. Determinations of mois-
in soil aftei drought wen 1 di at depths from

o to 80 cm. from the surface, and for different crops
with and without manur. I

Maignon : The in-

fluence of fats on the toxic power of the food pro-
teins : their rdle in the utilisation of nitrogenous
materials. Applications to therapeutics.

Sydney.

Royal Society of New South Wales, June 5.—Mr.
YV. S. Dun, president, in the chair.—C. D. (iillies :

The spine mode of Centropyxis aculeata, Stein.

Material for the investigation of the spine variation

in the test of this Rhizopod was obtained from six

different localities in Queensland. It was found that

the spine-frequencv polygons were unimodal, and that

the empirical mode varied from 3-5. From Maj
1916, to December, 1917, material was collected at

monthly intervals from the Brisbane Botanic Gardens.

The modal value of the polygons was 3, hence for

this localitv the mode is a constant.—R. W. Chal-

linor, E. Cheel, and A. R. Penfold : A new species of

Leptospermum and its essential oil. From evidence

accumulated over a period of six or seven years,

including the cultivation of a number of plants and

the chemical investigation of the essential oil, which

is shown to consist principally of the two aldehydes,

citral and citronellal, the authors have proved that at

least one more of our native tea-trees is new to

science, and give the name Leptospermum citratum to

this new species.—C. Laseron : Notes on some Permo-

Carboniferous Fenestellida;, with description of new-

species. The fossil polvzoa of Australia, though

abundant in manv formations, are as yet but little

known, and this paper deals with ten more or less

common forms in the Permo-Carboniferous rocks,

mostly in the Hunter River district. Six new species

and several old tvpes are described.

July 5.—Mr. W. S. Dun, president, in the chair.—

J. H.' Maiden : A contribution to a history of the Royal

Society of New South Wales. The earliest recorded

effort to form an improvement society was in the year

1818, when Judge-Advocate Wylde's attempt to form an

agricultural societv failed because Governor Macquarie

demanded the admission of emancipists. In Decem-

ber, 182 1, Governor Brisbane formed a scientific club

under the name of the Philosophical Society of Aus-

tralasia. Some of the papers read were printed by

Barron Field, while the bronze plat, at Kurnell cele-

brates the foundation of this society and the jubilee

of Capt. Cook's visit. Thi- ucceededby the

agricultural societv in the following year, which also

became a horticultural societv in 1S26. The author

showed the direct descent of the Roval Societv of New

South Wales from the Australian Philosophical

Societv, founded January 10, 1850. On July 30, 1855,

it was resuscitated under the name Philosophical

Societv of New South Wales, and received its present

title on December 12. 1866.—Prof. H. S. Carslaw :

Note on the theorv of a simple progressive tax, and

its bearing on the Federal income-tax schedules. Thi;

paper dealt with the system of tax in which the

amounts paid on each successive pound form an arith-

ression, and incidentally showed that with-

it. rial change in the incidence of the tax such

tern could be substituted for the compl d

schedules of the Federal Income-Tax Acts.

Melbourne.
Roval Societv of Victoria. |une 13.— Mr. 1. A. Kershaw,

president, in the .hair.- ]'. T. Jutson The sand ridges,

mck floors, and other associat. ures at Goon-
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garrii irid Western Australia. This pape*
.•estei Ij trend oi the lake basins, the

1 uttin ii- Ii.imI,
1
in l.\ bluffs, and the devi lop:

iu> hi |i(
1 sand ridges with well-marked inters

renin s, 1 unnkig in an east-west dii -

This lattei feature has nol I" tun been discussed in

R. \. Kcble : The significance oi lava resi-

duals in the development ol thi Western Pori and
Pori Phillip drainage systems, ["he oldei and newet
basalts of Victoria Unwed down the valleys, partlj

occupying or completely submerging them. Subse-
quent erosion look place on the softei tlankine

in the case of the confined lava-fields. 1 11 the case
of the extensive lava-fields erosion proceeded along

li< |>i '--Uisaii watersheds, since they were the first to

be exposed l>\ vertical erosion, and afforded the line

of least resistance. It is submitted that it is possible
to reconstruct from these data the pre-basalt streaid

systems.—F. Chapman: The age of the Bairnsdale
Gravels, with a note on the included fossil wood.
The sheet of gravel covering the uplifted coastal
plain of the Victorian coast from the hill-ranges of
South Gippsland on the west to Cape Howe on the

1-1 is described, and shown to be of VYernikooian
it pper Pliocene) age. Its terrestrial origin is proved
bj the physiography of the surrounding country and
the nature of the deposits, whereas, if of marine
origin, the sand would have been largely removed by
continuous tidal action. The included fossil (silicitied)

wood is referred to two types of Eucalvpts, the nearest
allies of which are yellow box {Eucalyptus melliodora)
and white stringy bark (E. piperita). The wood is

derived from an older formation, Kalimnan (Lower
Pliocene) 01 even Janjukian (Miocene).

Calcutta.
Asiatic Society of Bengal, July 3.—J. N, Rakshit : The

isolation of porphyroxine. A solution of opium in
lime-water is shaken up with ether, and the ethereal
extract dried over calcium chloride and evaporated;
the residue thus obtained is washed with boiling
1 leum, dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid,
filtered, the filtrate made alkaline with sodium bi-

carbonate, again filtered, and the alkaline filtrate ex-
tracted with chloroform. On evaporation of the
chloroform extract crude porphyroxine is obtained,
which, when crystallised from alcohol, gives the pure
alkaloid as a pinkish-brow 11 powder.—M. N. Sana :

A new theorem in elasticity. From the equations of
motion of an elastic system, a new theorem has been

1 expressing the difference between mean
kinetic and potential energies. The theorem is ana-
logous to Clausius's Yirial theorem in the kinetic

1

3, and appears to be of great promise
for the relative estimation of kinetic and potential

ies in various cases of vibration.—M. N. Saha
and S. Chakravarti

: The pressure of light. A series of

experiments which were recently carried out at the
Sir T. N. I'.iii 1 ..ii'iii.iinn of Science for demon-
strating, an.1 ou.ni ativel) estimating, the pressure of

light 1m i Ii cribed. The apparatus is a modi-
fication "I I lull's apparatus for measuring the pressure
of light, and is so designed that all disturbing efl cts

have been eliminated. Previous workers used the ari-

as the source of light, but this being very unsteady, a

tungsten filan lam] c.j>., ' which gives
almost as intense a light as in and is absolutely
steady, has been used ["hi ob 1 ed and calculated
in essures are in : I

1

...
. de P. Cotter •

The geotectonics of the Tertian In add> basin. It

been found necessary, through recent field work in

t'-nhn and Pakokku districts, to difv previous
1 the Tertiary history of Burma. The author

believes that there is no unconformity, it ol an
ehtirel local character, between the Pegus and Irra-

1549, VOL. I02]

waddys ol Che Irrawaddy basin. The supposed un-
conformities of Venangyat and Minim are parti) to

be explained as missing beds cut out by fold faults.

I here is evidence ol rreistoceni and recent upheaval
in the (rrawadd) basin.- E. W. Vredenhurg

; Con'
sideraiioiis regarding a possible relationship between
the di.iiiipil.il' - and the Dharwars. Attention is

directed to the possibility of regarding the charnockites
as metamorphosed representatives of the igneous n

hers of the Dharwars. E. W. Vredenburg : Note on
the occurrence of Dolium variegatutn, Lamarck, at

Maskat, with considerations on iu geographical dis-

tribution at the present da\ .mil in former geological
limes. Dolium variegatutn, Lamarck, hitherto known
as a recent shell only from Australia, has been noticed
in the Indian Museum amongst a collection id" shells

from Maskat. In a fossil condition it is known from
the Upper Tertiary of Java and of the Makran, in-

dicating that its distribution, discontinuous at the
present day, was coniinuous in former geological
times.
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INDl STR1 I/. CHEMISTRY.
I.

1 1 7 /;. \lanufai lure of Intermediate P
Dyes. By Dr. Ji C. Cain. Pp. xi- 263. (Lon-

don: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price

\os. net.

The Alkali Industry. By J. R. Partington.

Pp. xvi + 304. (" Industrial Chemistry.") ( Lon-

don : Bailliere, Tindall, and Cor, [918.) Price

ys. <>,/. net.

Oils and Fats By C. A. Mit< hell.

Pp. \ii 159. ("Monographs on Industrial

Chemistry.") (London: Longmans, Green, and

Co., 1918. I Price 6s. 6d. net.

CHEMICAL industry in this country is slowly,

but let us hope surely, coming into its own.

Public interest has been direi ted to it, and its

importance to the nation lias been recognised,

though there is still much leeway to make up in

this respect. The industry also is finding- itseli

from within; combination and association are

taking the place of antagonism and aloofness,

and before long the industry will speak with one

to the public and to the Government on

matters which concern it. One of the minor in-

dications of progress is the increase both in the

quantitj and quality of our chemical publications,

the enlarged Journal of the Society O.f Chemical

Industry being a particularly valuable asset to the

industry. The movement to produce text-books

oi industrial chemistry in English is of prime

importance for the future of the industry; in the

past we have been far too prone to resort to

German works or their translations. Indeed; had

il not been for the fortunate completion of

Thorpe's " Dictionary of Chemistry " just before

the war, English chemical workers ignorant ol

German would have been considerably handi-

capped.
An industrial text-book may be judged from

several standards, depending on whether it aims

.11 giving a complete account of modern practice

in the particular industry or limits its scope to

describing chemical theories and their applica-

tions to that industry. It may seek to be a work
of reference to all engaged in the industry, or

merely an introduction to beginners, or it may
aim at stimulating progress by outlining the ap-

plicability of the most modern discoveries. The
Brsl type of book can be produced only bv a

writer who has had intimate experience in the

industry and is free to put his information on

I lor the use of oilins. Normally, the

majorit) of those possessing such knowledge are

either pledged not to disclose it, or profession-

ally engaged as consultants. The second type

'i book is more usual, and is naturally much more
complete on the theoretical than on the practical

side; it must be held to lie successful if it en-

tourages a greater knowledge of chemical science
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,md s, ientific method and ! . .1 to progress in the

indusl

(1) Dr. Cain is one ol il, few who are qualified

to speak with authority on both the technical and
chemical sides of the production of coal-tar

colours, and not only is bis book on the inter-

mediate products certain to become I he- standard
work on the subject, bat also, ivhai is more im-
portant, it should save- an immense amount of time
and money to those actualh engaged in the industry.

It has been pointed out at more than one share-

holders' meeting lately that the intermeci,, tes are

even more important that) the dyes lli .:,

and that the provision of adequate plant for their

manufacture is the first step in the establishment

of a British dve industry. The intermediate pro-

ducts are so numerous, and so much depends on

their cheap production, that it is quite irrational

lor each competing' firm to manufacture its own
requirements, and it is for this reason more than

•any other that it is desirable to establish a com-
bine of the colour-making firms so as to manu-
facture intermediates in quantity, and therefore

cheaply, at one or more specially equipped large

works, and convert these to the finished dyestuffs

at the existing- smaller establishments.

Dr. Cain aims at providing in a convenient form
detailed information as to the preparation of inter-

mediates, the most trustworthy method of manu-
facture of each substance being recorded. Both

the pure chemistry of the subject and chemical

engineering details have been omitted. The chief

chemical reactions employed—viz. nitration,

nitrosation, halogenation, sulphonation, reduction,

oxidation, fusion with alkali, hydrolysis, amida-
tion, alkvlation, acylation, condensation—are dealt

with in the order enumerated.
This is not the place for any criticism in detail,

which in any case must be a matter of personal

opinion, and Dr. Cain's name is sufficient guar-

antee that no pains have been spared to render

the work complete in every detail. Progress in

this, as, indeed, in most branches of industry, has

been gradual; perhaps at the moment the most
marked trend is in the direction of the increased

use of catalytic agents; there is also a great future

for electrical energy, particularly in connection

with oxidation and reduction. Oxidation in par-

ticular is to-day brought about by cumbersome
and costly methods in comparison with what
may be expected when it is possible to make
use of atmospheric oxygen in conjunction with

a catalyst.

(2) Mr. Partington's book, though entitled " The
Alkali Industry," really deals with acids, alkalis'.

chlorine, and potassium salts, and practically hall

ol it is devoted to nitric acid and ammonia, par-

ticular^ the modern methods of their manu-
facture, which are being so much discussed at

the present time. It forms one of a series of

volumes, edited by Dr. Rideal, designed to show
how chemical principles have been applied and

affected manufacture. I hi inent is cer-

lainly novel, and it appears to the present re-
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viewer to be successful in that it provides a book

which is far more readable than the ordinary

text-books on the subject. Naturally, the author

cannot I >pe t" be in practical touch with so

a field, and in his efforts to secure the neces-

sa r\ . . densation somewhat unequal treatment

has resulted; indeed, the first half of the bo-

far too condensed. In consequence, then

numerous points of detail which might be criti-

1 ised adversely, and to this extent it fails to give

mi accurate picture ol tin- industry. But such

riticism is of minor importance as compared with

the potential power oi the work to stimulate in-

terest, and it should certainly be placed in the

hands of every process manager and chemist and

of all student's who wish to enter chemical in-

dustrv. They cannot fail to read it and feel that

there' is still progress to be made in their pro-

cesses, ami that the chemical theory even of such

well-worn manufactures as acid and alkali making

has made great developments since the application

of physical chemistry was understood.

So much interest attaches to-day to nitric acid,

the importance of which in time of war and, it

is to be hoped also, in time of peace to the nation

is at last being understood, that the author may
be forgiven for expanding on this subject. Quite

apart from the future exhaustion of the deposits

of Chile nitrate, once so eloquently pictured by

Sir William Crookes, the invention of the sub-

marine has introduced new problems into the

transport of this material in time of war. The
problem of the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen

has been solved in Germany, and its solution here

is, of course, only a matter of time. The problem

was one demanding huge expenditure and pro-

longed experiment, and not commercially attrac-

tive to business undertakings hampered by un-

intelligent taxation ; it is essentially national in

character, and must be undertaken with State

assistance, as it is by no means certain that under

peace conditions the synthetic product can com-

vvith the natural.

On account of the difficulties attending trans-

port, acids are necessarily made close to the place

where they are used, and consequently there are

a large number of small manufacturers, many ol

whom are working on too small a scale to be

economii allj efficient. The placing of this in-

dustry upon an economic basis is one of the many
post-war problems which are already receiving

attention. The alternative processes for the syn-

thetic production of ammonia and nitric acid are

discussed at length by Mr. Partington.

I;l Mi. Mitchell's book is of a somewhat dif-

ferent type fn>m that of those already considered.

It belongs to Sir Edward I horpe's series of indus-

trial monographs, which aim in particular at show-
ing how fundamental ami essential is the rela-

tion of principle to prai ti< e. Mr. Mitchell's object

1 give a concise outline ol the chemical com-
n and properties of the more impoilant

oils and fats. In this he has been SUCCi ful, and
tin lytical sections will he found very useful,

in sp ol the fact that there are several satis-
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factory works on this section of the subject alread)

in existence. It is more difficult, however, to

justif) the application of the title "industrial." A
description is given of the methods of pressing and
extracting oils from the crude materials, and of

purifying and preparing them for food purposes;
but this is very brief, and no attempt is made
to discuss the many chemical problems which

arise in the oil and fat industry. An altogether

inadequate picture is given of the present state

of the utilisation of science in the manufacture
ol edible oils.

flu very lull bibliography is one of the best

Features of the book; it is conveniently divided

into sections. E. F. Armstrong.

(
To he continued.

)

THE "KEW BULLETIN."
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. Bulletin of Mis-

cellaneous Information, 1917. Pp. iv + 349 + 36.

(London : H.M.S.O., 1917.) Price 45. 6d. net.

THE present volume of the Kew Bulletin is an
effective rebuke to those in authority who for

a time were able to deprive the leading botanical

station of the Empire of its means of npblication.

It would seem an axiom of common sense that

a scientific institution carrying out work of prime
economic importance should be able to put on
record and render as widely available as possible

the results of its work.
The subject-matter of the volume was published

in seven parts during the past year, and com-
prises, thirty-seven articles of varied interest. The
most important is a List of Economic Plants,

native or suitable for cultivation in the British

Empire, which formed a double number issued

last December. This list was prepared in

response to a suggestion from the Committee of

the Botanical Section of the British Association

that a more extended and thorough study of our

economic plants was a matter of national and
imperial importance. The plants are classified

under their uses—such as oils, gums, rubber,

drills, timber, etc. ; the source is indicated, and
some useful information on the product is also

given, with references to publications where fuller

information may be obtained.

Other articles of economic importance deal with

the rubber plant, Hevea brasiliensis ; in two are

discussed the possible methods of increasing the

percentage yield of rubber by seed-selection, as

was done in the cultivation of cinchona, in which
the percentage vield of quinine has been more than

doubled. Another deals with one of the most
serious diseases to which this rubber-tree is sub-

jecl bark-canker, caused by a fungus, Phyto-

phthora Faberi; the writer, Mr. A. Sharpies,

Government mycologist in the Federated Malay
States, finds that the present position is most
unsatisfactory, and that the subjeel calls for care-

ful and co-ordinated investigation.

A general systematic review of the species of

the genus Strvchnos, native in -India and the East,
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is .1 valuable contribution, l>\ Capt. A. W. Hill, to

our knowledge of a genus which yields two drugs
ich importance as strychnine and brucine. A

1 communication on the study of plant dis-

eases is embodied in Mr. W. 15. Brierley's account
of th the fungus Botrytis cinerea in

ng the death of .1 tree ol [esculus Pavia in

the Royal Botanii Gardens. There are also si

articles embodying the results of the systematic

lical work oi the Kew Herbarium; and a short

1 1
«•!! the ilora of the

Somme battlefield (abridged in Nature of Feb-
i| last). \ number of miscellaneous notes

in items of economic or general or spei ial

il interest.

THE M I/' IS 1 NEW EDUCATIONAL
IXSI Rl WENT.

.1/ii/> Work. By Major V. Seymour Bryant and
Lieut. T. 11. Hughes. Pp. 174. (Oxford: At

the Clarendon Press, uiiS.i Price 5-s. net.

\FTER reading through "Map Work," one is

drawn back irresistibly to the Introduction,

in which the authors direct attention to the great
' .ilue of map work both in its utilitarian and its

educational aspects, and put forward a convincing

claim for its inclusion in the school curriculum.

Even in the narrow work of the school itself it

provides material for the better understanding of

mathematics, geography, and history, the last-

named being a subject which demands a much
greatet appreciation ol the relief map than is

usually conceded; it gives exercise in the various

branches of "drawing," and lastly it gives a

rational and legitimate stimulus for the getting of

11 j

.

In a wiiler sense it provides a congenial method
of education to many for whom the ordinary

1 subjects hold little that is attractive when
the period of adolescence is reached ; and now
that we are soon to he fared with a considerable
influx of adolescents drawn from schools of widely/

differing aims and attainments, and where the

examinational aspect ol the various subjects has
not been catered for to any great extent, it will

be hecesary in open up new avenues of attractive-

ness, and map work is certainly one of those that

should have serious consideration.
Finally, there is the question of the understand-

ing of the landscape by the ordinary layman,
dly this is held to lie the domain of the

artist. The foreground can he made to fit the

map by most people, but the background is too
often "blue hills" or "purple mountains," inter-

esting; as part of a picture, but otherwise a form-
less and meaningless confusion.

Map-making, in conjunction with the seemingly
difficult, though really simple, art of panorama-

hing, should provide a sun method of intro-

ducing lorni and meaning into the landscape.
The principal aim of "Map Work" is to teach

map-reading bj means ol map-making. Generally
.ins,'-, it bridges the gulf 1h.1t exists bet"
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the very elementary work of the practical geo-

ihies on on md the technical

ttises of tlm profi ona surveyor and map-
maker on the other. It is suitable for O.T.C.'s
and cadet units and for the Oxford Senior Locals,

but its value to the get nt is very great
.!. Only the topographical map is dealt

with, more especially the Ordnance map, but

every aspect of this map is adequately and con-
1 isely treated, with special chapters on the various

methods of surveying, map enlargement, field-

sketching, and panorama-sketching. The appen-

dices, which are of considerable length, give an

excellent scheme of practical work with much
valuable information on the use of materials and

the making and use of apparatus. The whole has

been read by Col. Close, of the Ordnan* e

Survey, and is full of practical suggestions.

There is one further suggestion that might be

made in regard to setting the map by the sun. If

the pin or pencil used to cast the shadow be held

in angle, approximately that of the latitude,

a better result is obtained than by holding it ver-

tically. E. J. Orford.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Flora of the Presidency of Madras. By J. S.

(iambic. Part ii. Pp. 201-390. (London :

Adlard and Son and West Newman, Ltd.,

1918.) Price 8s. net.

The second part of the flora of the Presidency of

Madras has followed fairly soon on the first, and,

like its predecessor, has been very carefully pre-

pared. The natural families dealt with are all

those from the Celastra?cae to the end of the Papi-

lionatae sub-family of the Leguminosae.

As with the previous part, there Is a careful

description of each natural family, including

details of fruits and seeds, and this is followed by

a key to the various genera. .
Each genus likewise

is furnished with a full description and followed

by a thoroughly comprehensive key to the

several species. These specific keys, together

with the ample generic description, convey so

much information about the different plants that

only a line or two of description are needed under

each species in addition to the particulars about

its habitat, local name. etc.

The flora, it will lie noticed, contains several

new species which have been discovered by Mr.

Gamble in his re-examination of the material at

his command. The majority of the new species

have been previously described iii the Ke-w Bul-

letin.

The war has naturally hampered the preparation

of the flora, and unfortunately prevented

valuable Madras collections from being senl home
lor examination. For this second part, however,

the Calcutta specimens have been available, as

well as the extensive collections at Kev and else-

where.

For the third part Mr. Gamble pro] oses to work
nh the material available in this country,
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whicl fortunately is plentiful, as it will not be

,1, u. receive further supplies of specimens

from India. I he flora is so clear and well arranged

to prove of great value in Madras.

te (Oursc 11) Volumetric Analyst

Middle 'i nd Higher Forms of Schools. By
VV. T. Boone. Pp. \iiii [64. (London: Blackie

Son, Ltd., 1918.) Trice ;.\. 6d. net.

It is generally recognised that a well-planned

course of chemical analysis by volumetric pro-

ism's provides good intellectual and manipulative
training in scientific methods. Careful thought,
clear reasoning, and habits of accuracy are

fostered by it. One may hope, indeed, that the

time is not far distant when all students in our
public schools, whether on the "classical" or on
the "modern" side, will receive some such train-

ing as a normal part of their education, apart

altogether from any question of a contemplated
career in chemistry.

For such a course Mr. Boone's little book sup-
plies an excellent basis. It " begins at the begin-
ning,'" and leads the student on by easy but

educative stages to quite advanced work. The
numerous exercises are very well devised, and
ample directions and explanations are given. A
useful feature is the interspersed questions on
points suggested by the experiments : they focus
the learner's attention on matters of special im-
portance. The experiments include the prepara-
tion of indicators and standard solutions, as well

analytical exercises; and there is a chapter,
short and sufficiently simple, explaining the be-
haviour of indicators on the usual theory of ionic

dissociation. The book can be confidently recom-
mended. C. S.

The Statesman's Year Book, 1918. Edited by Sir

J. Scott Keltie, assisted by Dr. M. Epstein.
Pp. xlviii+1488. (London: Maemillan and
Co., Ltd., 1918.) Prk-e 185. net.

This ever-welcome annual contains the usual
miliar features. The bibliographies have been

brought, so far as is possible, up to date. Some
ol this statistical material "cannot be given,"
other parts are "provisional," for obvious rea-

sons; but an effort has been made to cope with
the abnormal conditions. A notable conspectus
of the world's pre-war traffic in foodstuffs is pro-
vided in a folding map showing relative exports
and imports. From an inset diagram we learn that

tin United States food production just equalled
the requirements ol the country; only Russia,
Canada, and Argentina produced an excess;
while the United Kingdom provided for just above
half the required quantities of foodstuffs; though
Canada is given, Australia omitted. Among the

introductory tables we note one dealing with sugar.
During the war the world's supply of sugar has

:ased by 20 per cent.; the production of sugai
from the sugar-beel declined b more than 40

nt., that from the cane has gr< rn 1>\ 20 pel

the output from Java having eased by

2550, VOL. I02]

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of. manuscripts intended for
this or any other pari of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Auroral Observations in the Antarctic.

In Nature for April 11 lasl Dr. Chrei
Sir Douglas Mawson's papei on "Auroral Oi>

lion* .11 the Cape Royds Station, Antarctica," and
directed ittention to the impression the observers re-

ceived thai thi aurora was sometimes seen in thi

lower atmosphere between them and Mount Erebus,
A similar statement had appeared in Shackleton's
book, " lb' Heart of the Antarctic" (vol. ii..

pp. 360 i'ii. before Scott's expedition left for the

South. As iliis subject is of fundamental importance
in .ill discussions of the origin and nature of the

aurora, 1 arranged with all members ol the expedi-

tion that 1 should be called whenevei thej saw, or

thought they saw, an aurora in front ol Erebus.
Observations of this phenomenon were made online,

occasions, and luckily 1 was at hand each time. I

reproduce here, verbatim, the notes I made imme-
diately after each occurrence :

—

"(hi May 21, 1

«
1 1 1 -—This evening there was ., bright

aurora, and word came in to me that the aurora beams
were clearly visible between here and Erebus. Or»

going out it appeared For sonic moments that this

was so, but en looking closely I came to the con-
clusion that the effect was an illusion. The moon
was low in lb' south, and only one or two shoulders

of Erebus were lit up by il ; these, however, formed
more or less clear bands of light from top to bottom
of the mountain. When the aurora was bright above
the mountain these moonlight bands appeared as con-
tinuations ,,l the aurora beams, and it was quite easy
to imagim them in motion owing to the bright and
rapid motion ol the aurora itself. Dr. Wilson agreed
with me in this explanation, but Dr. Atkinson,
Wright, and Printing continued to hold firmly that

they had rcallv seen the aurora in the lower atmo-
sphere this side of the mountain.

"(/'i June 22, nil 1. At aboui aih. 30m. Meares re-

ported an aurora this side of Erebus. On .yning out
to examine, I found that the effect had disappeared:
iln explanation, however, seemed simple. The top
of Erebus was covered with a cloud-cloak, which had
an external form almost like that of the mountain.
\: .me vjde. however, it was incomplete, and no

II. .1111 01 I W .Is seen llel w eell ill. . lolld 111 1 I

and Me mountain. In the dim light (he outlin
Ihe cloud was taken to be that of the mountail
that ill. .mi ira appeared to be in fronl of the moun-
tain. 1

1

"i.i }u\
i

.. mi i \t 5 a.m. Meares reported

an auroi fronl of Erebus. On going out. thert

appeared to be a very brighl beam of aurora low-

down ..ii in. foothills of the mountain, and obviously
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well in fronl o( the lattei I in explanation was,
however, simple I he beam was nol an aurora beam
at all, but part of the 22° halo with the horizontal
mock moon. The illusion was, however, ver) strik-

as there were vertical beams ol auro
id abovi the halo beami" ( Kf

I have given above the actual words -.

the time, as it is dangerous to describe an observa-
several yeai s lab 1 , 1 spei ially if a mat b

opinion is concerned I feel compelled, however,
few further remarks.

With regard to (a) ii should be realised that as
. outlines ol the mountain were

indistinct, and the bands of light due to the
moon shining on the shoulders won- ver) faint.

Normally, he] could scarcely bi seen, but when an
beam above the mountain coincided with a

band, the eye was guided down from the beam to

the band of light, which then attracted the atti

.1 continuation of the aurora beam.
\ cloud-cloak similar to that referred to in (b)

observed to cover the top of Erebus, especially

a blizzard. It fn near to the

mountain, anil at night its outline would not be dis-

tinguishable from that of the mountain. It was onlj

when the gap between thi mountain anil the cloud,

through which the aurora app d that

the pn Hi itself was suspei ted. This
in excellent illusion, and nine casual observers

. \n of ten would have been convinced thai the aurora

irly visible in front of the mountain.
The third illusion was p most impres-

parenth obsi th< Scott Antarctic Expedi-
tion of 1911-iB are ingenious. But in two cases it

is noi explicitl) stated whether the original observe!
accepted the proffered explanation, and in the remain-
ing case it appears that, with Dr. Simpson's explana-
tion before them, the majoril) the observers

lined of their original opinion. sir Douglas
Mawson's list included a greater numbei of apparent
cases of aurora at low altitudes, bul « hether the
observers possessed the exact shad cepticism
desirable in observers in such a case I am 1 ible to
say.

M\ own view is that ...
' are not as yet in 1 . oti

to deny the possibility of the occurrence of aun
low levels near the magnetic poles. It is •

that the observers of the next Arctic or An
expedition should lie familiar with what has
written on the subject, and that they should

specially careful in dealing with any apparently lov

level aurora. Also observation of auroral heights bi

photography after Prof. Simmer's method should be
a fundamental part ol the programme of any such
expedition; and while .1 long base should be usi

seme of the observations, others should employ .1 base
sufficiently short to deal satisfactorily with hei^l

only a few kilometres C. Chres.
Vugusl 17.

sive. The mock moon, with part of the vertical

cird was formed in 1 mist, it-. If quit; invisible,

which lay over the foothills of Erebus. The moon
was shining in a clear sky without any sign of a halo.

none bul a trained observer would have connected

this detached beam of light with the moon. It ap-

part ol the aurora display

which was taking place apparent!) in its immediate
neighbourhood, and the conclusion reached b\ Meares

thai it was a part of the aurora was very natural.

In mi paper on "Atmospl ElectrichA in High
Latitudes" (Phil. Trans., \. vol civ., p. 92, 1905), I

notha 1 isi ol an illusion in Lapland, w hi< h

made the ai rni ath low -King clouds.

Thus both in the north and in the south I have seen

- in which the mrora appeal d to be in the lower

atmosphere, and in all these cases ver) careful observ-

ing \,
; illusion. Tli< mere

nent, there/on . thi i has been seen

isi rvi is and a m ai object cannot be

p ool of tin peni ol the aurora

into the lower atmosphi G. C. Simpson.

Nfeteorological Office, Simla, India. June 1;.

Electricai phenomena resembling aurora have

hitherto been observed in the laboratory only a

low atmosp !

'
mina-

tions of the altitude of aurora b) Prof. Stormei
i. w heights so low as 50 km. Thus

rations of aurora bi low the summi
mountains are naturalK viewed with suspicion b)

physicists. The explanations given by Dr. Simpson

of'the three cases he describes the onh ones ap-
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Hybrid Sunflowers.

Ix crossing the different species and varietii

llilianthus some peculiar results have been obtained.

The crosses referred to have all been made by my
wife at Boulder, Colorado, and the results may be
classified as follows :

—

(1) The varieties of Helianthus annum (including

//. lenticulariSi regarded by some botanists as a dis-

tinct species) when crossed together produce p

which are as fertile as the parents. In some of the

mongrel varieties there is, howTever, a marked
v of pollen.

(2) The annual species of sunflowers (typical Hi

thus) crossed together are quite fertile, but the h

are themselves nearly sterile. H. annuus has

crossed with three species, H. argophyllus, II. petio-

laris, and //. cucamerifolius.

(3) The annual species can rarely be crossed with

the perennial, and when this occurs the offspring

closely resemble one or the other parent species. One
such hybrid was recorded in the " Standard Cyclopedia

of Horticulture" (vol. vi., 1917, p. 3281) as between

//. pumilus and H. annuus. Renewed study of the

living plants this year convinces me that this is an

error; the perennial parent was, in fact, H. we

-

rhomboideus. Both species occur here, and Mrs
Cockerell, at the time of making the cross, did not

distinguish between them. Morphologically they are

iall) distingui x I b) the fact that H. sub-

rhomboideus has underground migratorv branch-

on ails of which it spreads, while II. pumilus is

stricti) reproducing only by seed. The
isel) resembles H. subrhomboideus

(though this was the pollen parent), but is much
with larger broad leaves, has small or •

: bram ties, but, nevertheless, is sta

. the migrators are present, bin thi

spread b) them in all direction- as do the

migratory forms. Comparing the detail 1

struc-

1 Found that the ray-fton is of the h i were

eh. mi pistils, win reas these wen '
loped

(though not functional) in the II. subrhomboideus.

However, further investigation showed, to my sur-

. that some head- of the wild H. subrhomboideus

he ray-florets whollv without pistils. The involu-
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hybrid are more distim tl;

than thosi H subrhomboideus. In othei cases

cross annuals with perennials havi re-

il failure, ;is has 1 1 . 1 p j > 1
•
1 1

>
• 1 1 uh'-n cro-sini;

//. anmius <>n //. pumilus; in attempts to repeal the

cribed above, which was erroneously inter-

l. In other cases seeds were obtained from the

pollen ol perennials used on annuals, and the resulting

plants were indistinguishable from the annual parent.

Seeds received from Mr. L. Sutton from England,
representing the F„ of a cross between the red II.

annum and the perennial //. rigidus, also gave plants

entirely of the annuut type.

Babcock and Clausen, in their recenl (1918) admir-

able work, "Genetics in Relation to Agriculture,"

have (chap, xii.) discussed those remarkable cases in

which the F, generation of a cross gives plants

resembling the original species crossed, with greatei

or less fertility. A ven ingenious and plausible ex-

planation is given. Collins and Kempton recently

found that in crossing two distinct genera of grasses,

Triosacum and Euchlasna, they obtained plants agree-

ing with the pollen parent, the F.uchlaena. They call

this patrogenesis (Journal of Heredity, vol. vii., No. 3,

1916). One of the explanations offered by them is

that the male nucleus may have developed in the ovary

to the complete exclusion of the female, " representing

in a way the counterpart of parthenogenesis." It

appears quite possible that in some hybrids, and perhaps

other heterozvgous forms, particular pairs of homo-
logous determiners do not both function or develop,

so that in respect to certain characters the organism
is simplex, not in the sense of the old "presence and
absence theory," but in the sense of not being a hybrid

at all in respect to particular features.

T. D. A. COCKFRELL.

University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado,

August 6.

THE NITROGEN PROBLEM IN RELATION
TO THE WAR.

PROF. ARTHUR A. NOYES, of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, who is

chairman of the Committee on Nitrate Investiga-

tions of the National Research Council of America

—a body which owes its existence to the war

—

recently delivered a lecture before a joint meeting

of tin Washington Academy of Sciences and the

Chemical Society of Washington, a report of

which, under the above title, is published in the

Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences

for June 19. The lecture dealt with the vital im-

portance of an adequate supply of nitrogen com-
pounds, particularly of nitric acid and ammonia,
in connection with the war, and gave a brief de-

scription of the various efforts America was
making in order to meet the demand. Nitric acid

enters, directly or indirectly, into the composition

of all the more important explosives, such as

smokeless powder, picric acid, ordinary black

powder, dynamite, trinitrotoluol, and ammonium
nitrate. The last-named substance is now used

on so enormous a scale that the demand for am-
monia is scarcely less urgent than that for nitric

acid.

The main sources of these two nitrogen com-
pounds are: (1) Chile saltpetre; (2) by-product
gas from coke-ovens

; (3) atmospheric nitrogen,

which is "fixed" by (a) the cyanamide process,

NO. 2550, VOL. I02]

('») the cyanide process, (c) the arc process, and
(d) the synthetic process.

For its supply of nitric acid the United States,

like ourselves, has hitherto mainly depended
upon imported sodium nitrate (Chile saltpetre),

which is now recognised as a rather precarious

source, as it depends upon adequate shipping, and
is liable to be affected by enemy machinations in

interfering with production, destroying plants, or

blowing up the reservoirs of oil needed for fuel.

Hitherto all attempts on the part of the enemy
to establish a submarine base on the Pacific Coast
have been foiled. But even if this source con-

tinues to be efficiently safeguarded, America
realises that it is impracticable to get through
imported nitrate the huge amount of nitric acid

thai will be needed for her Army, and that it will be

necessary to supplement thissupplv by other means.

The demand for ammonia has led, as with us,

to a complete revolution in coke-oven practice,

and the old wasteful "beehive" oven is rapidly

becoming a thing of the past. "By-product"
ovens, in which the coal to be coked is heated in

what are practically closed retorts, and the evolved

gases passed through scrubbers and condensers
whereby the ammonia and inflammable gases are

recovered and utilised, are, under the spur of

necessitv, being everywhere established, to the

permanent benefit of industry. The preference of

the iron-smelter for the hard-coke produced in the

"beehive" oven was no doubt the reason why a

process of coking which wasted all the nitrogen

and much of the calorific energy of the fuel has

continued so long, both here and in America. The
war, however, has effectually broken down what
is, after all, a prejudice, and there can be little

doubt that "by-product" coking will shortly be-

come the universal practice. Indeed, it is now a

question of practical politics whether, in the in-

terests of national economy, the employment of

"by-product" ovens in coking, to the exclusion

of the old form, should not be made compulsory.
Si • urgent is the demand for ammonia in con-

nection with the war that Germany is incidentally

producing far more coke than she can use imme-
diately, either in metallurgy or as fuel, and enor-

mous stocks are being accumulated.
As regards "fixation" processes, America is

now working, to a greater or less extent, all the

methods which have been developed during the

past fifteen years. Even before the war the

American Cyanamid Co. at Niagara Falls was
producing about 20,000 tons of cyanamide a year,

largely for use in agriculture. By the action of

steam upon this substance it is practicable to get
substantially all the original nitrogen in the form
of ammonia. This process is capable of a great

extension, and has already reached considerable

proportions in Germany, where it competes with

the Haber process. The American Government is

building" a cvanamide plant with a capacity of

110,000 tons of ammonium nitrate at Muscle
Shoals, Alabama, and a third plant has been

authorised for the production of another 1 10,000

tons in Ohio. The cyanamide process has the
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advantage that it can be installed in many places

in the country, and that it requires little power.

It has probabl) a great future before it—certainly

immediately—but whether it is ultimately desl

to be supplanted by the synthetic process time

alone can show.
The cyanide method is still in process of

development, and is carried out in various ways.

Several concerns are working it, among them the

Nitrogen Products Co. at Saltville, Virginia,

and the Air Reduction Co., and the Govern-
ment is also building a plant. The product first

formed is sodium cyanide, which, as in the case

of cyanamide, can be made to yield ammonia under
the action of steam. Sodium cyanide is, however,

metallurgical adjunct that it will

not pay to convert it into ammonia until the

market for cyanide has been satisfied.

The synthetic process was already worked in

America by the General Chemical Co. before

the outbreak of w^ar, and it had so far per-

il the process—well beyond the point which
the Germans had reached- that it was able to

operate at lower temperatures and pressures. The
Government has taken over the process of the

company, and is now working it at Sheffield,

Alabama, with a plant capable of producing
20,000 tons of ammonium nitrate per annum. A
portion of the ammonia produced is put through
the oxidation process, converting it into nitric

li 11], which is combined with more ammonia to

form ammonium nitrate.

The arc process is especially suitable for the

production of nitric acid. The reactions involved

hemically very simple, but they need a large

amount of energy, which, under American con-
ditions, would be very expensive to produce. By
recent agreements with the Norwegian Govern-
ment the United States and the Allies will receive

about 112,000 metric tons of calcium nitrate per
annum, made by the arc process, as against the

limit of Sooo tons sent to Germany. As matters
--tand it is very unlikely that the arc process will

obtain any very extensive application in America.
. Prof. Noyes concludes his lecture with some
remarks upon the relative economies of the dif-

ferent processes, but the conditions at present are

so abnormal that it is impossible to make any
very definite statements as to their ultimate com-
mercial prospects. In the meantime the Govern-
ment is using all its resources, expanding its im-

ports of Chile saltpetre, introducing as rapidly as

possible "by-product " coke-ovens, and developing
new fixation processes through the Nitrate

ion of the Ordnance Department with the

co-opera"tion of the Bureau of Mines.
The oxidation process of turning ammonia

into nitric acid has been so far perfected that a

conversion of from 92 to 95 per cent, is now pos-
sible, and the process of absorption of the nitric

irs has been much simplified. It is certain

that, as one result of the war, there will be a very
marked development in the States within the next
•car or tv I American processes of nitrogen
fixation.
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INDIGO IX BIHAR.

AN account of the ecent history and present
position of indigo in Bihar, by Mr. W. A.

Davis, indigo research chemist to the Government
of India, was reviewed

1 of July 18 last.

In two further communications Mr. Davis has
disi ussed the future cultural prospects of the in-

dustry, 1 outlined the dil cul urmounted
ccess is to be attained, and detailed the con-

clusions indicated by a study of Bihar indigo-

soils. 2

Among the various factors—careful seed-selec-

tion, improved cultivation, better manufacture,
and sounder business organisation—on which the

late of natural indigo depends, the most urgent is

the cultural. The evidence presented indicates

that tin- indigo-soils of Bihar have been steadily

losing fertility through exhaustion of their avail-

able phosphate. This conclusion is based on the

results of actual soil-analyses, the -.uccess with in-

digo grown outside Bihar in soils still containing

adequate available phosphate, and the response of

indigo within Bihar to the manurial use of super-

phosphate.

The treatment appropriate for Indigofera siima-

Immi, until 1898 the indigo exclusively grown in

Bihar, does not suit I. arrecta, introduced in 1S99.

After this difficulty was overcome the results with

/. arrecta appeared to justify the hope that ex-

tended cultivation of this new plant might save

the natural indigo industry. The product of

/. sumatrana may no longer be expected to com-
pete successfully against artificial indigo. But
actual results, secured in 1906-7, indicate that

natural indigo from I. arrecta may be manufac-

tured and profitably sold at rates " cutting " the

lowest pre-war quotations for synthetic.

The disappointment of this hope is popularly

attributed to two blights

—

psylla and "wilt." The
entomological malady can scarcely be accounted

serious. There is no evidence that psylla injures

indigo of normal vigour ; there is evidence that

affected plants which regain thrift may " grow-

through " and " shake off " psylla attack. The
" wilt" is not induced by any pathogenic organ-

ism ; it is the sequel to defective nutrition, explic-

able by the phosphate-exhaustion now character-

istic of Bihar soils.

The remedy then for Bihar is to employ super-

phosphate. Even so, the only hope for the future

lies in the cultivation of /. arrecta; that of 7. suma-

trana is contra-indicated on economic grounds. Seed-

selection to secure strains of J. arrecta rich in indi-

can is also a pressing need. There is doubtless

another possibility. Outside Bihar, under climatic

conditions hitherto deemed unsuitable for indigo,

7. arrecta thrives well. It may in time prove more

economic to transfer indigo from Bihar to localities

with sods suffieientlv rich in available phosphate

than to transport phosphate to indigo in Bihar.

What lies outside debate is that, if the natural

I "The Present Position and Future Prospects of :iie Natural Indigo

Industry.' By W. V Davis, Ind.go Research Chemist to the Government
of India. AgriculturalJournal ofIndia, vol. xii ,

iii. (July, 1918).

\ Study of the Indigo Soils of Bibar." By W. A. Davis. Agricultural

Research Institute. Pusa. Indigo Publication N'o. 1 (1918).
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i

j
,i- to survive, /. arn i la must

thi phosphate it nerds. So I. n as the
u is concerned the future dep< nds

upon the indigo grower. Unless he is prepared to

supph i

i

l. mi with the Food requisite for its

hrift, and to do this without further
i delay, the end ,,i the war must mean

the end of natural indigo, nol in Bihar alone, bu1
nil India.

NOTES.
VVj regret in learn dial the Natural Histor) Museum

- josing tin services of .Mr. W. R. Ogilvie-Grant,
assistant keeper of the department of zoology ami
head of the Bird Room, who has been compelled to
relinquish his appointment owing to continued ill-

health. Mr. Grant has served in the museum for
thirty-six years, having entered the department as
an assistant in the year 1882. He is the authoi of
the ciiiiii.il catalogue of the game-birds, and joint
author with the late Dr. R. Rowdier Sharpe of two
other volumes of the great British Museum Catalogue
ol Birds. Mr. Grant was for many years editor of
iln Bulletin of the British Ornithologists -

Club, and
In carries with him in his retirement from official
harness the good wishes and esteem of his man)
friends and brother ornithologists.

\\ 1 learn from the Journal of the Washington
Vcademy of Sciences that Or. Cleveland Abbe,
meteorologist of the U.S. Weather Bureau, and
editor of the Monthly Weather Revie/w, has been
removed from his positions, the reason given being
bis "long-standing and generally well-known friendly
sympathies for the Imperial German Government."
I i- stated that Dr. Abbe has denied disloyalty, ami
asked in In- given an opportunity to reply to an\
charges presented.

Proi C. A. Pekelharinc. lias retired from the chair
of physiological chemistry in the University of
1 trecht, .md has been succeeded by Dr. W. E.
Ringer, one of his former assistants, and originally

organic chemist.

VccORDlNG to tin- Nieuwe Courant of August 24,
Prof. Haeckel's house at Jena, Villa Medusa, will be

instformed into a Haeckel museum and presented
University. It will contain Haeckel's extensive
as, and be combined with an instituti In,

velopmental theory. The Carl Zeiss founda-
tion is giving financial aid.

innounces that Mi. \. Stefansson, the
Canadian Arctic Expedition, has arrived

Dawson no bis way to Ottawa. Mr. Stefansson's
' spedition li

! squimault in the summer of 1013 to
explore the Beaufort Sea and adjacent islands of the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago. It will be rememl I

that_ his chief vessel, the Karluk, was crushed in the
ice in January, 1914. Three members of the expedi-
tion lost their lives mi that occasion. Dr. Forbes
Mackav, Mr. James Murray, and M . Henri Beuchat.
Mr. Siriaiiss,„i, wjth vi ral nn mbers of bis
stall, was ashore at the timi !l Karluk broke adrift,
and he continued the work ol 1 spedition. The
southern party, under the leadership ol Mr. R, M.
Vnderson, returned in the autumn o1 1916 after doing

insiderable amount of work in th< M icki nzie delta
the coast Of the mainland In ,i. east. Mi

mi himself discovered new I m i north of
itl ink Island in June, [91 ^, .111,1 hei land

oi Banks Land in roi6 v
, of his
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discovi ,
,, date has yel been announced,

1,111 Mr. Stefa 1
has probabl) been engagi

extending bis explorations, in surveying his
-.ami in studying the Eskimo. He announces

that he intends in return to the Vrctii in ,

time. Then has been no news ,,1 \],. Storkersi
membei oi the expedition, who, with three Eskimo,
I'll I I, is, b,]] Island lasi winter in an attempt to
reach Melville Island across thi sea-ice, since April
last, w hen hi seni bai k word thai he had
point 175 miles 11, ,ilb oi lb,' Alaskan coast.

We re| I, thi death of Lord Forrest, which
occurred ai s, ., last week nn his voyage from Aus-
n-alia in England. Lord Forrest, better known as Sir
John Forrest, was born in Australia of Scottish pai, 111-

in 1.S47. Me entered dm Sin ve\ Department pi

Western Australia in [865. In r86o, he undertook to
search for traces Oi dm German explorer Leichhardt.
Though he failed in the main object of his expedi-
tion, Forresl made man} discoveries. In 1870 he ex-
plored die south coast of Australia from Perth to
Adelaide, and in 1874 he accomplished a journtq
through the heart of Western Australia. Starting from
Champion Bay, he struck north-east to the Mure bis, ,11

River, which be followed to die Robinson Ranges,
and ib, 11 v.,111 along the z6th parallel to Pi

Station on the overland telegraph, where he turned
south and reached Adelaide. This remarkabli journey
of about 2000 miles was accomplished in five 111,,,

and proved dial the interior of dm minnv was useless
foi settlement. In succeeding years Forresl surveyed
dm countn between Ashburton and Ladj Grey Rivers,
and the Fitzroy district. From iNN; to 1890 he was
Surveyor-General of Western Australia, and in iS,„,

became Premier. In 1901 he joined the Common-
wealth Government, and served successiveh, in several
capacities. II, bad been a ceaseless advocate of a
transcontinental railway, and regarded the compli
of the line from Perth to Adelaide as the triumph of
his political career. Lord Forrest was a gold medallist
of the Royal Geographical Society and an LL.D. of
Cambridge, \,1, [aide, and Perth.

By the death of Sir Ratan lata, which occurred nn
September 5, at the age of forty-seven, a notabli
figure in the industrial and philanthropic life of India
and England has disappeared. The son of Mr.
Jamsetjee N. lata, the well-known Tarsi capitalist

of Bombay, he married the daughter of Aid, sir Mer-
wanji Seth, the luad of the priestl) community of
the Bombay Parsis. Mr. Jamsetjee N. Tata, who
died in 1x504, had planned various industrial enter-
prises, which hi 1, li to his s,,ns, sir Dorab Tata and
sir Ratan rata, to bring to completion. One of i

schemes was tin establishment at Mysore of the
Indian Institute of Research for the promotion of
scientific, medical, and philosophical studies. His
sons carried out his intentions, and provided a liberal

endowment for the institute. Sir Ratan Tata's fame
rests on his development of die Indian steel and iron
works, for which the preliminary investigations were
made at bis expense b\ a stall of European and
\merican II and his brother, Sir Dorab
Tata, carried out this enterprise, and founded the
great metal works at Sakcbi, the capital of which
amounts to some millions sterling. Vnother scheme
due to the brothers was to store and utilise the hi

rainfall of tb, Western Ghats foi the supph- of cheap
and abundant electrical energj at Bombay, a work
which has few p. a. ill. Is in nth, 1 parts of the world.
Sir Ratan rata had long resided at York House,
Twickenham, and ai Versailles. In London he was
deeply interesti ,1 in scientific and philanthropic pro-
jects He founded the Ratan lam Department of
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•ill Administration in the London
si hool of Eci la fund "I

140(1/. per annum for the stud} i>f means to prevent

ution. Hi suppot ti d the Indian

Modi '

I

.iiin 1! reform in

India, .mil received thi honour of knighthood in 1916.

Ii is fortuna Ratan's industrial enterprises

are now under the competent supervision of his

brother, SL I

'

I in death is announced, a( the age of sixtj years,

of Dr. J. Harper Lou of chemistrj al

tin North-Western University Medical School,

igo, and a former president of the American
Chemical Society.

The recerri death of Mr. W. Francis de Vismes Kane,
of Drumreaske, Monaghan, Ireland, at the age of

r-eight, is announced in the Irish Naturalist

for July. Mr. Kane was will known to entomologists

through his "Handbook ol European Butterflies"

and his '*< atalogui oi the Lepidoptera of In-
land "

(1901), hut his scientific interests were wide, as

he attained distinction also as a student of the fresh-

water Enton oric archaeology.

Njews has just been received that Lieut. L. J. F.

OertJing, who v missing on August 8,

died on that date from wounds received in

action. Lieut. Oertling was in the twenty-seventh
of bis age, and was educated at Clifton College,

afterwards entering the busini s* of his father. Sir.

Henry Oertlin£<. the well-known manufacturer of

chemical and other types of balances. He joined the

Inns of Courts O.T.C. shorth after the outbreak of

war. and obtained a commission in the Bedfordshire
Regiment (T.), proceeding to France with i In

Sth Battalion. Eventualh he became attached to thi

Royal Flying Corps,

Prof. Fraser Harris has now completed the his-

tory of the medical aspect oi the great disaster at

Halifax, N.S., on Decembei 6, 1917. It is expected
that the history and its appendices will be published
under the auspices of the Halifaj Relief Commission,
a bodv appointed by the 1 Government to

over the can of all matters arising out of the

dis

The Farada\ Socii d for a series

il discussion^ of imp entific subjects

during the comiie 1 »i November 4 the sub-

en discussion will be the occlusion of gases by

lis; and that at the December meeting will be
the present position of the electrolytic dissociation
theory. After the New Year, discussions will be held
on catalysis, the theory of flotation processes, and the

ol fuel. All thesi subjects are of wide
interest on both the industrial and the scientific sides,

ii.ii discussion b) competent authorities should

a stimulating influi heir development.
Communication^ are invited from investigators who

devoted particulat attention to any of the sub-
- in the programme. Th of the society

Victoria Street. S.W.i.

'I'm sixth annual meeting 1 thi Indian Science
•ill he held in Bombay from January 13

to is next, under the patronage of Lord Willingdon,
tin- 1 1, .Minor i.t B .I the presidency of Sir

Leonard Rogers, F.R.S. Th. sections and their presi-

will be: VppHed Botan and igrictflture, the
II. .n. 1. F. Keatinge; Physics and Mathematics, Dr.
I) \. Mallik; Chemistry, Mr. F. L. Usher; Sys-
tematic Botany, Mr. S. R. Kashyap; Zoolo<;\ , Mi
S. W. Kemp; Geology, Dr. L. L. Fermor; and
Medical Research, Lt.-Col. Glen Listcm. Furthet
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particulars ,,| the mei '

:i ma; ••• obtained from th.

lion, s, 1 1, ,.,,... 1

1

risen, Indian Muni-
tions Board, -

An editorial article in
, ,,; Journa

Septembei (vol. lii., No some Lmpoi
points in th in. in latut 1 - H ivarl peaks. It

te St .I all names
and employ only numln 1 Mount
Everest is thi 1. Vusten is

not allowed in place ..t K- or iis ... rtonym
Pk. t3/52A. Most of the peaks havi names,
.mil the difficult} in i_;ivm:_; nanus seems to lie in
finding will harmonise with such is exist.
The Survi \ 1.1 India rightl} objects to trivial

which are out of keeping with the ranges .

Cathedral Peak, Broad Peak, and so forth ma
appropriate locally, but are unsuitable continentally,
and in any case are not specific. The numberin
peaks on the system now adopted has the merit of

indicating the degree-sheet on which the peak occurs.

In the example cited above, 52A is the number of the
degree-sheet and 13 tin- number of the peak. On the
other hand, the system has obvious defects, the
greatest, perhaps, being that numbers are difficult to

remember, and give anonymity to the peaks. Mr.
! links suggests eight figure-numbers giving latitude
and longitude. That would involvi greater precision,
if a severet tes of thi memory, but introduces com-
plications when two peaks lii' .Ins.' together and
seconds have to be added. No doubt in time manv
of these peaks will receive names, despite official dis-
approval.

In the July issue of the Journal of the Land Agents'
Society there appears an article on "Wild Birds and
Legislation," by Dr. W. E. Collinge. Although there
will not be general agreement with the author in his

conclusions that the question of wild-bird protection
has never received reallj serious consideration, that
the majority of tin- Wild Birds' Protection Acts have
been ill-considered, and that no attempt has been madi
by those who advocate the protection of wild birds to
understand the problems presented by wild-life, mi
we thoroughly indorse hi: cpinisn that then- 11 im-
mediate need for a new and comprehensive Act—one
that would afford protection to rare and vanishing
species as well as to those birds which an- beneficial,

and would at the same time allow for tin- taking of
adequate repressive mi a inst those species
which are destructive and havi numerous.
As a matter of fact, a Departmental Committee was
appointed by the Home Secretary in 1013 to consider
what amendment in the law relating to wild birds
and its administration might be required. This Com-

1 held a number of 1 al which such ques-
tions as those raised b- Dr. Collinge were freely dis-

cussed and considered, and many witnesses, repre-

senting all parties interested, wire examined. The
war, unfortunately, put a stop to the deliberations of

the Committee, bul it is to be hoped that when the
Committei 1 neets it will be able to suggest lines

on which a new Wild Birds' Protection Act, applic-

able to the whole of the British Isles, should be
the Act at present in force, with

its perplexing supplementary Acts and the local Orders
issued under them. The economic, status of bit

now fully recognised, and it is high time that

shoul I
in Ornithological Bun .111, -i lilar in

Function to thai long since established in the
States of America. To such a bureau should be ie-

all matters in connection with the administra-
tion of the Wild Birds' Protection ' and the con-
sideration of such modifications as may be necessarv
to meet special and local conditions.
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American Museum of Natural Historj (New
ued, as th. first article of vol. xxxix.

of its Bulletin, "A Revision ol the Vespidae of the

Belgi by J. Bequaert, rhis is a sys-

'1 more than usual importance, the

generic and specific diagnoses being exceptional^ de-

1 and carefully illustrated by structural drawings
and coloured plates, and tin classificatorj Facts

illuminated by man} noti 5 on bi haviour and by valu-

jraphical discussions, with manj distribu-

tional maps. It is pleasant to read in the authoi 's

introduction that when conditions in Europe deprived
him of the fruits of all hut a small part of his own
collecting, he found ample materials for study in "the
splendid collections of the American Museum I

Expedition," as well as a hearty welcome and cordial

assistance from the naturalists of the United States.
From the same institution has been issued as a "

1 luide

Leaflet" (No. 48) a popular pamphlet by C. E. A.
Wihslow and F. E. Lutz on " Insects and Disease."
The facts and methods of germ-transmission by
insects are clearly sel forth, and illustrated by good
photographs of specimens and models exhibited in the

American Museum.

In the latest part of the Science Reports of the
Toh6ku Imperial University, Japan (Second Series,

Geology, vol. Hi., No. ii., 1918), Prof. H. Matsumoto
has several interesting notes on the fossil mammals
of Japan. A now molar tooth of an elephant from
Kaza seems to be exactly intermediate between the

molars of Elephas and Stegodon. Part of the lower
jaw of an ancestral deer, probably of Lower Miocene
age, is referred to a new species of Amphitragulus,
and is unusually large. \n elaborate study of some
skulls and frontlets oi bison from the Pleistocene of
Japan shows that they belong to the extinct species

Bison occidentalis and B. crassicornis, which are

already known from North America (chiefly Alaska)
and Siberia. A discussion of the skull and teeth of the

remarkable Miocene sirenian Desmostvlus is especially

valuable. Good specimens have now been obtained
both from the Pacific coast of North America and
from Japan, so that instructive comparisons can be

made. The Japanese species is the largest sirenian

known, with a skull 00 cm. in length. It seems to

have frequented estuaries rather than open seas, and
its peculiar front teeth were probably used like those

of a hippopotamus to dig up nutritious plants from
mud. The molars are especially effective grinding
teeth, and are sufficiently deepened to last during a

long life.

Prof-. Chas. Chilton, who described the first species

of Phreatoicus in 1883, has added an interesting

chapter to the history of this crustacean genus by
giving a description (Journ. Proc. Roy. Soc. N.S.
Wales, vol. Ii., pp. 365-88, iqiS) of a fossil species

based on ten impressions found in the Wianamatta
Shale (probably Upper Trias) of Queensland. Although
none of the specitn s ire complete, the head and the

first peraeopods not being clearly represented in any
of them, the evidence afforded by the remainder of the

animal, which is in a good state of preservation, leaves

no doubt as to the correctness of the identification.

The fossil species, described as new- under the name
Phreatoicus wianamatti similar in general

appearance to P. australis, and reached a length of

^o mm. The living members of the Phreatoicidea, a

primitive group of the Isopoda, are found in the fresh

vaters of Vustralia, Tasmania. Ne\ Zealand, and
'south Africa.

The Geological Survey "I Hungary has published

lume of a new serial nam -
I

1 Htltl-

Ti is a handsome quarto <>f (v> pages in the
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Magyar language, and is well illustrated by 275
text-figures ami 20 plates of fossils. It comprises
tine, paiis, dealing respectively with Oligocene Mol-
lusca, I- in): I els, and (allovian Ammonites.
The last pari is i.\ the director of the survey, Dr. L.

Lot , and (..inhale, with a valuable slraligraphical

table showing the various Hungarian equivalents of
the Lower and Middle Oolites of western Europe.

Tin. [jast suuinn 1 has, for the most part, been agree-
abli and pleasant In. in a mi nurological point of view,
although the totals and averages of the several ele-

ments, and of the rainfall especially, have been liable

to mislead and to give a somewhat unsatisfactory

impression. Some of the meteorological happenings
were abnormal, but they have, on the whole, proved
to be an advantage. Combined records for the tl

months, June, July, and August, show a general
deficiency of rain except in the north of Scotland and
in the south-east of England. In the neighbourhood
of London the aggregate rainfall for the three months
u as about 9 in., which is nearly 23 in. more than
the normal, although about 2 in. less than in 1017,

and it has only been exceeded in one other summer,
1903, since 1890, in twenty-eight years. June had a

decided deficiency of rain over the British Isles, and
chiefly so in England, where it was mostly less than

50 per cent, of the average, hut July was excessively

wet, yielding generally over the kingdom an ex. 1 ss

of nearly 50 per cent, of the average, whilst August
has yielded a total far below the normal. In July
thunderstorms were phenomenal over England, and at

Kew Observatory they occurred on nine days, being
more frequent than in any July since 1880. In

London the mean temperature for the summer was
61-5°, the mean maximum reading being io° higher
and the mean minimum io° lower than the mean
temperature, these results being not very different'

from the average, but, on the whole, there has be< n

an absence of hot days. Sharp ground-frosts occurred
in many parts of England, especially in the eastern,

central, and south-eastern districts, on several occa-

sions in June, and their effects are distinctly trace-

able. Over the country generally there has bei n

during the summer a slight deficiency of temperature.

The sunshine has not differed very materially from the

average.

The Caiio Scientific Journal (vol. ix., No. 100,

January to March, 1917) contains an account by the

late Prof. Kr. Birkeland of simultaneous observa-

tions of the zodiacal light by himself and an assistant,

the one at Helwan in Egypt, the other at Salisbury

in Southern Rhodesia. The stations possessed the

same longitude, 31 E. of Greenwich, while differing

nearly 48 in latitude. The observations discussed

were made on sixteen occasions between July 8 and
September 2, 1915, but the results arc treated as pre-

liminary, the hope being expressed of repeating them
at more suitable stations at a more favourable season,

adopting an improved photographic method. The
observational results are shown in a number of

figures, and it is claimed that they show two definite

results—first, that the height of the visible light

column was much greater at Salisbury than at

fhlwan, and, secondly, that then was a considerable

relative displacement of the light columns, to the

north at Helwan, to the south at Salisbury. There

are numerous references to Prof. Birkeland 's

theoretical views, which associate the zodiacal light

with the earth's magnetism. He apparently believed

in the existence of "a principal ia\ system, a lenticular

nebula round the sun which scatters the sunlight, and
of a secondary scattering ray system round the earth,

captured from the principal solai system by the earth's
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" In Prof. Birkeland's view, "a nebulous

ring round the earth will alone never give anj

!. uiation of the zodiacal lij

The water supply to the town of Hobart, Tasm

a

was ili.' subject 'if an article in the Engineei of Sep-
1 6. The reservoir has a capacity of 207 million

gallons, and the dam is an interesting instance of

gravity wings with an intervening arch section.

The win^s are 2934 ft. and 203J ft. long respectively,

in straight lengths, ami the arch is 232I ft. long, with

lius of 200 ft. The wings and the arch are not

actuallv connected; a 6 in. by 6 in. bitumen joint,

with sheet-lead faces, forms a watertight key from
ground-level to the top of the dam. The maximum
depth from the summit of the arch section in the

centre r. » the Foundation is mi ft. The greatest depth
of water in the reservoir is q; ft., and the surface-

level is 905 ft. above sea-level. The dam is constructed
hkI the arched portion is reinforced with

iron rails, both vertically and horizontally. The thick-

it the top is 6 ft., and at the bottom

54 ft. An unforeseen fissure in the foundation neces-

sitated the linking of a shaft to a depth of 185 ft.

below the ground-level ; this was refilled with con

L'Adrophile for May gives a description of the

Vincent multiplex compass, which, it is claimed, corn-

in on.' small case all instruments required by
the aviator, the navigator, and the explorer for the

determination of magnetic declination and for the

solution of astronomical, geodetic, and topographical
• problems required for determining position and direct-

ing the course of travel. It is also claimed that this

compass provides a means of steering craft overseas

with .1 precision hitherto unknown. The compass is

ded with a reference line or directrix, which may
be rotated, .1 movable index card with sights for the

-nrement of angles and azimuths, and a style for

1 11 1 i 1 in of time problems. The whole compass is

suspended on gimbals inside a box, which is pivoted

on a slab. The box carries on one of its faces a

needle and a dial, and on its bottom a second needle,

which moves over degree graduations on the slab.

The method of using the compass is explained.

A French Electrotechnical Commission has just

published, in English and French, the results of an

investigation on aluminium. The mechanical and

physical tests give the density, coefficient of expan-

sion, breaking stress, and elongation. Chemical ana-

were also made. According to the Revue
'.i/c de I'Electricite" for June 8, the electrical

measurements were made at the Laboratoire central

d'Electriciti, and include resistivity and temperature-

1 i. in of commercial aluminium. A table is

in which '1 lor three different samples of

aluminium, containing slightly different amounts of

impurities, are set out.

Dr. P. Lindner, of Charlottenburg, has taken out

a German patent (Chemiker-Zeitung, June 29) for

i;ny fat from low I imal life. By popu-

lating suitable waste material with these minute forms

he obtains material from which fat may be ex-

il \s examples he mentions decaying mush-

rooms and non-edible fungi, putrefying meat, gutter

refuse, etc., grass and spoilt hay, masses of dead li

infested « iih plant-lice, and stale yeast. Dr. Lindnei

further states that certain materials may be inoculat. d

with the germs of bacteria or micro-fungi and culti-

vated. The mass of prepared material is triturated

mixed with water, then heated, and the fat

skimmed off; or it may be 'recovered chemicall

treating the triturated mass with a solvent.
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\\'i learn from a no 1 1 the Journal of the Society

of Chemical Industn for \u
:

5 thai the giant
i thi Pacifii ( oasi now being utilised on a

I irge scale for thi produ. tic f both potash and
acetone. The works, mated at Potash,
mar San Diego, Califoi thirty acres of

ground and give employment n. Acetone,
rather than potassium compound , h - I..-come the

chief product; it is required foi hi British authori-
\m\ is of excellent quality. Among the sub-

sidiai red are ethyl propionate and
ethyl butyrate, which are now being obtained on a
scale never before approached. This, compounds
serve .is solvents, and arc especially valuable just now
is substitutes for amvl acetate, on account of the

necessity for conserving acetates. The quantit; of

kelp cut last year was about 24,000 tons a month.

The Cambridge Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd., has

issued a new list (No. 1^7) dialing with the Cam-
bridge microscope lathe-attachment. This is a device

recently placed on the market to aid in tool-setting

for the production of exact and interchangeable

screw-threads. The attachment consists of a com-
pound microscope fitted with an eyepiece that is

capable of being focussed on a diaphragm ruled with

two fine lines representing the thread-angle of the

tool to be used, and with a third line equally inclined

to them. When the third line is set parallel to the

axis of the cylinder to be threaded, the two inter-

secting lines represent accurately the position in which
the tool must be set. The device is rigidly fixed to

the slide-rest, consequently both move together. The
standard diaphragm is engraved with a 55 angle.

The inaccuracy of tool-setting by this method should

not exceed o° %'. The list describes also the Cam-
bridge alignment tester for ensuring the correct align-

ment of machine-tool beds within close limits. In

this instrument a microscope fitted with a micrometer

eyepiece is used to view a fine wire stretched along

the length of the bed. One division of the micro-

meter scale corresponds with 1/2000", so that high

accuracy is obtainable.

An outstanding feature of Catalogue No. 175 just

issued by Messrs. W. Heffer and Sons, Ltd., Cam-
bridge, is a number of books printed at special presses

such as the Kelmscott, Doves, Riccardi, and others.

Sections appealing more particularly to readers of a

iournal such as Nature are devoted to agriculture,

botany, geology, mathematics, phvsics and chemistry,

zoology and biology, physiology, anatomy, and

medicine.

The following works are in the press for publica-

tion bv the Carnegie Institution of Washington :

—

"Human Vitality I fticiency under Prolonged

Restricted Diet," b\ Benedict, Miles, Roth, and

Sm i t i1: \ Bii Study of Basal Metabolism in

Men. Women, and Children," by J. A. Harris and

F. G. Benedict; "Effect of Alcohol on Psycho-

physiologic il I unctions," bv W. R. Miles.

Messrs, Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd.. will pub-

lish shortly "A Treatise on British Mineral Oil." by

E. K. Cunningham Craig. A. G. V. Berry, Dr. A. E.

Dunstan, Dr. Mollwo Perkin, and A. Campbell. The
work will contain a foreword by Sir Boverton Red-

Bart., and be edited by J. A. Green.

The article bv Dr. Janus Ward on "Psychology" in

Encyclopaedia Britannica" has been expanded by

lUthor, and will be published shortly in book foim

the Cambridge University P
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Harvest Moon.—The Septembei full moon

occurs th i oth at i.) p.m. G.M.I . t>u1

.

although this neai 1 1

n
-

.hiiumim.iI equinox, the

daily retardation of the time ol rising about Full moon
is noi thi smallest possible on account oi the uu-

position ol the moon's node. 'I he fol-

lowing are the Greenwich mean times of rising,

;, and selling from Septeml Sep-
tember 28 :

—

Rises Souths Sets

Sept. 13, 1.58 V|,i. ,;, 5.35 Sept. 13, 9'M
14, 2.46 14, 6.48 14. 10.56

15, 3.25 15, 7.4.' 16, 0. 6

16, 3.58 in. 8.36 [7, 1.23

17, ( 6 17, 9.29 18, --.44

is 4.5] [{J, [o 1.1. 4. 8

in. 5. 14 mi, iin 20, 5.34

20,
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hi basis of a i onsi. hich ha
attaint 'I its present dimensions as th( res

tinuous research and enterprise. No field

ol investigation iromise ol useful dis-

coveries than thai of high emperatures, • vitreous

be taken as an example "f what mighl be

in man) directions if systematic worl

out
I >i \\ . 1 1 1

i Rosenhain, in 1 1 i — lecture al King's
< . ill. u' . inyicl ill. nrril Imi serious attention In

aluminium and its alloys. Even now, foi aircraft and
other military purposes, this subject has the import-

.. "key" industry; but considerable develop
in tin widet inilusiii.il field may be expected.

Dr. Rosenhain claims that, so fai as scientifii re-

in (I. w . hold a vet j high plai i in

regard to light alloys. What is needed now is indus-

enterprise which will give commercial applica-

tion i" the results obtained. I lases were mentioned
ol structural design where the greater efficiency of

tin lightei material would make it easy, or, at least,

possible, i" carrj out work which could not be con-

templated with ordinary steel. Even where there is

nu approach to a limiting span, there are mam cases

when tin- use of a lighter metal would effect very

it economy. A direction in which the use of strong

and light materials is of ven great importance is in

tin construction of objects which have to be started

and 9topped. The greatest expenditure of power in

mam cases occurs in this process of "-tailing and
iwing to the fact that energy has to be put

into the moving objects while the) are being set in

motion, and has to be absorbed again and usually

wasted when they have to bi stopped. The recipro-

cating parts of machim mples erf that kind,

and the importance "f making these as ligbt as pos-

sible has been fully recognised recently. Tube and
electi i. railways generally furnish other impressive

To start an electric train and to bring
1 that rapid acceleration which is the most valu-

able feature ol electric railways, an i normous expendi-
ture of power is necessary. In one actual case the

starting current Foi a train is as high as 3000 am-
olts. As this same amount of powei

has to be absorbed when a train is stopped, it is

I a k.n up b) the brakes and affects cost ol running
bv heav) wear of rails and tyres. The powei re-

quired for these operations is simpl) proportional to

ih. w.ighl of the train. Dr. Rosenhain suggested
that if tht -"'I parts of the train, the usder-frames
of thi carriages, and much of the electric locomo-
tives w.re constructed of light alloy, a ver) consider-

abli saving of weight would result.

Th. main reason whj light .dims have not ci

into much wider use is probabl) due 1,1 (heir cost,

which is still very high as compared with that of

. while there are ak'. certain technical difficulties.

Svstet ii 1
'si .a eh, howe\ er, ha - now goni

enough in 1 leat the ground and to place aluminium
-11 111 e and si hi nil ha si,. With regard tu cost

,

although aluminium alloys cannoi as vet be regarded
-nip. tine; with steel. Dr. Rosenhain does not

l.eti hi difference will persist. He looks for-

ward : " a cheapening in th< cost of aluminium by the

developm. nomical means ol separating the

aluminium, which is present in considerable propor-

tions in all clays and in main rocks, also in tin

exploitation and method of utilisation of water-powei
for this purpose. There lies in ibis direction a great

field for future progress provided that the requisit.

1 and industrial enterprise are applii d

to it.

Mr. C. H. Wordingham indicated main of the

fields in which there was scop, for electrical en-
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neei ing. A ne •
1 dinat j application is to

the propulsion oi ban!- cruisers, while a

most importani field ha opened up in connec-
tion with salvage work in respect of an electri

motor driving a pump which will work wholly im-
mersed in the sea. Tin 51 di velopments

only take place, however, b) cheap SUppl) of

power, and Mr. Wordingham 01 -.heme foi

the establishmi ni ol lat gi 01 3U] p stations.

\mong the important industries 1 in this

country which are dependent upon the cl

of power, Mr. Wordingham mentioned carbons for
searchlights and other arc lamps, magni in-

descenl lamps, and insulating materials. Oni
important class of insulating materials almost wholl)
imported from abroad is that known under the generic
term of composite materials. These material

usually mouldable, and are used largely for a great

variety of apparatus. One particular class of vul-

canised material is a vital part of the magneto used
in connection with the ignition and internal-combus-
tion engines.

A curious fact mentioned by Mr. D. T. Chadwick
in a paper on the industrial development of India

during the war is that, in spite of a forest area of

more than 250,000 square miles, imports of timber
into India exceed exports b) some 250,000 tons a year.

These imports consist largely of teak, hard woods,
and pine. In some cases wpod is imported from
Siam when exactly the same was available locally

and at a lower price. The development which has
taken place since the war is due to tin realisation of
the vital necessity of utilising local resources, and bv
the adoption of scientific methods in this process.

Inquiries are being carried out in co-operation with
business houses in directions in which forest resources
an essential to industries. In regard to sandalwood
oil, a trade has been established which was formerly

centred in Germany; before the war sandalwood to

the value of more than 100,000/. was exported an-

nually. The factories 1 stablished in Mysore since the

war are now capable of producing nearly 20,000?.

worth of oil per month of tin highest quality, well

suited to medicinal purposes. The manufacture of

the alloys of iron has been commenced, and, in addi-

tion, electric furnaces have been erected at Sakchi,

primarily for the manufacture of steel for springs,

tools, and other purposes, but it is expected that these

furnaces will be devoted to the production of ferro-

chrome, ferro-tungsten, and other ferro-alloys. The
]inssiliilit\ of developing local resou aluminium,
calcium carbide, cyanide, etc., turns on the supplv oi

cheap electric power from the w, erfalls ..1 India.

Many chemical problems associated with industry

in India await solution, and one of the activities of

the Munitions Board has been in mobilise the chemists

and allocate to them specific problems for solution.

Hitherto, except in a few cases, chemists in India

have been mosth empli ed in Che educational depart-
ments scattered throughout the colleges, and have not

been in touch with industrial problems. This know-
ledge and talent is now being utilised. A few of the
1 - i.' allotted I" different chemists may
be cited as indicative of the class of work under-

taken : these an colloidal medicinal preparations, the

causes which render bleaching powder unstable in

hot climates, the proportion of suitable ehromati b;

extraction from chrome-iron ore without the usi ol

caustic soda or sodium carbonate, the refinl

copper, the refining and preparation of -

0! tin essential oils and varnishes, etc. One of the

• .ds of the immediate futun is for more
organised practical scientific research into the indus-

trial resources of India, alike in for. stry, mineralogy,
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hydro-electricity, and in the industries themselves.

j hi- 01 which is destined to play a decisive

part in thi establishment of scientific industry in

las .1I1 eady been .11 hii ved in thi manu-
factun ol optical glass was explained b) Sir Herbert

Jackson in his lecture .11 the exhibition, when the

chair was appropriate!} occupied >} sir William
1
mirk, administrative chairman 'of the Depart-

ment of Scientific and Industrial Research. It is not
1
M it to say that this is a new industry, for during

iboul seventj years the firm ol Messrs. 1 hance Bros

and Co., Ltd., of Birmingham, has been making
optical glass of high quality. The progress made
during the war has been very great indeed, and there

is some sense, perhaps, of humility, along with the
feeling of pleasure, that this country has been able

to do what it has in the matter of oplieal glass through
tin pressure of the war. Apart from optical glass,

very great strides have been made in what may be
generally described as the scientific glassware industry,

and Sii Herbert Jackson predicts that the time is

rapidly approaching when we shall meet our entire

needs for this type of glassware by home manufac-
ture. For this result credit must be given to the close

C( -ordination between the Ministry of Munitions,
manufacturers, and research workers. Indeed, this

industry can well serve as an object-lesson for other
industries in respect of the application of scientific

research to manufacturing processes. The dependence
of the chemical glass industry upon the ready supply
of raw materials, which with proper attention can
be produced here, is illustrated by the difficulties which
have had to be overcome in connection with certain

raw materials, notably potash. Investigation has
shown that for producing some glasses, and X-ray
glass is one of them, there are considerable advantages
in the use of potash. When this has not been obtain-
able in sufficient quantity, much work has been re-

quired to produce types of glasses good enough to

carry on with containing little or no potash. The
position with regard to potash, however, gives no
can-.- for fear that in the future, wherever it is re-

quired in glass, it will be forthcoming.
After the war the struggle between the various

nations anxious to obtain supplies of essential raw
materials will be very keen, and it is necessary, there-

fore, that attention should be given to the develop-
ment of home resources. Copper is a metal for which
the demand will be exceedingly great. At one time
Britain occupied an important place in the list of the
world's copper producers. But the British deposits
are for the most part small, and many have been
exhausted, so that our domestic supplies are almost
negligible. On the other hand, as Prof. Henry Louis

I
id out in his address, the British Empire con-

tains a number of highly important deposits, some of
which, like those of Rhodesia, have not yet reached
their full development. The copper resources of other
Colonies notably Canada and Australasia, are bv no
means unimportant, so that even if the British Empire
cannot cover all its requirements of copper from its

own resources, it can go a long way towards so doing.
Other minerals which abound in this country are in

need for their full exploi n, Prof. Louis remarked,
of sound scientifii edm .ill engaged in the
mineral industry.

Mr. Leon Gash r ed in a lecture that
scientific illumination is a lecessitv. He claimed that

the provision of appliam es ifii ial lighting
;sentially a key industry, and 1 was able to

illustrate that in the factory good Hi is essential
and efficient work, the pn iccidents,

health of operators. Ilhnnn .
, factor

- iv which has hitherto not met with that
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appreciation which its importa rits, bu
sibility oi placing the lighting ol factories and work-
shops on th I- heating and ventilation
undei the Factory Acts will apprei he posi-

tion* of illuminating engineering. Instruments have
been develop* d foi the measurement of illumi
a process essential to scientific method in lighting
problems and the work has already proved ol great
1 alui hi connect with the war.

R01 II l \dSTED IN WAR TIME.
T"' HE report of thi Rothamsted Experimental
* Station for the three years 10,15 [7 is a -11 iking

record ol triumph ovei war-timi difficulties and of

adaptability to the circumstances and needs of the

times. On the outbreak of war the stall ol thi

station was rapidly depleted of two-thirds of its

members, whilst the call of various Government
Departments lor assistance by way of investigation

has steadily grown. Largely through the assistance
of women the emergency ha- been successfully met
and the more important lines of inquiry have been
maintained, although the programme of work is

naturally undergoing modifications as new problems
arise out of the changing agricultural conditions. At
the present time the inquiries fall naturally into four
groups : the economical use of manures, the plough-
ing up of grassland, the control of soil organisms, and
the nutrition of plants. With regard to the first-named
group of inquiries, the summary given in the report

of progress made with investigations of the economy
of the manure-heap indicate- that along two indepen-
dent lines of inquiry methods have been developed
whereby an actual enrichment of the manure-heap
or of straw with nitrogen drawn from the atmosphere
may be effected. These methods are at present l>< Lng
tested on the semi-practical scale, and, in view ol

very large issues involved, the final report will be
awaited with the greatest interest.

In connection with the ploughing up of grassland,
the problem of coping with wireworm attack is being
dealt with, partly by a study of the natural habits
of the wireworm in the soil and partly by way of

search for some insecticide or method of treatment
which will destroy the wireworm and leave th. -oil

suitable for crops. The interesting question of the
weed Horn of newly broken old grassland is also
receiving attention.

The studv of the organisms of the soil, which has
been so prominent a featun of the work at Rotham-
sted in recent years, has been steadily maintained, and
substantial progress made in the correlation of the

protozoan fauna with bacterial activity.

In addition to the foregoing, an astonishing variety

of problems has been dealt with in the period under
review, and the long list of papers published and of
inquiries undertaken it Government request reveals

an activity which only the most efficient organisation
and strenuous effort on the part of the staff could

maintain.
Not least among the achievements of the war period

has been the development of the library from a small
collection into an imposing array of some 10,000
volumes dealing with agriculture and the cognate
sciences, and including an extremely valuable collec-

tion ol the earliest works on husbandry. Those who
have seen th" library in it* handsome setting and
have had occasion to I. -t til. merits of the -vstem of

indexing so thoroughly carried out will testify to the
d.l.t ..f gratitude which agricultural research workers
owe to Dr. Russell for the great work he has accom-
plished in building up this library at a time when the
normal work of the station must have made the

demands upon his energies.
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B ICTERIA OF ICE AND SNOW l\

ANTARCTICA.
THE researches we were able to prosecute during

Sir Douglas Mawson's Australasian Antarctic

lition (1911 141 in the subject of bacterial Mora of

snow and ice have given rise to certain queries which,
if accurately answered and correlated to the work of

four previous observers, should go far towards an
elucidation ol th< ologj of Antarctica as a

a hole.

I )i investigations for nearly two
..I the soil of Snow Hill Island, mar Graham

Land, were rich in results and of greal scientific

value, made experimental exposures of Petri plates for

possible bacteria in the air. He found positive growths
hall ol hi> culture media, claiming that a

1
- be exposed foi tw houi s for one

mm to settle on it. His conclusion is, on the

evidence ol examinations of soil and on account of

the unprecedented weather conditions of his Antarctic

station, thai the organisms hi obtained from the air

were impurities carried into it by the wind from the

soil.

Di. Gazert, 2 when frozen in the pack-ice to the

not th of Kaisei Wilhelm II. Land, sought for bac-

teria in the atmosphere by making cultures of freshly

fallen snow. The cultures were found in ever)

instance to be sterile.

Dr. Pirie, 3 during his voyage in the VVeddell Sea,

exposed plates and tains i n Mi. crcw's-nesl lai the

I the mainmast) of the Scotia, at the longest for

twenty hours, with negative results. During the

winter months at Scotia Baj he was unsuccessful in

similar experiments, as also during the summer. He
ds, too. that plates of agar and media (for de-

nitrifying organisms) were expo d or top of the deck-

laboraton during the voyage in the VVeddell Sea in

[903. He considered the last-named cultures to be

isfactory, owing to the possibility of contamina-
tion from the ship and from spray. "Growths of

(apparently) Staphylococcus pyogenes albus and of a

yellow coccus, possibly Staphylococcus pyogenes
citreus, were obtained, and also denitrifying

-•lis."

Willi tli'is, evidenc before us it is instructive to

learn that Dr. Atkinson, of (apt. Scott's British

Antarctic Expedition (1910 i, ' h made bac-

teriological examinations of snow. 4 "Atkinson is

tain that hj ha- isolated a ven motile

bacterium in the snow. I: is probably air-borne, and,

though no bacteria have 1 found in the air, this

ma\ In- carried in upper currents and brought down
by the snow. If correct, it is an interesting dis-

covery."

tly, so fai hack as iSn,. it is the record of

Nans, n in " Farthest North" thai In- made frequent

miccoscopii examinations during thi second summer
of fresh-water pools on th of the North Polar

Ugae ami diatoms wen proved to germinate
at tlie bottom of these pools, providing the food
material of infusoria and flagellata. Bacteria, he

were occasionally observed. Again, Nansen
noticed that in places the -ml f the snow was
Sprinkled with dust, and he was led, after more

ided inquiries, to regard the phenomenon as

universal over 'he North Polai sea. lie attributes

this fact to floating dusl being carried by lofty air-

1 " Balcteriotogische Studien wah-end der Schwedischen Sudpolar-Expe-
dition (1001-3).'' (Siorkholm, 1008.)

Denlncbc Sudi t«i Experfitioi (Jntersuchungen uber
Meerobalueiien unrl ihren Rinfluss iuf den Sloffwechsel in Meere

"Noteson Antarctic Bacteriologr." (Edinlmrch, iqi?.)
J "Scott'n Last Expedition,*" vol. i-. p. 211- (1011.) We have been

unable 10 far to confer with Dr. Atkinson with reference to his actual results

and genera! codcId

hs from southern lands and then descending to

in face in falling snow .

Doubtless, too, one maj infei thai equatorial air-

currents at a high altitude coi ads of dust-
motes towards the South Pol.. hen the) descend,
free or clinging to snow-particles, over the" great ice-

1 apped continent ol Antarctica. And as evidence
inwards the probable truth of this speculation we
have been able to furnish some isolated observations.
The locus of the main base of the Australasian

Antarctic Expedition in Adelie Land , a i ularly
fitted for research of a general characlei on i, and
snow, since here the great inland plateau undulates
downwards in nt-i'e'-fields, declining gradualh for

hundreds of miles, to fall abruptly in glacial slopi -

to the sea In fact, we were on the verge of the

continent, with no naked mountains or outcropping
nunataks 5 encircling us to the south, so far as wi

were able to judge from sledging journeys into the
interior. That is to say, there were in the hinterland
no indigenous bacteria of Antarctic soil liable to con-
taminate the ice and snow, and as an additional safe-

guard, so to speak, there was a continuous torrent of
air always blowing towards the north. The average
hourly velocity of the wind during our two years'

sojourn in Adelie Land was actually almost fifty miles
per hour. The main base with its few rocks was at
s.a-level, and behind it mounted the glacier back to

the vast, upland plain which extends southwards, for

the most part at a height of 6000 ft., across the crown
of the Pole, itself at an altitude of more than 10,000 ft.

[The results which were obtained from an examina-
tion of frozen algae and frozen seaweed led us to

inquire further into the bacterial content of the glacier-

ice—apparently as pure as distilled water ! And so

the organic content of frozen algae makes a suit-

able point of departure in considerations of a general

character, for in these dirty green lumps of ice are

represented practically the whole of the low life which
exists and actively multiplies in Antarctica : algae,

diatoms (unicellular algae), protozoa, rotifera, and
bacteria. The algae (including the diatoms) are uni-

versally found, according to the scientific reports of

other Antarctic expeditions, as marine or fresh-water

types in the ice-girt zone surrounding the continent.

In Adelie Land one became accustomed to note in the

summer-time that certain of the thawed pools among
the rocky ridges were filled with a greenish slime

—

the filamentous, multicellular alga;.]

On comparing results in Adelie Land and in Aus-
tralia, it is evident that at least four species of

bacteria exist in the frozen alga? :

—

(1) Gram-positive cocci, with fine, white colonies,

liquefying gelatine very slowly, were almost invariably

obtained in cultures.

(2) A gram-positive, sporing bacillus spreading as an

abundant, pale, wrinkled, and adherent growth on all

media.

(;,) Gram-positive, chained, sporing bacilli, occurring

a- a while, profuse growth on all media. In cover-

slip preparations of the ice chained bacilli were always

seen.

(4) Short gram-positive bacilli, showing on agar a

milkv-white growth, which afterwards became yel-

lowish in tint.

The fart of the mere presence of bacterial life in

fiozen algae would not seem remarkable along the

fringe of the continent, where lichens and mosses

thrive during the short periods of warmer weather,

and where there is a continuous accession of low

I i r. from the sea, the soil, and animals. It is only

The Western Party, under Mr. V. H. Bicke-ton. discovered a small

piece of rock on the snow at a heifrht of 1000 ft. . t7 miles south-west of the

Hut in Adelie Land. This was afterwards identified in Melbourne by
Prof. Slceats and Mr. Stillwell :
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natural to expect them, and to infer, further, that

n a variable distance into the all-

enveloping mass of ice and snow, to all intents and

purpose: free from organic life.

Again, n moraindc ice—macroscopically pure bul for

les of soil and grit in small amounl protozoan

like organisms were present, and in several cultures
r. il line, while colon ii > ol eram-posilive, stnpln lo-

eoeei. together with the gram-positive, sporing bacilli

of the white, wrinkled, adherent growth already

described.

When our observations had arrived at this juncture
there Was a clear indication to 140 further afield in the
examination of the ice; ai all events, to see the

oi thi local bacterial flora. So specimens were
procured from various points, free from obvious con-
tamination, on the ascending glacier.

111 In a magnetic cave, cul shaft-like through the
slope of blue ice, about tioo yards south of the Hut,
at an altitude of 300 ft. above the sea, were found in

cultures cocci and diplococci, slender bacilli, and a

Pi zoan organisms were also seen.

(2) In cover-slip preparations 200 to 300 yards,

500 yards, and tooo yards south of the Hut occurred
, motili bacilli, yeast-like bodies, and protozoa.

(3) The surface-ice al noo yards, altitude 300 ft.,

yielded in culture-, cocci (staphylococci) and short,

stout bacilli.

I \) At one mile, altitude 600 ft, to 700 ft., in sut

ippeared in cultures gram-positive staphylococci

and slender, gram-negative, chained bacilli. Protozoa
and yeast-like bodies were demonstrated in the thawed
ice-chips.

(5) In the vicinity of Aladdin's Cave, five miles south
of the Hut, and at an altitude of 1500 ft., surface-ice

showed the presence of protozoa and yeast-like bodies.

Gram-positive cocci grew in cultures on several occa-

sions.

Ice at a depth of 4 ft. contained, besides protozoa
and yeast-like bodies, gram-positive cocci and gram-
negative bacilli, all in smaller numbers than on the

surface. Nothing was obtained in a few cultures.

In ice at 7 ft.—from the wall of the cave—cultures

were more successful, demonstrating gram-positive
cocci and gram-negative bacilli (probably cocco-

bacilli). Protozoans and yeast-like bodies wire also

present.

(6) From the Cathedral Grotto—at eleven miles, and
1 altitude of 1800 ft. above the sea—specimens

of ice gave in cultures growths of a gram-positive

coccus and a gram-negative cocco-bacillus. No
protozo: or veast-like bodies were observed in the
preparations from thawed ice.

(71 In a position Rfty miles west of the Hut and
-five miles inland, nearh 4000 ft. high on the

plateau. r 1.1 transition between snow and
io 1 was fo ntain cocci and bacilli in their

usual numbers, but no protozoa or veast-like bodies

were seen. Man I the bacilli were clumped in

zooglcea mas 1 Foui original cultures and
several subcultures were isolated gram-positive cocci

and gram-negat icilli, similar to i1h.sc

grown from othet 1 ;lacier-ice.

Then, too, we should hi evidence of tin

cultures made in \ntan rried back to Aus-
tralia for examination.

Tt was to Dr. J. B. 1 leland, of the Bureau of

Microbiology, Sydney, New v
< h Wales, that we

indebted for a consignment of freshly prepared
culture-tubes which arrived by the 1 on net last

cruise of relief in the summer of rqi -14. All the

tubes reached Adelie Land in, and.

to prevent anv possible contamination by mould, had
1

.1 w ilh paraffin.
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On a rare calm day early in January, 1 <i 1 4 , six

agar tubes were taken, with a spirit-lamp and
platinum needle, up the slope of the glaciei nearly
half a mile towards the south-east, where the glai i

could not possibly have been soiled by the many
sledging-parties which passed up and down durin
summei

.

I In re was no opportunity at the time to go fui

afield. The sun was bright and warm, I hen- was no
wind, and the ice was covered with a humid sheen
of moisture. The tubes were inoculated from loops
ol liquid collected with the needle in small cups where.
thaw -water had accumulated. They were then can nil

hack to the ship and placed in an incubator, which
ran at a temperature varying, during blizzards, from
about to to 15 (.".

; as .1 general rule, the tem|
tun- was between lS° and 20 I

Dr. Cleland's report shows that nine cultures of

ice were received, that of these, three showed no
colonics, and were discarded, and that the remaining
six on agar slopes exhibited growth. From three
lubes -Masts" were isolated, two ol them giving a

pink growth on agar, the remaining one a creamy-
yellow growth. Two cultures shown! the presenci of

a gram-positive coccus, producing a fine growth, which
hi in subsequent subcultures.

It is a curious fact, and yet a well-known 1 xperi-

ence, to find that bacteria may live dormant in ice

for prolonged periods, and that infection 111.1

carried through ice, but it is not so generally recognised
thai some bacteria prefer to grow on io Micro-
organisms, as a rule, are capable of resisting a low-

temperature when their ordinary activities cease, and
they tend, either as single units or in clusters, to

throw out a mucilaginous protein substance for their

protection. Ravenel, Macfadyen, and Rowland have
demonstrated that several bacilli will bear exposure
for a few days to the temperature of liquid air

(— 102 C. to — 183 C). More recently it has been
proved that certain bacteria actually survive the tem-
perature of liquid hydrogen (—252° C), applied for

so long a period as ten hours. Bearing in mind such
experiments conducted in vitro, we could understand
that certain organisms carried bv dust-motes to the

vicinity of the south geographical pole (at an altitude

of approximately 10,000 ft.) could retain their vitality

in a temperature of — ioo° C. (-148 F.), if ever the

midwinter temperature descends to such a low limit.

Certainly, in the prolonged insolation of the summer-
time, some hardy organisms on the surfaci could

thaw- out, become free, and increase in numbers.
On the othei b.md, bacteria and their spores have

almost a defined limit of resistance to heat- 57' <".. if

applied long enough. Some germs are thermophilic.

mainly those which live and multiply in warm-blooded
animals; while others—in general terms, the bacteria

of the sea, the soil, and the air prefer the

temperature of their environment.
In the Antarctic—and the same holds good of the

\n tic regions there is a definite fauna, comprising
in tbe I, .niie! case the various species of seals, whales,

and birds and their parasites, insect-like mites of the

mosses, rotifera, and a fairly prolific marine life The
flora of the south is summed up in tin- lichens, mosses-,

and algae, the last-named having a vasl distribution

am. He's; lb. ice encircling and adhering to the con-

tinent. Primordial, lowest of all, and standing as

an evolutionary basis of the animal and vegetable

kingdom are the bacteria, which we may presume to

1 universal -clinging to the myriad dust-motes

Which tloal from the north; descending in snow ill the

Antarctic plai.au; paralysed F01 lona winter months;

active and acclimatised in the liquid thaw of sumn
s,;.m. 11. in: 01 sporing in their multiplication; dor-
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m.nii again in the inter-crystalline canalicnli of the

an I ice, and fret oni • mon to live and ini

in the viable reticulum oi th< glacier. Such a specula-

tivi theor) ma; be the ki
j to their cyi li

Antarctica.

Liquid containing salts in solution does not com-
plete!} Freeze at .1 temperature of o C. (32 I

this Factor is verj important in the man
low and highei forms ol Antarctic life. The late Mr.
[am Murra - 1 Sii Ei ni 5t Sha< kit ton's British

Antarctic Expedition (1907-0), has contributed some
unique evidence oi the habits and powers oi 1

to cold exhibited bj the rotifers and wjater-bears.

"To test the degree of cold which they could stand,

blocks of 1 ul from the lakes (saline) and
exposed to the air in the coldest weather of the whole
winter. By boring into the centre of the blocks we
found that they wen- as cold as the air. A tempera-

ture of — 40 F. did not kill the animals.

"Then they were alternately frozen an.
I thawed

weeklv for a long period and took no harm. i In
j

were dried and frozen, and thawed and moistened, and
still thev liv.d. At last thej were dried, and tin bottle

containing them was immersed in boiling water, which
was allowed to cool gradualh . and still a

number survived. . . .

"Such is the vitality of these little animals thai

they can endure being taken from ice at a minus tem-
perature, thawed, dried, and subjected to a tempera-
ture not very far short of boiling-point, all within a

few; hours ia range of more than 200° F.). . .
."

It would seem that bacteria were the ideal denizens
o> an environment where, for the greater part of the

1!' visible life is banished, and when' their

minim- size, protective changes oi bum. and versatile

feaction to moisture, low temperature, and concentra-

tion of salts wotdd be mosl advantageous for existence.

Tin bacteria caught up in the frozen sea within the

liquid sludge of crvohydrates, which circulates between
th. crystals of Fresh-water ice, learn to live, and
probably multiply, in a medium of much higher con-

ation than the ocean to which they are accus-

The question now- seems naturally to arise: How
are we to explain the existence and multiplication of

bacteria in ice? And to satish such a querj we
should endeavour to discover what is the ultimate

composition of ice. how the crystals of ice are inter-

related, and what are tin- intimate changes which
occur in a descending or rising temperature.

We refer to Mr. ]. Y. Buchanan, 7 formerly of the

ChaUengei Expedition 11*74'. 1°' ,n '' most modern
\ i.w s of ice-formation.

As a result of man; 1 h periments on the

[1
- which ... cm in freezing non-saturated saline

-..Unions, he finds that the Crystals formed by freezing

.. saline solution are in their ultimate constitution

free from -alt. That is to say that "the cr\sials

formed in freezing a non-saturated saline solution are

mire ice, and that the salt from which thev cannot
be freed does belong to the adhering brine." There-

we may imagine that when sea-water freezes

iriman solidification which takes place is of the

fresh-water content, the -^itt - in solution being re-

jected into the channels which new exist between the

pure crystals \~ the temperature is still further

cretions of pur.- ice go 1.. the crystals, and
the brine, stdl further CO d, remains in the

channel! .1 meshwork.
Buchanan makes the whole matter Derfectlv cleai

in 1I1.' following pass..-,, extending bis principl

purer forms of ire, such as glai ier-ice :
—

[tie Heart of the Antarctic. \w sir I . H. Shackleton, C.V.O.

N

"All natural " >
: iding rain-water, contain

some foreign, and usually saline, ingredients. H «
1
hloride of sodium as th. type ..I sui li ingredii nts,

appose a water to contait
i |uantitj of this salt

equivalent to one pai t 1 of 1 hlorine in a
million parts of water, thei ;..... .. s,,iu ti n
containing ooooi per cent. ..t chlorine, and it would
begin to freeze and t.. deposi put 1 a tempera-

of — 00001 C. ; and it would c. ue to do so

until, say, 999, paiis of watei had - deposited
1 !i. 1

< \\ ould tb.n remain t. >ai ts ol

residual water, which would retain lb \..ul.l

mi, therefore, o- 1 per cent . of chloi ine,

not Freeze until the temperature bad Fallen to — oi°C.
This watei would then deposit ice at temp- 1

becoming progressively lower, until when 900 more
pmts of ice had been deposited we should have
too parts residual water, O! brine, as il ma\ no
.ailed, containing 1 per cent, of chlorine and remain

ing liquid at temperatures above — i-o° C. Whei
90 more parts of ice had beer deposited we should

have 10 parts of concentrated brine containing 10 per

cent, of chlorine, and remaining liquid as low as

— 13° C. In the case imagined we assume the saline

contents to consist of NaCI only, and with further

concentration the cryohydrate would no doubt

separate out and the mass become really solid. . .
."

In the case of the glacier-ice of Adelie Land, which
we wish particularly to consider, one would expect the

ice to be very pure; in fact, the superimposed layers

formed from the snow which has fallen should be,

presumahlv, as fresh as distilled water. But assum-
ing, as we do, that a large amount of aerial dust is

distributed over the South Polar plateau, and that

atmospheric gases are combined with the snow, the

ice contains mineral constituents, without doubt, in

much more dilute solution than is present in the rain-

water of a more temperate climate. And, considering

that this contamination bv dust-motes has gone on

for countless aeons, the whole thickness of the polar

ice-cap is impregnated with minute foreign bodies.

On dissecting a piece of the glacier W'e find that

a disintegration of the interlocking grains, similar to

that which occur? in upturned slabs of sea-ice, takes

place on its exposure to the warmth of the sun or to

a temperature iust below the freezing-point of fresh

water. As Buchanan savs. : "Under the influence oi

the sun's rays the binding material melts first, the

continuity of the block is destroved, the individual

grains become loose and rattle if the block be shaken,

and finally they fall into a heap. A block of glacier-

ice is a geometrical curiositv. It consists of a number

of solid bodies of different sizes and of quite irregular

shapes, yel thev fit into each othei as exactly and fill

soace as completely as could the cubes referred to

above."
Buchanan made his studies of ice on the Alpine

glaciers, which, in comparison with the ice-sheet of

Antarctica, move raoidly, and, of course, are grossly

contaminated bv soil, rock, and dust. Still, one of

1I1. fust phenomena we remarked when stepping on

I,, the ice-foot at < ape Denison, Adelie Land, was the

large amount of granular rubble which formed the

,,f Mi.- glacier. In other words, the summer
-on bad thawed out all the cementing channels,

the crystals lay melting in a clear slush of liquid.

I, ..1 nni-m a few micro-millimeti

1 Mock of glacier-ice not completely sol

would be a veritable labyrinth of minute tunnels

with liquid containing salts in solution. In

on the tunnels would be viable, so that a si n oi,>

n might easilv pass from top to bottom of the

block. The same lump, as an in of th.

. would siiii be pei forati I' nous and
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circui -. inosculating with others in the
11 the watery contents of ill'-, pas-

v. law - df movement depend* m ipon
ipi and moi ' menl "I i he glai ii i . the

hi. ill Mains anil cracks in the ici . and
ol temperature from above downwards.
lias bei n said in indicate that if in the

section el ice we an- considering the temperatun ap-
ln's close tn IVc('/inL:-|Hiini, the channels of
ing fluid which encircle the n\stals would per.

in. aie the glacier down in a definite point where, if

the mean annual temperature w re low enough, the

ice would he solid and impervious. We are led in

suppose From Buchanan's observations that the critical

temperature of solidification may be as low as 13 ('..

though in Antarctica, where the ice is purer, it should
be -)° or g° higher. Granting that such a temperature
may he several degrees from the actual truth, we
may at least he sine thai for 5 below the free/inn.

point of fresh wan 1 ihe glacier-ice of Antarctica is

pervious tn bacteria, and contains a medium suitable
for their reproduction.

Tn Adelie Land the mean annual temperature at
sea-level lies between 15 and -20 C, but on
mounting the plateau which falls steeply to the coast,

the temperature descends at the rate of almost 4 for

every 1000 ft. In the summer-time the shade tem-
perature r agister 1 d on sevi ral occasions 5-5° C. (40 F.),

and for three months at least the temperature, except
for unusual fluctuations due to blizzards, never fell

much below - io° C, and was verv often close to

o° C. Considering, too, that there is a verv appre-
ciable amount of sunshine between the equinoxes, the
period during which bacterial life and growth would
be possible might be extended, during a favourable
summer, up to four months. The action of sunlight
is nl paramount importance in promoting a thaw
throughout the ice canaliculi, especially when we
remember that the shade temperature in.iv register
o° C. at the same time as Ihe thermometer in the
sun rises to 16 C.
The important Doint at issue is that the northern

slopes of the glacier fall towards the sea at such an
angle that the rays o{» the sun for some months
during the summer are norma! to the surface, thereby
increasing the intra-glacial thaw, and for short periods
causing the temperature of the whole mass in the
lower latitudes to rise within a few degrees of
freezing-point, the optimum temperature of the micro-
organisms of ice and snow. At the south geographical

elevated to ro.000 ft., the obliouity of the sun's
ravs and the low temperature would not encourage
bacterial life except in the surface lavers of snow,
and that onlv for a few weeks at the summer solstice.

Assuming that the greater part of the continent is

at a more or less uniform height of 6000 ft., we
should conclude that the organisms which descend from
the ail n buried In a certain depth, wholly
deprived ni .1 free-swimminP existence, until in the

nlenitude of ages thev arrive at that northern
boundarv where thi summer thaw begins.

It will he apposite now tn review the few observa-
tions which w.i made mi snow before passing to a
few remarks on the meteorology of the southern
hemisphei. :

d) Gram-posith ;

I -ram-negative, sporing
bacilli crew in culture from snow of a sastrusja or
snow-wave one-third of a mile south-east of the Hut.

(2) On three occasions when falling snow was
'athered in a sterile basin, elaborate precautions
having been taken to prevent contamination, the

d-ont samples showed under .-. cover-slip cocci,

bai illi. and, invariably, zooglcea masses of bac-
in moderate numbers. Diplococci, and occa-
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sionally cocci, were observed to be invested by a

pale capsule. In ter in

the form of vegetable cells was noted.

(3) A glucose agar slope culture nf falling snow
showed a few small greyish colonies, which wire nut

examined.
Slender as these results are, they be'eome nf more

importance when correlated with the many pos
findings made in glacier-ice- the vast

falling snow. The) am meaningless, too, unless

considei the probable origin of the bacteria which
1 liny In the 1 r\ sta's nf snow.

Regarded simply, the circulation of air in the

southern hemisphere has certain main characteristics

a widespread uprush from equatorial, tropic, and sub-
tropic zones; a continuous flow al a high level towards
ihe southern continent; a subsidence nf mk i

•

layers ol cool air, increasing in density and coincident

with a rising barometric pressuri : a concentration ol

air al high barometric pressure over the vast crown
nf lull-, Antarctica; a relief of pressure in the tor-

rential luiists of blizzards through tn the low-pn
belt nf the Southern Ocean, and, in wide terms, the

genesis nf a low equatorial return current modified

and deviated by such factors as earth-movement, lati-

tude, disposition of island, sea, and continent,

configuration of the land.

Bacteria or their spores maj be found in the

sphere fr.c, incorporated with minute parti' I.

aqueous vapour, or clinging to small foreign I"

With these foreign bodies or dust-motes we know that

the) ascend under the impetus of rising equatorial air

into the atmosphere to a considerable height, until at

length thev come under the influence of the ^nat
poleward-flowing current. The bacteria mi anwhile
have cooled, become paralysed, and, either singly or in

segregated masses, thrown out their protective capsule

of protein material. They travel to the Pole, and
here are frozen to spicules nf ice or with the dust
which has conveyed them are attached to crystalline

snow-flakes, sinking lower with the descending strata

of air, and alighting at last on the surface of the

plateau.

And novv, sparse or in numbers, the frozen

organisms, extruded with the dust-mol they accom-
panied to the periphery of the nucleai snow-crystal,

commence a new life-history.

When the snow-flakes—on the plateau nf Antarctica
-now is mostly in th; form of sago-like granules have
recently fallen, thev lie together in s,,ft, downy,
flocculent heaps enclosing, in proportion to the spai 1

thev occupy, a large volume of air. Under ill. in-

fluence nf gravity and the pressure of the wind, and
in dependence, ton. on the temperature and humidity
of the air, die snow becomes denser and more com-
pact, the enclosed air is expelled, and the snow-
crystals increase in size. Thus we ma] conceive that

the bacteria lend to be expelled into the inti 1

between separate crystals, where the) await tin- time
when the temperature will rise sufficiently to providi

a liquid medium in which theii lii I pecies mat be
Mil' wed. If the temperature still remains ten low for

liquefaction of the comparativelj in n snow adher-

ing around the primary pure crystal, the slow meta-
morphosis ol the snow into nivi goes on under more
or 'ess drv conditions.

In conclusion, if we tface out briefl) the subsequent
historv nf these bacteria of ice and snow, we see them
in the slew northward surge of the glacier set floating

in ice-ton [ues and herns nf th.- Antarctic Ocean, where
thev gradually thaw out and probably become accus-

tomed to h' salinity of the sea. They circulate

throughout the immense volume of water, cling,,,

the plankton of the surface, travelling to various
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depths, reaching, maybe, the ooze in company with

sinking foreign bodies. The) migrate in the vast,

moving ocean currents towards northern lands, where

remain a» mariro others enter the

mouths of rivers and b ]

'

,
'•• "' ''"

fresh-water medium they knew in Antarctica, while

still others are stranded on the littoral, whence, in a

dry condition, they maj be transported by wind to a

new soil, assuming, " perhap-, the characters of

anaerobic bacteria, ["he cycli centuries or geological

periods in duration begins I
'

"•" 1 a tem-

Ues amutof,

fusion or sporulation of the original organisms, rise

on dust-mo join again the bacteria of the

upper air, once more liable to enter the current flow-

ing continuously towards the southern pole of the

A. I.. McLean.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

I111 sum of 500,000!. has !" n given to the Univer-

>it\ .it Chicago bj Mr. La Verm Noyes for the pur-

pose of tin' education of soldiers and sailors and their

descendants after the war, and for instruction in

,in history and the publii duties of citizenship.

Major E. W. Caldwell, who died from burns re-

sulting from experiments with X-rays, has left from

two 1 iiist fund- upbn the death ol life tenants provi-

sion for a foundation in general educational work in

Columbia University. His estah is valued at more

Dr. E. II. Bradford has just retired from the posi-

tion of dean of the Harvard Medical School. He has

been associated with the faculty of the school for

thirty- . and an Edward Hickling Bradford

fellowship in bi- honour was recently founded by an

anonymous donor id 51100!.

Announcemeni is ni.nl' by tin South-Western Poly-

technic Institute, Chelsea, of courses in science and
engineering, analytical and manufacturing chemistry,

pharmacy, dispensing, food ami drugs, metallurgy,

ng and foundry work, botany, geology, and
zoology*. For further particulars applii .iiion should be

secretary of th< ti

Dr. C. Stephenson, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, has

bequeathed the sum of 5000/. to the Royal Veterinary

College, London, for the foundation of a Clement
1 scholarship; 5000L to Vrmstrong College,

Newcastle-upon-Tyn< ; and 5000Z. to the Victoria

Benevolent Institution, London, to provide assistano

rvihg widows and families of veterinary

.11-.

ding to Pan's Midical, the French universi-

ties have recently acquired for the first time the power
ferring honorary degrees. Thi recipients are to

be foreigners who have done signal service to learn-

nice, or to the unh ersity. In the case ol

lating to am iiariaulat facultv, an absolute

irity of the facultv and a two-thirds majority of

ih.' Senate will be required.; in other cases the Senate
will have to give it- app wo separate meet-

In all rases Ministerial approval will be

K connection with the department of technical optics

of the Imperial College of Science and Technology,
South Kensington, lecture com-'- have been arranged

General Opti< -." bj Prof. F. J.

1 heshire ; Optical Des [ning and < Computing,
nputing." "Workshop and

, and ' Min scopes and Micro-
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scopic Vision," each by Prof. A. E. Conrady ; and

"The Construction, Theory, and 1 - of Optical

Measuring Instruments,' by Mr. L. C. Martin.

Inquirii should be addressed to

Two tar colour

chemistry was instituted al tie H technical

College to provide specialised chemi ching with

research facilities for the sudden influ: i chemists

consequent on the enormous developm olour

industi j in I [uddet sfii Id. The d< ma id for fully

a chemists is now more insistent than i er, and

the recent appointment of Dr. H. II. Hod-- to the

headship of the above department is a matter of note-

worthy interest. Dr. Hodgson enters bis new sphere

ivities after nearlj three years' successful -

as chief chemist for 'one of the largest firms of

chemical manufacturers in the country. Prior to his

industrial engagement he was head of the chemical

lepartment at the Northern Polytechnic Institute in

London. He is the author of numerous original con-

tributions to chemical literature, as well as the trans-

lator of five important technological books.

Tn the recently published "Handbook of Classes

and Lectures for Teachers" full particulars are given

of some sixty-two courses of lectures arranged by the

London County' Council to be given during the school-

vear 1918-19, primarilv for teachers employed in

teaching within the administrative County of London.

Teachers emploved elsewhere will be admitted where

accommodation 'permits, but they will be expected to

pay an inclusive fee of ~s. in respect of each course

instead of merelv a registration fee of is. demanded

from London teachers. Among the courses arranged

may be mentioned that bv distinguished authorities

on
"

different branches of science dealing with the

application of their science to problems of national

life and industry. On October 12 Prof. W.J. Pope

will lecture on the national aspects of chemistry; on

November 2 Prof. W. W. Watts on geology, with

special relation to national life; on November 10 Sir

A D. Hall, K.C.B., on the relation of agriculture

to the urban population; on December 7 Dr. II.

Eltringham on insect-carriers of diseasi
;

on

January 25, iqiq. Prof. W. E. Dalby on engim

with special reference to its relations with our national

life; on February 15 Dr. A. Schuster on pure science

in relation to the national life; and on March S

Prof I B. Farmer on some aspects ol the ruDDer-

growing industry. The lectures will be given in

every ?ase at 11 a.m. at the Regent Street Poly-

technic, except Prof. Dalby's, which will be at the

Cih and Guilds Engineering College of the Imperial

College of Science and Technology, Exhibition Road,

South K< nsingfpn, S V - >ther courses in science

include five 'lectures in the spring term by Su

Rickman 1. Godlee, Bart., K.C.V.O., on surgery

past and present; eight lectures, commencing

Tanuarv 21. IQ io. at 5.50 p.m., at Kings College b>

Prof W I> Halliburton, on the principles of dieting,

with' special to reduction of food in war-

time- and ti lectures on warfare among the lowei

animal-, b\ Prof. A. Bendy, commencing on

,. ai 5.30 p.m., at King's College.

Tin issues of the British Medical Journal and the

foi August 31 were concerned alrm

with descriptions of the facilities available in th< B

[sles for medical education in its differen branches,

its are provided in both cases with detailed and

mil particulars of how to D :

,V".
.

''',"

in medicine and surfen 1
he various British

universities, as well as how to secure professional
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quali i
hi [h orn pi the medical corpoi ations.

The Icdii ail Journal points oul thai betw een
no .Hid K114 the annual entrj of first-year

udents averaged roughh '44". Since the
imbei nl thesi entries has inci eased bj five

or six hundred .1 year. Thus the whole number of
ictualrj pursuing medical studies in the

medical schools of the United Kingdom has shown .-1

upward movement. In May, igi6, the total

6103 ;
in January, 10/17, it was 66S n Oi tober,

11)17, ii was 704S; while the latest figure, for May,
1'iiN, u;ls 7630. Bui l.n somi time the large with-
drawals of male students from the medical schools
lor combatant service, 01 foi service as surgeon pro-
bationers in th< Navy, 1 than nullified the in-

creased entries, and bade fair to produce a serious
deficiency of new practitioners in the years roi8 and
iqio- Urgenl representations upon this matter were
made to the Government. Vs a result, something lias

been done to make good the threatened shortage bA
the return of third-\ ear students from active service
to complete their studies, h\ the retention in the
medical schools of students on their way towards
qualification who are liable to be called to the colours,
and by limiting the period of service of surgeon pro-
bationers. The Minister of National Service has
further undertaken to provide that, if possible, the
supplv of students in training shall be kept at a level

sufficient to give an annual yield of at least iooo new
practitioners. Another feature of the last four years
has been the great increase in the number of women
students of medicine. In May last there were 8250
women medical students in the United Kingdom—

a

figure 23 tier cent, greater than the total for January,
1017, and several times larger than in 1014. For this

remarkable growth the war must be held mainly
responsible.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, August 19.—M. Ed. Perrier in
the chair.—J. Boussinesq

; Rational solution of the two
problems of the punching out and flow of plastic
blocks, furnished with a rigid, polished ring.—R. de
Montessus de Ballore : Plane algebraic curves having
common multiple points.- P. Weiss : The characteristic
quation of fluids. The isochores of hydrogen, accord-

to the measurements of Kamerlfngh Onnes and
Braak, are rectilinear, and give for the law of expan-

T
sion

. /'<+R -.where K is the gas constant and n
p + n

the internal pressure. For the families of recti-

linear isochores studied by the author the relation
given le the above equation holds to a degree of pre-
cision ol the experiments, hut R has -to he multiplied
by a factoi

; ater than 1. Thus it is 1-30 for carbon
dioxide. With argon and isopentane the isochores
are formed of two straight lines making an angle
with each othei -that is, the above factor changes
abruptly in the rgon from 1 to 1

5.9,

C. Benedicks 'n o-thermal effect, of which the
Thomson effeel is a pecial case. L. (ientil : The
neogene deposits ,,f southern Spain.—A. Sarton

:

Spot illation b\ symbiosi er fungi. Without
eria being present thi perithecium of Aspergillus

is not formed. It would appear that under the action
1 bacteria the medium undei » a transformation

which renders it capable oi pn the production
if the perithecium. II. Vincent and G. Stodel : lii,

Its nl' arrtigangrene serotherapy
. Details of five

ned b) the use of the si mm described in an
luriica'tien.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
A Calendai oi Leading Experiments. B3 VV. S.

Franklin and B. Mactiutt. Pp. vHi+210. South
Bethlehi m, Pa. : Franklin, Macnutt, and 1

2.50 dollars.

I In Destinies ol thi Stars. Bj Dr. S. Arrhehius.
Translated b) J. E. Fries. Pp. xvii+2Sj6. (Net
and London: G. P. Putnam's Suns.) js. 6d. net.

Matrices and Determinoids. By Prof. ('. 1".. Cullis.
Vol: ii. Pp. xxiv+555. (Cambridge: \i the 1 ni-

versitj Press.) 42.?. net.

Applied Anatomy. Bj Prof. G. G. Davis. Fifth
edition. Pp. x+630. (Philadelphia and London:
J. B. Lippincott Co.)
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Izzard. Pp. 383. (London : John Ri. h

7s. Ill/, net.

The (
'In inisi,

j ol Synthetic Drugs. Bj Dr. P. May.
Second edition. Pp.. xH+350. (London : Longmans
and Co.) ios. <></. net.

Dr. John kadclilfe. By Dr. J. B. Nias. Pp. 147.
(Oxford: At the Clarendon Press.) 12*. 6d. net.
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Graphite-Selenium Cells
FOURNIER D'ALBE'S PATTERN.

Great Stability and High Efficiency.

With a sensitive Se surface of 5 sq. cm. and a voltage 20 the

additional current obtainable at various illuminations (in

metre-candles) is :

—

At 1 m.c. ...
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NATIONAL UNION OF

SCIENTIFIC WORKERS

The first General Meeting <>i" the Union, which

will determine its constitution and place it on

a permanent basis, will be held in London in
1

the last week of October. Any persons who

desire to be represented at the meeting, and

have not yet joined branches of the Union,

should communicate at once with the

Secretary, Norman Campbell, North Lodge,

Queen's Road, Teddington.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
EVENING CLASSES in SCIENCE and MATHE-

MATICS are held at the undermentioned Institutions main-
tained by the London County Council :

—

(MATHEMATICS and ELEMENTARY SCIENCE.)

HACKNEY INSTITUTE. Dalston Lane, E. 8.

(MATHEMATICS, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS.)

NORWOOD TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, Knight's Hill, West
Norwood, S. E. 27.

(MATHEMATICS, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, BOTANY.)

PADDINQTON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, Saltram Crescent,
W. p.

(MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, BOTANY.)

Full prospectuses may be obtained on application to the
Secretaries of the respective Institutions.

JAMES BIRD,
Clerk of the London County Council.

EDINBURGH & EAST OF SCOTLAND
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

>N 1918-19.

The WINTER SESSION BEGINS on TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8.
I he Courses of Instruction qualifj lor the llegrees of B.Sc. in Agriculture

and in forestry of the University of Edinburgh, and for the Diploma in
Agriculture granted by the College.
A Two Years' Course for the College Certificate ih Horticulture, and a

similar course for students lakin.: ip 1

tl so available.
HursarieS given by Second.-,.) Education Committees are tenable at the

College.

N. B.—All Courses and Classes are open to Women.
Full particulars are given in the Calendar, copies of which may be obtained
application.

: George Squan
ALEXANDER M'CALLUM, M.A., LL.B.

01 and Secretary.

Vi Uomltty, September Jo,

BIRKBECK COLLEGE,
BREAMS BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE, E.C. 4

COURSES OF STUDY (Day and Evening) for Degrees of the
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON in the

FACULTIES OF SCIENCE & ARTS
(PASS AND HONOURS)

Under RECOGNISED TEACHERS of the University.

SCIENCE.—Chemistry, Physles, Mathematics (Pure and
Applied), Botany, Zoology, Geology.

ARTS.—Latin, Greek, English, French. German, Italian,
History, Geography, Logic, Economies, Mathematics (Pure

and Applied).

Geography Diploma and Matriculation.

POST-GRADUATE AND RESEARCH WORK.

Prospectus post free. Calendar tit- (by post Sit.), from the Secretary.

SOUTH-WESTERN POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE, CHELSEA, S.W. 3.

SESSIOIf COMMENCES SEPTEMBER .'S, '9/S.

Day and Evening Courses in Science and Engineering.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry.
Pharmacy, Dispensing, and Food and Drug Courses.
Metallurgy, Assaying, and Foundry work.
Botany, Geology, and Zoology Courses.

Three years' college course in Physical Education.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A., Principal.
Telephone : Western 899.

BOROUGH POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE,

BOROUGH ROAD, S.E. i.

CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Under the direction of C. Doree, M.A., D.Sc.

The Classes in Elementary and Advanced Inorganic and Organic
Chemistry commence September 30, 1918.

The following Special Evening Courses in Applied Chemistry will be
arranged :

—

THE CHEMISTRY AND TECHNOLOGY OF THE
ESSENTIAL OILS.

THE ANALYSIS OF LAUNDRY TRADE MATERIALS.
Attention is also directed to the facilities available for special work in

Electrochemistry, Foodstuffs—Chemistry and Manufacture—and the
Chemical Technology of Cellulose.

For further particulars apply
C. T. MII.LIS, Principal.

ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL OPTICS.

NORTHAMPTON POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,
ST. JOHN STREET, LONDON, E.C. I.

ENGINEERING DAY COLLEGE.
Full Day Courses in the Theory and Practice of Civil, Mechanical and

Electrical Engineering will commence on Monday, September 30, 1918.
The Courses in Civil and Mechanical Engineering include specialisation
in Automobile and Aeronautical Engineering, and those in Electrical
Engineering include specialisation in Radio-Telegraphy.

Entrance Examination on Tuesday and Wednesday, September 24 and
as, 1918. These courses include periods spent in commercial workshops,
and extend over four years. They also prepare for the Degree of B.Sc. in

Engineering at the University of London. Fees /15 or Xn per annum.
it, am,- Scholarships of the value of £$i each will be offered

for competition at the Entrance Examination in September, 1918.

TECHNICAL OPTICS.
Full and Part lime Curses in this important department of Applied

Science will be given in specially equipped laboratories and lecture rooms.
An Aitckhon Scholarship (value /30) will be offered in this department at
the Entran • Examination.

Full particulars as to fees, dates, &c, and all information respecting the
work of the Institute, can be obtained at the Institute or on application to

R. MULLINEUX WALMSLEY. D.Sc.
Principal.

For other Official Advertisements see page xix and
page ii of Supplement.
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(4) Organic Compounds of Arsenic and Antimony,
Bj Prof. G. T. Morgan. Pp.
(" Monographs on Industrial Chemistry.")
(London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1918.)

Price i6j. net.

(5) I'liint Products and Chemical Fertilisers, By
S. Hoare Collins. Pp. xvi 336. ("Industrial
Chemistry.") (London: Baillierc, Tindall, and
Cox, [91 8. I

Price fS. 6d. nil

.

Text-book of Ivorganu Chemistry. Edited

by Dr. J. N. Friend. Vol. v. Carbon and its

lilies. By Dr. R. M. Caven. Pp. xxi + 468.

(London: C. Griffin and Co., Ltd., 1917.) Price

15ft, net.

' 1 "HE breadth of chemical industry is well ex-
J- amplified in the works under notice. The

three mentioned io the first review (Nature,
September u, 1918, p. 21) cover the heavy
chemical, the dye, and the edible oil industries, .ill

requiring many millions of capital, employing
thousands of workpeople, and affording problems
enough for the most exacting critic.

I4) The three volumes now dealt with show
equal diversity, and although Prof. Morgan's

Ograph deals with a much smaller and more
highly specialised section of the chemical industry,

it is none the less of considerable importance to

Wish it in this country. The synthetic organic
irsenical compounds were found to be of great

physiological potency at quite an early dale,

though real progress dates only from the be-
ginning of the present century; this fact has very
much stimulated later research in the field.

The first discovery of an aromatic arsenical

drug was made by Bechamp during the years
[860 63. His compound began to be tried in

therapeutics about the year 1902. It was termed
"'atoxyl" on account of its comparatively non-
toxic nature, and employed in the treatment of

sleeping sickness.

Ilie sni ( ess attending these pioneering efforts

1] Lhrlich in Frankfort and his many student
collaborators systematically to investigate the

subject, and Ehrlich and Bertheim showed in 11)07

that atoxyl is the sodium silt of />-arsani!ic acid.

Ehrlich carried out researches in a laboratory and
private hospital endowed for him by George

er, the Frankfort banker, and in eollabora-
011 the industrial side, with the well-known

lli.itist
, dour works. The Bechamp reaction was

• Minded from aniline to other liases, and ever)
possible arsenical derivative was tested physio-
logically; proof of Ehrlich's zeal is afforded by
the story that salvarsan, first obtained in 1909,
was the 606th compound to be examined by him.
Vtoxyl and its homologies an derived from quin-
quevalenf arsenic, but Ehrlich noticed that aro-
matic compounds of tervalent arsenic were much
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more effective against diseases of protozoie origin.

Salvarsan and its sodium methylene sulphinate,
known as neosalvarsan, are the substances chiefly

used to-day in the arsenical treatment of syphilis,

mil it is satisfactory that we are no longer de-
pendent upon Germany for these druys, which
are manufactured here by Messrs. Burroughs Well-
come and Co. and by Messrs. May and Baker,
and in France by Poulenc Fr£res, and possibly by-

others.

A further discovery made by Ehrlich is the
property of arsenobenzene to couple with sal

copper, silver, gold, and platinum in such a way
that compounds are formed which can be ad-
ministered intravenously, when the heavy metal
exerts a germicidal action, supplementing that of

the aromatic arsenical, whilst at the same time
the compound is less toxic to the patient than
salvarsan. Such a compound is luargol, prepared
by Danysz, and used with considerable success
in the French Army. Other valuable organic
arsenicals are the primary aromatic arsines dis-

covered by two American chemists, Palmer and
Dehn.
The foregoing is only the briefest outline of

Prof. Morgan's very fascinating introductory
chapter; he rightly points the moral of the need
for co-ordinated effort in scientific research which
is to have a practical bearing.

For the pure chemist organic arsenic compounds
have even greater sentimental interest on account
of the part they have played in the early develop-
ment of the theory of radicles. Bunsen's discoverv
of cacodyl, as Berzelius named it, and Frank-
land's explanation of its constitution, were im-
portant stages in establishing the constitution of

carbon compounds generally.

Prof. Morgan has aimed at giving a complete
account of the chemistry of these compounds, deal-

ing with the literature up to the end of 1917, and
the value of the text is enhanced, as is nowadavs
the custom, by a comprehensive bibliography.

Successive chapters deal with cacodyl, the ali-

phatic arsenicals, the aromatic arsenicals, atoxyl,

salvarsan, neosalvarsan, the primary arsines,

luargol, and the aromatic anfimonials, with finally

a 1 liapter on miscellaneous derivatives. Lithium
antimonyl tartrate has been used extensively by
Plimmer and others in the treatment of sleeping

sickness, but so far the true organo-antimonials
have not been found to equal the arsenical druses

of the salvarsan type.

(5) Agriculture can scarcely be termed
chemical industry, but that side of it which deals

with fertilisers is essentially applied chemistry,
and justifies its inclusion in this series. Mr.
Collins starts from the point of view that the raw
materials of agriculture arc often the vvasti

ducts of the other industries, whilst the produce
nl agriculture again forms the raw material for

other industries. His volume covers the cycle

from factory to fertiliser, from fertiliser to field,

and from field to factory again ; it is another of

Dr. Kirleal's monographs on industrial chemistry.

D
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The opening sections deal briefly with the nature,

idvantages of the nitrogen, phosphorus,

and pi [roups ol fertilisers. Under the head-

ing oi "Mixed Fertilisers" the many questions

arising out of farmyard manure and its storage
ssed—the manure heap is still the most

unscientific part of the farm—also the vexed
oi the utilisation of sewage.

Part ii. deals with soils and their properties,

11I the author is able in relatively few words to

give a comprehensive account of this vast subject,

in which the application of science has made such
strides, though it remains more than ever true

that the cultivator of the soil himself must deter-
mine in every case the dividing line between what
is practicable and what is not. The sections on
special soil improvers and soil reclamation are
most suggestive.

Under the heading "Crops" an outline of

photosynthesis is given, followed by sections on
the formation of carbohydrates, oil, nitrogenous
bodies, and miscellaneous substances, such as tea,
coffee, rubber, and fruit. These are all well done,
and give a great deal of information in a limited
space, much of which is not so generallv known
to chemists as is perhaps desirable. A point of
interest in connection with the increasing produc-
tion ol oil-cake in this country is the opposition
of cattle to take readily to new-fashioned food.

Perhaps the most interesting section is that
entitled "The Production of Meat." The grazing
animal is a machine for converting food of low
value to human beings into high-grade food, and
there is much to be learnt before this process is

fully understood and efficiently controlled. The
variety of simple -forms of combined nitrogen is

large, but whereas some of them are plentiful,

others are scarce, and possibly their supply to the
animal has to be considered. At present no prac-
tical way of obtaining a clear idea of the value of
the different proteins in the foods has been dis-
covered. Similarly the production of fats in this
country is one of the greatest needs for the future,
particularly in times when sea transport is re-
stricted. The climate is unsuitable for the pro-
duction of vegetable fats, and far greater atten-
tion will have to be paid to the pig from this
point of view. In discussing future development
the financial aspects and the labour question are
not forgotten.

Enough has been said to indicate that Mr.
Collins has produced a book which is both novel
and suggestive, and it deserves to be very widely
read.

(6) Without the solid foundation of fact,

chemical theories of any kind would not lead far,

and it is therefore appropriate to include here a
mention of the newest volume of Dr. Friend's
"Text-book of Inorganic Chemistry"—namelv,
that entitled "Carbon and its Allies," bv Dr.

11. Inorganic chemistry to-day is vastly more
interesting than a generation ag< , when physical
chemistr) was all but unknown, and the increas-
ing te nil al importance of many of the less com-

ents has also added to their interest to
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the chemist. The elements dealt with are carbon,

silicon, titanium, zirconium, thorium, germanium,
tin, and lead. For carbon 150 pages of the text

are required, which allow of detailed considera-

tion of the allotropic forms, of coal, the simple

hydrocarbons, coal-gas, and carbon dioxide. The
section dealing with the last is particularly full,

and may be quoted as typical of the thoroughness
with which the book has been prepared.

The chemistry of silicon has made notable ad-

vances during the last few years, largely owing
to the researches of British workers on the prob-

lems of its relation to carbon, which will be found

to be fully considered.

An interesting section is that concerning the

constitution of the silicates, which are more de-

finite in composition than the acid itself. The
hexite-pentile theory of the Aschs is briefly re-

plained. The author might have made fuller refer-

ence to the present industrial uses of silica and of

the alkali silicates, the latter especially having
very wide application. Titanium is in the main
a scientific curiosity, practical interest being

limited to its use in steel. The same applies to

zirconium, but now that the subject of refractory

materials is receiving greater attention we may
expect to hear more of it. Thorium is of import-

ance from two points of view—namely, on account

of its radio-activity and the use of its oxide in

the manufacture of incandescent gas mantles.

Both subjects receive very full treatment, and the

chapter is one of the most valuable in the book.

Dr. Caven is to be congratulated on having
done his work well, and his book will be found

to be a storehouse of useful knowledge by all

desiring information about the metals mentioned.
It is well arranged and clearly printed, both of

which facts add much to its usefulness.

E. F. Armstrong.

A THEORIST'S OUTLOOK.
Essays in Scientific Synthesis. By E. Rignano.

Pp. 254. (London: G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd..

1918.) Price ys. 6d. net.

THE editor of the well-known international

journal of science, Scientia, has done well

to give Englishmen, whom he regards as "not
attracted by broad generalisations," an oppor-

tunity of appreciating in their own language some
of the stimulating essays that come from his un-
tiring pen. They deal, indeed, with generalisa-

tions of the loftiest scope, but those who cannot
follow the author up all the peaks which he seeks

to climb will be rewarded by main an interesting

view of the solid ground of facts below. The
bond uniting the eight essays is that they express

the synthetic spirit, and that they arc animated
by the object "of demonstrating the utility in the

biological, psychological, and sociological fields

of the theorist, who, without having specialised

in any particular branch or subdivision of sen

may nevertheless bring into those spheres that

synthetic and unifying vision which is brought bv
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the theorist-mathematician, with so much success,

into the physico-chemical field of science." We
are not sure that "theorist" is the proper title

for the generalising thinker like Herbert Spencer,
nr that Dr. Rignano sufficiently realises the

dangers of the synthetician's ambition, hut we
agree with his protest against the narrow view

that all experimentation must be done in a labora-
tory What the author really stands for is, that

complementary in the work of the experimentalist

is the work of the quiet thinker who has had
sufficient discipline in scientific method on
one hand, and in metaphysical analysis mi tin

other. For this function the book before us is an

apologia, and, while it naturally illustrates the

risks uf tin adventure, it also clearly demon-
strates its rewards. The second essay gives a

luminous exposition of the synthetic value of the

evolution-theory. "No other theory, perhaps, has

succeeded in bringing into one general survey so

many disparate phenomena, and in co-ordinating
in one complete complex the numerous individual

theories which hold their own in widely differing

branches of science, and which, at first sight,

seem to have nothing in common." We wish,

however, that the author had said something
about the fallacy so frequently involved in apply-

ing the same word "evolution" to historical

sequences which have little in common except
that they are processes of becoming.
The central part of the hook is undeniably

difficult, but it is, as an attempt at least, of great
importance. It gives an outline of a mnemic
theory of life, which the author has previously
expounded in his work on "centro-epigenesis.

"

Let us try to state the main idea without too much
of its special terminology. It is quite certain that

a relatively simple living creature without any
nerve-centres can somehow en register the results

of its experience so that subsequent actions are
influenced. That is a relatively simple "mnemic"
phenomenon. A set of cells that have taken to

some novel metabolic routine, such as secreting an
anti-body to some toxin, may keep up the habit

long after the original stimulus has ceased to

operate. That is another illustration of " mnemic
"

phenomena. There is some sort of functional

inertia in individual organisms- -a tendency which
in its most fundamental expression is simplv to

persist in a given phase of moving equilibrium
(the word "stationary" used in the translation

does not suggest the right idea). Now if the

germinal substance is made up of "specific

potential elements " which act as accumulators
of particular modes of energy—"representative

currents," as it is said—it may also be that in

the course of the individual development of the

offspring there is an activation of these and an
irradiation from the centre outwards so that a

formative influence is exerted. "The substance
ol which each of these specific potential elements
is i omposed, which is capable of giving as dis-

charge a single well-determined specific nervous
current, is still one and the same substance which
this nervous current, when it acts as a ' charg-
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ing ' current, can in its turn form and deposit."

In this is found the explanation of the transmission

icquired charactet (supposing that to be a

fact) and of the recapitulation of phylogenetic
stages in ontogeny. Ii appeal to us that the

specific form of Dr. Rignano's theory is not in

grips with the facts, but to those who believe that

experience counts in racial evolution in some other

way than either Lamarck or Darwin recognised,

adventure in mnemic theory will be wel-

come. As to the nervous energy referred to, with

its fundamental property of specific accumulation,
it is said to obey the general laws of i

but is regarded as a monopoly of living organisms.

In other words, there is a specific vital energy,

as the late Prof. Assheton also maintained.

Organisms strive and cry, they exhibit en-

deavour and initiative, they are swayed by

"affective tendencies." The author seeks to show
that these are fundamentally referable to the ten-

dency to maintain physiological integrity or equi-

librium. Inborn affectivities with a mnemic basis

express themselves in habitual actions, and new
habits form new affectivities of the most varied

nature. If "habit is second nature," then, in-

versely, "nature" is nothing but "first habit"

—

a deliverance that would have pleased Samuel
Butler. The author recognises, of course, the

complications that are added in organisms with

fine brains and strong emotions, that secondary
affectivities may come to overrule the primary
ones, and so on; but all the apparent "finalism"
of life rests on the mnemic property of living sub-

stance, which is admitted to be beyond chemical

and physical formulation.

We have left too little of our allotted space for

the remaining chapters. In answer to the am-
bitious question, " What is consciousness?" the

author maintains that a psychic state is not in

itself conscious or unconscious, but becomes one
or the other only in relation to some other psychic

state. As to the rdle of religion, it is argued that

its social functions are gradually waning away,
having been replaced by other influences. For the

individual, however, it is likely to remain, in some
form or other, as an expression of man's uncon-
querable desire to push beyond the frontiers of

science and in a stretching out of his hands to

relieve his surcharged emotion. Against the fata-

listic dogma of "historic materialism" which

exaggerates the "inevitable march " of economic
processes, the author argues cogently that even in

the recognition of the struggle between classes

there is on the part of extreme Marxists a welcome
contradiction in terms, for the agency of free men
with ideas and ideals is thus admitted to be a

factor thai counts. In spite of its exaggerations,

however, the fundamental idea of "historic

materialism " has had an important synthetic

function in binding together the previously discon-

nected disciplines of economics, law, and history.

I he hook ends with a dispassionate discussion of

Socialism and its future and with a note of hope-

fulness in recognising the. in part compulsory

and in part spontaneous, enlargement and sensi-
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tising !

1 onscience. \\ e hope to see

1
i these valuable essays in scientific

d we would lake this oppoi tunit} "I

wishing thi author success in his disinterested
oi Scieniia, which is an indubitable

factor towards true pacifism.

MAI HEM 17 7C I/. BOOKS.
\ 0) \ln \iniii iin,l Minima. By Prof.

Harris Hancock. Pp. xi\
1
rgg. (Boston

(Mass.), London, etc.: (linn and Co., on,.)
Price COS. <nl. net.

(2) Analytic Geometry and Calculus. Bv Profs-.

F. S. Woods and P. II. Bailey. Pp. xi + 5 1 fi.

(Boston (Mass.), London, etc.: Ginn and Co.,
11)17. I Price io.v. 6tt net.

(1) 'T'HE theory of maxima and minima con-
* tains pitfalls into which have fallen such

well-known mathematicians as Lagrange, Ber-
tram!. Serret, and Tbdhunter. A peculiar interest,

therefore, is attached to the subject, and the reader
will find Prof. Hancock's book well worth his
study. Except that there is no reference to cal-

culus of variations, the author has succeeded in

covering the ground fairly thoroughly, and that
without allowing the argument to be anywhere
tedious. He gives many references, and a leu

quite interesting examples.
\!lci- a short investigation of maxima and

minima of functions of a single variable, he gives
in sonic detail ihe methods of Scheeffer and von
Dantscher, which introduced rigour into the dis-

cussion of functions of two or three variables-.

The theory here is intimately connected with the
theory of quad-ratio forms and singularities of
higher plane curves. The author seems not to
have read such books as Bromwich's "Quadratic
forms," Hilton's "Linear Substitutions," or
Ninth's " Elementartheilar," which would have en-
abled him in places to simplify his treatment of
quadratic forms. In tracing a plane curve near
a singularity, the author should have made use
of Newton's diagram. He should also have avoided
such a phrase as "cusps of the first and second
kind," which implies that the cusps in question

unparable, whereas the latter is a singularity
hei complexity than the former.

I lie chapter on relative maxima and minima is

-ting. The discussion usually
given in the text-books is very scanty, and the
fuller treatment here given is \ erv welcome. A

ible point is made in §§ 9&-107. The usual
proof thai the maximum triangle inscribed in a

given circle is equilateral runs as follows: "If
1 iot suppose Mil' to I..- ,!,, irreatesl triangle. If

AB + AC, let I) bis,, 1 tin- arc BAG. Then the
triangle BDC>BAC, etc. '

Is this argument ad-
tble? I he readei m ,

1 ompare the following
-1'iiing, th\c lo an Italian author: "I'nilv is

test integer. For, if not, supposes (+l)
vatest. Then >i'->)i, etc." li, proofs inn

parallel, but the tacit assumption
1 itesl tri-

integer exists) is lawful in on< case and
not in the other.
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(-•) This work is a revision and abridgment ot

the authors' two-volume "Course in Mathematics
for Students oi Engineering and Applied Science,"
and is intended 1 upj a Bwo-years' course for

an average collegi class. Fhe book does noi

the impression oi being especiall) suited 1,, thi

needs of students of applied science, except for

thi- 1:11*1 that examples are included on finding

centre oi gravity, centre oi pressure, and so on.

In the main the book is apparently simply a

course on pure mat liema I ics designed tor the

Amei i, an undergraduate. Vs such it may be
commended as quite clear and readable, and it i^

furnished with some 2000 well-chosen examples.
Naturally it is possible lo criticise certain portions
on the ground of absence of rigidity. But prob-
ably the authors have hit the happv mean between
a slovenliness which demoralises tli" beginner and
a precision which terrifies him.

It is interesting to contrast the American and
English ideas of a suitable syllabus for the first

two years of a "pa^ss " mathematical course. 'Ihe

Americans include the co-ordinate geometrv of
straight line and plane; but the rest of the syllabus

consists almost entirely of the calculus and
elementary differential equations. Even the circle

and conic receive no more than a passing mention;
and very little algebra is inserted, such subjects

as determinants and the theory of equations being
del, ricd for subsequent study. Contrast this with

a certain English B.A. course, which demands no
calculus whatever, but requires the "simple pro-

perties of conic sections, including a discussion

of the general equation of the second degree and
the methods ol projection "

I 'Ihe book under
review may give the student a somewhat false

idea of the importance of the conic (it is mentioned
casually along with the witch, the cissoid, and
the slrophoid), and he may find partial differentia-

tion studied by means of three-dimensional co-
ordinate geometry a little ton hard for him. Bui,

nevertheless, English teachers have very much to

learn from their allies. H. H.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
The Botany 0/ Iceland. Edited b} Dr. L.

Kolderup Kosenvinge and Dr. Eug. Warming.
Part ii. 3. Ernst 0strup : "Marine Diatoms from
the Coasts ol Iceland." 4. Aug. Ilesselbo:

"The Bryophyta of Iceland." Pp. 348 i>7.s.

(Copenhagen : J. I-'rimodt ; London : J. W'hel-

don and Co., 1918.) Price 11 .v. net.

'lilts part completes vol. i. of "Ihe Botanv &i

Iceland," the firsl part of which was issued in two
sections, one on "'flu- Marine- Algal Vegetation,

'

by II- Jnnsson, in icJIZ, and a second on "'Ihe
Physical Geography of the Island," in mi|.

'Ihe list ot marine diatoms from the coasts ol

Iceland comprises 205 species and varieties; seven
species and a number of varieties are hen
described as new. Mr. 0strup gives a tabular
list showing the universal distribution of the
forms, as well is their distribution on the different

parts of the , -oasts ol Iceland from which it
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appears that this coastal flora has a predominant
m ter, bul ih. it about one-half oi

the European species ma) also occur in coldei

seas; and, further, that diatom-life is most abun-

on the south-west coast The author also

gives a synopsis showing the association oi th<

genera and species ol diatoms with the various

genera Oi seaweeds.

The gn ati i pan dl t li« - book (p. 395 to the end)
: ..led study oi the muss flora

..I the island, based mainly on Mr. Hesselbo's own
, , .lie, lions and investigations. This comprises a

systematic lisi with full notes on tin- distribution

of the spe< us mentioned, and including ninety-

three liverworts, twenty sphagna, and 326 true

mosses. A full account of the Bryophyte com-
munities follows; first the lowland formations, .mil

secondly tin- vegetation of mountain heights.

Mosses pla\ a very important part in the plant-

covering ol Ireland, occurring either as an

1.1] component oi practically all the plant

associations, and often in far greater numbers as

end individuals than do the higher

plants; or .is distinct Bryophyte associations from

which other plants are entirely absent, or in which
they occur onLj as a subordinate component. 'The

lowland formations are classified as littoral, hydro-

philous or wet-soil, mesophilous, xerophilous

(heaths), the vegetation of the rocks, and the vege-

tation of the lax a-lields. The hydrophilous afford

the greatest variety, the formations varying with

the character of the water or soil; especially in-

teresting are those of the hot springs, which the

libes in some detail. A number of

ssful photographic reproductions illustrate

prominence of the mosses in the Iceland flora.

The Main Currents of Zoology. By Prof. W. A.

Lory. Pp. vii+2,16. (New York.-: Henry Holt

and Co., igrS. 1

The aim of this book is to explain to the student

and to the general reader what have been the

main movements in the development of zoology.

In the nineteenth century, with which the author

begins, the outstanding biological advances were

discovery of protoplasm, the formulation of

1 U-theory, the establishment of the doctrine

of evolution, the rise oi bacteriology, and the

beginning of the experimental study of heredity.

\1tc1 interesting chapters on taxonomy and Lin-

naeus, on comparative anatomy and Cuvier, on
embryology and \ on 11. mi. on physiology and
Claude Bernard, the author indicates what seem
To him to lie the five chief pathways—structural

zoology, systematic zoology, general physio-

logy, experimental zoology, and philosophical

zoology. This does not seem very satisfactory,

for "systematic zoologj " is taken to include

classification (which belongs to morphology),
ecology and study of habits (whi<*h belong'- to

physiology); and "experimental zoology " is,

o'f. 1
.o< \ says, "more a method of general

application than a subdivision."

\ chapter on insects illustrates a very charac-
teristic modern current, the study of the carriers
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of important disease-producing organisms, such

as those causing malaria and sleeping sick

1 lnii follows a terse bul i lear exposition of

theories of evolution. A chapter is devoted to

a 1 onsideration of the di leading to vac-
cination and to the use oi ana?sthetics, with
emphasis on \Y. T. (i. Morton's work (1846) in

connection with ether. "The ten foremost men
of zoological history" are (alter \ristotle)

Harvey, Malpighi, Linnaeus, Cuvier, von Baer,
|uli. nines Mnllei, 1'asleur, Darwin, Max Schultze,

and Mendel. The study ends with an estimate
of the contributions to zoology made by different

nations, and with an emphasis on the

national character of science.

I line is .1 eppious, well-arranged bibliog

and students will also welcome the serii -

photographs of great zoologists. Prof. Locy is

beyond question right that the educational value
of a science is greatly enhanced if the historical

selling is made clear, and towards that end his

book will be found thoroughly effective.

J. A. T.

A Primer of Engineering Science. By E. S.

Andrews. Part i.
(
" First Steps in Applied

Mechanics." Part ii., " First Steps in Heat
and Heat Engines." Pp. ix +95 + 67. (Lon-
don : James Selwyn and Co., 1918.) Price

35. g.i. net.

Both parts of this book are bound in one volume.
Part i. contains chapters dealing with forces,

moments, work, power, energy, machines, various
types of mechanism, friction, stress and strain.

The matter in this part is taken from the author's
"Introduction to Applied Mechanics," which was
reviewed in Nature of January 20, 1916. The
experimental work described in this part is weak.
Six experiments in all are described; the first three
only are numbered. Judging from the use made
of spring balances in two of the experiments, these

appliances have no weight. Part ii. is new, and
consists of five chapters dealing with types of heat
engines, measurement of heat energy, properties

of steam, expansion, indicator diagrams, and the

transmission of heat. There are a summary of the

contents at the end of each chapter, and also some
exercises to be worked by the student. Ten ex-

periments are described in this part. No table of
the properties of steam is given; a graph is in-

cluded, but stops at 100 lb. per square inch ; since

it is reproduced to a small scale, accurate readings
cannot be taken from it. There is evidence of

haste in the compilation. On p. 2 the piston ring

is described as a "junk" ring-; Fig. 6 (c) on p.

is wrongly arranged; it is stated on p. 39 that

Boyle discovered his law in 1862 ; on p. 50 a. di -

gram traced by an indicator is described as " a

diagram of resultant force or effort upon a body."
Some of the diagrams are badly reproduced, this

being owing to the quality of paper used. Con-
sidering the book as a whole, the young student

will find some parts interesting and helpful ; other
parts are treated unsuitably, and a considerable

an of supplementary matter will have to be
supplied by his teacher.
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i-:rs to the editor.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible (or

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

A Shower of Sand-eels.

About 3 o'clock on the afternoon of Saturday,
August -'4 last, the allotment-holders of a small
in Hendon, a southern suburb of Sunderland, were
sheltering in their sheds during a heavy thunder-
shower, when the} observed that small' fish were
being rained to the ground. The fish were precipi-
tated on three adjoining roads and on the allotment-
gardens enclosed by the mads; the rain swept them
from the roads into the gutters and from the roofs
of the sheds into the spouts.
The phenomenon was recorded in the local news-

papers, the fish being described as "sile." I was awaj
ai the time, but, seeing the account, I wrote to Dr.
Harrison, and thanks to him, and especially to Mr.
H. S. Wallace, I obtained a sample of the fish, and
I was aide yesterday (September 5) to visit the place
in the company of the latter gentieman.
From those who saw the occurrence we derived

full information, which left no doubt as to the
genuineness of what had been stated, and this we were
able to put to the test, .for a further sample was
obtained from a rain-barrel which could have got its
supply only from the spout of the shed to which
it was connected. The precipitation of the fish, we
were told, lasted about ten minutes, and the area
involved Commercial Road, Canon Cocker Street, the
portion of Ashley Street lying between these streets,
and the adjoining gardens. The area measured
approximately 60 yards by 30 yards, and was thus
about one-third of an acre. It is not easy to say how
many fish fell, but from the accounts it may be
gathered they were numerous; there were apparenth
several hundreds.

_
There can be no question, therefore, that at the

time stated a large number of small fish were
sfiow-ered over about one-third of an acre during a
heavy rain accompanied by thunder ; we were ' in-
formed that no lightning was observed, and that the
wind was variable.

All the examples which came into mv hands from
different parts of the ground and from the rain-
barrel prove to be the lesser sand-eel (Ammodytes

us). They all, moreover, are about 3 in. in
length, or 7-5 cm. to 7-9 cm. They are not '''sile," a
name usually given to the verv small young of the
herring. But the sand-eels are sea-fish, and it is

evidenl that the sand-eels showered to the ground
al Hendon were derived from the sea.
On sandy beaches around our coasts the lesser sand-

eel is ven common. As its name implies, it burrows
into the sand, but in the bays it ma'v often be seen
not

;

far from the surface swimming about in inim
shoals—shoals which are characterised bv the members
being all about the same size.
The place when th< sand-eels in question were

deposited lies about one-quarter of a mile from thi
seashore, but it is probable that the minimum dis-'
tance of transport was al leasl half a mile.
The only explanation which appears to satisfy the

conditions, therefore, is thai a shoal oi sand-eels was
up by a waterspout which form, d in the ba\

to the south-east of Sunderland, and vva irried !>\

an easterly breeze to Hendon, where the fish were
1 deposited. It is significant that the irea

of deposition was so restricted, and that no othi 1 area
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was affected. Mi. origin and the deposition wen
therefore local.

We were informed that the fish wen- all dead, and,
indeed, stiif and hard, when picked up immediately
.ill.-! the occurrence, This serves to detract from
the possibilities of distribution being influenced bj

such an occurrence, but it is possible that othet
species would be able to withstand such an aerial

method of dispersion. It is more than probable that

the vortical movement of a waterspout would trans-

port plankton. This was naturally not observed in

this case, and the small creatures, including eggs and,

young stages, would likely be carried over a wider
area. A. Meek.
Dove Marin.- Laboratory, Cullercoats,

September 4.

1 III: WATER-POWERS OF THE BRITISH
EMPIRE.

FOR a number of years Nature has been, on
the subject of water-power in Greal Britain,

a vox clamantis. It has pointed out that while

other countries—notably the United States,

France, Italy, Switzerland, and even Canada

—

have possessed hydrographic services, there has

been no co-ordinated effort—indeed, one might
almost say, no effort of any kind—in this count r\

to procure the information essential to the deter-

mination of its water-power resources and their

extent and availability. It is true that a merely
superficial review is sufficient to show that those
resources cannot possibly vie with the vast stores

of power locked up in the Alps, the Pyrenees, and
tin Rockies. Neither, in consequence of the pleni-

tude of our coalfields, has there hitherto been any
occasion to trouble in the least about additional, or

alternative, sources of power supply. But the war,
or rather its unexpected protraction, has of late

completely changed the national outlook. The
reckless prodigality with which our stores of solid

fuel have hitherto been depleted can no longer be
countenanced, and the certainty of ultimate ex-

haustion has to be faced before increasing scarcity

causes prices to mount to unremunerative heights.

The nation is learning economy, not only in food
and clothing, but also in regard to its natural

resources and mineral endowments. A salutary
experience has been gained, and, though somewhat
late in the day, it is satisfactory to know that the
position is at last beginning to be fullv realised

and appreciated.

The Water-Power Committee of the Conjoint
Board of Scientific Societies, in their preliminary
report, which was abridged in Nature of Sep-
tember 5, p. 16, has taken a wide and comprehen-
sne view of its functions. The committee has, the

reporl states, "endeavoured to collect all the
available relevant information " respecting the
amount and distribution of water-power in the
British Empire. Turning over the twenty-eight
pages oi the report, it must be affirmed that the
information thus forthcoming is lamentablv scanl
and imperfect. Throughout the length and breadth
of the Empire two countries only—Canada and
Xew Zealand—have recognised the fundamental
importance of systematic investigation. Initiatory

efforts on a small scale have, indeed, been made
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in Tasmania, New South Wales, and South Africa,

but as regards the rest of the Empire there is an

entire lack of data upon which to form any trust-

worthy estimate whatever. Mo wonder thai the

committee confesses to a feeling of disappoint-

ment and concern.

ry commendable effort was made, in

January last, by Mr. A. N'ewlands, a membi
1 tmmitti e, to Mire, 1 public- attention to the

matter, and the statistics which he then put for-

ward in a paper read before the Royal Societ) ol

Arts, though admittedly incomplete, servt

useful purpose of furnishing a basis for preliminary

estimates in regard to the- United Kingdom. \s

the information was summarised in Naturi oi

May 9, there is no occasion to dilate upon it here.

The committee's comment is that "while the pos-

sible water-powers of the United Kingdom are

omparatively small, yet, occurring- as they do at

no great distance from industrial regions, the) are

relatively valuable, and every effort should be

made by close investigation 10 ascertain their com-
mercial value at an early date."

The outstanding fact, however, about natural

supplies of water-power is that their efficient and
economic development depends upon the acquisi-

tion of extensive data, involving prolonged and
laborious observation. It is not sufficient to take

a few gauge readings, or to record variations in

level over several months, or a vear or two. If

the investigation is to be of real practical value it

must extend over a long series of years. And
herein lies tin- difficulty of dealing, instanter, with

a situation which by long neglect has been allowed

to become acute. N'ot until hydrometric studies

have completely determined the range of condi-
- from maximum flood to minimum flow can

the design of headworks be safely taken in hand.

So, even if observations be commenced to-morrow,

a lengthy interval of time, as things are reckoned
in these rapid days, must elapse before they are

complete enough for action to De taken on them.
In these circumstances it is obvious that where

the outcome is. at all problematical, or the com-
mercial advantages not strikingly attractive, there

will be a reluctance on the part of private in-

dividuals to undertake the necessary research

work. Scientific bodies, how ever willing to assist,

are certainly not equipped with funds for the

purpose. It is natural, therefore, to look to the

to finance such undertakings, the more so

as the water-powers, when defined and available,

should be exploited, not for individual or merely

local benefit, but for the advantage of the whole
community.

Dmmittee's report idvocates the principle

of State initiative. It recommends that the British

ernment should bring to the notice of the

Indian and Dominion Governments the necessity

for a systematic investigation of all reasonably

promising sources of water-power, and where such
an inquiry would be beyond the capabilities of anv

governing body, the report recommends that it hi

dealt with by an Imperial W'atet -Power Board, the

constitution of which should be of a widely repre-
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sentative character. Finally, it suggests that

"since it is unlikely that privatl capital will be avail-

able for many years for hydraulic development on
any large scale, powers should he obtained for the
State to assist or to undertake such development
if thoughl advisable.

"

These are the main conclusions of the report,
with the general trend of which we venture to
think public sentiment and technical opinion will

entirely concur. It now remains to be
whether any action on the part of the Government
will follow. Continued neglect of the matter can
only be attended by consequences not merely
inimical to immediate national interests, be-

economically prejudicial to the welfare of

1 cling generations. Brysson Cunningham.

PHYSICAL AXD CHEMICAL COXSTAXTSA
r'HE valuable publication before us makes one
-L realise that the country is waking up, if

slowly. It is very significant that only in the fourth
year of the war a Government Department should
be sufficiently alive and receptive to agree to issue

a book of constants such as this, bearing as it

does on a problem indissolubly bound up with the
future of the race.

Both Germany and ourselves have been giving
the closest attention to the commercial develop-
ment, of the various processes for the fixation of
nitrogen. It was well known that Germany was
ahead of us, and the Munitions Inventions Re-
search Laboratory accordingly concentrated on the
problem. Its staff soon realised that a detailed

compilation of the physical and chemical con-
stants involved was a virtual necessity. Hence
the present publication, which is to be regarded
as a first instalment of constants compiled by Dr.
Todd and his colleagues under the direction of
Dr. J. A. Harker, F.R.S., whose name is a
guarantee, were one needed, of the soundness of
the physics and chemistry of the publication before
us, and for which we have nothing but praise.

Considerable skill has obviously been exercised

in employing the material to the fullest advantage,
more especially in those cases where a scrutiny

of the literature served only to show that the data

available were meagre. Careful acknowledgment
is paid to the several well-known existing books
of constants, happily now no longer confined to

the German tongue.

But the present work is not to be regarded as

a mere compilation of constants. It is a good
deal more than that. There are many points in

it of considerable technical importance which are

very fully discussed, to which the attention of

the practical man interested in such problems
should be directed.

Half the book is divided into graphs, very

clearlv executed on a scale sufficiently generous to

permit of their accurate and rapid use. In many
of these virtually the full area of the page (11 in.

by 8 in.) is employed.

1 • Physical and Chemical Data of Nitrogen Compounds.
1

' Pp. 96
Ministry of Munitions, Munitions Inventions Department, Nitrogen Pro-

ducts Committee.
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The divided into five sections (with

gi aphs) : general gas data, am-
ta, nitric acid data, hydrogen purifica-

tion data, and miscellaneous data.

It will uffice to s:i) thai in no other publica-

tve found so adequate and Up-tO-date a

summary of results. One wishes thai other
"i physics and chemistry could be

treated in a similarly comprehensive manner, and
the whole issued as the British answer to

"Landolt." It would he large, and doubtless ex-

pensive, hut imagine its utility! And we need

not despair, for we have now got an English
Baedeker—blue—and that is only a beginning.

It is not clear from the copy before us to what
extent the publication will be available to the

general public, or how it may be obtained, or

what its cost will lie to the would-be purchaser.

We trust that there will be no difficulties on these

scores, for, both for its own worth and as an
earnest of many more good things of the same
kind. I lie present volume deserves a Wide circula-

tion.

BIOLOGY AND WAR.*
pROF. RAYMOND PEARL makes in the lecture
J- before us an interesting examination of the

biological philosophy of war. The primary imple-

ments are not mechanisms, but biological entities

—men. The primary problems of war are bio-

logical problems—why do men fight, what kinds
of men make the best fighters, what conditions

conduce to the most effective fighting, and what
are the probable consequences of the fight to the
winner and the loser? "In general, why men
deliberately plan wars is because they are different

biologically, in structure, habits, mental outlook,
thought, or other ways, and wish to preserve in-

tact their differentiations." The group differences

have an emotional context of passion, and the
modern physiologists have shown us " why rage is

more generally followed by fighting than by
judicial arbitration." As to the belief, held with
particular tenacity in Germany, that warfare is in

> ith the process of nature selection which
has made on the whole for progressive evolution,
it must he pointed out that "nowhere in nature
does iatui I selection, as indicated by modern
careful study of the subject, operate with any-
thing like that mechanistic precision which the
German political philosophy postulates; . . .

much less does natural selection operate in a

rigid and mechanical manner with reference to
human affairs; . . . military results are not, in

fact, measured in terms of biological survival."
I h( plain fact in the matter is that the proudly

ruthless philosophy of Treitschke and Bernhardt
is not only immorally cruel, hut also immortally
stupid.

"

Vs to the widespread tear thai this war will

have a serious dysgenii hi
, limination

so many exceedingly desirable types, Prof.

: given before the Washington Acadom on May 9,
Washington Acad. Sci., vol. viii. (1918), No. . i. pp. 341-60.
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Pearl points "in thai the racial qualities are con-
tinued in tin females, that many fighters have
left progeny before they fell, that a large propor-

tion of the total male population is not involved
in the war, and so on. Nevertheless, it seems to

us that Prof. Pearl is very optimistic in conclud-
ing thai "an) putative, deleterious, sel. .

effeel " oi the present war "on the races con-
cerned will he insignificantly slight." Most
readers of Vvii re will, we believe, know person-

ally of several highly distinguished and markedly
original men, whose deaths on the field have left

the race, whatever statisticians may sav , very

definitely the poorer. These unique patterns may
recur perhaps ; for the present they are gone; and
we know not how to replace them.

NOTES.
Tin council of the South African Association for

ih. \ilvan< emi'iii of Science has resolved to institute

a Sit David Gill memorial fund, to accumulate for a
number ol years until an amount has been raised
adequate for some purpose to be decided upon. Mr.
R. T. A. Innes, Union Observatory, Johannesburg,
has consented to act as the secretary and treasurer
of the fund, and intending subscribers are invitei

communicate with him.

Proc II. ('. H. Carpenter, the president of the
Institute of Metals, has been nominated to fill the
office for a fm ther ; ear.

Dr. II. S. Hele-Shaw, F.R.S., and Signoi
Marconi have been elected honorary fellows of the
Society of Engineers (Inc.).

Sir John Marshall, Director-Genera) of Archaeology
in India, lias, in consequence of illness, been granted
leave of absence, during which his deputy will he Dr.
Spooner, Superintendent of Archaeology, Eastern
Circle.

A (ommiiiii ,in explosives investigations has been
selected by the U.S. National Research Council at

the request ,,f the American Seeretarv of War and
the Secretary of the Navy. The commit! nsists

of Dr. ('. E. Munroe, of the George Washington
University (chairman); Mr. L. I.. Summers, of the

War Industries Board; Lt.-Col. YV. C. Spruance, jun.,

of the Ordnance Department of the Armv ; and Lt.-
Commdr. T. S. Wilkinson, of the Ordnanci Depart-
ment of the Navy.

Dr. J. N. ROSE, ,i curator of the division of plants,
the U.S Na mal Museum, has gone on a botanical
expedition to Ecuador on behalf of the National
Herbarium, the L'.S. Department of Agriculture, the
New York Botanical Garden, and the Graj
Herbarium.

Dr. Oj it Vnderson, petrologisl at the U.S. t.n,-

physical Laboratory, has resigned his position, having
been appointed Government geologist and director of

rimental silicate laboratory at Christiania.

Ox Si pti nl" 1
j there died in a nursing home in

London, only three months after her " Life of Sophia
Jex-Blake" had been published. Dr. Margaret Todd,
the authoress. Dr. Todd was known to mam readers

as "Graham Travers," under which notn de plume her
five noveK were written. Dr. Todd, born in 1859,
was educated at Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Berlin,
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graduated in medicine (M.I>. Unix.), and was — 1-

ciated in her medical work with Dr. Jex-Blake, the

pioneer of the "lady medicals" movement in Edin-
burgh. Their friendship led iii Dr. Todd's becoming
Dr. Jex-Blake 's 1 xecutrix and her biographet . I this

latter task Dr. Todd brought a triple qualification,

th, colleague's, thi friend's, and the novelist's. Like
Mrs. Gaskall's Lif< ol Charlotte Bronte,"
woman's life of a woman, i- written bj a novelist,

and reads with all the interest of a novel. Dr. Jex-
Blake'- bii epicts her truthfulK , a strong,
not altogether likeable, pi rsooality, strangel) emerg-
ing from tin setting of a patrician English country
home, in sharp contrast to the roughness and bitti i

rancour sin- endured in Edinburgh. There, supported
by such men as Prof. Masson and a small band of
staunch friends, she waged war against "a dying
tyranny," wort the day, and thereby opened
for those who came after, tmong thern Dr. Elsie
Inglis, and others serving to-day with the Scottish

Women's Hospitals. Dr. Margaret Todd's last work
is an addition to biographical literature, and will help

to 1: id-makers unforgot*

Dr. Carl Pf.ikr.s, the German African explorer.

died last week at the age ol sisty-two. His first

, mission to Africa in 1SS4 was unofficial, and, in fact,

discouraged bj his Government, but Dr. Peters suc-

ceeded in signing a treat] with chiefs on the main-
land opposjti Zanzibar and laving the foundations of

German East Africa. In 1888-90 he made an ex-

pedition up the Tana Rivet 1\ Mount Kenia to

Lake Baringo, Victoria Nyanza, and back to Zanzi-
bar through Usukuma and 1 goga. Dr. Peters's
avowed object was to search for Emin Pasha, but he
was more concerned in making treaties with I ganda
chiefs. In this, however, he was forestalled bv the
British. His expedition covered a great deal of
ground, and the waj was marked by terrorism and
brutality, where previous explorers had penetrated
with little difficult. In 1891 Dr. Peters returned to

Africa, and in 1892 was one of the commissioners for

delimiting the Anglo-German boundary in East Africa.

Soon after In was recalled to Germany. In 1899-1901,
and again in 1905, he travelled in the Anglo-Portu-

< frontier lands in the Zambesi region, and made
many important discoveries. This was probably Dr.
Peters's best work, though bis published results were
marred by hasty conclusions and ill-founded judgments
on the origin of the Zimbabwe ruins and the extent

in se work in Africa. Dr. Peters was
the author of several works on \frica, including "The
Eldorado of the Ancients,' published in 1902.

The publication of Oh Monthly Register of the
American Society for Practical Vstronomy has been
suspended for the duration of the war. The society
itself has postponed all further activity for the sami
period, and no new members are being elected. When
tin- work of the society is resumed the organisation
will he as at the close of 10 17, the membership con-
sisting of those who were upon the books at that time.

With the issue of the Journal of Anatomy for

October, the publication of the periodical, which is

tin official organ of the Anatomical Societv of Great
Britain and Ireland, is to be transferred to the Cam-
bridge University Pass, Fetter Lane, E.C.4. Con-
tributions should be sent, as hitherto, to Prof. Keith,
acting editor. Royal College of Surgeons, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, W.C.2. We wish the journal, which was

bfished in 1S67, continued and increasing si

the forthcoming fret public lectures to be
delivered at Gresham College. Basinghall Street, an
the following:—Geometry, W. II. Wagstaff, October

XO. 2551. VOL. I02]

1; Astrononr
. A R. fiinks, November 5 to s

:

Physic, Sir K. Armstrong-Jones, November 12 to 15:
and Music, sii I- Bt ovenaibei 19 to 22.

\\ 1 wefcomx ih. establi ol a nevs scii ntiffi

publication, the American
, Physical Anthro-

pology, with Dr. Al.s Hrdlicka editor, supported
in-, si. ill of eminent An ithropologists.

first number, ,issued for Januar I,, [gig, con-
tains some important contributions. Vlt G. S. Millet-

publishes an elaborate studj ,1! thi famous jaw dis-
covei id at I'ilalow n in 1 < , 1 _ . This sp cimci has b
the subject of much controversy, some British anthro-
pologists maintaining that it formed part of the ad-
mittedly human cranium close to which dis-

d, while others regarded it as the jaw
chimpanzee accidentally washed into proxinm
a human skull. The latter view is supported in this

paper. The combined characters of the jaw, molars,
ami skull were made the basis of a genus Eoanthn

.,

of the family Hominda-. But Mr. Miller asserts thai.

" while the brain-case is human in structure, the jaw
and teeth have not yet been shown to present any
character diagnostic of man ; the recognised features
in which they resemble human jaws and teeth are
merely those which men and apes possess in common.
. . . As the result of recent studv the generic features
of the jaw and teeth have not been shown to differ

from those of living African chimpanzees." The ques-
tion 1 has probably not reached its conclusion. But tin-

investigation will be assisted bv the comprehensive
studv of the facts and a bibliographv of the literature

provided by Mr. Miller.

In the September issue of Man Sir H. C. Read
discusses a remarkable carved ivorv object from Benin,
which has recently been presented to the British
Museum by Mr. Louis Clarke. At first sight this

example scarcely suggests African art, but the repre-
sentation of a human head wearing a hat connects
it with other specimens of Benin art. It is difficult

to conceive the precise object of a cover of this pecu-
liar shape. It may have been used as the cover of a
vessel, and offerings of some kind may have been
dropped into a lower receptacle through the hole in

the centre. But no exactlv parallel specimen appears
to exist in other collections of Benin art, and the
object of its construction so far remains a mvstery.

In Sudan Notes and Records (vol. i., No. 3, July,
1918) Mr. W. Nicholls describes a remarkable mar-
riage custom in the Sennar province, which is known
as "stealing the fire." On the final night of the fes-

tivities the bridegroom goes to the bride's house
escorted by a band of youths bearing torches. These
torches can be lit onlv bv fire taken from the bride's

house, and this the relatives of the bride take every
possible method to prevent. Some of the bridegroom's
friends creep in secretly at night, or a body of them
forces its way into the house to carry off the fire.

The editor quotes as parallels the custom recorded bv
Sir James Frazer ("The Golden Bough," "The Magic
Art," vol. ii., pp. 216, 230), in which fire is used as a
fertility charm in marriage ritual. But this is not an
exact parallel, and, assuming that the charm is in tin-

interest of the bride, it does not account for the resist-

ance made by her friends when the bridegroom's party
1 procure fire from her home In

The report for 1917 of the inspectors un-i

rig experiments on animals has iiisi bei i pub-
;

it ran be got from H.M. St 1 i' nery Office

or through am bookseller, price 2d. Th I number
of experiments in England and Scotland was 55,542,
being 10,501 fewer than in 1916; the total number
of experiments in Ireland wa- 832. \bout 97 per
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cent, of all experiments were inoculations, or other

proceedings performed without anaesthetics. The
decrease in the number of experiments goes with the

fact that many of our pathologists and bacterioli

are working in one or other of the theatres

of war. Indeed, the war is writ large all over this

report. Of the twenty new places registered under
the Act, fourteen are military hospitals and labora-

torii s, mostly for Canada and New Zealand. Owing
to tie shortage of men for the work, women are help-

ing; of the 695 licensees, 43 were women. The number
of licensees is discounted bv the fact that no fewer
than 402 of the 695 mad. no use of their licences
during 1917.

Reports have recently been received from various
quarters of the occurrence in rooms of myriads of
little black Hies. These not only swarm upon the
window-panes, but have also been found in drawers,
under carpets, and even behind the glass of framed
pictures. Specimens that have been submitted to the
xNatural History Museum, South Kensington, prove to

be Pteromalus deplanaius, Nees, a species belonging
to the parasitic Hymenopterous family Chalcididae.
There appears to be some uncertainty as to the host-
insect that gives rise to such swarms of the parasite.
The latter is recorded to have been bred from insects
of various orders, e.g. a moth (Tortrix xylosteana), a
beetle (Ceuthorrhynchtis asperulus), and a Cynipid gall
(Teras terminalis), but none of these hosts is likely
to be the source of origin of such swarms of the
parasite indoors; it is probable that in such circum-
stances it has emerged from one of the wood-boring
furniture beetles (Anobium striatum or Xestobium
tessellatum), though there is no definite record of such
an origin. Should this prove to be the fact, the
Pteromalus, though, perhaps, regarded bv the house-
holder as a nuisance, is evidently from its numbers a
useful and efficient check upon the insidious and
destructive pest of indoor woodwork, whether furni-
ture, wainscotting and panelling, or beams and floor-
boards. Information of the definite association of the
Pteromalus with one of these wood-boring beetles
would be welcomed bv the Natural History Museum.
Mr. Cloudesley Brereton writes to us in regard

to the origin of water-snails and leeches in a small
artificial pool in a London garden. The basin, a few
square feet in size, was made about three years ago,
and one or two water-lilies were placed in it. Two
years later some water-snails appeared, and this year
three leeches. There is no pool of any sort in adjacent
gardens. The water comes from trie main. Where
have the animals come from? (a) They may have
been introduced in a young phase along with the
water-lilies. The spawn of Limnaea and some other
fresh-v, ails is deposited on the under-surface of
water-plants, and the eggs of some fresh-water leeches
are similarly attached. (6) Thev mav have been intro-
duced along with the main water—the snails in their
larval state, hes either when very small or
later. On ^ two occasions we have obtained from a
house-tap in a large town leeches about 2 in. long.
(c) Even in transitory rain-water pools the sudden
appearance of fresh-water molluscs has been repeatedly
observed, and we do nol know that any circumstantial
explanation has been given. Tt is' probable that
water-birds, such as wagtails, mav occasionallv servo
as distributors. Darwin wrote In the "Origin of
Species" of just-hatched shells clinging to a duck's
foot, and Sir Charles Lyell told him of a water-beetle
Dytiscus) which carried an ^ncvlu a fresh-water

snail like a minute limpet. Mr. Brereton's observa-
ion, which has its counterpart in thi ience of

deserves further investigation.
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Entomologists are still in doubt as to the siage of
the life-histon in which the common house-fl)
normalh passes the winter. A paper on the subject
lias been lateh published in the Journal of Agricul-
tural Research (vol. \iii., No. 3) by R. H. Hutchi-
son, who concludes, from observations and experiments
made in Washington, that larvae and pupa; survive
the cold season in and under large manure-heaps, and
thai breeding ma) go on through the winter if flies

gain access to heated buildings, and find there both
food and material suitable for egg-laying.

I in stone-flies (Perlidae) have hitherto been con-
sidered as of no economic importance except that

they serve as bait for anglers. A paper by E. J.

Newcomer (Journ. Agric. Research, vol. xiii., No. 1)

is therefore noteworthy, since it records damage to

orchard foliage by some species of Taeniopt. 1

The " Summary of Progress of the 1

"

Survey of Great Britain for H117" (11. M. Stationery

Office, 1918, price 2s.) contains a number of valuable

facts relating to the modes of occurrence and probable
reserves of iron-ores in Great Britain. Mr. Lamplugh's
account of the oolitic ore of Jurassic age revealed by
the Dover coal-borings is especially noteworthy, a

reserve of about 100,000,000 tons being indicated.

Dr. R. Campbell describes Scotch occurrences of

potash-felspar.

The issue of the American Journal of Science for

July, 1918, contains 416 pages, and commemorates the
one hundredth anniversary of the foundation of the
journal. The progress of the sciences since 1818 is

described in eleven chapters, and the entire cost of

the issue has been defrayed from the Silliman
memorial fund. In his review of the history of the
journal, Prof. E. S. Dana gives a facsimile of the
covering title of vol. i., No. 1, which shows that its

scope included "agriculture and the ornamental as
well as useful arts." The essay on " The Progress of
Historical Geology in North America," by Charles
Schuchert, contains important remarks on strati-

graphy, and the following classification is proposed
for the older Palaeozoic systems :—Taconic (Olenellus
beds), Cambrian, Champlain (Emmons, 1842) or

Ordovician, Silurian. The author does not seem
aware of Lapworth's support and revival of the term
Taconic in 1S01. Joseph Barrell, in a philosophic
article, reviews the growth of our knowledge of
earth-structure; and R. S. Lull deals with vertebrate
palaeontology, a subject to which the United States"

have made such paramount contributions. II. L.
Wells and H. W. Foote, in the article on chemistry,
furnish a table of the elements on Mendel^eff's
scheme, in which recent discoveries are included.
Attention is directed bv the authors to the remark-
able compartment in Group III., in which fourteen
metals of the rare earths are summarised as
"lanthanum 1300 to lutecium 174-0," the full list

being added below. The centurv's progress in physics
is reviewed by L. Page; but W. R. Coe deals onlv
with American developments in zoology. The capture
of Louis Agassiz for the United States in 1846 is

recorded with warm appreciation.

Mr. J. T. Jutson (Proc. Row Soc. Victoria,
vol. x\x., part 2, 1918, p. 165) furnishes striking
examples of the influence of the crystallisation of
soluble salts in promoting rock-weathering in sub-
arid regions. He acknowledges bis indebtedness to
Prof. J. Walther, who directed attention to the sub-
ject during the visit of the British Association to
Australia in 1914. Level rock floors are developed
around lakes, where moisture, containing for the
most part sodium chloride, is drawn up bv capillarity.
The solidifying of the salt disintegrates the rock, and
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wind removes the debris. < aves are eaten oul in this

way under' the marginal cliffs, which recede b) a

ess of dry undermining. A paper by Dr. Bather
in ili' t * i

— is referred to.

A publication nf importance to zoologists anil

geologists on "The Foraminifera of the Atlantic

Ocean" is begun by Mr. J. A. Cushman in Bulletin

No. i"-t "f the I nited States National Museum
1 Smithsonian Institution, Washington, 1918). The
Astrorhizida alt with, and the evidence of

selective abilitv in these primitive forms is of perennial

and philosophic interest Haliphysema, with its

crown of sponge-spicules, is figured after Brady; but
photographs an given of Psammosphaera parva,

which habitually builds into its spherical test one large

spicul< boldl] ai each end. Mr. Cushman
writes Of another species as possessing "even greater

ingenuity."

One of the greatest earthquakes of the last ten

years was registered on September 3. At West Brom-
wich the range <>f movement amounted 10 10 in.; the
until, were frequently swept off the paper,
and urn- once completely dismounted, the total dura-
tion of the oscillations being four or five hours. The
origin of the earthquake is estimated to be in the North
Pacific, at a distance of 5600 miles, and probably in

the Aleutian Islands, which belong to one of the great

ions of the globe.

Mr. C. H. iii ISCODINE, nf Abingdon Gardens, W.,
has sent us an account of a remarkable hailstorm in

King Island, Tasmania, on June 21 last, received from
his nephew, Mr. E. J. Glascodine, from which we
extract the following:

—"The hailstones were like

starfish, i.e. with a roughly spherical core and fingers

out in all directions, not only on one plane : more
like one of those most useful-looking old-time war
weapons, spikes protruding from a sphere of iron in

all directions mounted on a handle by a short chain !

But in the case of the hailstones the spike was much
longer, the largest part of the whole. One or two
I mi more than three inches across from
point to point, and several were above two inches in

two directions : the centre was comparatively small,
from I in. to ? in. in diameter, roughly. Thev were
not heavy, and were clear ice, not opaque as hail

usually is, and at the same time each ' stone

'

appeared to be an agglomeration of ordinary small
hailstones. Though the ground was more or less

covered with ice, which lav for two hours, and'
only a proportion of the hailstones were of extra large
size and this unusual shape, the thermometer (on
veranda) did not fall below 4S F. All soft, succulent

- of plants, such as arum lilies and rhubarb,
turnip-tops, and such like, were shredded, torn in

strips."

In an article in the September issue of Scientia
Dr. A. Ricc6, of the Astrophysical Observatory of
tin University nf Catania, summarises our know-
ledge of the constitution of the sun. So far as tin

interior is concerned, there is still much to learn.

The high temperature and pressure which exist there
are so much above those attainable in a laboratory
that we are unable to ascertain what their effects on
the properties of matter are likely to be. There seems
little doubt that the temperature of the interior ex-

ceeds 7000 C, and is well above the critical tempera-
tures of the substances of which the sun is com-
posed. As a consequence, those substances should
be in the gaseous state ; but under the enormous pres-
sure to which thev ar/- subjected their molecules are
-1. close together that the properties of the gases must
be similar to those of liquids, or even solids, as known
from laboratory experiments.
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In to the Franklin Institute in

March, which appears in the August issue of the
Journal of the institute, Mr. F. YV. Sperr, jun., chief
chemist to the Koppers Co., nf Pittsburgh, dealt with
In nlations between the principal characteristics of
American cokes and the sources of the coal from which
they are produced. In the course of his address he
pointed out thai more than one-half of the sixty million

11-. of coke produced per annum in America at the
present time is made in the old "beeh oven,
which wastes the ammonia, benzene, naphth
toluene, and other by-products the modern oven con-
serves, and, in addition, will onlv produce good coke
for metallurgical purposes from a much mop
range of coals than the modern oven. He estimates
the annual loss to the country from this cause, to be
19,000,000!.

Tin: American Ceramic Society, which has been in
existence nearly twenty years, and has hitherto
issued its Transactions in the form of annual volumes,
has decided instead to publish a monthly journal, the
first number of which has just come to hand. The
official description of it as "a monthly journal devoted
to the arts and sciences related to the silicate indus-
tries " serves as a reminder that the authoritative
definition of the term "ceramic" in America covers
a much wider ran<?e than is commonly accepted else-
where. Possibly this more extensive field may supply
at the same time a reason for publication at shorter
intervals, and a sufficient amount of suitable matter
to maintain the standard aimed at. 'It is in-
teresting to note that of the committees through which
the U.S. National Research Council w-orks, three
are concerned with subjects ccming within the
scope of the American Ceramic Society's activi-

ties. An appreciative notice of Prof. E. Orton,
jun., who has been secretary of the societv
since its foundation, is included. Among the
technical papers in this first number are:—"Special
Pots for the Melting of Optical Glass," by Bleininger;
"The Effect of Gravitation upon the Drying of
Ceramic Ware," by Washburn; and "Notes on the
Hydration of Anhydrite and Dead-burned Gvpsum."
by Gill. We wish the American Ceramic Society
success in its new venture.

Readers of Nature may be weary of the itera-

tion with which their attention has been directed
to the extraordinarily liberal scale on which the
American Government subsidises the provision of
agricultural education and research, but an article in
the current Fortnightly Review contains some striking
figures which deserve notice. For example, the ex-
penditure of the United States Department of Agri-
culture has risen from 234,0001. in 1890 to upwards
of 5,000,000!. in 1916—a figure which may be con-
trasted with the 300,000!. odd expended by the Eng-
lish Board of Agriculture in the latter year. Another
striking figure is derived from the report of the

Division of Publications. The aggregate printed
matter issued in one year exceeded 25 million copies
of nearly 2000 separate publications, all of which
were issued at a nominal price. Another novel form
of activity noticed is the employment of "agents in

the field " to supply advice gratuitously to the
southern coloured agriculturists. Of these 450
employed. Again, what arc known as "corn clubs"
for bovs have been started. The membership of these

ds 46.000, and all have been specially instructed

in the growing of maize. A sum of 8000! dis-

tributed in prizes for good w^ork. A further respect

in which the U.S. Government is far ahead of the
British is in relation to the control of food products,

ally in respect of adulteration and preservatives,

and of this department a characteristic feature is the
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1 band of young men « ho hahc

- submit themselves to experimei
I he wi iter i.f the

his admiration of American adminis-

11 , perhaps, w hen h< sa} s thai! tin

nt's 1 'IVn 1- ai e staffed, not with

dull, bureaucratic automatons, not with human dere,

petrifact9, bul with keen ipenunaindedi, .'11111

business men." This is the same form of

psychosis which led before the war to the adulation

,1 German institutions and methods. There is, how-
ever, another tribute paid to the Amerkan with

which mini complete agreement can be expressed.

Vmeriear'9 chief success," says the w riter, " is largely

due to th. fai is the chief industry

of the nation." We agree; the American lias an in-

tense belief in the value of education and in an

aristocracy of brains rather than of wealth. In this

respect England has much to learn.

Recalled to Life, a quarterl) review devoted to all

that is being done lor the disabled sailor and soldier,

now appears with a new name, Reveille, and a new
editor, Mr. John Galsworthy in place of Lord Charn-

wood (H.M.S.O., -•.•>'. 6d.' net). In the issue for

Augusl (oi. Sii Robert Jones gives a graphic account

of the work now being carried out by surgeons in

the special military hospitals where disabled men are

treated. Experience lias shown that the principles

which have to fie applied in military orthopaedic cases

are those which were successfully applied in peace-

time to children who had suffered from infantile

paralysis. Before the war very few surgeons saw
more than occasional cases of wounded or divided

nerves. Now ever} convoy from France brings

many such cases. The technique of the suturing

of nerves has become one of the important

points in operative practice. Operations, such as

the grafting of bone, the transplantation of tendons,

and the plastic reformation of the face or of stumps,

which wen regarded as surgical curiosities in peace-

time, have now become matters of everyday experi-

ence. The chief lesson that the military surgeon has

learned from recent experience is that the re-education

of nerves, muscles, and joints which have been re-

formed by operation is by far the most important and

tedious part of successful treatment. "Muscles-," says

Sir Robert Jones, "can be made to learn to do things

thev never did before; bones can be arranged, and

the' cells will build them up to meet new emergencies;

nerve-ceffs will learn to send messages to the muscles

new work, and a new limb, as it were, will

ited."

ording to tin Zeitschrift fur angewandte Chemie
for July j last, an association of German manufac-

ound dyes, recently formed in Berlin,

has been joined by nearly all the firms interested.

In ail -1

1

hing the economic interests of its

members, the new association will act as a central'

medium for the distribution of raw materials both

now am! durii the transition period.

A large depo 11 -if graphite" at Skaland, in Norway,
and under the control of the Metallurgists A. S. of

Bergen, has beet
i

speeted, and now proves to be

sufficient^ sive to supply the Norwegian market

for some vears to come. Any desired quality of pro-

duct can be made from the crudest material up to

of 07 per cent, purity. Electrostatic separation

is adopted. According i U.S. Commercial Reports

Way 23, iqiS), it is proposed to erect a plant capable

1 ting the home demand.

An engineer in Haugesund (Sweden) is at present

I on an invention in connection with the smelt-

ing of molvbdenum at a large works near, at which
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ding to Verdens Gang, June 30) it is hop.
Him. iiin tons oi molybdenum pet annum!

Dr. Hkinkich Traun and Sons, of Hamburg, bavi

issued a four-page leaflet giving particulars
" Faturan," an insulating material manufactured b\

them. It is a c lensation product of phenol and
formaldehyde. It is non-hydroscopic, and scarcely
illi

1
I'll bj heat. A high insulation is maintained

to the absence of surface sulphur. Its tensile

strength is 2 5 to 3 kg. per mm. 2
, and its specific

gravity t2 to 1-3 in normal qualities.

Mi ssrs. IIi\k\ Frowde wd Hodder and Stodghton
have in the press for publication in the series of
Oxford Medical Publications "The Early Treatment
of War Wounds," by Col. H. M. W. Gray, illustrated,

and " War Neuroses and Shell Shock," by Brevet

Lt.-Col. I'". W. Mott, illustrated. Tbe\ also announce
a in w edition of "Surgical Diseases of the Gall-

bladder, Bile Ducts, and Liver : Their Pathology,
Diagnosis, and Treatment " (including Jacksonian
prize esse] 1, by H. J. Waring, illustrated.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
August and September Meteors.—Mr. Denning

writes that between August 28 and September 12 he
observed 15.3 meteors, and determined a number of

radiant points of minor showers. The chief of

wen as under :

—

Radiant No. of

mi -

August 28-September 8 ... 0—2 S
\ugust 2X-September 8 ... 265+63 7

September 2-12 318+48 to

August 2C)-September 8 ... 326+78 6

Uigust 28-September 12 ... 332+ 5 8

August 30-September 8 ... 333+ 57 'i

August 31-September 12 ... 337—10 7

August 29-September 1 ... 352+76 8

The Cvgnids, No. 3 on the list, were very definitely

marked, and that radiant, like several of the others,.

remains visible during a long period.

On September 8 two large fireballs were seen

by Mrs. Wilson at Totteridge at 7I1. 20m. and
ioh. 14m. (..M.T. The latter was estimated to

be four times as brilliant as Venus, and it broke
into time pieces in the latter part of its (light. It

had 1 long course of 170 miles, from 10 miles south

i,f Dunkirk to the North Sea about 40 miles north-

easl of Cromer. Its height was from 64 to 29 miles,

velocity 14 miles per second, and the radiant point

was ai 324 — 25° in Capricornus.

Nova Monocerotis.—A detailed account of the

spectrum of Nova Monocerotis, as observed on

February -•, and March 1, is, and 27. has been given

by Dr. G. F. Paddock (Lick Obs. Bull., No.

The following bright lines win observed in addition

to those of hydrogen :—4363, 4640, 4686, |oyi, 5007,

5526±, 5''77±, 57561, all being described as faint

excepf the firsl two and the fifth. As in other novae,

the lines wen broad and complex, and each emission

band had a faint central absorption band. The bands

of hydrogen and 4640 were nearly symmetrical, while

the nebuliura lines were brightest on the violet sides

of ilu absorption bands. There were no narrow lines

suitable fot determinations of radial velocity, but the

central absorption bands appeal in have occupied

nearlv their normal positions. It is evident that the

sin had reached the nebular stage in the usual

sequeno of spectra when tins,- observations

made. \t the time of discovery by Wolf on

February 4, the magnitude of the nova was 8-5, but

previous photographs in the Harvard collection

show id that the maximum had already boon passed.
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lui Spbctroscoph 1>i\m;\ Boss 40. Following

1I1, j ij this star .a

Mouni Wilson in 1914, Messrs. W. s Vdams and
1, Sti nberg have mad< extensive observations, ami

spei ial inti n si have t *« •
-
1

1 revealed

rophys. Jown., vol. \lvii., p. 329). The star

belongs t>> the class <>t binaries in which
th( calcium lines give values of the radial velocit)

rig uid.lv from those indicated b) other lines.

'I'h. period i- 3-5225 days, and trie velocity shown by
the hydrogen and helium lines ha- the remarkably

m. pei sei ond. I hi calcium

have been found t<> shew a variation having the

same period, but with tin- comparatively small range

of -'.. km. A velocit) of 4.-; km. for the system is

.,! hydrogen and helium, and
of —23-5 km. In the calcium lines. Thesi results

seem to favour the view thai the vapour producing

the .allium lines is not in the form ol a detached
-ut is involved in the binarj system

itself. Mf din. lint; velocities foi the system ded

from the two sets of fines an probably not tobewholly
inter| basis of velocity. The visual magni-
tude ..I tli.' -tar is tvo. and ih.' spectral type B.sp.

THE IN] ISION <>/• TRENi HES Bl R ITS.

PROF. IV < II WIGNY ha- contributed to the Revue
Generate des Sciences for July 15 and jo two very

ig and useful articles on the invasion ol

trenches - ench warfare began

riches -were Invaded b) immense numbers
ol rats, which caused great damage and almost in-

tolerable annoyance at night. Various measures, 9uch

as tin- u-. ..I poisons, infective virus, traps, terriers,

etc, were taken to destroy the rats, hut with very

CCeSS; and it is shown that this was due to

a lack of knowledge of the natural history and habits

of the animals concerned.

The rat which invades trenches i- nearlj always

tin- ordinal) brown or Norwaj 1.1 1 (Mus decumanus),
but in the .as. of dry trenches the black rat {.\1.

rattus) may be present. These rats sleep in places ol

• hole- during the da) ;
ii is at night that

iuse all the trouble. The intelligence which

splaj in overcoming obstacles and avoiding
iry ; and it is evident

that the} pos 1 5s -iin. mean- ..i communicating theii

knowledge to one another, -inc. an) particular means
of killing them soon become- ,,f little use. Prof.

Chavignj lays special stress on the fact that they

live on exactlj the same food a- man, and cooked
1 )l raw food the) can make -1 n 1

.
1

mce, the) simpl) starve if given

raw barley. The) will gnaw ami destro) almost any-
,11 ih,;, teeth .an penetrate, but what they

actually live upon i- simply the ordinary human food

which they are able to reach, and particularl) the

remnants front meals. A rat consumes about 30 to

- 1 1 daily, ami starvation kill- it in

irty-eight hours. It neither lays up stores of

food nor hibernates in winter.
\- ordinal, brown and black rats will not breed in

captivity, most of out- knowledgi as to theii rate ol

ion i- derived from observations on the albino

variety, which breeds readily in captivity. The period
ion i- twenty-one days, ami the minimum

tim. between two litter- from the same female is

sixty-two .lavs, she ma) hav« as many as five litters

. A litter consists of about ten. A female

at the age of two and a half to three months is

capable of producing a litter. The young ar. ven
efficiently tended, so that scarcely anj die. \ simpli

calculation gives the surprising result that a sin^l.
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I pair ol rats is capabli 1 1 producing tweim million

descendants within thr< 1

Reproduction ceases during ither, and
laniin themselves at all in cold climates.
In temperate climates rep u 1- at a standstill

during the winter. The most important factor limit-

ing reproduction i-, howei il of nutriment.
A female receiving onl) suffii i

,
her in

-..oil condition does not reproduci a tereas with
superabundance of food reprodui ds at its

maximum rate.

In his second paper Prof. Cha cribes and
isses the various methods used fot d. rats.

mil -how- that the disappointing results 1

11 to neglect oi the fael that multiplication il rats

i- simply the result of scattering human food within
1 inn 1 . .1. Ii. 111. essential step in ccmti oiling thi

invasions i- 10 prevent the scattering about of remnants
of food. For this purpose it is recommended th

where possible, all waste food should be colli cted and

used for pigs. Where this is not possible the v

food should be thrown into pits and covered with
earth before nightfall. Prof. Chavigny proposes also

that placards should be posted up saying that "he who
sows fragments of food will reap a harvest of ra -

THE PROPERTIES OF COPPER.

THE U.S. Bureau of Standards has recently issued

a circular (No. 73) entitled "Copper." It appears

that the Bureau is constantly in receipt of requests for

detailed or general information concerning the proper-

ties, statistics, etc., of metals and alloys. Such in-

formation is rarely to be found in systematic form.

Generally the different sources of such information are

difficult of access, and their accuracy is not always
certain. Much information of this kind that is quoted

is valueless, either for the reason that the data upon
which it is based are incorrect or because they have not

been properly interpreted in quoting. Accordingly, the

Bureau is planning to issue from time to time circulars

on individual metals or alloys with the idea of grouping

in them all the most trustworthy information that is

available, either from its own tests and investigations

or from published records contained in the literature.

These circulars are intended to deal primarily with

the phvsical and mechanical properties of the metal

or allov; all other factors, except a few statistics of

production, such as methods of manufacture, impuri-
ties, etc., are discussed only in relation to these proper-

ties. Copper has been chosen as the firs! metal for

this treatment, partly because much of the accurate

information regarding it has been obtained at the

Bureau, and partlv because our knowledge of its pro-

perties is more complete than that of an) other metal.

Moreover, the commercial forms of copper are charac-
ti rised by a high degree of purity, e.g. the electrolytic

wire bar manufactured in the United States of America
contains on an av. 96 per cent, of this metal,

and the Lake wire 89 per cent. The highes

quality brands of English (furnace-refined) copper con-

tain about 9975 P< I

Circular No. 73 contains the best established

values of various phvsical and mechanical char-

acteristics of pure and commercial grades

copper, principally at the ordinary temperature. Varia-

tions of these properties wdth changes of tempo
are al ussed. There is a useful techn logical

dealing with casting, deoxidation, - rking,.

welding, hardening, electro-deposition, and heat-

treatment, followed bv another discussing the

of impurities on the phvsical proper! metal,

and concluding with a brief aci oui - asi -

A complete bibliography and typii il specifications are
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includ ""' 's main!) pul in thi form

of tables and curves, and the latter have been repro-

h dimensions that accurate interpolation

11 in is possible bj th< use of a rule

li ini.il parts of a centimetre, ["he prob-

1 accuracy of data is indicated, or im-

hi numbei oi significanl figures in the

values giv< n

1 . somewhal surprising to note thai 1 ri"' 1

has been cast and rolled and afterwards an-

led at 500 C. to normalise it does nol have its

ultimate tensile strength stated more closely than

j5,ooo±sooo lb. per sq. in., when it is remembered

that after this treatment there is less variation be-

tween different samples than in any other condition.

Such coppei has no detectable elastic or proportional

limit; i.e. annealed coppei takes a permanent set with

the slightest loads. On thi other hand, when it is

cold worked, rolled, or drawn, it docs acquire a limit

of proportionality, depending on the degree of work.

Experiments at the Bureau have shown that modern

hard-drawn copper wire is equally affected by drawing

throughout the section, and that no hard or exterior

skin exists. rhis lias been corroborated by Peirce.

Mi, publication is a most useful one. H. C. H. C.

INTERFEROMETER DETERMINATION OF
REFRACTIVE INDICES.

pROF. CARL BARL'S has recenth developed and
* extended certain of the methods described by him
in iyi6 in connection with the spectroscopic resolu-

tion of interferences obtained with interferometers of

all classes from the simplest to the most complicated

type.
1 Cases of special interest arise in which the

interfering spectra are reversed or inverted relatively

to each ether.

Obviously, such methods may have a number of

valuable physical applications, and among several

examples to which Prof. Barus has given attention is

the possibility of the determination of refractivity

irrespective of form bv immersion methods. In the

method developed for this measurement (chap, iv.,

part ii.) the interferences produced by white light in

a slightlv modified type of Michelson interferometer

an viewed with a telescope and prism-grating. Ellip-

tical interferences are seen in the spectrum, which

may be moved relatively to spectral lines by a micro-

metric change of path in one of the beams. A trough

containing a liquid of adjustable refractive index, in

which the solid under test may be immersed, is placed

in this beam, and attempts are made to recognise

equalitv in refractive index of solid and liquid by the

of fringes on immersion. Naturally, the fringes

in the spectrum are distorted owing to unavoidable
differeno of dispersion, but it is disappointing that

the method should have failed to give a sensitive

indication of equalitv. It has, however, long been
recognised that interference methods in most cases are

inconvenient for direct refractometry ; in reality, the

recognition of the point of equalitv is the crux of the

matter, for othei more simple and direct methods are

available for the measurement itself. In this con-

nection an expedient used by the present writer in

attacking the probl" Optical Isoc, December,
10,16)—that of varying refractive index in the liquid

bv differential evaporation while homogeneity is

secured by mechanical stirring -might possiblv lead

to success. The fringes could then be observed con-

tinuouslv and the neci ssi tte steps avoided.

The detection of variations of rei ndex in un-

Interferometry of Reversed and Non-reverse," - tra." My Car!
Barus. Farts i. and ii. (Publications of the Carnegie ' •istitution of

gl ,n. 1916 and 1017.)
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worked glass is one of the most important problems
for modern optics. These variations, which are due
to irregularis oi composition, frequently affect the
fifth decimal place, but cannot at present be detected
until optically worked surfaces have been gi\< n to a
specimen. Ii seems possible that the difficult} may be
overcome by an intei ferometer-immersion method. It

is too often assumed, however, that interferometer
methods are of great delicacy in comparison with
"definition" tests or the Topler knife-edge test.

Remembering Lord Rayleigh's rule, that disturbances
should meet in an image with not more than a quarter
wave-length difference of phase, it may be realised

thai the formation of a well-defined image is a
fairly severe test of the homogeneity of the media
of the system, having granted sufficient freedom from
aberrations due to the form of the surfaces. If, in

addition, the direct image is screened so that only the
eii, 1 ts of irregularity are perceived, the test ma)
apparently be made as sensitive as is desired bj

increasing the intensity of the source of light.

In conclusion, it may be remarked that the method
of spectral interferences, although appearing to be
exceedingly useful, has not yet been studied so ex-
haustively in this or other connections as to enable
a final judgment to be passed upon it. L. C. M.

FERN NOTES FROM PRINCE BONA-
PARTE'S HERBAR 1 1 M,

UNDER the title "Notes Ftendologiques " ' Prince
Roland Bonaparte is issuing at irregular inter-

vals fascicles of a publication dealing primarily with
the fern collections in his private herbarium in Paris.

The herbarium already contains about 300,000 speci-

mens coming from all parts of the world. These have
been derived partly by purchase or exchange from
public or private herbaria or from individuals, and
partly from Prince Bonaparte's own correspondents or

from collectors and travellers with whom he is in

touch. Thus many of the collections are represented
in other herbaria, and the publication of the nanus
of specimens which have hitherto been undetermined
will be of service to other workers in the field of

pteridology, while a systematic account of new col-

lections will add to our knowledge of the ferns and
of their geographical distribution. Prince Bonaparte
is also pleased to receive on loan collections for deter-

mination, and will publish lists of the sp< cies

The general arrangement is geographical, and each
collection is treated separately under the heading of

the continent from which it has been derived. The
systematic arrangement and nomenclature adopted are

those of Christensen's Index. A list of desiderata is

printed at the beginning of each fascicli .

In an introductory note the older practice of relying

solely on external characters for the determination of

genera and species is adversely criticised. In the

future more use must be made of anatomical charac-

ters; thus the scales and hairs, which are becoming
increasingly important for systematic distinctions,

may appear alike when viewed superficially, but on
microscopic examination will reveal well-marked
characters useful for specific delimitation. These
characters, with those of nervation, will be found
more trustworthy than those derived from the

indusium, a transitory structure.

These little brochures should prove of considerable

value to botanists who are interested in the systematic

study of the ferns. We note that the Prince does not

follow the rule of giving a brief Latin diagnosis of the

new species, though there is often a good description

Pari Impr'mi pour l'auteur.
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in French. There is, however, nothing to be said in

favour of publishing lists oi new species with no

description or reference to such, as is don., foi

example, in the cas< oi a numbei oi Spruce's speci-

mens from tropical South America. The Fascicles are

d, and an index to each would facili-

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IND NATIONAL
PROSPERIl I

'

MANY, no doubt, do noi comprehend whal funi

tions the research chemist can exercise in South
, and whal m"|»' the countrj can offer for liis

labours. Following the United States principle oi the

men in the best |ki>i-, where, they ask, can we
place him so thai the country may, through his instru-

mentality, reap th. greatesi idvantage? To answei
such questions one needs, first oi all, to consider how

an. I therefoi 1 . inferential!} , 1 hi mi
• ai 1. search ma) l»- distributi d \s a matter oi oon-

venieno a threefold grouping 1- adopted—university

irch, industrial research, and national research.

Adopting tla definitions given b\ Mr. C. E. Skinner
months am, .n .1 nn . 1

: . hi \m. > ican In-

stitute of El ) ngineers, we may say thai

university research includes the pure scientific research,

which naturally finds its homi in the university, and
all other research done there foi the purpose of train-

ing nun. Industrial research comprises all that don.

bj or for industrial concerns with the purpose of ad-

vancing industry. National research is that carried on
by the Government for the purpose of benefiting the

as a whole. Now it i- plain that between
these three types ol research there can be no sharp
lines of demarcation, but university research is often

th. stepping-stone to industrial advancement, while
national research is rep. ai.<ll\ industrial in its

Mr. Skinner rightly hold- thai the primary function

of the university in research -hould be the training of

research men, and that universities should be equipped
to turn out research men just as they are now
equipped to turn out men with academic and en-

gineering decrees. Prof. G. G. Henderson has laid

down the principle that the training of the chemist,
so far as that training can be given in a teaching
institution, must be regarded as incomplete unless it

- -ore reseat ch work. 1

The demand for research in almost every field is

growing with a rapidity wholly unprecedented, and
to the universities alone ran we look for men able

and readv to take their places in the strenuous effort

that is bound to be put forth on every side. We have
just inaugurated a triple university system : Prof.

Crawford, in his presidential address to this asso-

ciation at Maritzburg, asked, and sought to answer,
what South Africa expects from :i- universities, and
referred, in particular, to. the need of encouraging the

Study of science and of furthering research. In de-

veloping this theme he asked us to remember that

the highest form of research is nol made to order, and
that there is more in genius than industry and oppor-

tunitv. It would benefit us to bear this in mind and,

in juxtaposition with Prof. Crawford's words, to place

. nee from Mr. Skinner's address :

—

If it takes a genius to recognise a genius vet

undevelooed, and properlv to stimulate and direct that

genius, how necessarv it is thai we place men of

1 From the presidential addreej delivered by Dr. C. F. Juriti before the

South African Association for the Advancement of Science at Johannesburg

>rt British Association, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 1916, p. 374.

genius at the head ol thi
i

- ., ch departments of our
universities !

It comes to this, then, thai ,v< should see to it that
our universities are well equipped with scietitili.

n search workers, and it is pre-i |i sirable that
a system ol research professorships -aould be insti-

1 ui. ,1, the chairs to be occupied by mi n of i nthusiasm,
men who will inspire a like zeal and di ' otion amongst
thos, of the younger generation whom they gather
around them, men of personality and character, who
will kindle in the breasts of the research students
lei lings of admiration and respect for them and their
work.

" In training research men," says Mr. Skinner
again, "the university will naturally become the cus-

todian and the promoter of pure scientific research."
Il.re is the fountain-head whence we shall ultimately
draw our men for industrial research and for national
research; how important is it, then, that the source
of all our supplies should be of crystal purity ! What-
ever more utilitarian form of research one may after-

wards take up, research in pure science is invaluable
in the earlier part of the research student's career,

for it will give him a zest and a stimulus that will

remain with him throughout, enrich his scientific

imagination, and adorn all his later work.
At the same time, university research may lead to

the most utilitarian results; some of the most impor-
tant dyes, artificial alizarin, the phthaleins, indigo, and
such drugs as phenacetin, antipyrin, and aspirin, were
all discovered in university chemical laboratories.

Now why have we so few persons doing research
work in South Africa? Is it in part because no re-

search geniuses are born, or is it that we fail to

recognise them, and neglect to provide them with the

essential facilities?—youths, maybe, on whose humble
birth fair Science frowned not, flowers born to blush

unseen and waste their sweetness on the desert air,

mute, inglorious Miltons whose genius remained latent

because we took no trouble to draw it out?
Dr. P. G. Nutting about a year ago said that some

writers have spoken of the investigator as a rare indi-

vidual, to be sifted out from educational institutions

with great care for a particular line of work. My
personal opinion is that a large percentage of the men
students are fitted for research work if properl) started

along the right line.

What we in South Africa lack—next to the facilities

for research—is not so much the research students as

the men to start them on right lines. I think that

Principal Beattie, at the inauguration of the University

of Cape Town three months ago, sounded the correct

note in observing that the youth of South Africa did not

lack enthusiasm or ability for research, but they lacked

opportunity, and, he added, much depended on the

men thev had as professors. That is the secret of it

all. In this dread war South Africans have more than

once exhibited a physical courage and a pertinacity

equal to anvthing that Australia or New Zealand

could show; why should not South Africa, then, pro-

duce a Bragg or a Rutherford as well as Australia

and New Zealand, seeing that intellectual courage

and pertinacitv are two indispensable qualities in a

successful research worker? The position is analogous

to that which war has developed in Europe and

America : there the opportunity has made the man.
\n Vmerican chemist said that " the German
General Staff has learned, if others have not,

that German chemical achievement, which ; - gnat

indeed, is no sign that equal ability does nor exist

lure. The Allies and America improvise.! a

munitions industry in two years to match their

machine of forty vears' preparation"; and then he

N( 1. r 5 5 1 . vol. 102]
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ike .1 1. in. irk w lii. h nr ma) well lake
U .11 could force us in do nothing 1 did

1 apa< ii\ for before."
ti Mii.il 1 eseai ch worker," -.i\s the 1

the I d States Experiment Station Record, "is
less born than made"; and Dr. Nutting

in s ih, same thought in diffei enl langus
" Fertility of mind is nol so much .in inborn qualitx

hi" the mind itseli as oi the training and association
which that mind has had.

Hence ii U our solemn dut) as a young nation in

provide abundant facilities al each of our three uni-
versities for tin- making of our future research

kors.

We pass mi in jpeak oi industrial research, which
ilu.ii- ha> some utilitarian end in view, whereas the

purpose ul pure scientific research is mom exclusively

philosophii lie' di~.n\M\ of truth, ["he investigator
in pun science has been likened in the explorei who
liscovers new continents, or islands, or lands before

unknown; tin- investigator in industrial research in

the pioneer who surveys tin- newl) discovered land

in order to locate its mineral resources, in determine
its forest areas, and in ascertain the position of its

trabli land.'

I quote Urns) remarks with all circumspection, foe,

after all. there are no sharp boundaries between re-

s' arch in pure science .aid in applied or industrial

-, and Huxley was right when he wrote that

"what people called 'applied science' is nothinf but
the application of pure science to particular problems."
The lacl is that applied science is , impossible until a

foundation of pure science has been laid to build il

mi. You cannot apply a science which is imt there
to apply, and. as Sir William Tinney has said, until

men began to interrogate Nature for the sake of learn-

ing her ways, and without concentrating their atten-
tion on the expectation ol useful applications of such
knowledge, little or no progress was made.

Industrial chemistry has been defined as that branch
of chemical science which uses all the rest of chemis-
try and much engineering for the' furtherance of pro-
duction of chemical substances, or the use of chemical
means or methods for manufacturing any material of

commerce; and hence industrial research for the most
part differs widely from university research. True,
there are instances to the contrary; thus Michigan
University has at Ann Arbor a lank for testing ship
esistance, and Illinois University has a laboratory for

ivestigations on a full-size locomotive engine; but
industrial research is, for the most part, 'impracticable
for universities, and, as often as not, needs to be

ed "tit under large-scale conditions, as it were
111 situ, and by persons already possessing practical
experii hi various phases of the problem under

\i the same time there should be much
closei .n between the university and indus-
trial research. Industry should recognise that il must
lepend p i upon the universities for its trained

opi i it' to the fullest possible
extent In the end ' proper!) trained men be turned
out.

Do you realisi ivhat ibis last sentence involves
you who are connected with the big industries? It

involves thai industry should recognise that, from a
purely selfish motivi

, if fro i no other, its interest lies

in endowing research chaii hi universities, and in
seeing'fhat the) : by men of genius. The
very nature of industria iplies that there
must be a constant accession to the ranks of its

- "i i" 1 sons trained in pun ii ntific research.

RE, vol. C, p. 157, TO17.

I Cart) Presidential address, Proa Amer. Inst. Elec.Engmn
. . ,'. M i;, 1916.

. -\S5t. vol. 102]

If such accession be intermitted, or if the increase of
knowledge b) means of pure scientific research be
hampered, industrial research will inevitably !" lim
ii responding de

Ih' Government has acted wisely and well

deavouring in establish a s\stem of industries in this

country; do we want these industries in fizzle "in, in-

to go through years "i laborious struggling.' it .

wish in minimise preventable disadvantages "t that
kind, lei us do without di lax whatixii we 1 an In

Fostei research, so 'bat the men in conduct ii max
become available as soon as they are needed.

National research approaches more neai-1) hi

industrial than to the university type. It is often
undertaken for the advantage ol industry in general,
Inn its outlook is considerably broader than thai al

embraced within the scopi of industrial research,
restricted, as the latter is, a, the requirements of
individual industries. In South Africa the en for

industrial research ha. become mor< imperative ot
late, and ih'- Industries Advisory Board, as well as thi

Scientific and Technical Committee appointed on the
initiative of the Ministei "I Mines and Industries,
has gone some distance bpth in educating the public
to tin need of I his type of research and in giving an
impetus in the required direction. Mainly, however,
the agem ies used were of two classes : the labora-
tories nf tbn university colleges, and those of rertain
Government Departments, together with the respec-
tive officers nf those institutions.

Thin an two fundamental principles on which I

must now lax siress
; they are expressed in tin words

CO-operation and co-ordination co-operation between
workers in different branches of science, co-ordination
amongst those who work in the same branch in order
that the maximum of benefit max be attained. So
interdependent, in fact, so interlaced are the three
types of research to which I have briefly alluded that

it should be [latent as the sun al noon that tin- Closest

co-operation between them all is essential. It is to

be feared that this is not vet so clearly realised as it

should be. The waste of time and energy that has
risen from overlapping, which in turn has resulted
from lack of collaboration, is incredibly great. It has
stifled work of value in tin past to an extent that is

certainly nol realised; it has thrown back for many
years branches of investigation in which ere now-
incalculable progress migh havi been made and un-
told pecuniary advantages reaped. Would that the dire

necessity ol this searching war could slit ut> tie South
African nation to a correct appreciation nf the facts!

About a year ago the president of tin Society of

Chemical Industry, in his address at Birmingham,
insisted mi the absolute necessity for the engineer and
the chemist to "get into double harness as quickly as

possible" and work svmpatheticallx together for the

progress of chemical industry. In South Africa, t"",

this necessity has been manifested, but I am glad to

say that wi have had more than manifestation; we
have had realisation and we have bad operation. For
example, when, some months ago, the fertiliser scar-

city arose, I was deputed to investigate the potentiali-

ties of unutilised raw materials in the Union, and
found, ami m gst other things, that there were several

thousand tons of good material going to waste in

various places in connection with such institutions as

slaughterhouses and crayfish canneries for lack of by-
products plant to deal with it. \\ In 11 1 had compl ited

my tour of inspection and furnished mv report, the
engineers were i barged to follow on, and set to wcrk
to make good the deficienc) in plant, "i'' 1 the result

that a respectable quantity of fertilisers will now he
produced from the refuse that hitherto has been geirg
to waste.
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Maj I just repeal h are siili ap-

l.n .1 few remarks which I mad. in my
1. ntiaJ a«Wn - < Chemical Si

gi 1 ?

\- .in in. in e 1 hemistr.j nevei i

in isolation. When we innc.ni ourselves with the

chemistry of the country's vegetabli products ii is

the scienci ..I botanx thai has to all. ml addii

aid ; if it is general agriculture thai we are dealing

with, the chemisl ma) also have to work in co-o]

ologist, entomologist, or mycologist'.

Often, in connection with the investigation of the

try's mineral pi 6du< ts and of its agricultural soil-,

illation with the geologist is required. In any

case, there is this on.- outstanding fan thai these

11- scientific offices need to be in closest touch

with each oihri in niil.'i io promote the smoothesl

working of the rutin- machine oi investigation as an

organised whole.
"This close contact between science ami science is

real importance, hut it is still more important

that contact between tin- various workers in one ami
tin' same science should be as intimate as prop, i co-

in. I organisation can make it. During its

annual convention, towards the close of mm, tin-

American Society of Agronomy was very largel;

occupied with we standardising of methods foi con-

ducting experiments. It was then shown again and
again that a large am. unit of experimental work
.Ion. in tin- I nit.-.l States had led to results which

not !"• compared with each other, wen- difficult

to interpret in a trustworthy way, and were liable to

lead to wrong conclusion-, b.i.iu-e ih.-rc had I..-, n no

in. -in as to method amongsi the various in-iiiu-

s involved in the work. We do not wish to have
these mistakes repeated in South \frica; our desire

i, rather to profit l>\ the experience of other lands,

hut unless we look well to our step- we -land to repeat

somi ..I those verj mistakes in an aggravated form.

Therefore, lest we should go on .. wrong track with

regard to this matter of investigation and research,

two principles should remain de.pK graven on our

mind-: these are co-ordination "I effort and unity of

plan."

Some of us have read whai Mr. 11. G. Wells

bes ..- ideal in hi- "Modern I lopia" :

—

'In Utopia a great multitude of selected men,
chosen volunteers, will he coll on this new
step in man'- struggle with th. elements. . . . Even
university in tin- world will be urgently working foi

priority in ihi- aspect of th.- problem or that. Reports

of experiments, a- full an.! a- prompt as the tele-

ports of cricket in our n s] ii i atmo-
sphere, will go about the world."

Clearly, co-operation and co-ordination cannot

becomi .it.iii\. with.ni! efficient organisation. We
were afforded a splendid illustration of what ma\ thus

in the casi of a private corporation on the

.
-i, II. nl. .. -i hin.. . a age, when

we visited the dvnamite facton at Somerset West,

and listened to tin- historical .....unit given by the

general managi - I stablished at Hie beginning of the

., the purpose ol supplying dynamite
to the Kimh. 1 1. \ mine-, ihe -pit.!' "I operations had

tended that during th. twelvi month- imme-
diate! our vi-it ih. works. had sxported

t.. the Commonwealth of Australia nun. than to.., /

worth of explosive manufactured in South Africa, in

-n I., suopiving our own need-. From that

manufacture olh.-r industries developed one b> one,

and the works now include plain for the manul
ulphuric, hydrochloric, and ni ri< a. id- and of

i sulphate and the nitrates ol barium and lead,

while others arc iiml.-i consideration. Farmers have

been supplied with tin- sulphur which they need for

2551, VOL. I02 1

-I" ep-dip]
,

,. hili 20, gallons
monthly oi a 1 !-sulph ..,, sheep-dip]

in a. .1 1 . .1 fail n, ,i,

'-. al cl ical ih.. war. 1 Im-
'i 1I1. pi i\ ate i .hi. ei n ; what u .d in th.- ... .1

a Government establishmen is titute for re-
-. m'Ii in

1
and applied chemi

1 uch a national
chemical laboratory ..- Prof. II. ml. on ha- beet
longing 1,1 see established in England, but I ngland i-

not yet sufficiently responsive. "V\ onducl
research," says Mr. II. 1.. Well-; let it

happen." Ah, lhal is where England '

South Africa; we don't lit it happen. Somi
make ourselves believe that we do, and tin

other Ihings happen to interfere with it. Why, I have
been pleading these twenty-four years for a pi

organised system of chemical, physical, and bioloj

research with re-pecl I.. our agricultural -oil-, anil i

has not come vet.

The way in which a nation can organise itself

and its resources for war has impressed a world.
Other nations are talking about organising them-
selves for the commercial struggle that will ensue
upon tin- termination of the present strife, but
mere talking about reconstruction will not enable

us to faie the future serenely: "We all talk

about the weather," said Mark Twain, "but nothing
is done!" Why is it that England, France, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, and Canada are mobilising

their scientific men for research? Dr. G. E. Hale,

chairman of the Department of Science and Research
of the United States Council of National Defence,

says that it i- because, " looking ahead, it was seen

thai tin conclusion of peace would be followed by a

trade war with Germany, in which no industn not

pi 1 fected bv scientific research could hope to succeed."

Can South Africa compete industrially with a

country that has shown us what organisation can

achieve, if we starve the very soul of industrial

prosperity—pure and applied scientific research carried

out in the laboratory?

Mr. YV. C. Dampier Whetham, in his recently pub-

lished book on "The War and the Nation," devoted a

section to tin- organisation of British industry and

commerce, in regard to which a reviewer says that

"three years of war have done more than a centun

of peace to impress upon the public mind tin- irtdis-

neii-abilitvof scientific research to national prosperity."

The result has been that the Imperial Government

ha- called into being a department for the express

purpose of organising and directing research, and has

placed considerable -urns of money al this Depart-

ment'- disposal. But perhaps the mosl important out-

come is that "the leaders of British industries have

1.1 acquire the habit of working together in

order to conduct associated researches." 8

Now let me emphasise the point that there is not

on.- of these industries for which the chemist i-

not essential at on. .mother. An interesting

address given somi months ago bv tin- president of

th.- American Cvanamide Company 6 shows how uni-

versal the nee.l of the chemist is. Two thousand

grade- of glassware are required for a vast variety ,.l

purposes; for this the -killed glass-maker must work-

under chemical control. The iron and steel of out

cutlerv, the extraction of silver, gold, and. in fai

all metals from the ores, need the chemist at

gtepj the clothing we wear, the dyes that coli

and more particularly synthetic dyes, the host of_ other

uses 1.1 which cotton is put, the use ..i n the

1 artificial silk as a new textili ill are

interwoven with th. resources of the chemist. The

• lourn. Boy. Sue. An-
11 Chun. News, vol. cxvi., pp. 1-,;
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pri set vation of out foods, and the

their purity, both depend on chemical
control. I hi manufacture of synthetic drugs, such as
antipyrin, phenacetin, sulphonal, veronal, novocaine,

id salvarsanj the introduction oi synthetic

perfumes like heliotropin; of synthetic flavours like

vanillin; of synthetic rubber and synthetii camphor;
the quality of the fuel we use; the efficiency <>f the

fertilisers we put into the soil; th<- extraction and
tation of the various animal and vegetable oils,

and the conversion of some of them into solid fats by
catalytic agency, and so into soaps 01 candles, with
glycerin as a by-product; the production of liquid

tin I- every one of these would be impossible without
1 hemical aid.

There are a few facts regarding the chemisl which
1 want every South African, and particularly those in

high positions, to realise. First of all, get rid of the
idea that he is a druggist or pharmacist, any more
than he is a baker or plumber, or belongs to any other
avocation in which chemistry takes a share. And
then grasp the fact thai there is scarcely an avocation
on the lace of this earth into which chemistry does
not enter, or wherein the chemist would not be of

some use. One does not need to tell Johannesburg
that it has to thank the chemist for its prosperity,

for without him many of the mines would long have
ceased to work. The other great industry of South
Africa, agriculture, is at the mercy of the chemist in

respect of the manufacture of fertilisers, and many
agricultural products owe to him the processes em-
ployed in their preparation. Chemical operations are
fundamental to every branch of the dair\ industr} ;

the making of jam, the drying of fruit, the tinned
vessels in which many of these articles are preserved,
are all subservient to the chemist. Without him the

economical production of metals of anv kind could
not take place ; there would be no locomotive engines,
no assurance that the water which these engines need
will not corrode their boiler-tubes, no testing of the

coal which converts that water into steam, no provi-

sion of steel rails to run the locomotives on, or, to go
further, no steel armour for our battleships, and no
alloys for shrapnel, aeroplanes, or submarines. It is

also the chemist's work to control the driving-power
of ships of war and merchandise alike, whether that

driving-power be coal, oil, or electricity, for the

materials employed by the electrician must all, in the
first place, be scrutinised by the chemist.

All explosives are essentially chemical in their make-
up, and, in fact, the whole Army, as well as the
Navy, is dependent on the chemist all along the line,

inasmuch as he has to vouch for the purity of all their
supplies of food and drink, even well-water; ami not

onl\ their natural puritv, but also their freedom from
fraudulent adulteration or deliberate poisoning. The
various gases so much used in the present war are all

the productions of the chemist, and so are the means
adopted to secure immunity from those gases. It is

the chemist who controls the Army's drugs, disin-

fectants, and anaesthetics. The colouring of the

material used for clothing not onlv the military and
naval Services, bul the whole civil population as well,

is subject to the careful scrutiny of the chemist. His
functions also include the manufacture of the leather

which provides an army with boots; without him
that leather cannot be tanned, as the entire wattle

and other tanning industries are conducted under his

advice. The finished leather, too. is investigated by
him lest fraudulent practii ' have participated

in its manufacture.
Without the chemist then could be no books, for

chemical processes are fundamental to thi making of

. of printing and writing ink, not to mention

XO. 2551. VOL. I02]

again the materials wherewith books are bound and
the colouring of the binding. The production of illus-

trations in those books, b\ whatevei means, and also

the whole ail ol photography, must stand or fall with
the ability of chemistry to assist them. And then,
as I have already said, there is the increasing!) large
subjeel of fine and synthetic chemicals, beginning with
manufactures like those of starch, glucose, and dex-
trin, the synthetic dyes which surpass natural pro-
ducts in brilliance and permanence, the synthetic pi r-

fumes which far transcend natural odours in potency,
the synthetic drugs which have done much to afford
relief to the suffering; artificial products— I do not
say imitations, for they are often better suited to their
applications than the natural products which they
replace artificial products in substitution of rubies,

of bone, horn, and ivory, of resins, and of leather,
are all 1 he result of chemical research. Again and
again the chemist has shown us how to produce the
most valuable commodities out of waste and refuse.

The refuse of the Hessemi i steel-works gave rise to

one of our most efficient fertilisers; the refuse of the
gas-works provided the world with dyes, drugs, and a
marvellously long list of other useful articles; the
waste of w ool-washeries furnishes us with lanoline.
Wast., wood, if destructively distilled, and, amongst
others, waste wattle-wood, of which large quantities
are annually available in Natal, is capable of pro-
ducing acetone, whereof enormous quantities are now
being used for the manufacture of propellants.

So we may rightly claim that the present age is the
age of the chemist. The chemist has never before
had such opportunity for the application of his know-
ledge to the betterment of material conditions upon
earth, and never has he more effectively applied it to

the attainment of this aim. It is also sadly true that
never before has he applied his knowledge with such
damaging effect as during the present war, but when
the war shall have run its course all the chemist's
resourcefulness, all his energy, all his persistence will

be needed to repair the damage done, and to start

exhausted nations upon new lines of industry. On
the chemist, more than on anyone else, will this task
devolve, and in South Africa in particular he will find

abundant work awaiting him. Is he to be there to

respond to the call? Then it is for us to educate and
train him to the necessary standard ; it is for us to

provide the means wherebv his purpose may be accom-
plished ; it is for us to accord him sympathetic treat-

ment. Do not let us regard him as useful only so

long as he is bound down to routine work, and as

academic when he is occupied with investigations

bevond our limited capacity to understand.

We have heard much during the past four years of

the difficulties under which the chemist has been
labouring in Britain and America—of the apathetic

attitude adopted towards him by Governments, public

institutions, and industrial concerns ; of the sparing
hand wherewith the essentials for the pursuit of his

investigations have been doled out to him. I have

deemed it very desirable to place before you this even-

ing some of the opinions which have been expressed

on these topics north of the Equator, because T am
convinced that manv of our administrators, politicians,

educationists, and commercial men are wholly un-

aware of the strong remonstrances which have grown
to quite a literature during tins, four years, and are

probably under the illusion that in South Africa the

chemist has now the opportunity, if he cares to make
use of it, to help the Union, with tclai to himself,

safely through some of the difficulties resulting from

the war. I have, in fact, heard such a view seriously

expressed; the idea is. of course, perfectly absurd.

At the same time it falls to the chemist in particular
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to .1" all thaf: in him lies to aid production during

this ti . and to assist those direct!) engaged

in the work of production, whether it be the manu-
factures or agriculture. And those who have ii in

their power to strengthen the chemist's hands in such

a work will them 10I onlj aiding the State,

but also assisting to bear up the loft) principles

for the maintenance of which amongst men Britain

and her Alii. -- are conti nding.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

As effort is being made l>> the New York University

to raise a fund to meet the war emergency condition-.

Pai of the plan is to secure an endowment of

100,000/. for the engineering school in connection

with a co-operative scheme- of education between the

industries and the University. So far the sum of

5 1, >/. has been received.

The new session of thi s n John Cass Technical
Institute, Aldgate, London, commences on Septem-
ber 23. The courses of instruction which have been
arranged are directed especially to the technical train-

in- of those engaged in trades connected with the

deal, metallurgical, and electrical industries.

Full facilities are available for qualified persons who
de-ire to undertake special investigations in connec-
tion with these branches -of industry. Among the

sp< i ial courses of higher technological instruction

which form a distinctive feature of the work of the

institute may be mentioned analytical work in fuel

and gas analysis, courses on brewing and malting and
on the micro-biology of the fermentation industries,

and, in the department of metallurgy, courses oi an
haractei on gold, silver, and allied metals,

on iron and steel, on metallography and pyrometry,
and on the heat treatment and mechanical testing of

metals Detailed information concerning
the work of the institute is given in the new syllabus,

of which may be obtained on application.

THE summer school of civics and eugenics, which
was organised conjointly by the Civic and Moral
Education League and the Eugenics Education
Society, and held at Oxford from August 10 to 31,
wa- very successful, the programme being compre-
hensive and attractive, and thi courses and meetings
well attended. A prominent feature of the school was

ics and eugenics exhibition. The exhibits showed
on the civic side- the possibilities of regional study with

a view to civic service as a part of the school and
college work, and on the eugenii side gave illustrations

of recent work in heredity and the study of family
\n exhibit from the National Council of

Venereal Diseases was also shown. The following

public lectures were delivered : "The Principles of Co-
ion," Mi-- A. Woods; "The Three Voices of

Nature," Prof. J. Arthur Thomson; "The Socio-

logical Bearing of Race-study," Prof. H. J. Fleure;

lb- Influence of Finance on Social Reconstruction,"

\Y. Schooling; "The Eugenic and Social Influence

of the War." Prof. Lindsay; "The Training College

of the Future," Dr. M. W. Keatinge; "Emigration
.and Eugenics." C. S. Stock; 'The Forward Outlook
of Eugenics and Civics," Majot I.. Darwin and A.

Farquharson.

THE Indian Bureau of Education at Delhi has issued

the first two of a series of -hoi 1 pamphlets in which

it proposes to give some account of developments in

Indian education which mav suggest themselves as

worthy of notice. Roth pamphlet- deal in the main
with the sphere of elementan education. The first
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treats of drawing and manui el on in Punjab

scl I-. It shows that the sam movement is pro-

ceeding in India as at bom- - vat Is proyiding facili-

1
- toi the young to learn b) .1- l>\ talking,

listening, reading, and writing. Th hemes of in-

struction follow those adopted rei date in this

country, and several of our own ea I; mistakes are

being avoided. Tools and bend I uropean

pattern. The problem of training teachers is being

attacked with some vigour. The second pamphlet is

more general interest. It tells of the bumble

beginning- of the education of factor) children in

India, and also children working in tea plat tations

and on the colliery estate of the East Indian Rail-

way. Descriptions are given of the work going on in

all' three classes of schools, ranging from the C1

to what in England is now called the junior technii

school. Above the stage of the creche and the infant

school the instruction 'is that of the part-timer, as a

rule, but there are arrangements for evening con-

tinuation schooling for older children and adolescents.

The vernacular has, as it should have, a more im-

portant place than the teaching of English, and the

vital importance of manual instruction is recognised.

The value of this enterprise can scarcely be exag-

gerated, for, apart from the fact that the individual

T- given the opportunity of rising as clerk or, pre-

ferably, as skilled workman, then- is the likelihood

of greater confidence between employer and employed

when direct communication i- possible, terms of

, ngagement can be clearly understood, and rates of

pay calculated. Difficulties abound, and one's sym-

pathy must go out to the pioneers in an uphdl task.

Mill-owners in Madras, planters in Darjeeling, the

railway companv, who have actually introduced com-

pulsory education, and officials deserve encouragement.

A PAMPHLET (price 3d.) has been issued by the Asso-

ciation for the Scientific Development of Industry,

containing the terms of a remarkable address on "The

Place and Importance of Science in Education," de-

livered before the society at Manchester on February 21

last by Mr. Edw. C. Reed. Mr. Reed alludes with

satisfaction to the awakened interest of all classes

towards science and scientific questions, largely in-

duced, however, by the events of the war, and warmly

pleads, with a variety of vivid illustrations, the claims

' of scientific knowledge and of scientific methods of

imparting it as a fundamental part of our educa-

tional system. "The result of our neglect of science,"

be -tale-, "has revealed itself to us in waste, muddle,

and inefficiency in practically every department of our

national life,"' whilst, on the other band, "wherever

we have resolutely endeavoured to make good out-

past deficiencies the effect has been wholly beneficial."

From these postulates he proceeds to argue power-

fully for a new method and purpose in our educa-

tional system. "For even' national purpose brains

are of "more use than bodies," and "the most

mechanical job is the better for a. little intelligence.

But it is not merely on the ground that a training in

science and in scientific methods would make the

nation more effective in its industrial and commercial

activities thai the author pleads so powerfully for the

inclusion of scientific ainis and training in the cur-

riculum of the schools from the earliest period
_

of

child-life, but from the much higher consideration

that only in so far as this is done can the real, per-

,1 well-being of the nation, both material and

spiritual, and of the individuals com

achieved, and the thesis is worked out with surprising

ncy and supported by a wealth of apt allusion.

The pamphlet is accompanied bv a diagram showing

the place of science in the si 1 of man and its im-

mce in industry.
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SOCIETIES AND AC [DEMIES.
Paris.

Uadeni) "i Sciences, Augusl 26. M. Emlle Roux in

P. Apptll
: I in integration ol the simul-

liffei ential equations verify ing the 1 [ermite
1

'.'I U (.. Bigourdan : 1 he astronomical
1

.H the Petit Luxembourg. The co-ordinates oi

stations of the College d'Harcourt. G. Charpy
M. Uodchot

: The formation ol coke.
M. Plancherei

: Xhe unicit) "i the developmeni of a

function in a series oi Legendre polynomials. M.
\uric

: Xhe calculation of the energj accumulated in

hi aun bj contraction sinqe its formation. C. Haveau
:

fs the principle "1 equivalence a consequence of

Carnot's principle? A criticism 61 a recent paper by
Sir Joseph Larmor, G. Reboul : The influence of the
radius uf curvature of a bod} on the formation of hoar-
frost. I In. 1 1 -in >s 1 commences to deposit more rapidly on
pbjects the srnallei thi radius of curvature.- M. Col-

lignon : The propagation of the sound of gunfire to great

distances. Annual periodicity. M. Chopin: Apparatus
for the measurement of chimney losses and the

elements constituting these losses. Starting with the
tpproximate formula giving the brat carried away by
due-gases as directly proportional to the difference of

1
.iiuit between the outside air and the flue, and

inversely proportional to the percentage of carbon
dioxide 1>\ volume, an apparatus is described which
reads off directly the percentage of heal lost. The
temperature difference i~ measured bj a thermo-
ouple in the usual way. and for the other factor
is, is made of the change in electrical resistance of

.1 solution nl r.nisii, ,,1,1.1 caused by the absorption of

carbon dioxide and the production ol sodium carbonate.
Bach of the factors is ilms reduced to a galvanometer
reading, and the point of intersection of the two gal-

vanometer needles is read off on a series of curves
plotting the percentage heat loss. The apparatus in

its present form is not automatic.

—

H . Colin and
Mile. A. Chaudun : The law of action of sucrase : the

hypothesis of an intermediate combination. The
results of si\ series of experiments are given, from
which it is shown that the theory of A. Brown, which
assumes a combination between the sugar and the

enzyme, is justifiable.- F. Kerforne
; The iron minerals

i Menez-Bel-Air (Cotes-du-Nord).- C. Viola : The law
, ,f Curie. •'Curie's law is defined as follows : The normal

eases ol the faces of .1 crystal in stable equilibrium
are directly proportional to their capillary constants,

.mil s,, in, mathematical consequences are developed.

—

A. Piedallu : The industrial application of the colouring
matter of the glumes of the sugar sorghum. Details

iven of 1 he method of extracting the dye, and of

its appli iii, ,11 with different mordants to dyeing wool,
silk, an,! cotton. M. (ialippe : Researches on the re-

il of the living elements existing

normally in animal and vegetable tissues.— P. (iirard

and 1\. Audubert : The electric charges of niirro-

irganisms 1 heji surface tension.

—

R. I'aucot : The
measurerhenl ol ferial pressure in clinical practice.

A criticism of current methods of measurement and
suggestion of a 1 hnique.

Septemhei 2. M. Paul Vppell in the chair. E.
Cartan : Varieties ol mensions.- P. Straneo :

The extension to physics oi the principles of homo-
geneity and similitude, and .1 remarkable relation

between the universal constants of a theory.—P.
Weiss : The characterisi

1 of fluids. The
, quation proposed is 1 1 tin foi m

/') = tRT,

with precision the properties ',1 .1 fluid in one of the
slates corresponding with a famiK el isochores I

,

Dienert
; The estimation of nitrites. The proposed

method is based on tin- liberation and estimation of
iodine from an acidified solution ,,1 potassium iodide
by the nitrite in an atmosphere Free from oxygen.

—

I', (iaulicrt
: The aililiri.il roloialion of Spheroliti

helicoidal formation (tartrates and bimalates). H.
Hubert: The influence of the lithological nature uf

formations relative!) to the distribution ,,1 the surface
ami underground waters north of the Senegal River.
I., (ientil : The geolog) of Andalusia. M. Lecolntre;

Some recenl fossil-bearing strata in the neighbourhood
of Casablanca, Western Morocco. F. Masmomeil :

111,- morphology of tin antibrachial skeleton.

—

P.
(iodin

. iiir transformation into pedagogic indications
of the data of anthropolpg) on the individual nature
of the child of both sexes. A. Vernes : The COlori-

metric measurement of syphilitic infection.—S.
Voronoff and Mme. Evelyn Bostwick : The intensive

acceleration of the budding of wounds by the applica-

tion of testicular pulp.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
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Ltd.) 2s. i.J. net
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net.

R is the pas constant for pi 1 1, ,

with four constants, a, h, n,
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IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY,

LONDON, S.W. 7.

DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL OPTICS.

11.
1 Director ... F. J. CHESHIRE, C.B.E., Vk.l.S.

„ of Optical
J A _ E_ Conb

irer

I

I
I.. 1 . \1 m; 1 in

\ B.Sc.

raiiv. A. K.C.S.

D.I.C., A.R.C.S.

-c^sion 1918-19, and pi ishm'em of full time

courses of study leading to one of the Dip] iwarded by the Governinjgj
Body, .1 series of courses of lectures will be given, with" ' nrrcsponding
laboratory work, designed especial]; I

Fpart-ti studenfi
engaged in the optical industry; hut available also for students who wish
1 1 study Applied Optics with a view to entering ili<* professii '

designing and testing.

For the present, and pending the establishment of full time courses of
study, the case of each student wishing to enter the Department for f. iU-

time work will be
i

red by the Director of the Department,
who will determine the course of study to be followed.

The Lecture Courses foi the Utumn Term, 1018, areas follows:—

"GENERAL OPTICS."-
By Professor P. J, CHESHIRE.

Beginning on Friday, October 4, 191S, at 2.30 p.m.

OPTICAL DESIGNING AND COMPUTING.'
By Professor A. E. CONRADY.

:>n Monday, October 7, 1918, at 2.30 p.m. (Lectt
for Beginners.)

"PRACTICAL OPTICAL COMPUTING."
By Professor A. E. CONRADY.

Tuesday, October 1, JQ18, at 2.30 p.m. (Suitable
advanced students.)

"WORKSHOP AND TESTING-ROOM METHODS."
By Professor A. E CONRADY.

Beginning on Thursday, October 3, 1918, at 2.30 p m.

THE CONSTRUCTION, THEORY, AND USE OF OPTICAL
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS."*

By Mr. L. C. MARTIN.
Begit ng on Wednesday, October 1.30 p. 1

" MICROSCOPES AND MICROSCOPIC VISION."
By Professor A. E. CONRADY.

Beginning on Thursday, October 3, 1918, at 5 p.m.

lectures are intended specially for users of the microscope
as far as possible non-mathematical.

' Each lectu

All inquiries

'ill be follow'ed by a Laboratory or Computing Class,

ies in respect of the alove should be addressed to

—

THE REGISTRAR OF THE IMPERIAL COLLEGE,
Imperial Institute Road,

South Kensington, S.W. 7.

SOUTH-WESTERN POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE, CHELSEA, S.W. 3.
SESSJ \TMENCES SEPTEMBER 23, it)iS.

Special Eveni; Coursbs, Lfxture and Practical.
bio-chemistry.

bai i
' plant diseases.

MINI
I II Wl.LI.ERS.

Syllabus on applii
1 ie Secretary (Boo n 44)

Tl h W s
SKINNER, M.A., Principal.

KENT EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
COUNTY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
REQUIRED, in January, MISTRESS, wit

1
lal qualifications in Physics foi \ Initial salary ^221

the HEADMISTRESS, County Schoi I
I ridge Wells.

I'

' '• "9 l8 . Education.

NATIONAL UNION OF

SCIENTIFIC WORKERS

The first General Meeting of the Union, whii h

will determine its constitution and place it on

a permanent basis, will be held in London in

the last week of October. Any persons who

desire to be represented at tin- meeting, ami

have not yet joined branches of the Union,

should communicate at once with tin-

Secretary, Norman Campbell, North Lodge,

Queen's Road, Teddington.

MANCHESTER MUNICIPAL

COLLEGE of TECHNO LOGY
(UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER)

ate Fellow of Trinity College, i im rid

(Fellow 01 MaKitjlen College, Oxford,

The Session iqiS-iq. will open on 3rd October. Matriculation and
Entrance Examinations will beheld in July an J September. Main, dialed
students may enrol for 1918*19 from 1st August, 1913, and if under 16 yean
of age are eligible for membership of the Officers' Training Corps.

Degree Courses in Technology
The Prospectus, forwarded free on application, gives particulars of the
courses leading to the Manchester University degrees (B.Sc. Tech. and
M.Sc. Tech.) in the Faculty of Technology in the following Departments :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, '

SANITARY ENGINEERING (including Municipal Engineering),

THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (including General Chemical
Technology, Bleaching, Dyeing and Dyestuff Manufacture, Prim-
ing, Papertnaking, Fermentation Industries, Metallurgy, Fuels),

TEXTILE INDUSTRIES, MINING. ARCHITECTURE,
PRINTING AND PHO'l OGR AI'II IC TECHNOLOGY.

Advanced Study and Research
The College possesses extensive laboratories ami workshops, equipped
with full-sized modern machinery and apparatus. Including machines
specially constructed for demonstration and original research.

PROSPECTUSES OR

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
COURSES are held and DEGREF.S are awarded in the following

Faculties :—Arts (including Architecture), Pure Science, Medicine, Law,
EriLiMi'''i i'- M> u \\u _ .

DIPLOMAS are awarded in Modern Language Teaching, Education,
(Architecture, Domestic Science (for this Diploma a two years' coursi hai
been arranged in conjunction with the Sheffield Training College of
III

i Science), Mining, Glass Technology.
ASSOCIATESHIPa arc awarded in Engineering, Iron and St..

| Metal
lurgy, and Nnn-Ferrous Metallurgy.
There is a University Hall of Residence for Women Students, [l 51 Is

in six acres of ground-, and affords all the dvantages of collegiate life.

Entrance ad Post-Graduate Scholarships are awarded each year.
Prospectuses giving full information may be obtained from

W. M. GIBBONS, Registrar.
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Applied Optics: The ('imputation of Optica

Systems. Being the "Handbuch der ange-

wandten Optik "
ol Dr. Adolph Steinheil and

Dr. Ernest Voit. Translated and edited by

|. Weir French. Vol. i. Pp. xvii + 170.

(London: Blackie and Son, Ltd., i<)iS.) Price

!-•>. >hI. net.

TIIT first volume of Steinheil's handbook
appeared twenty-eight years ago, and the

promised second and third volumes of the work
never materialised, probabl) owing to the first

meeting with insufficient appreciation. The book
before us is a translation of the first half of Stein-

heil's first volume, and the fact that a prominent

member ol one oi our foremosl optical firms (Barr

and Stroud) considered ii worthy of this labour

is eloquent poof of the truth of a statement by

the late Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson in a noted

outburst :

"The simple reason of the badness of almost

all recent British text-books of optics is that . . .

they are written, not to teach the reader real

optics, but to enable him to pass examinations

set bj non-optical examiners. The examination-
curse lies over them all."

Steinheil's book certainly does not belong to

this category ; it is severely practical and almost

crude in its empiricism. Scarcely any of the

numerous formula; given in the book are proved;

the reader must cither accept them and mechani-
cally follow the scheme of the numerous numerical
examples, or he must discover the proofs by his

own effort. In the case of the complicated Seidel-

formulae for rays not proceeding in a plane con-

taining the optical axis, a student unfamiliar with
modern spherical trigonometry is not likely to

succeed in this, and the proof of these formula;,

together with a clear explanation of the adopted
method of astronomical computation with angles

up to 360°, should certainly have been included

in this first volume of the translation instead of

being relegated to the promised second volume.
The Steinheil system of symbols is safe, but

cumbersome, on account of the multitude of suf-

fixes; the use of precisely the same symbols for

paraxial and for marginal rays is, however, likelv

to cause confusion. The sign-' onventions agree in

all ordinary cases with those almost universally

adopted by practical computers; the only defect in

them is that all the signs are made to depend on
the direction in which the light travels through
the system; hence if the latter includes reflecting

surfaces—a case expressly and nei essarily included
in the scheme—the signs of all the angles and
intersection-lengths must l>, \ nsed before pro-

ceeding to the following surface. This complica-
tion is entirely avoided if the direction of the light

is ignored and axial intercepts arc given the sign
usual in analytical geometry, and if the acute
angles between the optical axis and the ray are
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The worst feature

the definitions of tli

are not only loose,

incorrect. Thus on

u -e ponding with a i loi

is to be fourftjSln

' nations, wh/ch
Hit als,, [ieuiajpt

J
ly..p6Si>rVely

p. 45 the iuiucrtjajit^-mrTe-con-

dition is merely implied—and only in the form
which it takes for systems applied to infinitely

distant objects. The condition is correctly stated

in its general form on p. 57, but the st : men< is

immediately vitiated by the assertion that it is

fulfilled "when the system has the sam 1

length for any portion of the whole aperture"—

.

i.e. when it is fulfilled for infinitely distant

With rare exceptions, in the case of certain

systems having great thickness or wide sep

tions, the exact contrary is true : A system fulfil-

ling the sine-condition for objects at infinitv do<

not fulfil it for objects at finite distances.

The worst confusion of this kind occurs in the

case of distortion. On p. 44 this is correctly,

although loosely, defined in its accepted meaning.
Throughout the rest of the book the term is used
for the defect universally known as coma, simplv
because the latter, by diffusing the rays over a
certain area, necessarily causes most of them to

fall away from the position of the ideal image-
point. Steinheil thus ignores the fact that true

distortion may exist in an otherwise perfect image,
and that it causes a linear displacement of any
image-point which is proportional to the third

power of its distance from the optical axis, whilst

the coma-displacement is proportional directly to

the distance of an image-point from the optical

axis, and also to the square of the aperture of the
image-forming cone—which latter has no effect

at all on true distortion.

On p. 56 coma is described as "spherical

aberration out of the axis," which, again, is

wrong; true spherical aberration may exist in

oblique pencils independently of that on the optical

axis, but it is a fifth-order aberration which has
nothing to do with coma.
There are many other cases of a type similar to

the above examples.
The book is beautifully printed on paper of

extraordinary thickness, and the translator and
editor may be congratulated on the excellence of

his part of the work. A. E. C.

THE MEGALITHIC CULTURE OF
INDONESIA.

The Megalithic Culture of Indonesia. By W. J.

Perry. Pp. xiii + 198. (Manchester : At the Uni-
versity Press ; London : Longmans, Green, and
Co., 1918.) Price 12s. 6d. net.

IN his presidential address to Section 11

Nature, vol. lxxxvii., p. 356), at the n

of the British Association at Portsmouth 1 1 191 1,

Dr. Rivers explained how he had been led to reject

the popular dogma of "spontaneous generation*'

hnology, which is wrongly claimed to be
evolution," and to realise the vast importance
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,1 ilisalion of the influence

:.i.n 1 ill peoples and the difl usion

/hen he recognised that the gei m i

of (] H culture of Melanesia had been
.in the wesl it was clear thai the

problem For investigation was to deteri

mim ther the Malay Archipelago, the scattered

1 which convert the greal waterwaj link-

ing the Indian and Pacific Oceans into a sorl oi

1, had preserved anj records of the earliesl oi

the cultural streams which musl have been filter-

ing through it for twenty-five centuries. He
therefore recommended Mr. W. J. Perry (who had

been sent by Dr. A. C. Haddon to seek his advice

.is in the choic-i of a subject for investigation in

ethnology) to Irani the Dutch language and 10

search the voluminous, though scattered, literature

of Indonesian ethnology foi any evidence oi the

easterly diffusion of megalithic culture.

I In book before us is the first substantial instal-

ment of the results oi this investigation; and it is

certain to become a landmark in the historj o)

ethnology. For it represents a noteworthy ad-

vance in the process of introducing the true

methods of exact science into a domain of know-
ledge which for fifty years has been rendered

increasingly chaotic by the misuse of biological

terms and the misunderstanding oi psychology.

An incursion into this maze of confusion by a

man fresh from the severe discipline of the Mathe-
matical Tripos might be expected to produce sur-

prising results and this expectation is fully justi-

fied in Mr. Perry's hook. For he has impartially

collected all the available facts, and based his ex-

planation of them on the evidence they provide,

without attempting to force them into any ready-

made scheme, such as Waitz, Bastian, and Tylor

have constructed, or to evade the issues so raised

by taking refuge behind the blessed phrases
"animism," " totcmism," "intertribal barter,"

"sympathetic magic," "similarity of the working
of the human mind," or any of the other catch-

words that the modern ethnologist has been taught

to use as substitutes for inquiring into the real

ining of things.

Mr. Perry was able not only to realise Dr.
I expectations by rinding the megalithic

culture-complex in Indonesia, but he has also

made wholly unexpected discoveries of far-reach-

ing 11
; nee to the student of human nature

and for the interpretation of the history of civil-

isation oi tl hole world.

With quiti eptional skill and insight he has
been able to

i pathway through the amaz-
ing jungle oi

1 customs and beliefs, and
to arrive at cert ral conclusions which are

of fundamenta! it

The most striking generalisations is the
recognition of the Fa< I tha ie irregular distribu-

tion of megalithic mom plained bv their

association with the 1 i e ancient gold-
mines or pearl beds are Fou This discovery
made it plain that it was th< i h for special

.! w ealth which attrat I
-

I miners
trl-divers to i ei tain plai i

I not to

' 552, Vi it.. t02

othefSi in Indonesia (and throughout the world).

These immigrants introduced .1 distinctive group
of customs and beliefs wherever they settled not

merely peculiar methods of burial, but also ter-

raced cultivation and irrigation, a system oi chief-

tainship and a priesthood, tin- belief in a sky?

heaven, habits oi warfare and head-hunting, and
a host of other peculiar practices which will enable

the investigator to determine whence the wan-
derers came ano 'he dates nl the diffusions of cul-

ture of which the) were the hearers.

Bui the magnitude of Mr. Perry's achievement

is not to he measured merely by his demonstra-

tion of the motives which prompted the spreading

abroad of the elements of civilisation twenty-live

centuries ago and his explanation of the

graphical distribution of certain phases of culture.

The searching analysis in his book reveals the fact

that before the coming of the stone-using people

the indigenous population of Indonesia was lead-

ing an unexpectedly simple and idyllic life of peat I

and contentment singularly free from any display

of inventiveness. It sheds a new light upon the

factors which determine material and intellect-

ual progress and upon the meaning of civil-

isation.

The work of Dr. Rivers and Mr. Perry is trans-

forming ethnology from an incoherent jumble of

fairy tales into a real science.

G. Elliot Smith.

WAR WORK OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL
SERVICES.

British Medicine in the War, 1914 17. Being

Essays on Problems of Medicine, Surgery, arid

Pathology arising among the British Armed
Forces engaged in this War, and the Manner

of their Solution. Collected out of the British

Medical Journal, April-October, 1917. (Lon-

don : Rritish Medical Association, 1917.) Price

25. 6d.

THIS reprint of collected papers from the

British Medical Journal is of very greal

interest, demonstrating as it does the rapid pro-

gress made in the medical services ol the Navy
and Armv during the war. Although the articles

were published at various dates between April and

October, i<M7, the .methods described in some in-

stances prove less than a year later to be only of

historical interest : conditions and disease pro-

blems .lie discussed which are no longer confront-

ing the armies in the field. The editor's preface

eloquently directs the reader's attention to these

points, so that we never lose sight of the view

that medicine and surgery in this war are not,

and cannot he allowed to become, stationary.

Used as a guide and handbook of practice in 1 In-

field, this collection of articles would soon be

found out of date, but, carefully read, one can
trace clearly the landmarks on the road that has

been trav ersed.

The medical departments of the Navy and Army
have, fortunately, been characterised by broad-
minded elasticity. Innovations have been wel-
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corned and powers of adaptation dis] iyed

by the authorities which had scarcely ieen

anticipated. This volume contains many arti les

which demonstrate the encouragement given to

new ideas and new methods. A public which w s

shocked by the revelations from Mesopotamia
liirn with relief and satisfaction to this story ol

constant improvements in treating wounds and
dealing with disease, Perhaps barely sufficient

< e is done to the administrative officers of the

medical services, upon whom falls the ultimate

burden of almost daily reorganisation in order to

give effect to improvements and discoveries

brought under- their notice.

I Ik remodelling of casualty clearing; stations

first-rate surgical units is an outstanding
example ol the revolutions necessary and possible

during the war. An admirable description of this

development is given in chap. vi. ("The Develop-
ment iif British Surgery at the Front") by Major-
Gens. Sir A. Bowlby and C. Wallace.

In i hap. v. ("Medicine and the Sea Affair")

graphic accounts are given of how the sick and
wounded are handled in the Navy. The illustra-

tions in this chapter are particularly good, and
help the reader to appreciate a side of the war
which few have seen. Fleet-Surg-eon R. C.
Munday, R.X., has contributed a most readable
paper on hygiene, dealing, inter alia, with that
un.st difficult problem, the ventilation of warships.

i hap. iv. (" Bio-chemistry and War Problems ")

lilts for us a corner of the curtain, revealing a
wonderland of science and infinite fields of experi-
ment and research beyond. Dr. H. D. Dakin can
only touch on the fringe of his subject, but on all

sides it is admitted that through bio-chemistry
lies the- mad to further progress. In no branch of
warfare have chemists, physicists, and physiolo-
gists played a more valuable part than in that
connected with poisonous gases. At present, for

obvious reasons, "Gas Warfare" cannot be dis-
cussed in detail. Hence the very high grade of

scientific work that is being done in this direction
must cil necessity be almost unknown to the
public.

Chap. \iii. ("Military < >rthopaedic Hospitals "),

by Dr. \Y. Colin Mackenzie, reminds us of one
ol the principal needs of the wounded soldier.

Brilliant operations at the front which save lives

and limbs tire invested with a glamour of their

own. There is, however, an immense branch of
surgery carried on out of the limelight which is

worthy of the increasing attention it is now
recei\ ing.

The name "orthopaedic" is unfortunate in itself.

Few medical readers and fewer still amongst non-
medical readers realise all that the term implies.
Briefly, "orthopaedic surger) " includes every
possibli operative and other device which is

designed to restore function in injured parts. This
chapter is well worth reading, none the less so
be< ause the history of orthopaedic surgery is the
history of a branch of surgery entirely British
in its origan. The importance of " orthopaedics

"

will continue long- after the war, when "war-
No. 2552, VOL. I02]

urgery," properly so-called, is being forgotten

yithout regrets.

Chap. xiii. ("Th( Part Played by British

iledii al Women in tl War ") may be remarkable
to some readers who have not had the opportunity
uf witnessing at lirst I a teasing import-
ance of women in medii ine at fery. Gradu-
ally, as it becomes obvious that a man's proper
place is in the fighting- line, the anomaly of a

woman taking charge of the sick and wounded is,

in fact, less striking than the anomaly of a man
ipied thus instead of in fighting. The chapter

on the R.A.M.C. and its work (including a short
paper on the Canadian Army Medical Si is

graphically written and well illustrated. With the
increase in air activity, and especially sini

bombing of medical units and hospitals seem j

have become an integral part in the German
of war, the illustrations and descriptions already
require modification in many details.

,

One outstanding omission there is in this

volume—namely, the dental services. The dental
services of the C.A.M.C. are shortly described,
and their immense value in saving sick wastage
rightly insisted upon. Is all mention of the
R.A.M.C. dental services omitted because they
have not been developed and their potentialities
recognised ?

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony: A Hand-
booh of Formulae, Data, and Information. By
Dr. W. H. Eccles. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. Pp. xxiv+514. (London: Benn
Bros., Ltd., 1918.) Price 22s.

Tins book is written mainly for the technical
expert, but the amateur who dips into it will find

much to interest him. The theories hitherto ad-
vanced to explain the transmission of "wireless

"

signals are by no means complete, and some of
them are very far from convincing. It is satis-

factory,, therefore, to notice that the author
adopts generally a neutral attitude. In few
industries is there greater scope for theoretical
speculation, or a more crying need for it. The
Operator listening to the mysterious sounds
sometimes heard in the telephone of his receiving
apparatus, due often to cosmical influences, has
every incitement to find out their causes.

In the second edition of his book the author has
made some interesting additions. We have noticed
descriptions of Heyland's alternator, of the oscil-

Iion telephone anil telegraph transmitter for aero-
planes, and of the Darien system of the United
States Navy. The author acknowledges his debt
to the Proceedings of the American Institute of
Radio Engineers, to which societv practii

1 I :ss expert belongs. We have
noticed an interesting account of the upper atmo-
sphere \ useful glossary of technical terms is

included. We learn, for example, that "radio-
phare" is a radio-telegraphic lighth which

ivigation by emitting characteristic signals,

timating the bearings of two charted radio-
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atoi can readily determine ilie

position of his ship.

As a dii device for his book, or po

ph) 111 genet al, the authoi had thfe

happ; ration to choose the graph of i«o

electric waves of different frequencies

with lxis vertical. The. effect is not altogether

unliki that <>f the rod of Mercury with its inter-

twini d serpents. There are not many misprints,

p. 54, however, the formula for the capacity

nl an ellipsoid is still given incorrectly- possibly

because no one uses it. The u? should be u.

Sir William Ramsay as a Scientist and Man. By
Prof. T. C. Chaudhu'ri. With an Introduction

by Prof. I'. Neogi. Pp. ix + 66. (Calcutta and

London: Butterworth and Co., 101S.) Price

1.8 rupees net.

This little book opens with a short but apprei ta-

tive account, of Sir William Ramsay's early life,

education, and career, special attention being

directed to his earnest efforts to impress on the

Government the importance of scientific education

and research and the necessity for co-operation

between the Government and the scientific societies

in connection with the war.

After a brief reference to Ramsay's early work
on organic chemistry, and to his researches on

physical and inorganic chemistry, there is a fuller

account of the discovery of the inert gases.

The last three chapters are devoted to radio-

activity, modern views on electrons and elements,

and the question of the transmutation of elements,

with especial reference to Ramsay's researches

and views.

Readers will obtain a clear idea of the great

part played by Sir William Ramsay in the develop-

ment of chemistry, but the p6rtrait is not well

reproduced, and there are a few inaccuracies.

S. Y.

The Practice of Soft Cheesemaking. Fourth revi-

sion. By C. W. Walker-Tisdale and T. R.

Robinson. Pp. 106. (London : John North,

1918.) Price 35. net.

The revised edition of this small volume appears

at an opportune time, as there is a considerable

demand lor information as to the best means of

utilising small quantities of milk. Full working
detail- 1 oncerning the manufacture of soft cheeses
are gi with chapters upon the production
of clean milk, the preparation of cream, and the

packing an 1 1 rketing of the soft cheese. Those
unacquainted ith 'In- terms used in dairying will

find the expl given in one of the sections

of great help, whils! the regulations of the Board
of Agriculture ind useful for reference

purposes.

This handbook can be strongly recommended to

anybody who proposes to n al e soft cheese; and
whilst some practical instruct! is desirable, the

directions are given so clearly and conciselv that

1 beginner need not fear to m start. The
is also give instructions make soft

chee I nun goats' milk.

2s5 2, VOL. IO2]

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
tins or any other part of NATURE. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Substitutes for Platinum.

L'INFORMATION dom6.e dans Met, ill nail ErS, el qui
est reproduite dans votre numero du 15 aunt, si, alio

d'une insuffisano de documentation cju'il me parail

utile de relevei

.

L'all;age nomine
1

"platinite," employe dans les

lampes a incandescence, n'est pas ne de la guerre;
sa decouverte a fait partie de I 'ensemble des re< ti' rches
que j'ai effectue.es au Bureau international des Poids
et Mesures, a partir de l'annee 1896, et pour I 'execu-
tion desquelles j'ai re§u I'aide la plus devouee il< la

Society de Commentry-Fourchambault et Decazeville.
Le platinite est nitre dans 1 'usage courant de certaines
usines franchises des l'annee 1900, et s'est repandu
peu a pen dans les autres pays. Le detail de cet

emploi est dunne dans mon ouvrage, "Les applica-
tions des aciers au nickel," paru en 1904; je ne
crois pas exageYer en disant que l'economie de platine

realisee jusqu'ici grace au platinite depasse cinquante
millions de francs.

C'est egalement la Societe de Commentrv-Four-
chambault et Decazeville qui a realise pour la

premiere fois, dans ses acieries dTmphy, les alliages

de nickel a fortes additions de chrome; leurs pro-
prietes sont decrites dans l'ouvrage de M. I.. Dumas,
"' Recherches sur les aciers au nickel a haute teneur "

(1902); d'interessantes applications en out ete faites.

Les metallurgistes americains de leur cot£

fabriquent, depuis quelques ann^es, sur la merne
donnee, l'alliage " nichrome," dont Pusage s'esl beau-
coup repandu pour la chauffe electrique des appareils

de laboratoire. Cn.-Eo. Guillaume.
Pavilion de Breteuil, Sevres (S.-&-O.),

10 septembre 191S.

Future Treatment of German Scientific Men.

1 have just read Lord Walsingham's excellent letter

in Nature of September 5, and agree with all he
sa\ s as to what should be our line of action towards
ilie scientific men of Germany. It is impossible we
can meet them just as if nothing had happened since

KH4- I quote this sentence (how true it is!):—"It is

impossible to dissociate the mental attitude of the

population of that country, by no means excepting the

highly educated and scientific classes, from tin u irld-

conquering aspirations of their rulers, or from the

barbarous atrocities committed by them in pursuit of

that national ideal."

I have not heard of a single letter from the very

large number of the above scientific classes in Ger-
many to acquaintances in this country in which such
acts have been denounced, nor have I seen any pro-

test or condemnation of German methods coming from
the Germans in our midst, of whom there are many
who have enjoved in this country friendship, hos-

pitality, and even protection, such as mi British sub-

ject could hope to rrceive in Germany. Any expres-

sions of this kind would be well known, quoted, and
notorious. 1 think I should have heard of them,
although 1 now lead a very retired country life.

Instead of protecting objects of science and an by

leaving them intact for the benefit of other nations

ami the world in general, the German has raised

footing and destruction into a devilish art. Soldiers
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are trained, and even the offii 1 1 - led b) thi

mil useless destruction, combined with ever) on-
ceivable atrocit) on man, woman, and child. It is

lamentable to think of the geological and natural,
histor) collections which have been destroyed in Bi

giunn alone a country famous for its scientific men,
the work of their lives gone for ever. I trust all

thi- will not be forgotten when the war is fought out
to a proper issue, and that all Lord Walsingham su^.

:_;. sis will conic about and just punishment be thus

I

mi n el "til.

I hi < ierman scientific man has been spoilt by suc-
cess in the past; he was first in the field in man)

tries, particularly our own. I knew him in days
gone by in India, when he filled tin- best appoint-
ments in the Geological Survey, the Forestry Depart-
ment, etc. Mam were friends of my own. In thus.

days the) were quite different men in everv way from
those of to-day so complete a change lias come ovet

th. wholi German population. It is sincerely to

be hoped they will never l» employed again in am
icity. II. n. Godwin-Austen.

More, Godalming, September 17.

The South Georgia Whale Fishery.

A note on p. 470 of NATURE for August 15 ton-
tains the statement that scientific experts have, until

now, not been consulted in the matter of the South
Georgia whale fishery, which has been administered
entirel) by the Colonial Office. There is at present
.1 considerable tendency to criticise Government
Departments for failing to make use of scientific

opinion, but I feel sure that you will allow me to

point out that this particular criticism is not justi-

fiable. The Colonial Office has for some years been
fully alive to the fact that the regulation of sub-
Antarctic whaling is a scientific problem, and since
lot" it has been in constant communication on the

subjei ' with the Natural History Museum. Under
arrangements thus made the museum receives detailed

statistics from the companies operating at South
Georgia, each individual whale caught being separated

Orded. Similar statistics are beginning to come in

from the South Shetlands (a district almost as im-
portant as South Georgia) and from some of the
African companies; while promises of returns from
other whaling centres have also been received. In

addition to this, the Colonial Office furnishes half-

yearly and other reports cm tin whaling operations at

tin districts under its jurisdiction, and it has received

many reports from the museum commenting on ilic

la. is thus recorded, and offering advice on the various

questions raised.

In the course of 1913 the Colonial Office proposed
that a biologist should be sent to South Georgia to

make investigations which might contribute towards
th- solution of the whaling problem. In consultation

with the museum, the work was offered to Major
1, E. 11. Barrett-Hamilton, who accepted the task,

and reached South Georgia in November, 1913. News
of his untimely death, on January 17, 1914, while

strenuously occupied with his observations on whales,
was shortly afterwards received in London. The
manuscript notes which be left behind show thai tin

investigation bad been placed in most competent
hands, and they have formed the basis of an important

report, which is at present undei consideration at the

-li.tl Office. The appointment of Major Barrett-

Hamilton bad been mad.- as an initial step in a much
1 scheme for the investigation of the problems

connected with whaling bv means of a scientific

on to 1» established for si rs on the Ant-

arctii continent. The preparations for carrying out

this idea were interrupted by the war.
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That the urgi n< tion was recognised bv
Governmenl Dep;

1 id that the need for obtain-
ng s, ientilic opinion w . further shown b\
the appointment of an Inter-Departmental Committee
en Whaling and tin- Protection of Whales. In August,
mii ;, the Colonial Office Natural History
Museum asking for information with regard to the
sci.ntiti, aspects of whaling fo of this Com-
mittee, and a memorandum on thi was sub-
mitted by the museum in due course. The Committee
was engaged in hearing evidence during 1

1 half
of 1014, but its labours were discontini n the out-
break of war.

Early in the present year a new Committee was
ippointed to facilitate prompt action a! the cc e.sion

erf the war in regard to the preservation of the ,

industry in the Dependencies of the Falkland I

This Committee, on which the Natural Historv
Museum is represented, is actively engaged in colli

ing information, under the auspices of the Colonial
I li'lice.

It is sometimes assumed that expert scientific advice
is capable of settling any difficult question which may
arise within its own province. The solution of the
problem of protecting whales is, however, no easy
matter ; and I doubt whether there is at present
unanimity on the subject among scientific experts.

The trustees of the British Museum have for some
x.ars been convinced of its importance and urgency,
and they have welcomed the opportunities afforded

them by the Colonial Office of expressing their views
and tendering their advice, based on the study which
has been given to the subject in the museum. Assist-

ance from those competent to give it would be cordially

received, and I am glad to have this opportunity of

inviting scientific experts to communicate their views
on the protection of whales to the Natural History
Museum, and thus to assist in a matter which is not

only of great zoological interest, but also one which may
b» described without exaggeration as of supreme
national importance. Sidney F. Harmer.

British Museum (Natural History),

Cromwell Road, S.W.7.

Vitality of Gorse-seed.

Assertions reeardins* the length of vitality of cer-

tain seeds are frequently made, but these, when in-

vestigated, often lack proof. Hence it may be worth
while to put on record a clear case of the seeds of the

gorse (U'lex europaeus) retaining their germinating

power for twentv-five years.

Some fortv acres of gorse- and heather-covered land

situated near my home in the plain of Cumberland
were drained, cleaned, and ploughed out in 1893. This

area was kept in arable rotation for a number of

years; then part of it w-as laid down in grass in 1904,

anil the remainder in 1906. It soon became evident

that this new pasture would rapidly revert to a gorse-

covered common unless drastic measures were taken

te. rid the ground of the* numerous gorse seedlings,

which had sprung up from the seeds brought to the

surface bv I he last ploughing. These w-ere stubbed

out, and in two or three years' time the ground was
entirely free of gorse plants, and has continued so for

the ten or more years it has been allowed to remain

in permanent pasture.

. nit. 1- this land was again brought un

plough by order of the local War Agricultural Com-
mittee', and was sown with oats. The crop has now
be n reaped, and gorse seedlings, 6 in. or more in

height, are to be seen scattered over the stubble,

specially abundant where originally the gorse

..ingest. Evidently, then, the last ploughing has
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i,,
1 1. ii e a fresh lol of seed which;

I iih buried in the soil fur a quartet

tained its gei minating capai il \

,

John Parkin.

I

I

ton, < 'umberland,

5 ptember 9

Rock-disintegration by Salts,

eference in Nature for Septembei 19, p. 50;

to Mr. J. T. Jutson's paper dealing with the influence

rystallisation ol soluble salts in promoting tha

weathering of rocks reminds me of II Fungo, art

isolated mushroom-shaped rock opposite Laced

'lmeno, on the north shore of [schia. Formed of

porous volcanic tuff, the sea-water rapidl) ascendf

by capillarity, and, being 1 iraporated, large crystals

of salt are produced on the face of the rock. As these

natural processes are most active over an area about

midwa) between the sea and the summit, the sides

there are being hollowed out verj rapidly, large Hakes

df rmk constantly falling.

In 1892 the late Dr.Johnston-Lavis gave meaphoto^

graph of, and much valuable information respecting

This rock. (
•

( VK1 s-Wilson.

September 20.

GERMAN INDUSTRY AND THE WAR.

A RECENT issue of the Bulletin de la Society

d' Encouragement pour 1' Industrie Nationals 1

—the French counterpart of our Journal of

the Society of Arts—contains two interesting

and important articles on the present' and

future influence of the war on German in-

dustry, written by MM. Jaureguy, Froment,

and Stephen, which make known a number

of facts concerning the means by which Germany

has attempted, with more or less success, to evade

efforts to isolate her during the war. In spite of

the rigour of the blockade to which she has been

subjected, there can be little doubt that, thanks

to the knowledge, skill, and ingenuity of her

chemists and engineers, encouraged and aided

I'm ancially by the State, she has hitherto managed

to provide herself with the means of carrying on

the war not only as regards munitions, in which

she has been eminent!) successful, but also in re-

, the alimentation of her people, in which,

irse, owing to the complexity of the problem

and to natural conditions beyond her control, her

mi.vi i 1 been less conspicuous. The new in-

dustries I h have been created, and the great

develi hose already in existence, would,

apparent Germany to prosecute the war

almost indel The fletermining factors will

be the exhau Lion of her man-power and the

gradual weaki I her moral. Both these

causes are begi 11, and it is abundantly

evident from a of signs that the Higher
Command is re J he rot has set in.

[unkerdom is now fi 1 ly for its existence.

The steady and persis tire of the Allies

will accelerate the advent ol itable ddb&cle.

The end will come when tl 1 of the tier-

man armies are driven back to the Rhine.

, it I, >... • '. il'Encouragetnent pour [| i Xationnle.
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In the meantime il is instructive to note what

Germany is doing in her efforts to stave "H the

disaster which assuredly awaits her. Il is always

wise to learn from vmir enemies when you can,

and German) has much to teach us concerning the

manner in which Science may be made subser-

vient to War and to the conditions which

produces.

We have ahead) dwelt, on former occasion-.,

on the importance of the nitrogen problem in the

war, and have given some account, in the light

of such information as was available, ol the

met hods b) which < .erman\ has attempted to solve

it. The communication before US contains a number

of statistical statements respecting the development

and present position of the several synthetic pro-

cesses of utilising atmospheric nitrogen whieh are

ol interest at I his present juncture. It appeals

that the Birkeland-Eyde process, which in tgi
|

furnished Germany with some 5000 tons of cal-

cium nitrate from the Norwegian factories, is still

worked to a limited extent in Saxony, where a

manufactory was established before the war at

Muldenstein, employing lignite as a source of

power. Ostwald's process of oxidising ammonia
catalytically or rather the Frank-Caro modifica-

tion of it— is in operation at Spandau, Hocbst,

Griesheim, and at works belonging to the Badische

Aniline Company. Kayser, at Spandau, employs
apparatus capable of oxidising 370 kilos, of

ammonia in twenty-four hours with a yield

of from qo to 95 per cent. The Badische

Company makes use of plant constructed

by the Bcrlin-Anhaltische Maschinenbau, oxidis-

ing about 750 kilos. of ammonia in

twenty-four hours. The heat furnished by the

reai lion suffices to maintain the catalyser at a

constant temperature of 700 C. The main 1 ata-

lytic agent is said to be one of the oxides "I the

iron group containing bismuth or one of its salts.

During 1915 some thirtv installations of this sys-

tem were erected, each capable of oxidising more
than, 12 million kilos, of ammonia annually.

In the more recent forms of the apparatus the

yield has been increased to 17 million kilos. Bi

the war the main source of supply of ammonia
was from coke-ovens and from the gasworks,

which in the aggregate furnished about 500,000

tons of sulphate of ammonia, of whieh agricul-

ture absorbed 450,000 tons.

The llaber process of combining nitrogen, ob-

tained by the fractional distillation of liquid air,

with hydrogen procured by the electrolysis of

water, as worked out by Bosch and Mittasch,

chemists of the Badische Company, was already

in operation before the war, bill has now been

greatly extended. The factor) .n Oppau has

been much enlarged at the Government expense,

and other factories have been erected. The capi-

tal of the Badische Compan) has been increasi

from 14 In (10 million marks. The firms

of Bayer, Meister Lucius, c'asclla, Weiler-Ter-

meer, Kalle, and the Griesheim-Elektro'n Company
have also augmented their capital, and are work-
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ing in a consortium representing a capital o up-

n .11 ds "I i milliard ol marks.
In addition to the Haber process, ammoni; is

i it- i n i_; produced b) the cyanamide method. I

1. 1 1 tories employing this process arc mainly erectt l

in the neighbourhood "I lignite deposits, in local

ilics furnishing supplies of natural gas, or where
hydraulic powei is available. Before the war

the principal factories, were the Baverisi lie Stick-

stoffwerke al rrostberg, the \..G. for Stickstoff-

diinger al Knapsack, and the Mitteldeutsche

Stickstoffwerke at Gross-Kayna (Geiscltal). The
development of the cyanamide industry is encour-
aged h\ the Government. The Bavarian Com-
panv received a subside of 40 million marks an,]

undertook the erection of two large factories in

proximity to deposits of coal and lignite. These
were completed towards the end of November,
I915. The net profits of the Haverische Stiek-

stoffwerke in 1914-15 wen 653,185 jmarks; in

[916-17 they were [,547,261 marks. In 1915 the

company at Knapsack raised its capital from
; to <S million marks. In [916 the total pro-

duction of cyanamide had increased to 400,000
tons, practically a hundred times greater than it

was in [913. There is no doubt that it has since

been considerably augmented.
Such are the means by which Germany has

meanwhile rendered herselt independent of Chile

saltpetre, or, indeed, of anv outside source of

nitric acid or ammonia, and has provided herself

with one of the essential munitions of war. So
absolute!) necessary is the production of nitric

acid that, in its absence, no army could hold to-

gether for a week under modern conditions. This
enormous development of the synthetic produc-
tion ol ammonia and nitric acid is of great econo-
mic interest, and is bound to have a profound
elicit on industry after the war. The economic
aspect of the matter, however, does not now con-
cern us. We may return to its consideration on
another occasion.

Scarcely less important, in view of the war, is

the problem of sulphur anil sulphuric acid, to

which we have already directed attention. Our
blockade practically suppressed all German im-
portation of pv riles, of which in time of peace
she received upwards of 10 million quintals, S

j

millions coming from Spain. Germany was thus

restricted to Her own poor deposits in Thuringia,
in the l.ahn basin, at TeSsenberg in Havana, and
a Meg-gen in Westphalia. The important deposits
<il cupreous pvrites of Stvria anil Hungnrv were
it once exploited, as were those of sulphur in

\n itolia. The roasting of blende at \ icille-Mon-

taghe and in Silesia had already furnished con-

siderable quantities ol sulphurii aid before the

war : by intensive Working the yield was consider-

ablv increased. Processes like those ol Schaffner

and Helbig and of Chance and ClauS were worked
large scale. The Badisch Company utilised

tin method of Wafther held, in .hich crude coal-

gas is made to yield its ammo and sulphur in

the form of ammonium sulphai' I his is effected

liv agitating the i_;as with a sol on of ammonium
NO. 2552, VOL. I02

etrathionate, which ib the hydrogen sul-

phide and ammoni:
. nimonium sulphate,

vposiilphite, and In ;;, boiling the am-
monium tetrathionate with, the hyposulphite; am-
monium sulphate, sulphurous acid, and sulphur are
obtained. By making thi ! named sub-
stances react upon the hyposulphite arising
from the purification, the ten., regener-
ated. The Badische Companj ha tempted
to prepare sulphuric acid from gyp anhy-
drite, of which Germany has considi .sits,

by roasting the gypsum either alone 01 rrt with
coke, whereby it is transformed into call il-

phide, which can then be treated by any
1 stablishcd sulphur-recovery processes, or

verted into lime or sulphurous acid, to be eii

utilised in the manufacture of wood-pulp for pap<

making or transformed into oil of vitriol.

So important is sulphuric acid for the purposes
of war that its production is controlled by a War
Committee, and the Society for the Prodnction of

War Chemicals has created a special section

known as the Department of the Administration of

Sulphur. As in the case of other chemical pro-

ducts, the manufacture and sale are regulated, and
fixed dVices have been legalised.

In a subsequent article we propose to show how
Germany has dealt with the problems of combus-
tibles, metals, alcohol, oils, fats, soap and gly-

cerin, textiles, wood and wood-pulp, caoutchouc,
turpentine and lubricants, food, fodder and
manures—all of which are more or less essential

to her, and of which she has been largely deprived

by her own action in embarking- upon a war which
will prove her ruin.

MEDICAL EDUCATION IX ENGLAND.*

THE issue of the modestly named paper before

us marks a new stage in the relation of the

State to English education. In no merely official

Style, but with the breadth and freshness of out-

look proper to a prophet of reform, Sir George
Newman reviews the "undone vast " in the train-

ing- of medical practitioners for national service.

He gives due credit to the great achievements of

English medicine, as they have been wrought out

by private enterprise, for until comparatively late

years the schools of medical craftsmanship were
in their essence proprietary, and their system was
but a modified apprenticeship. In Scotland doctors

were trained at the universities and caught
something of the university spirit. The last

generation has seen a change, in provincial

England at least : London is still in the stage of

painful emergence. When grants to the medical

schools were last made by the Board of Education

in [908, tin State necessarily assumed the duty

ol watching their application to productivi

A universities branch of the Board wa
and Sir George Newman became it al

' S m- Notes on Medical Education in England." V I norariduin

the President of the Board of Edu George
K..C IS., Chief Mediral Officer, Princi

t
.. retary nf

.1 Education, etc. Presume.! to b th I
Parliament by

ol Hi* Majesty. (Cd. 9124.) IL "itne. 1918.

1
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dmirable contribution to " Recon-

the fruit of his official surveys of

te and future needs of the English

ion of the community to the doctor

The latter is no longer merely a

private craftsman dealing with private clients.

Befon the war called the main body of practi-

s into war service, the State as such claimed

whole-time or part-time service of some
_>o,ooo of them, and imposed heavy civic responsi-

bilities upon the rest. The doctors were called to

a wider ministry than heretofore; the State by

implication musl needs concern itself with the

question of seeing thai they were fitted to serve

it. In the words of the paper, "medicine has

become a quasi-public profession ; . . . the citizen,

as legislator and as taxpayer no less than as

patient, is interested in the maintenance of a high

standard of medical education. . . . The common-
wealth does not require two standards of medical

man All medical education should be funda-

mentally one and the same in regard to basis,

technique, and spirit." Sir George Newman with-

out hesitation pronounces that there is only one
education which will meet the requirements*of the

nation; "in a word, it is a university education

in medicine. And the foundation of such an
education is science."

lie is well aware that the present five years'

curriculum is overloaded : but it can be lightened

to some extent when all secondary schools teach
science efficiently. The student would not, as

now, begin his medical course ignorant of the

essential propaedeutic of chemistry, physics, and
biology. If the elements of these were already
familiar to him, the university professors of the

first-year stage might limit themselves to senior

courses on the medical bearings of these subjects.

\n.itomy and physiology, now taught to an ever-

increasing degree in the true scientific spirit,

should be more closely related with clinical medi-
cine and surgery. The laboratory and the

demonstration-lecture must displace the "syste-
matic" lecture. Pharmacology, from which
"materia medica " and pharmacy may now be
seven d, should link up physiology with clinical

thei t] itics, and have its laboratories and special

stalls. Therapeutics should constitute a distinct

Orient, in direct relation with the hospital

ward tienl room. Pathology, which has
of late "come to its own," must all over the
country havi its hospital "institute," under its

own professoi and assistants, and be worked as

an indispensab e factor in ward-work, and planned
on the basis ol " lather than "specimens."

It is in the 1 i ijects and in preventive
medicine thai Engl fiools are most defective.

The English system I i medicine too much as

an art, too little as ., ience. It gives small
chance for the study of prophylaxis or of incipient

disease; its ward-cases an the "finished
le." It is ill organised, for its professors are

part-time men, whose- bread-winning work is

-ate practice, not their tea in . As an

. 2SS2. VOL. I02]

eminent physician has said :
" llarlcy Street is the

grave of the clinical teacher." "A man cannot
serve two masters," says Sir George Newman.
"That is the predicament of the clinical teacher

in England. And there is only one solution. He
must be paid as a teacher." This means, as has
been pointed out authoritatively by many who
have a rigbl to speak, the establishment and en-

dowment of whole-time professors of the "final

subjects, medicine, surgery, and obstetrics, each
with his "unit" of wards, laboratories, and
stall, co-ordinated, freed from the compulsion

of outside practice, bound to devote him-

Self not only to teaching, but also to re-

search. "The need of English medicine above
all others at the present time is the opportunity

for the cultivation of the laboratory method and
the scientific spirit." For preventive medicine

the like is required; the ordinary practitioner need
not be a professional or specialist medical officer

of health, but he must know enough to articulate

his own work with the State services that touch

it at innumerable points; and he must interfuse

prevention with all his curing.. Hence, in his

training, it is the interest of the nation to ensure

that the purpose and spirit of preventive medicine

should pervade the entire curriculum—for all the

branches and departments of the latter need its

inspiration. The General Medical Council last

May took the first step along this patli of pro-

gress.

"The Place of Research in Medical Si

is the subject of a moving chapter, in which the

verdict of the London University Commission

(1913) is cited as an aphorism : "It is a necessary

condition of the work of university teachers that

they should be systematically engaged in original

work," with the pithy comment that "he only is

the great teacher who is inspired by the spirit of

discov cry.
"

The- urgent need for organised and efficient

"post-graduate" instruction, to enable the prac-

titioner to supplement his general knowledge by

specialities, and to keep himself abreast, by peri-

odic sludv at the fountain-heads, of modern ad-

vances, is eloquently expounded, not for the first

time. Hut it has been brought home with new

insistence by the pressure of recent experience,

flic men ol the medical services Army, Navy,

Indian, Colonial—clamour for such opportunities;

graduates from the Overseas Dominions, from

the United States, and from the Allied countries,

arc asking lor the chance to study in Britain

rather than in Ciermanv or Austria. Are we ready

for them in London, in England? Sir deorge
New man sets forth what is still lacking in our

equipment, ami the list of shortcomings is not

small. Ilie cost in money will be considerable:

we have the men; we require the organisation.

Hut the President of the Hoard of Education and

"both Houses of Parliament " are told frankly

that "it would handsomely repay thi- State to

encourage and to aid " a regular system of post-

graduate study, "so rapid and profound are the

advances in medicine."
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In his conclusions the author finds that, for

remedial action, two fundamental necessities exist.

There is the need for further financial assistance;

there is the need for guidam < and direction. The
first implies substantia] aid from the State; for

the second, trust is placed in "the predominant
authority of the university ... as against the

claim of proprietary interest," the State assuming
only the functions ol supervision and advice, "with
due regard to the freedom of the university."

How far such "due regard " can persist side by
side with subvention and supervision it is not easy

to say. lint if departments and officials were
endowed with Sir (ieonje Newman's knowledge,
and imbued with his temper of sweet reasonable-
ness, ,1 way would be found of reconciling the

bureaucratic and the academic points of view. That
a way must be found for advance, along the lines

of his vividly clear and deeply wise survey, is

certain, unless England is, in the Reconstruction,
to lose her opportunity and miss the lessons of her
time of trial and testing.

THE DYNAMICS OF CYCLONIC
DEPRESSIONS.*

T^Ili-. publication in 1906 of Shaw and Lemp-
•*• fert's " Life-History of Surface Air-

Currents " marked the passing of a milestone in

the progress of our knowledge concerning the

mechanism of travelling cyclonic depressions, and
it is a matter of surprise that so little further
advance along the same lines has been made since
that time. This lack of progress obviously could
not continue for ever, and two recent, publications
by Sir Napier Shaw suggest that the next mile-

lias now been passed.
In the earlier of the two papers 2 a travelling

rotating disc of air was considered in which all

the air particles had the same relative tangential
velocity around the centre. This hypothesis led

to valuable conclusions concerning the "secon-
daries" which so frequently form upon the
southern side of the centre, but did not throw-

much light upon the cyclone as a whole. On con-
sideration it became evident thai the mathematics
would be much more manageable if the disc of air

were assumed to have uniform vorticity £, so that

the relative velocity w= £.r, and, working on this

assumption, valuable results have been obtained.
This hypothesis implies a disc of air revolving
about its centre as a solid like a cartwheel, and
the "normal cyclone" considered in the present
paper has within itself a circulation of this type.
The air particles will trace out trochoids formed
by the rolling of the disc of relative motion along
the line of motion of the inst ai>' .meous centre, and,
if sufficiently extended in all directions, the mass
will possess intrinsically two centres, (1) a centre
of instantaneous motion, or kinematic centre,

about which the resultant winds shown upon the

1 "The Travel of Circular Depressions and Tornadoes and the Relation
of Pre^urc 10 Wind for Circular Isobars. ' By Sir Napier Shaw, Meteoro-

Bee. Geophysical Memoirs, No. t-\ 1918.
- " Revolving Fluid in the Atmosphere." Froc. Roy. Soc, A, vol. xciv.,

p. 34. 1917.
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map at any instant will be revolving (surface in-

curvature being neglected), and (2) a centre of

tvolving fluid or ntre—that is, the

1 -ntre of the "cartwheel "—which is found at a

distance V/£ on the righ r>l the path of

the instantaneous centre, where I is the velocity

of travel of the depression as a whole.

The "normal cyclone " has, however, yet a third

centre. If upon the pressure field of a stationary

circular depression a uniform pressure gradient

from N. (high) to S. (low) be superposed, it is

shown that even- air particle will commence to

follow its appropriate trochoid curve, and 1 t

will be that the depression will advance aci the

map from W. to E. with a speed V, while-

same time the system of isobars will be displaced

a distance V/(2<o. sin<£ + £) to the south from the

centre of instantaneous motion (u) equals angular

velocity of the earth, 4> equals latitude). This

centre of isobars is termed the dynamic centre,

and forms the third centre of the travelling de-

pression. As a numerical example, if the rotation

of the disc be such that a velocity of 20 m./sec.

(gale force) is found 200 km. from the centre of

instantaneous motion, and if the eastward speed

of progression of the depression be 10 m.
,
sec. in

our latitude, the tornado centre will be 100 km.,

and the dynamic centre 45 km., to the south of the

instantaneous or kinematic centre.

Viewed in another way, the pressure system may
be taken to be compounded of a set of circular

isobars round the tornado or "cartwheel" centre,

and a uniform pressure gradient from S. to N.,

when the rate of advance V of the depression

will equal the geostrophic wind corresponding with

this field. Since this superposed field may reason-

ably be taken to be the same as the general field

surrounding an isolated cyclonic depression, the

conclusion is reached that the speed of progression

of such a depression will depend directly upon
the strength of the surrounding field, and in

certain examples shown this is satisfactorily con-

firmed. One of the most interesting results

reached is undoubtedly that the winds shown on

a map for an eastward moving depression will

circulate, not about the isobaric centre, but about

a point to the north which may be of the order

of 50 km. distant. Practical examples of this are

also adduced. Other conclusions of importance,

such as the probability of secondaries developing

at the tornado centre, cannot be more than alluded

to in a short notice like the present. The
demonstration of the fact that a normal travelling

cyclonic depression has three distinct "centres
"

is the outstanding feature of the paper.

To the re.ulc: the treatment appears a little dis-

jointed and to lack mathematical sequence, but

the author has forestalled criticism on this point

bv explaining that he considered it better to set

out tin matter in the order in which it was
developed, since this method would brii

under review the various aspects of the subject

r ii are presented to the student " j her maps.

A straightforward theoretical discussion would

la k this advantage. .1- S. D.
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NOTES.
'•• able to announce thai Stom

t:d 1.1 the nation, and ac< epted on 1 PS

I ' nmeiil In !li<- Fii si « 'ommissiorn i

<\

munificent donoi is Mr. C. II. !•'..

alisbury, who houghl Stonehenge in 1915.

ration of the wai the income oi thi prr>
- i" I" handed to the British Red Cross Society.

Following Food Council to considei general
ons "i

1
>. .1 i < \ affecting the administration of the

Wini-.il \ nf i-'< „ni has been constituted : The Rt. Hon.
i R. Clynes (Food Controller), chairman; Major the
I Inn. Waldorf Astor (Parliamentan Secretarj to the

Ministn of Food), deputy-chairman; Sir Alan Ander-
son, K.B.E., vice-chairman; Sir |. F. Beale, K.H.I-'..

il'ii-i Secretan to the Ministn "I Food); Mr. W. II.

Beveridge (Second Secretan to the Ministn of Food)j
Mr. \Y. II. Peal ; Capt. S. 1,. Tallents; and Mr. E. F.

\\ 'ise. Mr. !'. I.. Turner will act as secretary. The
following special Boards in connection with 1 h<-

Council are being constituted :—Imports Board,
Home Supplies Board and Joint Finarici Board.

Notici has been given that summei time will cease
and normal time be restored at 3 a.m. (summer time)
in the morning of Monday next, Septembei 30, when
111' clock wi.Il In- put back lo 2 a.m. The hour 2-3 a.m.
summer time will thus be followed bj the hour
i ; a.m. ( ireenwich time.

Dr. W. W. Campbell, the director of the Lick
Observatory, of the University of California, has been
elected a cprrespondant of the Institute of France in

ih' section of astronomy.

I 111-, Montvon prize of the Paris Academic des
Sciences, of the value of 100/., has been awarded to

Drs. II. Guillemard and A. Labat for their researches
on asphyxiating gases

THE annual Thomas Hawkslev lecture of the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers ivill be delivered
in the hall of the Institution of Civil Engineers on
Friday, October 4, by Dr. \Y. C. Unwin, who will

take as his subject "The Experimental Stud\ of the

Mechanical Properties of Materials."

Ax address on "Commerce and lndustrv afler the
War" will be given, under the auspices of the Indus-
trial Reconstruction Council, bv Sir Albert Stanley,
President of the Board of Trade, on Wednesday,
October 2, at 4.30, in the Saddlers' Hall, Cheapside,

of admission to which can be obtained from
nd 1 Tudor Street, K.C.4. At the recent annual

'he Council the following new members
\.

'

ti I to the executive committee: Sir C.
McLeod, Miss 1.. Dawson, Mr. (.. Sella, Mr. J.
Baker, Mi T. 0. [acobsen, Miss M. F. Peak., Mr.
I'.. \\ id Lieut. II. Y. Roe.

"I'm-- Mi 1] Office has given notice that it

will not issuj urther copies of the Daily Weathei
Report, the \ N

- Weather Report, and the Monthly-
Weather Reporl du 1 the war. Subscribers and
others are notified tiiat, by arrangement with the
director, cdpies cat : For them and delivered
after the war. Ob >n« • ill he made as hitherto.

and doubtless all thi , promptly prepared
and printed, but they are no li ivailable except for

public service, when all il infiii nialion is

1 nresent of the highes

' MONUMENT iii bronze ha >
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the dates marking the period of his mosl productive
work, the eradication of yellow fever from Rio.

I\ accordance with the decision arrived ai at the
'">ii. linan gi eral meeting of the Institute of

Chemistrj held on April 27, local sections are rum
being formed in various important centres. The
inaugural meeting of the Liverpool and North-
Western section "I the institute was held on Thurs-
day, Sept ei 11 bi 1 1 \ I be registrar, who was in attend-
ance bj the direction of the council, referred to the

objects i" be attained l>\ the establishmenl "I local

Sections. It is anticipated that local sections will

be inaugurated during the coming session at Man-
chester, Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Gretna,
and probabK oilier centres.

Tm. twenty-second annual autumn forav ol the

British Mycological Society was held, in conjunction
with the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union, at Selby from
September 9 to 14, under the presidency of the Verv
Rev. Dr. David Paul. On September 9 Dr. Harold
Wagei delivered a popular address on fungi. On
September 11 Dr. Paul gave his presidential address
on "The Earliei Stud) of Fungi in Britain," dealing
with mycological work up to the time ol Berkeley.

Other papers contributed during the week, were two
bv Dr. Wager on "Spore Coloration in the Fungi"
and on "A Fluorescenl Colouring Matter bom Lxp-
/<>»/. 1 incdna" ; "New or Rare British Parasitic

Fungi," by Mr. A. D. Cotton; and Observations on
some Sand-dune Fungi," by Mr. II. J. Wheldon. At

the general business meeting tin officers for Jin-

ensuing year win elected as follows-. President, Dr.

Harold Wager; vice-president. Miss G. Lister;

genera] secretary and editor. Mr. C. Reaj secretan
and recorder, Miss E. M. Wakefield: treasurer and
forav secretary, Mr. A. A. Pearson. These, with tin

following elected members, Mr. W. N. Cheesman,
Dr. B. Elliot, Prof. M. C. Poller, ami Miss A.

Lorrain Smith, will form a council for the general

management of the society.

We learn from Science that news has been received

In Piof. R. I-'. Crigs'S, director of the Kalm.ii expedi-

tions of the U.S. National Geographic Society, an-

nouncing the termination and giving particulars of

the work- of this year's field party, composed of Messrs.

|. Sayre and P. R. Hagelbarger, in tin- Valle; of Ten
Thousand Smokes. The topographic survey begun lasl

year was extended to the shore of the Bering Sea,

adding some 1500 square miles to the map, and com-
pleting a section across the base of the Alaska Penin-
sula from Kalmai BaV to N'aknek. This survey will

furnish the data for the construction of a topographic

map on the scale of 1 250,000 of the same slandard
of accural v as the work of the I nited Stales ( bo-
logical Survex on mans of this scale.

A BI-MONTHLY periodical entitled the Journal of
General Physiology is about to be started In tin-

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, New York.
Il will be edited bv Dr. Jacques l.oeb and Prof.

W. J. V. Osterhout. Its aim is to -nn as an organ
of Dublication for papers di voted to the investigation

of life-processes from a phv sico-chemical viewpoint.

Il has been decided to found a medical journal in

Mexico loi the publication of contributions bv Mexican
physicians and surgeons and information concerning
the progress "I" the medical sciences in oilier parts of

the world. Dr. F. BeHo, of Puebla, has b,. n ap-

pointed editor.
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\\ 1 note with regrel thai the name of Capt. II. A.

Renwick has been added to the growing list ol - mg
linn who have sacrificed their lives in the develoi nl

of experimental aerodynamics. Capt. Renwick was
killed in a Hying ai Vugust 19. Aftei having

a student of Pembroke, and taking Seconds
ill. Mechanical Science Tripos, he entered Messrs.
Yarrow 'sasan apprentice. In the first month of the wai
Capt. Renwick was gazetted ta a pioneer battalion ol th

South Wales Borderers, and served for some time ii

France. Having been severelj wounded, he was, earl)

in 1916, Attached to the Royal Aircraft Factory. Here
he found a congenial opening for his scientific powers,
ami was soon placed in charge of the instruments at d

apparatus used in 1 xperimental flights. Then, as chief

of the corps ol observers engaged in aero-dynamical
experiments in the air, he was closelv associated with
all the full-scale work carried out at Farnborough, and
mad. valuable contributions to this rapidly developing

He learned to By, and made a number of

solo experimental flights. Capt. Renwick was a keen
and . nthusiastic observer, and his incidental observa-

tions of physical and meteorological conditions in the

air constitute additions of permanen! value to the data

now being collected towards a fuller knowledge of the

ol the atmosphere.

An appreciative obituan notice of the late Prof.

<.. Archibald Clarke, who died on April 2~ last,

appears in Science for August 30. We are glad to

see thai full justice' has been dune to his memory in

regard to his work as secretary of the International

Fui Seal Commission, the findings and polio of which
he profound!) influenced. Prof. Clarke was a man who
possessed the faculty to an unusual decree of seizing

upon essentials and of taking wide views. Hence, as

a consequence of his numerous visits to the Pribiloffs

on the work of the Commission, he brought togethei

an immense store of facts in regard to the life-histon

of the fur seal which will form a lasting monument
to his memory. Careful of the smallest detail <in

aspect of this subject, he ever kept

before him the fact that his observations were also

to be used b\ those who had .1 purely commercial
int. i.st in these herds and their preservation. During
1913—13 he carried on investigations designed to extend
over a period of four or five years for the purpose pf

arriving at data as to the rale of increase of such

herds, then apparent!) rapid!) diminishing. But, un-
fortunatelv, changes in method and personnel since [913
have made this ideal well-nigh hopeless. Fortunately,

Prof. Clarke has left a tine record of his many-sided
studies of the fur seal problem in numerous memoirs
and articles published in Science and other scientific

and popular magazines. In his capacity as academic
1 1 \ to Stanford Universit) he displayed business

talent of a high order; heme bis services bo the Uni-

versity during its early years of existence cannot be

mated.

The March part of the Museum Journal of the

Universit) of Philadelphia (vol. ix., Xo. 1. miS)
is entirely devoted te the stud) "I American art, the

native production untouched b) outside influences. We
know little about the mythology of the Mayas repre-

sented in their painting, sculpture, and other decorative
arts, but a faint notion of some of its traits, if not of

contents, maj be gathered from the folk tales

still current in remote districts of Central America.
\s leading examples of this indigenous art, Mr.
(I. B. Gordon describes a remarkable piece of sculp-

ture entitled " A King in all his glory," from thi

ancient cit\ of Copah, in Honduras, and one of 'The
-." found a few years ago on the Usumacinta

River. While in motif and method rtiest carvings will

Ni 1. 2552, vol.. 102

look strange to arti ts trained under European tradi-

ons, the) display a power of charac-
terisation and exei

i .,11 illustrated by
Mr. Cordon's interpretation. Cither noteworthy speci-

mens of local American art de 1 d in this pamphlet
are a fine Maya vase, a p 1 m-poles, and
beautiful examples of Hi , r |, ;mi i ,,f i|„-

dl eorali\e arts of the Indi in /on.

The report foi the year hi, iseums of

the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and contains
some striking figures in regard to I e of
children, for whom, as in all the Am urns,
special rooms and collections are sel

; ring
he year 6226 school-children, with
visited the museum for special instruction. "One
thousand four hundred and fifty>six boys and
high-school age consulted scientific and literal v

and periodicals, and prepared for debates."
juvenile visitors and students are catered for b)

special staff, and there can be no doubt that extremelv
valuable educational work is achieved by this branch
of tile museum's activ it ies.

The Corporation of Hull has formed a special

museum for the illustration of the shipping and fishing
industries. An interesting part of the collection is a
series of coins and tokens illustrating the evolution of

shipping. Typical examples of medieval ships are
shown on the seals of Scarborough, Hedon, and
many other places. The seventeenth-century tokens,
which are so eagerly sought for, show many repre-
sentations of shins, anchors, etc. The token of Earl
Howe (1705) bears on the reverse, 'The Wooden
Walls of Old England," wilh a typical example of
a fighting ship with tall masts. The collection is

described by Mr. T. Shenpard in vol. ii., part 2, of
the Transactions of the Yorkshire Numismatic
Society.

\i 1. who are interested in the anatomy of the

( 'etacea will welcome a memoir on the skull of
Cuvier's whale (Ziphius cartir'ostris) which appears in

the Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural
History (vol. xxxviii., p. 149). The author bases his

study on two skulls—one of a young adult female, the
other of a ripe foetus which had been disarticulated.

These he describes in detail, and his descriptions will

prove of great value to fulure workers, as well as to

those who desire to use his results in comparative
work. In the course of his memoir he advances some
interesting speculations as to the factors which have
brought about the verv remarkable changes which
have taken place in the morphology of the cetacean
skull, and these are worthy of careful consideration.

I x .Sudan Notes and Records (vol i., No. 3, July, 101N1

a plea is made on behalf of the white ant, which has
naturally acquired a bad reputation among European
residents. The characteristic feature of the climate
of the Sudan is the rapid growth of vegetation pro-
moted bv seasonal rains or artificial irrigation, fol-

lowed by a period of drought and desiccation. The
white ant attacl - vegetation onlv when it is weakened
bv drought or disease, and in that case the sooner
it is destroyed thi better. Rut for the activitv of the
white ant the whole of the fertile parts of the Sudan
would, in a ver) few years, be covered with an
penetrable layer of dead vegetation; and the onlv
alternative method to clear it off would h. bv the

1

' lire, the dangers of which are ol

A SECOND edition of vol. v. of " Spi rts on
the Mineral Resources of Great Brita . with
potash-felspar, phosphate of lime, tl -. plum-
ti igo or graphite, molybdehiti talc and
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pstone, soap-rock, and potstone), and diato-

mite, has just been issued by the Ordnance Survej
OlTic' pton, and in London by Messrs. 'J'.

Fisher ' nwin, Ltd. It is mainly a reprint of the

first edition, but gives additional information re peck
otash-felspars, steatite, and diatomite.

lational Geographic Magazine for June last

contains a very fine series of instantaneous photo-
graph illustrating the processes of coastal erosion

accumulation. We do not think that anything
is gained by the comparisons with military operations,
made by Mr. La Gorce in a series of journalistic titles

and descriptions. These tend, indeed, to divert atten-

tion from the interesting records that he has brought
together.

Still further exactitude is given to our knowledge
of the minerals of the silica series by Messrs. J. B.
Ferguson and H. E. Merwin (Anier. Journ. Set.,

vol. xlvi., 1918, p. 417). The melting-point of tridy-

mite has now been determined for the first time, and
is given as 1670°+ io°, while that of cristobalite proves
to be i7io°±io°, thus justifying Bowen's comments
on previous results in 1914.

The occurrence of copper at certain stratigraphical

horizons has been attributed to the accumulation of

salts of the metal in the blood of organisms, and Mr.
A. H. Phillips, of Princeton, now. advances a similar

suggestion for vanadium (Amer. Journ. Set., vol. xlvi.,

1918, p. 473). This element has been found in certain

ascidians and holothurians. Although it may be de-
tected in almost all igneous rocks, its commercial
sources are sedimentary rocks or coals.

The conclusion that two distinct epochs of drift-

deposition are well marked in Iowa is still further

strengthened by Messrs. W. C. Alden and M. M.
Leighton in the annual report of the Iowa Geo-
logical Survey for 1915, p. 49. The strong clay or

"gumbo" produced by prolonged weathering of the
underlying Kansan drift is overlain by the drift of

the Iowan epoch. We must now be prepared for the

perpetuation of the quaint term " gumbo," as well as

G. F. Kay's "gumbotil," in glacial geology.

The bulletins of several seismological observatories

have reached us recently. The most complete are
naturally those published in neutral countries, such
as those of the Dutch station of De Bilt, near Utrecht,

for the years 1914 and 1915 (Konink. Nederl. Meteor.
Inst.. No. 108), and of Zi-ka-wei (China) for February
to .Max of the present year. Instead of the annual
volume of " Notizie sui terremoti osservati in Italia,"

I Geodynamic Office at Rome has issued a
list of Italian earthquakes felt during the year 1916

mol. Ital.. vol. xx., for 1916, pp. 228-45).

The bul!<: ;
. of the seismological station at George-

town, U.S.A. (Georgetown University Publication,
Bull, of the Seismog. Station, No. 2, 1918), contains
the records for the year 1917, and also a list of

earthquakes during the same year compiled from
newspaper notices and from materials communicated
from the Italian obs atory of Kocca di Papa. The
incompleteness of this list, due to war conditions, is

evident from the Fact that 90 per rent, of the earth-
quakes noticed occuri

I ml the United States.

\ report of th< \i Committee for the

year ended March, 19] third year of the
Meteorological Office, ha l to the Lords
ommissioners of his Majes T easury. The
port is in a very condensed fi change has

• I during the period in the membership of the

1 1 , Sir Napier Shaw 1 ontit 1 director,

large number of changi s h n place
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in the office staff," many being due to the 1 tigencies
oi the time. (ireatly increased demands are made
upon the Office by the Naval, Military, and \ir Ser-
vires, which immensely outweigh the claims of the
genera] public prior to the war. The demand for
meteorological instruments, for instance, has risen
from 3000T. a year to 12,000/. The chief feature men-
tioned is tin great development of pressing demands
fni expert meleiu.ili.giral assistance, and the prospecl
of still larger demands in the future.'' A Nasal
Meteorological Service is now attached to the Hydro-
graphil Office ol the Admiralty, and there has 'been
a large extension of the Meteorological Section of the
Royal Engineers, as well as in the Royal Air Force.
Post-war problems have involved correspondence with
the Ministry of Reconstruction. A knowledge of the
weather is stated to be necessarv now, not onlv at the
earth's surface in many parts of the globe, but also at

elevations. It is stated that among the immediate
requirements of the science is the compilation in a
reference form of "the information that is at present
scattered in scientific journals, and of which the exist-

ence is only known to a few experienced meteoro-
logists." The investigation of atmospheric pollution
is another branch of work now allied to the Meteoro-
logical Office, and there are also the numerous
observatories scattered over different parts of the
British Isles, all doing admirable and useful work.

Symons's Meteorological Magazine for September
seems meagre to those accustomed to the remarkably
complete statistical details and the useful and interest-

ing map of the rainfall in the Thames Valley. The
magazine has now been issued for fifty-two years, and
this is the first time that it has " failed to contain
statistical data of the preceding month." The diffi-

culties arising from the war are referred to, and
mention is made of the increased labour and strain.

"The last difficulty, however, springs from one of
those conditions against which ' the gods themselves
fight in vain,' and we have to submit. Time will, no
doubt, overcome this difficultv also, and when it does
so the tables and maps missing will be forwarded to

all subscribers." In the current number an article

is given on "The Water-power of the British Empire,"
based on the Preliminary Report of the Water-powei
Committee. Speaking for the editors of Synti

Meteorological Magazine, the article claims that "in
the Geographical Journal for April, iSq6, more than
twenty years ago, we elaborated a scheme For the
complete geographical description of the British Isles,

with special reference to the survey of natural re-

sources, and the time estimated for the completion

of the work was twenty years. Had the scheme,
which perished in a general chorus of praise of its

promise, been carried out, the Ministry of Reconstruc-
tion would now have before it a mass oi elaborated

data, the like of which cannot now lie obtained in time
to guide the after-war development of the country."
The correspondence on " Ashdown Forest Climato-
logy," suggested by a walk of two meteorologists, is

interesting, dealing with rain and mist formation, and
it rails to mind meteorological work in the neighbour-

hood bj Prince, of Crowborough.

In an interesting article on run Science and tin-

Humanities" (Queen's Quarterly, vol. xxvi., [918,

pp. 54-65) Mr. J. K. Robertson acts as a daysman
between two disciplines which ought never to have
been at variance. The student of the humanities has
chiefly to do with man and his activities, intellectual,

literary, artistic, social, and political, in the past and
the present. But In uses scientific methods; he can-

not abstract man from his cosmic stage and its

scenerj ; and he knows ho« scientific discoveries affect

human thought and life. Therefore, when he is wise.
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In looks "ii science as in natural alliance, m in

hostility. Hie student o) science has, in the main v to do
with the order of Nature. Bui he cannot exclude man
and his works, ni>i even his dreams; he has to study

ory of his science, which often shows itself

as .1 social phenomenon; he has his "formal disi 1

pline" as rigorous as that of the classics; His every-

daj work stirs the imagination, and is often rich in

aesthetic stimulus; and he knows thai his science
ma; contribute, nol onlj to the glory of the Creator,
hut a I si 1 to the 1 . lii 1 of man's estate, as Bacon put it.

Moreover, both kinds of discipline require the same
qualities of intellectual conscience accuracy, veracity,
patience, ami courage. There is no sense in trying
tn make things ill at an- different seem the same, hut

the author shows thai what should lie kinked for, in

the natni of common sense, is sympathetii co-opera-
tion, km the two disciplines are complementary,
eipialK natural and equally necessary.

Tub U.S. Hureau of Standards will supply on
request Technologic Paper No. 113, which contains a

description of the Bureau's method of determining
the permeability of halloon fabrics, together with a

discussion of the effect of various experimental condi-
tions on the results obtained. The method is essen-

tial!) an elahoration of Frenzel's modification of the

N.P.L. method. The fahric is in contact on one
side with a stream of hydrogen ; over the other side

.ili is passed .it a measured rat., the concentration of

hydrogen in it being determined by a one-meter Rav-
leigh-Zeiss gas interferometer. Bv reducing the

depth of the gas- and air-chamhers of the permeabilit)

cell to 2 mm. and 4 mm. respectively, the period re-

quired for the attainment of equilibrium conditions is

shortened to about thirty minutes; the results are

accurate to about 5 per cent. Curves are given for

ii temperature and of hydrogen excess pres-

the permeability. The standard temperature
adopted is 25' C; the permeability at 15° C. is about

65 per cent, of that at 25 ('. The influence of

aqueous vapour is noted, dried gases giving an ob-

rmeabilit) about 5 per cent, greater than when
the) are two-thirds saturated. Vapours of rubber
solvent ma) affect the readings; if necessary, a cor-

rection is applied from blank test-.. The permeabilit)

of balloon faliric bv air is found, bv a suitable Varia-

tion of the interferometer method, to be on the

gi 1 v s of the permeability by hydrogen.

I ill. column of smoke usually emitted hv a steamei
is a vital factor in betraying her pri sence to an enemy.
Thus a tramp steamer with tin- usual type of funnel

column of smoke to a height of 150 ft., which
is visible to an observer whose eyi is 15 ft. above sea-

1

1 7-4 nautical miles from the steamer. The
danger is reduced considerable by a smoke system
developed hv Messrs. Yarrow and Co., Ltd., and
described in the Engineer for September 13. The
device consists of two smoke-dints leading from the

funnel to each side of the ship, the exit-mouths of

- being inclined downwards towards the sur-

face ni iln sea. A damper in the funnel and other

dampers in the ducts permit the funnel to be closed

and the ducts opened. Each duct has an internal

water-spray, which delivers a conical spray ananged
just to touch tin- exit edges of the ducts. The effect

of this spray is to cool tin hoi gases so as to cause
tin in in fall to sea-level, and to absorb a large pro-

portion of tin- solid particles of carbon in the smoke,
thus reducing its blackness, and therefore its visibility.

In actual use, tin smoke never rises above tin level

of the bridge, and its appearance is similar to that
emitted hv a locomotive, which is black onlv for a

Dl two after the furnace-fins have heen stoked
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afresh. The contri
I 1 suppl) to the furnaces

is also improved In 1 1 1. device.

I m: successful testing last month of the new Quebec
Bridge marks the completio 1 of a great work which
has claimed the attention of engineers for many years
past. An interesting article wili be found in Engineer-
ing for September 13, which includes manv excellent
illustrations from photographs, showing the construc-
tion of the bridge and the methods employed in erec-
tion. The structure is of the canti

1 1 sting
on two piers, 1800 ft. centre to centre; the ,vo canti-
lever arms are each 580 ft., and the span is com-
pleted by a central suspended girder of 04.. ft. soan,
under which there is a free headwav at

of 150 ft. The two anchor-arm spans ,,

515 ft., and the total length of the whole strui
including approach spans, is 3239 ft. There are
railway tracks, and outside these two footpaths,
collapse of the first bridge during erection in August,
1907, has undoubtedly influenced American bridge
1I1 sign for the good. A contributory cause to the
accident was the ridiculously small sum set aside for
professional advice, which made the provision of an
adequate scientific staff impossible. This lesson was
taken to heart in the design of the new bridge; the
preparation of the plans for the official design of the
new structure is said to have cost 100,000/., and a
hoard of engineers was constituted to supervise the
plans and erection. Numerous tests were made on
models of the lower chord compression members
(which were the cause of the disaster to the first

bridge), and it is of interest to note that some of these
" models " exceeded in size the principals of most
bridges.

A new series of monographs on experimental biology
and general physiology is announced by the J. B.
I.ippincott Co. The general editors will be Dr. I.

Loeb, Prof. T. H. Morgan, and Prof. W. J. A.
Osterhout. Among the volumes arranged foi an
"The Chromosome Theory of Heredity," Prof. T. II

Morgan; " In-breeding and Out-breeding," E. M.
East and D. F. Jones; "Localisation of Morphogenii
Substances in the Egg," Prof. E. G. Conklin ; "Tissue
Culture," R. G. Harrison; " Permeabilitv and Elec-
trical Conductivity of Living Tissue," Prof. W. J. V.
Osterhout; "The Equilibrium between Vcids and
Bases in Organism and Environment," L. J. Hender-
son: "Chemical Basis of Growth," Prof. T. B.
Robertson; "Primitive Nervous System," Prof.
G. H. Parker; and "Co-ordination in Locomotion,"
A. R. Moore.

Mr. Edward Arnold nces " Petrol and
Petroleum Spirits," b) Capt. W. E. Guttentag, with a
preface by Sir John Cadman ; Messrs. Longmans and
( <'.'s list includes a new anil enlarged edition of
" Liquid Steel : Its Manufacture and Cost," bv Col.
D. Carnegie and S. C. Gladwin; Messrs. Crosbv
Lock-wood and Son promise "The Aircraft Identifica-

tion Book for 1918 : A Concise Guide to the Recogni-
tion of Different rypes and Makes of all Kinds of

Aeroplanes ami Airships," by R. B. Matthews and
<. T. Clarkson, and a new edition of the "Naval
Architect's, Shipbuilder's, and Marine Engineer's
Pocket Book," hv C. Mackrow and L. Woollard

;

Messrs. G. Routledge and Sons. Ltd., have in pre-

paration fot their New Industrial Effirienev Books
s. lies a translation hv E. Butterworth of '

I In-

Human Motor and the Scientific Foundations of

Labour," by Dr. J. Amar, "The Science of Labour
s Organisation," bv Dr. J. lotevko, and "The

Tavlor Svstem in Franklin Management," by Major
G I' Babcock.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
; II M 1; I imi l\ 1 ill \r \ll Army

Order i
: iveek states thai from Oclob thi

1 Hi -foui -hour time 1 1 1 koning, starl mg
lit, will be adapted throughout thi 1

I tish

Army. l"h - system is .drench in general use al seaj

1
1 ope thai its introduction into the Army is

owards its adoption In the general public.

3 were made in this direction thirty years ago;

Sii VV. Christie had the gate-clock at Greenwich
arranged to show this time, and ii was suggested

thai astronomers should change the cammencemeii
ol their da} from noon to midnight, so as to have a

single system for all purposes. Both proposals ccs
lapsed ai thai time owing to insufficient driving-poweHj

Inn thej an- now being revived with better prospects

el success. There is .1 great probability thai the

various astronomical ephemerides will from the yean

[925 use Hi. da\ commencing at midnight; the neces*

viu' of preparing thi si ephemerides many years in

advance maki an earliei change impracticable. But

there is no reason why the general use ol twentjt

four-hour reckoning should not begin sooner. II aw
railwa; 1 impanies could !»' induced to use it in their

time-tables it would prevent all confusion between

a.m. and p.m., and would also accustom tin- public

1,, the system. The Army Order stales that four

figures are always to be used for hours and minutes;

ample, 4.7 a.m. will he written as 0407. This
is a convention already familiar to American
astronomers.

Wolf's Comet. The following ephemeris foi Green,

wich midnight is In M. Kamerista (AStr. Jcnm.,
No. 738) :

Date R.A. N. Dec]. Log »• Log 2.

Oct. I 20 12 33

5
JO 17 o

i) 20 -'2 6

13 20 27 51

17 20 ;4 to

2 1 JO 41 S

25 20 4s 35
29 -'" 5° 34

11 46

6-2416 00242
0-2375 0-0267

oj;V' 0-0290

02298 0-0337
0-2262 0-0380

o jjjS 00450
11 ?it|li 0-0485
n 2166 00544

The theoretical brightness is greatest on October 12,

hut the physical brightness is likely to increase up to

the time of perihelion.

BORRELLY'S ('i)MIU.--The following ephemeris for

Greenwich midnight is by 1.. v. Tolhay (Astt. N&ck.;

wss) ;
—

Date R.A. S. Heel. I.03 r Log 2.

h. in. -s. . .

1
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de, W*', "i the tungstide, FetW, 01 in both

forms according to thi percentage of tungsti

carbon. In the normal state the tungsten carbide and
iron carbide exist as .1 double carbide, -tl' ' '

h hi. h has iis a itical point .11 |.n. I '- as 1 omp
with 7-\v ('. fur pure iron carbide. Above tin Ac,

poinl this double carbide dissociates into its com-
ponents, bul if the maximum temperature is not

high these recombini 'hum;; cooling, and are deposits
from solid solution .11 400' ('., forming :i eutectoid

with tin- ferriti Vbove 1100 C. the following re-

action '" I ui s,

WC 1 sFe Fe C 1 Fe2
W,

ami ilmiiiL1

.
cooling tin' lowering of the transformation

points ni' 11- in consequence ol the dissolved tung-

stide in austenite. The greater the carbon concen-
tration in the system, however, the less .Iocs the

abo\ e 1 • action proceed.
Thr lowering of the Ar, transformation due to

heating increases with maximum temperature, and
this depends on the tungsti n, but not on th.- carbon
content. Above 9 per cent, of tungsten, however,

;ponding with the maximum solubility of this

metal in item, th. lowered \i point is constant at

about 440° ('. If, now, a specimen which has a

lowered Vr, point be reheated just beyond the V'

point (about 900 C I, and then cooled, the trans-

formation takes place at tin normal point. This is

due to the fact that tungsten carbide is formed in

the Ac, range according to tin reaction,

FeaC + Fe1W=WC + sFe,

and dining cooling the recombination of the tungsten

de with the remaining iron carbide occurs. The
author-, are to be congratulated on their careful mag-
netic and metallographic analyses, which have enabled

them to present .1 clear and very plausible conception

of the chemical, structural, and phase changes which
in tungsten steels both on heating and cooling.

H. C. II. 0.

FUEL ECONOMY.
TIM! economical use of coal has been referred to

frequently in these column-, but with all the

various proposals foi its mon efficient application For

powei production th< possibilities of effecting marked
economies with existing boiler-plants have not been

fully appreciated. In the columns of Engineering

(Jul} i_' and oil Mr. I). Brownlie gives data of the

examination of 250 boiler-plants, comprising tooo

boiler- and using annually mot.' than two million

ton- of coal. Seventy-six per cent, of the plants were
hand-til • d. icj being 57 S pet

cent. ; the remainder, mechanically fired, -bow
an efficiency of onl) '114 pet cent. Only 96 pei

pi ;n- show a higher efficiency than

70 per cent. Certainly tin— figures indicate very

!.ad practice, for a net working efficiency of 75 per

cent, may well b>- aimed at. Reorganisation of the

plant- 1 \. turned to reach this figure would alone entail

a saving of 4,0,000 tons of coal annually; throughout
tin- countrj it would possibh l< ad to a saving of

15, inn-. \- Mt. Brownlie points

out, " the question of ib. economical generation of -team
will always be a very important pari of the greatei

national scheme of coal ecoi 1 n if all the power of

ountn i- generated bj gas-engines and the l>\-

products of lie' distillation of roal " As a large part

of ib.- power will undoubtedh be steam-generated in

^i-tins; plain- for ma.ni years to come, the impn
ol these plants is urgently called

1. ii during the period which must elapse before the

general reorganisation of tin- whole system of power

I
> r

1 duction can be 1 at ried out.
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Furthei evidi m onomj is contained in

Bulletin No. 31, Circul; ol University of Illinois
1 ngineering Experiiro

i his bulletin di il

w ith th. operation -
1 d power plants, and

ile- mattei i- presented in > n 1 adilj understoi d
l>\ those who are not expei neers. About

> tons ol i o.tl .11 e consum in.
"m Illinois

in operating hand-fired powei
I it is be-

lieved to be within the limits p.1 ittain 11

lo effect a saving of fi tun u to 15 j ||,js

fuel. Descriptions and drawings no impli
appliances and the methods of using lined,
hereb) the men who lire the coal , btain

;

.risr information regarding the besi

conditions for given steam consumption
proper attention these appliances enabli
reel working conditions lo be reproduced ui

time, and also give evidence which leads to

di t. 1 lion of defects in the plant which would not othi

wise be suspected. The section dealing with tin

-image of coal is of interest, and contains a verv sug-
gestive statement :

—
" Do not undertake to store coal

until you are sure you know bow to do it properh
and safely." The circular has been compiled by a

committee of the University authorities, aided b\ an
advisory committee including several well-known
names, and can be commended to the notice of all

who desire to introduce scientific control in their boiler
plants.

SALARIES IX SECONDARY AND
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS, ETCA

^pHH chief duty of this Committee, as defined in
-* the terms of reference, was "to inquire into thr

principles which should determine the fixing of
salaries for teachers in secondary and technical
chools, schools of art, training colleges, and other
institutions for higher education (other than uni-
versit) institutions)." They were specifically asked
not "to consider the question of the amounts b\

which existing salaries should be improved."
Progress in tin- hu-her education of the nation

depends, in the first instance, upon attracting and
retaining, by means of adequate salaries and suitable
salar) scales, tin services of the most capable and
high!) qualified teachers. The present rates of pay-?

ni'tit fail to secure this. The report states (p. 52)
that the average salan of 33.^0 full-time assistant

masters in 40J grant-aided boys' secondary schools in

England and Wales on January ,1. 1917, was only
1S7/. per annum. The average salary of 4-?<)4

assistant mistresses in similar schools was 130/. per

annum. Out of 1050 sei la chools in England
and Wales receiving grants from the Board of Educa-
tion, in only 4(10 of tins.' schools wen- salaries regu-
lated by definite scales in [anuary, 1917. Salary scales

were, in general, onl; shori scales covering a period
of five or sis vears the average maximum for

graduates (men) 1 onh tool. ~s. The informa-
tion in the report respecting salaries in technical

-ib. ml-, pol; etc., is much less detailed and
precise (p. 411 Ii would appear, however, that on
Match 31, 1014, the average salary of heads .

department I assistant teachers in these institutions

w a- about 1N.1/. per annum.
In view ol the inadequate salaries just in

nh 1 be higher cost of living,

tnd the more generous remuni 1

. ffered b_\ commerce, industry, and the Sen- '-ices,

it is no wonder, even allowing for cei nt im-

rtents, notably in London, that -
; ommittee

1 K.j.ort of the Departmental Committe n Rerordary
. .Technical Schools, etc. (Cd. 911.. 1 (H.M. Stationery Office.)
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reports: "We have no doubt that a verj grea in-

alaries is necessary ... it has leen

brought home to us that the b ai I
- " i

-

1
"'

increasing difficulties in attractii a

reasi , hare of the young men and women who
give evidence .of outstanding ability." This is fell

more particularly in the technical schools, where the

leakage from the profession and the difficulty of

ling new teachers, due to the low salaries, the

rice of salary scales, and the higher payment

offered in industry, is raising serious obstacles to the

development of technical education.

The principal recommendations of the Committee
are as follows :

—
(a) Secondary Schools (p 2.5). \ minimum initial

salary for (graduate) teachers in all secondary schools

in receipt of public money should be fixed by the

Central Authority, and a minimum amount prescribed

at a latei stage in th< teacher's career. Salaries of

assistant teachers should be regulated by scales. They
should be such that teachers receive a substantial

salary at the age of thirty-two or thirty-three, with

increments continuing up to the age of about forty-

two or forty-three. Normally, increments should be

annual and automatic (subject to reasonable condi-

tions as to efficiency). Equality of pay for the two

sexes would, in existing circumstances, lead to_ one

being underpaid and the other overpaid. No differ-

ence's in salary should be made upon the basis of the

subject taught or the size of the school. The pos-

session "f a high degree or other special qualification

of a scholastic character may be recognised by placing

its holder at a point on the scale above that which

he would otherwise occupy. Heads of departments

and assistants performing special duties should be

remunerated bv additions to their salary.

(b) Technical Schools.—Full-time assistant teachers

of senior and advanced students, who are graduates

or have qualifications equivalent to graduation,

should be paid bv scale at as high a rate at least ^ as

is paid in secondary schools, higher remuneration

beinp given in exceptional cases where a teacher's

qualification consists of long works experience and

high technical knowledge. The salary may be deter-

mined by what will induce him to leave his occupa-

tion, otherwise the scale should be similar to that of

the secondary-school teacher. The salaries of artisan

teachers will be settled in the main by competition

with industry.

The above recommendations respecting salaries in

technical schools, bringing the payment of the full-

time assistant lecturer up to that of the secondary-
' teacher, would mean a great advance if carried

into pi 11 tice. Thus in London the assistant lecturer

in a technical school or polytechnic rarelv rises above

250?.. the secondary-school teacher may rise

to 400?., or 450I. in special cases.

The- Comnii deals also with salary scales in

school- ining colleges, etc., in a similar

manner to it
;
'oposals relating to secondary and

technical schoi Is. \n important general recommenda-
tion respecting the application of new scales to exist-

ing teachers ,

• this should not be too long

drawn out, and the should be no avoidable delay

in giving to even 1 :r some immediate and sub-

stantial instalment ' itended advance.

The proposals of the Committee, if carried into

effect, would go fai one of the chief

obstacles to the improve ment 1 higher edui 1 ton

of the nation. Then- still however, as
' salai ies, the not unii srion of the

ries of assistant lecturers in 1 colleges and
institutions. Despite nun h 1 i m and a

amount of agitation, ill II remain

• 552, vol. 102]

in a most unsatisfactory condition, even when com-
pared with the new maximum salary of the L.C.C.
1 let I iry-school class-teacher (240L or 300/.), or that

of tie London s,-condar\ -school assistant le.nhet

(3002, non-graduate, 400I. or 450/. graduate).

J. Wilson.

HIGH-TEMPERATl RE PROCESSES AND
1'RODUCTS. 1

TN comparing workshop processes at present in use
•* with those employed twenty years ago, manv
striking changes ma) be noted, all tending to cheaper
and more rapid production. It will be found, on
examination, that some of the most important of these

changes are due to the utilisation of high-temperature
processes, or to appliances in which new materials

produced at high temperatures are employed.
At the present time, when the economic generation

of electricity in this country by the aid of large, central

power-stations is under consideration, the present and
future importance of high-temperature processes and
products cannot be too strongly emphasised. In any
scheme that may be evolved, provision should be
made for electric-furnace work on the large scale,

as otherwise we shall remain, as heretofore,

dependent upon other countries for many essential

materials.

One of the most recent applications of the oxy-
hydrogen flame is to the spraying of metals on to

cold surfaces. In what is known as the Schoop pro-

cess the metal, in the form of wire, is fed into the

interior of the flame, where it is melted and then
blown by compressed air, in a state of verv fine divi-

sion, on to the surface to be coated. The arrange-
ment is such that when the size of the flame is

increased or decreased, the feed of wire is changed
simultaneously, so that the rate of deposit per unit

area is constant. The finely divided metal fills all the

interstices of the surface upon which it impinges, and
becomes firmly attached: and by continuing the process

any desired thickness may be deposited.

The thermit reaction has also been applied to the

production of pure metals, and has proved of great

value in cases where it is necessary to secure a pro-

duct free from carbon. In the manufacture of special

classes of steel in which manganese or chromium is

used, it is desirable that these elements should be

free from carbon, in order that the final carbon content

may be regulated to any desirsd amount in the^finished

product. As prepared by furnace methods, these

metals alwavs contain carbon to a greater or less

extent, and hence for high-class steel the carbon-free

metals produced by the thermit method are preferable,

although more costly.

Before the war the thermit industry was in German
hands, and it is a matter for congratulation that the

present British proprietors have been able to reproduce

practically all the compositions which previously were
imported. This is an excellent example of the value

of research in applied science.

The rapid increase in the output of electric steel

is due to several causes, chief amongst which are

(1) the superior properties of the product, (2) the

possibility ol producing steels according to a given

formula without difficulty, (,) the greatly reduced loss

from oxidation of light steel scrap fed into the mix-

ture, and (4), which applies specially to Britain, the

possibilitv ol obtaining a cheap supply of em
certain localities. When all these factors are taken

unt, high-grade steel can be produced mon
1 Abridged from Cantor Lectures delivered bi-fore the Royal Society o.

Arts ice January ai ! February, lure, by Mr. C. R. Darling.
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it all) bj thi electrii fui nai e than b) th aid

ol fuel,

I in nai es ol tbii t) tons i apacit) have bei n i on-

structed, and this is considered b) some authorities to

bi the uppei limit ol economii size. One oi thi

di .iu bai ks at p ation of the

refractor) lining; but this trouble will no doubt bi

overcome b) the production of durable refractories b)

electric-furnace methods. In the event of one or mon
of the super-powei stations proposed by the Coal Con-
servation Committee being erected near London, it i-

quite possible that the metropolis may become an im-
portant centre ol the steel-refining industry.

Direct oxidation of the nitrogen in the atmosphere
may l>e effected by the electric arc, and several types

of furnace have been designed for the production of

nil! ic .tcid l>v this means.
Two other chief methods of nitrogen fixation, in-

volving high-temperature processes, have been intro-

duced : the Serpek process, in which aluminium nitride

is first formed, and from which ammonia is obtained

by treatment with water; and the cyanamide process,

in which nitrogen is passed over heated calcium car-

bide, yielding the compound CaCN,, from which am-
monia ma\ b< obtained 1 >\ treatment with steam. In
each case the ammonia produced may be converted by
catalytic means into nitric acid.

The pre-war consumption of carbide in this country
was aboul 3 id tons, of which all but about 2000 tons
was imported. The small quantity made at home
came from the works of the British Carbide Products,
Ltd., at Thornhill, where power was obtained from
the Yorkshire Power Co. The di mand for carbide for

various purposes has greatly increased during the war,
and the works of the company named have now been
removed to Clayton, near Manchester, where furnaces
have been installed capable of turning out 15,000 tons
per annum, power being taken from the Manchestei
Corporation.
Whether the manufacture of carbide in Britain will

become a large and profitable industry depends upon
the success or otherwise of schemes for producing
• heap electrical power.
The history of carborundum furnishes one of the

romances of science, and. shows how a small laboratory
• xperimenl may result in the establishment of a large
and prosperous industry.

The' main reaction in the production of carborundum
ihown by the equation SiO + 3C = SiC+ 2< 'O.

Carborundum is therefore chemically silicon carbide.

In the manufacture on the large scale a mixture of

sand, coke, and a quantity of common salt is placed
in the electric furnace round a core of granular carbon,
through which the current passes. The portion of the
mixture adjacent to the core is convi rted into carborun-
dum to a certain depth, beyond which a partial con-
version onh takes place, forming what is known as

nid."
The chief sources of carborundum are the electric

furnaces of the Carborundum Co. at Niagara, and of

tin Norton Co., Chippewa, Ontario, the product of

the latter company being designated by the trade nun
"

I Yvsi

articles of carborundum an- now manufac-
tured in 'bis country by thi- Carborundum Co., Ltd..

at Manchester, the raw material being obtained from
undum grindstones are now used in

most engineering works, and in tin small form an
employed largely In dentists.

Carborundum sand, the outer zone product, is used
for lining brass furnaces, silicate of soda being used
as bond. It is also used, mixed with fireclay, as a

furnace lining, as a moulding sand for aluminium,
and for manv refractory purp< >-

By using a smaller quantity "i carbon, the element

NO. 2552, VOL. I02]

'ii. i' In in . quantities in the eli 1

trie furnace, the 1 ug -si0 2 + 2C='Si + 2CO.
1 ne formation ol siuo 1 urst noted in the car-

borundum turnaci quantities may be
'" tuction ot silicon as the

primary substance, when di -

,
1. reducing the pro-

portion ot carbon as shown. 1 hi Ii naent silicon thus
di (ami: available in bulk, wh iously it was
more or less a laboratory curiosi .

- icon does not
oxidise below 1200 t., and is useful as a resistance

material tor electricity, particular!) when strong cur-

H-nts are used which make the resis n. Its

1 1 ilic resistance is about three times .,• irbon.

I In- fusion of the mineral bauxite, an im] - form
I oxide of aluminium, results in the produc .: of a

crystalline material inferior in hardness to carborun-,
dum, but superior in strength. In grinding
materials of high tensile strength, an abrasive ma
is needed which will not break under the pre-

which must be applied, and in such cases it is found
that grindstones made from fused bauxite are quite

satisfactory, whilst carborundum wears away too

quickly owing to the breaking of the crystals. Fused
bauxite is manufactured into grindstones by the Norton
Co. in America under the name of "Alundum," and a
similar product is marketed by the Carborundum Co.
it Manchester, which is termed " Aloxite."

As an abrasive for steel, fused bauxite is unrivalled,

and, together with carborundum, has made possible

the introduction of grinding machinery which for many
purposes is preferable to steel cutting-tools, producing

a better finish in a shorter time.

Whilst used primarily as an abrasive, fused bauxite

may be made into an excellent refractory, and the

alundum ware produced by the Norton Co. is exten-

sively used for the tubes of small resistance furnaces,

crucibles, pyrometer sheaths, etc. In making articles

of this kind the powdered alundum is mixed with a
suitable bond, and the object moulded from the mix-
ture and afterwards fired. The product so obtained

has a low coefficient of expansion, and withstands

sudden changes of temperature far better than porce-

lain, but not so well as silica. It is relatively a good
conductor of heat, which property fits it for -the pur-

poses named ; and its high melting-point—2050 C.

—

renders it suitable for work at temperatures which
would cause fused silica to devitrify. It has the

further advantage of being inert towards platinum

at high temperatures, and is, therefore, suitable for

platinum-wound resistances furnaces. Culinary alun-

dum is porous, and this property has been put to use

for filtration purposes in laboratories, the liquid to be

filtered being poured into a crucible, in the pores of

which the finest particles of precipitate are retained.

\s the alundum is unattacked b) mosl acids, solutions

may be filtered which would destroy filter-papers. In

the form of various articles alundum has now become
firmly established as a useful laboratory man-rial.

Mnissan was one of thi first to notice that ordinary

amorphous carbon could bi converted into graphite by

the aid of intense heat; but the commercial produc-

tion of artificial graphite was due to Dr. E. G.

\l 111 -si Ml

I he process of manufacture consists in passing a

powerful 1 lectric current through coke, anthracite coal,

or carbon obtained from petroleum residue's, producinj

.1 temperature of 3700° C, which suffices to convi

ordinary carbon into graphite. The materials

placed in a loose-walled furnace, which can eas

dismantled to remove the products; and at tl

pi ratine employed most of the impurities volatilise and

.apours through vents in the walls.

Artificial graphite possesses the ad ir the

natural variety that it may bi large,

homogeneous masses, and does quire any bind-
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ing materials, li ma) be machined with eai b)

op fools; ilnis ii m.i\ be tui ned in the

desired shape <>r size, and ma\ be filed,

thn aded. Ordinal \ carbon, however pre-
ii more troublesome to work, and soon

,]. n. tool-edge.

In thi 1
I Ivsis of solutions such as common salt-,

h nascent chlorine is liberated, anodes of

graphite arc superior to others, nol being
Iced b) chlorine. In other cases in vvhii

substances arc liberated b\ the electrolysis, such .is

the recoven of coppei and nickel from residues, the
s.uii. superiority is shown, and consequent^ artificial

gi iphite is extensn civ used in sui h ca

Ihc superior conductivity of graphite renders ii mop
• suitable for filling the space between the two plates

ol a dry cell than carbon. \ further advantage is its

greater purity, so thai ii is nol liable to cause local

action. Special grades of graphite powdet are madi
for this purpose, and find a wide application in cells

for flashlights, telephones, and numerous militan
purposes.

Artificial graphite has found a certain application

as a lubricant in the forms of "oildag" and "aqua-
! ," both of which were introduced In Dr. Acheson,
The graphite used in these cases is first ground down
to a powder which will pass through a sieve of 40,000
meshes to the square inch, and afterwards treated

chemicall) so thai it forms a colloidal suspension in

oil or water. Graphite of this character is said to he
" dellocculaled." and when suspended in a liquid will

pass readily through a filter-paper. When added to

oil the lubricant "oildag" is formed, and its use on
a bearing results in the production of a thin layer
ol graphite on the rubbing surfaces, which, when
formed, enables efficient lubrication to lie carried on
with a greatly diminished feed of lubricant.
When rock-crystal or sand is healed to fusion and

allowed to cool, it remains in a vitreous condition.
and then possesses properties resembling those of

In making tubes a current of sufficient power is

passed through a graphite cote surrounded b\ sand,
which is fused to a depth determined bv the time the
current passes. Care must be exercised not to exceed
a temperature of 2000 C, as otherwise there would
be a danger of the carbon and silica reacting to form
carborundum. The core is then withdrawn, and the

nlastic mass pulled out into tubes of the required
dimensions. T>v arranging the shape of the core,

Dieces with closed ends can be made, and afterwards
n in moulds to any desired shape by means of

iressed air. A weighl of 200 lb. of fused silica

now be produced and manipulated, thus rendering
ii p<- ible to manufacture articles for commercial pro-
cesses \ similar method is now followed in making
transp enl silica from pure quartz.

modern plant for the manufacture of
nitric acid from saltpetre, the product is condensed in

silica-] liih may be water-cooled without danger
ol crack ' in concentrating sulphuric acid silica

basins ,;
I Xhe production of the enormous

quantitii s ol ids needed for the manufacture of

explosives ha tiuch facilitated by the use of

silica apparatus in addition, the output of vessels
and pipes ol vari Is ha Droved of advantage to

chemical industrn . in dl cases where acid-

and heat-resisting
1 of importance.

It will be 1 1' .in ho have studit d the

matter closelv thai the fu 1 success of any
country will largely depi I extent to which
ii develops high-temperatui
One of the first essentials 1 cheat) and

l.int sunplv of electi icity, 1 1 be hoped
not only the sixteen > itions pro-

). 2552. VOL. I02]

posed In tin Coal Conservation Committee, but also
man] others, will be erected, entirel) aparl from con-
siderations ol 1 1 onomy in coal.

It is now possible to pun has. electric power as
cheaply at Newcastle as at Niagara, the greal centre
for electric-furnace products ; and there appears, there-
fore, to be no economic reason why carborundum and
graphite, foi example, should nol be manufactured in

England. The developmenl of cheap-power schemes
should lead In I In establishment of main new indus-
tries in this country, provided the necessarj 1 nti q
and capital be forthcoming.
One effect of the wat has been to create a general

apprei iation of the value of research in connection with
industry, and 1 Hurts have been mad., in mam direc-
tions to make good our previous negligence in this

1 espei t.

So far as high-temperature processes an ci trned,
our record is nol one of which we maj be proud, as,
with the exception of silica wan. and aluminium, we
.ivr dependent on other countries for materials which
have now- become indispensable. The chief reason
for this has. no doubt, been the absence of (heap elec-

tricita ; bui now thai ibis is to be remedied, no time
should be losl in commencing high-temperatun re-

search on various lines. Amongsl problems awaiting
solution ma\ be mentioned the smelting of tungsten
and other metals of verv high melting-points, and the
formation ol alloys of these metals; the production of
suitable refractories for use in electric furnaces
generally : and the manufacture of the diamond on the
large scale For abrasive purposes. \p.ut from these

obvious lines of research, the production of new com-
pounds as the result of high-temperature reactions
offers a boundless field for investigation, and should
lead to important industrial developments. It is only
necessary to consider the results which have accrued
from the heating of coal and lime, coal and sand, and
carbon .done, in the electric furnace, to realise the
possibilities in this direction, and the imperative need
for research on the lines indicated.

A good electric furnace, capable of taking charges
which would enable commercial possibilities to be

deduced, should be installed at all the leading centres

of scientific instruction. One or more such furnaces,

devoted to general research, should be established in

London; and, speaking from personal knowledge,
there would immediately be many firms desirous of

submitting problems the solution of which would be
an aid to the industries in which the* are engaged.

It is to be botied that before long high-temperature
is, arch will be flourishing in this countn as it has

been for sonic years in America. The factories at

Niagara, with their enormous output of various

materials, are the outcome of ibis research, ami given
'ilcuM.it. Facilities in this country for investigation,

there is no doubl that we should reap our full share
of the future developments which are certain to arise

in this field of work

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

University ok London.— 'flu sum of 1000/. has
been given in the University 1>\ the National Hank
of South Africa for the promotion of Dutch studies.

A icuksi ,,f three lectures on ' s. ieiitifn Factor)

Management " will be given by Dr. A. D. Denning al

the London School of Economics and Political Science

on Mondays, beginning on Octobet 28.

A 1 tb. Pharmaceutical Societ) of Ireland, Mr.

W. II. \-hinore has been appointed professor

of materia medica, in succession to Dr. M.
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Thomson, resigned, and Mr. II. Xorminton
ol practical chetnis

A. i ORDINC in Si iem r. the (
'olli

Surgeons "I San Francisco has discontinued thi

teaching of medicine, but for the next threi years

will gran) diplomas to such students as shall completi

their work satisfactorily in other medical schools.

A i the opening ol the new session of the London
( Royal I'Vei Hospital) School ol Women,

gural address will be given bj Miss \. Maude
Royden ai (.30 on fuesday, Oi bi 1 t. The subject

ol tin addi ss ill - itionarj Thought."

1 in: opening of the winter -1 ssion of tin medical

si himl ol the Middlesex Hospital will take place on
. a In n L.t.-Gen.

I . II
I C 1 ioodn in, I >ii -' ieni 1 al, Army

Medii al Service, « ill oc< up !

will be distributed b) the Dowagci Countess Brassey,

. 1 ti . 1 Dr. Browning, the di 1 of the hospital's

pathological laboratories, will deliver an address. \ll

interested in the hospital and its medical
- hool are in\ ited to !" |i. -

I'm technical colleges and schools throughout the

country are now assembling foi the winter session,

and the prospei tuses \\ hii

evidence ol their continued health) activity. The
Birkbeck College, London, opens on Septembei jo,

.mil has arranged da) and ourses of stud)

for the I niversit) of London examinations in the
: culties of arts, 51 ience, law s, and

economics Hii Wesl ol Scotland Agricultural Col-

lege, Glasgow, opens on Octobi ll has arranged
comprehensive courses in on for diplomas
and degrees in agriculture, daii ry, horti-

culture, poultry-keeping, .and bei eeping.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Wadeim ol Sciences. September 9. M. P. Painleve
in the chair. A. Denjoy : Demonstration of the funda-
mental propert) of the curves ol VI. Jordan.
Viola: The laws of Curie and Hoiiy. The law of

simple rational indices, Houy's I; ... can In- deduced
I.iw . A. (iuebhard

; Remarks on the

ferrisphere. M. I.ecointre : The marine Pleistocene

of Chaouia (Western Morocco). L. Leger : Geo-
graphical distribution of tin ani phi lie zones in the

south-east ol France: method ol study. 1\. Leriche

and A. I'olicard : The mechanism and pathogenic role

of premature osseous rarefaction in the genesis of

pseudo-arthrosi s.

ibei 16. M. P. Painli \ in the chair.

E. I'icard : Some remarks on thi decomposition into

primary factors and the prolongation of analytical

P. Appell : Simultam us lineai partial

ial equations and cases ol reduction of hyper-
geometric functions of two > ibles. I Richet,

P. Km urn, G. Noizet, and F. Saint-tiirons : Ohmhemo-
asuring the 1

; sistance ol the

blood. Application to clinical pi e. The resistance
ip of IiIdiiiI i- nn asu apillan tube by

Kohlrausch's method. A close relation was estab-
lishi '1 1" 1 w '

' n the lei trica ty, density, and
numbei ol red corpuscles. Ch. I>epe>et : Attempt at

li al co-ordin itioii of Quati 1 nai \

times. \l. Balland
: Some coffee preparations proposed

\i iti'
. Anah ses an- givi coffei extracts,

tabloids, and some coffee substitutes. E. Cartan :

NO. 2 552. VOL. I02~]

Developable varii dimensions. P. Hum-
bert : Eli ctrosph rica thi form of di 1. r-

nts. \. Gullllermond
; The mitochondrial origin

of plastidi -. I .. I'rniiaii:
i]

.,, riiisation ol

soil. Large-si all expi li carbon bi-

sulphide, 1 alcium sulphidi . , ,. used foi

the purposi ol partial sterilisa i the soil, gave
1 1 suit- g( in rail) favoui abli . the « ork
ol E. J. Russell and Miege..

» W vshing roN, D.C.

National Academ\ oi Sciences (Procei iv.,

Xo. 41, Vpril, 1 n8. W. J. V. Osterhout

Haas: Dynamical aspects ol photosynthesi i,

which has been kepi in tin- dark, begins photi

as soon as ii sunlight . I he rateol

synthesis steadih increases until a constant spei

attained rhis ma; bi explained b) assuming
sunlight decomposes a substance the products of wh
catalyse photosynthesis or enter directly into the re-

action. Quantitative theories an developed to accounl

facts. Kia-Lok Yen : Mobilities of ions in air,

hydrogen, and nitrogen. Extensive experiments, hi

results of which arc in perfect accord with the '"small-

ion" hypothesis, as contrasted with the "cluster"

h pothesis. E. 11. Hall: Thermo-electric action with

dual conduction oi electricity. A continuation ol

previous papers. The hypothesis of progressive motion

b) thi '."free" electrons only ha- been extended to

asi hi dual electric conduction. C. <•. Abbot:

Terrestrial temperature and atmospheric absorption.

The earth's -in lace sends out 0-50 calorie per cm. 2 per

minute on the average, and of this only a small pari

1 -, ape-, tp Space. Hence the atmosphere is the main

radiating source, furnishing three-fourths of the output

of radiation ol the earth as a planet. Kia-Lok Yen:

Mobilities of ions in vaoours. A cpntinuation of the

stud) of the vapours SOj, <MI,<), < , li , <> , C„H12 , et< ..

wiih the conclusion that the small-ion theory is further

corroborated- .1- P- "dings and E. W. Morley
:

A
contriliuiii.n io the petrography of the South Sea

Islands. Thirty detailed chemical analyses of lava

from tin South Pacific Islands are given, with a dis-

cussion nt ihe results. -J.
Loeb : The law- control

the quantity and rate oi" regeneration. The quai

of regeneration in an is, dated niece of an organ

under equal conditions determined by thi' mass of

material necessan Foi growth circulating in the sap

(or blood) of the "piece. ' The mystifying phenomenon

of an isolated niece restoring its losl organs thus turns

out to he Ihe result of two plain chemical factors :
tin

law of mass-action, and the production and giving "II

of inhibitory substances in the growing regions al

janism.

(Proceedings, vol. iv.. No. 5), May, 101S.—\Y. S.

Adams and A. H. Joy : Some spectral characteristic- dl

Cepheid variables. The hydrogen lines are abnormally

strong in Cepheid -1 ra, which are classified, first, on

.1 basis of the hydrogen lines, and, secondly, on the

more general features of the spectra.- C. Bams :

Types of achromatii fringes. C. Barus
: Inter-

ference oi pencils which constitute ihe ri

divergences I
1 1 slit. E. Doolittle : A study of the

motions -1 fo eighl double stars. A classifies

,,f the si !
- - -'

' up for the purpose of determi

those pair* upon which observations are most urgi

I I. Hateman : The structure of 1

magnetic field. All electrical charges are -

navel .,l,,ne rectilinear paths with the veld :

When ill 1 trii \t\ appears to move w ith a

nade up of different entitii •

times O I-:. Olenn : Invariants \\
'
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the transformation. A general disr

cussioi ' tematic theory and interpretation oi
v functions which contain the parameters

1 11 transformations which leave invariant
nary quadratic form, including the invarian - ol

Proceedings, vol. iv., No. 6), fune, 1918. I. G,
Benedict and P. Roth: Effects of a prolonged reduction
in diet on twenty-five men. I. Influence en basal meta-
bolism and nitrogen excretion.—W. K. Miles: Effect of
a prolonged reduction in diet on twenty-five men.
II. Bearing <>n neuro-muscular processes and mental
condition. II. M. Smith: Effects of a prolonged re-

duction in diet on twenty-five men. III. Influeno
"ii efficiency during muscular work.—C. E. McClung

:

Possible action of the sex-determining mechanism.

—

E. Blackwelder
: The study of the sediments as an aid

to the earth historian. <>. II. Parker ; The growth of
the Alaskan fui si al herd between 1912 and 1917.
Since nii2 the stead} increase in the number of pups
horn and of harem bulls, and the decrease since 1913
of the average harem, are most favourable signs in
the growth >>l the herd. The one unfavourable feature
during this period is the considerable increase in idle
hulls in IQ15, 1916, and especially in 1917. This
increase, which can he eventually checked, show*; that

commercial killing should have been restored
ears ago. \Y. N. Berg and R. A. Kelser : The

ruction of tetanus antitoxin by chemical agents.
The results indicate that tetanus antitoxin is ;, sub-
stance of non-protein nature, but the stability of the
antitoxin is so dependent upon that of the protein
to which it is attached that whenever the protein
molecule is split, the antitoxin splits with it.—G. P.
Merrill : Tests fur fluorine and tin in meteorites, with
notes on maskelynite and the effect of dry heat on
meteoric stones.—F. W. Clarke: Notes on isotopic

lead. Investigations on the atomic weight of various
Forms of lead, and radio-active estimates of the age of

minerals, are analysed for the purpose of throwing
light upon isotopes and the structure of chemical
elements.

(Proceedings, vol. iv., No. 7), July, 1918.—G. H.
Hardy : The representation of a number as the

sum of any number of squares, and in par-

ticular of five or seven.—A. St. John: The crystal

structure of ice. Ice is properly assigned to

the hexagonal system, and consists of four
inter-penetrating triangular lattices, of which the

fundamental spacings have been obtained.—W. M.
Davis : Fringing reefs of the Philippine Islands. An
interpretation of recently published large-scale charts

of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

—

W. S. Halstead : Dilation of the great arteries distal

i.illv occluding hands. The relative amount of

11 required to give the most pronounced
result been determined, so that the author is

able in almost every instance to produce the dilation,

and a larj amount of material thereby accumulated
is analysed. \. A. Michelson : The correction of

optical su
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.1 . I Prof. S. Meunier.

Pp. v.ii- 328. (Paris: I airie Felix Ucan,

3, dated km 4.
1

PiIn 1 Nature the \ ari-

ous associations of li'>' ires work into

one another's hands, so thai loving equilibrium

results. < >ni of the main ide; oi Prof. Meunier's

"Biological Geolog\ " is th nalogous associa-

tions have existed in the pa in similar correla-

tions, the same biocosmic r6lt bi ins,'- discharge

ssive types. After illustrating tin geological

activity of organisms in forming and weathi
-:is, ami in the i easeless 1 1 illation ol matter,

the author takes .m interes rig survey of the

various haunts of life and their interrelations,

and i' nil evidence to show thai in pasl

there was a somewhat similar biocosmic pat-

tern, with hydroplankton, hydronekton, hydni-

bentlion, aerial animals, terrestrial animals, even
commensals, symbionts, and parasites.

Taking the sedimentary ro s in some detail,

the author shows the part that organisms have
played in the formation of calcareous, siliceous,

phosphatic, sulphurous, carbon ceoos, arid other

deposits, and in the erosion ol rocks which their

predeci d helped to form. The author's

emphasis is all on continuity a continuity of

'terrain," an ocean with thi same chemical

character since life began (as Silurian sail de-

mosphi i hout any greal

tinuous biocosm since the pre-

Cambrian, with "a continuity ol rigupie. " Obvi-
ously the biocosm loses members, hut others take

their place, so that there is no change in general

equilibrium, or in what Prof. Meunier goes the

length of calling the "impeccable harmon; " ol

interrelations. In emp truth the author
commits an exaggeration.

It is strange that a naturalist h 1 lays so much
stress on continuity should be a 1 hampion of the

. that new forms appeal iddenly. Thus in

speaking rice ol Cardiutn poru-
• in the beds at G « rites :

" What
Nature seems to show us is ,: brusque pheno-
menon, without hint of a rtrecursof of any kind,

esult of which a living creature comes to

add itself to the series alread\ existing." What
occi. transformation >! species, hut a

replacement. A species has
,

;
i e and "person-

ality" like an Individual: it is ">rn, it develops,

it reaches its climax, it wane-, it exhausts its

share .-I " vital lone." and disappears, only to

have ii- place taken by anothi species, slightly

different, but likewise in harmonious relation with

constant properties of the ei ronment. Prof.

Meunier recognises the profound changes which
the intervention of vital activity made in the

lomy oi the earth, but onci organisms had
firmly established themselvi las been, he

maintains, no environmental g( of moment,

NO. 2553, VOl . [02

only change in secondary features, such as the

distribution of surface tempei iture. It seems a

strange position to recognisi Ll a the appear*

rganisms changed the "1 ye1

io deny that the establishi isses and
mammals, of dowering plant new ii

\ isil. ,1 s, aial s, 1 1 in, has made 00 ' Me dil-

ference in the animate environment.
I be all! hoT sec Ills to us to has I

dinal fact the evolution of the environi md
io have failed to realise how complex a

relations the present-day environment of

bodied, active-minded animal is. Yet la

emphasis on what animals and men are continu-

ally doing in modifying their environment. I

modifying agencies seem to I'rof. Meunier to

show bow well adapted the general environment

is to the exigencies of organic life. The constancy

ol environmental influences, which we believe he

exaggerates, appears to him to form a "decisive

objection against every transformist doctrine that

supposes organismal transformations to have been

determined by external changes." But transform-

ist s are not restricted to any crude Lamarckism.
To I'rof. Meunier vital energy is a dynamic entity,

like crystallogenie energy, capable of passing

from one heavenly body to another like light or

heal, capable also of remaining for a long time

latent, but likewise of manifesting itself in favour-

able environment, and of expressing itself in a

" perfectionnement organique as time goes on.

It seems to us that the day is past for half-

hearted evolutionists, and we have no sympathy
with Prof. Meunier's extraordinary view that evo-

Unionists are embarrassed by finding among
aquatic animals so many different solutions of the

problem of respiration, or by knowing that in the

course of ages cetaceans have shown no trace of

any transformation of lungs into gills. The
idea in the book is that the earth and sea and sky

and all that in them is form a sort of organism
that grows as a whole with continuity, keeping
up a harmonious correlation, a balance, a system'a

naturae, which changes from age to age, and yet

remains in principle the same.

WATER SUPPLIES I OR RURAL
DWELLINGS.

Rural Water Supplnw and their Purification. By
Dr. A. C Houston. Pp. XV + 136.. (London:
John Bale, Sons, and Daniclsson, Ltd., K|iS.)

Price ys. 6d. net.

Till-; private isolated watei supplies of the

scattered rural population are often dan-

gerously polluted; and there are many who would
be glad to do what is possible 10 remedy matters,

if the) were informed of tin- dangers they run and
the best practical means ol escaping from them.

But this small work will not prove of great value

Io the majority of dwellers in rural districts, whose
is for some simple, detailed ex] cants tor

easily reducing the risk and inconvenience at-

tendant upon a water supply which is unsuitable

ihe point of vie* of either quality or quantity

F
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(or, maybe, both); for the book is almost entirely

devoted to the means available for purification by

chemical methods. These methods arc the least

eas) "I adoption of all known methods ol guarding

against water-borne disease in the dwelling, where

imple domestic filters so rarely receive the

comparatively Little attention the) require to main-

tain satisfactory working conditions.

The author points urn in Ins preface that the

expert will find little bj way of instruction in a

book which is offered more particularly to those

who are inexperienced, but zealous to learn.

This latter class ol readei will be confused and

discouraged lw all the chemical matter. included.

Where the consumer is at risk from specific

water-borne infection the domestic methods of

Sterilising water are so rarely a success that the

practical sanitarian advises them only as a dernier

ressort; he always favours the safer alternative of

adopting every available means of preventing such

contamination. But the problems of obtaining

in rural districts drinking water that is satisfac-

factory in quality and quantity, and of guarding
its purity, are so lightly discussed in this work
that the reader will look in vain for usefully de-

tailed guidance under this head.

The author is conscious of the shortcomings of

his statement, for his final paragraph is as fol-

lows :
" In this brief account of rural water sup-

plies and their purification, the author has doubt-
less failed in many particulars, but if the reader
cares to write and explain his (or her) difficulties,

or to offer any suggestions or criticisms, the author
will endeavour to answer any such communications
to the best of his ability." If the work is exten-

sively read by the uninitiated, it should bring him
much correspondence. The following are among
the questions that may be raised even by the well-

informed reader : Is it not taking an extreme view
with reference to roof-collected rain-water to re-

gard it as "potentially unsafe, if not actually

dangerous," from the point of view of water-borne
infection, and therefore to maintain with reference
lo il that "the first thing to consider is how rain-

water can he best sterilised "? Is it reallv "out of
In describe methods of separating the first

washings from the roofs, and of collecting and
Storing rain-water in bulk; and, if so, wh\ is this

done .111 pp. 1 24—28?
The book is disappointing, the more so because

it is written by one whose practical work upon
watei sup] I as won for him much well-merited
recognition.

I NEW ZOOLOGICAL STATION
Tropical Wild /. h Guiana. Bj William

Beebe, <:. I. 1 lai tl m I' G. Howes. Willi

an Introduction b Col I. Roosevelt. Vol. i.

Pp. xx + 504. (New York City: \ew York
Zoological Society, ; London : \\ itherb) and Co.,

1017.) Trice 12s. 6d. net.

PIUS handsome volume, profusely illustrated
J- with original photograpl

I scenery,
plants, and animals, is the first-fruit i

I a new
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zoological station which has suddenly come to*

blossom in British Guiana whilst the old World
was already in the midst of the all-absorbing war.
The sub-title explains this unexpected growth:

"Zoological 1 ontributions from the Tropical

Research Station of the New York Zoological
Society." In the words ol one ol the authors, it

marks the beginning ol a wholly new type of bio-

logical work, capable of literally illimitable expan-
sion. It provides for intensive study, in the open
field, of the teeming animal life of the tropics.

Cordial hospitality is extended to all naturalists to

secure, without jealousy, from whatever source, the
most thorough research possible. Every original

investigator lit to work in the field is sure of an

eager welcome and of all possible aid in his

studies.

Mr. Beebe, with his previous experience "t

British Guiana (c/. "Our Search for a Wilder-
ness," New York City, 1908] as directing curator,

and Mr. Hartley and Mr. Howes as research asso-

ciates, established themselves in March, 1916, at

Kalacoon House, Hills Estate, Mazaruni River,

British Guiana, and stayed there until August,
1910. The place is about 40 miles from the coast,

near the Essequibo River, just above the marshy
alluvial zone, still within reach of the tide. Schists

and outcropping granite, < la\ subsoil and sand-

dunes, fere all covered with dense jungle. The
field of intense operation was restricted to half

a square mile around the station, a clearing for

india-rubber. Close b\ a square mile is covered
with second growth, some three years old, already

20 ft. high, affording valuable comparison with

the primeval forest, since this new area is com-
posed of its own flora and fauna.

Work was begun at once. The present book
is not a traveller's account. It plunges at once

into observation and reflection concerning ever so

main topics, for example, the jungle is divided

into four horizontal zones, each with its character-

istic flora and fauna—floor, lower, mid, and tree-

tops— of which the middle zone is the heart of

tropical life, whilst that above is still a closed

book, for the obvious reason thai il is hopeless

to sit and observe on the top of the jungle. How-
ever, the authors hope next time In find ways and
means to establish themselves comfortably aloft.

Concerning birds, tin- favourite study of the

director, nearly 300 kinds were observed, half

of which were omnivorous, 1 2 per cent.

wholly vegetarian, and 38 per cent, entirely

insectivorous. Ami, mark, "no trace of a

butterfly or moth was Found in any ol the

400 stomachs examined." There are man)
observations as to diet hitherto unsuspected. The
caracara, .1 reputed scavenger, sated himseli with

seeds and insects. Swallow -t ailed kites, instead ol

terrorising other birds, lived on small fruit ami

large grasshoppers. Vultures were rare—at least,

Careful search of the sky never revealed one

—

but an) carcass left deep in the jungle, out of

sight, was within two or three days surrounded
hv various kinds of thes, birds. Being devoid of

tin si 11s, of smell, were they attracted to the s|X>t
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by the buzzing of Hies, or b\ the dlrecl droning

ili^ht 11I" the great scarabs?
\ 1 1 1< 1 1 is said about coloration. Mr. I

"infallible test" whether .1 bird is protectivel)

coloured ur nut is whether it "freezes," counting

upon being overlooked, or whether it goes off.

Lists of such and other birds an given, and many
of tin real, t, exi eptions are scrutinised.

Some explanation is always available where per-

sonal bias is n.ii h impered by ai tual knowledge in

this " optical tower ol Babel of the tropical Forest.
"

lapter is devoted to the life of the hoatzin,

with excellent photographs 1 enery, nests,

md the climbing and swimming of the un-

fledged babies. All this is glorified into a miracle,

with conclusions about the origin of birds rathei

startling and a little overdone. The staff took

no end of trouble about the lasting, eggs, and
young of various other birds, especiall) toucans,

about which nothing was known.
Mr. Hartley has contributed chapters on the

development of external features. There is ,1 livel)

chapter on the pi inibal fish, the piranha

of the Brazilians. Mr. Howes treats of the life-

histories "i bees and wasps, with coloured plates.

Mr. Rodway, of the Georgetown Museum, writes

on Indian charms, and the Rev. W. G. White
contributes notes of the Hinterland of Guiana.

Altogether this is a very valuable first instalment

of a most promising enterprise.

DRUGS AND THEIR PREPARATIONS.
The Dispensatory of the I nited States of

America. Twentieth edition, thoroughly re-

vised and largely re-written by Prof. J.
1'.

Remington and others. Pp. cxxii+ 2010.
(Philadelphia and London: J. B. Lippincott Co.,

191S. ) Price -'/. 10s. net.

T I is now three-quarters of a century since the
* first edition of the United States Dispensatory

published. During thai period it lias grown
from a volume of 1073 pages '" one of nearly

double that size, and simultaneously enhanced its

reputation as a standard work of reference for
matters pharmaceutical.
The revision of the work for the present edition

accomplished by the late Prof. Remington,
whilst- loss all pharmacists deplore, and Dr.

Horatio Wood, assisted i>\ Prof. Sadtler
(Chemistry), Prof. La-Wall 1!' Prof.

Kraemer (Pharmacognosy), and Dr. Anderson. It

has long bun recognised that in the preparation
compendious a volume, embracing various

branches ol knowledge, the co-ope 1 it ion of experts
in those branches must be enlisted, and this plan

has here been followed with most admirable
result s.

The issue of new editions of the United States

.\m\ British Pharmacopoeias and of the National
Formulary, the appearance ol man) new non-
official remedies, and the rapid increase in our
knowledge of official remedii it it ed a

vast amount of work by the compilers. h ma\
at once be said that the compilation has been excel-
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lently accomplished, with the result that the United
- Dispensatory is now a mine of information

I on all matters relating to pharmacy. It includes

practically all the drugs and preparations of the

United States and British 1'h in ias and of

the National Formulary, and also such of the

German and French pharmacopo ire in

ommon use in the United States.

'Lhe preliminary pages (122)

1 American) Food and Drugs Act, to Food In-

spection decisions, tp the Harrison 1

Law, a glossary, an index of diseases, and so on.
lie work is divided into three parts.

Part i. deals with all the remedies in tin-

States and British Pharmacopoeias, part ii. witl

the National Formulary and non-otlicial remedies,

and part iii. with tests, test solutions, weights
and measures, the art of prescribing, and cognate

matters such as alcohol tables, etc.

As part i. comprises more than 1200 pages of

closel) printed text, it is obvious that the various

remedies are comprehensively dealt with. As an
example, the account of Acacia (gum arabic)

may be utilised to show the extent of the informa-

tion given and the method adopted for its arrange-

ment. After an enumeration of the various species

of Acacia that yield commercial gums, and a brief

note on the products other than gum obtained from
the tree, the nature and cause of the exudation

and the method of harvesting the gum are

described. Then follows an elaborate description

of official and non-official varieties of gum. The
general properties, chemical composition, and tests

occupy three columns, the article concluding with

incompatibles, adulterations, uses, and official

preparations. It will be seen, therefore, that the

treatment is very comprehensive and that it is

possible in a few minutes and in a single volume
to inform oneself very thoroughly about gum
arabic. The other preparations and drugs are

similarly treated, more or less extensively accord-

ing to their importance. Here and there one

misses the latest researches ; thus in the excellent,

historically arranged account of the chemical ex-

amination of rhubarb the investigations of Tutin

and Clewer appear 10 have been overlooked, as

also under " Scammoniae Radix" those of Power
ami Rogerson. Such omission is, however, quite

exceptional, and reference to the United States

Dispensatory may be relied upon for rapid, con-

cise, and comprehensive information on almost

:fnv drug or preparation that is or has been used

in pharmacy.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
s. / ol i ., - In Elementary Text-book of

/ 1,! Si . ondary Schools and
cultur.il Short Courses. By E. Dwight
Sanderson and L. M. Peairs. Pp. vii + 356.

1 New York : J. Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London :

Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1017.1 Price ~s. net.

Tiiis little book is one of "Wiley's Technical

Sciies," for the use of "various " schools in the

L'nited States of America, where such educational
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matters of econonii| importam i
ioked

i lesson might profitabl) be l< ai ned in

tais . a thai I* spei i. i nfo

ilj w.ih insects of the Amerii an

. imui till the want here. h

,,. uis, the Inst dealing with general

enti mology, the second with i conomii entomo-

The junior author is responsible for part L,

the senior lor part ii.

The illustrations are numerous, and tl

pan ii. excellent, being mainl) reproductions

the publications oi the United States Depart-

ment oi Agriculture. Most of those in part l.

are photographic reproductions, and tins process

does not lend itself to this subject, some ol the

figures being verj indistinct and fogged and taken

from verv badl) sel spe< imens. The various orders

are dealt with in a clear and simple manner, and

there is a chapter on insect collection.

In the economic part the following are dealt

with : insects affecting man and domestic animals,

including licks, mosquitoes, fleas, and warble-flies;

insects affecting household goods; field-crop

insects; and garden and orchard insects. There

is .iK,. an excellent chapter on insect control, and

appendices dealing with useful papers and hunks

On American insect pests. I'- V. T.

The Chemical Analysis of Iron: .1 Complete

Account of \ll the Best-knoym Methods for the

Analysis of Iron, Steel, Pig-iron, Alloy \lelals.

Iron Ore. Limestone, Slag, ('lav. Sand. Coal.

and Coke. By A. A. Blair. Eighth edition.

Pp. 318. (Philadelphia and London: J.
B. Lip-

pincott Co., 1918.) Price 215. net.

Blair's "Chemical Analysis of Iron" has Inn-

sin,,- made a name for itself among technical

manuals. About a quarter of a century has

elapsed since the writer of this notice first used

the book, the second edition of which had just

been published; and it is not surprising to find

that so useful a work is still in demand.

Much has happened in the world of iron

analysis since those days. Chiefly the 1 hanges

have been in the increased use of steel alloys con-

taining more or less of the "rare " elements, such

anadium, uranium, molybdenum, and tung-

sten; and also of the "alloy metals," such as

tungsten and ferro-molybdenum. Methods
. ii> sing the former group have been brought

together in this edition of the book, and a

s1_p.1t.1i, section has been allotted to the alloy

metals. ["o chemists who have used former

editions it will uffice to say that the present one

has been rei and partly rewritten to include

improvements ol processes, but preserves its

I, Miner characteristics "I concise accuracj and
judicious selection ol methods. To those un-

acquainted with the book- it may be said that they

will find in it all thi in rn ion necessai \ foi

carrying out iron and steel an; I; ;is to an) degree

ompleteness thai may be desired. The working
Ms are sufficiently full, nol

elaborated, and users will find th
•

.
practical guide. I

. S.
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ERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor doe; not hold himself responsible for

opinion:, expri ed by liis correspondents. Neither

can he und return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any oth Ice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Study of English in Italian Universities.

My friend, Prol Piei sa, ol Turin, wrote t,>

mi 51 11 mi
1 requesting me to hand

enclose, h ol his lettei dealing with the
1

,
,, ml - initiated itti mpl to bring about a -1 heme ol

educational collaboration between Italy and England.
Since he wrote, the announcement has been made
public thai the Ministry of Public Instruction in Italv

has decided upon the establishment of a number of

chairs of English in the Italian universities. The sug-
gestion contained in Prof. Giacosa's paragraph has
reference to the possibilities of young British graduates
acting as "lectors" for a limited period under the

regular Italian professors of Enghsh, and doing work
in this w.i'i as assistants to the professoi

lh,- paragraph in question run- a* follows:—
"II Ministro ,1,11a Pubblica [struzione in [tali;

chiesto al Consiglio Superiore della Pubblica Istru i,

di dare il suo parene sulla proposta di fondare nelle

university italiane cattedre di letteratura inglese. II

Consiglio ha applaudito al proposito del Mir
dichiarandolo di grande utilita per la elevazione della

coltura universitarfa. Gli studiosi inglesi che in-

tendessero approfittare di questi disposizioni del

Govi : ii- italiano per fare un corso 'li tezioni di lettera-

tura inglese in una university Italian. ,. |

dirigersi .,! Professore Piero Giacosa, Universal

Torino, pei aven sehiarimenti al proposito."

[.Translation: "The Minister of Public Instruc-

tion in Itah has invited the Higher Council "l Publi<

Instruction to express its opinion on thi proposal

tn establish a number of chairs of English litera

in the Italian universities. The Council < :pi --
its approval of the proposal, ,1, daring it to 1

th,- utmost, value for the development ol univi

studies. I ngl -'1 graduates who would desin avail

themselves ol th se arrangemi nts sel up b\ the Italian

( Government should apply to Prof. Pi sa

Cniversiti ol Turin, fur information."]
EDW VRD BVLl Ol'GH.

6 Huntingdon Road, 1 'ambridge, S bei 25.

The "Salary" of the Lecturer.

Ma\ 1 venture to direct attentioi irious incon-

sistency which appears to have escaped thi rioti

ni, men as mucb a- it has thai -
I the general

public? Men of science ami educationists are em-
phasising 'Ii'- need fur a largi -l men and

women with scientific training to earn nut research,

technical an, I academic, and in aid in tin- ordinary

conduct "I i'm 1 --. I,nth now and after the war;

while, judging from official educational advertise*

ni, -nts, men with the highest qualifications are • \-

1 train hi- n< « g< ni 1 ation foi .,
" -alary

"

that con -
- ost unfavourably with thi wages

ol .1 facton hand. Wi demand that many shall

receivi .1 -mm
I

in, ami that able

teachers 1,-1 the purpose -hall be provided; but

eitbi -

I

I
t'rici' which will

m -

it thosi wl I
II do s
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wherewithal to I

It is ni -

I

"in thi li ctun s

shed scientific men
ing \\ ith thi essitl F01 • u e, and

ind a| '}•'••
•

- ce; the

d ,ii.'. ,i\ s hav( provided,

num.; 3 \: the same tinv, any column
- will provide num. rous

examples similai • the following which are quoted
from sements." A
well-known Scottish college asks for "an ass

lii-iii! •
- 150I." A

for .1 large t< aching institution in

Londi "a high honour
man, v ith thai 1 youth who
has and 240/. i>

1 hus, either we ar< sa ished thai a largi

proportion of university and ci Wng shall be

in the hands of men and wonv market value

about Jim/, a nan .1 modi
genl manual labourer in a munition factory can

bes -trained and keenest men
and women, ju^t because the\ happen to have the

ability to teach or a liking for teaching, to acci

which will not allow them to live in a manner
fitting to their station, ami renders th( proper

f.-. ding anil schooling of 1 1i« i : children a constant

anxiety, anil sometimes almost an impossibility. Cer-

tainly there is a third possible explanation: thi

one has ever troubled to think- about the matter' Fs

it not time for something definite to b 1 med>
•hi- state of affairs a state which if obvious to any-

one who happens to nail both the text and the adver-

ents of any scientific jou Moreover, the

outlook for science teaching becausi on<

result of the wai will be to open m.m\ promising

nen and women with scientific training, and
hat, unli 5! he position of the

univei is very much improved, no one
who can possibly obtain an appointment elsewhi re will

undertake thi work of teaching or shi bi .1

person of independent means. E. R. Marle.
B.E.I 5 r 17.

The Arboreal Descent of Man.

Pai u evidence for the arboreal habit of

las been adduced by Matthew-
In particular, for thi ation

Insei tivores

resembling in main- and Ptilocercus

is indicated by many considerations (Grej

pi lei the

Hominkl.-v >tB such a stock,

and this is what Prof. Wood-Ji - or indirectly

—that is, through an intermediate anthropoid stag" .

hi lil by Ami rican palaei mti sts; bul even in

this case, as monkeys I animals, it is

evident thai Hominidae never passed through a quad-

Istituto .li Antiopnlogia, R. Univers

Napoli, September 17.

A Curious Rainbow.

Is North Wales, on August 20, about two hours

inset, I saw a radnbow-effeci which was quite

me.
The summit of Tryfaen (some fo mili-s north-easl

from that of Snowdon) has threi ky peaks
running roughly north and south.

M 1 >L. I02]

\\. had 1
limbed up

I istern cliff in a

ught up much cloud with
light - I top ol

the southern peak, ["he Hoi . ,,! 1.0 north-easl
and ti , ighl por-

tion of a brilliant rainbow. Al the of its circle

if our peak with thos 1 if the othi 1

two peaks to the left of it, all defined.
Wound the -ha. low of our peak was a most vivid and

stent bow, the smallest I haw
. t h>-

radiiis of the inner edge being about half li

the outer. The central space changed a

frequently almost filled by a 11 How
glow, which sometime- ...... 1. n ards
the centre until it resembled a nebulous sun r.n a

whitish ground, while at intervals little yellow

3 peaks of Tryfaen

Streamers seemed to radiate from it to the inner
of the bow. Outside this bow (which had the colour-

in regular rainbow order, red outside) was part of a
third bow of perhaps double the diameter, but dim
and intermittent.

We stood up and made gestures, expecting some
sort of Brocken effect, but could detect none. How-
ever, as we were not on the extreme summit, and the
cloud was very distant, our shadows would at best

have been extremely minute.
Out of manv " Brockens " thai I have seen in

different parts of the world the most vividly coloured
was in Arctic Norway, the most curious and un-
expected was on a blazing An sea-level in

Portugal, and the most realistic on the Mendip Hills

in Som.
The last was all the more effective for being' within

an uncoloured and inconspicuous ring.

Vv. P. H.-S.

GERMAN INDUSTRY AND THE WAR.
II.

IN addition to explosives and what are ordinarih

comprised under the term munitions, war re-

quires for its prosecution a great variety of other

articles, all of them more or less essential. I

among- these are coal, metals, alcohol, petrol, oils

and fats, soap, glycerin, textiles, leather, wood,
rubber, turpentine, lubricants, food, surgical ap-

pliances, and medicaments. It is of interest to

learn how Germany has hitherto managed, in
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spite hi in t isolation, to provide herself with these

irii

1 i course, is needed lor motive power, for

iction ol coke for metallurgical purposes

the by-products of its distillation are required

for the manufacture of explosives. German}-, in

1912, produced 175,875,000 tons of coal, and im-

ported 10,480,000 tons, almost exclusively from

this country. As regards lignite, in the same year

her deposits furnished 80,934,800 tons; in addition

she imported 7,2711, 000 tons from Austria. During
the war she has seized large quantities of com-
bustibles in Belgium, the occupied provinces ol

France, and Luxemburg, some of which she has

been able to exchange with neighbouring neutral

countries for food and other necessaries. Her
main difficulties have been due, not to a shortage

of material, but to lack of transport and labour.

This last she has to some extent met by compelling

Belgian miners to work and by employing
prisoners of war. In addition she has rigorously

controlled consumption. Factories have been
limited in their stocks, and private consumers
restricted to 250 kilos, for each fireplace

per annum. The distribution is regulated by
a special commission, and the question of its

rational utilisation is entrusted to the Kaiser Wil-
helm Institut at Mulheim, under the direction of

Prof. Fischer. Great improvements are claimed
to have been made in coking and in the recovery
of by-products, which has been made compulsory.
Many central power stations have been installed,

using the large quantities of gas produced during
the coking process and from blast furnaces. There
can be little doubt that these measures will per-

manently benefit industry. It will be found that

we shall have much to learn from Germany con-
cerning the scientific use of coal, and we can only
hope to maintain our position by bettering her

example.
As regards liquid combustibles she is much less

favourably situated. In 1913 she produced only

71,300 tons, and imported 745,000 tons, of which
the United States furnished 574,800 tons, and
Austria-Hungary 119,700 tons. The invasion of

Galicia by the Russians in 1915, of course, greatly
aggravated the situation, and the destruction
etle. ted by them on their retreat prevented the
Germans from immediately utilising the Galician
sources. They have now, to a large extent, re-

covered then,, as well as those of Rumania. The
consumption of petrol is severely restricted. So
serious was the deficiency at one period that from
May 1 to August 31, 1917, its sale by retailers

was absolutely forbidden. The institute at Mul-
heim studied the methods of extracting the hydro-
carbons from lignite tar, but with what success
does not appear. Germany even before the war
made use of mixtures of alcohol and benzol as
motor-fuel usually in the proportion of 75 per cent,

of alcohol and 25 per cent, of benzol. Such a

mixture cannot, however, be safely used for avia-

tion work, especially in winter.

exploitation of the stores f <wtural gas
know:, to exist in Transylvania has ct actively

-553, vol. 102]

pursued, aided by subsidies from the Deutsche
Bank and the powerful Hungarian banks. The

i
gas is ahead) distributed to Budapest, and is

used as a souk e of power at the 1

J
.m.amide works

ol S/entmarlon.

The provision of the various metals needed for

the purposes of war has, however, taxed

Germany's energies and her powers of organisa-

tion to the Utmost.
As regards iron, in 1913 she raised 36 million

tons of ore, and imported nearly 12 million tons,

of which ne.iiK 7.I million tons came from France
and Spain, and 4I million tons from Sweden. She
lias, however, more than recouped herself for the

loss of the French and Spanish ore by her occupa-

tion of the Briey basin, which produced 15 million

tons in 1913. This ore is highly phosphatic, and

yields a basic slag of considerable value for agri-

cultural purposes. The production of cast-steel in

Germany has gone up by leaps and bounds during

the war. In September, 1914, she produced

663,000 tons, ( 100,000 tons in the following month,

and 1,650,000 tons at the same period two years

later. For a time she was able to barter her

manufactured iron with neutral countries in ex-

change for commodities of which she had more
urgent need.

Germany possesses only very small deposits of

manganese ore ; in 1913 she imported 680,000 tons,

of which 447,000 tons came from Russia, and
178,000 tons from India. She had, however, con-

siderable stocks in hand on the outbreak of war,

which sufficed for her needs for some twenty

months of hostilities, thanks to the successful

efforts of her metallurgists to diminish the pro-

portion of ferro-manganese needed for the pro-

duction of steel. At the present time the greater

amount of manganese needed for German industry

comes from Siegerland. The limonites and braun-

ites of Nassau, as well as the deposits of Giessen,

Bingerbruck, and the Hartz, are also actively

worked. Manganiferous ores have been recently

discovered in Carniola and in the Elbogen district.

Thanks to the economies in the use of manganese
in the manufacture of steel, due mainly to the

action of the Mining and Industrial Society of

Germany and Luxemburg, and of the Hasper Com-
pany, which have gratuitously placed the results

of their investigations at the service of her steel-

makers, ( icrmany was able to reserve the Thu-
ringian and Hartz deposits exclusively for her

chemical industries.

Of all the metals she needs, none has caused

her greater concern than the provision of copper.

In 1913 she imported 225,000 tons, of which

185,000 tons came from the United States, the

rest being furnished by England, Serbia, Sweden,
and Belgium. In this case she soon felt the influ-

ence of the blockade. As is well known, she has re-

morselessK requisitioned all articles ol copper and

brass, not only at home, but in Rclgium, Serbia,

Rumania, Russia, and wherever her armies have
penetrated or her submarines have been able to

operate. Sin has substituted iron for copper when-
evet

i

1 " ibl as in electric conductors and tele-
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pfa .ind telephone wins. sin- ha:- reopened

abandoned workings .it Mansfeld and in the

tein, Niedermohr, etc., and
fit course she Has nol neglected to utilise the mines

of Maidanpek in Serbia. Ilea internal production

ol copper grew from 25,300 tons in [913 to

35,000 tons in 1916; but sin- has fell the wastage

of war with increasing severity, and there is no
•doubt thai i1k continued provision of copper is

becoming practk ally an insoluble problem.

For aluminium Germany before the war was
almost wholly dependent upon foreign supplies. In

1913 sin- consumed about 12,500 tons, of which
imported 4000 tons from France and 6000

tons from Switzerland. As this metal was wholly

derived from French bauxite, the exportatio

which was forbidden, German) had to seek else-

where for the mineral. Bauxite equal to the

French material was found in Hungary and Car-

niola, and works have been established to treat

the produce of the valle) of the Zud, Bihar, and

Kolosz. The Swiss manufactories now use this

bauxite, as well as the affiliated German works, at

Neuhausen, Muhldorf-on-the-Inn, and elsewhere.

The Centra] Powers are then lore independent of

outside sources of supply, and their output of the

metal is sufficiently large to enable them to use

it in lieu of other metals of which they are deficient,

manufacture ol aluminium is now an estab-

lished ( icrman industry.

Germany obtains considerable amounts of lead

from Upper Silesia and from the left bank of the

Rhine. In addition, before 0114, she imported
notable amounts of ore from Australia and Bel-

gium. Whenever possible zini was substituted

for lead, and water-pipes wen even constructed

of papier-mache. As regards zinc she suffered

from no spei ial shortage, and its price experienced

no very gnat increase. Antimony was largely

replaced by other metals, although the works at

Pr/ibram, P ind Jasz) still continued to

furnish supplies. Most of her tin ores before the

war came from Bolivia and the Dutch Indies. On
account of the blockade she worked some small

deposits of cassiterite in the Mart/ mountains, but

is no question that she suffered greatly from

lack of the metal. \ll tinning was prohibited,

and, indeed, much ware was di tinned, ft will be

remembered thai some 181,000 lb. of tin was
among the return American cargo of the sub-

marine Deutschland in September, 1916. German)
was no less short of nickel, for which she was de-

pendent, before the war, on \.\v Caledonia and
Canada. Nickel deposits ware, however, dis-

covered at Crajova, and have since been actively

worked. The Deutschland brought back from the

United States 752,600 lb. of ibis metal in Sep-
tember, [916. Germany obtained all the mercury
she needed from Austria-Hungary and from Asi.i

Minor. Asia Minor also furnished her with small

quantities of chrome ore. Tungsten and molyb-
denum ores were discovered and worked in

Austria-1 lungarj

.

Owing to the necessit) of using large
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quantities of potatoes for food, and as a

consequence of the shortage of sodium nitrate

as .1 fertiliser, thi of alcohol, so
ss.ary for the manufacture ol munitions, ex-

perienced a very serious set-back, and a number
ol methods of meeting the deficiency were em-
ployed. Abandoned processi esuscitated,

and new schemes, such as thai ol working up the
sulphite liquors in the manufacture ol wood-pulp,
ahead) in operation in Sweden, wet ablished.
ilic cellulose factor) at Konigsberg at the end of

1917 was producing about 1
,', million li ol 95

per Cent, alcohol by this process. Attempts have
been made to effect the synthesis of alcohol from
acetylene, itself derived from calcium carbide. As
a war measure this may be possible, as also

due to the saccharification of wood by means of

dilute sulphuric acid, but such processes can have

no permanent effect on German industry. It is

onlv by the most rigorous methods of economy,
such as limiting or even forbidding its consump-
tion as a beverage, and by withholding it from
certain industries, such as that of celluloid, unless

working for the war, that Germany has been able

to meet her necessities.

As is well known, the continued provision of

oils, fats, and their associated products, soap and
glycerin, has occasioned our enemies the greatest

concern, and almost every known method of aug-

menting the supply from internal sources has been

resorted to, such as the oxidation of lignite-tar oils

and the treatment of ozonides. Various substitutes

for soap have been devised, made of clay, kaolin,

chalk, etc., mixed with silicate of soda, glue, and
an antiseptic such as boric or salicylic acid, with

sufficient saponin (usually quillaya bark) to pro-

duce a lather. The Kriegs Anschuss placed oh the

market a soap consisting of fatty acids and saponi-

fied resins with clay and sodium carbonate at a

maximum price of 20 pfennigs for 50 grams
per head per month. This is supplied to hos-

pitals, doctors, and certain groups of workmen.
Such industries as textiles, leather, bleaching, and

dyeing have been seriously incommoded, and re-

covery pro, esses have been rigorously insisted

upon. The deficiency of fats has of course affected

the production of glycerin. Its therapeutic em-

ployment has been practically forbidden, and its

recovery whenever possible is compulsory. A solu-

tion of calcium chloride is employed as a substitute

in certain industries. Ethylene glycol has replaced

it as a medicament, and in the preparation of

films, in printing, and in lithography. Various

vegetable decoctions stabilised by antiseptics are

also used. Concentrated solutions of lactate of

soda and of potash, under the names of "per-

glycerin " and " perkaglycerin, " have been intro-

duced into pharmacy.
The spina- at disposal does not allow of any

account of the methods to which our enemies have

been driven in dealing with the urgent problems of

textiles, leather, and paper. For turpentine they

were wholly dependent upon supplies from America,

France, and Russia, and a variety of substitutes
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had i" m devised, chief among them "lignite*

id "i oumarone-resm, " the manufai
od which lias assumed considerable proportions

\\ ar
(

i 1,000 tons in [916).

Germa
|
bad accumulated large stocks ol rubber

prior to the outbreak ad war. In 1915 she placed
its sali ind use under stringent regulation. Vari-
ous substitutes, such .is "Ruttenlattich," the
exudation from Euphorbia paiustris, have been
employed. Kb a\ ei

j
proi esses have been largelj

developed, and foreign gums introduced into the
recovered material. It is known also thai syn-
thetic methods have been worked out, and arc
said to be in operation on a large scale. It has
been asserted, indeed, thai Germany has thereby
made heisell independent ol foreign supplies. At
the same time it is known thai her commercial
submarines broughl her upwards oi 800 tons "I

rubber in 1916.
MM. Jaureguy, Froment, and Stephen conclude

their interesting a. .mint with an appreciativi re-

cognition of the services which German chemists
rendered to their country. It is largely ov ing

to their activity that the Central Powers have been
enabled to meet .the deficiency of maUriel which
the stringent blockade of the Entente has caused
them.

THE WAR AND PSYCHOLOGY.
TPHF. ellec

1
oi the events of the last lew years

-1
- upon any science may be regarded from

two points of view. hirst, it may be asked: In
what ways has the science rendered help in the
solution of the problems raised by the war?
Secondly: I low far has the' appearance of these
problems tended to change the outlook and the
future programme of work for the science itself?
With regard to psychology, it is now possible to
attempt an answer to these questions. We may
consider, first, the relation of psychology to
medical treatment.

By this time there exist numerous publications
dealing with the nature and treatment of the pro-

malady which is inadequately termed "shell-
shock." The methods of treating this complex
of disorders are almost as numerous as the dis-
abilities themselves. It may fairly be said, how-
ever, thai these methods either are psychical in

nature, or, if accompanied by physical auxiliaries,
contain a relatively generous admixture of mental
treatment, I In - range from force majeure in one
direction to sympathetic persuasion in another,
and to subtle logical analysis and re-

education in yel third. Let us 'ask our first

question: In what has psychology helped in

the alleviation of these conditions?
A simple, straightforward exponent of "firm-

ness" methods might reply that no knowledge
of psychology at all I; b ..led, but meieh
the will power and p. the physician.
On examination, however, this answer would be
found to refer to his successes only. Not only a

particular type ol physician, mi equally
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specific variety ol patient and of malady are re-

quired lor tin achievement ol simple victories of
this kind. Such treatment is often strikingly suc-

cessful in the .lis- of case which presents obvious
objective disabilities, such as the various kinds
ol "functional" paralysis. Its value is definitely
less in ih. is. numerous cases the troubles of

which are entirely or mainly of a. subjective
nature. Such disorders as inability to concentrate
attention, loss of memory, insomnia, terrifying
dreams, emotional instability, and morbid an:
may on occasion yield to the "firmness" method.
Usually, however, if treated in this way, they
mere!) demonstrate the existence ol reciprocal

firmness on the pari of both physician and patient.

As a result ol experience, too, it is found that

sympathy alone will not suffice to cure many of

these patients. A penetrating analysis of the

tangle of causes which have led to their presenl
condition, followed by thorough "re-education,"
is often necessary. In such treatment a know-
ledge both of psychological theory and of tech-

nique has proved to be indispensable.

Moreover, the physician who is at the same
time a psychologist has found ample scope for

his activity in another direction, the reassuring
of his patient. To the ordinary man the idea -that

other people's minds may work in ways differ, n'

from his own is usually quite foreign. When,
therefore, a great shock causes his mind to

develop a new trick he is usually quite unpre-
pared for it, and frequently develops tin- fear of

impending or actual insanity : a fear which, for

many very cogent reasons, he keeps 1,, himself as

long as possible. This fear may be dispelled if

his medical officer is able to impart to him some
knowledge of the considerable transient and
normal variations in the mental happenings of

different individuals.

It is important to point out here that, while a

knowledge of the "normal" psychology ex-

pounded in the ordinary English text-books has
been of no little use, especially in the direction

last described, much more help, has been obtained
from the writings of those workers in the sister

science, ps\ chopathology. As is well known, their

indefatigable industry and prolific speculation

have aroused considerable discussion in recent

years. Informed criticism of this work, however,
is at present very rare, and it is only fair to say

that little of it is to be found in English journals.

A change of attitude towards the psycho-analytic
movement is now clearly aotii eable among
psychologists. While at one time psychology
dealt merely with the description md classification

of "slates" ,,l consciousness, there' is now uni-

versal acknowledgment of the fad that many of

our thoughts, beliefs, and actions are due wholly

or in pari to motives and causes of which we
ourselves may he parti) or wholly unconscious.

To correct such thoughts and beliefs necessitates

the discovery ol the factors which were originally

responsible for them. Hundreds of cases of

mental and net OUS disorders arising from war
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have demonstrated this truth, which

is now clearly realised. Methods owing their

origin to the pioneer investigations "I Freud,

Jung, and others are novt being widely used

by workers who do not necessarily agree with

the theoretical views held by these writers.

We may now consider the way in which the

medical problems of the war have affected the

outlook of psychology. Ii seems certain thai after

the war greater emphasis will be laid upon the

importance of instinctive and emotional factors

and upon the power of non-rational beliefs to

influence conduct. "Individual" and "social"

psychology can no longer be regarded as separati

departments. The rather exclusively intellectual-

istic viewpoint of psychology will be enormously

modified and supplemented. In justice to psycho

logj it should be pointed oul that in the years

ding the war the beginning of this change
-pert in England was clearly apparent in the

h workers as Hart, Ernest Jones,

McDougall, Shand, Trotter, and Graham Wallas.

I ! is newer psychology, if properly taught, will

be of distinct help to medical men in enabling

them to deal more scientifically with the enormous
and dail) increasing number of mental and ncr\-

disorders which are attributable, directly and
indirectly, to the war.

In conclusion, brief reference should be made
to another problem the urgency of which is great,

but towards the solution of which almost nothing
has yet been attempted in our own country. We

to the scientific selection and training od

persons for important tasks demanding special

innate and acquired aptitudes and capacities. The
war has demonstrated, and is demonstrating, in

a depressingly convincing waj the ease with
which square pegs may be placed—and kept

in round holes. The physical capacities of re-

cruits for the Army have usually been tested

before they have been allotted to their special

work; but in scarcely any case has there been

any scientific attempt to determine how far they

are mentally fitted for the exacting tasks allotted

to them.

As this article is being written an instructive

contrast comes to hand from the Surgeon-
General's Office at Washington. In the Psycho-

lot March, ii)i s
. Major Robert M.

Yerkes describes "the history of the organising
of psychological military service" in the United
States. We may mention lure one point of in-

terest. The lowest 10 per cent, and the highest

5 per cent, discovered in the psychological exam-
ination of recruits wet I to a searching

individual examination, on the basis of which a

special report was made to the medical offii et

The example of such a rational attempt to dis-

cover the incompetent and the specially competent
before, and not after, valuable time has been
wasted may be recommended to the consideration
of all who are anxious to further the best employ-
ment of our human resources.

T. H. Pear.
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OBSERVATIONS ol the solai eclipse of June 8

appear to have been ver\ successful on the

whole, notwithstanding the general prevalenci ol

cloudy conditions along the path of totality, ex-

tending from the State ol \\ to Florida.

Preliminary accounts of the work oi th< parties ol

observers from the Lick and Mount Wilson obser-

vatories are given in the August issui ol the

Publications of the Astronomical Society ol the

Pacific (vol. XXX., No. [76), and of those from the

Verkes and numerous other observatories in the

August-September issue of Popular Astronomy
(vol. xxvi., \o. 7).

Prof. Campbell's party was located at

GoldCndale, Washington, and on an otherwisi

completely cloudy day the sun was seen in a per-

fectly clear gap from less than a minute before

totality to a few seconds alter the end of totality.

With a lens of 6-iri. aperture and 40-ft. focal

length, pointed directly at the sun, photographs
of the corona were obtained which are described

a, surpassing in definition any previously obtained

by the Lick observers. The corona was remarkable
for the sheaths of streamer- which surrounded all

tin principal prominences, and Prof. Campbell re-

marks that "it seems impossible to question that

the forces in the sun responsible for the promi-
nences are the forces which are responsible for

the coronal streamers situated near the promi-
nences." Excellent photographs of the corona
were also obtained with other instruments, and
streamers to the east of the sun were recorded to

about three solar diameters. Special cameras were
employed for registering the brighter stars in the
region near the sun for the purpose of testing the

Einstein effect, and as stars fainter than Sth mag-
nitude are shown on the plates it is possible that

measurementsmay lead toimportanl results. A spec-
trogram obtained with a three-prism spectrograph,
showing the spectrum of the corona east and west
of the sun, with iron comparisons, was taken for

the accurate determination of the wave-length of
the well-known green line of "coronium," and a
preliminary measurement has shown that the wave-
length differs very little fiom 530yo A. With a

single-prism spectrograph, the well-known coronal
lines 3601, 3987, 4086, 4231, and 5303 were pho-
tographed, and seven other bright lines were sus-

pected. On these plates the coronal spectrum only

extends 6 or 7 minutes ol arc from the edge of the
sun, and no absorption lines appear in this region;

the inner corona thus appears to be radiating its

own light, and does not reflect sufficient sunlight

to impress the Fraunhofer lines on its continuous

spectrum. The irregular distribution of "coro-
nium" v as successfully recorded by the use of an
objective-grating adjusted for the green line in the

third order spectrum. Fi\c observers g; atten-

tion to the "shadow band " phenomena at the be-

ginning and end of totality, with results which
appear to be more definite and accordant than on

any previous occasion. With reference to the
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origin of these bands, Prof. Campbell considers

thai the rapid cutting oil of the sun's rays before

totality, and the reverse process following totality,

may conceivably produce temperature or density

gradients in the earth's atmosphere which may be

favourable t<> effects upon tin- solai rays analogous

to diffraction.

Prof. E. I'. Lewis, who was associated with the

Lick observers, employed a large quartz spectro-

graph, an objective prism with double-image
prism loi Studying possible polarisation in the

lines, and a double-image camera for investigating

the integral polarisation ol the corona. Strong
polarisation of the corona was recorded to a. dis-

tance greater than the solar diameter.

At Green River, Wyoming, where the Mount
Wilson observers wen stationed, the sun was
partly covered bj clouds during totality. A fairly

good photograph of the corona, however. Was
secured by .Mr. Kllerman with an 8-in. objective

of ^o-f t. local length, and Dr. St.- John was par-

tially successful in his work on the spect'-um of

tlie corona. The scale of the spectrograph em-
ployed was o A per millimetre in the region of the

green line, and the slit coincided with the sun's

equator on an image 2 cm. in diameter. An iron

arc comparison impressed on the plate leads to

the wave-length 5^03^04, on Rowland's scale, for

.the green coronal line on the east limb of the sun,

but the west limb was unfortunately obscured by

clouds. If it be assumed that the rotation of the

corona is of the same order as that of the chromo-
sphere, the corrected wave-length becomes

530V-39- It is important to note that the photo-

graph gave the impression that trie green line

might have appeared less simple with a stronger

exposure. Some valuable records of the spectra

of the prominences and upper chromosphere were

also secured with a concave grating objective spec-

trograph.

The principal station occupied by the Yerkes
observers was also at Green River, Wyoming.
Prof. Barnard obtained photographs of the corona

and prominences with a 6-in. lens of 60-ft. focal

length, and others with a photographic objective

of 12-in. aperture, which are stated to show the

prominences with an excellence of definition rarely

equalled. An extensive programme of spectro-

scopii s planned by Prof. Frost, but the

clouds were too dense to permit of successful

results in all cases. The chief novelty was the use

of a moving-picture camera for recording the suc-

cessive change: in the chromospheric spectrum
near the begin 1 [d end of totality, the ordinary

lens of this apparatu: being replaced by an objec-

tive prism and a lens ol |o-em. focal length. Ex-
posures were made at tin rate of sixteen per

second, and, in spile of some interference by

clouds, many hundreds of interesting spectra were
obtained. Photometric measures, and photographs
of the coronal rings lor measurement of the in-

tensity and distribution : f light v ithin the corona,

btained by Prof. Parkhurst.

\n expedition from the Lowell < ibservatory,

under the direction of Dr. V. M. Slipher, was
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located near Syracuse, Kansas, and lure also the

sun was covered by thin cloud during totality.

The large-scale photographs, however, show much
delicate detail, and the shape of the corona is de-

scribed as lying between the maximum and mini-

mum types. \f hes ol coronal matter above the

brighter promini 1 es wen- conspicuous, app
showing the influence of the prominences upon the

structure of the corona, as also noted by Prof.

Campbell. Numerous spectroscopic photographs
were obtained, and one ol those taken with a single

pi ism shows the solar absorption lines in the outer

corona in addition to the emission lines and con-

tinuous spectrum of the inner corona. A prelimi-

nary measure gave 53030 for the- wave-length of

the green line. Photographs of the green ring with

a slitless instrument show thai the irregularities

have no relation to those oi the hydrogen and
helium rini^s, and there is no obvious correlation

between the prominences and the inner corona.

Successful observations were also made by ex-

peditions from the L'.nitcd States Naval Observa-
tory, the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,

the Sproul Observatory, and other institutions.

The only permanent observatory in the bell of

totality was the Chamberlin Observatory at Den-
ver, and it is unfortunate that the 20-in. refractor

and other instruments assembled for the occasion

could not be utilised on account oi dense 1 loads.

MODERN STUDIES IN SCHOOLS.

T11L report (Cd. 9036, price gd. net) of the

Committee appointed to inquire into the

position of modern languages in the educational

system of Great Britain, published shortly after

that of the Committee on the position of natural

science, which was summarised in Nature of April

18, p. 135, was awaited with peculiar interest. It

was expected to put new life into the modern sides

of schools, so that modern language teaching

should afford some gift which the study of lan-

guages c an Inst provide. The questions really are :

What is the part which the study of modern
languages shall take in the creative life of the

world, and what is its distinctive message? With-

out some high purpose the modem sides of

schools must be dull and mechanical. We looked

for inspiration, but have been disappointed. The
members of the Committee are not themsehes in-

spired with enthusiasm for the part that modern
studies shall take— -which the studies alone can

take in the uplifting of the world.

The truth is that with the authors of the report

the studv of modern languages is their second love.

So we are met at the threshold with business and
diplomacy. It is true that, later, the report seeks

some higher purpose, but only half-heartedly and
without the enthusiasm of conviction. Commerce,
we are gravely told, "is one of the principal ends

of education, if it is not the whole of it "
; and the

Committee has consulted a large number of com-
mercial firms. But ideals which are springing into

life, which it is the essential work of education to

foster, may transform the whole of our commercial
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system may, indeed, make an end of it. After tin-

war, the report says, "keen emulation will be cn-

countered, lost ground must be recovered, new
Openings must be found," and so on; and modern
languages must be taught so that boys may be

prepared to join in this commercial warfare or in

the higher warfare of diplomacy. Though it may
[uestioned whether the success of a nation is

due entirety to these things, the Committee leaves

no doubt as in its own views. The value of busi-

ness is stated quite candidly and unconsciously.

"Our foreign trade does riot comprise the whole
of our activities, but the whole of our activities

depend upon it." "Alter the war we shall want
it more and more if we are to enter into the corn-

men i.,l conflict and succeed in the struggle " To
the honoui ol schoolboys be it said, they will not

be inspired with a consuming zeal for study by

business outlooks on life.

We submit that the duty of the Committee was
not to supply service of this kind, or to satisfy

the demands of either commerce or diplomacy. Its

privilege was to impress new ideals into the ser-

vice ol the State; to inspire and send forth new
workers into all parts ol the national life. What-
ever views we may hold On the historical, social,

or economic questions of this or any other country
- -and the Committee does not conceal its own

we might have expected in the report nobler
foundations for these new modern studies.

The report is on pleasanter ground when it con-
cial value of modern languages in

terchange of knowledge and ideas between
the nations of the world. The Committee reminds
us that no country can afford to rely on its own
domestic si,,res of knowledgi and ideals; and
scientific workers are advised to make themselves
familiar- with as many modern languages as pos-
sible. "The whole civilised world is a co-operative

manufactory of knowledge " and of ideals. "New
researches are constantly leading to new dis-

coveries, new and fruitful ideas are giving new
pointers to thought, new applications of old prin-

1 iples are being made, and in this work all

civilised countries can collaborate." We would
that the Committee had made these fruitful

thoughts more prononnccd and more vital in its

i. and that it had shown how to apply them
in the school life. It is possible that this union
of thought and endeavour between the nations is

the gift for which we are searching.

When, however, tin Committee definitely turns
to the value of modern studies in education it be-
• onus apologetic, and has no advice to offer but
that the modern language master should copy his

classical colleague and try to live up to his stan-
dard of culture. The value ol i lassical studies is

set forth in the well-known form, and the search
tor the new spirit which the study of modern lan-

guages might invoke is abandoned.
The opinions of the Committee on educational

methods are astonishingly reactionary, and would
be alarming if they proceeded from men who were
themselves trained in modern studies; but the
surprising, and to that extent reassuring, fact is
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that most of the Committee are men who have
gained their inspiration from the classics, and not
from modern language study. They lament that
"instruction cannot be universal; it must proceed
from the more instructed to the more ignorant."
Or, again :

" Modern studies can only work
through the few to the many, through the many
to the multitude." This is certainl) contrary to
natural methods of progress, and is opposed to the
modern methods of education which have been
suggested by science. It is to be regretted that
the Committee did not include any representative
ol science. The sister Committee on science had
the help of at least two modern language scholars.

The report is influenced by the Board of Educa-
tion. This is easily traced in the appearance of
"coherent " education and co-ordination. Co-
herence appears in most of the Board's circulars.

It has worked woeful ruth with evening schools,

continuation classes, and technical education. It

reaches its sublime limit in the advocacy of

classics as the dominant study for admission to the
Higher Civil Service—for which the classical

education is described as the most coherent of
courses of study.

tNSURANCE AND ANNUITIES FOR
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY TEACHERS.
T^HE recently issued twelfth annual report of
-*- the president and treasurer of the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching is

one of much importance in connection with the

question of life insurance and pension provision

for college and university teachers in America.
Twelve years ago the above corporation was
founded in order to provide pensions for the

college and university teachers in the United

States, Canada, and Newfoundland, and during this

period it has, without doubt, not only proved a

boon to the beneficiaries, but also increased the

attractiveness of the teaching career. But the

experience of the past twelve years and a careful

study of the whole problem have led the trustees

of the foundation to the conclusion that the prin-

ciples on which they have acted in the past have
been unsound. While insisting that the payment
of pensions to men who, like college, and
university teachers, arc in receipt of fixed and
rather modest salaries must be regarded as a
matter of right, and not of favour, the trustees

have become convinced that no system of free

pensions can he devised which will not in the end
affect the teacher's pay, and that the contributory

system of annuities is the only one which society

can permanently support.

The trustees are, therefore, driven to the con-
clusion that the policy of free pensions which has
been pursued during the past twelve years is

unsound, and they have decided to act sincerely

and courageously on the strength of their newly
formed convictions, while at the same time acting
justly towards those present teachers who have
come to regard the present rules of the foundation
as in the nature of a contract. An additional
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i for reconsidering their policy is found by

the trustees in the Fact thai the very considerable

additions which have in recent years been made
to the ranks of the teachers promise to im]X)se a

strain on the funds of the foundation far beyond
their powers to support.

rhi purpose of pensions is to ensure to the

tea< her economic independence at the close of his

lucttve life. Without such provision the work
of the teacher cannot be carried on without undue
care and apprehension, which lower the quality

of the teacher's work'. But then- is anothei point

to which attention is less often given namely,

the necessitv ol Freeing the teacher from the

apprehension of the economic dependence of wife

and Family in the evenl of bis death. In tin ,
,,s,-

of the young married teacher this apprehension

is probabl) more powerful and more detrimental

to good work than the former. A= the present

repent emphasises, however, the problem o< the

annuity cannot be financially separated from t he-

problem of life insurance during the productive

period of the teacher's life.

I; is of much interest to notice that the eon-

i lusions reached here are fundamentally quite

similar to those arrived at by the commission on
the superannuation system for the federated

universities of ("ireat Britain. Whereas, however,
in Great Britain, owing to the comparatively small

number of teachers involved, and for other

reasons, the insurance and annuity contracts are

carried out through the agenc) of existing insur-

ance companies, the trustees of the Carnegie

Foundation have decided to found a special

teachers' insurance and annuity association to

be Organised, under the laws of the Stale ol New
York, so as to represent primarily the interests of

the policyholders, to whose scrutiny and over-

sight it would be subject. In ibis way insurance

can be effected at a lower rate than is possible

with insurance businesses carried on for profit,

and the benefits to be derived under the proposed
scheme appear to be appreciably greater than

those accruing under the British scheme. With
regard to the combination of life insurance with
annuity provision, the trustees point out that this

can be effected best by a combination of so-called

term insurance with deferred annuity insurance.

By tin- means, by the payment of the same total

sum is contributed under the pension scheme
a mu. h i ater protection is given to the depen-
dents of the insured during his productive life,

without greatly diminishing the value of the

annuity should the insured live to the pensionable
age. Ill' suj tion is well worth the considera-
tion of authorities in this country.

ON COLOUR SJ . Si I 1SED PLATES.
JNDER the above titl< . in : issues of Nature^ of February [8 and 25, 915, we described

the general character ami sorw typical uses

Olour sensitised plates that i plates made
sensitive to colours to which tin - mple gelatitlO-

ide of stiver is praeticall) insensitive. The
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additional sensitiveness is produced by the incor-

poration ol dyes with the emulsion or by their

application to the finished plates, and we pointed
out that when a continuous spectrum was photo-
graphed on sui li plates, there was 1 learly shown
the original maximum of sensitiveness "! the
siber bromide id the new maximum or maxima
added as the result ol the special treatment.
Plates made sensitive to all the Colours

visible spectrum would thus have three or four
maxima, instead of only one. This irregularity

was obviousl) "lie c.uise ol the difficult) i >l g
the complete control ol thl Colour effect il;..

desn able.

Shortly after those articles wen written, the

"Wratten Division" ol Messrs. Kodak imp.;

their panchromatic plate so effectually that it

showed an almost even sensitiveness to the normal
solar spectrum. Messrs. Illord make ,1 plate with
similar characteristics. In these plates there is

slight evidence of maxima in the greenish-blue

and in the red, but these are so slight that il is

often si.ineb necessary to take notice of them.
It is obvious that a plate of even sensitiveness

is theoretically, and one may add practically, tin

best and simplest where the general .md various
control of colour elicits is necessary, for three-

colour reproduction purposes, lor example, where
the spectrum has to be divided into three regions

roughly, red, green, and blue the expos,:-.

each colour is very nearly equal. For orthochro-
matic work that is, when- it is desired thai the

degrees of whiteness in the print shall correspond
in proportion with the degrees of luminosity in

the object that produces them, irrespective of their

colour -il is clear that we must use a colour

filter that will gradually tone down the action of

lln red and the blue, giving a curve of trans-

mission similar to the Luminosity curve of the

spectrum and such a filter will be green. The
general idea that a yellow filter is the proper one

to improve the rendering- of colour sensi

plates, which was correct with the older plales

that were deficient in red sensitiveness, appears

still to predominate. A yellow litter with modern
panchromatic plates will darken the representation

of the blues, but will leave the reds, and colours

sin h as yellow, of which red is a component, too

light. The difficulty is to find a suitable green

filter, for it is, as a rule, much more trouble to

get a green filter to suit fine's needs than that ol

almost any other colour. Of the well-known
dves, naphthol green seems the nearest approach
to what is wanted, so far as absorption is con-

cerned. As Prof. Pope has been so successful

in his work on dyes, perhaps he will be able to

find one that gives a better curve and that air-

less ol tin colour that il is desired should be

transmitted. < )f course, theoretically, for ortho-

chromatic results there is the alternative of re-

ducing- the sensitiveness of the plate to red to a

proper degree, leaving only tin action in the blue

ixiissive, and to be reduced by a yellow filter.

We have jusl received from Missis. Ilford a

portfolio containing a set of comparative, prints
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n a strikingl) coloured original,

which is included, thai demonstrates the great

power that one has in the us,- of their panchro-

matic plates. \ similar portfolio will be senl

|i.)si free to anyone interested in tin- subject who
applies i"i it. Tin- first print is from a negative

on an ordinary plate, and shows yellow and yel-

lowish green much loo dark, red hlack, and dark

blue verj lig panchromatic plate, without

a light filter, gives the rvt\ and yellow, especially

the red, too light instead ol too dark, and the

blues are a little imprc interposition ol

a light filter that increases the exposure by only-

three times darkens the blues, strikingly, though
not quite enough. Presumably this is a yellow

filter, as it leaves the red and \. How and yellow ish-

. too light. A green filtei would have cor-
. .]-, as well as tin Hues, as explained

above, and a photograph taken through one would
been • most instructive addition to the port-
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NOTES.
Owrxfi to the greatly increased rust of production

le the conditions of war, ii has been found

ssan to increase the price of weekly is-m - ol

Naturi from 6d. I" gd. The change in price will tak(

with the issue of Octobei 24. For particulars

ol tin new subscription rates see p. xxxiv.

tm following is a 1 i si ,if the foreign delegates ap-

pointed to attend tin- Inter-Allied 1 onference on tin

Future of International Scientifii Organisations, which
i- to In In lil ai Burlington House, Piccadilly, nexl

week: Belgium: M Lecointe, Prof. Massart, and M.
ili la

\
"alli'-e Poussin. France: MM. B. Baillaud,

1, Bigourdan, V. Haller, Lacroix (permanent secre-

mii des Sciences), C. Lallemand, Moureu,
and E. Picard (permanent secret , icademie d.--

1 (ai |i
.- Pi of. V. Volti rra 1 Member of the

Italian Senate). Japan: Prof. Joji Sakurai anil M. \.

Janakadate. Portugal: Prof. B. I reire. Serbia: Prof.

B. Popovitch and Dr. Zoujovitch. U.S.A.: Dr. E.

Bumstead, Col. f. J. Carty, Dr. W. J. Durand, Dr. S.

Flexner, Prof. '.. I-".. Hale, and Dr. A. A. Noyes.
The British delegates are to bi nominated during the

n i-ek.

This ' ing of the Arrei can Association is

to tal Baltimoi e, Ma . under the auspici -

fohns Hopkins University, from December 27

to ji. Boston had previously been selected as the

nam men of sciem 1 an
at present working in Washington with matters con-

ed with the war, Baltimon has been chosen in

take it- place. The activities of the meeting will be

mainlv directed to the applicatioi of science to the

uggle.

A War Committee of Technical Societies has been
formed in tin United x iea, with repre-

tives hum tin- following so - tnd institutes:

American Society ol Civil Engineers, American In-

stitute ol Electrical Engineers, American Society of

Mechanical I ngineers, American Institute of Mining
Gas [nstituti . Vmei ii an Electro-

chem I lliiuiinai in ing Society,

Mining ami Metallurgical Societ; Vmerica, Ameri-
Sa ietj ol Refrigerating Engineers, and Am

Institute of 1 hemical Engineers.
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A MEETING "I 'In Optical Societ} will be held at

1I1. Imperial ( College mil .1 bnulog;

.

Kensington, on Thursday, October 10,

7 p.m., when tin- following contributions will bi sub-

mitted f'T discussion: on 'Si nd Magnitudes
ol Centring Errors in a s

- Saval Instructor

T, Y. Baker ; anil (6) [nten h.mm-
ahilitv ..I Stop ami Object,' I. Chaundy.

\i iln- general meeting of thi I itution of

Mechanical Engineers, to In- held al 6
\
m on Friday,

Octobei i8, tin- following papers will be n ; "A
Law Governing the Resistance to Pei on of

Metals which an- Capable of Plastic I >•

anil a New Hardness Scale in Fundamental I

Prol C. A. Edwards ami F. W. Willis; "The
'

,,t the Indentation Method in thi Determination of

Hardness," l\. G. C. Batson; ami "The Ludwik
Hai dness Tesl ," Dr. W. (

'. I nwin.

The first general meeting of the National L'nion of

Scientific Workers (for the determination of its con-

stitution and to elect its first representative council) is

held in London in the Inst week of the present

month. Information as to the time and place of th<

meeting can be obtained from the secretary, Dr.

Norman lv. Campbell, North Lodge, Queen's Road,

Teddington.

Mr. A. E. Berriman, chief engineer to the Daimler

Co., has been appointed Deput) Controller of the

Technical Department of the Department of Aircraft

Production of the Ministry of Munitions, in succes-

ihe late Prof. Bertram Hopkinson.

We regret to have to announce the death of Dr.

Henry Dyer, the former first principal of the lm,

College of Engineering at Tokyo, Japan.

Bishop Mitchinson, Master of Pembroke College,

Oxford, whosi sudden death at the age of eighty-five

was announced in the Times of September 20, was
a warm friend of science and a naturalist of the good
old-fashioned kind. In 1855 he passed out of thi

schools at Oxford with two first classes, om in

Lil. Hum., the other in natural science. When he

went to Barbados as its bishop he was already well

grounded in botany, and his knowledge of the British

flora was extensive and precise. In Barbados he

found a new plant-world to conquer, and sent many-

trophies home to enrich our national collection. But
ii was geology that proved his favourite hobby, and

the collection of fossils which he amassed and lately

presented to University College, London, contains

-.mi, ,,m interesting forms. \ friend recalls with

admiration and delight his courage on one occasion

as a collector when, wilh tin- assistance of some

quarrymen, but without official sanction, he blasted

down man} tons of dill al Porth-y-rhaw in search of

Paradoxides, hoping thai ibis giant Trilobite might

retain sorm h of In limbs. Fine specimens re-

warded his enterprise, but never a sign of a limb.

hich -11 M;. iently proves that this big creature did no1

progress by walking. Bishop Mitchinson was a

fellow of lie- Geological Society, and served on its

council. M.-mv of the older members stili retain a

happv memory "I their friendly reunions in th

Master's lodge, cheered bj the genial hospitality of

th ial of hosts-

.

Thi death is announced of Mr. A. S. Esslen

lat, i ontrolli 1 of the Optii al Munition-. '

1 Potash Produi tion I >epartment of the Mir

uf Mm
li .uh is announci d, in his sixt -si vi nth year,

of Dr. Bvtob D. Halsted, who was p - 1
botany
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va Agricultural College from 1885 to 1889, and
!.... date 01 1 upied .1 similar chair at Rui gers

College, New Jersey. Ai one time Dr. Halsted was
ging editor oi tin- American \griculturist. He

w as pi esidenl of the S01 ii 1
> foi 1 he Pi omol 1

Agricultural Science in 1897, and of the Botanical

Societ) of America in [900

I in Salters' Company is establishing an institute

to be called "The Saiteis' Institute ol Industrial

1 hemistry," in connection with which there will be

two types cl fellowships lor which post-graduate

students of an) recognised university will I"' eligible,

viz. fellowships t" enabli post-graduate students in

continue their studies at an approved universitj Or

other institution under the general supervision ol the

director of the institute; and industrial fellowships to

enable suitabl) equipped chemists to i ai 1 5 on research

for any particular manufacturer, under an agreement

which will be entered into between the institute, the

manufacturer, and the follow-. The Salters' Company
is open to receive applications for the post of director

of the institute from persons possessing exceptional

knowledge of scientific and industrial chemistry.

!im Glaziers Company's luncheon on Wednesday,
September 25, to which wire invited a numbei oi

gentlemen taking a prominent part in the glass

industry, was of more than ordinary interest, foi thi

Master, Mr. <;. Paget Walford, announced a now
polic) for the Company. He said that he had detei

mined, when entering on his newterm of office, that the

Company should assume once more its responsibilities

to the industry, and bring its prestige and history and
influence to the support of all movements devised to

promote the industry's interests. With this object he

foreshadowed the formation of a reconstruction com-
mittee of the Company and a representative gathering
of the trade ai an early date. The importance of

technical training and research as the foundation on

which the industry could ho successfully rebuilt was
emphasised by the presence and the speeches ol

the Vice-Chancellor and the senior and junior Pro-

Chancellors of the University of Sheffield, and also b)

Dr. W. E. S. Turner, the head of the department of

glass technology, who, in addition, gave some en-

couraging statistics of the growth of new branches of

In L;lass industry. A litter from Mr. II: A. L. Fisher,

Minister of Education, apologising for non-attendance,
.ilsii stronglv urged tin- claims of technical education

and its application to tin- glass trades.

'rut'. Dodman headland on the Cornish coast has

been secured for the National Trust foi Places ol

lot' list or Natural Beauty. The donoi

remain anonymous. *

I in expedition to Barbados and Antigua ol a party
from tin- sir, 1 niversity of Iowa has returned safi \\

and with good results. The object was not only to

secure co in marine zoology, entomology, and
geologj frort egion in which little work had
hitherto been dim., but also to study the living forms
in and around hi ; n,U visited and thus to supple-
mi HI tin- In

1 11 in- w Ork based ( .n ill,

collections secured. \ number of reports are to be
prepared; thai on Mollusca l>v J. B. Henderson, the
1
eel fishes h\ Dr. I i

i matin, and the

Vsteroidea and Holothuroidea b\ Prof. W. K. Fisher.
I In Hydroida and Mcvonaria will probably he dealt

with by Prof. < .
('. Nutting.

Sir James Frazeb in "The Gold Bough" has
ted numerous ai 1 ounts ol ill ition of kin^s
priests I he Sumerian people 1 mast) ol

, 558 B.C.) developed this pha ligion to
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an extent almost unparalleled in the subsequent his-

ii.ic nl mankind. By them this belief was connected
with a fundamental doctrine of amieut civilisation,

the conception 1

: a dying god, Tammuz, tie soul of

eimi I li< Museum Journal foi September,
1

1
1

1

7, latel) i' eived, publishes a series cil hymns
devoted in the cull of Dungi, the first of these men-
god,, found in he Nippur Library. This song-si
lies,

, if, .|h, :, ol lib .Hid thl sulir ilude ill tin

man-saviour who intercedes to propitiate the- wrath of

ods aroused b) sin. This new tablet thus occupies
a plao "i peculiai importance in cuneiform literature.

Dr. Walter Hough has republished from the Pro-

ceedings oi the United States National Museum
(vol. liv. I an 11111 ni 'In I I

. .[ . 1 Indian c oil,
i

in the museum Ibis tribe occupies stone-built dwell-

ings in north-eastern Arizona. It was first visited

by white men in 1540, and, owing to the isolatioi

the country, it has preserved to a greatei lee,,., than
ilhei tribes lb' arts and customs of the Pueblos. The
Hopi live by farming, and the arts in which the) are
most skilful are weaving, basket-making, and wood-
carving, while their proficienc) in cookery is widel)
known among other Indian tribes. The present col-

lections give a vivid picture :ii .,11. sin produc-

tions and technology. The report is well illustrated

by drawings and photographs, and brings together in

an interesting way a large- amount of information on
one it tb, ni,, si remarkable existing Indian tribes.

Tut. Brooklyn Museum Quarterly for July, 1017,

only ni, nib received, describes an exhibition of

students' work from the various high schools in the

city. Ii 1
1
nisi si s ,if models ol stage settings, designs,

and drawings illustrating the scenic ail of the theatri .

During the past century the art of scene-painting has
held, iii the estimation of the public, a position
between that of the mural and thai of tin sign painter,

in spin nf the tact that during the eighteenth century
lb, art was highly developed in Italy and France.
Among the most interesting exhibits are four scenes

designed foi the recent production of "The Canterbury
Pilgrims" at the Metropolitan Opera House in

Brooklyn, and those for " Giaconda " and " I In

Willow Tree." These sellings are designed tO assisl

tin actor in realising the "atmosphere" of thi pieci

which h, is engafed in representing, and to initiate

new- developments of character. 'The scheme is

interesting, and suggests new developments in art

teaching.

Mr. J. Rf.id Moir, in a contribution reprinted from
the East Anglian Daily Times of September 17,

describes an interesting addition to the collections nf

the Ipswich Museum, which alread) po— sses a fine

series of stone weapons. The casts recently purchased
pies, both in colour and form, of the most

notable discoveries of ancient human hones which
have been mad, both in this country and on the con-
tinent of Europe. One cast represents the stri

ape-man (Pithecanthropus erectus) of Java, others the

Heidelberg jaw (Homo heidelbergen is), the Piltdown
skull ami |.iw (Eoanthropus dawsoni), the Gallev Hill

skull and jaw, two examples of }h>m,< neanderthalensis,
and the famous Cro Magnon skull and jaw. So far

as is known, this is the only collection of the kind
in (neat Britain, and it deserves the attention of

anthropologists.

A 1 Kim m survey of what is known » > f the- sense of

hearing in fishes appears in the Proceedings of the

American Philosophical Society (vol. lvii., No. 2).

The author. Prof. G. 11. Parker, after a careful study
of the literature of the subject, .••nside-rs it probable

that in the ears of the highe 1 fishes, where utriculus
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cuius are well differentiated, t li« sacculus has

to do with hearing and the utriculus w iili equilibrium.

The sense ol hearing is, however, ol a verj limited

kind, amounting to I ban a bai e abilit) to

distinguish sound, fhe
1

ears ol the lowei

..f a more primitive type, and are probablj responsive

only in relatively loud noises, sudi as have been
shown in In effective stimuli for the skin.

i

I Mr. Y. ( >zaki giv<

sci., Imp. 1 nh .. rolcyo, vol. si.,

ui tun and conjugation of

new species of ciliate pri

found living in the respirator) trees ol two Japanese
Holothurians (sea-cucumbers) Each Bovi

mil, near its aboral end, one micro-
i onjugation occurs periodically, and hence,

if this process is taking plao al all, the majority of

individuals in the same hosl an in conjugation. The
conju - m several remarkable features from
the well-known corresponding 1 ss in Paramoecium.
The two coni ut;. mis, which are similar (isogamous),

becomi attached to each othei bj their aboral ends,

and the meganucleus does noi disappear, bul persists

throughout and subsequent to the conjugation. The
micronucleus of each conjugant undergoes two suc-

cessive divisions, the first amitotic and the second

mitotic; of the four nuclei so produced, threi de-

generate and disappear, while the fourth divides

mitoticall) into two—a stationary nucleus and a

migraton nut leus. The migrator) nucleus of one

conjnganl passes over to and fuses with the stationary
.is of the other, and the synkaryon so formed in

ndividual divides twice, giving four nuclei, one
oi which becomes the new micronucleus, while the

other three undergo degenerativi changes and become
incorporated into the persisting meganucleus, but the)

ran be traced in the first and second fissions of the

now separated Boverias. The authors record examples
with two, three, four, and six meganuclei, but in

these cases all the meganucli i except one sooner or

later disappear. Encystment of the ciliates in the

subepithelial connective tissu • (.1 the respiratory trees

is also described, bul has evidently not been fully

traced.

Important contributions to the exploration of

Labrador by Mr. R. J. Flahert) are described in a

paper in the (Icographical AYi'ica- for August (vol. vi.,

\... 2). Mr. Flaherty in mi. 1 made two crossings of

thi unknown northern part ol the Ungava Peninsula
between Hudson Bay and I ngava Bay. The firs)

was eastward by Lake Minto and the Leaf River.

Pari of ibis route was traversed by A. P. Low in

1898. 1 1" second (Kissing from east to wesl was
through the unknown heart of the peninsula in about

lat. 60 N. Mi. Flaherty followed tin Payne and the

Povungnituk Rivers, and crossed a barren country
almost deserted by the preseni generation of Eskimo
since the herds of caribou moved further south. The
onl) natives encountered on tin northern traverse were

up on the Payne River about thirty miles

from tin- coasl . t"he papi oipanii d b; a map
of the route survi cale of 1:506,880, and a-

smaller-scale map of tin Unga Peninsula.

In thi - of the I nited States National

Museum (vol. liv., p. i) Prof. T. D. A.

Cockerel! strengthens his highly interesting deter-

mination of the presence of Glossina in the Miocene
shales of Colorado. Two new species are described,

and the author reviews the living forms and their

distribution. Osborn's suggestion that many large

Cainozoic mammals in America may have been

destroyed by flv-borne parasites is rendered highh
probable by the wider rangi lies now indi-

cated In' Prof. Cockerell.
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Much importano - tstl tched to the insect fauna
i| 1 he 1 pi" 1 Carb 1 -a ata of Comment) \

i.Vllieri, and literature on tl ered specimens

appears in various lands. L may be well, then, to

dire< 1 attention to a critii R.J. Till) ard

of two of Mr. II. Botton's descriptions of specimens

at Bristol (PrOC. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., vol. xliii., 1918,

p. 123). Mi - I illvard conn ib iratn

H. us on recent and Permian species from
Australia.

Mu. la R01 Jeffeks (Scientifii Amerit Vugust24,
hiiS) has explored the Great Onyx Ca' was
discovered about two years ago to thi m 1 ol

the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky. The most inti est-

ing feature is the greal development of gypsum,
produces a rich variety of crystalline growths. We
have a suspicion that the word " helecl iti s," used for

twisted groups, should be written " belictites," from
eA£K7*or.

A "( .11 u Handbook of Northern France"
'nas been prepared b) Prof. W. M. Davis for the

use ot American soldiers in France. The book has

been approved by the Geographical Committee of the

U.S. National Research Council, and copies are being

distributed free to the Army cantonments, etc.

Dr. C. Fenner, a graduate of the University of

Melbourne, contributed a physiographic paper of un-
usual interest and importance at the July meeting of

the Royal Society of Victoria. The paper deals with

the physiography of the whole basin of the Werribee
River, which includes the Permo-Carboniferous glacial

deposits of the Bacchus March district, known to most
geologists. Interesting correlations are made con-

iK ( ting the topographic units of the area with their

historv and settlement, economic conditions and
ti 1

- ssrbility, rainfall and water-supply. The rocks

of the area include Lower Ordovician sediments,

Lower Devonian granitic rocks, Permo-Carboniferous
glacial deposits, a mixed Tertiary series comprising

older baealts, Tertiary leaf-beds, and newer basalts,

while recent alluvium forms the fertile deposits of

Bacchus Marsh. The area after peneplanation was sub-

jected to differential uplift in the mid-Tertiary period.

After the older basalt was poured out, trough-faulting

along east and west lines commenced forming theBallan

"sunk-land," with elevated blocks of the Lerderderg

and Brisbane ranges to the north and south. Follow-

ing the extensive newer basalt outpourings, further

faulting, involving a western uplift, formed the Rows-
! i) scarp with a north and south trend; and an east

and west fault, with uplift to the north, elevated the

Gisborne highlands. Between these elevated blocks

the south-eastern part of the area forms the "sunk-
land" of the Werribee plains. The relations of the

oldei and newet basalts to the various fault-lines are

utilised as elements in establishing the ages of the

earliet and latei faults. The Werribee River with its

tributaries, im luding the Lerderderg River, are

vounget tb. hi tin newer basalts, and their courses

were established before the later faulting. As a result

of the formation of the Rowsley fault scarp the rivers

have developed deep gorges cut into the elevated

earth-blocks, the Werribee gorge being in

600 ft deep, while the Lerderderg gorge,
'.it. :d, is in places 1000 ft. in 1

I in Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin'

for June and August contain communications
le Mr. R. G. Allen, of the Royal 1 ol science.

Dublin, on the effect of temperature on the electrical

resistances of porcelains, red fibre, and a new insula-

toi known as erinoid a by-product of milk. The
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, inv< stigati d up to 100 I . and the

1 inoid up to 100 1 . the results in most. chei ked bj the use oi the leakage mi thod,

the galvanometer, and the megger. Of the porcelains

d 1 hina and Royal \\ ster wen found

hi bi si insulatoi s. On the insulation ol some
,,i the samples change ol voltage had no effect. On

1 ffei 1 <ii 1 ise of tempi i - .1 lai ge de-

ol insulating power, the resistivity R following

closelj the law, logR n T+b, where T is tempera-

ture "ii the Absolute scale, and a, b are constants for

each sample. Erinoid is not so hygroscopic as red

fibre, and the resistivities of both change with tem-

accoi ding to th( above law.

Iim Journal fih Gasbeleuchtung for Maj 18 last

-.lairs thai the I nited States produced in 1917

670,000 hectolitres ol " solvenaphtba," i.e. heav}

benzol distilling over at between 160 and 180 C,
and from which ma} be derived 90, hectolitres

(nr.it 1\ two million gallons) of toluene by using solve-

naphtha in place oi oil in water-gas plants. In an

inilusiri.il trial with the Lowe apparatus, where solve-

naphtha was substituted for gas-oil, the production of

carburetted gas being 14, cubic metres in twenty-

four hours, the expenditure of solvenaphtha was two

litres per cbm. of gas, the equivalent expenditures of

coke and steam being respectively 74 kg. and 60 kg.

per too cbm. gas, with a temperature of 825° C. at

the superheater and 15-5° C. at the condenser outlet.

Light oil, condensed and separated by cooling, repre-

sented 57 per pent, of the solvenaphtha employed, and

it contained 14-; per cent, of benzene and 23-7 per cent.

of toluene, which corresponds with 8-3 per cent, and

13-6 per cent, of the initial quantity of solvenaphtha.

An account of some interesting studies on the forma-

tion of coke, of considerable importance from both the

theoretical and practical points of view, is given by G.

Charpy and M. Godchot in the Comptes n-mlus of the

Paris Vcaderm ol Sciences for Augusl 26. Starting

with a Brassai coal containing only 11 per cent, of

volatile matter and not forming a coherent coke,

and a Durham coal with 24 per cent, of volafile matter

giving alone a ven friable coke, mixtures of these two

were carbonised in variable proportions. The crushing

strength of the resulting coke varied greatly with the

composition of the mixture, first becoming appreciabli

with 20 per cent, of the Durham coal- 24 kg. per

sq. cm. with 25 per cent., 45 kg. per sq. cm. with

n : cent., So kg. per sq. cm. with ;,' per cent, and

then falling to zero when the proportion of- Durham coal

was increased by a further g per cent, to 56 per cent.

This rapid and unexpected variation shows the import-

I determining exactly by experiment the best

proportion when carbonising mixtures of twi lis.

Tin same Rrassac coal mixed with pitch in certain

proportions also furnished a hard coke, and tar could

replaci th pitch Results of high interest were ob-

tained ;

i 1 cits on the effects of a preliminary

heating to » ature. With a Durham coal

containing 1 of volatile matter, direcl car-

bonisation at 700 ' a r a voluminous, soft, friable

coke, and thi he result if the coal had been

submitted to a pri listillation at 450 C. For

thirty, sixty, 01 ninety minutes before raising to

700 C. Hut if the preliminary distillation a1 450 '

were carried out for tog, I (O, >i [50 minutes, further

heating at 700 C. ith strengths

of 41, 98, and 25 kg. pei sq, cm, vel; Pro-

longing the preliminat \ heal ing to 4.s<>
;

1 \ for a fui thi 1

m minutes 1 16-5 in all) ga1 mlverulent

coke. Thus this coal, completeh coking
purposes in its natural state, gives a < ( normal
qualiu if about one-third of its vola tter is
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1 nn.i> ed ninai

authors poin hal this unexpected result is difl

concile with current theories as to thi causi oi

coke formation.

We have received a reprint of an articli in De
Natuu) b\ Mi |. W. Giltay, of Delft, di aling with
Mersenne and his ideas on acoustics. Marin Met

(1588 1648), Franciscan friar, friend of Descartes,
Gassendi, and rhomas Hobbes, "profond philosophe
musicien," rdins< to Consla-ilinr 1 1 n -mi-, was,
in the opinion of Poggendorfl ("Geschichte der

Physik," p. ,. , 1. not a physicist of the first rank,

but remarkable for his active correspondence, which
at the time replaced to some extent the scientific

journals ol out day. Mr. Gilta) illustrates Mersenne's
ideas by quotations from his two principal works,
" Harmonie Vniverselle" (1627) and "Traitez des

consonances, des dissonances, des genres, des modes 8

de la composition " (1635). In spite of the undeveloped
stati of physical knowledge, the Franciscan sometimes
approaches nrai to our present notions, as in his

explanation of beats. At times he is still under the

influence of Aristotle, as, when discussing the pendulum
and the fall of bodies in vacuo, he writes, "Ton ne
scait si le vuide est possible, nv s'il esl quelque chose

de reel." His writings abound in sudden digressions

into theology and philosophy, but his interest in music
was scientific rather than artistic.

As is generally known, in pre-war times out supplii -

of glass apparatus for laborator\ use were largely

obtained from what are at prest nt • m m
Now that we are llirown on our own resell

manufacturers in this country have taken steps to met 1

the demand for such glassware. Measuring instru-

ments, such as burettes, pipettes, flasks, and graduated
cylinders, made and calibrated in this country, are

obtainable presumably with no more difficulty than
iiisr now to questions of priority as regards war

requirements. We have recently had an opportunity
of inspecting specimens of such laboratory instruments

manufactured by Messrs. Gallenkamp and Co., Ltd.

\ correspondent who has seen them remarks that the)

are well-made articles, and appear to he quite as

suitable for laboratory work as the apparatus formerly

obtained. The only suggestion to !" made is that the

thicker parts of the figures (enclosed between
lines) might with advantage be roughened, to

the figures more conspicuous. It may be recalled that,

as noted recently in these columns, arrangemi in-

been made by the National Physical Laboratory to test

and certify -Lass measuring instruments sent by manu-
facturers, s,, that reliance can be placed on thi accuracy

of am apparatus thus certified.

In a recent issm- of the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrifl

it was stated thai the magnetic properties of ni

steel caused it to be used l>\ the (.rnn.ni Navy for

the construction of parts of ships near to the compass

in order to prevent variable effects on the compass-

field. Vnschiitz .<nA (Y>. now write > letter [Elekirot.

Ztschr., June 201 to stati hal this usi ol nickel-steel

i- by no means new, and. in fact, is a ven costly

method of obtaining good "compass-fields," and thai

the method has been almostly completely discontinued.

The compasses ire now almosl entire!) gyroscopic.

The use of this type of compass has the further advan-

of saving large quantities of nickel, which is so

i

\|h n-iv i

, nil 10 obtain.

I hi smallesi nd lightest pi at deal 1

testing ammeter, voltmeter, and wattmeter has been

constructed by the American General Electric I

According 1 and Western :

trieian fjuni tg last), the ammetej and wattmetei
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icilies up to -

-

h ing dynamometrii instrumei

magnetically shielded and a i

I
'< i h compl 51

lb.

auf, Augusi
po'wden d

insensitive to moisture. Fineh ground and
well-dried coal 1 powdei is mixed with fineh

divided powdered peat, which, before grinding,

artificialh ai nol less than 100 '

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Observations 01 Solar Prominknchs. \ sunn

of the observations of prominences made at Kodai-
kanal during thi second hall ol thi year 1917 is given

bj M in Bulletin No. 58. Thi

frequi height, and mean extern along the

sun's limb were respectively 200, ,;.V. and ;.s
s

•

ring hut little from the corresponding figures foi

the firsi half of the year. Then were three principal

ictiviti : one aboui the equator, a mid-
latitudi .'nn. between I jo and 40 , and a high-

latitude aone betwe n 70 More than hall

hi nineteen metallic prori wen
il during December, which was also the mosi
month magnetically, in observations on the

hi sun, 239 bright 1 ersats of IL and
eighteen dark reversals of I) wen noted, and photo-
graphs of II,. absorption markings were obtained on
1 1~ days lh' areas and numbers of the absorption
markings showed .1 targ on the previous

increase in the densitj 1 if tin

prominences excepl in thi c; ol thosi occurring
about latitude 6o°, which have seldom given evid

of their presence on the disc. The distribution of the

markings showed the usual excess on tin eastern

I). tails of the observatkw - nences made at

.1 during mil' Id been published b\

Prof. \. Ricc6 {Mem. Soc. Sp'ett. Ital., vol. vii",

si 1 i. - a) rhi mean daili number of prominences
hi ighl \>i . and the mean 1 xtent of

basi 1 was a considerable increase in the

frequency a- compared with 1015.

Parallaxes or Helium Sim.- I h. recent deter-

minations at Greenwich of the proper motions "I stars

down to o'li magnitude in the
|

ti have
utilised b\ Sir 1-

. Dyson and Mr. \V. 'i.

Thackeraj in an investigation of the paralla es and
intrinsic magnitudes "I somi B (helium) stars

thi; Notices, R. \.s
. vol. Ixxviii., p. 651). The

died is that portion ol the galaw intercepted

by thi > een -)h. and R.A. The stars

near 6h. have a la ii I ctor almost wholh
lination, and on the assumptioa that they have

no 91 •
il due to thi

ii in parall ixes ol I
; stars of diffi 1

1 m
magnitudes ran t> H3 stai • ol tvpes
I'.s nd B 1. ranging in mean appan nt magnitude from
r-78 to 8-46, the mean propei mi ions in declination

fi 1
.in n 1

--. 6", the mean parallaxes

from 0-05" i" 0-02", and the intrinsii magnitudes
ding with the parallax o-l from +04 to 0-5.

^.tension of the invi o faint stai - thus

confirms the view that stars ol - B8 and Bq have
riosity . \ similai

:

:

mi.,,- .-'
1 - anging

from 4-o-q to -i-is for magni-

iL. I02
n

1 I Mis. -A

on "To vlean Di , i .,

i

tral I Hirayan in the

Annalt app< ndix 7.

riie purposi of the autl - pteyn's formulae
parallax with its magnitude, -

tral tj |i'-, and propi : stars, foi

which both measui ed and illaxi - - 11 '

1- the lattei 31 1 v anti pes A and
B, he uses van Rhijn's for them. Far
stars "I magnitude 4-8 he finds th

foi type M ; as the t) pe ch . \l

through K to G„ it rises steadil; to a maximum of

0-054", and then falls again as we pass througl

F and A, being 8" Foi type 11. Hi- valui

with those of Kapteyn for types B, and A , but for

the remaining types the\ are aboui twio as
|

ENTOMOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN
1/ STRALIA.

MR. R. J. TILLVARD, whose admirable book on
"The Biology of Dragonflies" was recently

reviewed in Nature, has made a further contribution
of importance to the study of this order of insects

in a series of papers on "The Morpholog) ol the

Caudal Gills of the Larva? of Zygopterid Dragon-
flies, ' published in the Proceedings of the Linnean
S01 iet) of New South Wales (vol. xlii., n.17, parts

1 and 3). Zygopterids are the slender-bodied dragon-
flies, often distinguished as "demoiselles," the larvae

and n\ mphs of which are provided with three conspicuous
appendages, at the hinder end of the body, traversed

b} branching air-tubes. A careful comparative study

of the structure of these organs in various genera
and in successive stages of growth has been man
the author, who concludes that the median dorsal

gill-plat.- in these insects is analogous with the telson

in Crustacea, while the paired lateral appendages are

cerci, and " therefore the true homologues of the

uropods of Crustacea." The-, latter are compared
with the filamentous cerci of the well-known stonefty

(Perlid) larvae and nymphs, which the; resemble in

form in the early stages, becoming more highly

specialised .1- growth proceeds. From his comp
tive studies Mr. Tillyard is convinced that in Che

evolution of this group of dragonflies a primitive

filamentous condition of the larval telson and cerci

was succeeded bi thi "saccoid" type, which persists in

a few genera such as Diphlebia and Neosticta,* this by

the " triquetro-quadrati " type, found in the Caloptery-

ginas, where the median gill is trapezoidal and the

lateral ones are triangular in croi—iection, and this bj

the specialised "lamellar" typi characteristic of thi

larvae oi thi greal majorit; ol the group, including

the familiar Agrioninae. The author promises further

studies on the phvsiolog; oi these interesting -

tures, for although their function is doubtless respira-

tory, the aquatii larvae which possess them continue

eathi n 1 wa\ w hen artificially depi ived

of them.
The r. in. irk , ii -I insect-fauna of the Australian

region has provided material in other orders foi Mr.

Tillvard's resi trches. In Tasmania, New South

Wales, and New Zealand he has discovered various
,1, [,i. ,ti_ili,--. (Mecoptei a), whii

11 Linn. Soc, \.S.\\'.. vol. xlii.,

,,,
i

-
, epn senting a new familj

1 N

,vith the jaws apparentlv piercing and sm
irallel to ii idition i- 1

:

in many
ni combining remarkabl with

1 mian and
- Ni v Soutl

"
pai I 41

Mr. Tillvard lescrib extim
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from the Upper Coal Measures ol Newcastle (N.S.W.).
1 the ph) logenj ol the I rtsi eta m bi

1 From such studies in Australian palaeontology,
1 hoi gi\ es us (t.c, pai i i ) an exampli e,i

this in the type "I .1 new order, the Protomecoptera
.1 \mi remarkable fossil From tin- Ipswich [Queens-

land] beds . . . tlic direct connecting-link between the

Palaeozoic Palaeodictyoptera on mi, hand, and thi

recent Mecoptera mi the other."
In describing these primitivi mi tabolous insects, and

comparing them with Neuroptera, rrichoptera, and
I epidoptei a, \li

. I ilK ai ,1 laj s stress on the pn si no
in the Mecoptera and Planipennia c.i a frenulum or
group of wing-couplinp bristles, comparabli with the

well-known organ cm thi hind-wing ol most moths,
and argues thence in support ol Dr, Handlirsch's con-
tention for a close relationship between all these orders
in .1 very shorl bul important note (Entom. '

-

vol. xxix., p. 99) Mi. Tillyard points oul thai a
1 ilum of simple type is present in those minute
primitive moths the Micropterygidae, which have
usually been regarded as devoid of that organ. In
flius enforcing evidence Fur the relationship of archaic
members of various orders ol insects, the author well
justifies his use of the morphological method in

entomologv. G. II. C.

THE PROMOTION OF TEXTILE
INDUSTRIES.'

THE Departmental Committee appointed by the
*• Hoard of Trade to consider the position of the

textile trades after the war has presented a most
interesting report, which is unanimous except for
small details concerning certain tariffs.

The reporl sets out very clearly the dominant posi-
tion of the Allied countries in respect of the raw
materials of the more important textile trades, and
lays special emphasis on the exceptional and powerful
position which the British Empire holds with regard
to the production in particular of wool, jute, and the
finest qualities of cotton. The Committee is par-
ticularly insistent thai this position must be safe-
guarded by continuous and systematic scientifii re-
search on the raw materials to improve production
both in quality and yield. A striking illustration
is quoted to show how scientific sheep-breeding in
Australia has improved the quality of wool clipped
pei head; whilst special emphasis is laid on the urgenl
necessity * for the systematic and scientific stud) of
the growing of cotton. The fringe of this latter sub-
ject lias onlv just been touched, and there are immense
possibilities in the production of cotton modified bj
tin grower to suit the user.

immittee, moreover, advocates scientific re-
1 mi the fundamental principles underlying the

various manufacturing processes of the several textile
'
'" ind it is significant thai this Committee,

composed 1. ,,1 prominent manufacturers, em-
phasises so belief that such research will
stimulate h ienl and prosperity of the in-
dustries repn it. Three important lines of
inquii v an sugj ed :

(1) Scientifii
1 ronnecticn with raw

materials.

(2) Scientific resean h . w in [he im-
provement of processes such as carbonising, carding,
spinning, weaving, dyeing, bleaching, printing, and
finishing.

i;) Technical investigation with ird to the im-
I
in ul in. 11 hinei

j

-.1 l>v th, 1: •• ..1

War. 1918.

The machinen and methods oi the present da\ are
adapted to suil He various types oi textile fibres com-
monlj produced, but it is Considered thai scientific

'li in connection with the raw materials will

evolve and s.iei
1 special types suited to the products

required, and that then the cultivation ed thesi types
mighl In encouraged. In manufactures the discover}
of the mercerising process oi cotton and the production
of artificial silk an quoted as instances to show that
greai improvements can he effected in existing pro-
I esses and ill tile llisl ,i\ el

j
.,1 elllil el\ new

I I]

The ("ommitte, i. els unable to recommend the com-
pulsory adoption of the metric system at the present
time s ( i far as the textile trades .in- concerned. The
great British textile trades, more particularly the
cotton trade, are so predominanl in the world that
similar industries in other countries have had, in the
mam, to follow their lead and accept their technical
standards, whilst all the textile machinery used in this

country and supplied h\ British manufacturers to
foreign manufacturers is based upon British measures.
The yard is the standard of measuremenl for textile

goods in almost all the great markets of the East, of
the I nited States of America, and throughout the
British Empire, and the largei proportion of our tex-
tile export trade is done with non-metric countries.
In fail, ii is considered thai thi adoption of the metric
s\si.in can hi- brought about in this country, so far as
the textile trades arc: concerned, onlj with the full con-
currence and co-operation of the whole British Empire
and th. t nited Stales of America.
The report criticises tin British svsterh of technical

• mil .ui education, which, in the opinion of the Com-
mittee, has failed to supply the textile industries with
a sufficient number of highly trained workers and
managers. It is suggested indirectlj thai the Educa-
tion Act of 1902 is partly responsible for this, in that
the management of the majority of technical sihools
was then vested in municipal bodies, which are elected

for quite different purposes, and rarelv prove attrac-

tive to local manufacturers a drawback not corrected
by the co-option from outside tin- local education
authorities of manufacturers on school management
sub-committees. It is noteworthy that this' Com-
mittee, composed mainly of large employers, considers
that it is urgently necessary to awaken the employers
of the textile industrv to the valui of adequate educa-
tion, panic like h (1 f their highei staffs. R. 11. P.

the Positie

is. \<i. nri

NO. 2553

IRISH SEA PLANKTONS
'"pill, importance of studying the common plankton
* organisms is shown by Prof. Herdman in his

'Spolia Runiana," where, basing his lesults on more
than ten years' systematic collecting and working oul of

standard plankton hauls in the Irish Sea. he points out
how the results depend mainly on the presence of onh a

lew genera ami species which appeal at certain seasmis

with great regularity and constitute the bulk of the
food supplj available in the sea. He therefore makes
a c.n. I'll analysis of the quantitative distribution of

1 In six commonest copepods as representative of Hie

zooplankton, each belonging i" a separate genus, ami
the seven commonest diatom genera as representative
of the- phvtoplankton, and the results show thai the

seasonal distribution of these forms i- remarkably con-

stant, I tins the diatoms have two maxima in the
year, the larger in soring, the lessei in autumn, the
copepods always increasing after .mil not with the
diatoms, sci trial their maximum is in the summer.
The dial. mi- an tlius the for, runners uf (lie small

1 " Spolia Runiana." III. '• Distribution , if (Vrtnin Diatoms and Cope-
coda throughout the Year." By Prof. W. A. H,-,,lman. Journ. Linn. Soc

in:' 1

KXtV., p. 95, I9l8.
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plankton animals, including thi copepods, which feed

on the diatoms, the copepods in their turn serving

as I I fur nearly all young fish and certain adults,

such as the herring and mackerel.

The maxima ol the various genera show much
, ni. in with ili'' records from the English < 'hannel,

but the interesting fad is brought out thai Skele-

tonema, a coastal diatom enormously abundanl at

Kiel and ver; common in the Channel, is apparently

in tin' Irish Sea even close to land, whilst

it i- tin- commonest form in some of the lochs in the

ui-r of Scotland.
11- and I ' mora, whi( h contain

.a large amounl of nil. occui ai limes in enormous
numbers ami form an important food fof the herring
and mackerel, which follow them in shoals ami feed

voracioush mi them disappearing when the copepods
go. I hi- ; - lustration ol the prominent truth

brought mil In this plankton investigation that,

although thin- U a very large amount of food avail,

able in tin sea, it is not evenh distributed, ami that

ill animals feeding on tin- plankton must seek nut

tin- food the\ require. Thi varying distribution of tin

plankton is thus the chief cm t tin- movement ami

migrations of those animals which feed on it.

In the concluding remarks various theories of the

1 ni' these plankton maxima an- discussed, the

author inclining in the view thai here sunlight olavs

tin- most important part, ami thai increased alkalinity

1 if the sea being due to the reduction of carbon dioxide
is the result, ami nut tin- cause, ot the Activity of the

plankton.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge. Dr. F. G. Chandler, of Jesus College,
ha- been awarded the Raymond Horton-Smith prize

- thesis on " Empi i

London. A Mitchell studentship of tooZ. is offered
in a graduate having the necessarj qualifications " to

stud) ami investigate some definite feature of busi-
ness or industrial organisation at home or abroad.
Applications will he received bj the Academic Registrar
ma later than December ;i next.
The following an anion" the public lectures at

University College arranged for during the new
term: "Economy of Fuel in Private Households,"
\ II. Barker, on Wednesday, October 9, al 7 pan.;
Me Scientific Problems of Radio-telegraphy," Prof.

J. \. Fleming, on Wednesdays, October 30, Nove/n-
ind -'7. and December 4. at 5 pan.;

Nature and Use of 'Tones' in Chinese and
Languages." I). Jones, on Monday, October 21,

an.
;

I he Nature of Language," 'I. !•'.. Palmer,
rhursdays, Octobei ro, 1 -. '). and 31, Novem-

ber 7 and 14. at 5 p.m.: "The Problem ol Inter-

national Language" (with special reference to
I -i" and U"i. II. E. Palmer, on Thursdays,
Novembei 21 and 28, D « and u, al ; p.m.;
"Wound shock." Prof. W. M. Bayliss, on Frida}
Now mher 22 and 29, at 5 p.m. ; and "French Scii nci "

("with lantern illu Prof. II. I., foly, on
. Octobi and , tnd Novembi 1 s, at

5 p.m.

Mr. C. E Ashford. headmast. r of the Roval Naval
iuth, has been appointed tdviser on

Educal Board of \dmiralty for the duration
of the war, continuing in his , mei position.

Dr. W. M. Polk, late .lean ot the Medical
ornell University-, has 1. eathed the sum of

N( I. >CCa vnr rml

1000I. to the I niversit) for the continuation of the

|ohn Metcalf Polk scholarship in medicine.

I in current calendar of the Edinburgh and East of

Scotland College ol Agricultut .1 which can
in obtained on application to tl try, 13.* leoi ge
Square, Edinburgh, contains full di tails ol the various
available courses of instruction in agriculture, horti-

culture, and forestry. All the coins. - j study, it may
be noted, are open to women.

The following lectures have keen .a em
| foi de-

liver; al the Royal Sanitary Institute b\ the Child-
Study S01 iety : I hui sdaj . ( >i tobi 1 to, ' rraining the
Children for Citizenship in America," Mrs. K. Boulker;
Ihursdav, November 7, "The Girl Guide Movi
Lad) Baden-Powell; and Thursday, Novembet
"Sight-saving Schools," N. Bishop llarman.

The Universities Bureau of the British Empire has

compiled a handbook of the "Universities of thi

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Inland," which
the Hoard of Education has published as No. 33 of

its Educational Pamphlets at the price of mi/, net.

In the spring of [918 the Council of National Defence
of the United Stales invited the universities of the

United Kingdom to send delegates to visit American
universities so as to establish relations of co-operation

and co-ordination. The present handbook was pre-

pared to place the delegates in a position to supply
infoi niation about the organisation and resources of

the individual universities of the United Kingdom.
The descriptions in it relate to normal times, and the

figures as to the number of teachers and students an

for the last normal session 1913-14. The pamphlet

states that inquiries regarding any matters connected

with university education may be addressed to the

Hon. Secretary of the Bureau at the Imperial Insti-

tute, London, SAY. 7.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Cape Town.

Royal Society of South Africa, July 17.—Dr. A. Jasper

Anderson in the chair.—A. Ogg : The electrostatic

deflection in a cathode-ray lube. In the ordinary

Thomson cathode-ray tube for determining the value

of e/m for cathode ravs, the irregularity of the electro-

static field near the edges of the charged plates has
to be allowed for. It is interesting to find the electro-

static deflection when the rays are projected parallel

to the plates, but at some distance from them.
Methods for making the calculation were given. - Prof.

J. D. F. Gilchrist: Note on a disease in the snoek
ilcs atun). The sno.k, one of the most im-

tant Cane fishes from an economic point of view,

is well known to be found frequently in a "pap" or

sufi condition. This is attributed by the fishermen

to the fact that it has not been properly killed on

capture, the consequence being that it struggles about

in the bottom of the boat, and, in doing so, bruises

the flesh to such an extent as to produce the condition

mentioned. This condition may occur a few hours

after the lish has been caught, and may quickly

In, mile so marked that the whole of the muscles,

especially of the back, appear quite soft and liquid.

The 1 1 5S is believed to be totalh distinct from d& 1;

le putt '

:

"
i b) soft< ning of the flesh b\ <- pi

to the ivat of the sun, which also frequentl; occurs.

As it was suspected that this condition might be

hi about by the presence and rapid ull plii a-

tion of some protozoal parasite in the muscles, the

ised tissue was examined mict pically, and
staining with methylene-blue ami other reagents

the presence of ven numerous spore-like bodies was

'\r-\S. VOL. IO:
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I ii -' wei e .dl arranged in groups it,

nalh ,
mi fixation '•• heal , long filaments

"in from them, showing thai 1 In \ were
'i longing i" thi ;i oup i ii I nidospi n idia,

i now n to pi odui e diseased i ondiuons in

i ulai and other tissue of fish. I hi groups oi

dies wiih filaments suggest the family of the
C'hloro'myxidae with their foui polai capsules, bul there
is reason for believing thai the) represent spores, opJ
'olai i apsules, and, if so, the) probabl.) I" lo

Ethi 1 M. Doidge
;

now form "f the Microsporidi
M\ cologii a] notes'. T.

(Mil [TA.

Asiatic South of Bengal, August 7. Maud I

Cleghorn
:
A note on the vitalit) and longevity di

silkworm moths during the cold and rain) seasons
in Bengal. \n account of experiments carried oul
during the pasl two years on the vitalitj and longevit)
of silkworm moths, h is shown that mollis which
emerge in December and January live longer, while
thosi bred in the rains arid hatched out in August
and September exist for only .1 few days. The results
"i thi experiments, which are shown in tabular foriri,,

1- compared with Tower's observations on the effect
of temperature and moisture on certain Chrysomelid
beetles. Dr. 1>. Prashad : Zoological results of a tour-

in the Far East. Echiuroids from brackish water,
with the description of a new marine species from
the Andamans. Three species of the genus Thalas-
semia have alread) been recorded from brackish watei
in the. coasts of the Bay of Bengal and the Gulf of
Siam. The anatomy of these is described in detar),
and special attention is paid to the structure of the
proboscis, which exhibits certain peculiarities in these
forms. \ progressive modification can be traced in

the three species, probably in connection with life in

peculiarly dense mild. A new marine species of the
genus from the Andamans is also described. L.
Chopard

: Zoological results of a tour in the Far East.
Les Orthooteres cavernicoles de Birmanie et la P£nin-
sule Malaise. All the Orthoptera at present known
from limestone caves in the Malay Peninsula and
Burma were discussed, and most of them figured.
In this fauna one Species ol earwig, five species of
cockroaches, and seven species "I wingless Phas-
gonuridae are included. Dr. N. Annandale and Dr. B.
Prashad

; Note on the taxonomic position of the genus
Camptoceras, Benson, and Lithotis \apenica, Preston
(Mollusca pulmondta). The «mih Camptoceras was

ribed b) Benson in 1843 '" include a remarkable
fresh-water mollusc hum Rphilkhand ; iwo other
species wen described i>\ Blanford in 1X71 from near

I In genus has mil Keen red'iSi "\ 'red in

India, hut a species has recently been found in Japan.
culars are given as 10 the animal and the radula

of this species, and the conclusion is drawn thai the

lied i" Planorbis and belongs t" the sub-
ordei Basommatophora. The shell, recently described
b) IV 'he name Lithotis jqponica. \- shown
to have no to the 1 ndian spei Les of Lithotis,

but to be .I"-.' allied to Limine. 1. A new genus is

proposed to includi ii and the Sumatran species

Liinnaea brevisj Martens.
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NOTICE.
In consequence of the greatly
increased cost of production it

has been found necessary to

raise the price or NATURE to 9d.

The alteration will take effect
beginning with the issue for
October 24. from which date the
Annual Subscription rates will

be as follow: Inland. £2.2.0;
Foreign. £2.5.9.

ST. MARTIN'S STREET. LONDON, W.C. 2.

STREATFEILD MEMORIAL LECTURE.
The first of this serii if annual lectures will be delivered bv Professor

W.J. POPE. C B.E., Ik S., ' the I n\ and Guilds Technical College,

Finsbury. on THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17, at 4 p.m. Subject.— I he
Future of Chemistry. Admission Free. All interested are cordially invited.

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD.
Vice-Chancellor—W. Ripper, C.H., D.Eng., D.Sc,

M.Inst. C.E., J.P.

EDGAR ALLEN SCHOLARSHIPS.
The following ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, each of the value of

>£roo per annum, and tenable for three years, are offered :

—

(a) TWO SCHOLARSHIPS open to men and women who will not
have completed their twentieth year at the beeinning of the
University Session in which they enter the University.

(*) TWO SCHOLARSHIPS restricted to the "sons of workmen
earning daily or weekly wages, and foremen of workmen and
managers."

An EXAMINATION for the above Scholarships will be held in

DECEMBER NEXT, and entries must be sent to the Registrar by-

October 31.

Full particulars cf these Scholarships may be obtained free from the
undersigned.

W. M. GIBBONS, Registrar.

SALTERS' INSTITUTE
OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY.

APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTOR.

THE SALTERS' COMPANY require a PIRESTOR to take charge
of the SALTERS' INSTITUTE OK INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY,
now being founded to encourage research in Industrial Chemistry and the
training and welfare of students in that trade.

Applicants should possess exceptional qualifications, an intimate know-
ledge of Scientific and Industrial Chemistry, and a capacity for organisation.

ntial salary will be paid to the Director, who will be ultimately
1 to devote his whole time and attention to the affairs of the Institute :

ny, however, are prepared to consider applications Irom those
able at once to comply with this condition.

Applicati >ns, by letter only should be addressed to the Clekk of the
Saltei l pany, Walters' Hall. St. Swithin's Lane, London, E.C 4.

SOUTH AFRICAN SCHOOL OF MINES
& TECHNOLOGY, JOHANNESBURG.

(Under the University of South Africa Act, 1916, a Con-
stituent College of the University of South Africa).

'' he Council ol in School of Mines and Technology invites
api'hc-ui".. i ,, 1. v ,. : ..LECTURER for the
DrJPARTM] NTOFI ,, £45o per annum, rising after two
years by £25 annually to /550.
The appointment in tli-

, probationary.
The duties will comn ,,, ;. ,nn. urg on March r, 1919.
The sum ot ^60 will he a 1

;

1 ,, ..s t.> South Africa and
half salary from date ol sailing till arrival in 1 ihanne
Members of the Staff have 1 art in evening work. 1

The selected Candidate will be required to p; - a medical examination
before appointment.

Applications in triplicate, slating age, professi n lift atiohs, and ex-
should, with copies of three recen sent not later

' ' tober 14, 1918, to the undersigned, who, Jication, will send
1 iculars if desired.

Gli nihil ,s. Co., Limited, 9 Idol I a i, -,i,on, E.C. 3.

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN.
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS.

AppHi M invited for the position of PKOFESSOR OF
ly of Cape Town, South Afrir.i

Any pension acrced upon would be not lr--s than
rement of the Prof onoi attaining the

App
PHYSICS at the U
The salary h /8oo r

/300 p.a. upon tin

age of 60 yc.its.

Should the sm ,:< - engaged upon miliiary service or work
of national important e, the po<t would be kept open until he is free to take
up his .Inn. 3.

The Prof. I
i

, research work.
Appointments are :enerally restricted to candidates under 35 yea
Applications, with testimonials, should reath the Hie (

M1SSIONER POH mm LThio^i OJ Sc in Africa, 32 Victoria Street,

I I. in, S.W. 1 (fro .i whom further particulars may be obtained), not later

•1 !
I 1

COUNTY BORO' OF WEST HAM.
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.

appointments :—

staff in the Kngineering Depart-
1, rising by annual

Applii ations are in ited for the follow

LECTURER on the permanen
ment. Salary .£250 per annu
£?5 to £300.

ll. M 1'' >ls \1'\ TEACHER of MATHEMATICS are 1

MENTARY SCIENCE in the Juniot I 1 i.ool and
the Chemical Department. Salary /175 per annum, rising by
annual increments of .£25 to ,£250.

Form of application and further particulars can be obtained from the

Principal, Municipal Technical Institute, Romford Road, E. 15.

Education Department,
West Ham, E. 15.

September i'S. roi8.

WIGAN AND DISTRICT MINING AND
TECHNICAL COLLEGE.

Applications are invited for the following vacancies :

—

LECTURER IX MINIM'..
LECTURER IN CHEMISTRY.

LECTURER IN MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.
Salary in each case according to scale.

Maxima for Honours Graduates : Men £325(Mining £^0) ; Women .6230.

Further particulars may be obtained from the Pkincii-al. to whom appli-

cations should be forwarded as soon as possible and not later ihaa October
18. iot8.

HECKMONDWIKE SCHOOL,
YORKS.

WANTED for the above Secondary School, a TEACHER for

PHYSICS (Master ..r Mistress), to commence in .January next. Salary

^170, with extra payment for advanced work. Evening work in the

Technical School can be taken at the option of the Teacher appointed, for

which the usual rates of payment will be made.
Application lobe made on forms which can be obtained from the Head-

master at the School.
A. II. REDEE VRN

Clerk to the Coventors.

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM EDUCATION
COMMITTEE.

An ASSISTANT MASTER is required for Engineering subjects for the
Council Central Secondary School. Also ASSISTANT MASTER ir

MISTRESS qualified in Science and Mathematics. Applications, on forms
to be obtained from the undersigned, should be returned not later than
Satuid.i\ . ill. .lift 1 .

JNO. ARTHUR PALMER,
Council H Secretary of Education.

liir mull

BLACKBURN MUNICIPAL
TECHNICAL SCHOOL.

Prim i] al - in. R. 11. Pickard, F R.S

DEMONSTRATOR in

: a non-temporarj
us. Immediate

Irom whom urther details

An ASSISTANT LECTURER a

CHEMISTRY is required immediately
Commencing salary -£200- 250 a

application should be made to the P

may be obtaine

A. H. WHIPPLE, M.A.,

1 .irectOT of Education.

LABORATORY ASSISTANT required at
large Public .School. Good wages and facilities for working for a degree.

Apply, stating age and experience, to Box 148, c/o Naturi ' Ifl
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I HE METALLl RG OF ZINC.

The Zinc Industry. By E. \. Smith. ("Mono
graphs on Industrial Chemistry.") Pp. vm

I
22 3-

(London: Longmans, Grei .mil ( "n., 1918.)

Price 10s. "1/. net.

1) VI 1 1 ER more than t yeai s ago Qn
^- American metallurgist, in opening a dis-

cussion on the metallurg) ncj said wittily:

"It is a time-honoured custom throw bricks at

the zinc man. The accusation is that he has

borrowed a lime kiln and a gas retort and pan
pf a sui] ai id plant, hiti hed them togi

mil spent the lasl fift) years in regarding with

holj veneration the reactions ivhich take place in

i pper man who thinks of zinc

as something ivith which coppi is adulterated to

make brass, and the iron man who regards it as

' of paint for corrugated sheets, and the

lead man whose '.pinion as to /inc is not lit for

publication, have long fell thai when two or three

of tlii minor details of their respective metal-
lurgies Hi-re put in order, the) would take a lew

days and fix up zinc on a modern basis."

It 1^ true that there have ieen no such spec-

tacular changes in the metallurgy of this metal

as were rought in that of steel and copper by the

introduction of converters. Nevertheless, it is

quite untrue to state, as is sometimes done, that

there ha m its metalling
the first lielgian furnaces wen l>uilt in the early

century. The main reason u by

11 revolutionary 1 hange is that the

chemi tii differs radically from that of the

other metals, and that these differences control the

type ' 'I apparatus that can b< u ed.

tn the firs! place, the temperature at which this

metal is reduced by carbon from its oxide is con-

siderably above its boiling-point under atmo-
spherii pressure. It is, therefore, always pro-

duced as a vapour. In the second place, in order

btain a merchantable producl this vapour must
be condensed at a temperature considerably above
the melting-point of the metal. In practice, the

temperature-range is from about 900 to 415° C.

Above 900 C. the vapour is not condensed at all;

below (is, C. it freezes to a powder consisting of

lineK divided metal with between 6 and 10 per
cent, ol oxide. More than this, the temperature

;sary to condense the zinc as a liquid depends
on the concentration of the vapour, and is lowet

the mine dilute it is. Consequently the tempera-
ture of the condenser must be near that of the

boiling-point of the metal at the end attached to

the cry much lower at the oppdsite
end. In the third pine, the al-vapour is ex-
tremi ble to oxidising fluences, e.g. air,

water-vapour, and even carbon \ide. The 1 hargi

must therefore at all stages 1 < n a largi

nf 1.
1
bon, since the presence of 1 en o'25 pet cent,

of carbon dioxide is sufficient xidise the metal
in this condition; moreover, volurrn of gas
carrying; the zinc must be kept mall as possible.

»554, vi >l. io2 n

No other common indu trial metal presents this

combination of cha s, which makes its

smelting a by no means ward operation.
These and many othei matt connected with

the zinc industry are well si ;,, M r . E. A.
Smith's hook on the subject, whi be warmly
commended to readers as giving, : n the author's
words, "a general surve) of the development of

the zinc industry and its present possible
future position in relation to the va metal
industries of this country." In spite of the fact

thai the ait ol zinc extraction has been carried on
in Great Britain lor at least 15,0 years, its I

lure is ver\ scanty, ami Mr. Smith's book is there-

particularly timely, especially when it is re-

membered how gravel) imperilled was the manu-
facture of certain munitions of war in this country
by the cutting off of zinc supplies in 11)14. Mr.

Smith dials successively with 1 be rise and develop-

ment of the industry in various centres of produc-

tion, the sources of supply and marketing of the

zinc ores, their smelting and other methods of

extraction—electrothermal and electrolytic—the

properties of the metal and its industrial applica-

tions as such and in the form of alloys, its com-
iii! 1 i.d compounds and pigments, and, finally, with
the future of the industr) in this country. As he
points out, British smelters in the las! forty years

have lagged far behind their rivals in Germany and
Belgium. The latter have greatly improved their

practice, not only by getting increased extractions

from the ore, but also by reducing costs in fuel,

retorts, and labour, and this superiority has re-

llected itself in the value of their shares as com-
pared with those of British companies.
Mr. Smith's book is well written, well balanced,

and accurate. Considering how much work has

been done in recent years to render the electro-

lytic production of zinc a commercial success, he

might with advantage have devoted more than six-

pages to this aspect of the industr}', but this

appears to the writer the only blemish in a very

admirable and valuable book. II. C. H. C.

THE XATI:RE OF SOLUTION.
The Nature of Solution. By Prof. Harry C. Jones.

With a Biographical Sketch by Prof. E. E. Reid

and Tributes by Profs. Arrhenius, Ostwald, and
Woodward. Pp. xxiii + 380. (London : Constable

and Co., Ltd., 1917) Price 125. 6d. net.

THE late Prof. H. C. Jones's book on "The
J- Nature of Solution " represents undoubtedly

his best and ripest work. The scope and outlook

of the book are almost unexpectedly wide, in view

of the son closely specialised character of

the author's own researches and of the enormous
mas, ol detail which the generosity of the C
tnstitutio enabled him to pile up in connection

with some three or four problem
iture of solution. All t' ol

11 iiii. iti d detail, which compelled him to publish

from time to time papers summarisii the results

papers, has been lilt In
|

:

rid in the present

and the whole Irealr ll of the subject is

ml satisfying. It is particularly refreshing

G
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i ! in .1 book written by a pupil of Arrhenius

and O l
ild thai the English work oi Prof. II. B.

which the vital influence oi moisture on

chemii hange has been brought out in so pictur-

esque and striking a form, receives (probably lor

time in a text-book of physical chemistry)

thing like adequate treatment. The author

was undoubtedly right, however, in putting these

classical experiments in the forefronl "I Ins argu-

ment when seeking to justify the great stress thai

has been laid upon the condition of si. Union by so

m.m\ workers in physical science. The work of

Prof. Jones's colleague, Prof. Morse, on "The
Osmotic Pressure "I Solutions" finds a natural

place in this volume, and the principal results ol

this in\ estigation are qu ited.

The principal features oi the theory of clectro-

lytic dissociation are described, but as the special

work of the author dealt largely with the existence

Oi In dralcs in solution, the naked ion of the original

theory is less conspicuous than is customary, and

more than usual recognition is given to the part

played by the solvent in electrolysis. There is

also an important chapter on colloidal solution, in

whii h a good account is given of the current posi-

tion as regards both theory and practice. A brief

chapter on " Solutions in Solids 'as Solvents " is, on
the other hand, both inadequate and misleading :

the formation of fusible alloys is quoted, without

any evidence whatever, as an example of this type

of solution. The whole effect of the chapter is

to show that the author did not attempt to keep
in touch either with crystallography, i.e. with the

physical chemistry of solids, or with the scientific

side of metallurgy, which affords so many
and such valuable illustrations of the applica-

tion of physico-chemical theory. The author's

summary in the final clauses of this chapter

—

that "our knowledge both of pure solids and of

solid solutions is very meagre. We have
just scratched the surface, so to speak, of

matter in the solid stati" is singularly inappro-

priate, in view of the work of Moseley and of

Bragg, which has given us a knowledge of the solid

state that is in many respects more exact and more
detailed than our knowledge of solutions even after

than 100 years of controversy. This aspect
of ill. theory of solution is, however, really outside
the scopi of the author's work and interest, and
its vi : ,ion is not a serious fault in a book
avowi rned in* the main with the more ordi-

nary i id solution, and giving an excellent

account ol rtant subject. T. M. I..

THE FU1 ..".'• SE I FISHERIES.
" '-a. By Neal Green. Pp.

vii+ 178. (Lon VI ithuen and Co., Ltd..

tgr8.) I'm. 1
1

net.

MR. GREEN 'S plainly written
and (generall; 1

1 ite, short ac-
-

1 nint of 1 he Bi itish it is quite the

best of the modern works on tl .1 of which
treats. One may regard .1

1 attempt to

tte the future l>\ consider'. present
. s, and also b\ coin

1 asl ing .idminis-

1. J554, Vol.. I02
I

tration herewith that of France, the United States,

and Germany. Political developments are noticed

and their possible effects discussed : the Empire
resources development schemes and the expected

economic boycott of Germany are policies which
the ant hoi regards ;is short-sighted and likely to be

disastrous to us. Tin- former proposals he

describes as "impracticable and unjust," and the

latter, he expects, will end in a great expansion
of the fisher) marines of both Norway and Ger-

many, and tiic depreciation of the British herring

fisheries : these theses are very well argued.

fishery organisation in foreign countries is

described succinctly and rather to the disadvan-

tage of France and Great Britain. "The
administration of the fishing industry by the

Norwegian Government is the best organised and

most intelligent of all European countries."

"More than any other country, France protects

and subsidises the fishing industry in order to

provide a naval reserve . . . the constant inter-

ference of the Government ma\ be said to be the

chiei cause- of the unprogressive spirit among the

workers." America, Canada, and Japan have a

chapter to themselves, and a picture ol astonishing

energy and pu>.;rcss is presented.

The contrast that is thus suggested is rather

disheartening: "To-day scientific research in our

fisheries is almost entirely absent; rt is, in fact,

probable that there are not three chemists em-
ployed in the whole industry; little is known of

the food values of different fishes or the consti-

tuents of the by-products, or the most efficient

and economical processes whereby the fullest

advantage can be obtained from those values."

The only big fish-preservation industry in Great
Britain, that of the salt-cure of herrings, employs

a process which has scarcely been modified

throughout four centuries; the English industry

of fish-canning is almost infinitesimal compared
with that of America, and Germany, before the

war, bought our fresh herrings greedily and
built up a fish-preservation trade worth five mil-

lions a year. "At present there is not [in Great
Britain a single million-pound business enga
in the industry. There is far more capital engaged
in the manufacture of soap than is used in the

exploitation ol the British fisheries." All this is

a picture of the condition of business enterprise

and administration and scientific research which
is very unlike that usually placed before the public,

and Mr. Green's book is the more interesting on

that a< count. J. J.

TH1-: BASIS OF MENTAL IND NERVOUS
DISORDERS.

Tlic Neurotic Constitution. Outlines "f n Com-
parative Individualistic Psychology and Psy
therapy. B\ Dr. A. Adler. Translated by Dr.

B. Glueck and Dr. J. E. kind. Pp. xxiii -451').

(London: Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd., 1918.)

Price 11. s. net.

THE views of Dr. Adler, though expressed at

length, lose in definition by being seen through
the rathei irregularl) refracting medium of the
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present English translation. To the author, the

various traits of the neurotii constitution appear
ormulations of what he terms the "masculine

protest." The causal factor in this protest, which

Can be made either by the male or the female, is

1 ling of inferiority. A continual attempt is

made by the neurotic in dispel this feeling bv

ordering every detail ol his life so that he may
find that subjective security oi which the feeling

ol inicin.iiu has robbed him. This compensatory
product, this aggressive endeavour at even point

to achieve the " maximation of his ego," fore-

doomed to failure because ol its false direction,

exhibits itself in its protean forms as the psycho-
neurosis 1 a psychosis.

Dr. Villi r differs from many other workers in

the tield oi psychoanalysis in thai he attempts to

iuti this lowered self-esteem to a definite in-

feriority of some bodilj organ, and thus to give

a physical hasis lor his psychological theory. The
evidence for this view has l offered in a pre-

vious work, "Studie iiber Minderwertigkeit von
Organen," which is now being translated into

English.

While welcoming this tendency to broaden the

general explanatory basis of mental and nervous

disorders oi this type by an attempt to conceive
physiological as well as ps) etiological factors

underlying them, one is inclined to think that

Dr. Adler's addition of a second supporting pillar

to his theoretical structure has been accompanied
by an undue attenuation of the first. Freud has
laid enormous stress upon the importance of the

Sex instinct in the production of the ps\ choneu-
roses : Adler, his former pupil, ascribes a simi-

larlv exclusive rdle to the instini t of self-assertion.

The writings of Jung, on the other hand, allow

of the interpretation that each and every one of

the instincts in man may play lis part in the causa-

tion and continuance of these disorders. To believe

that both Adler and Freud have over-stated their

eiMs is compatible with the opinion that a com-
parison of such views, too sharply focussed as they

may be, will add to the physii ian's power for help-

ing that unfortunate, all-too-human being, the

neurotic.

FOOD AND 111- U.TH.

(1) The Art of Health. By Prof. J. Long. Pp. xi +
1 < 1

-
. (London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1918.)

e 5«. net.

under Rations. Over 200 War-time
Recipes. ' By M. M. Mitchell. Pp. 65. (Lon-
don : Longmans, (ireen, and Co., 1918.) Price

2S. Hit.

(1) *~PIIF author, of this book is "persuaded that
L most of our bodily troubles and the

diseases of the vital oreans are the result of im-

purities which are produced or deposited in the

svsiein from tin- foods we consume." It is not
surprising, therefore, that his advice to those who
wish to maintain or recover health deals largerj

with matters of diet. In the fifteen chapters of

which the work consists only three are devoted

NO. 2554, VOL. I02]

to matters other than food—namely, No. 10 on
"Water," No. 11 on "Air," and No. 12 on
"Climate and Temperature." Even water and
air are claimed to be fi u

Two reasons are given for undertaking the work
namely, that the author has been a life student

of the breeding and feeding o 01 tic animals,
and that he has been led to study the nutrition of

the human body by having suffered lor a period of
four years from a disorder of his own digestive

organs, whereby he was reduced to a mental and
physical wreck. In consequence, the pull: is

1 1 cited to a dissertation on foods containing some
useful maxims of a general nature, for the most
part repeated several times throughout its p.

I he chiei points made are that insufficient a

lion is paid to the minerals and life in plants, ah
that too much meat is consumed. The author
therefore recommends a diet almost entirely vege-
tarian, and lays special stress on the use of salads

and raw fruits. For this a quaint reason reiterated

many times is assigned—namely, that "they main-
lain a clean digestive track [sic] throughout the

entire system." Nevertheless, the best section of

the book is that which de.als with salads. It would
be even more useful if detailed recipes had been
given. Prof. Long would in no circumstances
allow entrails to be eaten, and believes that all

kinds of meat cause a craving for drink, both non-
intoxicating and intoxicating, whereas vegetables

have not this effect. He recommends a vegetable

and fruit diet for the cure of inebriates, also for

cancer and tuberculosis. Cane-sugar is likewise

strongly condemned owing to its "high property

of fermentation." Nevertheless, the ration of this

sugar which he allows would nowadays be con-
sidered very liberal -namely, 2 to 5 oz. per day,

according to age and constitution.

It is admitted that there are possible objections

to vegetarianism—namelv, bulkiness of the food,

possible irritation caused by a high proportion of

indigestible residue, and the difficulty of obtaining

sufficient nitrogen to cover wear-and-tear.

A considerable number of mis-statements are to

be found, some of which appear to be based on
misconceptions. Thus "heal and energy" is an
expression which frequently occurs. It is stated

on p. 67 that "the liver, kidneys, lungs, pancreas,

stomach, and intestines consist of muscular tissue

to which more or less fat is attached." The word
"ilium " is used instead of "ileum" for the third

section of the small intestine. Fat is said to

produce heat at more than twice the rate of the

carbohydrates. The loss entailed by boiling vege-

tables is, as rule, placed too high. Parsnips

(p. 35) are sa '1 to lose more than one-half of the

total digestible food they contain; and in a more
detailed statement (p. 40) the nutritive matt

said to be reduced by boiling : in the parsnip from

15 to ;! per cent. ; in the carrot from 10 to 4 per

1 . hi
;

in the turnip from 6 to 1 h per cent. ;
in the

heel from it to 3 J, per cent.; and in the potato

20 per cent. Probably the author means that a

reduction of the nutritive matter takes place, vary-

ing in the parsnip from 15 to 3J per cent., and
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S with thi others. But the statemenl is nol

cleai taken with that on p. 35, is calculated

,1 wrong impression.

The whole oi the useful information in the bbbfe

diffii ult\ be given in a pamphlel

ith its size. No indes 1 - provided ; had it

the amount of needless repetition would hav<

made <\ iden1 at a glance.

(2) Foi some time aftei 1 he introduction of

rations housewives found il 'It to adapt their

cookery to the new conditions. The recipes com-

piled 1\\ Miss Mitchell an intended to help in

this matter, and arc well adapted to do so. After

some useful points on economy in the use of fuel

and in making the mosl of fat in cooking, the

recipes propei are given in detail. These are

grouped in1 for (1) meat dishes, more than

Forty in number; (2) vegetables and sundries,

enteen in number; (3) other meatless dishes,

numbering no fewei than sixty; (4) soups, ten;

(5) fish, eighteen; (6) sauces, eight; (7) salads,

seven; (8) pastry and hatters, eleven; (9) pud-

dings and sweets; thirteen; (10) bread and cakes,

thirteen; ( 1 1 )
preserves, fifteen.

A mere list does not, however, convey an

adequate idea of the value of the hook. The re-

cipes are all carefully selected by a writer having

practical experience of her subject, and are in most

cases excellent.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Applied Bacteriology: Studies and Reviews of

son:. lay I'm hi 1' ins for llic Laboratory
Worker, the Clinician, and the Administrator.

Edited by lh-. ('. If. Browning. Pp. xvi + 291.

(London: II. Frowde and 1 bidder and Stough-
ton, ti)iS. ) I 'rice 7s. 6d. n*t.

This book comprises an account of research work
on bacteriological subjects by Dr. Browning and
co-workers, carried out partly in the Pathological

Department of the University and Western In-

firmary, Glasgow, and partly in the Bland Sutton
lute of Pathology of the Middlesex Hospital.

of the matter included has already appeared
in the form of separate published papers, but these

:en added to and extended.

Dr. Browning contributes an introduction on
the of applied bacteriology, in which he

'1
t1 the best results can be attained

onl) trained and experienced workers
who I

i large part of their time free for

original Then follow the series of
papers Hi. inch include the diagnosis
"l "enterica i (typhoid and paratyphoid
fevers and d) ha :teriological and sero-

logical methods, Di . Bi iwning, Mackie, and
Thornton; the i ted pipettes in sero-
logical work, h\ I). observations on
the diphtheria grou] ms and on the
isolation "I B. diphthi T a medium

aining telluri< ai by Dr.
J. F. Smith;

mi antiseptics, with special reference to
ive inhibitory action, fc» Drs. Browning, Gil-
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mour, and Gulbrausen, in which tin- action of the

fiavines and other aniline dyes is considered; and
the use of ultra violel radiations as a means oi

discriminating between, ami oi isolating, certain

micro-organisms, by Drs. Browning and Russ.
Ill, I!,, 1

1
is a summary of what is known

about tetanus, bj Dr. Browning. This subject is

of so much importance in connection with the war
that this epitome is \ ei ; wel< 1

Being largeh a reprint oi research work, the

value of tins volume can scarcel) be appraised

at present, but it max be said thai much of the

matter Forms a notable contribution to the ad-

vancement hi bacteriological science. R. T. II.

Veterinary Post-Mortem Technic. By Prof. \\ . J.

Crocker. Pp. xiv+233. (Philadelphia and

London ; J B. Lippim otl Co., 1918.) 1'riee

l6s. net.

A BOOK nl tins type has lung been needed to fill

a gap in veterinary literature. So far as we are

aware, then has previousl) been no work detail-

ing in a systematic manner the making of post-

mortem examinations on the lower animals, and,

consequently, reports of autopsies have been lack-

ing in uniformity, and often the most important

features have been omitted or insufficiently empha-
sised owing to the lack oi system. Prof. Crocker's

book will go far to remedy' thai state 1

and should be in the hands of all students and
most practitioners of veterinary pathology. As
might be expected, there are several minot

points with which we are not in entire agreement.

For example, it is suggested that in the case of

a small animal suspected of rabies the head

severed from the body as close to the trunk- as

possible should be dispatched to the laboratory

for examination. In our opinion it would be far

better to send the whole body without mutilation

—the extra weight of a small animal is of no
importance. The author recommends the use of

Midler's fluid for preserving tissues; it would
have been better if the formula had been included.

He also recommends the use of sla; platforms to

be used on the floor of the autopsy room. 'Wood,

however, is nol an ideal material for use under
these conditions, owing to the difficulty of dis-

infection, which can be properly carried mil only

by burning, thus causing continual expense. With
regard to the examination ol the various organs,
we are ol i

|
,
ami that insufficient attention is

paid to the examination of the various lymphatic
glands, which are oi paramount importance in

post-mortem examinations in numerous affectio

As a whole the hook has been written in a very
cltar and lucid manner, and there is little fault

to find with it. The photographic illustrations

\.iiii ms methods of procedure are excellent.

Common Bi etlcs an I Spiders, and //<>;. to Identify

Them. By S. V Sedgwick. Pp.62. (London:
Clinics II. Kelly, n.d.) Price is. ihI. net.

Ix this little volume the author treats, in a style

ne'eessarih si etchy and incomplete, of some com-
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mon Kriti-.li beetles and spiders. In dealing with

I group he gives first ;i short general account
hi structure and h;il>ii ->, next an outline classifica-

families, and then a list ol s >me

common species with characteristics so superfici-

ally described thai thi 'How to Identif)

II " contained in the title cannot be con-

sidered .is fulfilled. The 228 beetles chosen for

listing are illustrated b) natural-size photographs,
must ol' u hich lire to be of use. The
larger photographs ol some selected spiders, sup-

plemented by four plates ol outline drawings, an
less unsatisfactory, bul the front-view portrait on
p. 50 lettered "Wolf-spider" is evidentl) taken

1 .1 jumping-spider (Salticid). The classifica-

tion and nomenclature adopted for both spiders

.ml beetles are those of the naturalists of fifty

years ago.

Canning and Bottling, with Votes on other Simple
'Fruit and I egetables.

|i\ Dr. II. P. Goodrich. With an Introduction

by Prof. Frederick Keeble. Pp. xH 70. (Lon-

don: Longmans, Green, and( o., [918.) Price 2s.

K spite of its modest size, this book contains a

great deal of valuable information on bottling,

canning, pulping, drying, and salting vegetables

and fruit. In the first part of the book the author

ribes fully practical methods, while in the

m1 pari a brief accouni ol the behaviour of

bacteria and fungi, the micro-organisms which

have to be fought b) the preserver of fruit and

vegetables, is given. The canning of fruit, which

is extremely popular in America, but comparatively

little used by amateurs in this country, is warmly
mmended in regard both to the flavour and

quality of the products and to the rapidity and

simplicity with which the wo 1
arried out.

The tear of tin and of ptomaine poisoning, which

has prevented some peopli from canning vege-

tables, is shown to be entireh groundless.

The Stars, and How to Idenl fy Them. By E.

Walter Maunder. Pp. 64. (1 ondon ; Charles H.

Kelly, 11. d.)

fin war has renewed interest in the constellations

tides for night-march i . and several

handbooks have been published for this purpose.

Mr. Maunder gives here in a I 1
'I form much

nt 1 1 •

' Astn momy
of the Bible " ancl his num< pers on early

Babylonian astronomy.
The constellations of the entire celestial sphere

shown in twenty-six clear] rinted maps; the

constellation figures art not drawn, but the stars

; e . 1 mnected b\ thin lines, « hich

in mam 1 ases give some rough idea of the object

of which it bears. A summary of the

nt myths relating to the grouping of the con-

stellations is given, as affording a useful aid to

the memory regarding their mutual configuration.

Four northern and one southi n maps indicate

the positions of the constellation at the various

seasons. Andrew C. D. Crommelin.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Observations of Nova Aquilse in India.

In Nature of June 13 1 note that arliest
observation ol Nova Aquilae in England
bj Miss Grace C01 m

I and
the magnitude was estimated as equal to In
India the star was seen and recognised as
about five hours earlier i>\ Mr. G. N. Bower in

Madi as, « ho has sent me his 01 iginai notes ma
in p.m. Indian Standard Time on June 8 (corresj
ing with 4.30 p.m. G.M.T.). Mr. Bower was
occupied in pointing oul the principal stars and con-
stellations i" .1 friend, and identifying them with the
aid df Mrs. Evershed's "Guide to the Southern Stars."
Turning to the eastern sky, he at once saw a star on
the borders of Aquila and Serpens which he could
not place. It appealed to be as bright as Allair, or
possibly brighter, but not so bright or white as Vega.
Allair was, however, unfavourably placed for thi

comparison.
At Jhelum, North India, the star was independently

discovered on lune g, 3.30 a.m. I.S.T. (10 p.m.",

June 8, G.M/T.), by Mr. C. L. Dundas, I.C.S., who
kindh advised me by telegram of his observation.
He also estimated it as equal to Altair, but at the
came time on the following night "it was apparently
equal to Vega."

At Kodaikanal I was photographing the spectrum
of Venus on the morning of June 8, and can state
with some confidence that the nova had not then
appeared, or perhaps it would be safer to say that it

had not risen above the second magnitude. The sky
was exceptionally clear that morning, and the brilliance
nf the Milky Way attracted special attention between
4 a.m. and dawn, about an hour later. Mrs. Evershed
and myself were both observing the Milky Way, and
both had the possibility of detecting novae at the back
of our minds. This narrows down the timi 1

'

outburst to between 11 p.m. G.M.T. on June 7 and

4 p.m. G.M.T. June 8.

1 he spectrum of the nova has been studied here in

some detail, thanks to the partial failure of the mon-
soon in Southern India, which resulted in a good
number of fairly clear nights from earl;, in June to

tin middle of July. Two series of spectrum photo-

graphs were obtained simultaneously—a large-scale

with a 6-in. prismatic camera, and a sm.ill-

series with a •-in. prismatic camera, the lattei

showing 1 on in the ulira-\ inlet. By
a special arran ol the apparatus I was able to

photograph 1 spectrum of Arcturus ac-

curate!) aligned with the nova, so that the wave-
lengths in the nova spectrum have been determined

by referenci to lines in Arcturus

On tin ni 1 11 12-13 ar,d I3~I4 many of the

absorption lim in the nova appeared to be in dupli-

in, I then are 1 w series of hydt ogen ibsi

lines, both - lormousl) displaced towards violet;

wider.more refrangible series in H/?,Hy,and H
a mean displacement corresponding with 2700

whilst tin comparatively narrow, less refr;

km. sec, both in the directii n

This is with reference to Arcturus, •

: uncorrected

for the component of the earth's motion, which is

ven small. In bit. 1 plates thi angible set
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of lines has vanished, whilst the less refrangible set

i
i

:

i increased velocity, which on the night

of Jun< ".I s estimated al i860 km. sec. This
motion reminds one ol eruptive promm-

ted from the sun, and, if confirmed, would

I he action of a repulsive forci

The hydrogen emission bands are verj intense and
well defined in all the photographs, especially Ha and
il.;. luii in the ultra-violel beyond HS the) become
feeble and difficult to distinguish, whilst the absorp-

tion lines are strongest and persist longest in the

ultra-violet, where they have been photographed up to

11- on June 18 m. The I la line stands cut isolated

and without absorption in all the plates except the

earliest one exoosed on rune 1 ; < 1. On this plate the

continuous spectrum is faintly visible near it, and the

two displaced absorption lines corresponding with the

two velocities mentioned above are clear]? shown. The
H/3 emission band on fune 20 extends from A 4834 to

A 4.88s. and within ii are three maxima at 4857, 4864,

and 4*880.

Thf last plate secured was exposed on July 11, the

star 1 1. 1. 1 l' then of magnitude ;'>. 'This photograph

shows 1 mission bands onlv, extending to Hij, and there

is no appreciable absorption, even in the ultra-violet.

The nebula emission Land at 500: lias greath increased

in relative brightness, in accordance with precedent.

Kodaikanal, Vugust 6 J. Evershed.

THE "TAYLOR" SYSTEM OF
" SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT."

DURING the last year or two much attention

has been given to the results of anal) ses

of industrial operations obtained by Dr. F. W.
Taylor in the United States, and a system of

scientific management has been based upon them.

Advocates of the "Taylor" system claim that, by

the thorough analysis and investigation of the

actual practice of manufacture, it has been pos-

sible to deduce certain principles applicable to all

industry. These principles* are not so co-

ordinated and developed as the laws of physical

science, because, although the result of industry

—the production of concrete material things—is

physical, the actual process of production by

human brains and hands is not a physical, but a

il, process. Only those who maintain that

social laws cannot be discovered which will explain

and govern the actions of society can consistently

argue that the "Taylor" principles applied to

industry are not scientific.

In the early davs of mechanical invention pro-
gress 1 t.tirely by trial and error. At the

present day almost all invention is the result of

laborious . ition and research, and the

developmein invention and design has been
greatly accel the application of scientific

method. The o
;

id minuteness of detail

shown in the 1 irking drawings of a

modern engineer: uld have been beyond
the comprehensioi ithers, who could
not decide such thin fs , bul had to work
by rule-of-thumb application of

ience to engineering A ign has made all this

elbprnenl a matter of coursi the present
rations Science has madi idway in

bei ause a km >v ledgi oi rs ol the
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strength ol mate rials, and ol magnetism and elec-

tricity, are essential to the design of steam and
electric mac limes ; and once a man is forced to use

science as tin basis ol his work, he- is more likely

to evolve scientific methods in connection with the

numerous detail i and routine of actual produi linn.

In this direi tion, however, then- is still much that

can be done, but the fad to realise is thai in this

field of human effort si ientific method ' s accepted

by practical];, all.

When we come to the actual purchase, storing,

and handling ol materials required for production,

we find no equivalent to the modern scientific

designer and draughtsman. We find a varied

collection of buyers, storekeepers, and clerks. It

is safe to say that very few of these types of

workers have the haziest notion of what scientific

methods arc, or how they could be applied to their

work. Il is probably unfair to expect this, as

they are all highly trained by rule of thumb.
Planning and co-operation, which are among the

basic principles of scientific management, are

usually glaringly absent, and where production is

not held up by lack of material, this is accom-
plished b) prodigal expenditure and, conse-

quently, inefficiency in the use of material.

Nevertheless, method is accepted in this direction

also, without much controversy. It is agreed that

works should be built so that they can be easil)

expanded without mixing up all the departments,

and laid out so that material can travel as

continuously as possible from one process to

another, until completed, with the minimum
amount of cross or backward travel. It is agreed
that materials should be purchased with some
relation to the output, the time required to deliver,

and the number of times to be repurchased in

the year, so as to guarantee material when
required, without at the same time locking up
more capital in stocks than is necessary. It is

agreed that stores should be large, roomy, and
completely closed in, and nothing issued without

proper requisition ; and that men from the store

should move material to the shops so that the time

of the skilled men is not wasted seeking after

material.

There are hundreds of systems for doing these

things— in fact, each firm must evolve the one
most suitable lor itself; but the principles under-

lying all these varied systems are the same; and
once a manager has a grasp of these principles

he can quickly plan a system, and with time and
continual care will get it to work. Buyers, store-

keepers, and clerks have no scientific training,

and, consequently, they seldom see the principles

involved. To unscientific minds there is little or

no co-ordination or correlation; everything is

more or less in watertight compartments; they

cannot see the extraordinary interdependence of

all sections id industry. As, however, this type

of labour is not numerous, and has no organised

objection to improved methods, it is possible to

improve matters comparatively quickly with a

reasonable expenditure of will and mental energj
on the- part of the management.
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The efficient buying, storing, and handling of

the r:iw material of an industry, while they are very

Important, and will reduce the <ost oi manufac-

ture, are at besl a saving effected on a very small

percentage of the total human effort expended in

industry. If we realise that everything that man
makes is consumed, sooner or later, then we may

consider all the products of each industry to be

the raw material of another industry. Production

v,.- ..in conceive as the evolution of raw material

from a simple to a more and more complex pro-

duct. Each time it is sold, boughtj and stored in

the process, we may consider its growth tempo-

rarily stopped. It is during this time of lack of

ige, when the very minimum of human effort

is expended on it, that we try to save human
During all the numerous definite changes

of the product, when the maximum of human
eti. mi is expended, we refuse 10 apply scientific

principles. Considering that this is the applica-

tion of science which affects by far the- greatest

number of workers, it is very easy to comprehend
their opposition to being " Tayloi ised," as tiny say.

The "Taylor" method accepts no preconceived

ideas of how a job should he done. As a chemist

splits up .1 compound into its elements, so Dr.

Taylor says that all jobs should be split up into

their elemental operations. These elemental

Operations are carefully studied and timed by

engineer experts, and the useless ones, which we
may consider as impurities, are eliminated. The
best machine tools and equipment are used, and,

therefore, standard minimum times can be found
II standard operations. When data are accumu-

lated giving the time required for standard speci-

fied rork, fitting, etc., then standard
lion times can lie lixed from the drawings

without any timing in the shops, just as the

designs themselves may be made without shop

experiments. "Time" or "motion" study is

scientific in its method, and the accuracy of the

result will like all experimental data, depend on
•, ..I the observer. There are definite

principles in this "Taylor" method which, when
grasped by experts, can he use! by them to arrive

nits. All other methods of "rate-

setting" are non-scientific. Some are pure guess-
work, some are more or less so.

The "fatigue factor," which is the time to be

allowed in addition to the "standard" time, so

that the worker may not be "fatigued," is most

difficult to discover accurately; but for this, science

is as much al fault as industry. Medical science

Formerlj concerned itself almost entirely with the

cure of disease, hut it now devotes itself largehj to

cause and prevention. When we all realise that

disease must be prevented, we shall soon begin

to realise that industrial fatigue must also be pre-

vented. The "Taylor " system is the only one that

separates out the work and fatigue of production,
like the analysis of useful work and losses in a

machine. It remains for the scientific experts,

the engineers, the doctors, and the psychologists

to co-operate and co-ordinate their efforts so .is

to produce as scientifically accurate a result as
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their combined efforts make possible, and to keep
it continually up-t.> methods improve and
knowledge extends.

Dr. Taylor says that the workers must be in-

structed in the principles of their art by the man-
j

nl, and not left to learn ii from others as

the) sci' lit. 'This necessitati al the manage-
ment should be organised on a functional basis. •

Brains must he specialised and trained just the

same as manual labour, and, therefore, the system
does away with the old orthodox fori n id his

assistants and under-assistants, and he creates

many foremen, each of whom has one specific

function, in which he is an expert. The "
I

system separates the functions of planning, in-

struction, and execution. It increases the cost and

the size of the management, and greatly increases

its responsibility. That is why so few employers

will adopt it. It requires much more care, study,

and thought than any arbitrary, non-scientific

system.

The trade-unions and the men oppose the

system because it will not use individual and

trade habits and prejudices unless they happen to

he scientifically sound. While this attitude ex-

cuses the workers, it betrays a lack of vision on

the part of the "intellectuals" in the Labour

movement, who, so far, are unable to see that

the elimination of the enormous amount of useless

effort put forth by the working classes must be

to the benefit of that class more than any other.

It is the same old battle of knowledge against

ignorance and prejudice. Patience, sympathy, and

much more education are required. Not educa-

tion which will give to more and more little un-

corrected scraps of chemistry, physics, and elec-

tricity, but an education which will train the mind
to think in a scientific manner and grasp the

significance of the interdependence of all things,

and most especially human effort. If we are to

maintain our position as one of the greatest of

tlie world-States, intelligently directed effort on

the part of evervone will be obligatory. The same
put into useful work as is now wasted in

useless effort will not only double and treble our

production of material wealth, hut it will also ease

the burden on the workers and enable them to live

freer, higher, and happier lives.

J. M. Scott-Maxwell.

GERMAN INDUSTRY AFTER THE WAR.
III.

MM. JAUREGUY, FROMENT, AND
STEPHEN conclude their series of com-

munications to the Bulletin de la Societi d'En-

couragenu nl pour VIndustrie Nptionale (see

\\ni-i i or September 26 and October 3)

on the influence of the war on German in-

dustry with some interesting reflections on its

after-effects, temporary and permanent. There

mi doubt that' the isolation of Germany
long a period has occasioned profound

modifications in her industrial and commercial

position. Whatever may be the ultimate result
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she no Longer hopi - fot the

in n, at the outset, she 1 onfidently

reckoned Ml her energies are now directed to

a: erl to minimise the disasti 01 inseqi

whicl <

-
ait her. The era of peaceful penetration

;u end. She realises thai she has incurred

ide hatred, and thai I
u world's markets

mi longer open 10 hei on pre-war terms.

Moreover, she is face b nth an unlooked-

for and astonishing d< mem on the part of

her most powerful enen I those industries in

which she was supreme, and which she trusts

may still enable hei er, to some extent,

her Inst position. ["hese industries, indeed, are

the main means b) which she hopes to gel

her immediate financial difficulties, to retrieve her

commercial credit, and so enable her to purchase

the enormous supplies of raw materials of which

she is in urgent need.

\ in feu months alter the outbreak of hos-

tilities the leaders of German industry realised

the seriousness of their position', and during the

middle ol 1915 they began to take steps in order

to me, 1 the difficulties in front of them. Political'

OmpeJled the Slate tO delay for a lime

ublii recognition of their apprehensions, hut

in the late summer of [916 the Government created

an Imperial Commission to study and report upon

what was termed the "Economics of Transition,"

or, in other words, the most feasible means of

passing from the economic life of war to the

economic life "I peace. The Commission con-

sisted of certain State functionaries with a tech-

nical staff composed of qualified representntb es

of every important branch of German industry.

Its duties were to consider the best means of

regulating the purchase of foreign material, and,

as a consequence, to study the question of ex-

change, to regulate the transport of the mer-

chandise thus bought that is, the question of

freight- to regulate the distribution of imported

raw material, and, lastly, to decide upon the

most effective means of recovering over-sea traffic.

The discussion of these questions greatly agi-

tated commercial and industrial circles during

1916 and 1017, and loused many conflicting in-

terests. I'he difficulty was to determine which
industries should receive preferential treatment,
for ii was obvious that these regulations would

abl) strike at the rool of all freedom of

commerce. The main ideas which seemed to

guidi imission, acting in the general in-

tate, weie In deN e lop as rapidly

as possible sportatio.n ol products lor which
presumably thi e would be an urgent demand,
and which, tl 1 commercially the most
valuable, such n hetic dyes and pharma-
ceutical products; • ni all importation of

dispensable material; nufacture as rapidly
as possible 1 iducts that might
be re-exported with possible di

and to import th< I [uantities of

ad forage.

Vs m.i an, , ndustrit s at

began to urge theii
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treatment. It was praeticalh impossible to settle

th:ir 1 unis on :n\ intelligible 01 rational basis.

Moreover, man) economists viewed the inter-

ference ni the bureaucracy in matters ol com-
, ,ii derable distrust. The greal pur-

chasing organisation which was contemplated
foreboded a State monopoly. The regulation of

imports and exports seemed to strike at the

prosperitj "i ii imburg and Bremen, and the ship-

ping interest protested. Commercial freedom,
the) insisted, could alone save the country.

1 oncurrenth with all this unrest there v..

growing feeling ol dissatisfaction with the work-
ing of the numerous war societies which the

Government had called into existence and placed
under the direction of various Ministers ol State.

I!\ the middle ol 0)17 these numbered about 250,
and were dire, ted SOlel) to the interests of the

Army and the war. They proved exceedingly
irksome to the commercial classes as a whole.

and were al times ol great inconvenience and
even hardship to the workers, who were moved
aboul from place to place, like so main pawns
in a game, as tin necessities oi the war seemed
to demand. By the end of [916 the Imperial
Chan, 1 11,,

1 had decreed what was, in tact, a civil

mobilisation. Certain industries wen forcibly

taken over by the State, such as the manufacture
ol soap and ol boots and s>io,-s.

| n the lattei

Case the tanning and leather industries raised

a violent protest, and tin reaction it was \irtu-

ally a revolution spread throughout Germany.
A syndicate such as was contemplated l)\ the

Government would mean the eventual ruin of

their export trade. One manufacturer thus ex-

pressed himself: "The war has shown how much
we as a nation are detested by the foreigner and
regarded as barbarians. Merchandise launched
upon the world's markets alter the war by a State

syndicate would meet with the greatest opposition,

whereas goods offered by old commercial friends

who are known personally, through commercial
relations established for years, and are not

looked upon as barbarians, would be- received in

a \ cr\ different spirit. "

The arguments of the traders nut with an

echo in the Reichstag. The syndicates were
warmly d< fended as provisional measures by
e-x-Yice-t'lian, ellor Helfferich, and supported
b\ State-Secretary Schwander. Ex-Chancellor
Mie haelis weni even further: the) wen-, he said,

a fiscal necessity, ami must exisi after the- war
as Stale monopolies, in view ol the enormous
financial needs of the Empire. In this declara-

tion the industrial community saw the justification

ol its 1, -.us and the necessit) lor its action.

The opposition was thereby strengthened, and in

the end the Government capitulated.

rhere an two great bran, lies of industr) on

which German) sets greal store, and which she

hopes ma) do much to rehabilitate- lur commercial
position aftei the war. 1

1,,- one is the synthetic
eoloiu 11. ni, and the- affiliated manufacture ol

pharmaceutical products; The- other is the potash

industi ch she had practicall) a monopoly.
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As regards the first, shi is striving b) •

means t'i maintain hei ascendancy. Not only

have the great colour-p I

concerns banded

themselves together to work in common and pool

their profits, thej have also taken steps to assure

themselves of a continued and. indeed, increased

supply of the trained material upon which the

ultimate success and development of their industry

depend. This they have sought to further by

the establishment ol scholarships or bursaries,

known as the Liebig bursaries, to hi- awarded to

deserving young chemists who have graduated at

the polytechnics, on condition thai the) serve as

assistants to the professors and are trained in

the work '-1 research. The necessarj capital oi

2 million marks to found these bursaries lias been

entirelj subscribed by the leading colour-makers.

Similar anion has been taken by the Tech-

nico-scientific Union, which acts as an inter-

im between industry and th< scientific

trnents ol the universities and the poly-

technics, and arranges for the investigation

of special problems which the Smaller or less

wealthy industrial concerns maj desire to have

solved. There is also an organisation known as

the "Society of Friends and Benefactors ol the

Rhenish University of Bonn," which seel

make generally known the knowledge acquired

during the war in the domains of agriculture,

commerce, and industry, and to further their

progress by the active collab 51 ience and

industry. Thesi instances an remarkable as indi-

cating that German) is al length seeking to

emancipate itself in educational matters from

official thraldom. Hitherto efforts of this kind

have been largel) initialed 01 controlled by State

authority. It is curious that whilst that country
as the result of war-experience is moving towards

a more democratic control in this matter, our own
action in national educational cftort as the out-

come of the same experience t nils more and more
towards bureaucratic direction.

The Stassfurl potash deposits are, no doubt, a

greal German asset. Prof. Ostwald, indeed, has

declared thai it rests with Germany to decide if in

the future tin- world is to be nourished or starved.

Four years' experience will, however, convince
most people that the learned professor's assertion

is on a par with much of the rodomontade to

which he has accustomed us. There are many
signs that the German potash monopoly will be
broken, and, as Mr. Kenneth Chance has shown
in the paper which he read at the recent annual

meeting of the Society of Chemical Industry, the

production ol potash in this country is far from
being an insoluble problem. With the passing ol

Usace to France, Germany's control ol the main
supply will be jeopardised. Moreover, theri a 1

other untapped sources thrOUj out the world. It

has been asserted that the chance of finding

soluble potash in British geolo ical deposits is at

as great as thai of discovering mineral oil.

What is wanted is a systematic scheme of ex-

ploration which has never yet been attempted.
There is no ,i priori reaso

'554. vol. 102"

v hii li 1 1 . , , 1 lei 1 il tin- German
deposits should bi 1 thai country. It

s, -cms only yesl deposits were dis-

covered in Usace, and what has happened in

Usace may well be found to have occurred else-

where.

DR. HENM
WITH the death of Dr. Hem. D; on Sep-

tember 25, there passes fron midst,

at the age Of seventy, one whose name will i

be associated with the rise of Japan as an indus-

trial Power. He had barely finished In nstin-

guished student career in the Timeasia o

you when, on the recommendation of Prof. Mai -

quorn Rankine, he was appointed principal of

the newly constituted Kobu Daigakko or College

oi Engineering in Tokyo. This was in [872, •

hi' was onl) twenty-four years of age. An account

of the college in th.-sc' early days will be found

in Nature, vol. xvi., p. 44 (May, 1877), and its.

marked success as an educational institution up
to the date of its amalgamation in 1 'SO with the

Teikoku Daigaku or Imperial University .f Tokyo
was an eloquent tribute to the clearness of pur-

pose ind the- organising skill of its hrst principal

In considering the part Dyer played in this

yrc.it venture we should bear in mind not only his

own direct work, but .also the remarkable staff of

young professors he- gathered round him. Most
o! these he outlived, such as Ayrton, the elec-

trician; Edward Divers, tin- chemist; John Milne,

the seismologist; and C. D. West, the engineer; a

man of the wide culture so characteristic of the

aduates of Trinity College, Dublin. Prof. John
Perry and Prof. Thomas Alexander are- still with

us, as an- also two of the professors of English,

tin Rev. W. G. Dixon, now of Dunedin, and

Prof. J. M. Dixon, of the University of South

California, Los Angeles. The inclusion of English

as an essential subject of study in the engineering

curriculum showed the far-sighted policy of the

early organisers of the college. From within its

walls there went forth a greal body of graduates

to whom English was almost a second mother

tongue, so well were they trained in the use of

our idiom and in the knowledge of our best

books. Many of these- graduates held important

Government posts, and their influence must have

been considerable in shaping Japan's destinies.

After ten years of 'strenuous work Henry
Dyer retired from the principalship and

settled in Gl "". where he soon identified

himself with progressive educational develop-

ments. He threw himself with charaeti i

ardour into ie organisation of what is now the

Royal ' e hni al < lollege, of which he was

gbvernoi lb- became a member of the- Gl

School Board in 1891, and had acted as I man
since -

i-
lb- was pat ticularly int< re

work of the continuation classes diffi-

cult problems of industrial r< »n and

education. As deputy-chairn -Mid of

ion ami Arbitratioi miifactured
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Steel the West of Scotland, he enjoyed

the confide . e of both masters and men. He also

took an active interest in the West of Scotland

branch of the British Astronomical Association,

of which he was honorary vice-president at the

time of his death.

o Dr. Dyer received the honorary degree
of LL.D. from the University of Glasgow, and
in 1915 the degree of Doctor of Engineering from
Japan. In [.882 he was decorated with the Japan-
ese Order of the Rising Sun (Class HI.), and a

few years later with the Order of the Sacred
I reasure (Class 11.).

In addition to many contributions to periodical

literature, Dr. Dyei wrote 1 number of important
books, of which the best known is "Dai Nippon,
the Britain of the East." In this volume he traces

the rise and progress of Japan in economics, in-

dustries, and education, very naturally devoting
considerable attention to the work of his own
College of Engineering.

His other published works deal with such ques-
tions as science teaching in schools, education
and national life, the evolution of historv, and the

like.

Dr. Dyer's many friends and associates can
look back upon the record of a life well spent in

the highest educational activities and in furthering
the interests of the community among whom he
lived. His was a strong personality actuated by
a single-hearted enthusiasm in the cause of

scientific training. C. G. K.

NOTES.
Wi learn with much satisfaction that the report of

the death of the distinguished philosopher, M. Emile
Boutroux, member of the Institute of France and of

the French Vcademy, is incorrect.

In the Times for October 5 then- appears a short
notice concerning the latest Halberstadt biplane,
quoting a report on [his machine prepared by the

["echnical Department of the Air Ministry. It is

dingh gratifying to read that the performance
of the above machine is poor when compared with

own machines oi a similar class, especially when
it is remembered that the particular aeroplane on
which the report is based was captured so late as
las June, and bears the date April 14, [918, stamped
on various parts. Some figures relating to speed and

iven in the Times, but, unfortunatelv, the

lachine is not stated, so that their full

significance ; s no1 apparent. The speed is given as
ninetv-s. i miles an hour at 10,000 ft. with the
180-h.p. engine, and the times given for
climbs to ; 1 In, indicate a climbing speed
of about 600 i: per minute at ground-level. If the
weight of thi vere 2700 lb., a likely figure
for such an aeroplane, one would expect a climb in
the neighbourhood ft. per minute at ground-
level with the above horse-power, and this rough
figure gives some idea of the relative merits of our
own two-seater lighters and this recent German
machine. The Halberstadt is considered easy to fly

and quick in manoeuvrability, but these qualities can-
be used to the best advantage in a machine the

I and climb of which are low. The n port in ques-
tion is of great interest, since it establishes in a very

Miner the superiority of ou s over
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those of the enemy, and there seems little doubt that
this superiority, .nee definitely gained, will be easily
maintained in the future.

Tut: Ric.in ll"\. H. A. I.. Fisher, President of
the Board of Education, will preside at a meeting
to be held at the Royal Society of Arts on Monday,
Octobei .'S, al ;

p an., when a scheme for the pi -

lion of industrial art will be submitted for considera-
tion. Amongst those who have consented to speak are
Lord I.evei huh ro . Sir Charles Allom, Sir Woodman
Burbidge, Mr. Kenneth Lee, Sir William McCormick,
Mr. Gordon Selfridge, and Sir Frank Warner. The
prime objects ol the scheme are: (1) To encourage
and co-ordinate movements towards the development
and improvement of industrial art, with the view . f

maintaining for the trade "I the British Empire its

position in the markets of the world; (2) to co-operati

with Government Departments and other bodies in

promoting exhibitions, and in particular with the

Government scheme for a British Institute of Indus-
trial Art; and ( ;) to initiate and encourage research,

experimental and other work germane to tin- objects

above indicated, to award grants for conducting such
work, and to co-operate, whenever possible, with
Government and other institutions founded for such
purposes.

An Exhibition of New British and "Key" Indus-

tries, organised 1,\ the Industrial Section of the Tariff

Reform League, was opened at the Central Hall,

Westminster, on October 7, and will remain open
until October -'-•, when the intention is to take it to

Manchester and other large provincial centres of

population. The exhibition is on a smaller scale than
that recently organised at King's College by the

British Science Guild, to which appreciative refereno

is made bv Mr. H. J. Mackinder in his introduction

to tin- official handbook, and little is included which
was not represented in that exhibition. On the

scientific side, therefore, there is nothing to record

which has not been described ahead) in these columns.
Among the exhibits of new or revived British indus-

tries are flags, Christmas cards, dolls, toys, puzzles,

indoor games, and picture-frame mouldings, which

ware outside the field of the British Scientific Pro-

duets Exhibition. The handbook, price is. net, con-

tains instructive articles upon the occurrence and uses

of metals and other substances essential to the , \ist-

ence of many great industries, ami controlled by enemy
influence before the outbreak of tin- war. The fact

that we wen- dependent upon Germany for many
products and appliances which we were fully capable

of manufacturing ourselves is beyond dispute, but it

must remain a matter of opinion as to whether the

conclusions of the Tariff Reform League as to its

chief cause are correct. The exhibition is, however,

an enlightening display of national scientific and indus-

trial ell oi-i, and as admission is free then will no di

be many visitors to it.

Dr. Addison, Minister of Reconstruction, in his

inaugural address at the opening of the Pharma-
ceutical Society's School of Pharmacy on Wednesday
of last week, laid stress upon the need for co-ordina-

tion of scientific knowledge and for a thorough and
scientific treatment of facts and inquiries. The
greatest danger before and during the war were

German organisation, training, and method, especially

in the application of physical science; to safeguard

ourselves in tin future it was necessary to provide

better training and better conditions of life. At the

outbreak of war we were faced with difficulties con-

sequent upon our dependence on Germany for the

supply of a large number of medicinal chemicals, as
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well a~ of certain medicinal herbs, and Br. Vddison
described the methods by which these difficulties were

come, with the result that not only did we succeed
in satisfying ourselves, but we were also in a position

apply nor Allies antl to export to certain neutral
Qtries. The particular lesson to be learnt was that

we mu-t have a much better -.upply of trained
chemists, and to gel this supply and maintain it a
sufficient number of well-paid and suitable posts must
be assured. Chemical science and industry must be
completely reorganised. Science must not be bottled
up in laboratories, but given a wider range and more
freedom. However, with all that we plan and ar-
range, we must never forgel that our national strength
ultimate!) resides in the vitality, independence, initia-

tive, and charactei of individual citizens.

The announcement thai within the last few days
there has been direct wireless communication between
' !•-!! I'm ii iin and Australia must nol be exaggerated
into an achievement heralding the immediate approach

lirecl wireless communication between the two
countries. It is unnecessary to point out here that,
under certain abnormall) favourable conditions com-
bine, I with an element of hick, signals can be heard

remarkably long distances. On more than one
occasion, when such signals have been heard over long
distances, the feat has been allowed to become un-
consciously exaggerated in the public mind, and 'the

science of wireless telegraph} has not thereby been
5>ed. It is not the first time that reports have

been issued of wireless communication with the Anti-
podes. During K)

1 7 a wireless operator at Inver-
I, New Zetland, is said to have found no diffi-

cult', in reading messages transmitted from the Eiffel

Tower, in Paris, and Coltano, near the Italian Riviera.

Possibly developments have taken place during the
war (about which nothing has bi en said, and very

I) too) which are bringing us nearer satisfactory
and trustworthy commercial lone.distance wireless
working over ranges indicated in recenl Press an-
nouncements, it appe.ns that in Germany, too. the

-range working has been receiving
attention. In a recenl description of the Xauen
station it was si.

, ted thai the equipment had been so

enormously di /eloped during the war thai it was now
capable of working over a range of 6200 miles. The
quiet scientific work essential to the solution of

problems that have hitherto mad nmercial working
ovei very long ranges an impossibility has been prac-

tically in abeyance during the war, .and until we know
what has been accomplished undei 'he veil of secrec
it is wiser not to assume too mui Ii from the announce-

iring in the Pi

The June issue of The Central, the journal of the
Old Students' Association of the City and Guilds
I ollege, contains an article on th, organisation of the
technical worker. Sin,.. manual workers
and, later, the employers have formed unions or asso-

ciations for their mutual protection, there is a rapidlv

increasing sentiment amongst technical workers thai

their interests would be best advanced by the formation
of some protective association. The older technical

societies do not concern themselv, s with the material
advance of their members, and the-, have been, on the

whole, somewhat slow to act in the interests of the

professions they represent during the many changes
of the last few years. The question whether scientific

and technical workers should form a union is a vexed
one, the more so since involved in it is the verj

difficult subject of the definition of a chemist or
an engineer. The chemists have been the first in the
field to form a professional union, and two rival bodies

are already constituted, the British Association of
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Chemists and tin- Nal rnal Association of Industrial
Chemists. In addition, the Institute of Chemistrv has
increased its activities and made a very proper attempt
to open its membership to all genuine chemists—using
the term to indicate the full) ,1 chemist com-
parable with the lawyer or ,

'
toi ol medicine.

1 nfortunately, this has failed, and the founders of
new organisations have persis i

, f,„ , nation,
although they will not be representa ti , properly
qualified chemists. The proposed Nation ! Union of
Scientific Workers has less trouble in ,' ... the
qualifications ol candidates for membi if it is
successful in any way in obtaining recognition

I the
proper place ,,t scientific work in'the natiot it

certainlj merits support. It is, at any rate,
the days of aloofness and isolation, which h.<

a characteristic of our scientific societies in th,

will have to give wa\ to a spirit of helpful co-opi
tion if the societies are to make their valuable influei
felt by the nation.

The death is announced, on October 2, in his fifty-

(jfth >. u ..f Mr. John Enggo pnn-ipal ;f I niversit-,
Tutorial College, London.

Dr. Percy Kidd will deliver the Harveian oration
at the Royal College of Physicians of London on
Friday, October iS, at 4 p.m.

The first annual Streatfeild memorial lecture will
be delivered on Thursday, October 17, at 4 o'clock,
ii the City and Guilds Technical College, Finsburv,
by Prof. \V. J. Pope, who will take as his subji 1 t

"The Future of Chemistry." No charge will be ma I,

for admission.

Dr. C. ADDISON, Minister of Reconstruction, will

give an address on "Principles of Reconstruction"
at 4.30 on Wednesday, October 10, in the Saddlers'
Hall, Cheapside. The lecture will be the second of
th, serii s arranged lor by the Industrial Reconstruc-
tion Council.

A WAR relief fund for" the purpose of restoring the
-aniens and orchards in France, Belgium, and Serbia
which have been destroyed by the enemy has been
opened by the Royal Horticultural Society. Sir H.
\ eitch, the honorary treasurer, will be glad to receive
contributions to the fund. They should be sent to him
at Room 311, 17 Victoria Street, S.YY.i.

Capt. Sit; Charles Bathurst, K.B.E., who has
been Parliamentary Secretary to th,- Ministrv of Food
sino the beginning of last year, and has done very
valuable service for the promotion of agriculture F01

many years, has had a peerage of the United Kingdom
conferred upon him by the King. It is understood
that he will represent the Ministrv of Food in the
House of Lords.

The Commitee of thi Ramsay Memorial Fund
(to which the Italian Government has granted jooL
a year for ten years lo establish Ramsay memorial
fellowships in chemical science, tenable in the
United Kingd< m by chemists from Italy) an-
nounces that II.R.H. the Prince of Wales litis con-
sent,,! , il the position of patron of the fund,

which was inaugurated in iqi6 to raise the sun
inn, ! .

aid that it is proposed to raise 50,000?. of

the am,, int by a Million Shilling Fund, which v

devoted to (1) the provision of Rams.,, arch
fellowships, tenable wherever the necessary equip-

ment may be found; and (2) the establishment of a
Ramsay memorial laboratory of engineering chemistry

in connection with I'niversit I

1 ge, London.
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Donations should be sen! to Lord Glenconner, the
honorary tn surei of the fund, at I nivi rsiti I

. W.C.i,

to record the death oi thi Rev. I dward
Frank Sampson, student of Christ Church, Oxford,
which took place at Clifton on Octobei 1. Mr.

as boi n .11 Bristol in 1848, and edui ated,

he late Di
.

( !aldei ott, at the Bi istol < m ammar
School, whence he proceeded in 1865 to St. John's Col-
lege, Oxford, having been ' Bristol scholar-
ship in mathematics. He had a verj successful careei

as an undergraduate, taking first classes in Mathe-
matical Moderations and thi two Final Schools of

Mathematics and Natural Scieno
;
and in 1869 he was

elected to a clerical senioi studentship at Christ
Church, being appoint in mathematics in

1S70 and a tutoi ot the house in 1*74- He was a

good and sound, though not a brilliant, mathematician,
and a painstakinj , cientious, and efficient teacher,
many of his pupil owing him deep gratitude for the

unstinted help, pecuniary and other, that he gave
them. But his chief interest did not lie in mathe-
matics and its developments. 1 1 < was an adminis-
trate] and reformer, with a very deep sense of the

duty he owed to undergraduates both as tutor and
cleric. He was a man of great energy and tenacity,

and his position as one of the censors of the house
to which office he was appointed in 1877, greatly
helped in the promotion of necessary reforms. Ill-

health caused Mr. Sampson to resign the censorship
in 1894, and in [900 h tetired from active college
w .11 k.

The University 01 Pennsylvania is devoting special

attention to a scientific analysis of North American
Indian dialects. The last contribution on this subject
is an elaborate monograph by Dr. Fran,: Ho. is on
the language of the Tlinqit Indians, published in

vol. viii.. No. 1, of the University Anthropological
Publications. The material has been collected by Mr.
Louis Shotridgc, a full-blood Chilkat Indian, and it

has been arranged by Dr. Boas, the leading expert in

this branch of philology. The difficulty of reproducing
in type the complicated system of transliteration neces-
sary to represent the sound-forms has been skilfully

surmounted.

A very able account of the habits of the sparrow-
hawk during the nesting period, by Mr. J. H. Owen,
appears in British Birds for September. Among other
things, Mr. Owen comments upon the very long time

takes to hatch after the embryo has chipped, the
shell. Out of eleven eggs kept under observation, six

took two days to hatch. In another case the hen was
seen to assist the chick to emerge by breaking away the

Though the author believes that the cock deter-
mines the site of the nest, he seems never to take any
part in incubation, but during this time he hunts
for the hen, bringing her food to the vicinity of the
nest. Though more than three hundred victims have
been more certainly identified at such nests,
only two birds; one of these was a nestling
red-legged

|

,. other a pheasant, also in

down. Alth ird chicks were abundant in

the neighbourhood of the nests under observation,
none wore ever 1. ' ,. birds, and this is a
point worth noting. Kinally, Mr. Owen remarks
striking difference

, of sparrow-hawks
when disturbed at

I 1 'ling off silently,

others leaving with m ., the male also
taking part in such protests.

In the current issue of the Q Journal of
opii al Si ir)i, e (vol. Ixiii

I I'.i mite
;ives .1 ven useful sun im mi know-
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ledge oi thi remarkable phenomenon of polv-
embryonj .1- met with iri the parasitic Hymenoptera.
Mam, "i thi ects, ax i s well known, deposit their

within ib eggs of other insects, the young para-
site following uut iis own development in the body of
the larval host. This development is often of a very
singulai character, for from a single egg a large
number of. individuals max be formed by a process
of embryonic budding. Not less interesting is the
manner in which enveloping membranes are formed
around the di eloping mass. In the first plai

nutrient envelope; the tropho-amnion, is derived from
the polar bodies of the parasitic egg, the nuclei of
which divide F01 the purpose, while an outer covering,
of an epithelial character, is formed from certain cells

of the host. The larval parasites feed upon the internal
organs of the larval host, apparently taking care not

to injure it vitally until they no longer require it,

when they pupate, either inside or outside the dead
larva.

In the Proceedings ol the Geologists' Association
(vol. xxix., p. 46, 1918), Mr. Arthur L. Leach brings
forward very interesting evidenci ol the occupation
of the submerged forest-lands off the coast of Pem-
brokeshire by flint-chipping man before the full growth
of the forest-trees. Thi- occupation maj dale from
earl) Neolithic times, and a minimum coastal sub-
sid of 30 li .

has since occuri ed.

Mr. Edwin Kirk i lwzer. Journ. s .i., vol. xlvi.,

p. 511, 1918) records successive epochs of glaciation
in Alaska in past geological times, includi lg what is

believed to be the first record of Silurian "tillite."

The conglomerates on the Alaskan border, previously
described by Cairnes (1914) as probably of Permo-
Carboniferous age, are shown to be paralleled bj

others that lie between high Carboniferous and
Triassic horizons.

An important contribution to our knowledge of the
1 11 1. 11 ecus strata of the southern hemisphere is made
by Sr. Anselmo Windhausen in the Boletin dc la

Accidentia Vacional de Ciencias in Cordoba [Argen-
tina) (\nl. xxiii., p. 07, 1918). Under the name
" Neocomiano " the whole Lower Cretaceous sequence
in the Argentine Cordillera' is reviewed, and the free

interchange of marine forms between this region and
the Himalayas is pointed out in its geographical signi-

ficance.

During the summer Dr. Arnold Romberg has
m. nil some interesting seismometric experiments at

the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (Weekly Bulletin,

vol. vi., 1918, pp. 87-1)2). A new upright pendulum
has been built for determining the direction from
which local earth-waves proceed. A short-period,

highly damped horizontal pendulum with heavy mass
has beiii arranged, recording optically on bromide
paper running at high speed. By closing up the Uni-
on the drum, this can be done without much addi-
tional expense. This instrument has already gi\-

clear, open record of a local earthquake. Another
change promises to reduce the friction of the pointer

in the smoked-paper mode of registration. A new
st\ his has been made, consisting of a lever of an
extremely light and fine glass lube with a minutl
sharp-edged watchwork win. 1 rotating at the end in

a glas- bearing, the wheel itself being the writing-pen.

Tin: report on the mineral resources of the

Philippine Islands for the year 1916 has just been
issued by tin- Division <>l Mine- of the Government of

the Philippine Islands. The only product of any
import Id, the output of which is valued at

307,450! - ached. It is in-
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terest ing to note thai a small quantity ol man
prod

shipped i" Japan, h i- also notewonth) thai a small
cemenl plant, with .1 rapacitj ol 50a barrels pei day,
has been install' I, i-ork al Rizal

sin., 1915; the cemenl made is -aid to be ol highly
isfa< tory qualitj . A gooi 1 ispecting and

exploratory work is being done, and th< coal out-

look in particular is well spoken of. It is stated thai

the Batan coalfield is to I" reo| d, and that it is

possible thai tlii- will become the main r<

auction; the Cebu and Danaq fields are also attract-

ing attention.

Will'
mal Educator, a quarter!) publication of the

Decimal Association. The principal jjbjects of this

new periodical will be to si ol

decimal - ind 1 he 1 ompulsot j intro-

the metric s 1 asures,

and also to advocate improvi I decimal methods in

and busim ss. article is an his-

torical sketch of the Decimal Association, in which
attention is din cted to thi important pat I played l>\

the association in securing the appointment of the

Selecl Committee ol [895 with inquiring into

the question of metric weights and measures,
tin tmpaign wagi he assoi ation in

the 1 urj , which r< sulti d

in the Metric Bill of 1906. The Act of 1897, which
i -. <l the use of meti ii w eigh u.res in

. was also to .1 largi extei due to the exertions
of the .1~-.1ri.ni. m. Anothei ai

'•
le, on ti ai hit

metric system, protests against tin 1
1 stress

which many text-book writers I.e. upon tediot

unpractical conversions from oni system of weights
and measures to another, and calls foi a revisii !

the present methods of teaching the metric system.
On tli.' whole, this new publication promises to be a

useful auxiliary to the metrii and decimal causi

Vol. ix. ni Technology, thi journal of thi Man-
chester Municipal College of 1 , is a quarto
volume of nearl) 260 pages, and consists mainly of

reprints of nineteen scientific and technical papers b\

members of the staff which a 1 iournals and
proceedings during thi [Tie papers cover

a wide field, from education and th< laboui problem
to the construction oi a id the abolition of

ike. The} all bear more or less on the industries
of tin district, and show what an important assi 1 the

countrj possesses in an institution of this kind. A- .1

of Mi s Evans u;u be mentii I.

It dials with .a score ol cases in which some metal
portion of a manufacturing plant h ring to

causes not at once apparent. lm ich case the steps taken
to investigate the cause ol the troubli are described and
the remedy found. The savin- in monej and time

ted by investigations oi this kind is enormous; it

could safefj be pul down as si v. ral hundred times the

salaries "l the whole "I the stafl ol (he college. The
iter the numbi r of collegi 1

1
inti 1 apabli

of turning out so en ditabl. 1
- « 01 k as this

volume represents, the bi

- iB 1 si mds in tin 1 offl I11 boi ough
meti ervatii tb superintend-

ence id Mr. Joseph Baxendell I 1
1

< report ol thi

Fernlej Observatory Fi ives de-

taili A estive to othet

lugh councils which are aiming to be of -

in the varied interests "f ''°gy. Many of

the matters discussed steadih

1 ring the di fferenl el. n a numb
\ usi ImI and valuabl given show-

ing for practicalh all the health ;orts in th< British

NO. 2554. VOL. \Ci2~

Isles thi • pai
1 the year 1017."

Somi ni interest at Southport
in 1917 are the unpn mean and

ii pressures in August, the unusually dry
period for nine weeks from to August 7, and
the warm suinmet followi winter, which
is mentioned as exemj n \ made In
old writers. December had the high mean baro-
metric pressure of am p

the year 1879. In addition to
1 ordinary

li mi ins, tables are given show it iunl and
frequenc) of rainfall with different wind
and there are now added hourly averages rainfall
and sunshine foi ars. O
supplii il in the Mi te logfi al 1 >ffii e

British Rainfall Organisation, Both the ol

new units of measurement are used in thi

and if any criticism can be made it is that in

cases as the air temperature the us.- o! both Fal
In it and Absolute temperatures leads somewha
confusion. The remarkable "discontinuity" in the,

mal rainfall records shown in the preceding
report foi 1916 lias been interrupted in 1917 b\ the

p uiiialh heavy rains of August, with an excess
ni 2-55 in., and October, with an excess of 2-97 in.,

but the .I isi d rainfall in July and Septembei is

well maintained.

s
- \ 1 pears' experience in the Austrian Govern-

ment relegraph Department has led a writer in

Chemiker Zeitung for August 3 to recommend zinc
fluorides as a preservative "I wooden poles, li com-
pares Favourabh with coppe'r sulphate. When com-
plete impregnation of the wood is unnecessary, .1

partial application oi sodium fluoride will be found
t.i exhibil gt eal presei vath e action.

L'lndustria for July 15 describes a new method foi

the electrolytic extraction of copper hum pyritic

ashes. The method is based on the electrolytic con-
version of sulphide or sulphate of copper into cupric
or cuprous chloride by the action of chlorine at the
anode. If in an electrolytic bath containing hydro-
chloric acid in solution the anode is surrounded by a
mass of pyritic scoria, the chlorine liberated by the

hvdrogen attacks the oxides, sulphates, or sulphides ol

copper more rapidly than the oxides of iron, and com-
bines with them to form cupric chloride. This re-

action extends to the entire mass of scoria, so that the
latter acts as an electrode. The copper loss l>\ this

method is only 01 per cent. A simple type of ap-
paratus for applying the process industrially is

described.

The permeameter devised h\ Mr. F. P. Fahy, of

the Pennsylvania Raihvaj Co., and described in the

Electrical World a yeai igo, has been subjected to

s.\ere tests at the 1 S Bun iu ..I Standards, and the
report on it appears in the Bulletin of the Bureau
for June. The instrument consists of an H-shaped
iron core, on thi ii which the main mag-
netising coil is wound. The magnetomotive fo

between the bottom ends of the two upright

limbs ran be i a 1 b} two uniformly wound sol-

enoids with thi i ads close up in the ends of the limbs.

If one pail i i in. -ends is joined b\ a bar nl mag-
netisal tl, the magnetomoti\ i Foro bi

the tv i edui ed. B\ means oi i ompi n

iund round the vertical limbs of til. yoki

their ends, ii may be brought up to its non
The magnetising force and the magnetii

a,-.- 'i detet mini I from the el.

. thi top and I

rersal

: ring current. Foi d con-

the Bureau i
a dis-

mi on pt vi is pi
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d Ltd., referring to th< article by

Mr. Chapman Jones, in Nature <>t Octobei .s, on
coloiii 1

tised plates, write to say that the filter

used for thi photographs mentioned in the article was
nut a yellow filter, but their pale green filtei No. 240,

ntroduced for use with their special rapid

panchromatic plate:. Mr. Chapman Junes did not for

wish 10 suggest that Messrs. llfprd were
not familiar with the proper use oi certain light-

filters, and regrets thai his article should have given

that impression, li is verj satisfactory to have their

assurance that the lack ol perfection in the one

example examined is due to the priming and reproduc-

tion processes rather than to the photography, owing
chieflj iu the difficulties in obtaining suitable inks.

\ reference to Mr. Chapman Jones's article will show
thai he <liil not credit anyone with having produced
.1 plate "i even 1 tiveness throughout the visible

normal solai spectrum, or, indeed, the spectrum of

any other of the usual light sources. Those who
use II ford X-ray plates will find a pamphlet just

issued 1>\ the company oi considerable service,

especially il the) have difficulty in getting contrast,

of are uncertain as to the best method of treating

them The "Notes" also contain advice as to print-

ing from the plates, and the application of films fur

denial purposes which are put up in a special manner
read\ Foi use. Hall a dozen excellent reproductions
are included.

THE latest catalogue of Messrs. J. Wheldon and
Co., j8 1. real Queen Street, W.C.2 (New Sen,,,
No. 85), deals with ornithology, and should be of

interest and service to manv readers of Nature. It

contains many first and rare editions, and is con-
veniently arranged under the headings of British

Islands, Cage Birds, Game Birds, etc., Pigeons and
Poultry, Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South
America, Australasia, General Systems, etc.. Miscel-
lanea, and Morphology. We notice that Messrs.
\\ heldon have for disposal man) sets and lung runs of

scientific serials, e.g. the this, "British Birds,"
"Novitates Zoologicse," "Proceedings of the Zoological
Society of London," the Zoologist, etc. The cata-
logue is sent post free on receipt of 2d.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
1
m. Mh furnace Spectra.- An important study of

the spectra of calcium, strontium, barium, and mag-
nesium, as produced in the electrii furnace al tem-

11 es of 11150°, 2000°, and 2350 C, lias been made
Dr. A. S. King at the Mount Wilson laboratory

bhys. /•mil., vol. \Kiii., p. 13). The extension
1 rvations into the ultra-violet has shown that

i limil beyond' which no lines arc emitted
mperature, and that the limit advances

tow. 11
! hortei wave-lengths with increase of tem-

peratu th< case of the continuous spectrum
of an it solid. The observations bring OUl
verj cli ...1, hi istics of the various lines, and
permit th sification in relation to temperature.
I be line a is unique among the calcium
lines, being th arc and much weaker at high
than ai lov thi tin 11.11 1 , it is much
strengthened in tie- spectra ol sun-spots, and ma) be
used with confidenci s a low-temperature indicator.
In agreement with pi : . ,|,,. magnesium line
•v -457 r was also found to be a 1

1 v-temperature line of
extreme type. In thi aim, there is nut
merely a sharpening of Hie li - compared with
the arc, but in several cases

, resolution
f diffuse arc lines into two,, ... onents ; the

1 lines possibly occur among the Cant absorp-
in lines of the solar spectrum, su that the

XO. 2554, VOL. I02]

solar conditions in the region where these lines are
ptiidun-il involv, a moderately high temperature com-
bined with iu.', pressure.

The Nebular Hypothesis. The present position of

the nebulai hypothesis is discussed by Prof. J. H. Jeans
in an interesting article which appears in the October
issue of Scientta. The absence of adequate observa-

tional evideno oi successive stages in the process

conceived b) 1 aplace being possibl) due to instru-

mental limitations, the hypothesis can onl) 1 ed

by mathematical research on the sequeno oi con-

figurations oi a rotating and condensing mass , gas.
t )n the assump thai the mass is homogeneous and
incompressible, it has been shown thai systems
corresponding 1 losely with binary and multiple stars

would be produced. When account is taken of the

increase of density towards the centre, onl) approxi-

mate solutions of the problem an- available. It

appeals, how, er, thai for densities greater than one-

quartei thai ol water the resuli would be ven similat

to thai for an incompressible mass, while for lower
densities the form assumed would be that of the lens-

shaped figure deduced by Ruche. In the latter case,

after the attainment of a certain critical velocity, no
further change of shape would be produced, but

matter would be ejected from the periphery, and, as

a result of tidal forces, the ejected matter would take

the form of two spiral arms. It can be further shown
thai these filaments will only break up when the) are

on a sufficiently massive scale, and that when a

reasonable value is assumed for the density of the

primitive nebula, the condensation nuclei would be
comparable in mass with the sun. It is thus suggested
that, while the process imagined by I.aplace is quite

inapplicable to the solar system, its action is exhibited

on a far grander scale in the giant masses of tin spiral

nebulae; the products of disintegration are not planets

and satellites, bui streams of stat s.

THE PROBLEM OF ADULT EDUCATION.
|~"vUR1N(t the Session of 1917 the Ministei ol

-•--' Reconstruction, the Rt. Hon. Christopher
Addison, appointed a Committee, of which the Master
oi Balliol is the chairman, "to consider the provi-

sion for, and possibilities of, adult education (other

than technical or vocational) in Great Britain, and to

make 1 ecommendations."
The Committee has recentl) issued a most im-

portant interim report m ,1 7, price a/.i, which
demands the earnest consideration of all who are.

interested in the industrial, social, intellectual, and
moral well-being of the nation.

As a resuli of its inquiries and of the evident

the Committee has come to the conclusion that

before the just claims of adult education can be con-
sidered and adi quately met, it is indispensable to

have regard to the industrial and social conditions
under which tin nation exists. There is unquestion-
ably a wide and growing demand for education foi

adults of a non-vocational character, with a view to

fuller persona] development and witli the object of

promoting a healthier social intercourse and generall)
of equipping lb,- workers, both men and women, for

wider industrial, social, and political responsibilities,
so that the) may lake their full and rightful
share in the national life and well-being. It is fullv

recognised in the report that the development of the
education of the child and of the adolescent, fore-
shadowed by Mr. Fisher's measure, now happily
become law, is essential to further opportunities for

the continued education of the adult, who will thereb)
be the bettet fitted to avail himself of the experiences
of life, and to seek and find a wise solution of the
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problems to which the) continue to p^ve risi rhi

numbers of women
lends additional impetus to the demand for means of

more extended facilities ol adull education, which is,

after all, to 1"- regarded as essential for men and
women alike, however greal ma) be the development
in the education ol i hildi i n and adolescents.

An interesting revii w is given of the present facilities

of adull education as exemplified in the I niversitj

Extension system, that of the Adult Sunda) School,
tin Workers' Educational Association, Ruskin

the Working Men's I olleges, and other
bodii s, including the work of the local education
authorities, but the conclusion is rapidly reached that

so long esenl economii conditions prevail

nd other means of educational progress must
remain short of their full harvest, and the nation In-

left vastly poorer thereby. The evil conditions which
beset the worker and hinder his full educational and
social development are the subject of careful review.

The) are found in the abnormal length of the working-
day in most industries in the heavy and exhausting
work in others, in the demands of excessive overtime,

lifl system and thai ol "split turns," in night-

work, continuous or periodic, in the evil effects ol

continuous, monotonous labour, and, finally, in the

ol employment which besets many workers
in industi ial and i ui al 01 ( upations.

Proposals are made to shorten b) law the working-
day, so that it shall not exceed, with some qualifii i-

tions. eight hours in an) industry; that in heavy, ex-

hausting kinds of work tb li gal working-da) shall

be shorter than the normal, and, where possible,

mechanical devices introduced, such occupations to be
speciall) regulated; thai overtimi and "shift-work"
shall be the subjeel of legal regulation and reduced to

a minimum; ami that regular night-work shall be pro-

hibited, whether periodic or continuous, except where
ii is absolutely necessary. With the view of meeting
the evils of continuous, monotonous labour, alternating
bums ,it employment are suggested, and tin- establish-

ment "I works committees fot the consideration ol

mallei, .ill, i line workshop life. Measures should also

lie taken to minimise the ruinous effects of unemploy-
ment b) the reorganisation of industry or the extension
of the principle of insurance. Other measures of reform
an also suggested with respeel to schemes of housing
and town-planning, in order to secure better domestic
conditions and pleasanter surroundings for the worker,
and there should be established in every village an
instiiute or hall under public control. An eloquent
testimony is offered at the conclusion of the report in

the splendid qualities and potentialities Intent in our
is shown by their sacrifices in the present

disastrous w ir, which rendei them worthy of any
effort to improve and make worthv their conditions of

life.

Thl suggestions in the reporl are made bv men and
w.micn experienced not Only in education, but also in

;
i! conditions of industrial life, and mav be

commended to the earnest consideration of all who are
responsible for the future well-being of the nation.
in n the pre-conditions ol any form of effective

adult education.

I MONOGRAPH OX COW-WHEAT.
TV/T G. BEA1 VERD'S "Monographic du genre
l»±. Melampyrum," which h - recenth appeared

i \l£moires de la ?o te el d'Histoin
naturelle de Geneve, vol. xxxviii . fascicule b), is an
intensive stud) ol a genus carried out under the serious

limitations imposed i, v the present war conditions.

Melampyrum, tin- British cow-wheat, which is repre- I

2554, VOL. 102 1

sented in our flora bv tour spei ies, is one. of a small
enera 1

I imil) Scrophulariaceae, which
are characterised b) a hi ii habit. They are
small hei bat eous plani aw part of "their
nourishment from other plants, to the roots of which
the) become atta. lied b\ ,m I ,,.„,| upon their
own roots. Many of them ha , 'peculiarity of
turning black on drying.

Ill, genus, fourteen species ol 1 ii .cognised
by M. Beauverd, is widely distributed in the northern
hemisphere. There are four areas of distribution: a
North American, extending right aero ihent;
an Eurasiatic, comprising the greater part of Lurope
with Central Asia; an eastern Mediterran
and a Far East or Chinese and Japanese area. \I.

Beauverd 's work, so far as the systematic stud .

led, is very largely based on the
material in th. various pufch: ind privet Swiss 1

tions, which, though rich in a representation of Cen
European forms, would naturally contain a less exten-
sive series from other areas. His knowledge of British
forms is derived almost exclusively from Mr. G. C.
I)i uce's collection, which he has had the opportunity
id studying. The author has not consulted the- great
British and Russian herbaria, apart from which the
study of the central and eastern Asiatic forms must
be far from complete. Further, in the svstematic
study of a genus it is of importance to examine the
original specimens on which previously described
spe, ies and varieties are based, and a large proportion
of these are to be found only outside the circum-
scribed area of AI. Beauverd's studies. The limita-
tions under which the work has been carried out must,
therefore, necessarily lead to a want of balance between
the treatment of the Central European forms and of
those occurring outside that area and to a lack of
completeness in the systematic scheme.
Within the limits imposed M. Beauverd has made

good use of the material available. He has studied
in the field the range of variation of species and forms,
and by a careful microscopic study of the details of
the flower, the technique of which he describes at

some length, he has convinced himself of the relative

value of fixed qualitative and variable quantitative
characters in the discrimination of species and of in-

ferior grades of relationship. Thus M. Beauverd re-

gards the two different methods of dehiscence of the

fruit, to which he had previously directed attention, as
affording criteria for the two main divisions of the
genus. The author has also noted in some species

the presence of a ring of hairs on the inside of the
corolla-tube above the base, in such a position as to

protect the nectar beneath it from being pillaged by
an inject biting through the lower part of the tube;
the presence or absence of this " nectarostegium," the
minute structure of the hairs associated with the

anthers or occurring elsewhere in the flower, and the
form of the bracts at the top of the inflorescence,

afford constant characters for the differentiation of

sections or aid in the diagnosis of the species.

On the other hand, variable quantitative characters
such as the number of joints in hairs of the same
plan of struct! . 1 he relative size of flowers or leaves,

the number o
1 rile bracts or of stem-nodes bei w een tin

root and the inflorescence, the size and frequency

the marginal teeth of the bracts, the size of the c

teeth, degree of opening of the mouth of the

corolla, me of value in assigning limits to

and varieties. The author's discussion of th> e ioints

and their application in the systematic schi 1
1 lopted

by htm afford the most interesting ch pi in the

memoir.
Vpart from its value as a contribution to the s\ s.

tematic study of the genus, the 1 1 inograph supplies

a useful resume of previous work. I first chapter,
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occupying I

iges, is a chronoloj

lorphology of the veg< tative or repro-

,l u , ;-,,, is 1 1 . 1 1

.

-il in detail in

i
i

, ,
1 1

1
. ,1 " Biological Notes " deals with

he distribution ol the seed •
to

n - ei ologii al note the author's

own observations.

si RINE I- U NA IN THE FAR EAST.'

'pill-: two memoirs before us contain the firsl five

A of a series of reports upon material coll

for purposes of comparison with a corresponding

,., in the Indian fauna, bj Dr. Vnnandale in

dn fakes ol a. I
t, namely, in Lake Biwa

in fapan, in Tai Hu Lake in the Yangtse Delta and

in Talc- Sap, a lagoon on the eastern coast ot the

Malay Peninsula: with them is incorporated a short

critical dissertation on Oriental Batr-achia in general.

Lake Biwa, with an ana oi 269 square miles, lies

among hills aboul fort) miles distant from the sea;

. ,, is more than 200 It. deep in many parts and rea< ties

a depth of $20 ft. in some places, and as then' is con-

siderable difference in summer temperature between

th< open surface and the depths, then' is some variety

in its biological conditions. Tai Hu, about sixty miles

in length and in breadth, is a muddy lake of uniform

tions, nowhere exceeding 12 ft. in depth; though

j miles from the sea and its water is quite

fresh, it- fauna contains a distinct marine or estuarine

, 1, ment. Tale' Sap differs from the other two lakes in

lying on the seaboard and having a narrow sea-inlet;

[ike the Chilka Lake in Orissa, it consists of two dis-

tinct basins oi unequal density—though the inner basin

is fresh, or practically so, throughout the year—and so

nts variable conditions; the greatest depth of the

main fresh-water portion is about 16 ft.

The collections described in the present instalments

.,,,. the Polyzoa in pan (Entoprocta and Ctenosomatous

Ectoprocta), the Mollusca of Lake Biwa, and the

Hydrozoa and Ctenophora, all by Dr. Annandale him-

self, the aquatic Oligochaeta by Col. J. Stephenson,

I.M.S., and the aquatic Hemiptera by Mr. C. A.

Paiva. Most of the reports are distinguished by atten-

tion to anatohiii il details and to biological interpreta-

ii fact.

1 tie Polvzoa comprise five species bom Tale Sap and

two from Tai Hu. Two of them (Triticella pedicellata

Paludu ella elongata) have nol before been rei orded

from tropical latitudes. A third noteworthy form,

[3 akin to Lo os itides, but differing in the

ement of the muscles of the stalk, is distin-

1- a new genus, Chitaspis.

[ollusca of Lake Biwa include twenty-nine

vhich eleven are restricted to this lake and

e peGUliar tO Japan. Most of the

iieaa, ITinoibis, \ ivipara, Bithynia)

or (e.g. (Vnodonta, \ alvata) pala;-

arctic, Melania and Corbicula, of common
occurreni il and subtropical latitudes. The
authoi disti . rupicolous community of species

quite distim I inhabiting ihe mud and sand

in shallow wati ngeries of species restricted

to the depths, latter being the only repre-

sentatives of Pisid \ Ivata occurring in the

lake.

Among the Hydro 1 are Cordylophora
lacustris, from Tai H p cies from the

brackish parts of Tale Sap. tion of a new
genus of Hydromedusae, Vsei the Gangetii

Delta, is also included; this the autl 1 1 suspects to be

1 "Zoological Results of a Tour in Ihe Fer ) litedbyDr. N.
ale. Memoirs of ihe Asiatic Society of 1 vi

, pp. 1-74
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the sexual gi i ttion oi the curious hydroid Annulella

described by Ritchie from that part of Bengal.

\ ng the aquatic Oligochajta, Branchiura sowcrbyi

and Limnodrihu socialh were found in association

h
, is in [ndi 1; a new species of Chajtogaster com-

mensal in sponges is described, and a new genus Kawa-
muria—a Branchiura without gills and having the

penis-sac providi '1 with a penis—from the depths of

Lake Biwa. Col. Stephenson also describes a new
species of Criodrilus, found at the remarkable depth

of I.No ft. in this lake.

The aquatic Hemiptera an- for the most part com-
mon Oriental forms ; but Microvelia sexualis, from

J
.

1
1

• Sap, i new species of Hydrometrid represent-

ing a genus hitherto known only from North America.

CARBONISATION RE [CTIONSS

IT is difficull to obtain clear information about the

tea. tlons in carbonisation bj the direel distillation

ol coal in the laboratory, especially aboul minor,
though important, products sue h as toluene ,

i» nzi n.
,

etc., of which ihe quantities available become exces-

siveh small. Therefore the author, in conjunc

with Dr. S. F. Dufton, chose to investigate the

stability of individual compounds in differem atmo-

spheres when passed over heated coke, with a time
ol contact ol the- same order as met with in car-

bonising practice. The behaviour of the compounds
was dependent on conditions of temperature and con-

centration, apparently in accordance with the laws of

chemical dynamics. Benzene, at varying partial pres-

sures in an atmosphere of nitrogen, which was
assumed to be inert, showed signs of incipient decom-
position ai 550'

«

'., leading to the prddui tion ol diphenj I.

At highei temperatures this was more extensive, and

f-diphenylbenzene also appeared. The former con-

densation ai least is reversible. Benzene in an atmo-

sphere of hydrogen yielded much less diphenyl under
otherwi-e similar conditions, and al 8ooc C. is SCarO

decomposed at a concentration of 5 per cent. Iw

volume, while diphenyl in an atmosphere of hydrogen
is reduced to benzene. This doubtless account- foi

the practical non-occurrence of diphenyl in coal-tar,

although this substance is readih formed from benzene

in the absent.- of hydrogen. Benzene did not yield

naphthalene or unsaturated compounds. At9O0°C., even

in hydrogen, benzene was extensively broken down
with the formation of carbon. Toluene in nitrogen

shows signs oi decomposition at 550° C but then an
now two possibilities reactions through the nucleus

anil al-o through the side chain. The product is more
complex, a solid being formed, which was idei

stilbene it 'I I

.<
', 1 1 ,),, and also an oil. Al 750' C. de-

composition was more extensive, naphthalei

anthracene being identified among a number ol other

products, (in substituting hydrogen lot nitrogen the

decomposition was much accelerated, but with the pro-

duction 01 nd methane and smallei quantities

of solids. III. formation of stilbene, which occurs

with the liberation of hydrogen, is inhibited. Methane
and benzene n act in the - lion to form
toluene-, but 011K very slowly. Tims hydrogen pro-

tects benzene from decomposition, whereas it decom-
poses toluene-, inn in the sense of breaking oil the side

chain while hindering moleciulai condensations with

elimination ol hydrogen, which are a characteristic

effeel of heal on the lowei aromatic hydrot

Tin- xylenes resi mble toluene in behaviour, while- in -..I

is reduced bj hy dt ogen al 750
<

'. to toluene, and nei 1 s-

sarily to '
: so; The- importance of atmosphere

idie William Young Memorial Lecture of the North British

Association of Gas Managers, Glasgow. September 6, 19:8, by Prof. John W.
Cobb.
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in carbonisation is thi n and can Lnl

the i -i.il se of - I his is seen in pi acti

Lhi results of steami n vertical ri torts.

• I. .it the vvatei Hied doubtless

ites hi the sensi shov as wi 11 as

1 all) i" sw eeping oui thi \ apoui s befi

positi an havi gone too Far. I In- lightness of the

hydrogen molei ules and cons usi\ ii\

doubtless promote 1 1 1 i ^ physical effect, bu( the pre-

dominant influence is chemical. Whethei ii is bettei

to introduce the water-gas from the outside 1

ate it in situ In steaming to be shown.
In .in 1 .1-1 there is an advani [ained by the

admixture of water-gas in thai the proportion "I the

heal of the coal in the gas is increased. When steam
is introduced into the retort, reactions which lead to

the formation of ammonia, as in the Mond gas prod

tiled into operation. Ii is steam which promotes
the formation of ammonia, and nol hydrogen, on \. hi< h

undue stress has been I 11 ii"" ol rervet.

Expi nction « ith *
'. V King

show that steam alone among .1 numbei ol gases

tried had an) marked effect in the production of

ammonia fn 3oo C. Characteristic of the

results oi steaming 1 hargi s in recei

much fi ased
; and also ol tai

,

which contains less of the heav> complex condi nsation

products than ordinary horizontal-retorl tarsi This is

important in connection with the carbonisation of coal

as a possible source of fuel-oil. In considering the

.11 on hydrocarbon -

; evident a t< n-

dency for m with the production of

and 11101 . 1 omplex sis carbpi ng com-
nds, with the elim natio hydi ogen, « hich

ites in the revei si sense. I he stability ol the

six-atom ring structure seems characteristii ol carbon
most drastic ti 1 atment, anil it is

inten sting to note thai the invi stigai ops of the Braggs
show thai tin' same orientation can still l" detected

in the diamond and graphite.

FORTHCOMING BOOKS OF SCIENCE.
Vgriculture AND 1 [1 11

Duckworth and Co. \ nev edition of Agricultural

Botany, Prof. Percival. /. B. Lippincoti Co. Pro-

ductive Pruning, Prof. A. Dickens, illustrated; Pro-

ductive Small Fruits, Prof. F. C. Scars, illustra

The Potato, W. Stuart, illustrated; Experimental and
cultural Botany, Prof. M. I Cook, illustrated;

Laboratory Manual of Farm Crops, O. W. D
Productive Sheep Husbandry, \V. 1 . Coffey, illus-

/. Wiley and Sons. In< . to York), and
Chapman and Hall, Ltd.- Botani for Agricultural

Students, Prof. J. N. Martin.

VnTHROF ' ', iND \! 1

i

! ' (LOGY.

and Co., Ltd. I ol :-lore in

Religion, !

and Law, Sir J. <
i

- ols. (part i., 'I he 1

Ages ol the World ; nan ii., I

pari iii., The Times of thi Judges ind Kings; part iv.,

The I aw).
Biology.

< 'ambi ' sity /'" ;s. ' olution and the

Doctrine of the Trinity, S. A. McDowall. Constable

and 1 Vnimal Life and Human Progress,

d w ith an introduction b\ Pi \ 1

taining Man'- Account with the I Animal-. Prof.

\, I >ehdj ; Somi I at d Moral Aspi

Zoolog; , Prof, G. C. Bourne
;

1 rati Ri in . Man and ill. . Prof. J. \.

Thomson ; The < trigin of Man, P F Wood-J
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some iniiaiiuani- ol tan ami tneir Migrations, Dr.

R. 1. Leiper ; Thi the Si iem e ..1 Bi

ing, Prof. K. 1. Punnett; Ou Food from the Sea,

Prof. W. A. 1 lerdman , and < lolohisa-

Prof. R. N'ewstead).; ! ous 1 1 ees, A. D.
Webster, LIlu ;

; \coU Co.—The
1 in omosome rheory of Here. 1

11. Mpi
and Out-l>i .. .i ,1

1 and D. F.

Jones ; Lot ..liNaii.ni ol M01 phogi 1 ces in thi

Egg, Prof. E. 1 .. < onklin ; ti: . . R. 1 1.

Harrison; Permeability and Electrics ivity of

Living I issue, Prof. W. J. V. I Isti quili-

brium between Acids and Bases in I and
Environment, L. J. Henderson ; < 'hi mil ; of

Growth, Prof. T. I>- Robertson; Primit

System, Prof. G. II. Parker; Co-ordination

motion, A. R. Moon. Macmillan on, I ( ...

The Pi. lain of the Living Plant, Prof. F. O. B.

illustrated ; A Ti st-l Is ..1 Embryology, illustt

vol. ii., Vertebrata
I
Vmphioxus 1 hi. 1. 1, Prof. J.

111-ls. it. /. Wiley and Sons, Inc. (New York).,

and Chapman and Hall, Ltd.—Fresh-watei Biol

I

1 B. \\ .m.I and G. ('. Whipple, illustrated.

Chemistry.

yard Arnold. Petrol and Petroleum Spirits,

Capt. W. E. Guttentag, with a preface b; Sir John
('adman. Bailliere, Tindall, and ( ox.— Industrial

Chemistry, edited by Dr. Samuel Rideal (< oal-tai

E. di li.irn Barnett; Animal Proteids, II. G
Bennett; The Carbohydrates, Dr. S. Rideal; Fats,

Waxes, and Essential Oils, W. IP Simmon-; The
Industrial Gases, i~>v. II. C. Greenwood; Silica and

the Silicates, I A. Audley ; The Rare Earths and
M.tal-. E. K. Rideal; The Iron Industry, A. E. Pratl ;

The Steel Industry, A. E. Pratt; Gas-works Prod

H. II. 1.1,1.
; Organic Medicinal Chemicals, M. Bar-

rowcliff and F. IP Parr; Tin- Petroleum Indu

D. A. Sutherland; Wood and Cellulose^ R W. Sindall

and W: Bacon; Rubber, Resins, Paints, and Var-
nishes, Dr. S Kid.. di. Cambridge University Press.—
Recent Discoveries in Inorganic Chemistry, J. Hat

Smith. /. and .1. Churchill

.

—Catalytic Hydrogena-
tion and Reduction, Dr. E. B. Maxted. illustt

and a new edition of A Handbook of Colloid Chemis-
try, Dr. W. Ostwald, translated by Prof. M. H.
Fischer, illustrated. Constable and Co.. Ltd. The
Life and Letters of Joseph Black, M.D., Sir \V.

Ramsay, with an introduction dealing with thi

and work of Sir William Ramsay, Prof. F. G.

Donnan. illustrated; The Profession of Chemistry;

R. B. Pilcher; The Production and Treatment of Vege-

table Oils, T. W. Chalmers, illustrated; Trinitro-

toluenes, G. Carlton Smith. Longmans and Co.—
Monographs on Industrial Chemistry, edited by Sir

, ,1 Thorpe (S
' 'louring Matters : Vat

Colours, Prof. l.'F. Thorpe; Naphthalene, Prof.

W. P. Wynne; S .louring Matters: Azo-

Dves, Dr. F. W. Ka; : Utilisation of Atmospheric

Xitrogi .1 Si on of Ammonia and
, \.i.l, Prof. \. W. ( ,.,ssl,\

; Cement, B. Blount;

The Principles' . d Practice of Gas-purification, E. A'.

Evans; Refrai >ries, Dr. J. W. Mellor; Ozom
Hvdro : their Properties, Technical Pro-

d u . lion, ind \ .Hi ations, Dr. H. V. A. Bi is

Colouring Mattel-, Prof. V. G.

Perkin and Dr. A. E. Everest: Industrial Ap
Mi i.ils. W. I .. Wagner and V'

Pownev; Liquid Fuel for Internal-Coin'

.,;,,,.- Sii B. erton Ri d\i ood, Bai 1 , and
1 . Ilulose-Silk, C. F. Cross : TI

Arc in Chemical Industrv, Or. I. \. P ii
.
B -product

Pi iciic, E. Bun ; 1
' ic Re-

action heii Vpplicatibn to CI lustrr, Prof:
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J. 13. Cohen ; Synthetic Colouring Matters : Vnthracene

and Vllii d Dyi stuffs, F. VV. Ata< k
;
Synthetii t olour-

\i i idine and Xanthem I >\ i stuffs, Dr.

J, I. Hewitt; Synthetic Colouring Matters: Vzine

and O < ine Dyestuffs, Dr. J. T. Hewitt; Synthetic
ical Anaesthetics, Drs. W. li. Hurtle) and

M. A. Whiteley); and a new edition of Recenl Ad-
vances in Organic Chemistry, Dr. A. VV. Stewart,

with an introduction by Prof. J. Norman Collie.

I niversity oj London Press, Ltd. Everyman's
Chemistry: The Chemist's Poinl of View, and his

Recenl Work, told for the Layman, !'.. Hendrick, illus-

trated ' niversity Tutorial Press, Ltd. Senioi Prac-
tical Chemistry, II. VV. Bausor. J. Wiley and Sons,
Inc. (New York), and Chapman and Hall, Ltd.—
Food: lis Composition anil Preparation, M. T. Dowd
and J. D. Jameson.

Engineering.

Benn Bro .. Ltd. Phi Electrician Series: Elec-

trical Measuring Instruments: their Design, Con-
struction, and Application, Dr. C. V. Drysdale and
A. C. folley; I l-<- Handling of Materials: \ Manual
on the Design, Construction, and Application of

Cranes, ( onveyors, Hoists, and Elevators (being the
second and enlarged edition of Electric ( iranes and
Hoists), II. II. Broughton, 4 vols.; The Induction
Coil, Prof. E. Tayloi Jones; .Manual of the Tele-
phone, VV. Aitken, 2 vols. ; and new editions of Elec-
II n Mains and Distributing Systems, J. R. Dick and
F. Ternie; Electric Switch and Controlling Gear,
Dr. C. C. Garrard. /. and .1. Churchill.—The
Mechanical Principles of the Aeroplane, Dr. Brodet-
sky, illustrated. T. Werner 1. auric, Ltd.—Text-book
"i \lilii.ii\ Aeronautics, II. Woodhouse, illustrated.

Crosby Lockwood and Sou.- The Aircraft Identifica-
tion Book for 1918 : A Concise Guide to the Recog-
nition of Different Types and Makes of all Kinds of

Aeroplanes and Airships, R. B. Matthews and G. T.
Clarkson ; and a new edition of the Naval Archi-
tect's, Shipbuilder's, and Marine Engineer's Pocket
Book, ('. Mackrow and L. Woollard. Sir I.

Pitman and Sons, Ltd.—Papers on Alternating,
current Machinery, Hawkins, Smith, and Neville;
Aeronautical Engineering, A. Klemin; Alternating-
current Electrical Engineering, A. T. Dover, vol.. i.,

General Principles; The Mechanic's Handbook, W. E.
Domrnett; Electrical Mining Machinery, G. F.
Walker; The Calculus for Engineering Students,

I. Stone} : and new editions of The Telephone Hand-
book, J. Poole; Modern Illuminants, L. Gaster and

I S. Dow; Reinforced Concrete, W. N. Twelvetrees;
Elementary Aeronautic-., A. P. Thurston; Induction

c. E. Bonney and A. H. Allen; Electrical

Pocket Book, K. Edgcumbe. /. Wiley and
(New York), and Chapman and Hall,

! < Rights Determinations, from an En-
gineer: tndpoint. Prof. J. M. William; American
Highv

1 :rs' Handbook, edited by A. H.
Blanchai I

; triers; Johnson's Materials of Con-
struction for Students and Engineers on the
Mi 1

ii.mil
I ,,i Engineei ing Materials, and

a modificati ion ol the earlier treatise bv
the late D. I I ns< , Prof. M. O. VVithey
and T. Aston, edit F. I

. Turneaure; Essentials
of Alternating Cui VV. 11. Timbie and Prof.
II. II. Higbii .

I.li 11. 1' U'tlV AND TP ' EL.

Macmillan and Co., Ltd. Rus ' Mongolia, China,
\.r>. 1224-1676, J. E. Baddelei ip arid illus-

ons, - vols.; Highways and 1'
in Northamp-

hire and Rutland, II. A. Evans, ' illustrations

1.. Griggs (Highways and B eries).
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Mathematical and Physicai Sciences.

Cambridge I niversity Press. Matrices and Deter-
minoids, Dr. I . E. Cullis, vol. ii. (University ol 1 al-

1 ut ta Readership Lectures); Problems oi Cosmogony
and si. liar Dynamics, J. II. Jeans; An Introductory
rreatise on Dynamical Astronomy, Prof. 11. C.
Plummer. Longmans and 1 0. Text-honk on Naviga-
tion and Nautical Astronomy, J. Gill, revised and
enlarged in VA V. Merrifield. Macmillan and Co.,
Ltd.—Elementarj Mensuration, Constructive Plane
Geometry, and Numerical Trigonometry, P. Goyen

;

and a new edition of The Theon oi Heat, 1 . Preston,

revised b) I
R. Cotter, illustrated. Sir I. Pitman

and Sons, Ltd. Trigonometr) ,11. Adams. University
Tutorial Press, Ltd. Intermediate Text-book of Mag-
netism ono\ Electricity, R. VV. Hutchinson. J. Wiley
and Sens. Inc. (New York), and Chapman and Hall,

Ltd. Graphical and Mechanical Computation, Prof.

J. I.ipka; Navigation (for students or mariners pre-

paring in taki 1 laminations foi officer's licences), Prof,

(i. L. Hosmet ; A Treatise on the Sun's Radiation
and (ttlier Solar Phenomena, Prof. E. II. Bigelow,
illustrated.

Medii VI Si [ENCE.

I. and C. Black, Ltd.—Sex-Lore: A Primer on
Courtship, Marriage, and Parenthood, illustrated.

/. and A. Churchill.—New editions of The Vfter-

Treatmenl of Wounds and Injuries, R. ('. Elmslie,

illustrated; A Short. Practice of Medicine, Dr.
R. A. Fleming: Diseases of the Eye, Dr. J. H.
Parsons; A Text-hook of Pharmacology and
Therapeutics, Prof. A. R. Cushny, illustrated.

T. Wernei Laurie. Ltd.—Educational Hvgiene from
the Pre-School Period to the University, Prof. L. VV.

Rapeer, illustrated; A Text-book of Sex Education
for Teachers and Parents, W. M. Gallichan. /. B.

Lippincoti Co.—Home and Community Hygiene: A
Text-book of Personal and Public Health, J. Broad-
hurst, illustrated. Longmans and Co. An Introduc-

tion to General Physiology, Prof. W. M. Bavliss;

fntravenous Injection in Wound Shock, Prof. W. M.
Bayliss; and a new edition of Dental Surgerj and
Pathology, J. F. Colyer, illustrated.

Mi 1 \i 1 URGY.

Longmans and Co.-A new edition of Liquid Steel :

Its Manufacture and Cost, Col. D. Carnegii and
S. C. Gladwin. Sir I. Pitman and Sons. Ltd.- A
new edition ol Steel Works Analysis, Prof. J. O.
Arnold and A. Ibbetson. /. Wiley and Sons, Inc.

(New York), and Chapman and Hall. Lid. The
Cyanide Process; Its Control and Operation, A. W.
Fahrenwald, illustrated.

MlS( El 1 VNEOUS.

Constable and ('<>.. I. id.—Dictionary of Scientific

Instruments, illustrated. /. M. Dent and Sons. I. id.

Comparative Education : A Survey of the Educa-
tional System in each of Six Representative Coun-
tries, edited bj Prof. P. Sandiford. /. B. Lippincott

Co.-—The Principles of Scientific Management and
their Application to the Instruction and Training of

Field Artillery, Major W. E. Dunn. Macmillan an,;

Co.. I. Id. Industry and Trade: A Study of Indus-
trial Techniqui and Business Organisation, and of

their Influenci - on the Conditions of Various Classes
and Nations. Prof. A Marshall (hook i.. Seme Origins

]
of Present Problems of Industrv and Trade; hook ii..

Present Ti ndi m iesof Busim ss Organisation ;
hook iii.,

I Monopolistii IVndencies): Papers on Current Finance,
1 Prof. II. S. Foxwell : I he D01 nines of the 1 ... a1

Educators, Dr. R. R. Rusk, dealing with Plato,

Ouintilian, Flvot, Loyola, Comenius, Milton, Locke,
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Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Herbart, FroebeL. and Montes-

sori. >i. Routledge and Sons, Ltd. The Human
Motoi and the Scientific Foundations of Labour, Dr.

J. Amar, translated bj E. Butterworth; The Si

..I Labour and its Organisation, Dr. J. Ioteyko; ["he

Tayloi System in Franklin Management, Major G. 1>

Babcock. S.P.C.K. Pioneers ol Progress: Men of

i ted bj 1 >i . S 1 li.iimi.nl (i lalileo, W. W.
1; 1 .,in

;
Michael Faradai . Dr. f. A. < to« thi 1

;

Alfred Russel Wallace: The Ston of a Greal Dis-

.
1 1 11. igben).

P in- .pin \\l> PSV( HOI ' >GY.

Cambi Press. Moral Values and the

Idea nf God, Dr. VV. R. Sorli - hi 1 afford I
1 ctures,

15); Psychological Principles, Dr. J. Ward
bridgi Psychological Library) Mlacmillan and

Co., Ltd. I In Philosophj of Rabindranath Tagore,

S. R idhakrishnan ; The Origin of Consciousness: An
Vttempl to Conceive tin Mind as .1 Producl of Evolu-

tion, Prol 1 V. Strong. University oj London Press,

U,i. Crime and the Criminal: Being the Juris-

prudi 1 ne, Medical, Biological, and Psycho-
logical, Dr. C. Mercier.

Tei hkolocv.

and Co.. Ltd. Oxy-acetvlene Welding,
T. Newton and A. Eyles, illustrated; Watch Cleaning
and Repairing, illustrated; Basket-making, D. Col-

li.i (Work Handbooks). /. B. Libpincotl Co.—
Decorativi Textiles: An Illustrated Bunk on Wall,

and Furniture Coverings, including Carpets
and Rugs, Taoestries, Embroideries, Damasks, Velvets

and Brocades Laces, Chintzes, Cretonnes, Wallpapers,

Drapery and Furniture Trimmings, Tooled and
Illuminated I.ratlin-. G. L. Hunter, illustrated.

/. Wiley and Sons. Inc. (New York), and Chapman
and Hall, Ltd. Costume Design and Illustration,

E. H . Traphagen, illustrated; Principles of Mechanism,
W. II. fames and M. C. Mackenzie, illustrated; Plain

rmd O 1 oreing, E, Schwarzkopf; Pattern-

making, F. W. Turner and D. G. Town, illustrated.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Birmingham. Miss S. Margen Fr) has resigned
the seat on the Universitj Council which shi has
1 « 1 upii d F01 nine 5 ears,

Mrs. Osier, on behalf of her family and friends,

ndowed a scholarship of aboul 25I. per annum to

enable b) a woman student who, having taken
the B.A. degree, undertakes to remain at the Uni-
versity i"' .in additional yeai to prepare for the M.A.

Miss E. H. B. Coghill has succeeded Dr. Mary
cturei in hygiene in the Women's Train-

llege.

Cambridge.—Mr. J. Gray, of King's College, has
been appointed demonstrator of comparative anatomy

i 1. ion of a Quick professot

of biology i- to take place on Xovember t. Prof.

Nuttall, tin present holder of the chair, is eligible

for re-election.

London. Mr. A. IF. Barket will delivei two
further public lectures on ' ("h Principles of Fuel

omv in the Home" .it I I ollege, Gowei
. W.C.i, on Wednesdays, October 16 and

- p.m. Thi are desigm d to meet the needs

of householders now fared with the problem of fuel

omy. A syllabus "I" the lectu es ran be obtained
from the Publications s

11 l the college b\

sendin 1 addri ssed 1 fo him.
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The sum of 20,000! hi
! queathed 1>\ Mrs.

C. II. Cdlburn to thi Harvard Universitj Medical
School to establish a fund for n search in tuberculosis.

The Barrow Steel I 1 tool, per annum
for the foundation of a scholarship at the Barrow
Technical School, preferabh Fi fii of children
w hose parents are in the empl - lonors.

Mr. A. Serena has given 10 for the founda-
tion oi 1 haii - of 1 talian in the I nil ei F Oxford
and ( lambridge. The \ i< e-< 'ham elli

I niversities and the Minister of Edui 1 >

consulted, and, with Mr. E. Hutton, thi ed r oi the

[nglo-Italian Rei I requested to draw up
tions on which the chairs should tie establi 1

A meeting ol the I' utile Institute was hi Id a

ford on Fridaj last, when ii was announced thai n

7. /. had been rei eh ed oi the 50,1 1, aimed al for

the extension of the scope ol the technologj of the

textile trades, to establish and maintain lectureships,

to encourage invention and discover)', to promote the

standardisation of tests, and to provide thi necessan

connection between the business and the scientific

mind.

A meeting of business nun was held at the Hudders-

field Chamber of Commerce on September 24 to con-

sider the scheme for the extension of the textile

department of the Huddersfield Technical College.

The scheme provides for the raisin" of at least 25,000/.

for the purchase of a building and its equipment with

up-to-date machinery. The following resolution was
passed :

—"That this meeting of employers engaged in

thi textile industry in the Huddersfield district ap-

proves of the scheme for the extension of the textile

department of the Huddersfield Technical College, as

outlined bv the members of the sub-committee." We
understand that the premises have now been acquired,

and that the transfer of the existing technical depart-

ment to the. new building will begin immediately.

Any sum not required for the equipping of the in v.

premises will be used to found scholarships for textili

students.

The memorial tablet and medallion of the late Mr.

F. W Rudler, which have bun placed in the quad-

rangle of the University College of Wales, Vberyst-

wyth (in which Mr. Rudlei was one of the earliest pro-

fessors, 1876-79), will be unveiled by Prof. J. Mor-

timer Angus in the presence of the court oi governors

and others on Friday, October 18. Mr. Rudler at-

tached grea! value to students' geological excursions,

in regard to which he himself rendered devoted service

during his membershio of the Geologists
-

Association.

\ few oi his friends are, therefore, desirous of creating

a fund to be capitalised, the annual income from

which is to be devoted, on the recommendation of

the professor of geology, towards the defrayment,

where necessary, of the expenses of students during

such excursions. Contributions to the suggested fund

ma, be sent to the Registrar, University College,

\Kii v stwvth.

For s,,m.' tin: the Y.M.C.A. and other agencies

have, with the approval of the military authorities,

been' carrying invaluable educational work amoni

the troops "a the lines of communication in Fram

an<J al home. A new branch of the Directors

Staff Duties has now been constituted ai thi

direel and co-ordinate the education:' 1

;„.. Sl h m -I the \rm\. which was issued

[, on Si ptember 24. The depu - toi

of the new branch is Col. Lord Gorell, and tl issis-

tant din 1 tot Sir W. II. Hadow, Arm-

strong College, Newcastle. The m . bram h will be

,1 on matters of general p b; ^an '.nter-

mental Committee, whi Mr. E. K.
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CI n'd oi Education), Sir John -

<

i dui ation I >epai ttnen 10 Slajoi R.
trj ol Pensions). In additi hi

following, ig others, have been hi

of the IJoard of Rdu< afn fie Seen tarj

ind to ad a^ i xpi rt ad' »ei tal ques-
thej ai ise : Sir ( traham I lalfoui , I )ii ectoi

oi Education, Staffordshire; Sir Roberl Blair,

ion ' fffici i, I ..i I i. Hon. \\ . Pi mbi

.

Ri i \ es, dii ector, London School oi Ei on ii 3

;

Dr. «i. MacDonald, Assistanl Secretary, Scotch
Education Department; Dr. E. Salter Davies*, Direct
tor nf Education, Kent; Mr. Albert Mansbridge, vice-

president, Workers' Educational Association; Prof.

Gilbert Murray, Regiu; professor of Greek, Oxford
! hn Adams, principal, London

Day Training Colli w do not recognise a single

01 practical education in

the list nl thi h and its advisory committee
and individual < tperts, though we should have sup-
posed thai ai educational scheme for the Army would
neqessai il cei ned largely \\ itli scien

technical subjects. The special questions which will

irisi certainh involve the consideration of

and technological training not entirely
within the Geld of the educational administrators and
expert advisers whose names are announced. The War
Office should remed} what is a manifest deficienc} in

nstitution of its new branch.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Cape Town.

Royal Society of South Africa, August 21.—Dr. J. D. F.
Gilchrist, president, in the chair.— L. Simons : Theveloci-
tiesof two distinct groupsof secondary corpuscular rays
produced b} a homogeneous Rontgen radiation, and
theii absorption coefficients in gases. The absorption
coefficients in gases of the secondary corpuscular rays
produced In the incidence of silver X-rays on a single
gold leaf were found by calculation from the pressure
at which the cathode ionisation falls to half its maxi-
mum value. The; are probablv too high for the

fastest corpuscles produced. The lo^. cathode ionisa-

tion curves could be analysed into two distinct por-
tions when the particles emerge from a verv thin

screen, giving two absorption coefficients in a gas,

their ratio being 1 : 4-76. The maximum velocity of

emergence of the slower corpuscle was found to be
65x10* cm. sic, and the vdocitv of the faster cor-

was Mil to cm. sec. G. \. Boulenger : (11 \

lizard of the genus Latastia from Southern
Rhodesia. (2) Rana ornatissima and R. ruddi.—

\, Theiler : A nematode of fowls having a

an intermediate host. Some time ago .1

farnvr forwarded a species of termite infected with
mciuiring whether these worms were a

life-cycle of the wireworm of sheep
[Haen fortus). This possibility of course,
had i" bi 1,111 since they wen larvae il was
concluded 1 represented a stage in the life-

cvcle of a hich had its habitat in a host
thai would 1 nites. Main- birds are known
to 1 .it termite ; are partii tilai b Fond "I them.
h w ,is dei id, d ti tei mites as w ell .1- the
In vae extt acted I hem For this ourposi

hatched in an
1

,,1 the chick-ens reared
under eonditii ms exclt il infei tion. In-

fected termite! were found on red soil in the neigh-
bourhood of a Kaffir kraal \

'

- of experiments
was carried out, and in 1 an imago

, , mi.iin, ,1 in the small
1 ,i the fowls.

The control fowls were free of it, a as controls

in an area not inhabited pedes ol
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termite, lb, imago was identified as .1 Filaria, and
-'

1 turned out io bi a mw species the name
Filaria gallinarum is proposed. Sir Thomas Muir :

ibli into a sequem e of odd
\lis~ K. \I. Doidjje

: Meliolaster : .1 new
genus ol the Microthvriaceas. \ fungus occurring oa
Viper capensis is described, which combines certain*

1 bai • - ol thi genera Meliola and Asterina.

KS RECEIVED.
The Applications "I Electrolysis in Chemical

Industry, lb A. J. Hale. Pp. i\ : [48. (London:
i Go-.) ys. 6d, net.

The 1 i
. ion between Relatives on the Supposi-

limi ol Mendelian Inheritance. I!\ R. A. Fisher.

(Transactions of the Royal Societ) of Edinburgh-
Vol, lii. Pari ii. No. 15.) (Edinburgh: R. Grant
and Son.)

British An iretica (Terra Nova) Expedition, mm.
Natural History Report. Zoology. Vol. ii. No. 8.

Brachiopoda. B5 J. W. Jackson. Pp. 177-202 I plate.

(London: British Museum (Natural History).) 5s.

Solutions of the Examples in a Treatise on
Differential Equations, Bj Prof. A. R. Forsyth.
Pp . |,, 1

I
, mdon : M.i' mill. in and Co., Ltd

net.
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Theory of Functions o\ ,1 Complex Variable. B3
Prof. A. I\. Forsyth. Third edition, l'p. xxiv-t

855. (Cambridge: At the University Press,

1918.) Prici ; os. net. (Firsl edition, 1893,

pp. xxii + 682; second edition, 1900, pp. xxiv +
782.)

"TO anyone interested in tin- progress of British
-* science the appearance oi .1 third edition of

this spacious volume, well-nigh two hundred pages
longer than the firsl edition, must be a very wel-
come event. All those who know the con-
spicuous services which the authot has rendered
to mathematical learning will wish to congratulate
liim. \n<l those who have known the stimulus of

nal contact with him, who can recognise,
beneath the happy diction with which the book
is everywhere written, the sympathetic teacher,

always able and willing to realise the learner's
point of view, hut eager to inform with a wealth
o| detail that is truly wonderful, will remember
and he grateful. For the book stands between
a time when, largely by the exigencies of a
certain examination, a proof was soundest if it

involved a considerable piece of algebra, and a

time when the youngest student can prove any-
thing by a judicious arrangemenl of arrow-heads.
And the multiplicity of its content, who shall

describe? Nor is it possible to say that it is loo

long it it he remarked that the index contains, for
example, neither the entry "aggregate" nor the
entry " enumei able.

"

It is easy, of course, for a reviewer, taking
sections o! the subject over which he happens to

have pondered more intently than wisely, maybe,
to explain how much better the book' could have
been, 01 1,

.
exemplify what mathematical students

do not usually know the number of amendments
sin to the finished form ol .1 mathematical

•rem. And some indications may he given of

how the present reviewer would discharge this

traditional ungrateful duty if he were compelled
to it. Hut they may be brief, and limited to the
earlier parts of the book. \s regards nomen-
clature, there was an opportunity for rendering
the use of 1 he words analytic and monogenic more
uniform. The French use (Cauchy, Picard,
Goursat, etc.) differs from the lust German use.
Compare Weierstrass 's statement in regard to a

construct ("Werke," iv., p. 1 3 ; or hi., p. 101):
"und bezeichne dasselbe als ein m mogenes weil es

in seinem ganzen Umfange durch irg< nd eins seiner

Elemente vollstandig bestimmt ist." As regards
uniform convergence there is some change in the
present edition, the remarks on p. 92 (c/. the
theorem, p. 150) differing from 'lie statement on

pp. 83, 84 ol the second edition, and still more
from those on |>. 127 of the lirsl edition, where the
phrase " fiir jedes dem Bereiche angehorige Werth-
system " is untranslated. The difference between
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ase of a seie unctions and that of a

series of functions ol a comj >lex ariable might use-
full) be remarked. In regard to the definition of
a function of a complex variable there is no sub-
stantial change; there is no refer nc e to the ques-
tion w hethei- the derivatives of the function need
I" assumed continuous; and a holomorphic func-
tion is both monogenic and contini And in

regard to the fundamental question ot tlie inte-

gration of a function of the complex variable there
still remains what is surely a very su 1 d in-

completeness. If it be held that the curve of inte-

gration need not be recti fiable, and the com
of the function need not be uniform, it should

surely be so slated. As examples of romp',

that may be put forward for later pages, We ~ !

onl\ three. The statement on p. J4.S, that the

integral can be made to assume any value, is

incorrect. The proof on p. 243, for any three

periods of a doubly periodic function, does not

seem to carry Corollary II. without further ampli-

fication. The footnote on p. 344 might now be

supplemented by reference to Painleve, "Acta
Math.," xxvii. (1903), and Camb. Phil. Proc, xii.

,), [). 235.
But all this class ol criticism seems impertinent

to such a corpus of learning. There are two other

reflections which are suggested by its perusal.

When one turns over its brilliant pages and in-

quires of the history, one has sorrowfully to con-

fess that not any substantial or path-breaking

development has been made by Britisn thinkers.

All this illuminating theory, so important for the

history of human thought, we owe to Frenchmen
or Germans, or others. The great names are

Cauchy, Abel, Riemann, Weierstrass, and Poin-

cai e. it is a very interesting question: Why is

this so? In the second place, nearly all this matter

is the work of the nineteenth century. When
the present war shall finally cease, how long will

it be before mankind will be able again to turn

from the inevitable necessity for the production

of commodities to putting together such another

bodv of clarifying thought? Well indeed is it that

such a summary as this volume constitutes has

been made, and very grateful should we be to

the author— for such work remains among the im-

perishable records of human endeavour, a real joy

for ever but will a similar, or even a more pro-

ductive, salvage be possible- in 2018?

I TEXT-BOOK OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY.
Plant Physiology. B3 Prof. V. I. Palladin.

Authorised English edition. Edited by Prof.

B. hi. Livingston. Pp. xxv + 320. (Phila-

delphia : P. Blakiston's Son and Co., 1918.)

Price 3 dollars net.

IT has been a matter for surprise to those who
were familiar, through the German edition,

wnli Prof. Palladin's text-book of plat

logy that it had not hitherto been available in

English. The German edition, which was based
on the- sixth Russian edition, appeared in 1911,

so that we have had to wait unduly long for the

H
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present translation, which appears under the

editorship hi Prof. Livingston, ol the Johns Hop-

kins I niversity. 'The present work is based <>n

ian edition, bul it has been collated with

the seventh Russian edition, which appeared in

1914, and anj alterations have been included in

the English text. Hitherto then has been avail-

able to students no text-book hi plant physiolog)

ut small compass which could serve as an intro-

duction to the larger works of Pfeffer and Jost.

This book admirably fills the gap.

On p. 2 of the Introduction we find a list of the

beats ol combustion ol hydrogen, carbon, starch,

glucose, etc., and on p. 3 a discussion ol the cata-

lytic action of enzymes. It is thus clear from the

outset that the author views the plant from the

physico-chemical poim oi view, and keeps well to

the front the dynamical aspects of the chemical

processes occurring. Associated with this we find

thai in the words of the editor
—

"Palladin's

writing is mure free from ideological misinter-

pretation of the relation between conditions and

results than is that in most of the text-books

hitherto available." The book may thus safel)

be put into the hands of students without the risk

of the acquirement of a slovenly and unprogressive

habit of thought.

The editor has provided footnotes—the author-

ship of which is clearly indicated—where the

matter required bringing up to date or the

author's treatment of a subject seemed to require

elucidation or correction. These additions very

greatly increase the value of the book, and many
of them, as readers of Prof. Livingston's papers

might expect, are models of what critical notes

should be. These notes are most numerous in

connection with photosynthesis, osmotic pressure,

and wafer movement.
The book naturally brings to the front the work

of Russian botanists, and renders available some
results which the barrier of language has hitherto

kept almost unknown. The treatment of fer-

mentation and respiration, subjects to which valu-

able contributions have been made lay Palladin

and his pupils, is panic ularh good, but Kidd's

work on the effect of carbon dioxide on both
.mil anaerobic respiration should have

ted. The relation of oxygen to fermenta-

ist, which is imperfectly or erroneously
'ist text-books, is well brought out,

Hi ice might have been made to the
work 11 Brown on the "occlusion" of

oxygen
;

. ells. Readers will be particu-

larly glad
1 account of Palladin's wdrk

on the respi
1 of dead plants and of his chro-

mogen theory > respiration. In dealing with
transpiration i rl played by the stomata
and the physical ontrolling the rate of

diffusion of watei vap n the plant might have
been dealt with more fully. Mention might also

have been made ol the id thai both Gaidukov's
observations on the reaction of ( >scillaria to light

different colours, and th .ipek on the
relation of homogentisir acid to geotropie

• se, have been called in The treat-
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an ni 1 growth, movement, and reproduction ire

p. 11 1
1: is erj mm h slighter than thai ol meta-

bolism, and the subject of hereditv is not dealt

with at all.

All the citations of literature have been verified

and the form of reference has been rendered uni-

form; special attention hits also been paid to the

transliteration of Russian names. Botanists will

be interested to learn thai, on bis own authority,

the author's nana- should be pronounced " l'al-

lad'-din." V. H. B.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
CHEMISTRY.

Stoichiometry. By Prof. S. Young. Second
edition. I'p. xiv + 363. (London: Longmans,
Green, and Co., 1918. 1 Price 12s. 6d. net.

AS was explained in the notice which appeared
on the issue of the First edition (NATURE,,

vol. lxxviii., 1908, p. 98), litis book, which forms
one of the well-known scries of text-books of

physic tl chemistry edited 1;\ the late Sir William
Ramsay, deals with the fundamental principles of

chemistry.

The present notice is devoted primarilv to a

consideration of the new matter which has been
introduced into the book in order to give some
account of the results arising from the numerous
investigations carried on during the last decade.
Of these results, none, perhaps, have bad a greater
influence on our fundamental conceptions than
those which have, been arrived at as a consequence
ol the investigation of radio-active substances. We
have become familiar with the idea of non-separ-
able, or isotopic, elements, which may, or may
not, have tin same atomic weight. Prof. Young
adopts the recommendations of Paneth as giving,

pel Imps, tin- best definition ol the term "ele-

ment "; according to this suggestion, isotopes

are to be regarded, not as ditfereiil elements, but

as varieties of the same element, so that an

"element " may be pure or mixed according to

whether it contains only one kind of atom or differ-

ent varieties of isotopic atoms. The rei enl deter-

minations of the atomic weight of lead derived

from different sources, which have a bearing on
the same subject, are referred to, while in the

chapter dealing with the periodic law, after ex-

plaining the modern conception ol an atom, the

author gives a short rdsumd of the conclusions

drawn bv Soddy, Russell, and Fajans regarding
the positions taken up in the periodic table bv the

products of the disintegration of atoms. No refer-

i nc 1 is made in this chapter to the difficulty which
has been 1 xperienced in including- the rare earth

elements in the table, while a still more surprising
omission is the absence of any allusion to the
exceedingly valuable work of Moselev on the X-
rav spectra of the elements, which has provided
us with a method for the determination of atomic
numbers and has led to results of the highest

importance.
The numerous investigations relating to osmotic

pressure- which have been carried on in England
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and America arc described and discussed, while

the section dealing with adsorption has been ex-

tended so as to include an account of recent work
in ibis field.

\ description is also given ol several new prac-

tical methods. Amongsl these may be mentioned

Morgan's method for determining the molecular

weights ol liquids from tin- weight of falling drops,

and the methods suggested by Smith and
Menzies for the determination of the boiling points

and vapour pressures ol substances
From the examples which have been given, it

will be evident that, with one or two exceptions,

the book has been brought thoroughly up to date,

and can be confidently recommended to anyone

desirous of having a clear and comprehensive ac-

count oi modern views relating to such subjects

as the properties ol atoms and molecules, and the

general properties of gases, liquids, and solids.

J. K. W.

OPTICS IN EUCLID'S TIME.

L'Ottica di Euclide. By Prof. G. Ovio. ("Manuali

Hoepli.") Pp. xx+ 415. (Milano : Ulrico

I [oepli, 1918.) Price 7.50 lire.

IT need scarcel) be pointed ou-t here that the

greater portion of what we now call "optics,"

dealing as it does with applications of the laws

traction, was unknown in the days of the

geometer. In this small volume Prof.

eppe Ovio, of Genoa, has condensed an ex-

position of the contents of two volumes known
as "Optics" and "Catoptrics," of which the first

is believed certainly to be due to Euclid, while

his authorship of the second is regarded as rather

more doubtful. In preparing this book Prof. Ovio
has mainly based his work on the editions of l'ena,

Danti, and Heiberg, but has also consulted those

of Gregory, Zamberto, and Freart.

"Optics Properly So-called," which forms the

title of the first portion, is practically equivalent

to our perspective geometry. It deals with the

apparent dimensions of objects seen at different

distances and in different directions. It thus con-

sists of a collection of propositions really purel)

letrical in character. For example, one pro-

position proves that an eye situated near a sphere

sees less of it than one further off, but the visible

portion appears larger, ["here are some theorems,

on the other hand, of which the purport and mean-
ing are rather vague, and Prof. Ovio's comments
On these will be found useful. " ! Catoptrics " deals

with reflection at curved surfaces. The proposi-

tions include proofs that a plane mirror produces

an inverted image of the same size as the object,

that rays after reflection at a concave surface

sometimes converge and at other times diverge,

and a large number of other properties, of which
these maj be regarded as typical representatives.

According to Euclid, visual rays emanated from
the eye and went to the objects.

Now that the younger generation no longei

acquires its geometrical ideas from Euclid's

elements, an interesting variation on our over-
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stereotyped school curricula might very well be

introduced ! all) teaching the subject-

matter of this volume. Man\ of the proofs afford

quite interesting lessons in deductive methods,
and could very well lie

, lied b\ excellent

exercises in constructive geomi But, unfor-
tunately, the subject in its present form does not

fall within tin- syllabus ol scho nrnations.

<.. II. B.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Descriptive Catalogue "I the British Scientific

Products Exhibition, villi Articles mi a, cent.

Developments. Pp. xxiv-t 268. (London, 199
Piccadilly : British Science Guild, 1918.) Price

25. 6d. net.

The record of industrial achievement during the

period of the war shown at the recent British

Scientific Products Exhibition organised bv the

British Science Guild was much enhanced bv the

publication of a comprehensive descriptive cata-

logue. Whilst the contained details of the ex-

hibits and their technical applications added in-

terest to their examination and form a valuable

record for reference, the inclusion of a series of

articles on recent industrial developments should

do much to drive home and explain what has been
accomplished during the past four years by the

successful co-operation of science and industry,

and what is needed for that fuller and more per-

manent effort which is required to secure industrial

progress and efficiency. The story has been told

in man\ forms, but every repetition that can extend
an appreciation of the problem is to be welcomed.
The catalogue of exhibits contains concrete ex-

amples of recent developments which form the

basis for the storv, and their direct association with

a series of twentv concise and well-written articles

by authorities whose names are a guarantee of

first-hand knowledge provides a helpful correlation

between the results obtained in works and labora-

tories and the objects and methods which have
secured their realisation.

Mathematical Papers for Admission into the Royal
Military Academy and Hi Royal Military Col-

lege, and Papers in Eh m< ntary Engineering for

Naval Cadetships, November, 1917, and March,

1918. Pp. 40. Elementary Engineering Papers

for Naval ('midships (Special Entry) for the

Years [913 1
« j 1

—
. l'p- 33- Both edited by R. M.

Milne. (London: Maemillan and Co., Ltd.,

mi S.
1 Prii i- of each IS. ?J. net.

\ mil \n oi mathematical papers set to candi-

dates for admission to the Military Academy and

College was reviewed in a recent issue of \ \

The first of the present publications is a further

set of such papers. The other book contains the

papers in elementary engineering set recent

examinations for Naval Cadetships. I ns

in this collection cover the ground of the

elementary theory of steam- and g; s-engines, link

motions, lathes, etc., and also presuppose some
knowledge of the theory of hvd ostatics, heat, and
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graphical sialics. They arc well devised and \er\

put to the candidates. The wording is

often such .is to acl persuasively on the examinees.
That the questions arc also up to date is indicated

by the presence of some on aeroplanes and kites.

Answers arc given b\ the editOl in ihc case of

questions oJ a mathematical or arithmetical nature.

There is a misprint on |>. 1 1 "I the "Mathematical
Papers," line <> from the bottom. S. B.

A Short Hand-book 0) Oil Analysis. By Dr.
A. II. Gill. Revised eighth edition, Pp. 209.

(Philadelphia and London: J. B. LippincoO
Co., [918.) Price tos. 6d. net.

This is a handy little book for a student of oil

chemistry to commence His technical practice with.

It is intended as an introduction to larger works
such as thai "1 Lewkowitsch, and deals with the

chief animal and vegetable oils, petroleum pro-

ducts, and the various greases used as lubricants.

It gi\rs the essential information briefly but
clearly, and includes a good number of references

iriginal sources of information. The volume
is written from the American point of view, and
some of the apparatus mentioned is more familiar

in American laboratories than in this country.
Some of the books quoted, also, are not readilv

accessible here. The British reader, however, will

have no difficulty with the greater part of the'

work, and he will find it a very useful guide.
The first paragraph on p. 175 wants revision:
it appears to have suffered in the press.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Perception of Sound.

The recent publication of Sir Thomas Wrightson's
valuable and extensive investigations on the functions
of the various parts of the auditory mechanism has
brought inn. prominence a fundamental divergence of
opinion as to the place where analysis of the complex
sound vibrations occurs and as to the mod,- of vibra-
tion of the basilar membrane. The view of Helm-
holr/

, be said to !> thai mosl generall) accepted
\s is well known, this theon slates thai

ihc basilar membrane responds l>\ resonance in

diffen
1 the 1 omponent \\ a\ es o\ the com-

plex, .in., .', ,,\ these components gives rise to
its own ,,, ,,,,' arriving at the brain. The
analysis take in thi cochlea. Sir Thomas Wright-
son's theoi ceived the powerful support
of Prof. Keith, ,1, u the basilar membrane as a
whole follow- in its v . rm thai of the complex,
that the form oi rapound wave is

transferred to tin -.1 that eo analysis
takes place until tin l,i ain 1 reached.

Careful consideration of tin evidence brought for-

ward in support of this view has aroused several
difficulties in my mind which, I venture to think.
require explanation.

In the- first place, then at certain physiological
facts which mala it extremely difficult to accept am
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sort of transmission of a complex wave form through
a nervi fibre. 'I he work of Keith Lucas and hi- col-

leagues has shown that the- process sel going in a
nerve-fibre has a definite time-course and magnitude,
whatevei l» the way in which it is produced. If a
sound-wave i«- enabled to stimulate a nerve-fibre by
some- appropriate receptor organ, the nerve process
will I), the same, however different tin- form of the
wave. If thi- he true, it implies tin' necessity foi a

peripheral analysis, if there he anv analysis at all.

A similar difficulty arises in connection with the
perception of notes of high pitch. If Sir
[nomas Wrightson's theory is correct, the number
of impulses passing along the nerve musi be
tin- same a- the number of vibrations in the
note, or possibly two ot four times the number.
The frog's nerve is incapable- of responding to a

second stimulus if it arrives less than 2 months of a

second after a previous one. It would, therefore,
record all raii-s above 500 per second as identical.

Doubtless this "refractory period" is shorter in the
warm-blooded animal, but it is scarcely likely to be
short enough to enable responses to 40,000 per second
to be- transmitted in their e-xael form.

It will be noticed by the physiological readet that

Midler's law. which appears to have been firsl put

forward by Sir Charles Bell, is involved here. It has
been found thai the sensation evoked from any nerve
of special s,-nse is identical, whatever the kind of
stimulus applied. The peculiar quality of tout li. tasfa .

light, and so on; is clue to the way the fibres end in

the brain. Further than this in the- way of explana-
tion is at present impossible. But are we to suppose
that the- auditory nerve is the only exception to this

law? What we should naturally expect would be- that

activity in one particular fibre, or, perhaps, sel ol

fibres, in thi- nerve would be associated with tin- per-

ception of one single definite tone, and that the form
of tin- stimulus would be a matter of indifference.

Tin- theory of Helmholtz presents no obstacles in this

respect

.

In the second place, there is a physical question
about which there seem- some confusion. Main physio-
logists would lie grateful to Lord Rayleigh if be- would
nut us right here. There is no dispute- as to the

impression b\ the- stapes on the liquid of the scala

vestibuli of a series of impulses, corresponding in

wave form with those air vibrations received by the

membrana tympani. But. with the exception of the

fact that the pressure is intensified, I am unable to

see 'how these vibrations, when tin \ arrive in the

liquid, differ from those- which would be present in

the liquid if it were- conducting sound in the ordinary
way. Ii appears to be- forgotten sometimes that

Iic|uiels could not conduct sound unless the} were both

elastic and compressible. But the latter quality is,

of course. . M-ni.-h small, so that the amplitude of

the vibrations is very minute. The actual movement
in space of he column of liquid a- a whole, contem-
plated b\ tin Wrightson theory, is quite different,

and, -,i 1. 11 as I can sec-, the inertia of the ma-- would
make it 1 ssible for the force available to effect

such move in nts at the rat' ot several thousand per

second.

rhen mother point involved here which 1 con-

fess to an inability to understand. When the stapes

pushes in th. membrane- of tin- fenestra oyali-, ih.

movement ol tin- liauid shows itself simultaneously
i.\ a Drotrusion of tin- fenestra rotunda. Now the

basilar membrane forms part of a partition between
the two columns of liauid in tin scala v< stibuli and
tin- -e-ala i \ in n.ani. If Ihes, columns were not ron-

nected at hi aoex of tin- cochlea, it is clear that the-

pushing in of the stapes must cause- a bulging of tin
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membrane into the scala tympani li ma) be due to

some oversight on my part, but 1 cannot see how
there is a differenci ol pressun on the two sides

when the column of liquid i- .1 continuous one. This
fundamental question in the Wrightson theor;

li may further be pointed out that if the vibrations

in the liquid to which the basilar membrane responds

are the sami a~ thosi ol sound, there is naturally no
difficult) with regard to hearing through th<

when the stapes has be< ome fixed.

I n tin li.

of the basilat ai ting as .1 series ol 1

t < >r - seem to mi to have forgotten some facts pointed

..in i.\ ll.linhi.il/ himself. The rate of vibration of a

string is related, not only to its length, but also to its

tension, and there is no reason why the range of the

basilai membrane should not be increased i>\ being
more tightly stretched at it- narrower end. So fai

from it being necessary to have .1 series of separate

strings, 1 1. Imholtz demands only that a membrane of the

shape of thai of the basilar membran. should bi

tightly stretched transversely than longitudinally, and
in an appendix to the " Tonempfindungen " in- gives

1 compieti mathematical analysis ol the vibration of

such a membrane. I regrel that this is beyond. my
mathematical capacity, but we may surely accepl it.

I'lit McKendrick has shown experimentally thai

resonanc is possible in membranes immersed in

water, .is would be expected from theory.

On tin- other si.l.-. Held has stated that a singli

fibre of tin' cochleat nervi may supply a compara-
tively long stretch ol the basilar membrane—un-
doubtedly .1 difficulty in the 1 1. Imln.li/ view. But the

menl requires confirmation, and it must be a

matter of great difficulty to

Tlir explanation of the way in which the move-
ments of the basilar men altered in direc-

tion s,, .1^ I., stimulate tin- hair-cells ; s given very

clearly by Sit 11 las Wrightson, and 1 havi no
objections to make to it. On tin other hand, it is

1 so many t 'orti arches and
in. ,()in- would have thought that

a few would suffice to transmit the vibration if it

s throughout tin- membrane al the same time
and in iho same form, no analysis taking place.

sir Thomas Wrightson does nol refer in his book
to the interesting experiments ol Yoshii, who found

localised lesions in the organ - a result of

pi olonged 1 tposui in .1 musical note
Prof. Keith ul the minute

structure of tin- organ of Corti, ami states that various

structui es ci what is demanded by 1 he
li.in in thai of 1 1

1
Imholtz. 1 would

demui s, .111. what in his view that every structure nuisi

• ith deference to Pi of.

Keith's widr knowledge of tin question.

It must I..- admitted thai there an- objections to be
.in I.. Loth theories ; but, hole, il seems

are no \ ital ones to that of Helm-
holtz, whereas there are -..111- sir Thomas
Wrightson unless a satisfactory answei is forthcoming
to those pointed oul above. W. M. Bayliss.

University College, London.

Rainbow Brightness.

lr would. 1 suppose, bi ult to compute
theoretically the brightness "i any selected part of a

rainbow in terms ..i the -im'» a. mm' brightness.

Hut ii occurred in me thai wi mi ht compute the

relative brightnesses of two selected portions of the

primary and the secondary bow, simultaneously-

presented and situated along a common radius. 111.

luminosities would l..- due to the - le sun, and 1..

raindrops ..f practically the sain, size, so that any
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on- would arise from th.- fact that for the
primary Low there i- on. internal reflection, but for
'in secondary tl ire two, and from the fact 1h.1t

the angular constants diffei lie. difference in the
angles will alien both the pol; and the intensi-
ties ot Mi. lighl reaching th

1 will also
tsi the iiH adth ol the sei ,v to aboul

1 t.i of that of the prim.ii \ , 1 1 . .

.

;

1.1 ighl ness ol the s. . ondary.
But by restricting aiienii.ni 1,, poi io the red

in each bow, situated along a illinium
1 think

we may leave out ..I a. 1 ouhl tin- influ i,

mil, .is. in l.i . .i.ltli

Lei I'. S di iiiii. the brightnesses of thi 1 *

-.I'l i.d (along a common radius) from lie

tin primary and ..f the secondary bow. Then,
Fresnel's formula-.

P =

with u =

1;

4 3

mil the
" |" rpendi

Similarh

20-

1 gel

22-40 ' 5220'

where k is an unknown factor. Thus PS = 2;; for

ili. relative brightness of tin- red of the primary to

thai ot the secondary, a- viewed l>v the naked eve.
Now the light of both hows is very considerably

polarised in the planes of reflection, which are radial

and pass through the sun, the eye, and the element of
arc observed. For the primary, 9669 per cent, is

polarised in, and only 3-31 per cent, polarised per-
pendicular to, the reflection plane. For the secondary,
iIh corresponding quantities are .1064 per cent, and
., 36 per cent.

Through a Nicol prism, placed first so as to trans-
in " light, and next -.. .1- to transmit the

Hilar" light, we yet for the primary bow .

I' in) = .

. P

1. n 1I1. secondary bow :

Slill>'=
9
-6
9 .

Siperp.)
y y

Thus for the two positions of the Nicol the primary
bow is reduced about twenty-nine times, and the
-1 1 ondary n< ai lv ten time-.

I have often experimented on the primary bow
and the elemsnt of arc practically disappear- for the

second position ol the Nicol. 1 hope to experiment
similarly on an element of arc of the secondary bow,
which, though losing a smaller fraction of its light,

i- originally fainter than the primary, and so may
.ils,

1
I..- expected to disappear, though for the "per-

pendicular ".azimuth ol the Nicol tie remnanl left of

the secondary bow is a trill.- (1-21 times) brighter

than that of the primary

.

Finally, we can compan brightnesses of the

bows, first with th.' Nicol in, and nexl with the Nicol

pi
1

1" ndicular to, thi pi ilai
; ition plane :

I

1

S 1 11

so thai the relativi brightness with the Nicol slightly

ceed
i,

thai in the naked eye, when thi Nicol

transmits its maximum of each.

?
'"'I'- -0-83,

S-ipi

so thai the primary bow, as already stated, is sli

fainter than the secondary, when each is redui

the Nicol to its minimum value. It wool!

to tesl these eases by observation.

For thi H .1 light 1 gave 2
j j as the ratio 1

for the naked eye. But to me the primary bow,

viewed generally, appears brighter than this in com-

parison with tiie secondary. It i- very difficult to

make nnv true corrnarison on account of the varied

It we I'i'iv assume that the secondary bow,

=
2
'49.

Next,
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1

) I 8

itet bn adth, is additionally w eakened

by the 1 ' J t-6i, we obtain I

1 S 375 F01 a n iugh

estimate oi the relative brightness without restriction

to an) pai licular colour.

Sofa 1 have not met with an) published estimates

lative In ightness "I thi bov, s 01 "I the pre-

cise character of their polarisation, so ili;it these

1: ... 1.. oi inten st. Ch vs. T. Win rMEi 1

.

[nvermay, Hyde Park. Leeds, October 4.

An " Arbor Day-"

At tlv.- meeting of tin- conference "I delegates from

provincial scientific societies in the British Association,

held on July 4, a resolution was passed establishing

October 2 1 as an "Arbor l>a\," and all the delegates

present pledged themselves each to plant a trei i!

possible cm that day, and to endeavour to induce

members of .ill theii societies and others to do the

same. The time is now approaching for ibis to be

carried into effect, and iliis letter is intended as a

reminder.
By the wholesale cutting down of trees in this

country during the last few years the scenerj of our

few woodland areas is losing its beauty, and we are

greatly entrenching upon our very small reserve of

timber. Although it is only In State action that the re-

afforestation of our country can be adequately effected,

it is hoped that l>\ the carrying out of ibis resolution

some little benefit may be derived, and that year by

war our "Arbor l)a\ " ma} remind us of the paramount
necessity of augmi nting our bona supply of timber.

John Hopkinson.
Weetvvood, Watford, October 14.

Students' Microscopes on Loan.

YVf. are conducting science classes on the lines of

communication in France, and it has been suggested
to us that some of your readers might care to loan

students' microscopes for use in this work. If any
who possess sueb instruments care to help us in this

way, I shall be glad to hear from them. It will be
understood that the instruments will be carefullj

kepi and returned intact when finished with.

R11 11 u;i> Wilson,
Tin Librarian, Red Triangle Library.

Wimborne House, Arlington Street, S.W.i.

THE FUTURE OF THE COM. TRADE.
FHE Coal Conservation Committee of the
J- Ministry of Reconstruction has recently

issued its final report, which forms, it need scarcely

be said, a document of first-rate importance. Its

form i lecidedly curious, inasmuch as the report
in itsell is confined to a hare statement of the
action • the Committee in appointing sub-
ccmmil the general adoption of the reports
of these mittees, which are printed as
appendici porl ; these reports are by the
Power Generation and Transmission Sub-Com-
mittee, the 1.1 d sui, -Committee, the Mining
Sub-Committee, and the bonisation Sub-Com-
mittee. OI ib. inal port of the Mining
Sub-Committee is undoubtedly the most interest-
ing, and the most valuable in so far as it con-
tains a number ol rec mmendations of great
technical and economic importance. Indeed, the
reference to this sub-commit tec, which instructs

"to consider and advise what improvements can
ted in the present methods ol mining coal
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with a new in prevent loss ol coal in working ami
to minimise cOSt ol production," Covers n subject

of most vital importance to the entire nation.

British industrial .supremacy is built up essentially

upon a cheap and abundant coal supply, and vvhen-

e\ei thai supply becomes either less than suffii ient

for British industrial requirements, or more 1 \

pensive than that of competing nations, Britain

will cease to be a lirst-class Power. The safety and
welfare of the nation thus depend so absolutely

upon llie coal supply that the recommendations ol

the Committee charged with its consideratioi

assume a 1 haracter ol wide national interest.

The two principal subjects discussed are tin

loss anil wasti of coal and the cost of production

The former is subdivided into waste at the pit-

head and loss underground. Waste al the pit-

head is essentially confined to the excessiv(

amount of coal used for colliery consumption.
Relatively complete returns, representing '17 pet

cent, of the coal output of the country, have been
obtained, so that tolerably trustworthy data are

available, though it may In- readily granted that

the collieries that have failed to make returns an
those at which the consumption is unduly high.

The average colliery consumption for the kingdom
is given as 6"8 per cent, of the output, or
i.S,4oo,ooo tons of coal; in one of the other

reports an estimate is given of the power em-
ployed in the mines and quarries of the United
Kingdom, which is stated as 4000 million h.p.-

ln ins. faking this figure as due to the collieries

alone, it would appear that our collieries consume
no fewer than 1C3 lb. of coal per h. p. -hour, so

that there is obviously room for much improve-
ment. The report makes no reference to another
source of waste, namely, the "free coal " which
i.s allowed to coal-miners in some districts.

Everyone who has had experience of these dis-

tricts knows that the collier uses his free coal

most extravagantly, and that quite considerable

economies might be effectid in this item without

causing the slightest hardship, or even inconveni-

ence, to the men concerned. Loss of coal under-

ground is considered as arising from various

causes, eai b of which is duly investigated.

The Committee considers that there has been a

substantial improvement in respect of the small

coal cast back into the goaf within the last ten

years, and estimates the loss due to this cause as

o'gi per cent, of the output in 1915. It is obvi-

ously difficult to obtain accurate figures on this

point, tin collieries that are the worst offenders

being, of course, those which furnish no returns,

so that it is safe to sav that the figures published

by the Committee are below the actual wastage.
The onlv recommendation made is that a greater

demand for small coal should In created for

example, by extending the market for briquettes.

The present moment, when pitch is unusually

cheap and the demand for household coal

acute, is peculiarly suited to the generalisation

of this convenient form of fuel, which has never
come into public favour in this country, although
il is deservedly popular on the Continent. This
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Is surel) a case where the Ministry of Reconstruc-

tion might do some real good it 11 would resort

to deeds instead of mere- words. Having regard

to tin scan it) ol coal with which we are threatened

during the coming winter, there is every reason

win the Government should establish or assist

in establishing briquetting plants in all centres

where small coal is being wasted to-day, and thus

usefully supplement the national coal resources.

An interesting and much-debated question is that

of the I"---- "i coal lefl in barriers underground;
the Committee holds that a considerable propor-

tion of barrier-coal might be worked it a central

authority, such as a Ministry of Mines and
Minerals, which the Committee wisely suggests
should be created, had statutory authority to com-
pel a n\-harriers to be worked which could he worked
safely, but it also points out that a large propor-
tion of this barrier-coal could not he worked out

without incurring risks which tin Committee e\ i-

dentl) finds to be unwarrantable. Under the head
oi coal lefl lor support, the Committee discusses
the effect of the well-known decision of the House
ol I ords in the Howley Park v. I.. & N.W. Rail-

way ease [mi-'), and shows that it has operated

adverse!) to the public interest, and is, more-
oxer, probably opposed to the real intentions of

the Legislature. The remedy proposed is that the

prescribed distance within which a railway com-
pany has to pay compensation for coal left un-

wroughl should be made to vary with the depth
of the coal-seam, the distance suggested being

to one-hall of the depth of tin seam beneath
the surface. Ibis would imply an angle of draw
of -'<>!\ whereas in practice a draw of 20 is

about the maximum, so that most engineers will

agree that the Committee has cried on the side of
excessive caution.

On the question of wayleaves the Committee
has merely repealed the conclusion of the 1883
Royalties Commission, to the effect that mineral
owners unfairly debarred from a means of access
ought n ' to he left without remedy. This con-
clusion has been inoperative for thirty-five years,
and is likely to remain so; what is really required
is something more definite and much stronger.
A: present wa\lea\e rates are determined by the
needs and means of those working the minerals,
and not by the injury done to the landlord. What
is really required is a statutory enactment that

wayleaves shall in all cases be assessed by an
independent tribunal, the measure "l the payment
to be made therefor being the damage suffered
l>\ the l^sor granting the wayleave.

I he ill-important question of the cost of pro-
duet ion receives but little assistance from the
labours of the Committee; the ven serious posi-
tion is revealed that, whereas ten years ago the
output of coal per worker employed was greater
in this country than in Germany, to-day the re-

V< rse is the 1 ase, and the German miner is actually

producing more coal per head than the miner in

this country. The Committee is necessarily
powerless in 'his matter, which depends essen-
tially upon the coal-miner himself ind his trade-
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unions, but the CO) ol the Committee on
this subject deserves unqualified endorsement:

—

"It is only by increased production per head of
the persons employed that 01 , |< position can
be maintained, and that Hi conditions of
employment can be secured, and this ought to be
recognised by workmen as well as bj ei iployers."
One ol the most interesting documents in the

report is a letter from Mr. Robert Smil
, presi-

dent of the Miners' he-deration of Great Britain.
The Committee strongly recommends the fori n

ol a Ministrj of Mines, a recommendation
i

the majority of those interested in the mi
industry will heartily agree; and Mr. Smillie wants
not onl) such a Ministry, but further wants "the
State to have the ownership and full control of the
mines, not only on the productive side, but on
the commercial side also." No doubt it would be
a fine thing for a brief while for the coal-miners
and their trade-unions if the State worked the col-
lieries, and a compact and powerful body of voters
like the coal-miners could no doubt dictate its

own terms of employment ; but this could not be
except at the expense of the nation as a whole,
and could last only until the increasing cost of
coal involved the whole nation, and with it the
miners and. the mining industry, in universal ruin.

The classical example of a State-worked coalfield

is Saarbrucken, and everyone knows that the
working of this field has cost the Prussian
Treasury vast sums of money, operations having
been carried on at a heavy loss, whilst the privately
worked Westphalian coalfields made huge profits,

and yet conditions of employment were better in

the latter coalfield, and the price of coal to the
general public was actually lower !

It is grossly unfair to suggest that British col-

liery proprietors have been unmindful of the safety
of mine-workers. Every real improvement in the

safety of coal-mining—e.g. the safety lamp, safety-

explosives, stone-dusting, prevention of gob-tires

—

has in every single case been due directly to re-

searches undertaken at the instance, and paid
for out of the pockets, of the colliery proprietors,

whilst the State has done nothing at all. It is

doubtful whether any one of these life-saving dis-

coveries and inventions would be in existence to-

day had collieries been worked by a red-tape
Government Department instead of by enterpris-

ing individuals. Mr. Smillie does not suggest
how the State is to obtain the ownership of the

mining industry; he is far too shrewd to suppose
that it Tould be done in any other than a perfectly

equitable fashion, for he knows that our national

credit, the most valuable asset we possess, is

based essentially upon our reputat*5n for fair

dealing, and any action tending to tarnish ever

so slightly our fair name would be a serious

national calamity. It is, however, verj cl that

the nation cannot afford to purchase and work the

coal-mines of the country; our financial position

to-day is not so strong thai we -. venture to

take upon ourselves further burdens, particularly

when there is nothing whate 1 to be gained
thereby. H. LOUIS.
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SCIENTIFIC AND INDl STR1 1/. RESE [RCH.

ON July 23, 1915, a scheme for the organisa-

tion .mil development oi scientific and in-

dustrial research was presented to Parliament by

the Board of Education, and we new have before

us the third annual report. 1 The scheme involved

the formation of a Committee of the Privy

Council with an Advisor) Council composed of

eminent scientific men and men actualh engaged
in industries dependent on scientific research. Of
the tirst Advisory Council three valuable members,
namely, Prof. Meldola, Mr. W. Duddell, and Prof.

Bertram Hopkinson, havi been removed b) death,

and their places have been taken by Sir Maurice

Fitzmaurice, the Hon. sir Charles Parsons, and
Prof. Jocelyn I-'. Thorpe. We are. reminded by
this report oi the great c\tent of the held which
the Committee has under consideration, and
Appendix IV. shows the constitution of various

Boards and Committees of Research. < >l these tin

first and most important is the Committee of the

National Physical Laboratory, and the others are
occupied with fuel, food investigation, industrial

fatigue, tin anil tungsten, while Committees have
charge of questions relating to glass and optical

des.ign, mine-rescue apparatus, building materials,

lubricants, copper and /inr, engineering in its

various departments, and the chemistry of food
and cooking. The establishment of a fuel research
station is a matter of great national importance,
and some questions relating to coal and coal-

mining have already received preliminary con-
sideration elsewhere. The large-scale experiments
on coal-dust explosions initiated tit Altofts some
years ago have led to important results which will

presumably he recognised by the Committee.
The inquiry into the Irish peat question will also

claim further consideration.

An interesting- feature ol tin report is an account
of the progress made in the establishment of in-

dustrial research associations of manufacturers
under the Companies Aits, working' without dis-

tribution of profits and limited by a nominal
rantee. Parliament has voted a sum of one

million in aid of researches approved during- the
next five years, and the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research has already guaranteed
to the British Scientific Instrument Research Asso-
ciation an expenditure of 30, 000/. within that
perioi oi 1500/. a year has been assigned
to the British Photographic Research Association,
and a yearh contribution of pound for pound to the
forthcoming British Cotton Industry Association
has been promi ed. Similar terms are offered to
the proposed British Research Association for the
Woollen .md d Industry on condition that
the subscriptions from the firms reach in each
case an annual sum ol at least 5000Z. Altogether
some thirty industries are already engaged in pre-
liminary work for the esta ili: hment of research
associations.

1 Report of the Commilec of the Privy Council for Scientific and Indus-
:. h for the Vear 1917-18. (Cd. H.M. Stationery
I'ricc id. net.
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The lion Manufacturers1 Research Association,
founded by the British iron-puddlers, has set the

good example of determining to investigate its

own problems at its own expense, and by avoid-
ing anj claim on direel Government assistance in

its finance it avoids that measure ol regula-

tion which is inseparable from the enjoyment of

I'arjiamcutai \ funds. It is not unlikely, and it is

to be hoped, as the Advisory Council remarks in

the report, thai this example will be followed by
other industries. Ultimately no doubt the great

majority ol research associations will become
independent 1 f direct State aid.

An importanl part of the work undertaken by
the Advisor) Council is the consideration of the

problem how best to assist and encourage research

workers and students, (hants have been made
during the academic year 1017 t8 to lift) -eight

persons ties, libed as student's, research assistants,

or research workers, and the Council expresses

satisfaction with the work done. It refrains

from adopting any formal scheme until further

experience his been gained, but in connection with
provision for the future attention is again direi ti d

to the recently issued report J
of Sir J. J. Thom-

son's Committee, and in particular to the fourth

section, which deals with the supply of trained

scientific workers for industrial and other pur-

poses. The deficiency of recruits for the scientific

professions and industries is so Teat that nothing

short ol far-reaching educational reform will pro-

vide a remedy. More time must 1>e given to

fundamental scientific subjects in the schools,

especially the secondary and high schools; more
help must he given to promising pupils, and atten-

tion may again be directed to the fact that there

is nothing in scientific studies, theoretical or prac-

tical, which should deter girls from following such

pursuits with a view to a professional career. But
it must be understood that the pursuit of physical

or natural si ience with practical ends in view is

little, if any, less arduous than the training neces-

sary for the medical profession. This, how ever,

the last fifty years of experience have led women
fully to n . 1 ignise.

The report under notice is full of encouragement.
British manufacturers are beginning seriously to

believe in the association of science with industry,

and we may look forward hopefully to the day
when thev will pursue their respective lines of re-

search independently of the artificial stimulus de-
rived from ( lovernmental suggestion and support.

In the meantime, it is to be hoped that pure science

will not suffer neglect. The naturally aspired
worker will generally Ik- found to prefer freedom
from official control, but he will continue to need
in main 1 ases precuniary assistance, which has
been derived in the past from the several research

funds administered by special societies. \mong
these the Government grant distributed by the

'Royal Society is the most important, but the

meagre 4000?. a year for the whole circle of the

sciem es ought soon to be substantially increased.

- See Natubi for April i3. 101S, p. 135
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NOTES.
\\ 1 notice with much regrel thai among the victims

of the sinking of the Itish mail-boa! Leinster, which

was torpedoed bj a German submarim on Octobei io,

was Sii \V. II rhompson, K.B.E., King's professor

of Institutes of Medicine, ["rink) 1 ollege, Dublin, and

scientifii ad\ isei to the Ministn of' I

Dr. Raymond Peari has resigned his position of

biologist of the Maim- Agricultural Experiment
Station, On Maine, having been appointed pro-

fessor of biometr) and vital statistics in the school

of hygiene and public health, Johns Hopkins Uni-

A branch of the National Union of Scientifii

Workers was formally constituted al Liverpool

meeting held at thi I niversitj on Octobei to. The
branch resolved to give general support to any schemes
of federation of existing organisations of workers in

oil represi ntation

at the general meeting of the union.

Prof. W. A. Husk, with t li concurrence of the

authorities of the Imperial 1 oil . • ol Science and
Technology, has asked to be relieved of his duties as

consultant to the Fuel Research Board on October -1 -'.

in order to !" fi e during the coming winter to

devote his att< ntion to plans now undei consideration

for the post-war development of the department of

chemical technology al the colli

Tm- American Academ\ ol Medicine is offering a

prize to be awarded in 1921 for an essay from a fund

raised in honour of Dr. C. Mclntire, who for the

period of twenty-five years was secretary of the

academy. The subjeel of thi —
.

1 % is, "What Effect

has Child-labour on the Growth of the Body?" and
the competition is open to all. The essays must reach

ih. Secretary of the American \cademy of Medicine

by, ai latest, January t, m?i.

The Tin and Tungsten Research Board of the

Department of Scientifii and Industrial Research
invitee proposals from firms and individuals in a posi-

tion to undertake research work with the view of

increasing the extraction of tin and tungsten from

Cornish ores In the introduction of improved processes.

Letters in connection with the announcement should he

addressed to the Secretary of the Tin and Tungsten
Research Board, 15 Great George Street, Westminster,
S.W.i.

We regret to note thai die death of Mr. John Paul
Wilson is announced in Engineering for Octoher 11.

Mr. Wilson was the late general manager of Palmer's
Shipbuilding and Iron Co., Jarrow-on-Tyne, and was
seventy-two years of age al the time of his death,

which look place on Octoher 4. lie had a long and

varied experience in shipbuilding on the Clyde, ai

Harrow, and on the Tyne, and foi a time was ship-

building director of th«' Anglo-Spanish yard at Bilbao,

which yard he designed and laid out to build 7000-ton

armoured cruisers in an unprecedi ntedly short time.

By an Order of the Ministei "I Munitions, dated
1 1 1 , on and, aftei Octobei :i no clinical thermo-

meter can be sold which does not hear the approval
mark ol thi National Physical Laboratory. Up to

nth from the dale of the Order the laboratory
will approve thermometers which show no error ex-

I

F. over the scale bi low u>o° 1-'., and
after 1 li.it dan sue h ;is shov 1 erroi exct

o .- F. over thai range. The ch rge for testine thi

thermometers will he ;,L, and !• .1 small additional
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charge a«certificate -;'vm s! details of the results of the
1. si ol an instrument will he issued.

Several letters havi n iched us referring to Lord
Walsingham's suggestion (Nature, September 5, p. 41

that species proposed in the German language should
11. . 1

he regarded as valid. We do not think any useful

purpose would he served in discussion of

this subject, or by anticipating thi confusion in nomen-
clature which, Or. W. E. Hoyli points out, would
result in the Inline i! it lie carried int.. -Meet. In the

interests of scientifii s\siem, Dr. Hoyle suggests that

before it is acted upon the proposal 1 1 be sub-

mitted i" the International Commission on Zool

Nomenclature, which was specially establis iei

with such question.

Tiik death is announced, in his sixty-ninth year, of

Dr. William Rent, who from 1903 to 1908 wras '

of the (."ollege of Applied Science ai Syracuse Uni-

versity, U.S.A. From 1X77 to 1879 Dr. Rent was
editoi of the American Manufacturer and lion World,

from 1895 to to", associate editor of Engineering

Vents, and from [910 to 1914 editor of Industrial

Engineering, fie was vice-president of the American

Societ) of Mechanii.il Engineers from 188S to

and in 1905 was president of the American Society of

Healing and Ventilating Kngineers. His publications

included 'Tlie Strength of Materials," "Strength of

Wrought-iron and Chain Cables," and "The Mechani-

cal Engineer's Pocket-book."

\i cording to the Times, news has reached Vardo
that Capt. Roald Amundsen's Polar expedition in the

Maud passed Yugor Strait on August 28 and entered

the Kara Sea. As was anticipated from previous ex-

perience, September proved to be a good month for

crossing the Kara Sea. The Maud met with no diffi-

culties, and was last heard of by. wireless telegraph

from Dickson Island at the mouth of the River Yenisei,

where she took on board a quantity of petrol and
sailed eastward. The expedition has now left the last

outpost of civilisation, and, unless news is ri 1

from wandering natives in the Taimir peninsula or

around the Lena delta, nothing will be heard of the

Maud for several years.

The Commonwealth Government has now published

the official report by Capt. J. K. Davis on die Aurora

relief expedition to the Antarctic. It will be renum-
bered that the Aurora was sent to the Ross Sea

_
to

rescue the ten members of the Shackleton expedition

hit at Cape Evans. The task was accomplished with

Capt. Davis's usual skill in handling his ship in diffi-

cult ice conditions. Unfortunately, three members of

the expedition had lost their lives during the previous

winter- Capt. Mackintosh and Messrs. A. P. Spencer-

Smith and Y. G. Hayward. The Aurora left Port

Chalmers, N.Z., on December 20, 1916, and returned

to Wellington on February 9, 1917, thus making a

,-ecord voyage to tin Antarctic and back". The voyagi

was, on ih. whole, uneventful, and no neu discoveries

were made. A track-chart of the journej accompanii -

the report.

Tm til-! 1.1 three Chadwick public lectures on

sin,, of a New Disease" was delivered by Oi I

Crookshank on October 10. The subject is thi- Heine-

Mediu disease or infantile paralysis, which may
assume various forms. The recent casi ol so-called

botulism (see X\rruK. vol. ci., pp. 170 and 209) are

probablv examples of a cerebral form oi il Dr.

Crookshank reviewed the histon ol irious mysterious

outbreaks of sickness with nervous symptoms re-

I sine the fifteentl century, and sug-
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ted that the key to the understanding «1 these

dive ,
, pidi mics is to be found in the descrip-

tion by Willis in 1661 of an "epidemical feavour,

chiefly inf us to the brain and nervous stock."

This i considered in the next lecture on Thurs-

day, October 17, at 5 p.m. (n Chandos Street, W.i,
ree).

A Committee has been appointed i>\ Mr. Walter
Long .to investigate the available sources of ripply of

alcohol, with particular reference tp its manufacture
from materials other than those which can he used

for food purposes, the method and cosl "I such manu-
facture, and the manner in which alcohol should be

used for power purposes. The members of the Com-
mittee are as follows: Sir Boverton Redwood, Bart.

(chairman); Major Aston Cooper-Key, C.B. (Home
Office); Mr. Arnold Philip, Admiralty chemist (Ad-

miralty); Mr. II. F. Carlill (Industrial Power and
Transport Department, Hoard of Trade); Prof. C.

Crowther (Hoard oi Agriculture and Fisheries); Dr.

J. H. Hinchclifl (Department of Agriculture and
Technical Instruction, Ireland) (Irish Office); Sir

Frederick Nathan (Ministry of Munitions); Mr. H. W.
Garrod (Ministry of Reconstruction); Sir H. Frank
Heath, K..C.B. (Scientific and Industrial Research

Department); Sii Frederick \V. Black, K.C.B. ; Prof.

Harold R. Dixon, F.R.S.; Brig.-Gen. Sir Capel

Holden, K.C.B., F.R.S. ; Dr. W. R. Ormandv; Mr.

E. S. Shrapnell-Smith,. C.B.E. (Deputy Director of

Technical Investigations in II. M. Petroleum Execu-
tive); and Mr. Horace Wyatt (Imperial Motor Transport

Council). Mr. Shrapnell-Smith will act as secretary

to the Committee, and all communications should be

addressed to him at the office of H.M. Petroleum
Executive, \2 Berkeley Street, W.i.

We regret to notice the announcement of the death
in France of Lieut. P. M. Chadwick, R.E. Lieut.

Chadwick was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Chad-
wick, of Parkstone, Dorset, and after a successful

career at the City of London School and the Imperial
College of Science and Technology, graduated B.Sc.
in engineering. He then became in succession an
articled pupil of Mr. Bailey Denton, assistant to

the chief engineer of the new docks at Southampton,
a lecturer at the City and Guilds Technical

College, Finsbury, and finally a lecturer in civil

ngineering in Birmingham University. At Bir-

gham, under the direction of Prof. F. C. Lea, he
a critical examination of experimental data on

the action of centrifugal pumps, and in a paper (pub-
lished in Engineering) he attempted to express the

results in the form of a characteristic equation. This
I for him the James Forrest medal and the

Millet prize of the Institution of Civil Engineers and
the sil medal of the Birmingham Society of En-
gineers hen proceeded to an original experi-
mental in. inn of the pressures in centrifugal
pumps will ji , i of testing the theory, embody-
ing the results 1 a thesis for which he was awarded
the degree of M.Sc. in Rirmingham University. At
the outbreak of war he joined the Birmingham Uni-
versity O.T.C., anil in 10,15 was given a commission
in the East Angli; ional Engineers. He saw-

service with the 54th Division in Gallipoli, and later
in France.

The Tokyo Societ} of Naval Architects has recently
(July, [918) published th( id part of Mr. Shinji
Nisnimura's "Study of the \ncienl Ships of Japan."
It deals with the Hisago-Bune 1 gourd ship." From
a comparative study of Japanese and Korean myths

ds, and of the survival ol thi use of the
gourd 1;\ . t lain women who fish F01 ' ar-shells

"
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on the coasts of Korea, Japan, anil Chyqi-jyn Island,
Mr. Nishimura arrives at the conclusion that in ancient
times gourds were used as floats l>\ swimmers and
for rendering rafts buoyant. He 'insists upon the
essentia] identity of these practices with the customs
which still persist upon certain of the rivers of India
and Mesopotamia, and suggests that the Japanese and
Korean "gourd ship" is ih, Far Eastern modification
of a device originally invented upon the hanks of the
Tigris and Euphrates. The influence of Indian and
Egyptian methods of shipbuilding in eastern Asia has
lone been recognised; and ii is of special interest
I" not, that Bab Ionia has added a definite contribu-
tion to this easti rly drift of sea-borne culture.

A "rad in
1 aeroplane" was described by Drs.

Nemirowski and Tilmant before the Academy of
Medicine of Paiis at a meeting on September 3. It

contains three places for the pilot, surgeon, and radio-

grapher, and is vided with a generator for Rontgen-
rays, one operating-table for operations performed
with the aid of I he rays, surgical instruments, and
medicaments. The "Aerochir," as ii is called, is

intended to ll\ over the lines of action, ready to alight

and render tiist aid to the wounded. The- invention
should hi' invaluable, provided, however, that it is not
regarded lev the- enemy as a target for his lire-.

In continuation of his "Studies in Paleopathology,"
Prof. Roy L. Moodie cites numerous cases in which
the- condition known medically as opisthotonos appears
to have set in at the time of death of fossil verte-

brates (American Naturalist, vol. Hi., p. 3S4, [918).

Some very familiar specimens, such as the Berlin
Archaeopteryx and the one complete example of

Compsognathus, are included. The tetanic spasm has
given "a peculiar curve to the backwardly bent neck "

in these and other cases. The whole attitude of

Osborn's Struthiomimus altus in the American
Museum, including the contracted toes, provides a

powerful example of this contention. The author
urges that while some cases may merely represent

the final struggle before the moment of death, others

strongly suggest a cerebro-spinal or other intra-

cranial infection.

It is well known that the late Prof. Adam Sedgwick
held somewhat unusual views with regard to what is

commonly known as the "cell theory," and that these

views were largely derived from his own investigation

of the early development of Peripatus capensis. He
maintained that in the young embryo the cell-

boundaries were not properly defined—in fact, that tin

embryo formed a kind of syncytium with embedded
nuclei. The precise knowledge which we already pos-

sessed of the segmentation of the egg and the forma-
tion of the germinal layers in other animals, even

at the time he wrote, rendered it highly improbable
that Peripatus formed an exception to the general

rule; and Miss Edith H. Glen has rendered good
service in demonstrating that Sedgwick's observations
were inaccurate, and that, by appropriate methods,
cell-boundaries can be demonstrated in the early

embryo of Peripatus capensis as in other cases. Miss
Glen's paper, published in the Quarterly Journal of
Microscopical !,u,e (vol. Ixiii., part 2), also refutes

S.dgwick's views as to the nature of the nephridia in

Peripatus, and confirms tin- statement of Kennel that,

as in tin- Annelids, they are of ectodermal origin.

In vol. lxvii. of the Archives Italiennes de Biologie

Majoi (a nielli, director of the psycho-physiological
label atoi v at Padusr, gives an interesting account of
the- methods employed by the Italian authorities in

the selection of aviators. \. regards the psycho-
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logical aspect, thest an mon elaborate than those

employed in this country. In addition to the deter-

mination of reflex times to visual, auditory, and

cutaneous stimuli by the usual methods, a method is

employed by which the subjecl musl perform appro-

priate movements according to the nature of the

stimulus given. Graphic records of "emotivi re-

actions" are also taken by means of the pneumo-
graph. In addition, the power of attention, jiuli;-

ment, and observation are tested. Results are also

given of observations upon the pulse-rate, arterial

pressure, and respiratory rate. These results are

generally in e with those noted by other

observers \- regards the pulse-rate, this is found

io accelerate with increasing altitude, hut to remain

approximately constant while at a certain height.

During descent there is at first a slighl augmentation
1 1, followed by a gradual diminution, but on

landing there is always an increased rale compared
with thai at the beginning of the ascent. In regard

arterial pressure, it is found during ascent that

the systolii pressure first falls slightly and then rises,

while the diastolic pressun gradually falls; during

descent the systolic pressure falls, while the diastolic

pressun again rises. After a flight there is always
a hypotension. In rate, respiration follows the

pulse, hut to a less degree. The author has also

made investigations in regard to the composition

of the blood "of aviators. He has observed an

augmentation of the haemoglobin index and of the

number of red corpuscles in most pilots of long ex-

perience. \- regards the rather vexed Question as to

whither thi- is due to a concentration of the blood or

to the new formation of red corpuscles, the author

inclines to the latter view.

An abnormal change of air-temperature at Tokyo
anil Sinagawa on March 20 last is dealt with in the

Journal of the Meteorological Society of Japan for

August, 1918, l>\ K6saku Sigetomi. At Tokyo the

thermograph -In, wed a rise of temperature amounting
F, in twenty minutes, followed immediately l>\

a sudden fall of v s I' • in the next ten minutes, and at

the same time at Sinagawa, about 5'. miles south of

Tokyo, the air-temperature rose 14 P. in fifty

minutes. Such an abrupt change of temperature in

so short a time i> said to be rare, and on December to,

n> 1 -, the amplitude is said to have been 17-6° F. in

about twenty minutes, but it is not noted whether
the change was a rise or fall. A weather-chart is

given for 2 a.m. March 20 to explain the change
of temperature, and it is attributed to the presence

of a cyclonic disturbance over the Japan Sea and to

the passage of secondary disturbances in the south-

western quadrant of the parent disturbance. A
diagram is also given showing the records of the

thermographs at several stations, with the wind direc-

tions at each hour, which shows very different results

for stations in tin- north and in the south of Japan.

The movements .,f cyclonic disiiulian.es in Japan are

similai 10 those followed in the British Isles, and sub-

sidiar\ cyclonii disturbances are clearly subject to the

same laws. In March the normal winds are northerly,

with a high barometric pressure over Asia and a low
pressure in the North Pacific. Charts for the period

dealt with have not yet been received in this country,

so that the details given cannot bi easily followed

or criticised. Thi is somewhat similar to

the changes of temperature not unusually experienced

in parts of the British Isles when a "V "-shaped

--inn or a line-squall is passing over the country.

According to a Press dispatch from Amsterdam
(quoted in Engineering and Mining Journal.

August t"i, the discovery that Germat dees not hold
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a world-tnonopolj ol potash comes as a great blow
e e, ,,n, .mists who thought thai German) could

imp,,- her own terms for the supply after the war.
I he 1 ,,,yei ntnetit ha- jus i a report to the
Reichstag pointing out that Spain has unexpectedly
entered the market as .. largi ; 1 ; potash, and
urging the German mineo

1 thi ir forces
1,, meet the new situation.

I'm-: Austrian Treason (according I 1
1 epo I in the

Zeitschrift des Oesterreichischen Ingenieur- und
irchitekten-Vereines, fulj 26) has decid tinue
the investigations on a large scale into the occuri

..I mineral oil and natural gas in Hungarv, as the
experiments recently made with the EiStvo

pendulum have given encouraging results. A large
sum has been set aside for the work, which will be
carried out by a number of geophysicists. 'Hi. v

of Hungary will be systematical!) investigated from
the point of view of the occurrence of mineral-oil

deposits.

New regulations have been issued by the Physi-
kalis. h-Technische Reichsanstall (Elektrotechnische
Zeitschrift, July 4) regarding the testing of electrical

meters. The complete outfit consists of transformers
and one or more meters. During the testing of the
instruments all auxiliary apparatus (power, current,

voltage indicators, relays, etc.) thai are to be actuated
bv the transformer in practice must be connected up
or replaced bv substitute resistano - and coils with the

correct energv consumption and power factor. If the

secondarv leads of a current transformer exceed

0-15 ohm, an equivalent resistance must be inserted

during test.

Carl Goldschmidt discusses in Technik und Wirt-

schaft for August the question of the more thorough
utilisation of the bv-products of coal and lignite in

gasworks, slow-combustion plants, extracting plants,

etc. He points out that many of the valuable "key"
products akin to naphtha are wholly or partially wasted
in the processes at present in use. By proper thermal
treatment of lignite in suitable plant and the sub-

sequent careful treatment of the resultant products,

it should be possible to secure even greater independ-

ence of foreign sources of supply of lubricants and
of burning and lighting oils in the future.

La Nature of August 24 contains an interesting

account of the recent discoveries in the so-called Lyons
coalfield, which is, in effect, a concealed extension

of the Saint Etienne coalfield on the left bank of the

Rhone, south of Lyons. Whilst the first attempts

to prove this area date hack s.
. far as 1S55, it is only

within the last few years that the existence of work-
able seams has been successfully demonstrated. The
various borings are described in some detail in the

original paper. The results show a long, narrow coal-

field or, possibly, a string of small basins. The
seams are narrow and the coal measures rela-

tively deep, probably in some cases more than 2000 ft.

below tb. surface. The coal is, however, a gas-coal

.,! excellent quality, and the geographical position

of the field, .lose to an important industrial centre

like Lyons, is much in its favour. So far it is not

supposed that the output is likely to exceed greatly

on. million tons per annum. There are, furthermore,

indications that oil-shales may also exist in thi- field.

We have received from the Board of Agriculture a

copy of the Food Production Leafli .i.i, which

.l.als with the storage of sulphat. of ammonia on

farms. It is pointed out that, whether the sulphate

is si, ned in bags or loose in a heap, the building in
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which ii is kept should be dry and an efficient pro-

tection From rain. Sack-. of sulphate of ammonia
should bi piled on a platform raised 6 in. from the

layei "i some < I j substant 1 being placed

, thi platform to absorb am moisture draining

from the sacks. The dry substance ma) l» either

ii. rape-meal, bone-flour, or raw-bon< meal
(which can be afterwards used as fertilisers), but

chalk, lime, 01 basic slag must not be used, as thej

would liberate ammonia From the sulphate. When
the sulphate of ammonia is I" be stored in a heap,
tlie floor should first be covered to a depth of n in.

with one of the absorbent substances mentioned above

(failing these, a layer of dry soil, sand, or sawdust
ma\ he used). Before being applied to the land the

sulphate should I"' freed from lumps, and may with

advantage he pissed through a }-in. riddle. This will

not he necessary in the case of "neutral" sulphate

(i.e. containing less than 0-025 per cent, oi free acid),

which contains no lumps and dues not cake-. Fanners
an recommended i" secure the neutral sulphate

wherevet possible, as this does not rot the bags, and
can, ii applied to the land through a drill.

I i-awakening of interest in Canada in the

shipbuilding and engineering industries some years

aye 1. line at an opportune lime, in view of the world-
war, and the various establishments organised are

doing most useful service, hoth in the production of

ships and in the supply of munitions. One of the

leading establishments is thai of the Canadian Vickers
at Montreal, and these works form the subject of

articles in Engineering, the first of which appeared
in the issue for October 11. These works wen started

In o 10, and had attained full influence on the ship-

building resources of Canada in 1015. The illustra-

tions of the produce of the yard, which covers thirty-

five acres, deal almost exclusively with merchant ship-

building and high-speed motor-boats, of which.a great

fleet has been built. The company has also manu-
factured a large number of projectiles. The great

floating dock, which forms such an interesting feature

of the establishment, was roofed in so as to provide

a workshop for the building of motor-boats, and thirty

boats could be in progress simultaneously within the

dock, while others were built in other departments on
the shore. The transporting of the boats overland to

a convenient Atlantic port was accomplished by load-

ing them on exceptionally long and well-trussed

trucks, with a four-wheeled bogie at each end, the

bow and stern of the boat overhanging. It is not

permitted, meanwhile, to enter into details of these
•

No. ^ ot the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, which deals with cutting lubri-

cants and 10. .ling liquids, and with the skin diseases

causi 1 ants, should prove very useful to

engim h it contains no new work. The
information comprised in the first part of the bulletin

has been bj Mr. T. C. Thomsen, who
divides cutl ii its and cooling liquids into the

four ilasses
; 1 Solubli oils which form an emulsion

when mixed with water, (2) soluble compounds (or

cutting compounds), i.e. greasy compounds which
emulsify with water, (3) cutting emulsions formed
bv mixing eith soluble compounds
with water, and (4) cutting oils such as lard-oil, rape-

oil, mineral oils, or 1 mi hese, The prin-

cipal uses of these classes 1 substances are: (a) Cool-

(b) lubrication, (e) to produce smooth finish,

wash awa\ chilis, and ect from rust

or corrosion. Efficient cooling of the tool edge ce-

ll, wear and im 1 1
.is, - ou tput ; it is most
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apparent with high-Speed Steel. Lubrication is of
little importance in cutting brittle material, but very
important where the metal is tough. If cooling and
lubrication are efficient, a good finish will result.

To produce a perfeel finish, cutting oils oi great oili-

ness must l» applied. The washing awa\ of chips is

frequently an Important function, and il the cutting
emulsion is too weak it will not be efficient!) per-

formed. The important factors to be considered in

the selection ol cutting lubricants are cutting speed
and depth oi cut, the material employed, the system
of application, and the production of skin diseases.
The lam 1 an dealt with by Dr. J. C. Bridge, who
describes then as of two kinds: (a) Plugging of the

glands ol the hair follicles, and (b) mechanical injury

of the skin 1>\ metallic particles. The first sets up
inflammation round the hair (folliculitis) and max
lead to suppuration. For prevention of the diseasi

cleanliness oi the worker and Frequent cleaning of
the lubricant and machines arc- recommended. The
addition of antiseptics to the lubricant has not proved
altogether satisfactory, but it has been suggested to

siei ilise the i utting oil b) heat.

When a beam, the weight of which can be- neg-

lecled. has oni end built into a wall and the other end
loaded, the M- xure of the beam is accompanied by a

twist of successive sections with respect to each other

unless these sections are symmetrical* The- relation

between the flexure and torsion has been worked out

for beams of certain simple sections by Mr. A, YV.

Young, Miss E. M. Elderton, and Prof. K. Pearson
in a Diapers' Company research memoir recently pub-

lished. Some- of the conclusions have bi en verified

experimentally, and the authors hope- th.i the re-

search will serve as a first step tow aids the- under-

standing ol the relation between flexuri and torsion

in propeller-blades.

Ax article in NATURE of April iS (vol. ci., p. 138),

de scribing contributions in the Journal of the Scottish

Meteorological Society, referred to a chart called -a

climograph, devised to give a graphic representation

ol 1I1. various climatic conditions. It was staled that

1I1. idea originated with Prof. Huntington," but we
learn that this is incorrect. The method is due to

Dr. Griffith Taylor, of the Meteorological Bureau,
Melbourne, and Prof. Huntington acknowledged its

origin and value in a lengthy review in the Geo-

graphical Review (New York) for November, [917,

Messrs. Henri H01.1 and Co. (New York) give

notice of a book by W. Beebe—en titled "Jungle
Peace" resulting from the author's experiences whilst

in charge of the tropical research station of the New-

York Zoological Society in British Guiana. It will be

illustrated from photographs.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Large Meteors.—Dr. F. J. Allen writes from Cam-

bridge that be observed a brilliant meteor on Sep-

tembet 7 at 10.7 pass rather slowl; across the

eastern meridian in a nearly horizontal S. to X.

direction at an altitude of about 6o°. Anothei fine

meteot was seen from London, \Y., at ro.15 on the

same evening. Mr. Denning observed from Bristol

on Octobet |, x.-p,. a large meteor, brighter than

Venus, travelling slowh from the N. region of

Pegasus into Cygnus. The same- object was seen at

Totteridge, V, by Mrs. Wilson, and it seems to

have been rather low in thi atmosphere, the height

being from \2 to .; i miles, and tin- length of path

44 miles. The radianl point was .,1 13 io° near
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Bright met< ors wen led al Bristol,

and their path- noted as follows :

—

h. m\ mag.

Sept. 30 7 43=- & 325 10 to 325*+ 4 slow

30 7 46 1 34»4+ 3° 29+37 ..

Oct. I 10 30 I 70 +37 72 +32 swift

6 10 45 1 26-9 33 - 19 slow

6 10 48 1 22 T42 22A+49 „
8 S 4= 1 2 ?»4 „

Duplicate observations of any of thi - vould

be valuable in order to determine their teal paths in

the air.

Observations of Long-period Variables. The
results of extensive observations of four long-p

variables which have been made al pohannesbui
summarised b) Mr. W. M. Worssell in Circular No. 42
oi thi I in, m Observatory. Formulae for maxima and
minima have been derived b\ including other avail-

able data, chieflj from observations at the Harvard
College and Cape observatories. The names of the

stars and formulae for dates of maximum are as
follows :

—
'^ R Horologii ozjojo.

J.I). 24152 lays; M — in = 174 days.
RS Centauri 111661

J.I). 2415024+164-2 Edays-f 14-5 sii

days.

SV Scorpii 17413s
J.D. 2415259 2584 E days; M—tn= 148 days.

RU Capricorni 202622
J.D. 2415275+ 3464 E days.

The numbers following the names of the stars give a

rough indication of position; lh< hours and minutes
of nghl ascension are indicated by the first two pairs

of figures and the degrees ol declination l>\ the lasl

pair.

Correction 01 Appareni Sti li Mm.mm his. in

tin Journal of the British Astronomical Association

(vol. xxviii., p. 252) Mr. Felix de Roy directs atten-

tion to the importance of ecting estimates of

stellar magnitude for atmospherii absorption. Tables
are available which indicate the mean loss of light

for an average star as a function of its zenith dis-

tance for a place of observation near sea-level. The
mean absorption is under 0115 mag. up to /.!> [8°,

reaches 01 at 47 , 02 at 58
,

1

|

0-5 at 72°, and then increases ven quickly, reaching a

whole magnitude at 8o°, two magnitudes at 86°, and
three magnitudes at 88°. With the aid of such a table,

or a graph, it is easy to compute the appareni magni-
tude at a given time from the true (zenithal) magnitude
as given in a catalogue. It is pointed out that the

neglect of thi- correction may partly account for the

discrepancies between individual estimates of the

brightness of Nova Aquilae during ii- brightest stages,

a- comparisons were necessarih made with stars at

vei 1 different altitudes.

TNTER-ALLIED CONFERENCE ON INTER-
\ [TIONAL SCIENTIFIC ORGANISATIONS.
""pill following is a complete li-t of the delegates
* who attended the [nter-Allied Conference on

International Scientific Organis itions which was
held at the Royal Society on October
Hrilish Delegates: Sir Joseph Thomson,
Sir Alfred Kempe, Prof. A. Schuster, Mr.

Prof. \V. A. Herdman, Sir Frank
Mr. J. H. han.. C,,l. II t ,. Lyons

9-1 1 :—
O.M.,
W B.

I)\ son,

Prof.
t S Sherrington, Sir William Tilden, Sir Edward
Sharpe; Schafer, and Prof. J. A. McClelland

NO. -2555. VOL. I02"|

Foreign Delegates. r
, ium VI. Lecointe, Prof.

Massart, and M. Poussin. France:
M. B. Baillaud, M. G

I in, M. A. Haller,
M. Lacroix, M. C. Lallemand, M. Moureu, and
M. E. Picard. Italy: Prof. \. Volterra. Japan:
Prof. Joji Sakurai and \1, V Tanakadate. Serbia:
Prof. Bogdan Popovitch. / iitfi I states o] America:
Dr. II. A. Hum-iead, Col. J, J. Cartv, Dr. W. F.
I turand, I '1

. S. I- lexnei , Pn
. and Dr.

A. A. Noyes. Bra il : M
.

<
.-

'

alho.

["he subjoined statemenl was adopted unanimously
i,, the Intel - Mil. -I t bnfei em e. It is i si rve
as a preamble to .1 numbei ol n sol with
the withdrawal of the Allied nations froi

international associations and the formation oi new
one- to take their place. The confinnatio
academies represented al the conference is req

bi Fori the text of the resolutions can be
public :

—

When more than four years ago the outbreak ol

divided Europe into hostile camps, men of science wen
still able to hope that the conclusion ol peace would
join at once the broken threads, and that the present

enemies might then once more be able- to meel in

friendly conference, uniting their 1 fforts to advance
the interests ol science. For ever since the revival of

learning in the Middle Ages the prosecution of know-
ledge has formed a bond strong enough to resist the
-train of national antagonism. And ibis bond was
strengthened during the latter part of last century,
when branches of science developed requiring for

their studv the co-operation of all the civilised nations
ol the world. International associations and confer-

ences rapidly multiplied, and the friendly intercourse

between the learned representatives of different coun-
tries grew more intimate, in spite of their political

differences, which wen admitted but nol insisted upon.
In former times war frequently interrupted the co-

operation of individuals without destroying the mutual
esteem based on the recognition of intellectual achieve-

ments; peace then soon effaced the scars of a strife

that was ended. If to-day the representatives of the

scientific academies of the Allied nations are forced

to declare that the- will not be able to resume per-

sonal relations in scientific mailers with their enemies
until the Central Powers can be re-admitted into the

concert of civilised nation-, they do so <vith a full

sense of responsibility, and they feel bound to record

thi reasons which have led them to ibis decision.

Civilisation has imposed restrictions on the conduct

of nations which are intended to serve the interests

of humanity and to maintain a high standard of

honour. Such are the recognition of the sanctity of

treaties—especiallv those designed to apply to a state

of war—and the' avoidance of unnecessary cruelties

inflicted on civilians In both these respects the Cen-
tral Powers have broken the ordinances of civilisa-

tion, disregarding all conventions, and unbridling the

worst passions which the ferocity of war engenders.

War is necessarih full of cruelties; individual acts of

barbarity cannot be avoided, and have to be borne.

It is not of" these we speak, but of the organise

horrors encouraged and initialed from above with the

-ol, object of terrorising unoffending comnim
The wanton destruction of property, the murd
outrages on land and sea, the sinking of hospital

ships, the insults and tortures inflicted on prisoners

of war, have left a stain on the histon oi the guilty

nations which cannot be removed by men- compensa-

tion of the material damage inflicted. In order
_
to

restore -the confidence without which no scientific

intercourse can be fruitful, thi 1 entral Towers must

renounce the political method- which have led to the

atrocities that have shockei ilised world.
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THE JOHANNESBURG MEETING OB THE
•i AFRICAN [SSOCIATION.

Till eenth annual session of the South African

.11 For the Advancement of s
< ii ni e « as

held hannesburg from July 8 to 1.;, with Dr.

C. F. [uritz as president. .Then n ptions and
function's of the type inseparable from such occasions,

- visits in municipal undertakings, to iron and
steel works, to gold minis, to powei stations, and

ie Zoological Gardens. Ol even greater interesl

in mnn\ of the visitors were thi 1 nion Observatory,
in South African fnstiti 1 Medical Research, and

the Water Board barrage on thi Vaal River, the third

largest in Africa, thai of the Assouan Dam being

the largest.

Nearly ninety papers were read at the various

ons, and the attendance was larger than it lias

been for main \ eat s past.

Prof. |. I Morrison, as president of Section A,

discussed in its broad aspects the subject of the

internal structure of the earth. The discussion pro-

ceeded mainrj along geophysical lines, and it was
suggested that it is the function of the geophvsicist

to investigate the processes by which have been main-
tained those incessant movements whereof the geo-

logical record is a witness, at the same time so

indubitable and so perplexing.

The address of Or. P. A. Wagner, president of

Section I!, had as its subject "The Mineral Industry
..I the Union of South Africa and its Future." He
said that the recorded output of the Witwatersrand
mines had exceeded a total value of 571,000,000/.,

while for the single year iqi6 the value reached was

58,492,000?. He estimated the gold still capable ' of

being profitably recovered from the mines as worth
1,200,000,000/. The declared value of the country's

diamonds had attained an aggregate figure of more
than 21(1,000,000/. The coal industry was capable of

considerable expansion, and the 1911 estimate, which
placed the reserves at 56,000,000,000 tons, erred

greatly on the conservative side. The dimensions of

the country's future iron industry would depend on
tin rich titaniferous ores of the bushveld complex; of

these more than ^,000,000,000 tons are computed to be
available.

Mr. C. E. Legal, Chief Conservator of Forests of

the" Union, was president of Section C, and in his

3S dealt with the subject of the Union's forestry

imber supplies. There were, he said, two million

ol Forest reserves in the Union, but only some-
what less than half a million acres of actual forest.

Whin once the forests were in a normal condition

—

which would not be for a long time to come—the

annual output of yellow wood would not exceed

ft.—a mere fraction of the Union's
present requirements—and in fifty years' time these

requirei I probably have doubled. Afforesta-

tion on a I ale is therefore essential; at least

300,000 acn coniferous plantations should he

established, and cres of hard woods.
In Section I idential office was filled bv

Dr. K. J. Goddai 11 of zoology in the Uni-
versity of Stellenb and in Section F bv the Rev.

W. A. Norton, lecturer in Greek in the University

of Cape Town. The latter ut <' the need of Further

research into thinfs native, especially in comparativi

philology, language being tin chief key to the psycho-

logy nf a race, and psychology ' tg necessary to their

ffective use, government, anil education.

Dr. Tims. M. Forsyth, prol philosophy in

Grey University College, Bloemfontein , in his pre-

address to Section F, discussed the relations

NO. 2555, VOL. I02
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between philosophy and science, lie aimed at show-
ing that ii is the endeavour of philosophy, no less than
that of si 11 n,e, to a\ail itself of the experimental
method. I In- philosophical significance "i scientific

units and standards of measurement lies in tin truth

that only in our sense-impressions have we direct

nee "I 11. din the reality which science seeks
in interpret. ["hi waj to the union of scientific and
philosophic points ol view lies accordinglj in furthei

elucidation of the nature of immediate experience,
and the derivation thence of the conceptions by which
experienci 1- explained. Tin- feeling of our oneness
with Nature leads science to seek to reduce mind to

terms ol matter, and philosophy to reduce matter to

terms of mind.
One cannot will do more than touch lightly here

and thin upon some of the salient points in the

many papers which occupied the attention of tin s, ,

.

tional meetings In Section \ a great deal of interest

was aroused b\ Prof. Schwarz's audacious scheme
for the conversion of the Kalahari into permanent
pasture-land by building two weirs at the Cunene and
Chobe rivers. The paper was discussed at gnat
length and severely criticised by engineers, meteoro-
logists, geologists, and botanists alike. Mr. J. A.

Vaughan, in the coursi ol a paper on safety in

winding operations, said that the four hundred main
winding plants regularly at work on the Rand made
an aggregate ol 51,000,0 rips per annum, while

the winding accidents amounted to sixty-two— equal
to a rate of mi' accident per half a million journeys
Dr. Moir gave the section a description of his method
of titling an equatorial sundial at small C( si so as to

introduce compensations tor the irregulai solar motion
and enable one to read correct time.

In Section B Prof. Rindl made some additions to

his paper of last year on the subject of South African

medicinal springs. Amongst the springs newly
described some striking features were exhibited by
those of the South-West Protectorate, which are .if

deep-seated origin, and. apart from ^i\s,is, belong

to the hottest springs known.
The Rev. Dr. F. C. Kolbe read a paper before

Section C on the function of experiment in the teach-

ing of botany in schools. The school-teaching of

botany, he considered, might very well do all it can
with direct obsi rvation, leaving the experimental stage

to the universitv. Some of the experiments usually

performed in schools are not logically valid, while

others usually failed, and so did more harm than

good. Dr. F. P. Phillips described a botanical col-

lecting trip in the French lloek district, and showed
how the character of the vegetation changed from the

strongly xerophytic types at the foot of the mountains
as one rose to a height of 4000 ft. On attaining a

height of 2000 ft. to 3000 ft. the trees are replaced by
dense, tall hush, which, 500 ft. to 1000 ft. higher,

is in turn succeeded by scrub. Miss A. M. King
gave a description of what may prove to he a new
sin mis of Balansia growing on Cynodon dactylon

about Pretoria. Dr. Ethel Doidge announced tin

appearance of Californiart walnut blight in the South

African walnut plantations, and described the charac-

teristics ol the disease {Bacterium ju$landis). In

another paper Dr. Doidge attributed tin- prevalence

of bean blight (Bacterium bhaseoli) to the excep-

tionally wet season in the Transvaal last summer.
Miss \. M. Bottomlev gave a preliminary account of

a seven outbreak of fungoid disease which had 1

to show itself among young express plants three years

ago; and Mi. \. A. Putterill described the morpho-
logy and life-history of the fungus which causes

•rust" in .do.s. M,-. \. O. D. Mogg discussed veld-
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turning in its relation to stock-diseases. Veldchanges

resulting from burning maj so alter the whole ration-

selections "I tli<- grazing animals that thej may
a browsing on widely differing plants, formerly

ivoided, and often .>f an inimical chai

In Section I). Dr. Annie Porter read a papei on

he occurreno of leuctogregarines in South Africa;

two such occurrences one in a dog and oni in a

rabbit had been observed. Prof. Fantham recorded

the presence ol various parasitii protozoa in Smith

African fishes and amphibians; and Dr. F. G.
Cawston gave an account of th hich attack

South Vfrican snails.

The Rev. II. A. Junod described before Section E
customs "i the Baronga in relation to smallpox.

Ih.. had practised inoculation « ith the virus for mam,
ng thi serous fluid invariably From children

or fn Id people, i.e. from those who might be

called asexuate. The Hen. Mr. [ustice Jackson read

hi medicim -man in Natal and Zululand.

Unqualified men are allowed to practise cm payment
of .1 fei . and more than 1

41 •< > of fhese men have taken

out licences. Dr. J. B. McCord also contributed a

on Zulu witch-doctors and medicine-men, and
described some startling surgical operations performed

by these'with no better instrument than a piece of

broken glass. The Rev. J. K. L. Kingon spoke on

unrealised factors in economic native development.
II. showed what profound changes had come about
as .1 direct result of thi iiain implements,
I.. .ih .if peace and war: the poisoned arrow and the

ai, thi plough and the wagon, the primilivi

sledge contrasted with the railway, had each in turn

exercised importanl effects in tribal life, and an axe

had been the cause of a war. Mr. J. I). Marwick
dealt with the important sul thi natives in

the large towns. lie uttered a warning regarding the

growing tendency of the youngei natives in form

bands foi the practice of crime and vice. Or. ('. T.

Loram offered some practical suggi stions for better

provision for the medical needs of the natives; ami

two very interesting contributions were made by Mr.

J. McLaren, one on Xosa arts and crafts, and the

• .ih. 1
mi Xosa religious beliefs and superstitions.

Of absorbing and unique interest was an account

given by Dr. C. Pyper of the engraved (cup- and ring-

marked) stones of the Lydenburg district in the North-

Eastern Transvaal. Mr. \Y. Hammond Tooke dis-

cussed the problem of the Rhodesian ruins, and

entered the lists against the views expressed on a

former occasion In the Rev. S. S. Dornas. The
latter gentleman also contributed a paper on the

killing of the divine king in Smith Africa; the prac-

tice is founded on the belief that the potentate, in

ordei in retain hi- divinity, must die a violent death

a- •-nun a- senile deca\ -rt- in, lest the divine spirit

Should likewise suli:

Be fori Section F, Mr. R. T. A. Innes initiated a

discussion on the desirability of giving direct repre-

sentation ill the I pper llnllsc of llm I'llillll I.enisla-

t mi . to education, agriculture, manufacture, mining,
law, health, commerce, and finance. Purpose in

education was discussed by Mr. II. C. Reeve; its

ultimate aim should approximate towards the definite

ideal of happiness fur all. The demand for vocational

braining, so insistent of late, consequent on over-

emphasising production, has revealed a lack of clear

thinking, and the first need is, therefore, for leaders

of thought to acquire definite views regarding educa-

tion's ultimat' .urn.

On the first evening of the session, after the con-

clusion of the president's address in the Selborne Hall

Nature of September 19), Dr. Juritz presented

in \|i. R. T. \. Innes, Union Astronomer, a cheque
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tin ^n/. and ih. South Vfrici lal annually awarded
in 1 1

'
1 ignil i. in ,ii 1, : - ni pi omise in con-

nection with smith Africa.
The i.,i., session ol thi ociation w ill In held

.11 Kingwilliamstown, with the r. Dr. \Y. Flint as
|n .'si, lent.

REPOR1 OF THE V R\ I INDIA.

HP HK report issued by I ol. Sir S. G. Burrard, the
-* Surveyor-General <>f India, for the year

1., in 1

- iiu ludes a most satisfai ti n .... ork
accomplished in spite of a depleted stafl and the diffi-

culties involved In war exigencies. It is gratifying
in observe how this Department has responded to

the call of the war; the list of honours aw
in its members foi distinguished service in the field

is niie of which any department might well be proud.
Survey detachments have been sent to Mesopotamia,
Western Persia (with the Russian forces), Persia
(generally), Salonika, Waziristan (with the Field

Force), and to the Makran border mission. Not a
wind is said about the work accomplished by these
military parties, but quite enough is known, inde-

pendently of the report, to justify the statement that

they have well maintained the reputation of Indian
surveyors in the field of military action. We shall

hear all about them in time, though probably not

From India. The normal work of the Department
has been well sustained, especially in the topographical
1.1. an h.s, when good progress inwards the completion
u| the i.ii.s scheme is recorded. Broadly, this scheme
embraced a re-survey of India (of which the topo-

graphy was then nearly complete, but much out of
date) on the scale nl 1 in. per mile, with a subsequent
very wise reservation in favour of h in. per mile for

certain extensive tun unimportant areas of wilder-

ness and jungle. The whole output fur tin yeai

amounts to about 33,000 square miles (still leaving

1,350,000 to be completed) at an approximate cost of

3 1.4 rupees per square mile (say 2L). ( Certain small areas

of forest on scales of 3 in. and 4 in. per mile are in-

cluded, so that this output of the twelve small parlies

employed must be considered very satisfactory. I he

geodetic operations include (besides direct triangulation

and the magnetic surveys) pendulum, tidal, and level-

ling observations of great scientific value. More than
une million maps have been turned out in the map
department, including topographical, geographical;

.mil general maps, amongst which are twelve sheets

of the "one millionth" map of the world, which are

now reduced to uniform style -,. as in take their place

with similar sheets of the series published by the

Royal Geographical Society and elsewhere. The colour

system adopted by the Survey of India for defining

differential altitudes in planes ,,1 differenj tints is not

beyond criticism. The highest altitudes (next the

regions of perpetual snow) are coloured a blood-red.

The result when applied 10 Tibet is almost comic in

lis blazine determination to secure due recognition

fur the "Runt of the World." T. H. H.

PHYSICS IX RELATION
LIFE.*

TO NATIONAL

A KOI T une hundred years ago in thi

Dr. 1 nomas Young, .me of thi ol

English physicists, published his "Lectures mi Natural

Philosophy." They had been del ered a short time

1 From a lecture delivered on April 27 by Sir RicharJ Glazebroolc, C.B.,

F.RS, in a course on "Science an.l (he Xi
'

teachers by the London County Coum
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h. Royal Institution, and are .1 store-

ical si ii in e as il was then know n. In

1 hi saj s :
" I he dissemination ol the

ii ii.iiui al philosophy and 1 hi misti \ be-

1 ssi ntia] pari oi the design ol thi R03 al

and this depai tmi nl must in the natural

lt rangemenl be antei ioi to the applii alion

,,f ii,, si ii nces to prai tii al uses I exi lude -ill

knowledge but that which has already been applied to

immediate utility would be 1
'1 ui faculties to a

State ui si rvitude and to Frustrati the verj purposes

which we are labouring to accomplish. No discovery,

however remote in its nature from the subjects ol

daily observation, can with reason be declared wholh

inapplicable to the benefits ol mankind."

The lectures covei the whole range of physics as

it was then known, and in thi last, the sixtieth, the

author concludes :

" W hi 11 wi reflect on the state

of the sciences in general at the beginning ol the

seventeenth century and compare ii with the progress

which has been made since then in .-ill of them, we

shall be convinced that the last two hundred years

have done much more for the promotion of knowledge

than the two thousand which preceded them, and we

shall be -nil more encouraged bj the consideration

that perhaps the greater part of these acquisitions

have been male within fifty or sixty years only.

VVe have, therefore, the -satisfaction of viewing

the knowledge of Nature, not only in a state of

dvancement, but even advancing with increasing

rapiditv."

Dr. Young lived one hundred years ago, and if then

these words were true, how much more true are they

to-day! The rate of growth of our knowledge of

inanimate Nature in the past twenty years or so has

tar surpassed anything lie evei contemplated, anil the

benefits that growth has brought mankind far exceed

all i,,. evei dreamed of. Not that the) are all benefits

;

the terrors el war, the sufferings of the innocent, the

poison-gas -hell, the bomb that kills women and

children, and tin- nameless honors Science has put it

into the power of human fiends to deal around forbid

h.it comforting dream.
still, there is no doubt which waj the balance

turns.
' Contemplate modern life without physics

ience ol 1 nerg) ; think of il with our knowledge

lectricity, what it w,as even when Young wrote,

with the steam-engine almost a toy, with ships de-

pendent still Upon the wind and tides, with the

engineer compelled to use human labour, assisted only

simpler mechanical devices, such as the inclined

some elementary arrangement of pulleys foi

his buildings and 1" idges.

uides us in directing the national stores of

channels useful to man; it is it. this

mii owes his supremacy over the bruti

create is to the discovery of those natural

laws ivh i subject of study of the physicist

that lie- | due. this statement of our subjei I

U sufficient to indicate its extent. Clearly, to tieat

in turn of all ind indicate their connei Son

with our national lite is :
hopeless task for an hour's

lecture. Then no! time to dial completely even

with one, and mi 1 think sotw tppreciation of what
we owe to physical si iet lined il 1 attempt

a very brief review oi our knowledge of electricity

one hundred years ago and of its progress since that

date.

I h, age w as a ii i nl. o lish w as still

inn, and had disi ovet ol the laws of

statical electricity; he had shown how to combine
n and hvdrogen to form water, and had used

:

. an- to produce nitrogen from the air.

555, vol. 1 02]

On the I ontinent Coulomb had verified experimentally
the inverse square law lor electricity by thi us. ..1

the torsion balance, and had investigated its distribu-

tion on conductors of various forms. Laplace ..nd

Poisson w
.

1
1 active in applying mathematical • al-

culations to problems in electrostatics, and somewhat
I. ii.

1 (1828 'ge Green, the self-taught mathe-
matician In- was a Nottingham shoemaker who, after
th. publicati f th.- paper referred to, entered at

Cains College, 1 ambridge, became fourth Wrangler in

1837, and di..l in [84] made h\ far the most im-
portant advanci up to that date in electrical theory.

The Leyden jat had long been invented, and some
experiments had been made on currents produced by
discharging .1 .lies oi condensers (Leyden jars)

through lone wins or obtained through statical elec-

trical machines; little was known of the properties n |

the current, beci ise no means of producing continuous
1 in rents • s isted

Ihe science ol magnetism was in a similar ele-

mental condition. Gilbert, of Colchester, physician

to Queen Elizabeth, in his treatise "IV Magnete,"
published in [600, had described the fundamental facts

of th. subject, ..nd Coulomb had applied the torsion

balance 1.. prove the inverse square law for magnetism;
there was a vague idea that there must he some
connection between electricity and magnetism, hut of

electro-magnetism and all the vast possibilities it im-

plied I lure was no conception. With the new century

...in a change, though even then progress, which
to Young, writing in 1808, seemed rapid, to us seems
slow .

In 1S00 Volta invented the voltaic pile, a pile of

discs of zinc ami copper, alternatelj separated by

flannel washer, moistened with dilute acid; a con-

siderable e.m.f., depending, of course, on the numbei
of coupl.s, is produced between the extreme discs, and

a small current can be drawn from the apparatus.

Then cam.' his "crown of cups," the primitive form

nf ham 1 plate of zinc and copper dipping' into

a vessel (a cup) filled with dilute acid, and connected

h\ a wir. outside the vessel; a number of these ar-

ranged in series formed the crown.

Twentv vears later (in 1820) came Oersted'

discovery, described in his " Experimenta ana effectum

conllictus eli.uui in arum magneticum," in which

he described for the first time the action of a curreql

on a magnet ; the ordinary method of measuring a

current l>\ the deflection of a magnet was a natural

result, and Schweigger invented the galvanometer,

while Ampere with wonderful rapiditv established ele-

mentary laws which regulate the action of one current

on another, and laid the foundation of electro-

dynamics. In the same year Arago, followed in 1821

by Sir Humphry Davy, discovered independently the

power of a .in 1 .nt to magnetise steel. \rago's further

discover) in [824 of the rotation of a magnet when
suspended freeh over a rotating copper disc led ulti-

mately to i, suits of the ven greatest importance,

which culminated in 1831 in Faraday's discovery of

the induction of electric currents and the elucidation

..I theii law s.

The child "was horn whose birth was soon 1.. I" of

such immense consequences to mankind, hut pioh.il.h

no one, not . vi 11 I-'arada\ himself, realised all that was
to follow

In [827 Ohm stated the law now universally known
h\ his name, and its- statement led to much important

work with a i. w to iis complete verification. The
fundamental laws of electrolysis were enunciated by

I'.nad.n in iS ;; , .and for King there was an ardent

conlro\.is\ a- 10 Ihe source of the electromotive force

in a galvanic cell.
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B\ iln- middle of th. centur) thi Foundations ol thi

ci wi re well and ti ul\ laid ; its influent 1 on

national life had until then been but small, but the

ground was secured on which to build safeh the struc-

ture of the practical applications of electricity. In the

List sevent) years theon has advanced no less than

practice; indeed, .1- w< shall see lain, somi ol

tin mosl important recent practical advances an

tin- outcome of verj recent theory; bul the fait

remains that foi real progress the practical ap-

plication ol a science must resl upon a secure basis

ol theor) : onrj then will its progress l»- rapid ami

uninterrupted.

Ampere's experiments and Faraday's researches had

indicated various methods b) which motion rc.nl,
I be

produced owing 1.. electro-magnetic action, 01 con-

versely, bj which currents could be generated in con-

ductors moving in magnetic fields, and as a result

numerous inventors produced magneto machines.

Farada) himself used one made l>\ Pixie. In Saxton's

machine, employed frequentl) towards the middle ol

last century, two coils wound round a soft iron

armature rotate in front of the poles of a sfrong per-

manent magnet somewhat as i- done in tin- spark

magneto of tin- present day.

Werner Siemens in 1857 invented tin- Siemens arma-
ture; tin' next step was to replace tin- permanent
magnets b) electromagnets, excited 03 a separate small

machine. Wilde's machine (1867) was of thi- class,

and in tlii' same year Wheatstone and Werner Siemens
enunciated thi- principle of tin- modern self-exciting

dynamo, in which the remanent magnetism of the field

coils is utilised to -tan a Feebli current in tin- rotating

armature; this current i- I'll round tin- Geld roils, thus

reinforcing their magnetism, and in thi- manner the

powerful currents generated by modem machines are
built up.

So far, the fundamental principles established b)

Farada) had been the basis of th< work done. Various
distinguished men contributed 1,1 advance the theon
and to improve practice. About this time the I lei

trical Standard- Committee of the British Association

began its labours. Appointed at thi instanci "t Lord
K( Kin 1 Sir William Thomson) in 1861, during the period

1862 70 it made a series ol reports which have been ol

fundamental importance in the theor\ and practice ol

electricity. It was re-appointed in 1881 at the sugges-

tion of Prof. Ayrton, and continued to do useful work
until [913, when it was fell that the National Physical

Laboratory was carrying out thi duties for which it

had bei n 01 ganised.

Lord Kelvin, in his work connected with tin- Atlantic

telegraph, had realised ven full) the need for con-

sistent system of units ol mi isurement. Such a

had been proposed b) Weber, and the com-

mittee in the end was led to adopt as fundamental
the 1 .G.S. (centimetre-gr; d) system of

units, and base on ii the practical system ol electric

unit- tin- ohm, the ampere, and the volt now in use

everywhere. It is impossible erestimate the prac-

tical effects "i this action. In the first place, elec-

tricians throughout the world speal .. common lan-

guage, and the results of researches are intelligible to

all .dike; in the second, that language i- a consistent

and logical one. electrical quanti nnected
her and linked with the fundamental concep-

tion ol . nergy in the simplest manner possible, .and

in a wa) which permit- of accurate numerical cal-

culation.
\- .. result of the labours of the distinguished

men who formed the commiti
at home ami abroad, we had thi means of measuring
with high accuracy current, electi omotive force, and
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resistance, togethei with a number of other dependent
electrical quan

Anothet step wa- needed a, complete the theory of

the dynamo : to permit the manufacturer to design

on scientific principli - a machine which for a given
-peed of rotation would tr; n Form mechanical into

electrical energ) at any required rate in the form ol

a given current at a know
lie- law- ol magnetit induction in iron and steel

were known hut verj imperfectly. As ha- alread;

been stated, ^rago and Daw had 1 ed in iNjo

thai iron was magnetised by a current ; Poisson and
other- had given da,, lie- ol tin- induci I magnetism;
Kelvin in hi- earliei papers had done much 1- clear

up ambiguities and to give definiteness 1 -
1 rms

used. Rowland, in America, carried ottt numerous
experiments ol great value, hut it is to Ewing and

Hopkinson that we owe our first real knowledge of

the importance of the magnetisation curve, the m
ing of the property known as hysteresis, which had
a short time previously been investigated by Warbury,
and the part this plays in the action of electrical

machinery.
The experiments of Oersted and Ampere had taught

us that an electric current circulating in a coil of

wire produces a field of magnetic force linked with

that coil, and, as Faraday proved, the inductive effects

produced in any neighbouring circuit depend on the

manner in which that circuit is also linked with the

magnetic lines.

John Hopkinson in 1S711 had shown how the pro-

perties of a dynamo could he deduced from its charac-

teristic curve, the- curve connecting the e.m.f. in the

armature with the exciting current in the field coil-;

and in a joint paper with his brother Edward, read

before the Royal Society in 1886, In- described how-

tin- form of this curve could be obtained graphically

for a dvnamo of known design and dimensions from

the ordinary law- of electro-magnetism and the known
properties of iron which Ewing had shown how to

dci. imine. The theory of the dynamo was com-

plete in its main outlines. Since- then progress has

been rapid. Theory lias indicated the direction in

which improvements were to be -ought; the -kill of

the metallurgist, tin- engineer, and the designer has

been called in to put those improvements int.. prac-

tice.

I h.- result vou know. Conceive the world without

.l.ctric power— London without ii- tubes and rail-

ways, its electric light, telephones, telegraphs, and

wireless services—and you will realise to -erne degree

uh.,i is dui 1.. the labour- of the physicists under

whose skilled guidance all thi- system has grown

up i,, the la-t twentv-fivi 01 thirh years out of the

small seed -own b\ Farada) and his contemporaries.

It i- not eas\ to obtain figures which give with

accuracv the extent to which electrical power i- used

.,, present. In the Electrical Trade- Directory for

,,,,- i, is stated that more than 500,000,000/. has

already been sunk in the industry, and there is every

prospeel oi that sum being largeh increased.

I have endeavoured to indicate in brief outline thi

which this stupendous result has

achieved. In the- first place, we have tin disinteres

labours ol the man of science impelled by tin

I., know ; then have followed the mathematician and

ili.- physicist, whose work has reduced thi rly ob-

servations of the- experimenter to the- rul ol law,

and when thai law ha- been established it ha- become

Me for the electrical enginec rasp the

problem and applv the lea. hie oi the physicist to

ih.- n.-e-ds of national lib

Illustrations of the process, pi <- ol the debt dm-
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10 ph Id be taken from man} other bi am hi

1 ime permit. 'I he devclopmeni ol the

did mil al first depend to anj large

extenl ai 1 measui emenl and ph) sii .1! resi ai 1 h

- omparativel) slow until Rankin and
Kelvin developed the thermodynamics oi steam

ontinued in our nun time b) mam well-known
names, and turned to practical use ol th< highest
importance b) Parsons in the development of the
turbine.

When the stor) of the pasl foui eventful years
can be fully written* thi nation will realise to an
extent ii lias never done before the importance ol

physics in our national life. Whal conclusions can
we who 1I0 realise ibis draw from the facts 1 have
imperfectl) pul forward? Whal lessons are there
for the time that is to nun., thai reconstruction
period, which, if rightl) used, will mean so much
to England? We must, to begin with, give the
man of science a freei hand, a better chance to

develop his discoveries; and, in the second, with this

object we I ed icate the people to appreciate more
full) the impoi lancr ol science.
Men who ran make greal discoveries are few in

number; increase the opportunities for their work
when found, and encourage all that may help to
develop them. Such a man may come from' any rank
of life. Mr. Seaton, in an interesting paper on the
importance of research in marine engineering read
recently before the Institution of Naval Architects, in

directing attention to the fact that many inventions
of importance to engineers have been made in nun
who were not engineers, writes thus:—" Bramah, one
of the first to suggest tin screw-propeller, was a
blacksmith and locksmith; George Stephenson a lire-

man; "Screw-propeller" Smith, who patented a good
workable propeller, was a farmer. . . . The inventor
who exhibited an internal-combustion engine tit Cam-
bridge a hundred years ago was a parson; so also
was Ramus, the inventor .1! the hydroplane -lap
James Watt was an optical-instrument maker; the
inventor ol the chronometer was a gardener.
"Increasing-pitch" Wobdcroft was a librarian,
Bessemer an artist, Armstrong a lawyer."
Though in these days oi increasing specialisation

the task of the amateur discoverei grows daih mine
1 .

the importance, in the first place, ol the educa-
tional ladder to give an) boy ol real talents his chanci ,

n thi - I, ol providing fot the man who has
d he can advance knowledge and max make a
liscovery, is paramount. No doubt the chances

of success are small. Main will sel tool on th(

I climb to a greater or less height, but few
will reach the top. No doubl also the selection oi

ho should he encouraged is difficult; examina-
tion su is h\ no means always the -mm si test,

in frame another. But then the
discovi men of science an- rareh in a form
to be .1 ri ctly by industry and to bei ome
availabli fi

1 mal advantage. It was a long
step h urn ean nes ,,, t | 1(

. dynamo .and
motor of to-d n the Faradav "dark spai e

.and Hittorf's nents with cathode ravs, and
Rontgen's .lis,- th, X-rays, to the Coolidge
tube and th.- \-i a hi modern Arm\ hos-
pital; or, again, fn

I paper on electrical
oscillations in 1855, oi irsl suggestion of
thi- same in 1S47, 1,, thi

1 developments of
wireless telegraphy.

What action can we take to bridge the gulf, I"

render scientific discovery more readilv available and
read more wideh knowledgi which mav he of

nost service to the manufacturer!' This 1 lake
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io he tin work ot laboratories of industrial research
which I hope 10 see grow up in the variou
centres of industry. In such a laboratory the stafl

.an- studying continuously to bring scientific know-
ledge as n advances to beai on industrial problems.
They miisi be skilled experimenters with a sound
knowledge of recenl discoveries, a nal zeal for the
work the) have undertaken, and a deep-seated belief
in iu importance to the nation. The laborator) must
he equipped in a complete manner with plant and
apparatus such as would In- found in works, prepared
to carry out the investigations necessarj In Ion a new
process or idea, the outcome of some laborator) in-

vestigation, Can lie applied on a works scale.

For such work special laboratories and condi-
tions are essential. The National Physical
Laborator) should be one such; in time, a i u-

tr.il institution for this task, correlating tin work
of the various local institutions, carrying out work
which might be common to a number, and serving
as .1 centre from which information is disseminated,
and to which manufacturers will come for Suggestions
and guidance.

All this, however, will he of little avail unless the
nation as a whole learns to appreciate its importance.
What is to be done to evoke a mini' intelligent

interest in physics among men at large; to induce our
legislators to realise the necessity fur large expendi-
ture and generous support; to evoke a general faith

in the efficaC) of scientific method which would 140 so

far to hearten and encourage the patient worker?
I am speaking mair.h to teachers; let me, in con-

clusion, ...liln ss a few words to you specially as such.

If 1 have convinced you of the importance of my
sul.j. 1 1 main needed no convincing, I am sure maj
I remind you that it is your great task to arouse this

faith; to leal the rising generation to look on physical
science, not as something outside and apart from their

daily life, fun as a source of strength and progress;
in educate them so that they may realise nun.' full)

what the) owe to the rfreat men of the past who
have sowed th. seeds of England's power, and what
they must do to preserve the heritage this, men have
handed down 10 them?

Win how ? I In- question is a difficult one in answi r.

There is a loud call for a more generous recognition
of science in our schools, for curricula in which it has
a largei share in the time-table, for more recognition
lor its teachers and more prizes and scholarships for

its stud. nis While this is most desirable, it is not

enough; alone it will do little. -Lord Bryce in a

recenl article writes:—"No man car bi deemed
educated who has not some knowledge of the relation

<il 1I1. sciences to one another and a iusi conception
nf the methods b\ which they respective^ advanci
Will iln- studenl gain this education merel) by trans-
ferrin:; him For so many hours a week from the

literar) sidi to the scientific side of the school? 1

fear not. Reform is needed in out methods of science

teaching. I speak as one responsible in pari for those

methods with a consciousness of seme fault. Fortv
years ago ii was mv privilege to organise, ale

m\ colleague, Sir Napier Shaw, the teaching of prac-
tical physics ai the Cavendish Laboratory. We were
dealing, under difficulties, with young university
students preparing to take a degree in science .,1 medi-
cine, men proposing to specialise. We had learnt the

necessit) foi exact measurement in all research, the
importance of a personal acquaintance with the

methods by which our knowledge had been advanced;
we were not then concerned with the general educa-
tion of the \.ist mass of boys and i.<irls throughout
the cniintrv, and so we devised and extended the
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methods : physics. We made each studenl

verify Ohm's law, measure the specifii capacity for

copper, or the wave-length of sodium licdit
;

and thai method, di 1 special purpose for

which I Mill think ii the most useful, lent itself to

miner and the teacher as a method by, which
- of pupil- could be instructed and examined.

Ii has been extended and developed b) mam able

and enthusiastic men; too often it i- elaborated so

far as to !>• little more than press the button and
note what happens. You have then proved thai the

pressure ol a gas at constant volume is proportional
to it- temperature.

In the casi ol the ordinary boy and girl th< results

Ii more influence on their lives than the lists

of the kings ol Israel 01 I ol Rome, 01

itions to si >me absl 1 use rule of grammai

.

I hej havi bi en foi ced to leai n bj heart in 01 dei to

train their memory. Sir Napiei Shav has recenth
iliu-: "When we comi to consider such

provision as there i- foi scienci in general education
as repi 1 si nt< d bj the oppoi tunitii - actual!) offered to

girls ai school, it i- foi me impossibli to

avoid the conclusion that what the exponents of

physical science have evolved as the elements ol

scientific education i- quite unworthy of the subjects

we wish to expound.

"

If this be so, how then are \vi to remed) it? The
question i- one too' difficult to answer at the end of a

inn. I think a remedy is possible. I in

teacher ought, I feel sure, to be able to arousi an
in the principles of his subject without a

ne attention to detail-; to give to a class the

general idea of what i- involved in the ordina
of Nature; of what we mean by energy or momentum,

servation ol energy or the mechanical equiva-

lent "f heat
; of th( connei tion betw een elei trii it}

and magnetism and the historical developmerjl of the

various laws about which he has been speaking in

give the pupil some knowledge of the relation

of the -'
:

- to One another ami a JUSl concept inn

of the means b\ which tin ad

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

\ coNFERENCt on w..meti in industry will In held
under the auspices of the Industrial Reconstruction
Council on Tuesday, October 22, at (> p.m., in the

hall of tin Institute of Journalists, 2 and 4 Tudor
. E.C.4. The subject will he introduced b) Miss

Lilian Dawson, after which the discussion will be
open. No ticket- an

A (ill RSB of three public lecture- on "France's Share
in th. Progress ol Science" will bi delivered at Uni-
vei -it 1 1 illl ge 'Hi I ui -.1

1 . Oi 1
"i 22 .and 29 and

Novembet 5, al 5 p.m., h\ M. Henri I.. Joly, pro-

ciences ph\ siques et naturelles au I .) cee

ln-iitut Frangais du Royaume Uni). rhi

'.\ ill in- taken at the in >l Ii 1 ture by Prof. J.

Norman Collie. A leaflet containing a full syllabus of

the lectures ma) in- obtained h\ sending .a stamped
addressed envelope to the Publications Secretary, Uni-
versity College, London (Gowei Street, W.C.i).

lilt. Armstrong College (Newcastle-upon-Tyne)
(.di ndar will not he published fm the current session,

but tin prospectus of day classes, a cop} of which has

reached us, contains the essential particulars respect-

ing the courses of work in pun and applied scienci

which have been arranged for tin- academic year
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[918-19. Students ol eehnical science in the

college me
1

i ..-in science of the

Universit) ol Durham, hich the college is a part,

.in.l, a. . ording to thi nur ai - ..1 stud) , ma;
present themselves foi gi iduatio a- bachelor, master,

1,1 doctoi nl -. 1 ,oi . .t philosoph)

.

For the degrees ol master ai 01 great import-
,1. . is attached to succes

1 We havi

received also the current calendar of thi Royal (Dick)

Veterinan College, Edinburgh, wh - [ounded in

iSj^ by the late Prof. Dick, and b) him,

his sister, and Mr. V L Mac( 'ulluni. Tl coll |i

pi . .1 . - it- students for the diploma tup

,,1 me Ro; al < )olli ge oi Veterinai
j 5 arid

degrees in vetet inai j si ieni a in 1 he Un of

Edinburgh, and also offers facilities for post-graduate-

work.

SOCIETIES AND^ ACADEMIES.
Melbourne.

Royal Society of Victoria, Jul) II.—Mr. J. A.

Kershaw, president, in the chair. C. Fenner
: The

ographj of the Werribee River.—Prof. T. H.

l.ab\ and E. O. Hercus : The thermo-conductivity of

air.

Sydney .

l.innean Society of New South Wales, March 27.—

Prof. II. G. Chapman, president, in the chair.—Dr.

\ B. Walkom . The geolog) of the Lower Mesozoic

recks :f Queensland with special referenc: to then

distribution and fossil flora, and theii correlation with

the Lower Mesozoic rock- of other pan- oi Australia.

The Low., Mesozoii rocks of Queensland comprise

three division- the Ipswich, Bundamba, and Walloon

serii -. The Ipswich and Bundamba series are ol com-

paratively limited distribution, and are confined to

the -outh-eastern portion of the Stale. The Walloon

series has a mtich greater extent; in addition ti

curring in south-eastern Queensland, in associa

with the Inswich and Bundamba series, it outcrops in

a belt alom; the western slope of the Mam Divide

from the New South Wale- border to (ape N.irk,

dipping westerly beneath the marine Cretaceous. It

probably underlie- the Cretaceous strata over the

greater part of western Queensland. In eastern

Queensland there are a numl I < 1" isolated

decurn no - of the Walloon series. I h thicknesses ol

the three series are. approximately ;
Ipswich series

2000-2500 ft.; Bundamba series, 5000-5000 ft;-, and

\\ alloon series, up to 10,1 ft. A comparison ol the

Oueensland Lower Mesozoic strata with other occur-

rences in Australia of similai age -ems to show

Ml that the Narrabeen and Hawkesbury Sandstom

stages in New South Wales are older than the Ipswich

series; (2) that the Wianamatta stage of the Hawkes-

burv -e,i,s in N.w South Wales, and also possibly

par i f the Lowei Mesozoic strata of Tasmania, are

of the same age as the Ipswich series; and (3) that

the following series in the other Slates are of the same

age .,- the Walloon series: The Artesian series,

Clarence series, and Talbragar beds in New S

Wales; the (urassic strata of the South Gipp;

Cape Otway, and Wannon area- of Victor':

I eigh's Creek beds in South Australia; p

1 ower Mesozoic strata of Tasmania, an 1 v

[urassic series in Western Australia.- Dr. . J-

miyard: (1) Studies in Australian Neuroptera.

\,. ;: The structure of the cubitus in the wings of

Mvrmeleontidae. An examination of the pupal

i
eradication of the fore-wing of Kantholeon helms,.
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Tillyard, reveals the presence of the original archaic
i; base ol the winy, where il fuses with

iA. The veins hitherto railed I'u, and Cu respec-

tively an shown to be, in reality, Cu,„ .in<l < u,,,.

\- a result, the position of the tribi Creagrini within
LI3 Dendroleontinae has to bi re\ ised, the

ncluded in it being shown to be much more
highh specialised than has hitherto been thought
possible. The phylogenetic stages b\ which the condi-

tion of ("n in the fore-wing of Myrmeleontidae has
been reached arc shown to be siiii existenl in some
ancient types of Hemerobiidae. (2) I In affinities oi

two interesting fossil ins. .is from the Upper Car-
boniferous ol Commentry, Ft ti 1 rhi paper dis-

1 lisscs the afllnitics "I I/. <a gfna! formis,

Bolton, ami Sycopteron symmetrica, Bolton, described
from the types in the "Mark Stirrup" collection,

Manchester Museum. The former is assigned h\

Bolton to the Perlaria. with possible relationship to

the Sialtdae. These affinities are disproved, and the

Suggestion is made thai, the insect is, in reality, an
ancient representative of the Embioptera. A detailed

comparison is made with the recenl genus Qligotoma.
The Sycopteron i~ assigned by Bolton to the

Mecoptera This is shown to be extremely doubtful,
and a much .loser resemblance is proved between the
fossil and the Psocopterous genus Amphientomum

tie and recent),

April 24. Prof. II. (i. Chapman, president, in the
chair.—Dr. II. I.. Kesteven : The origin of yolk in the
ova of an . ndoparaskic Copepod.- Or. R. Greig
Smith; Contributions to a knowledge of soil fertility.

Xo. 16 : The search for toxin producers. It has been
show u that certain soil bacteria, moulds, and amoebze,
all reasonably supposed to he capable of furnishing
substances ol a toxic nature, were grown in various
media and under varying conditions, and in nil cases
the sie n ^ of toxicity which became manifest could be
attributed to an alteration in the reaction of the media.
The test organism. Bacterium prodigiosus, grows best
in a neutral medium, and an indicator is required
which will indicate strict neutrality. The methyl-
orange numhe.s are too high, and the phenolphthalein
too low. Small divergences from the neutral point
strongly affect the FWwth. The humus of leaf-mould
contains two types of humic acid ; one absorbs alkali

from alkaline carbonates, and the other from alkaline

carbonates and hydrates. These wen present to the

extent of one part of the former to three of the latter.

ing the humus increases the amount of .aid, and
as. is largely soluble in water. The effect of

n is auite of a different order from the evidence
of to: iction obtained in formei researches. -J. J.
Fletcher and C. T. Musson : Certain shoot-b
tumours of Eucalypts and Angophoras. and their
niod : '11c. on the -rowth-hahil of the plants.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
A Mem,, ,n British Resources of Refractor? Sands

fot Furnai Purposes. Parti. Bj Prof.
P- G. II. Boswcll, with Chemical Analyses by Dr.
H. !•'. Harwoocl and A. \. Eldridge. Pp. xii + 2464
plates xi. (London lot and Francis.) 8f.6d.net.

The Mod. in he triangle. By W. Gal-
latly. Second edition. Pp. \ii [ 26. (London: F.
Hodgson 1 2S. '.'<!. net.

\ (
'1 iiicd Revision of tb< ut alyptus. By
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..I ih. 1 ti.ular Equation. Bv Prof. R. A. Sampson*.
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A Monograph of the British Lichens: \ Descrip-
tive Catalogue of the Species in th< Department oi

British Museum. By A. Lorrain smith.
Second edition. Pp. Xxiv + 520 + 71 plates, (London:
British Museum (Natural History).) 3o».

DIARY OF SOCIETIES.
THURSDAY, October 17. '

Institution el Ga>- Enginffrs, at 10.— l.t.-Col. Arthur Smithells and
I'rof. lohn W.Cobb: Preliminary Report of llie Gas Invest..

mittec.-B. k. Parkinson': Life of Gas Meters Research Committee
Communications on "Unaccounted-for Gas."—J. G. Taplay : Corrosion
of Dry Gas Meters— Dr. J. W. Mellor : Report of Refractory Materials
Committee.—Wall, :i fernery and Dr. A. Scott : The Corrosive Action of
Flue-dust on Fire Itricks.

FRIDAY, October 18.

Institi ii n 01 ( . Engineers, at 10.— Papers from list given above.
Institution of Mechanical Enginffrs, at 6.

TUESDAY, October 22.

Zoological SOCIETY, at 5.30.— Prof. H. M. Lefroy : Wheat Weevil in

Australia. -Sir E. G. I.oder. Bart. : Notes on the Beavers al Leonardslee,

1916-18.—G. A. Roulenger : The Madagascar Frogs of the Genus
Mantidactylus, B
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WASTE AXD WEALTH.
Wealth from Waste: Elimination of Waste. 1

bit m. By Prof. H . With
eword by the Rt. Hon. Lord Leverhulme.

Pp. w i 316. (London: G. Routledge and

i, Ltd.. 1918. 1 Price js. 6d. net

IN spin- oi its limitations, and notwithstanding

in faults of style and :

. ste, this book is

ated si re a useful purpose, and it makes
ts appearance at an opportune time. Thrifl is

.1 national characteristii oi the southern ball

Great Britain, whatever it ma) be of the other

author quotes a remark of Archdeacon

made al an econom) meeting at Mitford

, . .!il\ part of 1916 as e> iden< e oi a fact

. unfortunately., cannot be controverted: "I

travelled all over the world, and I have
known any nation or people so wilfully

Ful as the people oi our own country. In

litr country do people so absolute!) fling

God's goods as they do in England." In

proof of this statement Prof. Spooner. in the

some 300 pages, piles Ossa on Pelion.

book is an attempi to show that in practically

ery department of our national life and activity

ril waste is occurring everywhere, far and

: waste of money, waste of food, wash oi

erials, labour, fuel, energy, and time, waste

iman strength and thought, waste of health,

.-!, ol life itself. " This is a sweeping
sation, which, b) its over-emphasis, is

ted to prejudice the main conclusion the

ilish, w hich is thai ibis u ast<

oidable, and ought, therefore, to be pre-

'1. "If the argument were stated more tem-

tel) it would carry greater conviction. Some
as the whole scheme oi Nature testifies,

1 >rd Leverhulme, is inevitable. The author

implicid) admits this when he allows that there

ustifiable wastes and dangerous economics.

What he S e," due to Hir-

er, is, in many cas.-s, unavoidable.

Exaggeration never strengtl 1 in the eyes

of a well-informed reader, and it is tbe well-

informed reader that counts in the long run. Still,

irerj allowance is made for the author's

what too zealous efforts to prove bis main
. enough remains to show that much

h lone in the direction ol corny

in the reduction of wast lusion which

dy will gains

In a series

enforce the lessons ol the v ar. He maki
urgent appeal for better municipal organisation;

he shows how time is ories and in

ommercial matters ; h< iv thi

in Parliament and in jut 1 dine; he di

on i tin waste due to traditional and con-

servative methods in works '

the mischievous policy of restricting output

2556 VOL. I02l

shows how much waste is ,\ul- to human fatigue;

what wastage there is ol life, limb, and health,

and what is its econom'u effect; the waste due
ant mortality, child-lain >,t exploitation, and

preventable accidents; the > a e o1 food arising

from bad household manag id lack ol

knowledge; waste due to adi .

, the waste

oal owing to our partial a id imperfect

attempts to treat the coal question scientifically;

bow indefensible is the sliding tract

system, and what is its effect on "publii prices."

lie treats of fuel economies in tin house, the
smoke nuisance, electrical supply, and tin

Ol central power stations. He deals wit]

he styles the coming agricultural revolution, the

home-grown food question, the technical educa-

tion of the farmer, labour-saving machinery for

the increase of tillage, demobilisation and farm
work, the utilisation of waste land, intensive cul-

ture, reclamation schemes, waste due to the

neglect of afforestation, the timber problem, etc.

In a special section of the work Prof. Spooner
shows what has been done in the past to utilise

waste substances, and bow the waste of perishable

things has been prevented. This portion, which
he entitles "The Romance of Waste," is put to-

gether pour encourage* les autres, and to prove

that there is the potentiality of wealth in waste,

as illustrated by the time-honoured examples of

alpaca, shoddy, mungo, imitation sealskin, pop-
lin, paraffin oil, linoleum, glycerin, etc. Another
section is devoted to household wastes and
economies, whilst a third deals with trade and
industrial wastes, daylight saving, the waste due
to derelict waterways, etc.

It will be seen, therefore, that the book covers

i \ large amount of ground. The author is

certainly to be congratulated on the industry he

has employed in its compilation and for the

amount of information he has succeeded in com-
pressing into a limited space. Tbe work is simply

and unaffectedly written, and appeals rather to

the man in the street than to the expert. The
author's knowledge of scientific facts is occasion-

allv at fault, and his narratives of certain his-

torical matters are now and again open to correc-

tion. "E. C. Stafford" (p. 267) should read

"E. C. C. Stanford," and "carbon disulphite
"

(p. 87) should be changed to "carbon disulphide."

The statement concerning dust in the vicinity

of a Bunsen flame (p. 5i) would seem to

imply thai the dust is a product of the

flame, and the account of reclaimed rubber

reads as if the process were something in

the nature of adulteration, which is surely con-

trary i" the lesson which it is the whole object of

the book to enforce. Such a statement as "li

ently adulterated with glucose, soluble

-alls, and barytes, whilst treated tripe and com-
< il paper are known to be used as poor and

fraudulent substitutes for leather" (p. 116),

calculated to convey an entirely false impression,

is 1 gross exaggeration to sa) thai "a great

n| the wines ni l-iaini and Germany has

ti • be the juice of the grapi " (p. 11 2).

I
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Leverhulme, with a sens, oi humour,

which is in strong contrast with the author's ex

emphasis, makes the poinl thai his fore-

word is "-in apl illustration oi thai kind of

which is the saddesl type ol .ill wastes—
a wasted opportunity." Here we join issue with

his lordship. So far from neglecting it, he seizes

the opportunity to stale that in his opinion "the

itesl wasters are those who concentrate their

whole time on mere efforts for immediate and

direct money-making." Such a preachmenl from
so -real a captain of industr) serves to point a

moral for which we share Prof. Spoonedg grati-

tude.

MENTAL DISORDERS LVD THEIR TREAT-
MENT.

iii lh,' Modern Treatment oi Mental and. Nervous
Disorders. A Lecture delivered at the Univer-

sity ol .Manchester, on March J5, 1918, bv

Dr, I!. Hart. Pp. a8. (Manchester: At the

University Press; London: Longmans, Green,
and Co., 1918.) Price IS. net.

(2) The Re-education <<i the Adult: I. The Neuras-
thenic in War and Peace. By Capt. A. J.

Brock. (London: Headle) Bros.) 6d.

(1) TN this lecture Dr. Hart discusses modern
J- conceptions of the nature and treatment of

mental and nervous disorders. lie points out

that, though the "physiological conception "-

the belief that mental and nervous disorders are

due to deranged bodily processes, and in parti-

cular lo diseases of the brain- still holds its place,

its sway is no longer undisputed, for there has

now arisen the "psychological conception," which
holds 1 hat some at least of these phenomena are

due to mental causes, 1 apable of determination

by psychological investigation, and of removal
b\ psychological methods of treatment. The con-
spicuous sin rrs> of this latter treatment has been

amply demonstrated in our military hospitals tor

"shell shock " and similar disorders. Dr. Hart
is upon the present imperative necessity of

provision for civilian patients, both men and
women, in thosi incipient phases of mental and
nervous disorder when treatment promises the

besl results, and urges the desirability of institu-

tions in which physiologist, chemist, and psvcho-
logisl cm attack, together and from every side,

the man problems thai await solution. In em-
phasising the necessit) foi the closi association
ol treatment with organised investigation and with
teaching, he points out that these three functions
have their natural home in the universities and
medical schools, and it is from them that we shall

confidently expect the developments that arc s.,

urgently needed.

(2) This essay forms pari ol No. 4 of the second
scries of "Papers for the Present." Describing
the "shell shock" hospital as "a microcosm of
the modern world, showing the salient features of
our society (and especially its weaknesses) in-

NO. 2556, VOL. I02]

tensified, and on a narrower slave," the author
il.cs some of the re-eduralive methods which,

having proved successful, mav be commended to

the attention ol the educationist and those de-

voting themselves to the general problems of

social reconstruction. Underlying all the symp-
toms of neurasthenia is found the element of

separatis 1 dissociation a significant fact for

social psychology. Some of the current psycho-
logical methods ol dealing with neurasthenia are

placed bv 'he writer into three groups, which, he
savs, are steps in a progressive series: (]) Psvcho-
antbsis; |_) therapeutic conversations; (3) "ergO-
therapy." In methods belonging to the first group
1 he menial condition is analysed, in the second
the patient is "encouraged to look sensibly and

squarely at things," while in the last he is

"prompted lo follow up bis thoughts by action

—

by real functioning in relation to his environment."

WORG [NIC CHEMISTRY FOR Sit DENTS.
(1) Introduction i" Inorganic Chemistry. By

Prof. \. Smith. Third edition. Pp. xiv 925.

I
London: G. Hell and Sons, Ltd., 1918.) Price
Nv 6d. net.

(jj Experimental Inorganic Chemistry. By Prof.

A. Smith. Sixth edition. Pp. vii 171.

(London: (L Hell and Sons. Lid., [918.) Price

3s. in/, net.

( ;,) .1 Laboratory Outline of College Chemistry.
By Prof. \. Smith. Pp. v 206. (London: G.
Hell and Sons, Ltd., 1918.)' Price 3s, ml.

(1) A MOM, the text-books of inorganic
chemistry of the newer type, in

which the attempt is made to present the

descriptive material so far as possible in

connection with underlying theoretical prin-

ciples, Prof. Alexander Smith's "Introduction to

Inorganic Chemistry " is one the merits of which
have gained wide recognition, and that a third

edition ol ! his work has become necessary will

occasion no surprise.

A comparison of the present with llu previous
edition shows that some alterations have been
made in the arrangement of the subject-matter
and thai a considerable amount of additional in-

formation has been inserted, corresponding with

I he advances of the past decade where these have
come within the scope ol an introductory text-

book. Thus the account oi" the radio-active ele-

ments has been greatly extended, and there are

new sections on colloidal solutions, the atomic
numbers, and other subjects of a theoretical

character. A number of paragraphs have also

been inserted on some of the more recent
technical applications of chemistry, such as

the manufacture ol nitric acid from the atmo-
sphere, synthetical ammonia, the oxyacetylene
flame, the application of tungsten, the use of per-

mutite lor water-softening, and so forth. Rv
these additions the usefulness of the book is fully

maintained, ami it continue-, to give a scientific
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and attrai live outlini ol the pr< sent state of

chemical knowledge ol a standard suitable foi the

highest forms ol schools or for university students

who are beginning the stud) ol chemistry, ["here

i-, however, one passage in an introductorj dis-

cussion of the transformations ol energy which

cannot be allowed to pass unnoticed. It is stated

(p. 32): "So, with a conductor like tin- filament

in the lamp, unit-- it offers resistance to the cur-

rent and destroys n sufficient amount of electricity

(the italics are ours) "it gives out neither light

nor heat." It is to be hoped that this will be

amended in a later edition.

(2) " Experimental Inorganic Chemistry" is a

laboratory companion to the text-book discussed

above. Ii contains directions for carrying out

! large number of experiments of various

types, including illustrations of chemical laws,

the preparation of substances and examination

of ilu-ir properties, some qualitative analyses,

and simple experiments in physical chemistry.

I he i list ructions are very clear and precise

and seem well designed to lead students to

work' thoughtfully. In a few cases, however,

the methods given for carrying out the experiments

appear a little crude for the class of students that

would be capable of using the companion text-

book intelligently.

(3)
" Laboratory Outline of College Chemistry"

is almost identical, word for word, with the last-

mentioned work (2). There are, however,

differences of arrangement, and in the order

in which .subjects are treated, which render

it more suitable for use with the author's

neral Chemistry for Colleges." It con-

tains a short chapter, which is not included

in "Experimental Inorganic Chemistry," on

Bunsen's film and match tests. This is a welcome
feature, for it is to be wished that these tests, on

lint of their elegance and of the training in

manipulation which they afford, were taught more

frequently than is at present the case.

W. W. M.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Homeland: I Year of Country Days. By Percj

VV. I). Izzard. With illustrations by 11
1

1

L. Izzard and W. Gordon Mem. Pp. 383.

(London: John Richmond, n.d.) Price ?s. 6d.

'I ins 1 ]. consists of a series of sketches mostl)

impressionist of the march of the seasons in the

Eastern Counties of England. There is one for

each daj in the year, and the auth u shows his

good sense b\ beginning with March .'t and end-

ing with March jo. "So we set out in the thrill

ol the year's morning songs and climb with the

sun to the high noon of summer; then go down
the hill of autumn and traverse the vail,

winter, and so arrive again before the portals ol

spring. Thus hope is with us first and last."

And delight as well, we may say, for Mr. Izzard's

WO. 2556. VOL. I02]

pictures—many of them just vignettes have a

delicate touch, awakening old joys. On reading

them we fee] that the author is one who would
sincerely say with Stevenson :

To make this earth oui

A cheerful and a changeful page,
1 .ml'- l>i ight and inn ii

Of days and seasons doth suffice.

Let us mention a lew lilies: "Laggard Spring,"
"Snow and Kingfishers," "The Elms in Bloom,"
"Wine of Spring," "Bluebells," "The Top of

the Morning," "The Honey Way," "Bees in the

Broom," "A Yellow Wagtail," "A Summer
Shower, " " Scented Night," " Grass of the Dunes,"
"Ageing Leaves," "Spider-Craft," "Rain on the

Wheat," "Autumn Colour," "A Pimpernel

Morning," "Wintei Sleeps." These are not in-

formative cssav s, be it understood, but dainty bits

of impressionism, pleasant to read for a few-

minutes in the morning-, and rejoicing the heart.

The book has some beautiful black-and-white

illustrations "by Florence L. Izzard and W. Gordon

Mein, and it is very pleasantly printed with a page

for each day. We recommend it heartily to those

win. have "a love of the country."

The Portal of Evolution: Being a Glance through

the Open Portal of Evolution nt Some of the

Mysteries of Nature. By a Fellow of the Geo-

logical and Zoological Societies. Pp. 295-11.

(London: Heath, Cranton, Ltd., 1918.) Price

1 6s. net.

The author of this book begins chap. i. with the

words : "My aim in writing this treatise has been

to avoid making" it in any way a scientific work."

We are bound to say that he has succeeded. For

what we opened with the eager hope of getting

some fresh light on the factual problems of evolu-

tion turns out to be a sheer eccentricity. It is a

serious but futile elaboration of extravagant hypo-

theses about the intermarrying of the diverse attri-

butes of the Trinity. It is a preposterous attempt

to illumine facts by fictions and to talk two lan-

guages at once. Of the author's scientific incom-

petence a glimpse is given in a statement in the

liist chapter : "Embryology has established beyond

dispute that in the earl) stages of our conception

within our mother's womb we again assume the

types of worms, fishes, animals, and in some cases

ol plants that did theii pari in evolving our present

existence." Hat a glimpse of something worse is

n in the fundamental statement: "The inter-

marrying of the attributes of God's personalities

has indeed placed in my hands a key that would,

in lime, with thought and study, enable mankind

to unlock the door and enter the portal of Evolu-

tion, and ultimately to be able to understand

divine revelations. ..." We do not wish to be

loo hard upon a treatise so obviously serious and

well-intentioned, especiall) as we are assured that

"it is only during the last one hundred years that

the property of understanding has dawned upon

man." but we cannot help feeling that there has

been a sad waste of paper here.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
17 /,, i at 11 dot s

»"' held :

I
1
opinions ex-

pressed '

'" ;pOHftent&. \ ei//«i i i

return o\ to correi pond with the vritt

. nd, d fot this or any othei pari oj N ituri .

The Organisation of Scientific Workers.

Tin VY'hitle) Report on Industrial < ouncils raises

several questions of peculiar interest to scientific

workers, h is proposed thai a predominant pari of

the control of an) industn shall 1"- based on the

mmendations of industrial councils, bodies com-
! of representatives of the employe'rs' associations

and trade unions concerned. Among the subjects with

which these bodies will deal are conditions of em-
ployment, ti i hnic al edui ation, and industrial n

(para, id), which are of special interest to the scientific

staff. Owing, however, to the lack of organisation

among scientific nun, there is no method of obtaining

their representation on these councils, and if this is

not done these matters will be decided h\ the other

bodies involved, without reference to those whom the)

particular!) concern The need For such organisation

is urgent, for ii is made cleat (Appendix, question _;i

that onl) trade unions and employers' associations are

to be represented, and thai am, bod) formed later than

the council can he admitted onl) with thi approval of

its predecessors. The interests of the scientifii

workers in an) industry, therefore, demand that the)

should form themselves into trade unions.

This statement is not so alarming as it at first sight

appears, for legall) a trade union is mere!) an) bod)

among the objects of which is the regulation of condi-

tions of employment ; so that any organisation formi d to

represent its members on the councils would be auto-

maticall) a tradi union. Employers' associations an
technical I v trade unions The othei methods of obtaining
its aims are determined b) itself, and, naturally, no course

of action repugnant to the majorit) of scientifi n

could be taken b) a bod) that they themselves govern.
Foi \er\ similar reasons it seem-, desirable that

workers in pure science should form a trade union
among themselves. The Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research is likely to extend its influence
very much in the near future, and pun- research will be
aided by the i stablishxnent of many fellowships and
studentships, the workers appointed being in the posi-

tion of employees of the Department. Here, again,
there is no machinery for ascertaining the opinion of

the employee on matters that concern him: and it

seems at least as desirable to consult the opinions of

rorkers in their own affairs as those of

ordinary workmen, as will be.done when the Whitle)
is carried out. That the success of die scheme

promoted by the Department depends largel) on the

satisfaction id the employees with theii position is

admitted repeatedl) in its latest report (pp. 21, 43),
and a means "l expressing their views i- needed; this

can be afforded only h\ a e., neral organisation of

research workers on a democratic hasis and working
in close touch with die Department. At the same
time such a bod\ musl dial with conditions of re-

search in general, and would come within the legal
definition of a trade union.
The only bod\ al presenl In process ol formation

that aims al attaining these obiects is the National
Union of Scientific Workers, lis inclusion of both
pure and applied science within its scoi responds
with the policv of the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, and seems hivhh desirable from
the point of view of the co-Ordination ol science and
industry. (

'. She vri r.

Fr vnki ;n Kidd.
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> E I \;> r IRLIAMENTARY
REPRESENTATION.

rHE discussion which ha meeting
id the medical profession held at Steinway

Hall mi October 1. "having fur its object the

a mure adequate representation of the

medical profession in Parliament," lias m-i 1

show thai its restricted is hazardous ami
inadequate. Hut at least it made prominent
of tin- essenl ial conditi en

from the earthquake of the world war, viz.

instant and judii competent

knowledge t<> every branch ol national and pro-

vincial administration. Those who think this must
accompam schemes of national development will

thank die conveners oi the recent meeting,

recognise the value of the discussion it induced,

and proceed to ponder how fitting use ma)
he made of the opportunity described by Dr.

Addison, the Minister of Reconstruction. [l

iadi cli ir that, in the opinion of many
entrusted with the executive power of the Si

the time has come when those who possess trained

knowledge have special opportunities to which as

patriot thi OUght to respond. These opportuni-

ties have no' come to medicine alone; they have
come to every branch of science and technol

It may hi- well, therefore, to review very briefly

the circumstances in which the contributions

trained knowledge to national development ma)
now he made continuously effective. Most of the

factors ot use or abuse are common to the pro-
fessions, and if medicine is chief!) referred to

in illustrating, it will be as a tribute to its

splendid services to-day and to its Steinway Hall
initiative.

Nothing can he satisfactorily attempted in Par-
liament or politics generally unless goa
clearly slated that willing' plavers of the game can
see them. At the recent meeting, v. here one goal
was assumed to Im? sought, two were set. There
was, first, the goal of the "representation of the
medical profession" in Parliament, to quote sum,

of the speakers, the Times leading article, and
some later letter-writers. There was, secondly, the
goal of making possible to the community and
Parliament "the considered experience and help of
medical men as representative of the public in-

terest and aiders of their constituencies" (Dr.
Addison 1. Xow the two may stand in the same
field, but they are different. They may not be

wholl) incompatible, but they are diverse; twins,

perhaps, but of very different temperaments.
Despite some obscurities, Dr. Addison's address
suggests that he prefers the second. In letters ti-

the medical and general Press some powerful
critics have made it clear that they agree with
him. So do we. It is the more catholic,

practical, and promising; and for this reason:

whatevei the professions apart from politics

surmise, the political instincts of a politti

matured people are not likely to err. It may-
be hoped, therefore, that these will promote, not
the representation of particular interests in Parlia-

ment, but the selection of leading- men from alt
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intellectual and industrial activity to

ol of national affairs.

That knowledge with expert

iuntry

sultani members of its

Parli to the future of knov
political instrument and n< the success of

tho^-e who thus i:»c it. This is especiallj true

y from causes that are not yet sufficiently

di partments of commercial,

is inten si s have
had to be emphasised beyond prudence to get any

pted by disunited in-

dividual units. Much organisati oughly
ted, therefore, and in

grem - hai

improvised, with like disastrous results sometimes.

The price which has inevitably to be paid for in-

lisation, that is,

h permits the machine to run the man, is

ibling the counsels of parties and groups, and
1 1 ry- in its execu-

bad culprit.

It is to iii owledgi at the top of

d class organisal ii ms that mi >si 1 >i

the prevalent functional disorders are due. The
L'.st now esteemed. It is highly probable

that the g il the community, dimly con-

scious dangers, will assert itself on suit-

able 1 1 inst class demands and all exten-

;
presentation. Moreen er, the future

t with this method, as trade-unions and
nisations are finding out. That

lies death. A virile rao uses organisations,

not mastered by them or dictated to by them.

Surely it will be most unfortunate, futile as well

as unfortunate, lor the as vet immobilised scouts

1 handicap themselves by following

sample seen to be reactionar} and dangerous.
Theirs th i appealing directly to

the happier instincts of a free and growing race, of

demonstrating thai in seeking to serve their

country in the hour ol its greatest need thev wish
to place its interests before any other interest,

mal, professional, or, for that matter,

sin. They stand as citizens to serve as citi-

: that is the path of honour and of leader-
ship. It is the path also of SUCCeSS.
The work to be done lias to be done in Parlia-

ment, we are told, and through Parliament. This
implies ability t<> understand and to participate in

general work of Parliament, whence all their

ill arise. Important as is the
physician's experience and mental equipment in

diagnosis, when he has his patient before him the
prime factors are the patient himself and his

tial response to any treatment. So, if the

ll man, the expert, is to hold his own in

sufficiently tilled with the representa-

nmerce and labour, however true to his
own professional responsibilities he may bt .

! the work to lie done from the

the national interest so far as his

il gift can further it. in order that the i

B which takes time may be won!
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lime. He musi be able to establish and to main-

|

tain touch with his parliamentary colleagues, to

adjust that which he knows to the medium in

which it has to be applied no light task
and thus to make effective thi ei 1 .il contribution

is to bring. His most valuable aid may some-
preventing gross mistakes being

perpetrated in ignorance, but to pull up any
machine in full motion demand

chanism. No Member of Parliament who
knows his own special business, bis busines

legislator, and the routine of the House, wo
to get a hearing; what a power he mighl bi

anno) understand his business as a legislator

unless be makes that his first and chief ob,,.

If this is true of the House of Commons, how
much more true is it in the constituencies.

i iosest contact of knowledgeable candidates with
necessary to-day if electors are

irn their duty, choose and support educated
and efficient administrators, and discountenance
inefficient administrators. Can the electorate be

lately served if selected constituencies are to

be offered eminent experts in science .and techno-
logy with specialist limitations, whose presence in

Parliament is desired that they may attend the

consulting-rooms of State Departments, sit on
Special Committees, or voice, occasionally, some
sectional interest? Surely these services can be
commanded at any time without imposing- a pre-

liminary qualification which would in itself then
be but a pretence. And what of the influence of

such practice on the men themselves and on the

repute of the intellectual ministry for which they
stand? It may well «be that some of the most
useful men of one categorv would also be avail-

able in another; as was said, the two goals are

not wholly incompatible. The consultant might
be the man who, before his constituents, coidd

interest them in knowledge, reveal the folly of

some section in a contested Bill, or, later, show
how a clause, vital to the success of a new Act,

might at once be made locally operative. If so,

both needs would be met in the same man. But
even then it is on the citizen plane that true

representation has to be sought. Both in the

Commons and in the constituencies this is the

type of service which is alive : it grows.

Knowledge is not static; it is dynamic. It per-

fects itself in practice amid ever-changing atmo-

spheres, and owes most of its efficacy at any time

to perceptions and extensions gained in perform-

of function. In free nations the demands of

each parliamentary session will give professional

counsel iis chance and chiefly determine its useful-

I lie limitations of Parliament as a patient

nd grave. But it is the only patient

iew. Knowledge has its work there-

with, and knowledge must do it: it can only be

done on the basis of approved citizenship. The
nation should get nothing meaner.

To sum up. The coming General Election will

make a special demand on the men lies! equipped

e the country, and in many respects that

demand has never been easier to meet. During
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no previous epoch has the countn depended more
foi lis preservation on competem and ascertained

knowledge, and never have we had with us a

larger number of available nun skilled in some
branch of knowledge and already familiar with

the administrative and functional routine through
which thai can best be applied to national work.
Men oi affairs, themselves prominent in the ranks
id men oi science, are neither few in number nor

unknown to constituencies. Something has been
said in medicine about the exact constitution and

responsibilities of the committee which should

select suitable candidates for whom seats

could be found. It docs not matter very

much what method oi selection is taken so

that the right goal is clearl) set up, and there are

those ready to lie true to the test of the time. A
very small sum of money small as sums go
to-day -in the hands of a lew administrators

acquainted with the problems and with the per-

sonnel of the scientific world would permit them
at once to consull the part) Whips and arrange
loi the candidature of an experimental group such
as competent State chiefs would gladly welcome
to tin House and constituencies live to be thankful'

they ever sent there. J. J. Robinson.

EPIDEMIC INFLUENZA.
TH'HE name "influenza " is of Italian origin, and
J- is derived from the Latin infiuxio, which

signifies a humour or catarrh. Creighton 2 gives
the following account of its introduction into the
English language :

—

"It was in 174;, that th# Italian name 'influ-

enza ' first (ame to England, the rumour of a great
epidemic, so called, at Rome and elsewhere in

Italy having reached London a month or two
before the disease itself. The epidemic of 1743
was soon over, and the Italian name forgotten,
so that when the same malady became common in

1762 someone with a good memory or a turn for
history remarked that it resembled ' the disease
1 ailed influenza ' nearly twenty years before. After
the epidemic of 1782 the Italian name came into
more general use, and from the beginning of the
present century [i.e. 1801J it became at once
popular and vague. The great epidemics, of it

in 1833 and 1.S47 fixed its associations so closely
with catarrh that an ' influenza cold ' became an
admitted synonym for coryza or any common cold
attended with sharp fever." The last-named usage
has lingered in common parlance to the present
day, and such •'running" colds are frequently
contagious. The series of epidemics from 1889
to 1893 effectually dispelled the idea of the neces-
sary association of epidemic influenza with
catarrh.

It has also been customary since 1893 to term
"influenza" any brief febrile affection associated
with more or less headache and muscular pain.
The nature of such attacks is littl,. known, but
the majority are certainly not true influenza.

mic influenza is a malady which has probably
1 " History of Epidemics in Britain, .,
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existed from the earliest times. Creighton 1

allusions to it in the medieval Latin writers, and
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries strange
epidemics arc recorded from time to time under
such names as "new disease," "hot ague,"
"sweating sickness," and others which seem un-
doubtedly to have been manifestations ol it, and
the disease has recurred again and again with
an interval ol a lew years. In the nineteenth

century, alter an outbreak in [855, mine than a

generation passed with little or no mention ol

epidemic influenza in this country, when in the
early weeks of the winter of 1889 reports began
to be published on the reappearance of influenza

in Moscow, Petrograd, Berlin, and othei

foreign capitals. This epidemic wave, like many
that preceded it, had an obvious course from
Asiatic and European Russia towards Western
Europe, and eventual!) reached London, and in

January, 1890, had a decided effect upon the bills

of mortality of the city. It spread all over

England, Scotland, and Ireland, but by the spring
of that year had almost disappeared.

The features of the disease al this time were
.1 sharp and sudden attack of fever, accompanied
with headache, pain at the back of the eyes, pains

in the' limbs, and severe back-ache, with prostra-
tion and a general feeling of misery. Catarrhal
symptoms were by no means prominent, but in

the elderly the disease was frequently complicated
by -bronchitis, pneumonia, and heart failure, and
convalescence was often prolonged. The pro-
nounced back-ache and absence of catarrh at first

suggesteel that the malady might be dengue fever,

but it was soon recognised that the epidemic was
one of genuine influenza. The disease recurred in

1891, 189] i|2, and 1893 114, and then waned and
almost disappeared. The worst period was in

January, 1891 ; in the week ending January 23
the death-rate in London rose to 46 per 1000 living

(a month previously it had been 21*9), and 506
deaths from influenza were registered, as well as

a very high mortality from bronchitis and pneu-
monia.

After a period of quiescence lasting for three-

and-twenty years, influenza in epidemic form once
more made its appearance towards the middle of
the present year. In May and June it ravaged
Madrid and other parts of Spain, afterwards attack-

ing the British and German forces on the Western
front, and travelling to this country, Holland,
and Scandinavia. London experienced a sharp
attack in July, and some 1600 deaths are attri-

buted to it. On the whole, however, this outbreak
was a mild one, except among the debilitated and
the aged. The usual course pursued by the disease

was a sudden onset of sharp fever lasting about
three days, with headache and muscular pain, but

little cat. 11 Hi, followed by rapid convalescence. By
the end of August the epidemic was practically at

an end. During the present month another out-

break has occurred and is in progress, and this time
the disease is assuming a more serious character,
and main deaths from pneumonia and bronchitis
complicating it have been reported, particularly
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among young and presumably strong and healthy

adults. South Africa and Tangier arc also ex-

periencing severe epidemics.
While in previous epidemics the general pro-

5 of influenza has been westwards from Asiatic

and European Russia, the epidemic this year was
first reported in Spain and travelled northward.

It is to be noted, however, that the war has

fundamentally changed the general direction oi

European traffic that from East to West being

suspended, while the North and South traffic has

been greatly augmented. It has to be remem-
bered, too, that Chinese and other Eastern coolies

have furnished Labour battalions behind the lines

on the Western front, and it may he quite likely,

therefore, that the disease has been imported from
1 in this manner.

With regard to the nature of epidemic influenza,

it is undoubtedly a fever of a highly infectious or

contagious character, and, therefore, caused by
some micro-organism. In the epidemic oi the

'nineties I'leiffer discovered a minute bacillus,

difficult to grow except on certain specially pre-

pared culture media, and even then yielding- only

very delicate growths, and unstained by the Gram
method of staining. litis is the influenza bacillus

which has ever since been regarded as the eausa-

microbe of epidemic influenza. In the epi-

demic of this year, however, Spanish, British, and
German investigators have failed to find the influ-

enza bacillus except in quite a minority of cases.

The principal bacteriological findings reported are

microbes belonging to the (incus class, either

Gram-negative or Gram-positive cocci, and in some
of the fatal cases streptococci have been present

in the blood.

The difference in the bacteriological findings

between the' 'ninety and the present epidemics
suggests that epidemic influenza, so-called, is not

a single disease. We have a parallel to this in the

case of typhoid and paratyphoid fevers, which in

symptoms closely resemble each other, but which
are due to distinct microbial agents. There are

also certain differences in the symptoms present

in different influenza epidemics which point to the

same conclusion.

The principal factor influencing the spread of

influenza seems to be close aggregation of in-

dividuals. It is the crowded oflice, workshop,
barrack, or camp that suffers most from the

ravages of influenza. Dilution with plenty of air

mitigates the infectious properties, and free ven-
tilation is therefore important. In the July out-

break favourable reports were- given of the value
of systematic spraying of the air of offices and
workshops with an atomiser spray, using some
volatile disinfectant, such as bacterol, in largely

preventing the spread of infection, Fatigue and
debility are always conducing factors to infection,

and the young and the old are generally more
prone to contract the disease. Whether anv drug

- alb any power to prevent infection is ques-
tionable, but in the 'ninety epidemics there was a

general impression that systematic daily doses of
quinine were of some use. R. T. Hewlett.
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/ ///-. s [LTERS U S / 1 1 1 TE OF INDUS-
TRIAL CHEMISTRY.

THE Salters' Company has during- many years

given evidence oi its interesl in the promo-
tion of scientific education and research by the

provision of fellowships tenable bj post-graduate
workers. It has now taken a further very import-

ant step in announcing a scheme for tin- establish-

ment of an institute to be called "The Salters'

Institute of Industrial Chemistry." The offices of

the institute will be for the present at the Sabers'

Hall, and the s. heme will be administered by a

director, who will lie selected on the ground of

qualifications based on a distinguished academic

career in chemistry coupled with extensive tech-

nical experience. An Advisory Board composed
of representatives of the- Salters' Company, the

universities, and the Association of British

Chemical Manufacturers is also under considera-

tion.

The- Company proposes to establish two types

of fellowship, for which post-graduate students

of British nationality will be eligible whether
graduates of a British university or of a university

in the United States or elsewhere. There are

to be (1) fellowships to enable post-graduate

students to continue their studies at an approved

university or other institution under the general

supervision of the director of the institute, and

(2) industrial fellowships to enable suitably

equipped chemists to carry on research for any

manufacturer under an agreement entered into

jointly by the institute, the manufacturer, and the

fellow.

It will be observed that the Company does not

at present contemplate the erection of any building

or the equipment of any laboratory. Its aim is,

therefore, somewhat different from that of the

founders of such establishments as the Davy-
Faraday Laboratory attached to the Royal Insti-

tution in London, or the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute

opened in 191 2 near Berlin. The intention is to

add to the number of first-rate chemical techno-

logists available for the service of industry in this

country, a class of men which at present scarcely

exists and is sorely needed. It is hoped to offer

such attractions to some of the best students that

on completing their university course they will

seek to apply their knowledge to manufacture and

industry generally, and that employers will recog-

nise promptly the necessity for such assistance so

that openings lor such men with suitable remune-
ration will be provided concurrently with the

supply. Hitherto almost the only career available

for the honours graduate in chemistry has been

in connei tion with the teaching profession. Prob-

ably in future such men will be divided into two

classes according to their personal predilections,

some going to the works, while others will prefer

teaching. In both directions the opportunities

provided have been insufficient in number and
inadequate in remuneration, so that many cases

have occurred in which a man with distinct

scientific gifts has been forced by circumstances
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tn seek employment in other directions, and 51

has been consequently the poorer.

The fundamental idea which lias inspired the

Salters' Company may be illustrated b) 01

two examples. Suppose a man to have taken

his degree with distinction in chemistry, and in

physiolog) as a secomd subject. Elected to a

Salters' fellowship, he ma) undertake a research

on some subject of a biochemical nature. I his

may be carried on at his own university or at any
other possessing a special school lor this class of

work in England or some other country. In due

time arrangements ma) he made by the director

for the fellow to take a course of chemical engi-

neering', perhaps in America, and afterwards to

obtain technical and industrial experience. In a

very short time a man so trained and experienced
will be in a position t'> demand, and will certainly

he worth, a very high salary. It would be easy to

provide a similar course with the necessarv modi-
fications adapted to the case of a man whose
original bent is in the direction ot physical

chemistry or [jure organic or metallurgical chem-
istry. The printed scheme issued by the Salters'

Company gives no information as to the pecuniary
value of the proposed fellowships. In estimating
the annual amount which should be assigned to

each fellowship, it must be remembered that the
holder, while required .to live simply and carefully,

must be free from difficulties about books, travel-

ling expenses, :m<\ laboratory Outlay. Probably
,;oo/. a year under present conditions and for seme
lime to come will not be found too much, though
perhaps expenses will depend to some extent on
whether the student remains at home or is required
to reside at a foreign university or centre. When
operations are to commence at the institute will

depend on the discovery of the right man for the
office of director, and doubtless he will have a

good deal to say about working details.

I'lie two classes ol Fellowship referred to in

1 he scheme have been in principle anticipated. For
ormer, which provides for post-graduate study

without at first direct reference to technical appli-
ms, the Ramsay Memorial, which has been

the public for the greater part of the last
two years, has adopted essentially the same plan,
and is only waiting lor funds to carry it into effect.

With "regard to the institution of industrial
fellowships, nothing of the kind has vet been
attempted in this country. Hut the Kennedy
Dum at

1 onnection with the Universities
ol Kansas and Pittsburgh has been in operation
for some few yeai ;, and is reported to have been
satisfactory and successful. Mention of thesi
facts, h6wi er, is hoi intended to disparage in
any way the wise forethought and liberal inten-
tions of the Salters' I ompany, which, by the action
now- contemplated, is rendering a very important
service to national interests, both in the example
thus set and by the generous application of its

funds.

One other point may here ]„ mentioned. The
scheme under consideration seems to ivoid the

ally which litis always been associated with
NO. 2556, VOL. I02]

other -1 lames for tin- encouragement <•! post-

graduati work namely, that the career of the

student .liter the firsl lew years was indeterminate,

and often ended ill disappointment. The scheme,
"in 1 talked of, for providing valuable fellowships

with the objeel of tempting a few s]

dowed researchers to devote tin- rest ui then

to research seems to have been lost sight of,

alii I consideration, to have been given Up.

It is, however, in he Imped that nothing in the

plans proposed for associating science with in-

dustry will result in discouragement to sciei

genius. Researches undertaken with sp<

objects, especially with a view to improvements
in manufacturing processes 'r in the invention of

new ones, and in the investigation of properties

of materials and products, will probably not lead

ii> the discover) of new fundamental principles. In

the past these have .almost always been the fruit

1 if labours undertaken under the stimulus of that

kind of curiosity concerning Nature, her laws,
purposes, and operations, which is sufficient to

satisfv tlie ambition of a Davy or a Faraday.
Whatever Ramsay might have done had he devoted
his working- life to researches designed to assisl

industry, the results of his studies concerning the

source and properties of the inert gases, them-
selves of no use in human affairs, are il greater
permanent interest and importance by reason ot

the new light thrown on the nature of the elements
and the constitution of matter. After all, a know-
ledge it the materials and powers in which life is

immersed, and of which it is a part, is in the long-

run more useful than the applications which ma\
be made to the purposes >! mankind. The
student ol Nature is concerned onlv about the

means ol carrying on his work without ai

as in the future of himself or his family. His
discoveries cannot immediately become the

jects "I sale or pecuniary reward, and as a rule

es nol look for anything of the sort. It will,

however, not be forgotten few there

are the Nobel prizes.

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
FISHING INDUSTRY,

TT is no secret that a most vigorous propaganda
* fot the reconstruction of the entire fabri

fishery control is now being carried on by those
engaged in the industry, tend that this movement
gathers force as the end of the war- appears
come nearer. The English
form i.t proposals lor the unificatioi ol fisher)

control by the creation ol > Ministry having all

now exercised by branches oi several
Public Departments and by the local Fisher)
Committees. Its suggestions relate mainl-
administrative and regulative reforms, to pro-
blems ol marketing, transport, distribution, ex-
ploitation, and technii al 1 dui ation. The Scottish

proposals, which have just become public, 1 devote
but slight attention to administrative changes, but

1 Memorandum on the Reconstruction of (he Fishina rndustry after ihew ar. r Scottish Steam Driftei Association, Aberdeen, al

Omcc, Septembei
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emphasise in the strongest manner the neci

for the organisation on a ntifit

•arch and education. Proposals lor the reform

of the Fisher) Authoritj consist oi the suggestion

that the existing Fishen Board should cease to

exist, or, rather, that ii should l>e "assimilated

in form to that of other Public Departments,"
being "completely manned by Civil Servants and
With a permanent head." anil coming into relation

with the industry through a Consultative Hoard.

Tin- Memorandum before us gives a short

iunt of the pre-war yield ol North Kuropean
sea-fisheries. In the year 1912 Kurope took

about 7000/. per 100,000 inhabitants, Norway
00/., German} 3000L, Greal Britain 29,000/.,

and Scotland 7^,000/. This position oi (ireat

Britain it is our dutj to maintain.

The scheme tor the organisation oi scientific

irch and fishery education exhibits a degree
oi insight into the conditions ol the industry and
a familiarity with the problems involved such as

no previous recommendations have disclosed. I In

e. hole situation has materiall) changed since

pre-war days. Ought our participation in inter-

national schemes ol fisher) investigation to ter-

minate/ Should any scheme oi scientific research
aim at the co-ordination of the English, Scottish,

and Irish Authorities/ The Memorandum says
"Yes'' to both questions. British interests in

North Eui eries are so outstanding that

they call for adequate attention; some other
nations may not be prepared to go on with the
work ot the International Council, and if thev do
the Continent will again become the centre ot

gravity ol the organisation, while in the industry
Great Britain will remain the predominant

partner; and, finally, the expense of time and
money entailed by the Frequent conferences under

cheme was unattended l>v proportionate
results. But all this need not impl) isolation in

marv n onl) formal withdrawal
from t!ie .existing s< hi

In place ot' the three national Fisher) i

men- iei j : lommittei s,

which before the war instigated scientific research,
the Memorandum suggest s a single central o mncil
having nds voted by [mperial
Parliament, ["he i ought to contain repre-
sentati'

I
>, partment, oi the

1
' the fishing-vessel

. and of the industrial concerns dealing
... by-products, transport,

and refrigeration. Recognising the movement in

the public mind towards devolution of authorit)
, the " v nal impoi tance

bining scientific research with industry," and the

ration between the expert
and the entrepreneur, the drafters oi the Memo-
randum ''—i'il centralisation in London as detri-
mental. " It could not be accepted. " The I

id of which ought to be a chairman and
.
a man conversant with fishery matters,

"and not appointed for political reasons," v. >uld
expend, direct and allocate the administration of

ports, memoirs, and results ol
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research, advist on supporting scientific \

in unofficial laboratories, di

schemes of investigation and systems of statist

-He. lion, conduct propaganda, appoint ageit-
abroad, publish intelligence, and conduct a (is

journal.

But the Central Council would not establish
lab. iratOl ies or actually 1011! c

gation. Thai would be the work of the English,
Scottish, and Irish Fisher) Departments, and of
the Marine Biological Association ol the United
Kingdom (for "in respect that pure scien

the fountain from which applied science d

its life and force, the Marine Biological As-
tion should receive a generous grant yearly out of

the funds received by the Central Council").
Each of these four organisations would estal

and maintain laboratories, and conduct research

in accordance with the schemes submitted to them
and the funds allocated. They would
organist- schemes of fishery education and co-

operate with educational authorities for thai

purpose.

Some matters dealt with apply specially to
Scotland. The Department should seek to develop
tin' new Education Act, which appears to provide
foi continuation and technical instruction, but not
tor higher fishen education. For the lat

purpose a college of fisheries at Aberdeen is

gested, similar in scope to the Scottish College
of Agriculture. This would provide for the ed
tion—"thai is now a clamant necessity"—of
those holding responsible positions in industry in

all subjects that are relevant. It would providl
for training in research, conduct bureaux of scier-
tific and economic information, maintain a

museum, and carry-on a sub-department for co-
operating with local

i
upils of ability.

"

Here we have the real grip of essential-.

future of the industry depends on km dge

"

"Nothing will so surely secure this as
ties for scientific knowledge." II tie outlined
schemes for education and scientifii research are

ed out, "the Scottish fishing industry will

continue to hold its high place among tl

of Eun ipe.

"

NOTES.
"fin inaugur; first boring for pi

iuntrv, which took place al Hardstoft, neat
eld, on Oi tober 15. was an 1 1

-' b\ n ason of the confirmatii n

fiord "i thi speculations of competent oil-

field geologists of die existence of oil in this country.
Forty American driller- are engaged on the first borii

- ii v plant for drill

wells has been 1 .

- of these drillings
ma.le in the \ i ci nil \ of Chesterfield. Each ot I

will he full) equipped lor a maximum depth
anil ill. principal occurrence of oil i- e

between 2000 ft. and this maximum. Lord '

io w in, ni the nation is so much tssist-

ance he has rendered in this . ork. claimed
that although in Ami - n ntal drilling

would tie known as " wild-i
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than justified b) to-day's knowledge, bul was not a

[gerated hopes. Such a word of caution

ecessary, for it is mi customarj to think of

oil-wells is yielding prodigious quantities thai the low
some live ions a daj per well throughout

hi world is noi realised. Lasi yeai the importation

of oil into this country was valued .11 more than

[6,001 '.00 >/. Even if all the ten wells yii Ided the above
average, the contribution to our national requirements
would be very little, and the presenl enterprise musl

11 regarded more as exploratory than as likely to

furnish an) adequate proportion of our requirements.

Prof. \Y. J. Pope, in giving the first Streatfeild

memorial lecture ai the Citj and Guilds (•clinical

College, Finsbury, on Octobei 17, selected for his sub-

ject "The Future of Chemistry." He reviewed the

past and present states ol chemical science and
industry, and referred to the good work accomplished
by men like Meldola, Armstrong, Streatfeild, and
others in training the nun who during the last four

ears have been instrumental in establishing a

chemical industry on a sound basis, and have enabled
us as a nation to produce all ihose mati rials neces-

sary for the successful prosecution of the war, man)
of which, pi int to 1914, were to be obtained onh from
1 ntim countries. These results were rendered possible

bv the existence of a small but efficient company of

chemists, man) of whom were formerly students at

the Citv and Guilds Technical College, Finsbury.

I he lecturer, in referring to the splendid prospects

which the future held for chemical industry, reminded
tin presenl students thai it rested with them how far

this rich heritage of possibilities handed down by the

labours of two generations of chemists was explored

and developed. Sir Edward Husk, in moving a vote

of thanks to the lecturer, referred to the indifference

which existed prior to the war regarding applied

chemistry, an indifference connected, no doubt, with
the immense accumulation of wealth and the general

prosperity which had favoured us as a nation. We
had been sharply roused from our apathy, and no
doubt bv this time we all had a just appreciation of

the importance of chemical science to national security

and prosperity.

W*E announce with much regret the death on
1 ' tober 18, in the ninety-first year of his age, of the

Rt. Hon. Sir Edward Fry, G.C.B., F.R.S., "late Lord
Justice of Appeal.

Mr. D'Arcy Power will take "Cancer of the

ue" as the subject of his Bradshaw lecture at

hi Royal College of Surgeons of England on Thurs-

ember 14, at 5 o'clock.

An address on "Past and Future of the Fight

againsl tuberculosis " will be given by Sir Malcolm
Morris at hi K-in.i1 Society of Medicine, W'impole
Street, at 8 o'clock on Monday, October 28, the occa-
sion being the opening of the winter session of the

I ub( 11 ul"-! . Society.

Tin-: engineering ;old medal of the North-Easl Coasl
Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders has been
awarded 10 Mr. Harry R. Ricardo for his paper
entitled "High-speed Internal-combustion Engines,"
which was read before the institution on April 30
last.

I 1 11 deadi is announce, 1, .n fifty-om years ol age,

Prof, \la\ime Bdcher, professor of mathematics
Harvard University since 1904. Prof. Bdcher was

'fin of the American Mathematical Societ) in

nid 1I1. author ol s. \ 1 1 al \\ 1.1 1;- on the theot
5

: id
1 ential equations and 1 elati d subjects.
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Mi;. Leonard C. Harvei has returned from thi

United States after having 1 arried out for the Directoi
of Fuel Research a full investigation into 'l" pro-
gress made in recent years in the application ol pul-

V( lis. el coal for- metallurgical and general industrial
purposes im steam-raising in land and marim boilers
and in locomotives on railways. His report will be
issued as a ( rovei nineiii publication bv the Depat "in nl

ol Scientific and Industrial Research at an earl) d 1

I in third Ki him of the series arranged by the
Industrial Reconstruction Council will be held in the

Saddlers' II. ill, Cheapside, E.C.2, on Wednesday,
October 30, I he (hair will be taken at 4.

Sir Wilfrid Stokes, K.B.E., president of the council,

and an address on "The Functions of the Govern-
ment in Relation to Industry " will be- given b) Mr.
W. L. I lichens, managing director of Messrs.
Cammell, Laird, and Co. Applications for tickets

should l» made ni tin- Secretary, I.R.C., 2 and 4
Tudor Street, E.C.4

I tie I nited States, like- our own country, is

feeling the loss of ils scientific men through the- tin-

discriminating and brutal hand of war. Prof. J. F.

Kemp records in Science (September 13) the- death
('apt. John Duer Irving, of the 11th U.S. Engineers,
editor of Economit Geology, and professor of that

subject in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yah- Uni-
versity. Prof. Irving followed his father, tin late

R. D. Irving, in paying spe e-ial attention in deposits

of metallic ores and useful minerals. Tin father was,
perhaps, more- drawn towards petrology, anil his work
for tin-. U.S. Geological Survey ma\ be- better known
than that of the- younger man, who died from pile u-

meinia in Flanders at the- age- eif forty-four. It is

part of the' tragedv that tin- finest investigations of

Prof. Irving will now be published posthumously. \

bulletin b) him ami Dr. S. F. Emmons on the Down-
town district of I.eadville-, Colorado, was issued in

1907. Dr. Emmons's death left the junior author in

charge- of the revision of the great monograph on
I.eadville, and the edition now" in hand, recording a

large numbi 1 of new observations, will remain for

scientific men as Prof. Irving's monument.

Tin: Wilberforce Museum, controlled by the Cor-

poration of Hull, has recently received a promise ed a

valuable- addition to its collections in a large series

of 'Stuart relics presented by the- Rev. W. C. Piercy.

It consists eif a large number of prints and oil paint-

ings connected with the Stuart period, a miniature of

Henrietta Maria, and a memorial ring of Charles I.,

.with a tapestry, said to be of Gobelin manufacture,

from the Bardo Palace at Turin, representing

Charles I., Oueen Henrietta Maria, and Charles II.

as a boy. Besides these objects, there is a consider-

able collection of books relating te> the Stuarts. These

collections will revert to tin museum after the death
of Mr. Pie-rev and his wife.

In the Journal of the Rewal Anthropological Insti-

tute (vol. \lviii., part i.) Mr. H. Ling Roth concludes

his elaborate- monograph on primitive looms. In its

earliest stagi s tin- loom is s,. apparently simple- that

ii is verv difficult to decide whether it was due to

111 invention, inheritance- from ancestors in a

distant region, or transmitted from one raci •"

another. Origin or invention musl precede

tion or copying, and is consequent!) more remote and

obscure than distribution, which in meesi , as< - is -

iihviiiu- thai it tenets to increase- the- obsturity of

On the whole, Mr. Roth comes to

elusion thai some- looms an- of independent invention,

while- others an- an inheritance e>r have beei

mitted from one rat
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Somi ii' « 1 i t^li t on ilu proto-ethnolog) of the Mala}
Peninsula is thrown b\ excavations in caves al Leng-

. 1 ppei Perak, conducted b) Mr. I. II. N. Evans,
tin- results t if which an published in the Journal oi

thi Federated Mala\ States Museums (vol. vii.,

pari iv., June, 1918). Amongsl other objects, some
implements were discovered. VVhethei these had

a rubbing-down process still remains
bt. Ii wi are to regard the speci-

mens .1- being roughlj blocked ou( and unfinished

specimens of thi X . . 1 i 1 1 1 i i period, ii is difficult to see

into whal peninsular type or types they are to be

included. Ii is possibli thai the earliest occupants ol

thesi 1
•'- did nol possess an) pottery, bul a littli

mavhavi been in use in the period represented b) these

implements.

Is Wan t Miss M. Murraj dis-

- the question of the so-called "devil's mark,"
familiar to all students oi European witchcraft. After

.1 review "I the evidence, the writei draws the con-

on thai the mark was coloured, permanent, caused
11 pricking or tearing of the skin; thai the opera-

passed hi- hands 01 fingers ovei the place, and
thi pain was seven and mighi lasl a consider-

time. rhese facts suggest tattooing. Another
form ol thi 'devil's mark" was the "little teat."

Ih. description points to its being a natural pheno-
lernumerary nipple. Cases of poly-

mastia or supernumerarj breasts, and polythelia or

rnumerary nipples, are constantly observed by
: 11 s< holars, and their occurrence is more common

than is general!) believed, and in main cases is

itieed, unless well-marked in men or causing dis-

l b) functioning when in women.

I\ tin Eugenics Review for Octobei (vol. \., No. j)

Prof. J. A. Lindsa) discusses the eugenic and social

i the war. lie- concludes trial "when we
come to count up the gains and losses of the war,

an be little doubt to which side the balance will

incline. The nation will have lost heavily in man-
power, in brain-power, in capital, and in industrial

resources. Bul there will be some nol inconsiderable

ompensations. The nation will, we may hope,

«i from tin gn it ordeal purged of some of its

lefects. Luxury will diminish, thrift will increase.

Food production ai home will have received a great
stimulus. Education will be on a sounder basis. We

be mon teachable, less self-satisfied, readier to

profit bj example and by experience."

There is a general belief that it is a relatively eas)

in to estimate a person's intelligence bj looking
at him ; and teachers, physicians, and employers are

compelled to make judgments as to the intel-

ligence of a given person with no more data than can
btained from a rapid surve\ of his appearance;

hence Mich phrases a- "he looks bright" or "he looks
stupid." Even in the law courts rough estimations of

intelligenci art sometimes required. In the Psytho-
logical Review (vol. xxv., No. 4) Mi. R. Pinter gives
the results of an investigation he made for the pur-
posi of testing tin trustworthiness of these judgments.
The author chose twelve photographs of children vary-
ing in intelligence from proved feeble-mindedViess to

unusuall) great ability, and asked groups of people to

photo raphs in order of merit for intel-
llis -roups consisted ol physicians, psveho-

• 1. le rs, and miscellaneous pi ople. I fe found

p of psj 1 hoio^isN w .i~ the most i" .11

1

bul that on the judgment of no one group
or of no on. person could anv reliance he placed.
Several observers were consciously influenced le

children of their acquaintance whom a photograph
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happened to resemble, and irrelevant trivialities quite
frequently biased the observer's judgment. The
author concludes that, although perhaps a living person
would I., easier to judo,, than i photograph, neverthe-
less the-., hapha/anl judgments are too untrust-
w 01 tin to In of practical value; and that, whether the
observei lie a teacher, physician, ot employer, it would
he bettei >o use objective standards, and l" recom-
mends that the use of mental test- should !» con-
siderably extended.

I 111 fourth and fifth parts of the Report ol the
Danish Oceanographical Expedition of 1908 io 10 the
Mediterranean and adjacent seas have just in mi pub-
lished (Copenhagen, 1918). No. .1 deals entirely with
several groups of the fishes collected the shon
tin- Stomiatidae, Argentinidae, Microstomidae, Opistho-
prcetidae, Mediterranean Odontostomidae, Bramidae,
and Trichiuridae. No. 5 is also biological, and
describes the Mediterranean Scopelidae; one group
oi Crustacea, the Hyperiidae-Amphipoda ; the sea-

grasses; and the Algae (except the calcareous species).

The report-, are wholly systematic, ami particular
attention is paid to larval and post-larval forms.
Schmidt's biometric methods tire applied in the descrip-

tions ol fishes, ami verj clearly drawn and printed
tallies and distributional charts are included. The
report is a model of careful editing and admirable
printing.

The Bulletin of the Madras Fisheries Department
(No. 1 1, Government Tress, Madras, rgi8, edited bv
Mi. James Hornell) contains a ver) interesting paper
by Sir F. Nicholson, Honorary Director of Madras
Fisheries, on carp cultivation in Bavaria. Then are

thousands of ponds in the kingdom, and the) are

regarded as more profitable than the same area of

good land. As a rule, they are natural hollows, which
nearly empty in the winter. About once in ten years

they are cropped with oats or some other cereal. They
receive drainage from the surrounding area of culti-

vated land, and the liquid part of the farm drainage
is deliberately led into them. Shade is undesirable,

and a high water temperature very favourable. The
ordinary pond vegetation exists, with a very abundant
plankton. The fish are actually cultivated, like trout

for stocking purposes in this country. They are fed

artificially by cereals, seeds of lupins, maize-cake, fish-

meal, bad potatoes, oil-cake, vegetables unfit foi tin

table, etc. In one farm, not the best, the output in

one year from a pond of SS acres was 11,000 lb. of
fish. The methods are stronglv recommended for adop-
tion in India.

The vital relation of economic ornithology to agri-

culture and horticulture is sufficiently obvious to war-
rant a more extensive and more scientific studv than
it has yet received. The subject is an intricate one,

and much harm has been done bv hasty generalisa-

tions based upon ver) inadequate and imperfectly col-

lected data. Few workers have contributed more use-

fully to the subject than Dr. W. E. Collinge, and the

report on his recent investigations, which is published
in th<' September issue of the Journal of Ilu- Board
oi {griculture, is deserving of wide notice. In most
previous work the numerical or gravimetric system of

estimating the food contents of birds' stomachs has
been followed, but Dr. Collinge roundl) condemns this

in favout of the volumetric method 01 percentage
valuation b) bulk. As the result of examinations of

(670 adult birds and 505 nestlings, embracing nine
species of wild birds, he draws tin conclusion that

Onl) ' 'A o of these spei ies, \i/. tl). hot -' MMlloW and
the wood-pigeon, are distinctly injurious, and should
lie subji eted to stn ires. Two
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rs, viz. tin' rook and the sparrowhawk, ai

numerous, and consequently injurious over wide
is, whilst the missel-thrush is too numerous m

. localities; these species could be adequatelj

reduced l>\ a temporary withdrawal of protectic*.

!
!,. maining foui species, viz. the skylark, green

woodpecker, kestrel, and lapwing, are highh bene-

ficial, and should receive ever) protection.

The first annual report nf the official seed-testing

station ol the Board of Agriculture, which is issued

in. the Hoard's Journal for September, a-ffords abun-
dant justification for the creation of the station in

November last. In the eight and a half months of

che station's existence up to Jtrlj 3] no fewer than

7744 samples were dealt with, of which ,s<'7<> were sent

by seedsmen and 1553 b) growers. In course of time

the proportion of the lattei class will doubtless steadilj

increase as the facilities provided become mote widel}

known amongsf fanners and allotment-holders. More
than fort) species of seeds wen- tested, the most
numerous being cereals, grasses, clovers, turnips,

mangolds, and onions. The report clearly indicates

that much worthless seed is liable to get into the

hands ol farmers, about 1 per cent, of the samples
showing a germination of 5 per cent, or less. The
qualitv of a few kinds of seed would seem to have
been decidedly below the average of recent years,

e.g. vetches, English red clovers, trefoil, meadow
fescue, timothy, scarlet runner and French beans.

Doddei was verj prevalent in red clovers, especially

in those of Chilian origin, and its presence in samples
of other leguminous species is evidence that sufficient

attention is not yet paid to the elimination of this

parasite. The general significance of the results as

outlined in the report merits the most careful con-

sideration of both seedsmen and growers.

We have received a cop) of the register of earth-

quakes felt 01 recorded in the Philippine Islands during
the year tgij (U.S. Weather Bureau for December,
iqi7). The number of earthquakes catalogued is 140

;

most of them wire of moderate intensity. Only two
Win- sluing enough to damage buildings slightly, vet,

though their epicentres were situated within or close to

the Philippine Islands, both were registered at seismo-
h igi< al stations all user the world.

Ix a paper on the atmospheric scattering of light,

which constitutes Publication No. -'405 of the Smith-
sonian Miscellaneous Collections, Mr. F. E. Fowle,
of the ^strophysical Observatory of the Smithsonian
Institution, gives the results of an examination of the

lected at Mount Wilson between mm and
11 the fraction of the light of given wave-

idenf at the outer limits ol the atmosphere
which penetrates to the earth's surface be called the

coefficient, ibis coefficient is found to

foi In air from about o-o at the blue to about
the red end of the visible spectrum, its value

varying with the inverse fourth powei ol the wave-
length. In addition, there is a slight haziness which
reduces the coefficient l>\ 0-5 to j pet a nt. in normal
years. The coefficient Foi di\ air is entirely accounted
for by the gas moleculi according to the theory given
hv Rayleigh. Fh fficients for water-vapour van
from on to 0-98 ovet the same range, and follow

the same law- of variation with wave-length. The
absorption is, however, fifty times thai to be expected

on Ravleigh's theory. Thi haziness due to the vapour
reduces the transmission aboul pet cent, in all parts

of the spectrum.

entral Argentine Raihva\ bis a present mile-

5300, and serves the northern portion of thi

1 1 has the distinction of hi ing the first
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of the great railway lines in the Argentim to

the mo.l.rn methoi
1 ng with suburban tt

and ibis fact lends interesi to a series of illustrated
ai tit li - "i / ngineering descriptivi ol thi .1

'' mployed. Mess, .. fcferz and Vf< I

be
1 .is engineer- in conjunction with Mi

Livi ;ey, Son, and Henderson, and the whole ,,t thi

apparatus used in connection v, iib the elei rification
was manufactured in Greal Britain. The com|
electrification works for the suburban system in

a power station of 15, .-kw. capacity, 57 miles
high-tension transmission cables, four traction
stations with 14,000 kw. of converting plant, and thi

electrical equipment of too miles of single trai

Powei is produced in the generating station as three-
phase current at 20,000 volts, with a periodicfl

25 cycles, transmitted to the sub-stations, converted
in direct current at 800 volts, and supplied to thi

trains through a third rail. The power plant includes
six Babcock and Wilcox water-tubi boilers with under-
teed stokers, four horizontal reaction turbines with
high- and low-pressure cylinders b\ Missis. ('. \.

Parsons and Co., Ltd., together with alternators.

transformers, and motors bv the same firm.

Engineering for October 18 contains an account of

an interesting process for producing wheels and
by rolling which is in operation at the works of thi

Cambria Steel Co., Pa. The method, which is di

\li. E. E. Slick, consists in cutting "cheeses" oil

1 i-in. 1.1 jo-in. rolled bars, and then converting
blanks into wheels or discs by a special form of
rolling mill, of which drawings are included in the
article. The blanks are cut from the hot liar b\

eccentrii shears having cutters with cam-shaped
edge,, which approach and recede limn each othi

the Cutters rotate. It is this approach ..I thi

edges during j> rotation which effects the 1 tit bv
shearing on a bar placed between the two.
blanks .11.- then reheated and punched so a- to leavi

a hole m arly half-way through them, into which a

loose pin is fitted, which serves to centre the blank'

in tin subsequent rolling operation. The rolling mill

consists el two shafts set at a slight angle to 1

other. \t adjacent ends each shaft curies a di.

responding with the wheel-form required, an

these dii - the blank is placed. One die is •

axialb , .inA the Other can be traversed nxially by
hydraulii rams. The total thrust exerted 1>\

rams i- bout (,000,000 lb. It is claimed that the

wheels produced by this process are of uniform tex-

11111, and that anv piping which may have existed

in the centre of the round bar remains in the CI

id lb, punched wheel, and is uliiniai. In removed when
tin- wheel is piei 1 ed in taki the axle.

We i . ret that a refet em 1 in a note in 1
iui iss

Octobei io, p. iii, conveyed thi impression tha

Institute of Chemistry bad failed in its efforts to-in-

1 nasi its activities. Mr. R. B. Pilcher, registrai

secretan of the institute, informs us that mon
one hundred new fellows and more than (150 new asso-

ciates have been elected since Octobei ol last

All that the writer of our paragraph intended

suggest ts that the institute, i>\ opening its doors

hum 1 widi :

. w 1 hi lil obviate the necessity for the forma,'

lion of iii w organisations in the chemical profess

indeed. < ents an- alread) beginning to show the 1111-

desirabilif of having sevet rl organisations represi nting

the profession. We ari glad to lake this opportunity

of congratulating the instituti on the success of its

pro 1 policy.

Messrs. Longmans and Co.'s new announo
list contains the following books relating to sci

-a, V, l.nis. D.S.O.," J. G.
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Millais, with sixteen full-page illusir.iii.ni-; ship-'

["heir Qualities, Construction, Equipment,

and Launching Appliances," E. W. Blocksid

a new an. I revised edition of "Recent Vdvances in

Physical and Inorganic Chemistry," l>r. A. VV.

Stewart, with an imr.Kluni.in In the late Sir William

. K ( :.B . 1 .R.S., illusti

Mr F. Edwards, of 83 High Street, Marylebone,

issued Catalogue No vs i of 1 ks dealing

with a variety of subjects, l>ui mainh architecture,

ography, and bookbinding. Hi.

sections special] eaders ol

\uiRi are thsse relating to archaeology, gardens,

.-iiiil the proceedings of man) provincial scientifii

ies

Messrs. J. M. I >bn r and S

n the Controllei ol Patents to publish

1 "The Biolog) ol War," by Prof. G. F.

Ni.linl.ii, the former .bolder of the chair of physiology

in Berlin University, who, after imprisonment in Ger-

man) for his opinions, escaped to Denmark bj aero-

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
1 lv's Comet.— L. v. Tolnay gives the fol-

lei lents of this cornel in Astr. Nach.
; hi has computed planetary perturbations,

including those of Mars, to which il reel mad.
i: al the beginning of 191 2 :

—

T= ioi8 Nov. 16-6818 G.M.T.
<•> =352' -i 073

I

Sl= 77 ' 4-71
. 19250

/ = 30' 29' 2901 j

<t>
= 37

/i =5i3 -9o8i6'

The following ephemeris is from a M 1
-ill.- > ir-

ir t ireenwich midnight 1 :

R.A. Loj J
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quents in thai case we do nol know. Dr.
professes his ignorance of the millibar. He

in. in nol have seen Prof. V. Bjerknes's work published

in Washington, or the discussions thai have taken

place upon it in meteorological publications. He
should not, however, complain il those whose scientific

lives depend absolutely upon measures "i thi pressun

ol the atmosphere feel necessities which he does nol

shave. II In- himself is unaware of the literatun ol

the subject, he can gel thi information which h(

seeks very simply by asking his colleague who is

charged with the duty of expounding the important

subject of dynamical meteorology in the I niversit\

of Toronto just as he would ask a mathematical col-

league if hi- came across an equation which he could

nol solve. No doubl the powers "I ten are awkward,
and those thai are superfluous will pass away with

practical use, bul nol before.

The general question of the reform of our system

of weights and measures is raised again by the

Ministn of Reconstruction in the report of Lord Sel-

borne's Sub-Committee appointed to consider the

methods of increasing home-grown food supplies in

iln interest of national security. One difficulty in

the way of home-grown supplies to which the report

directs attention'is the chaos of differenl units and

the divergence of standards of measurement for agri-

cultural produce. The Sub-Committee proposes,

therefore, that a uniform standard of weight should

be laid down on which alone sales and purchases ol

agricultural produce, other than liquids and certain

market-garden produce, should be legal ; with standard

measures also for liquids and of numbei l<>i market-

garden produce habitually sold in that way. Now
that the sale of produce is no longer between the local

grower and the local shopkeeper, bul is scorganised
that narcissus grown in Scilly may be- sold as cut-

flowers in Aberdeen, the old conventional methods of

s.ili bv the habit of local pottle or basket are certainly

out of date.

There is no doubt that selling by weight is the

scientific mode of procedure, and for dealing with ship-

loads the only practicable method. Also for the final

distribution of the stock to small purchasers weighing
is the onlv satisfactory basis of a modern bargain.

For the intermediate stage between thi' large producer
and the small buyer the measure of capacity that is

based upon convenient packing for transport is very

serviceable. When produce must be put into sacks, or

Iiots. or flats in order to get it to market it is in so

handy a form for sale and so badly arranged for

weighing that some scale of equivalents must come
into vogue either by agreement or bv law, and it

should be the object of legislation to make that easv
and not difficult

;
just as wherever beer is sold it

must be s,,ld by the barrel, whether the barrel con-
tains 36 gallons or 163 litres.

'lb' reall; debatable point, however, about a revised

scheme of selling produce by weight is what the

standard of weight shall be. Here the Ion and the
pound are the rivals, just as the pound (in another
sense) and lb. pennj are rivals in decimal coinage.
There is such 1 convenient bridge lo the metric system
through the ton that an English name for the kilogram
would be the best solution. If anyone can product
a monosyllable that would be generally adopted .is .,

designation of a weight of about 2 2 lb., the rest might
comoaratively easy. "Kilo" is neithet sufficiently

euphonious nor sufficiently exclusive.

Sale 1>\ number is anothet matter with a great his-

tory of its own, depending upon the art ol bargaining.
1 we have got rid of long hundreds, and bakers'

oi- booksellers' do/ens. and scores which an nol

twenties, we might then agree thai an immensi
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amount of bookkeeping would be saved il net
p

could bi protected against the inroads >>i discounts
l"i prompt cash, but that is probably as deep down in

human nature as giving back a shilling for good luck
w ben om si Us .1 pig,

FKl IT INVESTIG [TIONS 17 LONG
ASHTONJ

HP 1 1 L report of the Agricultural and Horticultural
-*• Research Station of the National Fruil

1 id. 1 Institute, Long Ashton, near Bristol, gives a

ecord of the work done during the year and th(

changes in organisation brought about as the result

of thi war. Fortunately, the investigations still con-
tinue, though much of the time of the stall is devoted
to the work of the hood Production Department ;

and, still more Fortunately, arrangements are in pro-
gress whereb} the station will lie able further to

develop after the war. On its establishment in 3

lb.- station had to be content with [5 .iii.s ,,( land;
sin.-, thai date Hi, area lias gradually expanded until

at the beginning of this year it was 28$ acres. Most
of the land, however, is now planted up with fruit

01 covered with buildings, and no new experimental
work requiring land could be undertaken at the station

itself. An opportunity for increasing the ana oi

available land has reeentl) occurred, and arrange-
ments have been made wherebj this is to be extended
to 53 acres, while an option has been secured that

will enable another 200 acres in be taken over if

necessary. The director is to be congratulated mi
haying made these arrangements for future develop-
III. II!-.

The report consists of a series of papers by the

director, Mr. 1>. T. P. Barker, and the stall, Messrs.
Otto Grove, <.. T. Spinks, A. II. Lees, and C. T.
Gimingham. The subjects are varied; then an
several pathological papers dealing with diseases or
|iesi> of fruit-trees, one on apple slocks, and another
on cider-apple jelly. The production of jelly from
apples involves many interesting problems, the

chemistn of which is nol fully understood. Cidei
apples and perry pears are not normally used lor

food in this country except in times of scarcity, when
certain varieties are taken by the jam-makers, and to

a less extent for dessert and cooking purposes. In

lb. 1. is, ol apples only the -sours*' are used in this

way, the "sweets" and "bitter-sweets" being ex-

clusively reserved for cider. The "sours" contain .1

good ileal of malic acid, the amount exceeding

045 per cent, in the juice; they yield a jelly without

difficulty. The "sweets" and "bitter-sweets" have
hitherto proved unsuitable for jelly-malting, but Mr.
Barker has now fortunately discovered the proper

conditions for manufacture. The juice is first • \-

tracted, and is then concentrated in a Kestner eva-m

porator until the malic acid constitutes between
1 and 1-5 per cent, of the whole; then sugar is added
until th, total quantity present amounts lo 65 per

cent. In practice a certain amount of blending of

juices is desirable, so ,1- to ensure that the proper
iration of malic acid shall be readily obtained.

It is, of course, possible to obviate any addition of

su^.u b\ carrying the evaporation far enough; in this

case it would have in -;,. 1,1 "in -seventh of the original
value of the juice, tin averagi sugat content of which
is lib, ,ui to ner cent. On the whole, it is found
, hi api 1 .

,1,1 thi sulm;

\ in. .longed investigation is being made into

thi seedling trees on which ..

rown. Of these "storks" there an great

1 Vim.' Report of the Agricultural and Horticultural Resi
v

- Cider Institute, 1 \ hton, Bristol, 1917.
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numbers, bul Mi - to treal them as

— ol hybrid varieties produced b; much natural

crossing, in the first instance between the

botanical spt < ies from « hit h 1 ultivated

apple has arisen, and, later, between the varieties result-

ing from the earlier hybridisation. The main pro

is to deti 1 mine thi

on ill'- resulting fruit-tree, and, in particular, wl

it is -imi>l\ 1n.1h.1ni1.il in nature and regulated by the

morpholog) ol thi 1 system, or whethei there is a

definite physiological influence, the nature of which

ed l'\ the character of the seedling. If

tin latter i- .1 factor, the problem is, ol course,

lordinarih complicated, but there pened up

possibiliti. • di velopments in the culture

of fruit. Further work on this important subject will

be awaited with int<

.•1 NEW GR 1/7//' METHOD IX N IUTH 1/

[STRONOMY.

AMU departure "I some little interest has been
i|\ taken in America in the publication b)

the United States Hydrographic Dep a new
, or diagram, foi finding readilj bj 1 simple

graphii process houi angle 01 azimuth at sea. So fai

as azimuth is concerned, a diagram ol this nature,

known as Weir's \zimuth Diagram, has been in us.-

for mam years, bul in that cas< the hour angle is

madi datum, whereas in the new diagram
the altitude takes the placi of houi angle a~ argu-

ment; and, as an altitude can be observed at sea with
much less trouble than houi I duced
from chronometi 1 tim< , some labour is saved b\ its

substitution.
Th. construction of the diagram, which is due to

tin inventivi Mr. G. V\ Littlehales, of the

U.S. Hydrographic Department, is based upi

function of the angle very generally employed by
navigators, but not much known ..nNi.li- nautical

s, called th havi rsine. A formula very generalh

employed in spherical trigonometry for finding an
angle "I a triangli from thre< sides given is

, A sin

2 sin

lh. practical application ol this formula was ver;

much simplified about a centurj ago b} the intro-

duction into the nautical text-books ..1 a new table

which gave the value of the logarithm of thi square
of the sine of one-half the angle, and was then
called the "sine squan" table. A little later, since

sin-' — = i(i - cos A) = i vets A,
2

the name of haversine, or half versine, suggested
itself for the new function of the angle, and as such
n i- generally know n to-da;

The particular formula on which the diagram is

based was proposed about ten years since, and is as
follows :

hav(a)=hav(£~f)+ {hav(*+f)-hav(i5 -c)j hav A.

If the -ides h.c be regarded . a, A being
variables, this expression takes the form

that is, of the equation to a straight line.

I hi- formula suggested to thi inventoi thi

of a square chart, with sides graduated according to

the values of a series of natural haversines, by means
of which, having given the altitude and declination

of a body and the latitude of place, hour angle and
azimuth might be found by simple inspei tion. Upon
such a chart, by drawing a stn through tw >

Mi. 2556. VOL. I02"

puims read i I) determined, a connection would be
established, in om ca een the hour angle and
zenith distance, in the othei between azimuth and
polar distance, so that, om ol a pair being given,
the value of the other could bi tak. n approximatel)
from the chat t.

/ he I riangle oj Position in
'

; momy.
lh. diagram which follows exhibits on thi plane

of the hoi izon v hal i know n as thi "
ti iangle of

position," in which

IV., the co-latitude .... lal

PX, the polai distani 1 =90° ±de<
/.\ . the zenith distan 1 tit. 01

ZPX, the houi angl :

- JX
PZX, thi azimuth '/..

The general formula adapted to this triangle gives

for hour angle

hav c- hav (/ ~ < )=;hav i/ + i,i - hav {p~c)'i hav H,
the polar distance- |/>) and co-latitude (c) being con-

sidered as constants.

The small diagram given below will perhaps servi

to explain the process adopted. The side is only 3 in.

in I. ngth, compared with 2 ft. in that issued for prac-

tical use. In the actual chart, again, a system of

"grillage," by means of lines drawn at short intervals

parallel to the sides of the chart, enables the value

of an angle to be read off to the fraction of a degree
at sight, whereas in the small diagram the graduations

of the sides an equal, and the points marked indicate

the angles corresponding with successive values of the

hayersines at intervals of 0-I2**.

ti]

(-875)
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8

transit. The line joining tbesi points is thi graph

required, hour angle tor any position beinj

h 1 and zenith distam i on margin.
Hen polar distance i

/

30 .

I
in refore (p el for left ma = 6o°.

{p+c) ,. right .. i-oc .

The graph being draw n acci

on at foot of chart, we have zenith dis

73 31' on margin. Whin the sun is setting the zenith

is 90 , and the I ilso 90 , 01

6 hours. To find the hour angle at thi end of twilight

it is, u hi n the 31 8 —we
have to draw the parallel for 90°+i8 . or 108 . The
graph intersects this in the poinl (a), which would be

found on me espi md approximately
« iih 8h. 33m. p.m.

I imuth and Polar Di I

[ntei 1 hanging pol: nd zi nith dis-

edun will be \<t\ much as before.

place on the equator find the

azimuth of bodies of di clination 14' 29' N., o°,

j
19' S., Mi' altitude in each cas \

60°.

Rule. On left-hand margin mark [z~c), and on
right-hand margin (z+c). Join these points, and
azimuth for any position is read off on base, and polar

(1) ieo'

(•875) IS8"25'

(75) 120*

(62S.) 104*23*

f5) SO'

(-375) 7S*;:'

( 25) 60*

(125) 41*25'

(0) o*
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A step of iIt highesi practical^ and

ticailj «as the publication in 1078, bj R
Hooke, an Englishma ti genius but un-

mperameni

.

- mpirical law thai

onal to strain.4 Then in [680

Mark i; s, oven '1 1 [ooke's law,

indicated thai th

i thrusl on the othei p

1. ( 'ouloni ientifically obtained

quilibrium b) resolving horizoi

ion and equating the m
of the

In 1807 Thomas Young'' defined thi

- modulus epo< h-makin
ced inti

ning. Arthur Schuster says thai Young was
to I .eonardo da Vinci, the mosl versa-

md Helmholtz said thai he was
mosl li ar-sighted men thai <a er li\

1 d.

Early Practical I

In the latter half of the eighteenth centun
stinguished engineers and architects concerned in

ructing a bridge over the Seim and the Pan
or Church of St. Genevieve al Paris, finding the need
for information, built testing machines of 20 to too

tons capacity. Among them were Perronet," Ronde-
. ruthei

,

' and Girai

In 1817 lovi published an 1 ssaj on the

gth of timber and other materials founded on
.it Wuulv. ii h. In i.vs Navii 1

with the construction of a suspension bridge at Paris,

.1 all the memb
load of to tons « ei 1

with loads up to 70 tons. Navier had also

mad. ance in theory in fii si in

the gi tions ol equilibrium of an •

It will be alreadv clear that knowledge of materials

was i ilong two independent lines— thai of

experiment and that of analysis. In the latter half

of the eighteenth centurj mathematicians of the

highesi rank were applying themselves to the pro-

blems presented bj thi ind deformation of

lodies. Bui mathematics is a kind of mill t li-

product of which the data with which it

i< fed. While experimental data were wanting, then

were en irs and misunderstandings in the theoretical

fnvestigation of elasticity. Prof. Love 1 ' says that in

"the fruit of all the ingenuity expended by

mathematicians on elastic problems might be summed
up as an inadequate theor) of flexu 1 qneous
theon of torsion, an improved theon of the vibrations

iars, and thi definition of Young's modulus."
Rut p - had at this time accumulated

empirical knowledge of the resistance of

materials No oni can overrate the importance to the

thi oretical 1 es< ai ches n applii d mechanics.
bur that branch of science is outside the purposi of

this lecture.

siderabte advances in knowledge of strength of

made b\ Eaton Hodgkinson, who,
though largely self-taught, had considerable mathe-

* I'e potentb restil'itiva." (London. 1678.)
5 " F.ssr.i ^ir une application des regies de nisximis et minimis,

par divers sarani, 1776.
* •" Lecture- on Natural Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts." Lecture

I Le-aje, "2nd Recuel de Memoires drs Ponts et Chaussees." >3o?.

p. IS'.
- ,:e I'.-.rt de batir." 6th e

vres Je Gauthey," looq, p. 269 ; fotirn

nalvt'que de la resistance des so T
i<i.j

II " Notice sur te pom des Inva'ide«," p. 2S4.

" "Treatise on the The.ny of Elasticity. '»
.
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in.' pi ei I--

position of the neutral axis of the cro—action of a

rated in a paper
on trans ngth of materials in

1822." Between 1X47 and 1853 h

n< 1 ring at Univi 1 n •

irried oul the well-known experiments on tin

cas
I

in 1840

and 1857 ' In- publishei

olumns which form the basis , j

siill in us.-. Though ! wa~
rough, h< so designed I

- were
accui 1 il limit of error.

The Conway and Menai Hr,.i.

A g '
• arose out of th.- circum

attending the construction of the Menai and Conway
tubular bridges. A railwaj had to be carried

spans not before accomplished for such work. Robert

henson imagined a suspension bridge with plat-

form stiffened tn wrought-iron girders, and then

siill exist in the piers of the Menai Bridj

mints for supporting chains. Early, however, Sii

\\ -
j 1 1 mi T a:!: 1 rn from expeninK with ships,

formed tin- opinion that girders would support them-
- without chains. Much knowledge was found

n. be wanting, and very extensive experiments on a

large scalt were carried out in 1845-48, in which
Faiibairn, Hodgkinson, and F.dwin Clark assisted,

and mair. scientific authorities were consulted.

was a great clearing-up of ideas as to the laws of

strength, especially in the case of built-up

structures, and a- to provision against buckling of

members in compression— a fundamental question, as

we have learned in the case of the Quebei Bridge

The most novel expedient was the testing of a

Menai Bridge, one-sixth of full si/,-. The
model was of 7 - - f t . span and 4; ft. deep. It was
broken six times by dead weight, b.-ing repaired where

weakest after each fracture. In this way its strength

was increased from 355 to Sot tons, or. including

iis own weight, from 38 to is,, tons. Hence was

deduced a law for geometrically similar tubes, namely,

that the strength increased only. as the square of the

linear dimensions, but the weight as the cube. It

follows that there is a limit of increase of dimensions

for a girder of any given type and material at which

the stresses due to the weight of the structure become

equal to the safe working stress on the material—

a

limit approached in some modern bridges.

The Britannia and Conway bridges were successfully

completed, and gave rise to tin- tvpes of girder bridges

which have prevailed from that lime. But it is

interesting that Eaton Hodgkinson almost to the last

considered thai suspension chains would be necessary,

Edwin Clark states thai with few exceptions

scientific men eithei remained neutral 01- ominous!)

shook their heads n:d hoped for the he~t. ,r

] ti -,
/ 0) the Introduction •>! Steel

Wrought-iron was ., material of tolerabh uniform

qualitv, bin steel varies ,in its properties through a

wide ran-., and in the earh da\s was sometimes

treacherous. Hence came about the demand for much
more general and systematic testing. In 1858 Messrs

Robert S'apier and Sons proposed to use steel in so

high-pressure boilers. Doubtful .1- 10 the auali

the so-called homo-. 'neons metal and pud!'' i steel

then manufactured, they employed Mr. David Kirkaldy

sis which, it is believed under thi

13 Memoirs of Manchester Philosoph :cal Society

u MM., vol. v.

15 Phil. Trans
i« " Britannia and Com.:. I » in Clark, 1850.

I" Lcc. cit., vol. i., p. 298.
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ered a w ide 1 angi rhi n suits \\ en
publish d in 1862." I he ti sting m ichrm » as a

single-levei machine, with no adequat mis of

taking up the strain during loading. l"hi investiga-

tion led to the construction by Mr. Kirkald) in London
ol large machine of aboul 400 tons capacity, and

tablishment of the first testing laboratory when
tests were carried out foi anyone requiring them. \u

Mr. Kirkaldy's research had much to do with
hi adoption of the tensili test as the usual test of

reception foi iron and steel. From general considera-
tions ii might be argued thai a torsion tesl or .1 sheai

test would have answered equally well.

( 'ombint d Sin sses

\ branch oi tin- subject on which our experimental
knowledge is still imperfect is the resistance to com-
bined stresses; for instance, the case of combined
bending and torsion, or combined hoop and longi-

tudinal stress. The most important investigation is

that of Guest in rgoo," in which the yield-point was
determined in cases of thin tubes subjected to com-
binations of tension, torsion, and internal fluid pres-

sure. The result has been the general adoption in

calculating crank-shafts of the theoretical formula for

tin equivalent bending moment M . due to a bending
moment M and twisting moment T,

M, v(M-'rT-),

which is usually termed Guest's law. No tests of

varying or alternating combined stresses have been
made, and there is here an importanl field for future
1 esearch.

In this review of experimental work it is not possible

to pass ovei tin researches of a remarkable man.
Johann Bauschingei (1832 oil, the son of an artisan
at Nuremberg, thrown on his own resources at the

age ol fourteen. Taught in the technical school, he
became professor of i>h\sics and mathematics at Augs-
burg and Fiirth, and afterwards of mechanics at

Munich. lie made one of the earliest researches on

locomotives, in which indicator diagrams were taken
when running, lie established the fiist publii labora-

tory, supported by Gqvernmept, for testing materials,
and introduced methods of accuracy not previous!)
attempted, measuring extensions, for instance, in

1 250,000 of an inch. He first indicated the simi-

larity of deformation in geometrically similar test-

bars, and investigated the variation of the position of

tin elastic limit in overstrained liars. The " Mittheil-

ungen," published under his direction, are a collection

n inch valuable and diversified researches.

Ii was due to Bauschinger's influence that an inter-

national association was formed in [884 to discuss

ndardise methods of testing.

I'nblh Testing Laboratories.

In Germany, Austria, and Switzerland there an
public laboratories, parti} supported by the State,

ched to technical high schools which are also

Government institutions. Their function is to exe-

cute commis ions for public departments or private

persons. It was earl; recognised there thai such
laboratories can Furthet industry and commerce, pro-

vided they meet the requirements of manufacturers,
and at the same timi are accepted as independent and
impartial, and maintain a high standard of intelli-

gence, accuracy, and skill. Ii is desirable that State
institutions should carry out purely scientific investiga-

8 "Experimental Inquiry into the Tensile Strength and other Properties
if Wrought-iron and Steel," by Ti. Kirlcaldy, t86s.

I (aiest, "Strength of Ductile Material, under Combined Stri -.

-I -in .. vol. ttvii. . Scoble, '''
1 'a

, root . vol. .\ii.
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funis frei id charge, but it is expected thai private

persons who use them should paj enough to covei

outlay on special appliances or labour, while the cost'

of si;,, plant, and administration is borne h\ the

State. Ii is possible for such institutions to follow

out investigations suggested in the course ol ordinary
work which could not be attacked bv private persons.
In sonn cases industries have combined to havi ex-

tensive researches, extending ovei tears, made in

thesi laboratories. The public make so much use of

them that the; are scarcel; available an;

purposes of instruction. Thus in the enginei

laboratory at Gross Lichterfelde there is a staff of

230 persons, of whom seventy-five have received high
academii training, and thirty-eight others training in

technical schools. The annual income from tests

amounted in [913 to jo,000/. and the expenditun
32,000/.

I in Bureau of Standards at Washington is a Govern-
ment institution of the same type. It has four largi

laboratory buildings .and four or five smaller buildings,

which togethei cosl 200,000!., and the equipment about

70,000!. The annual cost of maintenance is about
120,000!. There is also an auxiliary- laboratory at

Pittsburgh. Of six departments one is devoted to

tests of materials and structures. A great deal of

work is carried out for public departments, and the

Bureau settles the specifications of materials supplied

to them, as well as inspects and tests them. I under-
stood when at Washington that the testing of the

immense quantity of cement used on the Panama
( anal was confided to the Bureau, but much work
has also been done for manufacturers" associa

and scientific societies.

The National Physical Laborator} is very similar to

the Bureau of Standards, and has accomplished for

this countn similar work. It has now Income a

Government institution, and the continuance ol its

valuable work is assured.
[The remainder of the lecture was concerned with

testing machines and tests carried out with them. 1

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

We Ii arn from Science that at a meeting of the

General Municipal Council and the Chambei of Com-
merci 1 Bordeaux on September to a proposal was
unanimously adopted to establish, in honour of the

President of the United States, a Franco-American
University of applied sciences, commerce, and
industry .

filiations for the current academic yeai For

technical schools an.! other forms of provision for

highi 1 1 <ln ation in England and Wales have now 1" 1 n

issued bi the Hoard of Education (Cd. 9152).. Sub-
stantially the regulations are the same as those in

force since \ugust r, 1915. It is satisfactory to find

that thi Board is prepared to increasi its grants in

an; cases in which it is satisfied that, as a result of

l ureases since the financial year 1913-J4 in

the rates ol salary or Fees paid to teachers, the grant

so determined has become an inadequate contribution

towards tin cosl of the schools 01 .lasses concerned.

At a recent meeting of the governors of the Royal
["echnii il 1 ollege, Glasgow, it was announced that

2368!. has been added to the \eu Endowment (Re-

search) Fund, making the total to July 3] last 21,245!.

Since then the college has received a donation of '

from Sii William Rowan Thomson, and a similar sum
from Mr. James Templeton, so that the fund now
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nearl) approaches 25,000!., the sum in view when it

tiled M has handed
to the college a National War Hon. I for 1000I.

donation to the fund. Sir Georg< Beilb) was re-

appointed chairman of the governors, and Dr. Mac-
kenzie vice-chairman. Lord Weir was elected to the

vacancy in the board caused b\ the death ol Dr. Dyer.

I in 1 ). tober issue of the Scientific Monthly
some interesting particulars of the arrangements made
in the United States to train students in colleges and
universities for the Vrm a students'

has been in training in more than four huni

institutions, \i eighl institutions in New York
men an in ti aining, and it thei

e

ill .1- mam in other institutions throughoul the

si !>. 500,001 1 re< ruits fi om whom
will bi selei didates for commissions and tech-

nical posts in the U.S. Army. Thi student-soldiers

will be given military instruction under Army officers,

and will be kepi under observation and tesl to deter-

mine their qualifications as officer-candidates, and
technical experts such as engineers, chemists, and
doctors. Vftei a certai a< h man will be

ording to his performance and assigned to

militan duty, li cannot al present bi sl ited de-

finitely how long a particular studenl will remain at

ge, for this will depend on thi requirements of
tin mobilisation and tl oup to which he

ed i" devote thi

il pi of the institution to the

desired b\ the 1

.

In moving the second n -
1

S lerannuation) Bill on Monday, Mr. Fisher, Fresi-
il the Board of Ed 1 thai the 1 iovern-

ment has come to the conclusion thai it is essential
at the earliest possible moment to bring undei

pension scheme all qualified

school?, of all kinds below thosi ol university rank.
The schemi nnuation will be non-contribu-
tory. The terms upon which the benefits have been
calculated closely resemble those oi the Civil Service
pension system. \ teacher with an a 1 agi salarv of
400/. .1 yeai during the lasl fivi i-ears ol teaching
service will, upon retirement at tl sixtv,

receivi a superannuation allowanci ol 2 ! a

and in addition a lump sum of 533/. No system'of
pensions for teachet s can be n I 11 ton

- it provides for the frei passage ol teachers
from one type of grant-aided school to another. The
Bill places no obstacle in the wa\ ol such migration.
Under the Hill no service in future will be pension
able except thai which is rendered in grant-aided

ils, with an exception in favour of those schools
which come upon the grant list within the next five

Vl present the pension scheme differentiates
linsi women, but in future tin- benefits to both

men and women will lie pro| ionati to theit salaries.

Mr. Fisher is confident that thi Bill will achieve three
objects ol great educational importance: it will pro-
mote the unity of the teaching profession; it will

improve the qualirv ol tin it iven in the
ils ; and ii w ill secun fn im velop-

ments which an- bound to 1 om. undei thi opei
of the n.-w Education \. t an arm) of men and
women tpachers who will 1.. a heir calling,

not mereh b; the material benefits .vhich the mea
will confer, hut also In- the knowledge that for thi

first lini. tli.' Stati has given ad ignition
to the teaching profession, ["he cost additional ti

of the present pensions scheme will be, in ten

time, j. 000. J. per annum, hut the total cost will be
about 2,428,0 10I.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

U;idcin\ "I Sciences, Septen \l. P. Painlevi
in the chair. A. Lacroix : A noti b) Doloinieu on
Lisbon basalt-, addressed in 1-79 to the Royal
Aoiilom ..I Sciences E. Fournler : 1 riterion of the
forms of hulls favourable to thi highesl velocities.
I
1

. Vuillemin : Tin- principles oi
'•

ii. il classifica-
tion. G. Scorza

: Vhelion functions with three inde-
pi ii-1. iii variables. < . Sizes : The tei

its transformation into the modei n chr.

scale. I.. Daniel: Action of a marine 1 In

infloresceno ..I Isphodelus luteas. Cultivati
this plant on tin- sea-coast resulted in marked differ-

in behaviour of tin- (lowers as compared with
grown inland. I.. I.eger and G. Mouriquand :

Anopheles and ancient malarial foci in the Alps

J. Boochon : Lymphatii bleeding as a means of dis-

infection of war-wounds. An account of a practical

method lor carrying out the lymphatii bleeding su^-

gested in a recent note bj Prof. Yves Delage.
September 30. M I. 1 Guignard in the chair.

—

P. Appell ; An ordinar\ differential equation connected
with certain systems of linear and homogeneous partial

differential equations. -H. Le Chatelier ami I>. Bogitch :

The heterogeneity of steel. Remarks on the macro-
graphii as opposed to the micrographic stud}' of steel

structure. Six illustrations of the structures induced
by melting electrolytic iron under varying conditions
.11. given. The experiments show that the macro-
graphic heterogeneity of steel is due to the presence
of oxvgen in solid solution in the iron.—F . Vuillemin :

Classification of the dicotyledons.—E. Cartan : The
varieties of Beltrami of three dimensions.—E. Bauer,

P. Weiss, and A. Picard : The magnetisation co-

efficients of oxygen and nitric oxide and the theory of

the magneton. Exacl measurements of the magnetisa-
tion coefficients of oxygen and nitric oxide lead to

results which are not in agreement with the magm ion

theory. Possibli causes of 'be divergences are dis-

cussed.

—

H. Pecheux : The thermo-electricity of tung-
sten. Details of the change of resistance with tem-

perature and thermo-electric powei (agains*! copper) ol

three drawn tungsten wires of unequal purity. M.
de Chardonnet : Sections of artificial silks. In tin case

ol collodion silks it is possible from the section to

distinguish between fibres formed by projecting the

liquid into air or into water. In the latter case an

estimate of the concentration of the liquid collodion

employed is possible from the stud) of the section.

—

P, Gaubert : [somorphous mixtures. F. Grandjean :

I'he interference fringes developed by friction and .lec-

tin ii\ in certain anisotropic liquids. A. (iuebhard :

Remarks on the protosphere or primitive scoria shell

of H. Douville.—H. Beclere ; Anthropometric radio-

graph) of the thumb. A. Vernes
: Syphilimetric

indices. Colorimetric determination of the deviations

of stability. MM. Defressine and II. Violle : The pro-

phylaxy and treatment of influenza. Vaccination with

an antipneumococcic serum is advocated, and. in the

case of persons unavoidably exposed to infection, the

use of a gauze mask'.

Octobei 7 M. F. Painleve' in the chair. J.

Boussinesq : The theor) of punching and the flow of

plastic blocks: the elastic phase of these phenom.ua.

_P. Vuillemin: The classification of di ol

1, A. Boulen^er
: The place of the Chelonians ii

fication. I . K. de Periet : S\ stems of parti; I d •

tial equations verified b\ hyperspherical polynomials.

P. Humbert: Partial differential equations verified by

Hermite polynomials, deduced from an exponential.

C. Camiehel : Great velocities ol .' itei in pipes. Flu
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high pressures in current use in tru hydraulic industry

may give thi -a ati

iuI the < Kperimental stud) "f water
has 1 iki velocities

of to mi tres t- 1 set ond. In the 1 cpei iments
ibed iln' velocities rangi from So i<- >> netres

per se< ond. For \ 1 pei sei ond
lation log J 1-93 1 ig l ound t<> hold,

I dp o.v and U = thi \.

Veronnct
: The limit and extenl "i an atmosphere,

application to the planets M Porlevin : [nternal
strains developed in metals and alloys bj rapid cool-
ing.- H, Beclere

: The construction of plans in stereo-

scope radiography. G. F. Dollfiu and P. Marty: The
discover) of .1 fossil-bearinj layet in the Cantal.

—

P. Georgevltch ; Asexual generation of Padina
bavonia. P. I.esne : The sub-fossil entomological
fauna of the submarim peats "I Belle Isle.

Mi I I (II KM.
Royal Societj of Victoria, August S. Mr. F. Wise-

would, vice-president, in the chair. Mis- X. C. B.
Allen and Prof. T. II. Laby

: The sensitiveness of

photographic plans to X-rays. This work was per-

formed in order to find the speed, inertia, contrast,
and fog-density of various plates foi exposures to

X-rays, and the physical basis upon which these quali-
ties depend. It was found that the density of a plate
depends, within the range of wave-lengths investigated,
not on the wave-length, but only on the energy of

the X-rays.—F. Chapman : New or little-known Vic-
torian fossils in the National Museum. Part xxii. :

Some Palaeozoic worms, with evidence of their soft

parts. Trachyderma, one of the commonest fossils

from the Silurian of the Melbourne area, has until
lately been known only by sub-chitinous tubes pene-
trating tin mudstone obliquely or vertically to the

stratification. Recently discovered fossil remains,
together with others collected many years ago, prove
to be remarkably well perserved gill-plumes (pro-
stomial appendages) of Trachyderma, which was a

Chaetopod having affinities with the Cryptocephala.
1- nt eye-spots and dorsal appendices can 1» seen

on some of the best-preserved examples. The tube
of Cormtlites yotingi, a new species from the Lower
Ordovician of the Moorabool River, is described.
Thi- is probably thi oldest known species of the genus.
Phe evidence of the present species points to an
affinity with the worms, and by its blunt and im-
pressed base \\ a- mosl 1 i U< l\ attached to

-
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, C iftv. at $•—Discussion : The Ca-e for a Ring Elccron.

MONDAY. October 28.

Rovai. Society of Arts, at 3 —Consideration of n Scheme for the Promo-
tion cf Industrial Art.

TUESDAY, October .•?.

Royal Ati uroi JCAt Institute, at 5. Reginald A. Smith : (1) Stone
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Know 1
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! HISTOR] Of CHEMISTRY.
. v oj Chemistry. By Prof. F. J. Moore.

P \i\ 292. (New Vork: McGraw-Hill Hook
( 1 In, , ; London : Hill Publishing Co.,

I
1 . mi.s.i Pri. e 12s. 6rf. net.

$I l difficull to find excuses for a new " Hisi

1 Chemistry " which starts from anc^t
linn-- md brings the stor) down to the pn

day. Ml thai can be usefully said about the

alchemists and the early chemists before Lavoisier

has been repeated many times in the various his-

tories by Thomas Thomson, Kopp, Ernst von

Meyer, VVurtz, Thorpe, and others, besides the

innumerable special essays such as those of Thorpe

and the Memorial Lectures of the Chemical

Societv. Teachers agree that the study of history

in ever} department of thought is valuable to the

Student and indispensable to everyone who wishes

to understand the present position and how it has

been arrived at in each division of physical and

natur; It appears to the present writer

that the pro. ess of tracing the evolution of ideas

in science is most likely to be accomplished best

by one who is contemporary with the discoveries

which have led to advance and has taken part in

discussions arising therefrom. One or two his-

torians in every generation or about every thirty or

lort\ years would be able to record correctly the

.ss w biili has been made in bis own time. The
history of science is nol exactly comparable with

the Flistorj of human affairs, which demands the

lapse oi a certain amount of time before a true

valuation of events and movements becomes
possible.

Every writer of a new book, however, doubtless

assumes that his work has merits of its own, and
it mav be al once admitted that this is true of

Moon's "History." Hut the preface which
he has provided makes no reference to previous

writers, and is worded as if he thought the task-

be had undertaken was entirely new. "The aim,"
he says, "has been to emphasise only those facts

and influences which have contributed to make
the science what it is to-day." The same claim

in similar words has been put forward by many
another writer on the same subject. Undoubtedly
the book has some features of its own, and the

last two chapters, which respectively trace the

rise of physical ehemistry and set forth, though
briefly, the present state of knowledge of radio-
active substances and the influence of such new-

knowledge on conceptions of the Atomic Theory,
the story down to the present day.

The matter is rather severehj compressed, for

"bide within the space of 2J1 octavo pages
count of chemical ideas from the times of

the (beck philosophers down to the latest con-
1 tusions concerning the elements from X-ray

ectra and atomic numbers implies a power of
discrimination and concise expression, qualities

which are not lacking in the author. The book is

2557, VOL. I02]

written in a befcsk and livelj style, and the per-

sonal biographical touchi interpolated here and

there aughl to set v< to 1 1 the appetite for more

a id lead the student to make 1
< ursions into the

tare usefully set forth end of each

I
, . h lias' to be b01 ri< 11 mind that the

lectures, oi which the book is tin outcome, wen
,1 to the senior students at the Mass.i-

busetts Institute oi Technology 1
1
ntra-

nnn ol the text rendering it much I' tble for

readers nol already familiar with thi fundi mental

1.1. is .md principles of the science.

I be author shows a sound judgment in selling

forth the relative positions and merits of notable

ire in the history of the 31

and about which difference of opinion has bei

expressed in the past. "Little attention has bi

paid to questions of priority. A great discover)

is usually preceded by a multitude of earlier

observations. . . . From the historical standpoint

the discoverer of a great truth is usually the one

through whose efforts it first becomes available

to the race." This remark in the preface is very

just. It has always been acknowledged, for ex-

ample, that oxygen was discovered by Priestley *

in 1774, and that the same element had been iso-

lated from several sources by Scheele before thai

time, but the credit of publication belongs to

Priestley. There was a tendency at one time in

France
'

to ignore Priestley, and in England

to disparage the work of Lavoisier on the

ground, bv no means certain, that he did not

"discover" oxygen independently of Priestley.

Anyone who has read carefully the "Opuscules,"

which contain his observations on the calcination

,,l in. tals and the consequent absorption of

a portion of the air in contact, must per-

. eive 1 hat this long- course of experiment was under-

taken with a definite purpose in view, and that the

conclusions at which he arrived were independent

of anything he may have heard from Priestley

about his experiments on mercuric- oxide.

The chapter on the periodic law again sets

forth briefly all the earlier speculations concerning

relations among atomic weights, and arrives at

the 1 onclusion that the principle of periodicity was

discovered by Lothar Meyer at nearly the same time

as and independently of Mendeleeff. Chap, xx.,

entitled "The Rise of Physical Chemistry," points

out that this aspect of chemical science is not

exclusively of modem origin. It began as soon

as quantitative methods were established in all

directions, and the foundations were laid by

isier and Berthollet, and consolidated by the

work of Gay-Lussac, Qulong and Petit, Regnault,

Hansen, Kopp, and others. The chapter gives

evidence oi the influence of Ostwald on the views

uthor, who was among his pupils.

A word must be added about the illustrations

with which the volume is abundantly supplied.

I
hex arc all well meant, and many are interesting,

but the portraits given are of very unequal merit,

ome of them are, to speak frankly, quite bad

—those of Mendeleeff and Fi her, for example.

It mav also be remarked thai here the series of
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portraits is supposed to recall the founders of

modern chemistry and the contributors of tunda-

1 ideas one would expect to find the tans ol

Cannizzaro, Frankland, Raoult, Ramsay, Crookes,

and perhaps several others whose services were al

Last equal to those ol some of the chemists

repi esented.

The book will be found useful b) many students

and by older chemists who ma) wish to refresh

their memories of the origin and progress of ideas

in the science to which the) are devoted.

W. A. T.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS FOR STUDENTS.
(r) Alternating-current Electrical Engineering.

Bv Philip Kemp. Pp. xi + 494. (London: Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd., 191S.) Price 17s. net.

(2) Magnetism and Electricity for Home Study.

By 11. E. Penrose. Pp. xxiii + 515. (London:

The Wireless Press, Ltd., 1918.) Price 5s. net.

(1) T N his preface the author states that this

i text-book "covers in a general way the

main ground included in the title without going

into too great detail in any one particular branch."

It is intended for engineers and students, and

covers the syllabus for the Grade II. (A.C.) paper

of the City and Guilds examination. So wide is

the field covered that the book is almost an

encyclopaedia of alternating-current practice. The
general reader, therefore, will be disappointed in

places owing to the brevity of the descriptions

and the lack of full explanations. In a book
written mainly for examinational purposes there

is not much room for original matter, but some
of the proofs are neat and novel, and the author

gives a new system of harmonic analysis which

we discuss below.

To illustrate the danger of brief explanations,

let us consider the definition of a condenser given

on p. 50. This produces a blurred mental

picture. "When two conducting bodies are

separated by a dielectric they are said to possess

capacity, and the combination is called a con-

denser." We are not told whether the conducting
bodies are equal or not. When a difference of

potential is applied we are told that one of the

"plates" is positively, and the other negatively,

charged. It is not stated definitely whether the

positive charge is equal numerically to the nega-
tive charge, or what exactly is meant by the

charge in a condenser. The descriptions of the

Mansbridge and Moscicki condensers do not help

the reader to clear up this point, and neither do
the analogies given between a condenser and a
vis globe, and between a condenser and a rubber
diaphragm in a lube.

In the chapter on wave form several methods
of harmonic analysis an given. In the first

method Fourier's constants are determined by a

simple but somewhat laborious evaluation of
Fourier's integrals by mechanical quadrature.
The method involves some very tedious calcula-

tions when high harmonics are r< quired, but it is

theoretically sound. In the author's method the
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assumption is made that the alternating wave
can lie expressed exactly by an equation ol thl

form :

—

e = Ej sin (8 + a,) + E3 sin (3$+ a3)+ . . . 4-

K|
7
sin (176+ a

17 ).

It is then shown thai by measuring eighteen ordi-

nal. :s ol the positive half of the wave at the points

K5,

25, . . . 175 deg. respectively and proceed-
in a perfectly regular and simple wa) wi

irmine all the values ol K,, 1\„, E6) . . . E17 and
otj, a.

(
, a5 , . . . a

17 . A schedule is given by filling

up the blanks by which anyone can find these

values without excessive labour. This solution is

vvorthv of commendation, as it is much superior

to that given by Runge, modifications of which
are in everyday use. It has to be pointed out,

however, that the author's solution is strictly only

an interpolation formula. The Fourier constants

are the constants we want in harmonic analysis,

and it is highly probable that in most cases the

higher harmonics determined in the author's way
will only be rough approximations.

(2) In a series of fifty lessons the author dis-

cusses the elements of electricity and magnetism
and also electrical engineering. We learn from
the introduction that during the war he has given
instruction in these subjects to a large number of

recruits for the Royal Flying Corps, the Royal
Navy, the Transport Service, and the Mercantile

Marine. There is no doubt that the ordinary

academical method of teaching the subject repels

many, and so most teachers nowadays—espe-

cially those who are not cramped by an exam-
inational syllabus—stimulate the enthusiasm of

their pupils by making excursions into the

imaginative realms of modern theory. For
students of radio-telegraphy this practice is to be
highly commended, as familiarity with these

theories will be of real assistance when they have
to work with valves and rectifiers. The drawback
to introducing these theories at such an early stage

is that it is bound in many cases to give rise to

extraordinary misconceptions. To be told that a
molecule must be regarded as a universe com-
posed of several miniature solar systems stretches

the imagination, but to accept it without proof

and without any statement of its limitations is

to expect the reader to adopt an altogether too

passive attitude.

There are some strange errors in the book. We
are told, for instance, that the existence of the

asther is proved by the "lines of force surrounding
a magnet in a vacuum "• (p. 23). It is stated on

p. 20S that the resistivity of a wire is not affected

by increase of temperature, although the resist-

•ance is. We are also told (p. 303) that if we
have two spheres, the surface of one of which is

double that of the other, and if they be charged
from the same source, then it is "fairly evident"
that the charge on one will be double that of the

other. Various deductions in capital letters are

made from this, which preclude the suggestion
thai "surface" is a misprint for "radius." The
writing is spirited in places, but the words are
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nol always well 1 hosen. There are other evidences

.,1 hasty writing. There is a large 1

in die appendix. Mass is defined as the densit)

of unit volume! "The unit of force is that force

which, acting for one second on a mass oi oni

produi es an ai 1 eleration of one centi-

metre "
(p. 500).

ELECTRO-PHYSIOLOGY.
Studies in Electro-physiology (Animal and Vege-

table). By A. E. Haines. Pp. xxix + 291.

G. Routledge and Sons, Ltd., 1918.)

Price 12s. 6d. net.

THE author of this book was trained as a sub-

marine-cable engineer, and many years ago,

while engaged in cable testing, he observed an

unexpected deflection of the galvanometer,

h he finally traced to the disturbing electrical

i, of his own body. An interest in electro-

phvsiology vvas thus aroused, and he was led to

undertake a series of experiments which, in his

own words, "convinced me that a force re-

sembling electricity, if not identical with it, was

constantly generated in the body." He followed

this up by making numerous observations on

plants and on the human body in health and

disease, and this book is the result.

tunately, the author has had no training

in biology, and he altogether fails to realise the

difficulty of making advances in any field of scien-

tific work without a good knowledge of general

principles and of the results attained by previous

workers. His attempts to acquaint himself with

the literature of the subject have certainly, in

some directions at least, been unfortunate. Using

as a basis first a quotation from a text-book of

botany which was out of date many decades ago,

then a paragraph from Sachs's well-known work
published in 1882, and, finally, the absence of any

reference to the subject in a more recent

elementary text-book, he arrives at the conclusion

that there have been practically no observations

on "vegetable electro-physiology." Had the

author no plant physiologist among his acquaint-

ances who could have referred him to the works
of Jost and of Pfeffer? In Pfeffer's w-ork he

would have found a risumi of the subject, and

he would have realised that there was nothing

new in the observations which he made in the

vear 1900 of the electric current to be obtained

from an apple. That a difference of potential

exists between different organs of the same plant

and between different parts of the same organ and

even of the same cell has been known for a long

time.

The author is sadly led away by analogy of the

.rudest description. The book is dedicated to the

medical profession, but the extraordinary com-
parison of animal and vegetable structures shown
on pp. 120-26 will scarcely appeal to its members.
One finds a ganglion-cell compared with a ger-
minating spore of Yaucheria, a transverse section

of a spinal cord compared with a bean root, a

transverse section of a sciatic nerve compared
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with a single parenchyma-cell from a bean seed,
and a muscular fibre mpared with a scleren-

chyma-fibre. These comparisons are supposed to

indicate "the universality of the la", which governs
all things," but it is not quite clear what that

law is.

In the latter part of tin 1>. -1; the author
attempts to explain the structure of muscle, of
nerve, of the eye, etc., on a purely 1 le i al theory
in which hypothesis and analogy .11; r to play
the main part. In dealing with the eye the possi-

bility of photochemical action is not mentioned.
In the theory of muscular action put forward, the

contraction is supposed to be due to the attraction

between plates in the sarcomeres, the plates being
alternately charged and discharged as a result of

the current passing through the motor nerves. In

this theory, which scarcely seems electrically sound,

the source of the energy required for con-

traction lies outside the muscle, apparently in

the brain or spinal cord. In these circumstances

it is difficult to see how even the most sedentary

of us escapes "brain fever." The author refers

the paucity of results attained by physiologists in

this special field of work to the fact that "these

great men . . . were not, any of them, trained

submarine-cable electricians." He apparently

fails to realise that—since the problem is a

"border-line" one—such a suggestion lays him
open to a very obvious retort. V. H. B.

OUR BOOKSHELF.

The War and the Coming Peace: the Moral Issue.

By Prof. Morris Jastrow, jun. Pp. 144. (Phila-

delphia and London: J. B. Lippincott Co.,

1918.) Price 55. net.

A war that involves almost four-fifths of the

entire world must surely have issues deeper than

race-antagonisms, conflicting national ideals, and

commercial rivalries. According to Prof. Jastrow,

the fundamental issue is moral—"the recognition

on the part of the world that an attempt to carry

out national policies through the appeal to force,

or even by threat of force, is a cardinal sin against

the moral conscience of mankind." In practice

and even in profession Germany stands for the

"might is right " doctrine, but civilisation has

increasingly meant the replacement , of physical

power by factors of a higher order. " Civilisation

means the gradual elimination of mere brute force

as the weapon to carry out man's destiny."

Taking a rather one-sided and traditional view of

Nature's strategy, the author sees an inherent

contrast between it and the conscious direction

of civilisation, and as a modern Zoroastrian he

hears in the rattling of the sabre the voice of

Ahriman. He gives powerful and solemn warning

against the sin, which is not confined to Germany,

..I employing the power of Ahriman to bring about

tin- triumph of Ahuramazda. He hopes that the

liberal and wholesome elements in Germany may
eventually save Germany from the domination of

a militarist group and fal als. The primary
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condition of a peace which is more than an armis-

be found In a democratic form of govern-

ment, The subsequent steps will be arbitration

tribunals, disarmament, and an international par-

liament. These seem far enough of) al presents

. is important to make up oui minds whether

.ally desire them, and i! not, i' not. I'rof.

[astrow's wisely written I I
careful and re-

strained ilirmi^lmiii-- makes for illumination.

7/i. Strategic Geography of thi Great Powers.

I
Based on a Lecture delivered during 1917 to

Officers of the Grand Fleet and of the British

Armies in France.) By Dr. Vaughan Cornish.

Pp. viii-t-114. (London: George Philip and

Son, Ltd., n)iS. ) 2s. net.

Within the compass ol a small volume Dr.

Vaugfaan Cornish has tried, not unsuccessfully,

to crowd many ideas. He describes the great

Slates of the world as regards their sources of

men and materials, and the lines of communica-
tion by which force can be concentrated. His point

of view is often fresh and always geographical.

The distribution of the British Empire is described,

not by continents, but by oceans. The old system

merely emphasises the gaps in continuity of the

Empire. Dr. Cornish's method indicates an appre-

ciation of the ocean as a highway linking together

the component parts of the Empire. But land

routes may also be of importance. In his treat-

ment of Asia Dr. Cornish insists on the strategic

value of southern Turkestan and northern Afghan-
istan as the eventual crossing-place of the chief

lines of traffic from Moscow to Delhi, and from
Constantinople, Cairo, and Bagdad to Pekin.

The volume has small coloured maps ol Kurope,

Asia, and the world. The last, on a Mercalor
projection, would have been a better illustration of

the chapters if it had been on an equal-area pro-

jection. Dr. Cornish's work is an excellent intro-

duction to the geographical conditions of national

security, and should be widely read.

B.S.A. Musketry Score Book for Use in the

General Musketry Course. Instructions for

Short Lcc-Enficld Rifle and Enfield Pattern

km I Rifle, Using Mark I'll. Ammunition. By
E. J. Smyth. Pp. 47. (London : Forstcr Groom
and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price 3d. net.

This excellent little book is a combination of a

book of instruction and a score record. It con-
tains clear instructions for the sighting to be
employed at higher ranges after making a group
at 100 yds., so that the error of the rifle may be
obtained (without the long experience with the
individual rifle which is desirable but cannot
always be obtained. 'I he instructions for the short

Lee-Enfield rifle and for the Enfield pattern iqi-l

are placed together, but are indicated bv distinc-

tive borders so that no confusion can arise. The
book should prove particularly useful to every
Volunteer in order to enable him to know the be-

haviour of his own rifle on the completion of his

musketry course. It is also ,1 mo iseful guide
in course itself.
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/ E 1 TERS TO Till: EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
tile writers of, rejet ted manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Perception of Sound.

As I had the privilege "I being consulted b) Sii

Thoin.i- Wrightson during the later years of his
" Inquirj into the Analytical Mechanism of Chi

Internal Ear," and advising him a-, regards 1I1,

phvsical nature of the cochlea and the arrangement
of its parts, I ma) be allowed to u\ to clear up the

i objections formulated by Prof. Bayliss

(Nature, October 17, p. 1J4), as the) chiefly concern
matters relating to anatomy or physiology. When
Prof. Bayliss looks again at the title of Sir Thomas
Wrightson's work, which 1 have quoted above, he
will see lhat he is in error in supposing that the

Wrightson theory deprives the cochlea of Che anal

function postulated by Helmholtz. llelmholtz's theory

presupposes that the cochlea contains an extensive

series of resonators for resolving a sound complex
into its component waves; Sii Thomas Wrightson -

theor) presupposes thai the cochlea is a machine
designed for the purpose of analysing sound complex! -

and of registering its component waves as nerve im-
pulses. I fear it is a leosi statement of mine on
p. 159 of tin Appendix to Sir Thomas Wrightson's
book lhat has misled Prof. Bayliss; there I havi

written thai "the final analysis must be done in the

cortex (jf the brain even if Helmhoftz's theory is true."

That I still believe to be the case.

Prof. Bayliss demurs to the opinion I have ex-

pressed that no theory of the mechanism of the ear

can be regarded as satisfactory that fails to explain

the form and the arrangement of its various parts.

I have found that to be an absolutely infallible law
as regards every part of the animal body concerned
in movement. In every bone, joint, muscle, tendon,

and ligament which lias been investigated the result

has been the same—the material of which each is

made has been found to be so placed, so shaped, and
so arranged as to earn- out the particular function

which has been assigned to it. Whether we accept

Helmholtz 's explanation of the mechanism of the

internal ear or Sir Thomas Wrightson's, we are
dealing with a machine concerned in movement,
and it is, therefore, legitimate to infer that its

pails are designed to subserve its various move-
ments. The onlv structural feature of the cochlea ex-

plained by Helmholtz's theory is the gradual increas

of the basilar membrane from its proximal or fenestra!

end to its distal or helicottemal end. The elaborate

structure of the organ of Corti and the conformation

of the canals of the cochlea are left unexplained,

whereas in Sir Thomas Wrightson's theory all these

matters receive a rational explanation. On the Helm-
holtz theon we must believe that the rabbit is provided

with a moo delicate analytical machine than man,
and the sloth with a more elaborate one than the

most tuneful bird. Xav, we are certain that if Ilelm-

hokz's explanation had been the right one, Natun
could have secured the necessary mechanism in a

much simpler way, namely, bv providing the auditorv

hair-cells with oroeessfes or cilia of the requisiti quali-

ties and dimensions to serve as sympathetic resonators.

I now come to a very important and \<i\ difficult

objection that has been raised bv Prof. Bayliss. Sir

Thomas Wrightson's theon certainh presumes thai thi

fibres oi the nerve of bea loabli of carrying
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more impulse s pi i si ( ond. 1 le

rightly says we have no experimental evidence thai .1

nerve can convey at the utmosl more than 56b im-

pulses per second. He quotes the invesi

the fate Dr. Keith Lucas,' bul Keith Lucas was care-

ful to point oul 1 lli' Conduction ol t h<- Nervi

Impulse") that his work had been necessarily con-

fined to Hi. motoi nerves of muscles, and was clearh

.11 that his results were not transferable to

o v nerves, "particularly in the case ol fight and
sound." Indeed, on Helmholtz's theory we infer, and
are j 1 1 — 1 i 1

"1

* < 1 in the inference, that certain fibres <ii

auditory nerve mi- ile of carrying al

least 18, impulses pet second if we accept thai

':mii of our range of hearing.

In S tVrighteon's theory it is necessary to

ial every hair-cell is capable ol generating,

fil iducting, at a rate which
maj vat] From 60 pet second to 80,000 per second. I

thai the internal ear will provide psycho-

logists with the meet delicate means oi mvastigating
ilw manner in which sensory stimuli are produced bj

Instead of Helmholtz's theorj being in conformity
with Mullet's law, and Sii (Thomas VVrightson 's al

variance with it, 1 am of opinion thai the opposite is

31 quence of having adopted the theorj
.if resonators, Herrriholtz had to make the further
assumption th.it the auditory differed from everj other

ich as those of touch, taste, and smell
in that its fibres were specialised into 15,000 or mori

units cir groups, whereas in ordinary sensory nerves
mere is no su, h specialisation, everj one of its fibres

being capable of serving the same kind of function.
Tli.' i.nh exception is the optic nerve, in which Young
and Helmholtz postulated at least three kinds of units

or fihres. The recent investi-.iii.in-; of Dr. F. W.
ind of Dr. R. \. Houston tend to

prove that there is no need to postulate a functional

differentiation in the fibres of the optic nerve, and
similarly the VVrightson theory does away with the

-inning that the auditory nerve con-
tain-. 15,000 sets of fibris. which are functionally
distinct.

No reference was made by Sir Thomas Wrightson
t.i experiments which had dinion-.tr.ited that animals
subjected to a prolonged repetition of a note of a high
vibrational frequency suffer a ''...million at the
narrow, proximal or fenestral end of tin- organ of
Corti- just tin- area which we maj presume would
be affected if the theory of Helmholtz were true. Nor
was allusion made to the less certain results obtained
at the opposite • nd of the organ bv prolonged repeti-

tion of notes of low frequency. From the measure-
ments and data which 1 placed before Sir Thomas
Wrightson, he estimates that in all stapedial move-

-iir.' f.dU simultaneously and equally on
its ,,f the basilar membrane, 1. 111 of this I ;nn
1 rinced, conceiving that notes of high frequency,

espi . iafly where the waves rise sharnlv to their maxi-
mum intensity, will fall chiefly on the proximal or
narrow end of the basilar membrane, whereas notes
of low frequency, rising slowly to theii maxima, will

fill chiefly on the distal or wide end of the membrane.
If siii h is the case, then it is not necessarj t.. invoke
Helmholtz's theory for their explanation. The
planation is not a new one, ha nut forward
by Pn.f. Max Meyer, of the Cntversit) of Missouri,
a numb, r of \ ears ago.

There are also the cases observed bv aural swgeons
Where tone-gaps or islands occur in the gamut of

hearing'. These cases receive an apparent explanation
on the Helmholtz theory. 1 think it will be found
that such cases represent defects in the audirorv

in corn-spoil, In
, u -l,]mdii. ss in tin- visual

on, both sepn -

;

.
. - not. La tb

tl, bin in the enti il, 1 th, auditory and
visual systems. I would diraci particular attention
10 a statement madi h Lucas .on the

last page (p. 102) of tris po mn ,..k on "The
1 on. In. ii,,u oi the Nervous Impulse": "On the basis
,'t this analysis we have pictw

1 •ml nervous
m .1- .1 network having different

refractory periods, communicating ti ions of
• iii-ni

. easily fatigued." \ nel ,-. -

having different refract. exact
mechanism needed 1." the sorting out of

of impulses which reach the auditory centres

the fibres of the auditorv nerve. Sir Thomas \\

son has shown that, however complex the sound, 1 ich

component part is registered bv the hair-cells a

complex passes through the inner ear. Keith Lu.

speculations open up the possibility of a central

machine for assorting tin- impulses according to their

time-intervals.

I, for one, am particularly glad that Prof. Rayliss

has taken an interest in this matter, because his

knowledge of that borderland which lies between
phvsics and physiologv peculiarly tits him to adjudicate

on the claims of the Helmholtz and of the Wrightson
theories of the internal ear. A. Keith.

Royal College of Surgeons,
Lincoln.'s Inn Fields, W.C.2.

Epidemic Influenza.

Prof. Hewlett's interesting article in Nature for

October 24 may justify the statement of a few facts

collected during the last quarter of a century. Deal-

ing with the Registrar-General's returns for London
and considering twenty deaths per week as epidemic
if this number or more is maintained for successive

weeks, there have been twenty-eight epidemics since

the reassertion of the complaint in 1890. Of thus.

there have only been two, in the years 1910 and

191 1, with fewer deaths than 100. The only years

in the epoch without influenza being epidemic are

1896 and 1901. The most serious epidemics since

1S90 occurred in 1S91, 1892, and [899-1900, in each

of which there were in London upwards of 2000

deaths. In recent years th'- most serious epidemic

occurred in 1908 with a total of 1001 deaths, but

th,- summer and autumn epidemics of the present

year bid fair to be at least as severe.

The two epidemics of the present year differ very

materially from all the other epidemics since 1890

with respect to the age-death. The Registrar-General

has introduced a slight change in the returns from

i<)ii, which prevents 40 being uniformly adopted as

.,11 age-limit for death. Taking all the epidemics

from 1890 to mill 17, the deaths at ages from o to

20 years were 12 per cent, of the total number; from

20 to 40 or 4,t years, 14 per cent.; and from 40 or 45

years and upwards ;-
1

pet cent. These numbers are

r in the several epidemics. For the

two epidemics bis yeat the deaths for the respective
in s, .-I. pet ' 'in. ; 20 to 45 yea

I's j it : and above 45 years, 26 pei cent. It is

an interesting problem to account for the diffei

introduced in the ages of death in the epidenil

-..;.i year.

Prof. Hewlett refers to th.- dis.-.is.- waning and

.ilm.isi disappearing after the epidemi 3. 14, but

.in examination of the Registrar-G net il's returns

will show that the epidemics wen mally severe

in 1805. 1899, and 1899-1900, and also in u>o8,

the deaths in London from a alone exceeding

NO. l^^J. VOL. I02]
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each of these attacks. The year 189J is

referred to as the worst period, but at the date men-
lie- Registrar-General says "one death was

primarily attributed to influenza." In lieu of 1891 the

92 should have been given, when for the week
ending January 23 the deaths in London were 506.
The quiescence of the disease lasting three-and-twenty
years is scarcely tenable, as shown by the above facts.

The total number of deaths from influenza for the

past summer epidemic was 929 (not 1600), based on
the reasoning followed in all epidemics since 1890. In
the attack now in progress the total deaths (371) in

London for the week ending October 19 were more
than in any epidemic since 1895, when the deaths in

the week ending March 19 were 473.
Since 1890 no influenza epidemic has occurred in

London in September, only one (the present year) in

August, two in October, two in July, three in June,
and four in November. 1 Of the total twenty-eight
epidemics twenty-four have occurred in March and
twenty-one in February.
Although the weather seems to have little bearing

on the disease, the temperature generally has been
abnormally high and the air humid at the outbreak of

several of the epidemics, whilst when the air becomes
cold and dry the incidence of the disease is commonly
reduced. Chas. Harding.

65 Holmewood Gardens, London, S.W.

Supplies of Amoeba proteus for Laboratories.

One of the ways in which the war has interfered
with zoological teaching in this country is by cutting
off supplies of various of the animal types which
are examined by the student in the laboratory.

Amongst these, as has already been indicated by
letters to Nature, is Amoeba—the animal with the
study of which many zoological courses commence.

It is easy enough to obtain Amoeba? of a kind, but what
the teacher requires is a supply of the large Amoeba
which commonly goes under the name A, proteus.

Of this, again, it is easy enough to obtain a few
specimens, but the teacher—at least, if he has a
class of nearly four hundred students, as is the case
in this University—must be able to obtain a thousand
or more specimens on a particular date.

With the object of grappling with our local difficul-

ties in this matter, Dr. Monica Taylor, S.N.D., has
been so good as to make a special study of

the distribution of A. proteus in the neighbourhood of

Glasgow, and of its culture in the laboratory. Pend-
le publication of her paper on the subject, I think

lie useful to other teachers of zoology if I

summarise in a few words her chief results.

During the months June to December A. proteus
to be of general occurrence in moorland lakes

and ponds, while it disappears from December to

May -no doubt becoming encysted, as described by
Miss i oc. Roy. Phys. Soc. Edin., vol. xix.,

1915). The main conditioning factors of its occurrence
appear to bi tood supply and a rich supply
of oxygen. \i larently ideal spot is one where
richly oXygenati from the overflow of a pond
passes over mud rich in organic debris.

The supplies of Amosba ol : lined in such a localitv

are placed in aquaria in which the water is richly
terated either by w; d or by a special ap-
paratus, and as a soui I food supply grains of
wheat are mixed with tl mud, as suggested by
Hyman. In this way 1 h

.

,s succeeded, as
ays, in obtaining "mil'., of Amoebae in

laboratory cultures. J. Graham Kerr.
sity of Glasgow, Octobi
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ALCOHOL IN INDUSTRY.
NOI the least remarkable result of the war on

this country will be its effect on the develop-
ment of chemical industry, and especially in the
application of organic chemistry to the chemical
arts. This, of course, has primarily resulted from
the (lining- off of the large supplies of manufac-
tured organic products—mainly synthetic dyes and
drug's, photographic chemicals, and numerous
other substances comprehended under the term
"fine chemicals"—which prior to 1914 mainly
came to us from Germany. Thrown thus upon
our own resources, we were compelled, in the in-

terests of national health and welfare, to attempt
the manufacture of certain of the more important
of these products. Great difficulties were experi-

enced at the outset, owing to our lack of experi-

ence and the absence of skilled assistance. The
supply of chemists with any real training in the

application of organic chemistry to industry was
very far short of the sudden demand. We were
overtaken by a Nemesis invoked by our own in-

activity and lack of foresight. It is only within

recent years that the teaching of organic chemistry

has received any considerable amount of attention

in our universities and technical colleges. For
the most part it has been regarded as a purely

academic subject, to be studied in the interests

of pure science, and with no thought to its tech-

nical application as a branch of manufacturing
chemistry. Except to the few who sought to fit

themselves for a career in science, mainly as

teachers, there was little or no inducement to

pursue its study, as there were very few oppor-

tunities in this country to turn a knowledge of it

to practical account.

The situation at the outbreak of war was further

aggravated by the action of the Army authorities

in drafting such trained men as were available into

the combatant ranks. But, notwithstanding these

disadvantageous circumstances, an astonishing

amount of progress has been made. As regards

medicaments our manufacturers have risen to the

demands made upon them. In spite of many set-

backs due to inexperience and ignorance, and the

lack of adequate plant, we have it on the testi-

mony of the highest authorities that the Services

are now adequately supplied with every needful

drug. In this respect our men, and the country
generally, are infinitely better off than our enemies.

It is notorious that Germany, in spite of all her

boasted power of organisation, has failed lament-
ably in meeting the necessities of her Medical
Service, and an untold amount of suffering,

permanent injury, and a greatly increased mor-
tality have thereby resulted.

As regards synthetic dyes, if the progress has
not been relatively so striking or so adequate as
in the ease of drugs, it has at least been very con-
siderable. We are very far from being alongside

Germany yet, either in the amount or the range
of our output, but we are in a fair way of being
able to meet our more urgent demands. It is

impossible in five years to make up the leeway of

fifty, especially of fifty years of strenuous and
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almost feverish activity. With the blessed prospect

rt peaoe now in sight, it is hopeless to expect that

we shall wholly catch up our rivals.. Indeed, it

will require skilful handling', both on the part of

the Government and ol our manufacturers, to safe-

guard the position we have already won.

Hut whatever the future may have in store, it

is quite certain that applied organic chemistry in

this country has received a great impetus, and

that it i- destined to become .\n increasingly im-

portant factor in our chemical industry. In certain

subordinate brani Ins, indeed, the ground gained

has . dreads been consolidated. German competi-

tion in the case of some organic products is no

longer in question. Not onlj have we succeeded

in manufacturing these substances; we are also

turning them out of better quality than hereto-

fore -uu\ rapidl) securing a world-wade market
lor them.

In view ot tin- prospect before us the problem
of thi supprj "I alcohol for industrial purposes

fresh importance. It has been in, the

a somewhat thorny question, made needlessly

ai utc by misunderstanding and misrepresentation.

It has been complicated bv fiscal considerations,

and bv the attitude of a Treasury which was more
concerned in safeguarding ami securing- revenue

from this source than in appreciating the demands
of industry. I hr Treasury, although ultimately

responsible, may plead that it is not wholly to

blame, since in this matter it is dependent upon
iis official advisers, who, being for the most part

persons attached to revenue departments, could
not be assumed to be altogether unbiased. Still,

in spite of official inertia and conservatism, the

in- authorities have, of late years, become
increasingly sympathetic with the needs of manu-
facturers, and concessions and relaxations which
twenty years ago would not have been contem-
plated are now readily obtainable. A stumbling-
block is the necessity for denaturing. Wood-
naphtha costs more than ordinary spirit, hence
methylated spirit is more expensive than duty-free
1 ommon alcohol. In some cases the presence of

methyl alcohol, or the substances associated with
it in the crude commercial article, are positively

detrimental. The Kxcise authorities have appre-
d these objections b) allowing manufacturers

to denature the alcohol by the use of some sub-
which is ancillary to the manufacture of

the article for which the alcohol is needed,
and at the same time renders the spirit im-
potable.

It can scarcely be doubted that industry will

need much larger quantities of alcohol than have
hitherto been available, and increased attention
will need to be paid to possible sources of supplv.
It is not only in industrial chemistry and in many
other arts that alcohol is required. It is beginning

eceive consideration in this country as fuel,

and particularly in internal-combustion engines.
Up to tin- present time the use of alcohol as motor
fuel with us has not been a commercial possibilitv

;

it could not be produced at a price that would
compete with petrol at pre-war figures. Circum-
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stances have, however, changed, and it is unlikely
1l1.1t any form ot moto -spirit will sink, at all

events for some time to come, to the prices of
11114. Nor is it probable that the raw materials
which have hitherto served lor the manufacture
of alcohol in this country will for years reach their

former low values. These substances for the most
part have been cereals, or some form of starch-
producing, and therefore potential sugar-produc-
ing, material. In addition, considerable quantities
of spirit have been made from molasses and other
saccharine substances capable of fermentation.
I'otatoes with us arc too valuable as a food to

be employed, as in Germany, for the manufacture
of alcohol.

But there are other modes of obtaining alcohol

than from substances which can be used for food,

and it is this circumstance that has induced Mr.
Long- to appoint the Committee to which we made
reference in Nature for October 17. Large
quantities of spirit are now obtained from the
sulphite liquors in the manufacture of wood-pulp,
and factories for the manufacture of alcohol by
this process have been established in Sweden,
North Germany, America, and elsewhere. To such
an extent has the manufacture developed in

Sweden that the Government is contemplating a
monopoly of the wholesale trade in technical spirit

—a measure which has aroused considerable oppo-
sition in industrial circles. We learn that a com-
pany with a minimum capital of 1,000,000 kronor
has been founded in Stockholm to manufacture and
sell motors and automobiles run on sulphite spirit.

The process of treating seaweed, to which Sir

Edward Thorpe directed attention in a recent letter

to the Times, is a method of saccharifying cellu-

lose material very similar in principle to that em-
ployed in the wood-pulp industry. Factories to

exploit seaweed in Sweden have been or are
being erected at Yarberg and in Skane, probablv
on lines similar to those worked in Glasgow.
Considering the enormous quantities of valuable
seaweeds to be met with on our coasts, especially

among the Western Isles of Scotland and on the

west coast of Ireland, it is to be regretted that

no effective steps are taken to turn them to prac-

tical account. Although formerly of considerable
commercial value, the only use that is now made
of them is to a limited extent as manure on land
adjacent to the shores on which they are gathered.
Only an infinitesimal amount of that readily avail-

able is so used, and it seems a pity that material

so intrinsically valuable should not be dealt with
more efficiently.

EPIDEMIC CATARRHS \\1> INFLUENZA.

THE present epidemic of influenza, and the rise

in the rate of mortality consequent upon it,

are receiving much attention in the public Press,

and many irresponsible statements are being made
concerning the disease. Among these is the hint

that the "so-called influenza " is plague in a thin

disguise. These erroneous view s may at once '"

discounted. There is no doubt, as Prof. Hewlett
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:ii (us article in last week's Nati re, thai in

mi outbreak we are concerned with the

disease which was widel} pandemii in

<i-'. and prior to that had been almost

unknown for forty-three years. Since 1892 influ-

1 lias lifted up its head at intervals of :i lew

-. anil since war began it lias been lli.
I

nise-

ol a fairly heavy mortality in this country, as well

as among other belligerent nations, and Farther

afield in South Africa, in India, and in various

parts of America. A cleat general conspectus ol

our present knowledge, and, it ma) be added, our

lack of knowledge, ol the disease is given in a

memorandum 1 recent!} issued l>\ the Medical

Officer of the Local Government Hoard.

The chief peculiarity of the epidemic prevalence

of influenza during [918 is that it has occurred

at short intervals, scarcely three months having
intervened between the epidemic which culminated

in Julv and the even more severe epidemic which
now prevails throughout the United Kingdom,
and is almost world-wide. It has recently

been stated that the epidemic occurrence of in-

llucn/a in July should have furnished warning of

the present autumnal epidemic. Those who put

forward this statement have not made themselves
acquainted with our national experience of influ-

enza. In actual fact no previous known epidemic
of influenza in this country has had a summer
maximum, and no previous epidemic has recurred
within three months of a previous epidemic. In

the light of events this rapid recurrence is not

difficult to explain; for the exigencies of warfare,
the rapid transport of many tens and hundreds of

thousands of troops across the seas in circum-
stances which necessitated dense aggregation of

persons, have intensified infection, multiplied the

opportunities for severe secondary infections, and
have exposed the civil population to exceptionally
virulent complex infection.

The memorandum referred to above states that

I Ik bacillus of influenza (Pfeiffer bacillus), which
commonly is present in these cases—whether caus-
ally or as an aggravating cause ol pneumonia

—

his associated with it pneumococci and hemolytic
Streptococci* which produce septic pneumonia and
empyema in a considerable proportion of the total

cases. The question of vaccine treatment and of

prophylaxis by vaccine is considered, and there is

some hope <>l success in this direction, though
reliance must be placed chiefly on the hygienic pre-
cautions ch are detailed in the official docu-
ment. <>1 these, probably chief importance should
be attached to the avoidance, so far as practicable,
of overcrowded conditions; and in this connection
speciaj strj laid on the importance of avoiding
large units ol aggregation, which great!) intensify
the risk of infee 1 Cl f ,]„ s ,.,,,,'_

sideration is too often ignored in civilian life:

under military conditions s, h large units ,,f

aggregation cannot alv ided.
I lie main object of this article however, is to

1 Memorandum on EpVemic Catarrh %. Sir \
Newsbolme, K.C.B. CH.M. Station,

-557, vol. 102]

emphasise the need for further research on this

disease Some ol the lines on which such 1 i-scan h

is called I01 are indicated in Sir Arthur News-
holme's memorandum. "Influenza is to be re-

garded .is a member of a group ol catarrhal in-

fectious diseases which in the aggregate are per-

haps the chief enemies of human health," and it

is significant that even in the years when the

ravages of influenza arc- greatest bronchitis and
pneumonia are each responsible lor twice as main
deaths as influenza. Thus the general problem
is that of the prevention ol catarrhs. How can

immunity be secured and maintained? Will im-

munity against one catarrh-causing organism
assist in securing immunit\ against others? If

immunity cannot be secured against influenza, can

one rob the disease of its terrors by a vaccint

against purulent bronchitis or pneumonia?
These are among the problems urgently needing

investigation. When the National Insurance Act

was passed, one of its most valuable provisions

was the- id. per insured person which enabled the

work of the Medical Research Committee to be
initiated. During the war the energies of this

Committee, and, it mav be added, of most patho-

logists who could have been utilised for a national

investigation on influenza, have been diverted to

war-work. This work has been of great value ;

but it may be hoped that ere long staff and time-

will be available for a steady and continuous In-

vestigation of the numerous problems of immunity
in relation to catarrhal infections. The public

must be prepared to spend money on such invesli-

gations on a much larger scale than in the past

if success is to be achieved; and for this purpose
it will In- necessary to train a generation of patho-

logists who can be certain of a fair livelihood

while undertaking such work. Unless careers as

pathologists are open to a much larger number of

specially qualified workers than are at present

available, the work of research will continue to

be hampered as in the past. Tin- harvest truly

is great, but the labourers are few.

Meanwhile we must depend in the main on
avoidance of crowds and on tin practice of

elementary personal hygiene in the prevention of

influenza. The public can minimise this disease-

only by the active co-operation ol every member.
This involves a self-abnegation on the part of

persons suffering from catarrh which is too often
absent

; they consider their work as more import-
ant than the welfare of their co-workers; and it is

evident that so long as this continues influenza

will at intervals continue to plague humanity.

DYESTUFFS IND rill: TEXTILE
1X1)1 STRY.

TVTOTHING could be more convincing of the
•L ^ neglect ol this niuntn lo provide the means
whetriiv the applications ol scientific discover)

should be- made available in the conduel of im-

portant industries than tin speech of Mr. Lennox
R. Lee on the occasion of the annual meeting- of
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the Calico Printers' Association, oi which he is

chairman, on September 18. It appears thai 1 In-

association is b\ far tin largest user of colour

n this country. Before the advent of the war
the 2000 colours it then used were to the extent

nt 70 per cent, produced solely in Germany, and
of tin- remainder onlv 7 per cent, were of British

origin. At tin- present time out of the restricted

list of 230 essential base colours only 25 per cent.

are produced bj British makers, one-third of these

being substitutes, ami only used because better

colours cannol hi' obtained, whilst the cost is not

less than from joo to iooo per cent, above pre-

war prices. Moreorcr, "f tin 230 colours above-
named, only the commoner colours, including also

inn or two oi the better kind, are obtained from
British firms. The association is, in fact, depen-

dent upon the Swiss colour manufacturers for

the liner ranges and Specialities, while quite hall

the colours of the said list cannot he obtained at

all, amongst them some of the most valuable.

Ibis is a very serious stale ol affairs, since of

the cotton ^oihIs export of Great Britain, amount-
ing in 1913 lo 50,000,000/., more than hall were
exported in the coloured state. Unless in the

future the colours essential to the industry can

be produced in ibis country of a quality and
range and at a price which compare favourably

with the production of Germany and Switzerland,

this great industry must inevitably suffer, and
be doomed to ultimate failure; and not alone this

important moiety of our cotton textile exports,

for we shall likewise imperil the market for un-
coloured textiles also. A boycott which is con-

templated on the import of German dyes, with the

view of encouraging the production of British dyes,

will not meet the case so long as the quality or

the class of dye (new dyes are continually being
produced), or the price at which they can be

sold to the user, will not compare with the pro-

duct of the foreign manufacturer. The calico

printers and dyers, having regard to the fact that

they are in competition with nations all over the

world in foreign markets, must of necessin gel

tin colours they require in the best and cheapest
market, and if they cannot procure these at home
must do so where they can. We have the raw
material of the coal-tar colours here in vast Cjuan-

tities, which we largely exported to Germany,
and in the case of one large firm in the North of

England, which is Swiss-owned, the intermediate
products are sent to Switzerland, to be there

and returned to this country in the form
of cl\ c s of fine quality.

is but one effective remedy for this most
tnenaoe to one of the greatest of our indus-

tries, and it consists in the provision of a numer-
ous highly trained body of skilled workers which
it is the business of our scientific colleges to

supply. Therein lies the initial advantage of
Germany and Switzerland. Just fifty-six years
ago it was confidently stated in an official docu-
ment that, having regard lo the exhibits at the

tionaJ Exhibition, London, in 1862,
"England has now become the dye-producing
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nation ol Europe," ind we now see, because ol

our lack ol enterprise and vision, how completely
this has been falsified. Mr. Milton Clarke, the

president ol the Bradford Dyers' Association,
declared in February, 1916, thai the establishment
ill the synthetic dye industry was vital to our
national safety, since dyes and high explosives
were very closely related, and that o oleic, self-

lined, and independent manufacture ol aniline

dyes within the United Kingdom essential

to the commercial and martial protection of the

Slate. " Had it not been for the aid we have

received from the Swiss makers," he went on
1,1 say, "I dare not contemplate what our position

would haw been (luring the last eigl

months.
"

The vital importance of this question is evi-

ct by the fact that, taking the whole range

ol the textile- industries of the kingdom, the

annual exports reach a total value of 200,000, oooi.,

and the number of persons employed is some-

thing near two millions. It is, therefore, a

matter of serious national concern, and justifies

the Government in any prudently considered action

which would legitimately and permanently ensure

the- well-being not only of the dye-producers, but

also of the dye-consumers. Wisely conceived,

their interests are mutual and inseparable, .end

must be studied as a whole.

////•: RIGHT HON. SIR EDWARD
FRY. G.C.B., F.R.S.

SIR EDWARD FRY, who died on October 18,

within a few weeks of reaching the age of
ninety-one, was born at Bristol, and educated at

University College, London. He was called to the

Bar in 1S54, and, alter a brilliant career, was made
a Lord Justice of Appeal in 1883. He resigned
in 1892, but his services were repeatedly utilised

by the Government, particularly as chairman of

various Commissions. He was also a member of

the Hague Permanent Arbitration Court. A man
of wide knowledge and interests, he was a good
classical scholar and a student of history, philo-

sophy, and the natural sciences. As a bov he
and bis younger brother David took a keen interest

in the flora of the district near their home in

Bristol, an area which included 'the famous
botanical locality, the Si. Vincent's Rocks. Mr.
David Fry, who died in 1912, was a fellow-worker
nl Mr. James White, author of the Bristol
"

I- lor. 1.

"

Sir Edward Fry was especially interested in

mosses, and a lecture which he gave in iSqr al

the Royal Institution on British mosses was
developed mice an admirable- little- text-book in

which th life-history, structure, and phylogeny
of the- mosse-s are de-scribed in a popular but

thoroughly scientific- manner. \ second edition

ed ni H)oS. A companion volume on the

"Liverworts; British and Foci ppeared in

ictit. In the latter work Sit In rd I iv was
ed by bis daughter) ^lis ^gpes Fry, who
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had also been his collaborator in a somewhat
similar booklet on the Mycetozoa, published in 1899.

The last-named no doubt was the outcome of Sir

Edward Fry's friendship with the late Mi. Arthur

ter and Miss G. Lister, the results of whose
work on this remarkably primitive and isolated

group of organisms had recently been published in

the British Museum Catalogue of the Myce-
tozoa.

Sir Edward Fry's interest was not confined to

the lower plants. One who met him in Switzer-

land recalls his knowledge of the Alpine flora; and
in reference to a trip which he made with the

Listers to Egypt in 1900 Miss Lister writes: "I
well recall his deep interesl in the xerophytic desert

plants. The collection was worked out at home
with the aid of Boissier.'s ' flora Orientalis,' and
took its place with those from Greece and other

foreign and homelands he had visited." In the

garden of his home at f'ailand, near Bristol, he had
brought together many rare and unusual plants,

and had also arranged part of it as a pinetum.
His interest in his garden, his collections, and in

natural life in'manv forms was retained to the

end. He was elected a fellow: of the Royal
Society in 1S83; and of the Linnean Society in 1887;
he was also a fellow of London University, and
the recipient of honorary degrees from Oxford,
Cambridge, and other universities, including that

of his native city, Bristol.

SIR IV 11. THOMPSON, K.B.I-:.

SIR WILLI \ M HENRY THOMPSON, who
was a passenger on the R.M.S. Leinster

when she was torpedoed in the Irish Channel on
the morning of October 10, was a son of the late

William Thompson, of Granard, Co. Longford.
lie was educated at the Dundalk Institution and
it Oueen's College, Belfast, and was a graduate
in medicine of the Royal University of Ireland.

\fter the outbreak of war, when the question of

food supply became of paramount importance, he
was able to give valuable help to the Royal
Society's Committee on Food, of which he was a

member. He became scientific adviser to the

Ministry of Food shortly after its formation
under Lord Devonport, and was made a Knight
of the Order of the British Empire in January last

in recognition of his services.

Thompson's first posts in medical education
were demonstratorships at U/niversity College,

Galway, and at the School of Anatomy, Trinity

College, Dublin. In 1893 he was appointed Dun-
ville professor of physiology, Queen's College,
Belfast, as successor to the late Prof. Redfern.
On the retirement of Prof. J. M. Purser in 1892
he was elected King's professor of the Institutes

of Medicine, Trinity College, Dublin.
Thompson's scientific publications may be

divided into several periods. The esults of work,
ommenced at University College, London, in

1S92, under the guidance of Sir E, Sh; rpe} Schafer,
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on de-enei ations resulting from lesions of the

cortex of the temporal lobe appeared in th£

lournul of \niitomy and Physiology , vol. xxxv.

Papers dealing with the nervous mechanism
governing limb veins, and with the influence 01

atropine and morphine on the secretion of urine,

which appeared in Du Bois Revmond's Archijp

and in the Archiv fur'Anatomie und Physiologies

were the outcome of work in the Leipzig Physio-

logical Institute. He published in a series oj

papers, down to the year (90Q, the investigations

which he carried out at the Sorbonne Physiological

Laboratory, and at Oueen's College, Belfast, on

the effects on the circulation and on renal activity

of peptone injection's. A paper on the diuretic

effects of sodium chloride, which brought forward

evidence in support of Bowman's theory, belongs

to this period.

After these papers, and as a result of work com-
menced in the physiological department at Mar-

burg and continued at Heidelberg, Thompson's
lines of research became ; more chemical. He
attacked problems . which were receiving close

attention from Prof. Kossel—namely, those deal-

ing with the physiological action of protamines

and of their cleavage products, from this period

onwards, during his tenure of the Dublin chair,

his work developed along these lines. A long

series of very important papers concerning crea-

tinine and arginine metabolism appeared in the

Journal of Physiology and in the Biochemical

Journal.

For some years before the outbreak of war
Thompson had been instrumental in gathering

together a vast amount of statistical material

dealing with the food supplies of Ireland and the

dietary of the poorer classes.

,
A scientific colleague who was associated for

a time with his work at the Ministry of hood
writes:

—"The very, great value of Sir Henry
Thompson's work as scientific adviser to the

Ministry of Food can only be appreciated by those

who had an opportunity of observing the patience

and care with which he attacked every problem
about which the authorities desired information."

Recently Sir Henry Thompson had been en-

gaged in a series of investigations on the amount
of work performed in different occupations, and
the efficiency of the worker when so employed.
He spent a short period in the Institute for Experi-
mental Medicine in Petrograd, and afterwards
published an English translation of the lectures on
the work of the digestive glands delivered by Prof.

Pavloff in 1897. The translation appeared in 1902,
with the addition of a lecture by the translator on
the passage of food through the alimentary canal.

The Lord Chancellor of Ireland, in a speech in

support of a fund for the victims of the Leinster

disaster, referred to Sir Henry's simplicity and
earnestness of character, and said that in all

human probability his journey to England would
have been the last in his official capacity, as he
had just been transferred to the Food Control
Department in Dublin.
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NOTES.
The fourul tf&nsffer 61 S.tonehenge bj Mi ill.

]

Chub}, of Salisbury, in the nation, eepresentep bj thi

Commissioner of Works, oh saturdaj lalsf, was
. simple but effective ceremony. One of the Tiori-

al stones in the centre mad< a good platform, with

great monolith replaced bj Prof. fjowland as a

background. Mr. Chubb made a njpdesl ami interest-

ing speech as to the motives which had inspired him
to make this generous and patriotic gift to the

nation, believing that so ancient a monument should

tmnds. H' presented the

deed ol giil to Sir AMY. d Mond, who, in accepting it,

said he was authorised by the Prime Minister to ex-
- his personal appreciation of Mr. Chubb 's public

spirit. He gave great satisfaction by stating that it

his intention to make a sunken fence in lieu of

the wire fence now existing, which interferes to some
I with the view nf the monument. Sir Alfred

Mond wa< accompanied b> Sir Lionel Earle and by

Mr. Peers, the Chief Inspector of Ancient Monuments.
Sir H. C. Sclater, the General Commanding in Chief
the Southern Command, said that the military

authorities would co-operate with the Office of Works
in protecting the monument. Other addresses were
delivered by Sir C. Hercules Read, Sir Arthur Evans,
and Mr. I lew aril Bell (representing the Wiltshire

Archaeological Societv). Mr. Chubb 's gift comprises

not onlv Stonehenge itself, but also thirty acres of land

surrounding it, the possession of which will be useful

to the Office of Works- in the measures it proposes to

take for preserving and protecting the monument.

\i >m ik \i sir Albert Hastings Markham, K.C.B.,
whose death occurred on Monday last, did much for

the furtherance of knowledge in the Arctic regions,

[•altering the Navy in 1856, when he was fifteen years
of age, he saw- considerable service in the East before

the fascination of polar exploration appealed to him,
mainly through a paper which the late Admiral Sir

iril Osborn read before the Roval Geographical
etj in 1N65. He was afterwards entrusted by the

Admiral with the command of the whaler Arctic, in

which he carried out a cruise to Baffin's Bay and the
• iulf of Boothia. In 1875 he was appointed second-
in-command of the Government Arctic expedition under

1 .eorge Nares. In spite of many difficulties, he
ssfully navigated his ship, the Alert, into winter

quarters on the north-east coast of Grant Land in
latitude S2 .'7' N., which was the highest point then
attained by ship or man. In the spring of the fol-

lowing year he set out over the ice of the Polar Sea
in charge of the northern partv and reached latitude

83 20' N. This was onlv seventy-three miles from
the ship in a straight line, but the party covered no
fewer than 276 miles on the outward and 245 miles on
the homeward journey. In appreciation of his dis-

coveries Admiral Markham was presented with a gold
watch by the Roval Geographical Societv; in later

years he was a prominent member of the society's
council. In 1870 he carried out an expedition to

Novava Zemlya in companv with Sir Henrv Gore
Booth, and in 1886 studied the conditions of naviga-
tion in Hudson's Strait on board his old ship, the
1/crf. in connection with the Canadian Government's
proposals for the establishment of a summer service
between Fort Churchill and England. In the course
of his career Admiral Markham contributed largely
to the literature of polar exploration, and he wrote
the biography (published last year) of his cousin, the

late Sir Clements Markham.

We regret to learn of the premature death of Dr.
Charles Rochester Eastman, of the American Museum
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of Natural History, in his fifty-first year. Dr. East-
nuin was born at New Orli 1

I

...mpleied his

education at the University of Munich, when h,

sin. lied palaeontology under Prof. K. A. \nn Zitiel,

and graduated as Ph.D. in 1894. His the'sis was an
important memoir on a fossil shark, Oxyrhina inan-
telli, from the chalk of Kansas, and most of his
sul.sequent researches were on fossil fishes. From
[895 until 1909 he was assistant for vertebrate
palaeontology in the Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Harvard University^ where he arranged and described
the great collection of fossil fishes. From iqio to
1912 he held a temporary appointment ii

negie Museum, Pittsburgh, where he published illus-

trated descriptive catalogues of the Eocene fishes
from Monte Bolca and the Jurassic fishes from the
lithographic stone of Germany and France. He also
lectured on vertebrate palaeontology in the University
of ' Pittsburgh. In 1915 he became one of the newly
instituted research associates of the American Museum
of Natural History, New York. In 1900-2 Dr. East-
man did good service to biological science by editing
two volumes of a revised English translation of Prof,
von Zittel's " Grundzuge der Palaeontologie," and
during recent years he wrote several interesting papers
on natural history in medieval books. He also co-
operated with Dr. Bashford Dean in preparing the
valuable and exhaustive bibliographv of fishes, of
which two volumes have lately been published b\ the
American Museum.

Mr. Arthur Cannon, whose death occurred on
October 13, has left behind a valuable record of work
accomplished. Following upon a distinguished career
at Greenwich College, to which he passed from
Devonport Dockyard, Mr. Cannon became assistant
to Sir John Biles at Glasgow University. While
occupying that position he was, in 1912, appointed to
the research scholarship in naval architecture awarded
by the Royal Commissioners for the Exhibition of

185 1. The programme of research outlined bv him
included the experimental investigation of the rolling

of ships amongst waves, and to that subject and others
akin to it the two years of the scholarship were
devoted. Beginning with a purely mathematical treat-

ment of the effect of "loose" water upon stabilitv,

Mr. Cannon pointed out for the first time the valuable
conclusion that the initial stability is at a maximum
when the "loose" water admitted to the interior of a
ship is at the same level as the water outside, but that
this condition is the worst for stability at large angles
of inclination. He then proceeded to investigate
experimentally the effect of "loose" water upon
rolling. This part of the research was carried out on
the rolling machine at Glasgow University (a varia-

tion of Russo's navipendulum), and led to the con-
clusion that, whereas in ordinary circumstances the

"free" oscillation is the dominant factor in rolling, in

the case in which there is a considerable amount of

"loose" water in the ship the "forced" oscillation is

the dominant factor. The results of this research are

of especial value in connection with the fitting of

"anti-rolling" tanks, in that 'they indicate the bene-
ficial effects of small quantities of loose water and the

harmful effects of large quantities. A further res, ,

into the subject of the rolling of ships had reference

to the period of roll at large angles of inclination.

The full record of Mr. Cannon's research is con-
tained in the Transactions of the Institution of

Naval Architects, and its value was marl
award of the annual premium to him bj the c luncil

of the institution on two occasions. Through his un-
timely death at onlv thirty-two vears of age the pro-

fession of naval architecture losi a valued member.
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In mi
1 Mr. Cannon was appointed Assistawl Naval

< onstructot a1 the Vlinit alts
, and at the time of his

dearth he was the \dnihnli\ overseei on submarine-
building at Messrs. Gammell I I ind Co.'s yard,

nhead.

\\ i regrel to announce the death mi Octobei 9, al

twenty-nine years ol age, ol Mr. Robert John Pococ] ,

direotoi oi th« Nizamdah Observatory, Hyderabad.

Dr. G. E. Moore will delivei his inaugural presi-

dential address to the Aristotelian Societ) at j^ Albe-

marle Streci mi Monday, November 4, at 8 p.m.,

upon the subj I Somi fudgments of Perception."

The John Scotl legacy medal and premium has,

on the recommendation of the Franklin Institute, been
awarded to Mr. F. P. Fairy in consideration of the

development of thi Fah} perrneameter.

\\ 1 much regrel to announce the death on

October 26, a1 eighty-seven years of age, of the Rev.

A. \l. Norman, l-'.K.S., honorary canon of Durham,
and in 'mill- mi worker in many fields of natural

history.

We notice with regret the announcement of the

death on October 23, in his ninety-firsrt year, of Mr.
K. BrudeneH Carter, the distinguished ophthalmic

surgeon and author of several valuable works upon
ophthalmic subjects.

Dr. A. Smith Woodward, keeper of the Geological

Department of the British Museum (Natural History),

has been awarded the Cuvier prize by the French
Academy of Sciences. Other British recipients of tin-

prize have been Sir Richard Owen, Sir Roderick

Mm i bison, and Sir John Murray.

Dr. A. L. D.w, who has been director of the

geophvsical laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington since its establishment in 1906, has re-

signed the position to engage in research work on

glass and allied materials for the Corning Class

Works, Corning, New York.

The hundredth session of the Institution of Civil

Engineers will be opened on Tuesday, November 5,

at 5.30 p.m., when Sir John A. F. Aspinall, president,

will deliver an address, and will present awards made
bv the council for papers read and discussed or other-

wise dealt with during the past session.

Prof. A. N. Skinner, formerly professor of mathe-
matics at the U.S. Naval Academy and assistant

'i"tner of the Naval Observatory, died on

August 14, aged seventyVthrei years. Prof. Skinner
discovi red Four variable stars, and was responsible for

1. '
1 \ alions to determine the positions of

li. ]s//,'ii. Gesell. catalogue.

li'i il Mr. Henry Westlake, at the age of

sevenl is recorded in the Engineer for

October 25. Mr. Westlake was a prominent figure in

South Yorkshire, was for some years a director

"I Cat id Co., Ltd., and of the

Workington Iron I Co. For more than fifty

years he was a with the Staveley Coal and
Iron Co.

\\"i regi ei to nob tha ei foi Octobei
records the death of Mr. J.

1'. !.. Croslartd, who was
connected with the \ uli 1 reneral Insur-
ant- Co. for fortv-niin yeai duri the last twenty-
four of which he was chi< I t the company.
Mr. Crosland was a memtiei ol Institutions "I

Civil, Mechanical, and I 1 s, and took
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a prominent pari in legislation dealing with boiler
accidents. He was seventy-nine years of age al the
time of his death.

I in death of Mr. Thomas Charles Hutchinson, ih.

managing directoi of the Skinntngrove Iron Co*, is

announced in the Engineer for Octobei 25. Mr.
Hutchinson was born in 1S40, and played 1 great
part in the development of the Cleveland district.
lie formulated a scheme for the erection of steel works
in connection with the existing Mast-furnace plant
of his firm, adopted the new Talbot process, and
installed the lust electrically driven cogging mill in

('real Britain, lie took a keen interest ill the Iron
and Si. i

I Institute and other kindred societies.

Mr. Thomas Coi>rin<.io\, who died on October 21,
aged i-i^hty-nine, was a civil engineer deeplj interested
in geology. For nearlv

1 ears he had I"

fellow of the Geological Society, and he contributed
several papers on the geoiog) "I Hampshire, the ui,

of Wight, South Wales, ami other .lisuirts. He dis-

covered the only known petrified rootlets, probablv of
palms, in the tubular hollows of the Berkshin sa

stones, and he was the first to recognise the gii

stones in a fossil reptile, a I'lesiosaurian which In

found in 1
he greensand of Wiltshire.

Engineering lor Octobei .'5 records the death of Mr.
Josiah Richard I'enetl, who for many years was an
active agent in the development of warship design in

this country, particularly at Elswick. Mr. Perretl

did valuable work in the earlier days of experirm
research into the resistance of ships at Dr. Froude's
tank. He was born in 1048, and received his train-

ing at H.M. Dockvard, Devonport, the Roval School
of Naval Architecture, the Chatham Dockvard, and the

Admiralty. He joined the Elswick shipyard in 1887 as

first assistant to Sir Philip Watts. He reoeivi 1 i

tions from Japan, Italy, and Turkey; a paper In him
was read at the last Newcastle meeting of the Institu-

tion of Naval Architects.

M. P.U'L KESTNER, the president of the Socil

Chimie lndustrielle, a society which has been recently

formed to promote the organisation and development
of industrial chemistry in France, will deliver an
address on "The Alsace Potash Deposits and their

Economic Significance in relation to Terms of Pea
to the London Section of the Society of Chemical
Industry on Monday next, November 4; the meet-
ing will be held at the moms of the Society of

Arts, John Street, Adelphi, at 7.^0 p.m. M. Kestner
is being entertained to luncheon on thai daj bi

Soiieu of Chemical Industry, and the company will

include Lord Moulton, Lord Burnham, Sir Robej
I I. nil" Id, sir Alfred Keogh; Si. Alfred Mond, Si,

Arthur Churchman, Sir Charles Parsons, Sir Boverton
Redwood, Profs. Louis, Pope, and Armstrong, Dr.
Reane, and other distinguished chemists and engineers,
Ihe Sheriffs of the City of London, ami several rheniiral

manufacturers representing ibis important industry.

The quests are invited by the Lord Mayor to b

the Mansion House in tin afternoon.

\i ,1 meeting of the council of the Institute "I

Chemistry, held on Octobei 15, it was reported by the

General Purposes Coxnmittei that thi position of tin

institute in connection with the proposals contained in

the \\ hitley report had been undei consideration. A
b 1 lei had been addressed to the Minister of Labour
pointing out that, although modern productive in-

dustry depended so much on the work of .chemists,

1 n: ni . and the like, such technical experts do not

have am i>l. 1.
' in thi 1 onstitutkm of the
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industrial councils? but, in \i. I
tbal ii

was proposed thai the industrial councils should deal

i subjects as technical education and training,

industrial research, utilisation ol and im-

provements, and industrial experiments, the Mimstei

ol Laboui had been asked (a) whethei it was intended

ilified professional technical experts should be

he industrial councils, and I'm whethei

ii was desired thai the professional bodies representing

n should be brought into consultation in am
. onnection with the t< i hnii al matti rs referred

the recommendation of the Public Appoint-

i ommitti i , the council has approved a sta* -

iiiriu on tin necessity Ear a definitely organised

| service, n hich will shoi iK bi

notii e "i all < iovi rnmenl I
epartments

iicd. '

and third Chadwick lectures oh ' The
i

\, ... | >isi asi
" wi re delivered b; I h

C kshank an Ootober 17 and 24. In the second

encepfaalo-myeJitis (the Heine-Medin

disease or infantile pai ls considered. First

d by Willie in i66i tse has recurred

again and again, frequently assuming different types,

-; in this countrj occurring during the present

\..n and resembling in ma "botulism," a

form of food-poisoning. Two forms Df so-called food-

poisoninj and botulism, were discussed in

i!i, third lecture. Raphania was the name given in

eenth century by Linnaeus and his pupils 1 to

lisordei characterised b) mental affec-

s, and convulsions, that spread through-

len, and was ascribed bi Linnaeus to admix-
ture of radish-seeds wiih foodstuffs. Ii has been

confused bj later German writers with ergotism.

Botulism of the nineteenth century, usualh
traced to the consumption of sausage and allied comes-

tibles. The lecturer suggested thai both botulism and

raphani. - ol the Heine-Medin
disease, and directed attention to modifications in the

the individual) in :au in
. erring manifest-:

ti.ms of the viruses of epidemii diseases. .

At ihe statutory meeting of the Royal Societj ol I

burgh, held on October 28, the following office-bearers

ideni : I )i .
I

. Hoi ne. Vu e-Presi-

Prol D'Arc; Thompson Prof, f.
Wall..

1 , Pro!

G V. Gibson, Dr. R. Kidston, Prof. I). Noel Paton,

and Prof. \. Robinson. General Secretary : Dr. C. G.
.'.

1 tingi : Prof. H. I .

VVhittaloer and Dr. J. 11. Ashworth. Treasurer: Mr.

I
('nri: <i Library and Museum : Dr. A.

Crichten Mitchell. CounciUors : Sii G. A. Berry, Dr.

I S. Kbit. Prof. Magnus Maclean, Prof. D. Water-
& Prof. P. I . Herring, Prof.

I
I Jehu, Dr. A. Lander, the Hen. Lord Guthrie.

S 1 Sharpe) Schafer, Prof. I
Lorraitn Smith, and

Dr. W. A. Tart. Dr. W. \. I .m was also elected

r's representative on George Heriot's Trust.

\ 11 111 1; from Mr. Stefansson, written on July 20,

fr.nn Port Yukon, Maska, is published in the

hit .1/ Journal for Oi ol lii., No. j),

somi tin-Hi. 1 details ol the work of the

i \niie Expedition during thi las( four years,

additional to the discoveries ol tin southern party,

which have already hern announced The north-west

ol Prince Patrick Island and the north-east

coastline of Victoria Island were completed. The
coastlines of Emerald and Fitzwilliam Owen Islands

and the shoi es of ' Hassel So en the two
Ringnes Islands weri mapped Si

1
il new islands

led to the Vrctic Vrchi !

1, im hiding one

in the Gustav Adolf S 1

' N and
lat. 77

3
55' N. in about long. 1.17 to 108 id* IV.,

NO. 2557. vol. in:

and another in Prim Gus ai Sea. Christian Island

and Findlav Land app ai o bj distinct, and lsachseii

Land is prohabK separated from Filet Ringnes
Island. Relative!) deep v iter was found outside

Gusta\ Adolf and Prince Gusta\ Seas, making the

existence oi other islands to north-west improbable.
Reindeer were found on all th islands visited, but
musk-oxen onrj on Melville and Victoria Islands. On
Hanks Island they havi !

I

\,\ the

Eskimo attracted there by Che wrecl 1 I Sii Robert
McCIure's Investigator^ which b iron

\ear after year. Seals wen plentiful on arh all

shores, but polar bears were \en local. Mr. s

son had hoped to atari in January this yeai

sledgeijourney northwards from Alaska. He had
intended to travel about two hundred miles and then

form an encampment on a floe and drift throughout
the summer, taking soundings as he went. In

wa\ he hoped to accomplish some of the work of thi

ill-fated Kiniiik. An attack of typhoid fever, how-
ever, forced his return to civilisation as- soon as pos-

sible. We are glad to hear that he has now reooj

and proposes to start a lecture-tour on behall oi bhi

Red Cross.

('apt. F. R. Barton contributes to the Journal of

the Roval Anthropological Institute (vol. xlviii.,

part i., miS) an ela%orate account of tattooing in

south-eastern New Guinea, illustrated by excellent

photographs and drawings, a vocabulary of the terms
used in the art, and some folk-tales. One of the

stories indicates the idea that tattooing was evolved

from skin-painting and provides an interesting

parallel to similar theories current among the Maoris
of New Zealand.

In the issue of Man for October Mr. H. Balfour

describes a collection made by Mr. Clough in the

Chatham Islands, now deposited in the Pitt Rivers
Museum, Oxford. The most remarkable specimens
are a fine bone dagger and a grotesque statuette

carved in pumice-stone. Mr. Balfour is not aware
of any close parallel to these articles. As he has
recently pointed out, the evidence of a strong

Melanesia!! element in the culture of Easter Island is

very striking, and inasmuch as the presence of a

similar non-Polynesian strain in the culture of the

Chatham Islands—and, one may add, in New Zea-

land— is becoming more generally recognised, the

suggestion offered as to die possible affinities ol these

articles may have considerable bearing on the ethno-

logical problems of the South Pacific.

A vehy useful summar\ of he captures of the

North Atlantic black Right whale, or Nordcapei

(Baiaena b&scaymsis), in Scottish waters, from 1905

to K114, is given by Prof. Q'Arcy Thompson in thi

Scottish VatunaMsi foi Septembei The grand total

for this period amounted to sixty-sewn, but, it is to

be noted; two-thirds oi this total were taken during
i,,,,s and 190a. I

he marked inequality in the number-
annually taken seems to be accounted Tor by the

111. .\ . 11 nut ^ nl the Gulf Stream, since when its v.,

are abundant the tales art seance. Prof. Thompson
suggests that when the Gulf Stream is warm and

strong the whales keep further out to sea, but that

when there is only little stream they are tempti

linger on 01 1 coast. He is of opinion thai this whale

is fai coming extinct, but the eviden does

not seem bear oirl this optimistic view i!

makes some interesting comment- on its

is commonly regarded as smaller than that

Gre land whale. The evidence, so fai

i, -1 ems to show that th difl -

if any, between them in this p
. -bowing the numbers of rorquals three Spi
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- >[.i iin, humpback, and bottle-nosed whales taken
at these stations during this period. The numbers .m-

probably higher than most people would have sup-
posed.

A new Journal <xj General Physiology is being
published under the auspices of the Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research. The editors are
Profs. Jacques Loeb and YV. J. V. Osterhout. In

the first instalment, which has just reached us, there
are a number of interesting papers on photosynthesis,

colloids, internal secretions, and regeneration in

plants. Some doubt may be expressed, however, as
to the need for another addition to the large number
of journals devoted to experimental physiology and
biochemistry.

Three important papers dealing with methods of

testing the hardness of materials were presented for

discussion at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
on October 18. The first paper, by Prof. C. A.
Edwards and Mr. F. W. Willis, describes an impact
method. The instrument employed consisted of a
block of steel weighing 21 lb., which could be released

bv a mechanical device and allowed to drop 3 in. to

the surface of the specimen under test. The energy of
the blow was imparted to the surface of the specimen
through a hardened steel ball 10 mm. in diameter
firmly fixed to the weight. The impact energy was the
same in all cases, namely, 63 in. -lb. The specimen
was held very rigidly in a heavy steel base, and the
whole arrangement was carefully bedded on a massive
steel table. In another machine both weight and
height of fall could be varied, so as to give energies
of impact between 175 and 147 in. -lb. The results

obtained may be expressed by the equation d =CE "",

where d is the diameter of the indent made by a
10-mm. ball, C is a coefficient which varies with the

hardness of the metal, and E is the total energy of

impact. The second paper, by Mr. R. G. C. Batson,
of the National Physical Laboratory, dealt with both
static and impact methods. Within the limits of Mr.
Batson 's impact experiments it is shown that the

energy of the blow is proportional to the volume of

indentation for cone and ball indenting tools, and the
dynamic hardness number suggested is equal to energy
of blow in kg. /volume of indentation in cm. 3

Further, the energy of the blow is proportional to the

square of the spherical area of the indentation for ball

indenting tool only, and the volume of indentation (and
therefore the dynamic hardness number) is approxi-
mately independent of the form of the indenting tool

(cone, 10-mm. ball, and 476-mm. ball). The third

paper, by Prof. W. C. Unwin, deals with the Ludwik
hardness test, in which geometrically similar indenta-
tion- are made bv use of a right-angled cone. Prof.

Unwin suggests that a cone slightly truncated might
be employed with advantage ; such a cone is more
durable than one with a sharp point, and the results

differ slightly only. The discussion of these papers
brought out a great deal of valuable information, and
will be continued at the meeting on November 15.

Among forthcoming books' of science we notice the
following: "Hot-bulb Oil Engines and Suitable
Vessels," W. Pollock, and 'The Production and
Treatment of Vegetal.!. Oils," T. W. Chalmers
(Constable and Co., Ltd.); '" Tri-lingual Artillen

Dictionary," E. S. Hodgson, ol. ii., Erench-Italian-
English, and vol. iii., Italian-French-English (Charles

Griffin and Co., Ltd.); and a new and revised edition

of the late D. K. Clark's 'Mecha cal Engineer's
Pocket-book," II. II. P. Powles (O. Fir Lock-wood

> Son
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Tin Pla'nei Jupiter.—This brilliant objei

rise's at about 8 p.m., and is visible during the who),
of the nighl which follows. Its position is between
the Stars S and £ in Gemini, and, the north de-
clination being jj\ , the planet remains abov< the
horizon during [6| hours. During th. coming winter
it will be very favourably situated foi ti lescopic
observation. Mr. Denning states that tin- -1 . .

.

spot continues faintly visible south of the hull,

bay in the south equatorial belt, and the former
objects have exhibited an increasing velocit) sinci

1900, whin the rotation period was 9I1. 55m. 41-55. In

the present yeat between Maj and August the period
had declined to oh. 35111. 31-45., as determined by Mr.
F. Sargent, of Bristol, from observations bj the Rev'.

T. E. R. Phillips and himself. On May 12 the
longitude of the red spot was 45 , and on Vugust g 25 .

If the same rate of motion has been maintained
during the interval since August 9, then the present
place of the spot is in longitude 6°, and it follows
the zero meridian (system II.) given in the Nautical
Almanac (1918, p. 341) by about ten minutes.

Early in December next the position of the red spol

may be expected to correspond nearh with th.- zero
meridian of system II., and will therefore transit at

the same time. It will be interesting to observe th(

times of mid-transit of the red spot, which maj bi

expected nearly as follows :
—

h. m. h. m.

9 28 p.m.November 7 9 51 p.m. Decembei
9. 11 28 „ 1 6 55 ,,

14 to 33 „ 6 8 33 „
19 9 40 ..

-'4 s 45 •.

The hollow in the belt seems to havi been certainly
visible on Jupiter since Schwab, figured it on Sep-
tember 5, 183 1, while the red spot appears to have
been first seen and drawn by Dawes on November 27,
I357-

The "great south tropical disturbance," which is

a very extensive dusky spot in the same latitude as
the red spot, has been visible since February, 1901.
It is now distended over about 185 degrees of longitude
from 265° to i)o°. Moving at a swifter rate than the
red spot, it has had the effect of considerably
accelerating the speed of the latter in late years.

The Rate ok Stellar Evolution.—On the -lip-

position that Cepheid variation is due to some kind of
pulsation having the period of light variation, Prof. A. S.

Eddington has pointed out that the variations of period
indicated by theory may. provide a means of estimating
the rate of progress of stellar evolution (The Observa-
tory, vol. xli., p. 379). The periods of similar globi -

of fluid pulsating under their own gravitation would
be inversely proportional to the square roots of the
densities, and the changes of density in a particular
star might therefore be deduced from the change of

period. Adopting Chandler's estimate that the period
of SCephei (5-366 days) is decreasing 0-05 sec. an-
nually, the star would double it- density in rather
more than three million years, and would take about
ten million years to pass from type l. to type E.

This rate of change is much slower than that derived
from the assumption that contraction is the source
of the star's heat. The time-scale would, in fact, be
enlarged a thousandfold, and would become more con-
sistent with present views as to th< age of terrestrial

rocks, the development of the earth-moon system, and
geological .ban".-. Observations of the change of

period in Cepheid variables would therefore seem to be

of possil.K great importance-, and it is fortunate that

th. \ .an usually be determined with great accuracv.
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THE INFLUENCE OF PROGRESSIVE COLD
WORK ON PURE COPPER.

Till, hardening effeci oi thi various Forms of cold

work on metals and alloys has long been known
and utilised in the arts, and in recent years various

theories have been put forward to explain the pheno-

mena observed. Few attempts, however, have been
made to test whethei anj quantitative relationship

exists between the amount of cold work done upon
a metal and the magnitude of the change in its pro-

perties. \ serious and well-planned attempt to obtain

information of this kind has been made by Mr.
Alkins, who presented a paper at the September
meeting of the Institute of Metals on the change in

the tensile strength of copper-wire as it is progres-

hardened bj cold-drawing in the ordinary way.
Copper was chosen as the experimental material for

the following reasons :

—

11) The wire used in the arts is of a high degree

of puritv, and seldom contains 1 part of impurity in

1000.

(2) It shows the hardening by plastic deformation
strikingly, inasmuch as its tensile strength may

be doubled bj cold-drawing without any indication

that it is actually overdrawn.

|)
It has hitherto been accepted as a metal which

does not possess any allotropic transformation between
its freezing-point and o° C. [Prof. Cohen, however,
holds that there is evidence of an allotropic trans-

formation at 71° C]
In Mr. Alkins's experiments a billet of copper was

1 ast and hot-rolled to a mean diameter of 0553 in.

in the ordinarv way. The rolled billet was then an-
nealed for four hours at about 6oo° C. in order to

remove stresses completely, and was allowed to cool.

After "pickling" in sulphuric acid to remove the
it was cold-drawn by light drafts (twenty-five in

all) down to 004 in. without any further annealing.
From the billet after "pickling," and from the wire
after each draft, a few feet were scrapped from the

end, and three 2-ft. lengths cut for testing. The
tensile strength of the wires was determined on a
5-ton Buckton machine. Five determinations
were made on each sample of wire, and the

ngS were found to be concordant within 1 per
cent. The mean of the five was taken as the actual
breaking load. The results of the tests are shown
in the accompanying graph, in which the co-ordinates
are tensile strength in tons per sq. in. and sectional

area in sq. in. It will be seen that the tensile

strength is raised progressive^ from 15-49 tons 'n
the original billet to 3080 tons in the wire of the

smallest sectional area. It will also be seen that
the curve showing the variation of tenacity with
sectional area consists of two rectilinear portions AB,
CD, connected by a smooth curve BEC with a point
of inflection at E. Mr. Alkins's analvsis of the curve is

as follows :

—

The portion AB corresponds with the equation

T=3i-6-67A,

where T = tensile strength in tens per sq. in., and
A = cross-sectional area in sq. in. The curved por-
tion BEC agrees closely with the expression

T=23-2- \'A i) 107.

and the upper rectilinear branch CD corresponds with
the equation

T= 30'83-82-66A.

According to these equations, then, from A to B
the tensile strength increases at the rate of 67 tons per
sq. in. for a reduction in area of 1 sq. in., while from
C to D the rate of increase is S266 tons per sq. in.
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per sq. in. From B to E the rate diminishes to o, and
increases again from E to C. This curve shows no
discontinuity, and at here a simultaneous
diminution in sectional area and in the tensile strength.
There is, however, one stage in the drawing at which
a reduction of area of almost 10 per cent, (from
010927 to 0095507 sq. in.) is unaccompanied by anv
change in the tensile strength. iponds with
the point E, where the tenacity equals about 232 tons
per sq. in. It appears, then, that over this particular
range a reduction in area by cold work not accom-
panied by any change in the tensile strength. Of
this phenomenon the amorphous phase theory of
plastic deformation does not appear to offer anv ex-
planation. Assuming, as Mr. Alkins does in the

absence of quantitative data, that the amoun
work actually performed on a metal during drawing
is measured by the decrease in cross-sectional area, he
is forced to the conclusion that two distinct changes
occur in the hard drawing of copper, one of them
along the branch AE and the other along the branch

31
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show thai the Eransfoi mai ion occi g after
this range is constant is independent ot thi

in which the cold work is applied. Beyond E, how-
ever, the new curve does not coincidi ivith ED, bnt
rises more steeply, the tensile strength corresponding
with the 0-040 in. diameter wire, I

. ing nearlj ;; tons
per sq. in. It would appeal , then, that thi change taking
place along ED is different in type from that occu
along AL. It is stilted thai wins of such a diameter
that they fall within the rangi \K an stable at Mm
ordinary temperatures Vi in; rate, the) do not

change in a year's time. '
)r i the other hand, (vires

corresponding with the p ts on the branch ED are
unstable at atmospherii temperatures, their tensile

strength being gradually diminished. Finally, Mr.
Alkins records that, if fully annealed win- of anv
diameter is taken and drawn down, a stage is always
reached, when its area has been reduced about ;o i" i

cent., where, over a limited range, furlhei drawing
ponding alteration in the properties.

He finds tli a 1 the physical properties corresponding with
this constant range are always the same

—

e.g. den-
sity = 8 889, tensile strength= 23-2 tons per sq. in., and
so on. He concludes, therefore, that the point E
corresponds with a definite nh\si,al State of the metal.

The facts thus brought Forward by Mr. Alkins are
of definite practical importance and distinct scientific

int. rest. Considering tile importance of the point E,

it would have strengthened his case if he could have
shown rather more observations in its immediate
neighbourhood. This, of course, would have involved
the preparation of a new set of rolls, bv which verv
slight differences in area could be effected. Such work
cannot, of course, be undertaken under war condi-

tions. Further, he would have been well advised to

determine the percentage of copper-cuprous oxide
eutectic in his wire, which he did not do. This omis-
sion can, of course, be remedied, and until it is, and
the influence of oxide specifically determined, no one
can sav how far his results are due to copper itself.

If and when these omissions can be remedied, Mr.
Alkins will improve a paper which already does him
very great credit. H. C. H. Carpenter.

THE RAT PEST.
T3 EFERRING to Prof. P. Chavigny's report on rats^ in the trenches (Nature, September 19, p. 53),

Mr. C. B. Moffat, Enniscorthy, points out that the

descendants of a pair of rats must in three years far

exceed the twenty millions stated. At the end of the

first year there should be 50 offspring, 500 grand off-

spring, 1000 great-grand offspring, 1250 great-great-

grand offspring 2800 in all. Half of this number, sup-
ui all is equal males, multiplied by 2800, gives

1 iIh end of the second year. At the end
of the third year the number, should be far more
than li\i thousand millions. It has to be borne in

mind, ho lat f' male rats probably reach their

limit ot 1
1 long bi fore three years. The most

secure data known to us are those of Helen Dean
Ring (.bin/. Record, vol. xi., rqici, pp. 269 87) on
70 females 1 cross between the wild
\'oiw.i\ 1. 11 1 -mated white rat. The

11 mi - was 67 (Prof. Chayigny
speaks of to); thi . . number of litters t.n .1

female was 7-; there is a sh:trp decline in fertility

after the femati 1-
. old and the menopause

appears al eighteen month I sex ratio for 3955
individuals was ro6-1 mail We do
not know how Prof. < ha 1 n ;,, ,1 the figure

twenty millions, hut. as Mr. Mol lises, there

-re various biological ronsideraii' h maki Ihe

imputation not so simple .is it eem fh si.
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\\ ithout doubt the iq< h and info,
tive summary of the menao which lares us from thi
hordes oi rats and mice in our mids been
issui 'I lis tin

1 rustees of the British Musi urn 1 Natl
History 1, forming No. 8 of trie Eeonomii Series issi
l>\ 1I1. 11 institution. The author, Mr. M. A. 1

I I
.

one el ill. greati -1 living authorities on ibis -nl.,. 1 .,

has marshalled his faets with extraordinarj skill; so
much so that he has contrived, within the space of
some sfxt) pages, to pass in review, not onh the life-

history of these p sis in a state of nature,
relation to public health, and their amazing destrue-
li\en, ss in the matter of our food supplies, bill al-..

the various preventive measures which afford us mi
of relief. On this head he has much to say in con-
demnation of the destruction of so-called "vermin,"
which, until now, has been so pei sistenfly .and stup
followed. Finally, he add- .1 most v.duai.l. .1,,

on the classification of the Murnke, and a tabli sh
ing the assumed rate of increase in the annual. 1.1

population, which, even white postulating a mortality
which is purposely exaggerated, shows clearrj enough
that none but the most determined efforts can hope
to lessen the seriousness of the situation, which has
1 linn about owing to the withdrawal of all labour
hitherto devoted to the destruction of rats, either bv
the needs of the Army or by the allurement of the high
wages paid for other kinds of work more or less

directly arising out of the war. A number of well-

chosen and beautifully executed illustrations, showing
the dental and cranial characters by which our native
spe. i,s of Muridas may be distinguished, add still

further to the value of these pages. But the figures of
the black and common rat and of the house-mouse,
to say the least, leave much to be desired. This
pamphlet should be carefully studied, not only hv the

agriculturist, the merchant, and those responsible for

the preparation of food in restaurants, but also by the
housekeeper; for it is only by the concerted efforts

of us all that we can hope for success in this cam-
paign, which is noiv to he commenced against a
condition of affairs which is fraught with real peril.

THE RALEIGH TERCENTENARY. •

"THE tercentenary of Sir Walter Raleigh's death was
^ celebrated on Sunday, October 27, by a special

service at St. Margaret's Church, Westminster. The
service was arranged by the Tercentenary Com-
mittee, of which the Ring is patron, Mr.
Balfour one of the honorary presidents, and Prof.

Gollancz hon. secretary. Two wreaths in memory
of Sir Walter Raleigh were laid before the service at

the I. if the Communion-table, where the body is

said to have been buried. One was from the Tercen-
tenary Committee; the other, of laurels, was from the

Royal Geographical Society, and was inscribed: "To
the memoi

5 of Sir Walter Raleigh on the tercei

of his death." It was borne by Sir Thomas Holdich,

K.C.M.G., and Mr. Arthur K. Minks, secretary of

the society. The address was delivered hv the rector

of St Margaret's, Canon t arnegie. Memorial ser-

vices were also held at the Temple Church and at

Woolwich Parish Church. Ihe work of Raleigh in

exploration and colonisation was also commemorated
..n I in s,la\ by meetings at the Mansion Housi and
els, w in re. \t the Mansion House meeting Sir (diaries

Wakefield (hon. treason 1 of the Terccntenaiw Com-
mittee) offered for the acceptance ot the Lieutenant

of the Tower a copy of Raleigh's "History of the

World," which he hoped would find a place in

where the history was written. lie offered to the

British Academy as th." mul. 11- of a Raleigh Fund for

llisioi . ihe sum of =;oo/. a year foi at least
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ears, in the hopi thai ii might noi onlj advam
1 u-;il learning among otu fellow-citizens, bul also

help forward intell iperation between Ameri-

can and British scholars. Hi would onlj stipulate

that > delivered annuallj

,

named after Raleigh.
\i the Devon a ! - bi ation "I tl

j
held al

1 sidi hi "i the 01 ganising

committee, thai he had received from Mr.
Wall, r Pe; th I >u< by oi I lomwall,

to r to the rllr, 1 tli. 11 he was sure the pro

elehrate the tercentenan would commend itself to

the I'm 1 Wales and his Council, ami suggesting

that the proposed new University oi thi South-West
should I"- styled the Raleigh b'niversit) as a monu-
ment worthy of the man. Resolutions were carried

ih.i; funds should be invited to this end, and a widely

representative committee was appointed to co-operati

with the existing committee for the furtherance of

univensit) education in the South-Westi
Born of Devon parentage aboul the year 1552,

Raleigh was the half-brothei ol Sii Humphrey Gilbert,

another famous adventurer. In early life he served as

a soldier in Ireland, but -nun conceived plans for form-

settlements in America, animated largelj by hos-

tility toward- the Spaniards. \n expedition sent by
Raleigh to New foiincll.mil in [583 resulted in the death

-
1 Humphrey Gilbert. Raleigh then received from

Elizabeth the patent granted five years befon
1 .illicit to take possession 'ol ,m\ remote bar-

ns and heathen lands noi possessed by anj Chris-

ban prince or people." Quick to take advantagi ol

hi- opportunity, he -eni an expedition to America 1 (i<

Thi- expedition made a landfall in

Florida and follow. -d the caasl northward to Pamlico
Siiund in North Carolina. A large trad oi country

which be did net reach Raleigh named Virginia in

honour of Queen Elizabeth. In 1585 colonists were
-1 in i" Roanoke Island, fan they -non had difficulties

with the Indian-, and the settlement proved a failure.

attempts; in 1586 and 1587, met with no better

success; and in 1589 Raleigh sold his rights in Vir-
ginia. Raleigh's nexl voyage of exploration was to

South America in 1505. where, fired by stories of F.I

lo, hi hoped to find gold-mines. Hi- "Discoverie
i.in.i " gave an account of this expedition. Sol-

diering occupied Raleigh for some years, and, though
high in Court favour, he was disliked in England for

his arrogance and reputed greed. Soon alter the acces-
>f Janus I. In was accused of conspiracy and

sent to the Tower. Main years later he was liberated

in order to make a voyage to Guiana on the promise
that the discovery of gold would obtain his freedom.
The expedition achieved little, and Raleigh returned
homi and was beheaded in 1618. Gain and the hope
of plunder were large!) Raleigh's motives in his

colonising enterprises, for he was in reality a pira'te

tturer, hut his work was of gnat importance in

preparing the way for others and in helping to lav

the foundations of Britain beyond the seas
In connection with the tercen lebrations it

is natural that s,,nie allusion should be made to the
services Rali m monli bi lii vi d to have rendered

to his country l>v introducing the potato. In the

aggregate the literature of this plant would form a

long series of volumes, and thai dealing with its intro-

duction into Europe and the British Isles is so copious
that onl\ thi patient and leisured would care to Study
it thoroughly. This copiousm ss ari— . no douht, from
the fart that, in spite ( if ihe reiterated -tatement thai

Raleigh brought the potato from Virginia-, there is

ample ground for controversy, and controversj then
ha- been, leaving us very much shaken in our faith

in tin- general!] at in1 ol it- introduction
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by him. The appearand ol the potato in the British

is supposed to dat n [586, and the bero n

ten. ,,- N ,,f it- introduction was celebrated in 1886. But
the tii-t evidenci we po hat the tuber
was in cultivation in this country is that afforded by
the catalogue ol the plants G ard's garden in

01 n, published in 1596. Gen d, i lis "Herbal!"
ol 1507. describes and figures it und
Batatas Virginiana sive Virginianorum & Pap-

pus, Potatoes oi Virginia," and tells us that "it
groweth naturally in America, where ii was first dis-

I. a- reporteth C. Clusius, since which til 1

have received rootes hereof from Virginia."
We learn from Clusius that the potato was culti-

vated in Italy in or about the year 1585, having
probably been obtained from some Spanish soi

It was taken to Belgium in 158b, and some tuber-
came into the hands of Philippe de Sivrv, the prefect
of Mens, who cultivated them, and sent, early in

1588, two tubers to Clusius at Vienna. It is thought
that Gerard did not obtain the potato from Clusius,
but, if the former may be trusted, it was obtained direct

by him from Virginia. Gerard, however, is known to

have handled the truth at least carelessly, and if he did
noi deliberateK make a misstatement with regard to

the origin of the plant, he was indifferent about it.

and possibly wilfully suppressed information that
would have elucidated the point. Introducers of plants

of commercial value in later days have not always
been quite candid as to their source. Gerard was
probably proud of his possession of the potato, for

his portrait, published in the " Herball," represents
him as holding a flowering branch of the plant in his

hand, and, for some reason obscure to us, may not
have been disposed to divulge its origin. The late

Sir James Murray, with his usual thoroughness, in-

vestigated the question of the introduction of the potato
in connection with his article on the word in the New-
Oxford Dictionary. He savs that Gerard "was in
inn in his statement that he obtained it from Vir-
ginia. In 1693 its introduction into Ireland was attri-

buted to Sir Walter Raleigh after his return from
Virginia (where he never was) ; but no contemporary
-tatement associating Raleigh'- name with the potato
has been found."

It appears probable that the potato first reached this

country as a result of one of Drake's expedition- to

the New World, and it may have been brought on the

vessel which, in 1586, conveyed to Plymouth the sur-

vivors of the ill-fated British colony in Virginia, and
in the course of the voyage was probably taken with

other bootv from some Spanish ship. Drake as the

introducer of the potato is so far accepted that a
monument to him in commemoration of this was
elected at Offenburg, in Germany, in 1854. It is

extremely doubtful whether Raleigh had really any
direct part in the introduction of the plant, but,

according to Dr. Brushfield's painstaking researches,

published in the Transactions of the Devonshire Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science (vol. xxx.,

pp. 158-97, [898), it would appear that he was instru-

mental in extending its cultivation in this country

and in popularising the tuber as a valuable food. He
even says: 'That Ralegh was the direct cause of

the potato being brought to this land of ours can now
scarce!} bi gainsaid; and to him must certainly b<

attributed the honour of promoting its cultivation in

Ireland, from whence it was subsequently transmitted

to England."
\n int. ie-ting and able article on the subject, "

l.\ Dr. B. Daydon fnckson, appeared in the Gardeners'

Chronicle in 1000 (vol. xxvii., pp. [61 1
rid 178-80).

It is certainly as a populariser of the practice of

ng, ^n^ not as the introduce! ol the plant, that
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Raleigh should bi remembered with reference to

1 ts introduction was ici bj Sir

Hawkins in 1565, and Raleigh ea ly acquired

11 1 ii 1 oi smoking, which he si eeded in intro-

to I .mi 1 c ircles. I 'i ushfii Id writes

rhere can be no hesitation in affirming that Ralegh
inly introduced it [tobai ito g< nei al use in

this country, but . . . wa ; thai brought it

hion."

I BRITISH INSTITl OF INDUSTRIAL
ART.

Al the Royal Societ] ol \rts on October 28 the

Righl lion. II. \. I.. Fisher, President of the

Board of Education, presided over a meeting called

to consider a scheme for the promotion of a British

Institute of Industrial Art. Mr. Fisher, in his intro-

ductory address, referred to the past history of indus-

trial art in Great Britain, remarking that people in

this country are apt to depreciate the national ability

in artistic directions. What is needed is a centre to

promote a closer relation between art and industry,

and this the proposed scheme, which will involve the

co-operation of tfie Board of Trade, the Board of

Education, and the Royal Society of Arts, aims at

providing. The chief feature of the scheme is a

permanent exhibition to be held at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, where representative works illus-

trating a high standard of British artistic craftsman-
ship will be shown. The exhibition should in time
become self-supporting, and the nation would purchase
annually a selected number of exhibits to form a per-

manent nucleus. The scheme also provides for a
central fund to enable grants to be awarded for re-

search and experimental work, institute scholar-
ships, and initiate propaganda. Co-operation with the
British School of Rome, with the view of enabling
students to study Roman art, was proposed.

Lord Leverhulme, who opened the discussion, em-
phasised the importance of a shorter working dav,
combined with the more efficient use of machinery, in

order to provide more leisure for study and artistic

effort. Sir William McCormick remarked that the
movement would be on parallel lines to the work of

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,
and mentioned several instances of processes—for

example, the manufacture of fine porcelain—where
scientific investigation and artistic effort could work
in combination. Mr. Gordon Selfridge urged that a
steady educational effort was needed before the public
would sufficiently appreciate beautiful things to justify

manufacturers in producing them. For the time being
(heme is to be administered by a representative

committee, and it is hoped that ultimately
sub-committees will be established to deal with the
needs of individual industries requiring artistic talent.

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY AT THE
IMPERIAL COLLEGE.

TN order to meet what seem to be the requirements
of the post-war situation on a scale commensurate

with Imperial needs, it is proposed to organise the

future I), p. nii: ileal Technology of the
Imperial College- of Science and Technology, South
Kensirigton, so as to incl 1 following four prin-

ipal sections, nannl\ :

1. Furl Technology and 1 hetnii <» Gases, with

Refrat lory

neral fuel technology, and ' constitution of

ieats, lignites, and coals; 1 thi onisation of
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coal .ni'l wood distillation; (c) tin chemistrj of coal-
tar, ammonia, and the manufacture ol intermediate
products from coal-tar; (</) tin chemistr) of gases and
technical gas catalysis, with special reference to the
new developments in the manufacture of ammonia,
nitric acid, sulphuric anhydride, etc., resulting from
the war; (c) refractory materials, clays, earths, and
sands, used in furnace construction and the manufac-
ture o! ceramics, iLtss, and cements; and m technical

ri nil with tin- foregoing.

The arrangements contemplated under (e) would in-

clude some provision for investigating the materials
used in the manufacture of optical glass, which it is

hoped will be a useful adjunct to the new Department
of Technical Optics; those under (b) meet the need,
already felt in many quarters, of an adequate pro-
vision being made in this country for the scientific

study of wood distillation, etc., in the interests of

India and the Empire generally; and those under (o)

will provide for an extension of the important ii

tigations on lignites which have already been in-

stituted in tho Department during the war in the

interests of the Dominions.

II.—Chemical Engineering.

Advanced study and investigations upon (a) the
materials and principles involved in the design, con-
struction, and use of plant for such general factory

operations as the transportation of solids, liquids, and
gases; filtration, desiccation, extraction, distillation,

evaporation, crystallisation, etc.; condensing plant;
the cooling, cleaning, and scrubbing of gases; the

refining of solids, the concentration of acids; auto-
claves and pressure plant, etc.

;
(b) the design and

construction of foundations, flues, chimneys, etc. ; and
(c) factory economics and organisation. The under-
lying idea of this section of the Department's work is

that students shall be trained in the working out of

designs of commercial plant from their own notes

and experimental work, including the drawing up of

plans and specifications, and the organisation of fac-

tories in which the above-mentioned operations are

carried out.

III.— Electro-( "hernistry.

This section is to be developed so as to include

broadly the principal applications of electricity in

chemical industry, and especially to the many processes

which are dependent upon 1 the electrolytic or ionising

actions of currents. These include, inter alia, the

manufacture of caustic alkalis, chlorine, hypochlorites,

etc.; " peroxidised " products such as persulphates,

perchlorites, permanganates, etc. ; also white lead,

and such metals as sodium, magnesium, aluminium,
calcium, etc. Also manv organic substances are

nowadays made by electrolytic "reduction" or

"oxidation" processes.

The value to this country of such processes has

been emphasised bv the experience of the war, and it

is more than ever important F01 tin will-being of our

chemical industries that no time should be lost in

developing at this college a sub-department in chemical

technology for the special study of them.

IV. Technology of Carbohydrates, Fats, Oils, and
Rubbi r.

The selection bi 'the subjects to be included under
this section has been largely influenced by two con-

sidei ations, namely :

—

First, the already large provision (o) in Manchester,

Leeds, and Huddersfield for advanced study and re-

search upon dyes and tinctorial chemistry, as applied

to the great textile industries of the country; (b) in

Leeds and in London in connection with the leather
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industries; and (c) in Birmingham in respect <>f the

1. rmentation industi . the lack of any
. .illv adequate provision in this country for the needs

ol equal!} importanl branches ol industry which depend
upon ili' 1 ling oi 1 ei tain well-defined

groups of natural (and chief!} vegetable) raw materials.

I'h.- technology oi the following groups of natural

li 1 ted because of their ini

importance, and ol their close relationships

with thi' work already developed in the botany depart-

ment [I can scarcer; bi doubted that the studj and
ition of their chemical properties, treatment,

and uses i'i tii. Department of Chemical Technology
will constitute an important link, not only with the

. partment, but also with th<

economii development of the vegetable resources ol

the Empire, on which -rounds their adoption by the

college may b< 1.II3 appropriate, The
products in qui IS follows :—(i) Celluloses,

starches, gums, dextrins, and resins;

mal and vegetable oils and fats, and the

manufacture of glyci and food products

(e.g. margarim >m; and (iii) rubber and

similar materials.

Industrial Connection.

In the development of thi foregoing scheme as a

whole, emphasis is to l» laid upon the importance of

everything possible being done, both now and in the

il shing and extending con-

between tin various sections of the Depart-
ment and the industries which thej are severalty

designed to serve. The Department will also keep in

1 lost touch with the various organised efforts that

are now being made to solv< general industrial and
economic problems b\ co-operativi investigation and

1 ch.

The additional financial requirements for the im-

portant developments outlined abovi are estimated at

for buildings and equipment, and not less

than 10 .000/. a year for maintenance and working
expenses.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

London. I he following doctorate has been con-
ferred bj the Senate:

—

D.Sc. [Engineering): Mr.
Miles walker, an external student, for a thesis

'Supply of Single-phase Power from Three-
ms."

Teai hers have hitherto exercised but little influence
on :ln public educational systems of this country.
But if the public authorities thai control this educa-

to exercise their growing power to the best
advantage, the) can scarcely do so without the in-

creasing help of the teaching profession. The
Teachei -' Ri g ttion < presentative of

ssion " was 1 stablished in 1912.
During its short life it has rendered valuable service
to English education b\ pn-parinj; a registoi nl

teachers and b) providing
1 parliament. But

it the teaching profession is 1.1 take an effective pari
national system of education, it

1 an best do so by co-operating with the existing
authorities on the lines indicated by the Whitley
report. The initiative will probably have to come
from tin teachers. The Teachers' Registration
Council can provide their side of the "Joint Indus-
trial Council." but provincial councils of teachei s an
needed to provide their side of the "district councils."
Accordingly a new step has been taken by the forma-
tion, at a meeting held in Manchester on October 26,
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of the first provincial council, representative oi the

teaching profession in Lancashire and Cheshire. The
council consists of two representatives of each of thi

t niversities Manchestei and Liverpool- and of the

teachers' associations in ies. It is antici-

pated that other provincial councils will quicklv be

set up elsewhere. Their establishment throughout

the length and breadth of England will not only

enable the teachers i" exercise .1 profoundly beneficial

influence upon the organisation of local education,

but also be the means of securing .1 gi
1
mi

ol life and liberty for the teaching profession.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Optical Society. October to. Prof. Cheshire, presi-

dent, in the chair. -T. Y. Baker: Sources .and ma
tude of centring errors in a sextant. A centring erroi

in .1 sextant is ordinarily- due to the sextant bi

placed eccentrically on the dividing engine. In ordei

to complv with the National Physical Laboratory's

"A" class certificate, it is necessary that this eccen-

tricity should not be such as to produce errors in th<

reading exceeding 40 seconds. This condition is

satisfied provided the scale-centre lies within a certain

ellipse the centre of which is the mechanical centre

of the instrument,, and the axes of which lie one along

and the other at right angles to the line of the middle

reading. The semi-axes of this ellipse for a 7-in. sex-

tant reading up to 120 are 5-2 mils and 0-7 mil

respectively,' but the former figure needs reduction to

about 3 mils in order to allow of the vernier not

reading " long " at the two ends of the scale. The

customary practice of sextant-makers has been to re-

adjust the position of the mechanical centre after the

instrument "has had the scale engraved. The work-

shop method of testing whether such readjustment is

necessary is customarily the method of trying the

length of the vernier against the scale at different

points along the arc. The author showed that this

method is not a sufficiently delicate test for the pur-

pose of complying with the' "A" certificate. An alter-

native method was described, in which the correct-

ness or otherwise of the centre is determined by the

tracing of a mark engraved upon the vernier against

a circular arc cut from the same centre and at the

same time as the marking of the scale. This method

is being adopted bv the Admiralty, and is already-

embodied in their specification for cadets' sextants.

—

T. Chaundy : Astigmatism : interchangeability of stop

and obiect. For an object at O and a stop at S on the

axis of an optical instrument, the astigmatism (i.e.

astigmatic separation divided by the square ol the

height of the object! is to least order

/.(I-FO.FS//W.SO,
her with a quantity symmetrical in O and S.

The planes of stop and object may thus be inter-

changed without change in value of the astigmatism

if FO.FS = /
2

. In this case, with like end-media.

F', S\ O' (the images of F, S, O in the instrument)

are sy'mmi ri ' placed with respect to F, O, S. In

particular, an object at one focus and a stop at the

,,,!„., are interchangeable. The astigmatism in

rase i~ unaltered by reversal of the instrument

consequen 1 mvenience in calculation is pointed

In particular, all the primary aberrations tree b

mined by differentiation of'its expression ii ol

the pow 1 s and separations of the system

Royal Microscopical Society. Octobei r<5 I E.

Barnard: A new illuminant for, microscopical work.

Note on the reoorts of the M earch Com-
mittee on the standardisation ol patl gical methods.
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Royal Society of New South Wales, \.ugusl 7. Mt.
W. S. Dun, president, in the ehair. !\. T. Baker:
l!i' techncrlog) anil anatorrn of some silk) oak*'

I li>- paper 1 ovei s am ini ti ;al ' m into the
pchnologj and nnai(ini\- of five species uf timber.
i. [ding trees belonging in the natural ordei Protaeceaj,

and all vernacularly known as members ol the "silfcj

family. Two belong to the same genus, \i/.

'Meet i"hu:sl,i an. I G. hilliana, the others being
Qrites excelsa, Cardwelli sublimis. ami Embothrium

harm. I heh ei onomic applications ai e

enumerated, and the suitability oi some of them for
flying machines adds a new timber to those valuable
arms of the Empire the Nav) and Amu. Breaking
strains, specific gravities, and weights oi e;

given- R. II. Cambage
; Vertical growth of trees

From tests made foi several years on ven young
trees il appi are thai aftei the branches air throw n
out the trunk does not increase in length to am
appreciabl

1 ttenl below such branches, but the pro-
longation comes from the terminal shool or growing
porrrl ai !: summit. Nails which were driven into
very young acacias, cinnarnomums, and eucalypts al

4 ft. and 5 ft. from the base were nol carried iijiv, .,.

during several years or while the little tree^-stems
ai double their length.
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National Reconstruction. I Study in Practical

Politics and Statesmanship. By j. J- Robinson.

Pp. x- 155. (London: Hursl and Blackett,

Ltd., 191S.) Prii e - s. 6d. net.

RECONSTRUCTION," like Mesopotamia, is

a blessed word, and already there exists a

considerable literature to expound its illimitable

possibilities. The value of that literature is not

equal to its hulk, for the writers too often have

been misled by some passing phase of a rapidly

shifting situation, (ir are the victims of doctrinaire

theories or, worse, of "the Phrase," which Mr.

Robinson notes "is very real and oppressive just

now the artificial and captivating jingles which
are often made to do duty for facts and for reason-

ing from facts." If we had not enough already

of "the monstrous regiments ol people paid to get

other people to do things," there would be justi-

fication for .1 censor who would refuse to pass for

publication books on "reconstruction," unless they

were written by those who combined some train-

ing in disciplined thinking with adequate experi-

ence of administrative problems—the perennial

difficulty, in short, of achieving demonstrable pro-

gress by the machinery of institutions, working
rid worked by, men and women as they really

are. The defects of the average administrator

and the limitation-, of machine^ are too commonly
Men by those who assume in three hundred

and fifty pages that a new British Empire i an be

created by a crop of committees and an encyclo-

paedia of legislation in a few years "alter the

war.
"

Mr. Robinson would pass the suggested
censor's test. His pages prove to a practised eye
that he has thought deeply and read widely, while

his administrative training has been varied and
prolonged. He has, then ion. a right to sum-
marise his experience. Moreover, he summarises
it concisely, with freshness of expression and a

stimulating conviction. Mr. Robinson certainly

does not pretend that the monopoly of truth is on
his writing-table, for he fully recognises that there
are seventy-seven ways of constructing tribal lays,

and that ever} single one of them is right. We
certainly wish that Mr. Robinson could lure into

"the school " where "he still is" as many poli-

ticians and voters, new and old, as possible and
keep them there until peace was signed, sealed, and
delivered. An old-fashioned parent once ascribed

the success of his sons and daughters to the con-
tinuity and impartiality of his discipline. "I
whipped my boys," lie said, "to knock sense into

them, and my twirls to knock nonsense out of
them." A course of Mr. Robinson would knock
much sense into, and much nonsense out of, the

young men and women who alone can be the

"reconstructors " of the Empire. The future of

"reconstruction" lies with the young, not with
the middle-aged or the old, paralysed by the igno-
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ranee, apathy, and superstitions of five pre-war

generation. One of Mr. Robinson's best lessons

is that both the beginning and the end turn on the

individual, "the mobile and mobilisablc unit of

power" and if the unit fails we shall not even
muddle through. Some of the instruction that the

unit sorely needs can be found in Mr. Robinson's
pages, and also much of the inspiration to discover

more in life itself and in the inexhaustible poten-

tialities of disciplined individual character.

It is not possible here to compress this valuable

little book into a tabloid which a reader of reviews

can swallow and imagine that he is thereby ab-

solved from any further effort. We take it that

the gist of Mr. Robinson's thesis is contained in

his remark : "The history of civilisation up to 1917
is the history of power in unfit hands"; and the

gist of his practical lesson is to show how "the

unfit hands" can be made fit. We are supposed

now to be on the eve of a General Election, the

results of which presumably will be to determine

by whom the work of "reconstruction" is to be

achieved in the next five years. It would be salu-

tary, indeed, if every candidate for Parliament and
every voter had at every meeting in the election

period to answer publicly in the presence of his

fellow-voters, male and female, the catechism

outlined in pp. 79-84—salutary and most humili-

ating. That catechism expands, but not unduly,

the famous question: "If these things " (and we
all know what "these things" are, the ills,

mental, moral, physical, and social, from which we
all individually and corporately suffer) " are pre-

ventable, why are they not prevented?

We shall not misinterpret Mr. Robinson's
"gospel " if we sum it up as a chain of proofs

that what reconstruction demands is not so much
a new theory of the State and citizenship as a

new type of citizen, in whom knowledge is the

teacher of duty, and duty the fruit of knowledge.

Finally, Mr. Robinson concludes with a warning,

so apposite and true and so often ignored that it

must be quoted :
—

"It may be difficult," he pronounces, "to get

general readers, or popular audiences, to realise

that Germany's intensive cultivation of war is

neither the most dangerous nor perhaps the most
considerable of her contributions to human experi-

ence and possibilities. . . . Surely it must be patent

that the modern German Army is but the child of

something more momentous. . . . Germans have

attempted and achieved a Germanism which,

after the war, will and must remain a perpetual

challenge to other nations more loosely organised,

less sternly schooled by the disciplinary education

Germany subjected herself to for national ends

. . . the German people will remain ... it will

not be met and mastered by anything less indus-

trious and. zealous than itself. By no machinery

of voting, or credence given to empirical igno-

rance, can the slothful, the ignorant, and the dis-

organised close the highways of the world against

the energetic, the educated, and the organised."

"Is it necessary," asks Mr. Robinson, "for the

moral to be the more stupid man? Is it possible

L
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for him to win it he ordinarily is? " Phe affirma-

tive answer does, indeed, "draw cheques on the

universe which ii has never yet honoured." The
negative answer and how to secure it the reader

will find in Mr. Robinson's pagi

APPLICATIONS OF CO IL-TAR DYES.

Modern Dyeing Methods: The Application o) the

i oal-tar Dyestuffs : The Principles Involved and
the Methods Employed. B) C. M. Whittaker.
I'p. xi + ji4. (London: Bailliere, Tindall, and

Cox, [918.) Price 7s. 6d. net.

THIS i.s one of a series ol eighteen volumes
(published or. in course of preparation)

edited l>\ Dr. Samuel Rideal, and intended to give

a comprehensive survey of the chemical indus-

tries, as set forth in t he general preface which

precedes thai of the author. It cannot lie said

that the author has followed this well-conceived

plan so conscientiously as he might have done;
in fact, the only point to which he has rigidly

adhered has been the subdivision of his subject

into sections. We are promised in the general
preface that "there will be a general bibliography,

and also a select bibliography to follow each sec-

tion." Such bibliographies (coupled with refer-

ences to current literature) would have represented

a most valuable adjunct to a small work such as

this, in which the treatment of so vast a subject

is attempted, but all that is given (except a few
references in the text) is a very incomplete list

of works and current publications on pp. 10 and
11, while no select bibliographies follow the sec-

tions. The scope of the work is, however, ill-

defined, for it bears no fewer than three titles,

namely, Modern Dyeing Methods, The Applica-
tion of the Coal-tar Dyestuffs (both on the title-

page), and Dyeing with Coal-tar Dyestuffs (on the

cover); strictly speaking, each of these subjects

would require different bibliographies. The
second heading is, however, the one under which
the book is advertised in the general list, and one
would certainly have expected the textile printing,

lake-manufacturing, and paper-making industries

to receive due consideration, but the two
former are ruled out for lack of space, while the
third is only cursorily mentioned in one or two
places.

I he dyestuffs are correctly subdivided under
the various sections according to their mode of
application in dyeing, and not according to their

institution. Their application in the
dyeing of the various classes of textile fabrics is

generally adequ; ' ribed, and many prac-
tical hints are given which may prove useful to
the dyer. Hut, apart from inaccuracies, there is

a certain lo the style which may in some
cases lead to confusion. In some sections the
author gives (e.g. on p. i ») a list of the principal
classes of compounds from a chemical point of

view, with a typii al • sample -1
1 a. h. Thus the

triphetn Imethanc dyestuffs are represented by
magenta (the formula given is actually that of
p-rosaniline hydrochloride, but this is of minor
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consequence); while on p. 13 the azo-dyes of basic

character are typified by Bismarck brown (with

an incorrect formula), but there is nothing to in-

dicate that these are only typical examples. The
grouping of the acid dyestuffs on p. 28 is a little

clearer, but still requires some further explana-

tion, and the same applies to the artificial mordant
dveslulls on p. 40. In the three later sections

dealing with the direct cotton dyestuffs, the in-

soluble azo-colours, and the cosines respectively,

no examples al all are given. Not only do we find

such inconsistencies, but there is also displayed

in many cases a lack of the sense of proportion.

Thus, while on p. 19 particulars are given of two
methods (11 and />) of applying basic colours in

cotton-dyeing, which are seldom, if ever, used

to-day, the direct method, which is very useful for

light shades, and ensures good penetration and

level dyeing, is not even mentioned.

The last section is devoted to the valuation and
detection of dyestuffs, but it is very inadequately

handled. No mention is made of any of the exact

quantitative methods of estimating dyestuffs which
are in use at the present time, while with regard

to the identification of dyestuffs on dyed fabrics

the author, after referring the reader to Prof.

A. (1. Green's excellent work on the subject, con-
tents himself with giving a few practical hints

or tips, including two for the detection of " faked "

indigo.

Altogether, the work is disappointing, and adds
little, if anything, to our present knowledge of the

subject.

THE MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE.
Methods of Measuring Temperature. By Dr.

Ezer Griffiths. With an Introduction by Prin-

cipal E. H. Griffiths. Pp. xi + 176. (London:
' Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price

8s. 6d. net.

IT is a pleasant task to welcome this work by
Dr. Ezer Griffiths, of the Heat Department

of the National Physical Laboratory. During the

last few vears it has been necessary to refer to

texl 'looks written by our Allies rather than to

works written by British men of science when •

general information on temperature measurement
is required. This has been particularly unfor-

tunate, as SO much of the fundamental work in

thermometry is due to Englishmen.
Principal E. H. Griffiths, in an interesting intro-

ductory reminiscence, points out the great ad-

vances that haye been made in the subject during
the last thirty years. He stall's that "our know-
ledge of the temperature scale about 1600 C. is

rable both in facility and accuracy with our
measurements some thirty years ago in the neigh-

bourhood of 6oo° C.!' That this is no exaggera-
tion .1 glance at the chapters on "The Funda-
mental Scale of Temperature" and "High-tem-
perature Melting-points" will show. In the

former chapter Dr. Ezer Griffiths summarises the

work done in gas thermometry, the most difficult

of all thermometry. He points out that the dis-
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!\ of the monatomic gases witH no chemical

it) has made available elements which ap-

ich the "ideal gas" nearer than hydrogen or

nitrogen. Argon will probably be employed in

all the higher temperature gas thermometry be-

cause it does not dill use readily through quartz.

In the chapter on the mercurial thermometer
some useful information is given as to the con-

struction of the electrically heated testing baths

now in use at tin- National Physical Laboratory;
indeed, one of the not least valuable features of

the I ! ionsi-.ts in the data and illustrations

: ot tin thermometer and pyrometer testing

equipments of this laboratory.

The chapters on the resistance thermometer and
the thermo-couple show that a great deal of ex-

perimental work has been devoted to developing

the precision of the results obtained with these

instruments. It is to be regretted that tin- author

has not been able to deal more fully with their

commercial development. We notice the omission

of Peake's compensating leads and the very brief

mention of the modern recording instruments,

base metal thermo-couples.

Four interesting chapters are devoted to the

study of radiation and optical pyrometers and the

problems connected with them. From the scien-

tific, as well as from the industrial, point of view,

the measurement of very high temperatures is of

interest. The instruments in themselves
are comparatively simple, but the extrapolation

of their si alis beyond 1400 C. is a problem of

considerable difficulty. A large number of workers
will be grateful to Dr. Ezer Griffiths for the con-

ol the work on which this extra-

is based.

In connection with the explanation of the

Wanner optical pyrometer, it should be pointed

out that the images of the illuminated patches are

circular (being images oi the circular diaphragm),
and not semi-circular, as stated. The description

of the instrument on p. 120 is not so accurately

worded as it should be. The diagram is not well

printed, and is thus difficult to understand.
\ useful bibliography is given at the end of

chapter. \ small slip on p. 55 may be men-
tioned; for Tables xlix. and 1., xlvii. and xlviii.

should be substituted.

'I he book is a useful, short summary of the

subject, and, although not so complete as one would
have desired, may be recommended as an addition
to the library of every physics laboratory.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
fur Parent.': and Trackers. By

Dr. T. W. Galloway. Pp. ra8. (London':
I). C. Heath .and Co., n.i.].) Price 2S. net.

Convinced of the need for sex-instruction, Dr.
Gallowaj seeks to givi parents and teachers some
idea of the biolog ethical principles which
should underlie it, and to suggesl the spirit in

which it should be attempted. He has sympathy
with endeavouring by knowledge to avoid disaster,

but he sees positive promise in trying to use the
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sex impulses and instincts cdueatively. He seeks
to present the facts of sex i„ their broad biological
and evolutionary setting, and the lines of instruc-
tion suggested seem to us to lie shrewd and wise,

lie would in a graduated and differential way
explain to young people that if their sex-develop-
ment goes awry, the results will show themselves
in reducing the efficiency of body and mind. "The
purpo.se of sex-knowledge is to enable you to let

yourself develop normally without giving the

matter tiny unnecessary thought." Hut the power
oi ontrol over impulses requires strengthening
even in the strongest, and the author writes in an

enced, practical way of the ideas and ideals,

habits and interrelations thai make it less difficult

to "keep the heart with till diligence."

Emphasis is wisely laid on the importance of

grading the instruction according to intellectual

and emotional development and the diversity of

social and economic relations. The linking of sex-

instruction to biology and hygiene on one hand,
and to ethics and eugenics on the other, is a

good feature of a concise and clearly written book
which can be confidentlv recommended to parents
and teachers. Now and again we have come across

a sentence that jars (e.g. on p. 119: "Because of

this shell, chickens cannot behave like fish in

fertilising the egg"), but the workmanship of the

book is thoroughly competent.

The Processes of History. By Prof. F. J.

Teggart. Pp. ix+162. (New Haven: Yale
University Press ; London : Humphrey Milford,

1918.) Price 5s. 6d. net.

The main argument of this essay is that historians

should take into account the natural processes
that have moulded human groups, and that the

history of no one area can be viewed indepen-

dently of that of its neighbours. A powerful plea

1 ; put forward for the recognition of a history of

Eurasia, in which Western events may be treated

a- the outcome of climatic and other incentives

to movement in the broad lands lying to the East.

The author urges that Lyellian methods cannot
be applied to history, though correct inferences

from historic data " should be verifiable by appli-

cation to things as they are." Our range of view,

in seeking for causes of human action, cannot be

restricted by epochs and localities, and the domi-
nance of mere narrative in history seems already

overthrown. Prof. Teggarl regards primitive man
as engaged in maintaining a system of life which
he has found sufficiently advantageous. In thus

minimising the influence of the gifted and ingeni-

ous member of the tribe, or of the hunter whose
adventurous outlook has brought him into open
country from the confining darkness of the woods,
he strikes a blow at the theory of leadership as

a cause of rapid change and evolution. Tribal

movements appear to him to originate in some
broad change of condition, and the migration thus

enforced by Nature leads to development by col-

lision with men who have followed other modes
of life. The book will perhaps be of service in

pointing out the problems rather than the methods
of modern history. G. \. J. C.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return . or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of NATURE. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Perception of Sound.

Prof. Keith has replied to the physiological
criticisms in Prof. Bayliss's most thoughtful letter in

Nature of October 17. 1 will therefore confine myself
principally to the physical objections he has raised.
With regard to the difference between the molecular

movement of a liquid subjected to the pressure of a
sound-wave, and the molar motion of a minute mass
of liquid iii the cochlea, it cannot be forgotten that
liquids could not conduct sound "unless they were
both elastic and compressible."
The fact that wain- is so difficult to compress, and

this only at very high unit pressures, is proof of
its high degree of elasticity or tendenq for its .mole-
cules to return to their undisturbed positions. Hut
an extremely low unit pressure will cause molar
motion in a small mass of liuuid moving in a vessel
of suitable shape. It is to such molar motion thai I

refer. A reference to my footnote (p. 56 of my book)
shows that Helmholtz in his later studies recognised
that "an incompressible fluid contained between solid
walls is distinguishable from a compressible one in
this : that every impulse which reaches any part of
its surface communicates itself immediately" through-
out the whole fluid and sets every part instantly in
motion, while in a compressible fluid a wave pro-
ceeds from the spot of action and travels with a
certain velocity, setting in motion the several particles
of the fluid consecutively. Thus if the dimensions of
the whole mass are infinitely small in comparison
with the wave-length (as it is 'in the labyrinth water),
and if the walls of the petrous bone which enclose it

are so solid that we can consider them as absolutelv
so when compared with the minute pressure under
consideration, we deduce the following : The com-
munication of action throughout the whole mass is

practically instantaneous, and the labyrinth water
under the influence of the sound waves moves virtually
as a fluid absolutelv incompressible (and therefore in-
capable of sound waves) would move under the same
relations."

I am glad that Prof. Bayliss directs attention to
the difficulty he finds in seeing how there is a differ-

-I pressure on the upper and lower surfaces of
the basilar membrane when the column is a con-
tinuous one.

The answer is that the high pressure on tb- upper
side of the membrane is carried through the bent
lexer, of the Corti arches to do mechanical work in
bending i| lf . hairlels (see p. (38). In science it is true,

more homety affairs, that we cannot both eat
our cake and have it. As the pressure is passed out
on the uppi r side of the membrane to do work in the
scala media in bending thousands of hairlets, there is

an equivalent loss of pressure in the passage below
the membrane. In a double-acting hvdraulic engine
we have a somewhal similar condition of things.
The high-pressure water is admitted into a cvlinder
and the piston is pushed Forward and backward
alternately. The piston-rod carries the pressure to the
crank-shaft, thus doing external work.' The equiva-
lent unit pressure disappear? in thi exhaust water
which is pushed out at atmospheric pressure. The
same displacement of liuuid takes place in the exhaust,
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but thi displacement is reduced in pressure bj thi

equivalent amount of work carried out of the system.
Prof. Bayliss asks whj thi man} Corti

aides when a few might suffice. This I

n order to extend the sui fa< i ol excitation,
which I havi endeavoured to describi on p, 72; also
to provide for the probability that timing a lifetime
':

1
as work many o! thi I arches would

fail to function.

With regard to Yoshii's experiments, 1

seen them, hut Prof. Keith lias informed me that

such observations have been made, though he did not
di cribe Hie conditions under which the experiments
lie! been carried out If the observations depended
upon prolonged exposun to the vibrations ol a musical
note, i scarcely think the} should be regarded as a
proof ol the localisation of certain strings in th<

basilar membrane to produce certain notes. It

mighl only mean that some weak part in the
system gave waj and ceased to function under a
stre-- lit Fatigue. Ii seems quite possible, as sug-
gest, d b\ Prof. Keith, that notes of high frequency,
rising ver\ rapidly to their maximum pressure, might
tend to short-circuit towards the narrow end of the
membrane, and notes of low frequency, rising slowly
to their maximum, might impress the wider end of
the membrane, but it must be remembered that the
anas at the fenestra! end are extremely small, and that

Helmholtz himself recognised the practically instant-
aneous action of the pressure throughout the passage.
The strongest argument against the siting instru-

ment theory is that in the basilar membrane all the
so-called strings are cemented together sideways, and
cannot, therefore, vibrate freely or respond each I

ow 11 vibration rate.

In the displacement theory the striate or inelastic

portion of the membrane moves downwards
whole, following the same spiral plane on a hinge
coinciding with the tapered edge of the aperture, each
strip of its breadth descending a distance increasing
from the fenestral end to a maximum at the helico-

tremal end, and in this way obliging the triangular
displacements to increase towards that end uniformly.

In a compound-wave form entering the ear we have
indications not onlv of the original impulses of the
pure tones from which the compound is built up, but
also of the differential tones, the summational tones,

and harmonics.
When we find these all reappearing as sensations in

the brain, the conclusion appears to be forced upon us
that the ear must be a machine adapted to sustain

on their passage to the brain these impulses of which
we find indications in the wave-form.
My endeavour has been to examine the structure

and working of this marvellous machine which causes
the accurate transference of such impulses.

Thomas YYriciitson.

Neasham Hall, Darlington.

The objections against Sir Thomas Wrightson's
theory raised by Prof. Bayliss in Nature of

October 17, though grave, no doubt, to those who
can .appreciate their cogency, yet appear to one who
has attempted to approach the problem from the

side of phonetics comparatively slight; while there are

objections to the prevalent theory which, if I may be
allowed brieflv to state and develop them, ma\ perhaps
throw some light on the question at large.

I would put the matte,- this way. The human ear

as imagined by Helmholtz is no great improvement
on Nature, for it could neither (1) hear a note of

music, nor (2) hear a large percentage of the words
in the Fnglish language.
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:i) Advancing on the lines laid down l>\ Sir Charles
Hell and J- Muller, "that, howevei excite*

nerve ol special sens' to its own
sensation" (Bayliss, " Fri General Physio-

9*5i P- 5 , 3)i Helrnholtz put forward the hypo-
1 1 • sis thai 1 ai '1 fibi e of 1 he auditory nervi

Si n-s.i lion-, of Tone,"
1885, pp. 14* .in.l 151) without regard, as ii

the imrrn > which ii musi nave foi

. . 11 . fi om the rate ol damping
, "ii follow - that the natural

pitch "I thi internal vibrators, which respond sensibh
to a given simple sound, ranges over about a whole
lane" (Rayleigh, " Hieon of Sound," vol. ii., §389).
That means that when a note is sounded a great

number of nerve-fibres are stimulated, for the Helrn-

holtz mechanism of the internal eat requires ever;

kable pianof >

: to bi connected
"with .1 nervous fibre in such a waj that this fibre

would bi a si nsation evei \

time the string vibrated" ip. 129). The number ol

internal vibrators allotted to the interval

of a whole tone varies. In [870 ii was 663; in 1S-7

it was too; bur the number, if more than one, is im-
material here. Assuming that too strings of the basilar

te vibrate in unison with the given note, 99 of

these will be executing forced vibrations at other than
their proper frequencies, and ex hypothesi 99 nerve-

fibres will call up 99 dissonant sensations of tone, all

of different pitch and of intensities diminishing
regularly on either side of a maximum, which is

due to the tooth fibre, the peculiar pitch of which
oh the exciting note. \- each nerve-fibre,

excited, gives rise to the sensation of its

own peculiar pitch, it matters not whether the internal

vibrators vibrate with their proper frequencies or with
that of the imposed tone. Unless, therefore, there
is in the central organ some contrivance, which Heim-
lich/, does not provide, for inhibiting the odd 99 nerve-

a transformer of some kind to standardise
their pitch, it follows that when a tuning-fork is

made to vibrate, no note can be heard, but only an
unimaginable din. Music would then bi impossible;

we could never hear anything but noise.

On the other hand, if Helrnholtz had allowed each
nerve-fibre to communicate the actual pitch of the
vibrator connected with it, whether executing a free
or a forced vibration, then then could never be a
clean-cut, staccato ending to a note, but after a bass
note has II to the ear there would

or about one-tenth of a second, according to

his 1 -timate—to the ear an appreciable period of time
a similar confused noise of manv mistuned strings;

for, bv p. 144, ".'in elastic bod) set into sympathetic
vibration by any tone vibrates sympathetically in the
pitch number of the exciting tone; but as soon as

eases, it goes on sounding in the
pitch number of its own pi The cochlea

. Schnecke) well deserves its name. For,
many fibres its house may hold, the snail

certainly has two horns. Sir Thomas Wrightson's
theory presents us with no such dilemma as this.

(2) In 1
1 , i

r',
I found that if 1 sing to a bass note

such a vowel as oh or 00. and end the note staccato
bv closing the glottis (the "Glasgow" substitute in

speech for occlusive I or k) while keeping the shape
of the mouth unaltered, 1 hear tint the harmonic of
the voice which is reinforced bv thai excellent resona-
tor, the cavitv of the mouth, is still audible for a very
brief space after the voici has ceased to be heard. From
which 1 infer that the rate of damping in the internal

ear is more rapid than that of the booS of air in the

mouth shaped for certain vowels. Hot .1- I do not
expect or desire that this inference should be accepted
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as scientific fact merel) on my statement, just as
little am I disposed to accept Helmholtz's guess-
work as an adequate basis for the calculation which
was 1.

1 far-reaching and subversive con-
sequences, overthrowing, for example, the belief of

Lagrange .mi\ Thomas Young thai rapid beats may
combine into a sensation of tone. Hence my previous
letter (Nature, Maj 16, [918) with a kymograph
tracing of the word "utter" intoned at pitch too and
measured by a tuning-fork of the same pitch. In
that tracing it is not a question of a note being
reduced 10 one-tenth of its intensity in the time occu-
pied by 9-5 vibrations, but well within that limit a
loud note is reduced to silence. There is the proi

I

that the unchecked estimate which is the verv key-
stone of the Helrnholtz theory of audition is wide of
the mark.
The complete cessation of sound in "utter" is an

essential feature of English and of other languages.
It is astonishing that Ellis, the phonetician, never
thought of this when translating Helrnholtz. That
which is cpmmon to the first p, t, or :k in "stop,
please," "or not to be," " bookcase," bv virtue of which
these three "sounds" are classed together as voice-

less occlusives, is evidently a shock sensation of the

sudden cessation of a sound. How the existence of

such a sensation is to be reconciled with any reson-
ance theory of audition has long been a puzzle to

me. The very term resonance seems out of place in

the presence of this phenomenon; and when, on
May 17, Sir Thomas Wrightson's book came into my
hands, the expression "dead beat" in his preface
appeared to promise an advance towards the solution

of a most complicated problem. W. Prrrf.tt.

University College, London, October 23.

The Society of Civil Servants.

Apropos of the letter which appeared in Nature
of October 24 on the need for scientific workers to

organise themselves, I shall be obliged if yoo will

allow me through your columns to direct the atten-

tion of scientific workers in the Government service

to the recently founded body, the Society of Civil

Servants, which is intended to cover the middle and
upper grades of the Service—grades which hitherto

have been almost wholly unorganised. By its second
rule the objects of the society are defined as "to deal

with all matters affecting the Civil Service, and to

take such action thereon as may lie expedient"

—

a
purview of unlimited range. While the society is

constituted on the basis of individual membership,
members are encouraged to coalesce into whatever
sectional associations—called in the rules "grade
groups"—may conveniently and naturally come
al 1. It is these "grade groups" that will consider

matters such as salaries and scales of promotion
which affect their members solely, the society taking

up only wide questions affecting the Civil Service

ally.

It is an old saving that " Providence helps those

who help themselves." Scientific workers have in

tin past had just cause to complain of the niggardly

treatment that they have experienced at the hands
of the State. Bv organising themselves into "grade
groups" of the society, according to the various

Departments, those in the State employ will have an

opportunity of directing attention to their claim for

more generous treatment; but should they fail to

tale advantage of the present opportunity, they will

have no one to blame but themselves if in the future

the) continue to receive the same neglect as in the

past. Ii is no secret that a scheme for the applica-

tion of the principles of the Whitley report to the
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Civil Service has been drawn up by the Ministry of

Labour, and is even now being considered by an
Inter-Departmental Committee. The recommenda-
tions advocated in that report are based on the funda-
mental hypothesis that both parties to an industry

—

the employer and the employed an well organised.
If, therefore, men of scienci di ire to have a voice in

framing the conditions under which they work for the

State, they must organise themselves, and the sooner
the better. A beginning lias been made, but only a
beginning. (.. F. Herbert Smith,

Joint Hon. Sec, pro tern . Society of

1 In il Servants.

2 Old Queen Street, S.W.i, November 5.

Modern Studies in Schools.

I was somewhat surprised to read in Nati ri of

October 3 a vigorous attack upon the Government
Committee on Modern Languages on the ground "I

its having considered nothing but the interests oi

trade and diplomacy. I trust this will not deter your
readers from examining what is generally considered
to be a most valuable report. It is certainly a docu-
ment which has met with the general approval of

modern language teachers and others interested in the

subject with which it deals. Against the charge made
I may point out that of the nine pages of the section

entitled "The Value of Modern Studies," nearly three

are devoted to the higher aspects of the subject, while
the section on the aims of language teaching in schools
begins with the sentence, " Language teaching has,
and should have, a disciplinary and educative aim,"
and the treatment of the subject is based on this text.

Most surprising of all is the view expressed
in the article that "the opinions of the Committee
on educational methods are astonishingly re-

actionary." If by "educational methods" is meant

—

as cine supposes must be meant, considering the con-
text
—"methods of language teaching," the statement

is the exact reverse of the truth. The opinions
enunciated are the most advanced which have ever ap-
peared in a document issued by a public authority.
The Committee recognises the strong position now-
held by the "direct method," and discusses its merits
critically, yet sympathetically. A whole section is

devoted to phonetics, and the need fur a good phonetic
training for teachers is insisted on. Uniformity in

grammatical terminology is recommended. Of our
own suggestions for examinations, which are usuallv
considered to be of a moderately advanced character,
the report says that they are " good so far as thev
go, but they do not go far enough." An oral test is

mm'ended in all cases, and free composition, it is

considered, should either be substituted for or be addi-
tional to translation into the foreign tongue. Finally,
it is urged that translation in school "should be
practised only so far as it is necessarv "—a view which

'1 mam teachers will think unsound, but which
ill characterise as reactionary.

G. F. Bridge,
Hon. S 1

, Modern Language Association.

I cordially agn e that ti ai hing For bn ad
winning" is the first duty, but "bread-winning" maj
be "bread-capturing," and it is this spirit, I am
afraid, which pervades thi re| Rut manufacturers

with production and co-
operation than with comi n . md thej find the
need for a wider knowledge of languages for this

service, so ] am not surprised that the questionnaire
met with little response.
The aims and methods set forth in the report are
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of the standard classical type, and they insist on the
study of one or, at most, of two languages taught to
a high slate of proficiency; but tile needs of the
times, and the average capacities ol boys, demand a
less specialised course. The difference is funda-
mental, as Mr. Bridge will admit. We expected a
new method and a new outlook, but we go! the' old.

In our opinion, schools should give boys the oppor-
tunity of reading many languages, not excluding the

Eastern languages or the languages bl Africa, and
boys should use the languages for research and dis-

covery. Whether this work is disciplinary or educa-
tive is of minor importance; or whether ii cultivates
taste or judgment. Of minor importance, too, as we
think, an the various methods id" teaching which are
recounted b) Mr. Bridge. It is true that these an
thing- which trouble the mini'- of mam schoolmasn i -,

but with deeper aims the method- would takl ca

themselvi -. We expected the Committee would have
shown the way to more fundamental changes in

method, but it did not do so.

The Writer of the Article.

THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH HILT. AM)
AFTER.

SINCE October 17, when most of the news-
papers gave prominence to an announcement

that the Ministry of Health Bill had been re-cast

and .submitted to the War Cabinet, possibly

because the body named has had other things to

think of, nothing; has been heard of this measure.

Much, however, has been said and written of tin

Ministry itself, and a certain amount, none ot it

good, of the Local Government Board, the reason
being the extent and severity of the influenza out-

break. If some of the speakers and writers are

to be believed, the Board, because its methods
are "wooden," or because of its "Poor Law
taint," is mainly to blame for the epidemic: if

there had been a Ministry in existence, the sug-

gestion is that there most certainly would have
been no outbreak.

The persons who make these statements are,

many of them, those who are responsible for

trying to convince the public that if only a Ministry

of Health were formed there would follow an

immediate and marked improvement in public

health.

That many have listened to promises of this kind
and look for something in the nature of a quick

change is pathetically true. Unfortunately it is

true also that disappointment awaits them. It has
never been quite clear why it should have been
necessary to exaggerate so much as to the benefits

likely to follow the establishment of a Health
Ministry. The case for a separate Ministry to

co-ordinate health effort and ensure that all

branches of hygiene, scientific, practical, and
tistrative, should have proper recognition

and support was always sound, and no good can

come <>f these exaggerations. On the contrary,

a greal deal of harm may result unless it is recog-

nised at once and generally that it may he long,

\er\ long, before signs "I improvement become
apparent.

It lias taken, and may -.till take, a long time to

oct a Ministry of Health Bill. It will take time
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to gel the r is_; li t Minister and to organise the

Ministry; and then there is no more than a begin-

ning made, ["hi central 1 ganisation is probably

the least important part of the health organisation
in this country. The most effective portion of the

work will have to In- done at the periphery, by the

local organisations, as it lias always been done,
or, unfortunately in si,me e.ises, left undone.
The problem that faces the first Minister and

the new Ministry is the problem of the organisa-
tion of the working forces, and when it is attacked
it is within tin- bounds of possibility that the

Minister and the Ministry may find that these

forces are not distributed throughout the country
in a particularly suitable manner. An entirely

new method of dividing up ila- country may very

bably have to be <K\ised In lore anything can

lone.

As matters stand al present, health work is

distributed most unevenly, lor the reason that the

necessity lor a standard unit has never been
recognised. The local authority of each district

been declared to be the sanitary authority;

powers and duties in relation to public health have
imposed upon or delegated to it, and that lias

been the end of it. The size of the area, the
population and, more important still, the rateable
value and the wealth or poverty of the district

have never been taken into account.
The result has been that the work has properly

been attended to only in the districts where
the means were adequate. The large, prosperous
districts did all they possibly could; the small, rich

districts did superbly because they were small and
because they were rich. In the poorer areas as
much as could be afforded was done and more or
less was hit undone.
Only within the last few years has it been seen

that the question of affording was one of import-
anee, and that good might result if grants in aid
of necessary work were made. The experiment

tried in the case of maternity and child wel-
fare schemes, and the result has been that in

practically every area an attempt has been made
to cover this work. If the whole of public health
work is to be covered in every area, grants in aid
ol all of it will have to be made. The Minister

< alth who recognises this and, having induced
the Treasury to see it, gets it put into operation
will obtain good results; and if, instead .if having
a tlat rate of grant, he gives a percentage that

ds with local needs, he will obtain," in the
poorer districts particularly, results still better.
If he desires to ensure the best results, in addition
to making health work more of a national and
[ess of a purely local charge, he will arrange also
for the proper distribution of the work. Mo
the larger areas are too large to be effectively
worked

;
many of the smaller areas are too small

to be though! worth while working. If possible
a standard unit of area and population must be
devised, and the need for cutting here and group-
ing there recognised and put into effect.

This part of the Minister's task will be less
easv even than arranging for grants in aid.
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\ ested interests have stood and may still stand,
for all that is known, in the way of the formation
of the Ministry. Strong as they are, however,
they are much less strong than the' vested interests
that must be overcome if local reorganisation is

attempted. Until they are overcome and the
nation's work of looking after the health of the
nation is properly parcelled out, the best results
cannot be expected.
The passing of the Ministry of Health Bill, the

discovery of a suitable Minister, and the formation
of a sound Ministry may bring satisfaction to
many. They will not necessarily bring improve-
ment in the national health ; will not necessarily, as
many appear to think, bring about a total disap-
pearance of epidemics and a vast and immediate
reduction in the amount of disease and the annual
death-rate.

Marked improvement will be seen only when
the work has been properly organised throughout,
when it is recognised that the care of the nation's
health is a national business and bound to succeed
only if it is properly arranged, properly managed,
properly financed, and properly supervised.
A Ministry of Health can, if it will, ensure that

these things shall be done; it does not follow-

that they have been done when the Ministry lias

been formed.

RACIAL INVESTIGATIONS ON FISHES.
T"\YO very interesting papers 1 by Dr. Johs.
*- Schmidt deal w ith the significance to be at-

tached to variation statistics. Taking as his
material collections of Zoarccs viviparus, the vivi-

parous Blenny, from different parts of the North
European coasts, Dr. Schmidt makes mathematical
analyses of measurements of various selected char-
acters. The paper is tersely and very clearlv
written in English, and illustrated by numerous
simple and adequate charts, and some maps show-
ing the localities sampled. Excellent summaries
of the reasoning and conclusions are given in each
case.

A "population-analysis" by variation statistics

can scarcely resolve any biological problem ; it

merely arranges the material and suggests lines of
experiment. Let there be two fish populations,
belonging to the same species, in different seas,
which do not interbreed, and let certain measur-
able characters be chosen for studv. Frequency-
distributions with respect to each character and
locality are made, average values of the selected
character are calculated, and the fluctuations, or
probable errors, are then found. If the differences
observed are greater than the fluctuations, the
usual conclusion is that the organisms are differ-

entiated : that they belong to different "races," or
elementary species. Dr. Schmidt contends that
such a conclusion would, as a rule, be unsound.
It may be that repeated sampling of a population
gives the same average values for the characters

the same "racial picture"; nevertheless, to
speak of a "race" and found it on such evidence

1 Comptes reruirts ties Tra-'nu.v tin Laboratoir* tie Carlsberg, 131116 vol.,
liv. 3, i4me vol., No. 1, 1917.
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might mean little or nothing. By splitting up a

large sample of Blennies into groups representing
successive years of age, Dr. Schmidt obtained
significantly different average values. By taking
average values of a character in a number of
mothers, and average values <>l the same character
in a number of their offspring, he again obtained
different "racial pictures." finally, by taking
different broods of young from the same mothers
and rearing these in different conditions signifi-

cantly different average values for the characters
were again obtained. Character differences are
thus both "genotypical " and " phanotypieal," in

Johannsen's terminology. The "race" is a mix-
ture of "genotypes," pure lines of descent in

which there is i onstancy of value of character, and
variational studies only give statistical expressions
for these mixtures of genes.
The average racial character is much more

the result of the mixture, in various propor-
tions, of genes than due to the environment;
nevertheless, the latter may be very important.
Thus Dr. Schmidt shows that all the fresh-
water eels of Europe are racially the same,
the average values of the diagnostic char-
acters being practically identical ; this is be-
cause the environment is really the same, that
of the deep water in the Atlantic, where all those
eels are spawned and undergo larval development,
fixing certain characters for the rest of the life-

time. But the Blennies are non-migratory fishes,

and each locality has its own stock. Selection has
therefore operated in helping to produce the differ-

ences that variation statistics reveal. The environ-
ment also acts directly, as is indicated by the
experiments recorded 'in Dr. Schmidt's second
paper, producing significant character differences
which need not, of course, be transmissible.

J- J-

CANON ALFRED MERLE NORMAN, F.R.S.

TT has often been remarked that the study of
-L science in this country has been notably
advanced by the efforts of those who have never
been professionally engaged in it. Canon Norman,
who died on October 26, belonged to the best type
"I this class of scientific worker. His name will
be long remembered for the conspicuous service
he rendered to the study of the marine Inverte-
brate fauna of the Atlantic and Arctic areas, and
for the special interest he took in deep-sea dredg-
ing at the time when the wonders of the abvssis
were first being revealed. The voungest son of
John Norman, D.L., of Iwood, Congresburv, and
Claverham House, Yatton, Somerset, he was born
at Exeter in 1831, and was educated at Win-
chester and Christ Church, On lord, where he took
his first degree in 1852. 1 He was ordained deacon
in 1856, and priest in 1857. Alter holding several
curacies he was presented to the living of Burn-
moor, Co. Durham, in 1866, where he spent nearly
thirty years, becoming rector of Houghton-le-

' /PS* Pe r
so»a ' details have been taken from " P,nck N lied* and Herts

in the Twentieth Century." (Brighton : W. T. Pike anil Co.)
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Spring, in tin same county, in 1895, and rural
dean. He was obliged by illness to give up this

appointment in [898, and he soon afterwards
settled at Berkhamsted, Herts, where he died.

He had become Hon. (.'anon of Durham Cathedral
in [885.

When quite a child A. M. Norman was inte-

rested in botany by his brother", the Hon. John
Paxton Norman, officiating Chiel Justice of
Bengal, who was assassinated by a fanatic in

1871. At Winchester he studied entomology, and
at Oxford he devoted his attention specially to the
Mollusca of the county, of which he published an
account. While acting as private tutor in the

house of the Dowager Countess of Glasgow, at

Cumbrae, in 1S54-55, he first seriously took up
the study of the marine fauna, and from that time
he spent nearly all his summer vacations in dredg-
ing round the British Isles, Norway, and
Madeira, and in the Mediterranean. He thus
formed the nucleus of his famous collection of the

marine Invertebrates of the Arctic circumpolar
seas and of the temperate North Atlantic, together
with the inland representatives of the same classes

of animals which inhabit the Palaearctic region.

This collection was estimated to consist of about
10,000 species and named varieties in 1895. While
a large part of it was obtained by himself, many
of his choicest treasures were specimens of his-

torical interest which had been purchased or given
to him. It was thus extraordinarily rich in type-
specimens acquired in these various ways, and it

surpassed in importance anything of the same
kind existing elsewhere. Before his death Canon
Norman transferred it to the British Museum
(Natural History), and he presented his almost
equally noteworthy collection of books and
pamphlets to the zoological departments of the

University of Cambridge.
In these days of specialisation the breadth of

Canon Norman's interests may well be considered
remarkable. It would be difficult to find another
modern zoologist able to write with authority on
two groups so different as the Polyzoa and the
Crustacea, for example. Not only was Dr.
Norman an acknowledged authority on both of

them, but he was equally well acquainted with
others, such as Mollusca, Tunieata, Foraminifera,
and sponges. Most of his work was systematic,

and a good idea of its general character can be
obtained from his papers entitled "A Month on
the Trondhjem Fiord," published in 1893 and
[894. ft is scarcely necessary to add that lie made
many additions to the British fauna in many
diverse groups, besides describing large numbers
of new species.

The remarkable genus Rhabdopleura was
dredged by Canon Norman in ninety fathoms off

the Shetland Islands and sent to Prof. G. J.

Allman, by whom it was described. This organism
had no near allies among forms then known, and
its affinities were not properly understood until

after tin discovery by the Chcdlengef of Cephalo-
discus, a second member of the same group.
Another of his specially noteworthy discoveries-
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was the enigmatic encrusting organism obtained

by him in the neighbourhood oi Madeira, and

afterwards named Merlia normani, in his honour,

by Mr. K. Kirkpatrick. A third genus of remark-

able interest which we owe to his enthusiasm is

the parasitic Crustacean, Synagoga, belonging to

the Ascothoracica, a highly specialised and

degenerate subdivision of the Cirrip

But it must be emphasised that Canon Norman
was much more than a describer of new sp

and a discoverer of interesting forms. His re-

searches have been of real value in enlarging our

knowledge of the marine fauna in general, and

few others have contributed more than he did to

the faunistic study of the sea.

A- cine who for many years had the privilege

of his friendship 1 can speak with the most sincere

admiration of his genial character, his perfect

sincerity, and the high ideals by which he regu-

lated his life. Of his work as a parish priest I

am not competent to speak, but I believe that his

ministration- were very highly valued by those

who came under his influence. Canon Norman
was a man of altogether lovable type, and it

was impossible to be in his company without feel-

ing the better for it. These characteristics lasted

to the end of his life, during the closing years

of which he had borne the infirmities of serious

illness with an unclouded mind and a fine courage,

and without losing the qualities which endeared
him to his friends. Sidney F. Harmer.

PROF. OLAUS HENRICI, F.R.S.

OLAUS MAGNUS FRIEDRICH ERDMANN
HENRICI was born in the year 1840 at

Meldorf, on the west coast of Holstein. After

leaving the gymnasium at Meldorf at the age of

sixteen, he worked in some engineering works at

Flensburg. Thence at the age of nineteen he

went to the Karlsruhe Polytechnicum, where he

had the inestimable advantage of coming under
tlie influence of Clebsch, by whose advice he de-

voted himself entirely to the study of mathematics.

At the age of twenty-two he went to Heidelberg,

where he attended Hesse's lectures, and obtained

the degree of Ph.D. He then studied under Weier-

Strass and Kronecker in Berlin. After a short

time spent as Privatdozenl at Kiel, he came to
>(1 in (865.

in years Henrici worked at engineering

ms. During this time he published a little

book on skeleton structures (now called pin-jointed

;ures), and he supplemented his earnings by
giving private lesson;, to schoolboys. In 1870,

after a short time spent as assistant to Prof. Hirst

at University College, London, hi' succeeded him
in the professorship of pure mathematics, and re-

tained this position for ten years, when he ex-

changed it for the professorship of applied mathc-
matii s. In 1NS4 hi- left Universit) College for the

professorship of mechanics and mathematics at the

Central Technical College, where he entered on a

new held of work in the organisation of a labora-

tory of mechanics, which has been the model of
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many others, and has had an important influence

on the education of English engineers. In 191

1

Henrici retired to Chandler's Ford, in Hampshire,
• lure he died on August 10 last.

Henrici was a fellow of the Royal Society, and

at one time a member of its council. He was
president of the London Mathematical Society for

two years, and chairman of Section A of the

British Association in 1883. In 1884 the University

of St. Andrews conferred upon him the honorary

degree of LL.D. He acted as examiner in the

University of London from 1875 to 1880, and in

this capacity made his influence felt on the intro-

duction of modern methods into the teaching of

geometry. In 1877 he married the daughter of the

late Rev. Dr. Kennedy and sister of Sir Alex-

ander Kennedy, who survives him. There was one

child of the marriage, Major E. O. Henrici, of

the Royal Engineers.

Henrici was the author of mathematical paper-

published in Crclle's Journal and the Proceeding -

of the London Mathematical Society. He con-

tributed several articles to the " Encyclopaedia

Britannica," amongst which that on "Projective

Geometry " stands out as a model of lucidity and

form of expression. He wrote jointly with his

son a valuable memoir on the theory of measure-

ment by metal tapes and wires in catenary, which

made it possible to calculate distances on slopes

up to 1 in 3 to an accuracy of one in a million.

He was the author of a remarkable little book

on "Congruent Figures,'* in which his ideas of

the mode of treating elementary geometry are

expounded. It covers in a small compass most

of the ground of the first four books of Euclid's

"Elements." At one time he purposed to write

a sequel to it on "Similar Figures," but it would

appear from his address to Section A of the British

Association in 1883 that he failed to find a method

of treating this part of the subject which entirely-

satisfied him.

The introduction into English teaching of the

methods of vector analysis greatly interested

Henrici, but of his ideas there remains in per-

manent form only what is published in the little

book on "Vectors and Rotors" written by his

assistant, Mr. G. C. Turner, from notes of his

lectures. It deals only with the elementary parts

of the subject. The matter contained in this book

was to form the earlier portion of a more elaborate

treatise. A great amount of manuscript has been

left by Henrici, and it is much to be desired that

someone will be found to go through it with care

and save what i- possible of his ideas.

Henrici was greatly interested in the construc-

tion of models to illustrate his teaching. One of

these, made of rods, showed two confocal hyper-

boloids connected together so that they could be

deformed, always, however, remaining confocal.

Il had a remarkable history, which he gave in the

catalogue of the Exhibition of Mathematical

Models at Munich in 1892.

Perhaps the most strikingly original piece of

work he did was the invention of the harmonic
analyser for representing the equation of a curve
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in the form of a Fourier series, which he described

in the Philosophical Magazine for July, 1894.

Henrici will be remembered chiefly ;is .1 great

teacher. He had learned during his early struggle

for a livelihood in London to ;iim at perfection

in form of expression, and he refrained from pub-

lishing anything until he fell satisfied as to its

form. But for this characteristic we might have

had his books on "Similar Figures " and "Vector
Analysis.

"

Vs "iie of the large body of Henrici 's pupils, the

present writer is able to bear testimony to the

singular lucidity of his teaching and to his readi-

ness to explain difficulties at all times. With
qualities such as these it is easy to understand

the mingled respect and affection with which his

pupils regarded him. They feel that a great master

el his an has passed to his rest.

M. J. M. Hill.

NOTES.
The epidemic of influenza which has ravaged the

country during the last month or so seems to be

abating, at least in London, where, however, [256

deaths were attributed to it in the week ending

October 26. The experience of previous epidemics in

London has been that excessive mortality from in-

fluenza in any single epidemic does not continue

bevond a period of about six weeks. Contrary to

what has been slated in the public Press, a summer
epidemic like that of last July is unusual, and the

occurrence of a second epidemic like the presi nt

within three months of a previous one is almost un-

known. While the influenza bacillus was found only

in a small proportion of cases in July, now it seems

to be fairly prevalent, but the pneumonia complicating

the disease, and to which the mortality is chiefly

attributable, appears to be caused mainly by secondary

infection with the pneumococcus or the streptococcus.

In a small localised influenza epidemic which occurred

in a hospital in France Majors Foster and Cookson
establish an incubation period of forty-eight hours

for the disease, also that infection spreads only within

a narrow radius (Lancet, November 2, p. 588).

A SCHEME for a national organisation, to be called

the Scientific Research Association, to secure a more
effective promotion, co-ordination, and endowment of

ch has been developed recently by a small provi-

sional committee, the acting secretary of which is Mr.

A. G. Tansley, F.R.S., Grantchester, Cambridge. The
to set up machinery for collecting intelligence

as to what is being dene and what are the

current and prospective needs. Subject committees
would act as intelligence bureaux, which would put

workers in touch with the best existing facilities foi

pursuing research in the various branches of

science, and at the same time collect informati in

as to current work and needs. This information

would be co-ordinated by the council of the associa-

tion, which would ai 1 as an intermediary between the

subject committees on one hand, and Government
and public bodies disposing of funds available for the

endowment of research on the other. The aim of

the association would be in no way to interfere with

the activities of any existine body, but to co-operate

intimatelv with all bodies and institutions concerned

with research, and to act as a co-ordinating agency
in all that relates to research. Adheri nee to the aims
of the association has been obtained from a large

number of representative men of science throughout
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the country, and it is hoped to brine, the association
into relationship with the whole body of research

workers in pure science.

Tin: I. oid Mayor of Manchester (Sir Alexander
Porter) presided on October _$i at a meeting which
he had convened to consider the question of holding
an exhibition of British scientific products in Man-
chestei in December and January next. The meeting
decided that the proposed exhibition should be held,

and that the offer of the City Council to make the

building of the College of Technology available for

the purpose should be accepted. The proposed exhibi-

tion will be similar to that organised by the British

Science Guild, which attracted so much attention

when it was held recently in King's College, London.
Its object will l»- in show Lancashire people, cspccialh

manufacturers and merchants, how many of the pro-

ducts which before the war they wire accustomed to

obtain from Central Europe are now being manufac-
tured in this country, and how many altogether new
products have been invented in Britain since the war
began. The exhibition should aKo give an impetus
to the application of science to the industries of

Lancashire- bv showing how much some of these indus-

tries, as well as other British industries, owe to the

work which British men of science have accomplished
during the war. A sufficient sum of money has been
guaranteed to cover the necessary expenses of the

exhibition. It is hoped that further contributions to

the guarantee fund will continue to be received so as

to . nable the scope of the exhibition to be exti

ami 1.1 include exhibits that will be of special interest

to Lancashire. Offers to contribute to the guarantee

fund and all other communications relating to the

exhibition should be addressed to the Secretary of the

Exhibition Committee, College of Technology, Man-
chester.

We learn from the Brititli Medical Journal that

the following resolutions, recently adopted unanimously

by the Paris Academy of Sciences of the Institute of

France, were unanimously endorsed by the Academy
of Medicine on October 15 :— (1) The academy, bi

ing personal relations between scientific men of the

two groups of belligerents to be impossible until re-

paration and expiation of the crimes which have put

the Central Empires under the ban of mankind
permil them again to enter the concert of civilised

nations, has adopted the following resolutions :

(2) The- Central Empires shall be compelled
:

provision of the treaty of peace to retire from inter-

national scientific associations established by diplo-

matic conventions and implying personal relations

between the members. This exclusion would not apply

to common action solely concerning administi

relations indispensable between such publii servii

those affecting the regulation of navigation, railways,

lil- ih-, clc. (3) As soon as circumstance's allow,

those international conventions nol belonging to the

two categories noted above shall be denounced by

each of the competent groups of the Entente and of

the United States of America in accordance with the

statutes anil regulations of each of them. New asso-

ciations recognised to be needed for the progress of

the- sciences and their application shall be established

forthwith hv the Allies and the United States with the

contingent co-operation of neutrals. (4) The Govern-
meiils nf the' Allied countries and of the- United Slates

shall refrain from sending delegates to any inter-

national assembly at which representatives of the

Central Empires would be expected to figure. It is

desirable that the nationals of the Entente countries

and of the United States should adopt the same line

of conduct and not take part in any enterprise in
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which the nationals ol thi Empires would collaborate.

(5) Inquiry should t»- made as to the steps to b

n to establish intimati collaboration between the

Allies and the United States, particularly in the

domain of allied science and in the publication of

certain bibliographical works.

The death is announced of Prof. Samuel Wendell
Williston, of Chicago, aged sixty-six. Prof. Wil-
liston began his career as one of the collectors em-
ployed by Prof. < ). ('. Marsh in the 'seventies to

obtain vertebrate fossils from the western territories

of th( ites. During the winter season he
1 Prof. Marsh to prepare the fossils in the Yale

University Museum, and at the same time he pursued
medical studies which eventually resulted in his

graduating as M.D. He was always a keen
naturalist, and, being prevented from publishing his

observations on palaeontology, he turned to dipterous

insects, and soon became one of the leading authorities

in America on that branch of entomology. Leaving
Prof. Marsh in the early 'eighties, Williston was
appointed professor of id palaeontology in

the State University of Kan-,!-, at Lawrence, where
he established a flourishing school and brought

: ier a great collection of Kansas fossils. Among
numerous important papers he wrote especially on

Pterodactyls and the marine reptiles found in the

chalk of Kansas. In IQ02 Prof. W'illiston removed
to the newly founded chair of palaeontology in the

University of Chicago, where he not onlv continued
his researches on Cretaceous reptiles, but also col-

lected and investigated the still more interesting

Permian reptiles from Texas and Illinois. His writ-

form no inconsiderable part of the valuable con-
tributions to vertebrate palaeo received from
America during the last thirty years, and several of

his devoted pupils and associates have followed
worthily in his wake.

V>\ the death on October 2;,, at ninety years of age,

of Mr. Robert Brudenell Carter, consulting ophthalmic-

surgeon to St. 1 11 urge's Hospital, the medical profes-
sion and the public have lost a striking personality.

Since the Crimean War to within a few weeks of his

death Mr. Brudenell Carter was a constant contributor
to the Times. On most medical subjects in which the
publii contributed leading

re always marked by clear languagi
and sound reasoning. lie wrote extensively also on

nic and educational matter-. As examples may
be mentioned bis paper on the constituents of London
dust and its effects on health. His conclusions led

him to advocate the substitution in our houses of

parqu tbolition, so far as
possible, of blinds and curtains—recommendations
which he conscientiously carried out in his own house.
His pamphlet on "The Artificial Production of

Stupidity in Schools" might still be read with profit

by our educational authorities. He was always a

strenuous opponent of the so-called system of homoeo-
pathy, and his correspondence with the late Lord
Grimthorpe in the Times on this subject will be re-

membered. With his purely medical writings, which
were numerous, this is not the place to deal, but his

book entitled " Eyesight Good and Had," which was
written for the general public, ma- be mi ntioned.
It was a succinct and clear explanation of the physio-
logy of normal vision and of the causes of its common
defects. Mr. Brudenell Carter was an active member
of the General Medical Council, a body little known
to the public, the most important function of which
is to protect the public against improper practices by
medical men. The writer was privileged to see him
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on his ninetieth birthday, and found him lying on a
sofa, in full possession of his faculties, and' although
his voice was weak, be discussed freely and with his
usual good sens, the topics of the day.

THE Christmas course of juvenile lectures at the
Royal Institution will bi by Prof. D'Arcy
Thompson upon the subject of "The Pish of the Sea."

The FitzPatrick lectures of the Royal College of
Physicians of London will be given at the college at

s o'clock on November 12 and 14 by Dr. Arnold
Chaplin. The subject will be "Medicine in Ki.

during the Reign of George 111."

Tin: death is announced in the British Medical
Journal of Dr. F. !'. Wesbrook, president of the

University • of British Columbia, formerly professor
of pathology in the University of Manitoba, and pro-
fessor of public health and bacteriology in the Uni-
versity of Minnesota.

THE death is announced, in his sixty-fourth year,

of Prof. William Leslie Hooper, who had been pro-

fessor of electrical engineering at Tufts College,
Massachusetts, since 1890. He had previously been
for seven years assistant professor of physics in the
same institution. Prof. Hooper was the author of
" Electrical Problems," published in 1902.

Major Baird, Parliamentary Secretary to the Air

Board, announced in the House of Commons on
November 3 that the post of Medical Administrator of

the Board has been offered to Col. M. II. G. Fell,

C.M.G. One of the conditions of the office is that
the Administrator will be guided by the principles laid

down by the Watson-Cheyne Committee. Col. Fell

is at present engaged in visiting stations in this

country and abroad, and his answer has not vet been
received.

In the Times of October 29 Col. H. A. Haines
describes the discovery of a human skeleton with mili-

tary equipment in a shallow grave in the chalk near
Rochester, Kent. The feet of the skeleton were
directed eastward, a spear-head lay near the tight

shoulder, and the boss of a shield was found over

the ankles. Another piece of iron occurred behind the

waist. Writing in the same newspaper on October 31,

Sir Hercules Read points out that the burial may be

regarded as that of a Jutish settler in Kent of the

fifth or sixth century. The fragment of iron near the

waist may have been either a knife or a strike-a-light

to be used with a flint.

The second national reunion of the Argentine Society

of Natural Sciences will be In Id in Mendoza in the

spring of 1919. We have just received Xos. 14 to 16

of Physis, the society's journal, which shows much
activity, especially in entomology and botany. In

No. it) Mr. Carlos Ameghino returns to the subject

of fossil man at Miramar, where the numerous imple-

ments are supposed to be contemporaneous with the

remains of extinct mammals. Among other imple-

ments he describes and figures bolas of the modern
South American type made of fossil bone. He arrives

at the remarkable conclusion that while Europe was
Still inhabited by men of the Neanderthal race, Argen-

tina was already peopled by advanced tribes of Homo
sapiens.

Tin', annual Harveian oration was delivered by Dr.

Pern Kidd at the Royal College of Physicians on
October 18. The subject was the doctrine of con-

sumption in Harvey's time and to-day. Dr. Kidd sur-

I the views of medical writers on phthisis or
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consumption from the time of Hippocrates. The
seventeenth century, which produced Harvey's great

work on the circulation, constituted an epoch in the

study of consumption, and two m stand out pre-

eminently in this connection- Franciscus Sylvius and
Richard .Morton. The latter had a cleat conception of

the nature of consumption of the lungs, stated his

opinion that the formation of tubercles constitutes the

first stage in the phthisical proo >s, and recognised a

special scrofulous variet) of the disease. Both Sylvius

and Morton insisted upon the contagious nature of the

affection. Tin- work and views of subsequent inves-

tigators were reviewed, and, finally, the recent results

ef a statistical investigation l\ l'r '-ill:: inch: ding
that there are at least two tvpes of phthisis, were com.
mented upon.

In connection with the Sir Walter Raleigh tercen-

tenary, of which we gave an account last week, we
are reminded that there is some reason for regarding

Raleigh as one of the pioneers of evolution. He
was not far from the general idea of transformism.

Thus in his "History of the World" (book i.,

chap, vii.l he sa\s: "For mine owne opinion I find

no difference but only in magnitude between the Cat
of Europe and the Ounce of India. . . . The common
crow and rooke of India is full of red feathers in the

droun'd and low islands of Caribana, and the black-

bird and thrush hath his feathers mixt with black and
carnation in the north parts of Virginia. The Dog-
fish of England is the Sharke of the South Ocean."
What is suggested is certainly that one kind of animal
mav have diverse forms in diverse conditions. Raleigh
goes on to sav thafl differences in colour and magni-
tude cannot make "a difference of Species," using the

argument that if they did it would be necessary to

regard negroes, not as men, but as some kind of

strange beasts ;
" and so the giants of the South

America should be of another kind than the people

of this part of the World"; and he adds: "We also

see it dayly that the nature of fruits are changed by

transplantation." It need scarcely be said that

Raleigh did not see the transformation of species as

Darwin saw it, but the general idea of transformism
was surely his.

A collision, when the vessel on which he was
returning on leave from West Africa was within three

hours' steaming from Holyhead, caused the death, on
October 3, of Mr. C. O. Farquharson, mycologist in

Nigeria. A graduate in arts and in science of the I niver-

sity of Aberdeen, Mr. Farquharson was a student of the

best type, more keen to know thoroughly what he set

himself to learn than preoccupied with mere success in

examinations. Botany was especially attractive to him,
and he proved himself acute and trustworthy in per-

sonal investigation of problems in both field and
laboratory. He devoted attention to the parasitic

fungi, and gladly accepted the position of mycologist
in Nigeria. Mr. Farquharson threw himself into the

duties with whole-hearted enthusiasm, striving to gain
the fullest knowledge of the methods likely to prove
helpful in the discover} of the causes and treatment of

diseases of economic plants, not confining his attention

to those due to fungi. He was also interested in the

endeavour to obtain improved races of such plants,

whether native or introduced. Moreover, he did

good service in the investigation of the botan}
and entomology of Nigeria, as evinci d bj .1 paper on

the Myxomvcetes of that territory in the Journal of

Botany in 1016, and by collections and notes on
insects communicated to Prof. Poulton. Mr.
Farquharson first began to study insects under the

influence of Mr. W. A. Lamborn, who, as Govern-
ment entomologist, became his colleague at Moor
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Plantation, Ibadan, Southern Nigeria, in May, 1913.
After Mr. Lamborn's departure in May, km 4, he
corresponded with Prof. Poulton, his last letter

being dated August .31, 191S, the da] before he
sailed in the ill-fated Burutu. Mr. Farquharson
was a verj acute and patient naturalist, who was
instinctively drawn to attack the most obscure and
difficult problems of bionomics. Manv of his valu-
able observations on insect life, especially on ants and
tin- forms associated with them, are published in the
Proceedings of the Entomological Society from
December, 1013, onwards, and it is confidently be-
lieved that tie appearance of his unpublished work
will show even more clearly how' high were the hopes
that perished with him. Mr. Farquharson's character
and disposition were such as to win him affection

and respect, and his death brings a sense of grievous
loss to those who knew him intimately. His place
will be difficult to fill. He was in his thirty-first year,

The Calcutta Mint has overcome the difficulty of
supplying metals for coinage during the war owing to

increasing demands and recent withdrawals of the
old copper pieces. The difficulty of procuring
nickel was serious, untjl it was noticed that the
ordnance factories were advertising for sale as scrap
large quantities of cupro-nickel derived from used
hull' ts, but contaminated with lead. This metal was
utilised in the Mint, and as manv as 226 tons of
cupro-nickel were used in this way in producing
2,750,000 two-anna nickel pieces issued during the
closing months of last year.

In the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Insti-

tute (vol. xlviii., part i., 1918) Prof. 11. J. I'leure and
Miss L. Winstanley contribute a paper on " Anthropo-
logy and our Older Histories." The Irish chronicler
Nennius, the " Brut," and Geoffrey of Monmouth are
examined in connection with early race movements.
Tin- evidence is naturally scrappv and uncertain, but
the authors suggest that studies of this kind mav be
a connecting link between history and anthropology,
the distributional examination of place-names being of

linguistic value. "Thus archaeology and anthropology
hint at an unsuspected value of the older and sup-
posedly legendary historians, and suggest that even
the chronology of these older historians mav have a

good deal behind it."

An interesting case of complete absence of sensa-

tions from skin receptors, and of some other special

senses, is described in the Lancet of October 19.

The senses absent are touch, both superficial and
deep, pain, heat and cold, muscular sense, taste, and
smell. The state has been present for twenty years,

but the subject possesses more than the average
intelligence. In the absence of guidance from the

eyes, he is unable to make any movement as re-

quested, saving that he has no knowledge of whether
he is making anv movement or not. On the other
hand, the more automatic movements of walking and
swimming, not requiring conscious co-operalion, can
he e\ei uied correctly without the eyes. It is also

clear that the proprioceptive mechanism of the
muscles is intact, since, with eyes closed, the limbs

can be placed by another person in any position and
remain there (Sherrington's "plastic" phenomenon),
although the patient is unaware of what position the]

are in. With visual control, all movements are per-

fectly normally executed. Tin- subject is ignorant of

any feelings of fatigue, and seems to be devoid of

most forms of emotion. He has no love of country
or of home, and makes neither friends nor enemies.
Nevertheless, he is an efficient soldier, and always
willing to help in hospital work.
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iiinual report of the Department of Fisheries

igal and Bihar and officially limited

to .1 maximum of eight pages. Mr. Southwell, thi

..f Fisheries, gives a shorl summar) of the

work of bis department, a lisl of papers relating to

marine and fresh-water liiulo^v published elsewhere,

and a general account of the fishing industrj so far

as it comes within his cognisance.

oi the Dove Marine Laboratory

at Cullercoats deals with marine biological investiga-

tions carried on along the same general lines as in

The report on the routine examination

of samples of local herrings sting in that it

-
i ed fishing on the East

1915 the hei ring shoals were i harai -

lominance of fish of four years of

age (thai is, herrings with three winter rings on the

scales), bul in 1916 and mi; the North-East English

ontained a majority of five-year-olds. Spawn-
ing apparently occurred at the end of August and the

beginning of September. Other papers in Prof.

deal with the growth rates and numbers
es i 11 Crustacea and with plankton ami general

faunistii research. Prof. Meek's paper on the growth

of Crustacea is noteworthy .1- an attempt to clear up

much that is confusing with regard to this matter.

I m Fish Trades Gazette of October 26 contains

an interesting article on "Fisheries Reconstruc-

tion in Germany," in which the author sum-
marises a memorandum prepared by the Economic
Union of the German Deep-sea Fisheries. A
great deal is being done in the sphere of

technical and scientific research. At Munich "there

1 founded a great research institute for the

study of the chemistry of food- a direct result of the

difficulties from the war—with, in the meantime, a

temporary home in the University. It is meant to

serve the interests of the whole Empire, and will be

richly endowed. A sum of from 3,000,000 to

4,000,000 marks (150,000/. to 200,000!.) has been set

aside for building and equipment, and the annual

endowment will be between IOO,000 and 200,000 marks
to io.oooi.). The director is Prof. Dr. Theodor

Paull. . . • In the section dealing with fish it is intended

to make researches on the chemical composition and
litj of fish of every species, fresh and pre-

Si rved ; on the influence of cold and other agents on
rvation and transport; on various methods

of preparing fish for the tabl< ; and on the so-called
' fish-poison,' or poisoning by bad fish."

Now that ferro-concrete shipbuilding seems to have
come to stay, it is interesting to note that, according

to Hansa for September 14, no composition i- neces-

sary to protect ships' hulls from attack by sea-water.

This opinion is expressed as the result of several

observations on ferro-concrete structures in German
harbours.

A 1 m torn has been started in Sweden, according to

blad for August 30, for extracting oil

from alum schist. Large quantities of this schist are

found in the Lamina Nerika district, yielding benzine

and crude oils. The latter can bi used for oil-engines

or converted into paraffin and lubricating oils. The
can treat 30,000 tons of schisf per annum,

giving 1200 tons of oil. The supply of schisf in

llj inexhaustible, and other similar

factories will shortly be started.

Watbr is decomposed by electric current at the

rate of 03354 grm. per ampere per hour. The pro-

ducts are 0416 litre of hydrogen and 020S litre of

Oiygen from the quantity of water named. If, when
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suitable arrangements for setting up hydraulic pres-
sure have been made, a current be passed through
the water, decomposition will take place, and the
gases generated will produce pressure of any desired
intensity. According to the Chemiker-Zeitung (Sep-
tember 4), it is possible to produce pressures as high
as [860 atmospheres in this wav.

I\ an article in the May and July issues of the
New Zealand Journal of Science and Technology Mr.
M. A. Eliott describes the growth of the frozen-meat
industry of New Zealand, and maintains that the
demands on it will be still further increased after the
war. At the present time about six million sheep and
lambs and a quarter of a million cattle are exported
per annum, a fleet of fifty properly insulated steamers
equipped with refrigerating machinery, and making
two and a half journeys per annum, being engaged
in the trade. Cold stores have recently been erected
in the Colony capable of holding one year's export.

The Home Government is alive to the importance of
a food supply such as this, and has appointed a Food
Investigation Board to deal with the problems arising
out of the preservation, storage, and transport of
food materials.

Prof. J. T. Luxdbye, in a paper read recently
before the Danish Society of Engineers, gave an
account of the various units of light used in European
countries, and the intensity of light required for satis-

factory illumination under various conditions. A
simple method is given (Ingenifren, August 28) for

obtaining the intensity of light by measuring the dis-

tance at which letters of known size can be read with
different lights. Up to a certain point this distance
increases very rapidly with the intensity of light, but
when the intensity exceeds a certain limit the increase

in distance is small. A pair of smoked glasses, which
intercept a known quantity of light, and a decimal rule

are the only apparatus required. The luminous inten-

sity is found bv measuring the distance at which
a given specimen of print can be seen through smoked
glasses, and then measuring the distance at which it

can be seen without them. The ratio between these

two operations forms a measure of the luminous
intensity.

Prof. Kammerlingh Onnes has recently succeeded

in demonstrating the possibility of the existence of

permanent electric currents without the action of an
e.m.f. The resistance of conductors vanishes very

suddenly below certain critical temperatures, and a

conductor brought to the non-conducting state can

carry currents up to a critical value, above which the

resistance suddenly reappears. The super-conducting

state is not attainable when the conductor is exposed

to a magnetic field above a critical value. Tests are

described (Schweizerische Elektrotechnische Zeil-

schrift, August 31) in which a current was induced

in a lead spiral in its super-conducting state, and con-

tinued to flow with a decrease of only 1 per cent, per

hour.

It is common knowledge that the general methods
of running boiler plants are not efficient. A
deal of attention has been given recently in the

technical Press to the scientific control of steam-raising

plants, and the first of a series of articles by Mi

Browulie, Compston, and Royse on exact data on

the running of steam-boiler plants appears in

Engineering for November 1. During the past ten

years the authors have tested 250 typical steam-boiler

plants, comprising 1000 boilers. The presi nt article

deals with the efficiency of the economiser. This

appliance generally consists of rows of vertical cast-
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pipes placed in the flue between the boilers and

the chimney. The f£ed-water passes through the pipes

its waj in the boilers, and takes up some oi the

deal from the waste furnace gases, which thus reach

the base of the chimney at a temperature lowei than

would otherwise 1"- the case, ["he exterior surfaces

oi the tubes are kept clean by scrapers, which travel

automatically up and down the tubes. In 155 plants

fitted with economisers the average efficiency of the

appliance was 114 per cent. The possible practical

efficiency is 17A per cent, to 20 pei cent. Only 17 per

cent, of the plants were saving 15 per cent, or mere of

the coal-hill, and more than 30 pei cent, of the plants

were saving less than to pei cent. The fault does

not lie with the economiser as an appliance, but is

due to the fact that the economical generation of

steam is not understood, and economisers are often

not installed on correct lines. 'The authors estimate

that a saving in this country of from 7,000,900 to

[O, ,000 tons of coal per annum could lie obtained bv

fhe use of economisers installed on correct scientific

lines.

The Decimal Association, 212 and 213 Finsbury

Pavement House, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.2,

has published in pamphlet form the article on "The
[Metric System and Decimal Coinage" contributed by

Mr. Harry Allcock to the issue of Nature for June 6,

1918. It will be remembered that the article was

concerned with ihe attitude towards the metric system

of weights and measures and decimal coinage taken

by Lord Balfour of Burleigh's Committee on Com-
mercial and Industrial Policy after the War, and it

was shown that the decisions arrived at were open

to serious criticism.

Dr. L. L. Fermor has pointed out to us, in con-

nection with our notice of his recent paper on hol-

landite (Nature, vol. ci., p. 392), that he used the

term " bipyramidal " as .1 synonym for the older

"pyramidal" in the paper itself. He also shows that

the' name " romanechite " is correctly accented, ac-

cording to French usage, although derived from the

place-name Romaneche, a good analogs being the

three words chcr, clicrc, and chiri.

The Library Press, Ltd. (26 Portugal Street,

W.C.2), will publish shortly a translation, by B. Miall,

of Prof. J. Amar's "The Physiology of Industrial

Organisation and the Re-employment of the Disabled."

I In book is being edited by Prof. A. F. Stanley Kent,

who will supply to it an introduction and notes.

I ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Dark-line Spectrum of Nova Aquilje.—Dr. J.

sent to Nature some interesting details re-

lating to the transient dark-line spectrum of Nova

Aquilae, as photographed at the Cane Observatory with

an spectrograph on June 10, 11, and 12.

Apart from the bright and dark hydrogen spectrum

which was in process of development, the spectrum

was a continuous one crossed by a true absorption

spectrum consisting principally of the enhanced lines

of titanium, iron, chromium, strontium, calcium,

magnesium, and helium. As shown by iron com-
parison spectra, the entire series of lines was displaced

to the violet bv an amount representing a radiai velo-

city of 1500 km. per second (June 11 and 12). The
violet edges of broad absorption lines, lefl partially

uncovered by broad bright bands, do not appear to be

in question, and the displacement is regarded as a

true Doppler effect, due to the actual motion of a

stellar body possessing an intensely heated atmosphere

of metallic vapours. As in the case of other novae,
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the fine dark II and K lines appeared nearly in their

normal positions, but Dr. Lunt thinks it erroneous to

consider their small displacements as representing the

velocit} of the star; it serins to him more probable

that these lines do not originate in the nova itself,

but in a nebulous mass lying in the line of sight.

The residual incandescent and disturbed nebulous

matter left behind after the passage of a rapidl)

moving star into a nebula would seem to oiler a suffi-

cient explanation of the bright-line spectrum. To
account for the supposed enormous velocity of the

nova. Dr. Lunt suggests that our own system may
have .1 velocity comparable with those found for spiral

nebulae, and that the velocity may result, in part from
this motion, anil in part from the high velocity of a

wandering star which has come from outside our
system.

As in Nova Geminorum, there were two sets of

dark hydrogen and helium lines during the earlier

Stages, the first of which showed the same displace-

ment as the enhanced metallic lines. On June 15 the

second set had become comparatively narrow and
sharp, and showed a displacement equivalent to

2286 km. per second; except for the K line, these

have no counterpart in the enhanced line spi

and their meaning remains obscure.

Observations of Minor Planets.— Shortly before

the outbreak of war an important international scheme
of work on these bodies had been arranged, to secure

that all should be sufficienth observed without waste
of labour through overlapping. Though the organisa-

tion was shattered bv war, the' observations continue.

Marseilles Observatory undertook the circulation of

ephemerides and information generally; the recently

published Journal des Observateurs (vol. ii.. No. oi

contains observations of sixty-six planets made during
the pasl year by MM. Gonnessiat and Sy at Algiers

Observatory. They include some positions of Juno
and Vesta. It is a matter for regret that the Nautical

Almanac has discontinued its ephemerides of the four

principal asteroids. No predicted positions of them are

now available except the approximate ones in the list

published annually at Berlin.

A Bright Meteor.—Astr. Nach. 1X0. 491

tains an account of a bright meteor which fell near

Treysa, in Hessen, o° 10' E. Gr., 50 55' N., on

loth April 3, 2h. 25m. O.M.T., the sun's altitude

bring 30 50'. It was" seen over a circle of 135 km.
radius, and heard, over a circle of 50 60 km. radius,

besides a fevt isolated points at [00 km. distance. Tb
earth-point was calculated, and a prolonged search at

length revealed the meteor in a wood. It had made
a hole i-6o metres drip, at an inclination of 6o° to

tin- horizpn, in a direction from N. 15° W. to S. 15 E.,

well with the calculated values. It was
! of iron, and weighed 63 kg. A. Wegener,

whose calculations led to its disci very, 1 stimated that

its final velocity was in the neighbourhood of 1 or

2 km. 'sec. The position of the radiant inferred (mm
the observations during flight is 357° + So°, and from

the direction of the hole in the ground 20°+78°. The
diffi n are is only 5 in great circle.

THE HOT WORKING OF STEF.T..

IT is generally held that, in order to obtain the best

mechanical properties of which a steel is capable,

it is necessary, after having cast it in the form of an

ingot, to subject it to a large amount of deformation

either by forging or rolling or pressing at a high tem-

perature. Many official specifications, in fad, require

a given reduction of the original section of the ingot.

i h |uirements are expressed as "the coefficient
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ol working," which is equivalent to the ratio of the

initial il section, or, what comes to the si

thing, thai ol the final to the original length. ["hi

minimum values assigned to this coefficient are
rail) three or four, and sometimes higher.

ts as i" the necessity of this, however,
Pi if. 1 lour, in his 1 1 al I

' Metal-

lurgy of Steel," after weighing the evidence on the

go that " cumulativelj the

lence raises a presumption in favour of the view
that the supposed spei : neading and pres-

sure, as such, does not exist or is relativel) unim-
portant.'' Prof. Tchernoff, the eminent Russian

illurgist, has gone even further, and claims to

have proved that th< effects of forging can be pro-

d by heat treatment .don.-, in view of the
t the question, it is somewhat

surprising that it has not been mad.' the subji

lis until quite recently.

Much 1
1
work is, ol 'in se, cat i it d out

in metallurgical works which is nevei published, and
from the character of the discussion on M. Charpy's

entitled "The Influence of Hot Deformation
on the Qualities ol Steel," presented at the autumn

ing of the Iron and Steel Institute, it would
1 thai a en lain amount ol information on this

subject is already available. Nevertheless, M. Chaitp)

is entitled to the credit of having been the first in

years to attempt to obtain an answer to the

question with the view of publishing his results and
submitting them to discussion.

\l. Charpy's experiments may be classified under two
In tie first place, he attempted to trace the actual

er ol the deformation when steel ingots are

worked eithei bj hot forging or hot rolling. Bv
ingenious methods he was able to show conclusively

hat in the former the deformation is very far from
uniform, that extremely variable local deformations
are produced, and that in a given instance, where the

mean coefficient of working was 4S, the extreme
values w.i. 2-yj and 7-30. This was one of the

simplest 1 tses possible, namely, the transformation of

i cylinder into one of smaller diameter; and there

can he no question that in a more complicated
forging the local deformation would be even more
diverse. In the latter case the deformations are very

much more regular, and tli.\ ma} 1»- considered as

practicallv uniform. At an\ rate, lines originally

tarallel with the axis of rolling were shown to remain
rectilinear and parallel during the course of de-
formation

In the second plate, the author describes certain

in. in-, designed with great care, to determine
the influence ol hoi working on the properties of

the steel. Test pieces prepared from rolled bars, in

.vhirh ih.- coefficients of working were 1-7, ;,-'. and 61,
subjected to tonsil.- tests, impact-bend tests, and

imparl tests on notched bars. The test bars were all

cut from the same parts of the ingot, and were
situated at one-third of the distance between the sur-

is so oid the influence of segre-

gation and axial porosities. The bars were quenched
and at nealed undi 1 u similar conditions. It

was found thai ih. hot rolling of the steel does not

the. irii.ii it) or elongation either

longitudinally or transversely, but that it improves the

reduction of area and resistance to impact longi-

tudinal!) . and considerably diminishes these values

transversely. The extent of the variation depends on

the qualit) of tin- steel, and is mo:, marked the lower
its purity. This is a verj important result to have
established, for it shows thai the effects of hoi

mechanical work must be considered as the)

he properties of the steel both longitudinal!) and
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transversely. ,The author declares that the favourable
influence attributed to hot working rests solely on the
fart that, in ih.- greal ma

1 ases, onl) the
1. suits of longitudinal test - 1 rve been taken int n-

on, and thai il n, lusions arrived at have
been unwarrantabl) - ials where the
main stress is transverse. His conclusion is that for

working under transverse stresses, such as
guns, longitudinal extension by hot working has un-
doubtedly an injurious effect, .mil that, -.far from
specifying a minimum reduction of cross-section of
the original ingot, it would he much better to reduce
it as little as possible. H. C. H. CARPENTER.

EDUCATION AM) LIFE.
A MOM. the Aits which will make mernorabl
**• closing session of the present Parliament none will
I..- hold oi in..,, momentous import than the Educa-
tion Ail of iqiS, limited in its scope to England and
Wales; or the scarcely loss important measure deal-
ing with Scottish .duration, which passed its third

reading in the House of Commons on October 17.

Both measures will have a potent effect on the future
education of the two kingdoms, and be fruitful of
great results for the educational and physical well-
being of the children of the nation. It is therefore
lo I..- regretted that Prof. Robert Wallace, professor
of agriculture in the University of Edinburgh, should
have thought it well to occupy the attention of his

students, on the occasion of the opening of the Uni-
versity session on October S, with a denunciation ol

tin- polic\ of both measures, and that he has now
issued and circulated the lecture as a pamphlet (Edin-
burgh : Oliver and Bovd, price 6d.) to Members of

Parliament and the Press. Prof. Wallace is apparentlv
persuaded that children between the ages of eight and
fourteen should, for their practical instruction, par-
ticipate actively in agricultural and manufacturing
industry on the ground that 85 per cent, of the
children of the nation must earn their living by hand-
labour, and he would therefore introduce them at a
tender and immature age into close intimacy with
adults in field, factory, and workshop.
That is not, in the estimation of most thoughtful

persons, parents, teachers, and administrators, a desir-

able policy to pursue in the best and permanent in-

terests of the children and of the nation. Both
measures provide not only for a fairly adequate
training in literature and in science, but also for

effei live, practical instruction for both eye and hand,
.is well as for the physical health and training of the
child, and that at jusi the period of his life when he
is most susceptible ol treatment and of the per-

manent effect of such training. Few Acts have been
subjected to so large a measure of public discussion

as the Education Act of 19 iS, or have won so

general an approval. Its chief purpose, whilst pro-

viding for the general well-being of the childhood ..I

the nation, so vital a matter in prest nt circum-
stances, is io give full opportunity for those who are

naturally gifted to share in the highesl educational
advantages which the nation can offer. Despite Prof.

Wallace's strictures, it is demonstrable thai the

Education Art of 1X7.1 has had a marked effect on the

moral health of the nation; for whilst in [865 70
pei to, of the population wen- convicted of crime,

fewer than 30 per 10,000 were so convicted in 1913.

And there is abundant testimony, some of which was
Mr. Fisher mi tin- introduction of his measure,

I., thi wonderful initiative and intelligent grasp of the

young men trained in the elerninl.11 \ schools who, in

scores of thousands, joined tin- national forces
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The crux oi the success of both

li, s with the teachers, who must now, whatevei the

cost, alike in respfici ol payment, prospects, .mil pen-

sions, be attracted to the most vital and worthy of

the national services.

fill-: SCOTTISH JOl RNAL of agri-
culture.

Till'; appearance of an official organ ol the Board
of Agriculture for Scotland marks an important

development in the activity oi thai body, which, though
created but six years ago, has already accomplished
much good work in the development and guidance of

agriculture and forestr) north ol the Border. On the

educational side of its work it has co-ordinated under
its a-gis the agricultural colleges and other educa-

tional agencies with a success which is noted with

warm approval in the report of the Agricultural Sub-
( ommittee of the Reconstruction Committee. Much
useful information has also been furnished for the

Scottish farmer in the annual reports and leaflets

issued by the Board. Its rapidly growing activities

rendered inevitable, however, the creation of some
more suitable medium of publication of mailers

of general interest to the agricultural community, and

this has been found in the new journal, of which the

first three quarterly issues are now available. In

appearance and general character the Journal is not

unlike the older-established Journal of the English

Board, but the resemblance is little more than super-

ficial, and the design to cater for the specific needs

of Scotland is clearly evident throughout.

Original articles of educational value form the most
prominent feature, and are supplemented with notes

on varied topics of current interest, summaries of

official notices and statistics, and a useful review of

recent agricultural periodical literature.

The interest aroused in practical circles in Scot-

land, as in other parts of the kingdom, in the subject

of the costs of production of agricultural products is

indicated by the inclusion of articles on this subject

in each of the three issues, no fewer than four articles

dealing with the cost of production of milk alone.

Crop production is represented by articles on oats,

potatoes, and flax. Other articles selected at random,
such as the effects of the war on Scottish forestry, the

improvement of hill pasture, the restocking of deer

its, farmers and income tax, rural housing, and
women's institutes, illustrate the varied and interest-

ing character of the problems discussed, and inci-

dentally the wide scope of the activities of the Board.

The Journal is secure of a heart) welcome from the

Scottish agricultural public, and will assuredly in

due course be in considerable demand throughout fat-

wider circles of British agriculture as a standard

educational publication. C. C.

CHEMISTRY IN EDUCATION AND
ixnr-STRYA

IN the early eighties of last century the great Livery
Companies of the City of London combined for

the promotion of technical and scientific education in

this countrv; by reason of their great wealth, the

administrative capacity at their command, and their

complete freedom from Slate interference, the Citv

Companies were admirably titled for this task.

Amongst their circle they numbered many men of

high scientific and technical standing, such as the late

Sir Frederick Abel and Mr. George Matthey, both of

> From the first Strealfeild Memorial Lecture delivered .it the Citv and
Guilds Technical College, Finsbury, on October 17, ty Prof. W. J. Pope,
F.R.S.
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whom worked nobly to ensure the success of the new
movent, nt. Without describing in more detail the

.
hirh was adopted, it will suffice to m

the great Liver) Companies established and financed,
first, th. ( ii\ and Guilds Technical College, and, a
year or two later, the larger Central Institution at
South Kensington. Both these institutions v

signed with the view of popularising scientific and
technical education and of counteracting to some
extent the overwhelming influence of the older uni-
versities; both Oxford and Cambridge, with their
glorious history and their scholastic traditions,
remained vm exclusive, and contributed but little at

that lime towards the advanced teaching in pure and
applied science of which our countrv stood in urgent
need.

We have always been accustomed to attribute im-
portance 1.1 aristocracy of birth and family position.
This attitude is probably sound; other things being
equal, the son of able and influential parents is more
likely than another to exhibit ability and a sense f

responsibility ; we find no cause 10 revise this opinion
in the light of the record of our great families during
the last four years. During recent times, however,
the conclusion must have thrust itself more and more
upon us all that there is another aristocracy, equal
in nobilin to the first, if not greater an aristocracy of
real achievement and of intellectual attainment. Pro-
motion to this modern aristocracy i< slow and painful,
but is worth attaining; it can be attained by anv
young man who possesses the requisite physical anil

mental equipment. The City Fathers understood this
forty or fifty years ago; they realised that one ,.f the
great, si needs of the British Empire was the proper
utilisation and cultivation of every intellectual talent
latent in its children; they believed it desirable that
these potentialities should be directed into the wide
channels opened bv the advance of science and the
exploitation of the scientific industries. Acting upon
these convictions, thev founded our two colleges.

As time went on, the municipal authorities estab-
lished technical schools and similar institutions broad-
cast, and the initial striking success of the Cit] and
Guilds Colleges waned somewhat under the stress of

competition. Although the instinct which guided the

Livery Companies in their great scheme of technical
instruction was sound, one cannot but think that that
instinct played them false at a later date; the closing

of the chemical laboratories at the Central Technical
College was a real calamitv to the nation, as well as

a disaster to science. The countrv needed facilities

for still more advanced education and research in

applied science—needed them so urgentlv that the
Coy. rnmenl lias had to provide them at South Ken-
sington. An institution for this purpose established

under the auspices of the Citv Companies could

scarcely fail to become reallv great, whilst under
Government administration it incurs some danger of

becoming merely colossal.

The scheme initiated by the Citv and Guilds of

London some fortv or fiftv years ago, having for its

object the promotion of scientific and technical educa-
tion, attracted a number of ardent teachers well known
to us all. of whom F. W. Stn atfeild was one. With
the collaboration of this band of workers the new move-
ment rapidlv became fruitful, not only by pouring a

host of well-trained workers into the scientific indus-

tries of the countrv, but also bv the way in which its

verv success stimulated' other public bodies to emula-
tion, and ultimately provoked intense competition.

Since, as we have had to deplore, the original scheme
was p., 1 raised above this competition bv a further

spontaneous effort of its initiators, it is onlv gaining

but slowly upon its initial success. \i the same time.
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college remains still nourishing and still fulfilling

al function an lu< aticnal institu-

It is po ent periods

in 1I1 1 stud)

of pui G eal Britain. First,

the hull'-rt nun \
1 '9>4i when progress was

comparative!) slow owing to the apath) ol tin- general

public towards all branches of exact knowl
During i H i- period cur former teachers played a pro-

minenl part both as teachers and andists,

ogress in our scientific industries was impeded,

not onl) In general and official ignorance, but also

ip< til
: "n 1 1 • • 1 1 the 1 Continent. I he -

ransition; it embraces the last four

, and is now rapidly coming to an end. In the

m of H114 practicall) all branches of technical

1 in this country were on the verge of break-
ol impi M ts "f number-

less chemical and engineering products, man) of them
ol small financial importance, I>lh all ol them essential

in technical production. The whole nation

realised, suddenly but tardily, that the neglect of

applied science had brought it to the brink of ruin.

I In last foui years of transition have been a period

of unprecedented technical activit) in (neat Britain;

during this time we have had to learn how to manu-
facture multitudes of scientific products which we were
previousl) content to purchase ready-made from

id, and the whole countn has become one vast

tnd engineering workshop. When the his-

tory of ihis time ol stress comes to be written it will

tade cleat that the rapidit) and success with
which this countn has organised its scientific indus-

nd brought them to a production of essentials

far exceeding that of Central Europe are entirely

miraculous.

The third period, the period of reconstruction, lies

in the immediate future, and we see ever) sign that

it will be accompanied by unexampled developments
on both the chemical and engineering sides of technical

During the past four years a vast provision
of chemical and engineering equipment has been
accumulated; our country has regained control of all

the sources existing in tin- Empire of raw materials
which had b l>\ Germany, and
our people have been learning that ihi-- war was ren-

possible onl) b) British neglect of applied science,

and particular!) of chemical technology. Within this

I ile country has becomi an enormous pro-

ducer of such necessary materials as oleum—fuming
sulphuric acid—and nitric acid; these are the prime

tials of a flourishing chemical industry. It has
also undertaken with success the manufacture of

large numbers of tine chemicals, such as coal-tar dves
and pharmaceutical products. I lie countn now pro-

duces materials like tungsten and similar metals essen-

tial to the manufacture of hardened steels of different

kinds for use in cutting-tools, armour-plate, and the
like. The installation of works processes for these

has been effected hurriedly, and years of careful

technical investigation will l.. needed in order to

improve methods and establish processes upon an
mica! i.asis. Inasmuch as success in applied

science is possible onlv through the intensive cultiva-

tion of pure science, it is to bo foreseen that before
us lies .1 period of gnat scientifii and technical activity

in Great Britain.

The importance of all this lies in the fact that thi

future is in your hands. Streatfeild, CastelUEvans,
Meldola, Thompson, and Ayrton, who have p
away, and Other veterans happil) still with us, like

Perrs and Armstrong, did their best work in the firs',

of our three periods; the men of m generation are
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expending theit energies in tin- present transitional

period. It is upon I now at college that

1I1.' main burden of thi coi
1

1
tructionai work

will fall. If yot ..mi work with the suc-
.ni.il.! and bis colleagues in the

performance of their duties, it you approach your
future work in the spirit with which m\ content-

have attacked theirs, we need have no doubt
thai this Empire "I ours will continue to influence

the world for good Ion- after you and I a

and forgotten.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Birmingham.—Tin- installation of the new. Chan-
cellor, Lord Robert Cecil, is to take place on Novem-
ber 12 in the Town Hall. The occasion is to be
marked by the conferment of honorary degrees on the

French and Italian Ambassadors, Sir George
Buchanan, Mr. Austen Chamberlain, Mrs. Fawcett,

Sir Maurice Hankey, Lord Moulton, and Lord Philli-

more. The following representatives of other uni-

versities are also to be present at the ceremony :

—

Sir Alfred Dale (Vice-Chancellor of Liverpool), Sir

Gregory Foster (Provost of University College,

London!, Prof. Gillespie (Pro-Vice-Chancellor of

Leeds), Dr. Alex. Hill (Principal of University Col-

lege, Southampton), Sir Isambard Owen (Vice-Chan-

cellor of Bristol), and Prof. Ripper (Vice-Chancellor

of Sheffield).

London.—The following have been elected deans

of faculties for the period 1918-20 '.—Medicine : Sir

Bertrand E. Dawson (London Hospital Medical Col-

legi 1; Science: Prof. \. N. Whitehead (Imperial Col-

lege, Royal College of Science); Engineering: Prof.

H. C. II . Carpenter (Imperial College, Royal School

of Minesj; and Economics: The Hon. W. P. Reeves

1 I. mill. m School of Economics).

THE nineteenth annual general meeting of the Asmi-

ciation of Public School Science Masters will be held

on Tuesday, December 31, and Wednesday, January 1,

and will be opened with an address by the president,

Sir Ronald Ross. The subjects to be discussed are :—
The importance of restricting specialisation in uni-

versity scholarship examinations and giving weight

to general education; the modernisation of the teach-

ing of biology; the position of systematic biology and

kindred subjects in a school course; science in the

general education of boys; the teaching of elementary

science b) the form master; the difficulty of securing

diligence "and accuracy in teaching general science to

small boys; and courses in general science for Sixth

Forms, both classical and non-classical.

Teachers of geography will be interested in an

account by Miss' Christina Krysto entitled "Bringing

the World to our Foreign-language Soldiers," pub-

lished in the August issue of the National Geographic

Magazine, which describes the methods of teaching at

Camp Kearny, California. Ordinary handbooks were

found useless for the purpose of teaching the facts_ of

the geography of Europe to Mexican and other foreign

recruits. The first step was a series of conversations

intended to lead the pupils to the understanding of

new facts. These were supplemented by geographical

charts with photographs. The comparison of the dis-

tinction between the results gained in the case of

Italians and Mexicans is full of interest, and will

supplv useful suggestions for the teaching of geography

after the conclusion of the war.
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The current calendar of the Merchani Venturers'
Technical College, in which the faculty of engineering
of the University <>f Bristol is provided and main-

d, gives particulars of the exemptions accorded
to graduates of the University and students of the

faculty In various examining bodies and learned

societies. The Institution of ('ivil Engineers recog-
nises the B.Sc. degree with honours in civil or

mechanical engineering as exempting from examina-
tion foi associate membership ii .1 regular course of

study, occupying not less than three academic years,

has been pursued in the I niversity. The institution
also recognises the pass degn e as 1 sempting similarly
if, in addition to the other conditions, the entrance
examination to the engineering course in the
I niversity lias been passed in the subjects pre-

scribed by the institution. These degrees are also

similarly recognised as qualifications for appointments
as assistant engineers in the Public Works Depart-
ments of India and Egypt. The possession of the B.Sc.
degree in (i\il or mechanical engineering is allowed to

count as one year towards the three '.ears' practical

training required l>\ candidates for the appointment oi

Assistapl Civil Engineer in the Works Department of

the Admiralty. The B.Sc. degree in mechanical en-

gineering exempts from the associate membership
examination of the Institution of Mechanical En-
gineers, and the degree in electrical engineering
exempts from examination for the associate member-
ship of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
Finally, the B.Sc. degree, or success in the inter-

mediate examination for that degree, is accepted in

lieu of the Army entrance examination.

CERTAIN representative science teachers and others

inti rested in natural science in Yorkshire have decided
to form an association with the object of encouraging
a broad outlook on scientific problems, and of pro-

viding a means whereby they may be kept in touch
with modern scientific views. The hearty support

given to this proposal from many quarters justifies the

view that such a natural science association would
be welcome in Yorkshire, and a provisional committee
has been appointed to undertake its organisation. Its

aims have been formulated as follows :—(i) To afford

opportunity for intercourse and co-operation amongst
those interested in natural science (chemistry, physics,

botany, zoology, and other natural sciences); (2) to

discuss the teaching of science in all its bearings

;

i;i to discuss modern developments in science, and
the applications of science in industry; (4) to arrange
for visits to places of scientific interest; and (5) to

afford -i medium for (he formulation of collective

11 upon matters affecting the place of science in

ifi of the community. Membership will be open
vvho are interested in the objects of the associa-

tnd it is proposed that the subscription shall be

5s. per annum. The inaugural general meeting will

taki pi on Saturday, November 23, at
\ p.m., in

the University of Leeds, when the president-elect,

Prof. W. Bateson, will deliver an address on "Science
and Nationality." All who are interested in the move-
ment an 1 ill invited to be present. Any further

information ma\ tic obtained from the chairman of the

provisional committee. Or. Harold Wager, the Uni-
versity, I.(ids, or from the hon. secretaries, Mr. F.

Fairbrother, the Grammar School, Leeds, and Miss

R. I-'. Shove, the University, 1 eeds.

M. PAUL OtlKT has an interesting article on " Le
traitemeni de la litterature scientifique " in the

Revue gdnSrale des Si tern es for September 15-30.

His claim is that Governments should give more
attention to the various methods by which the results

of scientific investigation can be made widely known.
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Among such methods he includes the publication of

periodicals, abstracts, annual reports', bibliographies,

dictionaries, and text-books. As an example to 1"

followed lie quotes the International Institute oi

Agriculture at Rome. This institute, founded in 1905
In international co-operation, has alread) an income

,ooo francs, possesses a library of 70,

volumes and pamphlets, and receives annual!) t6oo

reviews and journals sent to Rome from the fifty-six

co-operating countries. The institute issues three

monthly bulletins, two annual volumes of statistics,

three other publications appearing once or twice a

year, a bibliography of agronomy, and many spei

monographs. M . Otlel looks forward to the founda-
tion of a similar institute for science, supported
all the Governments of the world, or, at all events,

by the Allied Governments. The International Cata-
logue oi Scientific Literature would be a part of this

institute, which would also publish abstracts of all

scientific papers and periodical resumes of work in

spei ial branches of science, possess a library to which
all scientific periodicals should be sent as the) appear,

and make arrangements for lending books and papers

to subscribers. Finally, M. <)tlei asks for an inter-

national or inter-Allied investigation into the whole
domain of science (pure, applied, economic, and
social), including the direction of original research, its

application to industries, records of results, scientific

literature of all kinds, the teaching of science, and the

diffusion of scientific knowledge. The investigation

would be followed by a congress with power to make
the necessary agreements between the co-operating

Governments, and to bring existing associations,

institutions, and private undertakings into the general

scheme. By such unification of the scientific activities

of the world it is hoped to accelerate the progress of

science and of its applications.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Zoological Society, October 22.- Dr. A. Smith Wood-
ward, vice-president, in the chair.— Sir E. G. I.oder,

Bart. : Notes on the beavers at Leonardslee, (916 [8.

Evidence was given of the hitherto unrecorded fact

that beavers may breed twice in a season.—G. A.
Boulenger : Madagascar frogs of the genus Manti-

dactylus, Blgr.—Prof. II. M. Lefroy : The Wheat
Commission on Wheat Weevil in Australia.

MAN< nisi 1 ;;.

Literary and Philosophical Society, October 15.—Mr.
W. Thomson, president, in the chair.— J. W. Jackson:

Discover) of quartz-pebble beds in the Carboniferous

Limestone of Caldon Low, Stalls. These pebble-beds

form the dip slope of the Low on its N.X.W. side,

overlooking Caldon village. At the latter place a large

series of fossils, reminiscent of the " Brachiopod beds"
of Castleton, etc., has been obtained by Mr. W. E.

Alkins. The beds here apparently follow the pebble-

beds in true sequence. Tin two pebble-beds differ

greatl) in composition, that of Caldon Low being

made up almost entirely of rounded pebbles of vein-

stone-quartz with fragments of chert, while that of

Castleton lonsists of Carboniferous Limestom pebbles.

sin 1 1 inn.

Society of (ilass Technology. October 2;,. Dr. M. W.
Travers in the chair. - Prof. J. W. Cobb: Refr;

materials and the glass industry. Prof. (~t<h}> em-
phasised the fact that, although temperatures in glass

manufacture were by no mi ans abnormally high, yet

the natun oi the chemical reactions taking place was
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such as to n ndei the pi oblem ol refrt 1 ies extren

difficult. There was the corrosivi action of the molten

upo nd with, and, in

addition, the corrosive action of hoi dusl upon flues

and furnace interiors. The nature oi the various re-

ory materials used in the glass industry was then

dealt with, and the effecl of grain size on the n

torines gth ol silica bricks received thon

il emphasis was laid upon the neces-

sity for the -in. ill. -1 joints in building op refrai

materials, and furnaci building should beregarded
the point ol view of masonrj rathei than from thai ol

bricklaying. 1 he paper closed with a discussion of the

eVil effects on refrai ories ol penetration ol glass and
ials and the import.

i oi thermal conduc-

tivity. Dr. M. \Y. Travers : I s pots.

By means ol a striking collection of specimens the

author showed that the life of a glass pot was
ially increased if, before filling in, the pol

completely "vitrified." Ways and means oi

carrying thi- out were given, .and the reason win
vitrifii i!

' sui li good results was
fully discussed.—S. X. Jcnkinson

: The requirements of

cla) foi glass-pol making. A briei survey was made
of the position of the glass refractories trade, both in

1014 and at the presenl time, and the necessity for

ition of materials was shown to ho urgent.

The proposed specification drawn up by the Refrac-
tories Committee for clay for pots was then deall with
and its various sections discussed. The question of

si/e, nature, quality, and function of "grog" receivi

full treatment, Mr. Coad-Pryor : Action of certain

iss upon pots. The author discussed the

for the quicker solution of the bottom of glass

pots as opposed to the sides. Several interesting ex-

1
in- were described dealing with this problem.

—

Dr. Turner and J. 11. Davidson : The solubility of pot
mat. rial in glass. The influence of grain size upon

if melting w as show n.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, October 14. \1, P. Painleve
in the chair. E. Fournier : General expressions for

the resistance of water to the translation of hulls and
theii I., (ionrsat : The problem of Back-
land.— E. Cartan : The varieties of Riemann in three
dimensions. J, GulUanme : Observations of Borrelly's

mad.' with the cou n ial at the

Lyons Observatory. Data for October 1 and < are
given. On October 1 th< nel showed as a

nebulosity with undefined 1 Iges about .•.." diameter,
with a cent

1 10-5 to 1 1.

—

M. Dechevrens: An electrical tide in the soil derived
from the oceanic tide. Observations made at the

'

' .1 een October,
[917, end August, [918. Th. gas and water mains

through a galvanometer gave an e.m.f. ol

about . 1 volt, and this has been record..] photo-
l\ Morvlllez : Tl nducting apparatus

of the leaves of the Saxifrages P. Godln : Ped:

the laws of growth. J. Amar : The laws
of feminine work and of cerebral activity. T.hi

of endurance in women is low and undulating, and
the physical work amounts to less than 40 per cent,

of that of men. It is irregular and lacks continuity.

—P. Duval and A. Grigaut
: Intoxication by war

wounds
Sydney.

I.innean Society ol New South Wales. May jo.— Prof.
II. (.. Chapman, president, in the chair.—Dr. R. J.
Tilly aril

; The I'anorpiil complex. Part i. : The wing-
coupling apparatus, with special reference to the

Lepidoptera. The author shows that th. most archaic
type of wing-coupling apparatus was situated al the
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base oi the wing, and consisted of four parts, two
belonging to the fi d two to the hindwing.
rhese are named (1) on thi forewing, the jugal lobe
and jugal bristles; (2) on the hindwing, the humeral
lobe ami the frenulum. These tour structures are onl}

preserved in theii entirety al the pri da; in two
ancient families of the Mecoptera, the Choristidae and
Nannochoristidae. The same typi occurs in the Plani-
pennia, with the absence of the jugal bristles. The
evolution of these structures throughout the other

orders of the complex is followed out, the paper deal-

ing finally with the highly specialised ipling

found in the wings of the Lepidoptera. The Micro-
pterygidae are shown to possess the archaic jugo-
frenate type found in the Planipennia, but with cer-

tain specialisations. From th.- unspecialised

frenate type there are developed in two dill :

tions (1) the true jugate type, found in Hepialidae and
Prototheoridae, and (2) the true frenate t\ pe, found in

the other families, though with further specialisation

to the amplexiform type in three groups that have
lost the frenulum. The author suggests that flu

Lepidoptera should be divided into two sub-orders,

Homoneura and Heteroneura, according to the state

of their wing-venation, and that the former sub-order

should be again subdivided into two divisions, the

Jugo-frenata (Micropterygidae s. hit.) and the Jugata
(Hepialidae and Prototheorida?).—Prof. W. X. Benson:

The geology and petrology of the Great Serpentine
Belt of Xew South Wales. Part vii. : The geology

of the Lo'omberah district and a portion of the

Goonoo Goonoo estate, with two palaeontological

appendices by F. Chapman. The area in question,

containing nearly 100 square miles, lies between
the Tamworth district and the Xundle district,

described in earlier parts of this series of papers. By
the present work, therefore, the detail-mapping of a

length of fifty miles of the Great Serpentine Belt is

completed, permitting the correlation of the formations

throughout. The present area has not been described

previously. The points of interest arising in it are

chiefiv the occurrence of a third fossiliferous limestone

zone in the Devonian series, with various important

fauna! peculiarities; the presence of a remarkable

development of the highly albitic intrusive rocks,

keratophyres ; the abnormal absence of serpentine

from the serpentine line; and the presence of dip-

faults, breaking across the strike of the Devonian

rocks, which may be of Carboniferous origin, but have

b.en planes of movement in post-Permo-Carboniferous

times

|ulv jt.— Prof. H. G. Chapman, president, in the

chair.- Prof. W. X. Benson ; The geology and petro-

logy ..I the Greal Serpentine Belt. Part vii. (con-

tinued). Several tvpes of massive igneous rocks have

been obtained that were not previously recognised in

th.- Devonian rocks of the Great Serpentine Belt. A
\.r\ typical example of pillow-structure developed in

the spilitii rocks of this region is described and

figured. This is the clearest example yet known in

Australia. Dr. R. J.
Tillyard : Studies in Australian

Mecoptera. No. ii. : The wing-venation of Chorista

australis, Klug. Freshly turned pupae of this rare

Panorpid were obtain.ed by digging and sifting soil in

a select d locality. The result is the first study of

wing-venation for the order Mecoptera, based on an

examination of the pupal wing-tracheation. The pupal

wings vven dissected off and studied under water in

the usual manner. A very remarkable result

I here are Only two trachea' in the wing,

belonging to the cos'to-radial group and ent<

the radius, the other belonging to the cubito-anal

! entering the media. Hence the Mecoptera

must be regarded as highly specialised in this respect.
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like the Trichoptera and Diptera, but unlike the Plani-

pennia .mil Lepidoptera, which retain all their main
tracheae. In the fresh pupa i>f Chorista the fusions

which take place later on between certain veins are

not yet accomplished, and hence the imaginal vena-

tion can he interpreted with certainty. Use is also

made of the distribution of the macrotrichia to deter-

mine the limits of Cn,. \Y. \V. I.'F.strange and Dr. R.
tireig-Smith : The springing of tins of preserved fruit.

The blowing of tins containing fruits preserved in

syrup appears to be due to the action of yeasts or

other gas-forming organisms drawn into the containers

through leaks in the joints while cooling after the

cooking process. Although various organisms from
defective containers were examined, none survived the

temperatures to which the contents of containers were
subjected during the canning process.

August 28.- Prof. H. G. Chapman, president, in

the chair.—Dr. R. J.
Tillyard

; MesozoiC insects of

Queensland. No. 3, Odonata and Protodonata. In
the order Odonata two new forms are described from
the I'pper Triassic beds of Ipswich. One of these is

placed in tin- family Lestidae, forming the sole repre-

sentative of a new sub-family Triassolestinae. It

shows close affinities with the Epiophlebiina?, being
more or less intermediate between this sub-family and
the more reduced types like Synlestes. The other
dragon-fly fossil is not placed, being only the tip of

a wing, but it has sufficient characters of interest to

merit a name. In the order Protodonata a very re-

markable new fossil, Aeroplane mirabilis, is described,

and is made the sole representative of a new sub-
order Aeroplanoptera. The characters of this extra-

ordinary insect are fully discussed, and a comparison
made with Meganeura (Upper Carboniferous of Com-
rhentrv). From this reasons are given win the insect

should be placed in this order, though it stands very
far apart from any known tvpe, and might, perhaps,
be considered better placed in a new order. A re-

construction of hoth wings of this fossil is shown in

one of the plates.—J. Mitchell : The Carboniferous
Trilobites of Australia. Of the nine species of Aus-
tralian Carboniferous Trilobites previously recorded,

five only are considered worthv of recognition. Thir-
teen species of Phillipsia, one of Griffithides, and one
of Brachymetopas are described as new.
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DIARY OF SOCIETIES.

F. O. He

THURSDAY, November 7
.70.—Prof. G. K. Hale: The Nature of Sun-spots.

and T. H. l.aby: The Thermal Conductivity of Air.-
K. Chinmayanandam : Haidinger's Rings

hemical Society, at 8.

ION of Electrical Engineers at 6.—Tenth Kelvin I^cture-
L. 1'.. Atkinson: The Dynamical Theory of Elect, ic KnB ines.

FRIDAY, November 8.

Royal Astronomical Society, at 5—H. C. Plummer : The Distribution
of th« Stars—Rev. A. L. Corlie : (1) The Spectrum of the Corona, i(y i 4 ,

August =1 ; (2) The Earlier Spectrum of Nova Aquilrc.— R. J. Pocock :

The Relation between Mean Parallax and Magnitude.— H. H.Turner:
Note on the Nebulosity round Nova Persei.— R. Watson: Observations
of the Light Variation of Nova Aquila:, 1018.— A. S. Eddineton : The
Pulsations of a Gaseous Star and the Problem of the Cepheid Variables.
Part I.—S. Chapman : The Energy of Magnetic Storms.— Prof. G. E.
Hale: The too-inch Telescope of the Mount Wilson Observatory.—
Probable Pa/ier : Koy.il Observatory, Greenwich : Magnitudes of Nova
Aquil.t- from June 10 to November i, iqi8.

Mai icoloi 11 n Society, at 7.—The Rev. Dr. A. H. Cooke : The Radula
of Thais. !>rupa, Concholepas. Crouia, Rapana, and the Allied Genera.

—

\V. I . Webster : Notes on the Life-history of Planorbis corneus and
01 her Freshwater Mollusca.

PHYSICAL Society, at 5.—Prof. J. C. McLennan: Lowr-voltage Arcs in

Metallic Vapours.—Dr. W. Wilson : Relativity and Gravitation.—C. R.
Gibson : Experiments Illustrating Colour-blindness.

MONDAY, November n.
Roval Geographical Society, at 8.—Col. G. S. F. Napier: The K ad
from Baghdad to Baku.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14.

Royal SnciRTV, at 4.qo.—Probable Paters:—A. Mallock : Sounds pro-
duced by I hops falling on Water.— G. H. Hardyand S. Ramanujan : The
Coefficients in the Expansions of certain Modular Functions.—Hon. R. J.
Strutt: The Light Scattered by Gases ; Its Polarisation and Intensity.

—

Dr. V. Honon and Ann C. Davies.—An Investigation of the Ionising
Power of the Positive Ions from a glowing Tantalum Filament in Helium.

Optical Societv. at 8.—T. Smith : Some Generalised Forms ofan Optical
Equation.—H. S. Ryland : The Manufacture of Binoculars.

FRIDAY, November 15.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, at 6.

—

Adjourned -Discussion :

Prof. C. A. Edwards and F. W. Willis : A Law Concerning the Resistance
to Penetration of Metals which are Capable of Plastic Deformation, and
a New Hardness Scale in Fundamental Units.—R. G. C. Batson : The
Value of the Indentation Method in the Determination of Hardness; and
Dr. W C. Unwin : The Ludwik Hardness Test.—T. T. Heaton : Electric
Welding.
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NOTICE.

In consequence of the greatly

increased cost of production it

has been found necessary to

raise the price of NATURE to 9d.

The Subscription rates are now
as follow:—

For residents in the British Isles.

Yearly £2 2

Half-yearly 119
Quarterly 11 3

For residents Abroad,

Yearly £2 5

Half-yearly 1 3

Quarterly 12

ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C. 2.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY RESEARCH FUND.
A meeting of the Research Fund Committee will he held in December

next. Applications for grants, to he made on forms which can he obtained
from the Assistant Sim it- i ary, ( hemical Society, Burlington House, W.,
must be received on, or before, Monday, December 2, 191S.

All persons who received grants in December, 1917, or in December of
any previous year, whose accounts have not been declared closed by the
Council, are reminded that reports must be returned to the Assistant
Secretary by Monday, December 2.

The Council wish tu draw attention to the fact that the income arising
from the donation of the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths is to be more
or less especially devoted to the encouragement of research in inorganic and
metallurgical chemistry. Furthermore, that the income due to" the sum
accruing from the Perkin Memorial fund is to he applied to inve-tualions
relating to problems connected with the coal tar and allied industries.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
BROWN ANIMAL SANATORY INSTITUTION.

A Course of Five Public Lectures on "Experimental Work on
(a) Alcohol, (t) Rickets," will te delivered by E. MELLANBY,
M.D., M. A., Acting-Superintendent of the Institution, on Wednesdays,

I I ember 4 and 11, 1918, at 5.-50 p.m., in the Theatre
of the Royal College of Surgeons, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W . C. 2. Admission
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(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.)
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Applied), Botany, Zoology, Geology.
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History. Geography, Logic. Economics, Mathematics (Pure
and Applied).

Evening Courses for the Degrees in Economics and Laws.
Geography Diploma and Matriculation.

POSTGRADUATE AND RESEARCH WORK.
„„,„„,, „„,|%: Science, £17 10s. ; Arts, £10 10s.SESSIONAL FEES

| Ar ,;.„,„., ; s , ini„
f
ArtSj or i, ton ,,mics £5 5s .

,
Calendar 6,1 (by post 8,1.), from the Se

C. H. BOTHAM1.EY. Esq
County Education Urn

nber 30, 1918.
•Ma

SOUTH-WESTERN POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE, CHELSEA, S.W. 3.
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NAT! 1 VI PHILOSOPHY al the 1 niversity of Melbourne, Victoria,
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travelling expenses to Australia, ,£100.
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Generai. for Victoria," Melbourne Place, Strand, London, W.C. 2, not
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WAR \m> /'/•: k /•:.

HPHE turmoil which has shaken the civilised

-*• world to its Foundations since August, 1914,

d with the signing of the armistice with

Germany on Monday, November ii. A war which

was deliberately provoked brute

fori e as a quick means of profil iridise-

tnent ha- ended in the triumph of free nations

allied againsl them. Freed from the incubus of the

-rattling military aristocracy of Prussia, and

from the arrogance of an Emperor obsessed with

the lust of conquest, the peoples of the world can

ite themselves to peai eful pursuits. Lei

us hope that the immoral militarism which led to

the war, and sacrificed ail principles of faith-

keeping, justice, and humanity to attain its

purpose, 'Ms been vanquished lor ever, and that

we have seen the last struggle Ol a system which

has dominated a large part of mankind lor

centuries.

In the early days of the war the Germans

attempted to justify their belief in the justice of

might by an appeal to the prim iples of Darwinism.

Tin- doctrine of the struggle for existence and the

survival of the fittest cannot, however, sanction the

ruthless exertion of force and the use of knowledge

in the service of egotism and German Kultur.

What it should signify is a movement towards

higher planes of civilisation and the progressive

development of the ethical nature of the human
Evolution embodies the idea "1 social ethics,

.mil makes the welfare of the community the

iiial put pose of the life of th. i reature. The

that Darwinism implies nothing more than

mal or national mastery at all costs is a crude

misconception of this great principle, contrary to

the best ends of civilisation.

eeds of the German land, sea,

and air forces cannot be excused by reference to

sound principle of human progress. The spirit

represented by such ai murder of inno-

cent and unoffending- non-combatants, heartless

cruelty to women and children, an.] destruction

of priceless buildings, is unworthy of twentieth-

centurj civilisation, and if it had prevailed in the

end the sun of righteo ould have set on

the world for centuries. Science and scientific

principles must not be held responsible for these

outward and visible signs oi moral degeneration.

Chlorine is a bleaching-pow der for a

hundred years before the Germans adopted it as

a poison gas. Thermit was employed in the arts

before it was used in incendiary bombs. Nitre is

a fertiliser as well .is a constituent of gunpowder.
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Tin- search for truth, and the discovery of new

substances and forces in Nature, must not be

impeded because unwo be made of

the results. What has to be done is to advance

moral and ethical ideas to higher levels, so that

new knowledge shall benefit the human race

I of being used to destroy it. Unless this

i-, accepted, there will be an end bf civilisation,

for it is possible to conceive of a time when the

at man's disposal will be so strong that a

hostile army or an enemy's city may be destroyed

almost at the touch of a button.

The popular mind has associated science arid

specialised education with German truculence and

perfidy, and lias even supposed that these con-

ditions are necessarily related to each other. The

characters exhibited by Germany in the conduct

of the war are not, however, the result of over-

cultivation of science, but of a disastrous defici-

ency in mora! and ethical training. The moral

sense of a nation requires educating as well as the

intellect ; and higher civilisation demands that

regard for truth and for the sanctity of a promise

should be inculcated as being even more important

possessions than the knowledge and use of recent

discoveries and inventions. The war has shown

that spiritual qualities count for much more than

mere numbers. Our system of education was

inefficient, but it produced a nation of young

heroes. As, however, modern war is an affair of

applied science—military, engineering, chemical,

physical, medical, and economic—it is essential

that those who take part in it should be provided

with efficient scientific weapons. We I

nothing to fear from making science the main axle

of the educational coach instead of a fifth wheel,

provided only that the right position is given to

character training as well.

Though war is not an exact science, and cannot

be reduced to a series of mathematical formula-,

tactics ar. affected by the progress of

e, and disaster may ensue ii Fed is not

correctly appreciated. A nation whii h lags behind,

therefore, in scientific development does so at the

cost of a possible loss of supremacy in times ol

war. Scientific discovery, mechanical invention,

and a highly technical organisation, as employed

by the Germans, could be beaten only by similar

- arrayed againsl them. The scientific

resources ol the British nation were not drawn

upon until tin formation of the Ministry of Muni-

tions in [915; and it is these that have provided

the country with the scientific material and

.uerv by which, with similar efforts by our

\llii s, success has been achieved. If we had not

had the chemists to produce the high explosives

required, the majority of which are derived from

M
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coal-tai products, the noblest spirit would not

h.i , e --a\ ed us from destruction.

When the Germans introduced the use of poison-

ous gases into warfare, immediate steps were

taken by our military authorities to provide the

troops with means oi protection from them, and

action was taken later to organise offensive as

well as defensive measures. The matter was put

into the bands oi men ol si iem 1 ,
with the result

that our gas atta ni more effective than

those "l our enemies. Sir Douglas Haig said in

his despatch at the end Of [916: "The Army owes

its thanks to the chemists, physiologists, and

physicists of the highest rank, who devoted their

energies to enabling us to surpass the enemy in

the use oi a means of warfare which look the

civilised world by surprise."

Science has been successfully called into service

in many other directions. The meteorological

establishments oi the various countries involved in

the war have done their utmost to provide greatly

increased knowledge of the physics of the atmo-

sphere for the immediate benefit of the armies.

Both for naval and military operations, accurate

forecasts have been much enhanced in value, and

it has been of the highest importance to know the

behaviour of the upper atmosphere for the informa-

tion of the air services, and the condition of the

surface atmosphere in relation to gun-sighting and

range-finding. The organisation of the medical

services for the prevention of disease, as well as the

treatment of wounds, has been a veritable triumph.

In consequence, the health of the Army has been

better in the field than in peace-time, thanks to

preventive inoculation, suitable food, and careful

sanitation. Typhoid and paratyphoid fevers have

been almost unknown, and tetanus has been under

complete control. 'Flic most gratifying aspect of

the whole war is that of the efficiency of the

1 SCI \ il IS.

Now that the war is practically over, we must

prepare to meet other problems. Peace brings

with it difficulties to be overcome which rival in

magnitude the task of completely vanquishing our

enemies. Problems will arise in connection with

the health and physique of the nation which will

tax tlic resources of the country's medical services

to theil Lltmosl limit. The (lash of arms will be

succeedi b) in equally strenuous industrial com-
petition, and the reconstruction of the appalling

devasl m will call for all the resources of men
of scien lalified administrators. We arc-

faced with the neci .it) 1 betti 1 organis ition

"I scien 1 ind in lustry, and more efficient methods
of product. .

,1 ,i n no( only ,,,ir

posilion in the in. : he world, but also our
abilin to meet the vasi expen !

ii ire which the war
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litis entailed. It is tin dutj 1 'I men "I si ien< e to

cm it themselves to the utmost to secure due

recognition and participation of science in the

gigantic problems oi national and international

readjustment with which we are now confronted.

In the United States every natural resource, every

industry, and ever) ounce of their great

power in money and in men has been made avail-

abli for the national service lor the certain com-

mercial needs oi peace no less than ha the pur-

poses of war. It is essential for us to make like

efforts ii we an- to secure improvements in the

industrial and commercial methods ol pre-war

days.

Will our people be true to the responsibility

placed upon il lor the future? If so, il must look

to knowledge lor iis support, and not let itself be

Cajoled by the platitudes and promises of party

politicians. Democracy has hitherto permitted

itscll t.i be swayed by eloquence, and litis elected

to be governed by men of words rather than by

men of knowledge and action. The consequence

is that men are entrusted with power, not because

of any fitness they have shown for the offices they

occupy, but because of their political influence or

friendships. Scientific and technical experts have

been used, but onlv as hewers of wood and

drawers ol water, while the administrative- control

has usually been in the hands of officials with no

special qualifications for their directorships.

Much remains to be done by the State and in

the city before science and other knowledge are

given their full opportunities for increase and

service. In originality and capacity of adapting

means to ends, the British people is equal to

any other in the world, but its attitude towards

science is mostly indifferent, and the progress

made is nothing compared with what would have

been achieved under more stimulating conditions.

Winn a new spirit prevails there will be no end

to tic- mil gilts which science will pour into the

kip of the human race. Then, if men are worthy

of the fruits showered upon them, there will be

tin end of the night of weeping, and the advent

of the morn of song which is Our highest heritage.

Let us do what we can to hasten the coming of

this time, when men shall stretch out their hands
1 another and encircle the world.

SCIENTIFIC UTILISATION <>/•' COAL.
Coal aw./ its Scientific ! si .. By Prof. William A.

Pp. xv+ 491. (London: Longmans,
I .1 een, and Co., 1918.) Price 2 I S. net.

PIUS volume, the latest addition to the already
-*• vast literature on that protean subject, Coal,

is on.- i.i particular interest, .is ii i-, written from
a somewhat novel point o! view, the significance of
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which is scared) conveyed bj the tide selected foi

it; ii might have been more appropriately entitled

"The Practical Uses oi Coal Scientifically Con-

sidered, " for the ,ui tin. 1 reviews in it the technical

applications ol coal, whilst, to use his own words,

he has "consistent!) endeavoured throughout to

give due prominence to the underlying scientific

principles." It need scarcely be said that the work
is extreme!) well dune, .1- might, indeed, be ex-

ed from the high reputation that the authoi

has deservedly won in this particular field oi

labour. Necessarily it contains n<> really new
matter. Inn giv< I ir, accurate, and o
summary of the present state of knowledge re-

ing the nature and chemical composition oi

that it undergoes on

heating, and more especiall) the phenomena asso-

ciated with its combustion. The use of coal as

the soun e of a wide ranee of chemical compounds,

which form the basis of a vast number of dyes

and drugs, is barely touched upon, the author's

attention being mainl) concentt ited upon coal as

^arv to add

that the utilisation of the by-products that can

multaneouslj obtained nevertheless receives

due consideration, although the elaboration of

these by-products is not followed beyond the

earliest stages.

The first third of the volume is taken up with

an account of the chemical composition of coal in

the light of modern research. Prof. Bone has made
d use ni the \ast mass oi material accumulated

by previous workers on this subject; it is perhaps
to Im regretted that the work was completed just

e the issue of the important monograph of

I)'-. Marie Slopes and Wheeler on this subject, so

that Prof. Hone did not have the advantage of see-

ing the mo oi these writers. Upon
the whole, however, Prof. Bone inclines 10 endorse

the views already put forward by Dr. Wheeler in

his previous work, whilst admitting that there still

remain many obscure points that need to be

cleared up. The brief summary of the present
r knowledge on pp. 126 el seq. may In-

instanced as an excellent example of the author's
power ot presenting a highly complex subject

briefly and lucidly. The next few chapters are

devoted to the principles underlying the combus-
tion ol coal and thei ons to industrial

and domestic heating, including the abatement of

smoke. Next in order come the carbonisation of

coal under various conditions, and the complete
gasification of coal foi tion oi producer-

and water-gas. Finally, the important pro-

blems COnomy in the manufacture of iron

and steel, and those connected with the employment
I ior the production of power, are considered.

ombustion,
which, interesting though it is, does not really tit

in well with the general scheme ot the book.
I' a work covering so wide a range, it is in-

evitable that all sections cannot be treated as full)

ader might desire, though it is only fair

to point out that the author can scarcely be blamed
for this; his difficulty would, indeed, be to com-
press ' ithei than to expand each portion. Thus

- -'550. vol.. t02

it may perhaps be suggested that not enough
weight is laid upon direct firing by coal-dust, a
method that ought to be capable of the fullest

possible utilisation ol the thermal energy of the

fuel. The possibility ol employing the explosive
ol a mixture of finel) divided coal and air

in some form ol explosion engine has already
.ad seriously the attention of various in-

ventors, and although the difficulties presented
are very great, it would be very rash to consider
the problem as insoluble. In this wav it should be
possible to utilise tile whole i.l the mechanical
energy developed by the combustion of coal, less,

of course, the amount necessarily absorbed in

pulverising the coal if nilK '1 less is lost in this

way than in gasifying coal, the advantages pre-

sented are obvious, and it might therefore fairly

be suggested that Prof. Hone might have devoted
a little more space to the problems affecting the

combustion of coal-dust.

One of the most valuable sections of the book is

that relating to the possible economies attainable

in the manufacture of steel; Prof. Rone is un-
doubtedly right when he states that the reason w In

British ironmasters work on less economical lines

in this respect than their Continental rivals is

because most British ironworks were built at a

much earlier date, before modern methods of steel

manufacture had been devised, and that it takes
time to remodel these older works and to bring
them up to modern requirements. British iron-

masters have always been fully alive to the need
for fuel economy; in this connection it is curious

to note that Prof. Bone has overlooked the early
experiments of Mr. Charles Cochrane upon drying'

the blast supplied to the blast-furnace ; these long
antedated Gayley's work at Pittsburgh, which is

fully discussed here.

Taking the book as a whole, Prof. Bone may
fairly be congratulated upon having produced a
very valuable work upon a very difficult subject,

a work which is likely to be of great assistance

to every one of the vast army of the industrial

users of coal, and to remain a standard work upon
the subject for many vears to come. H. L.

CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC PAPERS.
Catalogue of Scientific Papers, Fourth Scries

(1884-1900). Compiled by the Royal Society of

London. Vol. xvi., [-Marbut. Pp. vi +
1054. (Cambridge : At the University Press,

1918.) Price 5/. 55. net.

\A/^ congratulate the Royal Society on the
* fourth volume of the Author Catalogue of

tin- scientific papers published during the seven-

teen years [884 1900, The first volume (num-
bered vol. xiii. of the catalogue), containing a

list of papers by authors whose name s begin with

the lettet \ and B, was published in June, 11114;

the second volume, with authors' names from C
lo I'ittig, in February, 1915; and the third volume
(numbered vol. xv. of the catalogue), containing

tin- author index to the end of 11, in October,
icjio. The volume now issued carries the- indexing

ne Marbut. Il is no light matte'
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1. difficultii

ii.ni nl a worl< of this magnitude lei the condi-

tions he war, Scientific woi kei s w ill

also recognise tha( the Cambridge I ni it]

Press has carried oul the printing with a;

1

3 as w as the 1 ase with vol i<

produced u
1 able 1 onditions.

The earlier volumes were compiled and edited

r the able I >r. I lerbert Mi

whosi ork is so well known.
Since his retirement, in 1915, as director, Dr.

McLeod has continued to help with advice as

1 11 1 asii hi di m in

The i"'
1-! of chairman of the Committee of Pub-

lication was filled b) Prof. Silvanus Thompson
until his death, li will be agreed that no better

chairman could have been found. The interesl

which I

'1
1 mpson tool in the history of

si iem e a 11 ii ntific publications made it

certain thai he would '.pare no pains in ensuring
thai the < Scientific Paj «i • • hould be

an accurati 1 • 1 ord.

The Author Catalogue, which has so far been
published for names alphabetically arranged from
A to Marbiit, contains 222,428 titles of papers
written by 39,088 authors, an average of about
six papers to each author. We may perhaps
assume that this number will be doubled before

the end ol the alphabet is reached. In that case
about 450,000 papers will be indexed as published
in the seventeen years 1884 1900, or about 27,000
a year. This number is, oi course, only an
averagi taps true for the year [892.
During the last twenty years there has been .1

great inct ei of scientific workers
and also in the number of journals in which they
can publish 11 results of their researches, so that
before the war broke out the annual output of
scientific pape

i
rriusl have been at least twice

27,000. Reference to the volumes of the Inter-
national Ca Scientific Literature shows
that in [913 more than 00,000 scientific papers
were publi :

We ma) confidently look forward to the com-
pletion o!" this Author Catalogue. We hope thai
the Royal S01 iety will also be able to finish the
corresp li

;

Subject Catalogue, in which the
volume hematics, mechanics, and physics

id; a ipeared. Subject catalogues are
SO much more useful than author catalogues that
it is very important that the publication of the
remaining volumes of the series should not be
too long delayed.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
A Medica, iary. B) W. B. Drummond.

Pp- i* ' j. (London : J. M. Dent ami Sons,
Ltd., n.d.) Trice 105. 6d. net.

This nev ''Medical Dictionary" includes much
more than its title may suggest, for, in addition
to contents hearing closely on strictly medical
subjects, we find articles dealing with subjects
relating to health, such as athletics, ambulani 1 s

(with a capital plate ol ambulance
cycling, diets, food, and COi . health reso

V 1. 2559, VOL. I02]

exercise, posture, psycho-analysis, .sanitation.

ventilation and warming, wat and a

hosi 1.1 others. We have tested ii and have tailed

: any omission of moment.
nore special medical sections dealing with

diseases givi
1 summaries, including

i. symptoms, complications, treatment,
"i. The principal tropical diseases,

such as malaria, sleeping-sickness,

y, sprue, plague, and ankylosl 11

feave brief descriptions allotted to them. Con-
ditions arising in connection with the v

not been omitted, and shell-shock, T.N.T.
rag, trench-fever, trench-foot, and trench-nephritis
are all alluded to. Venereal diseases are briefly

dealt with, and their control by the State is dis-

cussed. Sections an- devoted to anatomy and
physiology, anil all tin commoner drugs are men-
tioned, their nature and dosage. Under bacterio-
logy we find a brief description ol the nature
and classification of bacteria, of the part they
play in Nature and how they are studied, of

the •' theory of disease, and notes on the
principal disease-producing org nisms, the whole
being illustrated with three text-figures and two
full-page plates of photomicrographs. Physical
exercises are dealt with and are fully illustrated
with four pi. itcs. Under drowning Schafer's
method of resuscitation rightly has the foremost
place, other methods being also given. L'nder
consumption a good account of the open-air treat-

ment is given, with illustrations.

Sufficient has been said to show the wide and
comprehensive scope of this dictionary. The
.author. Dr. Drummond, is fully alive to the
danger of a hook of this kind taking the place of
the family doctor, and we think he has managed
with considerable skill to avoid it. The dictionary
should be of the greatest service to the layman
as a book of reference on medical and cognate
subjects, and to the nurse as a guide in cases of
sickness, to the health visitor, minister, mis-
sionary, and others. R. T. H.

inal Herbs and Poisonous Plants. Bv Dr.
David Ellis. Pp. xi+T^g. (London: Blackie
and Son, Ltd., 1918.) Price 2S. 6d. net.

During the past three or four years a good deal

of interest has been taken in the collection and
cultivation of medicinal plants, for the most part
by persons who have not enjoyed a botanical

training. As a consequence, a desire has
felt for information concerning the properties of

medicinal herbs, the uses to which they are put,

the means by which they may be identified, their

commercial value, and so on. It is for persons
thus interested that Dr. Ellis's work is intended;
to make it more generally useful he has included

poisonous plants that are not, or not at

present, used medicinally. It may be said at o
that his object has been attained. The descrip-
tions of the individual plants are clear and
from undue technicalities; the) are accompanied
by instructive line-drawings and preceded by 1

shoii i hapters dealing with the stt ucture of Bowers
and the physiology of plants.
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From a variety of sources th< author hi

d .1 considerable amount of information into

, ,in<l the laj reader may rely upon

finding sufficient information for his purpose con-

ng our indigenous medicinal and poisonous

plants. That inaccuracies occur here and there

must be admitted ; th< » due to in-

sufficient verification on the part of the author,

and their present e i pi ising « hen one

considers licting statements

that' have atly made on the subject.

n be called for, these might

oided by submitting the proofs to an expert

ion, and blemishes thus be removed
from a useful little work.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
'The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
'.he writers of. rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other pail of NATURE. A't> notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Colours of the Stria; in Mica.

On examining even thi mi split and trans-

parei mica by diffu d light, a few
fine hair-like and rather irregular lines may generally

een running along the surface. We have found
that these lit i show some ver\ interesting

- ivhen mica is examined in a Topler "Schlieren"
iratus. The sheet as a whole, being optically

remains invisible, but the striae shine out as
brilliant and vividly coloured '

. thi colout

;
different fur diffi reti I < hanging in a

rkable manner as the inclination "I the mica
relath : x light in the appat att

is altered. For it tal ini idem e

may appear crimson and. as the mica is rotated about
-.is in its ov sivi l\ purple,

green, yellowish-j scarl t-red,

. anil red.

ion is In ie. id in detail by
of us (P. X. Ghosh), but as in its general nature

there appears to hi little doubt. The stria? are lines

at which the thickness of the mica changes in a dis-
"iiious manner, ami the luminosity is due to thi

radiation from the discontinuity acting as a laminar
diffracting boundary. For an} particular wave-length
tin- radiation is zero if ill' retardation of the wave-
front on either side of the discontinuity differs In 1 an

nulriple of half a wave-length, and is approxi-
h a maximum if the difference is an odd multiple

-length. The detailed mathematical
investigation would follow the general lines indicated
h\ Lord Rayleigh in his theon ol the Foucault "knife-

iPhil. Mag., February, no;).

C. V. Raman.
P. N. Ghosh.

210 Bow-bazar S a, India,

5.

Probable the stria-, regarded b\ the authors as

boundaries between regions different thick-
m sses, are the same lines ^ , an be seen by reflections

light, .1- described in no note on "Regularity
\i teal Crysta

'

' vol. xix.,

D btless the I hod show s

them in a more striking manner, and, i

colour effects are novel, so far as I knov . and worth}
of a closer examination. RAYLE1

NO. 2559, VOT.. I02]

SELF-CONTAINED M I \ /-. RESCUE
APP IB ITUS.

MOST people are now more or less familiar

with the development of the Army respi-

ratOI from its crude form of a cloth pad to the

scientific and efficient 'bo ipirator " used

to-day. This is just one example of the many
applications and developments ol science during
the past lew \i;irs. In milling wor.k the need for

the construction of apparatus on scientific lines

is being more and more realised, and this is espe-

cially so in the case of mine rescue apparatus.

When these are employed, whether for actual

saving of life, for recovery work after some
serious explosion, in dealing' with mine fires, or

for any other use in an irrespirable atmosphere, it

is imperative that the apparatus should be so con-

structed that the wearer may absolutely rely upon
it to last for the period and work required. In

the past, unfortunately, too many different types

pparatus have been put on the market without

undergoing' a thorough and scientific testing", and
as a consequence in several cases their use has

been attended with fatal rest

The "box respirator" is designed to withdraw,
in render innocuous, small quantities of highly

toxic gases or vapours, thus leaving- the air for the

wearer to breathe practically harmless. Certain

gases are, however, not readily absorbed by the

ordinary form of Army respirator, and of these

carbon monoxide is notable. The highly toxic

action of small quantities of this gas mixed with

air renders the use of an apparatus of the type

of a self-contained mine rescue apparatus

essential, and for certain classes of work at the

Front, where dangerous quantities of carbon

monoxide are met with, such apparatus has been

largely employed.
The recent report of the Mine Rescue Appara-

tus Research Committee 1 should prove of interest,

therefore, not only to the mining community, but

also to many members of his Majesty's Forces.

In May, 1917, the Advisory Council for Scientific

and Industrial Research appointed Mr. W. Walker
(Acting Chief Inspector o\' Mines), Dr. H.

Briggs, and Dr. J. S. Haldane as a Committee
"to inquire into the types of breathing apparatus

used in coal mines, and by experiment to deter-

mine the advantages, limitations, and defects of

the special types of apparatus, what improvements
in them are possible, whether it is advisable that

the types used in mines should be standardised,

and to collect evidence bearing on these points.*'

Recent advance in our knowledge of the physio-

log v of breathing, largely due to the work of Dr.

Haldane, and the hitter's practical tests on various

types of mine rescue apparatus at Doncaster
during the past few years, together with those

il out by Dr. Briggs (for the Research Com-
mittee) at Edinburgh, have given the Committee- a

nidation upon which to build its report.

' First Report of the Mine Rescue Apparatus Research Committee.

hed for the Department of Scientific and [ndustri

H.M. Stationery Office.) Price a. orf. The illustrations -. hich accompany
this article are reproduced from the Report by permission of ttie Controller

-itionery Office.
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A-, a resull of these and other experimental

tests, and of visits to various mine rescue stations

throughout the country, the Research Committee
is able to make a number of valuable suggestions

and recommendations in the first report, with the

objeel ol increasing tin- safetj and efficiency of

both apparatus and wearer.

In the report attention is directed to the serious

defects in existing apparatus, and the lines along

which improvement is desired are indicated.

Tribute is paid to the pioneer work ol Mr. II. A.

Fleuss, the designer oi the first oxygen mine

rescue apparatus. The photo of which Fig. 1

is a "reproduction shows Mr. Fleuss and a group

of miners equipped with this apparatus, and it is

of especial interesl in thai it records the first

application of such apparatus in mining. The
photo was taken at the time of the underground

fire which followed the explosion at Seaham Col-

liery, 1SS0 Si. The excellent work of Sir W. E.

Garforth (designei oi the "Weg" apparatus), Sir

Fir., i.—Henry A. Fie S equipped with earliest Fleus

abam Colliery. i
: 8i.

John Cadman, and others, in increasing the effi-

v of oxygen apparatus, is referred to, and
also that of Col. Blackett and Mr. Mills, of New-
castle, in connection with liquid-air apparatus.

Only the so-called two-hour types of apparatus
have been dealt with. These may be divided into

three clai ies : (1) Those in which the oxygen
supply is derived from a cylinder of the com-
pressed gas; (2) those in which the oxygen is

derived from the evaporation of liquid air;

(3) those in which the oxygen supply is produced
by the chemii al action of water vapour and carbon
dioxide on oxylith (KNaO 1.

The repoi that the compressed oxygen
type is mosl favoured in this country, there being

1720 apparatus of this type in use compared with
ninety-six ol the liquid-aii type, whilst class ;,

has hitherto not been em iloyed here. For those
who are not acquainted with mine res< ue
apparatus a description <<\ a compressed oxygen

NO. 2559, VOL. I02]

type ma) be of interest. The apparatus about
In lie described is the " I'roto " (which is the

development ol the original Fleuss apparatus).
The description is quoted from the report:—

r

The apparatus has the merit of simplicity. The
circulation is dependent on the lungs of tin- wearei
breathing being entirel) through the mouth. The
cylinders I', together hold 280 litres of oxygen
nuclei .1 pressure "I 120 atmospheres. Th< reducing
valve (' (Fig. 41, whin correctlj adjusted, allows

a constant How oi oxygen of 2 litres a minute to pass

into the breathing circuit. The makers also suppl)

reducing valves, which can I" set b) the wearer to

give discharges ranging from between o-6 and ; litres

per minute. The oxygen passes through a flexible

tube I'' tunning over the wearer's lefl shoulder, and
enters the bag at X, where- it joins the air being

drawn into tin- lungs. Light mica valves are fitted

in the lubes at M and I. to control the direction oi

the Mow nl the air. The breathing-bag, which is ol

rubber, is divided into two compartments by a parti-

tion reaching nearly la the bottom, and in the bottom
of the bag is placed a charge of caustic soda weighing

3 to 5 lb. Either stick-soda is em-
ployed or coke nuts coated with
caustic. The air, in travelling from
one compartment of the bag to the

c ilber, has thus to find its way
through the soda, and in doing so
the carbon dioxide is absorbed.
I!v shaking the bag from to time,

new surfaces of the absorb* n

exposed to the aii . and the absorp-

tion of carbon die ixide is lac ilitated.

A saliva trap /. is fitted under lb'

exhaling lube. Tin- pressui 1

which is carried in a pocket in front

of the bag, is connected to the

oxygen supply by means of a highly

flexible metal lube \V. The wearer
can thus read his own gauge. A
relief valve, opei ated l>\ the w earer,

is placed in the bag at K. Fig. 4
shows bow, by means of a strong

steel neck-, ibe main valve wheel II

is brought to the front within reach

of the wearer.

A by-pass short-circuits the

reducing valve C. Oxygen can
be discharged through the by-pass

by opening the cock I. V is the pressure-gauge

valve. It is opened only when the gauge is to

be read. The weight of the apparatus is about

36 lb. Needless to say, the heavy oxygen
cylinders are responsible for the- greater propor-

tion of this.

Other types of compressed-oxygen apparatus
diffei considerably in detail from the " Proto "

apparatus just described. For example, in the

Draeger (German) and Meco (English) an artificial

circulation of air through the apparatus is pro-
dueeil by admitting the oxygen through an in-

jector nozzle at a constant rate, an air circulation

of from 50 to ho litres a minute being thereby
indm ed, independent of the lungs.

Face-masks, in place of the mouthpiece shown
in the illustrations of tin- " Proto " apparatus, are

sometimes supplied. Experimental tests on these

have shown that they are a source of grave
to the wearer, when in a poisonous atmo-
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sphere. Consequently the Research Committee in

orl advocates the complete abolition oi such

in favour of the mouthpie< e. With a "fa< e-mask

or "hall-mask," the injectoi principle, oi having

.1 good artificial flow oi air always passing the

mouth, is essential. Otherwise an excessive

amount of carbon dioxide soon accumulates in

the mask, with the resull thai the efficiency "I

the wearei is seriousl) affected. Various other

minor advantages have been claimed for the in-

jector type, hut ii has so many dangerous draw-

backs thai the Research Committee strongly advo-

cates the complete abolition of the injector in any
i us.

All the main types of apparatus, with their

advantages and defects, are discussed at length in

working, almost unbearable. The trouble, how-
1 ver, with the average cartridge that has been put

on the market in the past is thai it has been
totally inadequate to perform the work claimed

for it by the makers, and in consequence lives

have in many cases been endangered by the use

of such apparatus.

To give an example of an apparatus coming
under 'lass 2 i.e. where the oxygen supply is

derived from liquid air- the description of the
" Aerophor " may he quoted from the report.

There are quite a number of these apparatus in

use in the United Kingdom, and with further

research and improvement they should be capable

of doing very good work. The "Aerophor" is

show n in Figs. 5 and 6.

the report. The difference in method of purifica-

tion of the expired air may be referred to briefly

here. In the case of most compressed oxygen
apparatus the purification is effected by passing
through a metal cartridge or purifier containing

granulated soda, potash, or both. The expired

air thus passes through the purifier before reach-

ing the breathing-bag. Considerable heat is

developed by the action of carbon dioxide and
moisture upon the regenerating agent, and in the

case oi tbi " I'roto " apparatus, in which the

alkali is actually contained in the breathing-bag
itself, the heat produced is not easily dissipated,

owing to the non-conducting character of the

rubber bag. The temperature of the inspiratory

air becomes then, under certain conditions of

1559, VOL. I02]

The receptacle A, holding the charge of 8 lb. or

10 lb. of liquid air (which in practice always con-

tains more than 00 per cent, of oxygen), is carried

together with the purifier U on the wearer's back,

while the breathing-bag 15 is at the front. To
prevent the wearer being affected by the extreme

cold of the pack, the canvas jacket which sup-

ports the apparatus is padded at the back with

felt, and an air-space is left between the padding

and the pack'. At the Northumberland and Dur-

ham stations the half-mask is employed, while at

the Rotherham station—where the accompanying
photographs were taken—the mouthpiece is used.

The absorbent material within the metal receptacle

is asbestos wool. To charge the apparatus liquid

air is poured in from a laree Dewar storage bottle
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into the pack, and a spring balance from which

the pack is hung measures the charge. The
receptacle is insulated hv kieselguhr, felt,

and a final cover of leather. The insulation per-

mits the penetration of sufficient heat to volatilise

tlie li(|iii(i air at the required rate. During the

earlier pari ol the period of use the volume of
volatilised air passing out of the tube From the
pack is moia- than enough i" supply the wearer's
requirements. The current at this stage divides
at J (Fig. 01, one part going to tin- lungs and
the oilier passing low. isle through I' (the purifier)

and the automatic reliel valve R. The exhaled air

also discharges through R. Later in the period,
when the evaporation is less rapid, the lungs can
only gel the volume they call for by re-breathing

OXYCEN

CYLINDERS

•RESSURE CAUCt //VALVE

EXKALINC VALVE,

REUEF VALVE

SALIVA TRAP

END SECTION
SHEWING CAUSTIC

30CA SPACES

REDUONC VALVE
BY- CASS

SKULL CAP

SMOKE COCCLES

^ NOSE CLIP

MOUTH PIECE

INHALINC VALVE

a portion of the exhaled air. The flow in the
purifier now reverses ; the apparatus becomes a

regenerator, and the purifier removes the CO,
and moisture from that part of the expired air

returning to the bag. In the Newcastle model the
purifiei than that illustrated. An attach-
ment i .insisting of a length of flexible

tube ending in a mouthpiece and reliel valve. By
COnnei ting ube to R, it may be possible

during tin ol a two hours' interval to

supply air In another man. This apparatus,
weighing about 30 lb., is somewhat lighter than
most oi i

1 m pes.

The third
1
lass oi n

1 rtus is unlike
any of tin others. In this case the oxvgen is

1 . I02]

produced, and the air regenerated, by causing the
products of expiration to pass through a cartridge
of oxylith (potassium-sodium peroxide). 'Ibis sub-
Stance is alt. icked by carbon dioxide and water
V&] " with the liberation of about the same
volume ol oxygen as the carbon dioxide and water
Contain. The apparatus has hitherto not been
successful, owing lo its excessive resistance and
the Ileal developed. Its small weight (about 1^ lb.)

is its chief ad\ anlage.

Another interesting point brought out in the
reporl is the necessity for the use of pure Oxygen.
To the average man it would seem that oxygen
showing 90 per cent, ol purity should be amply
sufficient for breathing purposes. One must re-

member, however, that in a self-contained appa-

Fjg. 5.—Aerophor apparatus, i

ratus the oxygen is being consumed, whereas the
impurities—mainly nitrogen—tend to .

for example, if a " Proto " apparatus is being
used ill which the oxygen contains 10 per cent, of

nitrogen, and the wearer is doing work necessi-
tating the consumption of j litres of oxygen per

; he "blow oft " valve not being used-
then after about three-quarters of an hour the

percentage of nitrogen in the breathing-bag will

h.i\ e incn ed to Boil Mil., the oxygen
being onlj u L Tht wearer persisting in

his woiic would quickl) Income unconscious. The
purit) ol lie- compressed ixygen supply is there-
fore of great im| id the Research Com-
mittee lays stress 11 the necessity for having <
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cylinder i>l oxygen arriving .it station

sampled ;m<l analysed. Ii advises, lor use under-

;./, onlj such cylinders as contain 98 percent.

or more, and foi surface work (practices, etc.

such .is contain more than 97 per cent. The
»er of hydrogen in electrolyticallj prepared

oxygen is also pointed out.

The Committee recommends the prohibition of

the use oi anj breathing apparatus in mines under
the foal Mines Act unless Trie apparatus he "ol

a type for the time being approved !>\ the Secre-

tary of Siaie." The necessity For this is very

evident to anyone who has had practical know-
ledge of the very serious condition in which some

ratus is supplied, and for which the makers
entirelj responsible. The Committee also

ises that an inspector should be appointed "to

advise the Chief Inspector of Mines as to the

ol these apparatus," and to see thai the

regulations regarding operations are

properly carried out.

M,m\ other interesting and valuable recom-
lations are m de ; thi fers of existing

atus and means for overcoming these are

pointed out, and the training of rescue brig;

methods of signalling, 1 ["he report

is most instructive and interesting, and will well

time -pent in its

In most disti icts tl 1 omposed
of volunteers from each 1 are willing

their lives in the work of resi ue or recovery
in the event of any form of mine disaster. Work-

coal mines at the besl is always atte

2559, VOL. 102]

with a certain amount of risk to life and limb.

\ltci an explosion or fire this risk is increased

considerably. It is onl) just, therefore, that the con-

struction of the apparatus itsell should he such as

to involve the least possible risk to the wearer,

and that claims made by makers for their appa-
ratus should he capable of complete justification.

The work of the Mine Resi ue Apparatus Re-
search Committee and the publication ol its reports

will he one of the best means of realising this aim.

J. I- G.

INTERCHANGE OF UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS.

WHEN in March last Mr. Balfour proposed

that a mission consisting of representatives

.of the universities of the United Kingdom should

1m sent to the United States, he did the cause o!

university education notable service. To the

members of the conference convened at the

Foreign Office, Mr. Balfour described, on the basis

of his own recent experience, the influence which

university opinion carries in all matters of policy,

whether domestic or international, of our great

Allv. He then laid emphasis upon the need for

the creation by British universities of oppor-

tunities of corporate expression. He advocated

the establishment of a representative body which

would be able to speak for the universities as a

whole.
To the conference which had already been

.ailed for the next day by the Universities Bureau
of the British Empire was remitted the responsi-

bility of selecting" a group of men and women to

visit the United States. The " Balfour Mission"
reached the far side of the Atlantic some two or

three weeks ago. Accounts of its proceedings and
of the distinguished welcome which the delegates

are receiving in all the chief universities of the

American continent on both sides of the border

have appeared in the papers from time to time.

Acting upon Mr. Balfour's suggestion that our
universities should find means of giving ex-

pression to their collective views, a Standing Com-
mittee, consisting of all their executive heads -

vice-chancellors or principals, as the case may
be—was appointed by the conference for purposes
ol consultation and mutual counsel. Whether in

constitution this committee remains as at present,
or whether in the future some other and more
direct method of sell" ting its members be devised,

the universities have, through the delegates whom
they sent to the conference, agreed to the institu-

tion of "a Senate of the Senates," to use a phrase
adopled by Mr. Balfour. They have taken a step

which is likely to have a profoundly important
effect upon their usefulness and prestige.

One of the main objects of the mission is to

il students. In the Middle
\ges .1 studenl was free to migrate from one
university to another in search of the most eminent

ers of the faculty of his choice. Like his

sors, who had hv gradt Lired their

jus uliitjiu- docendi, he was matriculated in the
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universities of the world. ["he members of the

mission will make themselves acquainted with the

resources ol the universities of America, and

procalhj the) will endeavour to make known
in America the opportunities for advanced study

and research which our own universities afford.

The eighteenth-century conception of a university

as a glorified public school is to give way i<> the

earlier and sounder view that it is a centre for the

creation of knowledge. Made famous by great

teachers, one university is especially distinguished

in litis branch of learning, another in that. A
lad is not "finished" as soon as he has been
admitted to a degree, whether in Manchester or

in Manitoba. He is but fitted to begin to prepare

himself to be a leader in his chosen subject. It is

scarcely necessarj to hint at the encouragemenl
in teaching and stimulus to effort which an enthu-

siastic worker would derive from the knowledge
that it rests with him to lay the foundations of a

school which will not merely, as at present, bring

undergraduates in increasing' numbers to the

university which he serves, but will also attract to

its walls students from other universities both
shortly before and immediately after graduation.

Nor is it necessary to point out that if such
opportunities for higher work are to be developed,
the universities will need to be supported more
generously than they are at present. It is abso-

lutely necessary that departments which show
capacity for specialised work should not be limited,

or even hampered, by lack of funds. The con-
ception of a university as a place in which all

subjects are taught and the claims of all depart-

ments equally balanced must give way to the

conception that, whereas in everv university

students are equipped with such elements oi

education as lit them to tackle their chosen subject

with success, each must endeavour to gain a

reputation for very special distinction in the

subjects which its local situation marks out as its

own peculiarly appropriate sphere.

On the other side of the Atlantic migration for

purposes of advanced study is already an estab-

lished habit. Canadian graduates pass to the

universities of the United States, and before the

war graduates of the United States migrated in

large numbers to Europe with the view of study-
ing for two or three years in countries in which
the methods of teaching and research, and even
the language, are different from their own. A
deg He which justifies the prefix "Dr." is re-

garded in America as an indispensable qualifica-

tion for .1 higher teaching- office. It is looked
upon as ilu recognised symbol of successful post-

graduate work. Its title is of little moment. We
may not like " Ph.D." The origin of this so-called

degree is obscure and almost certainly disrepu-
table, but it has an accepted value. An American
who has studied for two or three vears after

graduation and has done some original work asks
for this distinctive land. There is little doubt
that British universities will have to concede a

similar recognition to their advanced students,

whether native or from overseas. Agreement upon
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the title ol the degree' is, however, but a detail in

the great movement which is now on foot for the

fostering of mature and strenuous work. It is

obvious lb. it the ablest students must be en-

couraged to persevere with their studies until they

are qualified to undertake work which will make
for thi advancement of knowledge and its applica-

tion to human activities of every kind.

If the universities are to be enabled to produce
sin 11 fruit, their growth needs to be stimulated

and strengthened both in material and in person-

nel. Financially they must be placed in a position

to keep their equipment in a condition of excel-

lence somewhat in advance ol the calls which the'

moment make's upon them. Their teachers must
be encouraged by a sense ol opportunity. In

whatever part of the kingdom their universitj

home may be, it must be open to them to do some-
thing more' than earn their pay not that their pay
is as a ride- more than adequate remuneration for

the routine instruction which they are called upon
to give. In the higher work, which naturally

interests them most, it is not sufficient that they
should leave the satisfaction ol sec tiring so-and-SO
many "passed with honours," comforting as seuh

SUCCeSS is and always should be. Nothing would
contribute- more directly to vitalise their own
studies and to stimulate to research than the

presence in their classrooms and laboratories of

students attracted thither from other universities

and especially from universities overseas.

LT.-COL. E. F. HARRISON, R.E., C.M.G.

rHE death of Col. Harrison on November 4
deprives the nation of an officer who ren-

dered most magnificent service to the British Army
and the Armies of our Allies. The loss is deeply
deplored now, closing as it does, at the early

period of forty-seven years, a career that gave
sure promise of continued high achievement in

the coming days of peace. Had it occurred earlier

it„would have been a calamity to the cause of the

Allies that one shrinks from contemplating. But,

happily, his great war task was accomplished;
his true worth was acknowledged ; he had been
appointed Controller of Chemical Warfare, and in

a few days it would have been known that the

quiet, inconspicuous consulting chemist had
passed by the force of merit through all the grades
from private to Brigadier-General in the £ rmy.

Many have helped in the task suddenly imposed
upon the Allies by the perfidy of the enemy in

inaugurating gas warfare, but it max safely be
said that no name should stand out more con-
spicuously for gratitude and renown than that of

Col. Harrison.

Edward Frank Harrison was educated at the

LThited Westminster Schools, and in 1884 was
apprenticed to a pharmaceutical chemist in North
London. In 1890 he gained the Bell scholarship
of the Pharmaceutical Society, and proceeded to

its school in Bloomsbury Square. There he was
awarded medals and certificates in chemistry,
botany, and materia medic a, and after passing the-
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minor and major examinations he occupied several

positions on the staff, and carried out research on

ilkaloids of aconite. While acting afterwards

for fjve years with the firm of Messrs. Brady and

Martin at Newcastle, lie successfully used his

leisure to prepare foi the B.Sc. degree "l London

University. Hie nexl six years were spent as

head of the analytical department of Messrs.

Burroughs Wellcome and Co. In 1905 he went

into partnership in a school of pharmacy, but

finally took up the independent practice ol con-

sulting and analytical chemistry. He was an

eminent specialist in the analysis of drugs and

medicinal substances, and as analyst to (he British

Medical Association made nearly all the analysis

of proprietary articles which were revealed in the

two publications "Secret Remedies" and "More
Secret Remedies," a service ol immense value to

public health and public economy that has scarcely

yet, for well-known discreditable reasons, been

gri\ en a i ham e of realisation.

Col. Harrison was a fellow of the Institute of

Chemistry, and published a number of papers on

his special province of the science. His process

• stimating the diastatic strength of malts is

in general use. He was active both as a

student and a past student in the life of the

Pharmaceutical Society's School, in which he was
most highl) regarded, and to which as his alnin

mater he was loyally devoted. He was a member
of the board of examiners, and last year he

delivered a thought fid and valuable address at the

inauguration "I the session. For three years he
conducted the practical chemistry competition

maintained in the weekly Pharmaceutical Journal.

His professional life was, indeed, in the highest

degree strenuous.
As soon as the war broke out Col. Harrison was

impatient to join the forces. After being refused

al times on the ground of age, he became
a special constable and a volunteer in the Inns

of Court Reserve Corps. Later he succeeded in

entering as a private in the Sportsmen's Battalion

of the Royal Fusiliers. It was by an accident

that he came under the notice of the first head of

the anti-gas service at home, Col. Sir W. H.
Horrocks, R.A.M.C., who with some difficulty

succeeded in securing his services. Hi- was given
the rank of lieutenant on the general list, and
from that time devoted himself to the anti-gas

service. It was only in the present year that his

duties were extended over both branches of the

gas service. Of Col. Harrison's personal contribu-

tion to the invention, design, and manufacture of

the appliances necessitated by gas warfare it

would not be proper to speak at present in any
detail. It is to be hoped that some day the story

may be told. It is enough to say that his services

were of inestimable value.

The type of chemical training and of experience
which Col. Harrison brought to hear was of great

value in the design of appliances, on the problem
of securing and testing supplies, and of trans-

lating laboratory experiment into large-scale

operations. This is well brought out in the follow-
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ing extract from a letter which has been received

from Lord Moid ton : "It is only those who were
brought into intimate contact with his work who

ible to estimate rightly how great a loss to

I
Ik country was his death. He was an extra-
ordinary compound of the theoretical and the prac-

tical mind. His knowledge- of all thai bore upon
chemical warfare was extensive and profound, but

it was accompanied by an overriding practical

sense a sense of proportion which gave him
quick and sound decision and enabled him to give-

to our armies in the field the lull benefit of the

rese in hes made by us and our Allies promptly and
in the most useful form. I do not see how his

place can be tilled. I hope, however, that events

will show that he lived long enough to finish the

work before him. He dieil at the moment of

victory. I fear that his death was due to his

having exhausted his strength in his devotion to

his country."
Col. Harrison's talent for organisation was,

however, dominant above everything. The amount
of work he got through was amazing. He was in

no way tempestuous or violently masterful, but
with indomitable will, intense concentration, and
few words he went straight to the heart of things

—one thing after another—without confusion,

clear-headed, terse, lucid, and suggestive, even
when most weary and worn by incessant toil. He
was invariably patient and imperturbable; no
problem, however suddenly presented or however
vast, daunted him, no mischance dismayed him.
Emergency seemed to be his natural element ; he

seemed constantly on active duty. The mention
of rest, leisure, or leave raised a smile, as for

something incompatible or, perhaps, for the

pleasant thought of bygone days.

One could not but wonder what this man might
not have done in the arts of peace if only he had
been discovered earlier. The war brought him his

chance. Suddenly the bonds of an artificial world
were released; he put on his armour and fought
for four strenuous years, to die an acknowledged
leader of men in a vast campaign, and worthy
indeed of the full military honours and of the

sorrow eloquent on the faces of troops of friends,

amid which he was laid to rest. A. S.

NOTES.
Inasmuch as it provides for the bringing together,

under one Minister, of the Local Government Board,
the Insurance Commissioners, and other bodies per-

forming health duties of a more or less definitely pre-

ventive kind, the Ministry of Health Bill will be wel-

comed by all interested in improving the national

health. The welcome, in all probability, will be a little

less warm than it might have been, because, though
the Bill may, as Dr. Addison, the introducer, said,

represent a common measure of agreement," it

nevertheless contains evidence that much in the way
of compromise was necessary before agreement was
reached On'- of the- chief signs is the provision with

regard to the taking over from the Board of Educa-

tion of the medical inspection and treatment of school

children. This, it is stated, is to come under the

Mmistrv of Health and ils Minister onh "as and when
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ii is desirable." There is probablj no more important
piece "I health work than this in the whole realm
oi public health; no mem- important duty for a

Minister of Health who desires to laj a sound founda-
tion for an Ai nation; and mam will consider it a
misfortune thai the new Ministry is to be formed only
on condition thai the Board of Education is allowed to

continue to earn on health functions, in addition to

those which ii is regarded as being particularly fitted

to perform. Because oi this separation of work on
behalf of children from thai done for other sections of

the population there will still be overlapping; the

hands of the Health Minister will be, to an extent,

tied, and there will be unnecessarj expenditure of

energy and public funds. Another provision in the

Bill likeh to interfere with the Feelings of satisfaction

1 perienced in certain circles is that relating to the

formation of "consultative or advisory councils." To
a strong Ministei thej need not prove a source of

weakness ; may, indeed, be a source of inspiration and
Strength; and if Sir Auckland Geddes, who has taken
over the Presidency of the Local Governmenl Hoard,

nes ill" first Minister of the firs! Ministry of

Health, it is certain thai there will be at least a strong

Minister. More than this, however, there will be a

capable Minister, and one who, on account of his

medical and administrative training ami experience,

(in quickly grasp the needs of tin- health situation

and himself assist in the solution of the many problems
that fall Ii. he dealt with. With him at the head il

seems unli'., K that the powers of taking over the

health functions of the Hoard of Education will long
remain in abeyance, or that tin- "consultative councils"
will have mam opportunities, even if the\ desire to

take them, of going over the head of the Ministry.

[NFLUENZA in London has caused 4165 deaths during
the four weeks ending November 2, the Registrar-

General's returns for the several weeks giving the deaths

directly attributable to the complaint as So, 371, 1256,

and 2458. Of these 48 per cent, have occurred between
the ages iweiiH and forty-five, whilst below fortv-five

years the deaths have been 80 per cent, of the "total,

and above forty-five years only jo per cent. Compar-
ing the deaths from influenza at the several ages with
the deaths from all causes at the corresponding ages,

between the ages 0-5 years the percentage of influenza

deaths is 34; 5-20 years, 63; 20-45 years, (14; 45-65
years, 32; 65-75 years, 17; and above 73 years,

8 only. In the corresponding four weeks the- deaths
are for pneumonia 1127, and for bronchitis 481; the

percentage of deaths on those from all causes being
for influenza 43, pneumonia 12, bronchitis 5. There
has been no influenza epidemic half so severe in

London during the last seventy-four years—since 1843
at least. Since 1843 there have only been three

inlltn nza epidemics with more than 2000 deaths.
These are 1891, April 26 to July 18, with 2056 deaths;
iS'ii ii.-, December 27 to March 2(1, with 2101 deaths;
and 1899-1900, December 3 to May 12, with 2050
deaths. Tin deaths in London from influenza during
the present epidemic are almost as numerous as the

total deaths in London from the complaint in tie

fprty-six years from 1X43 to [890, the deaths during
that whol. period being 4690. In ten epidemics from
icioei to

1 1

1
7 'In total deaths in London were 432c),

which shows the exceptional virulence of the presenl

attack,

bur Ii
. idc ipted in the- Inter- Allied

Conference on International Scientific Organisations
held in London on October 9 11 lasl (see Naturh t"t

October 17, p. i;;i was to the effect that il is desir-

able that the nations it war with -in' 1 entral Powers
should withdraw from the 1

Csiin'e, conventions relating
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i" mi'
1
naiiniial scientific associations a- soon as cir-

cumstances permit, and that new associations b<- estab-
lished l>\ the nations at war with the Central Powers,
with the eventual co-operation of neutral countries.

The application of this resolution was left to the 1, ,11-

sid' ration of a committee of inquiry which will meet
in Paris shortly. Among the- subjects referred to tin

committee of inquin is the organisation of the publica-
tion of bibliographical works in all branches el science.

It is lib that tin- scientific world has hitherto relied too

much upon " Centralblatter " and " Jahresbericl
ini information upon recent additions t • > knowledge.
'I'hes,. publications quite naturalh give undue pro-

minence to work done in Germany, while, work pub-
lished in other countries is not infrequently ignored
It is therefore important that complete- abstracts
bihliogi aphios of science should be published in the.

Allied countries, without regard to an; similar works
that may be- appearing in Germany. It cannot, how-
ever, be expected that the income- to In- derived from
the sale- of these works of reference will de-fia\ thi

cost of preparation and publication, and it would
thercf.u e appeal that such work would require Govern-
ment subsidies. In planning new work- the committer
should not overlook existing undertakings, such as

the International Catalogue- of Scientific Literature.

It on-. hi to In- possible- to arrange that work of this

magnitude should be continued without a break even
though Germany and Austria no longer co-operate in

its production.

The firsl genera! meeting of the- National Union of

Scientific Workers was held on October .'7, and was
attended b) representatives .1 eleven branches with

niori- than five hundred members. The con-titution

of the union was determined, subjeel to slight altera-

tions in redrafting the rules. \\ vvas agreed upot

the- meeting that the objects of the union should

include: (1) To advance the- interests ol -

jiuri- and applied— as an essential element in the

national life; (2) to regulate the conditions of employ-

ment of persons with adequate scientific training and

knowledge; and (3) to secure in tin interests of

nation. il 1 Bficienc) that all scientific and technical

departments in the public service, and all industrial

posts involving scientific knowledge, -hall be under
tie direct control of persons having adequate scientific

training and knowledge. Special objects deal with

obtaining adequate endowment for research and advis-

ing as to the administration of such endowment,

setting up an employment bureau and a register ol

trained scientific workers, and obtaining representa-

tion 'in the Whitley industrial councils. An applicant

is qualified for membership if he- or sin- has passed

tin examination leading to a university degree in

science, technology, or mathematics, and is engaged at

the- time of application on work of a required standard,

though certain other qualifications are ri

equivalent to university degrees and admitted in lieu

thereof, A resolution was carried unanimously that a

special advisory committee should be appointee

deal with questions arising in connection with

promotion of res, -arch. At the
, lose "1 !

the- officers for th.- ensuing vear were appointed as

follows: President: Or. O. L. Brad? (Woolwich).

Secretary: Mr. II. M. Langton (miscellaneous).

Treasurer: Mr. T. Smith (National Physical Labora-

tory). M'- G, S. Baker, Dr. N. R.

Campbell, Dr. C. C. I' iterson (N P.l I,
Mi. R

Mr. 1. W. Whitaker (Woolwich), Or. II. Jeffreys,

Dr. F Kidd (Cambridge), Dr. C. West (Imperial Col-

lege ), and Dr. \. A- Griffith (Royal \\r< • ift Estab-

lishment). Ihe addn --
- h set retan is I'n'e

oil 1 , Kvnochtown, Si 1 rd-le-Hope, Essex.
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I hi follow i <>i those w ho have bei n

recommended by ih«- president and council of the

Royal Society t.>r election into the council for the

ensuing year al the anniversan meeting on Novem-
ber 30 : President: Sii Joseph "Thomson. Treasurer:

Sir Alfred Kempe. Prof. Arthur Schustei

and Mi. W. B. I
1 pi Secretary: Prof.

\\ \ Herdman. Olln-r Members o) the Council:

Beilbv, Prof. V. II. Blackman, Mr.
(". V. Bovs, Sir lames I. Dobbie, Sir Frank W.
Dyson, Or. M. O. Forster, Prof. F. W. Gamble, Dr.

I. W. I.. Glaisher, Sir Richard Glazebrook, Sir

\lfred I). Hall, sir William Leishman, Prof. \\ . |.

Pope, Dr. W. II. R. Rivers, Prof. E. H. Starling,

Mr. J. Swinburne, and Prof. \V. \Y. Watts.

I mi of assistants of the Salti rs' I

has appointed Dr. M. O. Forsti 1 . F.R.S.,

Rrsl director of the Salters' Institute of Industrial

Chemistry referred to in Naturi of October 24.

Sino [uly, 1015, Dr. Forstei has been chairman ol

the technical committee of British Dyes, Ltd., and
was, until recently, a member of the b

direi h

In view of the urgenl necessity f< pr incurring

preliminary expenditui restation purposes, an

interim authority has been - I up to earn out the

irk pending the passing of legi

setting up permanent for the purpose. A
supplementary estimate of the sum of too.oool. has

been made fur this authority.

We regret to learn of the death al Utrecht, on
October 2 i , of Prof. II. E. J. G. du Bois, well known
to physicists by his numerous valuabl. contributions to

tin*- knowledge of magnetism and related -

Prof, du Bois was just beginning his work in the

new Bosscha Laboratory which the Dutch Govern-
in nl had built for him at Utrecht.

I ni de ttfa ol Mr. Ed .. ai d Bi nnis 1- announced in

neer foi Novembei 8. VIr. Bennis was born
ducated at the Quaker College ol

Newtown, in Waterford. II. • :

'l be remembered foi

his inventions of mechanical stokers, and for his work
in connection with problems I

-moke abatement.

On Wednesda) , No p nia iddri -

of the 165th session of the Royal Society of Arts will

be delivered by Mr. Alan A. Campbell Swinton,
chairman of the council. The subject of thi

will be "Science and the Future." I In chair will be
taken al 4.30.

Al the students' meeting of the Institution ol Elec-

trical Engineers, to be held on Friday, November 22,

al 7 p.m., at King's College, Strand, an address on
"The Permeability of Fainth Magnetic Materials,"

1 iments, \\ ill be given In Pi of.

Ernes) Wilson.

owing ha s of the

Cambridge Philosophical Society for the ensuing ses-

sion [918-19: President: Mr. C. T. R. Wilson.
idents: I)r. Don, aster, Mr. W. II. Mills,

and Prof. Marr. Treasurer: Prof. Hobsoi
Mr. A. Wood, Mr. G. II. Hardy, and Mr.

II. II, Brindley. Sew Members oj the I

Baker, Prof. Newall, and Dr. Fenton.

During the coming session the meetings of the

British Association Geophysii il < ommittee will be
held on the third Tuesdays of November, Januarv,
February, Much, May, and June al the Royal Astro-
nomical Society. Al the meeting on November 19, al

t| p.m., Mr. R I) Oldham will open a discussion
on "The Constitution of the Earth's Interior." Thi

Il with at the January and later

meetings will be seiches, seismology, terrestrial mag-
netism, geodesy, and atmospheric electricity.

Ai the anniversarj meeting ol the Mineralogical
Society, held on November 5, the following officers
and members of council wen elected President:
Sir William P. Real., Han. Vice-Presidents : Prof. II. L.
Bowman and Mr. A. Hutchinson. Treasurer: Dr.
J. W. Evans. General Secretary: Dr. G. T. Prior.

\n Secretary: Prof. W. W. Watts. Edito
the Journal: Mr. L. J. Spencer. Ordinary Mem

until: Mr. H. Collingridge, Mr. T. Crook Dr
G. F. Herbert Smith, Dr. II. II. Thomas, Mr. H. F.
Collins, Mr. I. 1'. De Castro, Prof. II. Hilton, Lieut.
\. Russell, Dr. A. Holmes, Miss M. \y. Porter, Mr
R. II. Rastall, and Sir J. J. H. 'lead.

The council of the Chemical Societj has a:

foi three lectures, bearing on the ultimate con
tion of matter, to be delivered during the present
session. The first lecture, entitled "The Conception oi

the Chemical Element as Enlarged by (he Sue
Radio-active Chant;.," will be delivered by Prof. F.

Soddy at the ordinarj scientific meeting to be held
at Burlington House on Thursday, December 19, at

8 p.m. Four informal meetings of the soi ii

will be held during the present session. The
object of these meetings is to give fellows greater
facilities for social intercourse than are afforded
l.\ the ordinary scientific meetings. The first will be
held at Burlington House on Thursday, November 21,

al 8 p.m., when the following exhibits will be on
view :- Specimens illustrating the manufacture of sac-

charin (Boots Pun Drug Co., Ltd.), optical glass

(Chance Bros, and Co., Ltd., and the Derby Crown
Glass Co., Ltd.), tungsten products (Ediswan Electric

Co., Ltd.), photographic chemicals (Ilford, Ltd.), fine

chemicals (T. Morson and Son, Ltd.), and apparatus
(Silica Syndicate, Ltd.).

We regret to record the death of Sir James William
Restler on November 4. Sir James was born in 1851,

and was chief engineer to the Metropolitan Watel
Board. From an account of his career which appears

in Engineering for November 8, we learn thai hi

completed his education at King's College, London,
and received his professional training with the firm

of Messrs. John Aird and Sons. In 1883, as 1 hid
engineer to the late Southwark and Y.iuxhall Water
Co., he carried out works of nitude,

im aiding the construction of reservoirs having a

capacity of 1,750,000^000 gallons, and filter-beds cover-

ing tvventy-threi acres. Sir James designed the Honor
Oak reservoir, which was opened in [909. He fre-

quently gave technical evidence before Royal Com-
missions and at Parliamentary inquiries. He was a

member of council of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, and had been 1 lected a member of council

of ih" Institution .if Civil Engineers for the current

session.

Prof. G. Brum, of the R. [stituto Tecnico
Superiore, Milan, writes to suggest that now the

I )ardai lied bj Bi itish and Allied Fi n

a monument to the memory of II. I.. J. Mo
should bi erected at the place where he died. "A call

for a subscription to this end would be enthusiastically

answered, n.u onh in Greal Britain, but also through

all tin Vllied countries." While fully appreciating

Prof. Bruni's suggestion, some of Moseli
..I much in favour id the erection ol a

monument at such a distant and inaccessibli

Xo doubt inclusive memorials will the

various Govi those who fell al thi Dar-

II s, and it would be a little invidious 1.. pick out

- 559, vol. 102]
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f so many brave men for special i ecognition. \Vha1

would be mosl suitable would be for the Royal S
j

hi some othei bodj to name a research scholarship in

Moselej 's honour, and it is to I"' hoped thai ulti-

mately something in this direction will be dune. We
understand thai as soon as his friends on
service return to this countrj .1 Moselej memorial
meeting will be held in thi laboratorj where he did

his greal research, with the view of erecting a tablet

there, though this is nol exactl) the type "I memorial
which Prof. Bruni has in mind.

The Times publishes an official report from Capt.
Amundsen to the Norwegian Consul-General a( Arch-
angel, sent from Dickson Island l>\ wireless telegraph

mi September 4. The Maud took a week to cross the

Kara Sea, which in \ugusl was impeded with heavy
ice, bul Capt. Amundsen reports that, so far as he

could judge, the ici conditions north of Siberia seem
to be favourable. The beginning of September is

rather late to pass Dickson Island, but Dr. F. Nansen,
in an interview with the Times correspondent, ex-

presses the hope that the expedition passed the New
Siberia Islands early in November. In this casi the

ship should l>\ now be besel in the pack and have
begun her transpolar drift. Cant. Amundsen, how-
ever, has a difficult coast to navigate. He max- quite

possibh have been caught west of the Taimir Penin-
sula, and have had to seel; winter quarters on the

coast. The coast in the vicinity of the Nordenskjold
\rchipeIago affords several suitable harbours. Nansen
in August, [893, and Vilkitski in September, rqi >,

had difficulties with ice in this region. Even if Cape
Chelyuskin is safely rounded, heavy ice mav possibh
In I, Hind between that cape and the Lena delta—

a

region which has a had reputation. Possibly in that
case Capt. Amundsen will attempt to winter in the

little-known Nicholas Land. The expedition reports

having fifteen sledge-dogs on board, and to have loaded
ns barrels of oil at Dickson Island.

In Mind (n.s., Nos. 107 and 108) W. M. Thorburn
discusses the tights and wrongs of a person in lan-

guage which is mon' vehement and impelling than is

usual in philosophical papers. He contends that, in

spite of the teaching of astronomers and biologists,

men will persist in looking upon the "bimanous biped"
as the apex of all creation, the highest possible evolu-

tionary form, ami, as a corollary, estimate the life

of any man as of more intrinsic value than the life of

any animal. The quantity and not the quality of the
human species is too commonly taken as the ideal.

The result is a maudlin sentimentality which fears

to face the problem of retribution as the necessary
result of wrong-doing, and a futile belief that, by an
adjustment of environment, equality among men can
he maintained—a belief which is disproved by all the

analogies of Nature and the lessons of history.
Science is the fruit of leisure, and men of science can
have the necessary leisure only if others less gifted

are prepared to undertake work which is often called

menial. The author's conclusion is a plea to con-
sider whither democracy is leading. The whole dis-

cussion is provocative and stimulating, supported bv
a wealth of literary and scientific allusion, and will

be valuable to thinkers in many fields of activity from
speculative philosophy to the most practical science.

Many will disagree with his conclusions, but bis point
of view is one which ought to he realised and honestly
faced.

1\ the Journal of Hellenic Studies (vol. xwviii.,
for [918) Prof. Percj Gardner publishes an account of

a valuable addition to the Ashmolean Museum in the

shape of a female marble figure of great beauty, which
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lay unnoticed ai Deepdene, and was purchased at the

sale of tin Hope collection in Jul) last. It is nol a

men- portrait, but a portrait of a woman in the guise

of .li in, women in Greece being seldom honoured
with a Statue unless they were more 111 less deified.

It dates from the period 460-440 B.C., corresponding
with the active period of Pheidias, ami there is good
nasi. a 1.1 believe that it is a portrait of Aspasia as

Aphrodite, and ii may account for the accusation of

inipi.n which we know to have been brought against

her. Tin .a lid. is fulls illustrated by examples of

the same type, and thi Ashmolean Museum is to be

congratulated on an acquisition of singular int. rest

and value,

Tin Sui' 1' Geographical Society, Cairo, has

recently published an attractive programme ..1 its

future ..pel at ; uiis. It proposes to undertake an

ethnographic and geographical survej of Egypt, the

results ..I which will be published in periodical bul-

letins and memoirs; to provide for lectures, a

museum, and the conservation of archives connected
with this work. The special subjects to which atten-

tion will be directed are a monographic survey of the

Siva oasis, an outpost of Egypt which has been little

Studied; an examination of the three groups of Egyp-
tian gipsies the Beledi, Ghagar, and Nawar- of

whom little is known; a study of irrigating devices,

with comparison of ancient models; and basket-

making. On these subjects monographs will be pre-

pared, and documents, sketches, and photographs col-

lected. The society is undertaking a valuable work
which deserves the support of anthropologists.

'fur: Indian Journal of Medical Research for

Jul) (vol. vi., No. 1) contains an excellent sum-
m.n \ l.\ Lt.-Col. Clayton Lane on methods old and
new, for the detection of hook-worm (ankylostome)
infection. Concentration of the ova of the parasite in

the dejecta mav be effected by straining and centri-

fuging, and also by a "levitation" method. In the

latter the centrifuged deposit is placed on a slide in a

little water and allowed to stand for five minutes.

At the end of this time the slide is carefully im-

mersed in water and then taken out. By this pro-

cedure particulate matter is largely removed, hut the

hook-worm ova are sticky and adhere to the slide.

The exact technique is described, and the method is

applicable for parasitic ova other than those of the

hook-worm.

A brief summary of the present position of the kelp

industry appears in California Fish ami Game (vol. iv.,

No. 3). In iqio the Bureau of Soils of the United
States proposed to exploit the vast beds of giant kelp,

fringing much of the west coast of America, for the

purpose of using these plants for the manufacture of

potash and other fertilisers; and the scheme has

proved a most fruitful one. The commonest of these

plants is the ribbon-kelp (Macrocystis pyrifera), which
forms enormous beds, usually in places where there is

pronounced wave action. The beds of Macrocystis
with which the Californian kelp' industry is con-

cerned extend from San Dice,, 1,, Point Conception,

.and they have been divided up and rented to various

companies, which last year harvested nearly 400,000
tons of kelp. It has been found necessary

periodically to close the beds for recuperation after

harvesting, and to regulate the time of cutting in order

that the beaches should not be interfered with during
the summer months, nor with unprotected beaches

during the winter. From observations so far made,
then is n,. evidence that the fishing industr) is in any

way injured by this removal of the terminal fronds

of the weed, though adjustments are found to be
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ssary to preveni friction between kelp-harvesters

.iikI fishermen desiring to use the beds ai the same
time.

Attention ma) be directed to .1 papei on the

inn of the potato plain, with special reference

to the ontogenj of the vascular system, bj E. F.

Artschwager, published in vol. xiv., No. 0, of the

journal of Agrii ultural Research. The study was
undertaken primarily to serve as a basis for work on
that obscure disease 01 group <>( diseases, possibl)

to which the name "leaf-roll" has been given; and
there can be no doubl thai a serious scientific inves-

tigation ol the nature ami causes of this trouble is

one of pressing importance for all countries where the

potato is grown. The paper referred to will be found

useful as a convenient summan of previous
work cm the anatomy of tin potato plant, and in somi

directions it throws new light on points which were
formerl) not altogether clear. The importance of the

development of secondary phloem is emphasised, anil

shown thai the increase in size of the tuber is due
nion 1.1 the formation of new tissue in the peri-

medullary zone than to growth of the pith, as was
formerly supposed. It is clearh shown that the skin
of the tuber is composed of periderm derived to some
extent from the original epidermis, as well as from
tlie hypoderm. The paper is illustrated by twenty-one

1 photomicrographs, as well as by a

st-figures.

In the Journal of the Washington Academj of

11 r 4 Messrs. P. 1). Foote and. T. R.
Harrison, of the Bureau of Standards, in a paper on
some peculiar thermo-electric effects, point out that

the production of a thermo-electric current in a

tetricallj was
known to Franklin and Cavendish a hundred and
tift\ years ago. It continues to be "rediscovered'

tde, but up to the present time not one of
the mam causes which have been suggested for the

has pro\ed satisfactory. The authors state,

however, th form 1 if tie' experiment
in which a hot and a cold piece of the same metal
are brought ion of the current

nected with the sign of the Kelvin

Mi;. I.. B. AtKINSO Kelvin lecture to the

Institution of Electrical Engineers on November 7.

lb- chose as bis subject The Dynamical Theorv of

Electric Engini S," and began by quoting a formula
for inductance or "electromagnetic capacity" which
Kelvin gave in the i860 edition of Nichol's "Cyclo-
paedia" (see Thomson's "Reprint," p. 44 ;) He sug-

I that this formula and the equally well known
in for the mutual action between electric

circuits when their currents an maintained con-
looked by electricians, who

mereh considered what mat be called the statical

theorv of the dynamo. Mr. Atkinson then de-

betw een the cj cle of an elei ti
1
1-

ngine and the cycle of a reciprocating
engine, deducing what appeared to us to be verj
curious formula- for the efficiency of the various cycles.

He excused his neglect of the resistance of the wind-
ings of the electrii b\ pointing out that in

uture some material of vei : sistanci ma
I from which they can bi made. Nothing

said either about hysteresis or armature reaction.

In order that Kelvin's theorem might apply, Mr.
Atkins suppose that tie- currents in the coils
Were , 5 • t,ip|e integt a!

formulae well known to mathematicians were given for

tie energj stored up in the field, but wi

- 559, vol. 102]

follow what usi le made of them. It is difficult to
see how the method developed can be .if am practical
use. It maj be pointed out that the dynamical theorv
of the dynamo has been developed le Lyle, Russell,
and several French electricians, who have based solu-
tions on the conservation of energj and inductance
formulae on the lines laid down by Kelvin. Their
results take cognisance of both resistance and arma-
ture reaction, and are in close agreement with experi-
ment. As in all other theories, however, the assump-
tion is made that the iron has consta ibility.

Among the books mentioned in the new announce-
ment list id Messrs. Longmans anil Co. we notio
fallowing:— Eoihr Chsmictrj J II- 1 ml uh

nil-. "The Natural Organic Colouring Matters,"
Prof. A. G. Perkin and Dr. A. E. Everest; "Catal
in Industrial Chemistry," Prof. G. <;. Henderson;
"Plantation Rubber," (.. S. Whitby (Monographs on
Industrial Chemistry). "The Rare Earth Metals,"
Dr. J. F. Spencer, and a new edition of "Osmotic
Pressure," Dr. A. Findlay (Monographs on Inorganic
and Physical Chemistry). "Naval Architects' Data,"
J. Mitchell and E. L. Attwood; "Experimental Educa-
tion," being a new and enlarged edition of "Introduc-
tion to Experimental Education," Dr. R. R. Rusk;
and "Economic Reconstruction," J. Taylor Peddie.

The following additions will shortly be made to the
series of "Military Medical Manuals," edited 1- sir A.
Keogh (Hodder and Stoughton) :

—" Commotions and
Emotions of War," Prof. A. Leri, edited by Sir John
Collie; "Disabilities of the Locomotor Apparatus, the
Result of War Wounds," Prof. A. Broca, transl
b\ Capt. J. R. White ami edited by Sir Robert Jones;
" Electro-diagnosis of the War," Prof. A. Zimmern
and P. Perol, translated by L. P. Garrod and edited
by E. P. Cumberbatch; "Mental Disorders of the
War," Prof. J. Lepine, edited by Dr. C. A. Mercier;
"Wounds of the Pleura and Lungs," Prof. R. Gregoire
and Dr. A. I dited le, Lt.-Col. C. II. Fa

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Borrelly's Comet.—This comet is now quite an

object in a moderate telescope. Mr. R. L. Water-
field observed it at Cheltenham with a 4-in. refractor
early in November. It was brighter than 9th magni-
tude with central condensation, but no stellar nucleus,
diameter about 2'. The brightness will continue to

increase throughout November, and the increasing
north declination will facilitate observation.

Orbits ok Two Spectroscopic Binaries.—Further
interesting investigations of spectroscopic binaries are
recorded in Bulletins Nos. 314 and 315 of the Lick Ob-
servatory. In the case of ^Velorum, magnitude 41,
< lass I- j, tin spi 1 tra of both components are exhibited,
and Dr. R. F. Sanford finds that the mass ratio is i-:;,

Adopting Russell's average mass for F stars of three
times that of the sun, the inclination of the orbit
would be 27 . With this inclination the semi-major
axes of the two orbits would be 10,880,000 km. and
[3,340,000 km. respectively. The period is 10-210955
days, and the eccentricity 0-541. From some of the

best spectrograms Messrs. Adams and Joy find the

absolute visual magnitude to be + 1-9 and the parallax
•

The stai a Scorpii, magnitude 3-1, cla~s Hi, has
been it ed by Dr. F. I bin oteau, •

confirms previous conclusions

m -In irtness id" the pei led. The si mi-
amplitude of each velocity curve bis tin- constant value
of 41-2 km. per second, but the velocity of the centre

of mass is variable, as if a third body wire present.
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* =+43° 3i'±o-2S°
a =i45-6g±o-38
^,=4271 ±0-33

1 entre oJ mass describes an elliptic orbit in a

id .'i 54-08 days, with a semi-amplitude ol 33 km.
pei second. The spectral lines varj in width, and

broadest near periastron. Some ol the peculiar!-,

ties "f the stai ma} be due to its being actually in-

volved in the nebulous matter In which
ndi d.

A Rem m;k vbi i Helium v ir. \ notabli 1 1

tion to the Mile- that the helium stars are usually

characterised l>\ small parallax, small proper m
.ind low radial velocit; has been found b) Mr. J.

Voute in the star Boss P.G.C. 1517 (Astrophysicai

Journal, vol. \lviii., p. 14.)). The investigation was
undertaken at thi uj i n ol Prof. Kapteyn, who
had suspected thai this tai might be found to have

the unusuall) large parallax ol about .1 tenth of a

second. Mr. VoOte's result is + 0-069" ±o-oo6", in

good agreement with Prof. Kapteyn 's supposition.

For the propei motion Mr. Voute has found
+0-235" =0-01853., but this is greatly in excess "I the

value o-ooois. given in Boss's catalogue, and needs

further confirmation. The radial velocity of the star

is al 1 amounting to
I 83 1cm.

cond. The position of the star for [900 is

R. \. tih. om. 57s., decl. — 32 10' 12", and the magni-
tude 5-6.

The Orbii of Sikhs. The results of a imw deter-

mination of the elements of the orbil of Sirius arc
'i by Dr. R. Vitken in Lick Observatory Bulletin,

No. 316. The elements with their probable errors

are :
—

P = 5o'o4 years ±o'on yeai

T= i894"i33±o'oi 1 year
<• =0594; ±0-0023
a =7-570"

Dr. Aitken concludes that the available micrometric
and spectrographic data give no evidence of depar-
ture from undisturbed elliptic motion. It will be

observed that the period given above is in close agree-

ment with that nl ;oo2 -ears recently deduced b)

Jonckheere.

PRODUCTION IN THE SEA. 1

A HIGHLY interesting report by Dr. C. G. J.** Petersen describes the methods and results of

1 work on the evaluation of the bottom fauna
and flora of the sea in the Kattegat, Limfjord, ami
elsewhere. Abandoning the use of the dredge, as

affording misleading ideas of the abundance of life

on the bottom, the author invented his "bottom-
piers," which are apparatus thai can lift up a

ill nf the sea-floor with its contained animals and
plains. The area of bottom lifted varies between
ii-

1 and 1 square metre, the smaller apparatus being
used .u the greater depths! B) a process of washing,
the organisms are removed, counted, and weighed.
The plates represent typical results, all the organisms
found being drawn, in actual size, on paper j square
metre in area, which is then reduced to § in. line. a.

Very often thi bottom deposit consists of a "black,
malodorous mass ol sulphurous mud," and it was
difficult to it animals could utilise this as

fund. Sampling ns of a glass tube thrust

down into it, it was, ho ever, -ecu that there was a

thin surface layi quil different composition,
grey or brown in 1 ;ed . il h 1 egetable

remains. Oysters ai 1 other bivalves and demersal
us do not feed mi the black mud or on

plankton in the water, bul " literall; stuff themselves
1 Report of the Danish Biolocica! Station to the Danish Board of Agri-

: 1 Bottotl i. tion of Fish Food." By C. G.
Joh. Petersen. Pp. 62+ 10 plates + ch;,rt. (Copenhag.

-559, vol. 102]

with this upper layer of line detritus." "Thi
bulk ol the bottom mu ieo ssaril)

be, herbivorous." Thej mostl) burrow- in the mud,
but a large number an attached to solid objects,

and shells. These constitute the bottom epi-

The bottom fauna in general may be divided tiff

into communities, •• eai Ii 1 ii

moi 1 pn dominant Forms ; thus the author desi
the bottom in the deeper parts of the Katteg;
inhabited by communities of Amphilepis pecten,

B, chiajei, and Echinocordalurv tili-

formis, the typical forms present in each cast

indicated b tl ematic names.
Thi urvi being tntitativi on< , an att

n actual estimate of the mass of life in the
whole Kattegat. There are about 24,000,01
Zostei 1, 50,000 'oils of plain, I Q ions ,,l

701 ns of herrings, 25, tons of starfishes,

50,000 tons nl predator) Crustacea adi] i

ro,i ions of small fishes, with, of course, much else.

These estimates are based, not only on the results of
bottom-samples, bul also on fishery statistics, the very
probable assumption being made that the fish

i- practically constant, so that the fraction taken in

commercial fishing represents the production.
No attempt is made density of life on

sea-lie
1
Ii. in and land. " Strangi . il ma\ seem," sa -

the author, "there does not exist an) sut

! 1 immunities on land based upon quantit;
investigations ol the commonei species." |. |.

MILITARY EXPLOSIVES OF TO-DAYA

HERE have been no epoch-making discoveries in

1
1 as, sa) . the discovt r\ of nitro-

glycerine for man) years. Nitroglycerine, disco

in 1846, still remains the most powerful explosi
practical use Many useful advances have been and
are being made, bul it. new
mixtures of old materials, given fane, names. The
nations at war use practically the 1 ives,

and no one can be said to be ahead of the oth rs.

The following table gives a comparison of somi
the most typical explosives in use:

—

.„*- (13 percent. Nitrogen) 923 03
Cordit. Mk. I (N!g. - 57, N.<

Vaseline=0
Cordite M.D. (N.G. = jo, '.

Vaseline=s)
Ballistic (N.G.=5o, NX.

bili<er = o-5 )

'Fieri. Acid (Lyddite)
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on is nun. 1 n powder
llei mass to

the initial shock; but the wave travels slowly,

ma\ die out in a I

1 1 1 i ~1 fact in detonating shells. Detonation
pellets, and transmitted to the

filling.

Mixtures of high • hich require 1

Amatol a mixture of T.N.T. and
nitrate, is more difficult re 1 .N.T.

Ammonium X Urate Mix

Ammona besl know n and mosl us< d

of the ammonium nitrate mixtures is ammonal, in

which use is made of the great heat given out bj the

inn of aluminium. A mixture of aluminium
powder with the theoretical amount of ammonium
nitrai ddation would contain 8i-6 per

ol Nil NO,. It would yield 157s calories per

much as nitroglycerine—and 682 c.c.

IU11 such a mixture is difficult to detonate,

: was added '<> make it nun.' inflammable.
All cartridges musl be hermeticall) sealed to pre-

rrioisture, which quickly ruins am-
monal. 'I lie velocitj of detonation is about j mi tres

effect intei mediate between thai

ind 1I1. 1
1 "i >l' namiti .

It- pow er is

m four times that of gunpowder.
.;,:,. I his is mbling am-

monal, but calcium silicide, Ca Si, an elect

product, takes thi place ol h aluminium. Its com-
- is «lo

Ammonium nitrate ... ... 78

Trinitrotoluene ... ... ... 8

Calcium silicide ... ... ... 14

It is detonated in thi sat

has about tin same power.
Mm - un lium nitrate

and T.N.T. in va which is now "I

importance. T.N.T. does ni

jen for its complete combustion, and although

the addition of ammonium nitrate increases the

weight of the charge, the inn— ol thi heat

out more than compensates for this.

The higher the proportion of ammonium nitrate,

the difficulty of detonaticn, and the diffi-

culty increases when the ammonal is melted and

into solid blocks or slahs, as is necessan fot

shells. Hence the highi used in the

v.der for bombs, grenades, and mines
detonated by fulminate d others, used

for shell-filling, are detot ods, and

will he referred In later.

All varieties of amatol are powerful high explosives.

Thi di tonation is about 4.500 meti

II are spoiled bj mi listure and mi

waterproofed, and all are practically smokeless.

Chlorate Mining Explosives,

All thi older chloi much too

in lar^' quantitii - in military
1

1897, that if

tin- chlorate mixture contained iils or fats its sensi-

itly d 1 ntirely

r,f blasting explo

Blastine.—This i- militan
, |uantitii s havi been used

!• pies. -lit « II I

nical military bias following

n :
—

2559, VOL. I02"]

Ammonium perchlorate ... ... 60
Sodium nitrate ... ... ... 22

Trinitrotoluem ... ... ... 1

1

Paraffin wax -

It i- made in the form ; .uiil.it

,1 ssed.
/'.

1 mite. This is a mixtui 1 between
ammonal am I on as am-

1 in which thi placed
nsequent diminution in power

ensated for bj using ammonium p rchlorati

id of the nitrate. It is made in several varieties.

All the chlorate explosives require fulminate detona-

tors, and for this reason, besides being too sensitive,

an- unsuitable for use as a high-explosive shell-filling.

'The 1.1 1 ition is 4.000 to 5000 metres per

sei ond.
Mixtures of ammonium perchlorate and paraffin

wax with combustibles such as aluminium powder or

Umeal are also used, an.
I an powerful high

. xplosives.

I hermit, now an important munition of war, is in

•1 class by itself. It is used f ;
ini epdiary

. and sometimes in a kind "I" shrapnel. A small

explosive charge scatters the contents, which rain

bits of blazing iron, which will instantly set fire

to an) thing capable ol burning.

Nitrocellulose, containii cent of nitrogen

in alcohol-ether, or at 'e.^t completely

gelatinised by it, is now made on an enormous scale,

and constitutes 99-5 per rem. of nitrocellulose smoke-

less powders, as well as being us..', in the new cordite.

Guncotton was formerly used exclusively for tor-

pi do warheads, marine mines, etc., but has now been

iced by T.N.T. and ammonium nitrate and

mixtures.

There are two varieties of smokeless military

powders in us nt : (1) Nitrocellulos<

which consist of nt. of gelatinised nitro-

cellulose, and 0-5 per cent, of a preservative; and
is. which are gelatinised mix-

tures ol nitroglycerine and nitrocellulose, with a few

p.r cent, of a stabiliser.

American nitrocellulose powder (N.C.T.) is typical

of the first class. It is made from soluble nitro-

cellulose containing about 125 per cent, of nitrogen.

N.C.T. is a good powder, and fairly stable. It is

the weakest of the smokeless powder-. Charges must

bout 10 per cent, heavier than with corditi

give the same muz.de velocity.

N.C.T. is now much used" in our Service for guns

and howitzers, the charges In ;

"'' the

mizzle velocity as corditi' M.D.
Cordite Mk. I. is a ven powerful propellant, but

owing to the high temperatures produced it is very

erosive, and as a result of the Smith African War
lifi, ,! corditi , "Cordite M.D.," was introdu

It has the composition: guncotton 65, nitroglycerine

;,,, mineral jellv 5. Its powei is about 10 per cent.

Mk. I., hut the e U ns last three times

as |ong. Cordite M.D. is the standard British pro-

pi II., ni'.' although others are usi d at present.

In a new modified cordite soluble . nitrocellulose is

used instead of guncotton, and alcohol-ether is used

itinisation instead of acetone. It contains

a larger percentagi ol nitroglycerine than cordite M.D.,

but Ps ven similar, although not quite so powerful.

High Explosives foi Shell-filling.

\ high "i order to be suital

filling, must possess special qualiti

wlun ii is 'used for other pu p
in bombs

does.
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None "I the shell high explosives possess .ill th'e

desirable qualities. Phose now in use have little more
than half the shattering powei ol blasting gelatine.

All .Hi products derived from the distillation of coal.

In spite of its great merits, picric acid li.i^ now
been largelj replaced as a shell-filling In trinitro-

toluene and amatol.
Given that the picric acid is pure and propei pre

cautions have been taken, ii is quite sab and the

most powerful shell-filling in use. Ii is also un-

affected by high atmospheric temperatures, unlike
T-.X.T., and is specially suitable foi tropical climates.

1 rinitrotoluene (< ,H .1M1 nil ). I sualh, called

T.N.T., this substance, at present the must important
hi the shell high explosives, is known in the Service
as trotyl. When heated to about 300 ('., T.N.T.
ignites and burns with a hot, but ven smoky, flame.

When .1 large mass is involved, the heat given out
will invariably raise the temperature to the detonating-
point, It is in M \ detonated bj fulminate, excepl when
in the form of cast slabs untamped, when the addition
of a little lead azide to the fulminate is necessary.
Fulminate detonators are used in bombs, torpedoes,
and grenades. T.N.T. can also be detonated by less

sensitive substances, such as picric powder and tetryl,

and these are used in shells. The velocity of detona-
tion in its densest form is about 7000 metres per

second. The power is less than that of picric acid,
about in the proportion of 01 : loo. Owing to the
inferior velocity of detonation, the shattering effect

(brisance) is proportionately still less, about 87: ioo.

When an amatol shell detonates there is only a
little grey smoke, and no definite indication as to

whether detonation has been complete or not. For
observation purposes a packet of smoke producer is

put in. The power is a little greater than that of pure
T.N.T., but the velocity of detonation much Ls- j.000

to 4500 metres per second, SO that the local shattering
effect is much b ss. For some purposes this is even
an advantage.
Amatol is the most used of all the shell high explo-

sives at present.

Tetranitromethylaniline |C,1
1 .(NO.) XCII.NO,).--

This substance is known in the trade as tetryl, and
in the Service as C.E. (composition exploding). It is

readily detonated by a very small charge of fulminate,
such as that used in shell detonator caps, is very
powerful, and has a velocity of detonation of more
than 7000 metres per second. It is an excellent
initiator of detonation in other less sensitive explosives.
In powder, pellets, and cylinders it is used in the
gaines or detonators for T.N.T. and amatol shells,

with which ii is ver} effective.

Detonation <>/ High-explosive Shells.—The problem
nf the detonation of a high-explosive shell is difficult.

The shell is subjected to an enormous shock in the
act of firing, the detonating charge must be in inti-

mtact with the filling, and if fulminate were
tere would fie a great risk of this being de-

tonated by the shock. The problem seems to have
been solved by the introduction of the gaine method.

I he Gaine. The gaine is a metal tube screwed to

the fuse, which enters a cavity in the tilling and
makes good contact with it. This is very necessary.
Ii contains a chain -if -[distances, about four, of
decreasing order of sensitiveness, starting from the

fuse, and increasing order of violence of explosion.
Use is made of thi fact thai a substance in powder
is more easil) detonated than when in compressed
pellets, and pellets than a cast, dense solid. The
actual substances van with the shell and nature of

the filling, but always starl with gunpowder, which
is very certain in action. Thus we may suppose the

NO. 2559, VOL. I02]

chain 1.1 consist of (1) gunpowder, i.m tetryl powder,

(3) tetryl pellets, and (4) T.N.T. pellets.

Ih. action is -tailed by a fulminate cap in the

eili fires tie- gunpowder. This partially ex-

plodes and partially detonates No. 2, which detonates

No. .i. which in turn detonates No. 4, and this

detonates the main tilling. With fuse and gaine in

good condition then- are very few failures now.

/ NIVERSITY AM) EDUCATION 1/.

INTELLIGENCE.
Aberdeen. Lord Cowdra\ ha- been elected Rector

ol ih. I niversity in succession to Mr. Churchill, who
lie. occupied the position for the last four years.

T;m: Mercers' Company ha- given [25!. toward- the

maintenance fund of the ( ancei Investigation Depart-
ment of the Middlesex Hospital.

Tin; sum of toool. has been given to the Ciu of

London School bv Prof. Carlton Lambert for the
foundation of a science scholarship.

\ i;i -.1 VR( It fellowship of the annual value of 150/.

has been founded at <.u\'s Hospital in memor; of

the late Lieut. R. W. Poulton Palmer and his sister,

the late Mrs. E. II. A. Walker, the object of which
will be the investigation of obscun diseases in man.

Tin London County Council Ii
'

1 si ries

ol addie, -e- to London teachers on various aspects
ol the problem of national reconstruction after the
war. The first two addresses will be :- November 22,
"The British Commonwealth," l>\ C. to. mi Robert-
son; .mil December II, "Hours ol 1 abour," bv Lord
Leverhulme. Sir Cyril Cobb, chairman of the Educa-
tion Committee of the Council, will preside at these

lectures. Other lectures in connection with reconstruc-

tion will he given .on the following subject :

Economic Recovery, Housing, Agriculture and Rural
Life. Women's Employment, Adult Education, Food
Supply, International Relations, India, and National
Health. The lectures are arranged for London
teachers, hut other persons ran be admitted if accom-
modation is available. Applications for tickets should
be made to the Education Officer. L.C.C., Education
Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.C.2, marked II. 45.

A -tame..! addn >sed envelope should bi 1 nclosed.

One of the main matters to which Sir J. J. Thom-
son'- committee on the position of natural science

in the educational system of Great Britain gave atten-

tion was the provision of courses inti ndi d to stimulate

interest in natural facts and phenomena and their

human aspects. The appearand - and movements of

the heavenly bodies are particularly suitable 1 b-

servations and instruction of this kind, vet few pupils

leave school with anv knowledge of them, and most
people go through life without an intelligent under-
standing of the simplest facts ol astronomy. Sir

Frank Dvson, the Astronomer Royal, in an address
lo the British Astronomical Association on Oct 1

urged that the claims of astronomy should l" borne
in mind in anv schemes for the broadening of science
leaching in schools. A certain amount of valuable
work in this direction i- done already in connection
with the practical geography lessons; and the British

Association Report on Science Teaching in Secondan
Seh. ml- contains, in one of the syllabuses, much useful

guidance to such observations. Sir Frank- Dyson
rightly lavs stress upon the educational valui "l work
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« ith tei resti ial and eel he la

i form and showing the position of the sun

in Hi' ecliptic on, say, the tirst aaj of each month.
He suggests alsi th should be used to

maki clear the transference from the geocentric to

the heliocentric point o( view, and thai a 4-in. tele-

scope should be provided wherever possible to

sun-spots, the li lupiter's satellites, and
the phases of \ - Such observations, togethei

with simple lessons on the applications of spectro-

scop3 i" elucidate the composition ol the sun, -.tars,

ni bulas, 1 tc, illustrated I > \ some of the exc< llenl astro-

nomical photographs now available, should do much
in remove the reproach that nothing is done in schools

pupils in lift theii eyes to the heavens
and learn something of the universe around thi m.

I in endowment fund now being raised for th

lishment of .1 University College in Swansea has

been augmented b) ol 25,000!. from Mr.
and in,Him/, from Mr. \Y. T. Fair,

retiring directors oi the Graigola Merthyr Co., Ltd.,

-.In' former donation to be devoted to scholar-

ships "in the firsl placi foi Graigola boys, and, if am
npetition." The Universit} College

scheme originated in a movemenl in secure for the

Swansea Technical Collegi recognition in the faculties

nf science and technology as a constituent college ol

the University of Wales. The governors and stafl

were of opinion that for a full development of the

higher work of the college University recognition and
association were essential, ["o th - end the governors
approached the recent Royal Commission on Univer-
-it\ Education in Wales, asking fur a direct recom-
mendation thai tin' college should find a place in at

least thr above-mentioned faculties in tin- reorganised

University. A proof that tin application was backed
community was the establishment in the course

of a few weeks before the end. ol 1916 of an endow-
ment fund exceeding 65,000!., in addition to which the

a Town Council undertook to provide all neces-

sary land and buildings. The Royal Commission
ii ported verj favoural ly, hut laid down that the new
University College musl make provision for work in

the faculty ill .ni-. I i) assist in fulfilling this condition,

S hi-' a Council has agreed, subject to the con-
senl ni the Board of Education, to bring in its

Training College for Teachers as pari of the scheme.
This will enable full provision to i" made in th''

faculty of arts, science, and technology, hut neces-

sitated .in appeal foi .1 1 h largei endowment fund,

a minimum of 150,000/. being tin present aim.
Messrs. Corj Yeo's and W. T. Kan's donations an'

tin- first-fruits of thi- appeal, ami brings the gifts or
.' " '"/. Me 1 ollege has also

of a bequest of tin- residue of the estate

of tin late Mr. T. I'. Sim-, assayer, of Swansea, the
bequesl being subject to a life-interest. Tin value

at more than to.ooo!., and
11 is i" I" devoted in scholarships in chemis-

try, metallurgy, and modern 1
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Royal Society. Novembei 7 Sii I. J. Thomson,
Pro! G I .

Hale
; The natui •

of sun-spots E. ( ). Hcruis and I. II. I.aby
; | !,,

thermal conductivity of air. T. K. Chinmayanandam
:

in mica.

IrUtotelian Souct\. November ;. Dr. G. E. Moore,
hail I '; < , I

Miinre
: Some

ption. Tie' question of the ri al

nature of material things is approached b
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what we are jud, i make such judgments
1 his i- a com. Two things -''in to lie certain,

viz. (1) that we are always making -nine assertion

about an iiiinn dia el ftven objei an object « hi< h

imetimi - been di sci ibi 'la the sensation which

mediate- our perception oi the Coin in question," and

which will be 1 ailed ill'- sense-datum which i- the

subjeel of nor judgment and (2) that what we a,'

ting about tin sense-datum i- not, in general,

that it i- it -elf a coin. What is doubtful is whether

we ma\ nut he judging that the sense-datum i- itsell

a part of th' surfaci "1 .a coin, in a sense in which

this can only he so if it is identical with "this part

of the surface of this coin." Thi- i- 1.11K possible if,

hen we seem to perceive thai a sense-datum i- of a

certain size, shape, etc., we really only perceive thai

i, seems i" he so, in a sense in which it may seem
1,. he -u without being either judged or perceived in

!„ -.1. Failing this, either (1) there musl I"

relation such that we are judging "The thing to which

this sense-datum has this relation i- pari of the sur-

I a coin," and it seems doubtful whether theri

is any such relation, or (2) we must take some view

of the type of Mill's.

Cambridge.
Philosophical Society, October jS. -Prof. Marr, presi-

dent, in the chair.-- Prof. L. J.
Rogers and S.

Ramanujan : Proof of certain identities in combinatory

analysis.—S. Ramanujan : Some properties of p (n),

the number of partitions of it.—Miss D. M. Wrinch .

The exponentiation of well-ordered series.—A. L.

Jolliffe : Certain trigonometrical series which have a

necessary and sufficient condition for uniform cort-

vergence. H. W. Turnbull : Some geometrical inter-

pretations of the concomitants of two quadrics.—

-

II. B. <'. Darling: Mr. Ramanujan's congruence pro-

perties nf p (n).- B. Sahni : The correct generic posi-

tion of Dacrydium bidwillii, Hoo'.c. f. This species,

and by inference probably also D. kirkii and !>.

bifortne, hitherto regarded as forming an interesting

transition to the genus Podocarpus, are really species

uf the latter -fiiuv At least in !>. bidwillii the epi-

m.itium i- not entirelv free from the integument, nor

the integument from the nucellus. The integument,

moreover, contains two vascular strands exactly in

thi -ime position as in Podocarpus ferrugineus ,
but

not quite reaching the level of the equator. In view

of the dry eijimatium and other features, it i- pro-

provistonallv to place all these New Zealand

species of Dacrydium in a new and distinct section

of the genus Podocarpus, allied to section Stachv-

carpus.
Taris.

Academy of Sciences, October 21. M. I.eon Guignard

in the chair. —E. Picard and A. Lacroix : The Inter-

Vllied Conference ol Scientific Academies in London.
— H. Sebert : Notice on M Marcel Deprez.—C. Richet,

P. Hnidin, and Fr. Saint-Girons : Temporary and

definite survival after serious bleeding. In previous

papers it has been proved that in the case ot dogs,

grave loss ol blood, injection into tie' veins of

suitable fluids would prolong life, but after three or

hours liie improvement in the condition of the

animal disappears and death ensues. The survival

is only temporary. Summarising the results com-

municated in this am 1 previoj- paper-, the authors

conclude thai the only efficacious treatment afti

appears t" lie transfusion. P. Appeil :

Addition to the note on an ordinary different!

tion connected with certain systems nf lie 1

hi ni". " ie '"'- partial differential equations. II.

Douville : The eenln-N nf the neighbourhood of

thi Pii di G I'. Termier and V.
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Kilian : The composition 1 > f the Miocene congli mei ites

of the French sub-alpine chains. L. Jonane : I In

elasticity of pure cement. Measurements were made
of the flexion oi small tesl pieces ol ml when
submitted to small forces, no permanenl deformatioo
resulting. Tin- strains were proved to be proportional
in the stresses applied, and the modulus calculated
from various test pieces was constant within 1 per
cent. II. (iiiilleminot, H. Cheron, and K. Blquord : An
X-fluorometer with radio-luminescent standard. I'.

Georgevitcb
; Stud] of the sexual generation of a

brown alga. II. Agulhon and l\. Legroux : Contribu-
tion to ilir study of the vitamines utilisable in 1 h<-

culture of micro-orga-nisms. Application to the in-

fluenza bacillus (/'. pfeiffer). Sir Almroth 1'".. Wright :

The production of non-specific bactericidal substances
l>\ means of anti-staphylococcic and anti-streptococcic

vaccines in vivo and in vitro.—R. D. de la Riviere
|

Is the poison of influcn/.i capable of passing through
a filter? Blood from influenza patients was uY-

fibrinated and filtered through a Chamberland filter

(La). A portion of the filtrate injected under the skin

produced influenza symptoms in the author, which are

described in detail. \ second injection ten days after

the first gave rise to no morbid symptom.— C. Nicolle

and C. I.ebaillv
: Some experimental ideas on the vims

of influenza. The bronchial expectoration in cases of

influenza collected during the acute period is virulent.

The ape is sensible to the infection.*—J. Nageotte and
I.. Sencert

; The utilisation of dead grafts for the stir-

gical repair of tissues of a conjunctive nature-.
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Taylor and Francis.)
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Royal SociBTV, at 4.30.—A. Matlock: Sounds produced by Props
felling on Water.—G. H. Hardy and S. Ramanujnn : The Coefficients
in lite Expansions of certain Modular Functions.— Hon. R. I. strutt :

The Light Scattered by Gases; Its Polarisation and Intensity.—
Dr. F. Horton and Ann C. Davies.—An Investigation of the Ionising
Power of the Positive Ions from a glowine Tantalum Filament in Helium.

Opticai. Society, at 8.— T. Smith : Some'Generalised Forms of an Optical
Equation -H. S. Rvland : The Manufacture of Binoculars.

Mathematical Society at 5.—Annual General Meeting.— Prof. H. M.
Macdonald (Retiring President): Presidential Address.—Prof. M. |. M.
Hill : The Use of a Properly of lacobians to Determine the Character of
any Solution of an Ordinary Differential Equation of the First Order, 01

ofal.in..., .Hal Equation of the First Order.— Prof. H.J.
Priestley : The Pools of a Certain Equation in Spherical Harmonics —
r. Hndgkinson : A Detail in Conforma] Representation.—'!'. A. Broderick

:

The Product of Semi convergent Series.—Dr. W. P. Milne : A Simple
Condition for Co-apolar I

1

FRIDAY, November 15.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, at 6.—Adjourned Discussion:
Prof. C. A. Edwards and F. W. Willis : A ] the Resistance
to Penetration of Metals which are Capable of Plastic Deformation, and
a New Hardness Scale in Fundamental Units.— R. G. C. Batson : The
Value of the Indentation Method in the D<
Dr. \v c Unwin: The Ludwik Hardness
Welding.
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MONDAY. November 18.

Royal Geographical Societv, at 5.— Exhibition of Captured War Maps.

Tuesday, November 19.

>N Geophysicai < (Royal Astronomical
Society), at 5. -R. D. Oldham : The Constitution of the Eanh's Interior.

1
1 1 1

koi.i cm Technologi 1 . -W. R. Ormandy

:

lotor Fuel Problem.
Institi riON "i Civil Engineers, at 5.30.— R. B. Joyner: The Tata
Hydro-electric Power-supply Works, Bombay.

1 SOCIETY, at 5.30. —The Secretary : Report on the Additions to

the Society's Menagerie in the Month of October, 1918.- Mis-. K. Lander :

Exhibition of Skeletons, prepared by the "Trypsin ' Mclhod.—E.
Hatschek : Notes on Investigations into the Forms of I imps and Vortices
of Gelatin in Various Coagulants.—Dr. D. M. S. Wats, .11 : Seymouria,

primitive known Reptile.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10.
<

1
Society, at 5.30.— R. Hansford Worth : The Geology of the

Meldon Valleys, near Okehampton, on the Northern Verge ol I

Royal Society of Arts, at 4.30.—A. A. Campbell Swinton : Science and
the Future.

01 ogical Society, at 8.

Royal Meteorological Societv, at 5.— R. DeC. Ward : The Larger
Relations of Climate and Crops in the United States.—Capt. C. J. P.

Cave and J. S. Dines : Soundings with Pilot Balloons in the Isles of
Scilly, November and December, 1911.

THURSDAY, November 21.

Rovai. SOCIETY, at x.so.—FrobalU Tapers: W. Stiles and Dr. I'. Kidd :

0) The Influence of External Concentration ..11 the Position of the Equi-
librium attained in the Intake of Salts by I'lai.t Cells

; (•) I he Coinpa
Rate of Absorption of various Salts by Plant Ti-sne.-G

"'

Recherches Anatomo-Cliniques sur les Nevromes <l' Amputations
douloureux : Nouvelles Contributions a I'Etude de la Regeneration nerveuse
et du Neurotropisme.

I.innfan Society, at 5.— E. S. Goodrich: A Fatherless Frog, with
1 Artificial Parthenogenesis.— Miss Muriel Bristol: A Review

of the Genus Chlorochytnum, Conn.—A. S. Kennard and B. B. Wood-
ward : 1 he I.innean Species of Non-marine Mollusca that are represented
in the British Fauna, wilh Notes on the Specimens of these and other
British Forms in the Linnean Collection.

Royal Society of Arts, at 4.30.-S11- Everard im Thurn : The Present
State of the Pacific Islands.

Mining and Metallurgy, at 5.30.— R. R. Kahan : Re-
fining Gold Bullion with Chlorine Gas and Air.—A. Yales: Effect of
Heating nid Heating and IJuenching Cornish Tin Ores before Crushing.
— R. J. Harvey: The Development of Galena Flotation at the Central
Mine, Broken Hill.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 6—J. H. Shaw : The Use of

High Pressure and High Temperature Steam in Large Power
Institution of Mining ano Metallurgy, at 5.30.
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NOTICE.

In consequence of the greatly

increased cost of production it

has been found necessary to

raise the price of NATURE to 9d.

The Subscription rates are now
as follow:

For residents in the British Isles.

Yearly £2 2

Half-yearly 119
Quarterly ... 11 3

For residents Abroad,

Yearly £2 5 9

Half-yearly 13 3

Quarterly 12

ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C. 2.

A CHRISTMAS COURSE OF ILLUSTRATED
LECTURES.

ROYAL INSTITUTION OF
GREAT BRITAIN,
21 ALBEMARLE STREET, W.I.

Professor D'ARCY W. THOMPSON, C.B., D.Litt., F.R.S., will
deliver a Christmas Course of Six Illustrated Lectures (adapted to a Juvenile
Auditory) on "THE FISH OF THE SEA." "Jelly fishes," Tuesday,
December 31 ;" Star-fishes," Thursday, January 2 ;

" Cray-fishes," Saturday.
January 4; "Cuttle-fishes," Tuesday, January 7; "The Herring-fishery,"
Thursday, January 9 ; "The Whale lisheiy," Saturday, January 11. Sub-
scription (for Non-Members) to this Course, One Guinea (Juveniles under
sixteen, Half-a-Guin a); to all the Courses in the Session, Two Guineas
Tickets may now be obtained at the Office of the Institution.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
BROWN ANIMAL SANATORY INSTITUTION.

of Five Public Lectures on " Experimkntai. Work on
- Rickets," will be delivered by E. MELLANBY,

UH, M.A.,/ ting.Superintendent of the Institution, on Wednesdays,' mber 4 and 11, 1918, at 5.30 p.m., in the Theatre
of the Roya! College of Surgeons, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C. 2. Admission
free, without

CHEMICAL SOCIETY RESEARCH FUND.
A meeting of thi

1 Committee will be held in December
next. Applications 1

. to 1 made on fi rms which can be obtained
from ihe AsSISn »N i Sei i i

I RV, ( hemical Society, Burlington House, VV.,
must be received on, or before, Uond v. December a, 1918.

A.I persons who received grants in December, 1917, or in December of
any previous year, v. hose accounts have not been declared closed by ihe
Council, are reminded that reports must be returned to the Assistant
Secretary by Monday, December 2.

The Council wish to draw attention to the fact that the income arising
from the donation of the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths is to be more
or less e-pecially devoted to the encouragement of research in inorganic and
metallurgy al chemistry. Furthermore, that the income due to the sum
accruing from the I'erkin Memorial Fund is to be applied to investigations
relating to problems connect , I vm.Ii thei oal tar and allied industries.

THE ELECTRICAL RESEARCH
COMMITTEE.

APPOINTMENT OF TECHNICAL OFFU I R

The Committee (which is supported by the Research Department, the

tnslitul >f Electrical Engineers, and the British Electrical and Allied

Manufacturers' Association) requires ihe sl-jv man of high
scientific and technical attainments as TECHNICAL OFF ICER, to direct

and lUipervfoe, under the Committee, the research work undertaken by it.

1 he commencing salary will he j£iooo per annum. Aj pli< atii

Oil the envelope "Technical Officer"), slating age, qualiiicat i.

em - , and othei particulars, and addressed " Tbb Chairman, the Electrical

Research Committee, i Albemarle Street, W. i," should be delivered at that

address not later than Friday, December 6.

Nowmbcr 19, iot8.

TOOTAL BROADHURST LEE CO., Ltd.,
require SENIOR ASSISTANTS for their Cotton Research Depart-
ment. Some experience, Chemical or Physical, in post-g.aduate
Research, or an Honours Degree, is essential.

Applications to be made in the first place in writing only, stating age,

qualifications, experience in research, and salary required, to:—

'1 he Research Department,

Tootal Broadhurst Lee Co., Ltd.,

56 Oxford Street,

Manchester.

APPOINTMENTS REGISTER.
A Register of Fellows and Associates of the Institute of Chemistry who

are available for seeking appointments is kept at the Offices of the Institute.

Applications for the services of chemists should be forwarded to the
Registrar, The Institute of Chemistry, 30 Russell Square, London, W.C. 1.

DORSET COUNTY COUNCIL
EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

WEYMOUTH ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL
SCHOOL.

ASSISTANT MASTER required January next, principally to teach

Engineering Science (Applied Mechanics, &c.) ; works experience desirable.

Commencing salary up to .£250, according to qualifications and experience,

rising to a maximum to be fixed by the Committee after consideration of the

report of the Departmental Committee on salaries of teachers in Secondary
and Technical Schools. Application form may be obtained from Clement
G. Bone, Secretary for Education, County Offices, Dorchester.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY.

WANTED at once, a DEMONSTRATOR in the Department of
Mathematics and Mechanics of the Royal College of Science. One with
Drawing Office and Workshop experience preferred. Salary i.175, together
with the w:ir bonus in force for the time being. Apply, in the first instance,

to Prof. Forsyth, F.R.S., Royal College of Science, South Kensington,
s.vv. 7 .

KENT EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
JUNIOR TECHNICAL SCHOOL, MAIDSTONE.
REQUIRED immediately, chiefly for day work in the Junior Technical

School, an ASSISTANT MASTER or MISTRESS qualified in Science
and Mathematics. Initial salary—woman, .£200 ; man, with Engineering
Science qualifications, ^250.
Apply immediately to Principal, Technical Institute, Maidstone.

E. SALTER 1>A\ ll's,

September, (918. Director of Edu<

TEACHER. B.Sc, Hons (Lond); 9 years'
teaching experience; 3 years' technical commercial experience since

1914; thorough acquaintance with modern methods
organisation, now serving in Lecls: 1:1 R.A.F., requires

engagement as Science Master in School, Technical or Training
College, or Headship of Secondary School, or Administrai
under Education Committee, to commence duties on release from.

Service. Good organiser, successlul teacher and dis<_iplii

married, aged 34. Apply Box 21, c/o Naturb Office.

GEOLOGISTS WANTED.
TWO FIRST-CLASS GEOLOGISTS required for work in North and

iouth America. Men of University education, aye preferably between 2s
! V ^700 to ^i,oooa)c-ii eperience and ability.

-Apply Dr. T. O. BOSWORTH, Imperial Oil Company, Toronto.
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PRINCIPLES OF RECONSTRUCTION.
TVJOW that the armistice has been signed and
^ ^ the prospeci of peace in the near future is

happily assured, il is inevitable thai the whole

nation should be impatient to gel back to its

normal activities. Four years of interruption in

the ordinary life of a community is a serious b

in the reg c conl inuitj ol its exist-

ence, but whether it is an unmixed evil will depend

. upon the lessons and • o which' il has

rise, and upon the extenl to which those

lessons anil experiences are heeded. There has

necessarily been a great dislocation ol industry,

and the forces of production have to a very large

extent been made subservient to the demands of

war. The immediate problem before us now is

how to divert, with the least amount of friction

and in the shortest possible time, the enormous

amount of energy which has been devoted to the

prosecution of war into the manifold channels of

civil life and peaceful occupation.
" Business as usual " was a silly and futile cry at

the beginning of the war, uttered by thoughtless

people with no conception of the grim reality of

the struggle into which we had been forced. In

a certain sense the cry would be scarcely less

futile now, since it is absolutely certain that busi-

ness in the future will be very different, in many
respects, from what it has been in the past. The
centre of gravity of the whole system of inter-

national trade has been changed. Many years

must elapse before the nations of Central Europe

will be able to exercise any very great influence

upon the world's commerce, and the present

chaotic condition of Russia affords no hope that

she can resume her pre-war position as a trading

nation for some lime to come.
The prestige and commercial credit of the larger

part of Europe have, in tact, been so profoundly

shaken 1 hat it is well-nigh impossible to forecast

the trend ol the world's trade in the immediate

futu . lighl of Germany and Austria is, of

course, further d by tin- political up-

1 n In. h has followed hard upon their military

Collapse. In Stich limes of social and political

stress it is not to be expected that their workers

will settle clown to the peaceful pursuits of pro-

duction. The relations of capital and labour,

already strained before the war, under the demo-

cratic rule which is now supreme in the shattered

Empires will probably end in open rupture. The
victorious nations, on the other hand, have an

opportunity which, if they are wise, they will not

be slow to seize. We did not desire this war, and
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1 rtainly did nol enter upon it with any idea

ommercial supremacy, but it would be the

> . riest lolly not to attempt t<> realise the advan-

tages of the good fortune which our triumph has

placed within our reach. Prudence, indeed, should

compel us to take occasion by the hand, and grasp

the skirts of happy chance. We 1 our

treasure without stint in the effort to crush one

of the greatest conspiracies against humanity of

which history has any record. We have saddled

ourselves with a stupendous debt as a conse-

quence, which no indemnity that we are likely

to get or any increase of Colonial territory that

may tail to our share as an Empire will adequately

liquidate. Our only method of meeting the pecuni-

ary obligation we have incurred is by augmenting

our wealth by means of trade .and commerce, and

this can best be done by increasing our pro-

duction, both in variety and amount.

The future, in fact, rests with labour, and it is

upon the sanity and prudence of the workers and

their employers that everything depends. The

war has been attended with much social unrest,

even in those nations which have come out vic-

torious. The workers everywhere demand better

conditions of life, a wider intellectual outlook,

and a higher standard of comfort, and the nations

which have fought the great fight in the interests

of humanity sympathise with them in their

demands. But as the world is constituted these

can be secured only by a better organisation of

our economic forces, by increased efficiency in

management, greater skill, knowledge, industry,

and marketing ability—matters in which the

employers are concerned no less than the workers.

It will be unspeakably sad if the nation should

now throw away its golden opportunity in an

internecine strife between capita! :im\ labour.

There are anarchical forces at work among us

which are bent upon provoking this conflict, and

it will require no little ability and courage on the

part of labour leaders to counteract the mischiev-

ous efforts of those who would take a demoniacal

delight in wrecking the industrial welfare of this

nation. We believe the great mass of the workers

in this country have too much sense to let them-

selves be infected by the spirit of Bolshevism,

which leads to nothing but social chaos. Hut just

as a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump, that

n ions spirit may be very troublesome before

it is finally exorcised. What, therefore, is wanted

is a reasonable spirit of conciliation on the part

of employers and employed, and a determination,

honest and sincere, on both sides to find an equi-

table solution. The spirit should he that of the

King's message to his people, delivered on Tues-

! day in reply to addresses from both Houses of

N
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Parliament. "We have," the King said, "to

create a better Britain, to bestow more care on

the health and well-being of the people, and to

ameliorate further the conditions of labour. May

not the losses of war be repaired by a better

organisation of industry and by avoiding the waste

which industrial disputes involve? Cannot a spirit

of reciprocal trust and co-ordination of effort be

diffused among all classes? May we not, by rais-

ing the standard of education, turn to fuller

account the natural aptitudes of our people and

open wider the sources of intellectual enjoyment ?
"

The labour aspect of the matter was touched

upon by the Minister of Reconstruction in the

peroral inn of the statesmanlike pronouncement in

which he explained to the Mouse of Commons and

the country the plans of the Government for the

demobilisation of the Army, the re-settlement of

officers and men in civil life, and the re-establish-

ment of industry on a normal basis. Lengthy as

the statement was, Dr. Addison could only deal

with broad general principles, leaving the details

to Tie worked out by the various administrative

bodies which are charged with the duty of de-

mobilisation and re-settlement. Considering the

suddenness of the chief enemy's collapse, the

Minister is to be congratulated on the compre-

hensiveness of his survey, and on the thorough-

ness with which the main features of the problem

have been thought out in the comparatively short

time that his department has been in existence.

It says much for our business ability as a people,

and for our powers of organisation in a national

crisis, that a scheme so elaborate and so far-

reaching should have been launched so promptly

when the need for it had arrived.

We are, however, only on the very fringe of

this great problem. There is still much to do

before it is finally solved. However expeditiously

the work of demobilisation and re-settlement may
be done, the business will necessarily occupy con-

siderable time. It will doubtless tax the energies

and the patience of all concerned, and we must

be prepared for the "grousing " which is a

national characteristic, and not infrequently at

times when there is really the least occasion for

it. It may be pardoned, however, as one sign of

reaction from the intense strain which the nation

has suffered during the long and weary years

which are past. When a patient begins to

grumble, the tactful nurse is assured that the

crisis is well past, and that renewed vigour lias

set in. And this observation reminds us that in

the scheme of re-settlement Dr. Addison made no

reference to the special case of the medical men.
During the four years of war the country has

suffered no small amount of inconvenience owing
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to the calling up of large numbers of medical prac-

titioners for service in the Army. This was in-

evitable, and as it was necessary the deprivation

was borne with patience and resignation. To
what extent the national health has suffered it is

impossible to say, but there is good reason to

believe that the great mortality from the recent

epidemic of "influenza" might have been largelj

obviated had medical advice and skill been more

readily available. It is notorious that in some

districts medical men were utterly unable to cope

with the outbreak, owing to the fewness of their

numbers. Its virulence would appear to be de-

clining, but it is only scotched, not killed, and with

much of the winter still before us, with food and

fuel still short, and with the consequent lowering

of the general vitality, it is a paramount necessity

that the medical men should be released and re-

settled as promptly as possible.

AN AMERICAN CHEMICAL DIRECTORY.
Annual Chemical Directory of the United States.

Second edition, 1918. Pp. 534. (Baltimore,

Md. : Williams and Wilkins Co., 191S.)

THE present issue of this work, of which the

first edition appeared in 1917, differs only

in certain minor details from the plan and arrange-

ment of its predecessor. Its contents are grouped
under nine main divisions or chapters. Chap. i.

contains a list, in alphabetical order, of all

chemical substances, made or imported, necessary

for laboratory, technical, and industrial purposes,

with the names of manufacturers and dealers

placed geographically, first by States, and then by
cities, and grouped alphabetically. The retailers,

dealers, and agents are distinguished, so far as

possible, from the manufacturers by an asterisk.

Chap. ii. consists of an alphabetical arrange-

ment of the names of manufacturers and dealers

under the alphabetical order of the States and
their cities. Chap. Hi. gives a list of chemical

and chemical engineering apparatus, mechanical
equipment, and machinery used in chemical

works, arranged alphabetically and in general

accordance with the method adopted in chap. i.

as regards chemical products.

Chap. iv. consists of an alphabetical list of

manufacturers and dealers in such apparatus and
machinery, arranged on lines similar to those of

chap. ii. Chap. v. gives the names (1) of

American analytical and consulting- chemists, and

(2) of chemical engineers, listed geographically
and grouped alphabetically as in the preceding

chapters. Chap. vi. is a list of (1) industrial

laboratories, (2) institutional laboratories,

(3) Federal and State laboratories, (4) municipal

laboratories, and (5) commercial laboratories.

Chap, v ii. gives the official names, arranged alpha-

betically, of technical and scientific societies con-
cerned with the study of pure and applied

chemistry, both in the United States arid abroad.

Chap. viii. deals with publications relating to
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chemistry, pure and applied, emanating from the

various societies and publishing agencies, and

am a list of the more importanl books which

have appeared in 1917 18. Chap, ix. consists oi

notes and news of importanl developments which

have OCl mi. el since the first edition was published.

On the value of a work of this kind to all

engaged in the practical pursuit of chemistry,

whether as teacher or technologist, or even as

dealer or agent, we have already dwell in a notice

of the first edition, and we expressed a regret that

nothing exactly similar to it was to be found in

our own country. Under the changed conditions

due to the war, and owing to the quickened

1 iation of the value of science, both purr and

applied, to the national welfare, and to the greati I

recognition of the importance of co-operation and

dination of national effort, it can scarcely he

ed that such a work would be of the greatest

service to those concerned in the chemical arts

in this country, and would become practically indis-

pensable. That such is the case in America with

the present work seems to be obvious from the

character of the new edition, in which apparently

no pains have been spared in order to render it

complete and comprehensive, and as convenient in

use as possible.

From the last chapter, on "News and Notes,"

we extract a few items which are of interest at

the present time as serving- to show with what

energy America is dealing- with the conditions

arising out of the war. She has largely developed

the svnthctic ammonia industry. Processes are

being worked by the War Department and the

Department of Agriculture, and the Air Nitrates

Corporation has been officially appointed by the

first-named Department to manufacture ammo-
nium nitrate. The New York City Department
of Health Laboratories are producing large quan-
tities of antitoxins, and arsphenamine is being
manufactured by the Dermatological Research
Laboratories in Philadelphia, the Takamine Labo-
ratory in New York, and what was formerly the

Farbwerke Hochst Co. of New York City. The
supply of hypnotics and anaesthetics of all kinds

is no longer under German control.

In 1917 there were seventy concerns in the

United States with benzol-recovery plant. The
estimated production of benzol in 1917 was

0,000 gallons. The Midland Chemical
. is producing large quantities "^

bromine. Through the efforts of the United States

Bureau of Mines and the American Chemical
ty a complete detailed census has been taken

of more than 15,000 American chemists. A
number of American manufacturers of dyes arc

employing from twenty-five to seventy-five

chemists in their research departments. The
American dye industry has now invaded the

market in European and Allied countries, South
America, Canada, Japan, and India. It is esti-

mated that in the early part of [918 there were
more than 150 firms actually producing "anilines

"

in the United States. The drug and chemical
markets quote weekly nearly one hundred
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"crudes" and "intermediates," and more than

two hundred dyestuffs are available in the United

Slates market. The capital invested in the

American dyestuff industry is estimated at

250,000,000 dollars, which is much above the

amount of the total capital of the seven leading

German companies in 1914. Up to the present,

American chemists and manufacturers have

d on the mar'kel 75 per cent, of the dye-

stuffs formerly imported, and it is claimed

that by the end of 1918 all necessary colours will

be manufactured in the country.

When the war broke out in August, 1914, there

were only six factories, employing possibly 350 to

400 operatives, manufacturing coal-tar colours,

with an approximate production of 3000 tons.

American dyestuffs in 1914 depended almost

entirely upon the mere assembling of "intermedi-

ates " delivered from German sources. The total

annual consumption of synthetic colours in 1914

in the United States was about 27,000 tons. To-

day there are probably fifty responsible manufac-

turing establishments producing dyestuffs in

America, and the production is well above 35,000

tons, all made from American coal-tar. In the

classes of dyes which, if imported, would be duti-

able at 30 per cent, phts 5 cents a pound, Ameri-

can manufacturers have shown remarkable pro-

gress. The production is so far in excess of the

home needs that during the fiscal year 1917

American-made dyes were exported to the value

of 11,709,287 dollars. Thus the exports exceeded

the pre-war imports in total value, although not in

tonnage or in the variety of the dyes. With a

view to the protection of their interests in the

economic war which is bound to follow, the

American manufacturers have established a Dye-

stuff Manufacturers' Association. Other German
industries, such as scientific and laboratory glass-

ware and chemical and electrical porcelain, have

been assailed in like manner, and America is now
independent of imported supplies.

In 1915 the National Exposition of Chemical

Industries was organised in order to foster the

growth of chemical industries in America. It has

now become an institution in the chemical indus-

trial affairs of the country. The expansion of the

Exposition is indicative in a measure of the growth

of the chemical industries. In 191 5 the number

of exhibits was eighty-three; in 1916, 188; and

in 1917, 323. In 1915 the visiting attendance

was 63,000; in 1916, 80,000 ; and in 1917, 111,514.

Evidence of the astonishing influence of the war

in quickening American energy and enterprise is

seen in almost every department of chemical

activity. At the end of 1917 practically every

"intermediate " of importance was being produced

in the country; the production of phenol in 1917

was more than double that of 1916. More than

200 plants are making sulphuric acid in the States,

and the production of the present year will be

1,500,000 tons greater than in any previous year.

Germany has already had a rude awakening,

but she has yet to realise the full measure of the

economic ruin which awaits her.
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ELECTRICITY AND HEALTH.
Studies in Electro-pathology. By Temp. .Major

A. While- Robertson. Illustrated. Pp. \iii +
304. (London : George Routledge and Sons,
Ltd., 1918.) Price I2.v. 6d. net.

'TMllS book begins with the thesis thai civilisa-

* tion is a mistake be< ause it is a negation ol

the "wild," the law of which is "Thou shall be
fit or thou shah die." But we are justified in

asking, Whal is "fitness"? The author appears
to have left the development of the brain alto-

gether out of consideration. Do music and paint-

ing count for nothing? The statement is made
that "suffering has come with the law of the arti-

ficial "-—-thai is. the civilised. If we arc to accept

this we must hold that all existences prior to

civilisation were devoid of consciousness. Disease
is certainly not absent from wild animals or men,
and when the author says that it has increased

enormously owing to civilisation, we must
remember that the conditions producing it can and
must be done away with, and this without abolish-
ing civilisation itself. Moreover, is not the increase

spoken of apparent merely and due to improved
means of detection? It may be doubted whether
the physician is the best judge as to the extent of

the increase.

The conclusion of the book is that we must go
back to the "law of the wild." How? By living

in accordance with the theories of the essentially

electrical nature of all physiological and patho-
logical phenomena familiar to some of us in con-
nection with the name of Mr. A. E. Baines. The
effects of light are now added on account of their

electrical nature. It is I rue that in the far distant
future all phenomena may possibly be explained on
the basis of the electrical structure of the atom;
but no man living can do this, and the author's
attempt can only be described as premature, a
fact for which he cannot be held responsible. The
book shows an extensive acquaintance with litera-

ture, although the quotations are apt to be rather
disconnected and their relation to the argument
not always obvious. The inner meaning attached
to many of these quotations appears to be due to
the electrical obsession of the author, who is not
always consistent. On p. 57 he inclines ,to the
view that enzymes are "forces"; on p. 115 he
speaks of phosphorus as their essential factor,
apparently, however, forgetting that a very active
pepsin lias been prepared free from phosphorus.
The reader must be warned against accepting

without que. lien the statements contained in the
book. Mr. Haines's remarkable experimental
results are quoted without criticism. No attempl
is made to answer the objections that have been
brought againsl them, and it is not to be expected
that they will be believed until they have been
described in such a way that others can repeal
them. This applies especially to such experiments
as that referred to on p. 231, where a boiled
potato is made to sprout by the application of an
electrical current. The electrical obsession is indi-
cated also by the view taken that the function of
the waxy or fatty layer on the surface of plants
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or animals is to prevent escape to the air of elec-
trical i harges.

The author holds the view that the constitution

of "vilamines" is that of phospho-lipincs, and
his remarks about "quick " food must be referred

to on account of the possible mischief that they
may do. "Quick" food is that which has a par-
ticular electrical reaction, when teste d In the

method of Mr. Baines, on account of the pre
of insulating lipoids. It is the only kind of food
that is to be taken. Cold storage destroys this

property, as also does over-cooking. But the
remarks made as to the misleading nature of
calorie \alues raise doubt as to the competence of
the author to advise on problems of nutrition. The
application of the theories to medical and surgical

practice consists in the addition of a phospho-lipine,

lecithin, or similar substance to Mr. Baines's
"dielectric oil " or liquid paraffin.

W. M. B.

THE RADCLIFFE FOUNDATIONS.
Dr. John Radcliffe: A Sketch of liis Life, with an

Account of his Fellows and Foundations. By
Dr. J. B. Nias. Pp. 147. (Oxford : At the
Clarendon Press, 1918.) Price 125. 6ii. net.

DR. JOHN RADCLIFFE, a very successful

Court physician at the time of William III.

and Queen Anne, was one of the most generous
of all the numerous benefactors of Oxford, for he
left: most of his large fortune to the University.

He covenanted that a portion of it should be used
to endow two travelling fellowships, to be held

by Oxford medical graduates for the space of ten

years, and he made a special proviso that at least

ball of this period should be spent by his fellows

"in parts beyond the sea, for their better improve-
ment." Radcliffe's idea was an excellent one, for

leu medical men could fail to broaden their out-

look and increase their experience by visiting the
most noted medical schools in foreign countries.

At the same time the period of ten years is too
long for most men, and so from 1859 onwards
the tenure of the fellowships was reduced to three

years. The list of fellows includes many distin-

guished names, and of those elected under the
new foundation nearly twenty at the present
moment hold appointments on the staff of one or
other of the London hospitals. The book under
review gives only brief records of living fellows,

but detailed biographies of the deceased fellows
of the old foundation.

The other foundations under Dr. Radcliffe's will

include the imposing Radcliffe Library, or
"Camera." For the first century or more after
it was built this library was stored with books of
all kinds, but from 181 1 onwards they were re-

stricted to scientific and medical subjects. In 1861
these science books were transferred to the

recently built "Museum," whilst the library itself

is now used as an annexe to the Bodleian Library.
.Another notable foundation bearing Radcliffe's

name is the observatory. This institution was
not contemplated in Radcliffe's will, but it was
founded in 1772 by the trustees out of the trust
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funds, al thi leading members of the

University. At the time of its erection the ob-

servatory was one of the largest and best-equipped

in the' world, and its equipment has been well

maintained by t!ic recent addition of a splendid

telescope of j-i-in. aperture for photographic work,

and one of iS-in. aperture for visual work, on the

same mounting. Just previous to the foundation

of the observatory the trustees sanctioned the

building i>! the Radcliffe Infirmary, which has
ever since remained the chief county hospital.

In addition to a description of the Radcliffe

foundations, Dr. N'ias (himself an ex-travelling

fellow) gives a brief but interesting biography of

• I !n- book contains numerous portraits

and illustrations, and is beautifully printed and
il. but it is to be feared that its circulation

will be limited by its somewhat excessive price.

H. M. V.

OIR BOOKSHELF.
Elements of the Electromagnetic Theory of Light.

Bj Dr. Ludwik Silberstein. Pp. vii + 48. (Lon-
don : Longmans, Green, and Co., 1918.) Price

35. '></. net.

This little volume is re-written from the author's
Polish treatise on electricity and magnetism
(3 vols., Warsaw, 1908-13). It is a compact
resume of the main results of the electromagnetic
theory of light in so far as it can be carried with-
out reference to the electron theory. The main
purpose seems to be to present the subject to the

i-h reader in vectorial notation, following the
symbolism of the author's "Vectorial Mechanics"

millan, 1913). It would have added to the
•lsefulness of a book designed for beginners in the
subject if a short exposition of the meaning of

notation had been prefixed, an addition which
would have helped to familiarise the rising
generation with a very important calculus.
A useful historical survey of earlier aether-

theories is given in the second chapter.

The Exploitation of Plants. By Various Writers.
Edited by Prof. Oliver. (Trie Imperial Studies

S.) Pp. vii+170. (London: J. M. Dent
and Sons, Ltd., 1917.) Price 2S. fad. net.

< >i iver has done a useful piece of work in

bringing together, within the compass of a small
volume, .1 series of lectures on "The Exploitation
of Plants in the Service of Man," which was de-
livered at University College, London, in 1917. In
such a collection it is inevitable that there should
be differences in relative values, but the standard
of the best is very high. Amongst those which
strike us as particularly good are the contributions
of Prof. Oliver himself, and that of Dr. Willis,
formerly director of the celebrated gardens at
Peradeniya. As might perhaps have been antici-
pated, these are concerned with the reclamation of
waste lands and with the rubber industry respec-
tively. Both are characterised by lust -hand know-

and that indefinable but verv real quality
that attaches to pioneer work. Dr. Balls con-
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ti niles a suggestive article nn cotton and its

problems, but here and there he is inclined, per-
haps, to assume a more extensive technical
acquaintance with the subject on the part of the

than the latter could actu illv justify.
I )ne essay is markedly and the in-

structed reader will find some entertain;

formation " in the lecture dealing with the plant
as healer. Amongsl other curious statements, the
account therein given of the cinchona enterprise
in Ceylon manages in a Few lines to convey a
thoroughly misleading impression of the causes
winch led to the collapse Of tiiat particular

industry in the island.

Hut a book of this kind should, after all, be
judged on its merits as a whole, and while it

must be admitted to contain some dross, the
greater part of it is good, and the best is really-

first-rate.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous conuuvnications.]

The Perception of Sound.

I do not think that Helmholtz's theory of audition,
whatever difficulties there may be in it, breaks down
so completely as Dr. Perrett represents (Nature,
November 71. According to him, one consequence of
the theor\ would be that "when a tuning-fork is

made to vibrate, no note can be heard, but only an
unimaginable din." I cannot admit this inference.
It is true that Helmholtz's theory contemplates the
response in greater or less degree of a rather large
number of " resonators " with their associated nerves,
tin natural pitch of the resonators ranging over a
certain interval. But there would be no dissonance,
for in Helmholtz's view dissonance depends upon inter-

mittent excitation of nerves, and this would not occur.
So long as the vibration is maintained, every nerve
would be uniformly excited. Neither is there any
difficulty in attributing a simple perception to a rather
complicated nervous excitation. Something of this'

kind is involved in the simple perception of yellow,
resulting from a combination of excitations which
would severally cause perceptions of red and green.
The fundamental question would appear to be the

truth or otherwise of the theorv associated with the
name of J. Midler. Whatever may be the difficulty

of deciding it, the issue itself is simple enough. Can
more than one kind of message he conveyed by a

single nerve? Does the nature of the message depend
upon how the nerve is excited? In the case of sound
—say from a fork of frequency 256—is there anything
periodic of this frequency going on in the nerve, or
nerves, which carrv the message? It is rather difti*

cult to believe it, especially when we remember that
frequencies up to 10,000 per second have to he reckoned
with. Even if we could accept this, what are we to

think when we come to nerves conveying the sensa-

tion of light? Can we believe that there are processes

in action along the nerve repeated in
15 times per

second ?

I do not touch upon the anatomical matters treated

by Sir T. YVrightson and Prof. Keith, or upon the

phonetic evidence brought forward with authority by
Dr. Perrett. RAYLEIGH.
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Zeiss Abbe Refractometer.

In an interesting note by Mr. Churcher communi-
cated to the Physical Society of London (Proc. Roy.

Sue, vol. xxx., part iii., April 15, 1918) on the occa-

sion of my paper on refractometers, it is pointed out

that it had been observed that the Zeiss Abbe refracto-

meter fails when measurements are required of liquids

having an index exceeding 1-52. This Mr. Churcher
stated to be due to the substitution of a crown prism

of refractive index 152 for D in the place of the

dense flint prism formerly used as lower or illumina-

ting prism.

The fact that Messrs. Zeiss had changed their

procedure with regard to the material of this lower

prism in certain instances was of great interest to

me, and I have been on the look-out for an instrument

having the singularities described. Hitherto I have
been unable to find any Zeiss refractometer having

the defect mentioned.
If, therefore, any other of your readers possess such

an instrument, I should be greatly obliged if they

would let me know; and if they are aware of any
special purpose for which the instrument should have
been so made, I should greatly appreciate it if they

would communicate the information to me.
F. Simeon.

Research Laboratory, Adam Hilger, Ltd.,

75A Camden Road, N.W.i.

British Thermometers.

In .111 article prinled in the catalogue of the British

Scientific Products Exhibition (p. 47) I directed atten-

tion to the fact that Beckmann thermometers of

British make were not then procurable. It will

interest scientific workers to know that good thermo-

meters of this type are now manufactured in this

country, and may be procured through the ordinary

dealers. • Chas. R. Darling.
City and Guilds Technical College,

Finsbury, E.C.2.

RESEARCH ON HEALTH AND DISEASE.

THE outbreak of influenza has directed atten-

tion to what ought to have been sufficiently

clear before—namely, the vital necessity for much
more attention being- given to the provision of

adequate scientific inquiry into the causes of

diseases. The question, indeed, is all one with

that of research on other scientific problems, and

most of the remarks that follow apply, with the

appropriate changes of titles, to scientific investi-

gation in general.

The provision for matters relating to disease is

closely linked with the establishment of the pro-

posed Ministry of Health. Although a part of the

activity of such a body would be the important

one of co-ordinating the various departments and
authorities connected with the health of the

nation, it would be a fatal defect if the equally

important one of making full and generous pro-

vision for advance by systematic research were
left out of sight. Since the functions of the

Ministry of Health must of necessity demand the

assistance of many and various branches of science,

it would seem that those at its head should be
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men of the widest knowledge and sympathy. It

is doubtful whether it would be the wisest thing

lor the Ministry to be given over entirely to the

medical profession, as has been assumed in some
quarters. The medical profession would, of

course, be largely represented, but the most effec-

tive way of getting work done on any particular

problem would be to appoint a special committee

consisting of heads of laboratories and representa-

tives "I institutions where similar research is being

carried on. These men would be in touch with the

capacities in existence and the capabilities of those

actually at work. Such committees should be
abK: to advise the granting of funds by the various

bodies having them at their disposal, such as the

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,

the Medical Research Committee, and so on.

It is a' question whether the Ministry of Health

need itself finance research. The multiplication of

departments doing this is apt to lead to overlap-

ping and to waste of valuable resources. The
grants made on the advice of the committees

suggested above might well be limited to the

payment of actual laboratory expenses, inclusive

of assistance when necessary. The really import-

ant thing is that there should be men always at

work and ready to take up problems of urgency
when they appear. It is unnecessary in this place

to insist on the fundamental importance of what
is often called abstract research in science. It is

but rarely that work directed to a definite limited

practical object leads to really valuable permanent
results. Take the case of influenza. The mere
knowledge that the disease is associated with the

presence of Pfeiffer's bacillus is not enough. We
must know the conditions which are favourable

to the growth and virulence of this organism,

and again what changes in the body render it a

prey to the attacks of this and other agents. All

this implies a far greater knowledge of the general

biology of micro-organisms and of the physiology

of the animal body than we yet possess. Re-
searches of this kind must always be provided for

and in continuous, uninterrupted course. They
lead to direct practical applications, frequently

making special investigation unnecessary, or at

least rendering such work comparatively simple.

But, as is universally agreed, the number of

such workers at the disposal of the nation is griev-

ously inadequate. Why is this the case? There
can be no doubt that it is due to the fact that no
permanent careers in sufficient number are open to

men who are attracted to research work, especi-

ally when of a character not directly connected

with immediate practical applications. This must
be remedied and without delay. In that branch

of science with which the writer is more particu-

larly acquainted, it often happens that a man with

talent for research is obliged to devote himself to

medical practice because he can see no reasonable

prospeel of a future career to support himself and

his family. The only way to remedy such a state

of affairs is to provide permanent research posts

at an adequate salary. Grants for limited periods

are of no real use, and the Beit fellowships, valu-
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able as they are, are open to serious criticism in

this respect. At the end of his tenure the holder

is left stranded. There must be some security

til lenure. No good work can he done under per-

petual anxiety for the future. To a very large

degree the need could be must effectively met by

liberal grants to universities and other teaching

institutions to enable them to increase their Staff

and the salaries paid on condition that at least

half time v.. is free for research. At the same
time, the teaching itself would greatly benefit and
class fees could be reduced to limits permitting

all capable of benefit to obtain it, while the per-

formance of some amount of teaching is of value

in preventing too narrow an outlook, of which

there is danger in the pursuit of what must, of

iir. essity, be a more or less limited objective. The
money must be at the disposal of the university,

since only their colleagues can possess satisfactory

knowledge of the capabilities of the staff. Of
course, inspection would be advisable and profit-

able.

However this may be, there can be no doubt
of the urgent and vital necessity for the generous
provision in some way of permanent adequately

paid posts for men who wish to devote their lives

to research. We have every reason to be proud

of our achievements in pure and applied science,

but how much greater might they not have been
if the services of so many talented workers had
not been lost in the past?
One aspect of the matter must be insisted upon.

The demands of those unacquainted with the

nature of scientific work suggest that they expect,

say, a cure for influenza to be discovered in a

week or two. It must be made clear that no
accurate scientific work can be done in haste. If

inaccurate, it is worse than useless, because it

misleads and often results in the loss of much
later work based on it. A great advantage of

work carried on without the limitation of a direct

practical object is that the most promising course
of investigation often reveals itself in the actual

progress of the work itself, so that the most valu-

able result may be quite different from the problem
originally attacked.

At the present time there are special circum-
stances that require attention. The number of
men trained in scientific methods has not only
been reduced by death during the four years of
war, but the outlook for the future is serious on
account of the gap of four years in the training
of men who should have been available now. It

will be difficult or impossible for many of those
returning from military service to devote three or
four years to training at an age when it may be
necessary for them to be earning a livelihood. It

would seem to be a question for serious considera-
tion whether some provision in the nature of
scholarships should not be made to enable those
who desire it to continue their scientific training.
The funds necessary might with reason be
regarded as forming a part of the cost of the war
to be paid by the enemy. w M gAy] |ss
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WAR-TIME BEEF PRODUCTION.

/"\F the many changes imposed by the war upon
*•-' British agriculture, few have aroused
greater misgivings amongst practical men than
the restrictions imposed upon meat production by
the reduction of supplies of imported feeding-
stuffs. During the many years of abundant and
cheap supplies of these materials before the war
it became the normal practice of the cattle-feeder

to feed lavishly with the view of turning out the
fat beeves of prime quality which have always
been the special pride of the British farmer. The
economy of the practice was frequently called in

question, and results of experimental investiga-

tion were not wanting to supply evidence that the
standard of feeding which represented the upper
limit of economy was not very high. Recent con-
troversies, however, have revealed how little prac-

tice had been affected by the teachings of the

economist before the shrinkage of food supplies

occasioned by the war rendered so-called "high "

feeding physically impossible.

Before the war a daily allowance of 8 lb. to 10 lb.

of "oilcake" per head was quite usual, so that

it is little wonder practical men were seriously

alarmed last winter when the fiat went forth that

the available supplies of feeding-stuffs would not

provide more than i lb. to 2 lb. for the purpose.
That such a drastic reduction in the food ration

must result in a great decrease in meat production
and the disappearance of all but inferior qualities

of beef was regarded in practical circles as self-

evident. Even the scientific adviser of the farmer,

though less pessimistic as to the magnitude of

1 the effect, found himself very inadequately

equipped with data which would enable him to

assess the probable meat output on the restricted

j

diet. The matter being so obviously of great

economic importance, steps were at once taken
I to secure trustworthy information, and during the

winter of 1917-18 experiments on a considerable

I scale were carried out under the auspices of the

Boards of Agriculture for England and Scotland,

and the Irish Department of Agriculture. The
results of these experiments are now available in

a summary prepared by Prof. T. B. Wood, and
published in the August issue of the Journal of
the Board of Agriculture. The experiments were

j
carried out at two English, two Scottish, and three

Irish centres with groups of eight to twenty cattle

at each, a total head of ninety-five cattle being
included in the tests. At each centre the cattle

! were given roots and straw ad lib., supplemented
with only \\ lb. per head per day of undecorticated

I cotton-seed cake.

With the lavish feeding of peace-time, cattle of

!
the type used would commonly increase in weight

I at the rate of about 12 lb. to 20 lb. per week. In

I

these experiments the average weekly gains at the

different centres ranged from 6 lb. to 17 lb. per

week, five of the results falling within the narrow
range of 8 lb. to 10 lb. per week. The proportion

of dressed carcass to live weight was certainly not
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up to the 60 per cent, of the prime fat steer, but

ai .in average of 56 per cent, was still high enough
to secure a place in the first tirade of quality.

What these figures mean in terms of beef output

is demonstrated by Prof. Wood by a comparison

with the results of pre-war experiments, from

which it would appear that the decrease in oilcake

consumption from 8 lb. to li lb. per head per day
only reduces the liveweighf increase by 3*3 per

cent., and the meat output b) 9 per cent. The
results show further that from the point of view

of profit the high cake ration would assuredly be

a mistake at the present time, since for each extra

pound of beei produced 13 lb. of cake costing

about 2i\ would be consumed.
Even more far-reaching conclusions as to the

desirability of aiming at a lower stage oi fatness

in beef production under present conditions are

arrived at by Mr. K. J. J. Mackenzie and Dr.

I-'. II. A. Marshall from investigations of which
a summary is given in the September issue of the

same journal. These conclusions are based upon
data obtained with ninety-two beasts of different

degrees of "ripeness" specially selected for the

purpose, weighed and slaughtered under condi-

tions permitting of exact observation. The ob-

servations were extended further to the edibility

of selected portions of the carcass and the pro-

portion of, waste invoked in their consumption,
from the data obtained the conclusions are drawn
that the ordinary method of judging the condition

of a beast by "handling " may often lead to seri-

ous errors of judgment as to its fitness for the

butcher, generally resulting in far too many beasts

being kept beyond the most economic time for

killing; that beyond a certain point further in-

crease in weight does not contribute effectively to

the meat supply, being mainly waste fat; and that

no serious complaint on the ground of quality

can be brought against the meat from the half-fat

beast, the consumption of which is attended with

the minimal quantity of waste.

On certain points of detail the practical man
will doubtless find these observations not entirely

convincing, but the general support they afford

to the policy of retrenchment in cattle-feeding can

scarcely be questioned. C. C.

STATE ASSISTANCE TO THE DYE
INDUSTRY.

A MEMORANDUM (Cd. 9194, price sd.) has

just been issued by the Board of Trade giv-

ing detail the scheme for the allocation and ad-

ministration of the funds provided by Parliament
for assistance in the development of the dye in-

dustry. It is pointed out that the primary object

of the financial assistance to be given is to make
the British textile users of dyes independent of

German dyestuffs, and to enable the manufac-
turers to bring down the cost of production to a

point at which competition with the large-scale

industry of Germany will be commercially possible.

Loans and grants of nmnr\ are to be given to

assist in the provision of buildings and plant, and
for the maintenance of a system of research. These
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funds are additional to and independent of the

moneys already advanced to the firm known as

British Dyes, Ltd. There are dyes which at

the present time are not being manufactured in

this countr) at all, or are being made in quantities

insufficient lor the reasonable needs of dve users,

and in this direction especially encouragement is

needed.

As to the work ol research distinct from the

technical routine of manufacturing operations, it

is now recognised as an inherent part of the in-

dustry, and that it properly enters into the cost

of production, since experience shows that in

normal times a constant Mow of new colours or
varieties of colours is necessary for the main-
tenance of those dye-using trades which are

subject to outside competition, it is also acknow-
ledged that, while continued research must be
carried on, it does not follow that commercial
advantages may be immediately secured. The
administration of the scheme will be carried out
by (t) a loan and grant committee, (2) a trade

and licensing committee, (3) an inspector of re-

search, and (4) an inspector of accounts.

The business of the trade and licensing com-
mittee will be to determine what colours and inter-

mediate products shall be licensed to be imported
into the country after the war, and in what quanti-
ties, and to advise the Commissioner as to the

colours and intermediates the manufacture of

which should be specially encouraged, and the

order of their importance. The committee will

consist of four representatives of colour users and
four representatives of dye manufacturers under
an independent chairman appointed by the Board
of Trade.

The inspector of research will occupy an im-
portant and somewhat difficult position. It is

obvious that he must be a highly qualified

"organic" chemist with special knowledge of the

production of intermedial cs, as well as dyes. By
his reports to the Dye Commissioner he will prac-

tically control the work that goes on in all the
research laboratories connected with the works,
and as the connection between the experiments
actually in progress and the ultimate bearing of

the results on industrial operations is often not

very obvious, a good deal of patience and dis-

cretion will need to be exercised.

Conditions relative to the rate of interest to be
charged on loans and the amount to be set aside

for depreciation and obsolescence of plant and
buildings, as well as for the repayment of the

loans, are set forth in the memorandum.

COMMERCIAL I VIATION.

Till'" subject of commercial aviation is one that

has attracted a great deal of attention

during the latter phases of the war, and now that

hostilities are at an end it has become a matter

of the firsl importance. A vast organisation has

been created in order to provide the necessary

machines and men lor the needs of the Royal Air

Force, and it seems almost certain that the full

military output of which we are now capable will
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required in times ol peace. If, howi

aviation is to take a prominent place in the com-

mero ure, an outlet will lound

for ilir energies ol designers and manufacturers

ui aircraft.

rhere are many indications thai tin- aeroplane

will soon become an important factor in inter-

national trade, though it is at present impossible

to forecast the extern ol such developments. The

Times of November 15 reports thai Mr. Holt

Thomas intends to institute a pa rvice

between London and Paris as soon as circum-

mit. Machines thai had been designed

for bombing work over German territory arc to

be used, and it is hoped to make the complete

ley in three hours and a half, the actual

flying time from aerodrome to aerodrome being"

md a half hours. The price ol the tickets

will be fifteen guineas per passenger, and the

service will be a daily one, weather permitting.

Close on this announcement comes the news

1 record flight has been made over London

by a Handley-Page machine carrying forty pas-

's, together with fuel fur a six hours' flight.

remarkable achievement, in which tin-

previous record number ol passengers has been

doubled, should do much to convince the sceptic

of the possibility of an effective aeroplane pas-

senger service. It appears likely, however, that

one of the greatest commercial uses of the aero-

plane will be thi international mails,

where the increased speed of transit would be a

great asset to commercial activities.

The Times of November 10, which reports the

above record passenger flight, also gives an

account of a speech by Lord Weir, made at the

opening of the exhibition of eneim aircraft at the

\gricultural Hall. Lord Weir, in referring to

commercial aviation, expressed his opinion that

while the possibilities are great, the probabilities

iot so great. A period ol pioneer work must
icpected, and he hoped that the State would
ble to render much assistance to those manu-
ers whose thoughts wen lurried to the new

ill nis involved. It is earnestly to be hoped
that such will be the case, and there seems little

doubt that if our unique facilities for aeronautical

riment and research can be applied to the new
'•ms of commercial aviation, the pioneer

period will not be a very long one, and results of
importance will soon be reached. The

elopment of aerial intercourse between the
nations should do much to keep them in closer
touch one with another, and thus aid in the
world's progress towards the desired goal of
universal peace.

NOTES.
The following is a list of thosi to whom the Roval

- tlii- year awarded medals. The awards
of the Royal medals have received the King's ap-

il The Cople; medal to Prof. II V Lorentz,
Mem.R.S., fur his distinguished researches in

hematical physics. The Rumford medal to Prof.

les F.->l.i\ and Dr. Alfred Perot (jointly) for theii

rsfio. vol. 102]

ntributtons to optics. A Royal medal to Pi of. Alfred

er, F.R.S., for his distinguished researches on
: .inoim and \ R, , ,,! medal

Prof. F. <. Hopkins, F.R.S., for his res arches in

chemical physiology. The Davi medal to Prof. F. S.
Kipping, F.R.S., for his studies in the camphoi

1 oup and among the organii deri es ol niti

md silicon. The I >ai « in medal to Dr. II I I
1

for his valuable researches on verti

and palaeontology .
The Hugh< -

|

Langmuii foi his researches in molecular ph

Weather information is now agal
11 in the columns of the newspaper P

the Meteorological Office has, from last M61
1 sumed the issue of its official forecasts. [1

iil\ be some time before the circulatioi
the various weather reports is in pre-war order. i

the action of the Government the issue of much of
the ordinary weather information was suspend'

nd of September, 1914, and from May 1, 1915,
the Meteorological Office ceased to issue weather fore-
casts; for some time afterwards, so far as current
weather is concerned, only the observations of sun-
shine, rainfall, and temperature from the health
resorts were issued, and these, after a short period.

also stnppe,!. The action was taken in order that
no useful hint should be given to aid Germany's air-

raids. During the last few months of the war the
censorship of the weather was so severe that no
mention of the weather was allowed in the newspaper
Press. The Weather Office has contributed informa-
tion of the highest value to the Air Service, Navj

,

and Army throughout the period of the war. There
is an opportunity now for much greater usefulness
1 ban prior to the war, and information will doubtless

gerly sought for by the aerial services. If a
journey to India is undertaken bv aii craft it would
probably be fairly ideal in the summer, the surface
winds being favourable, and bv passing over the
\rabian Sea use can he made of the area of low
barometric pressure situated over the northern portion
of India. In the winter, however, the strong
southerly surface winds blowing round the high-
pressure area over Asia would be embarrassing, and
orobablv the upper-air current would prove more
favourable. Meteorological problems will have to be
grasped by the frying experts, and knowledge gained
relative to the upper air must be made public, just

as in the past the seaman has acquired knowledge of
air and sea currents at the sea surface.

We sympathise with Lord Sudeley's protest, in a
letter to the Times of November 15, against "such a
long delay as six months being permitted to elapsi

Kefori mir museums are once more at full swing."
The sooner the\ resume their full activities of acquisi-
tion, investigation, and instruction, the better. It is

with elementary and popular education that Lord
Sudeley is chieflv concerned, and he rightlv directs

: n to the presence of our soldiers

from the Dominions and we would add those from
the United States, so mam of whom wish to see these

institutions. Yet if Lord Sudeley thinks
1 return ti ditions can be "a matter onlv of

' he is over-sanguine. It is easier to pull

'han to build up, and, even with a full staff, th

ment of the numerous objects that have been
removed some to considerable distances with their

ordering and labelling, would take months
rather than weeks. But the staffs are not complete;
mam men will never return; many cannot yet be
soared from their military and other national duties.

Their work cannot be done 1. 11 w and untrained
men, still less bv stopgaps. V -. the task of
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restoration is already in progress : the Science

Museum was reopened some weeks ago; the British

.Museum has arranged a war-lime exhibition, really

all the more pleasant for being not quite so overwhelm-
ing. Let us progress steadily, bul let us progress

surely and strongly. It is not to pre-war conditions

that we hope to see a return. We must go further

forward. Above all things, increased stalls are

demanded if our museums are to fill that place in

national reconstruction which they are in other

respects both lilted and anxious to fill.

Proe. David E. Lam/, assistant biologist on the

Biological Survey, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

died of pneumonia on October - at Washington, !).('.

He was chief!} engaged in investigations of the

economic relations of mammals.

Mr. Wm. B. Brierlky, of the Pathological Labora-
tory, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and formerly lec-

turer in economic botany to Manchester University,

has accepted the appointment of mycologist to the

new Institute of Pbvtopathological Research, Rotham-
sted Experimental Station, Harpenden.

The Times correspondent at Stockholm announces
that the Swedish Academy decided on November n
to award the Nobel prize for physics for the year iqi~,

in reserve from last year, to Prof. C. G. Barkla, pro-

fessor of natural philosophy in the University of Edin-
burgh, for his work on X-rays and secondary rays.

The prize in physics for 1918 and that in chemistry
for 1917 and 1918 have been reserved.

We are informed that new and unexpected claims

of his profession have made it impossible for Mr.
H. M. Langton to undertake the office of secretary

of the National Union of Scientific Workers. The
executive committee has therefore decided to leave the

office vacant for the time being, and has appointed
Dr. Norman R. Campbell chairman of the executive,

and Mr. Eric Sinkinson assistant secretary. All

correspondence should be addressed to the assistant

secretary at 14A Albert Bridge Road, S.W.n.

In view of the alarming and contradictory reports

of the present epidemic of influenza that have ap-

peared in the public Press, the Royal College of

Physicians of London has issued an authoritative

memorandum in the public interest. It is considered

that the present epidemic is essentially identical with

previous epidemics. It is suggested that the causa-

tive virus may be a micro-organism beyond the range
of microscopic vision, but the present epidemic has no
relation to plague, as some have suggested. Valu-
able bints are given with regard to prevention and
to general treatment if infection occurs, and it is stated

that no drug has vet been proved to have a definite

preventive or curative action.

Influenza continued to maintain it-- virulence over

England, according to the Registrar-General's return

for the week ending November 9, but the general

deaths seemed t<i warrant the assumption that the

epidemic bad reached its climax, and there appears a

good prospect that it is on the wane. For London
the deaths from influenza were 2433, which is 25 fewer
than for the week ending November 2. The deaths
for the respective ages were from o to 5 years, 13 per

cent.; 5 to 20 years, 17 per cent.; 20 to 45 years,

50 per cent.
; 45 to 65 years, 14 per cent. ; 65 to

75 years, 4 per cent. ; and *abow 715 years, 2 per cent.

In the five weeks ending November q the total deaths
in London from influenza were 6j;q8, of which 6147
occurred in the last three weeks. In the whole five

weeks of the epidemic the influenza deaths compared
with the total deaths from all causes were for ages
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o 10 5 years, 36 per cent.
; 5 to 20 years, 65 per cent. ;

jo to 45 years, 67 per cent.
; 45 to 65 years, 37 per

cent. ; 65 to 75 years, 21 per cent.; and above 75 years,

10 per cent. The influenza deaths for the five weeks
were 48 per cent, of the total deaths from all cause-.,

pneumonia 12 per cent., and bronchitis 5 per cent.

In Paris, with about three-fourths of the population
of London, the deaths from influenza in the week
ending October 26 were [263, whilst in London, for.

the corresponding period, the deaths were 1256. The
drier and much colder weather during the past week
may tend to the disappearance of the epidemic.

Dr. Augustus V. K. Hoernle, CLE., the eminent
Oriental scholar, died at Oxford on November 12, aged
seventy-seven years. lie was attached to the Church
Missionary Society at Meerut from 1865 to 1870, when
he was appointed principal of the Cathedral Mission

College, Calcutta, and afterwards principal of the

Calcutta Madrasah. He acquired a wide knowledge
of Sanskrit and Hindi, and his "Comparative
Grammar of the North Indian Languages" and his
" Comparative Dictionary of the Bihari Language

"

are works of authority, used to much advantage by
Sir G. Grierson in his linguistic survey of India. Dr.
Hoernle paid much attention to the medicine of
ancient India, and his most important works were his

translation of the birch-bark codex discovered bv Col.
Bower at Kucha, in Khotan, in 1890, and his report

on the MSS. collected by Sir Aurel Stein and other
explorers in Chinese Turkestan. The death of this

eminent philologist is a serious loss to Oriental'

learning.

We derive from the Meteorological Office Circular
No. 29 the following particulars of the work of Dr.
Walter de Watteville, who died on October 3 at sixty

years of age :—Dr.de Watteville was a native of Berne,
Switzerland, and had been manv years in practice at

Kingussie. He was one of the earliest supporters of

the open-air treatment for the cure of tuberculosis,

and was the director of a sanatorium where much
valuable work has been done. Keenly interested in

various departments of science, Dr. de Watteville
had since 1895 maintained a second-order station at

Kingussie, more than Soo ft. above sea-level. \Ye owe
entirely to his enthusiasm a satisfactory set of climato-
logical normals for L^pper Spevside, and a demon-
stration of the fact that this region, which has long
been popular as a summer resort, affords, even amidst
the rigours of a Highland winter, an atmosphere
eminently favourable for the treatment of tubercular
complaints.

We learn from Science that Mr. Henry Suter,

author of "A Manual of the New Zealand Mollusca,"
who died in Christchurch, N.Z., on August 1, was
born at Zurich in 1841, and went to New Zealand in

[886 to engage in farming, but soon relinquished the

idea, and devoted most of his time to studying the
indigenous mollusca of the antipodean country. In
1

« > 1 ; be produced bis "Manual," which was published
for him by the New Zealand Government. It con-
tains tbe diagnoses of T079 species, 108 sub-species,

and ton varieties of New Zealand molluscs. Two
years later the Government published his atlas to the
" Manual." This has seventy-two plates, containing

many figures of molluscs from Mr. Suter's own
drawings. In later years he gave special attention to

Tertiary molluscs of New Zealand, and in 1016 the

Geological Survey Departnn nt published as a bulletin

a work by him on "The Tertiary Mollusca of New
Zealand." His death leaves New Zealand without a

recognised conchologist.

In view of the success which has attended the fort-

nightly conferences and discussions now being held
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bv the Industrial Reconstruction Council, a second

series lias been arranged for January, February, and
March of next year. The first conference, under the

title of "Reconstruction or Restoration?" will deal

with the general principles which should guide us

during 1 In - difficult transition period, and will be

.|»n. II. J. Gillespie on January 14. The
other meetings will discuss "The Workers' Interest

-tin-," "The Place of the Merchant in British

Industry," "Welfare Work," "Wages and Conditions
of Employment in Relation to Future Industrial

Prosperity," and "Industry and Educational Recon-

struction." No tickets will be issued, but all those

who intend to In- present are asked to inform the

ary, l.R.C, 2 and 4 Tudor Street, E.C.4, who
will be glad ;.. send a full prospectus of the series on
application.

I .11 British Scientific Instrument Research Ass<>-

n. ..in- of the earliest associations formed under
th( scheme of the Department of Scientific and Indus-

trial Research, has secured premises at 26 Russell

Square, W.C.I, where offices and research labora-
- will be equipped. The first chairman of the

i itinn was Mr. A. S. Esslemont, whose recent

lamented death has been a severe loss to the associa-

The council has elected Mr. H. A. Colefax,

K.C., as chairman to fill the vacancy. The vice-chair-

man is Mr. Conrad Beck, to whose energ) and per-

gonal influence is largely due the successful formation
of the association. Almost all the hailing optical and
scientific instrument manufacturers are members. The
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research is re-

presented by Major ('.
J. Stewart, ('apt. F. O. Creagh-

o-l...me, R.N., Mr. S. W. Morrison, Col. R. E. Home,
R.A., and Mr. Percy Ashley. The council has recently

pted as members of its body the Hon. Sir

Charles \. Parsons, F.R.S., and Prof. J. W. Nichol-

F.R.S. Sir Herbert Jackson, K.B.E., F.R.S.,
has been appointed director of research, and Mr.

J. W. William-. .11 seen tarv of the association.

Mr. William Llewellyn Preece, the eldest son of

a 1 William Preece, whose death, at the age
of lift) -two, occurred in London on November 10, was
educated at King's College School and the Hanovei
squat. School of Electrical Engineering. In 1898,

p.nt twelve years in the Midland Rail-
way Co.'s telegraph department, he joined his father's

firm (now Preece, Cardew„ Snell, and Rider) as a con-
sulting ' ngineer. Sir William Preece had for many

tously held the appointment of consulting

a the Crown Agents for the Colonies, and
Mr. Pri ice on joining the firm took charge of the

a of the practice dealing with telegraph and
telephone matters in the principal Colonies and
Dominions, including those under the Crown Agents
and High Commissioners for South Africa and New
/.. aland. He had made a special study of wireless

aphy, and was responsible for the wireless plant
blished in many of our distant Colonies; he was
of tin- expert witnesses examined by the Select

Committee of the House of Commons appointed to

inquire into the Post Office contract with the Marconi
Co. for the proposed stations of the Imperial Wireless
Chain. At the time of his death Mr. Preece held a
commission in the R.N.V.R., and was employed at

the Admiralty. He was a member of the Institution

ivil Engineers and also of the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, and was serving on the council of

•h. latter body at the date of his death. He read a

paper in 1915 before the latter body on "Telephone
Troul.l. s in the Tropics," and had also at various
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ni.s written many papers on Church matters, in

which he was deeply interested, for private circulation.

Sik Hermann Weber, the distinguished physician,
who died on tin- day of the signing of the armistice,
was in his ninety-fifth year, and had practised in

London for three-quarters of a century. He was a
true lover of England; his desire was to live to see
the victory of the Allies and the end of the war. To
those who knew him he represented the very best and
most beautiful aspect of that Germany which was.
He died as gently as he had lived, lie was one of
those rare men whose lives are made up of all friends
and no enemies; and that, not because he was
negative or poor-spirited, but because lie was
honourable, courteous, pure in heart, unselfish,

lie was a man of culture and a great collector of

Greek coins, and was known as an expert on this

subject. Above all, he was a wise and far-seeing

adviser. It was he who taught us the saving power
of the Engadine for consumptive patients; he thus
helped to bring about the open-air treatment of that

disease. On questions of climate and of health

resorts Sir Hermann Weber was the first, and one of

the greatest, authorities in London. He was a

member of the Alpine Club ; he knew the meaning of

fresh air; he was still an Alpine climber at eighty.

He could still, in his ninety-fifth year, walk his seven

or eight miles a dav, walking fast, and preferring to

walk bareheaded. He was in that splendid circle of

Victorian physicians and surgeons whose names are

as household words to many of us ; he outlived

them all. His length of davs is not to be ascribed to

any force of abstinence; he was " anti " nothing;

merelv, he lived a very temperate, diligent life. The
secret of longevity is not altogether explicable; we live

so long as we were originally wound up to live. But
we may at least believe that peace of mind and a quiet

enjoyment of the verv best sort of things have some-
thing to do wath a man's continuance.

Mr. W. Airy has published an interesting paper

entitled " On the Ancient Trade Weights of the East."

His object has been to present a simplified account

of the ancient weights of the East; not including

those of China and japan, and to illustrate their inter-

relations. He finds that practically all Eastern

weights mav be referred to one or other of the fol-

lowing systems:—The Egyptian kedet system, based

on a kedet of 140 grains; the Egyptian shekel

system, based on a shekel of 245 grains; the

Phoenician shekel system, based on a shekel of

220 grains; the Babylonian and Assyrian systems,

based on a shekel of 254 grains; the Greek /Eginetan

system, based on a shekel of 254 grains; the Greek
Solonian system, based on a drachma of 675 grains;

and the Roman system, based on a libra of 5050

grains.

Messrs. G. A. Natesan and Co., Madras, have

issued short biographies of two well-known Indian

men of science, Sir J. C. Bose and Dr. P. C. Ray.

The former, after receiving some elementary educa-

tion at a Bengali "patshala," or village school, went

to Christ's College, Cambridge, and there laid the

foundations of the scientific training which led to his

investigations of the transmission of excitations in

plants like the mimosa, developed in his important

work on "Plant Response." Dr. P. C. Ray was
trained under Tait and Crum Brown at Edinburgh,

and became professor of chemistry at the Presidency

College, Calcutta. His most important work has

been the foundation of an Indian chemical school and

the establishment of the Bengal Chemical and Pharma-
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ceutical Works, now a flourishing concern. It is well

that these two men of science arc at hand, qualified to

assist in the industrial developmenl of India, which
cannot now be long postponed.

Some interesting note-- l>\ Mr. E. C. Chubb on the

whales landed at the whaling station at Durban
tppear in the Annals of the Durban Museum (vol. ii.,

part -'). These were taken during the whaling season

of i'ii|, since when, unfortunately, the "fishing" has
been suspended, though it will be resumed, no doubt,

at nu distant date. A female oi the blue whale
(Balacnoptcr 1 nni*i ii/ii.v| is recorded here which was
no ft. in length, and it is evident that, for the- present,

some uncertainty must obtain in regard to records of

the capture of (lie "seihval" (B. borealis), since this

species is not readily distinguished from the South
African B. brydei. From the stomach of a sperm
whale, obtained off Durban in 1913, a shark, 10 ft. in

length, was taken. A number of excellent photo-

graphs add much to the value of this paper.

THE Monilia diseases of fruit-trees are some of the

most serious of those with which present-day fruit-

growers have to contend. In spite of the consider-

able amount of work which has been done on them,

our knowledge of their specific symptoms and detailed

etiology has remained to a considerable extent incom-
plete. During recent years, however, thanks to the

careful work carried out at Wye College by Mr. E. S.

Salmon and Mr. H. Wormald, important advances

have been made in the elucidation of these diseases.

In the Annals of Applied Biology (vol. iii., No. 4) Mr.
Wormald published the results of a very thorough
studv of a blossom-wilt and canker of apple-trees due
to a species of Monilia clearly different from M. fritrti-

gena (the cause of the well-known rot of apples),

which he refers to M. cinerea, Bon. More recently

Mr. Wormald has published in the same journal

(vol. v., No. 1) an equally illuminating account of a
" wither-tip " disease of plum-trees which occurs in

Kent, and probably elsewhere. This disease is also

caused by M. cinerea. The interesting point is that,

although the two fungi which attack apple- and plum-

trees respectively are morphologically indistinguish-

able, vet their pathogenic characters are dissimilar.

Hence it is now proved that amongst the Monilias,

just as amongst the "rusts" and the "mildews,"
biologic forms or physiological strains exist. In the

case of the two Monilias referred to, these strains

can be distinguished, not only by their behaviour

with regard to specific hosts, but also by means of

cultural and biochemical methods.

Tin regulations for the supply of spectacles to

thi 1. rman Army have given a great impetus to the

sire to carrv standardisation of spectacle

puis still further. According to the Central-Zeitung

fur Optik und Mechanik (August 20), military spec-

tacles must have lenses of 38-2 mm. diameter and be
interchangeable. Only ten types are permitted.

Standardisation is still desirable in frames, screws,

etc., of which only one size should be permitted.

A writer in L'Elettroteenica for September 25
pleads for an intensive system of re-afforestation in

Italy in view of the future industrial requirements of

that country. It is suggested thai suitable tree-, be

planted in the neighbourhood of watersheds for the
production of charcoal by 1 lectric power, as Italy may
be obliged to have recourse to charcoal in place of

coke for steel-making. Some figures are given showing
the power required and the vield of charcoal and by.

products possible.
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I'n
1 1 'in of from 1 to 5 mm. diameter is in usi

in Germain as a substitute for jute. Paper yarn from
pai 1 Ime in pane, is woven into belts for driving light

machinery. According to Zeitschrift filr angewandte
Chemie F01 August 2, when treated with 1 per cent,
solution of tannin the yarn is rendered soft and flexible
in thi touch and its strength increased l>\ .)m pei
Tbi' addition of gelatine gives a hard, firm tOUi
the yarn and an increased strength of 25 p. 1 .

When wet its strength is reduced by only 15 per C< ill.

Neutralised aluminium acetate added to tie tannin
solution gives the yarn a strong, elastic touch
increases its strength 44 per rent. The average water-
contenl of the yarn is about 38 per cent.

Elektrotechnischi Zeitschrift for August 20 gives
particulars of a number of new scientific institutions

in Germany to improve the methods of using raw
materials for industrial .and war purposes. The Kaisei
Wilhelm Institute for Research on Iron will deal with
scientific .research on iron. An institute bearing a

similar title will deal with the selection of suitabli

research workers and the provision of grants to en-
able them to carry on their work'. There is a further
institute for biological science. A research institution

for lignite and mineral oil is attached to the Tech-
nische Hochschule, Berlin, towards the cost of which
750,000 marks have been subscribed; while a parallel

instituti lias been affiliated with the Royal Mining
Academy of Saxony, the work at which will ini

research on ferro-alloys and calcium carbide. The
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Military Science will

work in conjunction with the best scientific and mili-

tate experts to promote the development of science

and technology for war purposes. There w ill I" -i
1

-

tions for chemical raw materials for munitions,
chemical war materials (powder, explosives, gases,

etc.), phvsirs (which will include ballistics), technical

methods of transportation, aeronautics, etc. South
German textile manufacturers have founded an in-

stitution for textile research. Present investigations

at this institution are concerned with all kinds of

paper, cellulose, and fibres for textile purposes.

The September issue of the Proceedings of the Tokyo
Mathematico-Physical Society contains a paper by Mr.
M. So on some interesting observation- be has made
in the physical laboratory of the Tokyo Electric ( 'o.

on the annealing of glass. In the first instance a
newly drawn glass fibre is heated slowh in an electrii

furnace and its length observed. It increases a- the

temperature rises, but at a temperature in the neigh-

bourhood of 400 C. it begins to contract, and at about

500 ('. becomes plastic. Next, when a short cylinder

of the glass between crossed Nicols is heated, t !i<

interference rings show little change until a tempera-
ture of 400° C. is reached, and then widen and dis-

appear at about 500 C. Lastly, when the glass is

slowly heated or cooled, the curve of temperature ch
shows thai over the plastic range of temperature there

are absorption and liberation of heat, proving thai

change of state of a constituent of the glass takes

place at that temperature. The first two effects vary
with the nature of tin- glass, and are not exhibited by

annealed specimens. The third effect is found in both
annealed and unannealed glass.

It is well known that the change -
1 ffi ted in the

surface of glass thai can !» revealed by the deposition

of moisture or by using the glass as the basis of a
photograph, and in other ways, are sometimes very

persistent. Mr. J. II. M. Davidson, of Adelaide,

records in the British journal of Photography
for November 1 a "To Let" notice originalK
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painted in whiting and water that has survived

for more than twenty-five years, in -pit'- <>f the

window-cleaning thai it has been subjected to. Hi

suggests thai the effect is due to molecular changes.

Mr. Julius Rheinberg says that hi- experiments "madi
during the last years on the introduction of metals

into the surface-layer "f glass have convinced him
anil more that we should regard glass as a

substance full of ultra-microscopic pores." He sug-
- that material left in these pon -, which would

cleaning processes, may form the

nuclei or condensation centres when the latent image
i. rendered visibli . Mr. Rheinberg is well known
among men ol science interested in microscopical and

1graphical matters, and as he is the maker of the

ules and micrometer and other scales exhibited
tie- British Scientific Products Exhibition recenth

arranged by the British Science Guild, his opinion is

iecial interest. Some of these scales, etc., have
gradations made photographically in untarnishable

1 in tin- surface-layer of the glass itself, and thus

no cover-glass to protect them.

he stoppage of supplies of organic developing
- from Germany led to the supply ol man;

'metol substitutes." Several of these have been
lined in tin- research laboratory of the Eastman

: Co., and tnev have communicated their methods
of analysis and some typical results to the British

Journal 0) Photography for November 8. Some con-
I a small proportion of metol. One contained

metol 10 per cent., hydroquinone 1N5 per cent., the

resl being cane-sugar and sodium sulphite. Another
-imph pyrogatlol with three times it^ weighl of

sodium sulphite. Some were boldh labelled "metol"
! "substitute." Two such did not

tin a trace of methylated product, though one was
labelled "hydrochloride of methyl-p-amino-m-cresol,

cent, pure." Another was half

hydroquinone, and contained sodium sulphite, potass-
ium iodide, and sodium carbonate. Of developing

• that did not claim any special relationship to

I Olie was half starch and moisture. There is also

given a long list of adulterants and u~e|e*s additions
that Dr. II. T. Clarke, the analyst, has found in

variot: agents. Although such
stuffs a- those mentioned may be on the market, there
is no need to use them, because reputable firms are.

making the genuine developing agents and marketing
them under their proper names. Rut it behoves thosi

use developers to he on their guard.

A f»w months ago Messrs. Pictet and Sarasin
bed tie- production of laevoglucosane by the dis-

tillation of cellulose or starch under diminished pres
sure. This body is of interest, since it can be con-

into (/-glucose and tie me into alcohol. In

! 1 (No. 3) M. Pictet shows that
the reverse process is possibli up to a certain point,

laevogl idily transformed into dextrin
by re-polymerisation. This change is brought about

mplj melting the laevoglucosane in the presenci
of platinum black, which acts as a catalyst; the

formation is complete in a few minutes. As
1- the product, this approximates to certain of

'• xtrins, but has a notably lower rota-
In the same number of the Acta there

ither interesting instance of catalytic action.
M. F. Reverdin shows that the benzoylatioin of certain
aromatic derivatives is greatly facilitated by carrying
out the operation in the presence of a small quantity
of sulphuric acid. Resorcin, alizarin, amino-anthra-
quinones, and trinitro-/>nra-anisidino are some of the
compounds "hirh can thus be n Oyfated.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Tin; Planei Saturn.- This attractive telescopic

object is now coming favourably into view in the
evening hours, rising on November 25 at ioh. 34m.
and on December 25 at Mi. 35m. p.m.' The southern
surface of the rin^ ;„ visible, fan the angle subtended
by the minor axis is growing less as the planet V
motion is directed southwards.

Surface phenomena, of somewhat similar nature to
those affecting Jupiter, are visible on Saturn, but are
more difficult to detect, and probable less frequent
in their manifestation. Further studv of the markings

iirable, and especially with regard to their rates
of motion in different latitudes. Mr. Denning writes
that from a number of white and dark spots placed
in the planet's north temperate zone in 190; he
deduced a mean rotation period of ioh. 37m. 56.4s.

I his differs considerably from the period ascertained
from a white equatorial spot seen by Prof. Asaph
Hall in 1S76-77, which gave ioh. 14m. 2j-Ss. In
1703-04 Sir W. Herschel made some observations of
ertain inequalities in a southern quintuple belt on
Saturn, and found the period ioh. 16m. 044s. If
my spots or other irregularities in the belts are
detected during the few ensuing months, their transit
times across the central meridian should be taken
with the view of redetermining the rate of rotation.
During the remainder of the present year the planet
will be in a position about 1A from Regulus in Leo,
and the configuration will he an attractive one for
naked-eve observers.

The Origin of Comets.—Prof. Stromgren con-
tributes an article on this subject to Scientia for August
last. For some years past he has been studying the
effect of planetary perturbations on those comets for
which hyperbolic orbits have been found ; his con-
clusion is that the excess of the eccentricity above
unity can in all these cases be explained by the per-
turbations—in other words, that the primitive orbit
was_ elliptical, and that the comets in question are
original members of the solar system, not visitors
from without. This conclusion is indeed fairlv

obvious a priori, since the relative velocities of the
stars are of the order of several miles per second, and
any body entering the sun's sphere of influence with
such a speed would have an orbit of a decidedly hyper-
bolic character, whereas the eccentricity of the orbits
in question is very little in excess of unity.
The remainder of the article is occupied bv specula-

tions on the cause of the prevalence of elliptical orbits
of immense periods; the conclusion is that the matter
now forming the planets and comets was formerly
distributed as a diffused nebula over a region im-
mensely larger than that bounded l>\ the present plane-
tary orbits, but excessively tenuous in the outer portions

;

any slowly moving fragments in these outer regions
would approach the centre under gravity, their orbits
being long ellipses, almost parabolic. Prof. Stromgren
makes a novel suggestion to explain the absence of
cometary matter in the interstellar spaces. It is now
generally accepted that there is a tendency to equi-
partition of energy among the stars, the smaller masses
having the greater speeds. On this view small
cometary masses would attain such high speeds that
they would be expelled from the stellar system; those
alone would remain that were within the domains of
individual st

MtNOR Pr. \\p:ts.—The fifth planet of the Trojan
group, discovered last year and designated 1917CO,

reobserv'ed by Prof. Wolf on October 5. Tts
magnitude was 14-,. Prof. Wolf has given' it the
name Priamus.
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THE OCCLUSION OF GASES IN METALS.

ON Tuesday, November 12, the Faraday Society

held a discussion on the above subject, attended
In a very representative gathering of the various

aspects of it, theoretical and experimental. After a

foreword by the president, Sir R. Iladfield, on the

great war, the discussion was opened by Profs

Alfred W. Porter, who emphasised that the terra

"occlusion" includes, in reality, a number of pheno-
mena : chemical combination, simple or compound
solid solution, surface adsorption accompanying solu-

tion, surface condensation unaccompanied b\ dilu-

tion, and inclusion of gas forming blowholes visible to

tbr naked eye or microscope. The difficulty of dis-

tinguishing between these several types was illustrated

by the case of the occlusion of hydrogen bv palladium,
the nature of which, even at the present dav, is ^t i 1

1

an unsettled problem. Amongst phenomena due to

occlusion are the passivity of iron and the associated
fact of the embrittling of iron bv caustic soda. But
there are other phenomena of more theoretical

interest, such as the Volta effect, which has often been
attributed to condensed layers of gases. By the ex-
periments of O. W. Richardson and of Langmuir on
thermionic emissivity, the question of the origin of

the Volta effect has been completely reopened.
In connection with the brittleness associated with

occlusion in iron and other metals, the opener en-
deavoured to elicit an expression of opinion as to the
nature of brittleness, illustrating his remarks with the
well-known behaviour of cobbler's wax, which is ex-
ceedingly plastic under the action of small forces of
long duration, but is as brittle as glass when struck a
sharp blow. lie laid stress on the necessity for paying
attention to the lime element in specifying brittleness.

Mr. Cosmo Johns followed on the technical side

with a paper on the properties of metals as affected by
their occluded gases. He distinguished between gases
which are absorbed as surh and those which are
formed as a result of reactions between non-gaseous
constituents during the cooling of the metals in ques-
tion. It is known that molten copper and iron dis-

solve more hydrogen than when those metals are
solid. A molten mass saturated with hvdrogen at a
particular partial pressure will, during freezing,
become supersaturated with the gas. Some of this

must be entrapped between the growing crystals and
exist as macroscopic or microscopic gas enclosures,
though this is probably not the only method bv which
occlusion occurs. Probably it is the inter-crvstalline,

amorphous matter that is chieflv concerned, and
brittleness will be due to the change in this produced
by the gas. He attributed the CO. and CO occluded
to reactions between dissolved oxide of iron and the
carbon in the steel at the particular temperature when
iron oxide, being thrown out of solution as freezing
progresses, becomes concentrated in the mother-liquor
between the growing crystals and reacts with the
carbon which has not suffered the same concentration.
He urged that all our knowledge of the properties of

metals merely relates to metals containing occluded
gases, and not to pure metals themselves.

Dr. Thomas Raker gave a description of experi-
ments made to discover the relation, if any, between
the temperature of evolution of gas and the critical

points of steel. He finds that with hard steels the

evolution of hydrogen reaches a maximum rate at

6oo° C, and below this temperature constitutes the
greater part of the gas given off. Carbon monoxide
is slowly evolved from the beginning, and reaches its

maximum rate at 688° C. With soft steel there is a

further point of maximum evolution of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide at 786 C.
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Dr. McCance spoke on the balanced reactions in

steel manufacture, particularly with reference to the

open-hearth process. Dr. Hatfield pointed out the

large influence which silicon has upon occlusion.

Dr. Rosenhain emphasised that all liquids are

brittle, but, as the opener afterwards pointed out,

it would be better to say all bodies. Mr. ('. V. Boys,

refening to the spitting of silver on solidification,

stated that he had found that to avoid loss of silver

through spitting in cupellation it was necessary to

cool it very slowly; and he asked if this was due to

the evolution taking place over a range of tempera-

ture, and not all precisely at the solidification point.

It could not be due to differences of temperatun in

the solidifying mass, because a considerable amount
of undercooling takes place, and the solidification,

when it occurs, is a very rapid process, the whole mass
rising practically instantaneously to the melting-

point .

Sir T. K. Rose dealt with the bearing of Le
Chatelier's principle upon the change of the concen-

tration of dissolved gases with temperature. Prof.

N. T. M. Wilsmore pointed out that he had recently

observed that the diminution of solubility of gases

with rise of temperature, so far as data go, is

peculiar to water as solvent, and that, even in the

case of water, there seems to be a minimum at a

moderate temperature (see the data in the last edition

of Landolt-Bornstein). This important observation is

quite contrary to the belief usually held. The excep-

tional character of water mav be attributed to the

variation in its degree of association.

Prof. H. E. Armstrong laid stress on the artificiality

of distinguishing dissolution from combination ; dis-

solution is combination.
Dr. R. E. Slade directed attention to the bearing of

the eutectic point of Ag—Ag,0 at about 6° below the

melting-point of silver; and Drs. Darker and Ravner
described interesting experiments with very large

masses of molten silver.

Dr. Gwyerwas in doubt as to the reason for the pro-

portionality of solubility in some cases to the square
root of the pressure, apparently omitting to notice the

bearing of the Nernst-van't Hoff law of distribution

when the molecular association is different in the free

and dissolved states.

Manv other interesting points were made by various

speakers. The openers reserved their detailed replies

to the printed discussion, where these points will be
dealt with.

GEOLOGY OF THE PERSIAN OILFIELDS.

AN interesting paper on the geology of the Persian

oilfields by Messrs. H. G. Busk and H. T.

Mayo was read at the meeting of the Institution of

Petroleum Technologists on October 15. Three areas

are treated : the Bakhtiari country, in which the only

oilfield worked as yet is situated; the Aluvaz-Pusht-i-

Kuh country; and the Qishm Island and Persian

Gulf region. The first of these is described in most
detail. The rocks are divided into three series 1 The
Asmari, Eo-cretaceous, at the base consists of massive

limestones 2000 ft. or more in thickness. It is suc-

ceeded bv the Miocene Fars series, more than 7000 ft.

thick, divided into three groups : the lower, formed

of some 3500 ft. of massive gypsum, shales, rlavs, and

intercalated beds of detrital limestone; the middle,

1000 ft. of clavs, shales, intercalated gypsum, lime-

stone, and sandstone; and the upper, 2700 ft. of

clays, shales, and intercalated red and brown sand-

stones. The Fars series is overlaid bv the Bakhtiari

series of Pliocene age, of which the lower group,
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13,000 ft. or more ol clays, sandstone, and con-

glomerate, i> regarded a> ol lacustrine origin; and

the upper, 21 Ft. ol massive conglomerates, as tor-

rential. The oil is found in the lower Fars group,

the detrital limestones forming the reservoir; at

Maidan-i-Naftun the wells all Bow undei strong pres-

sure, and a ears oi remarkable production

show ni xhaustion.

The geological history of the region seems to be

one of extraordinary interest. The strata, from tin-

base to the top of the Fars series, were deposited

in a qui. sc< nl basin, and the thickness of beds betwe< n

nt horizons remains very constant. At the

close of the Fars period folding began; the strata

were thrown into open folds, and the overlying

Bakhtiari serii s varies greatly in thickness, being

thickest in the synclines, and leasl over the anticlines;

towards the close of the period the synclines became
filled up with sediment, and the upper Bakhtiari con-

gloni' d over the whole. Then, according

to the authors, a series of earth movements set in,

continuing to the present and giving rise to a very

complicated series of structures; fan, or, as they call

it, Omega, structure was developed, and a series of

thrust-faults which cam right up to the surface and
were partly determined bj accidents of surface relief.

In some cases the folds are completely overlaid by

one overthrust extending beyond the next, and at

Maidan-i-Naftun this is said to have been prevented

only bv the action of the Karun River, which flows

for some miles in a gorge Soo ft
. deep between the

Tembi thrust-fault, which hades towards the oilfield

on one side, and the back fault of the next fold,

which hades in the opposite direction. The authors
believe, in short, that the faulting and folding -of this

region were not only superficial, but also of recent

date .uid continued, with a gradual relaxation, to the

present day; they regard the surface features as

dui to the movements caused, to some extent,

as determining this faulting, and consider that the
' advancing fronts of the overthrust blocks have been
worn away by surface denudation, concomitantly with
their advance bv the action of the tectonic processes.

The Ahwaz-Pusht-i-Kuh region presents much the

same features, with less intense disturbance; but in

Qishm Island the identification of the rock series

with that of the Bakhtiari country is doubtful, and
the structure is very different, the rocks being dis-

posed in a series of gentle domes along an axis

running through the length of the island, these domes
being subsidiary to a larger dome, exposing an inlier

of the Focenc Hormuz series. Four explanations of

this dome are discussed : that it is due to the inter-

s' ction of two open folds of different dates, that it is

of the same nature as the salt domes of Texas, that

it is due to a laccolitic intrusion, and that it is due
to the compression of the softer Miocene strata against

a pre-existing boss of Forene, round and against which
they were deposited. No opinion is offered as to the
relative probability of these, but the general features

seem more in consonance with some cause analogous
to the second and third, though the material to which
the local uplift was due may have been neither salt

nor a nlutonic intrusion. Neither this nor the Ahwaz-
Pusht-i-Kuh district has proved oil-bearing in. a com-
mercial sense, though indications have been found
and both arf> being tested.

We may express a hope that, the absolute em-
bargo on publication having been lifted, more of the

large amount of geological information which is in

possession of the Anglo-Persian Oil Co. and of the

Indian Government may be made accessible. There
can be no commercial reason for secrecy, as the com-
pany has a monnnr.lv of the whole country, and the
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political reasons have been largely, and ma) soon be
completely, removed. The value of publication will

be great, as the region is one of extraordinary interest
both in its structural aspect and as regards it's bearing
on the principles which underlie the origin and dis-
tribution of peti oleum.

THE CONSTITl HON OF THE EARTH'S
EXTERIOR. 1

'T'HE problems of the interior of the earth are
-*• primarily of a physical character, and, in the

final appeal, only to be decided by mathematical treat-
ment

;
but this, in its turn, must be based on observa-

tion, and, therefore, it comes that this discussion is

prefaced by a statement of the results which have
been obtained by the sciences of observation. The

ration of this statement is simplified by the fact
that the problems fall naturally into two tolerably
distinct groups : (1) those relating to the outermost
layer, amounting at most to 1 per cent, of the radius,
and (2) those of the deeper portions, extending to the
centre.

The latter may be taken first. Records of the
transmission of mass waves set up in connection with
earthquakes show two well-marked groups repre-
senting two forms of wave-motion, presumably the
longitudinal and transverse, and a steady increase of
the rate of transmission, with no very marked break
in regularity, up to a distance of about 120 from the
origin. Beyond that the first phase, of longitudinal
waves, shows a decrease in velocity, and the second
phase, of transverse waves, which, though so con-
spicuous at lesser distances, are no longer represented
in their typical form, but are replaced by a record of
different character, probably not due to anv form of
wave which has followed the direct path from the
origin, and markedly delayed from the time at which
they should have arrived had the same relative rate of
propagation been maintained as at lesser distances.
The depth reached by waves emerging at 120 from
the origin is about half the radius from the centre of
the earth, and the conclusion to be drawn is that
down to that depth the material of which the earth

is composed is sufficiently rigid against stresses of
short duration, and sufficiently isotropic to permit the
transmission of the two forms of elastic waves and
to give rise to their separation by reason of the
different rates of travel. Further, it seems that down
to a depth of half the radius there is no marked
change in the character of the material, but at greater

depths there is a change in phvsical character to a
material, or form of matter, which is no longer able

to transmit the distortional waves, or, if capable, can
onlv do so with a great diminution of intensity and
at about half the rate in the lower layers of the outer

shell ; in other words, the material in the central

nucleus has a very low degree of rigiditv, even against

stresses of onlv a few seconds' duration. The limit

between the central nucleus and outer shell lies

between four-tenths and five-tenths of the radius,

measured from the centre of the earth ; the transition

hetwpen the two is apparently gradual, and not suffi-

cientlv abrupt to give rise to reflection of the waves

at the iunction of the two.

Turning to the outer layers, we have, next the sur-

face, partly material which has been disintegrated bv

the processes of surface denudation, transported,

deposited, and resolidified, and partly rock which has

not undergone these processes, but is thoroughly

cooled and solid in everv sense of the word. These

1 Synopsis of the opening of a discussion at a meetine of the British

al Committee on November 10, by R. D. Oldham,

F.RS.
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rocks have been subject to very considerable mass-
movements ami deformation, the displacements

unting in extreme cases to as much as ten miles

in the vertical and one hundred miles in the hori-

ontal direction. The ultimate cause of these move-
ments is unknown; thej can onlj I"' directly ob-

served in the outermost skin, and are probably taken
up in a different form in the dei pi r layers, but require

that beneath the outer solid layer- which for con-
venience, and because some name is required, is com-
monly called the crust there must be material which
has some of the properties of a fluid, but not neo
saril) more than the powei of change of form when
exposed to stress of sufficient magnitude and dura-
tion. The thickness of the outer crust has been
estimated by several distinct lines of deduction, all of

which agree in giving a figure of about twenty-five
miles, and this ma\ be taken as indicating the order
of its magnitude. The only means of arriving at anv
idea of the nature of the transition from the crust

to the underlying material is in the reflection of earth-
quake waves; this is ordinarily treated as taking place
at the surface of the earth, but there are grave diffi-

culties in the way of accepting this interpretation. A
more probable one is that reflection takes place at the
undei-surface of the crust, indicating a somewhat
abrupt transition from the solid and rigid crust to

the more yielding layer below. Whether this is a
separate layer or merely the outermost part of the

shell capable of transmitting both forms of elastic

waves is still unknown.
The general result is that three distinct divisions

can be recognised in the interior of the earth :— (i) The
outer crust of solid matter possessing a high degree
of rigidity, whether against permanent or temporary
stress, of comparatively small thickness amounting
to about J per cent., and not more than i per cent.,

of the radius; (2) 'a shell of material of thickness
about one-half of the radius which has a high rigidity

as against stress of the duration involved in the pro-
duction of the tides, or of shorter duration, but, in the
outer part at least, a comparatively low power of

resistance to stress of secular duration ; and (3) a

central nucleus of material which has a very low-

degree of rigidity, even against stress of onlv a few-

seconds' duration. The transition from the first In

the second of these three divisions is somewhat abrupt,

sufficiently so to give rise to reflection ; between the

econd and third the passage is more gradual, and
lies at about four-tenths or five-tenths of the radius
from the centre of the earth. These three divisions

may be further reduced to two—the outer layer, which
in geology is known as the crust, not from any im-
plication of the nature of the rest: of the earth, but

merely in recognition of a difference in character; and
the ci ntral core, consisting of the rest of the earth.

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY.^
T ARGE works have been established for supplying
*-* Bombay with water-power for its numerous mills

and factories, which have hitherto used steam-power,

to the extent of more than 100,000 h.p. Coal in most
of India is too expensive to allow competition with

ountries for many products, though the raw
materials are grown or found in India, and labour
is cheap and docile, while highly educated Indians

abound. To Bombay coal has mostly to be carried

1 200 miles.

The water-power now provided is very much cheapcr

than power from coal or oil, gives a better "drive,"

1 Abstract of a paper on "The Tata Hydro-electric Power-supply Works
B >mbay," by Mr. K. ]'.. Joyner, read at the Institution of Civil Ensinccrs
on November iq
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and frees Bombay from the clouds of deleterious
which the poor Indian coa! gives.

The works take advantage of the verj heavy rain-
fall on the precipitous edge of the Western Ghats,
about 2000 ft. above, and about

i from,
Bombay. \- the rain falls only during three or four
months of the year and the watercourses are dn all

the rest ol the year, it was necessary to store water
sufficient to give about 100,000 h.p. for ten or twelve
hours a daj during about nine months ol thi

Three lakes are formed by four masonry dam-,
ranging from nearlj

,

mile long and 34! ft. high to
nearly r£ miles long and 96 ft. high. ' Two of 1

form a "monsoon" lake of sufficient capacit
provide power during the longest "breaks" in the
monsoon, and thus give an uninterrupted supply of
power for three mouth-, and more. The other
are for storage, and maintain the power during the
eight or nine months in the year when no rain falls.

The monsoon rain on the Western Ghats, though
always heavy, is very variable in amount. The leasl
annual amount during the last forty-eight years was
82 in. on the edge of the Deccan plain, and thi

greatest amount during the past eleven years, in which
special gauges have been fixed, on hilltops as will as
in plains, is 546 in., which fell in a little more than
three months, 4<>o in. falling in about two months.
The minimum fall of 82 in. is very exceptional, and
the maximum given may be equally so. The com-
bined available capacities of the two storage lakes is

about 10,100,000,000 cubic ft., whilst the water required
to give 100,000 h.p. ex turbines for nine months,
allowing for the great loss by evaporation and bv
soakage and for friction in the pipes and turbines,
is 6,700,000,000 cubic ft. The excess capacity is given
ow-ing to the verv variable amounts of the monsoon
rains, so as to carry on the balances in years of exces-
sive rainfall to make up for the occasional short mon-
soons. It was arrived at by assuming the works had
been completed forty years ago, there being one rain-

gauge record covering that period—which includes four
minimum years' fall—and deducting from each year's
supply the amount which would have been used, lust

by evaporation, run to waste, or carried on to the next
year, which gives the excess capacity required for a

Suffii i< nt number of v tars.

The amount of 546 in. measured at one hill station

in the lakes catchment is not more than has been
measured in two or three out of the past fifty

odd vears at Cherrapunii, in the Assam Hills, which
has the heaviest rainfall hitherto known ; but therf*

rain falls during seven months of the year, so that

the amount measured for this work for that particular

year mav claim to be the heaviest rainfall ever yet

measured.
The work-s are notable for the following reasons:

—

Thev are the largest of the many similar hvdro-electric

works which have been constructed during the past

ten or twenty years, taking into consideration the

great head used, combined with the large discharge of

water. The first is equal to about five times the

height of St. Paul's Cross, and the tatter is greater

than the summer flow of the River Thames during

five months. Thev are also (he first works to store

water for power for use during about three-fourths of

the year. One of the masonry dams, taking the 1 x-

posed face area, is probably the largest vet constructed.

The works are probably unique, considering the very

heavy rainfall and the very steep rocky slopes, giving

the greatest discharge perhaps ever recorded. The
catch'rmnt area of the two lakes is onlv m 1 square

miles, while of this the full lakes area is about

|uare miles.

The water is led from the monsoon lake and from
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the two storage lakes, which an joined together b;

a tunnel a mile long, bj two ducts, t ; miles
long, in the forebaj al thi top of die great precipitous

. which forms the western boundary of th

hi. From there the two lines ol steel pipi

n down the steep -.lope* and precipices to the
power-house, about 1750 ft. below the forebay, the

length of single line being about 3-33 miles. The
pipes .>i the top a e >-'. in. in internal diami ter, and
at about two-thirds of the total height down thi

diameter is 72 in. Here tin \ an joined b\ a doubli
swan-neck pipe, from which eight small', pip,

led down to the power-house, their diametei being

3J ft. .it tin- top, and 3 ft. 1 in. at the bottom. The
thickness of the metal at the top of the large pip< - is

I
in., and at the bottom of the small pipes 1

I

iii.

Each nf the lower smaller eight pipes supplies s

Pelton-wheel turbine, designed to give a maximum
nf 13,500 h.p. with automatic regulation devii

The works described are the first to be undertaken
of a number of similar works proposed In the author,
he having shown that it is financially possible in India

to store water for use during eight or nine months
of the year, and give power at a much cheaper cost

than by the use of coal, oil, or spirit from vegetable
product-.; likewise cheaper than power from the wind,
sun, or tides. Not only that, bur the water aftei

use is available for irrigation, so valuable in a countn
without a drop of rain for a large part of the year.
This would ensure the growth of the raw materials
required for finished products on which the country is

now so dependent upon other countries. It would also

supply the factory workers or others with food ami
drink, and help to prevent famines, besides doing much
fo regularise the rainfall. Such power will provide
electric traction for raw materials to, and finished

products from, tin is well as light for them
and neighbouring towns, produce fertilisers, and give
the •

, uired for the smelting of me-,. Mam
indu! tuld 1

1" n bi itained, and India
could compete with Kurope, \merica. or Japan for

products, and would become less dependent
upon it-, agriculture, which the varying seasons render

ii inns.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Edinburgh. The University, which as yel has no
of geographv and only one lecturer on the

subject, as compared with threi professors and five

lecturers in branches of history, has rccentlv so far

ed its growing importance as to institute a

diploma in geographv, based on regulations involving
a thorough and far-reaching study of certain aspects

raphical science. Thi diploma is intended for

graduates in arts or science prepared to devoti an
il ciiirm\ ocademicus to the subject, ami

capable of passim' an examination of somewhat high
I. The limited number of courses in pure
''< available in the University undei

condition- ha- mad. it m v ssan to have recoursi

extensively to other departments, and the aim of the

regulations appears to be to induce students to

specialise either in historical and economic geo
or, but less markedly, in mathematical geography. A
special feature is the stress laid upon economii
ethnography, defined as the studv of tin- influence ol

geographical environment on the life of the most
important peoples. The regulations give much less

scope to graduates whose tastes lie in tin- direction
of physical geographv in the wide sense, and, in view
of the contributions which Scotland has made to

oceanography and meteorologv. it is remarkable that
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neither of these subjects finds a place in the list.

Further, geology, which, especially in its physical
aspects, has always had so main adherents in Seot-

me optional course, and,
like general geography, does not appear among the
subjects of the diploma examination ; nor does any
branch of biology find a plan- tin re. Should it be
found possible later to enlarge the department by the
addition of new lecturers, tin present diploma might
fittingly become one in economic geography.

Till' Aitchison memorial scholarship, founded in

memory of the late Mr. James Aitchison, and tenable
at the Northampton Polytechnic Institute for two
\eiiis, 1918-20, has been awarded to Mr. Y. C.
Milligen, Goodmayes, Essex.

We learn from the Times that the council of Clifton

( lollege has just received the sum of 1000/. from an
old Cliftonian, Mr. W. J. Leonard, for the establish-

ment of a leaving scholarship to Oxford and Cam-
bridge in chemistry, physics, or biology, in memory
of the mastership at Clifton of Mr. T. W. Dunn,
assistant master and house master at Clifton from
iSo.s to 1878. While tin- scholarship is to be given to

enable boys of good promise to pursue the study of

natural science at tin- old Universities, it is only to

be avcarded to a candidate who has been in the sixth,

or at least the fifth, form on the classical side.

The Labour Party at its meeting on November 14
at the Roval Albert Hall to open the election cam-
paign of the partv adopted the programme drawn up
by its executive committee. Of the twenty demands
contained in the manifesto one deals with education,

and runs as follows:—"A national system of educa-

tion, free and effectively open to all persons, irrespec-

tive of their means, from the nursery school to the

university ; based on the principle of extending to

persons of all ages, without distinction of class or

wealth and without any taint of militarism, genuine

opportunities for the most effective education on 'a
1 and liberal basis, and the provision for teachers

if all kinds and grades of salaries, pensions, training,

I
and opportunities of advancement commensurate with

the high social importance of their calling." No ex-

ception can be taken to the reasonableness of the

ideals inspiring this statement, but it must be borne

in mind frankly that not every boy and girl can

benefit from a course of higher education, and that

all that it is wise to insist upon is thai evejy child

shall have the opportunity of developing his intel-

lectual powers to their fullest extent, and that social

distinctions shall not be a bar to merited educational

advancement.

A REPORT on I he work of the Manchester Municipal

College of Technology for the years [913 to iqiS has

just been published. The issue of annual reports was

interrupted in 1914. The college has made its prin-

cipal contribution to the task of winning the war by

supplying tin- Armv and Navy with men whose
character ami intelligence owe a great d'-al to their

university training. It has supplied to the Royal

ineers, as well as to the technical branchesof
tin Navy, Armv, and Air Force, men whose training

as engineers, chemists, or other technologists has

, nabled them to render effective service. Tn addition

to supplying men, the college has undertaken war-

of different kinds. So great, indeed, have these

lew activities been that, despite the large reduction

in the number of students, more research work litis

been done in the college during the past four years

than in anv other equal period of its history. The
buildings and equipment have been improved in

various ways during the period under review. In the
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summer ol [916 five new research rooms were
equipped Oi these the most important is the new
coal-tar products and dyestuffs research laboratory,
furnished with a specially constructed electrically

heated oven for giving variable and positive degrees
of temperature. The increase in the expenditure of

the college has been partly met by larger Govern;
ment grants. In the year 1910-11 the grant received
amounted to 11,895!., while that received during
1915-16 was [6,646!., including a special war granl
(if [250!. Since 1002 commercial tests and investiga-
tions which could not be carried out elsewhere in or
near Manchester have been undertaken bj the colli •.

The financial value of this work in H114 was
398!. 1 4 \ . 6</., whereas in 1017 it reached 2946!. 6s. (id.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, November 14.—Sir J. J. Thomson,
president, in the chair.—A. Mallock : Sounds produced
by drops falling on water.—G. H. Hardy and S.
Ramanujan : The coefficients in the expansions of cer-
tain modular functions.—.The Hon. R. J. Strutt : The
light scattered by gases : its polarisation and inten-
sity.—Dr. F. Horton and Ann C. Davies ; An investiga-
tion of the ionising power of the positive ions from
a glowing tantalum filament in helium. The ionising
power of the positive ions from a glowing tantalum
filament in helium has been investigated by a modi-
fication of the method due to Lena'rd. The positive
ions were accelerated through a piece of platinum
gauze into the ionisation chamber, and were there
retarded by an opposing potential difference between
the gauze and a movable collecting electrode, this
retarding potential being constant during a series of
experiments, and always greater than the greatest
accelerating potential used in that series, so that none
of the positive ions reached the collecting electrode.
It was (Found that an increasing current was obtained
in the ionisation chamber (the electrode collecting a
negative charge) when the potential difference ac-
celerating the posilive ions was gradually raised above
20 volts. This result is similar to that obtained bv
Pawlow, and by Bahr and Franck, who concluded
that helium atoms are ionised by the collisions of
positive ions moving with 20 volts velocity. The
experiments described in the paper have shown that
the observed increasing current, with increasing
accelerating potentials above, about 20 volts, is mainly
due to the positive ions liberating electrons from the
walls cif the ionisation chamber which they bombard,
and that the positive ions do not ionise the helium
atoms even when they collide with velocities up to

2no volts.

Physical Society, October 25.—Prof. C. H. Lees,
presidi nt, in the chair. Discussion on the case for the
ring electron. Dr. H. S. Allen discussed the argu-
ments in Favour of an electron in the form of a
current circuit capable of produring magnetic effects.

Thin the electron, in addition to exerting electro-

static forces, behaves like a small magnet. The
assumption of the rin electron removes many out-
standing difficulties: lYi There is no loss of energy
by radiation as in the case of a classical electron cir-

culating in an orbit. (2) Diamagnetic atoms must
have a zero resultant magnetic moment. This is

difficult to account for with electrons in orbital motion.
(i) The ring electron gives a : 1 explanation of the

farts of paramagnetism, including the experimental
results of K. T. Compton and Trousdale, and of

\. TT. Compton and O. Rognlev obtained bv X-ray
analysis. (4) The asymmetry of certain types of radia-
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tion can be accounted for (A. H. Compton). (5) The
effect of the magnetisation of iron upon its absorption
coefficient foi X-rays observed by Forman is ex-

plained, to) The small amount of ionisation "I gases
produced by X-rays may receive an explanation.

(7) Grondahl claims to have found evidence for a
magnetic electron in certain thermo-electric effects.

(8) Webster lias given a method of deducing Planck's
radiation formula bv making certain assumptions as
to the internal mechanism of Parson's "magneton."
hi) It is suggested that Bohr's theory as to tin origin of

series lines in spectra may be restated so as to apply
it to tlic rim; electron. The essential points of the

quantum theory and Bohr's equations may be re-

tained, even if his atomic model be rejected. (10) If

radiation is due to pulsations in a ring electron, the

Zeeman effect may be deduced bv reasoning similar to

that first employed hv Lorentz. (11) The scattering of

streams of electrons from the sun due to electrostatic

forces would he to some extent diminished. (12) Par-

son has shown that manv of the problems of chemical

constitution and stereochemistry may be solved by
a magneton theory of the structure of the atom.
Stationary valence electrons are possible. (13) The
forces of cohesion in 'a solid are similar in nature to

chemical forces, both sets of forces having an electro-

magnetic origin. The questions of the mass and
magnetic moment of such a ring electron were dis-

cussed. It was pointed out that the adoption of this

hypothesis would lead naturally to the acceptance of

an atomic model with a magnetic core, as previously
suggested by the speaker.

Mineialogical Society, November 5.—Sir William P.

Beale, Bart., president, in the chair.— Dr. G. F.

Herbert Smith and Dr. G. T. Prior : A plagionite-like

mineral from Dumfriesshire. Specimens of antimony-

lead ore collected by Lieut. Russell from Glendinning
Mine contained small cavities lined with tiny black

crystals, measuring less than 04 mm., and mostly

less than 0-2 mm., across. Some resembled in habit

the crystals of plagionite from the Hartz Mountains
described bv Ludecke. Measurements made on the

three-circle goniometer showed the crystals to belong

to the semseyite end of the group, and the result of a

chemical analysis of the compact material of which
the crystals form part corresponded approximately

with the formula 5PbS.2Sb.S3. Semseyite has not

previously been recorded from the British Isles.

—

Lieut. A. Russell : The chromite deposits in the

Island of Unst, Shetlands. Tin bottle-shaped

mass of serpentine which runs through the centre of

the island from north to south contains chromite uni-

formly distributed, hut varying greatly in character,

being at limes massive, hut generally granular. More
than thirty quarries are known, hut

1
K six of them

have been worked to any extent. The associ

minerals include kammi rerite 1 ibundanl in one

quarrv), uvarovite, copper, hibbertite, brucite, calcite,

talc and magnetite. The rocks other than the ser-

pentine arc poor in minerals.—Dr. G. T. Prior: The
nickeliferous iron of the meteorites of Bluff, Chan-
dakanur, Chateau RenaTd. Cynthiana, Dhurmsala,
F.li Ehvah, Gnadenfrei, Kakowa, Lundsgard, New
Concord, Shelburne, and Shytal. The percentage of

nickeliferous iron and the ratio of iron to nickel in

the several instances were Found to be respectivelv
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Zoological Society. November -, Prof. E. YV.

MacBride, vice-president, in the (hair. Di. J. F.

(iemmill : The cause of the ciliary action in the

internal ravities of the CtenoDhore (Pleurobrachia

pileus). Dr. R. T. I.eiper : Diagnosis of helminth
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infection's from the character of the eggs in the faces.

|i.. Leipei stated that, by examination of the fasces

livinp animal, the extent anil specific nature of

helminthic infections could be accurately deter-

,1, and tin' method hail been applied successfully

tice in the case of man, rabbit, dog,
! \\. is apparently capable of indefinite

extension. The eggs of parasitic worms were con-

stant in character and of great systematic import-

ance. The ground-plan of the eggshell indicated the

genus, or even subfamily, to which the parasite

belon diffi rences n ere found in slight

but constant peculiarities in relative length and

Ith, anil in the conformation of excrescences on

the surface of the shell.—Dr. R. T. Leiper : The
"new" rabbit disease. Examination of a large

numb., of rabbits shows that the chief cause of mor-

tality is a coccidial invasion of the intestinal wall or

of tin- lining of the bile-ducts. According to Fantham
others, the causal agent in both types of disease

is Eimeria stiedae, but Dobell holds that the intes-

tinal lesion is due to a distinct species. In many
cases changes in the liver attributed to coccidiosis

win- the result of infection with Cysticercus piri-

formis, the larval stage of tin: dog tapeworm (Taenia

serrata). Large swellings in the region of the head
and neck, suspected to be cancerous, were due to

Coenusus seriaJis, the larva of the dog tapeworm
Taenia coenurus. Of relatively small economic im-
portance are infections with the threadworm (Oxyuris
ambiguus) and the tapeworm (Ctetwlacnia leuckarti).

There is some evidence that a bacterial infection mav
occasionally be the cause of death. The coccidial

infections pass from infected to healthy animals
through the fseces. When freshly passed, the coccidial

oocysts are not infective. Thev only become so after

a period of delay, in which certain developmental
changes take place. These changes proceed more

dly in dry than in wet faeces. Prevention depends
matic periodical removal and destruc-

tion b> burning of all pellets and contaminated
bidding, and the use of some fluid which will destroy

such oocysts as remain in the hutch. Although several
of coccidial infection in man have l»en recorded,

Dobell maintains that in none of these cases is

Eimeria stirdac the causal agent. There would
. to be no risk- of inf.. lion to man.

The cvstic stages of the tapeworms of the dog npnear
to occur chiefly in 'hose rabbits fed with dandelions
and other gri • n stuffs collected from the roadsides,

i.ei is especialh liable to contamina-
of dogs which have acquired their

. • ating un ooked i
.ibi.it offal.

I.innean Socieh, Novembi r 7. s
i David Prain, presi-

. in the chair.—The late Dr. E. \. Newell Arber and
F. YV. I.awfield

: The external ..f the stems
of Catamites, with a revision of the British species

of Calamophloios and Dictvocalamites of Upper Car-
This paiier deall with the externa!

morphology of Calamites and their reception into the

new form genus—Calamophli ously erected
by Dr. Arber. No systematii endeavour to differen-

tiate specimens showing the external surfaces of

has previously bi ' although the
as long overdue. Bv further inquiry it was

hop. d the various species of Calamophloios
I to pith-casts, and a

1

d alreadv been made in this paper.—Mrs.
\rhcr

: Tie lution. It apt.ear i

il. that a structure or organ once lost

in the course of phytogeny '.an never be regained; if

the organism afterwards has ision to replace it.

it cannot be reproduced, hut must be constructed
h in some different mode. Tin- author proposes
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io term this principle the "law of loss." This law-

is obviously not susceptible of direct proof, but an
attempt is made to show that, if used as a working
hypothesis, it throws light on a number of structural
features the interpretation of which presents difficul-

ties on oili.r theories. Some time after the author
had deduced the "law of loss" from a comparative
study of living plants, she learned that zoologists had

arrived at very similar conclusions regarding

vertebrates from a study of their palaeontological his-

tory. Dollo's "law of irreversibility" covers much the

ground as the "law of loss." The fact that

the satin- principle lias been recognised independently

for plants and for animals—in one case through a

study of comparative morphology, and in the other

through a consideration of actual historical evidence

derived from fossil records—seems to be an indica-

tion of the validity of the law.

Mathematical Society, November 14.—Annual meeting.

—Prof. H. M. Macdonald (retiring president) and after-

wards Mr. J. E. Campbell (new president) in the

chair.— Prof. H. M. Macdonald (retiring president) :

Presidential address.—Prof. M. J. M. Hill : The use of

a property of Jacobians to determine the character of

any solution of an ordinary differential equation of the

first order, or of a linear partial differential equation

of the first order.—Prof. H. J.
Priestley: The roots of

1 certain equation in spherical harmonics.—J. Hodg-

kinson : A detail in conformal representation.—T. A.

Broderick ; The product of semiconvergent series.—Dr.

YV. P. Milne : A simple condition for co-apolar

triangles.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, October 28.—Dr. Home, president, in

the chair.—The president delivered an opening ad-

dress on the endowment of scientific and industrial re-

-. arch.—Dr. T. S. Patterson and Mr. K. L. Moudgill :

Researches in optical activity : the temperature rota-

tion curves for the tartrates at low temperatures.

By the piecing together of evidence of different kinds,

general temperature-rotation curves for the tartrates

have been arrived at. These graphs show- maxima
and minima, and also a region of intersection. The
influence of temperature changes, of change of sol-

vent, of change of concentration, or of change of

1 .institution appears to be to displace the whole series

of graphs in one direction or the other, with, of

course, accompanying minor alterations. The present

paper describes the investigation of the temperature-

rotation curves for tartrates at the low temperature

end of the diagram, where a deep minimum is shown
to exist. Miss \I. G. Haseman : Amphicheiral knots.

This is a continuation of a former communication on

amphicheiral knots, and contains, among other things,

the description of two amphicheiral knots of twelve

i itersections which had formerly escaped notice.—Dr.

C. (;. Knott: Further note on the propagation of

earthquake waves. Following up the investigations

given in a former paper (see Nature, Februarysi,

,,,S). the author directed attention to the curious

Millions form of seismic r.avs which emerge at an

aniiil distance of from 6o°-8o° from the epicentre,

reach a depth of about a quarter of the

earth's radius. This sinuositv proves that in the

bourh 1 of that depth the velocity of propaga-

after increasing with the depth, begins to

diminish, but Ibis diminution does not seem to con-

tinue to greater depths.

Manchester.

I.itcnirv and Philosophical Society, October 29.—Mr.

W Thomson, president, in the chair. Prof. C. A.

Edwards: The hardness of metals. Prof. Edwards

in account of various methods of making hard-
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ness determinations, and described a new a]

which was designed Eor making hardness tests at

ratui Hi also gave data showing thai

the hardness of pure solid elements is a periodic funs
lion of their atomic weight.

Sydnbv.

Royal .Society of New South Wales, September 4. Mi.
W. S. Dun, president, in the chair. \V. (i. Wool.
nough : The Darling peneplain ol Western Australia.
The physiographic feature in Western Australia
called by Jutson the Darling peneplain repeats in

many respects the characters nl the Blue Mountain
uplands of Now South Wales. Ii extends as a mono-
tonous, laterite-covered plateau from the steep escarp]
ment twelve miles easl of Perth for nearly lout-

hundred miles through the eastern goldfields. The
monotony of the sui face is interrupted by occasional
hills representing residuals of a pre-existing plateau
from which the Darling peneplain has been eroded,
and by long, shallow valleys, forming the great win al-

beit of the Stale, which have been carved out of its

surface by rivers.— Prof. C. R. Fawsitt and A. A.
Pain : Experiments on the behaviour of iron in
contact with sulphuric acid. The very slow-
action of concentrated sulphuric acid on steel is

only accelerated to a moderate extent by dilution
with several per cent, of water. For' instance,

85 per cent, of acid has only a very slightly greater
action than 94 per cent, of acid. The' rate of
action increases rather suddenly when diluting from
85 per cent, to 80 per cent, of acid, and again from
70 per cent, to 65 per cent, of acid. The electrical
potential of iron with respect to concentrated sulphuric
acid falls noticeably after the iron has been lving in

the acid for a few minutes. The original potential
is largely restored by exposing the iron for a few-

minutes to the air.— H. G. Smith
: The resinous earfM

occurring at the head of the Nambucca River, N.S.W.
This paper records the results of an investigation of
the earth from two localities. It is shown that the
ready ignition is due to the presence of the resin the
earth contains. That it is of organic origin is indi-
cated from the results of the analysis. The presence
of nitrogenous products, as well as of phosphoric acid
and a small amount of benzoic acid, also supports the
conclusion.
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[BSORPTION SPECTR I I Xl> CHEMICAL
1 1 INSTITUTION.

Colour in Relation to Chemical ('(institution. By

E. K. Watson. I'p. xn
I '97- '

'

Longmans, Green, and Co., (918.) Price

!-'.•.. i«l. net.

IT is justifiable to ask whether this boo] has

been written to help those engaged in research

on synthetic dyestuffs or as a text-book for those

investigating the problems of absorption spectra.

On one hand ii contains scarcel) anything oi suffi-

< ient definiteness for the colour chemist to pin his

faith to, .Hid*, on the other, the information is

not complete enough to justify its use as a

bext-book on absorption spectra. The author,

however, 1 in scarcely be blamed for the lack- of

definiteness in establishing even one article of

faith for the colour chemist to accept, because it

is progressively becoming more evident that there

is no definite relation between colour and chemical

constitution in the generally accepted sense. Every
one "t the theories connecting the two that from
time to time have been proposed is shown by

the author to fail in one way or another. Even
his own theory of oscillation within a conjugated
system of double bonds is of limited application,

for it entirely fails to explain his own test case

of the blue nitroso-derivatives of the paraffins, not

to mention the numerous examples of colour

changes shown by the same compound in different

solvents. The time has surely come when it were
wiser frankly to let the colour chemist into tin-

secret and tell him that the usual conception of

correlation between colour and constitution has
n found to be unsound. Let us be brave and

state that the real connection between them is far

deeper than any of the theories of Witt, Xietzki,

Armstrong, von Baeyer, or Hantzsch would lead

us to beliet e.

Criticism must be made of some statements in

this book, statements which cannot be allowed to
pass unchallenged. For example. Beer's law can-
not be said to be true within a wide range. The
substances which conform to this law are rela-

tively few, and, indeed, the law is more honoured
in the breach than in the observance. Then, again,
it would seem that the author has confused the

numbei ol absorption bands shown by sub-,

Man ition bands exhibil a number of sub-
groups, and great care must be taken to guard
against looking upon these sub-groups as separate
absorption bands. Some of the author's criticisms

are based on this error and lose their point when
it is ed that different sub-groups ol one
band and not different absorption bands are under
discussion.

1
again, the persistence of a band is

wrongly defined as the ordinate passing through
the head of an absorption band; ibis ordinate is,

of course, a measure of the absorptive power,
while the persistence is the difference between the

•extreme ordinates over which the band persists.

2561, VOL. I02]

Although this is a minor point, it directs attention

to the fact mentioned i> he author of the remark-

able differences shown by substances in the persist-

1 he reason for this

is that in the case ol those compounds which

.liibit relativel) shallow bands very few mole-

ules exist in the absorbing condition, the

remainder not exerting any selective absorption

in the Spectral region under examination. It will

once be seen how dangerous it becomes to

gmatise or even postulate any theory as to the

constitutional origin of a band when such is due

to a \er\ small fraction of the- molecules present.

The boo].: is well put together and excellently

illustrated with absorption curves of a variety of

compounds. The chapters dealing with the earlier

theories on colour and constitution are well

written, and although the discussion of each of

these is necessarily restricted, the author has suc-

1 eeded in presenting their salient points well.

Chapters are devoted to infra-red absorption and

to fluorescence, and finally there is a good account

of the work on the colour of inorganic compounds.
In some ways this book may be recommended,

but the impression will remain that the author

loses conviction by reason of having stepped too

delicately. E. C. C. B.

SYNTHETIC AND ANALYTIC PHYSICS.

(1) Cours dc Physique Gendrale. By H. Ollivier.

Tome Troisieme. I'p. 632. (Paris : A. Hermann
et Fils, 1918.) Price 30 francs.

(2) Electrical Experiments. By A. Risdon Palmer.

Pp. xii+115. (London: Thomas Murby and

Co., 1918.) Price is. 6d. net.

(",) Magnetic Measurements and Experiments

(with Answers). By A. Risdon Palmer. Pp. r -4-

(London: Thomas Murby and Co., 1918.) Price

is. 6d. net.

IN the discussion on the teaching of physics in

schools which took place recently at a meet-

ing of the Physical Society two methods of teach-

ing phvsies were contrasted. The first, which

may be called the synthetic method, starts from

certain general principles and develops the con-

sequences of those principles. The second, or

analytic method, dissects out the principles

from some more or less complicated piece of

mechanism. Thus the first method starts with

Boyle's law- and ends with the steam-engine,

whilst in the second method the order is reversed.

Kach method has its advantages and its draw-

backs, and makes its appeal to a particular type

of mind or at a particular stage of development.

The volumes under discussion may be regarded

amples of the two methods of presentation.

(1) The subject of vibrations and their trans-

mission forms the groundwork of the third part

of M. Ollivier's text-book, and it is developed

from first principles with the lucidity which seems

to be innate in French scientific writers. The first

six chapters may be regarded as introductory;

they contain a concise and interesting summary
of the main features of periodic functions, of
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vibratory movements, and of wave motion.

Chap. \ii. (lrals briefly with ihc subject of acous-

tics, and includes a detailed description ol the

anatomy of the ear, with excellenl diagrams after

\. Pizon. Then follows a length) section devoted

lo physical optics, in which the subjects of

interference, diffraction; and polarisation are dis-

cussed in a masterly manner, cine of the valuable

features of this portion of the work being the

number of problems winked out in detail with

numerical illustrations. In dealing with the

passage ol' polarised lighl through crystalline

plates extensive use is made ol the geometrical

construction devised by Poincare, in which tin

characteristics ol" the elliptic-ally polarised light

ire represented by the position of a point on the

surface of a sphere.

The damped oscillations of certain material

systems, such as moving-coil galvanometers, are

considered in chap. x\. At first sight the chapter

on thermionic apparatus seems somewhat out of

place, but this impression is removed when il is

realised how important a part thermionic valves

and amplifiers play in connection with electric

oscillations and wireless telegraphy and tele-

phonv. Recent improvements in these depart-

ments of applied electricity are described in most

interesting fashion. The remaining chapters deal

with electro-optics and optical effects due to

motion, the volume closing with a brief review

of the principle of relativity.

Special interest attaches to this volume through

the circumstances in which it has been produced.

In an introductory statement M. Ollivier says :

"Ce n'est pas sans une profonde emotion que

nous publions ces lecons professees a Lille avant

la guerre. Car aux souvenirs heureux qu'elles

evoquent pour nous, au rappel d'un temps oil

notre University etait grande et florissante,

s'ajoute en un conlraste dechirant la longue et

cruelle vision des malheurs qui sont venus. Ce
n'est pas a nous qu'il appartient de decrire les

souffrances infinies de la ville martyrisee. Mais
nous ne voulons pas signer ce livre sans adresser

un hommage a nos collegues et a nos eleves

morts.

"

(2 and ;,) Two useful books for beginners are

provided by Mr. Risdon Palmer, who is familiar

with the difficulties of both student and teacher.

In the study of electricity the analytic method is

employed. The first experiments to be performed
involve the use ol accumulators, glow-lamps, ad-

justable resistances, voltmeters and ammeters.
Even if the treatment is not strictly logical, the

student at once acquires some familiarity with

the notions oi electromotive force, resistance, and
current. In magnetism the idea of pole strength

is based on the use of a simple form of magnetic
balance, and the experiments are supplemented by

illustrative examples and arithmetical questions.

Considerable emphasis is rightly laid on the ex-

pression of results in the appropriate units, the

realisation of the magnitude of the quantities

involved, and graphical representations.

H. S. An 1 v.
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PRACTICAL FORESTRY.
Forestry Work. By \V. II. Whellens. Pp. 236.
(London: T. Fisher Lnwin, Lid., 1918.) Price
.S.s. en/, net.

TI1L author of this book is a working forester,

who has bad much experience while in

Chargl of large wooded estates in England and
Si. .il. md. lie tries to explain in simple larigu

the actual operations which are usually 1.1

out on such estates, and in this is Fairly successful.

The book can be recommended as a useful on<

lor the forestry apprentice, and will be found
serviceable in giving instruction to disbanded
soldiers and to women who are now taking shori

courses in nursery work, measuring timber, etc.,

at various centres. There is nothing novel in tin-

book, which is simply a straightforward account

of ordinary British forestry practice. Whether this

practice requires amendment or improvement is

another matter. Hitherto, on private woodland
cslates, methods have been in vogue which are

not strictly economical. In the future money will

be- scarce, and efforts must be made either to

invent cheaper methods or 10 import such from

foreign countries, like the United States, where
of tate ingenious inventions have been devised,

which save labour materially in the planting and
in the felling of trees.

Mr. Whellens's first chapiter deals mainly with

nursery work, and contains much that is valuable

and well put; but no mention is made of the trans-

planting lath or of the method employed at

Brocklesby and Abbeyleix, by which young trees

arc ploughed out of the nursery lines instead of

being lifted; yet these are excellent labour-saving

devices. The chapter on the preparation of the

ground for planting, on draining, and on fencing

is well done. Sowing and planting are next dealt

with. The chapter on tending plantations is un-

satisfactory, the difficult subject of thinning being

too briefly treated, while much space is given to

pruning, an unnecessary and expensive operation

in most cases. Felling- timber is rather summarily
disposed of, and nothing is said about clearing

the area after felling. The space devoted to the

measurement of timber is quite inadequate, and
requires considerable enlargement to make the

subject intelligible to workmen. 'file chapter on

insect and fungoid enemns is without illustrations,

and the descriptions are too short. The appendix

is a collection of useful tables.

DEVELOPMENTS <»/•' THE THEORY Of
RELATIVITY.

The Theory of the Relativity of Motion. Bj

R. C. Tolman. Pp. ix + 225. (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 11)17.)

THE author of this book takes much lor

granted. The main source of interest in the

principle of relativity is the revolution which it

demands in the concepts of space and time. It is

not 1 as\ for most people to accommodate them-

selves to the changes which they are asked to

make- in these fundamental elements of their
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thought. Bui until this has been done the postu-

late "that the velocity of light in free space

irs the same to .ill observers regardless of the

,• motion ol the soun e and the observer " is

<im; that remains a stumbling-block, and the de-

tailed mathematical discussion ol the consequences

11 h .1 postulate must remain a matter of minor

interest.

In the development of any branch of scientific

thought it generally happens that in the lorm

finall) assumed the historii order of thought

is reversed. The process of analysis of the

lex into its constituent elements is re-

el
!, a formal synthesis ol those elements

to r< pi idui 1 the original i omplex. '1 o the

i it seeking to ge[ a living grasp of

the meaning ol science, and not a mere

! abstract parallel to it, it is necessary

to go through in his own experience the stages

by which the perfected final form of the science

has been reached. The teacher and the writer of

text-books should therefore seek first of all to

give the benefit of his knowledge and matured

thought to enable the reader to pass painlessly

and naturally through those various phases.

When this has been done, the demonstration of

unforeseen consequences is legitimate.

The present author plaees quite lair in

the book- those transformation equations for the

electric and magnetic intensities which played an

absolutely vital part in making the enunciation

of the principle possible. One may be permitted

to wonder if in so doing he iv not writing with his

eye too close to hi- subject, so thai the readei

I.. i come sufficiently into his field of view.

But, this being a matter of common occurrence,

it may pass, and the book may in- recommended
ccounl of tin- later developments of the

theory of relativity, which dwell particularly on

those quantities which seem to have a signifi-

cance that is not relative. In particular the

"action " of a dynamical system is one that has

some such absolute meaning if it be true that

the motion of a system is to satisfy the principle

of least action regardless of the velocity which

the observer chooses to assign to himself. The
invariance of the action seems to be the most

prehensive summing up of the consequences
ol the principle of relativity, and at the same time

opens out the possibility of the generalisation of

it in the w;i\ thai Einstein has recently achieved.

This extension of the principle docs not come
within the > SCOpe of the book, which com hides

with a presentation of the four-dimensional vector

analysis in the form developed In Wilson and
I ,e\\ i v

OUR BOOKSHELF:
Die Vegetation des Vol Onsernone [Kanton

• ). By |. Bar. So pp., with coloured

phytogeographical map. (Zurich: Rascher and

Co., tgi8.) Price 3 francs.

I'lils is a very compact description of the vegeta-

tion ol a mountain valley-basin south of the Alps,

a little 10 the north-west of I.ago Maggiore. The
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rainfall ishigh (80 in. to 100 in.), and is nearly all

received during the summer. At the same time,

the number of rainy days is low and of clear days

high, so that a great deal of sunshine is received,

I the winter temperatures are relatively high.

Thus we have a combination of some of the

favourable conditions for vegetation characteristic

of .111 "oceanic" climate with some of those char-

11 teristic of a continental one, a combination

which, together with the great range of altitude

(250 m. to 2500 m.) within the area, leads to the

irrcnce of a very wide range ol vegetation and

a very large number of species. The vastly greater

proportion of the whole area of 113 sq. km. is

covered with trees and shrubs. The general alti-

tudinal forest zonation on the northern exposures

is chestnut, beech, silver lir, spruce, and larch,

with the addition ol extensive birch woods and

more local lime and grey alder woods according

to the soil conditions. Besides these there are

extensive scrub associations of hazel, chestnut,

birch, beech, and oak, which play an important

part in the economy of the valley as pasture

for goats, besides unpastured scrub of willow,

alpine alder, alpine rose, juniper, etc., "heaths"

of heather, broom, and bilberry, and numerous

tvpes of grassland. Many of the associations are

almost identical with common British types.

Above these there is a wide selection of alpine

types, and at the other end of the scale an asso-

ciation of the Mediterranean Cistus salviifolius.

The memoir is accompanied by an excellent vege-

tation map, in which the distribution of the

dominant trees and shrubs is depicted by means

of coloured symbols.

Food Gardening: For Beginners and Experts. By

H. Valentine Davis. Second edition, revised

and enlarged. Pp. viii+133. (London: G. Bell

and Sons, Ltd., 1918.) Price is. net.

This handbook will prove useful to the allotment-

holder, as it sets forth clearly and fully the details

of cultivation of the commoner vegetables. The

first part of the book, however, contains several

instructions that are misleading and may cause

difficulty. It is contrary to all accepted usage to

grow root crops and onions on soil which has not-

been dug or even forked over since the removal

of the previous crop. The plan may succeed on

lig-ht land, but on heavy, sticky soil such a pro-

cedure would probably court failure. For many

districts June is very' late for planting maincrop

potatoes, and parsnip-sowing should not be de-

ferred until April. It is also beside the mark to

recommend that green peas should be eaten raw,

and to suggest that discarded woollen garments

and leather articles should be used for manurial

purposes. On the other hand, the details of work-

ing are usually well explained, and the' calendar

of operations affords a useful guide to the approxi-

mate times for carrying out the more important

pieces of work. The second part, dealing with

such crops as tomatoes and celery, is very lucid,

and the hints on the winter storing of vegetables

and on the destruction of diseases and pests are

valuable and practical.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Zeiss Abbe Refractometer,

In reply to Mr. Simeon's communication published
in Naturi oi November 21, we would state that

oi the many different types oi Zeiss Abbe refracto-

meter, including a late pre-war instrument, thai have
passed through our hands for repair, all have been
fitted with an illuminating prism of low refractive
index glass (Nd about t-515). In every ease, by sub-
stituting an extra dense prism of suitable angle, we
have rendered the instrument serviceable for the
examination of liquids above 1-52. We discovered
this defect some time ago, and later directed the atten-
tion of Prof. Cheshire to it, communicating it to

Nature of June 21, nji; (vol. xcix., p. 331). We have
a number of these low-refractive index prisms which
have been removed from Zeiss refractometers, and
also a complete Zeiss instrument showing the defect
mentioned. It would, perhaps, be possible to arrange
to bring this instrument and the prisms to the next
meeting of the Optical Society, and if Mr. Simeon
would bring a Zeiss instrument having a pair of
extra dense prisms, a comparison would be interesting.
It is just possible that the Zeiss instrument to which
Mr. Simeon refers is one in which a dense lower
prism has been substituted.

As we have already pointed out, in theory any glass
would make a suitable illuminating prism so long as
the roughened surface remains unimpaired, but in

practice the cleaning of the prism surface tends to

polish it, and as a result the illumination quicklv falls

almost to vanishing-point. L. BELLINGHAM.
Bellingham and Stanley, Ltd.,

71 Hornsey Rise, N.19, November 22.

BRITISH IRON-ORE RESOURCES.
/"\NE of the most marked effects of the war
^-^ has been the stimulus that it has given to

the development of the mineral resources of the

British Empire, and particularly of those of

Great Britain. For many reasons the more active

exploitation of our home iron ores has been one
of the most prominent features of this movement.
Up to the invention of the Bessemer process the
iron industry of this country depended practically

exclusively upon domestic ores, the bulk of the
ores smelted being the claybands and blackbands
of the Coal Measures; in addition to these the red
haematites of the Mountain Limestone of the West
Coasl d ome of the Jurassic ironstones were
also worked, bu; up to about 1S70 the iron-ore
deposits of the Palaeozoic rocks formed the main-
stay of our British iron industry. When the
Bessemer proci introduced mild stee! as an
important factor in the industry, the relatively
small production of West Coast haematite no
longer sufficed lor our needs, and as mam of our
centres of iron-smelting are situated within easy
access of the coast, Bessemer ores were natu-
rally looked for abroad, and an energetic importa-
tion of foreign ores ensued. Bilbao ore was first
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imported about 1870, and by 1878, after thi

Carlisi War, this importation had reached
850,000 tons; in 1913 the importation from Spain,
to which Almeria and other parts of Spain con-
tributed as well as Bilbao, was \\ million tons,

whilst our total imports from abroad, by far the
greater part of which was Bessemer ore,

amounted to about 7 A million tons. The domestic
Ore production was 16 million tons, of which
about 12 million tons came from the Jurassic
ironstones. The growth in the output of these

last-named ores was due in large measure to the

increasing adoption of the basic process of steel-

making. When the war rendered the importa-
tion of foreign ores difficult and expensive, out

iron and steel industry had to rely more and more
upon basic steel produced from the latter class of
ore. This development has been favoured by t be-

grudging recognition that for most purposes basic

steel properly made is as good as acid, and
furthermore by the abandonment by the Board of

Agriculture of the so-called citric acid test for

basic slag in favour of its valuation by the total

phosphoric acid present ; this means that whereas
under the former "made in Germany" test thou-

sands of tons of British basic slag had to be
dumped out at sea as unsaleable, such slag can
now be utilised and its phosphoric acid contents
rendered available for the British agriculturist.

At the same time, the British steel trade now has

a market opened up for what was before a waste
product.

One of the signs of the increasing interest taken
in domestic ores is the attention that is being
devoted to the study of our iron-ore resources.

Apart from some earlier descriptions of British

iron ores, which have to-day at most only
an historical interest, the first attempt at a

real estimate of our iron-ore resources was
that published by the present writer in the
important treatise issued by the Eleventh
International Geological Congress at Stock-
holm in 1910. This showed for the first time
the magnitude of Britain's iron-ore reserves, and
attracted much attention on the Continent ; it

would be interesting to speculate how far it may
have contributed towards Germany's intention to

bring about the war, one of the main motives of
which was Germany's desire to obtain possession

of the French iron-ore fields and thus to outstrip

all competition by commanding f.ar the largest

iron-ore supplies of Europe. The principal

value of the above-named estimate to-day lies in

tile fact that it has formed the basis of newer and
more accurate estimates. Since the beginning of

the war three important contributions to our know-
ledge of our own iron-ore resources have appeared,
each under the auspices of a Government
department it need scarcer) be added, having
regard to our characteristic British methods, a

different department in each case, working inde-

pendently of the others. Nothing could In- moo
eloquent of the need for a central administration,

co-ordinating such efforts and avoiding useless

duplication of work. The first was the now well-
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known report on the resources and production of

iron ores, etc-., by Mr. G. C. Lloyd, issued by the

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,

which appeared in May, 11)17, a second, revised

.m<l enlarged edition being issued towards the end
<>t the same year.

In the spring of this year an important paper

was read by Dr. F. II. Hatch before the Iron and

Steel Institute b) permission of the Controller of

Iron and Steel Production, Ministry of Munitions,

the data for this having been collected by Dr.

Hatch working for that Ministry. It deals with

the Jurassic ironstones of the United Kingdom,
and, as lias alread) been shown, these constitute

by far the most important of the British iron

n-s. .n :•( es f i ' >m the economic point of view. The de-

l>osit> dealt with comprise the Northamptonshire,

Cleveland, Leicestershire, Oxfordshire, Lincoln-

shire, and Raasay ironstones, and full descrip-

tions are given of their geology, mode of occur-

rence, and chemical composition, the numerous
tables of analyses being particularly valuable,

illy, Dr. A. Strahan, Director of the Geo-
logical Survey, has recently issued his annual
report, in which he presents very interesting esti-

mates of the quantity of iron ore that may fairly

be assumed to exist in the various deposits. This
is a summary of an extensive series of investiga-

tions upon British iron-ore deposits which the

Geological Survey has been recently conducting,

the detailed reports upon which are being awaited
with much interest. It constitutes a portion

of the very valuable "Special Reports on the

Mineral Resources of Great Britain," the first

volume of which was issued in November, 1915;
in the introduction to this volume Dr. Strahan
has set out clearly the object of these reports

and their economic significance.

The present report summarises as follows the

iron-ore resources of Great Britain under two
hiads: (d) reserves more or less developed, and
(/') probable additional reserves. The figures

are :
—

H.xniatites etc. ... 42,500.000 tons

Mcso/oic ores ... 1,775,052,160 ,,

: mstones and
mils ... 1,065,637,000 ,, 6,248,475,600 „

Dr. Strahan says that the estimates are

"framed in a cautious spirit," and this statement
may readily be accepted. Indeed, as regards the

last 1 lass, the figures are palpably under-
estimated; thus the probable additional reserves

are given as about 6250 million tons, of which
four-fifths are credited to South Wales and Mon-
mouthshire, the coalfield which Dr. Strahan prob-
ably knows best. There is no reason to suppose
that the other British coalfields fall so far short

0l South Wales in iron contents as collectively to

contribute only one-fifth of the whole, and in some
- are clearly wrong. For instance-,

for the whole of the great northern coalfield he-

only 15 million tons, apparently taking the

Redesdale area alone, whilst Durham is not even
mentioned. Vet such ironstones were worked
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(6)

75,000,000 tons

2, i04,s\S6,ooo ,,

extensivel) at Shotlej Bridge and other places in

Derwent Valley, as well as at Waldridge Fell,

L'rpeth, Birtley, Tow Law, and other points in

the county of "Durham, whilst in Northumberland
they were worked at Wylam and Lcmington in the
extreme south of the county, and at places so far

apart as Haltwhistle, Hareshaw, Redesdale, and
Brinkburn. There is no evidence whatever that

the ironstone was worked out at any of these
places, but quite the contrary, and there is at

least a probability that it underlies the entire coal-
field, though whether it will ever prove to be
workable is another question; Dr. Strahan, how-
ever, points out that he is "concerned only with
the quantities that exist," quite apart from their

workability. It must indeed be admitted that

this part of the question is one of scientific rather

than of economic interest, and in any case the full

reports are not yet available, though it is to be
hoped that they soon will be. All contributions
to our knowledge of our own mineral resources

are of the greatest value to the nation at the

present time. H. Louis.

TROPICA L Q 1 1EENSLA ND. 1

rHH author does well to remind us that much
of Queensland is tropical, and that it pos-

sesses the largest barrier reef in the world, enclos-

ing a lagoon of immense size and possibly of great
potential wealth in pearls, pearl-shell, beche-de-
mer (trepang), fish, and perhaps some day
sponges as well. Here, on Hinchinbrook, a

coastal island made known to us by his " Con-
lessions of a Beachcomber," the author ruminates
on the birds, beasts, and plants around him, a
true beachcomber far from and almost uninte-

rested in the world's affairs, content to bask in

the suns of his Arcady. All is delightful; the

greatest men of the past are those born in the

lands cf the sun; the planter tills not, but "per-
mits Nature to have her own wayward will with
his dutiful trees"; "vegetation does not tolerate

any period of rest," and here are "many lusty,

fat, sleek, good-humoured, straight-backed,

frolicsome calves." It is impossible to criticise

from the point of view of science, since the

author's writing partakes of the Arcadian nature
of his pursuits. The power of observation of, and
.1 feeling for, the important facts of life in all

living Nature the author certainly has, but we
have the uneasy feeling that he has set out to

write a book, whereas in his "Confessions" he
poured out his soul and gave us a book of per-

manent value. "Tropic Days" is, however,
thoroughly pleasant chat, well fitted for one's
Lighter hours, and as such likely to appeal to a
w ide circle of readers.

Descriptions of trees and plants are always ex-

cellent, and a charming individuality is given to.

certain trees of the domain. A chapter on beach
plants reveals in this environment practically the

same types of growths and plants as are found in

' "Tropic Days." By E. |. Bantie'tl. Pp. 313. (London: T. Fisher
Unwin, Ltd., 191S.) Price i£r. net.
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the most distant coral islands of the [ndo-Pacific

with but few additions from neighbouring con-

tinental shores. The same is true also of sea and

shore birds, but neighbouring lands give many
visitors, which quickly learn to eat what man culti-

vates. A photograph of a baby nightjar in dead

leaves is excellent, and, indeed, requires its ex-

planatory diagram to point out the bird. We like

the idea of a conchological (not floral) almanac, for

we have ourselves noticed in the tropics tin- regu-

larity of the approach to the shores, the coming

up from the deep, of many Trochi, etc., almost

as regular as the "balolo" worm obeys the call

of an especial phase of tin- moon at the same
season of every year. In "Snake and Frog
Prattle" tlie author as naturalist is at his best.

His true character as a man is perhaps shown in

IGRICl l.l l AM/. RESE I AT// IN
AUSTRALIA.

WITH the growing demand for intensified agri-

cultural production occasioned by the war
has come the realisation of the inadequacy of the

existing provision for agricultural research in all

parts of the world. The movement towards more
generous and systematic provision is by no means
confined to the older, more highly cultivated

countries, but is perhaps even more active in those

more distant parts ol the globe where increased

production on a large scale by extensive methods
is still possible, hew countries, indeed, have set

about this particular task of reconstruction more
systematically and energetically than the Com-
monwealth of Australia, the prosperity of which

lime's Finger," a simple, eloquent account of

a solitary climb into the "debil-debil " land where
his "boy" dare not come; it is a story of adven-
ture in which the author nearly lost his life, and
il gives also a remarkable picture of how tropical

jungle manages to conquer even perpendicular
granite slopes. The domination of multi-rooted
trees, banyans (fig trees), mangroves, and screw-
pines (Pandani) is typii il of tropical moist jungles.
For the ethnologist there are a few stories of

natives, and we particularly commend to those
who dwell at home the psychology of "Casso-
wary " and "Soosie " as typical, the produce "of
the very land on whi( h born." " Blacks
as Fishermen " is interesting rather as .< stud) of
fai is.

I. s. G.
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is so closely bound up with the fortunes of her

great agricultural industry.

For three decades or more Australian agricul-

ture has had the advantage of liberal provision for

agricultural education and research under the aegis

of the various Slate Departments of Agriculture.
These Departments have not only established

agricultural colleges with associated experimental
farms, but other farms and laboratories for

general experimental work have also been
developed, as well as centres for the specialised

mvsstij iti:.n of difier.ni branches of agriculture,

such as viticulture, dairying, sugar production,
and irrigation.

Most of the experimental farms are of great

si/e. and admirabb equipped lor field experimi
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work. The Roseworth\ Vgricultural College Ex-

perimental Farm in South Australia covers about

... with 100 acres in permanent experi-

ments; the Hawkesburj College Farm in New
Wales extends to 3500 acre-, with more

than joo acres of experimental ;>l<>ts; whilst the

Victorian State College Farm at Dookie has an

area of about 1 with sonic 400 acres

1 experimental work with cereal and

: ts. In all there are in the various

s about thirt) experimental stations, with a

total farm area ol nearly 50,000 acres, in addition

win rous experimental orchards, vineyards,

and other areas.

\rmcd with this extensive equipment, the Aus-

tralian State and college workers have achieved

very substantial advances in agricultural produc-

tion, ol which the development ol new varieties of

wheat deserves special mention. Since the federa-

tion of the States into the Commonwealth in 1901,

however, there has been a growing feeling in

favour of a central Federal organisation to secure

ir co-ordination of effort and reduce the

lapping inevitable under the existing State

systems. Main important problems that are re-

ceiving or require attention are common to the

ter pari of Australia, and could obviously be

dealt with more effectively and with greater

omj of means and men by a central organisa-

tion than by independent investigation in the

I nt States.

\ similar need has also been felt in connection

with other industries, and the whole movement
lias culminated in the recommendation by the

Commonwealth Advisory Council of Science and
Industry for the immediate creation of a perma-
nent Commonwealth Institute ol Science and In-

dustry, organised purely for research, and entirel)

•• iated from routine administrative work. The
executive committee, under Prof. D. Orme
Masson, and including other prominent agricul-

tural investigators, has devoted a large share of

its attention to agricultural research, and in the

final report has formulated a definite programme
gricultural research for the initial years of

ation of the institute, which includes studies

in soil fertility, plant patholog) and insect pests,

plant breeding, animal breeding and feeding,

animal diseases, cotton and flax growing, forestry,

subjects. The Advisor) Council has

Oi immediate at ti< >n, and the -cue
1 al

features of the organisation and lines of work
idy received the provisional approval of

the ( ommonwealth Government, and doubtless

formal adoption will not long be delayed.

Vmong the mam activities of the executive

imittee of the Council, spe: ial interest attaches

to the week's conference ol agricultural men of

science held under its auspices in Melbourne
in November, [917, and reported in full in

Bulletin No. 7 of the Vdvisor) Council. Limita-
tions., I space prevent more than the briefest refer-

to the varied programme dealt with by the

conference, the topics discussed including cereal
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breeding, the acclimatisati 1 plants, the utilisa-

tion of Australian phosphate deposits, the tobacco

and sugar industries, fibre-plants, native grasses

and fodder plants, and crops for the production of

power alcohol.

One session was devoted entirely to a general

.si,,n on the endowment and co-ordination of

agricultural research in the Commonwealth,
papers on the subject being read by Prof. A. J.

Perkins, Director of Agriculture in South Aus-

. 1 alia, and Prof. R. I). Watt, professor of agri-

culture in the University of Sydney.

Prof. Perkins urged that the research worker

should be free from State control, and advocated

the development of agricultural research at the

universities rather than in the State agricultural

colleges. For this purpose central research institu-

tions, financed by the central Government, should

be located at the different universities. The Uni-

versity of Adelaide has already secured land for

the purpose, but financial assistance is required

to develop the scheme.

Prof. Watt also emphasised the importance of

developing agricultural research at the universi-

ties, but pointed out that the rate of increase in

the number of trained research workers must be

slow, owing to the small numbers of agricultural

students at the universities and the consequent

limitations of staff. He hoped for better con-

ditions in this respect after the war, especially

if provision could be made for research scholar-

ships and fellowships.

The shortage of adequately trained research

workers was generally agreed to be one of the

chief difficulties in the way of the necessary ex-

pansion of research activities, and a resolution

was adopted requesting the Advisory Council to

bring the need for training more research workers

to the attention of the universities. The difficulty

is by no means peculiar to Australia, and all con-

cerned with the promotion of agricultural research

will await with interest the steps taken in Australia

to solve this particular problem.

REGINALD PHILIP GREGORY.

BY the death on Sunday, November 24, of Mr.

Reginald Philip Gregory, from pneumonia

following influenza, the University of Cambridge

lias lost an able botanist, a man for whom young

and old felt a warm affection. Mr. Gregory was

born on June 7, 1879, at Trowbridge, Wilts
;
he

received practically the whole of his early educa-

tion in a preparatory school established in 1887

by his mother at Weston-super-Mare, where-

special attention was paid to natural history. At

the suggestion of Prof. Reynolds, of University

College, Bristol, from whom he received some

additional training, he successfully competed for

an entrance scholarship at St. John's College,

Cambridge, in 1897. He came into residence in

October, [898, and in igoo obtained a first class

in the first part of the Natural Sciences Tripos; in
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190J he gained a first class in botany in the second

pari of the Tripos.

In 1904 Mr. Gregory shared the VValsinghanl

medal with the late Dr. Keith Lucas, and in the

.same yeai he was elc ( hd a fellow of his college.

In 1907, after serving five years as a demonstrator

in the botanical department, lie was elected i<> a

University lectureship. In 1912 he became
tutor "I St. John's, an appointment which

he was able lii hold with the University

lectureship; and in the same year in- married Joan,

the second daughter of Mr. T. 1*1. Bisdee, of

Mutton Court, Somerset, by whom he had three

children. From July, [915, to July, mi;, he held

a captain's commission in an officer cadet bat-

talion at Cambridge, which he relinquished to

join the 1st 6th Battalion ol the Gloucestershire

Regimenl as a second-lieutenant. After about a

fortnight in the front line he was gassed, and

from the effects of this he never completely re-

cox ercd; he was discharged from the Army
in October of this year, and, though still far

from well, resumed his college and university

duties.

Mr. Gregory was one of a group of students

who wen- stimulated by the teaching and enthu-

siasm of Prof. Bateson to take up different

branches of genetics; it was mainly with cyto-

logical problems that his researches were con-

cerned. He was the author of several papers,

some of which were published in the Proceedings
of the Royal Society in collaboration with Prof.

Bateson. His most important contributions were
those dealing with the genetics and cytology of

giant races of Primula, published in the Journal

of Genetics (10,11) and in the Proceedings of the

Royal Society (1914). His work demonstrated the

striking fact that some forms of Primula exhibit

the giant character not only in the plant-body as

a whole, but also in the constituent cells. The
results obtained constituted a definite advance
in our knowledge of phenomena connected with

the reduplication of certain terms in a series of

gametes. His researches also included the in-

vestigation of heterostylism, habit, leaf-form, and
flower colour in Primula sinensis, the seed char-

rs of Pisum, reduction-division in ferns, forms
of flowers in Valeriana, and other subjects.

Mr. Gregory was a good all-round botanist,

who inherited from his mother (whose work on the

genus Viola is well known to systematists) a love

of natural history. He had already established

for himself an honourable position as an original

investigator, and those who knew him best lool ed

forward with confidence to still greater achieve-

ments in the future. He was a man who would
nsver £"rcv eld In- : ay. yed life in the best sens;

and endeared himself to undergraduates and older

associates by his unselfishness and joyous, open-
hearted character. His place will be hard to fill,

particularly in these days when there is an excep-
tional need for virile teachers md men of wide
and strong human sympathies.

A. C. Seward.
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NOTES.
In his speech at Wolverhampton on Saturday last

the Prime Minister made ;i noteworthy declaration in

regard to the application of science to agriculture—

a

declaration which would appear to adumbrate some-
thing more than a passive polio of commendation.
!' Scientific farming must he promoted," he said; and
in another im^.-^i he spoke of utilising the capacity
of the soil to a greater extent by the application "i

scientifii principles. There is a certain vagueness in

these statements, ami until concreti proposals an pul

forward it is difficult to appraise their meaning and
value. One obvious waj of adding i" the capacity

of the soil would he to promote the use ol artificial

fertilisers, ami, seeing thai Mr. Lloyd George
spoki ol the need for a "national supply of fer-

tilisers," it seems probable that what he had in mind
in speaking of scientific farming was the extended

use "I artificial manures. The suggestion 01 is u a

decision!' to have a national supply of fertilisers

shadows a new departure in state policy of great

import. It is to be hoped that in applying si ie

farming the Prime Minister will hear in mind the

need for encouraging research in the scii m
on agriculture.

A deputation from tht National Sea Fisheries Pro-

tection Association is to wait upon the Right Hon.
R. E. Prothero, President of the Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries, as we go to press, to urge thai the

evolution and general direction of a fisheries policy

for thr whole nation should In- entrusted to a Minister

of the Crown who will be abli to give t" tin subject

his undivided interest. The industry is .if prime im-
portance, an 1 a strong case can he made out for the

constitution of a separate Ministry a. i..- concerned
with its interests and development. Mr. Hoover,
the United States Food Administrator, whom we
Welcome among us, has warned us time and
again of the fact that for many years to conn- tin-

world must go short of beef. The impending meat
famine, he tills us, started in 1907. In meat-eating
countries the population increased. The demand for

meal rose; prices rose; stockmen yielded to tin

temptation, raid slaughtered cows, heifers, and calves

which should have been kept as reproducteurs. The
herds have further been diminished by periods of

drought in Argentina, Australia, and North America,
and by internecine strife in Mexico and Europe.
Whatever happens, we shall be short of meat for

years to come. That is one ground on which the
National Sea Fisheries Protection Association has.,

its claim for reform of the fisheries administration

of this country. The other considerations are : that

fishermen will not undertake the catching of fish—

a

herculean lauour of unending toil unless then- is a

good living to be made out of fishing; that their

mdustr) has been so disorganised during the war
that nothing short of national assistance can save
it; and (a self-evident proposition! that this, islands

musl maintain their fishermen communities or go
under." Such, in brief, is the case which the associa-

tion presents to the Government. It has been wen! ed

out in detail in a printi ; uidum which we
commi n. I a. the stud} of out n adet s. < Jopii -

be obtained from the seCretan "I the association at

Fishmongers' Hall, E.C.4. We wish well to the

deputation and to Mr. Prothero. Meanwhile, we note

that there is a greal degree of unanimity in the

demand of the industn for a central Ministn to

supervise the work of the English and Sr.itiish

fisheries services, and that the fishermen of Canada,
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France, and Germany are demanding similar con-
solidation oi 1 Hint from their respect rnments.
Fishermen know their business, and there is a strong
presumption thai theii demands are reasonable.

Tin Times for November 25 gives an interesting

the ti porl of the Civil Aei ial Transport
Committee, which has now bi d to Parlia-

ment, but will nut be published until the New Year.
It will bi remembered that this Committee wa
pointi

I to consider the 1 egulation of
commercial air traffic and the possibility of employing
existing machines and personnel for commercial pur-
poses aftet thi war. The Committee has divided
itself into various sub-committpes, dealing with
various issues, and the main conclusions reached, as

hi rimes, an hen summarised.
With regard to the sovereigntj of the air. it has been

m 1 ded that anj country must exercise sovi a

rights over the superincumbent air if commercial
aviation is to be properly regulated and controlled.

Such points as the qualifications for using aircraft,

1, ami the problems arising in conn
with damaj aircraft have been thoroughly
discussed. In dealing with the possibilities of exist-

ing ma him -. four types have been considered, repre-
I bj the Handley-Page, the de Haviland, the

R.E.J Sopwith "Pup." The first two types
an- naturally the most interesting, being both capable
of carrying considerable loads. The lighter machines
may, however, be of much assistance to commercial
activities in connection with the rapid transport of

nd small quantities of goods.

Tin Committee referred to a sses th<

opinion thai speed of aircraft is prohably the chief
'

--, especially for inland

ervice is avail-
! pots and sea

peed will not be so important. A speed of

1
hour is suggested, and this is sufficiently

difficult to attain with heavy machines on account of

the high landing speed involved, 1
pi tall) if the wing-

loading is high. The Committee directs attention to

this point, stating definiti Ij that a high loading is a
1 suggesting thai

a development of air-brakes or arresting devices ma\
meet the difficulty. Night-flying is considered

itial. particularly in relation to mail services, and
the development > acilities should be en-
couraged. Those interested in commercial aero-
nautics will await with interest the publication of

the full report, but the abovi brief remarks will

suffice to show that the difficulties to be surmounted
able, ami will tax fhe powers of designers

e utmost. The wonderful progress thai has
made with military aircraft should provi a gnat

stimulus, and if similar facilities for 1 xperimental re-

search can be applied to the commercial problem, we
mav well look forward to a period of rapid develop-
ment and sin

Rapid strides have been made by the Meteorological
1 wi aib.

. kni '\\ 1' dj [1 during the progress ol

the war, and the information available for the news-
Press is vastly superiot now to that of four

The rapid development of the Air Set

entailed .1 more minute stud; of the upper air,

and facts <,f really scientific value are bring secured.
It is now suggested that the changes in atmosph

he earth' mtn illed b\ thi

iherii pressure at the elevation of about five or

si\ miles. Pilot-balloon observations are now ml
daily in many different parts of thi British Isles, and
these are charted for the several elevations up to

10 ft. Since the weather has again 1
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me public information, the pilot-balloon observa-
tions have shown manj points of interest. During the
progress ol a storm area on its north-easterly course to

the westward ol Ireland on No' 1 tnbi 1 20 the surface-
wind at Valencia was travelling at twenty-nine miles
an hour, whilst at zooo-ft. elevation it was travelling
sevent) miles an hour. On November 22, with a
surface-wind of thirteen miles an hour, the rate per
hour at 4000 ft. was fifty-three miles, the direi

in both cases being south-easterly.

The Registrar-General's return for the week ending
Novembei r6 shows a very decided decrease in the
deaths in London from influenza, the number being

while for November 9 it was j-^}, a di

ol 768. At many places in the English provinces the
complaint is still virulent, and the deaths show no
ibatement. The death incidence at the several ages
is well maintained, the deaths between the ages of
twenty and forty-five being 46 per cent, of the total,

and the deaths below forty-five years being 77 per
cent., whilst above forty-five years the percentage is

only 23. Influenza was responsible for 40 per cent, of

the di aths from all causes during the week, pneumonia
for 14 per cent., and bronchitis for 7 per cent. For
the whole six weeks of the epidemic influenza has
caused 48 per cent, of the deaths from all causes,

pneumonia 12 per cent., and bronchitis 6 per cent.

Chicago, with nearly two-thirds of the population of

London, had 571 deaths from influenza in the week
ending October 12, when London had eighty deaths
only, showing that the disease was rampant earlier

in Chii

An appeal has been issued by the president of the
Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, supported
by representatives of other associations interested in

Irish antiquities, on the subject of an inventory of the
local archaeological remains. The writers point out
that the antiquities of Ireland possess more than local

interest, and that in comparison with those of Great
Britain they are more numerous. In recent years,
owing to the changing conditions of land tenure, the
abandonment of old superstitions, the imperfection of
the system of local education, the extension of tillage,

and other causes, much damage has been done to
these monuments. It is pointed out that in iqoS three
Royal Commissions were appointed for the purpose
of making detailed inventories of the ancient monu-
ments of England, Scotland, and Wales, as a result of
which a large mass of important information has been
collected and published. But, so far, no steps have
been taken to institute a similar survey in Ireland,
and an appeal by the Royal Society of Antiquaries

and the Royal Irish Academy has been rejected. The
request of this important body of antiquaries is

clearlv reasonable, and will, we have little doubt,
receive hearty support from antiquaries in Greal
Britain.

It has long been recognised that whilst the open
fire is at once attractive, and furnishes practically the

only means of ventilation of ordinary dwellings, its

heat efficiency is remarkably low. The shortage of

coal and its high price—the latter a legacy which will

probably remain to the householder—furnish ample
incentive to improve the efficiency of the domestic

I nit the replacement of even a small part of the

number by more scientifically constructed appliances

is obviously out of the question. Landlords will not go

to the expense to save tenants' pockets, and tenants

aih averse to incurring expense which in most
cases would benefit others. Means mav, however,

be Found to improve the efficiency of existing grates,

and Prof. C. V. Boys has invented an economiser in

which the flue-gases are diverted mi their way to the
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rhimm \ through two upright cylinders, standing one

on each side of the fireplace, each cylinder surround-
ing a concentric pipe which is open above and below.
[Tie Rue-gases pass through the annular space thus
formed on their way to the chimney, heating the inner

tube .-iiul causing a current of warm aii to be dis-

charged into the room; also the surrounding aii is

warmed by contact with the exterior of the flue-gas

chambers. The fire remains visible and radiates as
usual. Ii is admitted that such a device is not alto-

gether ornamental, bui people may !» willing to accept

this disadvantage in view of the advantage of added
warmth fur a given consumption of fuel.

The death is recorded in Science cd Prof. W. L.

Hooper, head of the department of electrical engineer-
ing at Tufts College, Mass. Prof. Hooper had been
a member of the faculty at Tufts for thirty-five years,
and was acting president in 1012 and [913.

The death is announced, in his seventy-fourth year,

of Prof. William Main, formerly professor of chemistry
in the University of North Carolina. Prof. Main
was one of the pioneers in copper and lead mining
in the United States. He invented the lead-zinc

storage battery, and is said to have been the first

to apply the storage battery commercially to the pro-

pulsion of street-cars. In recent years he had been
chiefly employed as an expert in technical cases before

the courts.

Lt.-Coi.. Llewellyn Longstaff, whose death at

the age of seventy-seven is announced by the Times,

was known to geographers chiefly for his generous

support of Antarctic exploration. The funds for the

projected national expedition were growing so slowly

that there seemed little hope of enough being col-

lected to equip even a modest expedition when in

March, 1899, Col. Longstaff sent a contribution of

25,000/., which, with contributions already in hand,

guaranteed the sailing of the ship. Two years later

the expedition sailed in the Discovery under Capt

.

Scott. Col. Longstaff also contributed to Capt. Scott's

last expedition. Most of his life he devoted to busi-

ness, and he was keenly interested in volunteering. For

more than forty years he had been a fellow of the

Royal Geographical Society, and served for some time

on its council. His eldest son, Capt. T. G. Long-
staff, is well known for his travels and explorations

in the Caucasus, Himalayas, and Tibet.

The success of the British Scientific Products Ex-

hibition, held at King's College, London, during the

past summer, has led the British Science Guild to

decide to organise another exhibition next year. The
main object of the new exhibition will be to stimulate

national enterprise by a display of the year's pro-

gress in British science, invention, and industry.

Further particulars will be available in due coins,.

A large part of the recent exhibition has been trans-

ferred to Manchester, where it will be on view at the

Municipal College of Technology in a few weeks'

time.

The Cecil medal and prize of 10/. of the Dorset

Field Club will be awarded in May next for the best

essav on "explosives used in warfare from the time of

the Crusades to the present war, giving details (un-

objectionable from a military point of view) of each

invention, and the chemical proportions of the sub-

stances used in each case, commencing with gun-

powder and Greek fire." The competition is open

to persons between the ages of seventeen and thirty-

five on May 1, 10.19. either born in Dorset or resident

not less than a vear between May 1, 1017, and May 1,

1019. Particulars are obtainable from Mr. 11. Pouncv,

Midland Ban1.; Chambers, Dorchester.
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I in. Museum Journal, published bj the University
of Pennsylvania (vol. ix., part _>, June, [918), is largely

devoted to a studj of works ,,f art from th< Far and
Nearei East. In primitive Chinese ritual bronze
vessels were used to hold the fond and drink offered

to the spirits of the earth and air and the manes of

departed ancestors. Two valuable specimens ol ibis

class of vessel, one belonging in all probability to a

period well back in the firsl millennium before our
era, the other dated during the twelfth or eleventh
century B.C., are described. Of these the orna-
mentation, though bizarre, is singularly elleitive

in conforming to the exigencies of the space to be

covered. The Bronze age in China is believed to have
drawn to a close about the middle of the first mil-

lennium before our era. For religious purposes, how-
ever, bronze continued to hold its own, and it was not

for another millennium, or until the sixth or seventh

century A.D., that the art of the bronze-worker may
be said to have attained its apogee with the casting

of those wonderful gigantic statues which characterised

the religious enthusiasm prevailing in China of the

Northern Wei (a.d. 386-535) and T'ang (a.D. 618-907)

dynasties, of which the sole remaining example- in the

world to-day is the great Daibutsu al Nara, the

ancient capital of Japan.

Further light on the respiration of larval dragon-
flies is afforded by Mr. Joseph H. Bodine in the Pro-
ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia (vol. Ixx., part 1). The author shows that

these larvae breathe bv means of the rectum from the

lime of hatching until transformation. The so-called

tracheal "gills" serve but as rudders during locomo-
tion, and take no pari in respiration, as is shown by

the fact that they may be removed with impunity.
'lb. 11 respiration takes place through the skin of the

larva he regards as improbable, since any oxygen
thus absorbed would be quite insufficient for respira-

tory purposes.

Tin significance of specific structural characters as

between nearly related species is varioush interpreted

bv evolutionists, who are prone, in discussing this

theme, to neglect the work of the systematists who
are providing an immense store of material for

analysis Larval characters are especially inten sting

in this regard, as will be manifest on a careful

examination of the- enlarged figures of the mouth-
parts 1 d tadpoles uiven bv Dr. N. Annandale in his

papers on Some Cndescribed Tadpoles from the Hills

of Southern India" and on "The Tadpoles of the

Families Randidae and Bufpnidae Found in the Plains

of India" in the Records of the Indian Museum
(vol. xv., part 1).

As is well known, surgeons inserl grafts of living

bone- to suppl) defects caused b\ destructive injuries,

but there is a difference of opinion as to the fate of

such bone grafts. The opinion most usually held is

that they always die, and that they merely help re-

covery by supplving a framework which is invaded bj

neighbouring living-bone cells. The view that grafts

are purely passive in their action is supported by
experiments reported by MM. J. Nageotte and L.

Sencert (Comptes rendus, October 21). So far as all

forms of connective tissue arc- concerned, tin- authors

find that grafts which have been preserved in formalin

or alcohol for a month or more serve all the purposes

of a living graft. The dead fibre- of the graft unites

with the living fibre of the host, so that the point of

union cannot be detected. The authors excised from

the common extensor tendon of a dog's foot a piece

2-5 cm. long, and stitched in its place a corresponding

piece of tendon which had been kept in alcohol for
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a month. When the clog was killed three months
later it was found thai the dead grafi had becon* so

ectly united with the original tendon thai its posi-

tion could be detected only bj the marks of the

stitches. It is unnecessary to emphasise the import-
ance of these obsi

I

.
.

, , ons.

I in Eskimo ol Greenland li;i\ • a nun, "savssat,"
|< note tin- crowding of animals in large numbers

into a small spai . ["his phenomenon Ikis been referred
i" bj several writers on ' ireenland. Mr. M. P. Porsild,

thi Danish Wti, Station al Disko, has
notes on the subject from personal observations

in Disko Bay in the Geographical Review for

Si pti mbei
, [918 (vol. vi., No. j)- ln ,l " « intei of

0114 in the ice-covering began to form al the outer
end "i Disko Bay, and the inner pari- were closed

later. This resulted in mam narwhals being caughl
head of the baj and in Waygal Sound. The

Eskimo discovered belts of thin ice in which the nar-
whals had broken breathing-holes. Around these holes
the Eskimo collected and slaughtered th< animals as

they appeared. Vllowing foi carcasses lost, Mr. Porsild

calculates the total number of narwhals killed at two
.11 more than a thousand. Ii is interesting

to note that Mr. Porsild, who has had good opportuni-
judge, d< nirs thai the male narwhal uses his

tusk to make breathing-holi s in the ice. These, he
insisis. an made by the top of the head. Eskimo

ii this view.

I in Octobei issue ol the Journal oj the Board 0)
>si ntialK .1 women's work number,

and i;ivr- an interesting survey of the great contribu-
tion made by women to the national food production
effort of the past two years. Separate articles descriptive
of various phases of the work of the Women's Branch
of the Food Production Department are contributed In

Miss Meriel M. Talbot, the Hon Mrs. Alfred Lyttelton,
and Miss M. M. McQueen, the principal officers of
the branch. The work of the women of Wales is

t>ed In Mrs. M. s. Roberts; the work of

women's institutes b\ Miss <;. Hadow, vice-chairman
of the National Federation of Women's Institutes;
whilst Miss S C. Ilamlvn contributes an interesting

nt of a successful Devon experiment in the
running of .1 farm entirely by women. The series

is prefaced bj a very suggestive article In Sir Daniel
Hall on the position of women in agriculture. The
problem of providing suitable openings for the many
trained women who are now determined lo remain
upon the land ami take up farming as a cared he
belii -> lie solved by large farms worked
entirely by women upon co-partnership lines. The
small holding he regards as too speculative for the

woman with little capital, and demands, moreover,
an expenditure of physical energ; which is beyond
the powers of the average woman. The return to the

small-holder is probably no greater than can be
secured for the individual woman worker on the large

«co-partnership farm, provided it is carefully selected

and well managed, lie suggests thai a trial should
be made with a farm of about live hundred acres,

devoted mainly to fruit-growing and market-gardening.
Estimati s an given which indicate that with reason
able success, after making due provision for interest

on capital, management, wages, and reserve, a surplus
should be available for distribution which would raise

the weekly wage from 25s. to 40s. The provision of

living accommodation and social amenities for the

women workers is considered, ami suggestions are

given for the establishment and organisation of a

community system, including communal buildings and
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We have received a copj of the firsl issue of the
South African Geographical Journal, which is the
publication of the South African Geographical Society
funned la-t year tit Johannesburg. The journal is

ed ted bj Mr. J- I Inn neon, oi the S< hool of Mines
and Technology, who contributes an introductory
article on the aims of the society; h is hoped "to

the standard .and to safeguard the interests of
tin subject and those teaching ii, in encourage geo-
graphical research," .and to arouse interest in geo-
graphy in South Africa, ["he societj las in view the
institution of travelling scholarships and the organisa-
tion of long-vacation excursions to India, Australia,
Europe, etc. The journal is mainly occupied with
reports of lectures delivered before the society, but

ins .111 important article in Prof: J. W. Bews
mi " South African Phytogeography." 'The author
t_;i\es the characteristics and distribution of fifteen

types of vegetation, which he suggests as the basis
of a botanical map of South Africa.

Is the Scientific American for October u Mr. E. C.
I I. -isl describes a new industry which has sprung up
in California with the support of the American
Government. This is the drying of vegetables for

export. It is done by placing slices of cleaned fresh
vegetables, grown in the vicinity, on perforated travs

packed in a room through which a current of
warm, dry air is driven by fans. This slowly
extracts the 6$ to S5 per cent, of moisture the
vegetables contain without, it appears, destroying
their flavour when water is afterwards added
to them. The dried vegetables are packed in

canons and tins of about 10 lb. weight. Millions of

these tins have been sent to France, and one of the
establishments on the Pacific coast now emplovs
several thousand persons.

I'm; Board of Science and Art, New Zealand, has
decided on the bi-monthly publication of a New Zea-
land Journal of Science and Technology, together with
additional bulletins in which papers too long for the
ordinary journal will appear. This is tin extension

of the scheme authorised by the Government for the

co-ordination of all papers and reports of a scientific

nature. Already the official issues include the Journal
ol Ygriculture, and bulletins and palaeontological bul-

letins of the Geological Survey Department, and the

bulletins of the Dominion Museum. The first of the

new series of bulletins records the investigations of

H. Rands and W. O. R. billing, national research

scholars of the Canterbury University College, Christ-

church, on the use of New Zealand brown coals, of

which Prof. Park estimated the reserves at 521,000,000

tons, and of which only about 13,000,000 tons had been

mined to the end of 1 <> 1 s - The two sections of Bul-

letin I. deal with the use of these brown coals in gas

producers oil the products yielded by low-temperature

distillation.

\ pamphlet describing the Fahy permeameter has

been received from Mr. E. H. Alexander, of Coleshill

Street, Birmingham, who is the agent for their sale

in this country. The great commercial importance

ol a knowledge of the magnetic qualities of samples

of iron and the time and labour involved in testing

them by the standard ring method has led to the

invention of numerous permeameters. Searle's mag-

netic square was one of the earliest types, ami modi-

fications of Ewing's yoke method have been exten-

ded The Burrows permeameti r has been

IK adopted In the American Socii • for Testing

Materials. In the Fahy permeameter
_
we have an

H-shaped piece of iron', the magnetising coil sur-

rounding the horizontal bar, .ami the magnetic flux
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returning bj the< two gaps at the top and bottom of

the vertical lines. One of these gaps is spanned l>\

the simple steel bar to be tested, and the magnetising

forces across this sample and across the remaining
air-gap are adjusted by means of compensating and
tesl coils until they have the same- value. Hence the

magnetising force on the bar which is always the

difficult thing to measure ran be found, rhe niag-

netic induction is measured in the ordinary way by

reversing the current in the- magnetising coil and
noting the deflection produced on a ballistic galvano-

meter in scries with a search coil. It would appear
from the tests made by the U.S. Bureau of Standards
thai the accuracy of the permeameter is of the order

of 5 per cent. Sine the magnetic properties of a

strip of transformer steel usual!) vary by this amount
at different parts along its length, the accuracy ob-

tained is satisfactory. So fai as we know-, however,

the Drysdale permeameter is the only one that pro-

fesses to test the magnetic properties at different parts

of a large block of iron. In this a special tool is used

to bore into thi iron, so that parts of it can he tested

in situ.

'I'm line of the \ew Zealand Government railways

between Christchurch and Timaru is the 1
asiest

stretch in New Zealand; it is straight and almost

level for nearly the whole distance, but express trains

frequentl) involve loads of mure than 400 tons behind

the tender, and the prevalent north-west gales make
flange resistance heave. The gauge is 3 ft. o in., and

the trains were formerh worked by four-cylinder

balanced, compound locomotives of the Pacific type.

Engineering for November 22 contains an illustrated

account of some new non-compound 1 ngines for this

service, designed by Mr. II. II. Jackson, chief

mechanical engineer. Superheated steam of 1S0 lb.

per sq. in. pressure is used, with 54-in. coupled wheels

and 17 in. by 20 in. cylinders. The valve gear is of

the Walschaert type, with piston valves. The new-

engines have been tested against the best compound
engines available, and show" a saving of 20 per cent,

in wafer and ;; per cent, in coal, including coal used

in making up the tin- each morning and during the

two hours' stand over at Timaru. Part of the saving

is undoubtedly due to the boiler, which is easily the

best steaming boiler seen on a locomotive in New-

Zealand, and of tliis saving part again is directly due

to superheating. The records of the hauling perform-

ances are also very good.

The current issue of Mr. C. Baker's quarterly list

of second-hand instruments for sale or hire will repay

careful examination by scientific workers. The cata-

logue contains descriptions of more than 1500 pieces

of scientific apparatus, nearly all of which can be

examined at 244 High Holborn, W.C.I. Great pro-

minence is given in the fist to microscopes and acces-

sdrii astronomical and terrestrial telescopes, theodo-
lite-, spectroscopes, projection and photographic ap-

paratus, as well as to general physical apparatus.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comkts : Wolf's and BoVrelly's.—Ephemeris of

Wolf's CO 1I1 midnight :-

R.A. S. Dect. Log*- Log-1

Dec. 2 22 im 27 2 53 02003 0-1204
6 J J 30 22 3 17 0-1996 0-I2Q4
10 22 41 26 3 36 o-i<)94 0-1367
14 22 52 34 3 5] 0-1992 0-1480
t8 23 1 47 4 1 0-1995 0-1576
22 23 15 246 01672
26 23 26 II) 4 s 0-2008 01 760

30 23 37 34 4 5 0-2019 0-1867
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I he 1 omel 1 eat bes pei ihelion on Dei ember 13, but,
owing to its increasing distance from the earth, ii is

not likelj to be brighter than the 12th or 13th magni-
tude

The following is an approximate
Borrelly's cornel for Greenwich midnigh

Li Log A

Dec. 4 7 5 13 31 46 0-141,7 926795
8 7 3 2 36 20

1 7 2 12
(
M 45 0-1545

"'
7 35 44 59

20 o 58 5 48 55 o- i6io 9-70 13
2.1 6 54 1

1

52 25
28 6 49 50 55 2i, 01687

The comei is less than half an astronomical unit from
the earth during the first half of December. It should
be an easy object in small telescopes. The high m
declination renders the com, t observable throughout
the night.

The Orbit of 83 Aquarii. For the second tim<

Dr. R. <1. Aitken has deduced tin orbit of a visual

binan star, all the work on which, including the dis-
.im(1 measurers, has been carried oul by himself

(I.irk Observatory Bulletin No. 317). The star in

question is 83 Aquarii (=A4i7), and was noted as a
close pair with components of equal brightness i n

[902. 1'nti! 1912 the angular motion was nearly uni-
form, hut in the last few years tin- motion has been
extremely rapid, and the- apparent distance so small
as to make the pair difficult to measure- even in. the
(6-in. telescope. The provisional elements of the- orbit,

with their computed probable- errors, are as follows :
—

P = 23-82 ± 137 years

T=i9i7'6S±o 20 year

e =0-404 + 0-016

a =0245"+ 0-005"

u> =261-3 ±5'4°

i =±56-35 J ± 4-r
0^= 21-6+2-4-

The Spectrum of Nova Aquil;e.—An important
contribution to the spectroscopic study of Nova Aquilae
has been made by- Dr. J. S. Plaskett, who has ob-
tained a large number of photographs with a single-

prism spectrograph attached to the new 6-ft. reflecting

telescope of the Dominion Astrophvsical Observatory
at Victoria, B.C. (Journ. R.A.S. Canada, vol. xii.,

p. 350). Some of the photographs are remarkable
for their great extension into the ultra-violet, as mam-
as nineteen lines of the hvdrogen series having been
measured op June r < > . The description of the changes
recorded agrees closely with the accounts given bv
other observers. A change towards the nebular stage-

was noted on June 20, when the lines 5007, 4685,
and 4363 began to show, and on July 11 the nebular

stage was strongly marked. The displacement of the

first set of hydrogen absorption lines increased at H-y

from 205 A on June 10 to 25-4 A on June 24, and
from June 10 to June 15 there was a second set

having a displacement of 33 A t <
> the violet at H7.

The measured positions of these- lines agree with the

positions computed by Ralmer's formula when the

inl is changed from 3646-13 tee 3625-78 for the

first and to 3618-4 for the second component on

June 15. The position- of -emu sixty-five metallic

lines, identified chieffy as enhanced lines of Ti, Fe,

Cr, Sr, Sc, and Y. were measured on the- spectra

from June to to June 15, and it has been shown that

tin- displacements of these were- also proportional to

tbe- wave-length, and were exactly the same as those

eef lb.- livelmgen absorption lines. Dr. Plaskett con-

siders it more likely that tin- displacements an- due t"

some phvsical cause acting in the- same manner on the

molecules of all the- elements involved than tei veloi
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ORBITAL DIS'i RIBl TION OF V HE
ASTEROIDS.

DROF. K. HIRAYAMA has published further
A papers on this subjeci i innales Jc I'Observatoire
Astronotniqtie de Tokyo, Appi

\, 5, and 6),

which was referred to in 1 Nature for

March 21 last (vol. 1 I hese papei
vided into two pai ol the

ius kinds of libration that ma} take placi ; (2) a

medium on thi

The first portion i~ based on Prof. E. W. Brown's
in Monthl) Notices, R.A.S. (vol. Ixxii., p. 609).

.- as the mean longitude, mean
motion, mean longitudi ..1 perihelion, and eccentricity

..iJ nearly commensurable with Jupiter, and
oting by accented letters the corresponding

elements of Jupiti quantity nearly equal to

11, such thai n n'=s s', when -,
•' are small in

Then r»/n,— J is denoted by .v, and s'l— sl' + (s— s')ra is

ited by 9. In the ^=1,
shown that the angli 6 n through

1 cl in libi ati <. mited arc, accord-
values ni the 1 onstanl . then an

1
..In 1 re\ olui ion 01 libi al ii m, viz. thi -

1 tin' negal ive side o , ot

on thi

I hi si o a large numbei 1

and the following general results an given: (1) All

oids with > less than 500" librate, forming
u the commensurable points 1 1 (the Trojan

group), 3/2, and 4 3. The las that ol Saturn's
lites Hyperion and Titan, the {(injunctions of

which always take plan mar Hyperion's apo-
saturnium, thus avoiding near approaches. (2)

.ids with n above 500" generall} avoid the libra-

tion, and thus the gaps al 2/1, j/l, 5 2, etc., are

produced.
tin. author then proa consider the effecl ol

. dusl revolving in cin s about the

sun on thi ints oul thai such dust
i- likeh to be pretty dins., in the sun's neighbourhood,
and li-s> dense with increasing distance. It is prob-
ably eliminated from the regions near the orbits of

the planets, but ma} be presenl in the asteroid zones.

Assuming the resistance to an asteroid to vary as the

square of the relative velocity, it is shown tha

rbation of a varies as e3 , thai of e as e*, those

of th \ difficulty

- that if tin si sensible for the

1 1 iim.ts, the

s of \\ hich ai ' so large ; it is sugj

that, owing to tlic loose constitution of comets, the
result might be partial disintegration instead of a

bodili shift. .
mid motion

i- shown to be thai tb. firsl two types both of libra-

tion and revolution are not permanent, but tend to

to tlv third t) p. . The diffet ent cases at e

;s< 1 in a manner that cannot be reproduced in

a brief summary.
In Ao- , ndix 6 Prof. Hirayama announ

discovery that there are three families

of planets the orbits of which are inter-rel

in such a manner as strongh to nmon
origin for each family. lie calls oronis,

..mi Themis families, using
- trliest-known the family.

Th.- Koronis family consists of sixteen asteroids, the

mean motion of which Ii tnd

and inclinai n o° and 4 . being also

tween o° and 4°. The corresponding limits in the

amily, which has nineteen men 671" to

Those in th" Themis family,

which has twenty-two membi
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12° Plotting the poles of the orbit-
planes of each family, they are found to lie nearl}
.mi the circumference of a circle the centre of which

the pole ,,f Jupiter's orbit-plane. Further, taking
longitude of perihelion ami eccentricity as polar co-
ordinates, and plotting a further series of [joints, tb, -
also lie approximate 1} on the circum fi circle

.Hire of which lies in the same direction from
the origin as the corresponding point for Jupiter's

, but its distance from the origin is less than
that of tin latter point in the ratio of (about) 2 to ;.

The author shows that these features would 1,

plained by the perturbations
i

luced by Jupiter, on
the assumption that each family once formed a single
biily or swarm, which afterwards broke up. The

very sheds new light <>n the histor\ of the
. ids.

OFFICERS' I NIVERSITY AND
TECHNICAL CLASSES,

*"pHK Ministry of Labour some months ago
-*• arranged for officers not fit for service to be

.ii to spend their time in training for Govern--
nient posts or for the work they will undertake when

id from service. The armistice will cause a great
development of this work, which will now include
discharged officers as well.

The training already given has been very varied
;

of it has been given in universities or technical
colleges, but where it litis seemed desirable officers have

laced with commercial or industrial firms. While
H lining they receive full pay and allowances, but

to find the fees for the courses they are taking.
In most of the universities members of the O.U.T.C.

-tudying; a large number are taking up en-
ring, while some are pursuing curricula in the

faculties of arts and science. Lately, training for

business has been included ; this has been developed
in Birmingham, and further courses are in process
of arrangement at London, Edinburgh, and Bristol.

The courses are "intensive" in most cases, though
a proportion of the officers are aiming at a degree.
Must of the universities have, very rightly, decided
that where their preliminary education is verv good
they may be admitted to matriculation without
examination, and, where possible, excused one year
nf study and the first examination for a degree, so
that they may qualify for graduation after two years
of study.

The complete courses are likely—at least, in science

and technology— to yield more satisfactory results than
the "intensive" ones, which usually last for about
ten weeks, and can, therefore, only give satisfactory

training to those who merely need to refresh the know-
ledge thev had already gained or to occupy their

minds during convalescence.
The Ministry of Labour has assisted universities

and colleges to undertake this work bv lending them,
of charge, qualified invalided officers to act as

orary lecturers and demonstrators ; otherwise much
of the work done would have been impossible with

ni. ted staffs available. Often the officers lent

have be.n graduates who were former students of

the institutions which borrowed them.
Tin Ministry of Pensions will give aid to discharged

and men who wish to benefit In - this scheme
• are insufficient to enable them to

ir studies, if thesi i errupted by

the war.
The Controller of the Department to which this

work is entrusted is Mr. G. Home McCall, to whose
initiative and energ\ the SUCCes il has already at-

largely due. J. Wbrtheimer.
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I SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ISSOCIATION.
t N the spring of this jear steps wen taken ai ('am-
A bridge to form a scientific research association,

and a provisional executive committee was appointed
to bring the mailer before a limited number of

selected representatives oi the various branches of

science throughout the country. The aims of the
association were defined as follows:

—

(1) To be prepared to offer advice and informatics
lo those who wish in devote themselves to scientific

research.

(2) In be prepared to give advice to bodies adminiS
tering public funds foi research as to the most useful

ways in which such funds could be applied.

(3) To impress upon the attention of the public the

importance of scientific research, and thus In promote
a wider understanding of the fundamental value of

scientific method.

(4) To consider the possibility of organising a

scheme of permanent national endowment so as to

afford opportunities for young and promising students
to establish themselves in research work, and to secure

to the allies! of these the possibility of a career devoted
mainly to the continued pursuit of scientific investiga-

tion.

Widespread and representative support was obtained
for the project, seventy fellows nf the Royal Society
being among those who signified their adhesion to these
aims, and this has encouraged the provisional com-
mittee to proceed with the work of drafting an out-

line of the proposed constitution and organisation nf

the association. This draft, with an explanatory state-

ment nf the aims of the association and a first list of

supporters, has now been issued in a circular which
is abridged below. Though the association had its

origin in Cambridge, its activities are, of course, not

intended to be limited to Cambridge, hut In be national

in scope, membership being open to all who have
published research or are engaged in research for

publication, and associate-membership to all who,
without being engaged in research, have its interests at

heart. A general meeting will be called in London as

soon as possible, to which rules and constitution will be

submitted, and at which a governing body and officers

will be appointed who will fix the details of organisa-

tion. The acting secretary is Mr. A. <",. Tansley,
F.R.S., Grantchester, Cambridge, to which address

applications for membership or for further particulars

of the association should be sent.

It is believed that the time is ripe for the formation
of ;i scientific research association .to watch over and
promote the interests of research in pure science in this

country. While applied sceince has recently received
1 le stimulus owing to the urgent demands of

the war, there is a real danger that the interests of

pure scii nee, in spite of recent and very explicit public

recognition, may remain neglected. In view of the

large project of reconstruction now occupying the

best minds, it s,
, ms particularly opportune for men

of science to mak .1 concerted effort both to improve
the efficiency of their own contribution to national life

and to bring home to the mind of the nation the vital

importance nf science and the scientific method in all

depai Intents of national life.

In the first place, it is believed that science requires

not miK larger endowments, but also more co-ordinated

and informed allocation of ihos< endowments than is

provided bv any existing machinery. It is thought that

the besl way to construct really adequate machinery is
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to provide a comprehensive internal system of intel-

ligence as to the research thai is actuall; being
in the various branches of science and ol new research

as it is projected. Such a s\stem would serve .•. double
function. Ii would increase thi use of existing facili-

ties b\ putting qualified workers into touch with in-

siiiutiniis when- the most satisfactoi litions fo

carrying out their researches already exist,

reciprocal!) l>\ suggesting to institutions and d'

ments the nanus of suitable workers. || would alsn

quickly bring in light tin deficiencies in existing
facilities and enable suggestions to be made for their

improvement and increase. Work id' ibis kind is. , |

course, already done privately and by various bo
bui ii is more or less sporadic, casual, and un-
coordinated. It is believed that systematic organisa-
tion of such intelligence work would be of great value
in facilitating and stimulating the carrying or
research.

It is also believed that the best indeed, the onh
completely efficient- method of creating the mai hit 1

required is to associate together the whole body of men
of science on a democratic basis. It L onh by such
association that reallv full information can be obtained
and impartially sifted.

'lb- governing body of the association would servi

as a link between the proposed intelligence organisa-
tion and the Government Departments and oilier public
bodies controlling funds available for the endowment
of research, acting as an organ of intelligence as
to the funds required. There have already been
created, under the auspices of the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research, a number of indus-
trial research associations which will keep tie I)*,'

ment informed of the needs ami progress of indus-
trial research, as well as themselves carryinj

research. Making allowance for the differena ol

conditions, the Scientific Research Association would
aim at performing a somewhat similar function in

leg. nd to research in pure science-, though il would
not, of course, itself undertake research.

The- association would necessarily acquire a unique
body of information as to the existing situation in

regard lo research, and would thus be in an exci p-

tionallv favourable position for suggesting new and
promising lines of development. A conspicuous
feature- of much recent rise. nib has been the- develop-
ment of co-operation, not onh between different

workers in the same branch of science- who undertake
joint work on problems beyond the- power of s

workers to cope with, Inn also between workers in

different departments who co-operate in an attack
upon border-line problems which require for their

solution the contributions of men trainee! in more
than nne branch nf science. The- comprehensive
organisation of the association should render it

speciall) capable- of facilitating or even of initiating

this kind of fruitful co-operation

.

Xo interference with the work e.f any existing

body is contemplated. Tin- association would act

as a co-ordinating agency, and would endeavour to

co-operate intimately with existing scientific bodies

and he nssist all efforts of a similar kind that are at

pies, n: being made. Thus the- Medical Research
Committee al present attached to the National Health
Insurance- Department, in addition to initiating and
carrving out research on its own account, also per-

forms similar work in regard to medical research,

'fbe- Scientific Research Association would hope to

CO-Operate with that Committee- in regard to research

having a direct or indireel bearing on medical
problems, rendering the Committee any assistance

that might be- possible Ii h. - been suggested thai
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ilisi societies representing practical!] the whole
research workers in their respective subjects

might in some cases be able and willing to carry out

Functions contemplated for the subject cotn-

es "I the association. In such cases, to avoid

duplication of organisation, it might perhaps l»

arranged for the corresponding subject committees
dispensed with and for the societies in question

to have- the ncccssan representation on the asso-

ciation.

Bui it is fell thai the aims of the association should
go beyond the better co-ordination of existing work
and endowments, There is no doubt that if the

national life is to be increasingly vitalised by scientific

research and the development of the scientific habit

of mind, the tanks of scientific workers must be much
amph reinforced from the best human material.

1 rdei to secun such a result it is essential that

i
1 ,11 eer should be open to the competent

research worker. It is therefore proposed to formu-

in extensive scheme of State endowment of re-

search which would afford opportunities for young and

lising students to establish themselves in research

and to secure to the ablest of these the oppor-

tune •
1 devoted mainh to the continued

pursuit of scientific investigation. It is not intended

action which would lead to the separation

search and teaching functions, which are often

fruitfully combined in existing circumstances, but

rather to secun condition- in which those who
are best fitted fot research ma\ devote themselves

mainh- or wholh to research without anxiety.

Finally, it is thought that tin association might iw-
fully play a leading part in impressing upon the atten-

tion of the public by carefullj organised propaganda
along definite lines the importance of scientific research

in all its aspects, and especial!} the fundamental value

ol scientific method in every department of national

ind tie special claims of pure science to national

lie- proposed organisation and functions include:

Information, Intelligence, and Idvice. [a) Special,

dealing with the needs of and facilities for research in

the different branches of scienci . Organ : Subject com-
mittees and secretaries, intermediary between indivi-

duals and institutions. These subject committees and
tlvir secretaries would he the most important part

of the organisation so far as detailed intelligence work
in. ei md. I he\ would form .1 suit of internal

us system of research in the different subjects,

.old the threads would lie gathered up In the council
w hen it was a question of the need for fresh endow-
ments. The subject committees would not he limited

in membership, most of their work being done in

spondence, and would he made realh representa-

tive of the whole of the research in each subject.

enen it intelligence and advisory functions.

: Council. General Purposes Committee, General
Secretary, intermediary between Government and other

bodies controlling funds available for research on one
hand, and institutions and individuals carrying on re-

h on the other, parti) through the agency of the
nominees.

Propaganda.— Impressing upon public atten-

tion the value and importance ol scientific method and
s. i. pi ii'ii- research in ever) department of life,

an : Propaganda Committee and Propaganda
ury.

I) Formulation of Scheme of State Endowment
h. Organ: General /' mmittee

mncil.
The proposed working of the organisation here out-

1

ibed in the circular 1 1 ft rt ed to.
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SCIENCE AND THE FUTURE. 1

A MATTER which we now see constantly referred
^~*- to, in ever) newspaper and by many public

is, is what is known as reconstruction—that

say, the putting of our affairs in order after the
finish of the war. Now, undoubtedly the war has
been responsible for an enormous amount of destruc-
tion of capital; but when estimates are given, as
they constantly are given, of the percentage of loss

in Belgium, France, Italy, Serbia, and other coun-
tries, it is not usually borne in mind that capital does
not merely consist of gold and silver, of bricks and
mortar, of furniture and fitments, or even of rail-

ways, steamships, and machinery mostly things that
in process of time fall into decay— that the main
capital of the modern world does not consist of the
concrete constructions of labour or of material things

at all, but of scientific knowdedge. If we could

imagine such a catastrophe as destruction on the scale

that has recently taken place in the fighting zones
spread over the whole civilised world, so that nothing
was left anywhere at all of the material handiwork of

the past few hundreds of years, this would not neces-

sarily mean the relapse of mankind in general to the

savage state of our prehistoric ancestors, who lived

before the accumulation of our present priceless

scientific knowledge had even begun. That this is

so we see clearly from the lessons of the past. For
thousands of vears the manual labourer has been at

work, and untold have been the products of his toil.

How manv of these products, however, have come
down to the present day? Where are now the splendid

constructions, the magnificent buildings, the costly

and varied manufactures of ancient Babylon, Egvot.

Greece, and Rome? A few scattered fragments of a

purely antiquarian interest, but of no utilitarian value,

are all that are left. The greater portion have entirely

disappeared. But not so the products of the ancient

mind. These, to a large extent, still endure. For
all our industries, all our .arts and crafts, and all

our sciences have their roots in the distant past.

Some knowledge of importance max. in the crash of

empires and the i'reat social convulsions that have

taken place, have been lost or forgotten, but com-
paratively not much; while, owing to the invention

of printing, and the consequent easy multiplication

of records, this is never likely to happen again—at

any rate, on a considerable scale.

Thus to reconstruct the material things now tem-

porarily destroyed will take only a very small fraction

of the labour that had to be expended, or of the

centuries of time that had to pass, while, by slow

degrees and arduous effort, man learnt how to bring

all these things about. For the mere construction of

the material paraphernalia of civilisation is in value

as nothing to the knowdedge of how to construct

them. Taking this into consideration, we recognise

the fallacy of the doctrine that .all wealth is

(hie to manual labour, and we see how little of the

capital of the world is really due to mere handiwork.

however skilled, and how much to the mental efforts

of exceptional men. who through countless genera-

tions. I>\ their investigations, discoveries, and inven-

tions, have rendered possible all our wonderful pos-

sessions. When, therefore, we compile estimates of

the losses due to the war, let us not forget that

f/reatest asset, the vast store of knowdedge that

Science has gathered together for us the heirs of all

- still intact. It is a si,, re that has slowly

accumulating ever since the beginning of the

1 Abrdged from ihe inaugural address delivered before ihc R0v.1l s
1
ietv

c,t Art. on November 20 bv tbe chairman of the c n. ll, ' \ Campbell

Swinlon, F.R.S.
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world a store which enables man more and mon to

triumph over Nature, and one thai for ever remains

practically indestructible as the real permanent capital

of the race, and by far its most precious heritage.

Now, though the devastation due to the war will

in time be readily enough repaired, and this without

any call for new scientific invention 01 discovery, it

is otherwise with the general future. Though the

doctrine of Malthus- that whilst the population in-

creases in geometrical ratio, the supplj of food onlj

increases in arithmetical ratio is n<>\\ discredited, the

war, in fact, has shown us how nearly the world

lives up to iis supply of food and other necessaries,

and how disturbances, such as those that the war
has occasioned, may lead in the disappearance of the

little margin there is. Were it not for the aid that

Science already affords to agricultttp—in mechanical

means of cultivation, and in methods of irrigation,

fertilisation, and the like, together with facilities as

regards transport and countless other matters- neither

a country like this nor the whole earth could even

now support its present population; whilst in the

future, as human beings increase still further, the

stress will be accentuated. Whether we are dealing

with present-time requirements or with those that are

more remote, the shortage of the necessaries of life

and of civilisation that is hound to grow in extent,

vis-a-vis of the increase of the population of tin-

world, can be met only by new achievements in the

way of scientific discovery and invention, and by

improved and more scientific organisation.

Just as John Stuart Mill feared that the limited

number of notes in the audible musical scale would

in time lead to the exhaustion of all possible melodies,

so there have been those who have thought that

scientific discovery would before long come to a stop

owing to the dearth of subject-matter and to the

limitations of the human intellect. Whatever may
be the fact in regard to music, nothing could be more
erroneous than this idea in respect to Science, for the

reason that every new discovery and invention opens

up the path for others, and thus the scientific horizon

surely widens year by year. Indeed, so far from dis-

covery and invention being likely to come to a stop,

both are sure to extend at a rapidly increasing rate,

particularly if we have more science taught to young
people and greater encouragement given to scientific

workers, with consequent additions to their numbers.

In the comparatively new fields of radio-activity,

electro-magnetic radiation, synthetic chemistry,

chemical catalysis, electrical osmosis, photo-elec-

tricitv, and corpuscular matter, to mention at random

only a few of those thai readily occur to one, the

pro'spect seems practically illimitable. Moreover, new-

materials with new properties, whether elementary

substances such as the new gases—argon, helium,

krypton, neon, and others; the so-called rare earths

—

thorium, cerium, yttrium, scandium, and the rest ; or

new alloys and compounds which chemists and metal-

lurgists keep providing for particular purposes, afford

fresh means for pursuing research. We have also

new mechanical appliances of all sorts, and new

methods which enable us to obtain, on one hand,

in the electric furnace, temperatures approaching in

degree to that of the sun, and, on the other, in special

refrigerators, to cold quite near to that of space and

of the absolute zero—temperatures both high and low,

quite beyond reach only a few years ago. Again,

we have learnt how to apply prodigious mechanical

pressures and how to obtain gaseous vacua on un-

precedented scales. We can produce and employ-

electric currents and pressures, and both electric and
magnetic fields, of intensities previously unknown,
and measurements of all kinds can be made with a

delicacy and an accuracy almost beyond belief.
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The number of these things is much greater than
then- is time to record here, and their import

intensified by the fact that each reacts on the others
with tin- production of more, so that the tools ami
agents al the disposal of research are- continually

being added to. Nor, if we- turn from pun' scieno
and its possibilities and means for discovery te> inven-
tions and the science that is applied to utilitarian

uses, is the case in an\ wise- different. Here, again,
the effects are cumulative', both discover} and inven-

tion assisting t < > bring still further invention within
oin reach. The petrol engine, originally invented
for propelling boats, and later adapted to driving land

vehicles, has rendered possible the- conquest of the-

air by the- aeroplane, as also the depths of tin

the deadly submarine. Bill's telephone, that instru-

ment of almost sublime simplicity, which, as

originally produced, was intended for transmitting

Speech, is now used for receiving the inarticulate

signals of wireless telegraphy, which could scarcely

have- reached its present development without it.

Photography and its sensitive plates and papers

an- now applied in radiography and in other direc-

tions of which the original photographic inventors

never dreamed. The metal cerium, first brought into

notice b} its be-ing a necessary constituent of incan-

descent i;a< mantles, now in pocket-lighters helps

the' smoker in these difficult times to dispense with

matches; The vacuum jacket, invented by Sir James
De-war for keeping liquid air cold, is used to-day for

keeping things hot. Radium, which when discovered

by Mine-. Curie was only a scientific curiosity, has

many applications in medicine, and is now used t<>

illuminate watches and instrument dials so that the}

Can be- read in the dark. The gyrostat, which is a

development of the child's spinning-top, and use-d t <

>

be- merely a scientific toy, is now the- foundation of

a description of ship's compass which points to the

true-, ami not to the magnetic, north pole of the earth,

and without which the navigation of submarines

would be almost impossible. Tungsten, which a few

years ago was unknown in true metallic form, now
constitutes the filaments of all our incandese <

trie lamps; while the discoveries of Crookes, J. J.

Thomson, and others in connection with rareti-

have rendered possible the so-called half-watt lamp of

surprising efficiency. By an electric process as old

as the time of Cavendish, who discovered it, nitrogen

from the air is now being extracted to make nitrates

so necessary for agricultural fertilisers and for ex-

plosives, which latter have their uses apart from their

application to warfare. The kincmatograph of the-

modern picture palace has been developed out of the

old Wheel of Life of the days of our childhood.

Inele-eil, the list that could be compiled is almost

endless.

One of the most interesting of modern inventions

is that of wireless telegraphy, and it is also one which

appears to present great scope for improvement and

extension. There is a mysterious fascination that

captivates the imagination about these wireless

signals, which come over hundreds and thousands eel

miles of space without any visible or tangible means

of connection. Vet, as a matter of fact, the} in

in nowise more wonderful than telegraphy by win-.

[ndeed, had, as might quite have been possible, the

wireless method been the first to be discovered, then

out wonder would have' been excited at the'- ease with

which, b} tin arts of a wire e.f minute section, the

signals could so easily be conveyed over prodigious

distances in any direction to anv required point. For

tin- wireless system is really analogous to the up-

roarious feig-horn, the signals eef which are sent out

fat and wide in all directions, for all who have 'a:-.
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ith 1 he sound, to hear ; « hili

the speaking-tubi ,

much small' r s Is a fi om the

speaker to a pai tii ulai listen* - al tin

Now during the p
wireless telegraphy, and also in wireless teli -

phony, have been ver\ important, but as yel M is

not admissible to discuss them; besides, 015 subjeci

i> rather the future than the past. One matter,

. is within public knowledge, and that is the

. and still increasing amount ol news thai

thai appears under the heading

of "Per Wireless Press." indeed, wireless telegraphy

appears ting al last in what has always
appeared to me to be its proper field, which is nol

so imii'h to communicate between our individual

and anothei :>> for the communication of intel-

over the earth, urbi et orbi—
to the city and to the world to borrow from the

famous wording of the Papal benediction from the

Si Peter's in Rome of bygone times.

No doubt maritime wireless communication between
ships, and between ship and short , hitherto its most
useful application, is another casi altogether, and
supplies a want that telegraphy by wire cannot meel
at all. With this we are already familiar, while the

use of win less as a voice that can speak simul-

taneously to points on every portion of the earth is

in some ways a more novel proposition.

No doubt some persons who had* private wireless

stations of their own before the war used to get

time-signals from Paris from the Eiffel Tower,
and from Nauen in Germany; while a few of those

mastered the difficulties of leading the Mors*

b) eai were able to decipher wealhei reports

from these places, as well as from our own Admiralty,

in addition to general news from Poldhu, in Cornwall,

and from oni or two other large stations.

What 1 have in my mind, however, goes much
farther than this. In London tape- and column-
printing telegraph instruments operated by wire, thai

sporting, Parliamentary, and general news,

have long been familiar objects in clubs and hotels,

come a portion of our dail) life. Now there

i- no reason al all why similar printing instruments,

which he who runs may read, should not be operated

by wireless means, not onl) in London and othei

large odes, but also throughout the country, 01 even
throughout the world. Special transmitting stations

using different wave-lengths could send out the mes-
s.i:v -, while separate printing machines, tuned each

nd to the wave-length ot a particular trans-

mitter, at each required point, would receive and
record them. No connecting wires, costlj .is regard-.

both tii- muI upkeep, would be required,

bur onl) suitable aerials al i u h transmitting and
1 g station.

woul.l bi nea ssai • to pr< ven'l

wireless i ,
i a i elling as

they do through thi thi enormous
[86,000 mil' d, recognise no inter-

national boundaries, the) would I universal.

Thus arises a lilting opportunit) for the League ol

Nations. For the distribution of news to the Press

nothing could be better or mo cal, while
win clubs, hotels, and private

5ho 1 thus supplied
with the latest int< Iligenee. For in wireli

graphv it costs no more to send signals to a thousand
stations than to a single one, and there is

practically no limit to the number ol the stations

thai can simultaneously receive signals from a singli

transmitting station. To some this sketch of the

al distribution of news to all and sundry mat
itic, Inn it is not reall\ so al all

; for, al
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l no larger than Western

I

e and the British Isles, it is well within the

range of practicability at the present time, and only

requires a little working out to arrive at the besl

Igl ni' nis. Nor is this all
; spoken words of the

human voice have already been intelligibly transmitted

by wireless across the Atlantii between the L'nited

- and Paris a feal that has never been accom-
plished by cable; and there is no reason that 1 am
aware of why, in the near future, we should not

have a public sp.aker, say in London, in New York,

or anywhere, addressing bj word of mouth and
articulate wireless telephon) an audience of thousands

-all. red, maybe, over half the- globi

Great things are at present being foretold as to the

marvels that we are to see in the way of the electric

distribution of energy throughout the whole country

from a small number of giant generating stations.

Indeed, the subject is considered of sufficient import-

ance to be mentioned in the Prime Minister's election

address, which in itself is surely a sign of the times.

The hope is held out that electric energy is thus to

be so cheap that it will supersede every other kind of

., not onlv for driving our mills, our machinery,

and our railwa) trains, but also universally for cook-

ing, heating, and other domestic purposes. Great

improvement over our present parochial methods

—

according to which Parliament, in its wisdom, has

divided up the country into an enormous number of

absurdly small municipal electrical areas, which are

far too limited in consumption for any reasonable

economy to be obtained—is no doubt possible, but let

us not "be too sanguine. Some of the highest and

most experienced authorities are of the opinion that

the limits of economical generation and distribution

are already being reached in the case of some of our

larger systems, and that when we get above tens of

thousands of horse-power the step to hundreds of

thousands does not effect more than a small per-

ci ntage of saving, either in first cost or in cost of

winking.
,

There is also the question of material for the dis-

tribution conductors. Excepting silver, which of

course is out of the question, pure copper, which is

almost as good as silver, is the best electrical con-

ductor we know of, and the amount of copper in the

world is of course, limited. No doubt by raising the

electrical pressure, the amount of energy conveyed

through a given conductor with a given loss can be

largely increased. Bat, again, there are limits to

the endurance of insulating materials that can be

obtained at a reasonable cost, though perhaps there

is more obvious scope in regard to ibis than as regards

increasing the conductivity of conductors. In a recent

speculative article of American origin by Dr. J. A. J-

vVoddell, I notice that the writer prophesies the dis-

of an allov of ten limes the conductivity of

copper, but, so far as w al present know,_ all alloys

have a worse, and not a better, conductivity than

their elementary constituents; and though so far

no special investigation has evei

; that this is a natural law thai cannot be

,,.. stni, , mversely, there are no data to show

:,, .„ improvement can be looked for in tins direction.

True Or H. Kamerlingh Onnes, of Leyden, not long

ago showed that.bv reducing the temperature of metals

to the temperature of liquid helium, or to within

less than r of the absolute zero ol temperature,

or more than 450 below zero Fahrenheit, thesi

practically all resistance, and become nearl perfect

conductors. Under these conditions an electric cur-

rent, once started by an electromoti applied
1

! mercury ring, was fou f" 1

hours after the electromotive fori had bee n removed
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trulj .1 startling effect, and one calling to mind
Vmpere's theory of permanent magnetism, according

to which ilif magnetism is supposed to be due in

molecular electric currents that persist indefinitely.

Still, even to those most anxious to do their best

to believe in the wonders of the future, the cooling of

electrical conductors l>\ passing through them streams
of liquid helium, in the case ol the thousands of

miles df such conductors that are requisite for elec-

trical distribution, does not appear to be a ver_\ prac-

ticable proposition. However, results like those ob-

tained by Onnes givi one furiously to think, and
there are other solutions that are possible, though
at present far from within our grasp. For instance,

no one knows what improvement is yet to be obtained

in ihi' conductivity of metals by further purification,

and especially by freeing them entirely from occluded

gases. Electrolytic copper, which is specially pure,

has already a conductivity measurably in excess of

what was obtainable by the older methods of refin-

ing, while it has been found that in the case of

palladium the extraction of the occluded hydrogen
materially improves the conductivity. Possibly similar

treatment might lead to important results with other

metals. The subject is still largely unexplored, but

if any practical method could be devised for diminish-

ing the resistance of conductors, it would be a most
important matter, as the enormous amount of copper
.1! present required for any very large and wide-
spread scheme of electrical distribution presents a

very real difficulty.

1 1 would also be rash lo deny too positively the

possibility of the wireless transmission of electric

energy in bulk. The fact that enormous quantities
of energy come to us in this way from the sun, with

a transmission density that near the sun's surface is

immense, shows what the ether is capable of doing.
The production of plane waves would help the solu-

tion of the problem, but there is the difficulty of so

concentrating anil directing the waves that they may
all be received on a limited area. Perhaps, however,
it may be found that though electromagnetic waves
cannot lie driven to go exactly and only where
wished, they can possibly be led there. It is a problem
at present beyond our ken, but so many marvels
come to pass that one can never be sure of what
may be brought about, provided always that no
natural law stands in the way.
When coal is exhausted it would seem that in the

main recourse will have to be had lo the enormous
flood of solar radiant energy that is continually fall-

ing on the earth, and the problem is how this can
best be utilised. The most obvious method is, of

course, lo grow plants, stimulating them in every

way that science can devise, and cultivating especially

ibns. which grow most rapidly and art specially suit-

able for the production of fuel. Such fuel need not,

however, take the crude form of mere firewood, but
more likely it will be best to cultivate plants that

stole the solar energy in the form of starch and mi^;ii'

which cart be converted into alcohol, as is already
being 'lone on some scale in order to supplement
petrol for motive purposes.

As, however, vegetation is an exceedingly in-

efficient accumulatoi for the storage of solar

energy, and as there is tin- further inefficiency

of the heat engine to be taken into account before
mechanical powei can be realised, there arises the

question whether scienci cannot devise some more
efficient and different method of converting solar

radiation into work, having altogether on one side

the organic world and the means thai plant-life

affords. Solar engines, in which the heat of the sun's

concentrated rays in tropical climates is empl6yed to
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boil water or other more volatile liquids, and thus
operate steam-engines, are b> no means new,
owing 10 their considerable first cost per horse-power
and their great cosi of upkeep, they have never so

proved commercially practicable, even where coal is

exceedingly clear. They also sutler in an extremi
degree from the limitations of all heat-engines, inas-

much as the) cannot take proper advantage of the
extremely high temperature of the sun, but ha.
work at a much lower temperature, which implies
degradation of the energ) and loss.

Happily, solar-heat engines do not exhaust the

possibilities of the ease, as there remain oilier methods
which, though still in the womb of the future as

regards development, can yet be indicated, and
with regard lo the success of which there is no in-

herent improbability. Photo-chemistry is usualh
associated with the an of photography, but realh

embraces a much wider field, the potentialities ,,|

which have as yet been but verj imperfectlj explored.

The direct transformation of radiant energy into

chemical, or even into electrical, energy is b\ no

means impossible; indeed, the former transforma-

tion is already effected, inefficiently it is true,

by plants; while it also lakes place on a small

scale in all photographic processes where light

causes chemical reduction. Becquerel, in Franci ,

showed some fifty years ago how radiant energy could

be transformed into electrical energy; and Minchin,

in England, and others have also done the same by
different methods. There do no; appear to be arc

theoretical objections to success, nor to much hi

efficiencies being obtained in ibis way than b

tii means. Xo doubt the laws of thermo-
d\ namics applv lo all photo-chemical action, bill as

the temperature of solar radiation is so verj

this is of no large importance. Here, then, in photo-

chemistry, perhaps in photo-electric chemistry, we
have probably the most impori.au problem that the

science of the future has yet to solve.

Of late, in the world-war, on many a stricken field,

our own and our Allies' armies have been over-

coming our adversaries and subjugating the pov

evil. In the future may we hope for conquest in

even a wider realm? From now let us look for-

ward lo the further triumph of Science over th<

forces of Nature, and to the bringing of these forces

still more into subjection for the common servici

mankind, for

—

Peace hath her victories

No le^s renowned than war.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

London. The Academic Council reported to the

Senate of the University on November jo the resi

lion by Sir Herbert Jackson, in view of his appoint-

ment as director of the British Scientific Instrument

Research Association, of the Daniell professorship of

chemistry attached to King's College*. Sir Herbert

Jackson has held ibis office sine.- 0,14, having been

first appointed to the staff of the college in 1NS7. and

having occupied the chair of organic chemistn sinci

1905. I be Senate has conferred upon him the title of

emeritus professor of chemistry in the University of

London, and appointed as bis sua eSSOr ill the Daniell

chair Lt.-Col. A. \Y. Crossley, who has since [914

held another professorship of chemistry in the college.

The l'niversit\ has recently revised the regula-

tions for the admission of graduates of other uni-

versities as candidates foi ; i- higher degrees exc< t>i

in medicine and surgery. Since its reorganisation in

10,00 about J50 gradual, s of other universities in all
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parts of the world have been so admitted. In thi

course of lasl year an appeal was addressed to the

universities of the United Kingdom on behalf of the

idian universities asking (i) for the establish-

ment of a doctoral degrei thi qualifications for which
account ol preliminary work done in Canada

1wer degrees, ol the degi ee to be
.C-, in bring ii within the Reach ol the besl

Canadian students who hold the preliminary Canadian
; 1 1 foi Ihe time to be spenl in the United

Kingdom nol to exceed three years; and (3) for the

provision b\ the British universities of .1 certain

.11 ol scholarships open particularl) to students

from thi Overseas Dominions. With respect to the

st, thi I niversitj of London has always
ded the \\ ork done bj a another uni-

versity as the foundation of his claim for admission.

A candidate so admitted stands on the same footing

English candidate, and should have an equal

chance of obtaining a doctoral degree. Arrangements
havi been made for informing Overseas students

before leaving their homes whether they ran be ad-

mitted. Thi equest is met bj the regiila-

under whirl), out of thi Four or five years which
must elapse between the date of the examination
which forms the basis of admission and that of the

1 xamination for the doctoral degree, only two need

be spent in London. The third request can hi' com-
plied with if sufficient financial support is provided
hv tin Parliaments of the Empire and the Overseas
I dominions.

Oxford.—Sir Basil Zaharofl has intimated to the

Vice-Chancellor his desire to offei to the Universitj

the sum of 25,000!. " for the establishment of a chair

ench,-to be called the Marshal Foch professor-

ship of French literature, and for other purposes con-
ith the promotion of French studies."

I'm >um of 20,000/. h;is been offered t<> the George
Watson's College, Edinburgh, b\ Mr. James Glass,

indon, in aid of the establishment of a school
df chemistry at that institution.

I111 title of emeritus professoi "I experimental
philosophy has been conferred upon Dr. E. II.

Griffiths, F.R.S., on his retirement from the principal-

ship of the University College ol South Wales and
Monmouthshire.

The course of twelve Swim \ lectures on geology
for r<>iH— ic> will 1» delivered al the Royal Society of

Arts, beginning on December ro, by Dr. T. J. Jehu,
who will take as his subject " Man and his Ancestry."
The lectures will be given al 5,30 o'clock, and admis-
s> in « ill !>< frei

The Elgar scholarship in naval architecture, which
the annual value of rooZ. and tenable for three

rill bi offi red foi c< impetition in 1919 among
ts of the Institution of Naval Architects. Com-

munications respecting the scholarship should be sent

3 retary of the institution, ;, AdeJphi Terrace,
W.C.2

Applications ate invited by the Sailers' Institute

of Industrial Chemistry for a limited number of
fellowships, value from 250Z. to 300I. per annum, to

aided foi post-graduate study in the methods
of chemical research, or in any branch of chemistry
bearing on industry, including chemical engineering,
to young chemists who have completed a degree course
al a recognised collegi oruniversity, and whose training

has been interrupted by naval, military, or national

service. Applications, with references and full par-
ticulars of training and experience, should be sent to

thi Directoi of thi Salters' Institute, Salters' Hall,

St Su ithin's Lam . E.C.4.
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<K Saturday last, November j.}, the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, the President of the Board of Educa-
tion, and the Secretary for Scotland received a deputa-
tion of representatives of all the universities of the

United Kingdom and of certain other institutions
doing work of university standard. The Irish Chief
Secretar} was, al the lasl moment, prevented from
being present. Oxford and Cambridge took part in

the deputation, not as suppliants, but for the sake of

showing the solidarity of the universities in their plea
that higher education does not at presenl receive the

degree of support from the State which is essential if

the educational fabric is to be complete and the brains
ui the nation are to be adequately trained for the ser-

vice of the Stale. The deputation was introduced l>\

Sir Donald MacAlister, K.C.B., Vice-Chancellor and
Principal of the University of Glasgow. The case for

the universities of England and Wall s was presented

1>\ Sir Oliver Lodge, that for the Scottish universities

- Sir Donald MacAlister, and that for the Irish uni-

versities by Sir Bertram Windle. Sir Alfred Ewing
spoke of the need for a capital fund available for

buildings and equipment. The claims of the "humani-
ties" were advocated b\ Sii George Adam Smith, those

ol science by Prof. W. II. Bragg, those of medicine
b\ Sir Bertrand Dawson, and those of commerce and
economics by Sir William Ashley. Sir Alfred Dale,

Sir Gregorv Foster, and Prof. Gillespie also spoke.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer and the President

of the Board of Education made sympathetic replies.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Meteorological Society, November 20.—Sir Napier
Shaw, president, in the chair. Prof. R. DeC. Ward :

The larger relations of climate and crops in the United
Stales. For the purpose of his inquiry Prof. Ward
divides the States into two major divisions separated

by the mean annual rainfall line of 20 in., which
forms the eastern boundary of the Great Plains.

These are again divided into agricultural districts or

belts as a framework into which the larger facts of

climate and crop distribution and of types of farming

are fitted. The eastern half of the country has suffi-

cient rain in normal years, and ordinary farming

methods are followed. The western half, with

generally inadequate rainfall, is a region of irrigation,

of drv farmin.f. and of grazing. Here there are 110

-real bells distinguished by certain dominant crops as

in the east ; the crops are very varied, often extremely

localised. The crops in both divisions are discussed

with much detail as to the influence of climatic factors. A
comprehensive bibliograph) i- appended.—Capt. C. J. P.

Ca\e and J. S. Dines: Soundings with pilot balloons in

the Isles of Scilly, November and December, iqn. The
ascents wen- made to ascertain the wind structure in

.1 place where the effect of land masses may be re-

garded .as at a minimum. The Scilly Isles consist of

a small grout) of islands twenty-five miles south-west

oi Land's End. The greatest height above sea-

levi I dm s inn much exceed 150 ft. The period covered

by the observations (November 22 to December 8)

marked the setting in of a south-westerly tvpe of

pressure distribution, with low pressure over Iceland.

This type became well developed by November 30,

and during lb'' rest of the period several pronounced

secondaries passed across the British Isles from the

Atlantic. The ascents show that the changes in wind

associated with the passage of these secondaries wer«i

more marked near the surface than al greater heights.

Taking the mean of the ascents, the layer in which

surface friction made itself felt on the wind velocity

I
was decidedlv shallower than at inland stations. The
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oi the balloons were followed with two
theodolites and the vertical motion computed I In

average rate o< ascent is Found to agrei do ely with
the value given by the formula illj adopted
in this 1 ounti y. I hei e w as lil tie 1 hangi in thi mi m
rate between the ground and 4 km. height. In this

particular the results diffei from those obtained at
inland si at in, is, where i In- rate of rising lias been found
generally to be greatei in the first half-ki! han

ater heights.

Paris.
Academy of Sciences, Octobei -s. \l. P. Painleve" in

the chair.—The permanent sei retai j read a letti 1 signed
by MM. II. Parenty, Laguesse, Duret, Witz, and
A. Calmette, members and correspondants of the
Institute, ol the Academy of Medicine, and oi the
Academy of Agriculture, retained at Lille during the
German occupation, giving an account of sum.- of the
outrages and indignities inflicted b\ the German
authorities upon the population. —C. Richet, P. Krodin,

and Fr. Salnt-Glrons : Injections of blood plasma
(plasmo-therapy) fur replacing blood. It lias been
shown in previous communications that dogs aftei
heavy loss of blood (54 grams of blood per kilogram
of body-weight) only survive if a transfusion of blood
or blood plasma is made. In the present papet ex-
periments an- given sh iwing that the blood corpuscles
play only a secondary part, the efficaeity of the trans-
fusion being mainly due to the plasma.— (i. (iiraud :

lh. connection with the theory of hyperabelian func-
tions of a certain partial differential equation of the
second order, with a generalisation to any number ol
variables.—A. Angelesco

: The simultaneous approxima-
tion of several definite integrals. M. Riquier : A pro-
perty of analytical functions with any number of
imaginary variables.—J. (iuillaume : Observations of
the sun made at the Lyons Observatory during the
first quarter of 101S. Details of observations made on
seventy-six days during the quarter.—A. Veronnet

:

The limit and composition of the terrestrial atmo-
sphere. Aurora borealis, meteorites, shooting stars.

The percentage of nitrogen increases regularly at alti-

tudes up to 100 kilometres. Between 100 and 150 kilo-
metres the nitrogen forms ,)(> per cent, of the atmo-
sphere at a pressure below 10- c atmosphere, a pres-
sure of the same order as that in a Crookes tube.
This is the region of the aurora borealis.— J. Renaud :

The deep ports on our Mediterranean coast and on
those of our colonies and protectorates.—E. Carvallo :

The correction of faults in lenses.—Albert and Alex-
andre Mary: The inversion of cane-sugar by colloidal
silica. Colloidal silica effects an appreciable inver-
sion of cane-sugar, and its inverting power is a func-
tion of its state of dispersion.— H. Hubert: Limit of

the horizontal siliceous grit in western Africa.—J.

Chaine : Contribution to the phvlogenv of muscles.

—

M. Raudouin
: '['he discovery of a trustworthy m< thod

for recognising sex in human vertebra? of any age.

—

M. Follev
: The action of sodium citrate on the blood.

(li. |. (iravier : The Actinia from great Atlantic
depths obtained during the cruises of the I'm;.

{lice, and ome biological characteristics of these
animals.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Cast Iron in the Light of Recent Research. Bv

Dr. W. II. Hatfield, Second edition. Pp. xvii 292.

(London: ('. Griffin and Co.. Ltd.) 12s. 6d. net.

The Principal Species ol Birds Protected by Law
in Egypt. By Cani. S S :

1 ei and M. J. "Nicoll.
Pp. iv+8-t-viii plates. (Cairo: Government Press.)
P.T.5.

\ Modern Pilgrim in Mecca. Bj \. J. B, Wavell,
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New cheaper impression. Pp. xv + 232. (London:
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on the Mineral Resources ol Greal Britain. Vol. vii.,
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J, Pringle. (London : II. M.S. O.)

DIARY OF SOCIETIES.
THURSDAY, November j8.

Royal Society OF Arts, at 4.30.— Bhupendranath Basu : Some Aspecls
of Hindu Life.

MONDAY, Dl
AsiSTOT] at 8.—Principal F. 1!. Jcvons : Rabindranath

1 1 . i.'t

Royal Society of Arts, at 5.— Prof. T. C. Philip : Physical Chemistry
1 Bearing on the Chemical and Allied Industries.

Socu rv op Engineers, at 5.30.—H. Kelway-Bamber : N'otes on Railway
High Capacity Wagons' Wheel Axles.

TUESDAY, December 3.

Ins mm now of Civil Engineers, at 5.30.

—

Continued Discussion : K. B.
The Tata Hydroelectric Power-supply Works, Bombay.—

Folloived by E. I.. Leeming: Road-corrugation. 1\ Wood: Investi-
gations in the Structure of Road-surfaces.—T. B. Bower : Notes on Road
Construction and Maintenance.

Rontgen Society (at King's College Hospital, Denmark Hill, S.E.), at
7.30.—Visit to the Radiocraphic and Electro-therapeutic Department.
Demonstrations of Apparatus.

WEDNESDAY, December 4.

Entomological Society, at 8.—Dr. H. Eltringham : Butterfly \ 1 1

Geological Society, at 5.30.—Wheelton Hind and A. Wilmore : The Car-
boniferous Succession of the Clitheroe Province.

Royal Society of Arts, at 4.30.— B. Seebohm Rowntree : Housing after
the War.

Society of Pudlic Analysts, at 5.—Dr. Eric K. Rideal and Dr. H. S.
Taylor : Recorder for Estimating Carbon Monoxide in Inflammable Gases.
—A. D. Powell : I he Estimation of Phenacet.n and other Para-amino-
phenol Derivatives by Hypochlorous Acid.— H. E. Annett and Hardayal
Singh: Effect of Morphine Concentration on the B.P. Method of
Morphine Estimation.

THURSDAY, December 5.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 6— Prof. Mile, Walker: The
Supply of Single-phase Power from Three-phase Systems.

Linnean Society, at 5.— Prof. W. A. Haswell : A Revision of the Exo-
gonidie.—C. D. Soar : Exhibition of Coloured Drawings of British Mites.
—The General Secretary : The Tulbach-Linne Correspondence.
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NOTICE.
In consequence of the greatly
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INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

,377- Inc

QUALIFICATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL CHEMISTS.
The Institute of Chemistry was founded in October, 1877, and incor-

porated by Royal Charter in June, 1885, to provide qualifying diplomas
(F.I.C. and A.I.C.) for professional analytical, consulting, and technological
chemists.

Regulations for the Admission of Students, Associates, and
Fellows, Gratis. Examination Papers-Annual Sets, 6d. each

(by post, 7d.). History of the Institute : 1877-1914, Ss.
Appointments Register.—A Register of Fellows and Associates of the

Institute of Chemistry who are available for appointments is kept at the
Office of the Institute.

A Register of Chemists whose services are available for Government
industrial work is maintained at the Office of the Institute. This register
is not restricted to Fellows, Associates, and Registered Students of the

R. The InstituteAll communications to be addressed to The Regi'
of Chemistry, 30 Russell Square, London, W.C. J.

SWINEY LECTURES ON GEOLOGY,
1918-19.

Under the direction of the Trustees of the British Museum.
A course of Twelve Lectures on "Man and his Ancestry" will be

delivered by Dr. THOMAS J. JEHU, F.R.S.E., at the Royal Society of
Arts, 18 & 19 John Street, Adelphi, at 5.30 p.m., on December to, 12, 13,
19, 20, 30, 31, and January 2, 3, 7, 9, 10.

The lectures will be illustrated by lantern slides. Admission Free.
II- itish Museum (Natural History),

Cromwell Road, London, S.W.7.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W. 7.

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY.
Courses in Entomology are now being given. For details

apply to the REGISTRAR, Imperial College.

ROYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE.
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.)

The College prepares Women Students for the London Degrees in Science
and Arts.

Twelve ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, from ^50 to ^60 a year, and
a certain number of Bursaries of not more than ,£30, tenable for three years,

11 be offered for Competition in June, 1919. Inclusive fee ^108 a year.
particulars apply to the Secretary, Royal HollowayFor furth

College, Englefi'eld G 11, Surrey.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
DEMOBILISATION.

SPECIAL REGULATIONS ha.ebeen made to allow intending students
who have served in the war or in the scientific service of the war to be ad-
mitted to matriculation by vote of Senate on their educational qualifications,

without formal examination ; and also to allow of such students entering the

University in January if candidates in Arts ; in January, or between January
and May, if candidates in Science, Medicine, Dental Surgery, or Engineer-
ing ;and if grounds be shown, counting their first year's attendance as though
it had commenced in October. Engineering student-, in

allowed to count one whole years attendance. Applications to the

Registrar.

APPOINTMENTS REGISTER.
A Register of Fell

Appl
k...isruAi<,Thel

id A ..-.. of the Institute of Chemistry n
fable for seeking appointments is kept at the Offices of the lnslitu

tions for the services of chemists should be forwarded to 1

tmistry, ,0 Russell Square, London, W.Cof Chi

ROYAL SOCIETY. — Government Grant
for SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS. -APPLICATIONS for the
year 1919 must be received at the Offices of the Royal Society not later

than January 1 next, and must be made on printed lorms to be obtained
from the Clerk to the Government Grant Committee, Royal
Society, Burlington House, London, W.i.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF WEST HAM.
The Education Committee invite applications for the appointment of a

PRINCIPAL of the MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE,
Romford Road, Stratford, E., at a salary of £600 per annum, rising by
two annual increments of .£50 to ^700.

Particulars of duties and forms on which application must be made may
be obtained at my office.

Canvassing members of the Education Committee is prohibited, but
printed copies of application and testimonials may be sent to tbem.

Applications must reach me not later than 12 noon on Tuesday, January

GEORGE E. HILLEARY,
Education Department, Town Clerk.

95 The Grove, Stratford, E. 15,

November 28, 1918.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH
WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE.

(Coleg Prifathrofaol Deheuuir Cymru A Mynvyy.)

The Council of the College invites applications from both men and women
for the post of TEMPORARY ASSISTANT LECTURER ANU
DEMONSTRATOR IN HISTOLOGY, who will also be required to
assist in demonstrating to the first-year students in Zoology.

I' urther applications may be obtained from the undersigned, by whom
applications, with testimonials (which need not be printed), must be received

on or before Saturday, December 14, 1018.

D. J. A. BROWN'.
University College, Registrar.

Cathays Park, Cardiff.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE EDUCATION
COMMITTEE.

CAMBRIDGE AND COUNTY SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS, CAMBRIDGE.

WANTED, a JUNIOR MATHEMATICAL MISTRESS with
Mathematics up to Degree standard. Initial salary not exceeding £150.
Forms of application, which should be returned immediately, may be
obtained of the Education Secretary, County Hall, Cambridge.

November 22. 1018.

ROYAL ALBERT MEMORIAL.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, EXETER.
The Governors invite applications for the post of LECTURER in

PHYSICS, to begin work in January next. Salary from /250 to .£300,

according to qualification.

Applications received till January 1.

Particulars may be ascertained from the Rf<;istrar.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
UNIVERSITY READERSHIP in BOTANY tenable at King s College-

Salary ^-500 a year. Applications (10 copies), in envelope marked " Reader-
ship in Botany," should reach the VicK-CHANCt.i.n.i-. University of London,
South Kensington, S.W. 7, not later than hist post on December 21, i$iS-

Further particulars on application.

MERCHANT VENTURERS-
TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BRISTOL.
TEACHER for WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY (Theory and Operating).

^250-10-^300. For particulars and form of application send stamped,
addressed foolscap envelope to the Rkgistrar.
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BRITISH SANDS.

N
i) I Menu -••

1 »i British Resources oi Sands and
used in Glass-making, with Notes on

certain Crushed Rocks and A'

Materials. B} Prof. P. G. II. Boswell. With
Chemical Analyses by Dr. II. F. Harwood and
A. A. Eldridge. Second edition. Pp. \i [83.

(London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 191S.)

7<. 6d. net.

n British Ri Refractory
Sands for Furnace and Foundry Purposes.
Pan i.

' By Prof. P. G. II. Boswell. With
ChemicaJ Analyses by Dr. II. F. Harwood and
V. \. Eldridge. Pp. \ii -'40. (London:

.md Francis, 1918.) Price 8s. 6d. net.

j

1
-war days large quantities of Continental

1 sands were used in both the metallurgical and
i industries, the low prices at which they

being mainly due
to their tr; ballast in returning coal-

.ir the stocks of these

Is were exhausted, and it had become a matter
of urgency to replace them by home supplies.

Owing to the difficnlties of transport, it was
essential that, wherever possible, deposits of sand
easily accessible to the industrial centres should

be utilised. Much of the success which has
attended the efforts to utilise our home resources

of sand is unquestionably due to the survey made
of them by Prof. Boswell at the instruction of the

Ministry of Munitions, and in its earlier stages

under the auspices of the Imperial College of

fmology. The author's contention

that many ily imported, and
others equally unnecessarily moved about the

try, cannot be gainsaid, and in view of the
industrial imporl it is remarkable
that hitherto the.. little or no systematic

tigation of our native resources of them.
11) The rapid exhaustion of the editions of the

author's two earlier memoirs on our native re-

sour. • lass manufacture
ion they received

Boswell has ren-
dered further ser 1 olume
the results of his ion, and it is unques-
tionably the most important contribution which has
been made to our knowledge ands of this

country. The r.u ienl manner in which
the large amou [tailed has been
carried through and pi been no
inconsiderable factor ; n enabling -lass manufac-
turer- supplies the imported

Is previously used. It is nol loo much to sa)
that stigations will be that

imported sands will no used except for
the highest qualities of glass, ami even for these
their ,\ frorn Muckish
Mountain, Co. Donegal, proving suitable, although
its inaccessibility may be a bar to its use.

In discussing in detail the methods for the
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mechanical analysis and grading of s:.i-.ds, the
or points out the advantage oi elutriation

ses over sifting or screening, and describes
a single-vessel elutriator of simple construction.

mechanical composition ol a large number
'itds is represented g a method

which brings OUl many useful points. Attention
is directed to the value of aluminiferous sands, and
it is unfortunate that the majority of our native
sands carrying a high proportion of alumina are
also high in iron, and therefore useless for ail

but the commonest varieties of bottle glass. \

chapter is devoted to the methods in use fcr the

improvement of sands by special treatment, and
it is of considerable interest to note that sand-
owners are now- giving increased attention to this

important matter. For purposes of comparison
notes aie given of a number of largely used Con-
tinental and American sands. Useful sketch-maps
are appended showing the outcrops of the geo-
logical formations in which glass sands occur, and
the location of the chief British resources in rela-

tion to the glass-making areas.

The author is to be unreservedly congratulated
on a piece of work of the utmost value to our
rapidly reviving tdass industry.

(j) The memoir on British resources of sands
suitable for furnace and foundry purposes will be

invaluable to the iron and steel industries, as it

lor the first time places on record the information

necessary to enable manufacturers to select sands
lor trial and subsequent utilisation. The purehj

itific investigation of these materials must
come first, but the ultimate tests must be in the

works themselves, and investigations of the type

the presenl memoir will do much to link up
the work of the man of science with that of the

manufacturers.
The author's lines of laboratory work comprise

chemical analysis of the bulk sand and its in-

dividual grades, mineral analysis, and mechanical
analysis; and, again, many important points are

brought out by the excellent graphical method of

expressing the results of the mechanical analyses.

In dealing with moulding sands the author adopts
the plan of exhaustivelv examining a sand which
works experience has shown to be highly suitable,

and by deduction from thi ory results

noting what appear to be the desirable qualities.

The special feature of a good moulding sand is

its property of absorbing water without becoming
really wet, and further investigation of this water-
holding capacity is desirable because of its im-

portant bearing on the "bonding" qualities of

the sand. It will be readily gathered from a

perusal 'of this memoir that we have still much
to learn respecting the properties of sands, and
there is room for much interesting research work

ion with both naturally bonded sands
and synthetic moulding sands made by admixing
a high silica sand with clays and other bonding
materials. There is much valuable empirical

knowledge in the hands of foundry foremen which
requires translating to a scientific basis.

!• "a! delay in making the results of the
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survey available, the present part i. of the memoir

deals mainly with the extent and character ol our

chief resources available. The author can be

assured a particular welcome for part ii., dealing

with further resources, and discussing the results

<il other important laboratory and works tests.

The sketch-maps are <>f interest, but in the chief

of them, showing the location of the main British

resources of refractory sands in relation to the

metallurgical areas, it may be pointed out that

such important iron-producing areas as the W est

Coast of Scotland, Frodingham, Workington, and
Brymbo have been omitted. W. J. R.

GOADS FOR THE PHYSICS TEACHER.
I Calendar of Leading Experiments. By William
S. Franklin and Barry Macnutt. Pp. viii + 210.

(South Bethlehem, Pa. : Franklin, Macnutt, and
Charles, 1918.) Price 2.50 dollars.

READERS of Prof. Franklin's book, "Bill's

School and Mine," will open the present

volume with zest, and their anticipation of enjoy-

ment will be increased by the remark on the title-

page : "The authors are teachers, and they con-

sider teaching to be the greatest of fun ; but they

never yet have been helped in their work by any-

thing they have ever read concerning their pro-

fession." Bacon mentioned a "calendar of lead-

ing experiments for the better interpretation of

Nature " as one of the things most needful for

the advancement of learning, and it would seem
that the authors, having failed to find assistance

with regard to physical lecture demonstrations,
have boldly set about filling the gap. Perhaps this

method of statement is a little unfair to the excel-

lent volume published under the auspices of the

French Physical Society ! The authors state that

their book has to do primarily with class-room
experiments in physics; secondarily it is intended

to set forth the possibilities of an extended course
in elementary dynamics, including the dynamics
of wave motion. The writer is of opinion that

most teachers will find the most stimulating- part
01 the volume to be the humorous interludes,

criticisms, and questions with which the book is

filled from beginning to end. " So many things
in teaching are funny, from our point of view.

1 '

" Precision of thought is not dependent upon pre-

cision of measurement." "Science, even in its

elements, presents serious difficulties." The fol-

lowing problem was given to a group of engineer-
ing students:—"A cart moves due northwards at

a velocity of 5J ft. per sec. A man pushes verti-

cally dow nwards on the cart with a force of 200 lb.,

and a mule pulls due northwards on the cart with
a force of 50 lb. Find the rate at which the man
does work, and the rate at which the mule does
work." In answer to the question 44 per cent.

of the young men found that the man developed
2 h.p. and the mule developed A h.p. "Truly,
mule-driving would be strenuous labour for our
pampered college students '.

Prof. Franklin is a formidable controversialist,

but one statement by the authors is certainly open
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to question. "It is conceivable that the atomic
conceptions of electrical phenomena may some
time come to be important in everyday life and
in everyday engineering, but that time is certainly

not yet" (p. 117). Putting aside Faraday's laws
of electrolysis, the Coolidge tube and the therm-
ionic appliances used in wireless telegraph) can
SCarcel) be ignored at the present time.

To the experiments described it is impossible to

refer at length ; some are old, many are new

.

"The best experiments are those that are homely
and simple, and suggestive rather than informing.

The physics lecturer should pull ideas out of

things like a prestidigitateur. " The authors sug-
gest that colleges and technical schools should

have fully equipped "Visitors' Laboratories of

Physics," and every member of the department,
including Clarence and Pete, may take a share of

the fun of edifying visitors. "The entire equip-

ment need cost no more than four or five thou-
sand dollars." Let our millionaires please note!

A book for physics teachers to read and ponder
over. H. S. Alien.

APPLIED ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.
Treatise on Applied Analytical Chemistry. By

Prof. V. Villavecchia and others. Translated
by T. H. Pope. Vol. ii. Pp. xv + 536. (Lon-
don : J. and A. Churchill, 1918.) Price 25.S-.

net.

IT is pleasant to have in English a work like the

present, emanating from Italian chemists.

Such a book would be welcome at any time, but

is especially so just now, when Italy is allied with
us against a foe who has grossly misused his

knowledge of chemical science.

Prof. Villavecchia's treatise deals with the

analysis of foodstuffs and the principal industrial

products, including, therefore, both organic and
inorganic substances. As regards general scope
and design, the book is of an intermediate char-

acter : it is not a mere summary, but neither is

it so comprehensive as works like those of Allen

or Post and Neumann. It does not, for example,
treat of alkaloids, drugs, or pharmaceutical
chemicals.

The present volume (ii.) is chiefly concerned
with organic products. About one-half of the

matter is devoted to foodstuffs, and the remainder
to various industrial commodities, including
essential oils, varnishes, rubber, tanning materials,

inks, leather, colouring matters, and textili

articles.

A very good selection of modern analytical

methods has been made. The directions for carry-

ing them out are clear and concise. Difficulties

are pointed out, and the limitations of particular

processes indicated. Methods arc not merely out-

lined, but reasonably full descriptions are given,

allowing of determinations being made with the

requisite certainty and precision by am competent
operator.

On looking through the various sections one
finds little to criticise, ind much that leaves a
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favourable impression. Sugar analysis, for ex-

ample, which is often treated much too scantily

in general treatises, receives adequate attention

in the work under review. This chapter, in fact,

is excellent, and one oi the besl in the bonk. The
on on milk is quite good generally, but for

use in this country it would have been improved
by including the standard requirements and adapt-

ing it to English practice, much in the same way
he chapter on beer has been treated. Of the

other sections, those on spirituous liquors, colour-

ing matters, and textile articles may be singled

out for commendation. The Allen-Marquardt
method of determining higher alcohols, however,
is not included in the first-mentioned group; pre-

sumably it is not in favour with Italian chemists.

onal references are given, but more might
well be included, for the benefit of readers who
maj wish to consult the original descriptions. For
example, both the Denizes colorimetric and
Thorpe and Holmes's gravimetric method of esti-

mating methyl alcohol are described, but without
reference either to the authors or to the original

papers.
These omissions, however, are minor matters.

The work, as a whole, will be found useful and
practical ; it well deserves a place in the analyst's

library. A meed of praise is certainly due to the

translator, who has done his work very well

indeed. C. SlMMOXDS.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Contouring <niil Map-reading. By B. C. Wallis.

Pp. 48. Price 2s.

Macmillan's Geographical Exercise Books: VII.—
Physical Geography. With Questions. By
B. C. Wallis. Pp. 48. (London: Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., n.d.) Price is. 6d.

These books, which form parts of a series by the

same author, have the advantage of being com-
piled by a teacher of wide experience who has
given much thought to the presentment and map-
ping of geographical data. Mr. Wallis has shown
considerable ingenuity in devising some of his

exercises, and to a gnat degree has managed to

avoid the trivial and merely mechanical tasks
which often make such work- irksome and of little

value. In the volume on contouring and map-
reading, which is specially to be recommended,
advantage has been taken of the interest the war
has given to geographical study in making tise of

many excellent war-maps in setting questions.

Attention should also be directed to the exercises
in making sketches from contour maps, though
perhaps the method requires rather more explana-
tion than is offered. In the glossary in the volume
on physical geography the definition of barometric
gradient requires revision. But the feature that

gives the books great value is thai every exercise
has to be done on an accompanying map or dia-
gram. The maps are clear and well printed,

even to the smallest details. These books should
give pupils an excellent grounding in the use and
< i

>ns! ruction of maps.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
'.The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of. rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Perception of Sound.

I would first thank tlu.se correspondents who have
replied 10 my difficulties with respect to certain theories
ol the function of the cochlea. Unfortunately, the
fundamental physical difficulty has not received the
consideration that I hoped for, probably because it

was not made sufficiently clear. Sir Thomas Wright-
son (Nature, November 7) gives a quotation from
I lelmholtz which does not, seem to me to meet the
case, but perhaps it was written in connection with
a different aspect of the problem. It is not obvious
how the dimensions of the space filled with liquid in
relation to the wave-length of the vibrations affect

the nature of the process. If it were the case, the
conduction of sound in liquids should be of a different
nature according to the dimensions of the vessel and
the pitch of the note. May I, therefore, put the
question in another way?
When sound-waves impinge on water and are con-

ducted through it, there could not be the necessarv
condensations and rarefactions unless the mass of

water in front of the advancing wave offered sufficient

resistance by its inertia to enable the local compres-
sion to take place. If the column of water moved as
a whole in the way assumed by Sir Thomas Wright-
son's theory, it could not conduct sound-waves as
such, since there would be no possibility for the forma-
tion of any local differences of density. Now the
impulses impressed by the stapes on the liquid of the

cochlea are identical in time-course with sound-waves,
and the nature of the disturbances in this liquid must
be the same as if it were conducting sound. Of course,

the column of liquid moves as a whole to relatively

slow rates of incidence of energy. If a short, sharp
tap be made on a membrane at one end of a column
of water, the ear at the other end does not perceive

the sound at the moment at which the blow is given;

the transmission is bv a wave. If it were necessary

that the whole column of water should be moved, a

large expenditure of energy would be required. It

seems to be assumed that the force available is too

small to do anything but move the liquid column in

the cochlea as a whole, unequal to effect anything in

the nature of a compression. But is this so? The
force is concentrated into a very minute space. On
the whole, I can see no alternative but the conclusion

that the waves to which the organ of Corti responds

are the same as sound-waves. I regret that Lord
Rayleigh in his letter (Nature, November 21) has

overlooked this point, about which his statement would
have carried so much weight. It is important, how-
ever, that he does not see so many difficulties in the

resonance theory as others do.

I cannot quite follow Sir Thomas Wrightson's

explanation bow there is produced a difference of

pressure between the two sides of the basilar mem-
brane. It seems to assume that there is a wave of

pressure^ that is, a sound-wave. Although the helico-

trema is small, the volume of liquid moved through

it is verv minute (0075 cub. mm. as a maximum,
p. .,11 of Sir Thomas ' Wrightson's hook), and the

existence of a difference of mechanical pressure is

difficult to believe. The hairlets would not be bent

unit 5S there were such a difference.
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When Sii i nomas \\ i ightson stati - thai the

thi or) " i- that Mi' I'.
1 -1I.11 ni'! ...

, con-
sist «'l" si para i strings, hi forgel .'..' th is not

an essential part o) the resonanci theory. Helmholtz
his calculations on the assumption thai the

membrane is homogeneous, but has a greater ti

lati 1 all) than longitudinal!}

.

Prof. Keith (Nature, Octobej ji) ha pointed out

that the work of Keith Lucas and Adrian on thi

" all-or-nothing " impulsi n as
done on motor nerves only. 1 am obliged to him
for doing so, and apologise foi omitting to mention
the fact. At the same time, we know oi no such
differences in thi pi i

s ol motor and sensor)
nerves as I a fundamental contrast of the
kind requir d. ["here seems no inherent difficult) in

the performance of similar experiments on sensor)
fibres, using the reflex as an indicator. Perhaps
Dr. Adrian, win n freed from his military duties,
may find it possible to undertake the work. I he
results would be of great value.

1 admit that the title of Sir Thomas Wrighl
book implies that the internal ear has analytical func-
tions, but it is not easy to see what these are on his
theory. In fact, Prof. Keith states on p. 159 of the
book that the relegation of the powers of analysis to

the cerebral cortex is the hypothesis advanced b) Sir
Thomas Wrightson.
With regard to the necessary function of all struc-

tures found in an organism, I think Prof. Keith must
have misunderstood my winds; for he would scarcely
claim a functional importance for the details of such
structures as the splint-bones of the modern horse.
It i- in I"- n 'in inhered that Helmholtz did not profess
to account for the whole of the mechanism of the
internal ear. lie would no doubt have been the first

to recognise the necessity for modifications and addi-
tions to his theory. When we find a particular mode
of effecting a given object in living organisms, it by-

no means follows that this is the simplest or besl
conceivable. Structures already present, of ancestral
origin, are taken into use.

As Lord Rayleigh points out, the crux of the
matter is the applicability of Midler's law. The parallel

between sound and light is not so much that between
the perception of pitch and colour as the percept ion
of the elements of an image on the retina, each of
which must be transmitted by its own special
nerve-fibre. This circumstance, together with Lord
Rayleigh's difficulty of admitting the capacity of nerves
to transmit 10,000 vibrations per second and that of

the "all-or-nothing" property of motor nerves, shows
that physical and anatomical considerations alones.

cannot decide the question, which is, in the end, one
of physii

It does not seem impossible that investigations with
the Einthoven galvanometer might throw light on thi

form of the impulses in the auditory nerve. Even
if the wave-form were beyond the capacity of the
instrument, the number of impulses per second in
relation of the pitch of the note and
the nil" riod of the nerve might be deter-
mined.

Dr. Perrett's difficulties (Nature, November 7)

relate to thi i stenl of spread of a resonant vibration
and to thi perfection oi damping. It seem- to

to be unreasonable to hind Helmholtz to 1

numerical data, considering the enormous difficulties

involved in thi d nation of the physical constants
of the auditory apparatus. Nor are the numi
values used by Helrahol for approximate calcula-
tions in be regarded as the 1. stone of his theory."

At an) rati . the amplitude oi b

decn ases ver) stei pi) as the maximal
point is departed from, and the fact that below a

certain intensify of stimulus a nerve-fibre is not excited

at all suggests the possibility that the amplitude of
vibration may be sufficiently great to bi only
in tmmi liate proximity to the maximi
The sudden cessation of the peri eption ol

when iis source ceases, as required by phonetics, is,

as Dr. Pen el I is aw are, a question of thi pi

of damping. I fail to sei wh) we an necess;

limited to any particular value of the reduction in a
given time by the cochlea) apparatus, be this valui

one-tenth or otherwise. ["hi fact that a resonant
vibration may be practically "dead-beat" was made
1 li ai in me in a recent 1 peri al an orchi

concert. The floor-board on which one of nv, fei

lifted resounded by vibration to a particular i

especially to the powerful one of the tromboni

or drum. But the interest la) in the fact that this

vibration ceased instantaneously as soon as the ex-

citing note ceased, doubtless owing to the effective

damping bv the benches and the feel of the audience.

There is one phenomenon which has not been
referred to hitherto in the present discussion : tin

disputed question as to whether the different com-
pound wave-forms produced by different phase illa-

tions of the same component tones affect the qualit)

of the sound heard. Helmholtz stand that they did

not, but oilier observers have stated the contrary. Sir

Thomas Wrightson 's theory would be able to account

for a difference, but the resonance theory would not.

Unfortunately, the statements are very contradictory,

and it does not appear that the experiments made by

those who found phase relation to be effective were
such as to exclude differences other than those of

phase in the complex tones produced.

The desirability of a decision of the question at

issue, if possible, may serve as excuse for a further

letter on my part, for the length of which I beg to

.gise. W. M. Bayliss.

University College, London.

International Prize for Scientific Work.

I have recently received from one of the secretaries

of th. Royal Academy of Turin a printed Latin notice

of the conditions prescribed for the next award of an

international prize of the net value of 9000 Italian lire

founded by Cesare Alessandro Brussa.M.D. Theprize
is to !" awarded to the vir doctus who has produced

that which, in the judgment of thi- academy, is thi

most important and most useful invention or the most
important work during the four years between
January 1, 1915, and January 1, 19m, in any of the

following departments of study :—Physics, or other

branches of experimental science; natural h

mathematics (pure or applied); chemistry; physiology;

pathology; geology; history; geography, or statistics.

II. . who are proposing to compete for the prize

are requested to send their inventions or their works
to one of the secretaries of the academy (Prof. C. F.

Parona, secretary for physical, mathematical, or

natural sciences, or Prof. E. Stampini, secretary for

moral, historical, or philological sciences) before

January t, i.ho. Any works sent must be printed.

but will not be n turned (works in manuscript or type-

written an inadmissible). The academy may also

award the prize to one who In- not submitted any
work. The prize is open do> uslibet nationis

but Italian members pi thi ... idem; an not eligible.

idge. J. E. Sand
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SCIENTIFIC GL ISSW [RE.

T"*HE manufacture of scientific glasswan must
1 be regarded as .1 single industry ratlin- from

the point of view of its markets than from thi

the processes employed. Ii includes, in the first

place, several branches ol the glass trade. Lighl

hollow ware, such .is beakers and flasks, are blown

in tin- glasshouse, the mass ol glass on the blowing

iron being rotated during the process ol blowing

in the mould, so that no mould marks appear on

the finished article. In this respect the processes

dentical with those employed in the manu-
ligbting ware, and differ essentially

from those of common bottle-blowing. Mechanical

methods arc largely employed in the finishing pro-

•, ssi's. The manufacture of heavy goods, such as

desiccators, which ma\ be pressed, blown in

moulds, or partly or entirely made by hand,

belongs to other branches of the trade. Tube
drawing is .in entirely different branch of the in-

dustry, important in itself and furnishing the raw-

material for the manufacture of light and delicate

es oi apparatus at the hands of the lamp-
worker. Finally, we have the accessory trades of

grinding, polishing, and graduating, and others of

minor importance.

Prior to the outbreak of the war the blowing of

light hollow ware in this country was practically con-

fined to the manufacture of electric-lighting bulbs

and gas globes, of which vast quantities, including

the whole ol the resistance lighting ware, were

aPso imported. Beakers, flasks, and similar articles

were entirely imported. Though the British ^lass-

worker is probably the most highly skilled handi-

craftsman in the world, the whole of our hca\ \

chemical hollow- ware came from Germany and
\ustiia, an occasional piece only, to a special pat-

tern, being made in an English glasshouse. Tube
drawing, principally for gauge glasses, was prac-

ised tO a certain extent; but the whole ol the

high-grade glass for the lamp-worker came from
1 iermany. Finally, our means of production of

glass instruments, graduated or otherwise, stop-

., were insignificant compared with our
requirements, even in peace-time.

It is probable that in the month of August,
H114, and for main months later, no Government
Department appreciated the fact that the successful

carrying on of the war depended in a large
nn asure oh the maintenam e of the supply of scien-

tific glassware. In this case, as in the case of

other essential goods or materials which had
previously been imported from enemy countries,

no attempt was made to organise production,
which was left to private enterprise.

The manufacture of such goods as beakers and
tlasks was not an attractive enterprise, particu-
larly as a four-year war appeared to be Outside
the bounds of possibility, and there seemed little

prospect of retaining the industry after the con-
clusion ol peai e. However, not main- weeks had

Messrs. Baird and I atkx k (Lon-
don), Ltd., Messrs. Moncrieff, of Perth, and
Missis. Wood Bros., of Barnsley, decided inde-
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pendently to venture in the national interest,

nst-named by building a new- glassworks
(Duroglass, Ltd.), the others by extending their

ng glassworks. Within a year of the
declaration of war British flasks and beakers were
on the market.
Those of us who arc interested in chemical

hollow ware must have a painful recollection of
the exhibition held in the rooms of the Chemical
Society in November, 1915. It showed that
beakers, flasks, etc., ware being made in this

itry, and from resistance glasses, and gave
hope for the future

; but the goods exhibited can
scarcely have been said to show either the
regularity in thickness or the finish to which
chemists had been accustomed. The exhibit of
the British Chemical Ware Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation at the British Science Guild's Exhibition at

King's College in August last will, we hope, wipe
out the memory of the earlier days.

While scientific literature contains scant in-

formation on the subject of glass, a good deal of

information was available to those who knew
where to look for it. The dealers in glassware
possessed extensive information as to the varieties

of German and Austrian glass which had been
imported. Samples of the glasses were easily

acquired, and when these were analysed informa-
tion was obtained which, combined with a working
knowledge of commercial materials, was sufficient

to enable a chemist to work out formula; for the
glasses. The formula; might be slightly modified
after trial in the glasshouse, but the actual pro-
duction of glasses identical with, or even superior
to, those which had previously been imported
presented no particular difficulties.

At every stage in the manufacture of light

hollow ware new processes and methods of work-
ing had to be devised, and old prejudices of the
British glass trade fought down. The design of
moulds, the working of the glass on the iron, and
the blowing- in the mould had to be studied
carefully so as to ensure uniformity of production.
The annealing- of the glass, which differed in its

behaviour from the usual British glasses, required
particular attention. The finishing of the goods
was at first carried out by skilled men in the glass-

house, but it soon became necessary to replace

the man by the girl and the machine.
Success in every trade depends largely upon

organisation. In the English glass trade the
furnace has been used as a means of melting glass
during- the week-end, and of keeping it hot during
the week while the goods are being made. In

modern glassworks practice a furnace is looked
upon as a machine for melting glass, the pots
being worked out as fast as possible, any reheat-

ing of articles during working being performed in

subsidiary furnaces, called glory holes. In the

most modern type of furnace the glass is melted
by night, and the pots are worked out every day
and filled again, so as to be ready for the next
day. This is probably the best kind of furnace

for working light scientific and lighting hollow
and in working other classes of goods the
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furnace musl be suited to trie work, so as to

reduce the Furnace charges, one of the heaviest

costs, to a minimum. Next, it is important that

the lchrs, or annealing mens, should be suitably

designed and placed near the furnaces, for on the

efficiency of the annealing much depends. 'Ihe

annealing loss carries with it the whole of the

corresponding labour and furnace charges, and it'

may make the difference between success and

failure. On the efficiencj of the annealing will

depend the loss in the processes of "cutting off
"

and finishing. To the second annealing, during

which the strains introduced in the finishing

processes are removed, close attention must In-

paid, for if the flanges crack off flasks while in

use, chemists are inclined to show irritation.

Finally, the organisation of the handling of such

fragile goods is of the first importance, for casual

breakage may easily run away with the whole of

the profits.

The exhibits of the British Chemical Ware
Manufacturers' Association and of the Flint Glass

Makers' Association show what progress has been

made during the war in the manufacture of heavy

hollow ware, but the processes employed can

scarcely be said to be new to this country. These

associations, and the British Lamp-blown Scien-

tific Glassware Manufacturers' Association, have

also turned their attention to the manufacture of

lamp-blown goods and graduated glass instru-

ments, the supply of which has risen in both

quality and quantity to meet the national needs.

In these branches of the industry some progress

has been made in introducing new and improved
machinery; but as for some time past it has been

very difficult to get machinery constructed, even

the most progressive firms have been considerably

hampered.
In spite of all the difficulties which he has had

to face, the British manufacturer may claim that

he has gone a long way towards solving the new
problems of glass manufacture, and making the

country self-supporting in the matter of scientific

glassware. It is true that prices are high. But

the cost of manufacture is practically three times

as high as it was before the war, and all branches

of the industry are burdened by heavy capital

charges on account of new works erected or old

works modified and improved. Heavy taxation

has not tended to cheapen production.

This is a heavy handicap at the outset, and it

must mil lie forgotten that the majority of works
in which the goods are being made were not

designed for the purpose to which they have been
applied during the war, and much new construc-

tion has been carried out with a view rather to

rapidity of execution than to ultimate efficiency.

Also, though much has been learned, there remains
much for the British glass manufacturer to learn

if he is to compete on equal terms with his foreign

rival. Finally, wages and expenses in Great
Britain are likely to remain at a higher level than
on the Continent and elsewhere.

Xo one supposes that the cost of manufacture
on the Continent will fall to anywhere near pre-
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war rates, but, all other things being equal, the

Continental manufacturer will still have the advan-
tage ol having his furnaces anil plant in good
repair, while those in British works will have been
worked for five years up to the limit. Me will

also be burdened by smaller capital charges, and
will be in a very advantageous position from the

point of view of cheap production. It is clear,

therefore, that this industry, which is the key I"

eve\ y other, industry, cannot be maintained in the

country without adequate protection and effective

assistance from Government.
The establishment of the Department of Optical

Munitions and Glassware Supply, Ministry of

Munitions, not only for the purpose of organising

the manufacture of munitions of war, but also

with a view to the future development of the in-

dustry, may be taken as indicating the policy

which the Government proposes to adopt. Assured
of the support of the State, the manufacturers are

prepared to do their utmost to hold on to what
they have won; and through their trade associa-

tions, as well as the newly formed Society of Glass
Technology, with its headquarters in Sheffield

University, they are doing their best to organise
for the future. Morris W. TRAVERS.

A 'MINISTRY OF WATER."

A DEPUTATION representative of the

National Sea Fisheries Protection Asso-

ciation and of other fisherv interests waited on
Mr. Prothero, President of the Board of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries, on Wednesday, November 27,

and made proposals for the establishment of a

British Ministry of Fisheries, marine and fresh-

water. A memorandum published by the Fish-

mongers' Company was submitted. The proceed-

ings of the conference are fully reported in the Fish

Trades Gazette of November 30.

The memorandum is a careful, and even scholarly,

piece of work. "Beginning with a concise account

of the development of the modern fishing industrj ,

it proceeds to summarise the conditions that

existed on the outbreak of war, and then traces

the effects that may be expected when demobilisa-

tion is complete. In 1913 there were about 3700
steam- and motor-driven vessels, besides a larger

number of smaller boats. About a million and
a quarter tons of fish were landed in that year,

and rather more than half was exported, about

600,000 tons being consumed in this country.

Of this quantity about 18 per cent, was dis-

tributed by the fried-fish shops (the "National

Kitchens"). During the progress of the war
about 3000 of the steam vessels, with 40,000 to

50,000 men, joined the Royal Naval Reserve.

They " saved the Navy and the Navy saved
Britain," while those who were left continued to

feed the people. Exports largely ceased, and the

smaller vessels increased their production, with
the result that, in 1917, about 400,000 tons of

fresh fish were still available as human food.

"The public," says the memorandum, "are voluble

in their expressions of gratitude to the fishermen,"
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and it then proceeds to set out the ways in which

this gratitude can best be expressed—and future

favours ensured.

The beginning of demobilisation sees the almost

. omplete breakdown of the pre-war conditions of

production and distribution. The fish docks and

harbours were inadequate in 1913, and they are

still more inadequate tO-day; there arc unfair rail-

way rates, and delays and inconveniences in trans-

port and handling (there are not enough fish-boxes

in the country at present to contain the catch to

be expected in a few months); while the machinery

for retail distribution has broken down as the

result of the Military Service Acts. Already there

are powerful competition from Norway and an

almost unbelievable reorganisation and extension

of tin- German sea fisheries (see appendix v. of

the memorandum). Obviously there must be in-

creased production here; new means of capture;

discovers of new grounds and regeneration of old

j; policing and regulation, both international

and national; industrial experiment, training, edu-

cation, and research. There must be an end of the

"Victorian fallacy that science can be hired for

the wages of unskilled labour"; reliance by the

e on the results of investigation; co-ordina-

tion of commercial and consular activities; search

for new markets; and salvation "from the inanities

ni doctrinaire politicians."

All these objects arc clearly unattainable as

things are. Why? A glance at appendices i. and
ii. of the memorandum \\ r

ill show. There are a

multitude of authorities, national, central, and
loi al, each of them "doing its bit "—or not; each

more or less unco-ordinated with the rest.

I'd secure effective joint action by this com-
plex is obviously impossible. So there must
be a Ministry of Fisheries with an Imperial

General Staff, and strengthened and simplified

English and Scottish authorities. (The inclusion

ni" Ireland is, apparently, hopeless as vet.) The
memorandum outlines a scheme for a Ministry,

to a large extent, that of the United
- Bureau of Fisheries.

Disregarding sectional jealousies, the scheme
cannot fail to obtain approval by anyone who
knows the conditions. Now for Mr. Prothero's

reception of it. The Minister was, doubtless, dis-

appointed by the presentation of the case by the

tat ion. About an hour was set aside for

hes, and most of this time was taken up by
the chairman and vice-chairman, by Sir J.

Crichton-Browne, who spoke about rearing pedi-

gree 1 od, and by Mr. J. Arthur Mutton, who dealt

with river pollution and the national importance
of the sdmon fisheries (which yielded o -

2 per cent,

of the 1913 total catch). Thai was about all.

The fishermen themselves were unrepresented, and
(judging from the speeches reported) so were the
fish-friers, the retail trade, and the preservation
and canning industries.

Mr. Prothero's replv must have been equallv

disappointing. The Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries was, lie indicated, almost powerless with
regard to many important matters, and a united
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Ministry of Fisheries for the United Kingdom
would probably be the best authority. But it

would be expensive; it would add to the number
of officials and to bureaucracy generally—and we
had had too much of that. He could not speak for

Scotland or Ireland. He could not see that a
Ministry of Fisheries could free itself from the
Board of Trade or Admiralty, nor would it be of

"sufficient calibre" to carry weight. So as an
alternative he suggested the formation of a
" Ministry of Water." " Why not sever land from
water? " Then, after some wholesome platitudes

as to the national services of the fisher-folk, the
Minister pleaded other engagements.

So the matter remains, awaiting the attention
of some statesman who can put aside other
engagements—or that of some wholly independent
organisation which can influence the public and
so supply jhe driving force without which poli-

ticians seem unable to move.

THE PROMOTION OF SCIENTIFIC AGRI-
CULTURE.

\/\/^EN, in his recent speech at Wolver-
V * hampton, the Prime Minister spoke of

the need for promoting scientific agriculture, he
touched upon a subject of great national import-
ance, and it may be profitable to attempt to give
significance to his words. As was pointed out in

the last issue of Nature, it may be that what
Mr. Lloyd George had in mind was merely the
extended use of artificial manures, the discovery
and methods of use of which were undoubtedly
scientific discoveries of the first magnitude, with
which the name of Lawes and his experimental
station at Rothamsted will ever be honourably
associated. But we should like to think that the
passages in the speech to which attention was
directed are evidence that the Prime Minister has
advanced to a position which few of his political

forbears ever reached, namely, that progress in

the arts and industries is indissolubly bound up
with the progress of science ; and science in this

connection should not be limited to the "natural "

sciences. The application of the scientific method
to technical problems mav well be as potent an
element in progress as the adoption of the results

of scientific research properly so-called. The field

experiment in agriculture may not be research,

but it is futile as an experiment unless it is con-
ducted under the conditions and interpreted with
the precautions which science dictates.

If, then, the Prime Minister has resolved that

agriculture shall benefit from science, his first task
is to take such measures as are likely to be fruitful

of results. It will not suffice merely to provide
unlimited funds even on the scale of a "day's
cost of the war," if at the same time a well-con-

sidered plan of operations has not been framed.

Scientific research in agriculture in the past has
suffered from a failure to attract a sufficient

number of men of first-class scientific talent. This
failure has been largely due to the fact that agri-

cultural research offered no career. Not only were
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suc |
in available inadequatel) paid,

but essential needs, such as well-equipped labora-

tories with adequate provision for mainten

had noL been provided.

In the forefront, therefore, of the measures that

should be taken to link together practical agri-

culture and science should be placed the recruit-

ment oi tli< best scientific talent that the country

can provide, and this ran be secured only by pro-

viding suitable openings with reasonable prospects

of advancement for the best of the graduates in

science turned out annually by the universities.

Programmes of research avail nothing in the

absence of competent men to carry them out. We
should like to see .1 scheme inaugurated under

which promising graduates in science would be

attracted to the study of the agricultural sciences

by the provision of special fellowships undei a

guarantee that a certain number would eventually

be selected for permanent posts carrying adequate

salaries.

It is true that in the past most of the great

discoveries have been made by men actuated

merely by a love of knowledge for its own sake,.

and no doubt the future will not differ from the

past in this respect ; but the real point is that, if

anything is t<> be accomplished by State action, an

appeal must be made to the motives by which the

majorilv of men are actuated in choosing their

life career. There can be no question that if

emoluments were placed upon a basis which would
enable workers to live in reasonable comfort, while

prospects of advancement were also improved, the

fruits of the vineyard would be ample. Agriculture

and horticulture arc still in the main ruled by

empiricism and tradition, and while it is true thai

many of the more recent advances in science go
to confirm the wisdom of the ancients, no one can

doubt that we are still far from possible ends in

many directions. Scientific methods of plant

breeding alone are capable of indefinite expansion.

Scientific methods of controlling- plant diseases

can be foreshadowed with considerable confidence.

The crop-bearing capacity of the soil may, as Mr.

Lloyd George suggested, be increased by scientific-

means, and in the region of diseases of live Stock

the possibilities of progress have scarcely been
explored.

The Prime Minister's declaration should not be

forgotten. If agriculturists are alive to their

interests thi y will see that it is not allowed to lapse
into the oblivion which so ruthlessly overwhelms
many of the platform promises of politicians.

NOTES.
Ix a letti s <>t November 28, under the

heading "t "Gas Warfare," appears a plea for the
establishment of 'fresh safeguards" to prevent any
nation from ever again employing gas as a weapon.
The letter is signed by eight -I the most highly placed
members of the medical profession, who know from
experience what immense suffering has been caused
from the employment of asphyxiating gas in the
present war. Those who have knowledge of the
operations of our own ga , will tell

us that there must lie ver) man) of out
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ies who will heartilj agree with the views ex-
pressed in this letter, so that on this peSnt opinion
would rui doubt lie unanimous. One of Lhi objei
raised in the letter to the Tunes, that gas is i!

controllable weapon the effects of which 1 in bi limited
in combatants, cannot be regarded as more trui foi

gas when used under modern conditions than for
shrapnel ,,r high-explosive shells. There remains the
View that the use of gas involves needless suffei
this argument applies with equal force to all the opera-
linns nf war. If in the coming comity of nal
mutual confidence can extend so far as to agree to
die abolition of a form of warfare which has new
been removed from the realm of theory (and in

theorj c,as warfare is at least a century old) 1 .

.

of accomplished fact, sureh it can go oni small
step further and so abolish war altogether. This
would be a more practicable measun : preparations
to arm would attract attention, while preparations for
this particular form of armament could 1" Carried on
in secret by any Power so inclined. In pasl wars tb

issue has been determined almost solel) b) military
skill and valour; in the present war there has been
an ini leasing application of scientific knowledge .

Science has not merely striven to destroy enemv life;

it has striven, and with equal success, to save British

and Allied lives. The British pattern of gas respira-

tor is the triumphant product of much
ill work, and has probably saved mere lives

am ether contrivance or procedui : adopted during th>

war. Whether it is decided to drop the use ol gas 01

not, it would be extremely unwise fur us to discontinui
te train our men in anti-gas measures unless general
disarmament is agreed upon.

Ii might reasonably be expected that by now most
1 would know more about the aims and id

of science than to repeat the old formula tl

is in opposition to religion and detrimental te culture,

yet in the Scientific Monthly (vol. vii., No. 51 Mr.
E. P. Lewis finds it necessary te protest in an
article entitled "The Ethical Value of Scieni

against the attitude of many current writers who
directbj or indirectly express such, views. He quotes
from various recent articles to the effect that

science is largely responsible for the extirpation of

culture and the growth of materialism; seme writer-

attribute the war to the suppression of spiritual

values by the influence of scientific doctrim ~. and its

horrors te malignant investigators who spend their

lives devising agencies of death and destruction. Such
people overlook the fact that the statesmen immediately

responsible for the outbreak and conduct of war are

not scientific men. Science has nothing whatevi

do with conquest, with commercial exploitation, or

with upholding the divine right of dynasties. The end
of all scientific investigation is to discover the truth

about all things, including man. his instincts and
impulses, his organisation in society. Wire economists

and politicians imbued with th. scientific spirit 1.

would be of incalculable benefil te the effectivi

organisation of society. Science has no intention of

decrying genuine religion, or of denying the import-

ance <it tlie so-called humanities, hut it dues maintain

that the- habit of mind developed by scientific studi -

is at leasl as important as an ethical agency. With
the completion of the war it will be in a largl

measure the mission nf science to rebuild a shattered

civilisation; it will restore industries, house die ho

less, Feed the hungry, and cure the sick, and,

least, must aid in healing the deep-seated ills nf

society, the consequences of past social misconduct

If men will use for distinction il>

science, ii
; net the scientific worker who is to blame.
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Is hi- ech at Wolverhampton Mr. Lloyd
George, when referring to agriculture, spoke of Che

ibilitv of providing a national snpphj of fertilisers.

It seems likely that a schi me lias linn pul before him
for the continuance of the present arrangements under
which the Ministr\ ot Munitions control- the manufac-
ture of artificial fertilisers. In fact, it may be thai thi

intention is that the State should actually undi
the manufacture of certain fertilisers. It is common
knowledge that there an- now in existence a numbei
of State-owned sulphuric acid factories, and, further,

that, inasmuch as the Stair has agreed to purchase a

a 1I1. Australian output of zinc ores

containing sulphides of the metal, it will be in a posi-

tion • sulphurii arid output of the country.
A State-owned supply of sulphuric acid naturally sug-

manufacture of superphosphate and
sulphate of ammonia in the interests of increased food
production. Schemes of this nature for "-lair ti tdin

of many kinds are likely to be put forward, but
whether they will survive the opposition of manu-
facturer-, is perhaps doubtful.

I\ London the Registrar-General's returns show a

ver\ substantia] decrease in the number of deaths from
influenza in each of the two weeks ending Novem-
ber 10 and 23. The climax of the epidemic wa-

ned in the two weeks ending November 2 and o,

in both of which influenza caused 57 per cent,

of the deaths from all causes, whilst for the

ending November 23 onlj 42 per cent, of the
death- wet e due to influenza. The epidemic has
caused 0)41 deaths in London during the seven week's
endin 23, which i- 4- per cent, of the
deaths from all causes, whilst the percentage of deaths
from pneumonia was 12, and from bronchitis 6.

Chicago during the two weeks ending October iq had
respectively 571 and 1242 deaths from influenza, whilst
in London the death- were So and 371. In Paris the

deaths for the week ending November q were 620,
which i- a decrease of 4. |( > on the preceding week,
whilst in London the decrease of deaths was 25 fo'"

the corresponding week. The closing wee!- of, Novem-
ber

1 .1 return of milder and more humid
weather, and this possibly ma) lessen the continued
decrease in the death- from the epidemic. The re-

issue ot tb.' weather table- in the Registrar-General's
returns is a welcome feature. The meteorological
results for certain towns are already recommenced,
and the table of Greenwich dailv values is promised
from the beginning of next year.

Wi regret to learn from Science of the death of

Mr. H. S. Coe, agronomist in the United States
Department of Agriculture, and author of numerous

nical and agricultural papers, on October 25, at

thin

\

age; and ot Prof. W. (i. Maflon,
iate professor of physics in Oberlin College, on

r 19.

We regret to note thai the death of Mr.
recorded in Engineering for Novembei

Mr. Sharer, who was sixty-two years of age, was, up
to a few years ago, shipyard director ai the Dalmuir

union wan ks of Messi S. William Beanlm. 11

1

1 11. lb- was responsible for the construction of
many notable naval and mercantile vessels, and w a- a

member, since 1894, of the Institution of Naval Archi-
tei 1-.

By the death on December ,. ai eighty-four vears
of age, of Dr. John Percival, formerly Bishop of

Hereford, the nation has lost a vigorous worker and in-

dependent thinker whose whole active life was dl

to the furtherance of progressive aims. Dr. P.

was the first headmaster of Clifton College, and
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during his fifteen years' wank there he brought this
public school to the high position which it occupies.
He was one of the founders of University College,
Bristol, and took a leading part in all educational
matters, particularly the education of women and the
extension of university teaching. From Clifton Dr.
Percival went to Oxford in 187X as president of
Trinity College, and in 1887 he became, headmaster
of Rugby School, where he had formerly been an
assistant master. He was nominated Bishop of Here-
ford in 1895, and while in the Upper House he main-
tained on all occasions the broad principles and
courage in expressing them which distinguished his
career. He was the author of "The Universities and
the Great Towns," and was president of "the Educa-
tional Science Section of the British Association at the
Cambridge meeting in 1904.

The death is announced of Mr. G. P. Rose, CLE.,
who began his caree. on the Indian State railways'
and afterwards acted as executive engineer in the
construction of the Chappar Rift works and bridge
in the sand-swept, tortuous defiles of the river gorge
on the Sind-Peshin railway. Mr. Rose also won the
respect and confidence of the gangs of wild border men
- Afridi, Waziri, and Baluch—upon whose assistance
the success of the work depended. He superintended
\vorks on the line from Ouetta to New Chaman and the
Khojak tunnel. After acting as deputy manager of the
North-Western State railways, his services were lent
to the Nizam's Government, and he afterwards be-
came junior consulting engineer to the Government
of India. After his retirement in 1904 he joined the
board of the Hyderabad (Deccan) Mining Co.

The death is announced, at the age of eighty-six,
of Mr. N. C. Macnamara, consulting surgeo'n to
Westminster Hospital, and vice-president of the Royal
College of Surgeons in 1893 and 1896. Mr. Mac-
namara was appointed assistant surgeon in the Indian
Medical Service in 1854, and became surgeon-major
in 1873. During his career in India, which ended in
1S70, he wrote on diseases of the eve, the history of
Asiatic cholera, and other medical subjects. Return-
ing to this country, he was ;

r. due course appointed
surgeon and lecturer on clinical surgery at the West-
minster Hospital, and later became consulting surgeon
to the Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital. He pub-
lished, among" other works, " Lectures on Diseases of
Bones and Joints" and "Instinct and Intelligence,"
which was published in 1015, when he was eighty-
three years of age. In addition to numerous other
activities, Mr. Macnamara was a member of the
Departmental Committee on the Army and Navv
Medical Service appointed by the War Office in [889,
a member of the Government of India Commission
on Leprosy, and president of the Commission of the
British Medical Association on Medical Education
and a Teaching University for London.

The last of the first series of lectures arranged b\

the' Industrial Reconstruction Council will be held in

the Saddlers' Hall, Cheapside; E.C.2, on Wednesdav,
December n. The chair will be taken at 4.30 by tin

Marquess of Salisbury, K.G., and a lectun

Si nee and Industry " will be delivered by Sir

William S. McCormick, of the Department of Indus-
trial and Scientific Research. Applications for tii

should be ma le to the Secretarv, I.R.C., 2 and 4

Tudor Street, E.C.4.

A general discussion on "The Reli il Science

to the Non-ferrous Metals Industry " will form the

feature of the Forthcoming annual general

meeting of the Institute of Metals. At that meeting
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there will also be presented several importanl papers,

Jhe publication of which has been withheld owing to

the operation of the censorship. The meeting is,

lore, to be anticipated with interest, as is also

the annual May lecture, which will be delivered by
Prof. F. Soddy on the subject of "Radio-activity."
A local section of the Institute of Metals has been
formed in Sheffield, the recently dissolved Sheffield

Society of Applied Metallurgy forming the nucleus
of the new section. The roll of the institute has
increased by more than two hundred during the cur-

rent year, and, in view of the probable advent of

peace, it is expected that a total of 1200 members
will soon be recorded, and that within a few months
of the institute's tenth birthday.

The first part of what will prove an extremely valu-

able report on the mammals of equatorial East Africa

has just been issued by the United States National
Museum (Bulletin No. 99). This is the work of Mr.
N. Hollister, and embraces the Insectivora, Cheiroptera,
and Carnivora. While great attention has been paid

to synonymy and tables of measurements—matters of

very real importance—a considerable amount of space
has been devoted to notes on life-histories furnished
by the various field collectors on expeditions sent

out by the Museum during the last few years. No
fewer than sixty type skulls are figured here for the

first time. Furthermore, those interested in the pheno-
mena of variation and in the skeletal changes wrought
by captivity will find in this report some verv striking
facts.

Some very disconcerting figures anent the slaughter
of penguins for the sake of their oil appear in the
Victorian Naturalist (vol. xxxv., No. 6). We are
assured that, though as many as 1,500,000 are an-
nually killed for this purpose, the colonies show no
diminution in their numbers. We are glad to know
that a representative of the Australian Ornithologists'
Union is to visit the islands during the coming
slaughtering season to investigate the charges of
cruelty made against those engaged in this traffic, and
also the assurances which have been given that,

though the birds are slain by the million, their

numbers show no reduction. This scarcely seems
credible. Ornithologists the world over look with
grave misgivings on the continuation of this devas-
tating work, to which we trust an end will speedilv
be put.

The observations on the nesting habits of the bull-

finch by Miss Frances Pitt, which appear in Britisli

Birds for November, deserve the careful attention of
students of animal behaviour as well as of ornitho-
logists. During incubation, Miss Pitt remarks, the
female is fed entirely by the male, and for the first

six days after the hatching of the young he feeds both
his mate and their offspring. He also, for the first few
days, attends to the cleaning of the nest, passing
some of the excrement to the female to swallow, and
disposing of the rest himself. After the first dav or
two both parents undertake the removal of the excre-
ment, which is no longer eaten, but carried off and
dropped at a distance. At first the young are fed at
intervals of about fifteen minutes, but by the time
they are read} to By nearl) an hour elapses between
each meal. As with so many young birds, the nest-
lings are greatly distressed liv the midday heat, and
lie gasping for breath, with their heads hanging over
the edge of the nest. Each parent has its own path,
which it invariably uses in returning to and departing
from the nest—a trait which appears to be common
to most birds. By the eighth dav the nestlings show
signs of developing feathers, and begin even to at-
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tempt to preen the growing stumps, probably to allav
slight uneasiness, akin to itching, due 10 the ferment
of vigorous growth.

Dk. A. L. du Ton (Trans. Geol. Soc. S. Africa,
vol. xxi., p. 53, 1918) describes an interesting intru-
sion of aplite into serpentine in Natal. The aplitc

has become overcharged with alumina, which has
separated as corundum, while the serpentine: has
become penetrated by silica and locally converted into
talc. The ferrous iron of the serpentine has separated
out completely as minute octahedra of magnetite
during the process. The same paper describes the
occurrence of two sheets of magnetite containing
ilmenite in a gabbro in the Tugela Valley. These
cannot have separated by gravitation from the gabbro,
and are regarded as intrusive bodies which retained

their fluidity and oozed upwards under squeezing pro-

cesses from the lower portion of the cauldron, leaving
behind a residue of pyroxenes, and corroding and
including silicates that had already separated in the

overlying gabbro.

The report of the fifth Indian Science Congress held

at Lahore in January last, published in the journal of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal for August, consists of

the usual presidential addresses and short abstracts of

upwards of ninety papers; but with a few exceptions,

notably in the sections of physics and zoology, the
addresses and papers deal mainly with matters of
economic, agricultural, and commercial interest.

Without disparagement, the report mav be said to

illustrate chiefly the interested official view of science,

which is fixed steadfastly on material benefits rather
than lifted into the grand realms of creative imagina-
tion. From a considerable mass of such useful in-

formation we extract the interesting statement that,

as one of the results of the war, several distilleries

for the extraction of essential oils have been estab-

lished in Southern India, and that experts now have
confidence in the ability of India to supply the world's
demand for sandal-oil and thymol. In the papers of

purely scientific interest Messrs. Southwell and Baini
Prashad have followed out the life-historv. of a new
tapeworm of a shark, which passes its larval stage in

the muscles of the Indian shad; Mr. M. J. Narasimhan
mentions the isolation of a bacillus from root-nodules
of Casuarina, which behaves like the nitrogen-fixing
bacillus of the root-nodules of Leguminosa? ; Messrs.
K. Yredenberg and Das Gupta report the discovery
at last of Upper Palaeozoic fossils in the Krol beds
of the Simla region; and Mr. C. A. Matley gives a
brief description of Dinosaur remains from the Lameta
beds of Jubbulpore.

The forty-seventh annual report of the Deputy
Mister and Comptroller of the Roval Mint has just
been issued. It refers to the operations of the year 1916.
The total number of coins struck was 2655 millions,
which was nearly 59 millions more than in 1915, and
is the highest figure on record. Owing to the con-
tinued withdrawal of gold from circulation, the great
demand for silver coin which arose in the previous
year was continued, and no fewer than 127 million
pieces were struck, against an average of 49 millions
for the previous ten rears. A very great increase in

copper coinage also took place, and 136-8 million coins
were struck. On the other hand, onlv 1-5 million
gold coins were struck, as compared with an average
of 24 millions in the previous ten years. The sterling
value of the total coinage in 1916 was 10,386,137/..
as compared with 29,385,568?. in 1915. During the
year the Mint, Birmingham, Ltd., struck 33-7 million
coins, under the supervision of the Roval Mint, for

British Colonies and Dependencies. This firm also
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supplied the Royal Mint, fur Imperial coinage, with
silver and bronze blanks. The general account of

- and receipts show- a profit of 4-5!. millions,

as against 47!. millions in the previous year. Tin-

principal item included is the profit on the silver

coinage, but although the issue of silver coins in [916
iter than in 1915, the higher cost of the bullion

resulted in a reduction in the net profit under this

head. Receipts of work done for the War Office show
a considerable increase in value, but the suspension

of ColoniM coinages has resulted in the disappear-
ance of any item on this account. As was to be
expected, general expenses were decidedly higher than

in previous Mars.

The important bearing on the food supply of arti-

ficial manures containing phosphorus lends particular

a communication by Dr. C. Doelter in the

hische Chetmker- und Techniker-Zeitung for

September 15 and October 1 regarding the mineral
t the Ukraine. Phosphorite is found there in

nianv districts, in some parts in great abundance.
Large quantities are said to be obtainable from open-

cast workings at low cost, ('.round phosphorite was
exported to Austria in considerable quantities before

the war. It generally contains a high percentage of

calcium phosphate, while analysis shows 27-5 per cent,

of phosphoric acid. To derive the full value from the

deposits thev should be worked systematically, and not

by the primitive methods employed formerly.

Dr. Beckmann recently gave an account before the

German Institution of Electrical Engineers of the pro-

gress that has been made in training disabled soldiers

to enable them to carry out work in engineering fac-

\ number of photographs are reproduced in

FJektrotechnische Zeitschrift for September 19 and 26

(in which the account is published) showing the

adopted to enable such men to operate
machine-tools; Particular stress is placed on the suc-

cess of a method, devised by Dr. Krukenberg, to

enable soldiers who have suffered amputation of the

forearm to work machines. A further communication
bv P. Perls refers to the employment of the blind in

factories. The photographs show men at work on a

variety of machining operations and the means of

protecting them from accidents. It is stated that

blinded soldiers have been employed with success in

twenty-six occupations.

The law of decav of phosphorescent light emitted

bv a bodv after stimulation has hitherto been taken

to be of simple form. If I is the intensity and t the

time since stimulation, I was taken inversely propor-

tional to (a + bt)
2

. According to a communication to

the National Academy of Sciences of America by Prof.

E. L. Nichols and Mr. II. L. Howes, which appears

in the October issue of the Proceedings of the

Academy, the law of decay is not so simple. They
find that there are two types of decay for the phos-

phorescence of short duration. If the inverse square

root of the intensity as ordinate is plotted against the

time as abscissa, in the first type the curve rises as

the time increases, but the rate of rise decreases as

time goes on; and in the second the curve rises, and
the rate of rise increases with the time. The first type

of phosphorescence the authors propose to call the

"persistent," and the second the "vanishing," type.

The two types may be exhibited by the same material,

e.g. calcite, stimulated bv ultra-violet light, gives phos-

nce of the vanishing, and, when stimulated

Ithode rays, of the persistent, type.

Among forthcoming books we notice "Technical
Handbook of Oils, Fats, and Waxes," P. J. Fryer and
F. E. Weston, vol. ii. (Cambridge University Press);
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" Lice and their Menace to Man," Lieut. LI. Llovd,
with a chapter on "Trench Fever," by Major W.
Byam, K.A.M.C, illustrated (Henry Frowdc and
Hodder and Stoughton) ; "The Iron Circle: The
Future of German Industrial Exports," Prof. S.
Herzog, translated (Hodder and Stoughton); "Text-
book of Military Aeronautics," II. Woodhouse (T.
Werner Laurie, Ltd.); "Boiler Chemistry," J. H.
Paul, a new edition of Bale's " Handbook for Steam
1 sers" (Longmans and Co.); and "The Mechanics'
and Draughtsmen's Pocket-book," W. E. Dommett,
and a new edition of Poole's "Telephone Handbook"
[Sit Isaac Pitman and Sons. Ltd.).

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Distribution of Globular Clusters.—In continua-

tion of his previous investigations of the distances of
globular clusters, based upon the interdependence of
absolute luminosity and period in the case of Cepheid
variables, Dr. Harlow Shapley has reached impotU-.nt
conclusions regarding the extent and arrangement of
the sidereal system (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., vol. iv.,

p. 224). The clusters appear to form a large flattened

system, the centre of which is in the galactic plane,
at a distance of between sixty and seventy thousand
light-years, in the general direction of the star-clouds
of Sagittarius and Scorpio. The arrangement of the
clusters and the relative densities of various parts of
the Milky Way clouds strongly suggest that the whole
sidereal system is roughly outlined by the globular
clusters, and that stars, nebulae, and clusters ;.re all

members of a single unit. The mean diameter of the
proposed system appears to be at least 300,000 light-

years. A further investigation has verified the exist-

ence of a local cluster of stars having a diameter of

about 2500 light-years, and containing most of the

brighter B stars, a majority of the A stars, and many-
stars of redder spectral types. The motion of the

cluster as a whole is in the galactic plane, and nearly

radial from the galactic centre. The observed sys-

tematic motions of the stars may be 1. xplained by the

movement of the cluster through the general field of

stars.

A New Type of Nebular Spec trim.—Dr. V. M.
Slipher has made the interesting discovery that two
of the variable nebulae give an emission spectrum
which is quite unlike that of the ordinary gaseous
nebula? (Lowell Obs. Bull. No. 81). The spectrum of

Hubble's variable nebula, N.G.C. 2261, was photo-
graphed in December, 1917, with a total exposure of

nearly thirty-seven hours, the slit being placed north

and south over the nebulosity and nucleus. In most
essentials the spectrum of the nebula is identical with

that of a new star in the early bright-line stage,

when the majority of the lines, other than those of

hydrogen, are identical with enhanced lines. The
resemblance to the typical nova spectrum is further

emphasised bv the presence of absorption bands on the

more refrangible sides of the bright lines of hydrogen.

The variable nebula N.G.C. 6729 reaches only a low

altitude at Flagstaff, but, so far as can be judged from
the photograph obtained, its spectrum is a duplicate

of that of Hubble's nebula. The latter is of

"cometic" form, and the nucleus is the variable star

R Monocerotis, which was of the 12th magnitude
when the spectrum photograph was obtained. The
light of the nucleus is identical with that of the

nebula, and it is therefore probable that the nebulosity

derives its light from the star. The further study o'f

these objects may well be expected to throw consider-

able light on the nature of temporary stars.
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Spectrum 01 the Corona.—Several additional faint

lines have been fuund in the spectrum of the corona

by tin- Rev. A. L. Cortie, S.J., un photographs taken

at Hemosand, Sweden, during the total eclipse ol 1 In-

sun on August 21, 1014 '(Monthly Notices, R.A.S.,

vol. lxxviii., p. (i(>5,)- 1" the region exti nding from

66157 to 4780 A thirty-six line-- urn- measured, of

which twenty-four do not appear in any previous

records. The nave-length of Hie prominent red line

which was tirst noted al this eclipse is given as

6373-3-

AGUE IN ENGLAND. 1

IN 1917 there were reported ijb military, 19 naval,

and 23 civilian eases of malaria contracted in

England, i.e. in people who had not been out ol the

country. Fifty-three of the mihujry cases occurred

in the Sheerness and Sheppey areas, and fifty-

three in the Sandwich area. As these cases, all of

simple tertian malaria, began to arise, the attention

of medical officers of health and other medical men
was directed to the matter by the Local Government
Board, ami the problem of the possible danger to the

civilian population of the influx of malaria-infected

soldiers from abroad was considered. This report

records the action that was taken to deal with the

situation, and that it is proposed to take should the

cases assume any serious magnitude in 19 18.

It would appear from the information collected that

the evidence is fairly clear that malaria had not com-
pletely died out in this country, as was generally-

thought to be the case, perhaps, with very rare excep-

tions; but, on the other hand, the cases in 1917 were

a new phenomenon, and there can be no reasonable

doubt that the cause of these cases was the new
supplv of infection, viz. soldiers from overseas.

Whether the whole official action as recommended
in this report has not been "much ado about nothing"
it is, perhaps, a little premature to saw but it was
noticeable in some areas in 1917 that, although there

were numerous infected soldiers, the number of in-

digenous cases that occurred amongst the surrounding

non-infected population was in some instances a soli-

tary one, giving ground for the hope that in 1918 the

number of cases might still be small, and not such

as to be dignified by the term "epidemic." Should,

however, an epidemic occur, the problem of the best

line of action has to be faced. We agree with the view

expressed in the introduction of the report, that " com-
prehensive anti-mosquito work is impracticable," and
believe that the use of quinine would make such work
unnecessarv. It is true that we cannot by the use of

quinine "disinfect," i.e. destroy all the parasites in a

person's system, hut we can readily do so partially

—

i.e. we can, in these cases of simple tertian malaria,

bv adequate doses of quinine, render the blood com-
pletely free from all parasites, sexual as well as

asexual, for long periods (months), so that, as regards
Anophelines, such cases are ^non-infective, and, of

course, equally so are the Anophelines. We believe

that civilians would readily acquiesce in such treat-

ment, all the more when thev appreciated the fact that

thereby thev were kept free from fever and got a

better chance <>f ultimate recovery. The report con-

tains' a special article on the microscopic diagnosis of

malaria, but medical men can be taught this only by
practical work in a laboratory.

The map showing the distribution of Anophelines in

England, prepared bv the British Museum authorities,

contains some omissions which might have been filled

had inquiries been made in likely quarters.

1 Reports to the Local Government Board on Public Health and Medical
Subjects. (New Series No 119.) Reports and Papers on Malaria contracted

in England in 1917. (London: H.M.S.O., iq,8) Price 4>. net.
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NATURAL INDIGO MAM FACTURE.

IN " Indigo Publication No. 3," issued by the Agri-

tural Research Institute at 1'usa, Mr. \\ . A.

Davis, indigo research chemist to the Government of

India, diiecls attention to a method of avoiding the

loss of dyestuff which frequently occurs in the manu-
1,1. him ol natural indigo, due to finely divided particles

of the dye remaining suspended in the large volume
of extraction water (sect water) which is run nil after

"beating" is finished and tin indigo has apparently

settled. In indigo factories where working conditions
an good the water running from the tillering tables is

of pale sherry colour, but where fermentation in the

vats is unsatisfactory, or the quality of the indigo
plants grown in the neighbourhood is poor, the v

finally run off may be distinctly green in colour, due
to finely divided, suspended indigo. Of the two kinds

of indigo plant grown in India the loss from this

cause is greater with the Sumatrana than with the

Java variety, as the former requires a large volume of

water for extraction.

The settling agent which Mr. Davis suggests for

general use is Dhak gum, a ruby-coloured gum pro-

duced by the Dhak or palas tree (Batea frondosa).

This material has occasionally been employed for

the purpose in the United Provinces, and was first

brought to Mr. Davis's attention by Mr. Kenyon, of

Sultanpur. Trials of the gum as a settling agent
were made at a number of indigo factories in Bihar
last season, and gave excellent results, the yield from
Sumatrana plant at one factory being increased by
;;' per cent., and from Java plant at another fac-

tory bv 16 per cent., these being average increases

throughout the working period. The results of

analyses of indigo made at various factories, with
and without the use of Dhak gum, showed that tin

addition of this material to tin- settling-vat had no
appreciable effect on the quality of the 'dyestuff pro-

duced. Further, it was at the factories where tin

fermentation conditions were unfavourable, or the

quality of the plant used was poor, that the use of

Dhak gum gave the best results, both in facilitating

settling and filtration and in Increasing the yield of

dyestuff.

DYES AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF
BRITISH CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.

THE Association of British Chemical Manufac-
turers sent to the President of the Board of

Trade on November 1 the following memorandum,
setting forth the views of the executive council of the

association on the present situation in that section

of chemical industry directly concerned with tin- pro-

duction of dyes :

—

(1) A wider and more comprehensive scheme of a

completely national nature is immediately requisite if

a supplv of the colours, in variety and quantity
essential to the conduct of our great textile industry,

is to be forthcoming within a reasonable period of

years, and especially with a view to the early elimina-

tion of all dependence on overseas supplies.

(2) The fundamental error which resulted in an in-

adequate policy in British dvc production is the failure

on the part of the originators of that policy to recog-

nise tin fart that the manufacture of dyes IS not. In

itself, an industry apart; but is precise!} an
i

part of, and is dependent upon, the operations coven d

by the chemical manufacturing industry as a whole

i.e. the manufacturer of heavy chemicals, of fine

chemicals, of tar products, and of explosives havi

each and all separate functions to perform in develop-

ing a successful dve-producing industry in this

country.
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L'he apparent failure to grasp the essential condi-

tion set forth in paragraph (2) has been thi cause ol

the otherwh hensibh unwillingness on the

pari of the Governmental officials concerned to consult

this entirelj representative association ol chemical
manufacturers, and even to refuse the confi

.,1 by .in expert committee of the association

some months ago
(41 The general trend "I what Lord Moulton said

stei in December, niq, is correct when
\v pointed out that, broadly speaking, the manufac-
ture of 1 1 essential intei mediates
should ed at the existing chemical works of

11 n r r \ , leaving the actual production of the

finished colou alised.

(5) No such comprehensive scheme has yet been
formulated, with the result that funis capable of

in! weight t .
> dye production have had

irtunity for doing so; and unless

such opportunity is created, not only will time be lost,

but u al expenditure will also be in-

curred in thi of plant which already exists in

whole or in part at the chemical works of the country.

(6) The past and present schemes havi not included

the whole 1 try's resources of knowledgi
in actual colour production; in shun, there an

tial dye-makers who have not been used
\v bus, powers of production have

1 which they are

ol distributin si advan-
the larg< sums oi nth voted by Par-

development of the dve industry is

hich this association should advise. It is

ns nf pri< 11 ii x loi tin' purchase
of dye-making plant and the utilisation of mat*

- in which the wide knowledgt of this

1 effectively; and it is urged
that unless co-opi ion of this nature
are adopted, the danger of duplication of plant and

rlapping in processes will be seriously increased.

ited action can be brought about
nt thin i- al pi esent indicated.

the problem of meeting externa! or overseas com-
petition in peace-time will be more difficult and dan-

- than is at i seen.

fill The de\-' 1 a British organic chemical
industry, capable of I of industrial

achievements in the synthetic production of dyes,

drugs, explosives, poisons, etc., is essentia] to the

safety of the Empire. In this connection it is clear

he dve indusl intimately co-ordinated

with the other sections of organic chemical industry
-- "f the whole is to be secured.

fio) To sum up. it is considered that:

—

(a) An imni' 'alive effort is call, d for.

and that a wider interest should be appealed to.

(b) The formation of those companies on which
colour production will fall should nol be confined in

(t) The who tl industry should be en-

st, with both knowledge and money,
terprise whii 1 to the maintenance and
pment of some of the country's most important

Indus
f this, the directing or controlling

bodv shoul - ntative, not only of colour-

producing inti r<
- users, bul also of those

othe: ant factors in chemical manu-
facture, tin goodwill ."ml assistance of whom are of

paramount i in the national effort which has

become essential.

D es Ci iinnii ssi to v hi mi

the memorandum was referred by th< President
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Board of I radi , has n plied to tin secretary of the
association that lull details of the scheme which his

Majesty's Government propose io adopt lor affording
1 assistance to tin- dye industrj win presented

to Parliament on the 6th uist. in the form of a White
Paper, from which it will be observed that repre-
sentation of your association on the Trades and
Licensing Committee which is to be set up under
the scheme has been provided for." This White Paper,
was summarised in Nature of Novcmhei .1. It

appears that onlv one of the points referred to in the
memorandum of the Association of British Chemical
Manufacturers has been met, and that solely to the
extent of the appointment of one representative of the
association out of nine members of the Trades and
Licensing Commit tet ,

ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF THE
ROYAL SOCIETl .

THE anniversary meeting of the Royal Society was
held mi Saturday last, November 30, being St.

Andrew's Day. The officers and other members of

council whose names won- given in Nature of

November 14 (p. 213) were duly elected. The address
delivered by Sir J. j. Thomson, president of the

society, is abridged below, and also the report of the

council. Prof. Lorentz was unable to attend to

receive the Coplej medal awarded to him, and it was
handed to a representative of the Netherlands Minister

to be forwarded to him. Similarly, a representative

of the French Ambassador received tin- medals
awarded to Dr. A. Perot and Prof. C. Fabry. Dr.

H. F. Osborn and Mr. 1. Langmuir were also un-
able to attend in person to receive their medals.

Address by. Sir J. J. Thomson.

With the cessation of the war, problems arise which
are certainly no less difficult than those produced by

the war itself. To repair the waste and heal, so far

as possible, the wounds caused by the war, nay, even

to be able to bear tin- burden of the vast di fit which

it has created, the country must produce on a much
larger scale than it has ever done before. How is

this to be brought about? The number of workers

has been sadlv diminished ; the hours of work before

the war were quite as long as is compatible with the

health and happiness of the workers; in fact, no

considerable increase in production seems possible with

the methods in use before the war. I do not forget

the magnificent contribution made by women to the

work of the country during these years of stress, and

it is quite possible that then- may be a considerable

permanent increase in the work done by women.
There are few, however, who would think it satis-

factory that women should bear through the long

years of peace to which we look forward the heavy

burden they have shouldered during the war, and no

one would regard an increase in the burden on women
as a tolerable solution of our difficulties.

But though the amount of labour cannot be very

materially increased, it is certain that it can be made
more efficient, and that with the same amount ol

: more can be produced. This can be done by

greater application of scientific methods to industry.

It is gratifying that the Government realised die im-

portance of this at an early stage in the war, am! I'

Wishing the Vdvison Committee of the Privj

il for Scientific
' and Industrial Research

created a department which is now organised ami

, and to w-hich we look forward with hope and

confidence. But, for this work of reconstruction to

I lequate, something more than the creation of a

new department is necessary. Sympathy with, and an
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intelligent appreciation of, the importance of science

in this work are required through all the Govern-
Hi. 111 Departments, civil and military, in the country.

1 1 is unfortunate that in these departments the

number of permanent officials who have received the

training which would ensure this appreciation is very,

small, and 1 venture to direct attention to the recom-
mendation in the report of the Committee on the

Position of Science in Education that steps should be

'taken to introduce into the Civil Service, at a later

age than is possible on a scheme based solely on com-
petitive examination, men who have had training in

science and experience in research, and would be able

to represent efliciently in the various offices this funda-

mentally important side of Government activity.

To give a training in science to all who will need

it for the work of reconstruction will increase the

strain on the universities at a time when some of

them arc 1 laced with a difficulty which will soon

become acute. In not a few of our universities,

especially the older ones, the stipends of many of the

teachers come from endowments which yield incomes

of fixed value; but now, and there seems no chance

of any immediate improvement in this respect, money
has not much more than half the value it had before

the war ; the salaries of the teachers were certainly

never excessive, they are quite inadequate under

present conditions. In some way or other increased

help must be given to the universities if they are to

maintain their efficiency. To increase the resources

and equipment of the universities would, I think, be

the most effective way of aiding research in pure

science. If the grants for this have to come from a

fund which has also to provide those for industrial

research, there is, I think, no inconsiderable danger

that the latter may be regarded as the more urgent,

and that the claims of pure science may be crowded

out.

To pass on to another point, unfortunately we
cannot yet assume that war will be impossible in the

future, and that an army and a fleet are luxuries

that we shall be able to do without. If our Army or

our Fleet is to be effective, it must not be behind

others in its equipment with the application of science

to war. In the course of the present war, however,

practically all such applications have been disclosed,

so that all countries are at present in this respect on

the same level, and unless we continue our researches

we shall be left behind. The experience of the war
has shown us the importance of science, and we have

seen how the most unexpected and unexplored

branches of science have furnished methods which

have been of critical importance.

Now a large number of men with scientific training

have been working during the war on the application

oi science to naval and military purposes; some of

the, i- have done remarkably well, and know the kinds

of problems that have to be solved and the limitations

imposed by service conditions. It would be deplor-

able if all this knowledge should be wasted. It seems
to me most important to establish for each Service

research departments for promoting applications of

science to that Service. In the laboratories of these

departments new methods would be sought for and
investigated until their peculiarities were thoroughly

understood; they would then be handed over to the'

technical departments of the Services, which would

carry the thing from the stage of what might be called

.1 piece of laboratory apparatus to that of an instrument
which could stand the wear and tear of service con-

ditions. They would also carry on experiments until

the difficulties of manufacture had been so thoroughly

overcome that this was a matter of routine. In pi ai i

time it would not be necessary to manufacture in any
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quantity, but when war came and they were wanted
tin \ eould be made without delay.

Officers in the Service with special scientific apti-

tude might at some stage or stages in their career
pass -.nine lime in such .1 piuiii.Mii;; laboratory. ["His

would not only improve their own knowledge, but

also tend to diffuse a scientific spirit through the

Service and make it more ready to welcome new
ideas. But for this to happen I am convinced that

each Service should have its own establishment.

Many of the Services—the Navy, for example—would
not, I feel sure, make much use of, or be much
influenced by, large establishments for general

scientific research, whereas if- they had one which
could be looked upon as an integral part of their

own organisation it would, I think, have a good
chance of success.

The Medallists.

The Coplki' Medal is awarded t" Hendrik Amoon
Lorentz, For.Mem.R.S.

Lorentz is generally recognised as one of the most
distinguished mathematical physicists of the present

time. His researches have covered many fields of

investigation, but his principal work deals with the

theory of electrons and the constitution of matter
considered as an electro-dynamic problem. When
Zeeman had discovered the effect of magnets on
spectroscopic lines, he perceived at once the theoretical

bearing of the effect, which led to the discovery of

the circular polarisation of the components of the lines

split up by magnetic force. Lorentz's name is also

associated with that of Fitzgerald in the independent

explanation of the Michelson-Morley effect, from
which far-reaching consequences have been derived.

An important optical relationship between the density

of a medium and its index of refraction (independently

by L. Lorentz) was published in 1878, and he has

been an active and fruitful investigator ever since.

A Royal Medal is awarded to Prof. Alfred
Fowler.

Prof. Fowler's investigations have been, in the

main, on spectroscopy, and one of his specialities

has been the identification and reproduction of celestial

spectra in the laboratory. His extraordinary success

in identification of this kind is attributable in part

no doubt to a special intuition, but also to a great and

laboriously acquired knowledge of detail. For
instance, the origin of the bands dominating the

spectra of stars of Secchi's third class remained a

mystery for many years. Fowler showed that they

were due to titanium oxide. He accounted for many
of the band-lines in the sun-spot spectrum by showing

that they belonged to "magnesium hydride," and

several other instances of scarcely less importance

might readily be given.

Another important branch of his work is conned..

1

with spectrum series. The lines of many elements

which appear in the arc spectrum have long been

classified into series, and empirical relations have

been obtained between the position of a line in the

series and its frequency of oscillation. Those lines

which are characteristic of the spark-, and require

higher stimulation, were not included in the scheme.

Fowler was the first to show that the spark-lines form

series at nil. For this purpose he had first to work

out experimentally the conditions for obtaining an

adequate number of lines belonging to these series.

Helium and magnesium wire the elements chiefly

studied. It was found that the spark-line series could

be represented bv formulas similar to those which

hold good for the arc lines, but with a fourfold value

of trio universal constant holding for the arc-line

series of all the elements.
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Apart from these investigations, leading n> results

so simple and definite, there is much descriptive work
:.i standing to the credit of Prof. Fowler and

lii^ pupils, which is highl) appreciated In sp

for its accuracy and technical value.

A Royal Mi irded to Prof. Frederick
GOW I ASH HpPKINS.

Prof. Hopkins was among the \.i\ earliest, if not

actually tin- earliest, I > recognise and announce that

minute quantities ol certain bodies, the nutritive value
of which had hitherto been unsuspected, i

enormous influenc upon growth and upon normal
adult nutrition. ll< showed thai without thesi aco

i. tors—vitamines a diet otherwise full and
seemingly complete is incapable of allowing

of maintaining body-weight or life. He lias

also madi importan into what may be

styled the determination of me specific nutritive values
of individual main components oi the protein molecule;

he has, for exampli , shown thai whin, from a certain

diel which was proved to maintain nutrition satisfac-

torily, the two amino-acids, arginine and histidine,

removed, the diet, though amph suffi-

cient in energj and fully assimilable, tailed to main-
tain life.

More no-nth Hopkins has attacked the question
.111 animal's life can l>c maintained under the

condition that, in place ol protein 01 oi the entire set

of amino-acids constituting protein, a limited few of

th( several representative types ol these constituents

an provided in the diet. He shows thai when, in-

stead of the eighteen differenl amino-acids composing
itein, five onl} are administered, detith rapidh

ensues if those live be selected from the simpler

aliphatic components, e.g. leucine, valine, alanine,

and glutamic acid, but that, on the other

hand, nutrition and lit- an satisfactorily maintained,
at least for a considerable period, if the live amino-
acids given be chosen from the more complex types,

sine, tryptophane, histidine, lysine, and
which experiment has shown to lie outside

he synthetic power of the animal body.
The Rumfoi awarded to Dr. A. Peroi

and Prof. Charles Fabry.
MM. Perot and Fabrj have introduced a new-

method of measuring wave-lengths by an ingenious
of utilising tin luminous rings formed bj

1

'

ig plati -. Their re-

have proved of fundamental importance :-

comparing the wave-lengths ol

lines with that of some standard
lite .

comparing directl\ the wave-length of the

I
line with that i>\ the standard unit of length,

["his comparison litis confirmed in a remarkable waj
-mi . in. nt ol Michelson, whose

-. less direct and moi'- liable to certain errors.

The independent confirmation thus obtained has then

-

for. placed the subject mi a much firmer basis.

Ih. I>\\\ Mbdal i- awarded to Prof. F. Stanley
Kipping.

Prof. Kipping has worked with distinction during
great variety of problems

1 with organic chemistry, involving fattj

ivatives .>t hydrindone, camphoric acid and
its halogen compounds, tin- ir-derivatives of camphor,
racemism and pseudo-tacemism, derivatives of quin-

II nitrogen, organic compounds of silicon, in-

cluding derivatives having optical activity due to thi

asymmetry of th< silicon atom.
The Darwin Mbdal is awarded to Dr. Henry

Fairfield Osborn.
Dr. Osbnrn's chief work has been in palaeontology,

and, in connection with it, he has organised many
expeditions to the early Tertiary rocks of
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the West. One of the results ,,| his work is the more
pi. us,- determination ol the relative ages of the ex-
tinct mammals in North America, and that has led
io a correlation between the order of succession of
tli. Mammalia in Europe and in America. A
deal ot this work was summarised in his book, "The
Age of Mammals in Europe, \-lia, and

'

North
America," published in 1910. In 1 Osborn had

to the conclusion thai the common ancestors ol
idia, Sirenia, and Hyracoidea would be found

in Africa; and the correctness ol th since
been confirmed by Dr. Andrew's discoveries in the

1.111 [''.num. Amongst the more important of
Osborn's contributions to our knowledge of extinct
Vertebrata are his memoirs on the rhinoceroses, the
horses, the titanotheres, and the dinosaurs. In addi-
tion to all the work he has don.- personally, Dr.
Osborn has had a wide and most beneficial infll

upon biological research in North America, and he
has produced a nourishing school of younger vertebrate
palaeontologists.

The I Ironies Medai is awarded to Mr. Irving
Langmuir.
Mr. Irving Langmuir is a distinguished worker in

the physics and methods of production of high vacua.
He h;ts sludi.-d the vapour pressure of platinum and
molybdenum by heating fine wires in vacuo and noting
the loss of weight, lie has investigated the speeds of
chemical reaction of different gases on various metals
at very low pressures. He has investigated also the
dissociation of hydrogen and its apparent abnormal
heat conductivity, and the dissociation of chlorine and
oxygen; also the chemical activity of dissociated
hydrogen. His work on the emission of electrons
from hot metals in high vacua led to the evolution of

the "kenotron" and "pliotron," and of the "half-
watt" lamp. His determination of the melting-point
of tungsten is generally accepted. Much of his work,
such as tin- investigation of the cause of blackening
of tungsten lamps, is of commercial as well as of
academic scientific value.

Report of the Council.

Several matters referred to in the report of tin-

council have already been dealt with in these columns.
Among these are the resolutions as to enemy aliens

and foreign membership of the society, brought for-

ward in June and July last, and the question of the
future of international scientific organisations. I he
former matter was referred to the Inter-Allied Con-
ference, held at the Royal Societv in October hist

(see Nature, October 17, p. 133, and November 14,

p. 212), and it has been further considered by the

conference which has just met in Paris. Other sub-

jects dealt with in the report include the following :

Bureau of Longitude.

At the request of th.- Admiralty the council has
had under consideration a proposal that a body corre-

sponding to the French Bureau des Longitudes should

be established in thi- country, which should form an
authoritative bodv to which any administrative ques-
tion- involving scientific consideration of time or posi-

tion could 1"- referred. The following recommenda-
tions of a committee appointed by the council were
forwarded to the Admiralty:—"(1) That the constitu-

tion of tin advisory board such as that contemplated

would present sufficient advantages to justify its estab-

lishment. 12) That the functions of the board cannbl

1..- so extensive as those of the French Bureau des

Longitudes, or identical with those of the previous

Board of Longitude in this country. (;,) That it

should I..- formed by representatives of various Govern-

ment Departments and scietv 3, together
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with .1 few < officii ibers. 141 Thai il should

meet noi fewer than three times a year, and thai some
guard should be introduced preventing its meetings

(11,111 becoming mere formalities. (5) Thai the exael

di Snition of its functions should be lefi to further

consideration bj consultation." The Admiralty, being

oi opinion thai il would be desirable to proceed with

the proposal, suggested thai representatives of the

Home Office, War Office, Board oi Trade, Board of

Agriculture, Ordnance Survey, Royal Society, Royal

Astronomical Society, and Royal Geographical Society

should confer with the rlydrographer and the

Astronomer Royal as to the establishmeni of the

suggested board, and its functions if created. The
council concurred in the proposal, and appointed Prof.

Schuster to r< present il al the conference. I hi

matter is still under consideration.

Meteorological Office and Air Board.

At the beginning of the year the council was
informed thai a scheme was in contemplation for

merging the Meteorological Office in the Air Ministry.

The council approached the Treasury on the subject,

pointing out that, while it appreciated the import-

ance of extending the meteorological organisation so

a$ to render it more effective in dealing with problems

of aeronautics, the intimate connection of the science

with agriculture, public health, and certain depart-

ments iif the Admiralty, as well as with the general

problems of geophysics, might, in its opinion, be

endangered by handing over the Meteorological Office

entirely to a department which necessarily concen-

trates its attention on a single branch of the work.

As the result of a conference held in May last, the

Treasury has agreed that it is not desirable to change

the existing form of the constitution of the Meteoro-

logical Office, "which should remain, as in the past,

the central institution devoted to the progress of the

science of meteorology, and forming the focus for

the activities of all departments interested in the

various aspects of the science throughout the Empire."

In view of the special interest in meteorology of the

Air Ministry and of its great importance for the

development of aeronautics and the problems connected

therewith, the Ministry is now represented on the

Meteorological Committee.

The National Physical Laboratory.

Important changes have taken place during the year

under review in the relations between the society and

the National Physical Laboratory. On April i last the

transfer lo the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research of financial responsibility for the laboratory

took effect, and in the future the expenditure incurred

in the work of the laboratory will be carried on the

.I the Department.
While the normal extension of the scope of its work

been in many directions retarded or stopped by the

war, in certain sections work already in progress has

greatly increased in volume owing to the special condi-

tions which have arisen, and during the past year it

has been necessary to provide further accommodation
for work of pressing importance. Three additional

permanent buildings are, in consequence, at present in

course of erection; two of these provide for extension

of the aerodynamics researches and of the gauge work;
the third will be devoted to the testing of volumetric

glassware—largely made and tested in Germany before

the war—and lo work on optical instruments. The
standardisation of scientific glassware is being carried

on at present in temporary premises adjoining the

laboratory. Temporarj building have also been put

up to accommodate other special war-work.
With the return of peace conditions provision must
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be madi F01 thi development oi branches of technical
research which hitherto, for lack of facilities, haw
ret eivi d little or no attention. A scheme For the , stab-
lishment of a National Electrical Proving Hot
been prepared by the committee of the Institution of

; il Engineers. This provides that the proving
house should be sel it]' al the laboratory^ and

advisor) committee should !"• appointed
to assist tie- executive committee in its mam
Proposals have been made that the laboratory should
in -mite form undertake the responsibility foi

gauges and for other standardisation work in Birming-
ham. Similar proposals for the establishment of

standardising laboratories have been brought forward
1 1

enii es of industry.

With the assistance of the Research Dip.

industrial associations are being formed to promote
research and investigation in connection with impor-
tant national industries. Research lab

no doubt, be established at the principal centres of

these industries working in immediate touch with
associated manufacturing firms. Some of 1 1

1. ]

can besl l»- done in the central laboratory more com-
pletely equipped for dealing with the more complex
probli ins, ;iinl the laboratory has been invited in marry
cases to co-operate in the work.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.— Lord Rothermere, who, as sir Harold
I larniswhi th, gave 2o,oooJ. for the endowment of the

King Ldward VII. professorship of English litera-

ture in the University, has now offered a like sum
as an endowment fund for a professorship of naval
history, to be called the Vere Hnrmsworth chair of

naval history, in memory of his second son, who
was killed in the Battle of the Ancre while serving
with the Royal Naval Division.

LIVERPOOL.—The Vice-Chancellor, Sir Alfred Dale,
has sent in his resignation, to take effect in September
next year. In his letter to the President of the I ni-

versiix Council he says:
—"Our superannuation

scheme, as you know, requires me to retire

from rwy post in December, 1020, two years
from now, but I am convinced that the University
would suffer if I held on till then." The University
Council, in accepting the resignation with regret, has
placed on record its appreciation of Sir Alfred's in-

valuable services during nineteen years, first as Prin-

cipal of University College, Liverpool, and afterwards
as Vice-Chancellor of the University.

Was conditions have depleted the technical

in Germany, and the supply of trained engini -

the war is jeopardised. To meet this difficulty, a

committee of engineers and manufacturers proposes
(Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, September 12) that

special facilities should be given to students who renew
their interrupted studies, and that the curricula and
examinations should be modified to meet their require-

ments. Scholarships should be provided mi
1

scale to promising students. The Army should con-

tribute to the relief of the situation by demobilising

prospective students as early as possible.

A 1 OP} of the report for last session, 1917^18, of

the faculty of Engineering of the University of

Bristol, which is provided and maintained in the

Merchant Venturers' Technical College, bis been re-

ceived. The number of tests on materials made for

various industrial firms in the district in which the

University is situated has grown very much in recent
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S idea of the g his work of

ed from thi

thi
1
ineei ing 53 tests

made during bile during
1 1 1 , 1

—— 1 ,-s ih,- numbei was 3661. As

neering, it m d that

1 1 f tl udents

; the pen ulated

ompared with 40 in the

of the fa

The I 'arnegii Trust have sent a
cheque for 500I. to th Rothamsted
Exp. rimental Station important

rhis is thi d lion madi
by thi • stees to the library, a cheque for

a like amount ha' The
purposi of theii 1

I agricultural

ring the libi ai 11 utility

I most recent and impoi tan) treatises

nd allied sciences. Two other valu-

l, both from Capt. the
Ih. library is fortunate in

an unusually good collection of early

printed bool I thi fifteenth, sixteenth,

and seventeenth centuries. To these Capt. Guinness
has now added perfect and beautiful copies of the first

and second printed books on the subject, viz. the

Ji ulture by Crescentius, printed

in 147 1 al Augsburg, and Jensen's edition of the Latin

agricultural writers, printed at Venice in 1472.

Tup: following list shows the number of seats in

the Housi of the University con-

stituencies of the United Kingdom, and tin- candidates
for mi Election on December 14.

ives of the constituencies in the late Par-

liament are indicated by an asterisk :

—

Oxford (2) :

Mr. R 1 P 'resident of the Board of Agricul-
'i. Prof. < .ill" 1 1 Murray, and Mr.

II. S. Furniss. Cambridge (2): Mr. J. F. P. Rawlin-
Sir Joseph I.armor,* and Mr. W. C. D.

Whetham. London in: Sir P. M s, Mr. Sidney
. Mr. A. \. Somervflle, and Sir Wilmot Herring-

ham. Wales (1) : Mr. Herbert Lewis* and Prof.
1 : Mr.

'II. A. L. Fisher, Sir Martin Conway, Mr. II. G.
Williams, and Mr. J. A. Hobson. Scottish I

H

i raik,* Sir Watson Chi

Mr. D. M. Cowan, Dr. P. Macdonald, Dr. J. Dunlop,
Mr. 'I . M. Watson, and Prof. W. R. Smith. Irish

I'ni: |: Dr. A. W. Samuels* and
National: Mr. J. P. Boland

and Mr. I. MaoNeill. Q 1st): Sir William
Whitla.

alendar for the current session lias

by University College (University of

London). It contains in a convenientl

form full p le coui ses arranged for

student- wishing to graduate in the diffi ent faculties

of tl ails of thi and
exhibitions offered for competition, as well as a his-

tory •
I partments of

scien • iraj udy of

the of the science, in additi.

the more academic side of the work. Thus, in the

chemistry and chemical . the work being
linn with the department of

engineering. Similarly, instruction in the

ilogy and in applied pin sii

to name two of manv instances. Every facility, too,

to properly qualified students
origii

pi ofessoi s. Thi department and mi 1 hanit al

graphics, sur-

and heating and ventilating engineering—and
rical and municipal engineering provide
/. ishing to become 1

;

stematic
in the applic;

1 cientific principles to

industrial purposes. The ., ngements
in the calendar should be studied by all

h

bo - and girls entering upoi uni\ ersitj

work.

The council of the Sheffield Association of Metal-
ad Metallurgical Chemists app

mittee last May to ascertain what educational facili-

ties exist of interest and value to thi association, and
to recommend to the council am desirabli modifica-

tions and extensions of such facilities. The com-
mittee has now issued a short report recommending
that all students entering upon any specialised course

of applied science should first have passed a general

examination of matriculation standard. The report

suggests that the present low status of a

chemists can be traced to their not having received

the amount of genera! education indicated by the

examination, and recommends the council to endeavour
to arrange for the provision of educational facilities in

the evening with the view of remedying this defect.

Assistant chemists who are not up to a matriculation

standard in mathematics and experimental science are

urged to qualifv in these subjects so as to be ready to

take up special courses in science and mathematics,

!
which it is hoped to get arranged. This movement to

I

secure for future workers in applied science a sound

general education on which to build the superstructure

of technical knowledge deserves every encouragement,
and it mav be hoped that the exampie of the Sheffield

metallurgists will be followed in other industrial

centres. The First School Examination recently insti-

tuted by the Board of Education for pupils of between
sixteen and seventeen years of age in State-aided

secondary schools should in a large measure ensure a

good supplv of youths suitably educated for later work
in pure and applied science.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Optical Society, November 14.—Prof. F. J. Cheshire,

president, in the chair.—T. Smith: Some generalised

forms of an optical equation. The paraxial equation

for refraction at a spherical surface ,,' x'—fi/x= {,n'—fi) r

connecting the distances x and x' of conjugate points

on the axis from the vertex may be made an exact

equation for all rays by the inclusion of an additional

factor. Any ray which intersects the axis is com-
pletely specified by two of three angles, a, 7, 0, some
one of which vanishes when the rays are refracted

without axial aberration. The angle a is the semi-

angular aperture at which the ray is refracted; -, is

the angle made with the axis by the line joining ,the

curvature of the surface to the inti

1 i and refracted rays with the aplanatic

and S is the deviation suffered by the rav.

The correcting factor may be the product of the tar-

gents of the halves of any two of these three angles.

The form taken by the equation depends upon which
H. S. Ryland : N

the design and manufacture of binoculars. Th
th faults which usually develop in

rough usage and ordinary
rign necessary ! ei '< them. T*

shown that by small chan
1 of die-castings and Dress work could with advan

VOL. I02]
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be developed, ["he more extensive use of moulded
blanks for lenses and prisms was advocated, and the
methods of moulding (or pressing) glass were
described. Types ol optical coi I uction were shown,
and it was suggested that "a three-piece cemented
objective appeared to give a more brilliant image than
those of the usual two pieces" construction, while,
owing to the flattei curves, it was probably but little

more expensive to produce. Various methods ol ad-
justment wnc described suitable for use where
instruments arc, and where they arc not, available.
Finally, various methods of testing definite and light

transmission were shown, including methods for the
rapid comparison of binoculars with a measured
standard.

Zoological Society. November i<). Dr. A. Smith-
Woodward, vice-president, in the chair. Miss K.
Lander

; Method ol preparing skeletons In the use
of trypsin. A number of successful examples from
the society's prosectorium were exhibited.— E. Hatschek

;

I he forms assumed by drops and vortices of gelatin
in various coagulants. A series of the formations was
shown which simulated animal structures, and the
author demonstrated the method by which he obtained
his results.—Prof. F. Wood-Jones :' A cast and a set of
Rontgen-ray photographs taken from a chimpanzee
belonging to the society. The animal had recently
died from pulmonary tuberculosis, and attention was
directed to the possibility of diagnosing tubercle in

living subjects by die method described.—Dr. D. M. S.
Watson

: Seymouria, the most primitive known
reptile.

Royal Microscopical Society, November 20. Mr. |. E.
Barnard, president, in the chair.^R. Paulson and Miss
A. Lorrain Smith

: Paper on microscopic preparations
which were mounted during an investigation, in colla-

boration with Somerville Hastings, respecting the
actual penetration of the living algal cells (gonidia)
of a lichen by the fungal hyphae. Reference was
made to the papers of Schneider, Elenkin, Elfving,
and Danilor in order to show that there was no agree-
ment regarding the details of the penetration ob-
served. Methods of fixing, staining, and mounting
were explained. Bonnev's was found most useful
for differentiating alga and fungus, and for showing
the various structures of the algal cell as the

chromatophore, the so-called pyrenoid, and an eccen-
tric body. Some slides illustrated the method by
which gonidia increase in number, numerous
daughter gonidia being shown within the mother-
cells. The average diameter of gonidia was 1:11, and
that of hyphae 3/1 to 4/1. During the whole pro-

gress of the work no clear case of penetration, and
very few doubtful cases, .were observed. Penetration
of the living gonidia by fungal hyphae occur so

seldom thai a theorv of parasitism based upon its

occurrence has verj little evidence to support it.

Geological Society, November 20.— Mr. G. W.
Lamplugh, president, in the chair.—R. IT. Worth:
The geolog\ of the Meldon valleys, near Okehampton,
on the northern verge of Dartmoor. The area dealt

with lies between the London and South-Western
main railway line, from a point a little east of Meldon
viaduct lo near Sourton, and the ridge of Dartmoor
occupied by Black Tor, High YVilhavs, Yes Tor, and
West Mill Tor, 1" ing the greater part of the valley

of the Redaven and a portion of the valley of the

\Yest Okement. The southern extreme of this area

is occupied by the Dartmoor granite, north of which
are shales, in which occurs a patch of limestone, and
these are intersected by numerous bands of igneous

rock. The shales as a whole, with but slight local

deviations, strike north-east and south-west and dip
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north-westwards, the mean angle of dip being about

50 . I 1h sedimentary rocks are divisible into:

—

( i I An alumino-ai enaceous series, extending from the

granite northwards for a breadth of somewhat moo
than ball a mile; (2) a calcareous series, abruptly but
conformably succeeding the first; (3) a limestone, which
01 1 ins a short distance south of the railway ; (4) radio-

larian cherts a little above and a little below the

horizon of the limestone; and (5) an aluminous bed
north of the railway. In the sedimentary series pi

of weakness have developed, the surface-traces of

which are broadly coincident with the strike, but
which frequently lie counter to tin- dip. These planes
hoe been more or less successfully invaded by at

leasl three series of igneous rocks, the order of which,
commencing with the earliest, is as follows :

—

(a) \

felsite with phenocrysts of micropegmatite, and quartz
which shows good rhombohedral cleavage. (b) A
series called the "dark igneous rocks." (c) Grani-
toid veins, subdivided into (1) the Meldon aplite and
its associates, and (2) fine-grained granites of the

ordinar) Dartmoor type.

I.innean Society. November 21. Sir David Prain,
president, in the chair.— E. S. (ioodrich : A fatherless

frog, with remarks on artificial parthenogenesis. The
author remarked on the artificial development of

echinoderm eggs by special treatment into living

examples, and that it had been found that frogs' eggs
could follow a similar course. A female- frog, care-

fully prepared to guard against previous impregnation,
was employed, the eggs obtained by dissection were
placed in rows upon glass slips, and punctured by
fine glass needles of microscopic tenuity; blood was
then applied, and the treated eggs placed in water.

A certain number developed into tadpoles, and a few
into complete frogs. It was found that the leucocytes

in the blood were essential ; the serum or ordinary

red corpuscles were use less —Miss Muriel Bristol : A
review of the genus Chlorochytrium, Colin. From
investigations it appeared certain that the genera

Chlorocystis, Reinh. ; Stomatochytrium, Cunn. ; Enelo-

sphaera, Klebs ; Scotinosphaera, Klebs ; and Centro-
sphaera, Borzi, were slight variations of Cohn's genus.
Thirteen species were characterised in detail, and three

doubtful species of Schroeter were mentioned.- A. S.

Kennard and B. B. Woodward : The Linnean species

of non-marine mollusca that are represented in the

British fauna, with notes on the specimens of these

and other British forms in the Linnean collection.

There now seems some chance of approximate finality

being attainable in the matter of nomenclature on the

basis of priority— at least, in the case of the British

post-Pliocene non-marine mollusca, with which the

authors are particularly concerned. Accordingly, they

an- attempting a more thorough re vision of their

synonymy than was essayed by them in too; {Journ.

of Conch., vol. X., pp. 352-67) and 1.114 ("List of the-

British Non-Marine Mollusca," 8vo, pp. 12).

Manchester.

Literary and Philosophical Society, November 12 Mr.

W. Thomson, president, in the chair.—Capt. D. M. S.

Watson : Biology and war. After referring to the us. of

much of the theon of natural selection in tin apologic -

for militarism, and pointing out the confusion always

prese 111 in the minds of those- who so use- it, the

speaker referred verv brieflv to the various types of

evolutionary changes exhibited by phylitic series of

animals known from palaeontological evidence, and
pointed out that such evidence of this kind as is avail-

able suggests thai natural -.lection has played onlv a

very limited part in the actual progress which has

occurred in animal structure.
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Dublin.

Royal Irish Uadem\, November n. Mr. T. J.

Westropp, vice-president, in the chair.- Mrs. L.
I'uricr : ["he attachment organs of some common
Pannelis. The author continues her investigations of

the attachment organs of corticolous lichens bj

examining selecti of the Parmeliae viz.

/'. physodes, conspersa, saxatilis, borreri, ompha-
lodes, olivacea, caperata, .md perlafa—and concludes
that, except in the rase ol the first-named species,

the organs are rhizines, i.e. strands of hyphae holding
the thallus more or less close); to the substratum;
the rhizim s, .1- a rule, expand at their apices into

cup- or disc-like outgrowths, which may fuse to form
a complete layer covering the substratum, and from
which hvphae maj enter and disintegrate the bark.-
R. \\ 1 vani Some types oi cave formation. Tliat

limestone caves owe their origin to the enlargement of
rock joints either by the solvent or by the mechanical

> .1 well-known fact. Either the one
" 1 may have been predominant in the

formation of any particular cave. After reviewing
the different types of cave formation Mr. Evans en-
deavours to show which of the above-mentioned forces
has played the most important part in the special
instances cited. Mr. Evans's examples of the types
oi '.< are almost entirely derived from Irish

Leeds.

Society of Glass Technolo>«\. November 20.—Mr.
I-'. \V. Branson in Lhe chair. \Y. J. Rees : Silica
refractories for glassworks use. The author first out-
lined the various uses to which silica refractories
could be put in glassworks, and dealt briefly with the

isional specification that is being set up by the
Glass Refractories Committee, lie 'next dealt' with
the raw materials required in the manufacture of

5, . tc, and the methods employed in this
manufacture. He showed that the presence of iron
in the form of magnetic oxide of iron was not detri-

perties of a silica brick. The lowest
silica limit was put at 94 per cent., and it was shown
that the presence of much alumina or more than 2 per
'in. of lime was not advisable, l.ime- is certain to

be a constituent of the silica brick, as lime slurry
is used as a "bind." It is of interest to note thai
in -..me cases lime has a bleaching action, and masks
air. colour likely to be set up by the presence of iron
compounds. Some users of silica bricks insist on a
white or light-coloured brick, and reject dark-coloured
reddish bricks. It has Keen proved that the colour of
a brick is not the least criterion of its refractoriness.
Silica bricks may be either coarsi 01 line in texture,
but tlie texture must be uniform throughout. Coarse-
textured bricks are better f,„- withstanding sudden
temperature changes, but they are worse from the
point of view of attack by chemical fumes. Great

lined in the manufacture of bricks if

25 per cent. ,,f the materials are in the form of im-
palpable silica powder and the remainder in the form

ain- with a maximum diameter id
\ in.—

f . H.
IhnidM.n. v In^lish. and Dr. \Y. E. S. Turner! The
properties of soda-lime glasses. I., The annealing
temperatures A series of fourteen allied glasses had
beer. nning with a simple soda-silicate, and
the effect id adding increasing amounts of lime on

ral cd the properties of glass had been studied.
The bat. I).- used were communicated, and the le-uli-

obtained for the annealing temperatures. It was
shown that the annealing temperatures increased with

sing amount of lime. Increasing the lime
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percentage also improved the durability, and caused

the glass to "set" more quickly. A batch for a bottli -

was given, which showed little or no tendency
to "crizzle," thus being different from the majority

la-lime silicate glasses.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, November 4. M. 1'. Painlevd

in the chair.—H. Dduville : The breccia oi Salles and
of Sere-Argeles.—H. Parenty : The genesis of a

(artesian agitation in a jet of steam of which the

velocity is limited to the velocity of sound. \1.

Ifalland : The rapid alteration of palm-oil. Palm-oil

intended for consumption by colonial troops should

be used as soon as possible after its preparation,

since it undergoes a sort of spontaneous saponification

which, after some months, prevents its use for culinarj

purposes.—Sir Philip Watts was elected a corre-

Spondant for the section of geography and naviga-

tion in succession to the late Lord Brassey.—E. Gau :

The characteristics of partial differential equations of

the second order.— P. Seve : Magnetic gear-wheels.

Application to electric clocks.—A. Sanfourche : The
Curie point in pure iron and ferro-silicons. The

specially purified iron was melted in a quartz tube

under a layer of boiling common salt, air and other

gases being thus excluded. A mass of 80 grams of

fused iron showed a point at 1310 C. on cooling, and

1365 C. on heating. These points were lowered by

the addition of silicon, iron with 2-5 per cent, of silicon

living 1195° C. as the Curie point (cooling).—P.

Corabaz : The end of the glacial period in the Guiers

valley and the Chartreuse massif.—A. Nodon : An

electro-magnetic storm.—P. Bertrand : The great

paUeontological divisions of the Stephanian in the

Loire basin.—E. Gadeceau : The submerged forests of

Relle-Ile-en-Mer.—M. Mirande : A hydrocyanic acid-

producing fern, Cystopteris alpina. The leaves of this

fern contain a glucoside giving hydrocyanic acid by

enzyme action. Benzaldehyde is also a product of the

hydrolysis of this glucoside.-F. Gaud : Some points

on the biology of the m.crofilar,a.-S MaAai.

Specific vaccino-therapy in dysentery.—C. Lepeae. \

curative vaccine for pulmonary tuberculosis.-M.

I.espinasse : The application of the Cepede method to

the staining of the leprosy bacillus. This method

gives results more rapidly and certainly than the usual

Ziehl-Neelsen method.

November 11.—M. P. Painleve in the chair.—Ch.

Barrel. P. Pruvost, and G. Dubois: The passage beds

from the Silurian to the Devonian in the Pas-de-

cession to the late Leon Lobbe.— -U-
•
• KK

permitting the simultaneous PWMyS

:

two different regions of the spectrum. .

Constitution of the nucleus and atmosphere ot me

sun -M Francois: A method of estimating metals b

e ctroiv ic depo-it without the use of external electric

. ,

'

v The solution to be electrolysed is placed m

a tinum crucible, and a rod of zinc or aluminium

susoended in the liquid in such a manner as to be
SS contact with the crucible outside the elec-

trolyte The arrangement forms a miniature battery,

ffi Method ha- been applied to the estimation o

mercurv gold, and silver.-L. Gent.l
:

I It

Ir ,dsn of the deposits and of the orogenic move.

m-nrsin the North Wti, a and South **£ S«g
(southern Spain and Morocco!.- C. Nl™°;

,

genus Parkinsonia .generic characters, affinities, and
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j.Chaine : Remarks on the metamerism 0$

thi Vertebrates. C. Cepede : A curative vai

influenza. The vaccine is made from three species,
Pni'iimoi 01 US, Hi., ami Strepl

exotoxins are removed by washing, and thi

killed by thirty minutes' exposure al the boiling-point.

Details of three cases are given in which the injection

ol the vaccine caused marked improvement.—R.
Douris

: Modifications of normal 01' syphilitic human
-'

1
inn under the influence of iim

Mil BOURNE.

Hoyal Society of Victoria. Sepl mbi [2. Miss
Janet W. Raff : Abnormal di vi lopmenl of the head
appendages in the crayfish, Parachaeraps bicarinatus,

Gray. The chief irregularity was in the position of

the mandibles, these being situated al different levels,

it thus being impossible for one to bite against the
other. The antenna"' anil anUnnules also were ab-
n> 'I mal in position.
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LICHENS: THEIR DESCRIPTION IND
CLASSIFICATION.

I Monograph of the British Lichens. I Descrip-

tive Catalogue o] tin- Species in tin- Department
v, British Museum. By Annie Lorrain

Smith. I'. in 1. Second edition. Pp. xxiv +
520 + 7J plates. (London: Printed by Order ol

the Trustees of the British Museum, 1918.)

Price 30s.

TI1L need for a comprehensive descriptive work
on British lichens has been increasingly

evident during the last decide. This necessity was
ntuated rather than satisfied when Miss

Annie Lorrain Smith in 1911 supplied a second
part to the "Monograph of British Lichens," the

tirst part of which had been written by the Rev.
James Crumble in 1X0,4. During the intervening

years so many .nuances had been made in our
knowledge of lichens, and in the method of present-

ing such knowledge, thai .1 revision ol the first

part of the monograph was absolutely essential.

Crombie attai bed too little importance to the repro-

ductive characters of the lichen, and consequently
his system of classification was too artificial for

present-day botanists. There had also been some
reaction against the descriptive methods of his

day, when lichenologistS seemed to vie with each
other in coining terms to express some infrequent

1 if a lichen-organism.
In the second edition of part i. of the mono-

graph an admirable attempt has been made to

bring the work up to the standard of handbooks
on other botanical groups, to classify the lichens

in accordance with more modern views, to in-

corporate the discoveries of recent years, and
to simplify the descriptions of the species.

Another important improvement is the method of

illustration. The sketchy figures given in the text

of the first edition are replaced bv seventv-one
plates of drawings expressly prepared by Mr. P.

Highley with his usual regard for both accuracy
and beaut)

.

The introduction gives a short and simple
account of the lichen-plant. Its chief fault lies

in its brevity. The treatment is so excellent thai

an Oliver Twist attitude is engendered, and one
wishes that a longer accounl bad been given of

such matters as the relationship between the algal

and fungal constituents. This relationship is con-
sidered as symbiotic. YVallroth's and Eifving's
views as to the parasitic nature of the fungus are
not even considered worthy ol mention. The sym-
biotic nature of the lichen-organism is generally
accepted by lichenologists, and the fact that one
symbiont (the fungus) sionally preys on the

other (the alga) is analogous to what has b» n

shown by Keeble to occur in Convoluta,
The system of classification adopted is a won-

derful advance on any system hitherto given in

British works. Both symbionts are considered,
the incomplete knowledge of phlogenv is requisi-
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! tioned, and less attention is paid to the vegetative
1 b.'iraiters of the thallus.

The arrangement of the spores on basidia or in

asi i give the two sub-classes Basidiomycetes and
( Ascomycetes. Since all British lichens belong to
the latter sub-class, it is tin- only one considered,
and is divided into two series, Gymnocarpeae
with open apothecia, and Pyrenocarpeae with
perithecia. The Gymnocarpeae are subdivided into

three sub-series: (1) Coniocarpineaj with powdery
apothecia or perithecia; (2) Cyclocarpinere, having
apothecia with open discs and fungal ancestors
belonging to the Discomycetes ; and (3) Graphi-
dinea?, having apothecia with narrow discs, their

fungal ancestors being allied to the Hysteriaceae.

The sub-series Cyclocarpineas, with which part i.

is mainly concerned, is next split up into orders
according to the algal symbiont, the presence or

absence of a thalline margin to the apothecium,
and the form of the thallus, the relative import-

ance assigned to these characters being generally
in this sequence.

It is .unfortunate that the name of order is

retained for groups which, in accordance with
modern views, ought rather to be called families.

The retention of order cannot be altogether justi-

fied by the fact that this name was used for similar

groups in part ii.

Some of the families have somewhat incongru-
ous components if the views of sporologists have
sufficient importance attached to them. Phvsei-

aceae (unintentionally given as Physiaceas on
p. 1 So,) includes Xanthoria and Placodium with
colourless polarilocular spores, as well as Physcia
with dark spores which are more 1 -septate than
polarilocular. Xanthoria and its allies would have
been better placed as a separate family. Lecano-
racea' includes Lecanora, having eight simple
spores in the ascus, Acarospora with manv simple
spores in the ascus, and Lecania and other genera
with septate spores.

Owing to the different system of classification

a long appendix is necessary to bring the work
into conformity with part ii. In this appendix the

species of Cladoniaceae and Gyrophoracea? are

described, the members of the Sarcogyne section

of Lecanora are rightly placed as Biatorellas,

whilst Dirina, Roccellae, Pyrenidium, and a

number of species new to the British Isles are

described under their proper families.

There is a considerable amount of alteration of
names, mostly well-warranted according to the

rules of priority. It is unfortunate that some
well-established names suffer, and one could wish
that the author had followed a similar course as
that adopted for Lecanora campestris, the gene-
r.d)_\ accepted specific name being retained, whilsl

the doubtful, though prior, name of punctatus was
rejected. Other authors have considered them-
selves justified in rejecting some of the combina-
tions used by Miss Smith, on account of their

inappropriate or doubtful nature. Synechoblasins
rupestris displaces Collema flaccidum, though
many authors have considered the specific name
of rupestre as of too doubtful priority to take the

Q
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place of the well-established fiaccidum. In Lepto-
gium microphyllum the well-Jcnown specific name
is altered to fragrans, a name which has been
rejected by many authors on account of its in-

appropriateness, Lichen fragrans being merely
an accidental Fragranl stair. Ii is difficult to

understand why aeruginosa (Chsenotheca, p. 8)
displaces stemonea, since iii the accompanying list

of synonyms the fust dale assigned to aerugino-
siim is (813, whilst that for stemoneum is [810.
Naturally then' are man} alterations in the status
Of a plant according to the personal views of the
author.

For the distribution and frequency of the species
too close a dependence is placed on the specimens
in the Museum, and too little regard is paid to

independent investigations. Cumberland is given
as "the only British locality" (a phrase of too
common occurrence) for the frequent Pertusaria
wulfenii var. rugosa. Lecanora pallida (albella)
cannot he considered "rather rare," and Pla-
cynihium nigrum form trisepiatum is not "rare."
Schisofna lichinodeum occurs not only on Ben
Lawers, "the only locality," but also on the
neighbouring Killin hills; and Synalissa intricata
is found in more than one locality.

The iodine reactions for the Collemas are not
always rightly stated; both C. pulposum and
G. multifidum give a negative reaction, and not
a reddish one.

A he figure on p. xv represents a biatoroid
rather than a biatorine apothecium. The spores
of Acdrospora squamulosa on plate 52 are given
as almost spherical and approximately 7x6 ;t,

whereas the text (p. 333) rightly give's them as
8-1 2 x 4-5 11.

Considering the magnitude of the work, such
discrepancies are few, and the author can have
the satisfaction of knowing that it is the most
useful work on British lichenologv which has
hitherto been published. \Y. \\'.

IMPERIAL TELEGRAPH FACILITIES
AND THEIR ADMINISTRATION.

Telegraphy, Aeronautics, and War. By Charles
Bright. Pp. xvii + 407. (London: Constable
and Co., Ltd., 1918. ) Price 16s. net.

"PHIS volume comprises seventeen addresses
and articles on inter-Imperial communication

given before the London Chamber of Commerce,
tlu Royal Society of Arts, etc., and contributed
to tin- Quarterly Review, Nineteenth Century,
Empire Review, etc. ; Seven memoranda upon
aeronautics by the author, presented to Govern-
ment Departments; and two popular lectures on
the war. These three subjects are correlated, and
their treatment, .1, ii were, is brought up to dale,
in an introduction of seventy-four pages, which
constitutes a valuable adjunct to the collection.
The

1
hapters are all of substantial and practical

interest the forcible expression of the views oi
a man who thinks vv illi ,1 \ iev to action. Taken
together, the predominating impression that they
give is that Mr. Bright is no pacifisl as regards
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either the war or any subject ,,| which he treats.

He is so combative that, in reading, one almost
feels constrained to lift one's arm to ward off a
blow ! You want him to lie on your side ! Then all

is well and forcibly pat, and there is a great mass
of interesting and valuable matter clearly
expressed.

Mr. Bright has devoted a large part of his life

to the subject of cable communication, and his

chapters on that Subject COVei the whole range
apart from technical matters, which he has sought
to exclude. The paper reprinted from the Navy
League Annual. 1911—12, on "The Importance
of Inter-Imperial Telegraphy," is a strong plea
that in such matters our Government should think

imperially. In similar strain he draws a moral
from the Atlantic cable system, urging that the
allowance of the handing over of the control of
British-made and British-owned tallies, even to the

United States, \vas unpardonable on any terms.
Mr. Bright 's long and strenuous advocacy of
"All-British" cable routes for strategic reasons
has certainly been amply justified during the Great
War.
While one could not agree without demur to the

whole of Mr. Bright's presentment of the scheme
for "Administration of Imperial Telegraphs " (as,

for example, where he fails ' to realise that the
difference in profit from the working of the tele-

phone system by the late National Telephone Co.
and by the Post Office is due almost entirely

to the substantially improved scales of pay
awarded to the operating staff), it must be ad-
mitted that he shows a masterly grip of the
general situation, and his concluding words about
ourselves and the Colonies—" surely it is desirable
that we should think together, act together, and,
if necessary, fight together, in a common cause

"

—seem now to have more substantial reality than
they could have had in April, 1914, when they
were spoken.

It is a little surprising to find so independent
a thinker tending to accept the popular view of
the Civil Service. The Service is a profession,

and you can no more make it "commercial " than
you can make the Bar "religious," or the City
"scientific." Those who know best realise that
the new Government Departments—administered
and controlled by "business" men, and infused
with "business" ideals—present all the worst
characteristics of the Civil Service-, and few ol

its merits. The only distinctive merit of the new
departments is that ignorance has permitted them
to "kick over the traces": but the enlightenment
of only three or four years has gone a long wav
to neutralise that merit. If the) are 10 extricate

themselves from their entanglements, it will be
years before they can be demobilised.

111. Civil Sa'.iu .\ hi: h contiins a fauT, satis-

factory proportion of men who possess real busi-
ness ability (capable of "running " something much
bigger than a 'bus !), must lie diagnosed on quite

different lines if its ills are ever to be effectively

treated. Mr. Bright, however, evidently does to

a very appreciable extent understand that the
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.1 business becomes, the nearer its system

.)i business and iis relation to its staff approxi-

mate to Civil Service conditions—boards of

directors do not differ essentially from Govern-
in. hi Ministries, Boards, Offices, or whatever their

title may be, except in the extent and bulk of the

business controlled.

The bonk is certainly full of thought and of

detailed information, and is good reading, inas-

much as it helps us to understand what important

things we have left undone that we ought to have
don.. li is nol too late to do them now.

A. J. S.

THE ART OF TRAVEL.
Handbook of Travel. Prepared by the Harvard

Travellers' Club. Pp.544. (Cambridge, Mass. :

Harvard University Press, 1917.) Price 2.50
dollars.

'PHIS volume has been prepared by various
* numbers of the Harvard Travellers' Club in

the hope of promoting intelligent travel and
observation. Mr. G. M. Allen is the editor, while

Prof. W. M. Davis seems to have been mainly
responsible lor the choice of authors. Books of

this nature written by experts are not numerous,
and though they appeal more to strenuous tourists

than to serious travellers, they nevertheless have
their uses, particularly in more technical matters.

ition is an attribute of most boys, but in

later life it is hard to teach. American schooling
probably does more than our own to develop it,

hut the Hoy Scout movement, in its best phases,
is its greal nursery. The next generation of

travellers may well prove more observant and not
less resourceful than the last.

The first chapter, by Mr. VV. B. Cabot, on
"Camp and Travel in the North Country," is a

fascinating account of woodlore and scoutcraft on
the edge of civilisation, despite the author's irri-

tating and ungraceful style. Chapters on tropical
and arctic travel arc useful and trustworthy guides.

In the latter the pyramid-shaped tent, 6 ft. high,
should be mentioned. The cover is supported by
tour bamboos meeting at the summit in aluminium

I he opening is a funnel, in the middle
.I.', la shed alter exil or entrance to exclude

drift. The tint has the advantages of being light

and of resisting any wind. During a blizzard it

snows up and so is protected from both wind and
snow. There arc useful chapters on medicine :me\

surgery and on determining positions. Dr.
Hamilton Rice adds some notes on traverse
surveys in South America. Among the other
papers may be mentioned a very clear and instruc-

e on meteorology by Prof. R. DeC.
\\ ard, and some condensed notes on geo-
graphical and geological observation by Prof.

W. M. Davis. Prof. Davis describes the necessary
equipment of a traveller as a moderate

fund of geographical knowledge, an appropriate
terminology, and a desire to do good work. This
he thinks is sufficient for an empirical record of
plainly visible facts. He does well to insist that
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care should be taken not to give a wrong impres-
sion by the use ol inappropriate adjectives and of
unnecessary superlatives. I-'lorid language mars
many records of travel.

The notes on natural history deal mainly with
vertebrates and insects. More attention might
well be paid to other invertebrates, since their

collection is often neglected. It would be well to

emphasise thai fish are best preserved by fixing

in formalin, and subsequent changes in graded
strengths of spirit. A chapter on map-reading
might be added. Elementary as such in-

struction may seem, it would prove useful, for few-

people, even if in the habit of consulting maps, are
able to make full use of them. Cartography is

not self-obvious, and, like other forms of nota-

tion, must be learnt. Some notes on scales and
projections should certainly find a place in the

book.

The volume has a compact, handy form which
certainly enhances its usefulness. Most chapters
have short bibliographies, some of which might
with advantage be extended. R. X. R. B.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
War Nursing. What Every Women Should
Know. Red Cross Lectures. By Prof. C.
Richet. Translated by Helen de Vere Beau-
clerk. Pp. xi+iig. (London: 'William Heine-
mann, 1918.) Price 35. 6d. net.

It may be desirable that the nurse should have
the scientific grounding outlined in this book, but

to term it "War Nursing " is entirely a misnomer,
for of the subject of nursing proper the book
contains little.

Commencing with an introduction on the line

of conduct of the nurse, the. first chapter deals

with antisepsis. The microbial basis of sepsis is

discussed, and brief remarks are offered on the

ideal antiseptic and on the antiseptic substances

commonly in use. Anaesthesia is then considered

from the physiological point of view, but no hints

are given on the practical administration of anaes-

thetics. It is difficult to understand why this

subject is included; either the nurse will not

administer anaesthetics when it is unnecessary, or,

if she does, practical details should have been
given. The third chapter deals with foods

—

questions of calories and nutritive values—but,

again, no details an- given (or feeding the sick.

Haemorrhage is next considered, likewise with

a similar lack of any practical instruction how-

to deal with an emergency haemorrhage. In the

two concluding chapters the subjects of fever and

asphyxia are dealt with mainly from the physio-

logical point of view, but why the last named
should be included in a popular manual is difficult

to understand.

A table of quantities—the carbohydrate and

nitrogenous contents of foodstuffs and strengths

of antiseptic solutions—occupies the last page.

Here mistakes occur, e.g. solutions of carbolic

acid 3 per 1000, and of boric acid ~\ per 1000,

are far too weak for practical use.
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I in book is reall) an introduction to medical
physiology, and might be of service to one who
desires to become a professional nurse, but is

quite unsuited to the requirements ol the
" Y.A.D." or emergenc) nurse R. T. II.

The Student's Handbook of the I niversity and
Colleges of Cambridge. Seventeenth edition.

Pp. \ii-71-. (Cambridge: At the University

Press, 1918.) Price 6s. net.

There arc three important additions to the

present issue of this very useful handbook. First,

tlu- regulations for the new diploma in Oriental
languages; secondly, the new regulations for the

Classical Tripos and the Oriental Languages
Tripos; and thirdly, the regulations for the newly
established Xita King; research scholarship fo

encourage research in the etiology, pathology,
and prevention oi fevers.

An account is also given of the new Parlia-
mentary franchise for the University established
by the Act of this year. The war has, of course,
occasioned temporary emergency legislation on
the part of the University authorities, and the
various enactments are duly summarised.

Parents .nu\ intending students will find here
all the information they seek concerning the
University and the different colleges.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Late Mr. R. P. Gregory.
I\ supplement to Prof. Seward's sympathetic notice

of the late Mr. R. P. Gregorj in Nature of Novem-
ber 28, 1 venture to add .1 few words as to the peculiar
interest of his genetic work. Mr. Gregory was at first

associated with me in the proof that the familiar
heterostylism of Primulas is an allelomorphic pheno-
menon. He next undertook a laborious inquiry into
the sex-polymorphism of Valeriana dioica, but, in spite
of much experiment, the case proved intractable, and
little positive result was reached. About this time he
declined a lucrative post which would have, as he
feared, meant the practical abandonment of research,
and, undeterred by a rather disappointing experience,
he attacked several problems met with in the genetics
of Primula sinensis, to which he devoted his spare
energies for man} years. Mr. Gregory there encoun-
tered a group oi huts of surprising noveltj and im-
portance, which were described in outline' in Proc.
Roy. s " Ixxxvii.B, p. 4S4. Certain plants
known in horticulture .as ••giants" have all their
organs of ver si; . and two races of these are,
as he proved ;ically, tetraploid, containing fout
times (forty-eigl

1 the haploid number (twelve) of
normal plants. Breedinj from such plants, he hum.

I

that the) are actuall; endowed with four sets of
Meiideli.m factors instead ol the usual two sets proper
to biparental inheritance. Various paradoxical con-
sequences were, therefore, theoreticalh possible, and

I of 'hi se, as he demonstrated, do occur.
Such tetraploid plants are known to have arisen

de novo on two separate occasions (once in his own
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work and once at Messrs. Sutton's, to . hom be was
indebti d u ilith si in lip

as .Mr. Gregory discovered, the) wen
with the races from which the\ were derived

a fact hitherto unparalleled and indubitably
significance. When war broke out he became involved
in militan duties, eventuall) going out to France and
being rather hadh gassed. For technical reasons the
stud} hi the ' giants " had to be suspended, but he kept
always in touch with the Primula work, which we
maintained for him so far as possible. The purposi
Of the later experiments was to test thi theory that

the numerous linkages are indications .1 su
somatic segregations, a view to which he strongh
inclined in preference to current interpretations based
on cytologicaJ appearances, and he believed th

port for the somatic theory was alread\ in son*
measure provided b\ his own observations. He left a

mass of records bearing on this question, which we
hope eventually to publish, but the character and
soundness of his work even in its imperfect state gjvi

it classical value. \V. Bateson.
The John Innes Horticultural Institution,

Merton, S.W.19.

Cyclonic Circulation.

I\ consideration of the theoretical or "gradient"
wind associated with any system of isobars where the

curvature of the path is taken into account, a point
ol some interest appears to have been generally over-

looked in the past. In the stead) state the equation
connecting V, the velocity of the- gradient wind, with

y, the pressure gradient, is y D=2<oV sin o i V'cotp R.
where D=density of the air, w= angular velocity of

the earth, '/. = latitude, R radius ol the earth, and
/1 = angular radius of the small circle which forms the

path of the air at the time.

The positive or negative sign is to he
1

I en accord-

ing as the path is concave or convex to the low-
pressure area. For any given pressure gradient and
curvature of path there will be two roots for Y from
this equation that is, two different velocities, real or

imaginary, will satisf) tin- dynamical conditions. I be

interesting case where the roots are imaginary has

been dealt with by Gold in his discussion of this ques-

tion some \ears ago (Meteorological Office, Official

Publication No. ran, 1908). In the ordinary cyclones

and anticyclones with which we are familiar Y has
the value given 1 > v the smaller numerically of the two
nal mi. is, and the conditions pertaining to th' largei

root seem to have escaped attention.

I ike a numerical example, let p = .>° and
p= 55°; then, adopting the normal value for the

densit\ |), the equation incomes ±\ '+40-7.

V

afti iversion to the units m. sec. tor veloi

ml>. per ich) km. for pressure gradient. To deal first

wiih 1 he case of curvature convex 10 the "low,'"

When the negative sign must he taken; putting
1 mli. per 100 km., the two roots for "\

I and jt m. sec. Both roots have the sam< sign, and
correspond with clockwise rotation in the northern
hemisphere. In this case (anticyclonic motion) thi

larger of the two roots dees not seem to represent a

stable state, and am perturbation woujd li

modification of the whole pressun distribution. This

value is not, there tore, of prai tical interest, ["he lowei

value, 11 in, sec., is that which is met with in 1

In the case < > f a path concave to the "low," th<

two roots for V arc- of opposite sign. The values

riding with the above pressure gradient are

\ ! 46 that is, V=6 m. sec. for normal
counter-clockwise rotation, and Y = 4h m. sec. for

rotation in the opposite direction, i.e. clockwise in thi
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northern hemisphere. Phi second, as well as the first,

represi nl stable conditions,

iliu^ .1 depression revolving with high speed in a

ion in the northern hemisphere is

imicall) possible. In practice evidently such a

a largi scale, as

the rotation th would inevitabh cause the

turning movemenl to commence in the normal direc-

tion. On a small scale, however, eddies round
prei ipitous hi adlands might

evidenth be set up with revolution in either direi

I; appears from the above thai such rotation onci

.] ma; , undi r favourable' 1 onditions, pi 1 sis

P into a dust whirl or tornado, with revolution

cloi kwise or counter-cli to the

initial impulse. One cannot impress

rongly on all observers of such phenomena the

iting in whii h direi tion the rotation

J.
S. Dines.

. S.W. j, 1 ) . ember ,s-

Fuel Economisers.

W'iiii regard to the fuel economiser designed b\

1 I ti 1
-., and desci ibed in Nati be ol

.
I ma\ mention thai 1 have

been making experiments in the same direction.

In thi 1
1 rtomisei 1 on-

ui-iil. i! metal box fixed over

the upper pari of the grate. The products from the

led b\ a horizontal flue above the fire into

the lowei pari "I the box, in which they ascended
and heated it, after which the) were drawn back
tn the chimne\ b\ a flue ovei the one by which the)

entered, ["he result was a considerable increase in

the fire, but on removing the box
to make somi check readings under ordinary condi-

tions it was found that the arrangemi nl was imprac-
I h. flues were so coated with sool that it

was evident thai the l>ox would require to be too

frequently taken oui for cleaning to make it worth
I fear Prof. I<«.\^'~ arrangement will

be liable to the sain, disadvantagi . I should, how-
. mention that the coal used b) me was not

and was very smok)

.

With regard to the objectionable appearance of these

omisers, 1 ma) state thai theii appearance can

be improved by painting them with suitable colours,

is nol necessar) r " use Mack. All paints- with
tin- exception of aluminium with which I am
acquainted radiate equally well for heat of wave-

is given mil al 1 It- temperatures employed.
White, or am colour, is as good as black for the

lh. same remarks apply to colours with
which hot-water radiators ma bi painted. Thi
...lour which harmonises lust with their surroundings
may be used without reducing their efficiency.

1 .a the hi al losi in thi ordinar) loosi I)

might be saved if tin- fitting in was
modified in th.- following wa) : ["hi bottom of the

chimt 1 by a large sheet of metal, so 1

make the fireplace-opening into a closed chamber; tine

is drawn forward t\\.. or threi inches 1.. allow
1 ulation of air into and out of this chambei

at the hack of the grati , while the lire is pro-

vided with a chimney passing through the sheet of

metal forming the roof of the chamber. By ibis

arrne. air heated b) the hoi bad; of the
. which now goes up ilv chimney, would be senl

into the room. In new grates i> might be advisabli

to increase the amount of heat communicated to the

ind als ' iack sui fa. e

projections, lanj I treat as the

heal m-fires, il is admitted by all that
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ii is our kitchen-ranges which an coal con-
sumers and where improvement is mosl urgentl)
1 'lied for. John Aitken.
Ardenlea, Falkirk, November 30.

The trouble of cleaning referred to b) Dr. Aitken
has not in practice been found more than a minor
nconvenience, and provision to make

ti .1 in the design. 1 agr : Dr. Vitken
that, considering the radiating powei al there is

nothing in the ...lour, but it is desirable nplo) an
"enamel" stoved on so as not to smell ii the tem-
perature is raised, and I do not know that this can
be done equally well with colour. While saving of

fuel is most imp. .1 unit and urgent at the present time,
. quable distribution of heat about a rooirl has also its

advantages, and it remains to be seen if this resull

brought about b) my device will nol itsell more than
compensate hereafter for the presence of the un-
obtrusive, if somewhat plain, heat interchanges 01

"heavenly twins" as the) wen called b) the first to

bem lii b) theii pi esem e. C. V. Boys.

A Mistaken Butterfly.

I\ Nature of September 5 last an Australian corre-

spondent notes lb.' attraction of the blue knob of a
hatpin for a butterfly. When playing golf in Gulmarg
I Kashmir) this summer I was frequently put off by a

large butterfl) settling on the ball jusl as I was
making a stroke. 1 make a point of keeping m\
ball white and clean, and the butterflies evidently

mistook ii for a white flower. S. Robson.
Prince of Wales College, Jammu,

October 27.

CHEMICAL CORRELATION IX THE
GROWTH OF PL l.VV.s.

WHEN the apical shoot of a fir tree is broken
off or injured, it is a familiar fact that one

uf the lateral branches belovs changes its direction

of growth in order to take the place of the original

apical shout. The change of direction is accom-
panied by greater vigour of growth. These pheno-

mena attracted the attention of Ecrera, 1 who sug-

gested, as the reason why the lateral shoots do not

tend to grow vertically while the apical shoot is

intact, the possibility that the latter might produce

inhibitory substances of a chemical nature which

travel downwards to the other parts of the tree.

Direct evidence was not then available, but the

hypothesis has since received confirmation from

certain experiments by Dr. Jacques Loeb, who
appears to have been unaware of Errera's sug-

gestion.

Although the phenomena are of general occur-

red .. Dr. Loch found the tropical plant, Rryo-

phyllum culvcinuin, an appropriate one for the pur-

pose of investigation. The stem carries a series of

ich in the axil of a leaf, while the leaves

themselves are also provided with buds in notches

around their edges. Under ordinary conditions all

these buds are dormant. Rut they can be made
10 grow by various procedures. The common ex-

periment of taking a willow shoot, cut ling off

the leaves and suspending ii horizontally in moist

1 Brit. As^. Reports, 1904, p. 814. "Conflits de pittance e

nhibiioires chc/ les ve'giiaux,' Bull. soc. roy. I. tin. belgiquc, vol. xhi.,

004 ; reprinted in "CEuvres Physiol. G Bruxelles
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air, can be repeated with this plant. It is found

that the apical buds begin to grow first, while none

of the others do SO. The result, as pointed out,8

may be explained in two ways : cither a bud, when

it begins to grow, sends out inhibitory substances

towards the base of the stem, or the young grow-

ing bud absorbs the whole of some material re-

quisite for growth. This latter explanation appears

to bold in the case of the leaf buds, as will be seen

later; but the following experiment shows that the

former is the correct one for the stem : A piece of

Stem is laid horizontally. All the leaves are re-

moved, with the exception of the two at the apical

node, the petioles of which are left. So lout; as

these petioles remain, the buds i'n their axils do not

grow, but those in the next node below will com-

mence to grow, and when the petioles have wilted

and fallen off, the apical buds also begin to grow.

Now, if the inhibiting effect of the apical buds on

the more basal ones is due to the circumstance

that those which grow out first take all the avail-

able supply of some necessary material, the buds

in the node behind the apical one, since they grew
out first, should continue to outstrip in growth
those of the apical node which started later. If,

on the other hand, the effect is due to an inhibitory-

substance sent towards the base by the growing
bud, the most apical bud should soon outstrip those

behind, because the apical buds send out inhibitory

substances towards the next lower buds, while they

themselves receive none. The actual result is in

favour of the latter view. As soon as the petioles

have dropped off, their axillary buds begin to grow,
and not only rapidly outstrip in size those below,

but even retard or stop their growth altogether.

If the effect is due to an actual chemical sub-
stance, the inhibitory effect should be in propor-

tion to the size of the growing bud. It is scarcely

possible to test this with the apical bud itself, but
it i.m be done with the grown leaf, which als©

sends out similar material. This is carried by the

sap which flows in the same half of the stem as

that to which the leaf belongs. A stem is again
laid horizontally, and all the leaves are removed
except the two of the apical node. No shoots are

produced so long as the leaves remain. If one leaf

is removed, its axillary bud grows. The following

experiment is then made : Twelve stems are taken,

and all the leaves except one of the apical ones on
each stem are removed, together with the free

axillary bud opposite the leaf which remains. Six

stem plai ed with the leaf upwards, six with
the leaf downwards. In the former case no shoots
develop, except sometimes that in the second node
behind the leaf, on the lower .side only. In the
latter case - 1

I develop either in the two lateral

buds of the node behind the leaf or on the upper
side of the second node behind the leaf. The inter-

pretation is that the inhibiting substances, while
flowing on the side he tem where the leaf is,

have also a tendency to flow downwards by
gravity. If the stem behind the leal contains only-

one node, no shoot grows, even when the leal is

^ " The Chemical Basis of Axial Polarity in Regeneration." By Jacques
I.oeb. Science, N.S.i vol. Jclvi., p. 547. (1017.)
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below the node. A large leaf sends out a large

enough mass of inhibitory substance to flood the

buds. But if the leaf is reduced to one-tenth its

size, then shoots are formed in the node behind
the leaf. That the inhibitory effect of the leaf is

not due to its withdrawing nutritive material from
the stem is shown by the fact that the petiole left

attached to a leaf remains fresh, but wilts if left

attached to the stem without the leaf. The nutri-

tive material is therefore sent by the leaf to the

stem, not vice versa.

The fact that it is the apical bud that begins to

grow first is given the following tentative explana-
tion. When the leaves are first removed, the in-

hibitory substances are present everywhere, but
continue to tlow towards the base. Hence the most
apical node is the first one to become freed from
their presence, and when its buds grow they form
anew the inhibiting substance which prevents the

growth of the more basal buds.

No reference has yet been made to the collateral

phenomena of the growth of roots. Observations
were made on this point also, and indicated that

the leaf sends out material which favours the

growth of roots. This hormone may be the same
as that which inhibits the growth of leaf bud.s.

In the earlier papers a number of experiments
were described which indicate that the growth of

the buds in the notches of the leaf is dependent
on the amount of some material supplied bv the

leaf, since the growth is proportional to the mass
of the leaf to which the bud is attached. 3 The part

played by the direction of the currents in the leaf

is also pointed out. The most recent statement of

the author's results i
is that the production of new

shoots by a piece of stem is in direct proportion to

the mass of a leaf left attached, and hence to the

mass of growth material sent out by the leaf The
apex of an intact plant sends inhibiting substances,

preventing the buds below from growing.
A theory of geotropic curvature is put forward, 5

in which the growth of the lower side of a stem
placed horizontally is explained by the accumula-
tion there of growth-promoting substances. The
author' 1 appears to hold that the assumption of

a "stimulus" due to gravity is unnecessary. Rut
there is experimental evidence that the perception

of gravity is a separate phenomenon from the pro-

duction of the curvature, so that the purely
chemical effect by mass action would not be able

to explain all the facts.

It should be noted that the production of in-

hibiting substances is a conception arrived at in

tr^e later stages of Dr. Loeb's work, so that

some of the interpretations given in the earlier

papet may require revision.

It is of interest that as definite a case of corre-

» "Rules and Mecha
tion of Htvcfihvllum ca
"Chemical Basis of Cm
by Equal Masses of Sii

lxv., p. ,50. (lOlS.)
* "The Law Controlling the < 'uantitv and the Ra

Proc Nat. Acad Sci., vol. iv., p. 117. (1918.)
8 " Influence of the Leaf upon Root Formation and Geotropic Curvature

of Bryophyllum calycinum and the Possibility of a Hormone
Theory of these Processes," Botan. Gazette, vol. Ixiii., p. 15. (1017.)

8 "The Chemical Basis of Regeneration and Geotropism, \.-ei

vol. xlvi., p. 115. (1917.)

1 of Inhibition and Correlation in the Regenera-
HUm" Bolan. Gazette, vol. lx., p. 240. (1915).
tion. I. Production of Equal Masses of Shoots
Leaves in Bryophyllum calycinum," Md., vol.

of Regeneration."
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l.uion by chemical messengers between organs in

plants as thai found by Prof. Starling and the

present writer in the case of the bancreattt se"cre-

tion in animals seems to be made out.'

W. M. Bayi ISS.

I III- PJRJSI /. \ VIQN OF VENERE \L

DISE ISES.

Till Exei utive ( ommittee of the National

Coum Combating Venereal Diseases,

of which Lord Sydenham is president, has pul

forth a numbei ol proposals for meeting the

danger of a large increase of venereal diseases

among the civil population when the troops are

demobilised. The Times ol November 25, in

commenting upon the recommendations, states

thai there will be about 300,000 infected men on

demobilisation. These will be distributed to ever)

pari of the British Empire, carrying with them

1 in germs of infection. Rural districts in Greal

Britain and in the Colonics which have hitherto

been free or Comparatively free from these diseases

will consequently suffer seriously.

There are thirteen proposals of the Executive

Committee for preventive and curative treatment,

but here it is intended to deal with the third

recommendation only, namely, "Some means

should be devised whereby medical practitioners

are encouraged to diagnose venereal disease in

patients, and also to give early preventive treat-

The only meaning which can be attached

to this solitary proposal for prophylactic treatment

is that the patient, having exposed himself to

infection, should (if and when the opportunity

apply to a doctor encouraged to diagnose

il disease, who would tell him what course

in pursue to eradicate the disease, or possibly

what he might have done to avert infection in the

past, or how to avoid it in the future.

il science has shown that the two venereal

5, syphilis and gonorrhoea, are due to

specific living germs, which when once the) are

implanted in the tissues of the body are extremely

difficult to eradicate. It is too late in a number
ol cases to avoid serious consequences if the

patient has to wail for a diagnosis even by an

experienced practitioner, although modern im-

proved methods ol curative treatment can do

much. If science be consulted rather than senti-

ment, the curliest treatment would be advocated,

such as the use of germicidal disinfectants in

portable form as soon after exposure as possible

to kill the organisms before they can enter the

tissues of the body. This prophylactic treatment
was lirst shown to be effective b) experiments on

animals, and such a method of prevention applied

to human beings, first publicly advocated in a letter

to the Times b) Sir Bryan Donkin, is supported

b) a great number of medical authorities. It has

long been adopted by the Navy, and has recently

been introdui ed by the Army.
In Public Health, the official organ of the

Society of Medical Officers of Health (No. 12,

• rh« Chemical Regulation of the Secretory Proceu," Proc. Roy. Soc,
"

,
p. 310. (1004)

vol. \xxi., September, IQ/18), there are some in-

teresting and important articles proving the value

of earliest treatment in the prevention of venereal

disease. Space is too limited to give full details,

but the following results speak for themselves :

i.'apt. Walker, of the Canadian Medical FO < ,

at a c6nference in Paris, stated that before £fee

Introduction ol earliest disinfectant treatment the

incidence of venereal diseases amongst the 5000
nth. 1 is and nun on leave in Paris during August
and September, 11)17, was 20 per cent. From
November, 1917, to the end of March, igis, after

the introduction of immediate disinfection, only

j
per cent, of infections occurred. Capt. Walker,

from his experience. Strongly urged (1) pro-

phylaxis for men, (2) prophylaxis for women,

(3) a separation of the moral from the medical

side of the question.

Likewise the experience of Col. Elgood at Port

Said, and of the Australian and New Zealand

forces, shows that this earliest disinfection is the

most efficient, though not absolutely efficient,

method of preventive treatment, because neither

drunkenness nor indifference and carelessness on

the part of the individual can be controlled. The
arguments against the application of this earliest

treatment to the civil population are twofold :

(1) The injury to the individual and collective

moral sense; (2) the impossibility of inducing the

local authorities to advocate its practical applica-

tion. As to these points, we may remark :-J-

( 1 ) It is doubtful whether the fear of contracting

venereal disease quenches the fire of sexual

passion of youth or makes the viciously inclined

virtuous. Again, there is the sentiment that such

measures advocated by public authorities would

be an incentive to vice, but against this must be

placed the misery and suffering to countless inno-

cent women and children which would arise if an

efficacious mode of prevention is rejected upon

moral grounds.

(2) During recent times necessity, and alarm

for the future of the race, have swept away many
prejudices, and, therefore, it is not surprising to

find that the Warrington Town Council by a

resolution has advocated the adoption of this

earliest treatment, and copies of the same were

forwarded to the President of the Local Govern-

ment Board and the councils of the county

boroughs of England and Wales. Well may the

official journal of medical officers of health, com-

menting upon this resolution, assert that as a prac-

tical preventive measure this is undoubtedly the

most important step that has been taken up to the

present.

WORK AT THE NATIONAL PHYSICAL
LABORATORY.

SINCE the opening of the National Physical

Laboratory in 1902 remarkable growth has

taken place not only in its material resources of

buildings and equipment, but also in the number of

the staff employed. The Annual Report 1 recently

I The N.itional Physical Laboratory. Report for the Year 1917-18.

I H.M. Stationery Office, 1918.) Price 2J. M. net.
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issued, in directing attention to this development,

states that at the end of 190a the stall numbered
twenty-six, with one superintendent, in addition

to the director. In July, um, the number had

increased to 1X7. At the present time the stafi

numbers 532, with six superintendents (including

the secretary) and nineteen principal or senior

assistants. Nearly fifty members of the Staff are

.hi military service, and Four have sacrificed their

lives iii the cause of right. The staff remaining:

is almost exclusively engaged on war work, in-

cluding researches ol a confidential character as

to which but little can be written.

The increasing dependence of the country on

applied science, lor both war and commerce, has

been emphasised by recent events, and as a natural

corollary the Laboratory, with some other institu-

tions, has become nationalised. The property of

the laboratory has been vested in the Imperial

Trust For the Encouragement of Scientific and
Industrial Research. This transference includes

the William Fronde National Tank, from which

results of great value to the Admiralty have been

obtained.

During the past year there has again been a

considerable increase in the work of the labora-

tory. In particular, the laboratory has been asked

by the Ministry of Munitions to undertake the

manufacture of a certain class of gauges and to

extend largely the provision for the testing of

glass vessels for chemical work. For these two
objects new buildings are required and are being

provided. The number of munition gauges pass-

ing through the laboratory for testing purposes

has approached 10,000 a week. In the Aero-

dynamics Department the demands grow daily,

and the laboratory has been required by the Air

Ministry to extend the accommodation, especially

bv the provision of additional large air channels.

It is only possible to refer briefly to one. or two

points of special interest in connection with the

work of other departments. It is proposed that

the custody and maintenance of the primary elec-

trical standards of the Electrical Standards Labo-

ratory of the Hoard of Trade should be assigned to

the National Physical Laboratory, so as to avoid

the continuance of dual systems of standards.

Since the early part of 191 7, when the supply of

clinical thermometers was taken over by the

Mini: try of Munitions, it has been found desirable

that each individual thermometer should undergo
test, and more than 3000 clinicals have been

tested per week. This work has necessitated the

provision of three new clinical test baths, the

capacity of each bath being approximately 600
instruments per normal day. Two new para-
graphs of simplified design have been constructed

for the marking of satisfactory instruments. A
card index record is made of all thermometers
passing through the department! In the optics

division, in addition to the large amount of routine

testing carried out on behalf of the Ministry of

Munitions, valuable work lias been done in test-

ing the refractive properties ol optical glass and
in simplifying the methods employed in the calcu-
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lation and design of optical sv stems. The record
of the laboratory affords overwhelming proof ol

the national importance of both pure and applied

physics, and this must inevitably lead to more
adequate recognition of the professional status of

ll'ist.

NOTES.
K June last the Board of Trade, in co-operation

with the Ministry of Reconstruction, appointed a
Committee "to examine and report upon the wan 1 -

power resources of the 1 nited Kingdom and th<

extent to which the\ can be made available for indus-
trial purposes." The announcement met with a
cordial reception, for, with the exception of power
installations at Kinlochleven, in the Scottish High-
lands, and Dolgarrog, in North Wales, both for

aluminium works, there is practical!) no utilisation

on am appreciable scale of the natural water resources
of the country, and the scope for development seems
considerable. The names of the Committee com-
manded confidence. Sir John Snel) is chairman, and,
on the technical side, Sir Dugald Clerk, Mr. A.
N'ewlands, and Mr. Philip I >aw son are members;
representatives of the Government and of thi Asso-

ciated Chambers of Commerce are also included. In
the course of its investigations this Committee, which
is still sitting, has found it desirable to delegate to a
sub-committee its functions in so far as Ireland is

concerned. Such a sub-committee has just been
appointed by the Board of Trade, and it comprisi s s ii

J. Purser Griffith (chairman), Dr. J P. Crow lev

(via -1 hairman), Mr. T. M. Batchen, Mr. G. Fletcher,
Mr. L. J. Kettle, Lord Leitrim, and Mr. J. C. White,
with Prof. II. H. Jeffcott as secretary. Although
Ireland is not endowed to the same degree with
favourable conditions such as those of the Highlands
of Scotland, there are latent resources of water-powi 1

which are roughly computed bv Mr. N'ewlands at

between -too,ooo h.p. and 350,000 h.p. These are to

be found in connection with the great livers which
have a very considerable fall almost at the points at

which they enter the sea. The reports of both Com-
mittees will be awaited with interest.

When the British Scientific Products Exhibition
was belli bv the British Science Guild at King's Col-

lege, London, last summer, the hope was expressed
that it would be transferred to great industrial centres

in the provinces, Manchester promptly took steps to

act upon this suggestion, and announcement can now
be made that the exhibition will be opened at the

College of Technology on December 27, and will remain
open for a fortnight. The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor
of Manchester is the chairman of the committee, and
the detailed arrangements are in the hands of a strong
executive committee, of which the principal of the cof-

lege i- chairman. The exhibition will follow the lines

of that organised bv the British Science Guild, but it

will naturally be stronger in certain sections which
represent industries centred in Manchester; in par-

ticular, the display of dves and textiles is expected to

afford a striking example of what British science and
industry have been able to achieve in spite of war
conditions, under the stimulus of the knowledge and
enthusiasm of our scientific workers and manufac-
turers. Official exhibits will include a verv striking

collection of materials, models, and instruments used

by ami Milling to the aircraft industry, which is being

shown bv the Aeronautical Inspection Department.

The National Physical Laboratory, the Admiralty, and

the Meteorological Office are also contributing den art-
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mental exhibits of high interest, and the Gas Traction

( Committee will show much the same collection which
1 such intrust at King's College. The other

sections comprisi heav) and fine chemicals, including

drugs, food products, metallurgical products, glass-

al, optical, thermal, mechanical, and

surgical appliances, ["here «ill also be a representa-

tive exhibit of British natural products which havi

been exploits d sim e m 14.

A writer in the rimes, directing attention to the

fact that a large number of Royal Aii Forei officers

will shorth be demobilised, suggests that thej might
profitably !> employed in making an aerial photo-

graphic surve) of tin- British Kirs. He believes that this

would prove useful to surveyors, architects, engineers,

ami others. While fully endorsing this writer's opinion

that it would be unfortunate to lose the expert services

of these flying officers, main of whom are better

trained than any future airmen can hope to be, we
cannot agree that a series of aerial photographs could
he of

j
surveyors and engineers. Such

photographs show the landscape from a new point of

view, but the) naturally lark the accuracy of carefully

drawn topographical maps. On the other hand, such
a vurwv might he of considerable value in the pro-

- of living fur commercial and other purposes.

Mam attempts have been made to devise suitable

maps for airmen, hut even the best available leave

much room for improvement. A series of photograph-,

01, better -till, several series taken under varying
atmospheric conditions, would he of great help to the

cartographer in constructing the type of map of usr

in living. A number of experienced officers and men
might well find employment in this work.

Dr. R. T. Leipkr's investigations on Bilharziosis in

Egypt and China, and those oi various Japanese
gists in Japan, have demonstrated the practical

importance of the fresh-water molluscs as possible

human disease. No indigenous species ol

Schistosomum, the Trematode parasite of Bilharziosis,

i- known to be commonly found in man in India,

though sporadic cases of apparently autochthonous
infection have been reported. 1 he medical and sani-

tary authorities have, however, been prompt to recog-

nise' the danger of the introduction of SMslosomum
haematobium into the country by means of infected

returning from the front in Egypt or Meso-
potamia. The Government of India has, therefore,

instructed Ihe newlj constituted Zoological Survey of

India to devote its attention to a survey of the fresh-

water molluscs and their Trematode parasites. Dr.
\. Annandale, the director, is studying the taxonomy,

on, and geographical distribution of the mol-

luscs, and has commenced a series of tour- to different

.if India proper and on the North-Wesl Frontier,

while Mr. S. W. Kemp i- investigating the- anatomy
of th. ('in aria- thai infect the different specie- of

water-snails and the possibility of infecting the latter

with miracidia from the i kistosomwn haema-
tobium. Dr. F. II. Gravel) i- studying the life-

histories of tin- molluscs, while Dr. 'Baini Pr.i-h.nl.

former!) Superintendent of Fisheries, Bengal, has

appointed scientific assistant for the purpose oi

thi- whole inquiry. A generous granl of money has

been made l>\ the Indian Research Fund Association,

and it has been arranged that the Zoological Sl

shall work in the closest ro-oprraiioil with the Indian

Medical Service.

The establishment of the Czech Republic, implying
tin severance of Bohemia and her neighbours, Moravia
and Austrian Silesia, from the lati Vustrian Empire,
has brought into prominence a ran with remarkable
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-ids. Among men of science belonging to the Czech
nation an- the physiologist J. E. Purkvne, and a
in tie r-known name- in England, the chemist Prof. Bohu-
slav Brauner, D.Sc. e>( Manchester. President Thomas
t.. .Masaryk, lately in London, and now on his way to

lake- up his duties at Prague-, has long been known
a- a critical student of the EngKsh philosophers Hume,
John Stuart Mill, and Spencer, besides Kant andComte.
Born in t8§0, the son of Slovak parents, in Silesia,

he began life- as a blacksmith, but was soon able
to cultivate his special gifts at Vienna and Leipzig.
When the Czech Universitv of Prague was opened
in 1882 Masaryk was appointed professor of philo-

sophy. From students we know that the standard
required by him as an examiner is very high. Numbers
of young men from Serbia and other Slav countrii s

have passed under his influence. Prof. Masaryk's c
has been that of a man of letters and politician rather
than of a man of science, but as a sociologist he has
w rit ten on suicide as a feature of modern European life,

and on other social questions. A fearless investigator,

I

Prof. Masaryk demonstrated that certain manuscripts
purporting to be ancient Czech patriotic poems latelv

discovered, which were highly treasured and had
found enthusiastic translators in manv countries, were

I

no more than adroit forgeries. In the notorious
Friedjung trial of 1909 Prof. Masaryk conclusiveh

. proved that forged documents were made use of bv
the Austro-Hungarian Foreign Office. In December,
11114, he contrived to escape from Bohemia, where,

!
like many of his colleagues, he must inevitablv have
suffered imprisonment, and has since championed the
cause of Bohemian independence. Prof. Masarvk has
lectured on Slav literature and sociologv at King's
College in connection with the School of Slavonic
Studies. His inaugural lecture was on the problem of
small nations in Europe. Both as writer and speaker
President Masaryk is a thorough master of English.

Influenza shows a further decrease in the number
of deaths in London, the Registrar-General's return

:
giving i,_jj feei' the week ending November 30. This

I brings the total deaths in London to 10,383 in the
eight weeks of the epidemic. The deaths are still

greatest at the ages of twenty to fortv-five. Influenza
has occasioned only 37 per cent, of the deaths from
all causes in the week ending November 30, which
is a lower rate than anv previous' week since
that ending October iq, the percentage in the five-

weeks ending November 23 being respectively 47, 37,

57, 49, and 42. The epidemic is still very virulent in

many countrv districts, and the returns for the ninetv-

six great towns of England and Wales, including
London, show a slight increase in Che- number of

deaths, manv of the largest towns being less fortunate

than Londeen in this respect.

In London the aggregate rainfall for the three

months September, October, and November, which
constitute the autumn, was, according to the Green-
wich observations, 1-3 in. more than the normal. The
excess was entirel) due to the- very wet September,
when the- rain measurement was 4-48 in. October had
a elelic ii 111 \ of i-2 in., and November a deficiency of

02 in. Rain was measured in London on twenty-

five days in September, twenty-two days in October,

and twenty-two days in November. The atmos]

throughout the autumn was generallv humid, and the

wind was drawn very greatly from the Atlantic.

According to the monthly weather re-port for Septem-
ber, issued by the Meteorological Office, the weather

abnormally wet over the British Isles gene-rally.

In the- West Riding of Yorkshire and in Lincolnshire,

where the records extend over a period of more than
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fifty years, it was nut only Ehe wettesl S'epfeniBer, but

better than any calendar month of the year. In many
lain I'll every day. At Greenwich thd mean

temperature Efli each 0? tne aniumn months differs

uiih a few tenths of a degree from the normal, I he

mean of the maximum anil minimum lemp. i aiures

tin Septerdbei was 57 ,
( )<i. ! aSid NovJjmSei

«°
t in Sept. ml>. 1 me fhermometef ranged from 7,

tp j8°, October (>4
L

to 31°, and November 59 to 19

September had six day's with Ehe thermometer above

;,/ , Octobei seven days above 6o°, and November
thirteen days above go°. There were seven nights in

November with tin' lowest temperature above the

rtionthiy mean temperature for the twenty-four hums;
two of these occurred in the closing week. The
monthly weather report shows thai Septembei was

generally cold over the whole country, and the tem-

peratures on Septembei 29 and 30 were in many
places lower than any previouslj recorded in Septenv

ber. At Greenwich' the duration of bright sunshine

for the three autumn months was about six hours

more than the normal, the sun registering for

itv hour- in September, 7S in October, and 69 in

November.

The American Ornithologists' I nion has elected

Dr. Walter E. Cqlh'nge, of St. Andrews University,

a corresponding fellow of the society in recognition

of his investigations on economic ornithology;.

Pi;ovit>Ki> an essaj deemed worthy b\ the com-

mittee of award be received;, the College of Physicians

of Philadelphia will, on July 14 next, award the

Alvarenga prize, value about 50L, for a paper not

previously published upon any subject in medicine.

Competing essays must reach the secretary of the

college, Mr. F. R. Packard, 19 South 22nd Street,

Philadelphia, on or before May 1, 1919.

The death is announced, in his seventy-first year, of

Prof. Pierre de Peyster Rickigtts", professor of assaying

at Columbia University, New York, from 1885 to

iSqi, and from 1893 to 1900 professor of analytical

chemistry and assaying. Since his retirement from the

University Prof. RickettS had heen the head of a firm

of mineralogical consulting engineers. In 1870 he

published "Notes on Assaying," the first hook on the

subject to In adopted as a text-hook throughout the

colleges of the United States.

We regret to note that the death of Mr. Frederick

Edwards is recorded in Engineering for December 6.

Mr. Edwards was born in 1X48, and his death

occurred on November 27. Mis name is well known
in engineering circles as the inventor of the air-pump

bearing his name. Hundreds of engineers have

:d air-pumps since the days of Watt, yet that

invented by Mr. Edwards marked a great advance
on all that preceded it, and this result was attained

by a simplification of parts which left men wondering
why it had nut been effected years before. Mr. Edward-,
after varied experience, commenced practising as a

consulting engineer in 1871, and continued to do so

down to the time of his death. He was a member
of the Institutii 'is of Civil Engineers, Naval Archi-

tects, and Mechanical Engineers.

The death of Mr. R. J. Pocock from influenza and
pneumonia at Hyderabad Observatory on October
removes a must promising and energetic astronomer
at the age of twenty-nine years. Horn at Harlesden,
London, on January 23, [889, Mr. Pocock al an

early age showed keen interest in scientific sub-

jects, especially in astronomy, his mental faculties

bi ing encouraged and stimulated b\ his father. At
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tin agi "I nine he went to Christ's HospitaT, Wist
lluisliein, leaving there in 1008 with a si hularship .11

(jueen's College, Oxford, where he greatL enha
big ni.iilein.ilir.il reputation, uhiainin^ In-' 1 :

in the mathematical school in 11,0,, and 1912. He
then gave a \e;ir's wink at the Iniversitv Observatory 1

for the B.Se, ri search degree, and in th' -

lie. .1111. 1I1. senior mathematical scholar. Evidently
being marked out for an astronomical career, - Mr.
P. I '.I- appointed the director of the Nizamiah
Observatory in to'4, with the definite object of assist-

ing the Santiago (Chile) Observatory in completing
the /..ne 17° to —23° for the International Survey.
This involved the taking of 720 good negatives in

-
17 to 20 , and the consequent measurement and

necessarx 1 eductions. At Mr. Pocock 's death two of

the zones (31,11 plates) had been finished and the results

printed; ihe other plates had keen so far completed
that onh 11." regions remained to l>. photographed
and measured. This satisfactory result was the out-

come of his own keen and energetic work-, which
instilled similar qualities in Ihe Indian assistants. In

addition to this somevvhal tedious and absorbing work
Mr. Pocock found time, in five years; to contribute
fifteen papers to the Royal Astrpnomical Society (of

which he was elected a fellow in 1914), four of which
were read al the November meeting a month after

his death.

Mi;. I-;. A. Martin, president of ihe Croydon
Natural History Society, has reprinted an interesting
lecture on Anglo-Saxon remains in thai neighbour-
hood. Ihe earliest of these are a series of graves
with cremated bodies found near Mitcham and Hack-
bridge. Near Mitcham ha\( been found cases in

which it is assumed that widows were immolated with
their dead husbands. Interments in tumuli on
Farthing Downs have provided some interesting

artifacts. Near Thornton Heath railway station a
stone coffin with a hoard of cuius was unearthed.
The local museum contains a fine collection of Saxon
remains found at Croydon in 181)4. Saxon occupation
of the district is illustrated In a number of local

place-names.

I\ the Scientific MontJ&y (vol. \ii.,N'o. 5, November,
1918) \Y. La Rue discusses the problem of testing

for intelligence, with special reference to the Army.
Me intelligence test is no longer of merely academic
significance with the object of classification; it is not

a museum arrangement of individuals that is the

goal, hut ii is really necessary fur practical purposes,

since we are often now in the position of requiring
to know what people will or can do in a given situa-

tion. The criterion of a test and of a tester is the

possibility of predicting from the subject's behaviour
with regard to the lest how he will behave with regard
to other problems. Just as we can prove a machine by
testing its various pari.-, so ma\ we test for intel-

ligence. The alternatives are not laboratory tests

versus no tests, hut laboratory tests a- against the

casual test of individual opinion, which has many
limes been found to he fallible. In order that we may
get more definite results, we ought to test, not only
for general intelligence, hut for special situations as
well. I'h. author maintains that ihe n suits of recent

work done on these lines in the American Arm) are
very promising. Although intelligence is not ihe only
factor desirable in a soldier, line officers rating more
highly obedience, adaptability, and dependability, vet

from experiments it is found that if a man is placed

according tu his intelligence, he will he found to be
placed substantially according to his camp value. The
author believes that wherever there are problems of
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on and 0) assignmc nl to a a rso/i

11 most suitahl

u ill be pf -• !

Maumalogists will welcome thi description of the

m hi countrj , West Sumati a,

Messrs. II. 1 . Robinson and C. Boden KJoss,
which appi ai • In ih<- Journal of the Fedi rated (w'alaj

- Museums (vol. viii., pari 2, 1918), hoi bnh
di als « ith the rriosl extensive coll

hi mad.- in the island prbj)erj but also because of the

careful way in which thr work has been (Tone.

pedes are described for the BrsI time, whoe a

number "I others, of which temporary diagnoses have
alr.a.h appi described in detail. Adults
and young and variations attributable to age, sexj and
season or to individuals are all carefully described,
.ts allso an ittributable to altitud< .

..111111 essa\ on the gannets ol Bonaventurc
Island bj Mr. 1'. A. Taverner appears in the Ottawa
Naturalist (vol. xxxii., No. 2). Mr. Taverner
describes the breeding colonies, not only of the

gannets, but also of the guillemots, puffins, and petrels

ated therewith. An attempt, he remarks, has
been made to make this spot a perpetual bird reserve,

hut the .Hurts of the Conservation Commission in

this direction have met with only a cold response from
the local population. It is to be hoped thai the

Dominion authorities will not relax their efforts in

this matter, it only to put an end to the wanton
destruction caused by "sportsmen" who seem to lake

a delight in slaughtering the birds without making
am use whatever of their victims, which include

thousands of young left to di.- of starvation by the

death of their parents.

I in peach-shoot borer (Laspeyresia molesta, Busck.)
causes considerable damage to peach-trees, as well as

to other rosaceous trees, in Japan. An interesting
nit of the biology of this insecl is given l>\

Messrs. Harukawa and Vagi in the Berichte des

Ohat.a Institutes (Eld. i.. Heft 2, pp. 151-70). On the

south coast of western Japan this ins.
. 1 passes through

live generations in a single year, but the number
of annual generations appears to be determined to a

greater or less extent by the climatic conditions. The
duration of 1 he egg stage was found to be 24 days,
of the larval condition 11 15 days, whilst the insecl

remained in the pupal state for 6-10 days. At the

onset of cold weaih.r the larvae spin their cocoons, pass
the winter as caterpillars, and onl\ assume the pupal

the following spring. The young caterpillar, as

soon as it leaves the egg, makes its way to the has.

of a still unexpanded leaf of a young shoot of the

peach-tree, bores iis waj into the pith, and destroys
this from above downwards. The insect also attacks
the fruit of the peach, pear. etc.

Radio-mbtallographi is i" subject ol .1 short article

by Mr. Thorne Baker in the British Journal of Photo-
graphy for November 29. By using a modern high-

t( nsion transformer and Coolidge tube, heavy currents

of extreme penetrating power can be produced, and
i it possible to take photographs through 4 in.

of hard steel. A hole 1 04th of an inch in diametei
and of the same depth, drilled in the upper surface

of a block of steel 2 in. thick, will show distinctly

in a good radiograph with an exposure ..f about two
minutes, so that the usefulness of the method for

showing flaws and cavities is very promising. In-
stallations for testing by this method have been put up
by many large engineering firms. The protection ol
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the operator is a
,

. ,....., i. ha! i„
ordinary medical work, and it is preferable to control
the apparatus from a separate room or cabin, 'the
partition beirtg lined with heavj sheet-lead, a ihi.k
lead-glass window beihjg pm

|

, x ji|,

a I. ad shutter immediately the tub eei 1.. be
acting properly.

I in- subject ol [he 1 i.iill- I a\ lor lecture, which was
delivered this year In Mr, !•". Twvman, ,,i Messrs.
Adam Hilger, Ltd., was "

I he I se of th< Intei Eefo-
1 )ptical Systems." A full account of

'he lecture is published in the Journal of the Royal
Photographic Spcietj just published (November). Mr.
Tw Milan's experience confirms Lord Rayleigh's rule
(which was derived from the calculations of light

intensity distribution for a few specific cases) that/an
optical instrument cannot properly be deserilped as ol

first quality if ii produces aberrations greater than a
quarter of a wave-length. Many photographs of inter-

ference patterns produced by aberrations are given in

the report. In order to utilise the result of the lest,

the contour lines of the pattern are marked during the
observation on the surface of the lens with a paint-
brush, and then (he pari indicated as the hioh.-si is

polished off, gradually extending the area of polishing
to tin- further contour lines. Mr. Twvman says that
this is "not at all a difficult or very lengthy opera-
tion, and one which 1 have performed this morning,
before my usual breakfast-hour, on a very similar
lens." We are therefore justified in hoping that the
near future will enable us to get optical systems much
nearer to perfection than those to which we have
been accustomed, without any notable increase in their

, cost.

fur: importance of kinematograph propaganda has
been fully realised by America and Germany, and it is

quite lime that its usefulness was appreciated in Hol-
land. As the Industrial Publicttj Service, Lid.
(Hampden House, Kingswav, W.CI2), points oul in

a recent brochure, 90 per cent, of the films shown to

lb. British public are of foreign brigirt, with the
result that the conceptions of life which a multitude
of our people derive are those as represented
principally in America. Among the objects of the

Industrial Publicity Service I
which is a non-profit

organisation controlled by various manufacturers'
associations) are that it should serve as a medium
by which the general public at home and abroad
should be hotter informed of the developm.nl of British

industries through the Press, and that it should
organise kinematograph displays, etc., showing the

importance of improved methods of production on
the well-being of the population. In this respect
the claims of British science as applied lo industry
should receive attention, so that othei nations may.
realise, through (he medium of the kinema, what
Britain has accomplished in thai direction. If this

method of propaganda were judiciously resorted 10, it

would go far to maintain the prestige of the British

nation among our Allies and neutral countries. The
main thing is to make films of this kind popular ami
interesting, and it could be done without detracting
in any way from the dignit\ of science.

It is well known that American shipbuilding yards

have mad. extensive Use of bridge-building and other

suitabh equipped works for the fabrication of parts of

vessels. Similarly it was necessary to utilise fur the

propulsion of ships sn buill every type of standard
which could be said lo be in any way suitable

for marine work. From an article in Engineering for

November 20 we learn thai American ships an- being
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equipped with almost every known type of oil-engine,

utilising in consequence in the case of several types

various means to reconcile conditions of maximum
propeller and engine efficiency, such a- mechanical

gearing and electric transmission. The powers so far

are relatively small, 200 h.p. per cylinder being the

maximum recorded. In one case the main Diesel

engines are of the Willans and Robinson type, with

six working cylinders 12 in. b) c8 in., and develop

320 b.h.p. at 250 revs, per minute. This -peed is

reduced by gearing to too revs, per minute at the

propeller. This method has a number of advantages

in the application of Dies,] engines to marine pro-

pulsion. The problem is not quite analogous to

mechanically geared turbines, and the question of the

ability of mechanical gearing to stand up to its work
under conditions of uneven turning moments is the

principal one that can be raised in connection with

this application of gearing.

The latest catalogue (No. 176) of Messrs. W. HelTer

and Sons, Ltd., Cambridge, gives particulars of

upwards of 1300 works dealing with a variety of sub-

jects. Main of the books offered for sale are first

editions, and not easily obtainable. The section

devoted to science and mathematics is not lengthy,

but the catalogue is worthy of the attention of readers

of NATURE because of it and that headed "Books
for Librarians." In the former section we notice

long runs of Biometrika, the British Association

Reports, the Conchologist, the Philosophical Magazine,

vols. i. to xcii. of NATURE, and complete sets of the

Proceedings of the Physical Society of London and

the Proceedings of the Renal Society of Medicine. In

the section of " Hooks for Librarians" are to be found

a complete set, to 11,14, of the Journal of Physiology

and long series of the Journal of the British Astro-

nomical" Association, Memoirs of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society, the Journal of the Royal Geographical

Societv, the Geological Magazine, the Journal of the

Royal' Microscopical Society, and the Proceedings and

Transactions of the Zoological Society of London.

The catalogue will be sent free upon application.

The next volume to be published in Messrs.

Conslable and Co.'s "Staple Trades and Industries"

series will be "Tea," by D. Hunter. Other

volumes are in preparation. Messrs. Henry Frowde

and Hodder and Stoughton announce "War Neuroses

and Shell Shock," Lt.-Col. F. W. Mott, illustrated;

"Orthopaedic Effects of Gunshot Wounds and their

Treatment," Capt. S. W. Daw; "Medical and Sur-

Aspects of Aviation," II. Graeme Anderson;

"The Anatomy of the Peripheral Nerves," Lt.-Col.

\. \l. Patefson; and "The Early Treatment of War
Wounds," Col. II. M. W. Gray. Messrs. Heinemann
{Medical Books), Ltd., will publish shortly "Pensions

and the Principles of their Evaluation," Drs. LI. J.

Llewellyn and A. Bassett Jones. Messrs. Longmans
and Co.'s new list includes "Naval Architects' Data,"

J. Mitch. II, edited by E. I.. Attwood; vols. ii. and

iii. of "A System of Physical Chemistry," Prof.

W. C. McC. Lewis; vol. 1. of the third edition of

" British Birds," written and illustrated 1>\ A. Thorburn ;

and new edition- of "Recent Advances in Organic

Chemistry," Dr. A. W. Stewart, and "Dental Surgerj

and Pathology," J. F. Colyer. Messrs. Witherby and

Co. announce the publication, in serial form, of " De
\ ugels van Nederland," by Dr. E. D. van Oort. The
work will be issued in forty parts, and contain four

hundred coloured plates. It will be written in I lie

Dutch language, with the scientific names given, in

addition, in English, French, and German.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
DWARI STARS.— In the course of an article which

appi 1 in the November issue of Scientia, Dr.
A. C. D. Crommelin discusses the evidence which
suggests that dwarf stars are tin- innsi numerous class
of stars in space. Such stars, which are to be regarded
as small in volume rather than in mass, may comprise
about three-fourths of the total number of star-, but
onlv a few of them are known, because at a very
moderate distance Lhej become too faint to be included
in our star catalogues. As examples of dwarf stars,

Barnard'^ runaway star in Ophiuchus and the
"Proxima Centauri " of Innes are described in detail.

Barnard's star has a proper motion of 103" per annum
and a parallax of 0525", anil is unique as being the
only star having a proper motion which is sensibly

increasing as a result of diminishing distance. The
velocity of approach is about 100 km. per second, and
this would cause the annual proper motion to increase

bj per century, which is in satisfactory agree-
ment with the available observations. The spectral

type of the star is M<">. and its luminosity 1/2000 that

of the sun. From its high speed a small mass is

probable, and if the star be assumed to have a mass
one-eighth that of the sun, and a somewhat greater

density, the surface brightnes- would be 1/170 that

of the sun.

The Sin's Rotation.—The application of the

spectroscopic method to the investigation of the sun's

rotation has led to such different results as to have
suggested to several observers that the rate of rotation

must he variable. Mr. R. E. De Lury, however, has
maintained for some time that the differences in the

results are not of solar origin, but arise from varying

amounts of atmospheric haze, which superposes an
unmodified solar spectrum on the' displaced spectra at

the solar limbs. He returns to the subject in a further

discussion of the observations made at Ottawa
(Astrophys. Journ., vol. xlviii., p. 195), ami concludes

that there is at present no sound reason for believing

that the rate of the sun's rotation is variable. In

general, high values of the rotation were obtained

during brighter conditions, and low values during

hazier conditions. Thus the low values of rota-

tion obtained by Evershed and Royds in 1012-13

may well have been due to the haziness produced by

the Katmai eruption in June, iqt2, which also

caused a great reduction in the measured values of

the solar radiation.

The Canadian 72-iN. Reflecting Telescope.—The
Fleeting telescope which has been erected by

the Canadian Government on Observatory Hill, near

Victoria, B.C., has been finally completed by the

installation of the optical parts, and is now in regular

successful operation. Further interesting details of

the instrument are given by the director, Dr. J- S.

Plaskett, in a communication to the Journal of the

Royal Astronomical Society of Canada (vol. xii..

p. 399). The disc of glass, 73! in. in diameter, about

[3 in. thick, with a central hole 6 in. in diameter,

and weighing nearly 5000 lb., was successfully cast

and annealed at the works of the St. Gobain Class

Co., in Charleroi, Belgium. It was completed in July,

1914, and was '

fortunately shipped from Antwerp

about a week before the declaration of war. The
grinding and figuring of the mirror to a focal length

of so ft. was carried out by the Brashear Co.. at Pitts-

burgh. The maximum deviation of the final curve

from theoretical perfection amounted only to about

one-eighth of a wave-length, or double the accuracy

required bv the specifications. The secondary mirror
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for u-'ing the telescope in the Cassegrain form is

.•.I in. in diameter. I In- mounting "I the teiescopi

i- ..1 the "English" pattern, and permits the ob-

n of all parts of the sky. It i- satisfactory

to find that the pel ol the optical parts,

the mounting and the dome, and the character of the
-. eing are quite equal to. and even exceed, expecta-

tion. With the single-prism spectrograph now in um'

excellent spectra of stars of photographic magnitude
7-0 are secured in about twenty-five minutes, and the

change from one star to another ran be made in less

than five minute-. Canada is to be congratulated on
having obtained so fine an instrument for astronomical

THE EDI < ATION M T OF 1918 AND ITS
POSSIBILITIES.

'pllE Education Act, which received the Royal
A Assent on August 8, contains within it poten-

tialities of the higtii st mi ment for the well-being of

the nation, and only needs goodwill and a progressive
spirit to realise to the full the ideals ol its chief pro-

moter. On the same day that it became law the

i of Education put into legal effect thirty-three

(Hi; of the fifty-two sections which comprise the Act,

some of them of considerable importance as paving
the way for the more revolutionary changes which
th( V I is ultimately designed to accomplish.

The chief sections made immediately operative are

intended (7) to remove the limitations as to expendi-

ture from the rates by the council of a county for

die purposes of education other than elementary;
empower the education authority to require the

attendance of any child at special classes or courses

of practical instruction or demonstrations held in

oilier than the school buildings; 11-, im 1,1 enable the

irity, upon the reporl of the medical officer, to

prohibit the continued employment of a child, or to

allevis litions, where it is shown to be pre-

judicial to the health and physical development of the

child, and to impose penalties on an employer for

ch of ii> by-laws; (17) to authorise the authorit)

to maintain, or to aid the establishment of, school

camps, centre-, and equipment for physical training,

playing fields, school baths and swimming baths, and
other facilities for social and physical training in the

dav or evening: (tend the provision of

1 and treatment to other than ele-

i schools SO as tc. include secondary and con-
-

- ols and other schools and institutions

ed b) the education authority; (19J to provide

or aid the provision of nursery schools for children

between two and five years of age, or to a later age,
- if the health, nourishment, and physical

welfare of such children; I .•
1 . 24) to make suitable

sion, inclusive of board and lodging, so a- to

enable children in exceptional circumstances, such as
tin remoteness of their homes, or other special condi-
tion-, 'iie full benefit of efficienl elementan

ition. and to make agreements with the parents
and to provide, in addition to scholar-

foi higher education, allowances for mainten-
ipi r the education authority to aid

research with the view of promoting the efficiency of

teaching .and advanced study, and of aiding investigation

for thi advancement of learning; and (34) to acquire

land compulsorilv for educational purposes, substituting
the authority of the Board of Education for that of

the Local Government Board; and, further, (35) to

provide a public elementary school immediately outsidi

ils area for the use of rhidren within it- area.

\ very important provision is made in sections 4.,,

nd 47 wherebv by an Order in Council the
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Crown can appoint an official trustee or trustees of
educational trust property, which property is relieved
of the restrictions imposed In the .Mortmain Acts,
and its control is now vested in the Board of Educa-
tion and differentiated from all other charitable trusts.
The removal of the limitation in the Act of 1902,
wherebj the council of a count) shall not exceed in
11- expenditure in respect of higher education a sum
out of the rate- exceeding 2d. in the pound—a provision
the reason for which it is difficult to understand,
seeing thai the county boroughs had unlimited powers

will enable the more progressive among these
authorities to make much more extensive provision
for advanced education; to provide efficient and

• ' 11 - dat and special schools in rural areas

;

to increase the number of scholarships and the means
of maintenance, since no child is to be debarred from
receiving the benefit- of any form of education by his

inability to pay fees; to secure due facilities for

medical inspection and treatment for children and
young persons in secondary and in continuation
schools; and to provide all desirable means and op-
portunities for ensuring social and physical training
among those pursuing the various branches of higher
and continued education. Already the more advanced
and enterprising of the county authorities are busv
considering schemes of educational development with
a view to their immediate application.

The mandatory powers now assured by the Act to

the Board of Education will enable it to require from
all local education authorities the provision of

schemes for the development and comprehensive
organisation of education within their areas, to which,
when approved, it shall be the duty of the several

authorities to give effect. This marks a great ad-
vance upon the Act of 1902, which in this regard
was largely permissive in its requirements, of which
many laggard authorities took advantage.
The provision of nursery schools will ensure a very

large saving of infant life and a much more vigorous
child-population, since the children in poor and
crowded districts, especiallv in the industrial areas,

will be better fed and cared for and their infantile

ailments dealt with effectively. Nor will the medical
inspection and treatment of the adolescent in the con-

tinuation schools be less beneficial, securing as it will,

at a critical period of life, that desirable attention to

the health and vigour of the body which will ulti-

matelv ensure a much higher standard of virility in

the adults of the nation. There is abundant evidence

since the advent of the war of the avoidably large

percentage of the vouthful population who are far

below a satisfactorv standard of health and vigour1

arising from neglect in childhood and early youth.

So soon as the Act comes into full operation (which.

judging bv the course of events of the present war,

may happily be within a few months), half-time,

which prevails mainly in the textile- districts of Lanca-

shire and York-shire, and all other exemptions en-

abling children under fourteen years of age to leave

school, will he abolished. Provision is made in the

Act for a large extension of the sphere of the elemen-

tarv school, fees in which are abolished. Central

schools ni.o bi established in which at appropriate

stages practical instruction suitable to the ages, abili-

ties, and requirements of the children must he set up.

Courses of advanced instruction for older pupils

desirous of remaining at school bevond fourteen years

of age must be provided, and measures taken for the

preparation of children who desire further education

in school- other than elementary and for their trans-

fereni > thereto.

Provision must be made for a sufficient supph of

lion schools, free of all fees, for voting
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persons between fourteen and eighteen years of age
who are in employment, the instruction in which
shall extend, within the working day, to -,s" 01 320
hours ih each year, al the upturn of the local authority,

arid I"' distributed over such times and seasons as
!ii.i\ seeni desirable; the regulations in respect ol

yOiltjg persons between the ages of sixteen arid

eighteen are, however, not to apply within sever!

yfars oi the appointed day. When in full operation
these continuation-school courses will deal with some
two and a quarter millions ol young people who have
hitherto entirely railed to continue their education.
It is gratifying to note thai this feature of the Act

is already being brought into effect l>\ man) large

firms in the North of England. The Act further en-
courages the co-operation and combination ol neigh-
bouring authorities in an\ schemes, especially those
relating to higher education. The crux of the Act

lies in a due supply of efficient teachers, but with the

offer of heller salaries, improved prospects, ami
adequate pensions this essential may be assured.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH. 1

'"PHE annual survey of the public health of England
* and Wales b) the Medical Officer of the Local

Government Hoard recently issued contains matter of

considerable general interest.

Thu first few '.pages of the report are devoted to a
useful review of events since 1871, the year in which
the Local Government Board was established. I he
data given show clearly the improvement of the public
health since that year. For instance, the total death-
rate for 1911-15 is from 42 to 50 per cent, less than
that obtaining in 1871-80 for all ages up to fortv-five,

and at every subsequent age-period a substantial

reduction has been secured. The number of lives

saved every year, due to reduction of the death-rate,
between 1871-80 and 1910-12 averaged 234,955,
and the average expectation of life has increased by
ten years for males and by nearly eleven years for

females.

Almost all diseases during this period show a

reduced mortality, the exceptions being influenza
(which was not prevalent in 1871-80), diphtheria, and
cancer. Some of this registered increase in the crude
death-rate from cancer arises from the higher averagi

age of the population, for cancer becomes more fre-

quent as age advances. A still larger proportion is

due to more accurate certificatiori of cause of death,

but it is still an open question whether the whole
of the increase in the mortality from cancer can be
thus explained. Whether so or not, cancer remains
one of the chief causes of death in man.
The death-rate in young children has been markedly

reduced, and the prevalence of typhoid or enteric Fevet

has also rapidly declined since 1911. The formei fact

is the best index of combined social and sanitan
progress, tlv latter of general sanitan progress.
The needs of the future are next briefly considered:

they are regarded as coming under three principal
headings n research into the causation of disease
on a much larger scab' than has hitherto been
attempted; (2) extension of communal action for the
prevention and treatment of disease, and more com-
plete training of the medical profession for this work;
and (3) simplification and strengthening of administra-
tive machinery.

\n important section on mahrnin and child welfan
follows. Attention is directed to the declining birth-
rate; in 10,17 '' was " nlv half that nf 1S74. Tn spite
of a considerable saving in child-life, the rate of sur-

1 Forty-seventh Annual Report of the Local Government Board, 1917-1B.
Supplement containing the Report of thr Medical Officer for ig

1
7-18.
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vivors to age five of the total population is a s'teadih

declining figure from 27.1 per ,,„„, \„ ,s-
( to 19-6 in

[916 Mi. 1 Heel of ibis will be 1 ha 1 unless economic
... othei considerations having an opposite influeno
come into play, the population, aparl from immigra-
tion, will ere long become stationary, the birth

lore than counterbalancing the death-]
Infant mortality, including still-births, is disci

The infant mortality in 1917 for the whole of England
and Wales was <>- pei mm births. .1- compared with
i)i in 1916, the lowest recorded rate. Judging be the

past, it is considered thai we may anticipate a n
lion of the national rate of infant mortality to 50 pei

1000 births a rate already attained in some parts
of the country and In New Zealand as a who).
this desirable end can be secured only by improving
the welfare of every mother.

Succeeding sections of the report deal with (<i) the

prevention of acute infectious diseases, from which we
learn that 178 indigenous cases of malaria occurred
in 1

.
1 1

~
; and (b) the prevention of chronic infectious

diseases, of which tuberculosis is the most important.
The total (baths from pulmoiiai \ tuberculosis have
increased since 1913, and in 11117 the increase was
6058, or about one-sixth more than in 1913. This
increase was greater among females,, due probably to

their more extensive employment in industrial occupa-
tions with conditions of strain and overcrowding.

I In work of port sanitary authorities is surveyed.
Rat destruction has been carried out at the principal
ports in view of the connection of these rodents with
plague infection; some 110,000 rats have been
destroyed in the ports of London, Liverpool, and Hull,

and of some 12,000 rats specially examined live were
found to be plague-infected.

Appendices contain the reports of inspectors on out-

breaks of infectious disease, statistical tables, etc.

R. T. H.

IV INSTITl TE OF PHYSICAL AM)
CHEMICAL RESEARCH FOR JAPAX.

'THE idea long cherished by some of the scientific
* men in Japan of establishing a national institute

of scientific research has, in part at least, been realised

— in part, first, because the Institute of Physical and
Chemical Research which came into exi-i

legal bod} in March, 1917, does not, as its name
implies, cover the whole field of science; and,
secondly, because the fund now being raised in iis

support is not quite sufficient to place the institute
upon such a financial basis as was at first contem-
plated. Nevertheless, it promises a fair start, and,
with wise administration and a judicious choice cd the

staff, 11 is hoped that the institute may do some useful
work tor the progress of science and industry.

The outbreak of the great war in 1914, which at

once cut off tin import, mainly from Germain, of

dyestuffs, ilui^s, and other products of daily necessity,
and .11 on. lime almost gave risi to a panic in busi-
ie ss was responsible for producing a profound change
in the mental altitude ol the Government officials, the
business men, and, in fact, the whole nation towards
science, rhos< who had in vain been preaching the
supreme importance of cultivating science with all

activih and pleading tor public support now saw at

on. 1 that the right opportunity presented itself, .m.l

lost no tune in drawing up a definite plan for an
institute of physical and chemical research—a plan
which, though not ideal, was deemed to be practicable
and to meet the most urgent need. This, fortunatelv,
obtained the cordial support of some of the mo'sl
influential and public-spirited of the business mm.
particular!) of Baron Shibusawa, and afterwards
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also of the Government, of which Count Okuma was
ai the dine Premier.

According to the plan, which was ultimate!) adopted,
a fund of s, [(.) was to be i aised

b) public subscription. (>f ilii- sum just about one-

ball has alread) been promised, and is being paid in,

almost wholl) b_\ those who have either commercial
or industrial concerns in ["okyo and Yokohama. The
other half is, with good reason, expected to be contri-

buted within a few years b) those in Osaka, Kobe, and
Other large and wealth) cities in the south-western
districts. Th plan also included an application for a

Government subvention, and, in accordance- with the

Bill passed b) the Die) in its 1915-1*) session, the

Governmenl is giving the institute a subvention of

2,000,000 yen in ten years, whilst H.M. the Emperor
has made a gift ol [,000,000 yen for promoting the

object of th<- institute. The total fund, supposing
that the public subscription comes up to the expei ted

sum, would thus amount to 8,000,000 yen, of which
about -',500,000 ven has lo be invested in land, build-

ings, and equipment. Bui since the interest accruing
from the fund is calculated to exceed the annual ex-

penditure for the first six 01 seven, or even more, years,
when the ai t\\ it) of the institute cannot ol necessit) be

very great, it is expei ted that at the end of ten years
there will be left over a fund ol about 6,000, yen,
which, calculated at 5 per cent, interest, would
yield an annual income of 300,000 ven. To this

extent, therefore, the institute would be self-support-

ing, and i; is roughl) estimated on this basis that

the number of staffs of all grades and of mechanics,
laboratory boys, etc., would be between too and 120

in all. But it is evident that the institute must
grow in both size and activity, and that, then-fore,

th'- above income would soon be found to be in-

adequate 10 meet tin- necessarv expenses demanded
b) this growth. As the institute grows in activity,

however, its importance will be made more and more
evident, and it i~ believed thai there would then be

I difficulty in- obtaining more money.
Passing from the financial aspect of the institute

to its organisation and work, ii ma-. be mentioned
that its administration is entrusted to a board of

managers, of whom om is ., general director and
another a vice-director. The scientific work of the

institute is carried on in the- two departments oi

and chemistry, each of which has a depart-
mental director and a number of staffs, graded as
fellows, associate fellows, and assistants. Thi depat
mental directors, who are also fellows, superintend

itch work in their own departments, but
each fellow is expected 10 undertake researches on
his own account, either by himself or in collaboration

wifh other fellows. aSSOi ellows, or assist. mis.

Some of the associate fellows ma) also carry on in-

dependent work. A greater number of the researches
would then he of an individual character, but there
would also be several Cases in which certain problems

b) the institute would 1"- dealt with from
all points of view cases in which a combined effort

of a numbe.- of felli fi How ,, both
phvsicists and chemists, would lie required.

It is expected that, in course ol time, there would
be formed a certain sin. ill

1 is ill eai li

of pin si, s and chemistry, with a

chief in each section, such, for .sample, in the

department, as the section of inorganic and
and Hi- section - il organic and

hi mistry. It is not in , -, mtemplation,
however, to form - ections for so-called

! applied si iem e, -.till less for such sub-
divisions a- are generalh made ; hemistry,

of the institute being to attack industrial
problems from a broader and essentially scientific
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point of view. In this connection it may be men-
tioned that the institute is expecting a number of
special industrial problem, t„ be constantly brought
forward for solution by manufacturers, and that the
institute would gladly undertake the investigation of
Such problems, somewhat on I he same lines as are
followed at the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh. Such
a policy would, it is believed, not only contribute
more directly to the development of special industries,
but also bring the institute into closer touch with
the manufacturing world—a stale of things which is

evidently essential for bringing about a satisfactory
federation of science and industry.
The greatest and most fundamental difficulty

experienced in Japan is the lack of really capable
researchers, and one of the most important objects
of the institute is to train young men in original
research. For this purpose a certain number of
university graduates are annuallv elected to research
scholarships, which are tenable for two vears, prefer-
ence being always and strictlv given to those candi-
dates who have shown signs of originality and develop-
ment rather than to those who have most 'distin-

guished themselves in examinations. During the
two years of his term a scholar works at some original
research either in the university or in the institute,

and if at the expiration of the term he proves him-
self to be sufficiently satisfactory, and also desirous
of getting a situation in the institute, then he will be
appointed an assistant. If, however, he preftrs to go
elsewhere, he is quite free to do so. The institute

loses nothing by this, for its object is to train voung
men in research work, no matter whether thev may or
may not become members of its staff. An assistant
receives further training in the institute by constantly
associating himself with the work of one of the senior
members of the staff, and is, on being found to be
sufficiently capable, promoted to an associate fellow-

ship, and ultimately to a fellowship, with a propor-
tionately increasing salary. A few of the associate
fellows are annuallv sent abroad for further training,

there being three (Asahara, Nishi-Kawa, and Taka-
mine) in the United States at present.

I In- laboratories and workshops of the institute

will be built upon a site which has been bought in a
northern district of Tokyo, not far from the univer-
sitv, but it will be some years before these are com-
pleted. Meanwhile, the research work of the institute

is being carried on in the Universities of Tokyo,
Kvoto, and Sendai, the authorities of these universi-

ties having kindly placed some of their rooms at the

disposal of the institute, and the salaries of those
engaged in or assisting research for the institute, as
well as expenses for instruments, chemicals, etc.,

being borne by the institute.

It mar be added that the reason for making the

institute independent in its organisation of either the

university or the Governmenl was to enable its

staff to devote the whole of its time and energy to

research, free from any tutorial work or the draw-
backs attending a Government institution.

THE LABORATORY IX THE SERJ'ICE
OF THE HOSPITAL. 1

UNTIL recently the fundamental importance of

laboratories as a weapon ol offence against
ii.is received only sporadic recognition, ami

their pioneer work has not been fosti red b) any firmly

directed policy of encouragement. Bui the necessity

"aiding a gigantic arm- :

- mics -

always the supreme menace has brought into a
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prominenl light the indispensable functions of the

laboratories, thanks to which, in the brief interval

between the South African campaign and the present

war, "disease, nol battle, digs the soldier's grave"
lms ceased to be a terrible truth. As regards general

recognition, however, the laborator uffei from the

curit) which surrounds its work. II" might-be
victim hi epidemic disease is unlikel) to entertain a

livelj sense of gratitude on account of his deliver-

from the attacks oi such minute enemies as tin-

germs of enterit fe\ ei 01 1 holera.

Modern Surgery The Break from the Past.

A superficial observe] would discern that in on<

great particular trie hospitals ol to-day diffei from

those 11I even the near past. I refer to the operations

of the surgeon, h was nol until towards the middle oi

last centurj that the discovery ol anaesthetics enabled

the surgeon to operate .is the nature oi the disease

demanded, but this liberty of action at first brought
small advantage, since wounds became the port of

entry for sept fection into the bod\ a maladj
often far more deadly than the ailment which ii was
designed to cure.

Now all this is changed; but no gradual evolution of

ideas of common cleanliness, no "broadening down
from precedent to precedent," effected ihis revolution.

We owe it to Pasteur, who made the fundamental dis-

coven that putrefaction was due to microscopic living

organisms, and to Lister, who secured the triumph oi

Pasteur's principle in its application to surgery.

Since this work originated from the laboratory, and
as its outcome was pre-eminently practical, it is neces-

san in consider what the terms "science" and "the
laboratory " stand for in relation to medicine. In some
quarters even mi the suspicion lingers thai science

and practice are antagonistic, and that biological

science will not admit of application to the affairs of

everyday life, among which must be reckoned the

healing oi the sick. Like most other fallacies, this

one contains the vestige of a truth, for then- are not

lacking scientific pedants who disregard what is

practical, and who shirk responsibility by eliminating

from their interests whatever promises an outcome
valuable to mankind. The spirit which animates true

science or pure science, as ii is often called, is, oi

course, the search for truth for its own sake, and
without, in the first place, entertaining any notion oi

practical application. Ii has seldom happened, how-
ever, thai a new truth remained long without being
harnessed to some carl of progress.

Enterprise and Ipplied Science in Medicine.

While the heaven-sent gift which leads to the dis-

of great new- truths is bestowed upon onlj a

ndividuals of even generation, there is, short of

genius, a most precious faculty which is much less

rare, and which perfects itself through opportunity and
encouragement, the spirit of enterprise, which works
out in and elaborates new practical ap-
plications. It is given to genius to open .1 door in

the blank wall of ignorance by which current know-
ledge is confined; then enterprise has the courage to

pass through thai door and laboriously to tread oul

fresh paths of progress, in spite of prejudice thai

-1. mils ii, and neers. Commercial gain is the usual
incentive to mi rprise, and the multitude of material
conveniences which to the casual eye constitute the

distinguishing of ear modern civilisation

testify to the results. But thi prospeel of commerci il

idvantage is In no mi ans the sole spur which stimu-
lates enterprise, as thi long line of Vrctic explorations
bundantly proves. It is remarkable, however, how

little of such enterpri 1 di /oted to the advance of
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cim there has been until 1 1 1 entlj , and thai far
less attention has been paid to the preservation of

health than can he commanded by such problems as

the production of a dye, the design oi an aeroplane
engine, or the quest for the North Pole. I he 1 xplana-
tion of Ihis extraordinary neglect appears to lie

fact thai all enterprise demands for its pursu
outla\ of capital, and that human nature craves an
obvious n turn for its expenditure, whether il be in the
I'm in nf dividends from a company exploiting
industrial invention or the thrilling i ex-

plorer's hairbreadth escapes. The laboratory worker,
perhaps fortunately for his honesty, is a no
ail of publicity, and his thrilling stor\ is seldom told;
also the iisuiis of his achievements an- preventive,
and so destroy or forestall the ven evidenci which
would continue to proclaim thi necessity for their

1 11 ion.

When we consider whal is the actual sphere of

science and the laboratory in medicine, we find that

the laboratory worker ma\ be more or less exel

1 1 the cognisance of the symptoms ami treal

of the di-eased individuals owing in a precono
noli. m of his functions on the part of those vho con-

trol him; whereas the association should bi

intimate. Where disease i- und isideration,

science lies hoth in method and in experiment. Ac-
cordingly, everything that conduces to precision in the

investigation and treatment of disease is scientific.

The scientific memory substitutes the card-index for

the tablel nf the mind and replaces impressions by
statistical surveys, for the value of an argument
d. pi eds on the validity of premises. We should prob-

abl\ object to' receiving a pound of sugai measured
"li\ the eye" of the vendor, vet until recently the

world was content to accept decisions as to the health

of its bod\ based mainly on impalpable impressions.

Experiment, in addition, is the essential weapon; for

Nature, when left to herself, usually presents her

problems in so great a tangle that a solution is im-

possible until she is, so to speak, bridled In the . x-

im 1 inn nter, who then observes the paths she traverses.

It is but natural that such activities should he cen-

tralised in a particular department, and that certain

workers should by inclination and training devote

themselves specially to such tasks; hut whoever has

made the serious attempt to coax a secret from Nature

obtains an outlook the value of which he cannot

realise until he enjoys it. So it is an ideal In." no
"means unrealisable—that every Studenl should bi a

participator, even though to a small degree, in the

io\s of discovery, and should receive such practical

insight into the methods and the results of scientific

inquiry as will enable him later on to weigh evidence

in'] to undi rstand soundness of proof.

Past Ichievements of the Laborati

The recognition of the causes of bacterial diseases

marked the first step of progress. The methods
necessary for the prevention of infective disi ises

then often followed as a corollary. Thus the prac-

tical abolition of typhoid fever in the Arm\ by
me. nis nf preventive inoculation and the detection of

.an ieis, also the prevention oi tetanus In the ad-

ministration of anti-tetanic serum to the wound.d. are

iii! nts the magnitude of which it is nol possible

to exaggerate, ft is a literal fact that if tun nf the

nt countries neglected to act upon the estab-

lished teachings of bacteriology, defeat would over-

take ii nn that account alone. The calamities which
ensue when the disorganisation due to war destroys

arrangements essential for the preservation nf hi

masses of human beings have been terribly illus

in Serbia and Rumania. The plague nf lice, wl
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infested and throve among thosi unfori

boured the more terri oi typhus and re-

laps

show n conclusive: l\ thai d<

1 \ |>hu~ fever to shed, and thai relapsing

could be cured b) salvarsan, neithei ol thesi

facts could be acted cm. "Ami now arose a situation

thai can only I"- compared to the description in

D foe's 'Journal of the Plague year.'" 2 This briel

sentence sums up the agon] ol a nation.

Another domain in which the laboratory with its

experimental methods is indispensable is the stud) ol

the action of drugs, together with the elaboration of

therapeutic substances. Thus adrenalin, which

ici in performing bloodless opera-

tion-, is a drug manufactured in the living body itself,

bui the synthetic chemisi ha-, built ii up in the labora-

tory. Salvarsan was invented as 1 ! it
• result of years

gation, in which both the biologist and the

chemist played essential parts. 'This drug, which has

placed in t In - hands of the therapist a weapon of

previously undreamt-of potency in the treatment of

one of the gravest and most prevalent infective dis-

5, syphilis, represented the zenith of the life-

work of a man of genius, but it is certain that without

the gigantic lone of Germany's chemical industry

Ehrlich's scientific triumph could not have had it-

ical accomplishment. The search for drugs which
shall exert specific actions in the living bod) affords a

most promising field of investigation, and oilers rich

results in the amelioration of suffering. Much atten-

tion has been devoted to this subject tit the Bland-

Sutton Institute, and in the flavlne compounds, be-

longing to the group of acridine dyes, substances have

been found which possess unique properties as anti-

leen utilised with gi 1 al ad\ an-

tage b\ surgeons in their efforts to combat and to

insequences of septic infection in

war wounds. 3

Future Work of fin' Laboratorit 5.

enterprise, however, is still in its infancy.

There is
1 pect here for the co-operation

of chemists and biologists, for it is only by such team-

work that tht complexity of modern problems can

be resolved. The investigation of mam diseases has

now reached a stage al which it is futile merel) to

ask what are the gross marks which they leave behind

when they have wrecked health or destroyed life, or

whai an the agencies which cause these ravages and
how we can prevent their attacks. Now we must
proceed further and inquire what are the first evi-

dences of the operations of these enemies and b\ what
me aiis ran an actual cure be- effected. The diseases

in which this most important sic]) can be taken are

ail to., few. It must be remembered, however,

that prevention is not always possible; therefore, one

must still 'Ibis subject demands
1 5 attention; it is a general belief that sanatoria and

the propaganda of education directed towards tin pre-

ruberculosis will eradicate this dire disease.

Rut even if tuberculosis ma) soon da) become ex-

tinct, it is certain that for at least several generations
me will continue' to be- a clamant need,

which still we have nothing definite to satisf) .

inisation of the Work of Hi,- Laboratoi

ii Idi d by the- labot aton supplies

in sing pr..p. irtic in of cases the

indications which tgnosis

: Wells and R. G. i'crtans mernl.ers of the American Red
tl .n to Rumania.

; h «»> ovrine to the action of lh- Mr aral Research Committee that the

flavine compound* were rendered available.

1 1
1 patient, bul mui H

of tbi -

. and il is most
unfortunate that it ha be en entitled

"clinical research." The name is totally mislead
an.l no polic) more inimic tl progress could be- con-

than thai of mam hospitals whit h make
arrangements solel) fot ibis class ,,i hackwork. It is

essential thai such investigations should occup) onl)

a portion of the time- ol the laboratory's staff, and
that portion by nee means the majoi one. rhe chronic
and Imp. l.ss diseases which occup) so great .-1 part of

the medical wauls of a hospital, and of which the

ning is obscure, the progress relentless, and the

end desperate; epidemii diseases, which yearl) cost

the- Cit) of London alone about half a million pounds;
tuberculosis, which probabh extorts a greater toll of

active adult lives than anv other single disease— all

tb.se proclaim the necessity for the laboratory workers
and the clinicians to co-operate- in attacks on disease,

not merely from the point of view of the individual

patient, but also on a collective basis and with the

view of perfecting further methods of prevention and
of cure.

It was stated Iatel) in the dail) Press that in Aus-
tralia the- blow-fly had caused in one season a loss of

sheep to the value of 300,000/., and that, in an
endeavour bv scientific methods to put an end to this

and similar losses, an outlay of 5000L had been decided

on. How much more urgently does the whole subject

of human disease demand investigation on a scale

never hitherto contemplated! In the past this might

have been deemed a luxury, in the future it will be

recognised as a bare necessity, and of the belligerent

countries that which most rapidly builds up its national

health will have gone far towards reaping the fruits

of victory. By what administrative methods this can

be accomplished is a question not discussed here

;

but one point is clear : that the problems of disease

must be solved bv the hospitals with the aid of their

laboratories, where alone is to be found the stimulus

afforded bv the problems always present in insistent

form. But the problems must be grappled with on a

far broader basis than has hitherto been attempted.

Medical science is essentially applied science, and the

institutes of medical science, if they are to be efficient,

must not merelv retain the services of all departments

of biological science, including biological chemistry,

but also include synthetic chemists and physicists.

The importance of such a plan has been most fully

recognised in America, and has its completesl material

embodiment in the Rockefeller Institute fot Medical

Research with the hospital attached thereto, the yearh

income- of which, derived from endowment, amounted

t 0,000/. in IQ17.

It is specially desirable, too, thai the facilities avail-

able in the research laboratories of the great
_

manu-

facturing concerns should be co-ordinated in this

scheme. Short of the most thorough comprehensive-

ness, research in practical medicine is likely to fail to

tackle the problems which are of paramount import-

ance.

Prospective Results.

Bur any scheme of this kind which depends for its

continuance on payment by results is foredoomed to

failure. This principle has been accepted even for the

industrial laboratories; how much more readily ought

it, then, to bi recognised where the elusive phenomena

of life are under investigation, and where the_ gains

take the form of preservation of health and diminu-

tion of the burden of human suffering! Health is one

Of the greatest assets of a people, and Ibis work,

which will enhance the- value of thai asset to an almost

. . >

, , ,._ i s of the highi si national necessity.

. 102]
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Birmingham. -The Miss,. Bunce have made a
further yer) handsome donation of books to the Uni-
yersit) library, a gift which is of special interesl from
its association with tin* late J. Thackray Bunce, who
gave valuable services to the I niversity in its earlier
stages.

Prof. Percy F. Frankland is resigning the Mason
chair of chemistry at the end of the current term. In
accepting the resignation with great regret, the
Council has expressed to Prof. Frankland its thanks
for valuable services rendered to the University
during liic past twenty-four years, and its Imp. thai
the leisure which will follow his resignation will resuit
in his complete restoration to health.

Or. Parker has resigned his appointment as
assistant lecturer and demonstrator in chemistry on
being elected research chemist to the Joint Committee
of Leeds University ami the Institution of Gas
Engineei s.

In a letter In Sir John Williams, president of the
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, Major
David Davies oilers, with his sisters, to contribute the
sum of 20,000/. to found a chair of international
politics at Aberystwyth, in memory of the fallen
students of the University of Wales, "for the study
of those related problems of law and politics, of
ethics and economics, which are raised by the pro-
ject of a League of Nations, and for the encourage-
ment of a truer understanding of civilisations other
than our own." If the proposal is accepted, the
donors hope that the chair will be associated with the
name of President Wilson.

Ix connection with the recent deputation to Mr.
Fisher and Mr. Bonar Law to ask for augmented
Stale grants for university purposes, the question of
increased remuneration for the non-professorial staff
is attracting considerable attention. It is urged that
immediate steps should be taken to remedy the
present conditions, which should be made widely
known. The average annual salary of 530 lec-
turers in fifteen universities and university colleges
of England, Wales, and Ireland is 206I. Only ;; per
cent, of the lecturers receive a salary above" 200Z. .1

year, andit is only in the case of these lecturers that
1
he contributory scheme, known as the Federated
Superannuation Scheme, is applicable. Universitv
teachers are excluded from the operation of the Super-
annuation Rill for Teachers in Secondary Schools and

inical Colleges, recently passed into law. <',,n-
ferences of lecturers in universities and university col-
li ges have formulated a scheme for a new salary
s> lie, which has been submitted to the governing
bodies and to H.M. Government. At the last con-
ference, which was held at King's College, London,
?
n N !l

. 'I was decided to press for the
inclusion of universitv teachers in a non-contributory
pens,,,,, scheme. Tt may be pointed out that in the
case ,,f il„. scientific staff, already depleted through
the ravages of the war, these matters are of urgent
importance in view of the further diminution that max
..cur through the increased demand for scientific
experts in the Government services and in industry.
A kkport on the work done in London educational

institutions during the pasl three and a half years in
the manufacture of munitions and training of muni-
tion workers was before the Education Comn
of the London County Council on December 1.'. It

appears from a statement by the Education Committee
that in June, 1915, the Council agreed to place its

urces at the disposal of the Ministn of Munitions
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and the Metropolitan Munitions Committee. Two
line- of action were adopted: 1,1 The manufacture
of such essential munitions a- could be made with
the staff and machines available in technical institu-
tions, and l.'l the training of workers 1"i munition
factories. In connection with the manufacture of

munitions the main efforts of the organisation have
been directed to the manufacture of precision gauges.
About 83,000 gauges have been delivered and passed
b] the National Physical Laboratory; in a

sixty-five orders for miscellaneous types of accessories
have been completed. With regard to the second
item, more than 12,000 students have been in training,

of whom about 9000 have completed their coins, -

satisfactorily and been placed in employment. The
staff engaged on this work at December 1 last num-
bered in all 482 persons, 44 of whom belonged to

technical institutions, 193 had been transferred from
their normal posts in various kinds of schools, and'

245 were temporary employees. Machinery and equip-
ment to the amount of about 17,000/. have been pur-
chased for manufacture and remain the property of

the Council. Certain funds will be available for the

reconstitution and equipment of workshops in technical
institutions from the manufacturing side. The total

value of the work carried out for the manufacture of

munitions and the training of munition workers has
been of the order of 300,000/.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, November 21. Sir J. J. Thomson,
president, in the chair.—W. Stiles and Dr. F. Kidd :

The influence of external concentration on the position

of the equilibrium attained in the intake of sail- 1,

plant-cells. The course of intake of salts by carrot

and potato tissue has been followed by measuring the

changes in electrical conductivity of the solution of salt

presented to the tissue. Concentrations of each sail

were employed, ranging from o-i to 0-0002 normal. In

the case of copper sulphate exosmosis from the tissue

exceeds absorption, and this is so with all concentra-

tions of the salt. This is characteristic of toxic sub-

stances. Carrot tissue absorbs the chlorides "I

potassium, sodium, and calcium in all concentrations

employed. Absorption lakes place at first at a rate

approximately proportional to the 1 sternal concentra-

tion, but this relation1 is not continued with time, as

the absorption progress,- towards an equilibrium con-

dition in which the ratio of internal to external con-

centration is not constant, but varies with the concen-

tration. This ratio of internal 10 external concentra-

tion we call the- absorption ratio. It decreases with

increasing concentration. With low external concen-

trations, e.g. o ,2 V and i.V, ;

is many times

unity; with higher concentrations, e.g. o-i.V. it is less

than unity. The data presented arc regarded as

inadequate in themselves to justify the conclusion that

absorption of salts bj the cell is an adsorption proo --.

W. Stiles and Dr. F. Kidd: lb, comparative rale

of absorption of various sal;- b\ plant tissue. The
absorption of various chlorides, sulphates, nitrates,

and potassium -alts from solutions of 002.Y concen-

tration was measured by the electrical conductivity

method employee! in the investigation recorded in the

previous paper. Rations appear to be absorbed ini-

tial!) in the following order: K[Ca,Na]LifMg,Zn]Al.
The position of ions enclosed within brackets ma\
have to be reversed. This initial order does not

indicate, however, the extent to which the ions are

absorbed when equilibrium is reached; the order is

then K,N'a.Li|Ca.Mc:l. The chief difference between
this ordi r and the initial order i- in the position of Ca,
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which is ultimately abso 1- a slighl extent

lared with K and Na. Anions are absorbed

initially in the ordei SO ,NO ,' I, which gives placi

later to the ordi r NOj.Cl.SO on aci ounl of the

comparative!} .vhich the sulphate ion

is absorbed. fhe difference between nitrate and

chloride is sligh . ress can I"- laid on it.

il w iih those of Ruhland,
Kitting, Pantanelli, and Troendle using diffi

tods and ditTerenl experimental material. These
authors did not, however, distinguish between initial

1 01 and the position of final equili-

The position of final equilibrium appears to

bi governed bj some quite ditferenl property from
thai which determines the initial rate of intake. G,
Marinesco : Recherches anatomo-cliniques sur les

imes d'amputations douloureux. Nouvelles con-

tributions a I'dtude 1I1 la regeneration nerveuse et du
pisme.

Physical Society, Novembet 8 Prof. C. II. Lees,

lent, in the 1 hair. Prof. J. C. McLennan :

Low-voltage arcs in metallic vapours. The paper
describes experiments b\ Messrs. Hamer and
Kemp, students of the author's, at Toronto I ni-

l he experiments show that increasing
the temperature of the incandescent cathode
lowers tlit- voltage necessary to produce arcs in the

vapours of mercury, zinc, and cadmium. With limed

platinum cathodes arcing voltages were not obtained
-,> low a- with incandescent tungsten filaments. With

n\ il was found possible to strike arcs with
igi s as low as 475 volts, and to maintain them
s| \.ilis. Corresponding figures for cadmium

were 5 and 2 volts. To obtain these very low arcing
voltages it was necessary, to use intensely hot cathodes
ind a copious supply of highly heated metallic vapour.
With moderately heated incandescenl cathodes and a

moderate supply of metallic vapour the arcing voltages

were given by the quantum relation V=fex(i-5,S)/e,
where ['5,S is the frequent \ of the shortest wave-
length in' the'v=i-5,S- mP series. Dr W. Wilson:

Relativity and gravitation, flu motion of a particle

.n a gravitational field i~ treated from the point of

view of the general theor) of relativity. It is shown
hal the equations of motion of the particle can be

--id in the following Hamiltonian form:

rfr a..

'

Ox. ^3H
dp,'

win re /\ is the s component of the covariant 4-vector

momentum,*, the corresponding positional co-ordinate,

and r the Minkowskian "Eigenzeit." A short outline

of the Minkowskian theory "I relativity is included in

paper. C. R. Gibson: Experiments mi colour-

less. I'he apparatus shown consisted of a lan-
• produce a bright beam of white light and a

Coloured glass which could be slipped in front of it,

- 10 rut out all the red rays. Various samples oi

ths and ribbons arranged in pairs, while
quite dissimilar when viewed l>\ the white light, ap-

ed perfect matches with the screen interposed, the

conditions then being similar to those in the case ol a

aid person. The author had found in experi-

menting with wools by this method that 111.11: colouri d

• unsuitable for the purposi mi accounl of

ilnis although no red light fill on them
from tin- apparatus, there was plenty ol red in tin

light reflected by the wools. In thi
1 ordei

what tin- eeli. uis would appeal in the red-blind

man, it was necessary to have the filter between ih.

wool and the eye, and not simple between the source
hi and the wool.

Royal Anthropological Institute, November -><>.— Prof.

\. Keith, past president, in the chair. Prof. F. G.
Parsons: Some points in tin- anthropology of German
prisoners of war. Owing to tin refusal ol the German
military authorities to allow the Army to he used tm

anthropometric purposes, the anthropology ol Germany
•a, is probably less well worked out than that ol am
other European country. The author's present con-

tribution consisted of observations on 925 German
prisoners hi the war hospitals at Sutton and Daiiford,

and included the cephalic index, the facial index, the

index of nigrescence, and the stature, though his

generalisations on the Last point were still incomplete;

as there existed a large mass of statistics in the hands

of the Government to be worked up. With regard to

lihalic index, he found that the German avi

was X25, against the 7S2 of 227 British soldiers and

medical students, and that the German head was not

onlj actually shorter, but also actually broader than the

British. A "map of the distribution of the head-form

in German} showed thai the longest heads were found

in the north-west (Schleswig, Hanover, Westphalia,

and Khineland), while the shortest were in the south-

east: (Bavaria and Silesia). The lowest cephalic index

was that of Oldenburg (802), and the highest Bavaria

IS45). fhe facial index showed no approach to the

long Nordic face of England' and Scandinavia any-

where in Germany, while a map of the index of

nigrescence showed that the colouring of the people

had a general agreement with the head shape, the

lighter pigmentation accompanying the longer heads,

and vice versa.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, November t.S.—M. P. Painleve

in the chair.—M. J. A. Battandier was elected a

correspondant for the section of botany in succession

to tin late M. Grand'Eurv.—J. Droch : The complex

groups of rationality and the integration by quadra-

ture.—T. Lalesco :

" Periodic polygonal functions.—

R. Gamier : Elementary solution of the problem of

the inversion of elliptic' functions.—R. Goormaghtigh :

Generalisation of Jamet's theorems on the curvature

of triangular curves, and of symmetrical tetrahedral

curves and surfaces. E. Belot : The laws of internal

density in theories of the sun.—E. Hildt : The estima-

tion of lactose. The use of benzene or phenol-

sulphonic acid is recommended for the hydrolysis.

—

|. Lambert: The presence of a fasciole in a Procas-

sidulid. P. Bertrand : Distinctive characters of the

flora of the Coal Measures of Saint-Etienne and Rive-

de-Gier. A. Piedallu : A new arrangement for the use

of explosives applied to tree planting. Its advan-

tageous utilisation in the rapid reconstttution of

orchards devastated l>\ the enemy. The use of
_

a

special cartridge is suggested for making holes suit-

able for i.e. planting. A. Grigaut and Fr. Moutier :

An attempt at the treatment of influenza by piasmo-

therapy (intravenous injections of plasma from a con-

valescent). The treatment is effective only if the injec-

tion is made before the third day of the attack.—

C. Richet : Comments on the preceding paper.

November 25.—M. P. Painleve in the chair.—Gen.

Bourgeois: A method of determining the direction and

velocity of the wind in cloudy weather. Small bal-

,„-,. let up. arranged so as to explode small

s of melenite at regular intervals; sound

I
1 1 plosions, .and the position in space

,

i

-1 tonation 1 an be thus determine d.

\1. \i iurii 1 Li blanc was elei b 6 a memb I
th

division oi science applied to industry, and M.

corn spondanl foi the 31 1 tion ol botany

in sue. ?sion to the late Charles Eugene Bertrand.—

\l Petrovitch: The spectral determination of func-
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lions. P. Humbert: The Poincare' Mir fair- of ord

—J. de Schokalsky
; I he hydrographical exploration uf

thi coasts of Siberia in 1918 by the Russian Marine
Ministry. J. Mueller: The solubility of copper
hydroxide in presence of sodium and potassium
hydroxides. Concentrated solutions "i caustic potash
and soda keep in solution appreciable quantities of

coppei hydroxide. On diluting and boiling, in some
cases all the copper is >iill held in solution; in others

some of tin* copper is precipitated. No organic sub-

stance OT Other metallic oxide was present in these

experiments.—T. Komninos : A new synthesis id

aromatic from fatty compounds. Acetone and malonyl
chloride react in presence of marble, and from the

products of the reaction the substance

(II, CO I'll. CO CHS COC1
was isolated. This loses another molecule of hydrogen
chloride under the action of marble, giving phloro-

glucinol, This synthesis can probably be generalised.

— J. de Lapparenit : The felspar crystals developed in

limestones of the Upper Pyrenees Cretacean.—M.
Milliard

j The production of glycocoll by Isaria dcnsa.
The growth of this fungus on gelatine gives a yield

of 33 per cent, of this amino-acid, whilst the acid

hydrolysis of gelatine gives only half this amount.
Fibrin, hydrolysed by acids, gives only 3 per cent, of

aminoacetic acid, whilst the fungus gives a 38 per

cent, yield.—J. Amar : The mental function in

feminine work.— P. Godin : Practical application of the
" Fiche scolaire" (mental and physical record) to a

pupil followed from 11 to i2i years of age.—J.

Nageotte and L. Sencert : Functii nal grafts of dead
arteries.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Archaeological Survey of India. New Imperial

Series. Vol. xl. The Astronomical Observatories of

Jai Singh. By G. R. Kaye. Pp. viii+ 151+xxvi plates.

(Calcutta.) 23s.

Submarine and Anti-Submarine. Be Sir H. New-
bolt. Pp. viii + 312. (London: Longmans and Co.)
js. 6d. net.

Cotton. By C Bigwood. Pp. viii+204. ("Staple
Trades and Industries.") (London: Constable and
Co.. Ltd.) 6s. 6d. net.

The Psychology of Conviction: A Study of Beliefs

and Attitudes. By Prof. J. Jastrow. Pp. xix + 387.
(Boston and New York : Houghton Mifflin Co. ;

London : Constable and Co., Ltd.) 10s. 6d. net.

DIARY OF SOCIETIES.
THURSDAY. December i*.

Royal Society, at 4.30.—Leonard Hill and Hargood Ash : The Cooling
and Evaporative Powers of the Atmosphere, as Determined hy the Kata-
thermometer.—H. C. Bazett : Observations on Changes in the P.lood

Pressure and Blood Volume following Operations in Man.—Dr. M. C.
Slopes : The Four Visible Ingredients in Banded Bituminous Coal.

Optical Society, at S.—Instructor-Commander T. V. Baker and Major
L. N. G. Filon : An Empirical Formula for the Longitudina I Spherical
Aberrations in a Thick Lens.—Major E. O. Henrici : Spirit Levels.

Institution ofSElectrical Engineers, at 6.—Discussion on Electric
Welding.

Mathematical Society, at s.—G. H. Hardyand J. E. Littlewood : Appli-
cations of the Method of Farey Dissection in the Analytic Theory of
Numbers: (it A New Solution of Waring's Problem: "(3) Proof that
every Large Number is the Sum of at most 33 Biquadrates: (3) The
Riemann Hypothesis and the Expression of a Number as the Sum of a
Stated Number of Primes.—N. M. Shah and B. M. Wilson : Numerical
Data connected with Goldbach's Theorem.

FRIDAY. December 13.
Royal Astronomical Society, at 5 —J. Lunt : The Dark Line Spec-
trum of Nova Geminorum No. 2.—A. Kine : A Shower of Shooting
Stars from the Pleiades.—J. H. Jeans : The Evolution of Binary Ssytems.
—C. P. Butler: The Presence of G and K Type Bands in the Early
Spectra of Nova Aouilsr III (1918).—Probable Paper : A. A. Ramhaut :

Observations of the Magnitude of Nova Aqui'a:, rgtS, made at Radeliffe
Observatory, Oxford, and a Comparison with the Radeliffe Magnitudes of
Nova Persei, iqoi.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, at 6.

MONOA Y, December 16.
Royal Geographical Society, at s.
Kovai. Societv or Arts, at 5.-Prof. J. C. Philip: Phy ical Chtmistry
and its Bearing on the Chemical and Allied Industries.

ARISTOTELIAN SOCIETY, at 8.- Prof. John Laird: Synthesis and Dis-
covery.

TUESDAY, December , 7 .

Institution of Civil Engineers, at 5.30.—Paters /,. 11.
Leemmg : Road-corrugation.— K. Wood : Investigations in the Siructure
of Koad-surfaces.—T. B. Bower: Notes on Road I

Maintenance.
' o] Petroleum Technologists, at 5 <o—Dr
Perkm : The Production of Oil from Mineral Sources.

Royal s 11 T v, at 5.15.—Dr. John Brownlec : :

Biology of a Life Table.

WEDNESDAY, December 18.

Geological Society, at 5.30.

Royal Microscopical Society, at 8.—Col. A. Casiellan
I)ise.,-es met will, in the Balkanic War Zone.

Royal Meteorological Society, at 5.—Capt. C
1.—C. E. P. Bruuks : Notes

Mollwo

:s on the

Journal at W'eiHai-Wei, kept by Commander A. E. H
1916.—CapL E. H. Chapman : The Ai
Certain Elements and a Note on the Cho

J. P. Cave, R.E.

:

R Meteorological

al Syrr

of Sc

THURSDAY, December iq.

Chemical Society, at 8.—Prof. F. Soddy : The Conception of the
Chemical Element as Enlarged by the Study of Radio-aciive Change.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 6.— P. Hunter-Brown : Carbon
Brushes Considered in Relation to the Design and Operation of Elec-
trical Machinery.

Illuminating Engineering Socii
President : Summary of Progress
to War Pruble

V, at 8.—Discussion ,'/,..

Photometry, with Special Referenc
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NOTICE.

In consequence of the Christmas

Holidays NATURE for next week
will be published on TUESDAY,
Dec. 24.

The office will be closed from
Tue-day night. Dec. 24, until the

morning of Monday, Dec. 30.

ST. MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

t)ltlttn§ITY OF LONDON, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING.
Arrangements have now been completed :

—

(i) To enable students, whose courses have been interrupted by war
service, to resume them as nearly as possible at the point at which
they left off, by rejoining at the beginning of the second term,

January 13, 1919.

(2) To enable students, who were unable to begin their Engineering
Studies last October owing to war conditions, to begin them by
entering next term, January 13, 1919.

For both classes of stud- nts additional work will be provided during part*
of the Easter and Lone Vacations, so as to enable them to get in a full

Session's work between January and August, 1919.

OTHER FACULTIES.
Arrangements of a like kind are in contemplation in the other Faculties,

and will be made if a sufficient number of entries are received on or before
January 6, 1919.

Students in either of these categories in any Faculty should apply at once
to the Provost, University College, London (Gower Street, W.C. 1).

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL,.
DEMOBILISATION.

SPECIAL REGULATIONS have been made to allow intending students
who have served in the war or in the scientific service of the war to be ad-
mitted to matriculation by vote of Senate on their ed"cational qualifications,
without formal examination ; and also lo allow of such students entering the
University in January if candidates in Arts ; in January, or between January
and May, if candidates in Science, Medicine, Dental Surgery, or Engineer-
ing ;and if grounds be shown, counting their first year's attendance as though
it had commenced in October. Engineering students in special cases may be
all 1 hole

The Special Army Educ
Applications lotbeRE

1 Certificate qualifies for Ma ul.ni,

THE SIR JOHN CASS TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE,

JEWRY STREET, ALDGATE, E.C. 3.

The following Special Courses of Instruction will be given
during the Lent and Summer Terms, 1919 :

—
FUEL ANALYSIS.
By J. S. S. BRAME.

A Course of to Lectures, with associated Laboratory work, Tuesday
evenings, 7 to 10 p.m., commencing TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1919.

TECHNICAL GAS ANALYSIS.
By CHARLES A. KEANE, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.I.C.

A Course of Laboratory work. Wednesday evenings, 7 to 10 p.m., com-
mencing WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1919.

A detailed Syllabus of the Courses may be had upon appli-
cation at the Office of the Institute or by letter to the Principal.

KENT EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
ERITH TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.

Principal— Wm. Neagle, B.Sc, A.M.I.M.E.
REQUIRED, full-lime ASSISTANT to teach ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING and MEI II Wli -.

Ininal salary up to Z250, according to qualifications, and ihence by scale
now under the consideration of the County Committee.

Service counts towards pension under tlie Teachers' Pension Act.
Further information and application forms from A. T. Flux, Esq.,

Education Office, Picardy, Helvederi-, Kent.
E. SALTER DAVIES,

December, 1918. Director of Education.

ROYAL INSTITUTION OF
GREAT BRITAIN,

ALBEMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, W.I.

LECTURE ARRANGEMENTS BEFORE EASTER, 1919.

CHRISTMAS COURSE (adapted to a Juvenile Auditory).
(Illustrated.)

Professor D'Akcy W. Thompson, C.B., F R.S.—Course of Six Lectures
on "The Fish op the Sea." (1) " Jelly-Fishes, " (2) " Star-
Fishes," (1) "Cray-Fishes," (4) 'Cuttle-Fishes," (5) "The Herring
Fishery," (6) "The Whale Fishery." On Dec. 31 (Tuesday). Ian. 1,

1919 (Thursday), Jan. 4 (Saturday), Jan. 7 (Tuesday), Jan. q (Thursday),
Jan. 1 1 (Saturday), at T hree o'clock.

TUESDA YS.
Professor Spenser Wilkinson.—Three Lectures on " Lessons of the

Great War." On Tuesdays, Jan. 14, 21, 28, at Three o'clock.

Professor J. T. MacGregor-Morris. M.l E.E.—Two Lectures on
"The Study of Electric Arcs and their Applications." (in
Tuesdays, Feb. 4, 11, at Three o'clock.

Captain G. P. Thomson.—Two Lectures on ( 1) " The Development
of Aeroplanes in the Great War," (2) "The Dynamics of Fly-
ing." I >n Tuesdays, Feb. i3, 25, at Three o'clock.

Professor Hele-Shaw, F.R.S.—Two Lectures on "Clui
Tuesdays, March 4, 1 1, at Three o'clock.

Professor Arthur Keith, M.D., F.R.S., Fullerian Professor of Physi-
ology.— Four Lectures on " B itish ETHNOLOGY, the People of
Scotland." On Tuesdays, Maich 18, 25. April 1, 8, at Three o'clock.

THURSDAYS.
Professor J. Norman Collie, F.R.S.— Three Lectures on "Chemical

Oriental Porcblain." On Thursdays, Jan. 16, 23, 30,
t Thr clock.

I WlLSO Move-M.B., F.R.A.S.—Two Lectu
ments ok the Sun, Earth, and Moon" (illustrated by a
Astronomical Model), on Thursdays, Feb. 6, 13, at Three o'clock.

Professor H. Maxwell Lefroy.—Two Lectures on (r) " Insfct
Enemies of cur Food Supply," (2) " How Silk is Grown and
Made." On Thursdays, Feb. 20, 27, at Three o'clock.

Charles Aitken, Director of the N tional Gallery of British Art.—
Two Lectures on (1) " Rossetti," (2) "Whistler and Sargent." On
Thursdays, March 6, 13, at Tnree o'clock.

Professor Charles H Lees, F.R.S.—Two Lectures on " Fire Cracks
and the Forces Producing them." On Thursdays, March 20,
Three o'clock.

Professor ALEX/
Math,

D.Sc—Tw Lectu
i on "Co

its Properties." On Thursdays, April 3, 10, at Thre

SA TURDA YS.

Rev. Canon J. O. Hannay.—Two Lectures on "The Irish Literary
Renaissance." On Saturdays, Jan. 18, 25, at Three o'clock.

Professor Hugh Percy Allen, Director of the Royal Academy of
Music—Three Lectures on "The Works of J. S. Bach " (with musical
illustrations by members of the Bach Choir). On Saturdays, Feb. 1, 8, 15,
at I hree o'clock.

The Hon. John William Fortescue, C.V.O —Two Lectures on " The
Empire's Share in England's Wars." On Saturdays, Feb. 22,
March l, at Three o'clock.

Professor Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M.. Pres. R.S., Master of Trinity,
Piofessor of Natural Philosophy, Royal Institution.— Six Lectures on
"Spectrum Analysis and its Application to Atomic Structure."
On Saturdays, March 8, 15, 22, 29, April 5, 12, at Three o'clock.

Subscription (to Non-Members) to all Courses of Lectures, Two Guineas.
Subscription to a Single Course of Lectures, One Guinea, or Half-a-Guinea.
Tickets issued daily at the Institution, or sent by post on receipt of Cheque
or Post-Office Order.

The Friday Evening Meetings will begin on January 17, at s.30 p.m.,
when Professor Sir James Dewai; will give a Discourse on "LIQUID Air
and the War." Succeeding Discourses will probably be given by Lieut.

-

Col. Andrew Balfour, Professor H. H. TURNER, Professor J. G. AllAMI,
Professor Cargill G. Knott, Mr. A. T. Hare, Professor J. A.
McClelland, Professor H. C. H. Carpenter, Professor Arthur
Keith, Professor W. W. Watts, The Rl. Hon. Sir John H. A.
MACUONALD, Professor Sir J. J. THOMSON, and other Gentlemen. To
these Meetings Members and their Friends only are admitted.

Members are entitled to attend all Lectures delivered in the Institution,

the Libraries, and the Friday Evening Meetings, and their families are
admitted to the Lectures at a reduced charge. Payment : first year Ten
Guineas, afterwards Five Guineas a year ; or a composition of Sixty

Perso of becoming Membe equested to apply to the

COUNTY BOYS' SCHOOL,
MAIDENHEAD.

ADVANCED SCIENCE COURSE.
WANTED, on January 13, a highly qualified SCIENCE MASTER,

chief subject Chemistry. Salary X300 a year. I he school (190 boys) is a
day school under the Berkshire County Council, within easy reach of
London.
Apply, with testimonials, to

A. E. BROOKS. M.A. Oxon., Headmaster.
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I HEMICAL INDl STR] ,
SOW AND

HERE [FTER.
Reports of the Progress 0/ IppHed chemistry.

Vol ii., 11)17. Pp. 536. (London: The Societ}

of Chemical Industry, n.d.) Price 6s. 6d.

THE annual reports of the Society of Chemical
Industry on the progress of applied chem-

istry ought In be, and no doubt are, much appre-

, iaied by all who are concerned in the develop-

ment and extension ol applied science. Next to

the institution of their journal, no action of the

society will more directly conduce to the interests

of that branch of human activity which it is their

ial function to advance. These reports seek

to bring to 1 focus, as it were, year alter year,

all additions to knowledge and to practice in the

various departments of applied chemistry, as

grouped in the fortnightly issues of the journal

of the society. This journal was originally made
up of I 1 ) original contributions to the different local

sections; (2) abstracts of papers bearing upon

technical chemistry published elsewhere; (3)

abstracts of chemical patent literature; and

(1) reports of the annual meetings of the society,

with occasional editorial reviews and notices on

subjects of general interest to industrial chemists.

During the present year this last item has

been considerably enlarged, and placed under
special direction. it is an extension, in fact, of

the society's activities, and the element of

"news " thereby imparted to the journal will pre-

sumably increase the number of its regular readers

and add to its popularity. It is, however, mainly

upon tin' sections of the journal as hitherto con-

stituted that these annual reports will continue to

be based. The journal itself is so admirably in-

dexed that at first sight it might seem that these

apercus are in great measure superfluous. If they

were simply amplified indexes mere catalogues

raisorrnds their value would be very limited.

Hut the fait that each section lias been entrusted

1o men <>f knowledge and discrimination, identi-

fied with and professional!} interested in the

subject with which they are concerned, puts a

particular value on the whole work and stamps

"it w ith a special utility.

The present issue, dealing with the work of

11)17. is the seCjOnd volume in the series. The first

volume suffered to some extent from the fact that

it was the initial number. It was a new venture,

and experience was needed in order to secure n

high standard, comprehensiveness, and
uniformity of treatment. \ comparison of this

volume with its predecessor shows that ibis to a

large extent has been gained, and that the general

lines of the work have now been satisfactorily

settled. The new volume has been enlarged by
the inclusion of several subjects which were nol

specially dealt with in vol. i.. \ iz. "Plant and
Machinery"; "Fibres; Textiles, Cellulose, and
Papei "; "Bleaching"; "Dyeing"; "Printing
and finishing "; "Metallurgy of Iron and Steel ";
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'Metallurgy of the Non-ferrous Metals";
"Sugars, Starches, and thims"; and "Electro-

chemistry." This 10 a large extent, although not

wholly, accounts for the increased size of vol. ii.

Some of the reports- i.e. that by I'rof. Morgan
on "Colouring Matters and Dyes," and that by

Mr. Ling on "Fermentation Industries"—have
been considerably enlarged. But in the main the

space needed for the treatment of the several

sections is substantially the same in the two
volumes, which seems to indicate that, in spite

of the prolongation of the war, the- activity of

chemical industry as a whole, as indicated by

additions to the literature of chemical technology,

suffered no marked diminution, although particu-

lar departments were no doubt affected.

A valuable feature of these reports, which might

have been more uniformly adopted, is the short,

comprehensive introduction to their particular

section in which certain authors review the more
striking indications of change or progress during

the twelve months which have elapsed since the

previous reports were published. It is here that

the knowledge, judgment, and critical skill of the

reporter are needed, and it is the judicious exer-

cise of these attributes that serves to differentiate

him from the mere compiler. Your wisest clerk,

as Queen Elizabeth, quoting Chaucer, once said,

is not ahvavs your wisest man. It requires a

certain flair, not always possessed by the bookish

man, however wide his reading, to discern the

true inwardness and trend of a movement, and it

is not to be expected that all who contribute to

this work should possess this faculty in equal

degree. Xo doubt certain branches of chemical

industry move slowly, and years are needed to

perceive that any substantial change has over-

taken them. Nevertheless, each branch affects,

to a greater or less degree, every other, and pro-

cesses, methods, and machinery and modes of

management are transferred from one to the other.

It is thus that the Society of Chemical Industry,

through its journal and its annual reports, influ-

ences the progress of the chemical arts as a whole,

and it is for this reason that we shall continue to

welcome each successive sign of its publishing

activities.

As was to lx- expected, the general character of

the reports is affected, to a greater or less extent,

by the war, and most of the contributors have

something to say as to its influence upon the in-

dustries with which they are concerned. Although,

of course, there are exceptions, it cannot be said

that the war, on the whole, has adversely affected

the future of chemical industry in this country.

On the contrary, under the stress of necessity, it

has given tm impetus in certain directions that

will be maintained. Xew industries have been

started, and old ones invigorated and ex-

tended, and it can scarcely be doubled that

with the establishment of peace and the re-

sumption of undisturbed oversea communications

a new era of prosperity will dawn upon chemical

industry. It is perfectly obvious that Germany
has experienced a great set-back, and it may be
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'Hi-! authors of this book are respectively

the steel-maker and works manager at

doubted whether she will ever again attain the

ascendancy in certain departments which she has

now sacrificed by Iter unscrupulous greed, bad

faith, and insatiable rapacity. It now rests with

the manufacturers and workers in this country to

determine how far they mean to share that pros-

perity with America and Japan.

MODERN DEVELOPMENTS l\

METALLURGY.
(1) Ingots and Ingot Moulds. B) V W. Brearley

and H. Brearley. Pp. xv + 218. (London:

Longmans, Green, and Co., [918.) Price 16s. net.

(2) Industrial Electro-metallurgy, including Elec-

trolytic and Electro-thermal Processes. By

Dr. E. K. Rideal. Pp. xii + 247. ("Industrial

Chemistry.") (London: Bailliere, Tindall, and

Cox, 191S.) Price ys. 6d. net.

'y

one of the large Sheffield steel works, and their

book is dedicated to the workmen in appreciation

of their efforts to reach the ideal in actual work.

They state that a considerable part of it was

prepared for teaching purposes, and that the

manuscript sheets have been freely criticised by

men whose business it is to make steel ingots.

As they point out, there is no way of studying

the conditions which lead to the production of

good and bad ingots more instructive than that

of making ingots themselves, according to well-

defined variations of the processes of ingot-

making, and cutting or breaking them in order

to observe their qualities. In former days a good

opportunity for such observations was enjoyed

at negligible cost by the crucible steel melter,

when ingots were "topped " down until the pipe

or other evidences of unsoundness were broken

away. Such a man knew what the conditions of

casting were; he was familiar with the state of

the ingot mould ; he saw daily perhaps from

twenty to forty ingots "topped " down to nearly

half their length, and his eye was trained to

notice minute differences in the appearance of

the fractured surfaces. Such opportunities

scarcely exist to-day, because ingots are only

rarely "topped."
LTndoubtedly the most trustworthy way of

ascertaining the changes which occur in the cast-

ing, freezing, and cooling of steel ingots would
be to experiment with the steel itself. Such a

method, however, involves a costly plant and an

expensive material which would require handling

by an experienced person. The authors, there-

fore, set about discovering a material which is

considerably more manageable, and they finally

fixed on stearin wax, which, they maintain, ex-

hibits a close resemblance to steel in much of its

behaviour. They say: "With a few pounds of

stearin, a pan of water, .1 beaker, a Hunsen
burner, a spirit lamp, a few tin moulds, and a

lot of patience, a great number of observations

can be made to illustrate, extend, and also in

some respects to correct prevailing notions about

steel ingots "; and one of the objects of their book
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is to commend the use of stearin for teaching

purposes and to show how it may be applied to

elucidate many of the difficulties relating to ingots

and ingot moulds. By its aid they have studied

the formation of pipe and secondary shrinkage

cavities, the influence exerted on these by the

shape and dimensions of the mould, the advantage

or otherwise of feeder heads, the influence of cast-

ing temperatures on the soundness and strength

of the ingots, and the location and effects of

segregation. Their use of stearin has been freely

criticised by other steel experts, but it appears

to the present writer that the authors realise the

limitations .of the use of this material, and it is

difficult to be otherwise than favourably impressed

by the confession in their preface that they are

"less confident than formerly that they are quali-

fied to elucidate the art of ingot-making."

The book deals with the following subjects :

(1) Crystalline structure and its effects; (2) shrink-

age and contraction cavities ; (3) casting tempera-

tures ; (4) ingot moulds; (5) methods of casting:

(I.) sound ingots; (7) blowholes; (8) segregation;

(9) slag occlusions; (10) influence of ingot defects

on forged steel. It is well written, plentifully

illustrated, and deserving of careful study by

those who desire to familiarise themselves w-ith

the subject.

(2) Dr. Rideal's book gives in succinct and

well-written form an outline of modern industrial

electro-metallurgy; in fact, the scope of the work-

is even wider than the title suggests, for three

out of its eight sections deal with products which

are not metallic. After a brief scientific intro-

duction the author deals with electrolysis first in

aqueous solutions, and then in fused electrolytes.

Then follows a brief section on the electrolytic

preparation of the rarer metals, succeeded by one

on electro-thermal processes, in which, as the title

indicates, only the heat generated by an electric

current is used in the extraction of the metal.

Alter this comes a section on the preparation of

carborundum, and the oxy-silicides of carbon, the

carbides, and the electro-thermal fixation of

nitrogen by metals and metallic compounds. The
concluding section deals with iron and the ferro-

alloy. Electro-metallurgy has undergone very

important technical developments in recent years,

and Dr. Rideal is to be warmly commended for

his attempt to indicate the limits and the possi-

bilities of the application of electrolytic and electro-

thermal methods in the industry.

H. C. H. C.

A NATURAL HISTORY OF PHEASANTS.
.1 Monograph of the Pheasants. By William

Beebe. In four volumes. Vol. i- Pp. xlix-f-

[98. (Published in England under the auspices

01 tiie \ew York Zoological Society by

Witherby and Co., London, 191S.) Price

12/. IOS. per volume.

THIS stately volume is the first of four to be

devoted io the life-histories of the beautiful

and interesting birds included in the pheasant

family. Its outstanding merits an- the beauty ot
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its plates, which arc charmingly reproduced direct

from drawings by the besl bird artists of the day,

the extensive series of photogravures engraved

from the author's photographs of the haunts of

the various species, and the graphic and popular

descriptions of their habits from studies made
amid their native wilds. These and other features

render the work far in advance of all other books
written on the subject, and make it welcome alike

to the ornithologist, the aviculturist, and the

sportsman.
In oidei- to carry out the author's ideals oi

whal a monograph should be, an expedition was
lised to visit the metropolis of pheasantdom

in temperate and tropical Asia, when-, in Ceylon,

India, Burma, China, Japan, the Malay States,

Borneo, and Java, seventeen months in all were
spent. That such an expedition should have been

possible was due to the generosity of Col.

Anthony R. Kuser, of Bernardsville, New Jersey,

to whom and his wife the work is fittingly

dedicated. But this is not all. With the view of

supplementing first-hand knowledge, Mr. Beebe
visited a number of the leading museums in

Europe in order to stud\ specimens in their

cabinets and to consult their libraries.

The scope ol the work may well be described

exhaustive. The introduction embraces a

general account, including the historical aspect

of the subject from the earliest times, classifica-

tion, distribution, comparative abundance, voice,

(light and gait, daily round of life (food, roosts,

friends and foes), protective coloration, home
life, and relation to man. Under the last heading
it is distressing to learn that even in their remote
haunts amid tin- highest mountains of the Old
World these birds, mainly from the remarkable
beauty ot their plumage, are rapidly becoming
extinct through persecution. Mr. Beebe tells us

that for many vears they have paid a heavy toll

to the milliner) trade. It is known, for example,
that some years ago 45,000 Impeyan pheasants
had been slaughtered; Mi. Beebe himself has
seen huge bales of leathers of the silver pheasant,
and Nepal and China still export large quantities.

Nov. that the Chinese have adopted a meat diet,

pheasants are no longer immune, save where
Buddhists and Hindus hold sway, and they are

everywhere trapped, snared, pierced with poisoned
arrows from crossbow or blowpipe, or slain by
repeating shot-guns. It is gratifying to know that

m the British-governed regions they are protected
by well-regulated game laws, and the brooding
hens and chicks are free from persecution. In

this connection it is important to learn that the

birds do very little damage to crops, and when
they appear among them it is insect life which
is tin- main attraction.

As regards the classification of the family, the

grouping of the numerous genera under sub-
families has never been satisfactory. Mr. Beebe,
however, alter much careful study, discovered a
new character namely, the "regular sequence in

the moulting of the tail leathers," which holds
good throughout the life of the bird, and agrees
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also with "assumed relationships which had
hitherto been taken for granted." The following

are tin- subfamilies adopted : l'erdicina», Phasi-

anina?, Argusianina-, and Pavoninae; and the vari-

ous genera grouped under them are indicated.

Since our author includes the Perdicinae in his

scheme, yet treats of only two of its genera,
namely, Ithagcnes and Tragopan, omitting many
others, the work can scarcely be regarded as a

complete treatise of "The Pheasants of the

World." It will deal, however, with nearly one
hundred forms.

The systematic treatment of the subject is on
the same exhaustive lines. The volume already
issued treats of twenty-one species: the blood
pheasants (Ithagcnes), the Tragopans or horned
pheasants (Tragopan), the Impeyans (Impeyanus),
and the eared pheasants (Crossoptilon). For each
ot these Species are given the generic and specific

characters; scientific, English, native, French, and
German names; full descriptions of the various'

stages of plumage, moults, variation, hybrids,

parasites, internal anatomy, characteristics as

observed in their haunts, geographical distribu-

tion, migrations, food, nests and eggs. It is em-
bellished with twenty-two coloured plates by
Messrs. A. Thorburn, G. E. Lodge, C. R. Knight,
and H. Gronvold, fifteen photogravures, and five

maps. 'J'he volume is sumptuous in all respects

except the binding, which does not come up to the

standard of the rest.

While Mr. Beebe's fine work merits the highest

praise, it is greatly to be regretted that its price

(50Z.) places it beyond the reach of the vast

majority of those who "would appreciate and
use it.

'

W. E. C.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
.In Elementary Treatise on Curve Tracing. By

Dr. P. Frost. Fourth edition, revised by Dr.

K. J. T. Bell. Pp. xvi + 210. (London: Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price 12s. 6d. net.

Every mathematician will welcome this new edition

of a classical work if only as an indication that the

demand for it has not diminished since it was
originally published, forty-six years ago. Although

the modern tendency is away from the excessive

zeal for examples and exercises of a past genera-

tion, the mathematical student will derive much
benefit from excursions on this "very pleasant

path, on which he may exercise in an agreeable

way all his mathematical limbs," especially as

curve plotting is a necessity in all branches of

modern science. A valuable feature of the book
is the sketch of the inverse process of finding the

equation of a curve the graph of which is given.

Further work on this branch of the subject would

be very useful.

This is the first revised edition ; the second and

third issues were mere reprints of the first edition.

The editor has discharged his duties with restraint,

and he has introduced several improvements. The
printing is more compact and the use of leaded

type conduces to comfort in reading. Additional
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explanatory matter has been inserted occasionally,

and the examples have been much improved bj

the inclusion of hints for their solution. In one

or two places the clearness of the original is some-
uh.it marred, as, e.g., on p. 91, where two dif-

ferent notations are used simultaneously. It is

not always obvious why formulae have been ban-

ished from the text to separate lines, and vice

versa ; but this is a question of taste. The plates

have been touched up here and there, and occa-

sionally corrections have Keen mack-, e.g. is., .;,

5 ; \i\ ., 10, [8.

It is surprising thai the editor has retained the

definition of curvature as measured by the diameter

of curvature, whilst in at least one place he has

used the first person in an interpolated remark.
The index and the classified list of curves

are welcome additions. S. Brodetsky.

Ik lecount of the Crustacea of Norway. With
short descriptions and figures of all the Species.

By Trot'. G. O. Sars. Vol. vi., "Copepoda,
Cyclopoida." Parts 9—14. 1'p. 105 225 + 54
plates. (Bergen: Published by the Bergen
Museum. ic)i 5 [S.

)

Willi tin issue of the six parts noted above,
Prof. Sars concludes the sixth volume of his great
work on the Crustacea of Norway, the third of

the series to be devoted to the rich and varied
group of the Copepoda. This volume deals with
the division Cyclopoida, which includes, for the

most part, bottom-haunting species, many of

them parasitic or semi-parasitic. Like the Har-
pacticoida treated of in the preceding volume,
they are rarely found in the plankton, and must
be sought for by special methods of collecting

demanding much skill and patience. For this

reason they have received far less attention than
the relatively few species that are captured in

bulk by the lou-net, and the proportion of novel-
ties described in these volumes is very high. It is

scarcely too much to say that Prof. Sars is giving
us, for the first time, the means of forming .1

just impression of the Copepoda as a whole, both
as regards their structural diversity and their

habitats and distribution in northern seas. The
species living in fresh water were previousl)
better known, but here also Prof. Sars's accurate
drawings will greatly facilitate the identification
of species.

Apart from the faunistic value of the work,
however, tin- iconography which it provides for

many groups hitherto sadly in want of illustra-

tion will be oi the greatest value to the morpho-
logist and taxonomist. Among the numerous
points oi interesl touched on in the parts under
review, it may be noted that Prof. Sars revives
Thorell's group of the Poecilostoma, although in

a restricted sense- and a subordinate position. In

doing so he discards Claus's interpretation of the

mouth-parts and reverts to that originally give' 1

by Thorell, according to which the mandibles,
elsewhere so persistent, have entirely disappeared
in the species composing this aberrant group.

W. T. C.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can lie undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Naturf.. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Perception of Sound.
I regrei thai I overlooked Prof. Bayliss's letter in

Naturi "I October 17, in which he made an appeal
for ui\ opinion. Hut, if 1 right!} understand, the

question at issue seems to hi- mainh one oi u

Can we properh, speak oi the propagation oi si

through an incompressible fluid? I should ans
Yes. ["here max he periodic motion and periodic
variation of pressure; the fact that there an- no varia-
tions of density seems immaterial. Consider plam
waves, corresponding with a pure tone, travelling

through aii. In every thin layer of air and thin
means thin relath eh to the wave-length - in

periodic motion and periodic compression, app
n:

! uniform throughout the layer. Hut tin 1

pression is nol essential to die travelling of tin- sound.
'The- substitution of an incompressible fluid of the- same
densit\ 1,11 the gas within the layer would l» no
hindrance-. Although there- is no compression, there

remain a periodic pressure and a periodic motion, and
these suffice to carry on tin- sound.
The case is even simpler if we are prepared to

contemplate an incompressible fluid without mass, for

then the layer need not 'be thin. The interposition of
such a layer has absolutely no effect, tin- motion and
pressure at the further side- being the s;une- as if the
thickness of tin- layer were reduced to zero. To all

intents and purposes the sound is propagated through
tin- layer, though perhaps exception might he- taken to

the use of the- word propagation.
\s legends tin- ear, we have to consider the

behaviour of water. From some points of view the

difference between air and water is much more "in

of density than of compressibility. The velocities o)

propagation are only as 4 or 5 to 1, while- the

densities arc- as 800 to 1. Within the cavities of the

ear, which are small in comparison with tin

lengths of musical sounds, the water iti.ee certainly

he- treated as incompressible; but the fact does not
see in 10 In- of fundamental importance in theories of

audition. Is N 1 i.ie.n.

Terling Place, William.

The Common Cause of Pure and Applied Science.

\ c.eeeii) deal of anxiet\ has been expressed recentl)

in various quarters lc-st tin- great interesl now heinL;

evinced in applied science men perpetuate-, 01 even
a i ' .en-, tin- national neglect of pure science. As
I do nol share- this anxiety, but, on the- contrary, am
Strongl) convinced that exactly the opposite effect will

ensue; and as there- seems to be some danger in the

attitude- thai is being assumed In Certain of m\
friends, I should like', with greal respect, to ask for

attention to the- considerations which have led me to

these opinions.

For many Mens pasl there lias been in this country
what Mi. late Lord Armstrong once- well called " >

vagui en for technical education," a dim feeling on
the- pari of the industrial world, collectively speaking

(there have, oi course, been brilliant individual excep-

tions), that there was somi business-end oi sciehci

then was worth gelling hold of, and that should be

gOl on '-.i-c te-rnis of talent, time, and money. \V<

know what ii has laded to produce in institutions, irt

individuals, and in industrial efficiency ; and we knew
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11 would. M> working life has been passed in a greal

al region where this Faint-hearted belief in the

utilit; "i sci has been the on< 11 al obstacle to

-1 ieni e of ever) kind. Al Leeds
I have occupied myself greatlj with the promotion of

applied science, .1- in flutj bound. Bui it has also

been in the sure and certain hopi thai applied scienci ,

of the nanir and 1 1 allj win tin 11I aco ptam
b) industry, was indissolubly linked in bonds of mutual
li'-ni -i'ii 'ii 1I1. purest and highest scienci thai was
ever dreamed of even by m\ chemical brethren, whose
unworldly "stinks" profane th< of more
Si qui sti 1 ed seats ol

- been a har d though it would bi

unjust to ,1 no gains, I long since

cami in thi conclusion thai nothing shorl of a national
i was likely to bring about anything approach-

1 hange of heart th bli and so

sarj

.

iclysm nl war has, in fact, done this great

enci h 1 indi iutabli 1 idence ol

it, and I believe thai .11 lasl 1 >i i t i -li industry is

rally, nol exceptionally, on it- waj to use scienci

well. That being so, I ask : Is there any possible

escape for British industry and the British public from
loting pure science, and promoting i' handsome!) ?

I .in nol see it. Of course, the) will not begin In

endowing professorships in radio-activity or relativity,

nor mi, perhaps, in that ver) pun- chemistry which
i- the dearesl thing to me; bul they will be obliged to

do it, and to do it before long. In the- first instance,

the) will a-k for what the) iniw-kuow they want:
first-rate men who can apph science to the practical

in- nl industry. Already to a large extent the)

know thai 9uch nun must have in them the root of

the matter in the form of real scientific knowledge and
skill, and it will follow as thi da) the night (if you
so regard it) thai science, pun and simple, must also

be thi objeel of their self-interested or patriotic

tude.

I, I'm urn, -hall In- glad in have ii mi those term-.

For what, lei us frankl) say, are the alternatives fot

pure science? One 1 have jusl tried to set forth;

the other, it seems to me, is a direct appeal for pure

science, either because it i- pure or because ii i-

useful. If you extol ii because ii is pure, it is a

worthy effort that I should honour with all my heart

• condition, and that i- thai you should avoid the

incalculable mischief of trying to make out that then
i- in essence any distinction between pun- and applied

that \uu should give jusl cause lor the

belief thai then- exists a brotherhood in science who
- 1 themselves up a- the eleel and disdain the implica-

tions of science in the practical arts that serve and
preserve mankind.

It m.ii extol pure science simply because ii is useful

which In hypothesis you do nol wanl to do Mm
embark on ilv task, long since essayed and long sus-

tained, of teaching people l>\ exhortation whal al

la-t the) an- in the V a riding OUt surely for

themselves. To do that run- counter to all the pre-
I have drawn from my experience of teaching.

I know very well what ii is to be a prophet of

pure -1 ience, even if only a minor or a minimus one,

crying in the wilderness, and believe 1 can enter some-
what into the feelings of thi major and maximus

ho are anxious and impatient under the present

aspect of affairs. Bul the) ma) bi isked earnestly

onsider the other point of view also, and to

bethink themselves whether, after all, a greal deal ol

the Philistinism of our people is nol due to the detach-
ment of locality, of interest, and of intercourse thai

in the past has been just!) chargeable to the world
of learning.

The Firitish Association fm the Vdvancemenl of
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Science was founded foi the purposi of bringing a

knowledge of science, ii- glories and its' uses,
among the people. Ii has done a -.cat work, a much
greater work than i- known 10 thosi who will nol
sacrifice .1 week ol the Alps or the oceans 1.1 do theii

liit and to . \p. rii n.i- thi stimulus and | rofil derivable
from the meetings chiefly.il must be admitted, outside
the section-rooms. 'The British Assoi .1- re-

vitalising, and I believe it can I., revitalised If our
men of science would rally to it, it mighi do' much
thai -.1111- neglected or to be falling into
the hands of new organisations, the numbe 1 1 which
alone, to say nothing of their particular distim
or iheii -iil.-rripn.iM-, is becoming quite bewildering. .

Ii i-, of course, the British way to have a multi-
of disconnected organisations doing, or trying

to do, much tin -am.' thing. We have won the war
lit is true some others "also ran"), an. 1 Britain is

justified in her institutions. To that no one subscribes
more heartily than I, Inn we made some mistake-;
and though organisation in the German wa) ma] bi

the mental path to inhumanity if followed far, I think
we mighl piofii in using a little mon co-operation as
u 1 go mil - \ eral ways.
Chemistry, it has been said, i- a French science.

He thai a- it may, the immortal Lavoisier, who did

more than anyone to revolutionise chemistry, began
to investigate combustion because Ii.. was interested

in lighting the streets of Paris. So at least sa\s M.
I.e Chatelier, who is, I think, a chemist asses pur.

According to my reading of history, so much pure
science has arisen, nol from the heavens above, hut

from the earth earthy beneath^ that I will never, if I

can help il, be penned" off bv any principality or power
from the fraternity of applied science. Besides that, I

owe them personally more than can ever be acknow-
ledged for heading me off certain great dangers that

threaten the academic life, and for helping me in count-
ies- ways with the promotion of pure science. We
may rejoice without reserve in their temporary mono-
poly of popular favour. Arthur Smitheli.s.

The Theory of Hormones Applied to Plants.

\ii one would have read Prof. Bayliss's review
(Xaurr of December 12, p. 285) of Dr. Jacques
Loeb's experiments on the "chemical correlationship

"

in plant growth with greater interest than John
Hunter, for he had carried out many experiments on

growing beans to elucidate the phenomena which are

now explained on the theory of hormones. Hunter
was familiar with phenomena of a similar kind in

animals, and his experiments on plants were made
primarily to elucidate that mysterious mechanism
which went in Hunter's time under the name of " sym-
pathy." An account of Hunter'- experiments, carried

out between 1772 and 1790, will he found in " K— a\ -

and Observations by John Hunter," edited by Sir

Richard Owen, and published in 1861 (vol. i., p. 367).

Thesi observations were saved from destruction by

William Clift. Arthur Keith.

College of Surgeons, London. W.C.

RESEARCH ISSOCIATIONS AND OTHERS.
RESEARCH is the cry in every direction, bul

the public -till needs instruction as to what

it means and the conditions requisite for progress.

Discovery "t new principles mi which advance

can be made in the fundamental knowledge "I

Nature will probably be accomplished in the future,

as in the past, through the g;enius of tin leu

gifted men, but the dissemination of the right

i nl 1.1
I nowledge and the creation of a widely
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diffused sentimenl of respecl for science and for

scientific work depend largely on the future educa-

tion of the people generally. Since it will probably

always be true thai public opinion is dependent

more or less on authority, the action of the

Government in setting up the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research is a step ol the

utmost importance. The work done by this body
so far, however, relates to direct applications of

science to practical purposes as revealed by the

report for 1917 i.N noticed in NATURE for

October 17 last.

The protection of the interests of pure science,

regardless Of immediate Utilitarian application, is,

however, a matter of serious importance, and a

movement lias been set on foot at Cambridge
with this object in view. The "Scientific Research
Association " lias been formed, and has put for-

ward a scheme for its organisation and functions

which at first sight appears not only very com-
prehensive, but also somewhat complicated. It is

believed that science requires larger endowments
and more co-ordinated and informed allocation of

those endowments than is provided by any exist-

ing machinery. It is intended, therefore, to in-

stitute a comprehensive system of intelligence as

to the research that is actually being done in the

various branches of science, and of new research

as it is projected. By those who are familiar with
the position of workers in science in the past,

how largely the work done has been accomplished
at the cost in time, labour, and money of private

individuals or in the scanty leisure of professional

men, it will be agreed that if the national life is

to be increasingly vitalised and the scientific habit
of mind cultivated, it is essential that an assured
career should be open to the competent worker.
ft is, therefore, proposed to formulate an exten-
sive scheme of endowment of research by the
State which would afford inducements to the most
promising students to continue their pursuit of

scientific investigation. This means an addition
not only to the grants now made to universities,

but also to the various schemes now afloat for
providing maintenance scholarships and fellow-

ships on a more extended scale. It is not pro-
posed to advocate the separation of teaching and
research, which have been hitherto associated in

so many institutions with advantage to both.

Finally, the association contemplates taking a

leading part in impressing on the public the im-
portance of scientific research in all its aspects, and
the fundamental value of scientific method in every
department of national life. A very strong list of
supporters lias already been got together, but an
examination of the list reveals the fact that, so
far, for reasons which are not obvious, the pro-
moters have not succeeded in getting the co-
operation of some of the most eminent men of
science in their several departments. For ex-
ample, the president and other officers of the
Royal Society are conspicuous by their absence,
and as the president is one of the most famous
physicists in the world, and Master of Trinity
besides, he could not have been overlooked in con-
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neotion with any scheme originating in Cam-
bridge.

Thi' fact is probably that while the time is cer-

tainly ripe for movement in the direction indicated

by the proposed association, the scheme as at

present formulated requires time and further

consideration to secure the complete approval

and adherence of all the leading men of science

of the country. Moreover, complete concurrence
in any one scheme is scarcely to be expected as

yet while sympathy is so much divided by the

various proposals which are in the air. The
endowment of research will have to be further

considered by the Government, though it is pos-
sible that in view of the money placed at the

disposal of the Committee of the Pr'lV) Council

for Scientific and Industrial Research, and the

assignment of 100,000/. for research in connection

with dyes, some people may feel that it will be
well to watch the effects of this, and of other

sources <>l endowment like that of the Salters'
Compam mentioned in NATURE for October 24,

before proceeding further. It is true that there is

in this country no institution corresponding with

the Kaiser YVilhelm Institut near Berlin, or with

the Wolcott Gibbs Institute at Harvard, but the

establishment of a new college does not appa-
rently enter into the programme drawn up by the

promoters of the association. The Royal Institu-

tion with its connected Davy-Faraday Laboratory

is unique in both constitution and output of

results. It must not be forgotten, moreover, that

nearly all the British universities have adopted a

scheme for the institution of degrees open to

candidates from overseas to be awarded on the

results of research work performed by the candi-

date, and probably this will lead to further

demands for assistance to these universities.

In the meantime the idea of bringing together

the whole body of British men of science has
resulted in the formation of another association

under the name of "The National Union of Scien-

tific Workers," concerning which a letter

appeared in NATURE of October 24. The draft

rules declare that the object of the union shall

be, in the first place, "to advance the interests

of science, pure and applied, as an essential

element in the national life." The second object

is "to regulate the conditions of employment of

persons with adequate scientific training and
knowledge, and iheir relations to their employers
and to other employees," and among other things

to set up a register of trained scientific workers
and to establish an employment bureau. The pro-

motion of scientific research is also mentioned,

but it appears that the union assumes more the

character of a professional body acting somewhat
in the trade-union spirit than an association of

persons interested in the promotion of scientific

education and research. It will be evident, there-

fore, that the National L'nion would be unlikely

to obtain much financial support from the public

for the promotion of research, whereas an organ-
isation like the Scientific Research Association

may do so.
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There is evidently a certain amount of overlap-

ping in these movements. There has been formed
within the last lew months in the North of

England an Association of Chemists with a similar

professed purpose, but this has been merged, at

least so far as t lie principal leaders are concerned,
in the Institute ot Chemistry, the chartered bod)
to which nearl) all the well-qualified chemists in

the country are gravitating. Hut another step is

now being taken in the creation of a Federation of

Chemists which will include not only the highly

qualified, but also men of all grades, and this will

probable assume the features of a club with

libraries and meeting-rooms. Science is evidently

not going to be overlooked, but it would be un-
fortunate if any serious dissipation of energy
should ensue before such compromises can be
effected which will provide for the needs of all

branches ol science, pure and applied, and espe-

cially those eases in which, as between the

chemists, metallurgists, and engineers, mutual
help and recognition are most desirable.

THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
INTERN. I /.-( OMB I STIO N ENGINE.

A BRILLIANT piece of analytical work has
lately been given b\ Mr. H. R. Ricardo

to the North-easl Coast engineers and ship-

builders. 1 Mr. Ricardo takes as the title of his

paper " High-speed Internal-combustion Engines,"
and in it he compares the modern high-speed

engine with the older slow-speed type, much to the

disadvantage of the latter not merely in relation

i" speed, but also in respect of the degree of skill

shown in design. There is great loree in

the arguments used, and the truth which is

evident in not a few of them may legitimately

be regarded as one of the outcomes of the war.

The war had the effect of drawing out and stimu-

lating the hitherto hidden abilities ol numbers ol

getically minded and scientifically trained

engineers—mainly quite young men- -who in the

highly inelastic system ot pre-war days received

but trifling encouragement for either their inven-
tive or their organising powers. The State cared
little for scientific or technical research, and the

leaders of industry were in too many cases quite

as conservative as the State. Then came the

awakening. The perils and dangers of war re-

quired that, for the supreme cause of the safety

-of the State, this attitude should be completely

reversed- -and reversed it was. Wide scope was
at once given to all with inventive and scientific

ability 'in, result we ;e< in the amazing strides

made in aviation mainly the work of youth.
When, therefore, Mr. Ricardo compares the older

- of internal-combustion engine with the aero-

engine ol to-day he is comparing not merelv two
engines, but also two systems, two worlds in fact

..ne where the State is little concerned what tech-

nical developments its nationals may or may not
produce, and one in which the State, fighting for

its life, calls anxiously tot the help of all talent to

be found anywhere within its borders.

nuuectioni of North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Ship-
vol, xxxiv., October, ioi8.
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Bui lor the war aviation could not have devel-
oped at a pace in the least approaching that actu-
ally attained- and steadily maintained. This
development is, as regards both numbers and
efficiency, the outstanding technical achievement
of the past four years; naturally it has demanded
intensely rapid, even drastic, changes in the
[lower unit of such craft. The heavy loading put
on such engines has caused their design to be far
more difficult than that of other internal-combus-
tion engines; they may be required to run at high
power (and that involving unprecedcntedlv high
brake mean pressures) for so long as twenty hours
on end. Types which have been constructed to
weigh but two or three pounds per horse-power
and yet run for hours on full load will afford a
magnificent start to the aerial services of peace,
especially since the less strenuous specifications
of future operations will allow the engine to
operate normally at powers quite appreciably
below the maximum. The modern aero-engine is

close to the highest perfection possible for its

power and cycle. Any material further advance
must, it would seem, be by change of evele,

change of fuel, or perhaps a break away to some
new kind of prime mover altogether.
' Mr. Ricardo correctly points out that "the
design of internal-combustion engines in this

country has during the last twenty years pro-
ceeded along two widely different lines directed
by separated schools. On one hand, we have
the designers of what may be termed the slow-
speed type of engine, who have consistentlv had
to compete with, and have based their designs
upon, steam-engine practice ; and, on the other,

we have the designers of small high-speed
engines who have appeared with the advent of

the motor-car. The latter have created a school
of thought of their own, and have developed along
lines which ate distinctly enterprising." The dif-

ference between high- and low-speed engines is by
no means confined to a matter of speed, since the

former usually run on petrol and the latter on gas.

This difference in fuel is very important, though
perhaps not permanent—a small "suction pro-

ducer " added to a "petrol engine " would enable

the latter to be run on gas directly derived from
coal fed into the producer. This may come, but
it seems to be some way off at present.

The difference between the use of petrol and
gas is not merely one of supply and carriage, but is

also of a more essential nature. Petrol has certain

very valuable advantages. For one thing, a gas
mixture suffers a chemical contraction on com-
bustion, whereas a petrol mixture shows an ex-

pansion ; the evaporation of petrol in the carbu-
rettor lowers the temperature of the incoming
charge, so that the weight-volumetric efficiency of

the suction stroke is higher than with gas. The
disadvantages of petrol are less pronounced,
though they certainly exist; thus there is usually

some proportion of petrol which is not properly

1, and escapes combustion; and a stricter

limitation of richness of charge is necessary.

These essential differences tend to complicate

any comparison of the usual high-speed with the
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usual low-speed engine. Mr. Ricardo suggests

that piston design in particular Is looked on from
such different angles by the two schools as to lead

to \<i\ marked differences in engine types. A
heavy piston means high inertia forces at the

beginning and end of each stroke; this means a

stout connecting-rod; both these in turn call for

a strong and heavv crank requiring massive bear-

ings, and al once we are led to the ordinary gas-
engine of pre-war davs. The aero-engiiie has
developed a piston suitable lor beavj loads and
high speeds. It is surely unlikely that designers
ol other types of internal-combustion engine will

lail to draw thi' obvious conclusion.

The war may be expected to leave its mark on
internal-combustion engine design in two ways:
first, by greatly lightening the motor-car engine,
s.> thai its weight per horse-power may not corn-
pan- so unfavourably with that of aero-engines;
and secondly, by making the slow-speed stationary,
or nearly stationary, gas- or oil-engine a much
less cumbrous machine.

Evolution in engine practice has long been
towards ever-increasing speeds. The old beam-
enginesof the early part of last century gave place

to an engine of much higher speed with hundreds,
instead of tens, of revolutions per minute. The
higher speed meant, for equal horse-power, less

total force on the piston, hence a less diameter of
piston, a smaller and lighter engine. Now again
we find this same evolutionary process. at work-
piston speeds are rising and the weight per horse-
power ratio grows less.

In view of the specially intense interest which
the agricultural industry will have for humanity
during the next term of years, it is important to
consider how far our recent increase in knowledge
ol the potentialities of the internal-combustion
engine may be harnessed to this work. Ford in

America has done much—but mainly on what may
be termed pre-war data. Much remains to be
done in this coming post-war period. High piston
speeds, light reciprocating parts, and tin- use of
high-grade steels should, combined, produce

ultural machine as efficient lor its purpose
as the motor-car and aeroplane have become. The
annual output of high-speed internal-combustion
engines in this country is at present at the rate of
some 10,000,000 h.p. annually. A large part of
this has been for air work; a smaller fraction will

suffice now. Here is to be found a lm-c.u oppor-
tunity for the internal-combustion engine in fresh
enterprise in new fields. H. E. \V.

Nl RSING HABITS OF ANTS IND
TERMITES.

A RECENT paper by Mr. W. M. Wheeler, in
^~* the Proceedings of the American Philo-
sophical Society, Philadelphia, gives some interest-
ing details of the behaviour of certain ants in the
care of their offspring. The larvae of the primi-
tive subfamily PonerLnae an- fed, not, as in the
ease of the most highly specialised ants, with
Food regurgitated bv the workers, but with frag-
ments of insects. Speaking ni a species of this
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subfamily common in central Texas, Mr, Wheeler
says :

—

These larvae are placed l>v the ants on their broad
hacks, and their heads and necks are folded over on
to the concave ventral surface, which serves as a taM<
or trough on which the food is placed bv the workers.

In the case of another species, as soon as the

food is in place il is sometimes covered by the

larva with a copious discharge of a secretion con-
taining a proteolytic ferment, by means of which
the food undergoes extra-intestinal digestion.

Mr. Wheeler adds the curious observation that

this liquid is eagerly lapped up bv the nurses.

The larvae of four species of ants belonging to

the subfamily Myrmecinte were collected bv Mr.
Lang in the Belgian Congo. In three of these,

remarkable exudatory appendages exist, some of

which consist of a basal enlargement tilled with

fat-cells, and a slender, tubular distal portion

containing a granular liquid which the author
thinks can only be interpreted as an exudate
derived from the fat-cells, and capable of being
filtered through the cuticula of the appendages
by means of the pressure exerted by an elaborate

system of muscles. That the chitinous envelope
of these structures is not necessarily impervious
to the passage of a secretion is shown bv the

researches of Holmgren, Biedermann, Kapsov,
Casper, and others. From the ontogenetic and
phylogenetic history of these appendages, and
especially from the fact that the} appear to lie

developed in inverse ratio to the salivary glands
used in extra-intestinal digestion, Mr. Wheeler
concludes that their secretion, like that of the
salivary glands in the Ponerina\ is capable of
furnishing nutriment to the nurses, the benefit of

the feeding habit being therefore reciprocal. This
conclusion he considers to be supported bv the

observations of YVasmann on the Staphylinid
beetle Kertogaster inflata, which inhabits the nests
ol termites. In this larva the fat-body produces
an 1 nidation which, after passing through a layer

of hypodermis, reaches the surface tin, ugh the

cuticle. Similar phenomena are present in other
beetles and Hymenoptera which frequent the nests

ol ants or termites, as recorded by Traglrdh

;

while Holmgren has found that, quite apart from
their guests, termites feed to a large extent on
the exudation furnished in different degrees bv
the several castes of their own species.

For this reciprocal feeding, whether within or

without the limits of tin. same species, Mr. Wheeler
proposes the term " trophallaxis. " The practice

has, he considers, an important bearing on the

substitution of the social for the solitary habit

in various species of Hymenoptera. The various
trophallactic relations existing in communities of
ants arc grouped by him as follows: (i) Trophal-
laxis between mother or adult worker and larval

brood; (_:) between adult ants (mutual regurgita-
tion); (3) 1 iet w ecu ants and true guests ; (4) between
ants ol different specie's. Besides these reciprocal

relations there is the ordinary trophic connection
between ants and other insects outside the nest
(as aphides and certain LepidopterOUS larva'), and
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also between ants and various plants known a^

Myrmeeophytes.
The author takes occasion to combat Was-

mann's view as to a special symphilic instinct

in ants and termites. The latter observer adduces

certain ascertained facts regarding Lomechusa
striiwosa, a beetle parasitic in the colonies of

Formica sanguined. 'The adult beetles are fed

and licked by the ants, but the beetle larva- devour
the larvae o| their hosts; moreover, in some
colonies the presence of the parasite leads to the

elopmenl of pseudogynes i.e. forms inter-

mediate between workers and females, which are

incapable of performing the functions of either

Caste. The infection of an ant colony by Lome-
chusa is therefore presumably detrimental to the

hosts. This is admitted by Wasmann, who never-

theless contends that Formica siuiguincu has

acquired a special symphilic instinct, not under the

influence of natural selection, but in connection

with the use of a process analogous to artificial

selection as practised by man. Mr. Wheeler
holds, on the other hand, that the beetle is the

aggressor, and that the fact that it is licked and
tended by the ants is a mere incidental result of

the nursing habits of the latter with regard to

their own offspring. F. A. D.

I'll) sirs IX SCHOOLS. 1

TX Opening the discussion described in the report
J- before us, Prof. C. 11. Lees, president of the

Physical Society, stated thai the meeting was the

come of the desire of the societj t<> help
• engaged in science teaching in public and

secondary schools to cany out the extension of

their work which will probably ensue in the course

of tin- next few years. We may begin our ;

o! the report by congratulating those responsible

he idea oi such a meeting and those to whom
(lit of its skilful organisation belongs.

Sir Oliver Lodge opened with a characteristic-

Mr. President, I very much
that it is desirable tiiat tin average man

should know more physics than he does at pi'

lie could hardly know less." Bui the speaker did
not pursue the delicate question as to the responsi-

this state of things, whether tin avi ragi

man or the teacher oi physics is to blame. Nor
need we inquire, since the one clear, unmistakable

i the discussion as a whole was that

teai hers of physics are tackling with much
thoughtful energy the problem of providing

physics which will suit those who will

gel in schools the only knowledge of physics they
are ever likely to possess.

It is worth noting that Sir Oliver Lodge con-
siders it besl to begin with the biological sciences,

ultivating the faculty of observation. Why
this should he so was not explained; nor was any-
thing said as to how the power of observing gained
in natural history studies was to be transferred

to the field of physics. Here we touch on the
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weak side of the discussion—there was too in-

secure a basis ol psychological knowledge, too
little recognition ol the imperative primary need
to lind out how the boy's mind will work with
spontaneity as well as under discipline.

There are several clear statements in this report

on the distinct ion between physics for the boy who
will specialise in science and "Physics for All,"

the contribution of Prof. K. A. Gregory being
particularly clear and weighty. The need for

inspiring courses was well emphasised by both
the opening speakers ; the Harrow syllabus sub-
mitted by Mr. C. L. Bryant was an able effort

to meet this need.

Every schoolmaster feels one great difficulty in

carrying out his ideals, viz. the narrow limits of

time within which his work has to be carried out.

Dr. T. J. Baker brought this point clearly before

the society, and from this point of view criticised

the recommendation of Sir J. J. Thomson's Com-
mittee to lower the school-leaving age from nine-

teen to eighteen. Probably the majority of school-

masters, not excluding Dr. Baker himself, would

be satisfied with an "Advanced Course" which

ended with the end of the school year in which
the age of eighteen was reached.

Mr. A. T. Simmons showed the further diffi-

culties which arise when the school course ends
at sixteen. Too often electricity and magnetism
are left out, so far as the majority of the boys are

concerned—a serious matter. We may point out

that this means not merely the loss of a study ol

fascinating interest to most boys, but the further

result is that school-work and the life of the world
remain divorced. Mr. Simmons did another

service to the discussion by indicating things

which could be left out with advantage ; we sug-

gest that one of the most necessary things to do
at present is to scrap useless topics of the Nichol-
son hydrometer type.

If we take a longer view, it is obvious that for

future progress the training of teachers of physics

is ol first-rate importance, and the remarks of

Prof. T. P. Xunn will be read with interest. The
two main theses were (i) the need for the

teacher to have studied his subject critically,

(2) the benefit which results from a sound appren-
ticeship to the teacher's art. We agree that "the

way of wisdom with regard to training colleges is

not to suppress or to ignore them, but to take
serious pains to strengthen them for the better

performance of their indispensable duties." In

our opinion, the training of science teachers is

one of the vitally important items of educational

reconstruction, and this might well be impressed
upon local education authorities during the

coming year. The need for "refresher courses

for teachers who have been at work for sevi

years, possibly in a remote school, has been recog-

nised by the more progressive authorities; but

such courses rarely include physics or chemistry.

Mr. J. Xichol was only too well justified in direct-

ing attention to the financial difficulty of the

science master who wishes to keep up to date

I
this applies especially to those whose school is
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far from a large town), and he was Oil equally

sound ground when he urged that the teaching of

physics should he revivified and kept in touch with

everyday life, so as to defeat any attempt to

standardise it and use it merely as a training in

logical method (cf. Euclid).

The meeting was saved from the peril of a tame
unanimity by a difference of view as to approach-

ing the subject synthetically, e.g. by building up
.1 theory of heat from observations of the dissected

phenomena of expansion, etc., or analytically, e.g.

by starting with a steam-engine and inquiring how
it works.
The difference was somewhat unreal—at least,

the real issues were not clearly defined. Surely

the problem is how to harness the "wonder " and
"utility" motives, and this has to be solved for

each method-unit according to the characteristics

of each class and teacher and of the method-unit

itself. Here it may be said that the existence of

a method-unit was only once referred to, when
Mr. F. B. Stead directed attention to the fault

that the laboratory exercise that can be done in

one lesson period tends to become the unit of

teaching. We are of opinion that teachers should

give more attention to sectioning their .subject

into natural method-units, using them for revision,

for the pupil's more elaborate note-taking, and for

essays. Perhaps the simplest example is "ex-
pansion by heat," which is so obvious that in

practice regard to this topic as a method-unit is

fairly well observed.
It is not possible within the limits of this article

to refer to many useful practical suggestions
which teachers may gain by reading this report.

We have no doubt that many will be grateful to

the Physical Society and to the speakers, not for-

getting Dr. H. S. Allen, who organised the
symposium. G. F. D.

NOTES.
The mineral resources of Spitsbergen have lately

been receiving much attention. The signing of the

armistice has allowed the two British companies which
hold the principal mining estates in that country to

make plans for resuming operations. A correspond-
ence in the Times, initiated by Prof. F. Haverfield, of

Oxford, has dealt with the value of the coal and iron-
ores. Prof. Haverfield, who seems to prefer the German
spelling of Spitsbergen with a "z," quotes Swedish geo-
logists as denying the existence of high-grade iron-ores,

and he characterises the attempts to utilise Spitsbergen
commercially as a long series of failures from the
time of the Dutch onwards. In these respects he has
been misinformed. The Dutch and English whalers,
and later the Russian and Norwegian trappers, did

a rich trade in Spitsbergen produce. Mining ventures
have not always been successful, but cases of failure

have been due, not to lack of mineral ores, but to

ignorance of Spitsbergen, to lack of political control

in the country, and. in some instances, to mismanage-
ment and amateur effort. During the war various
Norwegian and Swedish companies, in several cases
trespassers on British estates, mined large quantities

of coal. This year about 100,000 tons of coal were
sent to Scandinavian ports. Ii is merely a question

of effort to make Spitsbergen one of the chief coal-

producing countries in Europe. The accessible coal-
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fields are estimated to have a content of at least

4,000,000,000 tons of good steam-coal. The iron-ore
deposits have yet to be examined by competent geo-
logists and mining engineers, but the samples brought
to this country promise well. Other mineral resources
include gypsum in enormous quantities, asbestos,
copper-ore, oil shale, and probably free oil. I lie

mineral prospects of Spitsbergen are great, but, with
the exception of coal and gypsum, need to be
thoroughly prospected by qualified men before com-
mercial development can proceed. Meanwhile, it is

essential that Great Britain should keep a watchful
eye on the fate of this term nullius, in which British

subjects have the principal claims.

With the view of meeting the growing demand fur

technical literature, the council of the Chemical Society
decided early in 1917 to increase the scope of the
library of the societ} by a more liberal provision of
suitable technical works and journals. It was also
thought that by placing the existing library of 23,000
volumes and the proposed extension at the disposal of
members of other societies ami associations the)

might relieve themselves of the necessity of collecting
and maintaining the litsraturs relating to their special
subjects, and assist in the formation of a representa-
tive library of chemical literature, such as would lie

difficult to obtain by individual effort. A conference
of representatives of societies and associations con-
nected with chemical science and industry was held
to consider the means by which other societies, etc.,

might co-operate in this extension, and financial assist-

ance was afterwards offered by the following societies,

etc. :—Association of British Chemical Manufacturers,
Biochemical Society, Faraday Society, Institute of
Chemistry, Society of Dyers and Colourists, and
Society of Public Analysts. Members of these con-
tributing societies, etc., will be permitted to consult
the library and borrow books from January 1, 1919.
The hours of opening the library will be as follows :

—

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. ; Tuesdays and Fridays, from 10 a.m. to

9 p.m.; and Saturdays, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

In the Fortnightly Review for December
" Fabricius " refers to the manifesto in support of
Germany's policy and action relating to the war
signed by ninety-three university professors in that
country in 1914, and widely distributed. Among these

professors were several occupying scientific chairs,

and they must share the righteous condemnation
which has been given by the intellectual world out-

side Germany to their misuse of authority on behalf

of dishonourable dreams of conquest. As, however,
most of the signatories of the manifesto were repre-

sentatives of theology, law, literature, and like

branches of knowledge, and not of science as it is

usually understood, it is misleading to refer to them
as a group of "scientists," as "Fabricius" does in

the following extract from his article:

—

"Scientists

are supposed to devote themselves to the promotion of

science and of truth, for science is incompatible with
untruth. However, the unceasing advocacy of a

robber-policy and the exaltation of a robber-morality

had so completely destroyed the instinct of respon-

sibility and of truth amongst Germany's intellectual

leaders that ninety-three of Germany's most eminent
scientists, among them many prominent theologians

and legists, disgraced themselves and German science

for all lime by issuing in 1914 a manifesto to the

world in which they mendaciously proclaimed that

the other Powers had forced a war upon innocent and
peaceful Germany; that upon France, Kngland, and
Russia rested the blood-guiltiness ; thai Germany
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fought a clean war of self-defence." We note thai th<

Brussels correspondent of the Times reports on Decem-
ber 10 that the Belgian Surgical Society, at its first

meeting since July, [914, solemnly repudiated the

notorious manifesto, and resolved to break off all

relations with German men of science until the

calumnies, especialrj against Belgian medical men, are
publicly disavowed.

W'k learn with regret of the death on December 9
of Dr. Reginald Perq Cockin, a member of the
staff of the London School of Tropical Medicine. Dr.
Cockin was educated al Caius College, Cambridge,
and the London Hospital. After graduating in arts

and medicine in [906 he entered the Colonial Medical
Service, passing "with distinction" in the qualifying

course al the London School of Tropical Medicine. In

lie proceeded to Wesl \frica, and saw active ser-

vice as medical officer with the Cross River Expedi-
tion into the Munchi country. In 1910 he transferred

to Cyprus as district medical officer, and hi -Id the post

of examiner under pharmaceutical law. During 1913
1

1 Cockin was bacteriologist and resident surgeon al

the Colony and Yaws Hospitals in Grenada. He then
returned ;,. the London School of 'Tropical Medicine,

occupying successively the posts of demonstrator,
assistant in the helminthological department, and

ant entomologist. In 1916 he inaugurated one
of the venereal clinics under the Seamen's Hospital

Society, and as it> director and pathologist organised
the clinical the Albert Dock Hospital with brilliant suc-

Dr. Cockin 's contributions to medical literature

were chiefly clinical, dealing with yaws and its treat-

ment, rat-bite fever, and ankylostomiasis. His M.D.
thesis on "Ankylostomiasis in Grenada" was of
special importance in definitely associating with this

infection a series of hitherto obscure cardiac symp-
toms. Dr. Leipei writes :

" In him we have lost one
of peculiarly charming personality, wide sympathies
and interests. Knowing as he did tin- risk of over-
strain, which actually proved fatal, ho courageously
discharged until within a day of his death, not only
his own duties, bul also those of others, away on

service."

\ Christmas course of juvenile lectures will be
delivered at the Royal Institution bv Prof. D'.\rc\

Thompson on "The Fish of tin Sea," beginning on
December 31 at ; o'clock. The following courses of

lectures w ill he given before Easter : Prof. Spenser
Wilkinson, Lessons of the War; Prof. MacGregor-
Morris, Stud) ol Electric Arcs and their Applications;
('apt. (i. P. Thomson, The Development of Aero-
planes in the Great War and The Dynamics of
Flying; Prof. I lele-Shaw, Clutches; Prof. Arthur
Keith, British Ethnologj : The People of Scotland;
Prof. Norman Collie, Chemical Studies of Oriental

lain; Dr. W. Wilson, The Movements of the
Sun, Earth, and Moon; Prof. II. M. Lefroy, Insect

Enemies of our F'ood Supplies and How Silk is Grown
and Made; Prof. C. H. Lees, F'ire Cracks and the
Forces Producing Them; Prof. A. Findlay, Colloidal
Matter and its Properties; and Sir J. J. Thomson,

mil \n.d\sis and its Application to Atomic
Structure. The Friday discourses will begin on
January 17, when Sir James Dewat will give a lecture

on Liquid Air and the War; and discourses will also

be delivered bv the following gentlemen ; Lt.-Col. A.
Balfour, Prof. H. II. Turner, Prof. I. G. Adami, Prof.

Knott, Mr. A. T. I Ian. Prof. L \. McClelland,
Prof. II t II. Carpenter, Prof. A. Keith, Prof.

W. W. Watts, Sir John II. \. Macdonald, and Sir

J. J. Thomson.

Influenza is ven decidedh on the wane in England
and V urn for the
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week ending Decembei 7 shows that for the ninety-
six gnat towns the deaths horn the epidemic were
,i 5 7 4 .

which is less than one-half of the deaths in either
ol the two weeks ending November 9, when the com-
plaint was at its climax. In the eight weeks ending
December 7 there were 41,053 deaths from influenza
in the ninety-six great towns. The Times of Decem-
ber 7 gave the following from its New York corre-
spondent

: "Deaths among tin- civilian population of
the United Stales from Spanish inlluenza and pneu-
monia since September 15 have totalled approximately
350,000. In military camps the number of deaths has
exceeded 20,000." In London the deaths from influenza
for the week ending December 7 were 660, which is
lower than am week since that ending October 19,
and is little more than one-quarter of the deaths in
either of the two weeks ending November 9. The
age incidence of the deaths is higher than in am
previous week of the epidemic, 42 per cent, ol tin

deaths occurring at ages above forty-five. 'The pro-
portion of deaths in London from pneumonia has been
smaller than the deaths from bronchitis throughout the
epidemic until the week ending December 7, when the

deaths from bronchitis were slightly the greater.

THE death is announced, at thirty-five years of age,
of Dr. A. I-:. Stansfeld. From the British Medical
Journal we learn that Dr. Stansfeld entered St. John's
College, Cambridge, with a major scholarship in 1902,
and -ained Firsl (lass honours in both parts ol the
Natural Sciences Tripos, graduating B.C. in 1909, and
proceeding to the M.D.. degree in 1915. At St.

Bartholomew's Hospital his career was exceptionally
brilliant. He won there an entrance scholarship, the
Kirkes scholarship and gold medal, the Burrows prize,
the Brackenbury medical scholarship, and the Law-
rence scholarship and gold medal. After holding the
post of house physician he was appointed casualty
physician and assistant demonstrator of pathology in
the medical school ; and at the date of his deatli on
November 25 he was senior demonstrator of pathology
at St. Bartholomew's, and physician to the Metro-
politan Hospital. In 191 1 Dr. Stansfeld obtained the
membership of the Royal College of Physicians, and
he was elected to the fellowship this year.

Tut': King has been pleased to approve the appoint-
ment of the Rev. I-:. W. Barnes, F.R.S., Master of
the Temple, to the Canonry of Westminster, vacant
owing to the death of the Right Rev. William Boyd
Carpenter, II. D., K.C.Y.O. Dr. Barnes went to

Cambridge from King Edward's School, Birmingham,
as a scholar of Trinity, and graduated in 1896, being
bracketed as Second Wrangler. In the following yeai
he was placed in the first division of the F"irst Class
in the Mathematical Tripos, part ii., and became first

Smith's prizeman in 1898. He was president of the
Union in 1897, and in 1898 was elected a fellow of
his college, afterwards becoming assistant lecturer

(1902), junior dean (1906-8), and tutor (1908-15). He
was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1909.

We notice with regrel tin death on December 9, at

Basle, of Mr. F. G. Aflalo, at forty-eight years of
age. Mr. Aflalo was well known as a traveller, an
angler, and author of numerous popular writings on
natural history, especially that of fishes. He travelled

widely, among other places visiting every fishing port
of note, lie was the editor of the "Encyclopaedia of

and the -Anglers' Library." In 1893 Mr.
Aflalo founded the British Sea Anglers' Society, which
is now a flourishing association.

Mi;. CLIFFORD C. Patkrson is resigning his position

in the physics department of the National Physical

Laboratory, Teddington, and is joining the- General
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Electrii i o., Ltd., as director "t research labora-

tories as from January i, 1919. Pending the erection

of the necessary laboratory buildings th< temporal*}

offices and address of the research laboratories of the

General Electric Co., Ltd., will be at the Osram
Robertson Lamp Works, Hammersmith, London.

An the exhibition galleries ol the Natural History
Museum, Cromwell Road, S.W., are now open to

the public on weekdays as in pre-war times. The
hours of opening during December, January, and
February are from ,,, aim. to 5 p.m.

Diking the present year the Irish newspapers
reported the discovery of the apparition of a black
pig in the district of Killrustan, Co. Roscommon,
which caused much alarm, and w'as supposed to fore-

bode some serious national disaster. The question
has hem full} discussed by Miss Eleanor Mall in

Folk-lore (vol. xxix., part 3, September, n)iS). The
writer shows that the legend of the appearance ol

the black pig is as ancient as anything we possess

in these islands, and that it is special!} connected
with llie gnat ditch known as the "Black Tig's

Dyke," which can be traced in fragments all across the

north of Ireland from Bundoran to Donegal Bav,
and probably formed the boundary in ancient times
of southern and eastern Ulster. The pig seems to

have been a sacred animal in ancient Ireland, possibly
the representative of the corn spirit, and the hunt of

magical boars or swine is the theme of many tales.

It is remarkable that it should recently have been
resuscitated in Ireland for purposes of religious or

political propaganda.

In the November issue of Man Prof. (.. Elliot Smith
discusses an exhibit now in the Liverpool Free Public
Museums obtained in excavations in Honduras. It

represents an alligator or crocodile, from the open
mouth of which a human face protrudes. The writer
identities this with various forms of the dragon in

India, Japan, and Indonesia, and arrives at the con-
clusion that "no one who conscientiously studies

the mythology of the Old World, and appreciates the

fortuitous circumstances which determined the

arbitrary forms assumed by main of the beliefs and
ideas, can refuse to admit that the confused mosaii

of the identical elements of culture in America must
have conn- from the other side of the Pacific, and,

for the most part, received the impress of Indian
civilisation before the fragments were rearranged and
built up again into a new pattern in Mexico and
Central America."

In recent years several discoveries of nmains ol

am i. nl man in North and South America have- been

announced, which are critically reviewed by Dr. Ales

Hrdlicka in Bulletin No. 66 of the Bureau of Ameri-
can Ethnology. The La Brea skeleton, found in Cali-

fornia in IC114, is now shown to possess no charac-

teristics representative of any Americans earlier than the

Indians. \ long and careful review of the "fossil"

man of Vcro, Florida, leads to the conclusion that the

remains of modern Indian type, and represent

intentional burials. Dr. Hrdlicka adds the useful

warning that "those in whose work credulity and

fancy have no part, and who possess sufficient hard-

earned experience in these matters, can lie convinced

of geologically ancient man in \nieiiea c oil \ b\ facts

that will make all conscientious doubt on the subject

impossible. As chances of peculiar associations ol

human bones or human . rtifacts are infinite, anthro-

pology in this country must expect to be called upon

again and again to pass on alluring claims of the

antiquitv of such objects. Bui the burden of proof
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of antiquity of such finds lies, and will always lie,

with those who may urge such claims. They must
show clear, full, conclusive evidence acceptable to
anthropology; and no beliefs, opinions, or convic-
tions, even though advanced by men otherwise deserv-
ing, can ever take the place of real and sufficient
evidence.

_
Our colleagues in collateral branches pi

science will be sincerely thanked for every genuine
help they can give anthropology, but tin \ should not
clog our hands."

An interesting account is given by Mr. Y. Xishikado
(Ber. d. Ohara Inst. /. landwirtsch. Forsch., Bd. i..

Heft 2, 1917) of the rice blast fungus (Piricularia),
which causes serious damage to rice in Japan as
well as in other countries. Various strains of (his
fungus were isolated from rice, Italian millet, green
fox-tail grass, crab grass, Zingiber mioga and 'A.

officinale. By infection, cultural experiments, and
moqjhological study it was shown that these strains

exhibited a marked degree of specialisation to their

host, as well as showing other differences of a morpho-
logical and physiological character. The author,
therefore, distinguishes four species from one another,
viz. (1) Piricularia oryzae, Br. and Cav. Emend., on
rice; (2) P. grisca (Cke), Sacc. Emend., on crab'

grass; (3) P. setariae, sp. nov., on Italian millet and
green fox-tail grass; and (41 P. singiberi, sp. now,
on Zingiber mtoga and Z. officinale. All the- above

species grow readily as saprophytes upon artificial

media, such as rice-decoction agar. On media con-
taining carbohydrates the fungal growth becomes deep
olive to olivaceous-black, according to the species;

but, grown without carbohydrates (such as on bouillon

agar), the hvphaj remain white. The physiological

relationship of the four species of Piricularia to

various culture media, temperature, oxygen, etc., was
carefully recorded. Piricularia species were found to

exhibit a long vitality (of more than four hundred
davs) in cultures ; moreover, in dry conditions the

spores of P. oryzae maintain their vitality from the

autumn until the next summer (about eight month?).

Therefore the spores may be a source e,f early

infection.

We have received the year-book and annual rain-

fall returns of the Norwegian Meteorological Institute

for the year 1 < 1
1
7 . The mean temperature of die

year, taking the country as a whole, was in close

agi :ii' ni with the normal,, lent then- was a rather

1 deficiency of warmth north of the Arctk
Circle, the mean temperature at All.n (lai. JO

c X.I

being 1-4° C. under the average. January and July

were remarkably warm in all parts, while-, on the

'.ill.! band. April and October to November wen
unusuafh cold. An interesting summary of the

climatic conditions for 1916 is given for Green Har-

bour, Spitsbergen, the most northern meteorological

Station in the world, situated in Lit. 7S 2' N. The
mean temperature of the vear was - tot" t .

(13-8 I'. I, with extremes of ,,,s C. (5.1-50 F.) on

Julv 1 and -457' C. ( 50-2 I'l on Januaix 6. Onl\

in August did the temperature remain above freezing-

point. Precipitation was scanty, and amounted to only

11-36 in. Hourly values of temperature and press,,,,

at Green Harbour are given for I lie year ended June
i.ii 7, along with the tri-dailv readings of the various

climatic elements. Full particulars of rainfall and

mini forms of precipitation during 1017 are given

for 1.75 stations, the daib readings being shown for

in., si stations. Monthh and annual values expressed

as a percentage of the averag< an- shown for si N u-

four stations,' the- greatest excess, 45 per cent., oc-

curring at Engset (lat. ...• 14' N., long. 7 15' LA.

and the maximum deficiency, 41 per cent., at Lille-
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hammer (lat. 6ic 7' N., long. io° 28' !:.). Thi

isobyetals are drawn on two large-scale maps, which
show clearly the sharp variations in rainfall peculiar

to .1 mountainous country like Norway, the extremes
ing from 3400 mm. to 300 mm. of rain in the

year.

1 111. importano ol the refractometer to the technical

chemist and physicist is being realised to an ever-

ising 1 ttent. I h determination of the refractive

index of .1 liquid (.111 he made quicklv and accuratelv

by means ol such an instrument, ihus affording valu-

able information as ii> the purit} of nils, fats, or drugs,
centration ol solutions. The investigation

of the optical properties of glasses and singh and
doubl; als ran be carried «>ui with the

same instrument. It is highly satisfactory to learn

that British manufacturers are paying considerabli

attention to the construction ol refractometers. We
haw received from the firm of Messrs. Adam Hilger,

Ltd., a well-illustrated booklet describing their Abb<
refractometer with water-jacketed prisms for the

I
oi i' tractive indices from 1-3000 to 17

The instruments are standardised, and not only the

mechanical, l>ut also the optical, parts are interchange-

able. \\ 1 have also received an account of the im-

proved type ol Vbbe refractometer designed and made
I >\ M gham and Stanley, Ltd. An interest-

comparison is made between the features of this

instrument and the corresponding features of the

German type, and il i- claimed that the increased

efficiency results in a saving of time of ahout 50 pei

cent, in the d< termination of refractive indices and
ions.

Prof. Miles \\ ulker read an interesting paper to

the Institution of Electrical Engineers on December 5
mi the supph of single-phase power from three-phase

systems. In this country the advantages of three-

phase distribution of powei an thoroughly appre-

1. and man} of our large power-stations generate
1 his sj si, in. \i the presenl time

is .1 great demand in the Midlands for electrii

As these furnaces make
an excessive demand on the supply station, the com-
panii - the load taken by the furnaces must
be a "balanced" load, and that suitable precautions

taken to prevent resonance effects, which have
sions caused a breakdown of the

riot fully stated in

the paper. Prof. Walker urged thi adoption of the

-phase furnace. ! [1 the various

methods that could be used to operate this furnace
without upsetting the balance of the mains. Hi

full particulars of ile design of a "rotating balancing
sformer" for this purpose. The tests mad'

this machine show that its efficienc} was more than

This is a vi n satisfactory achievement.

We an not convinced, however, that ii is besl to

ii furnace when the supply is three-

phasi . \\ • know- several 1 sci llenl types of three-phase

furnace, and it is possible to connect them with the

three-phase transformer, so that the power factor on
primary windings is nearly unity. But even if a

single-phase electric furnace was essential, why not

coil, a transfi u 1 rotary con-
denser separate!} ? There is no need to combine them
into a single machine.

An interesting paper on the air supph to boiler-
' b} Mr. Richard W. Allen at the

Institution 1 - and Shipbuilders in Scotland

on Octobei Hi paper deals with the closed-

stokehold system, and a large pari of ii is taken up
with the losses in the ducts and fan chambers, due

Record- are given of experi-
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ments conducted on new types of deck intakes,
weathei Haps, gratings, etc., designed in such a
manner as to securi stream-line flow in the currents
of air, and the results of experiments carried out on
older patterns of the same appliances are also in-
cluded. For example, a grating having bars of
rectangular section produced a drop in pressure of
from 0-065 in - t0 °' 22 KJ. of water, whilst another
having "stream-line" bars showed no perceptible drop
in pressure. The delivery through these gratings with
the fan running at the same speed was respectively
29,000 and 31,500 cubic ft. of air per minute. The
papei constitutes a valuable illustration of the ap-
plications of science to engineering design, and as
such is to be commended to any engaged in the design
and installation of fans.

iiiK salvage of the St. Paid forms the subject of
an interesting article in the Engineer for December 6.

It may be remembered that this ship heeled and sank
in New York harbour in April of the present year.

I In hull settled upon the river-bed with the decks
marly vertical, and penetrated through the bed of
sih into the underlying hard soil. This rendered
the matter of the removal of guns, etc., 'a process
of considerable difficult) for the divers. Excavational
work was done by means of jets of compressed air,

thus blowing away the mud which had accumulated
round the guns. The ooze also entered the ship
through numerous open ports, and hampered the
work greatly. The dead-weight of the ship is about
13,000 tons, and the ship had to be rolled forcibly
back towards the normal upright position without
damage. This was accomplished by use of surface
pontoons, of A-frames attached to the uppermost side
of the ship, and of pumps which cleared the water
partially out of the ship. Four pontoons w-ere used
which exerted, on the rising tide, a lift of 1200 tons,

and produced a righting moment on the ship. The
rolling operation took about seven days to accom-
plish. The final operation comprised the pumping out
of the entire vessel. It is of interest to note that
the engineers responsible adapted the oxv-acetvli tie

torch for under-water service, and emploved it for

cutting drainage openings in various parts of the
ship. The entire salvage operation has been accom-
plished with conspicuous success.

Tin: poisonous character of some cargoes of Burma
beans having been notice.!, it was suggested that the

I na Department of Agriculture should encourage
th' cultivation of varieties containing less hydrogen
cyanide than does Phaseolus lunatus. It has been
found, however, that imported Madagascar beans were

iiti'1 agriculturally to replace Pe-gya and Pe-byu-
gale, and that the prussic acid content increased dur-
ing two vears' cultivation. As bearing on the same
problem, tin- agricultural chemist of the Government
of Burma has studied tin- hydrogen cyanide content of
tin- commonest Burma bean, Pe-gya. The results ob-
tained are described in Bulletin Xo. 71) of the Agri-
cultural Research Institute, Pusa, by Messrs. F. J.

Warth and Ko Ko Gyl. It was found that the method
of estimating hydrogen cyanide by distillation (after

hydrolysis of the glucoside with acid) into sodium
hydrogen carbonate solution and titration with iodine

solution could not be used owing to the presence of a

substance which gives a slight iodine reaction. The
prussic acid was therefore estimated by conversion into

Prussian blue, which was ignited and Wi rghed as

ferric oxide. Details of the method are given in the

bulletin. From about one hundred single-plant

samples collected in the cultivators' fields of the

Sagaing district ten samples of seed win -1 lected,

including two of the highest hydrogen cyanide con-
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tent, two of the lowest, and four intermediati Thesie

were grown in Hmawbi (high rainfall), Tatkon (inter-

mediate rainfall), and Mandalay (low rainfall). From
the results <>f the analyses of the seeds obtained the

following conclusions arc drawn: 11) Thai the

hydrogen cyanide content is an inherenl character of

pure single-plant cultures; (-') the content varies con-

siderabl) with the -.oil and climatic conditions; (3) thai

cultures giving low amounts of hydrogen cyanide in

one locality give !<>w figures under all the conditions
tested; (4) that differences in the colour of seeds
from .1 single culture arc not correlated with the

different hydrogen cyanide content of their progeny;
and (5) that the best cultures hitherto found contain

prussic acid, but only halt that present in the

originally imported Madagascar bean.

Messrs. Standley Belcher and Mason, Ltd.,
Church Street, Birmingham, writing with reference to

the article on scientific glassware contributed by Or.
M. \Y. Travels to Nature of December 5, state that

"already by November, 1014, we were supplying

beakers, etc., made in our own moulds, from a for-

mula supplied by us." In Dr. Travers's article those

linns onlj were mentioned which mark their glass

with the name of the maker and the words " British

made," and that accounts for the omission of the

names of other firms. Xo injustice was intended, but

it must he admitted that, by displaying and selling

glassware which does not hear the maker's name, cer-

tain dealers fail in their obligations to British industry

and belong to a different category from firms con-
cerned solely with ware distinctly shown to he of

British manufacture.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Fireball on Decemrer 6.—At gh. 36m. a verv

fine meteor was observed at Bristol, Weston-
super-Mare, and, Falmouth. The object lit up
the partially clouded sky like a vivid flash of

lightning. From the descriptions already to hand it

appears that the meteor moved slowly from a radiant

at t33° + oq , and fell from a height of 67 to 24 miles

along a path of (17 miles. The position was from above
Rhayader to south-east of Carmarthen, in South
Wales, but further observations are necessary for the

determination of very trustworthy results.

t'oMii hiiX (; (Schorr).—A new comet, of feeble

luminosity, was discovered at Bergedorff (Hamburg)
by Dr. Schorr on November 23. From observations
made on November 23, 24, and 25, Messrs. J. Braae
and J. Fischer-Petersen have calculated the following

orbital elements :

—

T=i9iS August 7-906 G.M.T.
<a =230° 42'l8"|

^ = 129° 16-90' [1918-0

i = 5 272 i'J

log ^=0-19222

The following is an extract from the ephemeris :

K.A. Dect.
1918 1918-0 iqiS'o Log r Log .i

Dec. 21 3 58 15 V\2 543 0-3749 01666
2S 3 57 4' +13 ] °-3 03816 01844
29 3 57 30 +1327-1 0-3883 0-2024

During December the computed brightness ranges
from the 14th to tin- 15th magnitude.

Spectra of Binarv Stars.—In a communication i<>

the American Astronomical Society (Pop. Ast„
vol. xxvi., p. 633) Dr. R. 1.. Aitken summarises the
lesults of a comparison .if his list of close double-
stars with the unpublished new Drapei Catalogue of

stellar spectra. The spectral classes "l 5919 pairs,
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including practicallj all those as bright as 8-5 B.D.
magnitude, were identified, with the results shown in

the following table, which also include S the (103 spectro-

scopii binaries tin the entire sky) which were known
in < )i tober, 1917 : -

Spe
l |R*S
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commencement of the war, and especial!} during the

present year, lias been the increasing prominence ol

the work of physiologists; thus the problems of wai
1>\ pois.ni gas, ..I aviation, and of surgical shock cad

in solution on the lines of experimental physiology.

It has often been said in the past that British physio-
s, though second to none, have nol established

and maintained sufficient!) close contaci with

clinicians, and this statement, like its converse, is

incontestable correct. In this connection, however, fine

distinctions cannot I"- made between academii and

practically applied science; it is for the academic
worker to discover, and for the practical worker to

apply. This is strildngl) shown by the- application of

the researches ot Prof. Bayliss on colloids to the- treat-

ment of surgical shock, which takes the practical

form of the injection of gum solutions to restore the

deficient circulation underlying shock. Practical sur-
,11. .1 in in inn \]m 1 led u .i\ from the

ol put 1 h ai •
'iii-s,

sely, En the investigation of the restricted

ling and distress following exposure to poisonous

s, Mr. Barcrofl and Dr. Haldane have not onh
been aide to suggest valuable lines of treatment, but

have led important new facts in the physio-
' respiration.

I he work reported in the present publication is

divided into three sections, viz. the work of the Cen-
tral Research Institute, the researches framed bi fore

the war, and the work in connection with the war.
•dies are, to a great extent, interdependent.

Ii is impossibli to give here even a brief summarj of

the important work which lias been carried out, or

of the valuable results which have followed from such

work carried out, under the auspices id the Medical

Research Committee. [Tie present iep.ui is itself such
a brief summarv of work done or projected, and in it

reference is made to more than 150 published papers
and reports on these various subjects. It is to this

annual report and to the publications therein nien-

1 thai the reader should refer for detailed

ai ' "VllltS.

\mong the subjects ot investigation which have

yielded important results are those connected with

problems of national physique mentioned above, with
diseases of the heaii and nervous system, and with the

studv of diabetes. Thesi an n searches commenced
or framed before the commencement of the war. In

connection with the war the information which has

been elicited is often of a confidential nature, but much
of it has alreadv been made current. Valuable ser-

vice lias been rendered by the Committee to research

workers at bom.- and abroad, both by the provision of

special apparatus not procurable through the usual

channels of Armv supply, and by the dissemination of

information. With regard to the latter, the monthly
Medical Supplement," containing abstracts of foreign

(including enemy) scientific medical work, which have
the Committee for publication bv the

Wat Office General Staff, has been much appreciated.

The most important investigations carried out in

connection with the war are those dealing with
the medical history of the war, the treatment of in-

d wounds, te, dysentery, typhoid,
..-spinal fever, trench nephritis, soldier,' heart,

wounds, surgical shock, "gassed" cases, brain
injuries, T.N.T. poisoning, etc. Special mention
should also I..- made of investigations of medical
problems connected with flying, and witli the testing

of aviators as to suitability for flight. Investigations
connected with the manufacture and administration

also in progress. Researches into the

epidemiology "f phthisis, measles, whooping-cough,
plague, and influenza are also occupying the
tion of various workers under the Commit
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THE BRITISH GLASSWARE INDUSTRY.
'PIN-: British Chemical Wan Manufacturers' Associa-
1 tion, the British Flint Glass Manufacturers' Vsso-

ciation, tin- British Lamp-blown Scientific Glassware
Manufacturers' Association, and lb.- British Laboratory
Ware Association—organisations representing the
manufacture ami distribution ol scientific glassware
have- jointly addressed the Inter-Departmental (.lass

Trades Committee, representing the Hoard of Trade
and the Department of Optical .Munitions and Glass-
ware Supply (Ministry of Munitions), si tting forth
their views as to the steps which should I..- taken to
secure the permanent establishment of the trade- in

this country. They point out that in 1014 the shortage
ol scientific glassware threatened disaster. indus-
tries such as agriculture, food production of all kinds,
and the manufacture .d armaments, iron and steel,

non-ferrous metals, gas, dyes, explosives, leather, and
oil, also our military and civil medical services and the

public services responsible for public health and
hygiene, which could not be- conducted without
efficient scientific control, were- in clanger. The
"master key" to tin maintenance of our position,

and to ultimate- victory, was for the moment in the

hands of our enemies.
During tin- war the- energv and enterprise of our

manufacturers have enabled them to build up the
industry and to supply all the requirements of the

country, but having alvvavs b. fore them the immediate
needs of the country rather than the: future of the

industry, the position in which they now find them-
selves is highly unfavourable compared with that of
manufacturers in enemy and neutral countries. Sine.

the outbreak of the war the cost of materials has risen

threefold and wages have- doubled. The cost of ex-

perimental work, the payment of excess profits duty,

and the heavy charges on capital account have made
it impossible to accumulate the funds necessary for

the proper financing of the industry; and even so far

as monev has been available-, there has been great

difficulty in procuring material for the construction

of buildings and furnaces suitable in quantity and
quality. The labour difficulty and the calling up of

all lads of eighteen years of age have seriously ham-
pered the industry.

In view of the importance of the industry, the

associations petition the Government to prohibit the

importation of scientific glassware into the country,

subject not only to licences being granted in the- case of

articles not manufactured in the country, but also to

the control of prices, and later to impose a duty upon
imported goods. They also direct attention to the

need for financial assistance, and for aid in carrying

out those scientific and technical investigations which
are essential if the industry is to be established per-

manently in the countrv.

THE ANTARCTIC ICE-CAP AND ITS
BORDERS

A

T IIOCI. II much of the foundation of the- Antarctic

ice-cap is certainlv elevated land, it is quite

possible that elsewhere the dome rests upon a floor

actually below sea-level. In any case-, it is most

probable that the- smooth ice-surface masks a very

irregular rock-basement. The- thickness of the ice

may, therefore, be expected to be extreme!) variable,

no doubt niching a maximum of several thousand
lei I.

An ice-formation of such magnitude introduces

questions relating to the flow of its substance and

1 Int'oduction of a discussion at the Geological Society on November 6,
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,1,, abrasion "I its foundations which do not enter

into the physics of ice-masses oi smaller dimensions.

Here the static pressure on the lower zones "I the ice

may reach 1 ton per sq. in. At the same time, the

temperature maj be so increased b\ ground heat as

to be much higher than that prevailing above, As a

consequence, when the ice-formation is very thick a

i plastic ba >e must !»• admitted.

The outflow of the inland ice i- principally deflected

;u the coastal margin into depressed areas outlining

the heads of gulfs and bays. In such localities the

rate ol mo\ emenl and the volume of ice enti ring the

si a are. both great so gn at, indeed, thai 1 xtensive

floating "glacier tongues" are .1 Feature
_
ol such

situations, ofti n to fifty miles from

the shore.

Along othei stretches of the coasl less well placed

For receiving tributions from the int. rim- of the

continent the outflow is so much less that the destruc-

tive influences .it work on reaching the sea easily

maintain its boundaries at approximately the true

coast-line.

As exceptions in this latter prevailing condition,

however, there are known already two notable locali-

ties where thi general overflow from the land main-

tains itself as an immensely thick floating structure

extending Far out over the sea -a veritable oceanic

ice-cap. To this type of formation we apply Prof.

Nordenskjold's term 'shelf-ice." The formations

referred to are the Great Ross Barrier at the head of

the Ross Sea, and the Shackleton Shelf off the coast

of Queen Mary I .and.

The former occupies what is really the head of the

Ross Sea— a somewhat triangular area. From apes

to base it measures five hundred miles, with a base-

length of aboul four hundred miles. This great raft

of ice presses forward to the open sea at the rate of

a few hundred yards per annum. The available

figures, quoted by David and Priestly, show that, at

the present rate of advance, the ice now appearing at

the sea-face must have left the inner extremity of the

floating sheet at some lime during the seventh cen-

tury. A survey of the ice-cliff forming the sea-face

indicates by its changing height that the Ross Barrier

is of varying thickness. This has been explained by

the presence, in localities where it is thickest, of the

remnants of the massive-ice contribution received

during its course from certain of the large tributary

glaciers. The ice from these glaciers, in fact, con-

stitutes a strong framework which stiffens and con-

tains the more crumbling structure derived from the

eonsolid.ation of the annual snowfall.

To a great extent this must certainly be so; but

tin- influence of a varying snowfall, and the effect of

violent periodic winds—a feature of the region in

sweeping the loose mhhv from certain areas and de-

positing it in other favoured localities, niu^t be

oned with. The snowfall is lighter on the eastern

side than on the wast. Furthermore, the snow tends

i.i accumulate on the western side owing to the fact

that tin- winds regularlv blow from the quarter south

to east, and not from the west.

In the case of the Shackleton Shelf, ibis is the

more remarkable because it maintains itself as a

pontoon stretching into the open sea, even across the

drift of the prevailing ocean current.

The deluge of ice, after descending to tin- sea,

presses northwards as an integral whole, at first

touching bottom at intervals, then forcing its wa\ past

several islands, and eventually reaching an extremi

distance of 180 miles from the land before it is mas-
tered bv the swell and currents of the Southern Ocean.
Tt is somewhat triangular in form, with the apex out

tn sea. The base against the land, though not com-
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pletcl charted, extends in all probability lor .1 dis-

,.111.' oi about two hundred miles.

I in main body of the shelf-ice advances rather

slowly, bul the D.-nman Glacier, which 1 onti -ibuti s to

it, has a much mi-rre rapid movement, verj well illus-

trated b) the fail of iis ploughing through tin othi t

-ii. If-ici ith -11. h lone that a shatter-zone somi mill s

developi d.

The wall oi the shelf-ice on the west sidi offers

llenl example for study, as it is a section

from the point of its departure from the land to iis

crumbling apex. In the ease of the Kuss Barrier, the
v .1 section across the direction of movement.

\t tin land ' nd the Shackleton Shelf, from the sur-

face down, is hard glacier-ice breaking with a charac-

teristic fracture. A few- miles Farther out, awa
the influence of the winds desci nding from thi land

lop .
1 in. mill commences to make its ap-

|i 11. imi. over tin- original ice I. hi lation. \- one
along the face awaj from the land ibis capping

is observed to increase steadih in thickness. The
overburden of n£v£ is arranged in regular hands, each
of which corresponds with a single year's addition.

This bring so, it is possible to make some sort of

estimate of the .age of the Formation.
The weigh! of these additions depresses the top

of the miginal ice below the surface of the water,

["hough there is a regular annual addition above, it

must not he imagined that the total thickness "I thi

pontoon is correspondingly increased; for tin si, lo-

tion of the lower surface bv the sea has also to he

reckoned with. Very often, however, in the nivi
sections of glacier-tongues the cliff-face above the

witter is observed to stand higher than in the wholly
ice zone .11 the land end. This is to be expected on

account of the lighter nature of the ik'tv ice added,

there being ii larger proportion of air sealed up in it.

The observed height above sea-level of Antarctic

shelf-ice so far recorded ranges from about jo ft. to

mine than 200 ft. A common figure is from on It. to

ijn ft., suggesting a total thickness of 6ob ft. to

1000 ft.

Although the height of the cliff-face presented by

shelf-ice gives some idea of its total thickness, a really

accurate method of determination is badh needed.

I In Australasian Fxpedition hit upon a method which
::n .

- positive results, in some cases a' least. This
consists in taking serial temperatures of the sea-water

in depth near the fare of the shelf-ice. As there is

alwavs a current flowing beneath the i. •
. thi

of it is likelv to he marked bv a sudden slight change
in the water temperature, easily observed when the

ations are plotted as a graph.

UNIVERSITY, AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCER.

( imbridge. 'The titular degree of M.A., honoris

causa, hits been conferred upon Mr. Frederic William
Hat tiler, of Norwich, in recognition of his researches
in logy, especially the geologj of the Eastern

Counties. Mr. Ilarmer is the father of Dr. S I

llatnier. Keeper of the Department of Zoology,
British Museum (Natural History).

London. At University College arrangements have
now been completed in the facult) of engineering to

enable students whose courses have been interrupted

bv war service, or those who were unable to begin
ih.ii engineering studies last October owing i<> war
conditions, to resume or begin their studii s bj i nt< r-

ing next term, January i ;, toi<>. For both 1I.1-' s of

students additional work will be provided durin

,,f the Easter and Long Vacations, so as to enable
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them n> gel in a full session's work between Januan
and August, 1919. Arrangements of a like kind arc in

plation in other facultii s.

Oxford. On Decembei 3 thi boaoran deg 1

was conferred on Mr. William Crooke. In pre-

senting Mr. Crooke, the Public Orator referred to his

admirable work as .1 member ol the Indian Civil

Service, and especially to hi* continuation ol the re-

search on the anthropology i>f the nativ
India -u ablj begun bj the late Sir Herbert Risley,

whose chief work Mr. Crooke had lately edited. The
ient of die degree, it was added, was recognised

as a leading authority on the important subji

is in India g( i par-
ticularly in the N.U. Provinces and Oudh.

Magdalen 1 ollegi has long been honourably noted
For th

1 has givi n in natural .1 ii nee
University. Iu>

1 tions bj the presi-

llov s of 1 1 1. 1
1 soi ii tj have woi thilj 1

\h . E. S. < 1 aig, ol 1 ni\
'

:

'

, Assistant Registrar ol the University, ha
man}

1
well known as a succ— lul teachei

of mathi matics and ph 1 tall .
in the elec-

trical department,
demonstrator under Prof. Townsend. Ili- election to

a fellowship at Magdalen U .mid in tin

University as a well-mei aition "I excellent

tic work, as well as of capable and courteous

administration. Mr. E. G. T. Liddell, of Trinitj Col-

legi . ha- hen elected to a senior demyship in the sam<
\li . Liddell who was recenth placed in the

First Class in tin- final honour school (physiology),

ha- bi ork at the Lister

Institute of IV ventive Medicine.

ng of the Vssociation ol Pi

blasters will b 1 >ndon
! raining Colli 1

Row
, on I >ecem-

I nui , 1919, under the presi-

il<ne ild Ross. Th' subji 11 ol the presi-

dent's address will be "Observations on the Results

ur System of Education." A lecture <<^ poison-

gas warfare will be given by Lt.-Col. Smithells. There
will bi disi the importance of restricting

disation in universit) scholarship examinations
and giving weight to general education, opened In

Mr. F. S. Young; science in the general education
of boys, opened by Mr. W. D. Eggar and Mr.
('. V. G. Civil; and courses in general science for

classical Sixth Forms, opened b> the Rev. S. \

M< Dowall.

I... annual meeting of the Geographical Associa-

ill be held on Friday, January .;, and Saturday,

Janu.ir 1. In tin afternoon of the former daj Mr.

A. R. Hinks will give an address on war-maps ai

graphical Society's house, Kensington
S.W.7. A coll'. iptured maps and

maps made b\ tin R.G.S, will be on view; and
there .'ill alsa be an exhibition of war maps, kindly

lent b\ the authorities, at the London l)a\ Training
College, where the remaining meetings will be held.

\n address will be given b) the president, Prof.

Grenville A. J. Cole, on the narrow seas and the

Arctic rout'- to Muscovy; and other subjects to be

brought forward are:—The historical geography of

West Africa, by Mr. \V. II. Barker, and when and
how often should we teach the geograpltj of the

-
1 Ul. - to our pupils, a discussion led h\ Miss

I). D Adam and Mr. C. B. Fawcett.

Details of the bequests under the will of Mrs.

Russell Sage, whose death was announced on Novem-
li. 1 4. an- contained in the issue of Science for
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November 22. Mrs. Sagi was the widow of Mr.
Russell Sage, who died in 1906, bequeathing a for-

tune of about fifteen millions sterling almost entirely

to her. I [ei w ill di-i.. ises ... an 1 state estimated at

1. .,'100,000/.. of which more than .\ 1,000/. is to be

distributed anion- charitable, educational, and re-

ligious institutions. Ii is said that sino the death of

her husband Mrs. Sage had given between seven and
eight millions sterling to various institutions and chari-

ties, using part of the principal, as well as tin income,
. Sage estate in these benefactions. Certain sums

given b\ Mrs. Sage in her lifetime to institutions are

I.. !.. deducted from the bequests under the will.

Among the benefactions under the will ni.n he men-
tioned: Russell .Sag. Foundation, 1,120,000/. ; Metro-

politan Museum of Art and the American Museum of

Natural History, 160,000/. each; the New York
iieal Garden, New York Zoological Society, Tro\

Polytechnic institute, and I nion College, Shenectady,

160,000/. each; Syracuse University, 320,000!.; and

160,000!. each to thirteen other colleges ami universities

in the L'nited Stat- s. Smallei bequests are madi
siv other educational institutions.

At tin- annual prize distribution on December 7 of

tin- Northampton Polytechnic Institute, St. John Street,

London, E.C.I, the principal, Dr. K. Mullineux

Walmsley, read a full report of the many activities of

the institution during the session [917-18. In the

Engineering Day College the manufacture of high-

class munitions upon a commercial scale, commenced
on |uly 1, 1915, was continued uninterruptedly

during the whole session. During its existence this

workshop has produced 14,720 high precision gauges,

1,1.1 of them accurate to two ten-thousandths of

an inch, and 43,511 gun parts for Woolwich Arsenal

ud which is believed to be in excess of the record

similar educational workshop in tin' metropolis.

In the Technical Optics Department the work of

training women students in full-time classes in lens

and prism grinding was vigorously prosecuted ihrough-

out the whole vear. This work was pressed forward,

with tin- result thai an almost continuous stream of

women workers in the industry was available for the

development and extension of existing optical work-

shops, not onlv in England, but also in Scotland and

Ireland. The training of disabled sailors and soldiers

I,, lake their place in the life of the countn was con-

tinued. During the session nine complete courses lot

training suitable nun as electrical sub-station atten-

dants were held, and the whole of the men trained

were placed out. This brought the total number of

such courses held since they were started in June,

Kill), to twentv. The number of individual students

who' joined the Colours during the wai was 2052,

including twenty-five members of the stall
;

ol these

237 obtained commissions, 90 gave their lives in the

service of their country, and mo names occur on the

Roll of Distinction.

Ax announcement has been published h\ tin Depart-

ment of Demobilisation and Resettlement of the

Ministry of Labour in connection with the higher

education and training for men who have served in

the Forces. In order to restore the supph of men

of higher scientific, professional, and business attain-

ments whom the nation needs for every profession

and industry, the Government has decided in scal-

able cases to provide financial assistance for ex-

Servke men who desire to resume suitable education

ami training, with a view to tlnii resettlemenl in civil

life, but who cannot otherwise afford to meel the

expenses involved. The scheme sanctioned applies

equalh to officers, warrant officers, non-commissioned

officer's, and men in tin- ranks, provided ibex are of
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suitable educational promise. The amounl of the

assistance to be granted will b< limited to the actual

sum deemed sufficient to meet the neces*sar\ fees and
in expenses of maintenance of the candidate, alter

due account has been taken of his private means, if

any. Ii is intended, however, that the amount of the

assistance shall be such as will enable a candidate to

lake his course of training undei reasonably adequate
conditions, 'The types of training for which assistance

ma) be granted are: (1) Courses of higher education

in institutions approved b) the Board of Education pi

by. the Board ol Agriculture and Fisheries, or by the

1 sponding Departments for Scotland or Ireland;

(2) Mich practical training in offices and works and

professional employments as may be approved by the

Ministry of Labour; and (3) such practical training

on farms, etc., a-> m.n be approved by the Hoard of

Agriculture and Fisheries, or b) the corresponding

Department for Scotland or Ireland. The Ministry of

Pensions will co-operate in the working of tin scheme
on behall oi disabled officers and men, who will be

eligible for assistance under the scheme, subject to

compliance with the prescribed conditions. The exist-

ing provisions of the Royal Warrants as to training

the disabled will remain in force, so far as the) may
be more beneficial to candidates than the provision

madi b\ I
Ins si heme.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, December 5. Dr. I
. W. L. Glaisher,

vice-president, in the chair.—Dr. C. Chrce : Electric

potential gradient and atmospheric opacity at Kew
Observatory. It has been the practice for many years

at Kew Observator) at the ordinary hours of meteoro-
logical observation to record the most distant of a

selected series "I objects which is visible at the time.

Separate notes are also made of the presence of mist

or fog. Thus a large amount of information has

accumulated as to the greater or less opacity of the

atmosphere. The present paper utilises the data for

a comparison of atmospheric opacity and the potential

gradient of atmospheric electricity. It is found that

even for tin- smallest amount of opacity which the

observation scheme is able to disclose, the value of

(lie potential gradient increases with the opacity. The
effect of mist or fog on the potential gradients re-

corded in winter is gnat, and, there being a large

diurnal variation in the incidence of mist or fog, there

is consequently a noteworthy influence on the char-

acter of the diurnal variation of potential gradient.

—

E. Nevill : The value of the secular acceleration of

•he mean longitude of the moon. It is shown that

where tin- observed errors of the tabular place of the

moon tire properly corrected for the observed errors in

the values of the principal coefficients employed in

Hansen's Lunar Tables, the residual errors are such
as in show that the true value of the coefficient of the

secular acceleration in the mean motion of the moon
cannot differ sensibly from the value 6-2" assigned to

it b) theory, so that it affords no evidence from

observation of anv tidal retardation in the rotation of

the earth. S. R. Schryver and Nita E. Speer :

Investigations dealing with the state of aggregation.

Part iv. : The line 1 ulation of colloids b\ s.dts con-

taining univalent organic ions, ["he thee. ties dealing

with the mechanism of the action eil salts in floc-

culating colloids is discussed. According tee eme theory

the- adsorption of the' discharging ion of the- floc-

culating salt is the predominant action. If this is

the case, it might he expected that salts which cause

the greatest lowering of the surface tension of water
would exert the greatest flocculating .action where
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water is the dispersion medium. A series of salts
containing organic ions was chosen, of which the
normal solutions exhibit a wide ran-, ol surface ten-
sions, .and their flocculating action' em a number of
colloids was investigate.!. In general, no relation-
ship was found to exist between this action and the
surface tensions of the solutions, in one ease-, how-
ever (that of mastic), there- was a marked parallelism.
Attention is directed to the fact that two classes of
suspensoid colloids might exist. The first class com-
prises those colloids which owe their charge to tin ion
ol the sail from which the colloid is prepared, as, for
example, the- chlorine ion attached to a ferric hydroxide
sol prepared by the hydrolysis of ferric chloride. The
second 1 lass includes colloids in which the charge
elite' lee a dissociated labile ion helotiging to the- colloid
proper, held electrostatically to a less labile ion, as, for

example-, the mastic colloid, when a hydrogen ion (of the
carboxyl radicle-) is held electrostatically to a large anion.
It is proposed to designate colloids of the first class

eitionic, and theis.- of the- second class endionic. I .

Hatscliek .- A study of the forms assumed by drops
and vortices of a gelatinising liquid in various
coagulating solutions. The- paper describes a series
eel experiments in which drops of gelatin sol are
allowed to fall into various solutions. Conditions can
be so arranged that gelation takes place when any
desired shape of the hanging drop or vortex thus
produced has been attained. Tin- result is permanent
models of what tire- only transient forms when two
liquids are employed, as in the experimental methods
practised hitherto. If the solutions have a de-

hydrating effect on gelatin, a number of features not

produced at .all with liquids appear, such as >

rihs and membranes, or, generall) speaking, crOSS-

sections other than circular. The conditions can
further be varied by the use of solutions, or of salts

added to the gelatin sol, which leads to the production
in permeable or semi-permeable membranes on the

gelatin drop. By these means a further range of

forms can be obtained, such as bi-concave dises ,,|

the shape of the human red blood corpuscle, hanging
drop-s showing abnormal profiles and superficial se g-

mentation, and vortex forms greatly modified b\

general shrinkage. Many of the forms obtained in

these experiments show a close- resemblance to thus.

of the simpler organisms, both as regards general out-

line and secondar) features.

Geological Society, December 4. Mr. • !. W.
Lamplugh, president, in the- chair. Lt.-Col. WheeJton
Hind and Dr. A. AVilmore

; The Carboniferous succes-

sion of the Clitheroe province. The tectonic structure

of tin province consists of three dissected parallel anti-

clinal folds in beds of Carboniferous Limestone,

Pendleside, and Millstone Grit age. Dissection litis

exposed the lower beds of Z. C, and S age, as the

tectonic axes and beds of D, P. and Millstone Grit age

occur on the flanks. The- authors give the following

table of Goniatite zones :

—

' Middle " Coal Measures Gaslri ceru cnrimariitm, von P.ue;h

Lower Cnal Measure* Gastriocira*ca*bmmrmm, von Buch

Upper Mill. lone fint Ga trheeras listt«i, Ma-tin
s.ibclen Shales Glyphiectras diadma, Beyricll

Shales below Millstone Grit

(Glvfihioaras bilin^ne, SaVr
Bowland Shales - Glvfihiaccras nticulatuw, Phillips

\C.hphioceras spit-alt, Phillins

Y=£. I Gfyfkmeras striatum, Phillips

MS, PosidoHomxnlecluri I
X.tmisnwceras •ttiforme. Phillips

N ' Shales I Prvlecanites tomfirttsus, Snwerby
Carboniferous l.imeseom-. To Glyphiwi rat rtnistria, Phillips

I.innean Society, December 5. Sir David Prain,

president, in the 'hair. Prof. W. A. Haswell
: The

Exogoneae. The author gives a detailed account of

the species occurring ttt Port Jackson of this group

of small Polvchtttr worms, belonging 10 the family

= 2 l
1
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Syllidae. Aftei discussing the histolog; of the mus-

cular gizzard! the author describes the reproductive

organs, the modification ol the nephridiii al maturity,

and Hi" fixation of the ova on the ventral or dorsal

surface of the mother, where the) undergo develop-

ment. One species, (>>/</><, i pusilloides, is described

as hermaphrodite. The papei closes with an account

ol the earl) cleavage ol the ovum and the later

development. C. D. Soar; Coloured drawings ol

British mites. Th< drawings illustrate tin- whole
>? the Hydracarina found and recorded for the

British area. In all, there are -4 1 ' species, re-

presenting forty-two distinct genera. Mure than

forty species and four genera were figured and
i foi the first time as British, and of these

only four 01 five haw since been recorded on the

lent

.

Mathematical Societ>, December 12. Mr, J. E.

Campbell, president, in the chair. <. II. Hardy and
|. E. Littlewood ; Vpplications ol the method of Fare)

lissection in the analytii theon ol numbers: (1) A
new solution of Wanng's problem, ti) Proof thai

very large numbet is the sum ol al most thirty-three

biquadrates (3) The Riemann hypothesis and the

expression of a numbei .1- the sum of a stated number
of primes. N. M. Shah and B. M. Wilson-. Numerical
data connected with Goldbach's theorem. Prof. M.
Frechet

: Integrals in abstract fields.

M \\< HESTER.

Literar) and Philosophical Societ), Nmnnlin 20. Mr.

W. Thomson, president, in the chair. Prof. H.
I.amb : The movements of the eye. The theory of the

movements of the eye, as developed b) Helmholtz,

des some results of greal interest to mathe-
maticians as well as to physiologists. Unfortunately,
they haw scarcer) become familiar to mathematicians,
who have been apt to regard the whole matter ;is

outside their province. The analytical investigations

of Helmholtz are, moreover, long an. I intricate, and
loubtli ss been an obstacle to mathematicians and

physiologists alike. The author had found that with
the help of one or two propositions in the theory of

LOti. now well known, the whole question can be
reated in a simple and purel) geometrical manner,
without the use of a single mathematical symbol,
["he paper consisted of an exposition of the subject

from the above point of view. By the aid of diagrams
the classical theorems of Euler and Sir \V. Hamilton
on rotation were explained and used to illustrate

Listing's law, which governs the positions of the eye-

ball when the gaze is directed to various parts of the

Finally, the apparent distortion of straight lines

md the theor) of those lines which are apparently
straight wen considered. The eve is necessarily im-

I

in these respects, and in obeying Listing's law
- a compromise, which i- probahh the best

tdmissible.

I )i BLIN.

Royal Irish Academ\, November 30.- II. Ryan and
!'. Ryan : The action of nitric acid and nitrous acid on

11 m I. nn i in . The action of the oxy-acidsof nitrogen

on diphenylamine in carbon tetrachloride solution is

similar to that which takes place between the same
bodies in a., lie acid solution. The products isolated

in the various stages of thi reaction at the ordinary
temperature and at low concentrations of the inter-

ai ting substances were : Dipheni Initrosoamine, 4-nitro-

diphenylamine, 4-nitrodiphenvlnitrosoamine, 4: 10- and
2 : 10-dinitrodiphenylnitrosoamines, 4 : 10-, 2 : to-, and
2 : 8-dinitrodiphenvlamines, 2 : 4 : 8-trinitrodiphenyl-

amine, and 2 : 4 : S : to-tetranitt odiphenvlamine.—H.
Ryan and \Y. O'Riordan

-. The action of bromfne on somi

derivatives of diphem lamine. Diphenylamine is generally
estimated by converting il b) means of bromine into

its leirabromo-derivative. and either weighing this or

determining the amount of bromine absorbed during
the reaction. The assumption thai the only product

formed from diphenylamine b) interaction with a cold

solution of bromine is tetrabromodiphenylamine is not

entirely justified, inasmuch as hexabromodipheriyl-
amine is also formed. In this connection the action

of bromine on some nitro-derivatives of diphenylamine
was also examined. Bromine reacted with 4-nitro-

diphem Initrosoamine, forming a dibromo-4-nitro-

diphenylamine melting at 216 ('., with 2 : 4-dinitro-

diphenylamine giving a dibrbmo-2 : 4-dinitrodiphenyI-

amine melting at 195-5° C., with 2 ; to-dinitrodiphenyl-

amine or 2 : 10-dinitrodiphen) Initrosoamine forming a

dibromodinitro-derivative melting at 1S5 ('., and with

4: to-dinitrodiphenylamine or 4 : 10-dinitrodiphenyl-

nitrosoamine yielding a dibromo-4 : to-dinitrodiphenyl-

amine melting at 247° C. At the ordinary tempera-

ture bromine did not react on a solution of

2:4:8: fo-tetranitrodiphenylamine.

Edinburgh.

Roval Society, December 2. -Dr. John Home, presi-

dent, in the chair. -Prof. J.
Stephenson and Dr. Baini

Prashad : The calciferous glands of earthworms. The

simplest condition of these calciferous glands is that

in which there occur slight segmental bulgings of the

oesophageal canal, within which are a number of

transverse folds of the epithelium. In many forms

these bulgings become diverticula, such, for example,

as in Octochaetus barkudensis, where the glands ar<

lar«e lobed sacs communicating with the oesophageal

canal only bv a narrow neck or "duct." The condi-

tion in Eutvphosus mav be considered as having

arisen from the fusion, along their edges, of a series

of parallel epithelial lamellae. In the Lumbncid* the

condition originated in a series of longitudinal

lamellae The mode of evolution has been similar to

what has happened in Eutvphoeus, the inner edges

of the lamella? having fused. The epithelium of the

glands is in all cases continuous with that of the

oesophagus, and comparative anatomy shows that

the various forms of glands are essentially due to

various forms and degrees of complexity of the

epithelial folds. The glands are, therefore, not meso-

dermal in origin, and are not merely the walls of

blood-vessels, as has recently been contended.—Trot.

J
Stephenson and H. Ram: The prostate glands ot

the earthworms of the family Megascolecidae. Typical

examples of the lobate and tubular prostates of the

Megascolecidas have been studied in detail. In both,

lie cells of the gland disintegrate to form the secre-

tion, which takes the form of granules; in the func-

tioning gland therefore, cell outlines are largely lost

R, neration takes place in both bv the formation of

discrete cells at the periphery of the gland. In the

tubular form all the cells probabl) reach the lumen

of the gland, and discharge directly into it. In the

lobate form it appears that a large number of ce Is

never reach the lumen of the intralobular ductule.

Evidence of various kinds was supplied in proof of

the fact that the glandular mass is in neither case

an invagination from the surface, but is derived from

tissues of mesoblastic origin.—Dr. A. M. Williams.

The adsorption isotherm at low concentrations. It

was shown that for very small adsorptions the adsorp-

tion law, both for gases and solutions, mav be

expressed in the form o=a„<-. where a is the amount

Ldsorbed and C the equilibrium concentration. 1 he

general form of the adsorption curve for solutions

was deduced from the above conclusion and found

NO. 25(14. VOL. I02"|
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gree with the results of differenl observers.—
Lieut. J. Logie : The origin of anticyclones and de-
pressions. In this paper Importance was laid on
radiation as the chief cause of the difl s between
cyclones and anticyclones. Cyclones are caused l^

the local cooling of the air, and anticyclones )>\ heat-
ing, and iu.i the reverse, as commonly believed.
lii'-. Facts were in harmony with the theory pre-
sented, which was developed in mathematical form
in accordance with the ordinary Ras laws. Ii was
found thai the entropy of the air would be increased
in the region of origin, which, from the data as In

upper-air temperatures provided by -Mr. W. II. Dines,
was estimated as being at a height of four to sis
kilometres. The effect of differing density of the
air under the same pressure gradient was shown to

intensify the pressure differences. The radiative effect

might he obtained h\ the movement of air from
equator to pole, by changes of diathermancy due to
formation of thin haze, or by the covering of a large
tract of country by cloud, and these causes were con-
sidered adequate in giving the variation of radiative
effect required.

Melbourne.
Royal Society of Victoria, October 10.—Mr. J. A.

Kershaw, president, in the chair.—W. M. Bale
;

Further notes on Australian Ihdroids. Part iv. In
this paper the author describes several new- species
from Victorian waters. Lytocarpus itrens, Kirchen-
pauer, from Moreton Bay specimens, is proved to be
the female form of /.. pkillipsinus, K. Notes are
added regarding the specific relationships of the Aus-
tralian brown Hydras, generally referred to H. dig-
actis (H. fii'.ca). It is possible that they belong to

other, European and American, species, which further
research will determine.

Sydney.

Koval Society of New South Wales, October 2. Mr.
\Y. S. Dun, president, in the chair.—R. H. Cambage :

Acacia seedlings. Part iv. The author described the
seedlings of twelve species, and pointed out that
although bipinnate leaves are the dominant form in
seedlings of this genus, yet one species, A. alata, so
far as his tests had gone, did not appear to produce a
bipinnate leaf at all, but had simply pinnate leaves
and phyllodes. He stated that seeds of .1. melon-
oxylon and A. pennittervis had germinated after
having been in sea-water for 469 days, and of

A. farnesiana after 1^75 days.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
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LECTURES, SESSION 1918-19.
FIRST COURSE.

ROYAL INSTITUTION OF
GREAT BRITAIN,

ALBEMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, W.I.

Professor D'ARCV W.THOMPSON, C.Y.., D.Liti., K.R.S., will
deliver a Christmas Course of Six Illustrated Lectures (adapted to a
Juvenile Auditory) on "THE FISH OV THK SEA." " Ikli.y-Fishrs,"
Tuesday, December 31, 1918, at Three o'clock ;

" Star-Fishes," Thursday,
January 2, igig ;

7 ' Cray-Fishes," Saturday, January 4; "Cuttle-
Fishes," Tuesday, January 7; "Tim Hkruino-Fisherv," Thursday,
January q ; "The Whai.eFisiif.hv," Saturday, January n.
Subscription (for Non-Members) lr, this Course, One Guinea (Juveniles

under Msteen, Haifa-Guinea) ; to all Courses in the Session, Two Guineas.
Tickets may oow be obtained at the Ofiice of the Institution.

THE TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE.
H. SCHOFIELD, M.B.E., B.Sc. (Hons.) Lond.,
A.R.C.Sc. Lond., Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., Principal.

DEPARTMENTS OF MECHANICAL AND
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

Complete Courses of Training are arranged in both Theory
and Practice of Mechanical Engineering.

The Workshops of the College provide accommodation for

500 students working at the same time.

The equipment is on most modern and comprehensive lines,

and comprises plant for turning, fitting, milling, grinding,
automatic lathe operating and tool setting, tool and gauge
making, foundry work, pattern making, drawing office work,
heat treatment, viewing and testing of all kinds.

None but first-class work of a productive character is under-
taken by the students, working under the skilled supervision of
a fully qualified technical staff.

The complete course covers a period of five years, during
which works training in all the above sections will be given,
and this will be accompanied by a full theoretical course of
instruction in the College Lecture Rooms and Laboratories.

Intending students should be at least sixteen years Oi age,
and have had a good Public School or Secondary Education.

The fee is £5 5*. per term, and the next term will commence
on January 14, 1919.

Boarding accommodation is provided in Hostels attached to

the College, full particulars of which, together with illuslrated

Prospectus, will be forwarded upon application to the Principal.

W. A. BROCKINGTON, O.B.E., M.A.,

Director of Education.

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM.
FACULTY OF SCIENCE.

PROFESSORSHIP OF CHEMISTRY.
The Council of the University invites applications for the CHAIR of

CHEMISTRY, vacant by the resignation of Professor Pekcv F. Fbank-
i.and, F.R.S.
The stipend offered is jCi.ooo a year.
Applications may be accompanied by testimonials, references, or other

credentials, and should be received by the undersigned, on or before
February E, 1919.

Further particulars may be obtained from

GEO. H. MORLEV, Secretary.

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM.
FACULTY OF SCIENCE.

PROFESSORSHIP OF PHYSICS.
The Council of the University invites applications for the CHAIR ot

PHYSICS, formerly held by the late Professor J. H. Povnting, F.R.S.
The stipend offered is j£ 1,000 a year.
Applications may be accompanied by testimonials, references, or other

redentials, and should be received by the undersigned, on or before
I'ebruary 8, I9r9.

Further particulars may be obtained f-om

H. MORLEY, Secretary.

BIRKBECK COLLEGE,
BREAMS BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE, E.C. 4

COURSES OF STUDY (Day and Evening) for Degrees of the

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON in the

FACULTIES OF SCIENCE & ARTS
(PASS AND HONOURS)

Under RECOGNISED TEACHERS of the University.

Science. Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics (Pure an*
Applied). Botany, Zoology, Geology.

ARTS—Latin, Greek, English, French, German, Italian,
History, Geography, Logic. Economies, Mathematics (Pure

and Applied).

Evening Courses for the Degrees in Economics and Laws.
Geography Diploma and Matriculation.

POST-GRADUATE AND RESEARCH WORK.

SESSIONAL FEES (?"••'. Scien«' £17
.
l °s '- 4rt"' £1-°

'Si" e.
\ Evening; Science, Arts, or fc.conom.es, £6 5s.

Prospectus post ftee, Calendar (>d. (by post 8*/.), from the Secretary.

SOUTH-WESTERN POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE, CHELSEA, S.W. 3.

LENT TERM COMMENCES MONDAY, JANUARY 13, li)i<>.

Day and Evening Courses in Science and Engineering.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry.
Pharmacy, Dispensing, and Food and Drug Courses.
Metallurgy, Assaying, and Foundry work.
Botany, Geology, and Zoology Courses.

Three years' college course in Physical Education.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A., Principal.
Telephone : Western 899.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
DEMOBILISATION.

SPECIAL REGULATIONS have been made to allow intending students
who have served in the war or in the scientific service of the war to be ad-
mitted to matriculation by vote of Senate on their educational qualifications,

without formal examination ; and also 10 allow of such students entering the
University in January if candidates in Arts ; in January, or between January
and May, if candidates in Science, Medicine, Dental Surgery, or Engineer-
ing ; and ifgrounds be shown, counting their first year's attendance as though
it had commenced in October. Engineering students in special cases may be
allowed to count one whole year's attendance.
The Special Army Education Certificate qualifies for Matriculation.
Applications to theREGtsTRAR.

A PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING is required for the SIBPUR CIVIL ENGINEER-
ING COLLEGE, BENGAL, INDIA.
The appointment is in the Indian Educational Service, and carries a

salary of R.s. 750 a month, rising by annual increments of Rs. 50 to
Rs. 1000 a month. Free bachelor quarters will be providerl. The Pro-
fessor will be expected to take part in the ordinary social work of a
residential college.

Candidates should be not more than 35 years of age, and should have
graduated in Engineering at one of the following Universities: London,
Manchester, Birmingham, Cambridge, Glasgow, Dublin, or Durham.
They .should have experience in a mechanical work-hup, and preference
will be given to members of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.
Wounded and discharged officers are eligible, subject to a medical

Applications should be sent at once in covers marked "C.A."totlie
Sfckktary, Board of Education, Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, S.W. 7. Scottish candidates should apply to the Secretary,
Scotch Education Department, Whitehall, London, S.W. 1.

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE.
APPOINTMENT TO THE LECTURESHIP OF

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Applications are hereby invited for the position of LECTURER of

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY at the University of Melbourne, Victoria,

Australia.

Salary ^450 per annum. Appointment for five years. Allowance for

travelling expenses to Australia, ,6100.
Full particulars in regard to this appointment have recently been posted

from Melbourne, and will be supplied to applicants upon receipt.

Applications, together with testimonials, should reach the Agent-
General for Victoria, Melbourne Place, Strand, London, W.C. 2, not

later than February 1, iqiq.

UNIVERSITY TRAINED CHEMIST
desire* change, M.Sc. degree ; four years in charge food factory

laboratory ; wide experience of foodstuffs and general analysis.—
Box 170, c/o Natvre Ofiice.
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HURS

OLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY.
I Text-book .v and Plant Pathology.

;
.

I'rof. J. W. Harshberger. Pp. xiii + 779.

(London: J. and A. Churchill, [918.) Price

15s. met.

i^
HIS text-book cannot fail to give much valu-

able information to the rapidl) increasing

number of students of plant diseases. Part i.

deals with mycology in a general sense, compris-

sification, morphology, histology, physio-

logy, bio-chemistry, md phylogeny. In

part ii. general plant pathology is dealt with;

the predisposing and determining factors of

disease and the botanical phenomena accompany-
ing pathologic plant growth are discussed in

detail. A very useful chapter, well illustrated and
full of practical details, is given on "Practical

surgery." Part iii. is entitled "Special

Plant Pathology," and comprises a list of the

common diseases of economic plants in the United

and Canada, followed by a detailed account

of about 100 parasitic and non-parasitic diseases,

which have been selected either because of the

economic importance of the disease over wide
ihical areas, or because their study

he student tn conned up the practical

and the systematic parts of the book. Some
very interesting information from various bul-

letins of the United States agricultural experiment
stations is given in this section. It would
have been well if the author had made
room for a full account of the wart-disease

of the potato (Synchytrium endobioticum), in view

of the fact that it is the must destructive disease

of the potato known, and that while the United

ire believed to be still free, an alarming
outbreak occurred in Canada in [912. An account
of the methods employed againsl this disease by

n-ultural authorities in this country for
• ten years would have formed an excel-

-li -son for the student of the disastrous

results that follow from the neglect of scientific

measures in dealing with the early outbreaks of

fungous pest.

Pari iv. consists of laboratory exercises in the

cultural studies of fungi, and this part will endeai

the book to the practical working student of

igy, in the same wa\ as Percival's "Agri-
Botany " has been welcomed by the

in agricultural botany. Information is also

>n micrometry, microscopic drawing and
crography, staining, culture media, and
of microtoming. The methods of stain-

flagella; of bacteria appear to have been
ere, no doubt aci identalrj

.

1 oncludes with appendixes on methods
[ miking fungicides .and insecticides tnd their

formuke, together with a spraj calendar. The
new ammonium sulphide wash might have been
mentioned, as this is useful where any dis-

coloration of the part of tin plant sprayed (e.g.

fruit) is to be avoided. The other appendixes

NO. 2^6;. VOL. I02 1

consist of dichotomous keys to the classification

of the Myxogastrales, Mucor, Aspergillus, Peni-

cillium, the Erysiphaceae, and the Agaricaceae.
In any future edition it would be well to satisfy

the curiosity of the student by giving more in-

formation on the subject of Eriksson's "myco-
plasm," since it has been advanced to account
not only for sudden outbreaks of rusts, but also

for the appearance in the spring ol the American
gooseberry-mildew. From the remark made by
Prof. Harshberger on p. 308 it may be inferred that

he belongs to the majority who hold that there is

no satisfactory evidence of the existence in Nature
of "mycoplasm." The treatment of the subject

of specialisation of parasitism seems to us to be
too meagre. The subject is not only of great in-

terest physiologically, but also of considerable eco-

nomic importance. It is a loss to find no account

given of the thorough investigations carried out

by Marshall Ward in the L'redineae, or of the

work of the various mycologists—including

G. M. Reed—in the United States on the same
problems in the Erysiphaceae. The work recently

published by H. YVormald shows that similar

phenomena of specialisation occur in the species

of Monilia which cause the "brown rot " diseases.

Since Prof. Harshberger says that " to be a suc-

cessful pathologist one must be a good morpholo-

Sfist, histologist, geneticist, and physiologist,"

some account should have been given the student

of the work of Prof. R. H. Biffen, who first

established the inheritance of disease-resistance

on Mendelian lines.

The morphological description of the Erysi-

phacea; on p. 155 is incorrect, since that family

includes one genus with an endophytic mycelium.
The common rose-mildew of the United States is

not, as stated on p. 461, Sphaerotheca pannosa,

but S. humidi. The danger of generalising as to

what is the dominant factor in outbreaks of disease

under field conditions is shown by Prof. Harsh-
berger's statement on p. 324 that "early sowing
of winter wheat has been found beneficial in the

reduction of the amount of stinking smut, for

wheat sown early in October showed no sign of

infection, while plants sown at the end of October
were much attacked (about 60 per cent.) by the

smut." In the case of a field of "bunted " wheat
which came under the present writer's notice

during- the past season, the percentage of bunted
grains, on an actual count, was found to be con-

siderably higher in that portion of the field which
had been sown a few weeks earlier ! Since

"bunt" and "smut" diseases of cereals appear

to be on the increase in this country, we may
note here the statement, to which Prof. Harsh-
berger gives credence, that "in the summer of

1914 300 threshing machines were blown up or

burned by smut explosions"; the ignition of the

oily and dry masses of smut spores is attributed

to static electricity in the cylinder of the threshing

machine.
It would be difficult to accept— if this

sary— all the terms used in this book. While
we may have to accept " seciospnre, " "uredinio-
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spore," and "teliospore," it does appear unneces'-

sary to replace the convenient word "oonidium

by "iconidibspore. " Also, " epiphytotisms, " in

the place of "epidemics," is rather dreadful, And

.1 firm protest must be made against the attempt

to label the "wart-disease of the potatoV "chytri-

diose, " or we shall be required ultimately to tell

the farmer to call "potato-blight" " phyto-

phthorose "
!

Not the least valuable part of this book, which

is indispensable to all mycologists, is the excellent

bibliography (dealing chiefly with American and

German authors) which is given in all the sections.

E. S. S.

DYNAMICAL IND POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(1) An Introductory Treatise on Dynamical Astro-

tunny. By Prof. H. C. Hummer. Pp. xx + 344.

(Cambridge : At the University Press, 1918.)

Price 1 8s. net.

(2) The Destinies of the Stars. By Prof. Svante

Arrhenius. Authorised translation from the

Swedish by J. E. Fries. Illustrated. Pp. xviii-t-

256. (New York and London : G. P. Putnam's
Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, 1918.) Price

7s. bd. net,

(1) T^HERE has long been a need for a general
-I- book on celestial mechanics on a

smaller scale and at a more accessible price than

the standard work of Tisserand, and Prof.

J Mummer's recent publication is a very successful

effort to satisfy that need. It is so concisely

written that a most remarkable amount of material

is made available within a limited space, with only

occasional loss of clearness. Halphen's theorem,

that if the acceleration of a particle is a function

of its position alone, and all the trajectories are

plane curves, then the acceleration is always
directed towards a fixed point, forms the com-
mencement of the problem of two bodies. This

constitutes a most welcome innovation, as Kepler's

second law now becomes a consequence of the

first, and its truth a confirmation of it. The
methods of determining from observation the orbits

of planets, comets, and visual and spectroscopic

binaries are treated in detail, and then the author
passes on to the treatment of perturbations, which
is dealt with much as usual; but it is pleasant to

sec that chap, xvi., on secular perturbations, in-

cludes a table of numerical results. Very useful

features are the account of recent work on
methods of numerical interpolation and integra-

tion, and the description of Cowell and Crom-
melin's method of computing special perturbations.
The lunar theory and the theories of precession,
nutation, and lunar libration are also discussed in

some detail. Misprints are few and the index is

good. The present writer would like to suggest,
however, that in a future edition tables of the best

available values of the elements of the solar

system, in astronomical and metrical units, should
be included; for these are the fundamental data
of dynamical astronomy, and are not usually pre-

ted in any convenient form.
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(2) Prof. Arrhenius's work is a popular account
of three very different astronomical subjects. Tin
first chapter deals with the influence of the
heavenly bodies on primitive human thought,
describing how the moon's phases came to be
used as a basis of chronology, on account of their

easily recognisable variability, and how with the

advance of culture the importance attributed to
the year and the sun increased. The earl)' know-
ledge of the major planets is also discussed, espe-
cially with regard to its religious bearing. The
interesting fact that the Mexican priests dis-

covered the very accurate coincidence between five

synodic periods of Venus and eight solar years is

mentioned incidentally.

The second chapter is devoted to the nature
and origin of the Milky Way. Prof. Arrhenius
inclines to the view that it is a spiral nebula, and
suggests that it may have been formed by the

collision of two gaseous nebulae of immense size.

Recent investigations on stellar motions and their

relation to spectral type, and on the rotations of

nebulae, are discussed at considerable length. It is

highly creditable to the author and the publishers
that work published so recently as 1917 is re-

ferred to, though the absence of all mention of

the ellipsoidal theory is regrettable.

The surface features, and especially the climatic

conditions, of the planets are next discussed at

great length and in a very interesting manner.
The history of the earth's atmosphere, regarded
as largely derived originally from volcanic gases,
leads to an account of the leakage of gases from
planetary atmospheres and the ability of the inner

planets to support life. Mars is declared unin-
habitable, as its mean temperature must be about
- 37° C., and even at noon on the equator it can
scarcely rise much above freezing-point; the avail-

able water supply is also exceedingly low. The
canals are considered to be fissures corresponding
with the dislocation fissures on the earth.

Mercury and the moon are totally uninhabitable

on account of the absence of atmosphere. Venus,
on the other hand, has a dense, warm atmosphere
of high humidity, and "everything on it is drip-

ping wet." Life may therefore exist; that near
the equator would be of a low order on account of

the uniform climate and lack of need for specialisa-

tion ; that in higher latitudes max, however, be
more highly differentiated.

A few blemishes somewhat mar a very instruc-

tive book. Such are the title, which is unfor-
tunate for a work the scope of which, except for

one chapter of forty-three pages, is confined to

tin solar system; the opening sentence, "Astro-
nomy occupies a rather unique position among
the natural sciences "; the illucid account of W. S.

Adams's work on p. 56; such remarks as "the
Original matter of the stars stands still in space

"

(p. 55) ;
" what force . . . causes the motion of

the Stars?" (p. 56); "Mercury lies five times
nearer the sun than the earth does" (p. 230) ; the

mention of "hydrate of chlorine" (p. 165); :mi\

the reference (p. 245) to "the title-page illustra-

tion," which docs not exist. H. f.
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ELECTRIt AI. INSTRUMENTS.
Industrial Electrical Measuring Instruments. By

Kenelm Edgcumbe. Second edition, revised

and enlarged. Pp. xvi + 414. (London: Con-

stable and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price 16s. net.

IN the student days of their career the majority

of electrical engineers are strongly attracted

towards the design and manufacture of large

machines. To design a io,ooo-h.p. dynamo is

found to be easier and far more exciting than

to invent some small improvement in a

measuring instrument. This is one of the reasons

which make it far more difficult to get—for

instance a manager for a telephone factory than

For a large machine shop. The former would
probably be offered a salary four times as large

as the latter, although the latter probably did

much better during his college course. It is

advisable, therefore, for students to remember
that there are certain drawbacks to following

what is for the moment the fashionable branch

of engineering to the neglect of much more
profitable branches.

Mr. Edgcumbe's wide experience in the manu-
facturing and testing of instruments admirably

qualifies him for his task. Although there have

been no great changes introduced in the types of

instruments used since the first edition was pub-

lished, yet the continuous developments that have
taken place have made it necessary to rewrite the

whole book. Mathematical reasoning is avoided so

far as possible. One consequence is that the mathe-

matician who studies the work carefully will be

tempted to explore for himself numerous practical

and interesting problems. On p. 25, for instance,

there is a diagram of a volt-ammeter with an ohm
scale. Few mathematicians will be able to resist

the temptation of finding the equation to, and the

properties of, the curves which give the ohm
s. ale. Dials marked in this way are used in the

Board of Trade panel on the switchboard of a

central station. There is a great demand in

America for the analogous instruments which give

the volts, amperes, and watts on the same dial

They are useful in electric motor-cars.

The introductory chapters on "Errors and
r icy " are most helpful. A diagram (p. 9)

is given of a scale where the unavoidable error

of observation produces the same percentage in-

accuracy at all points of the scale. We take it

that if R is the reading and x the distance of the

pointer from the unit mark on the scale, then
R = nT gives the law according to which the scale

is divided, a being a constant. The divisions on
this scale, ordinarily called a logarithmic scale,

arc obviously much further apart at low7 readings
than at high readings. We were surprised to

learn that the definition of the percentage error e

"usually adopted in this country" is given by

True value = Reading (1 +<\'ioo).

We should have thought that the academic defini-

tion

Reading= True value (1 c'ioo)

was more widely used.
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Amongst the instruments described are all types
of ammeters, voltmeters, wattmeters, frequency
tellers, synchronising devices, recording instru-

ments, speed indicators, oscillographs, pyrometers,
relays, rail-bond testers, etc. Descriptions are also
given of meggers, ohmers, ducters, graphers, etc.

rinse names are not schoolboy slang, but are
in everyday use by engineers. In the old days
anyone who could talk about an "earth" or a
"short-circuit " might rank as an electrician; now
he must be able to define the meaning of quaint
phrases like "milking booster."
On p. 384, when describing instruments for

testing lightning conductors, the author says that

the earth should on no account exceed 10 ohms.
Is there any reason why the number 10 should be
chosen rather than, say, 1 or 100? The present
writer once measured the earth resistance of a

lightning conductor on a chimney-stack and found
it to be 70 ohms. He had the end dug up, and
found that the electrician had put a brick instead of

the usual copper plate at the end of the conductor.
This had been done twenty years previously, but
although the stack had been repeatedly struck by
lightning, no damage had been done. It would
probably have fulfilled its functions equally suc-

cessfully for another twentv years if the brick

had been left undisturbed.
In conclusion, we congratulate the authoronthe

clearness of his descriptions and on the skill with

which he exposes the weak points in the design
of several well-known instruments. The diagrams
are worthy of the highest commendation, and the

printing is good. There are a few misprints. The
only serious one is on p. 183, where there are

two errors in the formula for the electrostatic

attraction between two plates. On p. 404 also

lines 4 and 5 from the bottom of the page should
be interchanged. A. Russell.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Modern Engineering Measuring Tools: A Hand-
book on Measuring and Precision Tools as used

in the Modern Tool-room and Engineering
Workshop. By Ernest Pull. Pp. viii+115.

(London : Crosbv Lockwood and Son, 1918.)

Price 45. 6d. net.

Prior to the outbreak of the war there were still

a large number of engineering firms in this

country which had not adopted systems of pre-

cision in the manufacture of component parts.

War conditions have altered this so far that there

must be very few firms now which have had no

experience in precision methods. It is to be hoped
that there will be no retrogression in this import-

ant matter now that the war is practically over.

This hook is intended to help workmen to acquire

a practical acquaintance with the construction and

use of the commoner types of measuring- appli-

. as employed in tool-rooms and engineering

workshops. It includes sections dealing with the

use of micrometers, verniers, various special ap-

pliances such as depth-gauges, screw-thread

micrometers, etc., gauges and gauge systems, and
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types of measuring machines. The sections deal-

ing with micrometers, and verniers are arranged
in a specially helpful manner, and contain many
diagrams showing the instruments set to various

readings, including those rases which present

difficulties to beginners. There is also a good
description of the Johansson system of standard
gauges and the methods of using these gauges,
and there is sufficient matter included on the

subjects of limits, tolerance, and limit-gauges.

Omissions are inevitable in a small book of this

kind, and there are many special appliances de-
veloped during the war which do not find a place.

The success which the author has attained in this

and his companion hook for munition workers
should encourage him to undertake a more com-
prehensive volume in which laboratory as well as
workshop methods might find a place.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible jor

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of. rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Fuel Economisers.
Dr. Aitken's letter in Nature of December 12 rail-.

to iiu mind some unpublished experiments which 1

made at the National Physical Laboratory in con-
nection with some work mi radiation from surfaces,
which entirely bear out his statement that tin- coloui
of a hot surface at relatively low temperature has
very little influence on the amount of radiation leaving
it. This is a conclusion which, a priori, one would
not consider very probable, yet is actually found.

In a series of experiments the side- of athin cubical
metal canister were painted in panels of varying
colour, the interior of the cube being filled with rapidly
stirred oil electrically heated. The amount of pure
radiation leaving each kind of surface at a series of
steady temperatures up to about 200° C. was com-
pared with that coming at the same temperature from
a "black body" constituted by a re-entrant tube with
appropriate diaphragms. The exterior of the tube was
washed by the hot oil. For temperature differences in
the region of ioo° C. it was found that:

—

(1) A bright surface of ordinary tin-plate only gave
off an amount of radiation equal to 5-10 per cent, of
that from a "black body." The quality of the optical
perfection of the surface was of little importance so

it was bright. A metal surface treated with
galvanit of various kinds showed effects of the same
order as tin-plate. Burnished topper well cleaned with
metal polish gave a lower intrinsic radiation than tin.

(2) A coat of almost an} paint, regardless of colour,
brings the true radiation up to from 80-90 per cent, of
thai of a "Hack body," and a quite thin laver of
papei varnish or of cel'uloid varnish, so thin and
transparent as to be almost imperceptible to tin eye,
applied over the bright metal, has almost the same
effect.

(3) A layer <>l tissue-paper or wallpaper pasted over
the bright surface, or a coating of whitening or lime-
wash, shows the same kind of effect in' restoring
practically the full radiation so long as the coating is

thin.

(4) If the surface of the cubi be metallised with
aluminium paint, the pun radiation is reduced to
from 45-55 Per cent - °f 'hat of a "black body." Much
depended, however, on the kind of vehicle used foi
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the aluminium, and different samples of aluminium
paint, though giving results similar in appearand
thi eye, diffei considerably in the effects produced.
Bronzing and such-like processes produce intermedial
effects.

In some later experiments, with which Mr. I

Griffiths was associated, a study was mad. ol th(

total heat-leaving surfaces, with the view of obtaining
some data as to the relative (fleets of conduction",
convection, and radiation in ordinary still air. From
these experiments it would appear that in the case
of low-pressure steam radiators in the region of
ioo° C, almost exactly half the heat leaving the \. 1-

tical surfaces, if these are of an ordinary character
or painted in the usual manner, consists of pure
radiation, the remainder being the combined effect of
conduction and convection. Therefore, if, as is a

common practice, the radiators be metallised bv
painting with aluminium paint, the amount of heat
reaching the middle of a room warmed by such
radiators would be lowered to half, or double the
amount of heating surface would be required to pro-
duo the same radiation effect as if the surface were
black or of bare metallic iron. These results cer-
tainly have an important bearing upon the practical
problems of heat transfer.

In the course of a recent perusal of Leslie's "On
Heat" I have been much struck with the fact that
many of these things were bv no means new to him
a hundred years ago. His eery suggestive and
interesting researches do not appear to be anything
like so well known as they ^certainly desi rve.

J. A. Harker.
Munitions Inventions Department,

Princes Street, Westminster, S.W.i.
December 17.

My attention has been directed to the note in N
of November 28 (p. 249) referring to Prof. C. V.
Boys's fuel economisers, and also the letter bv Dr.
John Aitken in the issue of December 12; and as I

devoted some consideration to this question about
twenty years ago, a description of the apparatus I

then devised for a similar purpose, and the results

obtained with it, may be of interest.

In order to heat this house, which is a cold one,
and finding that the open fireplace in the hall con-
sumed much fuel with little heating effect, I fixed an
open fire-stove in front of the existing fireplace. I

then fitted a wrought-iron closed box, 3 ft. high, 2 ft.

broad, and 9 in. deep, at the back id the stove in tin

recess in which the fireplace previously existed.

'fhe chimney of the stove was connected to the box
near the top at one side, and an outlet connected to
the box on the other side, which was led up th<

chimney. As this outlet-pipe is much smaller than
the existing chimney, an iron plate was fixed across
the intervening space so as to block it against thi

entry of air except through the stove.

This box was divided vertically into two equal com-
partments by a plate extending from the top to within
6 in. from the bottom, so as to ensure that the hoi
gases flowed past the internal surfaces of the box and
imparted their heat to them. At one side id the box
near the bottom was fixed a door in case it should bl

necessan to remove any sool that may have accumu-
lated in it.

'fhe stove is lighted in the usual manner with a

little coal, and a coke-fire is maintained thereafter.

The iron box soon becomi hi ated bv the gases issuing
from the stove, which without the addition of thi

would have passed direct into the chimney, and the
air of the room circulating around its external sur-

f.e 1 - becomes heated, and that of the hall warmed.
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Hi.- saving of fuel bj 1I1. adoption of thi- contrivance

is very marked, as i- proved l>\ the fact thai the

«rature of the products "i combustion when thej

ih. box i- considerably lower than when thev

enter it.

The apparatus, which i- nol unsightly, a- il is

practically concealed by the ornamental si. .v.- in front

..t it, has' been in operation for the past twenty years

without causing any trouble or requiring any repairs.

Now fuel is scarce, economise!- such a- the one

1 might I..- adopted with advantage.
R. C. Parsons.

4s Princes Gardens, South Kensington,
v\\ .7, Decembi

The Perception of Sound.

1 would beg permission to add a brief correction

t.. m\ remarks relative to thi quotation from Helm-
holtz given by Sir Thomas Wrightson, since I

have been guilty of some misunderstanding. Sir

Joseph Larmor has been kind enough to explain to me
iiow the relation between the wave-length of the vibra-

e of liquid by a vibrating

bodj immersed in it and the dimensions of this body

is of importance in the case of the cochlea.

The time taken by the compression to travel from

the oval window to the round window is so short in

comparison with the wave-length that there can be

only a very minute difference of pressure between the

of the basilar membrane due to thi- cause.

( .| the fluid a- a whole will be the

means b) which the membrane is set into backward
and forward movement. If different parts of the

membrane, however, have their own rates of vibra-

tion, these parts would be set into resonant vibration

bv the appropriate rates of alternation of current,

on account of the differences of pressure on the two
of the membrane implied by the flow of liquid,

lb.- quotation from Helmholtz seems to suggest that

he had come to look upon these movements of the

liquid as the actual exciting cause of the local reson-

.m... If so, it may be that the most satisfactory solu-

tion of the many difficulties of the case is in a com-
bination of part of Sir Thomas Wrightson 's view

with the resonance theory of Helmholtz.
W. M. Bayliss.

The Meteoric Shower of December.

The weather proved very unfavourable for observa-

tion during the first half of December this year, and
I watched for a return of these meteors on three

nights only, viz. the 6th, 8th, and 9th. The tem-
perature was unusually high for the period, the mean

i> 40;; , and about o° in excess of the average.

Few Geminids were recorded on December 6, but on
December 8 and 9, between 13I1. and ish., they were
more numerous, and the place of the radiant admitted
of accurate determination. There seems no question
that the position moves to the eastward, with the time,

similarly to the Lyrid and Perseid radiants. From
observations obtained at Bristol in recent years the

Geminid centre came out as follows:

—

R.A. Dec.

ro2 +32
104J+33
105 + 31

107 + 32
108 +33

"o +33
112 +33

F. Denning.
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Schuster should act as president of the conference,

and M. Lallemand as secretary.

Having unanimously agreed that all present

arrangements must be regarded as provisional,

the committee, acting along the line of the resolu-

tions passed at the London conference, assumed
temporarily the title of the International Research

Council, and proceeded to embody its findings in

1 series of resolutions, the leading features of

which need only be referred to.

An Executive Committee of five was elected,

((insisting of MM. Picard (chairman), Yollerra,

Lecointe, Male, and Schuster, the scat ol the

bureau to be in London. The powers of this com-
mittee were formulated on a wide basis so as to

enable it to carry out effectively the objects aimed
at in the resolutions of both the London and the

Paris conferences. So soon as this committee
considered that tilings were sufficiently matured,

the International Research Council would be con-

vened so as lo take the necessary steps towards
assuming its final form as a Federation of National

Councils. Meanwhile, the Executive Committee
was to examine proposals for the formation of"

new international scientific associations sub-

mitted to it by any academy represented at

the conference, or any group of delegates

of such an academy or of a National Re-
search Council. For the thorough examination

of these proposals the Executive Committee would
appoint special committees, the members of which
need not be members of the International Research
Council. In all cases the endeavour would be to

gel the most suitable persons to serve on these

special committees.
In thus laying the foundation for the establish-

ment of effective organisations of an international

character, the International Research Council

emphatically declared that there was no intention

of interfering with individual enterprise. On the

contrary, since all great advances in science are

initiated by individual efforts, the International

Research Council regarded it as one of its im-

portant functions to give every possible encourage-
ment to those capable of conducting scientific

research of a high order. It was also clearly

recognised that with respect to the initiation of

new international associations or to the revival

of old ones no decision could be arrived at without
((insulting bodies or persons specially interested.

Definite progress was made in the institution

of three associations : (i) Astronomy, (2) Geo-
physics, (3) Union, of Chemical Societies. These
might be taken as typical examples of the many
other associations to be formed hereafter. It will

suffice to direct attention to one of these, say

the second named above.
It is proposed to form, among the States which

have been at war with C.ermany, an association,
to be ctdled the International Geophysical Union,
having for its aim the development* in their respec-
tive territories, of all useful work in connection
with the physics of the globe. Geophysics is

understood to include geodesy, meteorology, ter-
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restrial magnetism, and seismology. This union
(or each of its sections) is to be controlled by an
international committee, composed of delegates

from national councils, which will consist of

representatives from scientific societies specially

interested, and of delegates appointed In- the re-

spective Governments. The number of delegates
from each State serving on the International Com-
mittee will be determined by the population of the

State, according to this scheme:—Fewer than

5,000,000 inhabitants, one delegate; between
5,000,000 and 10,000,000, two delegates; and so

on up to five delegates for a population exceeding
20,000,000. Each State will contribute towards
the expenses of the International Committee
definite sums regulated according to the number
of inhabitants of the State. Each union or
association will have its own bureau, with presi-

dent, vice-president, and secretary; and meetings
will be held at least once every three years. The
union once constituted, any nation which has been
at war with Germany may formally enter the

union on agreeing to the conditions laid down.
Any neutral nation desirous of ultimately entering

the association can be admitted only by a three-

lour ths vote of the countries represented on the

International Council. The present agreement
may be revised on the request of half the mem-
bers of the International Council, any proposed
modification requiring a two-thirds vote in its

favour.

In addition to the resolutions which were
debated and passed, certain proposals were laid

before the International Research Council bearing

upon such questions as international exchatiiM is

of publications, internationalisation of great

laboratories, comparison of university programmes
of study, the publication of authoritative abstracts

of scientific papers and the whole bibliography

pertaining thereto. Undoubtedly extremely useful

work could be effected along these lines, but much
spade work must needs be done by well-chosen

enthusiasts.

At present the main consideration is the prac-

tical success of the movement which has been

inaugurated. The Executive Committee has ample
powers to get into touch with all kinds of scientific

academies and societies, inaugurate special com-
mittees which have power to add to their numbers,
and encourage the formation of national councils

the federation of which will form the International

Council. This Executive Committee, it must be

remembered, is a temporary body, which will

naturally dissolve when the International Council

is finally constituted. Its five members are known
to be keenly interested in the whole question of

international scientific work, and the task o)

establishing effective international organisations

could not be in better hands. Their efforts must.

however, be supplemented by all scientific

academies, societies, and unions entering heartily

into the movement, and aiming at the formation
of international associations in all branches of

si ience, physical and biological, in the widest
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1 these terms. The first great step has

been taken. In carrying the project out t<> a

successful finish, men of science must see to it

that the new organisations are not hampered by

conditions which in certain instances marred the

efficiency of former international organisations of

: similar kind. C. G. K.

OUR ROADS.

IN view of the generally accepted reconstruction

programme of rehousing our working popu-

ind providing small holdings for a large

number of the men from our lighting forces when
released from service, the question of our

loads and their extension to give access to the

proposed new factories, workers' houses and gar-

dens, small farms and allotments is of great inte-

rest, and has attracted much attention, several

papers dealing with this matter having been

recently read and discussed by the Institution of

Civil Engineers.

k is evident that the transport facilities for col-

lecting and distributing goods into these trans-

formed rural districts must be such that the

country resident is as nearlj as possible on

an equality with the townsman. It is equally

evident that this distribution of goods cannot be

given by extending our railway system, whether

by branch lines of standard gauge or by narrow-

gauge feeders, as has been the case in France

and Belgium ; for, however much we extend a

railway system by light railways or tramways,

these can only collect and distribute produce up
to the point reached by the rails themselves, and
thus a railway system per se can serve but a

very small part of the land area. In fact, a well-

extended road system which connects every door

by road wagon is in a sense comparable with the

>ea, which connects every port in the world by

our ships.

The future extension and improvement of

I transport by road are, therefore, of first

importance. It is interesting at this stage to

r<\iew the work already carried out in road-surface

improvement by the local authorities themselves
or in cases where these authorities have been aided

by the Road Board. A great deal was done in

the improvement of road surfaces during the ten

v. as immedtatel) preceding tin- war. Many new
methods of waterproofing the surfaces, first by
using coal-tar and pitch, and later on by bitumen,

were tried on a large scale. Although we hear
through the Press that our roads have suffered

terribly from the war, and that the shortage of

arid restrictions on the use of road materials,

combined with the motor traffic, have resulted in

aking-up of the road surfaces to such an
that \ast sums will be required to put them
• ' stati to .any the ini leased traffic which

is expected during the reconstruction period,

this is not true as
1

regards the improved roads. As
a matter of fact, the improved road surfaces which
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had been developed previous to August, 1914, have

stood the severe strain of carrying the increased

war traffic remarkably well, for instance, if we
take the main road from London to Folkestone

as an example of one which has been daily

traversed by heavily laden trains of motor-wagons
1 arrving war material, this road has practically

had no money spent on it, its surface is as good
as it was at the commencement of the war, and,

what is interesting from a sanitary point of view,

it has been self-cleansing, the rainfall doing all

the scavenging that was necessary. Fortunately,

we have before us many similar examples of the

substantial correctness of the methods which were
developed just previous to the outbreak of war.

The damage on which so much stress has been

laid by the Press has been almost entirely confined

to the old, unimproved water-bound roads, which

must now be taken in hand.

The newer roads, however, differ from the

older roads in one feature, i.e. that the use of

pitch and bituminous materials for binding the

road stone together has given an entirely new
aspect to the process of repairing and maintaining

our roads. The old water-bound roads wore out

by the material being ground away by the traffic,

when it was wetted by the rainfall, so that

the stones could move on one another, and instead

of remaining angular they lost their corners and

tended towards the spherical shape we see in

water-washed shingle. The pitch or bituminous

binding introduced reduced this wear to a

great extent, but in place of it introduced a new-

trouble : it was often the case in the experimental

work when pitch was used as a binder that the

roads were found to become corrugated by the

traffic ; harmonic waves were formed on their sur-

faces, and these waves could be levelled only by
breaking up the surface and relaying it—an ex-

pensive process.

Road engineers are by no means unanimous as

to the causes of this wave formation. Some of

them blame the particular process employed for

preparing the material and finishing the surface

by rolling, but all have noticed the bad effect of

the synchronising or harmonic action of vehicles

passing over them, especially when the majority

of these are exactly of the same class, which is

the case when a line of motor-omnibuses begins to

work on a road previously traversed by hetero-

geneous traffic. It is unnecessary to dwell on this

point, nor is it important, for it is certain that

corrugation or wave formation always results from

the rolling action of wheels on any surface, even

of hard steel wheels on steel rails, as is shown
by the corrugation of railway and tramway
rails.

The study of the harmonic effects of Wheels roll-

ing over surfaces of varying degrees of rigidity

and elasticity is a large and very interesting ques-

tion which cannot be discussed within the limits

of this article. It is more important to know what

can be done to limit its effect on road surfaces.

During the years of the war the question has
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been much studied, and some excellent results

have been obtained in Scotland by Mr. Robert
Drummond, the engineer of the Paisley roads,

who has devised methods by which the stones

forming- a road surface can be wedged into posi-

tion by simple and inexpensive methods, and
then waterproofed by pouring a very small quan-

tity of pitch over the wedged surface. Roads

so made have stood the heaviest traffic with a

minimum of deformation. It is practically

certain that Mr. Drummond's method, hitherto

worked by hand, can be carried out still more
efficiently by machinery. This will undoubtedly

be done and will greatly reduce the cost not only

of resurfacing the vast mileage of roads which

must now be taken in hand, but also of the great

extension which must be undertaken, as fore-

shadowed in the early part of this article, to enable

country districts to be opened up. In conclusion,

if, twenty years ago, anyone had stated that the

extension of roads was even more important than

the extension of railways, he would have been

looked upon as a visionary ; but this is now actually

the case.

Since the above was written, the announcement
has been made that the Government, acting on

the recommendation of the Road Board, has allo-

cated 10,000,000/. to our roads and bridges. We
are not informed whether Ireland is to share in

the grant, but it is stated that the greater part

is to be spent on roads, as the bridge improve-

ments can be carried out by the local authori-

ties, borrowing for this purpose on long-term

loans. Ten million pounds is a large sum,

but it will be found sufficient only to resurface

about one-quarter of the main roads of England,

Wales, and Scotland so as to bring them to an

equality with the improved roads we have men-
tioned, even if the most economical methods now
known are faithfully followed.

This grant is sufficient for a commencement.
It will give employment to many demobilised men
as they return from overseas, but it is to be

hoped that the Government or the Road Board
will see to it that really scientific training is given

to the executive staff which is to carry out the

work. The special local knowledge of climatic

conditions, local road stones, and so forth, which
used to form so large a part of the qualifications

of our local road surveyors, will no longer suffice.

As we have shown, the road engineer has now to

deal with scientific questions which ought to be

determined for him by the central authority, which
is at present the Road Board; it is to be hoped,
therefore, that the instructive experimental work
commenced by it previous to the war will be at

once renewed, so that the methods of resurfacing

the roads oi the kingdom may be to some extenl

standardised.

Road problems are already so specialised that

our universities might with advantage follow the

example
1

of some of the American universities by
instituting special courses of lectures on highway
engineering.
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THE AMERICAN CHEMIST IX WARFARE.
UNDER the above title Dr. Charles L. Parsons,

chairman of the U.S. Committee on War
Service for Chemists, communicated to the

American Chemical Society, at a recent meeting at

Cleveland, a paper which is reproduced in our con-

temporary Science. As the paper bears directly

upon matters of national importance, and is of

interest as showing the promptitude and thorough-
ness with which our Ally dealt with a great and
critical emergency, it may be desirable to give

a short summary of its contents.

Some months before the United States entered

the war Dr. Parsons was sent by the Ordnance
Department to study in England, Prance, Italy,

Norway, and Sweden certain chemical processes,

particularly those relating to the fixation of nitro-

gen. When he arrived in England he was
strongly impressed with the dangerous position

in which this nation stood owing to the policy of

the War Office in drafting practically every avail-

able man, irrespective of his qualifications and
potential value, into the combatant ranks. Per-

haps at the time no other course was possible. It

was absolutely necessary to stem the rush of the

enemy, and men were required to do it. Mean-
while, the Government was halting between two
opinions—shilly-shallying with the question of con-

scription, and "letting I dare not wait upon I

•would." The consequence was that owing to the

lack of technical men, chiefly chemists, the supply

of munitions was greatly retarded. This was no
less true of France. Everywhere the same state-

ment was made that the greatest mistake of the

Entente countries was in giving too little atten-

tion to brain power and too much to physical

prowess. Germany, on the other hand, had care-

fully conserved her chemical strength in order to

develop the new and terrible methods of warfare
which her policy of " frightfulness " forced upon
the world. We were ultimately reluctantly driven

to fight her with her own weapons, and to better

her example, if we could.

The war, in fact, entered upon a new and utterly

unexpected phase for which this nation was very
inadequately prepared, and with which the War
Office, as then constituted, was quite unable to

cope. Practically the whole chemical force of

the Empire was called upon to grapple with the

position. How our difficulties were at length sur-

mounted, and how our chief enemy was eventu-

ally compelled to regret that he had ever embarked
upon such a mode of warfare, will perhaps some
day be made fully known. It is a chapter in the

history of the war not onlv of present interest, but
also of future value. There is no question that

before this consummation was reached we were
for a time in great jeopardv. Indeed, it was
necessary for all the Allies to seek for chemists
and chemical engineers wherever they could be
found. France secured the services of Nor-
wegians ; England drew upon her colonies and
her oversea possessions. Dr. Parsons, indeed,

says that "the chemist who perhaps more than any
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other in England is responsible for the success

of England's munitions programme is an

American.
"

This lesson was not lost upon the authorities

of the United States when it was recognised that

they would be forced to take their part in crushing-

tin- great conspiracy against the freedom of the

world. How they took it to heart is the purpose

of Dr. Parsons's paper to show.
In the first place they at once instituted a census

of American chemists. It was started in February,

1917, and was kept up without interruption. By
July, 191 7, some 15,000 chemists had sent in par-

ticulars of their address, age, place of birth,

lineage, citizenship, dependents, places of instruc-

tion, chemical experience at home or abroad,

military training, publications, research work, etc.

The data obtained were indexed and cross-

indexed by the American Chemical Society work-
ing in conjunction with the Bureau of Mines.

When America entered the war every chemist was
directed to keep the society informed as to his

military status and duties. The president of the

American Chemical Society had already offered

without reservation the services of its members
to President Wilson in any emergency that

might arise. The society recommended tin-

use, in their respective fields, of all trained

chemists, and urged that those of special

ability should be held to the work they could

best perform. Influential committees of repre-

sentative men were formed to consider how the

war service of chemists could best be made, and
a plan for the "Impressment of Chemists and for

I 'reservation of tin Supply of Chemists" was
drawn up, and the aid of the technical Press was
enlisted in making known tin- procedure. A large

number of the chemists engaged on war work
were obtained by means of the classified list.

Practically all the chemists who early entered the

Ordnance Department with commissions were
obtained through the American Chemical Society

ts officers. The lis; was equally useful to the

Bureau of Mines when it entered upon the subject

is-warfare. All the bureaux and departments
in Washington consulted it from time to time as
the necessity arose.

From the first (says Dr. Parsons) the chemical
personnel of the Army and Navy and the civilian

bureaux was partly civilian and partly military. As
the war progressed the proportion of chemisN in

uniform naturally increased as tin- men were taken
from the Army and assigned to chemical duty. The
question is stiil a disputed one—to be settled probably
only when the war is over—as to whether a chemist
can serve best in a civilian or a military capacity.

Certainly in both capacities tin demand for chemists
has been unprecedented, and the development of

rh> mistry in modern warfare to those in touch with
the advanremi-nt made seems almost a fairy-tale.

Considerations ol bid the attempt to

follow in detail Dr. Parsons's account of the vari-

ous organisations for co-operative research which
were instituted in practically every university and
polytechnic throughout the States, nor can we
deal fully with the story of how the various
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sei tions and sub-sections of the chemical warfare

service were eventually organised and co-

ordinated. This service was ultimately established

as a unit of the national Army, being, Dr.

Parsons claims, "the first recognition of chem-
istry as a separate branch of the military service

in any country or any war."
Dr. Parsons pays a well-merited tribute to the

zeal and sense of duty with which practically the

whole of the chemical profession in America
entered upon this work. "The organisation was
rapidly built up and contained the names of the

most prominent chemists in the country, as well

as those of hundreds of young chemists who will

later become prominent."
In reading this interesting story it is impossible

to avoid being struck with the evident ease with

which the civilian element was promptly merged
into and made to co-operate with the bureaucracy
when the necessity arose. It may be that in a

democracy like America public departments are

more in actual touch with the public than with

us. There is seemingly less of that aloofness and
jealousy of outside interference and advice which

are apt to characterise our public offices. The Civil

Service of America is not less highly organised

than our own, and as regards its knowledge and
appreciation of modern necessities and conditions

it is, perhaps, in some respects, better equipped.

That our Government offices have something to

learn in this respect is evident from the consider-

able importation of "business men " into the

Government service that it has been necessary to

make during the last four years. It cannot truth-

fully be said that all our public departments have
invariably risen to the emergencies with which
they have had to deal, and certain of those most
directly concerned with the conduct of the war,

and with the conditions which have arisen out of

it, have been most faulty in this respect. It may
be, to adopt the Prime Minister's phrase, they

have too many "vested prejudices" to contend
with.

We have now had the story of the American
chemist in warfare from one who is well qualified

to tell it. May we not hope that before very long
someone equally well qualified to deal with the

experiences of his English confrere may give us

a similar account? The record may not be quite

so satisfactory in all respects, as our cousins

had our mistakes to warn them and our experi-

ences to guide them, as Dr. Parsons admits. But
in spite of mistakes, and of a certain tardiness

on the part of those entrusted with the conduct of

the war to realise the importance of chemistry in

modern warfare, and to welcome the skilled assist-

ance which was offered them, the story is highly

creditable to us, and will bear comparison with

that of which a short account has been given. As
already stated, it constitutes a chapter in our
section of the history of the war, and should be

made known for the satisfaction of those who
have lived through the anxieties of the past and
for the instruction and benefit of those who come
after us. T. E. Thorpe.
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NOTES.
The announcement of the appointment by the
partmenl <jf Scientific and Industrial Research and
Medical Research Committee of a Research Board

to investigate' the conditions of industrial fatigue comes
as a welcome reminder that the importance of
fatigue in industrial processes, long insisted cm by
those engaged in its investigation, can no longer be
neglected-. Fatigue, indeed, forms the dominating
factor in limiting output, and its investigation during
the war established facts of fundamental importance.
It is right that these researches should now be co-

ordinated and extended to Other industrial processes
where, up to now, fatigue has not been adequately
investigated. The Hoard consists oft- Prof. C. S.

Sherrington (chairman), .Mr. E. L. Collis, Sir Walter
Fletcher, Mr. VV. 1.. Hichens, Dr. Edward Hopkin-
son, Mr. Kenneth Lee, Dr. T. M. Legge, Col. (

'. S.

Myers, Mr. R. R. Bannatyne, and Mr. D. W. Wilson
(secretary). The duty of the Board will be to initiate,

organise, and promote, by research, grants, or other
wise, investigations in different industries with theview
of finding the' most favourable hours of labour, spells

of work, rest pauses, and other conditions applicable

to the various processes, according to the nature of

the work and its demands on the worker. The Board
will be glad to receive suggestions as to any problems
of the kind described. All communications should be
addressed to the Secretary, Industrial Fatigue Re-
search Board, 15 Great George Street, Westminster,
S.W.i. 'It is a hopeful sign that, in industrial re-

search, employers are convinced of the need for pro-

gress, and, should undue delay occur, they will be
prepared to take into their own hands the prosecution
of investigations and the application of results.

Ten years ago Wilbur Wright gave at Le Mans,
western France, a demonstration of the practicability

of aerial navigation with machines heavier than air.

On Sunday, December 22, we learn from the Times,
this notable achievement was celebrated by the laving
of the foundation-stone of a monument to Wilbur
Wright, erected by the people of Le Mans, in the

Place des Jacobins, at the foot of the rising ground
on which the cathedral stands, the presentation

of a commemorative tablet to Le Mans by the Aero
Club of America, and a memorial tablet and bronze
wreath from the citizens of Dayton, Ohio, Wilbur
Wright's birthplace.

The President's gold medal of the Society of En-
gineers has been awarded to Mr. T. Roland Wol-
laston, of Manchester, for his paper on "A Survey of

the Power By-product Problem."

The British Medical Journal announces the resigna-

tion of Prof. E. Roux of the directorship of the

Pasteur Institute, Paris, and the appointment of Dr.
A. Calmetle as his successor.

In an article on reconstruction, in the Scientific

American for November 23, the Hon. W. C. Redfieid,

Secntai) ol Commerce to the United States, gives a
short account of what is being done in the States to

restore industry to a peace basis and to improve it in

he future. Mr. Redfieid points out that the industrial

success of Germany arose out of two causes—first,

the appreciation of the science which underlay each
industry, its study and its application in the industry;

and secondly, the training of the mind as well as the

hand of the worker, so that he should understand both
ho-,.' to do a thing properly and why that was the

proper way-. Neither in Great Britain nor in America
has scientific research 01 /o ational training been

conspicuous, or even visible, in industry. Both are

now being introduced in America as quickly as pos-
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sible. Experimental cotton and woollen mills, a papi r

mill, and a rolling mill have already been established,
and other industrial laboratories are to follow, so that
any problem which affects a whole- industry can be
at once worked out on a practical scale-. I he Federal
Board fur Vocational Education is distributing large
and increasing sums n> each State- of the Union to
ensure t<> every worker a knowledge of the- wh\ of
his work

At ib,- meeting of the- Illuminating Engineering
Sciei.-iy on December 10 some particulars were given,
by permission of the- Ministry of Munitions, of re-
searches which have been undertaken by two com-
mittees em the- illuminating value of Hares, parachute-
lights, etc., and cm the brightness of self-lump
radio-active material. Mr. A. P. Trotter, who dealt
with the former problem, showed several forms of

photometers specially designed to de-al with thi

fluctuating and very powerful light of these service-

flares, which in certain instances attained 130,000 c.p.

The wcnl; had to be done exclusively on moonless
nights, and, as experiments were- conducted in the
open, precautions had to be taken against the- dis-

turbing effects of wind, mist, and smoke. Several
interesting results of these experiments are mentioned.
It appears that nests of parallel flares give sub-
stantially a candle-power equal to the sum of the
values of tin- constituent flares; also that the light

is of the same- value at different angles below the
horizontal; in other words, such flares act as flames;
and not in a manner resembling the crater of an eld -

trie are. As a rule, sample flares were mounted on
high poles, but they were also attached to the carrier
of a military kite with the object of ascertaining the
illumination that would be produced in practice when
such flares are di-opped from aeroplanes. The second
series of experiments, described by Mr. W. C. Clin-
ton, related to the decay in brightness of composi-
tions containing zinc sulphide with a small admixture-
of radium bromide in course of time. Experiments
extending over a year showed that specimens con-
taining from o-i to o-8 mg. of radium bromide- per
gram of composition all eventually possessed a bright-

ness of the order of 001 foot-candle, though originally
the compositions with the higher radium content were
much ib' brighter. Hxperiments were made to deter-

mine- tlie- desirable- de-pth of material by which the

brightness and life are also affected. In view of the

costliness of radium, such experiments are must usi ful

in determining the minimum amount which can be
usefulh employed in practice. Both series of experi-

ments afford an instructive instance- of the useful work
undertaken bv manv scientific societies during the

The Registrar-General's return for the week ending
December 14 shows a continued decline in the in-

fluenza epidemic. The- deaths in the ninety-six great

towns of England and Wales were 1885, which is

only a little more than one-half of the deaths in the

preceding week, anil is lower than in any week sine'

that ending October 12, about the- first week of the

epidemic. In London the deaths were 322, which is

less than one-half of those in the preceding week, and
also fewer in any week since that ending October 12,

which was the- first week in which the number of deaths

in London exceeded'twehty. Tin- Times of December 18

gives tli- following as the "influenza world-toll," from
its medical correspondent:

—"Though estimates of

deaths over tin- whole- world from any single epidemic

are ven difficult to form, there- seem to be- reasonable
grounds for believing that some 6,000,000 persons

have perished of influenza and pneumonia during the-

past twelve weeks. . . . Never sincethe Black Death has
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such a plague swept over the face of the world;
never, perhaps, has a plague been more stoically ac-

cepted. In India alone more than 3,000,000 deaths

occurred. Bombay had 15,000 of these; Delhi, with a

llatton of onl. 200,000, li.nl 800 deaths a day; the

I'unjah lost 250, persons. "south Africa suffered

rely."

The death is announced, at eighty-three years of

of Dr. Artemas Martin, of the l s l oast and
Geodetic Survey. From an obituary notice in Science

we learn that earl) in life Dr. .Martin began con-

tributing problems and solutions to various magazines.
In 1877, while engaged in market-gardening for a

livelihood, he began the editing and publishing of the

Mathematical Visitor, and in i.'sSj he followed this up
with the Mathematical Magazine, lie also contributed

numerous papers to other mathematical journals in

America and abroad'. He was an authority on earlj

mathematical textbooks, and collaborated with Dr.

Greenwood in the "Notes on the History of American
I ext-books on Arithmetii I $85 Dr. Martin was
appointed librarian of the U.S. ('oast and Geodetic

Suivey, where his wide know ledge of mathematics
made him of great service. In 1898 he was made com-
puter in the Division of Tides, which place he held

until his death. Honorary d< grees were conferred

upon him by several American universities, and he
1 member of numerous learned societies. Dr.

Martin's memory is to be perpetuated in the Artemas
Martin Library of the American University at Wash-
ington, D.C., and at the same university there is to

be an Artemas Martin lectureship in mathematics and
endowed by Dr. Martin.

We regret to record the death of Col. William
Vincent Legge, who was born in Tasmania in 1840,

and died then on March 25, 1918. Educated in

England, France, and Germany, Col. Legge entered

the military academy at Woolwich, and received a

commission in the RoyaJ Artiller) in 1862. He early

evinced his partiality for ornithology, and finally

.1 notable authority on that science. Of his

thirty-five scientific papers, the tirst is to be found in

the Zoologist, to which journal, in [865, he com-
municated a paper on birds found nesting in Essex.

From 1868 to i >7 7 he was stationed in Ceylon, and
it was during this period that he laid the foundations
..i what was to be his magnum opus, namely, "The
Birds of Ceylon," a large quarto volume of 123S pages,

with thirty-four hand-coloured plates depicting the

1 ndemic species, and a map showing the faunal areas.

I his valuable work was issued in parts between 1S78

and 1880, and was largely based upon specimens which
its author had collected. In 1883 Col. Legge returned

to the family estate in Tasmania, and published a
hiellv on Australian birds. In 1884

he was president of the Australian Association, and
1 suggestive address on the zoogeographical

relations of the Ornts ol the Australian sub-regions.

II. u.is one of the founders) and the first president,

of the Royal Australasian < >rnithologists' Union, a

member of the Royal Society of Tasmania, and a

lial member of the British Ornithologists' Union.

Dk. William G. Smith, Combe lecturer in general
and experimental psychology in the Universitv of

Edinburgh, died on November 22, one of the manv
victims of the influenza epidemic. Dr. Smith was
horn on August 25, 1866, the youngest son of the
Rev. Walter Smith, Half Morton, Dumfriesshire.
Entering the University of Edinburgh in 1883, In-

graduated with first-class honours in philosophv in

and afterwards acted for two years as assistant

to the professor of moral philosophv. The founda-
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tions of a broader si tdi ol psychology in this country
had just been laid by Prof. Ward's treatise in the
"Encyclopaedia Britannica" and William. James's
" Principles of Psychology," and the experimental
methods of approach developed in Germany were also
attracting the younger men. Dr. Smith "spent fully
two years in Germany studying experimental psycho-
logy, chiefly in Wuridt's laboratory at Leipzig.' He
graduated Ph.D. in 1894 w 'th a tin sis on "Mediate
Association," the substance of which appeared in an
article in Mind in the same year. This was followed
by another in 1895 on "The Relation of Attention
to Memory1," based partly on his Leipzig studies and
partly on further investigations carried out in the
physiological laboratory, Oxford, under Burdon
Sanderson. In 1895 Dr. Smith went to America,
and, after working some time with Miinstrrberg in

the Harvard psychological laboratory, was appointetl

professor in Smith's College, Northampton, Mass.
lie held this position for some years, but eventually
preferred to return to this country, where he became,
successively, lecturer on psycho-physics in King's Col-
li ge, London, and assistant lecturer in physiology in

the University of Liverpool. During these years Dr.
Smith contributed a number of papers, based on ex-
perimental investigations, to the Psychological Review,
the Archives of Neurology, Mind, and the British

Journal of Psychology, in several of which he con-
tinued and extended his researches on memory. When
an independent lectureship in psychology was estab-

lished in the University of Edinburgh in 1906, he

was chosen to be its first occupant, and his main
energies since that time have been devoted to the

equipment and organisation of the department. This
he had carried through with marked success, and
under his guidance the subject has taken an important
place in the university curriculum.

The Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia (second series, vol. xvi., part 4, 1918)

contains a finely illustrated monograph by Mr.
Clarence B. Moore entitled "The North-Western
Florida Coast Revisited." The aborigines of Florida

were in the habit of "killing" the vessels interred

with the dead bv breaking a hole in the base, thus

freeing their souls to accompany those of their owners
to the life beyond. Doubtless the more thrift)

mourners regretted this destruction of serviceable pot-

terv, and hence arose a refinement of the custom,

the manufacture of mortuary vessels of inferior ware,

and provided with a basal perforation made before

the firing of the clay. A large collection of these

interesting vessels made by Mr. Moore is illustrated

and described in this interesting monograph.

In Folk-lore (vol. xxix., No. 3, September, 191S)

Dr. W. Crooke discusses the tales of the prentice pillars

and the architect and his pupil. We have in this

countrv instances of such pillars at Roslin Abbey and
Melrose, and windows in Rouen Cathedral, where the

stor) is current that the master, through envy, is

said to have killed his pupil who constructed the

work. In a second form of the tale the builder or

architect is said to have fallen a victim to the jealousy

of his emplover, who feared that he might lose his

reputation if the workman transferred his services

to another master. Of this type of story numerous
instances are quoted from India and other parts of

the East. It has been suggested b) Mr. H. A. Rose

that the legend is based on, the idea of a foundation

sacrifice, the most appropriate victim being the person

responsible for the work. But this does not easily

explain some forms of the story, and further examples

must be collected before the problem can be finallv

solved.
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Dr. A. PlJPEB Ins described certain diffraction

phenomena observed with cultures of micro-organisms
In means of which the size of the organisms may be

ascertained without direct measurement (Med. Journal

of S. Africa, vol. xiv., 191S, p. 211). It was noticed

that certain colonies of a bacterial plate culture viewed
with ordinary daylight were colourless, but when the

plate was held in the beam of an electric arc at a

certain distance from, and at a certain angle to, the

source of light, the colonies exhibited a blue colour.

From theoretical considerations and control experi-

ments the conclusion was arrived at that the colora-

tion was due to a diffraction effect, the thin layer of

micro-organisms acting like a grating. For the better

observation of the effecl the following arrangement
was devised : The beam from an electric arc was
parallelised by means of a condensing lens and passed

through a hole in the proximal side of a closed box.

In the box the bacterial plate culture was suspended,

the glass of the dish being painted over with black

paint except at one spot placed opposite the beam.
Immediately opposite the transparent spot a second

lens ( nil. cted the rays, bringing them to a focus on

a transparent screen forming the distal side of the

box. On viewing the screen the spot in the axis of

the beam is colourless, but around this a series of

coloured rings spreads over the screen. Knowing the

focal length of the collecting lens, and measuring the

distance of any coloured ring from the axis, the size

of the slits can be calculated, and, for spherical micro-

organisms
;
the size of the slits is found to be just

equal to the diameter of the organisms. This was
verified by observations on various micro-organisms,

the size found by the diffraction method and by micro-

metric measurement being practically identical.

The last two reports of Bergens Museum, dealing

with the years 1916-18, bear witness to a restriction

of growth and activity caused by the war. In spite

of this, much valuable work has been accomplished,

and the educational influence of the museum has not

lessened. Among recent accessions are several repre-

sentatives of the anthropoid apes, notably a mounted
group of male and female gorilla with young, and a

fine skeleton of the male; a good mounted specimen

of the wart-hog (Phacochaerus) ; the Scandinavian
herbarium of the lately deceased J. R. Landmark,
who had continued to lite end his donations of plants

collected bv himself in remote districts ; numerous pre-

historic remains from recent excavations, particularly

a set of miniature greenstone axes, arrow-heads,

knives, scrapers, and flakes from Vaagso, Sond-

m0r. Dr. A. Brinkmann, head of the zoological

department, has started a collection of skeletons of the

various races of Norwegian domestic animals,

especially pedigree individuals, for which he hopes

to obtain the co-operation and pecuniary help of the

agricultural department. Such a collection, as was
recognised by Sir Ray Lankester when director of our
own Natural History Museum, is not merely of

popular interest and practical importance, but has a

value for the study of morphology and heredity.

During the period covered bv the reports the seismo-

graphic station connected with the museum has con-
tinued its work, and we think it well to conclude by
quoting a sentence that appears in each report : "The
Government has, on request, appropriated 4000 kroner
to the acquisition and installation of a new seismo-
graph, which will be purchased as soon as it is pos-

sible to obtain it from Germany." British instrument-
makers should note this remark.

The little-known grain called quinoa (Chenopodium
quinoa) is the subject of an illustrated article in the

July issue of the Bulletin of the Pan-American Union
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(vol. xlvii., No. i), a journal devoted to all aspects
of Latin America. It seems to be indigenous to the
highlands of South America, where it has been cul-
tivated since early times in Peru, Bolivia, Fcuador,
and Chile. It is very hardy, and thrives well at alti-

tudes of 11,000 ft., though in warmer climates it can-
not compete with maize. The natives who grow
quinoa use it in making a sort of bread, and it may
also be treated like oatmeal or rice. Quinoa is still cul-
tivated in a very primitive manner, and no attempts
have been made to improve the grain by seed selec-

tion. The United States Department of Agriculture,
however, is now experimenting with the grain in the
hope of finding suitable areas where conditions of soil

and climate will make it a profitable crop.

Enormous quantities of timber have been used
during the great war. In the first few months all

available seasoned supplies were absorbed; for the
remainder of the period green, unseasoned timber had
to be employed, with the resultant inevitable high
percentage of wastage through cracking and shakes.
Large quantities of timber will be required for recon-
struction purposes and restarting industries. The
timber trade will therefore be in much the same posi-
tion for some time to come. It will not be possible
to await the period required for the natural seasoning
of the material. There are several methods in operation
for artificially drying timber by means of hot air. Mr.
Herbert Stone in the Quarterly Journal of Forestry
for October last discusses a method based on the use
of cold air. The method is worthy of consideration.

The plant required is a closed, double-roofed shed
dimly lighted from the north. At the end farthest
from the door a small refrigerating apparatus, such as
is used in cold storage, though of smaller dimensions,
is placed. By means of this a cold atmosphere is

created sufficient to cause the air moisture in the shed
to condense in hoar-frost, thus keeping the atmosphere
continually dry. The moisture coming from the pores
of the timber is thus constantly condensed in hoar-
frost and got rid of, the wood drying without the
risk of cracks and shakes, so often the accompani-
ment of hot-air drying. Mr. Stone is scarcely correct

in his assertion that in the future most of our timber
must be drawn from hot countries, where he recom-
mends the method for trial. For one thing, our chief

timber demands are for soft coniferous timber from
the temperate regions; and, for another, the method,
for various causes which will be readily appreciated
by those having acquaintance with forestry conditions

in the tropics, would be far more difficult of applica-

tion.

The American Geographical Society has published
an index to the first sixty-four years of the Bulletin

and Journal of the society. The periodical publica-

tions started in 1852, and for some years appeared
intermittently, but apparently no annual index was
published until 1895. The present volume will be wel-
comed by geographers as facilitating reference to a
most valuable set of periodicals. There are ret. p

to both subjects and authors.

In a most interesting paper in the October issue of

the Geographical Review (vol. vi., No. 4) Mr. Edmund
Heller descusses the geographical barriers to the dis-

tribution of big-game animals in East Africa. Th<
paper is accompanied by a map showing the life-zones

I
in the region. Mr Heller finds that climate is the

j

chief controlling factor, and that it operates mainly
in limiting certain vegetable growths which afford food

]
and cover to animals. Large rivers, such as the Nile

;
and the Tana, are important barriers to big-game

! mammals, but seem to have little influence on smalb r
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js and r< ptiles. Croi odili - maj assist in

making a rivei Is, though
bushbucks, waterbucks, hippopotami, and elephants
.if nol influenced bj them. Antelopes and other

ungulates seem to h oi water infested b;

crocodiles. The paper also considers the geoj

aspects of the distribution of nativi tribes in East
Africa.

M. Moussu, who mad< an investigational journey
into north-easi Morocco in 1017, has discovered .1

certain number of outcrops which point to the exist-

ence of petroleum deposits, especially .1- gypsum and
gypsum-clays occur frequently in the neighbourhood.
The three principal outcrops are at the Arab villages of

Ouled-Slama, Kohlott, and Khairett. The principal of

these outcrops was found ;it the first-named place,

which is a short distance from the military station of the
- Cheragas. The oil- an probably of a heavy

or bituminous nature. They ooze out of the ground
in wet weather in the form of emulsion, and there is

an absence of vegetation where they occur. From
the main outcrop the writer was able to collect a few
litn— of the product. According to the Bulletin tic In

d'Encouragement pom I'lndustrie Natipnale
mber-October, 1918, this product is a heavy

brown (nearly black) oil, which ris( - in the form of

emulsion in the salt-water of the watercourse. This
sample was distilled at temperatures ranging from oo°

to 225° C, and gave about 96 per cent, of distillates

of a density of from 800 to 830, the result being a

very pure kerosene. The quantity oi ethei and petrol

small indeed. It is probable that these con-
stituents evaporate owing to the hi at at the surface of

<>ps. < >n Mir- other hand, the yield of lamp-
oil i- very high and the residue very low. Since the

1 13 the author exti nd ovei

kilometres, it is reasonable to assume the existence of

others.

Zeiischrifi des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure
last Dr. (i. Rohn discusses the ques-

tion of Germany's textile requirements in the light of

..1 economic boycott of that county
Entente Towers, and brief!) reviews what has already

omplished in the way of finding substitutes.

A certain amount of success has been attained in

nettle cultivation. Although the yield of fibres from
nettles is only 6 to 7 per on!, of the weight of the

plant, the fibre has valuable properties, being very
fine and smooth and strong. Since the war broke Out

some fifty processes for utilising nettle-fibres ha
It is though: that 1,000.000 hectares

lands could be planted with nettles, producii

ns of fibres annually. The author als<

made with wood-fibres, especially from
the conifers. Experiments have been going on for

some time with the view of extracting the fil

itment, and sui ss has reu a hi

I investigate directions.

taken place, 100, in the production of

yarns from paper-stock, a numbi r of companies having
5 to i

1 - i 11 I'iirck Co.'s
The method of obtaining yarn from paper itself is

outlined, and it is said that this method of

wood is expected to render valuable service to <
in future.

0114 France has mad' great strides in the

production of acetate of cellulose for use as an
aeroplane dope, for kinematograph films, and for non-
inflammable celluloids for various general pi

The Bulletin de la ouragement pour
I'Industrie Nationale for September-October la

particulars of what has been accomplished in thi
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facture both of the acetate oi cellulose itself and of

the acetic add, solvents, etc. Various processes are
employed, and the manufacture is carried on at a
number of chemical factories which had had no ex-
perience in its production until the necessities of war
made it imperative for them to take it up.

In the Journal of the Washington Academv of
Sciences for October [9 Mr. L. W. Austin describes
a new method of using contact detectors in radio-
telegraphic measurements. The sensitive vacuum
and tellurium platinum thermo-elements have re-

sistances which vary with the current, and are
either slow in action or difficult to make and
transport. They have therefore been replaced in

the Naval Radio Laboratory of the United States

by contact detectors in series with high-resist

galvanometers shunted by paper condensers of a
microfarad capacity. The detector and galvanometer
are shunted by a resistance of a few ohms. The sensi-

tivity of the arrangement is greater than that of the
best vacuum thermo-elements of the same equivalent
resistance, and the deflections are proportional to the
square of the radio current, except in the case of the

galena detector, which shows a slight deviation from
the law.

When a canal connects two rivers situated at

different levels, and the ordinary chamber lock is used
to pass traffic from the higher to the lower level, the

taken from the higher-level stream is often con-

able. A German firm has now patented a system
of "dry" lock (Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher In-

genieuri October 19 and 26, 1918), in which the

ordinary lock-chamber is replaced by a concrete

basin permanently filled to a definite level with
water. In this are immersed powerful floats,

also made of concrete, running on runners on
the side of the basin. Connected by suitable

means to the float is a trough, which carries the

I to be transported from the high to the low
level, or vice versa. The floats are capable of sup-

porting the carriage, the trough, and the vessel trans-

ported. Now supposing it is desired to ship a vessel

from the higher to the lower level, all that has to

be done when the vessel is shipped into the conveying

trough (by suitable gear) is to overcome the buoyancy
of tiie floats by a suitable prime mover, i.e. the floats

are immersed until the trough is on a level with the

lower sluice-head. The reverse operation is followed

when shipping from low to high level. An installa-

tion of this kind is now working on the Neckar-

'

Danube Canal, and is said to offer considerable advan-

over the ordinary system of lock or the various

tvpes of ferrying gear hitherto used.

Tin-: Cambridge University Press has in prepara-

tion, for appearance in its Cambridge Technical

Series, " Architectural Building Construction," W. R.

id and F. E. Drury, vols. ii. and iit. ;
" Elec-

trical Engineering," Dr. T. C. Baillie, vol. ii.; "Auto-

mobile Engineering," A Graham Clarke; "Electro-

technical Measurements," \. E. Moore and F. Shaw;
Paper: Its Uses and Testing," S. Leicester;

"Mining Geology," Prof. G. Knox and S. Ratcliffe-

Fllis; " Textile Calculations—Materials, Yarns, and

Fabrics," A. M. Bell ; "Laboratory Note-book for

Applied Mechanics and Heat Engines," F. Boulden;

"Elements of Applied Optics," W. R. Bowi

trie Installations." C. W. Hill; "Accounting," J. B.

Wardhaugh; "Chemistry for Textile Students,"

B. North and N. Bland; "Dveing and Cleaning,

F. W. Walker; and "Experimental Building Science.

L L. Manson vol. ii.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Planei Mercury. This planet will be favour-

visible as a morning star a1 the end of the

present year and the first week oi January. Orl

December .;i it will rise at 6h. 18m. a.m., or ih. 50m.

i the sun, and this interval will undergo little

change on the few following mornings: The greatest

elongation will occur on the morning of January 8

i
;' \V.). The planet will be situated in

Ophiuchus, and at the period from December 26 to zg

will be placed about 4J south of the star q Ophiuchl

(mag. zi)'. With a clear sky in the region of the

S.E. horizon it will be possible to observe Mercury

with the naked eye on the mornings from about

Christmas Day to 'January 10. The planet's stellar

magnitude on January 1 will be I 0-2, and on January <>

±00, according to the Nautical Almanac.

The Jam aki Mr. i ions-This display will probably

furnish a rather striking event on January 3, when

there will be no moonlight to interfere with observa-

tion. Last year the meteors were unusually abundant,

and presented a curious feature, the centre of radia-

tion being about 7° north of the position determined in

previous years. Formerly this was at 23I°+S2?, but

on January 3, 1918, the point was at 234 +5o.i°, which

nearly corresponds with the place of the star 1 Draconis.

The meteors move rather slowly, and they often

traverse long flights, the radiant being low in altitude,

and only 14 above the horizon in due north at

8.40 p.m. if the- point is in N. deck 52 . The shower

will probably be presented to the best effect in the

morning hours of January 3, but observations should

.iUi. be conducted in the early evening hours of

January 2. It will be important to determine the

place of radiation as accurately as possible.

Opposition of Vesta.—Vesta will be in opposition

On January H>, magnitude 69. The following

ephemeris is from the Berlin Rechen-Institut :
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Medicine and Surgery. Montyon prizes to Felix

Lagrange (2500 francs), L. Ombredannc and R.
2500 francs), A. Mignon, Henr)

Billet, and Henri Martin (251 mentions to

Andre
1

and Joseph Chalier (1500 francs), Alfred Khourj
1500 fram s) ; a citation

Henri Velu ; the Barbier prize to L. Bruntz and
Marcel Jaloux, for their memoir on medicinal plants;

ilit- Bream prizi (arrears ol interest) between Jean
Pignot (2001 Vlaurici Lceper (1500 francs),

[ulien Dumas (1000 francs). The Hellion prize

is not awarded, bul encouragements (5011 francs each)

ccorded to Josefa loteyko, for her researches on
fatigue anil muscular work; to R. Legendre, for his

contributions to the treatment of carbon monoxide
poisoning, artificial respiration, and studies on bread

manufacture; and to B. Roussy, for his hook on the

• stic education of women. The Baron Larrey

prize is not awarded, but A. Rochaix receives a re-

compense (500 francs) for his studies on the rapid

detection of sewage contamination in drinking-water.

No awards were made of th< Mege and Godard
jil izes.

Physiology.- The Montyon prize to Stephen
Chauvet, for his memoir on infantilism; the Lalle-

mand prize to Henry Cardot and Henri Laugier, for

their work on the electrical stimulation of nerves; the

I. l.a Caze prize to Raphael Dubois, for the whole
..f his work in physiology; the Pourat prize, no

memoir on the subject proposed has been received;

the Martin-Damourette prize to Gerard de Parrel, for

his work entitled " Precis d'anacousie vocale et de

labiologie"; the Philipeaux prize to Ungues Clement,
for his studies on the application of the centrifuge

in producing alterations in the development of the

egg and embryo in several animals; the Fanny Linden
prize is not awarded, but the arrears are attributed to

Mm. . Albn t I >astre.

Statistics, lbe Montyon prize is not awarded.

Histofy and Philosophy 0) the Sciences,—The
Binoux prize to Maurice Delacre, foi bis memoir on
tin- history of chemistry.

Medals.- Berthelol medals are awarded to Andre!

tnd to Marcel Guichard.
General Prizes. lbe Bordin prize, no memoirs

ired dealing with the subject proposed; the Estrade

Delcros, Le Conte, Parkin, and Wilde prizes are not

awarded; the Houllevigue prize to the late Camille

, fur the whole of his work; the Saintour

prize to Rene Koehler, for his work in zoology
;

the Henri do Parville prize between R. Deyillers

francs), for his book on the dynamics of

tin- aeroplane, and Hector Pecheux (1000 francs),

for his book on metallurgy; the Lqrichamp!
prize to Emile Guyeiiot, for his studies on

the growth of organisms under aseptic conditions;

uin'-re prize to Paul Sejourn£, for his engineering
work; the Victor Raulin prize to Jules Rouch, for

his work in meteorology, atmospheric electricity, and
physical oceanography; the Gustave Roux prize to the

1. 10 Georges Hover, for his geological work; the

1 hoi let pi i. Kicll.II d.

Special Foundations.—The Lannelongue foundation
to Mmes. CuSGO and Ruck; lbe Laplace prize to

Jean Vignal; the L. E. Rivot prize to Jean Vighal

(750 francs), Paul Reufflel (500 bancs)', Henri Scail-

1750 francs), and Camille Andre Antbipe (500
ti ancs).

Foundations far Scientific Research.—The Tremonl
foundation (lOOO francs) to Charles Fremont, for his

felating to the working of metals; the

Gegner foundation between F, Pisahi (2pqb francs), fbi

his work in mineralogical chemistry, and the late Samuel
-, for his work on mathematical analysis; th^
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Jerome Ponti foundation between Paul Barharin (2

francs), for his work on non-Euclidean g< imetfy, and
Louis Fabry (1500 franc-,), foi his work on Lh< smaller
planet.-.; the Henri Becquerel foundation between
( amille Gutton (2000 francs), for his work iri physic-,
1 spei [ally that having refen m e to the national defem 1 .

Pierre Fatou, 2000 francs.

Ih, Bonaparte Foundation.—Twenty-one request-,
.nits have been Considered, and the following six

commended: 2000 francs to E. de Boury, to
allow him to continue his studies of the gasteropod
molluscs; 3000 francs to Auguste Chevalier tor his
studies on the forest flora of Indo-China, and for his
researches on the woods of that region capable ,,1

being utilised; 2000 francs to Paul Garrigou-Lagrange,
for the continuation of his meteorological studies and
attempts at the kinematography of the atmosphi ric

movements; 2000 francs to Louis Germain, for the
publication of his works on the malacological fauna of

Africa and Asia, and for {the continuation of his stud)
of the molluscs of the Loire basin and the French
coast of the Atlantic Ocean; 2500 francs to C. Le
Morvain for completing the publication of the "Carte
photographique et syst<5matique de la liine " ;

5000
francs to H. Perrier de la Bathie, for the continuation
of the geological and botanical researches which he-

has pursued with success at Madagascar for manv
years. The balance of the fund in hand, after paving
the above grants, amounts to 72,500 francs.

The Loutreuil Foundation.—4000 francs to R.
Anthony, for printing the osteological catalogue of

the collections of the National Museum of Natural
History; 5000 francs to Charles Moureu, for com-
pleting the equipment and collections of the laboratory
of the College de France

; 5500 francs to the Lyons
National Veterinary School, for the installation of a

kiru matograph for teaching purposes; 3000 francs to

the Toulouse National Veterinary School, to complete
the radiological installation for the diagnosis of dis-

eases of animals; 4000 francs to Edouard Sauvage,
for the construction of an apparatus designed to study
the forces of inertia in the parts of a machine; 1000
francs to E. Aries, for the purchase of a calculating

machine for use in his researches on the equation of

state of fluids; 2000 francs to Henry Bourget, for

assisting the publication of the Journal des dbserva-
teurs; 2000 francs to Maurice Cossm.tnn, for his

various publications on palaeontology ; 2000 francs to

A. Menegaux, for the French ornithological review;

6000 francs to Aloys Verschaffel, for the calculation

and publication of the ephemerides of the minor planets,

according to a plan approved by the Bureau des Longi-

tudes; 5000 francs to Col. Roche, for the equipment
of the laboratory of the Ecole SupeYieure d'Aero-

nautique.
Charles Bouchard Foundation.—2000 francs to Jean

Nageotte and Louis Sencert, for researches on grafting

with dead tissues; 1500 francs to Paul Brodin and

Francois Saint-Girons, for their work on bleeding;

1500 francs to Pierre Duval and Adrien Grigaut, for

their researches on traumatic shock.

r
1 NEW THEORY OF THE ICE AGE.

VVO recerjl papers in the Quarterly Journal of the

Royal Meteorological Society by Mr. C. E. P.

Brooks have 1 mphasised the point of view that there is

no necessity to appeal to astronomy or to make any

arbitrary assumptions, such as that of a specially cold

region in space, in order to account for an Ice age.

The subject of the papers is " Continentality and

Temperature" (Quart. Jqu'rn. Roy. Met. Soc.; vol.

xliii., pp. i.ir7s". and vol. xliv., pp. 253"-?t>); and
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the author's endeavour is tu correlate mean tempera-
ture at certain stations with the distribution ol land
and water in the neighbourhood of the stations, firs!

a definite region, including the Baltit and mosl
oi northern Europe, without much range "I latitude,
and next fur the world in general, with special

1 ference iu latitude.

It is clear that very definite results are unlikely,
having regard to the verj irregular distribution of
land and its topographical peculiarities; ancfnol less
clear that a great deal oi labour must have been
involved in obtaining an) result whatever. The tem-
perature of a place is affected by the size, distance,
and direction of land and water masses in relation
to the prevailing winds, and also l>> the reliel of the
land and the temperature of the neighbouring sea.
The correction for height above sea-level is apparent!)
straightforward and simple, but in regard to the others
it was onl) convenient to take as a first approximation
the percentage of land included in circles of 5°, io°,
and 20 radius, centred at the station in question, and
the resulting correlations are by no means easv of
interpretation.

Certain station-, introduce special difficulties, e.g.
Haparanda, where the continentality is not the same
throughout the year owing to the freezing of the sea
in winter. There are, however, some general con-
clusions worth quoting:—(1) In winter the effect of
land to the west is to lower temperature. (2) In
winter the effect of land to the east is almost
negligible, so that even in continental areas the lowest
temperatures are found near the eastern coasts.

(3) The general effect of land in the summer either
east or west is to raise temperature, but not to any-
thing like the same extent as the opposite effect in
winter.

Special interest attaches to the extension of the
investigation with regard to long intervals of time.
In the Litorina (early Neolithic) period the climate of
the Baltic regions was rather different, as also were
the distribution of land and the freedom of access from
the Atlantic. In the first paper, which deals specially
with this region, the author claims that the alterations
of continentality suffice to account for all the historic
variations of local temperature. A more important
generalisation follows in the second paper, in which
the author considers the period immediately preceding
the last or Quaternary glacial period. An outline is

given of the distribution of land at that period, and
an explanation of the formation of ice-sheets bv
reason of fall of temperature and increase of snowfall,
the argument being almost entirely meteorological.
The next step, however, is of a different kind, and
the theory of isostasy is summoned to account for
the gradual upsetting of an apparently permanent
glaciation. The weight of the masses of ice causes
the subsidence by slow degrees of the ground below
equilibrium being gradually restored bv the fluid

interior. The sinking of the ice-surface causes an
increase of temperature with consequent melting.
The isostatic action is, however, so slow that the
surface continues to sink, causing a higher tempera-
ture in higher latitudes (inter-glacial period). After a
time the equilibrium, which is clearly disturbed in the
opposite direction, induces im, static action again,
raising the land-surface and causing another glacia-
tion. The author considers that this "ebb and flow"
has taken place four times in succession, the ampli-
tude diminishing each time, as is to be expected.

_
The course of these age-long changes is not quite so

simple as its general outline, for many irregularities
are necessarily introduced by the disposal of the
melting ire, which will depend on the geographical
features th»is uncovered, and, again, by the locking up
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ol so much moisture into glai iersj but the 1 splanation
of such well-known phenomena .1- the warm period of
the tertiary >'> this geographical method appears more
straightforward than any depending on assumptions
as to the effect of charVges in the obliquity of the
ecliptic—an effect which we are almost powerless to
Forecast

.

The purely meteorological part of the subject is not
without difficulties of its own, some vei

figures for sea temperature in high latitudes n suiting
from the attempt to deal with the earth as a
and to allow for the vagaries of land distribution and
of ocean currents. The effect of insolation in different
latitudes and on different land and water sui
a very difficult problem, and so also is the question
of precipitation, but Mr. Brooks is not afraid to
tackle these difficulties, and must have brought an
enormous amount of research to bear, in addition to
the very laborious and complicated analysis of the
data obtained. It is to be hoped that this subject
will not escape the notice of the British Association
Geophysical Committee. \Y. \\'. B.

REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT
COMMISSIONERS.

THE report of the Development Commissioners for1 the year ended March 31, 191S, has been pub-
lished as a Parliamentary Paper (nS, price i,J. net),
extracts from which are 'subjoined. Except so far as
the special circumstances of the war have called for
extended expenditure or new schemes in respect of
food supply and natural products, or for the pre-
liminary outlay in the preparation of schemes which
may employ labour after the war, the Commissioners
have continued the policy which they have adopted
since the commencement of the war of confining their
advances in the main to ensure the continuity of
schemes which were already in working in 1914,
and cannot properly be discontinued. In one
instance, that of flax-growing, the expansion owing
to war needs has led to an increase of the under-
taking to a scale on which it is no longer of an experi-
mental or educational nature, such as is appropriate
for assistance from the Development Fund, and the
undertaking has accordingly been taken over bv the
Board of Agriculture.

In the introduction to last year's report mention
was made of an advance of 50,000!. for improving the
fish food supply by installing motors in fishing-boats.
But the problems of this supply are not solved by the
mere catching of fish ; there remain the problems of
its rapid delivery or preservation. In connection with
these latter points the Commissioners have recom-
mended an advance of 6750L in aid of landing and
entraining facilities at Valentia, and in January, iqiS,
they promised to recommend an advance (later

fixed at 10,000!.) for the establishment of an experi-
mental fish-canning factorv on scientific lines.

Reference was also made last year to the extra ex-
penditure on a largely increased supply of plants for
afforestation, and this has continued in the year now
under review. Thus an advance of 6005!. to the Com-
missioners of Woods for this purpose has been recom-
mended ; while in Scotland, in addition to ordinary
expenditure, grants of 2000!. for each of the financial
years, 1917-18 and 1918-19, were recommended to

meet expenditure on the establishment of forest nur-
series, and 930L for an additional Forest Officer on
the staff of the Board of Agriculture. A sum of
1000!. was also made available for preliminary ar-

rangements for the afforestation of privately owned
lands and a flying survey.
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In earlier reports th< Commissioners hav< explained

in some detail the important scheme financed from the

Development Fund for th< developmi cultural

ircn at universities, colleges, etc., and the exten-

and local investigation work. I hi-

scheme includes provision for the encouragement of

individual workers in agricultural scienci outside the

Geld covered b\ thi research institutes, and the Com-
missioners have annually recommended a grant not

eding 3000I. for ibis kind uf work in Fngland

Wales, and small grants fur work in Scotland.

The Commissioners originally contemplated a maxi-

mum grant of 5000/. for the whole United Kingdom,
to be alloc aii crmi the advice of a Committee repre-

senting Scotland and Ireland, as well as England and

Wales, and suggested that the English Board's

Advisors Committei on agricultural science might be

enlarged for this purpose bj the addition of repre-

itives nominated by the Agricultural Departments
Scotland and Ireland. An agreement has now

bi • n reached under which the three Agricultural

Departments will co-operate for this purpose. The
English Hoard's Advisory Committee has been dis-

d and the Commissioners have set up a Com-
mittee of their own, including representatives of the

three Departments, to them on applications

for "Special Research" grants, and on such other

subjects as the Commissioners may refer to them.

The Commissioners are prepar. d to consider, and, if

they are satisfied with the applications supported by

the new Committee, to recommend, an annual grant,

not exceeding 5000/., for the assistance of special

li -1 hemes in the United Kingdom. The
Advisory Committee is constituted as follows:— Sir

el Hall, K.C.B., F.R.S. (chairman), Mr. W.
Kate -on. F.R.S., Prof. Biffen, F.R.S., Mr. J. R.

I lards

Prof.

Dr.
and

Campbell, Dr. R. B. Greig, Mr. W. B. !

F.R.S. , sir T. II. MiddK ton, K.B.E., C.B.,

on, F.R.S., Sir David Prain, F.R.S
C. II. Pethvbridge, Dr. E. f. Russell, F.R.S

rid Wilson.
The grants recommended for research purposes are

as follov

iillurc and Rural Industries.

Aberdeen Universitj and North of Scot-

land College of Agriculture—Joint Com-
mittee of :

Schemes of agricultural research

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries :

Agricultural res, arch, advisory work,
...

Research in plant pathology at Kew,
maintenance grant

Maintenance of Board's veterinary re-

h laboratory

cultural and dairy education

Migratory and co-operative cheesi

tols

Seh. me for augmenting the produc-
tion of eggs and poultry

it ulture for Scotland :

Schemes of special research in agri-

i ultural science

Extension work at the Scottish agri-

cultural colleges

Chi Ster Corporation :

Investigation into the practicability of

using the water-power of the River
I >. 1 . above Ch< sti r,

electricity for agricultural pui
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notable features of the year's activities. Important
pioneer work was done, both in England and over-
seas, through the Y.M.C.A. Universities' Committee,
and in conjunction with the Victoria League lectures
were also organised at military hospitals. Amongst
the fresh developments during tin- session were the
institution of a diploma for civic- workers under the
scheme for diplomas in the humanities, and the in-

auguration of lectures in offices of the Ministr) of
Munitions, this in in< probabl) the first occasion on
which the University has been Invited to carry on
educational work in a Government office.

The Senate is taking steps to provide that students
from overseas universities of the Empire who have
served in his Majesty's Forces may be admitted to

certain Intermediate and Final Examinations, and
that reports ma) be furnished with the view of en-
abling the universities at which the students have
begun their respective courses to recognise these
examinations of the University of London in lieu of

their own. By this arrangement it is hoped thai a
number of students may continue a university career
while they are waiting until they can return to their

own countries.

The Senate has conferred on Or. II. Stanley Allen,

of King's College, the title of reader in physics in the
I diversity.

Dr. Otto Tunmann, of Berne, has been appointed
professor of pharmacognosy in the- University of
Vienna in succession to Prof. Moeller.

Mr. W. W. Myddleton has been appointed lec-

turer and demonstrator in chemistry at the Municipal
Technical Institute, Belfast, in succession to Mr.
('. W. Addy, who has left to take up work in chemis-
try in connection with the British Cellulose and
Chemical Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

The movement for adopting Latin as the universal
language of the future- or, rather, of restoring it to

the position which it once occupied as the language
of the learned world forms the subject of a note By
Prof. Carlo Pascal in the Rendiconti del R. Istituto
Lombardo (2) I., 14-15. It is suggested that action
should be initiated by the institution in question. In
support of this argument it is pointed out that the
growth of scientific literature published in a multi-
plicity of small languages is of recent origin, and that
the attempts t6 invent artificial languages have in-

creased, rather than removed, the confusion. Prof.
Pascal refutes the idea that Latin is a dead language,
seeing that it is taught in all schools and Colleges,
and further points out that modern scientific termino-
logy is largely Latinised in form. The main objection
v hich can be raised against the proposal in its un-
modified form is the grammatical difficulty. It might
!>' quite easy for a classical scholar to write to a busi-
ness manager in ancient Latin, but it would be unfor-
tunate if the latter in his 1 1 pl\ was so puzzled as to

whether to use the dative or the accusative case of a
noun that he forgot what he was writing about. A

ago there was formed an Academia pro
[nterlingua, which proposed to retain the Latin
vocabulary with a simplifies grammar, ami Prof. G.
Peano, of Turin, took a leading part in this move-
ment.

Is the pi-eseni of a brilliant company assembled
.11 tin- Sorbonne, legree ol doctor, honoris causa,
was conferred upon President Wilson 1>\ the Univer-
sity of Paris on Decembei >i. In the course "I his

acknowledgment ol thi honour, the Times reports
President Wilson to have said: "I have alwavs
thought that the chief objeel of education was to

awaki n the spirit, and that, inasmuch as literature.

whenever it touched its great and higher notes, was
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an expression of the spirit id mankind, the best in-

duction into education was to feel the pulses of

humanity which had beaten from age to age through
the utterances of men who had penetrated to the
seen is of the human spirit. And I agree with the
intimation which has been conveyed to-day, that the
terrible' war through which we have just passed has
ne it been only a war between nations, but that it has
been also a war between systems of culture-; the- one
system the aggressive system, using science without
conscience, stripping learning of its moral restraints,

and using every faculty of the- human mind to do
Wrong tee the whole- race-; the either system reminise.nl
of the- high tradition's of men-, reminiscent of all

those struggles, senile eef them obscure, but others
dearly revealed to the historian, of men of indomit-
able- spirit everywhere struggling towards the right,

arid seeking, above all things else, to be free-. . . .

I feel that this war is intimately related with the- uni-

versity spirit. The university spirit is intolerant of all

the- things that put the- human mind under restraint.

It is intolerant of everything that se-e-ks tei retard tin

advancement of ideals, the acceptance of the truth,

the purification of life; and every university man can
ally himself with the forces of the present time- with
the feeling that now at last the spirit of truth, the

spirit to which universities have devoted themselves,
has prevailed and is triumphant.''

We have received from the Asiatic Society of Bengal
a Catalogue of the Scientific Serial Publications in the
Principal Libraries of Calcutta. In this catalogue
there- are several interesting features to be noted. Full

information is given, in regard to the twenty-four
libraries indexed, as to where- they are- to be found
arid the- heiurs when the\ are open. In the case < >

I

libraries that are not open to the public the readei

is told how to get permission to consult the books.
fhe- arrangement of the- catalogue is geographical,
the- world being divided into twenty-four countries sub-
divided into towns placed in alphabetical sequence.
Publications issued by an institution are indexed under
the- name of the town in which the institution is estab-

lished. Independent serials are indexed under the

town in which they are published. In each case- there-

is indication of the library or libraries in which the
publication may be found. It may happen that,

although the- title of a journal is well known, a reader

mav be- unable to recollect the name of the town in

which it is published. To meet this difficulty an
alphabetical index of names of journals with referenci S

to their position in the catalogue is provided. We- are

glad to see that volumes or parts missing from the

sets are recorded. The catalogue has been compiled
by Mr. Stanley Kemp with the assistance of tin-

librarians of the institutions concerned. Or. W. A. K.
Christie-, e>f the- Geological Survey of India, honorary
secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, has given
Mr. Kemp continuous advice and help. The rcsul-

den s great credit to all who have taken part in a

catalogue remarkable both for its completeness and
leu the care with which the material has been
arranged.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
LONDON.

Royal Society, December 12. Sir J. J. Thomson,
president, in Hie 'hair.— L. Hill and II. Ash : The
cooling Hid evaporative powers of tin- atmosphere, as

determined by the kata-lb 1 niemn ter. A further in-

vestigation lies been made of the cooling power of air

at known temperature and velocity id movement in

the- large wind-tunnels at the- East London College,

with the aiel of Mr. N. A. V. Piercev. the lecturer on
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aeronautical engineering, timing the r.i t •• of cooling

..1 the kata-therm'omi -bulbed spirit thermo-

graduated between 100' and ^ !•'., and the

1 which was determined whereby the cooling

power on a surface at bod\ temperature is expressed

in rnillicalories per so,, cm. per sec. The formula was
deduced II

, where 6 the difference

between the temperature of the air and 36-5' C.
I'sing this formula, the authors found the- velocit)

of the wind determined by the kata-thermometer ai

Observatory agreed closely with the velocitj

determined l>\ the Cup and Dims anemometers.
this formula to determine velocity, the cooling

of tin- wi 1 kata-thermometer was reinvestigated in a

tube _; in. in diameter, through which air was drawn
from a chamber, the temperature and humidity of

which could be varied. The effect on evaporative
power of varying the temperature of the evaporating
surface was determined, and the use of the kata-
tln rmometer as a measure of evaporative power of

drying processes pointed out. The effect of baro-
metric pressure on cooling power was worked out in

iinlier in which the atmospheric pressure was
I from -i-

1
5 Hi. to 540 mm. Hi;. The formula

determined expresses influence of barometric pressure
on convection cooling power. At ordinarv tempera-

cooling power exerted on dry kata-thermometer
is half due to radiation, half to convection.— H. ('.

Bazett : Observations on changes in the blood-

pressure and blood-volume following operations in

:n. in. Dr. Marie ('. Stopes : The lour visible in-

• nts in banded bituminous coal. The coal dis-

cussed is the ordinary streaky bituminous coal of the

British Coal Measures widely used in house and fac-

tory. Disregarding for the time the ultimate morpho-
logical nature of the plant organs contributing to

them, four differing substances 01 constituents are
described as composing such coal. These can be

nised by differences in their general character.

(a) Differences in their macroscopic appearance and
with the naked eye in hand specimens).

(/>) By their different behaviour when treated with
».is chemicals, (c) By the difference's in the debris
• h which result from their treatment with various

chemicals, (d) By the differences in microscopic sec-

tions of untreated samples of each. These different -

.it. further followed up by analyses and distillations

1

i iidi ied in a later paper. Diagrams are given
,.>w the characteristic distribution of these con-

stituents in section, and to indicate, if not a parallel

to, at least a possibly useful comparison with, petro-
.il work on rocks. The four ingredients thus

determined are fusain (the already widely discussed
"mineral charcoal"), and durain, clarain, and vitrain,

tin- three latter names being given now for the first time.

v: \Y. Crookes : The arc spectrum of scandium.

Royal Meteorological Society, December iS. Sit

JCapiei Shaw, president, in the chair.—Capt. C. J.
1'.

Ca\e : A cloud phenomenon. On April 15, 1915, a

cloud with an approximately straight front was seen

approaching South Farnborough from the north-west.

The sky had been clear in the morning. The cloud

came overl .1.111., after which the sky was
asl ; the sunshine record ended abruptly. At all

stations in the eastern and south-eastern counties the

sunshine record was similar, though the times ,,f

iation differed considerably. Bj comparing the

was possible to draw lines on a map show-
ing the times when the cloud-front was approximate!)
overhead. The o a.m. line ran through the Isle ,,l

Wight to Southampton, through Hampshire, Berk-
shire, ami Middlesex, north-west of London, along the

western borders of Suffolk and Essex, through Norfolk
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'iier. At 1.. a.m. the 1 loud-front ran over the
easl Mid of the Isle of Wight, along the eastern
bolder of Hampshire, through Surrey, south-east of

on, through Essex, Suttolk, and Norfolk to the
sea -nine miles north of Yarmouth. At 2 p.m. the
cloud-front ran from between Pevensej and Bexhill
to YVestgate. A map shows the travel" of the cloud-
Iront from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m., and indicates that the
(loud travelled across the country at about twelve
miles per hour. C E. P. Brooks: Notes on a
meteorological journal at Wei-hai-wei kept by Com-
mander A. E. House, lulo to 1916. Wei-hai-wei is

a small British concession in the north of China, and
is important as being in a sense the sanatorium of
British stations in the North Pacific. It has a cool
summer with a moderate rainfall, and a dry, bracing
winter. Meteorological observations were taken by
Commander House four times daily, and include

pressure, temperature, humidity, rainfall, wind, and
weather. These have been summarised and dis-

cussed, with notes on the relation of the various
elements to wind direction and on the general climato-

logy and possibilities of Wei-hai-wei.—Capt. E. H.
Chapman : The annual symmetrical variation of cer-

tain elements, with a note on the choice of seasons.
The average lengths of the astronomical day for the

calendar months are more symmetrical for the calendar
ve-ar January to December than for a year (1) Decem-
ber to November or (2) February to January. The
mean monthly temperatures, Midland Counties, are

most symmetrical for a year February to January.
The mean monthly values of various meteorological

elements are symmetrical for the calendar year

January to December. Mean weekly temperatures,

Midland Counties, are symmetrical for a year com-
mencing with the fifth week of one year and ending
with the fourth week of the following year. The
method used for showing annual symmetry is to draw
the first half of the curve forwards and the second half

of the curve backwards along the ordinates of the

first half, the nearness of the two portions of t he-

curve showing the degree of symmetry. Annual sym-

metrical variation makes the division of the year into

seasons a difficult matter. There is evidence in favour

of making March a winter month. The usual

meteorological three-monthly seasons are too early in

the vear, while the astronomical seasons are too late-.

An alternative suggestion of the three-monthly seasons,

mielelle' of December to middle- of March, etc., is put

forward.
Sheffield.

Society of Glass Technology, December 18.—Mr.

W. F. J. Wood, president, in the chair.— S. English :

An apparatus for the accurate calibration of burette

ml" -. The method employed for the burette is based

on that for the pipette, since it involves the use of

a standardised pipette of precisely known volume and

time of drainage. Mercury, however, is used instead

of water to till the burette and the standard pipe-tie-

into which it drains in order to calibrate it; under the

same- conditions of ordinary use- water is placed above

the mercury level in the burette. This meniscus i-

viewed through a telescope attached to a cathe to-

me ter, and by an ingenious arrangement a needle is

made to produce a mark on the burette precisely at

e| of the- meniscus. The author stated that a

burette could 1»- calibrated in five- minutes, and the

accuracj was far greater than was usually observed

in calibrating these- instruments.—Dr Turner: Bottler

glass and "lass-bottle- manufacture. The- authors

remarks were confined largely to two points—qualm

and quantity in glass-bottle production. In regard to

quality he pointed out that it was use : ss to produce a
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bottle if the glass of which it was made was unsuit-

able for contact with the material it was intended to

hold. Medical bottles in particular should be sub-
d to tests in order to ascertain that they con-

formed to a certain standard. One test was sug-
gested in which solutions of the alkaloids and mer-
cury solutions were kept in contact with the bottle

twenty-four hours and the absence or production of
a sediment noted. The results of heating a number of
dill. icnt types of bottle in contact with water and
steam under pressure were also described and tabu-
lated, and emphasis was laid on the necessity for

avoiding excessive use of soda-ash in melts. In the
case of bottles made from sand, soda-ash, and linn-

spar, it was pointed oul thai lime spar should not
fall below 7 to S per cent, of the batch mixture, other-
wise the glass was acted on by water to a marked
extent. The author also dealt with the problem of

workability, win the,- from the point of view of band-
working or machine-working. The effect of different

constituents present in bottle-glass, such as silica,

soda-ash, lime, magnesia, and alumina, was described,
and the importance of arranging a batch so that the
resulting glass should sel quickly was emphasised, if

production at a rapid rate was desired. The limits of
workability for glasses containing sand and soda, with
lime, magnesia, or alumina, were set out.

Dublin.
,

Royal Dublin Society, November 19.—Dr. G. H.
Pethybridge in the chair.—Dr. G. H. Pethybridge and
H. A. Laffertv

; .\ disease of tomato and other plants
caused by a new species of Phvtophthora. The disease
is one in which the root system and base of the stem
of young plants become involved in a iot leading to
the death of the plants. It is caused by a species of
Phvtophthora hitherto undescribed, having sexual
organs (with amphigynal antheridia) similar to those
first described for V. erythroseptica. The disease is

contracted from the soil, and also occurs naturally in
Petunias. The fungus was proved to be parasitic also
towards Aster, Gilia, Cheiranthus, Solarium tubero-
sum, Fagus, etc., and it is extremely probable that
it occurs naturally and causes disease in some of
these plants. Owing to the facility with which the
tomato produces adventitious roots, affected plants
can not infrequently be "cured" bv amputating the
diseased parts and treating the still healthy portions
as cuttings. The disease causes serious losses in nur-
series, but can be avoided by raising seedlings in

steam-sterilised compost.—E. j. Sheeny : Part i., An
economical method of determining the average per-
centage of fat in a cow's milk for a lactation period.
An account of two experiments conducted at the Albert
Agricultural College. The author explains the liability

to error in determining the average percentage of fat
in a cow's milk by the method of averaging two or
three random samples taken during the lactation
period, because of the great variability in fat yields
fur successive days. A test is suggested over' four

cutive days as suitable and convenient, and this
single test is applied to the fifth month of the lacta-
tion period as a means of determining the avei <

percentage for the whole period. Part'ii., The com-
parative Variation in the different constituents of cow's
milk.

^
In this part an analysis is made of the

variability of milk, and it is shown by graphical repn
sentation that the ,,ii,], n0| fal an(j Water in the
milk of successive days vary approximately as
the milk, while fat varies in a fashion peculiar to

itself, suggesting that th ion of fat is governed
bv factors not identical with thosi govi rning tin- secre-
tion of the other constituents.
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IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY.

TECHNICAL OPTICS DEPARTMENT.
Courses for full-lime students.

I Iwing to the circumstances due to the cessation of hostilities

special courses of instruction are now being arranged for full

and part-time students for the new term commencing on Jan. 15,

1919. The needs of each student will be separately considered

by the Director of the Department. The lectures and practical

classes previously announced for the present session will also

be continued.

General Optics—
Professor F. J. Cheshire, C.B.K., A.K.C.S.

Optical Designing and Computing—
Professor A E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

Practical Optical Computing—
Professot A. E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

Workshop and Testing Room Methods—
Professor A. E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

Construction Theory and Use of Optical Measuring
Instruments—

Mr. L. C. Martin, D.I.C., A.R.C.S., B.Sc.

A Course of Ten Weekly Lectures, commencing on Thursday,

Jan. 16, 1919, at 5 p.m., on

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPTICS,
will be given by Professor A. E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

These lectures are intended for users of photographic appar-

atus generally, and will deal with the optical properties of

photographic objectives, as far as possible non-mathematically.

The principles of stereoscopic photography will be dealt with.

Fee 5.V.

For further particulars and for admission tickets apply to

The Registrar of the Imperial Collhge,
Imperial Institute Road,

South Kensington, S.W. 7.

THE TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE.
H. SCHOFIELD, M.B.E., B.St. (Hons.) Lond.,
A.R.C.Sc. Lond., Assoc. M.Inst. C.E., Principal.

DEPARTMENTS OF MECHANICAL AND
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

Complete Courses of Training are arranged in both Theory
ami Practice of Mechanical Engineering.

The Workshops of the College provide accommodation for

500 students working at the same time.

The equipment is on most modern and comprehensive lines,

and comprises plant for turning, fitting, milling, grinding,

automatic lathe operating and tool setting, tool and gauge
making, foundry work, pattern making, drawing office work,
heat treatment, viewing and testing of all kinds.

None hut first-class work of a productive character is under-
taken by the students, working under the skilled supervision of

a fully qualified technical staff.

The complete course covers a period of five years, during
which works training in all the above sections will be given,

and this will be accompanied by a full theoretical course of
instruction in the College Lecture Rooms and Laboratories.

Intending students should be at least sixteen years of age,
and have had a good Public School or Secondary Education.

The fee is ,£5 5.1-. per term, and the next term will commence
on January 14, 1919.

Boarding accommodation is provided in Hostels attached to

the College, full particulars of which, together with illustrated

Prospectus, will be forwarded upon application to the Principal.

W. A. BROCKINGTON, O.B.E., M.A.,

Director of Education.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

KING'S COLLEGE, AND
KING'S COLLEGE FOR WOMEN.

FACULTY OF SCIENi I

In this Faculty :i Course of Study in Science is provided suitable fbl

general education 01 I 1 the Examinations of the I>ondon and <<ther Univer-
sities. Students are admitted either as Regular or Occasional Students.
Several valuable Scholarships and Prizes are offered. The Laboratories ot

the College are open to post-Giaduates and Research Students. The fol-

the Departments under the charge of the various P
assisted by the Junior Staff:-

I Prof. S. A. F. Winn;, M.A., and Prof.

I J. W. Nicholson, M.A., D.Sc., 1

(Prof. O. YV. Richardson, D.Sc,
-I F.R.S.

fProf. A. W. Crosslev, C.M.G., lis,
,

Chemistry - F.R.S., and Prof. P. H. Kikkaldy,
I. F.I.C.

Botany Prof. W. B. Bottomi.f.v, Ph D., F.L.S.

Zoology Prof. Arthur Dendy, D.Sc, F.R.S.

Geology and Mineralogy Dr. W. T. Gordon, F.R.S.E.

f Prof. \V. D. Halliburton, M.D., I.L.D.,
-\ F.R.S.

(Dr. \V. Brown, M.A., M.D., and Prof.
-

I WlLnON Carr.

Mathen

Physics

Physiology

Psychology

The next TERM begins WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1919.

For particulars as to this and other Faculties of the College— Engineering,
Medicine, Arts, Laws, and Theology— apply to the Secretary, King's
College, Strand, W.C. :.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

KING'S COLLEGE, AND
KING'S COLLEGE FOR WOMEN.

Complete Courses of Study are arrangedfur Degrees in Arts, Laws, Science,
Preliminary and Intermediate Medical Studies, Public Health and Bacterio-
logy, Engineering. Women Students are admitted to the Faculties of Arts,
Science, I,aws, and Medicine. Facilities for research. Arrangements made
for attending special or isolated courses. Evening Classes as well as Day in

most Faculties. Students' Hostels : The Platanes, Denmark Hill, and
Vincent Square, Westminster.

DEMOBILISATION.
Spec'al arrangements are being made for students returning from the

Army to commence or to resume their courses in January, 1919, and to

complete a full session's work by the end of September.

The LENT TERM COMMENCES JANUARY i S , 1919.

Apply to Secretary, King's College, Strand, W.C. 2.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

KINGS COLLEGE.
EVENING CLASS DEPARTMENT.

Courses are arranged for the Intermediate and Final Examinations for the

B.A. and B Sc. Degrees of the University of
]

Students taking the full course pay composition fees and rank as internal

students of the University.
The separate classesare also open to occasional studenls.

Ne.vt TERM will begin on WEDNESDAY, JAvUARY r 5 . For full

information and prospectus apply to the Dean (Mr. R. W. K. Edwards)
or ro the Secretary, King's College, Strand, London, W.C. 2.

THE SIR JOHN CASS TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE,

JEWRY STREET, ALDGATE, E.C. 3.

The following Special Courses of Instruction will be given during the
Lent Term, 1919 :

—

BREWING.
By ARTHUR R. LING, F.I.C.

A Course of so Lectures and associated Laboratory work. Tuesday,
evenings, 7 to 10 p.m., commencing TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, i 9 r9 .

THE MECHANICAL TESTING OF METALS
AND ALLOYS.

By E. M. BOOTE.
A Course of Lectures with associated Laboratory work. Thursday

venings, 7 1 nmencing THURSDAY, JANUARY 18, 1919.

Detailed Syllabus of the Courses may lie had upen applit

Office of the Institute, or by letter to the PRINCIPAL,
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fHURSDAY, JANUAR

UX \TION 1/ ORG WIS [TION OF
SCIENCE.

HPHE formation ol a considerable number oi

*- international organisations for the pro-

motion "i scientific observation and research is

the result ignition of the fact thai inter-

national co-operation is highly desirable in all

directions, and is even indispensable in many
1 ases.

A memorandum prepared by the Royal Society

early in 1918 gives a list of about seventy-live

such associations of scientific workers, and there

are many more. The Royal Society list is divided

into five groups, which include such subjects as

Standards oi weight and measure, atomic weights

ind physico-chemical constants, problems in

geodesy, seismology, meteorology, and explora-

tion of the sea, the chart Of the heavens, an inter-

national chart of the world, and the cataloguing;

of scientific literature. Eighteen congresses

which meet periodically are concerned with vari-

ous departments of pure and applied science, from

mathematics to medical radiology, while the Inter-

national Association of Academies aims at unify-

ing international work and the avoidance of dupli-

cation. There are many other associations, some

ol which have been long in operation, while others

have been called into existence by modern develop-

ments, as, for instance, in relation to aviation.

Since the beginning of the war it has become

increasingly obvious that direct communication

between the Allied Powers (including the United

States) and the Central European Powers was no

longer possible. Neither did it seem probable that

the Allies would consent to personal communica-
tion with the German peoples, even after the

ol hostilities, until the latter had adopted

new attitude towards the rest of the

Of this change of mind and heart there is

but small indication at present, and cdnsequently

the time when cordial nd co-operation

in mat nail)- exchanged between the Allied

rs and the German-speaking peoples seems

'!. 'llie problem, then, is,

\\
I

; n done with these international organ-

ns? They must be treed from German mem-
bership and influence, and to accomplish this

either the Germans must be excluded or new and

*>endent associations must be formed by the

Allies, together with such neutral Powers as, after

.ration, chi hemselves from

Teutonic combinations. The latter appeared to

the only practicable course, and at the con-

ice recently held in Paris, of which an account
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given in \vn re ol December a6, resolutions

arried affirming the necessity for the forma-

tion of new intern.ition.il associations in place oi

the old. These associations will provide Foj the

elopn of international action in relation ti 1

ill the subjects mentioned above, but leaving to

diplomatic agency the merely administrative rela-

tions between public services, such as those regu-

lating navigation, railways, telegraphs, weather

, etc.

The representatives of science in the United

Siate, propose to go further. An executive order

by President Wilson under date May 11,

1918, refers to the National Research Coun-

cil which was called into existence in 1916

by the U.S.A. Xational Academy of Sciences, with

an eye especially to national requirements in time

of war. The work of this council having proved

so valuable, it is now constituted on a permanent

basis, with duties specified in a series of para-

graphs. These duties include not merely the task

of bringing into co-operation for national purposes

the industrial, naval, and military agencies. The
council is expected to stimulate research in every

department of science, to survey the larger possi-

bilities of science, to formulate comprehensive pro-

jects of research, and to develop effective means
of utilising the scientific and technical resources of

the country for dealing with these projects.

Needless to add, co-operation, national and inter-

national, is to be freely invoked.

At the Inter-Allied Conference held in London in

October, and at the later Conference in Paris, the

idea developed into the proposal not only to form

a Xational Research Council in each country, but

the meeting itself assumed provisionally the title

of "The International Research Council," with

an executive committee of five members and an

administrative bureau to be established in Lon-

don. The president of the new body is M. E.

Pic'ard, one of the permanent secretaries of the

French Academy of Sciences, the other members
being Prof. G. E. Hale, representing the United

States; Prof. Volterra, representing the Acci-

dentia dei Lincei of Rome ; Major Lecointe, repre-

senting Belgium : and Prof. Arthur Schuster,

representing the Royal Society. It will be the

duty of this executive committee to work out the

details of the organisation to be ultimately

adopted, and to submit its proposals to the

various bodies concerned.

Among the subjects discussed at the conference

in Paris were the proposals, already under con-

ation by many universities, 1 Ming to the

d to students of one nationality by

teaching institutions in Allied countries. Ques-

tions relating to bibliography, the publication of
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racts of scientific memoirs, and the cata-

loguing of scientific papers were also considered,

as well as the serious international problem re-

lating to patent laws in different countries.

\n\mie who has followed the course of events

in the scientific world during' the last twenty years

or more will perceive that subjects of this kind

have not been neglected, anil that many prepara-

tory steps have been taken, hut it is also ofr

that in regard to nearly all these matters we have

been drifting gradually towards a chaos more and

more confounded. The establishment of the system

of international councils seems to be the only hope

of ultimately arriving at some state of order.

Readers of NATURE have been informed of the

establishment in this country of the Committee

of the Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research, and the existence of several subsidiary

boards, such as those for fuel research, food

investigation, and several others, with related

advisory boards, as well as the National Physical

Laboratory. But the co-ordination of the whole

remains to be accomplished, and, so far as this

country is concerned, movement in this direction

is not yet in view, though it has long been

urged by the British Science Guild and in these

columns. The British Government is too fond

of leaving things at the disposal of its per-

manent officials in Whitehall, who, however

able they may be as officials, are in nearly all

cases laymen in respect to questions involving

scientific knowledge and experience. The Presi-

dent of the United States proceeds on a different

principle in placing the whole task of organisa-

tion in the hands of the National Academy of

Sciences, with power to select such representatives

of the Government as are required for administra-

tive work.

Perhaps it will be useful to add a few remarks

on the subjects which are intended for investiga-

tion by these National Research Councils.

Broadly speaking, there is no limit ; all Nature

is to be reviewed, experimented on, sounded,

tested. It requires no great foresight to perceive

that, on the whole, results which are expected to

be immediately useful will especially be looked for

by the expectant world outside. Now research

may be of two kinds, one of which falls

easily within the province of co-operative inquiry :

the investigation of the origin, properties, and
qualities of natural materials of all kinds—coal

and other minerals, fibres, woods, dyes, medi-
cinal agents, and tin cultivation of medicinal

plants; investigation of problems in connection

with agriculture, the strength of metals, corrosion

or rusting of metals and dei a) ol .ill kinds of

materials, such as timber, cement, and building-
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stone. To such inquiries may be added the accu-

rate determination ol many physical constants

which are at present imperfectly known, such as

melting-points, boiling-points, specific heats, or

cli' trical conductivities, all of which may come to

be very valuable, or even indispensable, in the

improvements to be made in machiner) and

engines of all kinds.

Here are fields wide enough and full enough to

Occupy whole armies of workers for generations

to come, and they afford examples in every direc-

tion w-here co-operative labour is likely to ac i

' plish that which might defy altogether the un-

assisted effort of the individual worker. It is also

quite possible that in the resulting enlarged and

more accurate view of natural materials and re-

sources phenomena will present themselves among
which the eye of genius may perceive the way to

generalisations of incalculable importance. It was
the i areful and accurate estimation of the densities

of gases by Rayleigh which led to the discovery

of the argon series of gases. It was the study

of the crystalline form of the tartrates which led

Pasteur by successive steps to discoveries which

resulted later in the development of the entire

department of science known as stereo-chemistr\

.

For ages the fact has been known that certain

substances

—

e.g. calcined oyster-shells—exhibit a

feeble luminosity ; but it was the systematic study

of phosphorescent phenomena by Becquerel which

led, in the hands of the Curies, to the discovery

of radio-activitv, with all its amazing consequences.

Similarly, it may be expected that research on

a large scale will lead to the observation of pheno-

mena which the international worker may not be

able to interpret, but which will remain for study

by the exceptionally endowed worker, who, like

the poet, invokes the aid of imagination, while

at the same time he has the skill, patience, and

wide knowledge which enable him to derive

assistance from analogous cases in departments

other than his own. This kind of specialist is

not to be found every day, and will not be

developed even by co-operation on international

lines. This is the natural genius who appears,

like a Newton or a Faraday, once in a century or

two. Individual freedom in fields open to re-

search must not be controlled or impeded by
schemes of organisation, nor must the public

inquire too closely what is the use of this or that

discovery. In course of time the study and con-

templation of natural phenomena in the light of

more extended knowledge will come to be acknow-

ledged as the source of a pure joy and satisfaction

to many, as art is a recognised source of happiness

to others. This view of the matter should be

I kept seduli >usly in mind b\ <\ erv teai
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HIGH EXPLOSIVES.

High Explosives : 1 Practical Treatise. By Capt.

\V. S. Colver. Pp. xxix+830. (London:
Crosby Lockwood and Sim, 191S.) Price ;

guineas net.

CAPT. COLVER has written this large volume
with the object oi Riling "a marked gap in

English technical literature, which is sadly de-

ficient in receni information on the subject of high

explosives." Though one may not entirely agree

with his statement that there is "very little col-

lected information regarding the manufacture,

proper! ies, and use of modern high explosives,"

there is no such complete account as the author
- in this very comprehensive treatise, espe-

cially Oil the manufacture of these important com-
pound

In dealing with this subject the author verj

naturally directs attention to the present diffi-

culties which must be encountered by a writer

owing to the impossibility of publishing- certain

information, so that it became necessary to

restrict the work in many important particulars.

Similar restrictions must also apply to criticism

of the work for fear of transgression.

In the interesting introductory chapter the old

controversy over the use of picric acid as an
explosive crops up, and the author's statements

are contradictory, for on one page it is stated

that its detonating properties were discovered by
Turpin in 1885, whilst two pages later Sprengel's

address before the Chemical Society in 1S73, in

which he stated that "it is an extremely powerful
1 xplosive provided that it is ignited by a powerful

," is quoted. Again, later, Capt. Colver
writes thai it was Turpin \s discovery which had
given the explosive industry a particularly valu-

"w explosive.

I he following section deals with raw materials

and outlines the separation of the primary pro-

duns. Although petroleum as raw material is

not of great importance, more recent records of

production than those for 191 1 might have been
given. No reference is made to the presence of

aromatic hydrocarbons in certain petroleums,

although for Russian petroleum "benzene" is

twice mentioned as the first distillate, when it

should obviously have been "benzine" (the

specific gravity being 0725).
In dealing with synthetic phenol, a raw material

that has been made on a large scale, only one
process of manufacture is referred to, the
benzenc-sulphonic acid method.

Very complete chapters deal with the nitro-com-

pounds of the aromatic hydrocarbons and of the

phenols and naphthols. Trinitrobenzene is stated
to be the most suitable of the highly nitrated
aromatic hydrocarbons lor use as a detonating

isive, the proportion of oxygen giving it

advantage over trinitrotoluene, as also does the
maximum density attainable, 107 ;is against r62
for the toluene derivative. Although slightly
more sensitive than T.N.T., it is less so than
picric acid. Trinitrobenzene is not at present ex-
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tensivel) Used, probabl) owing to the difficulty and
expense of manufacture. Attempts to nitrate

T.N.T. more highly are shown to result in the
formation of trinitrobenzoic acid, or even rupture
of the benzene ring with the formation of tetra-

nitromethane, the intense odour of which has been
perceptible where decompositions have occurred
during manufacture.

Less extensively employed nitro-dcrivatives,

including hexanitrodiphenylamine and the poly-
nitroanilines, and others which have scarcely
reached the stage of practical application, are
described. Tetranitroaniline is stated to have
proved by practical tests the most powerful of all

tin- explosives hitherto used. Several explosives of
this (lass have been employed for aircraft bombs;
thus mixtures of two parts of T.N.T. with one
part of tetranitroaniline, or of hexanitrodiphenyl-
amine (dipicrylamine), are stated to have been
used by the Germans.

Search for suitable raw materials outside the

pure chemical compounds has naturally engaged
attention, principally in the directions of utilising

tar products boiling over a wide range, and
petroleum hydrocarbons. Naturally the nitro-

products are complex in character; thus from
coal-tar naphthas mixtures of solid and liquid

nitro-products are obtainable, those from fractions

boiling above 200° C. containing many nitro-

derivatives of the naphthalene series. The nitro-

products from petroleums are stated to consist

generally of uncrystallisable masses of reddish-
brown colour suitable only for certain plastic

explosives. The possibility of obtaining generally
useful materials by direct nitration does not
appear promising. A sounder procedure would
appear to lie in "cracking" the oils for the pro-

duction of aromatic hydrocarbons which can be
separated and then nitrated.

Indirectly prepared nitro-deriyatives of paraffin

hydro-carbons are of considerable interest, and the

author considers that here is a profitable field of

research. The remarkable substance tetranitro-

methane [C(N02 )4 ] has been patented as an
oxidiser for other organic compounds, as in the

Sprengel type of explosives. This compound is

comparatively non-volatile, has no acid properties,

is completely stable, insoluble in water, and
not affected by it. Hexanitroethane [C2(N02 )6 ]

forms colourless crystals, which are extremely
insensitive to percussion and friction.

Considerable space is given to the German rules

and regulations governing the manufacture, etc.,

of explosives, the author considering that the ripe

experience of the Germans justifies this. British

regulations are not dealt with. There is a useful

section on the toxic effect of raw materials and
products. Some contradiction is evident over the

relative liability of more or less highly nitrated

products to produce ill-effects, for the general

statement is made that the toxic effect of the

lower grades of T.N.T. is greater than that of

tin' pure substance, whilst in a previous passage
the statement occurs that in general with the

various nitrobenzenes (and nitrotoluenes), "as the
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number of the nitro-groups increase, the com-
pounds have a proportionally greater toxicity."

A useful section deals with the manipulation

and working up of the finished explosives, grind-

ing, mixing, the filling of shells by plain casting,

casting under pressure to increase the density of

the charge, and by pressing the solid charge.

The later chapters are devoted to questions on
the use of explosives, the measurement of pres-

sures, energy, etc. ; then follows an appendix
containing a comprehensive review ol patents

(which is supplemented later by a " 1'atents

Register"). A short further appendix deals with

specifications. This last section is extremely
meagre, but possibly restrictions were placed on
the author in respect to British specifications, and
moreover those handling the materials have to

be familiar with the requirements.

The volume is inconveniently large; much space
might have been saved with advantage. For
example, graphic formulae are unnecessarily large

;

in one instance three formulae almost fill one page

;

subdivision into separate chapters where collec-

tion under one heading was possible has led to
much blank space, and some very simple
diagrams have a whole page devoted to each.

IS PSYCHOLOGY ONE OF THE
NATURAL SCIENCES?

Psychological Principles. By Dr. James Ward.
(The Cambridge Psychological Library.)
Pp. xiv + 478. (Cambridge: At the University
Press, 1918.) Price 21s. net.

"DSYCHOLOGY, ever held in high honour as
-*- a philosophical science, is to-day claiming
to be one of the natural sciences. Sometimes it is

distinguished as the new psychology. It regards
its subject-matter as amenable to treatment in

laboratories, and in two directions, one educa-
tional and industrial, the other medical and thera-
peutic, it appears to have established its claim to
be assigned a special realm of scientifically classi-

fied facts.

Since 1884, the year in which Dr. Ward wrote
the famous "Encyclopaedia Britannica " article,

the output of this new psychology in books and
journals and society proceedings has been enor-
mous, its variety almost defying classification.
It ranges from statistics and correlations to elabo-
rate hypotheses of the fundamental nature of the
reality of psychical phenomena. Throughout this
whole period Dr. Ward's "Encyclopaedia " article
has stood almost unchallenged in its authority as
the exposition of the principles which must govern
every science of the soul. There are only two
books which can compare with it in this respect

—

namely, James's "Principles of Psychology " and
Stout's "Manual," and these are' in no sense
rivals, for each of the three is unique. Yet we
cannot help sympathising with Dr. Ward's disap-
pointed feeling that the conditions necessarily
attaching to an article in an encyclopaedia arc a
serious handicap to its usefulness compared with
the unrestricted form of the separate treatise.
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At last, however, we are allowed to have this

important work in a volume, and the wonderful
thing is thai it appears, not as an overdue
promise in the fulfilment of which we have lost

interest, but as a new work with all the freshness

ol youth; and the large additions to the original

article are not makeshilt appendages, but natural

de\ elopments.

\ii one who reads this book 1 an fail to appre-

ciate the significant service Dr. Ward has rendered
to psychology. It is evident alike in the paths

he follows and in those which he avoids as side-

tracks, or turns away from as false routes. We
are not invited, for example, to begin with a more

or less detailed description of the nervous system,

and we are therefore spared altogether that illusion

which so powerfully influences the psychologists

whom it fascinates, the illusion that it is only a

little gap in our science, an unfortunate hiatus we
have not yet succeeded in bridging, which pre-

vents us passing directly from physiology to

psychology, from the science of the nervous
system to the science of the mind. Again, with

a clear conception of its utter futility, Dr. Ward
rejects the notion that psychical facts belong to

the same order of reality as physical facts, differ-

ing from them only in their diaphaneity and
elusiveness, but capable of being mathematically
treated by cunningly devised psycho-physical
apparatus. Dr. Ward's attitude towards such
method is shown in a characteristic note in the

preface, in which, apologising for the retention

of the chapter on " Memorising, Rhythmising, and
Reading," originally inserted "by way of illus-

trating the so-called new psychology," he adds:
" If there is one chapter more than another in the
book which may be 'skipped,' it is this."

The greatness of this book is not in its nega-
tions, but in the clear and masterly way in which
it sets forth the principles that govern psychology.
No development of the science, or possible dis-

covery, can affect these. First and foremost is

the principle of the unity of the subject of experi-

ence with his experience. This is fundamental in

Dr. Ward's view, and insisted on in striking

arguments and clear expressions. The point of
view of psychology is individualistic. Psychology
is the science of individual experience. As pre-

sented to an individual, "the whole choir of
heaven and furniture of earth " may belong to

psychology.

In close connection with this definition of the

subject-matter and scope of psychology is the
principle of the indissolubility of the subject-

object relation in experience, and the insepara-
bility of its factors into subjects of experience
on one hand, and objects of experience on
the other. The subject-object relation is not a
dualism of two terms, but a duality in unity.

The importance of this principle in regard to the

Status of psychology as a science can he easilv

seen. In the physical sciences we select among
the objects of experience special groups and
classes and treat them on the assumption that

they are in their essence what they are known t<
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be, that they are indi the known-, and
thai they interact among themselves according to

laws <>i nature. The whole success ol physical

ice depends upon the justification in experience

of this assumption. \\ delimit the subject-

matter of psychology in any such way. Subjects
.1! experii nee cli of objects, md do
ii"i interact with objects in the way we assume
ihat objects interact with one another. I'sycho-

logy, therefore, is not one of the sciences in the

>< s its own section or has its

own department of the general stuff of reality.

It deals with the whole of reality, but in a par-
ticular aspect and from a particular point of view.

I he other fundamental principle on which Dr.

Ward insists is closelj allied to this, but
still far from receiving general recognition.
In psych ire studying the activity
of monads. The essence of this concept is that
every subject of experience mirrors the whole
universe from an individual poinl of view. There is

ommori universe which all subjects of experi-
share; the interaction of monads must be

lined by a different scheme from that which
us in physical science.

Mnl ol this book (chaps, xil.-xviii.) is new-
matter which had no place in the original "En-
cyclopaedia " article. It is not new to those who
have followed the vigorous development of Dr.
Ward's thought in his Gifford lectures and occa-

1 articles, and especially in the striking
Henry Sidgwick lecture on "Heredity and
Memory " (1913). It is no small compensation
for the years during which we have had to resort
to a reference library in order to study Dr. Ward's
views that we have now- in a single complete
volume the gathered fruit of his life-work in its

maturity. H. Wildon Carr.

ORGANIC [ND iPPLIED CHEMISTRY.
in The Chemistry 0) Synthetic Drugs. By Dr.

Percy May. Second edition, revised and en-
Pp. xii + 250. (London: Longmans,

1. and Co., 1918.) Price 10s. 6d. net.
Organic Chemistry for Advanced Students. By

Prof. Julius B. Cohen. Second edition. Parti.,
ions," pp. viii + 366; part ii., "Struc-

ture," pp. vii + 435; Parl '»-, "Synthesis,"
Pf>

:

vii 578. 1
London: Edward Arnold, 1918.)

Price 54s. net.

I healthy indication of the increased interest
A which is being taken in applied chemistry that
SO much of the literature published at the present
lime deals with questions connected with the future

nt of chemical industry in this eountrv.
It is, of course, well known that at the outset of
the war we experienced considerable difficulty in

maintaining the supply of many of the synthetic
drills which up to Ihat time liad been procured

itirely from Germany, and, but for Un-
itary work done in many of the educational
tones, there would have been no supplies

whatever of some of the most valuable local
anaesthetics.

(" ation of the second edition of Dr.
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May's well-known book is, therefore, to be wel-
comed in the hope that it may help to at tract

workers to .1 '.ranch of chemistry which has not
hitherto received in this country the attention u hieh
it merits. The text of the new edition does not
differ materially from that of its predecessor, but
we note that the chapter on "Organic Antiseptics"
now contains a short account of Ehrlich's work
on the trypanocidal dyes trypan blue and trypan
red, as well as a mention of the flavines and their
use in the treatment of wound infections. The
inclusion of the chloramines in chap. xii. is also
a new feature, and the section on salvarsan and
its related compounds has been extended and

up to date.

The book contains much useful and interesting
information, and will no doubt continue to 1>.

freely consulted by those engaged in the manu-
facture of synthetic drugs.

(2) The publication of the second edition of
Prof. Cohen's well-known book, however, serves
as a timely reminder that no real progress can
be made without a scientific foundation, and that
the future of chemical industry is dependent upon
the supply of scientifically trained chemists who
must be conversant with the fundamental prin-
1 iples underlying the modern developments of their

Since the publication of the first edition
of this book in 1907 it has undoubtedly played a
very important r6le in the training of students
of chemistry in this country, and has been freely

consulted both by students and by their teachers.
The present edition has altered somewhat in out-
ward form, consisting as it does of three volumes
instead of two. The three volumes are devoted
to "Reactions," "Structure," and "Synthesis"
respectively, and by this arrangement it has been
found possible to group together allied subjects
and link them, so far as possible, in a consecu-
tive form.

Considerable additions have been made to the
subject-matter throughout the book ; thus, for ex-
ample, a useful chapter on "Abnormal Reactions

"

has been added to Part i., while in Part ii.

the chapter on "Isomerism and Stereoisomerism "

has been considerably improved by the inclusion of

an account of recent work on the Walden in-

version. The most important additions, however,
have been made in Part iii., which deals with
"Synthesis"; here we find considerably more
space given to the carbohydrates for the discussion

of the structure of glucose, the glucosides, and
disaccharoscs, as well as the chemistry of fer-

mentation. The chapter on "Proteins" now con-
tains a section on "Chlorophyll," but, curiously
enough, no mention is made in the list of references
to Willstatter and Stoll's book on this subject.

The chapter on "Alkaloids" has been brought up
to date by the inclusion of an account of Perkin's
work on cryptopin and protopin, as well as
a reference to Robinson's recent svnthesis of
tropinone. Considerable additions have also
been made to the chapter on "Terpenes and Cam-
phors." The new- edition will be welcomed by all

serious students of organic chemistry, and its

success is assured.
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OUR BOOKSHELF.
Studies in Primitive Looms. By H. Ling Roth.

Pari iv. (Banklield Museum.) (Halifax:

F. King and Sons.) Four parts, price t,s. each.

Mr. Ling Roth has now completed his important

technological monograph, of which four parts have

recently appeared in the Journal of the Royal

Anthropological Institute. In the introduction to

the series he remarks that "weaving is generally

considered to be the outcome of basketry and mat-

making, and in most cases probably it is so."

The arrangement of the monograph is geo-

graphical, and Mr. Ling Roth discusses the inte-

resting problem of the origin of these varied

types. Some, he thinks, were invented on the

spot, and do not owe their origin to copying or

to contact with other races. But this is not always

the case. The African varieties—fixed heddle,

pit treadle, and horizontal narrow-band—are

all probably of Asiatic origin, the last having

undergone so many modifications that, compared

with its prototype, it is almost unrecognisable.

The warp-weighted loom was used in ancient

Greece, in the Swiss lake dwellings, and at the

beginning of the Bronze age. It appears in Scan-

dinavian saga in the eleventh century, and was
probably in use by the Northern peoples many
hundred years before that time. Mr. Ling Roth

has illustrated his monograph with excellent

sketches, drawn from all available sources, and his

technical knowledge has helped him in discussing

the various types. It may be hoped that he will

extend his collection of papers, and republish them
in a more accessible form.

Alfred Russel Wallace: The Story of a Great Dis-

coverer. By L. T. Hogben. (Pioneers of Pro-

gress : Men of Science.) Pp. 64. (London :

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge,

1918.) Price 2A\ net.

The name of Alfred Russel Wallace is rightly held

in honour as that of one who with few advantages
of birth or education made for himself a dis-

tinguished position as naturalist and traveller,

and who, besides adding largely to the acquaint-

ance of scientific men with certain regions previ-

ously little known, and making extensive collec-

tions of their fauna, achieved independently the

discovery of natural selection, the most illuminat-

ing principle ever enunciated in the history of bio-

logical study. It is obvious that the life of such
a man cannot be treated adequately in a small
book of sixty-four pages, and Mr. Hogben 's

volume does not pretend to be more than a sketch.
In view, however, of his necessary limits, it is to

be regretted that the author has not observed a
better proportion in the selection of facts to be
recorded. Details of Wallace's early life are
interesting in their bearing on his later develop-
ment, but we could have spared the account of the
arrangement of desks and fireplaces in the gram-
mar school at Hertford if Mr. Hogben had given
us in its place a few more particulars of the ex-
ploration of the Amazon and of the Malayan
islands. On the subject of geographical distribu-
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tion the tone of the book is scarcely lair; and

on p. 47, besides some careless punctuation, there

is a distinct error of fact. With such amiable

weaknesses as anti-vaccination and spiritualism

we are not concerned, but we greatly miss a more
extended account of the work that really made
Wallace's reputation. F. A. I).

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Fuel Economisers.

I can corroborate Mr. R. C. Parsons's remarks in

Nature of December 20 with regard to the ad-

vantages of economisers connected with stoves, as I

have had them in use for the last twenty-six years

with very satisfactory results, the heating being better

witli a greatly reduced consumption of fuel. M\
economisers differ from those of Mr. Parsons only in

being arranged symmetrically behind the stove, and not

to one side of it; and in having an opening in the

dividing partition in the box, which is usual!} closed

by a damper, but can be opened so as to provide a

direct passage for the gases from the stove to the

chimney, so giving a better draught to the fire when
it is being lit. During these years I have had two
stoves and economisers in use here; one is a Gurney
slow-combustion stove, which has an economist 1 ol

about the same heating area as itself. This stove

goes day and night during the cold season. The
othei is a common cylindrical slow-combustion stove,

ami its economiser has got about twice the healing

area of the stove, and is only occasionally used.

When the Gurney stove was first fitted in, it had

no economiser, and the result was unsatisfactory.

All the hot air went to the top floor, and the ground
floor was but little benefited, as it received only the

radiated heat. After the economiser was added condi-

tions were entirely changed ; all the ground floor was
now much better warmed. The reason for the change
is evident when we Consider what takes place under

the two conditions. With the stove alone a good fire

had to be kept up, and the highly heated air ascended

to the highest part in the house, and tended to remain
their, where it lost its heat to the ceiling, which is

the coldest part of a top room ; but when the econo-

miser was added there was double the heating sur-

face, so a much larger amount of air was heated,

though not to so high a temperature. The hot air

did not now have the same tendency to keep near

the ceiling and lose its heat there, and the larger

volume of hot air put into circulation enabled all the

air in the ground floor to be heated.

These things are better understood in Switzerland,

and in other countries where fuel is dear, than is tin-

case here. There one frequently sees stoves built of

bricks and tiled, 4 ft. or 5 ft. in diameter, and from

6 ft. to 8 ft. high, with a small wood fire burning in

the centre of them.
With regard to the common cylindrical stove above

referred to, another advantage of the economiser is

thai after the fire is lit it at once begins to warm the

room, whereas the outside of the stove takps an hour

or two to heat through the fire-brick lining, while

the economiser is heated and begins to warm tn<

room almost at once.
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If cuke is used in the stoves there is no trouble

: in the ecom h as w as found here

vith ei w ith ordinary

onomis'ers I" n
• a year, principally

for dust.

Winn the Governmenl undertook the control of

coal, plans rind descriptii ns of the above economisers

ontroller of Coal Mines.
John Aitken.

Ardenlea, Falkirk, Decembi r 27, 1918.

University Poverty or Parsimony?

t I., fore thi "in there « as some
correspondence, in Nature and elsewhere, with

mists in advertise-

ments of the Research Department of Woolwich
1

Vrsenal. Exception was taken to the olTer of little

more than loot, a year to men who were supposed to

have received training rendering them competent to

undertake research work. As a result, I believe, the

Department was led to attach a rate of pay to the

- nol quite so inadequate as that first proposed.

Apparently during the war some slight conception

o1 the value of chemistry to the nation has been

ed upon the public. So much has been said about

the importance of research that we are almost as

willing a~ the Americans to "talk big" about it, and

pul emphasis upon the first syllable. We even recog-

(on paper) an indissoluble connection between

science and industry; in fact, so great is our advance

that several literary men have been appointed, at high

salaries, to supervise the expenditure of public funds

echnical scientific inquiries. It is true the Board
1 [Yade lias systematically declined to associate

ce with the dyestuff industry, bul only by way
ption to prove the rule. The Board,

we kn"ow, is a superior body, and not to be led by any

vulgar policy ; the highest explosives would not cause

gust offii iah to accept advice.

nt of the Board of Education, too, has
lis,nursed eloquently on the value of intelligence;

attracting intelligence-, if not

genius, into the chemical and other learned careers

pic we never wearj of airing in these days.

\l object now is to direct attention to the way in

which the learned are living up to their own profes-

sions, to urge that charity really should begin at home.
I do this because my eve has casually fallen upon
an advertisement in vour columns in which applica-

tions are invited by the Vice-Chancellor of the Uni-
versity of London for a University chair of chemistry

at King's College at the princely salary of

a year. Thus do we testify to our belief in our-

selves. No man can fulfil the duties of such a chair

adequately on such pay.

It can only be supposed that the University desires

to write down the value of King's College chemistry

in comparison with that taught at the South Kensing-
ton and University Colleges. A more effective way
could not well be found, and in the interest of the

subject it would undoubtedly be better to concentrate

the teaching at two schools.

If. however, chemistry be retained in existence in

the Strand, and funds be not forthcoming for the

proper endowment of a chair, at most a lectureship

should be established; and it would be wise to pro-

vide- that candidates should not exceed about twenty-

five years of age and should hold the appointment at

most during ten years.

Let us hop.- that the profession will make no
response to the invitation. Unless chemists themselves

take some effective action to protect their interests, the

position of chemical science in this country will not
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only be worse than it was before the war, but must
.steadily degenerate as years go on.

Henry E. Armstrong.

Inter-Allied Conference on International Organisations
in Science.

In the account of the [nter-Allied Scientific Con-
tce at Paris published in \ ah RE of December 2(1,

nee ought, perhaps, to have been made to the
-iatus which it has been decided to give to the self-

governing British Dominions. These will be able to

join any international association under the proposed
-1 hi me, on signifying their intention to do so, with
the same voting power as independent States.

Arthur Sen
Yeldall, Twyford, Berks, December 27, 1918.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.

IT was stated recently in these columns that the

toll of pain and death due to causes which

are more or less preventable may be gauged in

terms comparable with those demanded by the

sufferings directly attributable to war. In order

to reduce such sources of national loss it was
considered important that in the evolution of

schemes tor the furtherance of research work
in pure and applied science the question of the

encouragement of research work in all branches

of medical science should occupy a prominent

place. The pandemic of influenza recently experi-

enced may be taken as an illustration of the

need for wide-embracing and well-organised

research work in preventive medicine, and par-

ticularly in epidemiology. That such an epi-

demic would well deserve thorough and extensive

investigation seems self-evident. According to

the medical correspondent to the Times of

December 18 and 19, 1918, there is good reason

to estimate the world's death-roll from influenza

and pneumonia at not fewer than 6,000,000 lives,

at which rate he points out that this epidemic has

been five times as deadly as the war during the

same period of three months. Now a visitation

on such a scale as this, in which many of the

victims are in the prime of their lives, is compar-

able with the great plagues of the Middle Ages,

and, coming at such a time as the present, is

catastrophic from whatever point of view it may
be regarded.

Epidemics of influenza have recurred at inter-

vals for some hundreds of years, and in recent

times have fallen on us in 1803, 1833, 183:7-38,

1847-48, and 1889, when it became annual for

several years. From i860 to 1889 the disease

became practically extinct, the mortality per 1000

being about 0003. Even during these epidemics

the case mortality was low when compared

with that which has obtained in the present out-

break, and was estimated at 1 to i"6 per 1000.

One of the most remarkable features of the recent

epidemic is the tendency to the development of

very acute toxic symptoms with such astounding

rapidity that the body of the victim is overcome

by the poison before defences can be put up; iD

any case, the defence is of a very temporary
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nature, so that there is always the possibility of

furthei attacks overwhelming the enfeebled com-

monwealth oi cells, il 1 rposed to reinfection. It

is possible thai in eai lier epidi tnii s the 1 ausal

relationship between influenza and Fatal lung and

failure was less clear than ii is in the recenl

1 i.
, and might tiavi b< n overlooked, alth

the coincidence between outbreal pneu-

monia and influenza has long been known. In

some respects circumstances are now very favour-

able to the. spread of such infectious disorders:

overwork is a common condition; our national

dietary, cleverly controlled though it be, cannot

be regarded as a normal one, since freedom of

.In, ire is limited; overclouding is in many areas

inevitable, and doi tors are few.

As is the case with other contagious 1

which have shown a tendency to increase of late

years (diphtheria, for example), the fundamental

causes of the epidemic are unknown, and are to

be discovered only by widelj organised co-opera-

tive investigation. It is not even certain that

we arc- dealing with the same organism as is

responsible for the causation of so-called

"influenza" during non-epidemic times: if it is

the same, then the causation of the sudden in-

crease in virulence remains to be explained ; if

not, then we are confronted with the problem as

to the origin of the germ, or as to its lurking-

place in the interim between epidemics, or as to

the causes of the subsidence of the prevalence

of its effects. It is known that passage through

hosts belonging to a different species may either

augment or diminish the virulence of bacteria to

man, and the relation of influenza to the some-
what similar affection ol cats and dogs and to

tin conditio') known as "pink-eve" in horses is

perhaps worth definitelv clearing up. The ten-

dency to recurrence, and especially to the re-

currence of a particular variety of this polymor-
phic disease in the same locality, has led to the

view that the germ possibly lurks in the soil, or,

as suggested by a correspondent to the Times En-
gineering Supplement of December iq, in drains.

The mode of spread of influenza along lines of

Be suggests that the disease is communicated
by personal contact, and the success which has

attended the wearing' of gauze masks as a means
of protection not only indicates the usual method
by which infection is incurred, but also shows
whal 1 an be accomplished by the adoption of

simple measures of safeguard. The condition is

known to be extraordinarily infectious, even in

the early stages, and there can be 10 doubt that

il is often widely, though unwittingly, spread by
those with slight attacks determined to "carry
on"; anyone- so doing not only lays himself open
to I In- possibility of fatal complications, but may
also infect a large number of others in the mean-
time, and the la, i tha hi own attack was a mild
one is no security that tin disease transmitted
to others will be. of a similar degree of severity.

We an- not even certain that the disease may not
be spread by "carriers" themselves in apparent
health, although this does not seem likely.
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helical Research Committee has ahead}
Collected a good deal ot information with regard
to this epidemic, and it is sincerely to be hoped
that a means will be found by some such organ-
ised body oi workers lor preventing its further

repetition. Researches into ibis sub-
ject will 1" valuable, not merely as 1

to bai t( ' iology, but also as useful nia

study oi epidemiology in general.

What applies to influenza applies with equal
force to oilier infectious diseases; in all cases

a pronounced liability to le-.o. c-

diseases as after-effects. Although
medical attention is necessarily attracted t<

chronic states, it seems obvious that proper at-

tention to their fundamental causation would not
only be- more worthy e;l the name of 1.

but also lead to results of permanent value in

connection with public health. For example,
regular and systematic examination of the

by means of the elect ro-cardiograph and other

applianci s lor the- exact investigation of the heart
in all cases of infectious disease would probably
throw light on one- of the underlying cau
disablement by chronic heart disease, 'flu- same
is true of the investigation of the activity of the

j

kidney on the lines of experimental physiology
and experimental clinical medicine. The me
correspondent to the Times of December J4 has
rightly directed attention to the fact that the

influenza epidemic, "with its (1,000,000 deaths
and its incalculable disablement, is the pric

1

public indifference to health affairs"; research
into epidemics, he states, must begin in the fever

hospitals and in general practice, where the cases
an- to be met. Such research must necessarily

be organised, and its results integrated after

careful sifting by some centralised bodv of ex-

perts. The records of properly conducted investi-

gation into malaria, kala azar, syphilis, diphtheria,

tetanus, trench fever, typhoid, and sleeping sick-

ness have led to valuable results, although much
more remains to be done. 'Who has heard of

extensive research work on measles, scarlet fever,

or whooping cough in recent years; vet \vho
doubts that these diseases may leave many and
serious after-effects which often need very pro-
longed treatment in after-life, and incontestablj

produce extensive disablement? The most stul-

tifying of all attitudes is that which lends medical

practitioners to "treat symptoms as they arise."

More attention should certainly be focussed on
flu- causation of these symptoms, and in the in-

fectious eliseases we have very prolific sources of

disease.

II '/.YD CIRCJJ1 [TION OF THE GLOBE.

UNTIL some twenty years ago meteo
was regarded as an elementary si ic n. c

founded on theories so simple that they might
be- taken as self-evident. Thus the cyclone was
looked upon as a warm column of rising- air with

spirally inflowing winds at its base; the- anti-

eye lone-, conversely, contained a cold core of de-
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SCending air. Nov. we know that I he- opposite is

in reality the truth; the cyi core,

the anticyclone a warm one. Another theory oi

equal simplicit) and perhaps oi even greatei

antiquit) explained the general circulation ol

winds around the globe. It was argued that

solar beating made the equator very much warmer
than the poles; therefore there must l>e a rising

current at the equator, a poleward How of air

in the upper layers of the atmosphere, a descend-

in- current in polar regions, and an equatorial

How iii the lower layers. To question the validity

of such a theory would have been regarded as

almost an impertinence.

In a recent paper ' Hildebrandsson lias dealt

in a comprehensive manner with this question of

world circulation, avoiding preconceived theories,

but collecting all available information on the

subject. Incidentally he puts forward several

very cogenl reasons why the simple theory out-

lined above is untenable, though there can be

few meteorologists of the present day who regard

il at all seriously. The main surface currents

have for a long lime been fairly well known, and

it is with the upper winds of the troposphere that

the greater part of this paper is concerned. The

chiel sources of information arc (i) cloud observa-

tions from the international network of stations

which observe cloud motion, and (2) results ol

pilot-balloon and ballon-sonde ascents. The
former afford the larger body of data, while the

latter present more detailed information and pro-

vide valuable confirmation of the general con-

wise arrived at.

The main general system of world currents

is made up as follows: (1) Over the thermal

equator there is a current from east to

west at all heights, weak near the surface of

the earth, but very strong- in the upper layers ol

the atmosphere. (2) In the temperate zones the

currents are from west to east. In the lower

layers of the atmosphere the intermediate reg

between these two current systems contain the

tropical anticyclones and the trades, which blow
from N.E. in the northern hemisphere, and from

S.E. in the southern. In the upper layers the

rly wind over the equator veers in the

northern hemisphere successively to S.K., S., and
S.W. as on northward, thus turning- into

the well-known counter-trades. These feed the

upper part of the tropical anticyclone from the

equatorial side, while the polar side is similarly

fed by a deviation of the main westerly current

to WW.
The above form the chief wind systems of equa-

torial and temperate latitudes. In arctic and
antarctii regions data are more scanty, and the

wind currents do not seem to fall into any such
simple system in these parts of the globe. It is

interesting to learn that the great monsnoii
currents, which have such an important infmeha
on the meteorology of man) regions of the earth,

are relatively shallow, being- not more than 4 km.
1 '" R4saltals <J-s Recherche* Empiric/lies <ur les Mouvemems Gcncraiix

de PAl ReKiae Societatis Sciential I

ser. 4. vol. v., No. 1. Pp. 50+plates. (Upsala, 1918.)
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to 5 km. in depth. The) must be regarded only

as great perturbations in the general system of

I alion outlined above. Similarly, the cyclones

and anticyclones of temperate regions are pheno-
mena of the lower layers, above which blow in

ral the undisturbed westerlies at great

heights.

A valuable feature oi the pap is the numerous
tables, which set out the dala obtained from
different parts ol the globe. Mention must also

be made of two charts showing the upper wind
currents which prevail above the North Atlantic
" High " in summer and winter. It is unfortU

practically no velocities are given, wind direc-

tions only 1 d with. The reasons for this

arc fairly obvious in the case of cloud data, but it

would have added to the value of the discussion if in

the tabulated pilot-balloon observations wind velo-

city had been given as well as direction. Through-
out the paper directions are indicated by degrees
from one of the cardinal [joints, but no uniform
plan seems to be followed. There appears little-

justification for denoting a direction as X. 70 W.
in one place, and W. 20 N. in another, to quote

one example. It is desirable to point out that

the references on pp. 12-17 lo tne plates at the

end of the paper are mostly in error. These detail

imperfections do not, however, appreciably detract

from the great value of the paper as a compre-
hensive study of world air currents.

J. S. D.

THE VISIT OF PRESIDENT U'lLSON.

THE visit of .Mr Wilson to Europe, and to

England especially, is an event of the

highest moment, not merely because it is the first

time that a President of the United States has left

the shores of his great and powerful country, but

also because he has come upon a mission
of grave consequence—so grave, indeed,

that he has deliberately set aside all pre-

cedent—to the civilisation of the world,

and to help in the settlement of the public

affairs of a continent plunged into a welter of

confusion unparalleled in the history of man. He
comes, though a participator, and in large measure
a determining factor, in the victorious issue of

the colossal efforts made to meet the imposing
onslaught on men's liberties on the part of a great

autocracy backed by all the immense resources of

modern science, with a message of reconciliation

and goodwill to the nations concerned in the

dreadful struggle of the last four and a half years.

We are all now confronted with the arduous duty
of laving the foundations of a new polity which
shall assure the means, through long years of

tribulation it may he, of a progressive, contented

life in harmony with the well-being- of humanity.

Mr. WiKon comes armed with the spirit of right

and justice; he will maintain the one and demand
the other, and he trusts to the essential power of

these two great principles to ensure the conditions

of a firm, just, and lasting peace. He has shown
himself, from the time lie led his nation into the
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, to be .1 man of high • ourage, with ;i

real grasp of affairs, and of unwavering loyalty

to high ideals and to the truth; and his visit here

has been hailed with delight by all men of goodwill.

I In- State banquet given by the King and Queen

ii Buckingham Palace on Friday, December 2%
in honour of the President and Mrs. Wilson

marked an occasion of high significance;

not only to the two nations united by

it, but also to all Tree peoples. It was the

historic expression of a union formed in a common
cause and strengthened by the common purpose

of establishing pear,- and freedom among the com-

munities of the world. "You come," said the

King to the 1 'resident, in proposing the health of

the principal quests, "as the official head and

spokesman of a mighty Commonwealth, bound to

us by the closest ties. Its people speak the tongue

of Shakespeare and Milton. Our literature is

yours, as vours is also ours, and the men of letters

in both countries have joined in maintaining its

incomparable glories." In President Wilson the

scholar is combined with the statesman, and

knowledge is associated with the courage of con-

viction. He has crossed the Atlantic to promote

the spirit of brotherhood in the hearts of men,

and "to make the right and the justice to which

great nations like our own have devoted them-

selves the predominant and controlling force of

the world." When these ideals are realised, a

new epoch in the history of mankind will begin

;

they \\<fe advanced by the exchange of pledges

at Friday's banquet and by the hope expressed

bv the King that the brotherly spirit which

brought the response to the call of humanity
would "inspire and guide our united efforts to

secure for the world the blessings of an ordered

freedom and an enduring peace."

It is gratifying to notice that, in addition to

members of the Government and other statesmen,

the distinguished guests at the banquet included

leading representatives of science, as well as of

art and literature, among those present being Sir

J. J. Thomson (president, Royal Society), Major-

Gen. Sir George Makins (president, Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons), and Dr. Norman Moore (presi-

dent, Royal College of Physicians).

NOTES.
The list of New Year honours includes the following

names of men known in scientific circles:

—

Baronet:
Sir Lewis Amherst Selby-Bigge. Knights: Dr.
\V. Leslie Mackenzie, medical member of the Local
Government Board for Scotland; Dr. G. D. Thane,
principal inspector under Cruelty to Animals Act,

Home Office; Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ray, Indian
Educational Service, Bengal; and Col. Sir Almroth
E. Wright, Army Medical Service. K.C.Y.O.: Sir

George Anderson Critchett surgeon oculist to the

King. C.S.I.: Dr. H. H. Hayden, director of the

Geological Survey of India. C.B.: Mr. C. E. Ash-
lord, headmaster, Royal Naval College, Dartmouth

;

Mr. P.'W. L. Ashley, assistant secretary (Department
of Industries and Manufactures), Board of Trade;
and Dr. R. B. Low, assistant medical officer, Local

Government Board. C.M.G.: Mr. Frank Tate, Dire'e-

i,n oi Education, Victoria. C.I.E.: Lt.-Col. J. T.

Calvert, principal, Medical College, Calcutta; Dr. W.
Crooke; Mr. C. G. Roberts, Chief Conservator oi

Forests, Burma; Mr. T. R. D. Bell, Chief Conservatoi

nf Forests, Bombay; Mr. W. F. Perree, Conservator oi

Forests, Kumaon, United Provinces; Mr. B. B.

Osmaston, president, Forest Research Institute and
College, Dehra Dun; and Prof. J. C. Lamont, pro-

fessor of anatomy, Medical College, Lahore, Punjab.

At the annual meeting of the English Forestry

Association held on December 18, Major G. L. Court-
hope, the president, gave some interesting details on
the limber requirements of the Government and the

available supplies existing in the country. The posi-

tion is sufficiently serious to require earnest attention.

The Timber Supply Department, the president said,

was anxious to close down as soon as possible,

but the Government looked to it to ensure the sup-
plies which would be required during 1919. The
demand alone next year, irrespective of commercial
and trade demands, was expected to amount to 100,000
standards a month. There was nothing approaching
that quantity in this country. The Department had
rather more than a year's supply on the stump, cal-

culated on the basis of the existing rate of output.
The Controller of Timber Supplies had informed them
that the shipping position was getting easier, but it

would be some time before anything like adequate
supplies of imported timber could be expected. There
was a world shortage, and the countries which had
supplies of converted material were holding them up
for better prices. The foreign forestry workers
(Portuguese, Finns, etc.) were being demobilised,
and the demobilisation of the Canadian Forestrv
Corps was soon to take place. In their stead
16,000 demobilised British soldiers would be em-
ployed. It was certain that this country w-ould
require from 300,000 to 350,000 standards for recon-
struction purposes during the next twelve months. In
the United Kingdom there were something like 4^ mil-

lion standards remaining standing. We imported
3,000,000 standards in 1913 alone. Lord Selborne
said that if British landowners had not been far-

sighted and public-spirited enough for generations
past to carry on their plantings, in the absence of any
public encouragement of any kind, this country would
have been far more handicapped in carrying on the
war than had been the case. The existence of the

woods in Great Britain had saved the shipping situa-

tion on one hand and the coal situation on the
other.

We regret to learn, from the Journal des Observa-
tewrs, that M. Luizet, assistant at the Lyons Observa-
tory, died on November 20, 191S. M. Luizet's special

field was the observation of variable stars, and he
prepared reports on this subject which have appeared
from time to time in the Journal.

We regret to notice the death on December 23,

as the result of an accident, of Dr. Leonard G.
Guthrie, distinguished by his work in nervous diseases

and the historv of medicine. Dr. Guthrie delivered

the Fitzpatrick lectures at the Royal College of

Phvsicians in 1907-8, and as secretary and vice-

president of the section of medical historv at the

Royal Society of Medicine he did much to further

that branch of research. He was president of the

Harveian Society of London in 1913-14.

The first lecture of the second series arranged by the

Industrial Reconstruction Council will be held in the

Saddlers' Hall, Cheapside, E.C.2, on Wednesday,
January 8. The chair will be taken at 4.30 by the

NO. 2566, VOL. I02]
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Man ewe, K.(i., and a Inline entitled

"Industrial Unity" will 1" the Right

Hon. G. II. Roberts, M.P., Minister of Labour.

Applications for tick ts should be made to the Secre-

R.<
'

. 2 and 4 [udoi S

At the general meeting of the Scottish Meteoro-

logical Society, held on December m, the following

rs and other members of council were elected for

the ensuing twelve months: President: Dr. C. G.
Knott. Vice-Presidents: Prof. I. Hudson Beare and
Mr. J. Mackaj Bernard. Council: Mr. D. A.

ison, Mr. R. Cross, Mr. S. B. Hog, Mr. G.
Thomson, Dr. A. Crichton Mitchell, Mr. G. A.

Mitchell, Mr. M. M'Calhun Fairgrieve, Prof. R. A.

Sampson, and Capt. T. Bedford Franklin. Hon.
i M. Wedderburn. Hon. Treasurer

:

Mr. W. B. Wilson.

In Helvetica Chimica Acta, No. 4, appears an obitu-

ary notice of Prof. R. Nietzki, who for many years

I

led the chair of chemistry at the University of

Bale, and had become noted for his work on the chem-
istry of certain groups of dyestuffs. Prof. Nietzki

was born in 1M47. and studied pharmacy in his early

Later he became an assistant to A. YV. Hof-
mann, and in 1876 held a similar position at Leyden,
where he began the researches on colouring matters
to which much of his life was afterwards devoted. He
discovered nitranilic acid, and worked out the methods
of preparing quinone and hydroquinone which are

mployed for making these articles. In [879 Prof.

the post of research chemist with a

firm at Biebrich, and signalised his appointment by
discovery of the dyestuff known as "Biebrich

Scarlet," of which notable quantities are produced at

the present time. lie went to BaL in 1SS4, and in

iation with his students continued his researches

until ill-health brought about his retirement in 191 1.

The notice of his death, which occurred in September,
11117, is contributed bv Prof. Noelting, who includes

in it an important summary of Prof. Nietzki's investi-

ms on aniline black, the quinones, azo-derivatives,

safranines, oxazines, thiazines, and other groups of

1 irganic compounds.

Dr. Charles R.Van Hise, long connected with the

I nil. • : ilogical Survey, died on Xovrmber 19

ars. His work, aided bv the

liberal system of Government publication at Washing-
tun, may be truly described as monumental. In 1883

he was called on to examine the iron-ore region of

Lake Superior, under I\. D. Irving, and five years
1 iter this work came under his control. His impor-
tant summary of the grouping of the iron-ores ap-

peared in 1897 (21-t Ann. Rep., U.S. Geol. Survey,
part 3), accompanied l>y a monograph on "The Mar-
quette Iron-bearing District," in which YV. S. Bayley

rated. This monograph, No. 28, contains de-

ions and an admirable series of coloured illus-

trations of siliceous handed iron-ores, which are of

fundamental importance for comparison with similar

rocks throughout the world. Dr. Van Hise extended

the petrography of this subject in 1911 in his mono-
graph (No. 52) on "The Geology of the Lake
Superior Region," in collaboration with C. K. I.eith.

We owe to this work the experimental investigation of

Leith'- "greenalite," a marine silicate distinct from
glauconite, and a close consideration of how far the

magnetite in the bedded ore-deposits is a product of

reduction from iron carl» nalite, or how far

it may be ascribed to transfer nee from intrusive basic

rocks. Meanwhile, Dr. Van Hise had issued hi- .

"Treatise on Metamorphi'sm " (Men. 47, 1904), in

which he reviewed all the change - undergone by nick-

since their first - consolidation.
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Such varied subjects .1- the disintegrating action of
white ants, the decomposition of silicates, and the
How of rocks under pressure, come within the rang.
of this comprehensive work. Pre-Cambrian forma-
tions naturally attracted much of Dr. Van Hise's atten-
tion; but his range of reading was wide, and his

- as president of the University of Wisconsin
brought his experience as an administrator into a
1 1 iui.it ion.il field.

We regret to announce the death of Mr. |. P.
Johnson at Johannesburg from pneumonia, following
an attack of influenza, at the early age of thirty-
eight. Mr. Johnson was born in London in 1880, ami
was educated at Duhvich College and the Royal School
"i Mines. In 1902 considerations of health compelled
him to emigrate to the Transvaal. On the outbreak of
the war he was living in Tasmania, where he intended
to settle, but returned to South Africa, where he died
on October 18, 1918. At an early age Mr. Johnson was
an enthusiastic student of the Pleistocene deposits of
England and of stone implements, and several papers
Ain- contributed by him to the Proceedings of the
Geologists' Association, the Geological Magazine, the
Essex Naturalist, and Science Gossip. He was a born
hunter, and made many important additions to the
Pleistocene faunas of West Wittering and Ilford and
the Eocene fauna of Walton-on-the-Naze. In South
Africa he found an almost virgin field, and the results
of his work were embodied in "The Stone Implements
of South Africa" (1907, second edition 1908), "Geo-
logical and Archaeological Notes on Orangia " (10,10),
'The Prehistoric Period in South Africa" (1910,
second edition 1912), and numerous papers published
by the Geological Society of South Africa, the South
African Association, the British Association, and in the
columns of Nature. Mr. Johnson was a member of
the council of the Geological Society of South Africa,
and was appointed by the South African Government a
member of the Commission to report on the petro-
glyphs and rock-paintings of South Africa, many of
which are reproduced in "The Prehistoric Period in

South Africa" (second edition). He was also a keen
student of the ethnography of South Africa, and his

conclusions are embodied in the same work, of which
a third edition was in hand at the time of his death.
In his profession as a mining expert Mr. Johnson was
greatly respected, and his services were urgently
sought for by prospecting syndicates, whilst his works
on "The Mineral Industry of Rhodesia" and "The
Ore Deposits of South Africa " are standard books.

The party of American technical journalists
recently on a visit to this country as guests of the

Government was entertained by the Master and
Wardens of the Worshipful Company of Stationers
on December 18, together with a gathering of
British colleagues. The meeting had been arranged
by the Institute of Journalists' Circle of Scientific,

Technical, and Trade Journalists, and, in spite of the

unavoidably short notice arising from some uncer-
tainty regarding the return of the American party
after its tour in France, a considerable number of

editors of technical papers in London were present.

After na and a reception a meeting was held, at

which Mr. H. C. Parmelee, Mr. S. O. Dunn, Mr.
H. Cole Estep, Mr. H. M. Swetland, and Mr. A. J.
Baldwin delivered short addresses on behalf of tin

American technical journalists, while Mr. L. Pendred,
Prof. R. A. Gregory, and Mr. A. C. Meyjes responded
for the British technical Press. It was vi ry

pleasant to note, in the addresses of our friend- from
thi I nited States, thai thee were entirely at one wiih
us in their appreciation of the importance of the

duties which the technical Pre-- can perform. Some
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striking instances of the services rendered in conncc-
1 i<>n with the war and their influence on the industrial

develoj en, and stress was laid on the
of wide and thorough training, with the view

oi raising the status oi technical journalism as a pro-

fession. A resolution was moved by Mr. H. C.
1

Ire, si LI , mini h\ Mr. A. C. Meyjes, and carried

unanimously, urging the desirability of closer co-opera-
tion and i" hange of views between the
trade and technical Press in the two countries. Mr.
L. Gaster, chairman of the circle, who presided,

voiced thi plea ure oi the meeting in welcoming the

guests, and Mr. A. J. Baldwin expressed the hope
thai British technical journalists would reciprocate l>\

sending a deputation to the United States in the near
future.

I\ the Scientifit Monthly for November (vol. vii..

No. 5) Dr. Philip A. Means describes the social ci ndi

tions of the Piura-Tumbes region of northern Peru.
The population is divided on ethnic lines into three
groups: pure Indians, pure whiles, and mestizos (i.e.

those of mixed ancestry). The landowners are, f<

most pari, of the white races; the Indians are engaged
either in agriculture for the landowners or on the

coast in fishing; while the mestizo class is occupied in

shop-keeping, hotel-keeping, and kindred employments.
In spite, however, of the excellent climate and the
abundance of fruits and vegetables, the condition of

most of the people is far from idyllic; their houses
are often wretched huts indescribably dirty, while their

personal habits are so unclean as to encourage disease .

The author makes a plea for a benevolent paternalism
in government, aiming at building up a wholesome,
sane, and virile peasantry. The people have a peculiar

aptitude for hand-weaving, which, if rightly en-

couraged, might both make the region world-famous
for woven fabrics and help to develop the inhabitants.

Excellent cotton and wool are already produced there,

and with proper scientific study silk and flax could be

grown in large quantities. Dr. Means suggests that the

genius of the people for hand-weaving should not be
suppressed by the introduction of mechanical methods,
but encouraged, and in time, with the right sort of

loom, the inhabitants would quickly show the world
new kinds of cloth by new combinations of material.

Tile-making he would also encourage. Other interest-

ing suggestions for the development of this region are

put forward in the article—suggestions which are

pertinent to regions other than that of Piura-Tumbes.

The rapid increase and spread of the great crested

11 in Warwickshire forms the subject of a short

paper by the late Mr. Geoffrey Leigh in British Birds

for December. On the majority of pools already in

use the number of breeding pairs is increasing yearly,

whilst Fresh sheets oi water are being constantly
ed. The authoi expresses the opinion that this

species is, as a rule, double-brooded. This increasi

apparently dales from about the year 1900, and it is

to be hoped that it will receive no check.

In tlr ituralist for November-December
Mr. R. F. iresses the opinion that tin red

deer found in Ireland to-daj are t lie descendants of
the indigenous stock of die island, and casts doubt on
the trustworthiness of the statement that red deer
were imported into Inland dining the thirteenth cen-
tury from England. There ran be no room for doubt
that in prehistoric tim. - thi red deer roamed in great
numbers all over tin island, and the author holds that

it is unlikely that in the thirteenth century this native
race would have been so reduced as to need reinforce-
ment.
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That the Zoological S oi London has come
through a time ol severe Stress and anxiet} with re-

markable success there can be no question, even
though, as announced at the monthly general meeting
beM on December 1, there has been a great falling 00
in admissions to the -.uuens during t<

with the corresponding period for 1917. There has
also In in a similar .1 ise in the number ol fellows
elected and We may, however, ami
a stead} and lasting improvement now that the dis-

turbing factors are disappearing. The most important
addition to the gardens during December was a Kea
parrol (Nestoi

Mani .1 us ago it was point Prof. Bryan
in Scii 1 if that the pollen-grains of certain
plants exhibit marked " htack-n

.

fects in
polarised light. The Journal of tin Royal M
scopical Society for September last contains an
abstract of a paper by Mr. F. J. Keeley in tin- Pro-
ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-
delphia dealing with polariscopic effects produced
by certain diatoms. These effects, which were
previously discussed by Mr. E. M. prob-
ably attributable to internal reflections, an explanation
which may, perhaps, apply equally well to the pollen.

The existence of these effects in Actinocyclus ra

has led to Mr. Keeley observing an exceedingly deli-

cate secondary structure in this optically remarkable
diatom.

The preservation of game-birds in its relation to

ilture has for some time past become a subject
of political controversy, and it is therefore gratifying
to find the subject treated in a scientific spirit by Dr.
Walter E Collinge, of St. Andrews, in Scii

Progress for October last. Dr. Collinge has con-
ducted an extensive series of examinations of the con-
tents of the crops of the three principal game-birds,
namely, the pheasant, red grouse, and partridge. The
proportions of animal matter are 37-4, 22-5, and
405 . per cent, respectively, this consisting mainlv of

injurious insects, with very small percentage -

worms, slugs, and non-injurious insects. Of the
vegetable matter the percentages of grain are 2-4, 1-5,

and 35, the great bulk being described as "
li

stems, and seeds of weeds." In view of the benefits

which these game-birds are capable of conferring upon
agriculture, Dr. Collinge contends that, apart from
all other considerations, their preservation is a ques-
tion of urgent national importance. On the other

hand, he advocates the systematic destruction of other
Species of birds, such as the house-sparrow, rook-,

and starling, which are costing the country mjllions
of money in the food products destroyed

In the Kew Bulletin, Xo. 7, a further instalment of

"Notes on the Flora of Madras" is published by Mr.

J. S. Gamble, the author of the ilora now in course
of publication. These notes deal with the natural
families and genera which form part ii. of the flora,
" Cejastraceae to Leguminosa'- Papilionntae," which
has recently been published. Among plants of un-

urrence in Madias may be mentioned Leea
ita, which is found in Bengal and Burma, and

Turpinia 1
, a Himalayan

mountain species found in the Madras mountains.
Mr. Gamble proposes sis 1 the difficult

Nothopegia ; one of these, V. doHzelli, was originally
1 id by Dal/ell in iSe, a- a new genus, Glvcy-

carpus, and about three of the others there has been
derable confusion, now admirably settled by Mr.

Gamble's careful researches. In the same issi

describes ten new species of South Indian Rosaces,
Mvrtace.-c. .and Melastoma
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This year, 1919, which is the centenarj of the

founding of the settlenn b Sit Stam-
ford Raffles, ili' sixtieth anniversary of

the establish!

Agri-

I lorticultural S01 i 1 v <1 the

suppoi 1 "i 'In Govei or, ' \ O. ' avanagh, \\ ho
afterwards irman of tl

management. Within sis w&
the M« ii n -1 imi : tovern-

menl land wen granted, as well as convicl labour

foi setting in hand the cultivation of the garden site.

'I'lic histor; ol the establishment of the gardens is given
in tli. Gardens Bulletin ttlements, vol. ii..

No. j. with a map shi ranted to the

Agn Horticultural V i i\ u: in.,
;

ml tfe fu-th
i

1 upied by the
1 ardens. Oi ii

as its first object it si

a pleasui • gai di n for public resort.

he society appears to

;
1

. and hai gof into

jlties, so much so thai in 1K74 it offered to

hand over ilii' gardens to the Government. This was
don.' in December, 1S74, and tin- advici of Si. Joseph

Hooker, then director Gardens, Kew,
rintendent. In Octobi r, [875,

t, James Murton, selected by
1 arrived i : w\\\\ a large supply of

n d oa 1 he able work done by Lawrence
Niven, the first superintendent, to whom the general
lav-out of the gardens is n Murton's day to

thi- present time the Singapore Botanic Gardens
1 as the centre of Great Britain's

1 tivity in the Far Easl

.

The September issue of the Scientific Australian

the results of the 1 South Wales tim-
I niversity of

Sydney, for the Defenci Department of the Common-
nt. The three timbers tested gave

the following mean values for tl:'- modulus of rupture

in lb. inch:— Ironbark, 29,000; blue gum
and spotted gum, These values compare
favourably with those found in the United States

..I" American hickory, of which -

varieties gave mean values of from [2,000 to 19,000,

while each varietv showed a wide range of quality. I

\ . V.

Wales timbers should be Known to engineers in

luntry.

Sawdust, chips, and shavings are largely utilised in

Germany for the production of alcohol. It is esti-

mated that from half a million to one million tons of

such waste material are produced annually in that

try. Four distilleries are at pi -• nl being run on
these raw material
1000-k^. capacity. The cost 01 production is sai

gn when th >ed a;

the waste liquor- used for other pro.

The material is heated in an autoclave with 1

sulphurous or hydrochloric ." 1 twentj to

forty minutes at 265 C. at a pressure of 7 atm., then
quickly drawn off, neuti d run into the fer-

menting vat, us..!. Distillation com-
3S.Fl liars are given in

hrift tnr <i;,: hemie for Seotember 13

In Elektrotechnik und Maschinenbau for Septem-
ber 1 are given the results of some investigations bv
Gumlich on the magnetic properties and resistance of

iron alloys. The samples consisted of pure electrolytic

iron and four sei Hoys with increasing carbon
- per cent.). The density and _s|
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1 .1 ad led mat
netic propertii - bl

iron are no prei abh i'\ ile- addition ol

silicon and aluminium. The benefit derived b; thi

oul ,!
1

id neutralisatii

m. Eddy-current losses

by tie m and aluminium. The
of the added materials on the coerch force i

amined. 1.00.1 permanent magnets ma; I" 1 pro-
I by adding tungsten, chromium, or molybdenum.

11 r of the Decimal Educator, a
I publication of the Decimal Association, con-

1
.'in several articles bj

is in favour of the metric system of wei
measures, including the article by "A. 1

which appeared in Nature for August 30, 1917. In
connection with the misapprehension which is 1

to be found in industrial circles regarding the difficul-

pense thai would be involved in the com-
pulsory adoption ol the metric system, it is pointed
out that the proposals of the advocates of the system
do not include any oblij • metric measuri -

in manufacturing operations, liut only in commerci
Manx useful hints for lecturers on the

metric system are to be found in the article on teach-

ing the system, which is continued in this issue. The
undesirability of over-elaborating the difference be-

tween the values of corresponding metric and imperial

denominations is insisted upon, and it is shown that

in most cases there are simple approximate relations

which will suffice for all practical purposes. An
account is given of the present stage of the proposal

for introducing decimal coinage, and from correspond-
ence which appears in this issue it would seem that

the movement is receiving considerable support

throughout the country.

We have received a letter from Dr. G. C. Simpson,
ne teorologist to the Government of India, on the

subject of aurora at low hi ights in the atmo-
sphere, supplementary to one from him which ap-

1 in Nature of September 12 last (p. 24).

Dr. Simpson now informs us that the Scott Antarctic

Expedition of 191 1-12, of which he was a member,
had with it "a complete equipment for determining
auroral heights by Prof. Stormer's photographic

method, but, unfortunately, the experiments made
were unsuccessful." In some comments on Dr. Simp-
son's previous letter Dr. Che I the hope

that the observers of the next Arctic or Antarctic

. xp dition would be familiar with what had been

written on the subject, and be specially careful in

dealing with any apparently low-level aurora. Dr.

Simpson is apprehi nsive lest this should be supposed to

imply censure on the observers of the Scott expedition.

We can assure him that no reflection whatever was
intended on tin observers of any previous expedition.

The subject, as Dr. Simpson's letter alone would
with pitfalls for the unwary,

and it is important that future observers should

quately tin- completeness of the evidence

ilish the existence of aurora at really

low I. vels. Dr. Simpson's own writings on the sub-

ject form part of the literatun the study of which
old like to recommend.

Tin: of December 20 reviews the pri

known as the Georgian Bay Canal, which will prob-

able be undertaken bv the Canadian Government at

an early date, now that the war has ceased to in

a veto on civil engineering enterprise. Tie design of

the waterway in question is to link tin the arm of

Huron, called Georgian Bay, with the St

Lawrence River at Montreal. It will undoubted!
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prov at convenience for water-borne grain traffic,

which at present is conveyed From Fort William and
luii Arthur on Lake Superior to Montreal .-ui Lakes
Huron, Erie, ami Ontario. The new route, 1 mb
a total distance of 440 miles from the entrance al the

mouth of French Rivei in thi citj oi Montreal, will

constitute • saving of 282 mil's, ["here an- natural!.}

546 miles of navigable lake ami river ami 00 miles

>ii channel, in which the requisite depth can be ob-

tained by dredging, leaving 28 miles only of canal

in be constructed. There is a rise of 98 ft. between
Georgian Baj ami the summit level at Trout Lake,

which will be surmounted by four locks from 21 ft. to

29 ft in lift. Succeeding this ihr is a fall of e- ft.

in tbe St. Lawrence River, necessitating twenty-three

lucks from 5 ft. in 50 ft. in range. The intention is

to provide a waterway 22 ft. deep, to accommodate
lake boats 600 ft. long, 60 It. beam, and 20 fl.

draught. Tbe estimated outlay is 100,000,000 dollars,

and the work of construction will probably take ten

years to complete. The canal project will materially

alter tbe regimen of the Ottawa River, which forms

the major portion of the route. At present il is a

series of deep and wide basins, connected b\ narrow
passages, which are broken by falls and heavy rapids.

For the purpose of lockage, tbe falls are to be con-

centrated and all tbe small rapids eliminated. The
forty-five dams required for tbe regulation of naviga-

tion (eighteen are of considerable size) will serve to

concentrate the water-power at certain points, and it

is computed that nearly a million horse-power will

thereby become available, though possibly not more
than 150,000 h.p. at minimum flow could be developed

under existing conditions.

Tin-: "Wellcome Photographic Exposure Record
and Diary" for 1919 is issued by Messrs. Bur-

roughs' Wellcome and Co. as usual. Those who are

in tbe habit of using this pocket-book will probably

be surprised In find that the exposure calculator is

improved, so that when set it shows the exposure

required fur all tbe ordinary apertures of lenses instead

of one only, and that this is facilitated by printing

the figures in different colours. The diary, tbe space

for classified exposures, and the pages for notes and
memoranda remain as before, while tbe tables of the

sensitiveness of the various plates and papers on the

market and the general information on photographic

procedure are brought up to date. The book is a

model of compactness and usefulness.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Schorr's Comet.—The following continuation of

the ephemeris of this comet, for Greenwich midnight,
is from the elements given in Nature for Decem-
ber iq, 1918 :

—

R.A. N. Decl. Log r Log .1

2 .
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il the gi eai manufai I uring an a

luntry, and al Ma committee was
formed under the presidency of the Lord Mayor with

this intention. A guai antei fund was raised from manu-
to meet the nei 1

uf organisation and equipment. The Education
Committee willingly granted the free use of the

spacious and conveniem rooms and corridors of the

College of Technology for the display of the exhibits,

and every facility was afforded by the executive com-
mittee of the British Science Guild with the view of

inducing the exhibitors at King's College to exhibit

at Manchester.
The total number of firm* contributing to the

exhibition is about two hundred and forty,

including some sixty which did not make any display

al Kind's Collegi , ["hese are chief!} textile firms and
tirms engaged in the manufacture of chemical or

special engineering products; At Manchester, as

might I" there is a specially fine show of

dyestuffs and of intermediate products necessary for

their manufacture, together with a fine exhibit of

British-made synthetic indigo, the most important of

.ill dyestuffs. Along with these is shown a tine dis-

play of goods dyed and printed therewith. There is

also an excellent show of magnetos, exhibiting their

dissociated parts, with specimens of the raw materials

used, and arrangements are made to run the magnetos
-how the ignition sparks produced for engines

with various numbers of cylinders. The manufacture
n! these appliances, previously almost entirely in

German hands, has been greatly stimulated by the

requirements of the war, which has, without doubt,

resulted in the establishment in this country of a

highl) essential branch of industry. The exhibition

also includes an extensive display of gas- or oil-fired

foi hardening high-speed steel, for testing

tory materials, or for forging.

In the large hall of the college is displayed a

standard Avro aeroplane, on which 40,0(10 pilots have
been trained. It was the first machine to make a

nice raid in Germany—Friedrichshafen,

November, 1014 and the first to bring down a Zep-
pelin. Some beautiful specimens are shown of cotton-

pile fabrics in successful imitation of Lyons silk

velvets, and of printed cotton voiles and cretonnes
and dyed cotton-threads. There is an extensive

and typical collection of fine chemicals, and
also of intermediate products used in organic
svntheses for dye manufacture and for explosives.

Some interesting chemical products are also shown
1 in the laboratories of the University of

Birmingham according to the specifications of certain

German patents or modifications thereof suitable for

use as high explosives. The "Flatters" method of

water colloid doping is shown as applied to gas-proof

cloths and to aeroplane-wing cloths, together with
micro-photographs illustrating the "permeability" of

tate cellulose method as compared with the

water colloid method of treatment. There is an excel-

lent display of aluminium, showing its preparation
from the ore to the finished material and its applica-

tion to various uses, including automobile parts of all

kinds and aeroplane parts, together with electrical

equipment, with bare and insulated cables, bus-
bars and feeders, traction motor and lifted magnet
windings, etc.

Precision machinery and measuring instruments and
gauges to a high degree of accuracy are stronglv in

, together with pressure gauges, aeroplani

radiator thermometers—many thousands of which were
made during the war by women labour—and optical

pyrometers for measuring temperatures of from 700 to

. formerlv made exelusivelv in Germanv, but

manufactured in this countrj since [914. A notable
exhibit is that ol accelerim (paranitrosodimethyl-
aniline), a powerful catalyst of the vulcanising process,
the effect of which was discovered in 1914 by S. J.
Peach, v, working in the laboratoi i, s of the Co'lleiM- of
Technology, Manchester. The addition of o\ to

05 per cent, of the weight of the material to a rubber
mixing reduces the time of vulcanisation to one-third
of the normal, and it is now being used by many of
the largest rubber and cable works. Examples are
shown of six-score "Diatrine" paper-insulated and
lead-sheathed cable suitable for a working pressure of

11,000 volts, provided with Glover's patent test sheath.
There is also an exhibit of acid-resisting materials and
vessels so necessary to meet the urgent demand which
arose during the war for these indispensable require-
ments. The War Office Aircraft Fabrics Department
of Manchester displays aircraft and kite-balloon fabrics

and apparatus' for testing the permeability of aircraft

fabrics.

Interesting exhibits are also to be found illustrating

various physical apparatus, such as polarimeters,
wave-length spectrometers, Hilger vacuum spectro-

graphs, aero-tensionmeters for the accurate and
rapid measurement of the tautness of doped and var-

nished fabrics for aeroplanes, projection comparators

for the rapid testing of screw-threads, together with
examples of photographic micro-scales and graticules

made by grainless, filmless, ceramic, and metallic

deposition methods, as well as other forms of micro-
scales, which were before the war a German mono-
poly, and a series of colour-films for scientific and
technical purposes.

The catalogue includes, by permission of the British

Science Guild, the various valuable scientific and
technical articles prepared by recognised authorities

which appeared in the London exhibition catalogue,

and added considerably to the value of it. In addition,

a chapter is devoted to recent researches by the staff

and advanced students of the College of Technology,
which cover a wide range of subjects, including many
investigations required for naval and military purposes

which have been found to be "of extreme value." In

the electrical engineering department researches have

been carried out under the auspices of the Institute

of Electrical Engineers on the electrical and mechani-
cal properties of porcelain and on the electrical pro-

perties of oils. Experimental work has been suc-

cessfully completed upon a wattmeter for very heavy

alternating currents, and a research concluded upon
the existence or non-existence of an action between

masses analogous to mutual induction between elec-

trical circuits. The experiment showed that if any
such action did occur, the ratio of the change of

momentum in the body acted upon to the change of

momentum of the acting body was less than

4-3 xio -10
. The paper excited considerable interest

at the meeting of the British Association in 1915.

Investigations were conducted upon the eddy current

losses occurring in the end plates of turbo-generators,

and a formula deduced by which these currents could

be estimated. Many important commercial applica-

tions have resulted from researches upon the com-

mutation of continuous-current generators and rotary-

converters. The municipal and sanitary engineer-

ing department has been engaged upon matters

relating to the heating and ventilation of buildings,

upon the design, construction, and use of material

for artisans' dwellings and on town-planning matters,

and upon experiments on the strength of lead and

other pipes used for the distribution of water.

In the chemical department experiments have been

undertaken on the sulphonation of oils under the
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auspices of the Society oi Dyers and Colourists, and
a further investigation cm the nitration

been I
>< -^iin , and under the research scheme oi the

Institution of Electrical Engineers work is nov i ng
done concerning insulating oils. The stud

chlorination products of rubber, one of which, known
as "duroprene," is remarkable for its resistani and

lei properties, has been taken up. Research on
fuels has included: heating In gas, the stripping of

coal-gas, the distillation of cannel .md othei coals, as

well as exhaustive examinations on certain products

obtained from coal-mines, and il o upon a series <>f

seams of Lancashire coal, ["he conditions of car-

bonisation of iron, especially in case-hardening; the

influence of impurities on the strength and >>n the

resistance to corrosion of cast-iron; the influence "I

sulphur in the processes for making malleable iron

castings, and on the toughening of copper and in-

creasing the strength of copper alloys, have all been

the subjeel of investigation and experiment with

valuable results which have found industrial

applications, whilsl research on cellulose subsidised bj

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research

has also bei n in progress.

In the department of printing and photo

technology investigations were carried out, and are

still proceeding, on the development of machine-

printed photogravure, and much attention has been

paid to new methods for the production of lithographic

printing surfaces in monochrome and colour.

Much other research has been carried out or is in

progress on the economic use of fuel, on air pollution,

on gas flames, on the economic use of electricity for

heating purposes, on fibre testing, and on the use of

ramie waste for gas-mantles.

\ll the departments of the college have throughout

the period of the war been busily engaged on investi-

gations in M'd of the requirements of the several

departments of the Government. The results of some
of the researches engaged in are shown in the space

allotted to the college at the exhibition. It is to he

d that the exhibition s,, happily inaugurated in

London will serve to convince the public that British

science intelligent!} applied can, if we so will it, con-

tend successfully with the best efforts of the most
highly educated of foreign nations.

THE CONCEPTION OF THE CHEMICAL
ELEMENT AS ENLARGED BY THE
STl D] OF RADIO-ACTUVE CHANGE. 1

IF a chemist were to purify lead from silver, and
found on re-examining the lead that silver were;

11, and if, again and again, silver, initial!} absent,

reappeared the doctrine of the unchangeability of the

its would he at an end. The conclusion in 1902

by Sir Ernest Rutherford and myself with regard to

the element thorium was of this direct and simple

characl Vs often as the constituents responsible for

the radio-activitj are separated by physical or chemical
'

. the} reform. One of the constituents, the

thorium emanation, is a gas which was shown to

possess tin- complete absence of chemical character

characteristic of the argon family of gases. It is

ed front thorium through the intermediary of

another constitue nt, th irium-X, which is left in the fil-

trate, when a solution of thorium is pi. - ipitated by am-
monia, but not l>\ other chemical reagents. In turn the

emanation changes into non-volatile products causing

the active d po it. The cleat 1 onception of the nature

mical change, the distinction between atoms and

ule s, which we owe to the Founders of chemistry,

1

1

1

.

It Soddjt, F R.5.

made it possible to n cognise 1 adio-ai tivi eh
almost instantlj as a ca transmuta-
tion. Novel as the explanation was, the phenomei
explained are so novel as to transcend what to a

ition ago would have appeared as the limits oi

the pi;, sit all} possible. But even to-da} it is only in

radio-active phenomena that the limits reached long
ago in the chemical analysis ol mattei have been over-
stepped, and the rubicon, which many have -vaulted over
so lightly in imagination, has actual!} been crossed
|.\ SC 1. Ill 1 .

I In iii ,1 phase oi the stud} ol radio-active change
was mainl} concerned with the disentanglement of tin-

long and in\ol\'d sequence of transformations which,
starting From uranium and thorium, were ultimatel}
found to include all the known radio-elements. Beyond
the fact that the radio-elements were in present coursi
oi evolution, it added little to thi conceptions of chemis-
try. Bui in the second and more recent phase—con-
cerned with the chemical character of the succi

products, tin- law connecting this with the type of iav

expelled in the change, the discovery of elements with
unique radio-active l/ul identical chemical and spe

scopic character, the identification of these as ism

or elements occupying the same place in the periodic

table, the interpretation of the latter and the- recogni-

tion that the- so-called chemical elements are in reality

heterotopes or substances occupying different pi

in the periodic table, and are not necessaril} even
homogeneous—conclusions, not merely novel, but up-
setting, have been reached.

The criterion at first relied upon in the analysis oi

matter into its elements, the possession of a unique
chemical character, was added to by Daltpn's atomic
theory, which gave to each element a unique atomic
weight. The periodic law apparentl} connected
two criteria, fitted the individual elements into familii 3,

and showed that, whatever the elements were, they

were all of a class, the limits of chemical analysis,

and, if complex, then all of the same kind of com-
plcxitv. The periodic law introduced a third criterion

of the element, that it occupied a place to itself in

this scheme, and the discovery of spectrum anal} sis,

a fourth, that it possessed a unique spectrum. The
discovery of radio-activitv introduced a fifth, the pos-

session of a unique radio-active character, in the case

of the radio-elements. Of the first three new elements

discovered by the aid of the fifth criterion, polonium,

actinium, and radium, the claim of the last to the

title of element was brilliantly substantiated by the

successive determination of its unique spectrum,

unique chemical character, unique place in the periodic

table, and unique atomic weight. The production of

this element from uranium through the intermediary of

ionium, and the production of helium from radium,

and, in due course, from the other radio-elements,

furnished conclusive proofs of the correctness of the

first interpretation of the transmutational chara

of radio-active change.
I hen came a totally new departure. The possession

of unique radio-active character does not always, as in

the case of radium, connote unique chemical and

scopic character. As, one after another, the

various members of the disintegration s, rie s were dis-

tinguished, by their breaking up in characteristic ways
at definite rates, no further chemically new elements

were found. All resembled known elements so closely

that they could not be separated by chemical analysis,

and those actually a1 work on these substances

to the conclusion lhat the chemical resemhl

amount to identity. Radio-thorium is. for example,

d chemically with thorium. It v.

from thorium and individually recognised b} Sir

William Ramsay and O. Hahn onl; I se i.t is
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formed from thorium through an intermediate pro-

duct, mesothorium, chemicalh different from thorium,

but chemically identical with radium. No more
1 legant addition, not merely to knowledge, but al

of winning knowledge, can be imagined.

Two separate substances, radio-thorium and thorium,

in the original analysis of the thorium disintegration

series, taken for one, become individually knowable,
because the first is formed from the second throu

third substance chemically totally distinct from either.

Radio-active change thus furnished a new means irf

analysis, for which, outside the radio-elements, there

i- as yet no 1 quivalent
Further work on the ch( mica) character of the

various members of the disintegration series, notabh
1>\ Fleck, who showed that practically all were

chemically identical either with some common element

or other radio-element, in 1913 paved the way for the

ion independent!] arrived at by Russell,

thi periodic
table, as determined bj Moseley, on the assumption
that the atomic 1 uminium, the thirteenth
element in the 1 From hydrogen, is ij.

The pi riod member is shown
above or below its symbol, a "?" indicating that
the period is indirectly estimated from the range of
the a-ray expelled. The last member to be added,
eka-tantalum or proto-actinium, the direct parent of
actinium in an a-ray change, was discovered this year
independent by Cranston and myself, and by Ilahn
and Meitner. For this element, for actinium, and for
polonium, but for none of the others, are the criteria

of unique spectrum and chemical character, as found
for radium, to be expected. Moreover, the period of
eka-tantalum, as estimated from the range of its

a-rays by Hahn and Meitner, makes it appear that
in due course determination not only of the spectrum,
but also of the atomic weight and complete chemical

Fajans, and myself, which is brought up to date and

illustrated by the accompanying figure. Each a-ra)

change was found to cause .1 shifl of two places in the

periodic table in one din 1 tion, tnd each /j'-ray changi a

shift of one place in the other, the first change being

panied by a reduction of four units of atomic
mass, a helium atom being expelled, and the second

not involvin. le loss of mass. Thus the suc-

places in the periodii table were first associ

with unit variation of atomic charge, for the /3-particle

i> the negative electron, and the a-particle a helium
atom carrying two positive atomic charges. Thi

1 lenu nts with identical chemical character were found

upy the same place in the periodic table, and
termed isotopes. Conversely, thi

ised by chemical and spectroscopii

analysis may be termed heterotopi -

In the figure, which is to be read at 45 , the

numbers at the head of each place—92 for uranium,
and so on- are the atomic numbers, or number of thi

XO. 2566. VOL. I02J

nature, of this element will be possible. It is only

in this way that the open question whether the

.niiniuni series brandies off as shown at uranium-II

or at uranium-1 can be settled.

As the figure shows, so far as the changes have

been followed, they all result in the production of

isotopes of lead ranging in atomic weight from 206

to -mo, the main products being that of uranium, jot\

and both thorium products in the two branches, 208.

The conclusion thai lead was the ultimate product of

thorium was new, but the prediction that the ultimate

products of both uranium and thorium are different

isotopes of lead the one with an atomic weight less,

and the other with an atomic weight greater, than

that of common lead, 207-2 has been completely con-

firmed by experiment, and it has also been shown
thai ionium has an atomic weight lower than thorium

(compare Nature, July 10 and 26, 1017).

The older chemical 'analysis of matter distinguished

only heterobaric heterotopes. The newer methods
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depending on radio-active change distinguish, nol onlj

heterobaric, but isobaric isotopes, and also isobaric

heterotopes thai is, substances of different atomic

weight and identical chemical character, of the same
tpmic weighl and chemical character, and of the same

atomic weighl and different chemical character. A
glance at the chart will show main examples oi all

three kind-. Nol only has the chemical element been
robbed of its time-honoured title to be considered the

ultimate unchanging constituenl of matter, bul iis

title to be considered homogeneous has also vanished.

The century thai began with Dalton and ended with
1 In • discoveries "I Becqucrol and the Curies took the

practical conception of the element it found extant, as

that which could not be further resolved, and made of

it the central conception of a theory of the ultimate

constitution of matter. The element was first

atomised, and then the atom and the element became
synonyms, related as the singular is to the plural.

Every one of the conceptions which associated the

atom with the chemical element now has to be

modified. Atoms of different chemical elements may
have the same atomic weight; those of what the

ch( mist and spcctroscopist regard as the same element

may have different atomic weight; and, mosl difficult

to include of all to anyone to-day attempting to define

the chemical element, even though the atoms all have
the same weight, the element, nevertheless, may be

an unresolvable mixture of fundamentally different

isobaric isotopes. Present-day complete identity may
conceal differences for the future of paramount import-

it 1
e, if ever transmutation is practically realisable

at will. The goal that inspires the search for the

homogeneous constituents out of which the material
world is composed is now known to be, like infinity,

approachable rather than attainable. The practical

and necessary conception of the chemical elements, as

understood before these discoveries, is, of course, un-
ili cted. ft had, and it has, a real significance as

repri senting the limits of the spectroscopic and
chemical analysis of matter, which remains, though it

is now known to convey something very unlike the

original and natural conception of the elements as

the ' m u 's of the material alphabet.

IXIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

The following candidates have been elected to repre-
sent Universit) constituencies in the House of Com-
mons (members of the late Parliament are distin-

guished bv an asterisk):

—

Oxford: *Lord Hugh Cecil

and *Mr. R. E Prothero. Cambridge: *Mr. J. E. P.
Rawlinson and *Sir Joseph Larmor. London : ""Sir

Philip Magnus. Combined English Universities: *Mr,
H. A. L. Fisher and Sir Martin Conway. Wales:
'Mr. f. Herberl Lewis. Scotland: *Sir Watson
Cheyne, Mr. D. M. Cowan, and *Sir Henry Craik.
Dublin: "Mr. A. \Y. Samuels and Sir Robert Woods.
National: Mr. ]. MacNeil. Queen's (Belfast): Sir

William Whitla.

The National Education Association, Caxton House,
Westminster, has prepared and published .1 useful
summary of sixteen quarto pages (price (></.) of the

Education Act, iqi8, in which the Act is succinctly
summarised and explained. The. pamphlet further

contains a brief n tunii ol each of the sections of the

Act, i' 1 which is included onlv the operative words and
phrases grouped undei I bladings, such as the

"Organisation of Education," "Co-operation and Com-
bination," "Expenditure," \ttendance at Continua-
tion Schools." "To Aid Research." "Central Schools

and Classes," "Education Grants," etc. Il will prove
' ilinglv helpful to members of education com-
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mittees, to officials engaged in administration, ai

the teaching profession, both public and pri

ii gives without technical and legal verbiage a clear

view of the operations of the Vet, and enables them
in see how very much of the Act can, even in present
circumstances, be brought into immediati operation.
Now that the war is practically over it may be
assumed that the Board of Education, as it is em-
powered by the Act, will, so soon as the conditions
ol peace are arranged and the treat) is signed, bring
into operation the vital sub-sections of the Act ra

the compulsorj age ol attendance at public elementary
schools to fourteen years in all areas, and empower
local authorities to raise In by-law the age to fifteen

where so desired. Already a majority of the sections

of the Act is in full operation, and it only awaits
the conclusion of peace for this, the most important
\n 11I the last ses..i,,n of Parliament, to come into

full and salutary effi 1 1.

It has been known for some time that, by reason
of the general interruption of academic studies during
the war, special and temporary provision would be
made for the admission of men of militar) agi into

the <

'ivil Service otherwise than by competitive
examination. Announcement is now made that ap-
pointments within the scope of clause 5 of the Prin-

cipal Order (the Civil Service (Consolidating) Ordi .

January 10, 1010) may be made by selection on a

competitive basis, but without competitive examina-
tion, through the agency of a selection board
boards appointed by the Treasury, and according
regulations framed, or to be from time to time framed,

by the Commissioners, and approved by the Treasury.

All nun who have served either in his Majesty's

Naval, Military, or Air Forces, or, being unfit for

general service in those fore, s, have been employed in

one or more of his Majesty's Civil Departments
during the war, and are in a position to satisfy the

Commissioners and the Selection Board that they are

of the requisite age, health, character, ami educa-

tional and other qualifications, will be eligil

compete for such appointments. It is understood that

the Selection Board to be appointed by the Treasury
will be charged with the work for India and the

Colonies, as well as for the Home Service. It is

very important that thesi Selection Boards shall in-

clude representatives of scientific and other modern
subjects, as well as those with literary or legal in-

terests, so as to ensure that a just proportion of the

candidates appointed shall possess the training and
knowledge which a progressive nation needs in its

administrative officials.

In ihe Scientific Monthly for s. Dti mb< 1 Prof. I ii

Sarton has an article on "The Teaching of the His-

torj of Science," which gives further insight into his

id. as on this subject. Jus', as a skilled workman
employed day bv day on th< one job he can do 1 •

runs the risk of becoming a human machine, so the

scientific investigator who devotes bis life to one par-

ticular field of research is in danger of losing ti

with reality. The workman may gain a broader out-

look over the work on which be i- engaged
ing evening classes at a technical institute; for the

scientific investigator Prof. v
1 mmends lec-

tures on the history of science. The lecturers on this

subject would give com •uivo. ol

whole ii, id of science, illustrating their lectures, so

far as possible, with models and simple experiments.

The author considers thai each university should

establish time such courses; (a) An introductory

course on the history of science throughout the ages;
(b) lb.- historj of a particular science; and (c) the

historj of science and civilisation al a special period.

The two special courses would be changed from year
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1
1,. would admil to the'si 1 oursi - onlj those

by having v ssfullj in a laboratory,

, u l,l be in 11 position to app I
thi insti uction.

-
1
on insists thai the value of this teai

1 depend upon the soundness of its

['he teaching should no

1 ople, philosophers, <>r anyone
ial v. aj . bul must

chiel purposi I" ing to

interpret thi pirit and methods. The- ulti-

mate aim of the 1 1 humanise science, and
- give it its due part in a general scheme of

tion.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Optical Society, Decembei Prof. F. J. Cheshire,

n the chair. Instructor-Corn. T. Y. Baker

I L. N. G. Fllon : An empirical formula for

dinal f a 1 a\ through a thick

lens. I lii authoi hat thi development of

mgitudinal aberration as .1 po is fre-

h illegitimate owing to lis divergence foe com-
parative!) slight inclinations of the rays, instead oi

s,uch development of thi . . ., where
/ is tin- tangent ol the inclination of the ray, the} pro-

.1 formula I nined \ and
B numerically from the values of the aberration of

ilculated trigonometrically through .1

lens. This was dene for a wholi image
his and for a whole series ol lenses ol different

shapes but of the same focal length. The numerical
\ alues oi \ and B then analysed, and

an end( a\ oui wa - late gi nei .1]

fornuilae foi them in terms of the image position and
i In authoi s d( cided that in all eases

the value A in theii empirical formula and the value a in

the power series wen- practically identical, The value
.is given b; thi authors in a paper read befon

the societ} in May. The value of B can be expressed

ubii in \l, the lineai magnification of the imagi .

I hu- B B B M B M • B M . in which the four

1 [efficients B„ B,,B: , and B are all quadratic functions

oi the mean curvatun of thi lens faces.—Major E. ().

Henrici • Spirit-levels. The best bubble tubes for spirit-

levels have heen made in ( ,< rmair. ; it seems desirable

an investigation should be made of the factors
- u\ for producing satisfactory tubes. The advan-

- a lone air-bubble, as regards both the accuracy

ipidity with which the bubble comes to rest when
lointed out, and also the advantage of

aius of curvature as regards the latter point.

The radius of cm .els, the sensitive-

must, howi v< r, be sufficiently great for the bubble

noticeably with the smallest angular tilt ol

ube which ii is desired to indicate. If the bubble

sitivc, time is losl ; if it be not sufficiently

sensitive, a spurious idea of accuracj is given; thi

ness ol ever; bubble tube for accurate work
should be marked. The mi thods of mounting, illu-

minating, and viewing the bubble tube frequently

much to be desired, and improvements in these

matters lead to increased accuracy for a given sensi-

tiveness. Several methods of viewing by means of

prisms were described, the most satisfactory known
the author being one placed on the market by Zeiss.

The accuracy of shaping the surface required in a

sensitive bubble is very gnat. If a tube has a cor-

the corrugations having an amplitude
mm. and a period of 10 mm., the angle of

tilt to move the bubble 1 mm. may vary 38 per cent,

its nominal value in the ease of a bubble with a

litiveness of 10 seconds per mm., the bubble being
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55 mm. lone. A similar corrugation with a 2-second

bubble will make it almosl useless for any purpose.

Further investigation is required into the effect of the

following faetms on the performance of the bubble:

Quality, polish, and cleanliness of the glass; quality

.,",,,1 purit; oi thi liquid and vapoui in the tube, and

mi thods ol mounting and viewing.

Uistotelian Society, Di -Prof. Wildoti

(air, vice-president; in the chair.—Prof. J. Laird:

Synthesis and discovery in knowledge. The paper

consisted of a discussion of two sharply contrasted

views of knowledge (viz. thai knowledge is essentially

the inspection or thi discovery of an object which is

given or revealed, and that knowledge is essentially

a process of organisation or construction on the part

oi the mind), together with a consideration of certain

hypotheses designed to mediate between these extremi

The general argument was that while the

In,, of these'alternatives could be defended agains'

many of the objections commonly brought against it, n

was ultimately inadequate, since representative con-

struction in words, images, 10., is plainly an integral

,,.,,1 ,,t mosl varieties ol knowing. An examination

oi the theory that knowlei ays the inspection

of a construction showed (1) thai in this case the

product of construction required to be apprehended

directly and (2) that such a product could be known
i. representative only if the things represented

r, directly apprehended, in some instances at least.

The theory" that knowledge consists of construction

til was claimed) was therefore refuted, and the rest

of the argument consisted of a detailed investigation

into the 'truth of the statements that the object of

knowledge is always (in some sense) a mental pro-

duct on the ground that this object is always a

unity" o, "a meaning," or that mental imageryis

always an essential part of it. The author_ main-

tained that these arguments were either fallacious or

inconclusive.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, December 9, [918.- M. P.

Painleve in the chair.—E. Picard and A. Lacroix
: The

second meeting of the Inter-Allied Conference of

Scientific Academies. An account of the resolutions

passed at the meeting held at Paris. November 26

to •,, (see Nature, December 2(1, 1918, p. 325)

I Orach: Integration of a partial differential equation

of the dynamics of fluids, -A. Buhl: The extension to

multiple' integrals of the theorem concerning the ex-

change of the amplitude and parameter in hyper-

elliptic integrals.—A. Lambert: Certain polynomials

connected with Laplace coefficients. Ch. Fremont: A

new machine for measuring the resistance of cast-

iron b\ the method of chiselling.- Ch. Oorceix
: The

probable correlation of the displacements of level of

tl„. base .and the oscillations ol glacial fronts. v.

(iuebhard • \ possible conciliation between the two

theories of volcanic action.—M. Molliard
: The sapro-

phytic life of an Entomophthora. 'I his fungus (£.

henrici), developed originally on a Culex pipiens, has

been grown successfully on the sterilised grub of

Euchelia jacobaeae, on sterilised ox-liver, and even on

carrot, but in the last-named the cultures are not so

abundanl a- on liver. Hence this species is not

„ aril) parasitic—F-X. Skupienski :
Sexuality in

Dictyosteliam mucoroidcs.—L. Roule : The state of

spawning salmon during their migration into fresh

water in France. From the examination of eighty

Ssh taken a' different periods it is concluded that for

-i two years voung salmon live in fresh water,

and then descend to the sea, growing there for a-

,1 riod varying from two to four years. Then, at

the age of between four and six vears, they return to
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itei F01 1 eproduction. M. Caullery ani
I

Mesnll : The initial parasitii phasi -

pti. ( Ibsei vations on this parasite in

3 of development confirm the in

irently paradoxical, deduced from the stud oi

the adult. E. Roubaud : Physiological rhythm
spontaneous flighl in Inopheles macitlipenni F.

d'Hcrelle: The rdle of the filtering bacillus in dysen-
This bacillus exists normall) in the inti

[Tie presence of the Shiga dysenterj bacillus in the
intestine determines at first a considerable increase in

the activity of the filtering bacillus against />'. colt,

and then it becomes capable <il causing the gradual
01 rapid disappearance of the Shiga bacillus. Ii has
been further proved in the case of the rabbit that cul-

tures of the filtering bacillus have preventive and cura-
tive action in the disease introduced experimentally.

—

A. Vernes and R. Douris : The action of ferric thio-

cyanate on normal human serum.
December [6, [918.—M. P. Painleve" in the chair.

\1. flamy : The diffraction of solar images.—Ch.
Deperet

: An attempt at the general chronological co-

ordination of the Quaternary period.— M. A. Rateau
was elected a member of the division of the applica-
tion of science to industry, M. VVaddell a corrcspondant
for the section of mechanics in succession to the late
M. Zaboudski, and Sir David Bruce a correspondant
for the section of medicine and surgery in succession
to the late M. Czerny.—M. Valiron : The general pro-
perties of entire functions and the theorem of M.
Picard.—M. Mesnager : Curves defined by series. Ad-
vantages of a change of definition.—M. Swyngedauw

;

The effective resistance and reactance of an armoured
triphase cable for the three harmonics of the current.

—

G. A. Le Roy : A mode of mercurial embalming in

medieval times. The examination of a material used
in embalming John of Lancaster, Duke of Bedford, in

1 435 proved it to consist of balsams triturated with
metallic mercury.—J. de Lapparent : The elaboration of
silica and siliceous limestones by algae of the Gir-
vanella group.—Mme. Valentine Charles Gatin : The
structure of the peduncle in the flowers of Liliaceae.

The anatomical structure of the floral peduncle in the
Liliaceae forms an anatomical distinction between the
different genera of this order, as well as the species
of the same genus.—G. Andr£ : Distribution of the
mineral elements and the ' nitrogen in etiolated
plants. About three-fourths of the nitrogen and
phosphoric acid present in the seed (haricot)
are transferred from the cotyledons to the young
plant during twenty-five days' growth in the
dark. The redistribution of the sulphur is similar.

—

J. Chaine : Considerations on the general muscular
svstem of the vertebrates.—Ch. J. Gravier : The adapta-
tion of the foot to the surrounding medium in the

a anemone at great submarine depths.—MM. Alezais

and Peyron
: The characters and origin of a group of

tumours wrongly classified with the cocevgian class of
Luschka. The authors give reasons for regarding
tli.s,. so-called peritheliomas as neoplasts of neuro-
epithelial origin arising from vestiges of the caudal
segment of the spinal column. M. Heitz-Boyer : The
osteogen! tic ai ii

i of di ad bone tissue.
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IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY.

TECHNICAL OPTICS DEPARTMENT.
Courses for full-time students.

Owing to the circumstances due to the cessation of hostilities

special courses of instruction are now being arranged for lull

and part-time students for the new term commencing on Jan. 15,

1919. The needs of each student will be separately consider™
by the Director of the Department. The lectures and prat ticfj

classes previously announced for the present session will also

he continued.

General Optics—
Professor l.J. Cheshire, C.B.E., A.R.C.S.

Optical Designing and Computing

—

Professor A E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

Practical Optical Computing

—

Professor A. E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

Workshop and Testing Room Methods—
Professor A. E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

Construction Theory and Use of Optical Measuring
Instruments

—

Mr. L. C. Martin, D.I.C., A.R.C.S., B.Sc.

A Course of Ten Weekly Lectures, commencing on Thursday,

Jan. 16, 1919, at 5 p.m., on

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPTICS,
will be given by Professor A. E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

These lectures are intended for users of photographic appar-
atus generally, and will deal with the optical properties of

photographic objectives, as far as possible non-mathematically.
The principles of stereoscopic photography will be dealt with.

Fee ss.

For further particulars and for admission tickets apply to

The Registrar ok the Imperial College,
Imperial Institute Road,

South Kensington, S.W. 7.
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Schools, etc., requiring Teachers of Chemistry and
Technology.

The War has brought to many manufacturers the realisation

that in the great majority of productive industries the assistance

of an adequate staff of properly trained and qualified chemists
is not only essential but highly profitable.

Many qualified chemists with valuable practical experience in

analysis, in research, in plant control and management, will

shortly be available.

During the past four years the Institute of Chemistry has
been the chief agency through which chemists have been
engaged for Government Service both with the Forces and in

industries connected with the War.
With the approach of more normal conditions, the Institute

is now co-operating with the Appointments Department of the
Ministry of Labour, which is concerned with the Resettlement
of Officers, and is also in touch with a large number of chemists
who have been engaged under the Ministry of Munitions and in

controlled establishments.

Companies and Firms are therefore invited to notify their
requirements to the Registrar of the Institute.

The requirements should indicate (i) the industry, (ii) the
general nature of the duties to be entrusted to the chemists,
(iii) the salary and prospects attaching to the appointments, and
(iv) to whom replies should be addressed.

In cases where appointments at salaries of ,£300 a year and
upwards (with prospects) are offered, a good selection of
candidates may be expected.

All communications to be addr,

THE REGISTRAR, Institute of Chemistry,
jo Russell Square, London, W.C. i.
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The following Special Courses of Instruction will be given
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FUEL ANALYSIS.
By J. S. S. IJRAME.

A Course of 10 Lectures, with associated Laboratory work, Tuesday
evenings, 7 to 10 p.m., commencing TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1919.

TECHNICAL GAS ANALYSIS.
By CHARLES A. KEANE, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.I.C.

A Course of Laboratory work, Wednesday evenings, 7 10 10 p.m., com-
mencing WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1919.

A detailed Syllabus of the Courses may be had upon appli-

cation at the Office of the Institute or by letter to the Principal.
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MATHER & PLATT, LTD., Park Works,
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Electrical riant, require a CHIEF RESEARCH ENGINEER of

British descent, to organise and tak^ full charge of a Works." Research
Department and Laboratory. The highest qualifications and wide
knowledge of such work are essential. Apply by letter with full details

stating how soon at liberty, to the above address.

ASSISTANT CHEMIST wanted by
Cocoa manufacturers for analytical and research work ; University
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25 Union Street, Bristol.
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OPTICAL RESEARCH \XI> DESIGN.
blified Method of Tracing Rays through any

ses. Prisms, and Mirrors.

B) Dr. Ludwik Silberstein. With diagrams.
Pp. ix + 37. (London: Longmans, Green, and

[918. 1 P ice 55. net.

THERE are two 1 riteria for estimating the value

of Di tein's latest work. On one

hand it t tin 1 al interest, yet on

the oilier ii lays claim to practical usefulness. One
must attempt to do justice to both aspects.

From the theoretical point of view the author's

suggestion for the tracing of rays through optical

ems is deserving of the highest commenda-
tion. Progress in the application of mathematics

to problems in physical science is largely bound
up with the art of economy of symbolical and
menial effort, by means of the employment of the

briefest possible notation and the most powerful

analytical processes. The introduction of the

vector notation into geometrical optics is therefore

an important step in advance, and Dr. Silberstein

IS eminently the man to briny this about. He has

already done much to initiate English students into

the methoi ir analysis, and to convince

them of its merits as a tool for the discovery of

new results, and as a medium for the brief formu-
1 of discoveries both old and new. In par-

ticular he has published some beautiful results of

the a oi vector analysis to optical re-

search. The latter portion of the present book
is a sufficient vindication of the claims of vector

methods, and there can be no doubt that they

repp is! powerful yet devised for attack-

ing problems on reflection and refraction at

ms ol plane surfaces.

The optical computer is, of course, interested

in plane surfaces; his main task, however, con-
sists in the tracing of rays through systems of

spherical surfaces, generally coaxial. In the first

half of the book the author develops on vectorial

principles the theory of ray tracing through such
ms, and here, too. the superior merit of the

vector notation is made evident. One must never-

theless remark that his strictures on the old

trqnsfi r formulae are not fully justified, for it is

possible i" represent the transfer by means of a

comparatively short and simple set of equations,

without the aid of .vectors.

When, however, we come to the consideration
of the practical aspect of the question, some doubts
arise as to the merits of the formulas thus derived.
1

1
is a great pitv that exact schedules for compu-

tation by logarithms or by the calculating machine
are not included ; they would have greatly en-

hanced the value of the book. Even one or two
actual examples, worked out in full, would have

I ome. It may be that the arithmetical
processes contemplated by the author do not
justify the suspicion, hut one cannot help wonder-
ing whether 1 he number of table-entries required
by his formulae does not exceed that required by
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the well-know .inula'. Further, it has
'i pointed out to the present writer that Dr.

Silberstein's method
using the cosines of many of

small angles and in optica] systems most of the
.: igles "i incident e, reft ... ergence
are only a few degrees—cosines define the angles
with very little accuracy. Thus in the case of
angles of about io° the sines are six limes as
.1. .urate as the cosines, whilst logarithmic sines
are about thirty times as accurate as logarithmic
cosines. The further discussion of the vector
method in the light of these two criticisms would
be very desirable, and students of geometrical
optics will welcome any further contributions from
i>i. Silberstein's pen. S. BRODETSKY.

PETROL AND PETROLFAM.
(1) Petroleum Refining. By Andrew Campbell.
With a Foreword by Sir Boverton Redwood,
Bart. Pp. xvi + 297. (London: Charles
Griffin and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price 25s. net.

(2) Petrol and Petroleum Spirits. A Description

of their Sources, Preparation Examination, am!
By Capt. W. E. Guttentag. With a

Preface by Sir John Cadman. Pp. xi + 135.
(London : Edward Arnold, 191S.) Price 10s. 6d.
net.

'T'HF petroleum industry has developed enor-
*• mously during the last few years, and pro-

cesses of production and manufacture of products
have so changed from the old " rule-of-thumb

"

methods which were in vogue in the early days
that it is only natural for the literature on the

subject to have increased in proportion. In the

mass of literature in the English language which
has been published on petroleum there has hitherto

been no publication on petroleum refining,

or one solely confined to petrol and petroleum
spirits, both of which are of particular interest at

the present time, when we are emerging from the

throes of a world-war in which petroleum and its

products have played such a prominent part.

Mr. Andrew Campbell, the author of "Petrol-
eum Refining," is one of the pioneers of the

British petroleum industry, and his views on the

practical side of the subject are the outcome of

experienced knowledge. It is rare that technical

knowledge, experience, and clarity of diction are

found together, but when so found they render
the work of their possessor of inestimable value,

and it is the possession of these qualities which
is strikingly emphasised throughout Mr.
Campbell's book.
The volume is divided into nine chapters as

follows:—(1) Examination of the crude oil;

(2) general departments: (3) storage of crude oil

J

and liquid products; (4) distillation; (5) paraffin

extraction and refining; (6) candle manufacture;

(7) chemical treatments; (8) distribution of pro-

ducts; (i)) engineering specifications ; an appendix
1 onsisting oi a bibliography of the literature (either

published in English or of which extracts have
been published in English) appertaining to petrol-

eum refining, together with a name and subject

U
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The volume is also very well illustrated

with 138 illustrations, which Include twenty-nine

folding plates and three diagrams, and it has
ii comparative tables.

Although in a short review full justice cannot

be done to a work which is so full of information

as this, yet a glance through the contents table

shows its comprehensive character. When the

design and erection of a refinery for the treatment
i.l petroleum arc projected it is very necessarj that

the fullest possible information with regard to the

crude material should be obtained before anything

further is done, and it is significant that the first

chapter should deal with this branch. Ii contains

a complete scheme with this end in view, which
cannot fail to be of great use to all who are inte-

rested in the subject.

Without wishing unduly to criticise a chapter

which is so full of necessary information, one

would like to suggest that the portion dealing

with "flashing points" and "colour" is some-
what too fully dealt with, as this branch appears
in most text-books on petroleum, and belongs

more to the testing of refined products than to

the examination of the crude oil. Of special inte-

rest, however, is Fig. 30, giving the designs and
arrangements for a five-gallon experimental still,

and diagrams 1 and 3 of refining operations and
yields of products.

The question of fire risks looms largely in the

petroleum industry, and this subject is ablv dealt

with in chap, ii., which treats also of the de-

partments necessary in refineries, apart from those

necessary to actual refining operations. Chaps,
iv., v., vi., and vii. discuss exhaustively the

actual distillation, refining-, and paraffin extrac-

tions, as carried out on the large scale, as well

as candle manufacture, which in some refineries

attains to large dimensions. The subject-

matter of these chapters is exceedingly well

handled, due stress being laid on the vital points

which make for success in these operations, show-
ing the mind of the man who is an fait with the

general policy, as well as the detailed operations
of the manufacture.

Chap, iv., on the subject of distillation, is well

worthy of close study, embodying as it does all

the up-to-date information available ; and in this

chapter also attention should be paid to the

portion dealing with the question of heat exchange
or conservation, as it behoves every oil-refiner to

obtain the greatest possible yield from his oil,

and by saving fuel a definite conservation
results. In the chapter on chemical treatments
one would have liked to see more attention
paid to 1 he manufacture of lubricants, which
is only lightly treated, but is one of the more
difficult of the refiners' problems. In this

chapter is given a very complete description of
the Edeleanu process, which to a large extent
lessens the wasteful sulphuric aci'd treatment of

oils. The engineering specifications given in

chap. viii. will supply a long-felt want to the

student, who so rarely has access to these essential
1 !

c
1 . 1 1 1 s

.
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I In book will undoubtedly kcome the standard

work on the subject, and should be in the library

ot each and every person interested in petroleum.

(2) Petrol and petroleum spirits now play such

an important part in the economic life of the nation

that it is a matter for wonder that so little is

known by the general public of their manufacture,

constitution, anil properties. In the work under
notice Capt. W. E. Guttentag, who has had a

unique experience in the last few years, lias

endeavoured to enlighten US, and has 6ompiled

quite a large proportion of the available know-
ledge on the question.

Capt. Guttentag would have been well advised

to leave out of the book altogether chap. ii.

on petroleum, (a) characteristics, (f>) origin,

(c) geological, (d) exploitation, (c) refining of

crude oil, or to handle it much more fully

than he has done, for the sketchy account which

he lias given is of little use to the serious student,

and is only liable to give unbalanced ideas to the

general reader. In any case, it would have been

well through the whole of the book to give

detailed references to original workers, for with-

out these a technical work loses much of its value.

An illustration of this, showing also how mis-state-

ments creep into text-books and are copied and
repeated until thev are accepted as axioms, is the

passage: "The bad smell of cracked spirits

. . . is attributed to small quantities of sulphur

and nitrogen compounds." This statement was
first made by Rittman and then copied by Bacon
and Hamor, whereas now it is a generally accepted

fact that the smell of cracked spirits is due to

that of the unsaturated bodies of the di-ene class

which it contains.

The chief value of this work is in chap, v.,

which deals with the question of examination and
testing both for routine and special work, in

which the author has freely given of his special

knowledge.
The book forms a useful little laboratory guide

for those engaged in the testing of petrol.

WOOL INDUSTRIES,
Wool By Frank Ormerod. ("Staple Trades
and Industries." Vol. i.) Pp. xii + 218. (Lon-

don: Constable and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price

65. 6d. net.

THIS work covers in a general way the wool-

growing and wool-manufacturing industries.

More space is devoted to the sheep and to the

wool trade than to the following manufacturing
processes, but in no case can the treatment be

considered exhaustive.

There are a few sins ol omission and ol coin-

mission which should be corrected in future editions

of the work. For example, in dealing with the

development of the wool comb on p. 31 no refer-

ence is made to the work of Isaac Holden; neither

is there reference to the fact that Lister, in pur-

chasing Heilman's English patent, was able to

suppress the Ilcilman comb in Great Britain. It

was not until tqoo that this comb, as made by
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the Sen :< it- AJsacienne, reappeared iii Yorkshire

—

then tOO late, some authorities think, to give the

British manufacturer a chance in the short-combed
I' rench goods trade.

It is obvious thai the author has not followed

the interesting work of Prof, Ewart, of Edinburgh
University, 01 he would not refer to the black-

d variety ol sheep as being "as near to the

original as any breed now existing." The Uni-

aboul 1 year ago purchased a

flock of Soay sheep simply to maintain them as a

representative pure-bred flock of a type dating
back to prehistoric times. The writer's statement
that hair will not tell is obviously based on second-
hand knowledge, which, is not trustworthy; again,

the idea thai the serrations help to bind the fibres

her has now been brought seriously into

question. Thai worsteds will not felt was taught

for years in our technical institutes, but thousands
of pieces of worsted are now "milled " every day
in the West Riding of Yorkshire alone.

There are men still living who have seen the

sources of supply of line wools change from Spain
to Silesia and Saxony, and then from Silesia and
Saxony to Australia; there are interesting evi-

dences of the changes in the treatment here given
to The World's Wool Supplv.

"

In dealing with "Preparation and Manufac-
ture " the writer shows again a certain lack of
grasp of fundamentals, as, for example, in explain-
ing the difference between woollen and worsted,
and in referring to healds and mails as "tiny loops
of string." Again, on p. 125 it is stated that
the needles in a Jacquard are acted on by holes,

whereas they are acted on, not by holes, but bv
blanks. There is a serious error in printing the
illustration of wool libres facing p. 42. The block

• videnily been turned round by the printers,

•with the result that the references are altogether
misleading.

Having criticised the defects which, all con-
sidered, are few it is now the author's due that
the excellences of the work should be emphasised.
In many important respects the work is absolutely

lor example, the value of a suitable

atmosphere in the spinning-room is interestingly
1 : arnessing <>( streams of water for

power purposes is also referred to, although the
autb< to be unaware of the method of
electric control of water-power to attain that neces-
sary steadiness in running otherwise unobtainable.
As further illustrating the up-to-dateness of the
work, reference will be found to the formation
of the Vgricultural Organisation Society for deal-
ing with British wools on lines similar to those
upon which Colonial wools are dealt with; to the
use of a woven paper cloth for wool packing; to

of the "automatic doffer " in the
ted spinning industry; and to the possibili-

ties of the automatic loom in which weaving is

done in the dark, any defect in the mechanism
at once lighting up the loom, thus indicating the
need for attention.

The psychology of the consuming public comes
in for indirect attention, and the references to the
trade guilds—which appear to be somewhat re-
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markably resuscitated in our present-day trade
combines and mists _amj other matters of his-

torical importance all tend to make the work very
interesting as well as directly useful. Upon the
whole, the work may be regarded as being among
the best ot the shorter general guides to the wool
trade and the wool-manufacturing industries; its

faults are few
, and ils excellences many.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Winter Botany. A Companion Yolume to the

Author's "Plant Materials of Decorative Gar-
dening." By Prof. W. Trelease. Pp. xxxii r

394. (Urbana : Published by the Author, 1918.)
Price 2.50 dollars

In this handy and concise little volume Prof.

I release describes the winter characters of 326
genera of trees and shrubs belonging to ninety-

three families. With the exception of Larix
and Taxodium, the Conifers are excluded, as

these, being evergreen, have been adequately
treated in the companion volume on " Plant

Materials " issued in 191 7. The book, though of

American origin, includes most of the genera
and species which the student is likely to find,

wild or in cultivation, in this country, and should

prove a useful handbook to the botanist who is

interested in the determination of woody plants

during the winter season. The generic description

is in each case supplemented by a wood-cut illus-

trating the chief points to be observed, and by a

brief kev to the species which are likely to be

found.

The descriptive matter is preceded by a key to

the genera, and instructions are given as to its

use. A good pocket-lens is essential to the exam-
ination of the characters of the twigs which is

required for the use of the key. These characters

include the position of the leaves, as indicated by
the scars, the form of the scar, the position,

number, and form of the buds and stipules (if

present), the surface characters of the twigs, the

form of the pith, and other easily observed in-

ternal characters. As heath-like and some other

evergreen plants are included, the form and
arrangement of the persistent leaves are con-

sidered in these cases. References are also given

under the genus to descriptive works in which

the winter characters of the plants in question

are more fully treated. A useful glossary and a

full index of Latin and popular names complete

the volume.

The Illinois and Michigan Canal: A Study in

Economic History. By Prof. J. W. Putnam.
(Chicago Historical Society's Collection, vol. x.)

Pp. xiii + 213. (Chicago: The University of

Chicago Press, 1918.) Price 2 dollars.

Tins book was originally prepared as a doctoral

dissertation of the University of Wisconsin. It is

a mine of facts and a concrete illustration of the

thesis that canals were a success when there were
no railways, but are not a success when faced

with tlie competition of modern railway transport.

At the same time the success of this canal was an
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early indication that in the opening up of new
lands the provision of adequate means of transport

must precede the advent of the settler.

\ connecting link between the Great Lakes and

the Mississippi was necessary. An ancient nutlet

of Lake Michigan led to the Illinois River, which
reaches the Mississippi near St. Louis, and SO the

State authorities, alter overcoming many financial

difficulties, eventually made the canal, which was
opened in 1848.

Prof. Putnam details these early struggles,

blames the "spoils system" for inellicient man-
agement and the consequent failure of the canal

in later years, and pleads for the construction

along the canal route of a waterway suitable for

such ocean-going steamers as can at present reach

Chicago and St. Louis. Both these cities have
progressed in no small degree because they are

terminals of the Illinois and Michig'an navigation.

Chicago in 1831 was a village; from 1848 to 1854
the population of the city rose from 20,035 to

74,500, and in 1870 it contained more than ^00,000
inhabitant'-.

TETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor docs not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Some Temperature Anomalies.

The investigations conducted by Hann and others
have yielded a complete explanation of the physical
processes involved in the production of the Fohn,
Chinook, and similar winds met with in various parts
of the world—a warm, moist air current depositing
its moisture and decreasing in temperature while
ascending the windward slope of a mountain range,
then on the lee side descending and becoming intensely
dry and increasing greatly in temperature as a con-
sequence of the increase of pressure during the
descent. But in the British Isles, and no doubt in
other regions similarly situated in the neighbourhood
of a relatively warm ocean current, there are occa-
sions—and they are by no means uncommon—when
a mild, soft sea breeze produces some curious tem-
perature anomalies, which, so far as I am aware,
have not attracted the attention of meteorologists and
physicists, and, consequently, are thus far without
any adequate explanation. They visit this country and
western Europe in all seasons, but thev are more
noticeable in the winter half of the year, because the
change of temperature is then relatively much greater
than in the normally warm seasons.
Although the feature is observed only with the wind

from points between west and south, and perhaps
most frequently from about W.S.W., it is far from
being an invariab'e accompaniment of an air current
from this direction. On theoretical grounds, and from
our conception of the natural order of things, we
expect a rise ot temperature over this country with a
wind coming from the warm region of the Azores
and the Lower Atlantic tin increase greatest in the
west, nearest the seal of the source of the warmth,
then becoming less and less marked during the east-

ward translation of the air current across the land.

so that the bracing east roast of Britain would still

be markedh cooler than the west coast of Ireland.
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The remarkable la. t, however, is that actually the

exact contrarj is the case, the arrival of the warm
current producing an increase of temperature on the
western coasts, but the increase becoming more and
more decided over the cold land, until tin tempera-
lure in the extreme east is considerably Higher than
it is on the western seaboard.
There is in the Meteorological Office publi

tin Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Reports foi many
years past an embarras de richesses ol illustrations of

this particular feature. An excellent example is

afforded by our experience during Februarj j; of the
past year. On the morning of that day we were
placed between an anticyclone centred oyer the Bav
of Biscay and low pressure extending across from
Iceland to Norway, with the wind at W.S.W. from
Shetland southward, and the air temperature alreadv

well in excess of the normal in all districts. Over
the country generally the thermometer had remained
as high as 45 to 51° through the preceding night.

During the day, however, the rise n f temperature was
very slight in the west, while it increased decidedly
with the eastward advance of the wind. In the
accompanying map the afternoon maximum tempera-
tures are seen to be below 50° along the shores of

the Bristol and St. George's Channels, and 50 to 53
on the outer western coasts from the Hebrides down
to Scilly. Over eastern Britain, on the other hand,
the maxima were 58° and upwards, 6o° being reached
at Crathes and Geldeston, and 6i° at Aberdeen and
Halstead. These were about the same as the maxima
registered at the Azores on previous days. Even in

eastern Ireland 56 were registered in Down, and 58
in YVaterford. The day's range of temperature was
less than 5 in the west generally, o° to 3 in several

localities, but eastward it increased to more than io°
over the greater part of Scotland and in eastern Eng-
land, and as much as 15 to 18 in the east of Scot-
land.

The day was marked by a little rain locally, the

genera] weather being fair to cloudy or overcast,

with little or no sunshine over a wide area, and where
there was sunshine the temperature was not materially
different from what it was in sunless localities. Banff
had the best sunshine record, eight hours, with tem-
perature 59°, Cambridge registering the same maxi-
mum with one and a half hours of sunshine, and
Westminster without a rav of sunshine. There was
some sea fog between Pembroke and the Channel
Islands to account for the lower temperature records

in that region.

This particular instance can be accepted as typical

of what takes place on these occasions, but 1 must
refer to one other rase, because it is the most extra-

ordinary within mv long experience. There were many
such during the abnormally stormy conditions which
prevailed over the Atlantic in the winter of iSqS-qq

(see charts illustrating the weather of this period.

Meteorological Office, Official No. 142). On February

10, i8oq, when the greatest winter cold on record

was being experienced in America, the temperature
ranging down to -6o° in Ontario and -6t° in Mon-
tana, a south to south-west breeze brought to a great

part of Eurone unprecedented winter warmth. \t

Cahirriveen Observatory, on the Kerry coast, the

thermometer mounted on that day to ;-i°. Thence
eastward oyer a distance of at least 700 miles the

following maxima were recorded :— c6° at Scilly, 57 at

Brest and Clifton, I'm at Jersey, 62 at Oxford, 66° in

London, 6<t° at Paris, and 70'° at Liege and Vervicrs.

Still further to the east, another ?oo miles, and Berlin

and Munich rose to 59°, the whole of central and
southern Europe and as far east as the Caucasus

experiencing a marked increase of temperature, bur
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1. inn wind did no1 affect Scotland ami noi

h, Paris, and Bi ussels i
-

lin 1I1.' i asi of Pai i-
i xti ndi ; "- middli ol

ihr . ighteenrh . i ntui \ i disi i

I
hruary

maxin on this occasion.

At high of this remarkable heat-

wave would seem ti ha hi i tstward

advance, f..r at Davos Pl.it/. at an altitude of more
than 5000 ft., although the unprecedented February
temperature of 53 was reached on the 10th, il

not until the 15th that the very extraordinary winter
maximum of 63° was attained, and the same level

was touched on the 19th. S lal was the

warmth that the average maximum for the six days,
15th 20th, was as high as 6i°, only one day being
below 60°. Within a few days of each other Montana
and Switzerland, in about the same latitude and at

about the ton, had temperatures differing

•4
, from -6i° in a N.W. land-wind to +63

in a SAW sea-wind.

How are we to account for the noticeable accession
of heat which these observations show- takes place as
the air spreads across the land further and furthei
away from what we regard as the seat of origin of
the warmth? Thus far, the only suggestion I have
received has been that perhaps it will prove to be of

1 jhn character—a descending current. There are
difficulties in the way of accepting this view. In the
first place, our south-westerly winds are ascending

- nding currents. We might be able
to show that winds from the Atlantic crossing moun-
tainous western Scotland are of the Fohn character on
reaching the east coast, but it is scarcely likely thai

a Scotch Fohn would bring to Aberdeen a February
temperature of 64 (more than 20 above the normal),
as on the 22nd in 1897. Such eminences as exist in
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the south ari too ndward and of too
moderate altitudes to pn

,
1

;,, Londoii
and the Eastern Counties, and across northern
France, Belgium, and Prussia. The Daw., Plat
perience does not supp irl the Fohn argument. It
should be borne in mind thai the phenomenon with

liieh we are now dealing manifests itself a1 sea-level
on the extreme western coasts before any high land

I, and thenceforward there is a' progressive
ssion id temperature, regardless of mountain and

valley, sunshine and dullness, rainfall and drvness,
thus placing th. subject on a very different footing
from that of the Fohn.
Now that the upper-air conditions are being so

ly observed, daily and almost hourly, it should
be possible at no distant date to accumulate sufficient

evidence to make a special investigation of the cir-

cumstances, above and below, which combine to pro-
dui e the temperature effects described above, and thus
i" .liable us to arrive at the correct explanation of
their causation and to predict their occurrence.

.) The Grove, Isleworth. Hy. Harries.

The Perception of Sound.

Before the discussion on the physiology of the
internal ear is closed, it might be well to direct atten-
tion to a point in connection with the supposed neces-
sity of the auditory nerve transmitting the very large
number of impulses corresponding with the vibrations
constituting musical tones.

Although the pitch of a particular tone is, sav,

640 d.v. per second, it is not necessary that, in order
to recognise, it, we should listen to that tone for a
whole second of time. Prof. McKendrick many vears
ago demonstrated that wo could recognise as distinct

from its predecessor and successor a note in a musical
composition if it were listened to for only i/64th of a
second. In such a case this would mean that onlv
ten condensations would affect the organ of Corti,

and presumably only ten nerve-impulses ascend the
auditory nerve. Prof. McKendrick, with whom it was
my privilege to be associated at that time, studied
the surface of the wax-cylinder records of musical

.-.itions recorded for reproduction by the phono-
graph.

Since the speed of rotation of the cylinder was
known, the number of impressions in the wax corre-
sponding with each of a series of tones could be ascer-

tained; and it was found that, in order to recognise

any given tone, it was only necessary to " hear

"

that tone for not longer than i/64th of a second.

If I remember correctly, a shorter period still was
in some cases demonstrated to be sufficient.

Now if, say, i/iooth of a second is long enough,
it is clear that the hearing of quite high tones could

1 cted by a comparatively small number of vibra-

tions or disturbances in the internal ear and of sub-
sequent impulses in the nerve.

A tone of 2000 d.v. per second could be recognised

by 20 impulses, and one of 10,000 pitch by 100, and
on. Apparently the auditory nerve is competent to

transmit individual impulses of that order of fre-

quency.

It seems to me that attention to this point will make
iroblem of hearing rather simpler than at first it

appears by removing the necessity for believing that,

in order to appreciate a note of a given pitch, we
require to have the auditory nerve transmitting the

large number of impulses corresponding with the large

1 1 if vibrations which, according to physicists,

i
- the pitch or number per second of that note. In

- ords the different tones in a musical com-
p.>-iiiun follow one another with such rapidity that
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no particular note is produced for a whole m
and, therefore, not perceived for a whole second.

But, on ill'' other hand, it is clear that we ian

listen to a high-pitched note for a second or for a

minute or for any length of time. When we are

hcaiing a note of 20,000 d.v. per second pitch, we are

almost certainly not receiving 20,000 impulse? per

second into the central nervous system, To take an
analogy from vision: when we perceive red light, we
are certainly not receiving anything like (395x10")

impulses per second, which is the "pitch" of red

light. If, in seeing coloured light, such an enormous
number of vibrations in the aether affect the retina,

there must be something of a very different character

as regards frequency, which, ascending the optic

nerve, so stimulates the visual centre that we see

coloured light.

We have in perceptual consciousness qualitative

differences corresponding with objective quantitative

differences, an ever-present problem of psycho-physics

;

and no one has ever suggested that our optic nerves

and visual centres are dealing with impulses at many
millions a second. Why, then, may we not apply the

same reasoning to the ear?
When we are listening to all possible tones from,

say, 1000 d.v. per second pitch to 40,000, may we
not somehow have in consciousness qualitative differ-

ences corresponding with objective quantitative (arith-

metical) differences? We cannot, apparently, be more
definite than this.

In the case of the eye there is no conceivable pos-

sibility of an identity between the rhythm of optic-

nerve impulses and that of the vibrations of the

aether ; is it not by analogy probable that neither is

there anv direct correspondence between the auditory

nerve-impulses and the periodicity of sonorous vibra-

tions? D. Fraser Harris.
Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S.,

November 29, 1918.

A Mistaken Butterfly.

Though I cannot claim any special knowledge of

insect behaviour, I hope you will allow me to make
a few remarks on "A Mistaken Butterfly" discussed

in Nature for September 5 and December 12, 1918. I

have my doubts as to whether it was the butterflies

or the observers who were mistaken. A butterfly

does not always alight on a flower, or on what it

supposes to be one, but appears frequently to alight

for rest. Now, in selecting a resting-place, it will

naturally select a good "taking-off " position, and the

knob of a hatpin and a golf ball are evidently from
the butterfly's point of view good "taking-off" posi-

tions, especially the golf ball, it being surrounded by
no good "taking-off" places, and its whiteness would
help to direct attention to it.

A number of years ago I met two keen entomo-
logists in Italy who were disappointed in not suc-

ceeding in capturing a butterfly they particularly

wanted, though they had seen a number, but failed

to net them. As I knew where that particular

butterfly was likely to be found, I took my walk in

that direction the following day, and on returning

presented my friends with two specimens of the

butterfly. These were captured without a net, by
what I imagine is a well-known method. When the

butterfly alighted I approached it from behind, keep-

ing as well out of the range of its eyes as possible, and
moving very slowly. When within arm's reach the

hand was slowly stretched out, keeping it as low as

possible and behind the insect. When the stalking is

carefullv done a capture is e, nerally made, and the

wings, before lifting it, may be folded to prevent
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their upper surfaces being damaged by contact will:

the fingers.

Xuu iii the case of the two butterflies refei

mm
1 picked off a leaf of a bush, and the other

ed nn my shoulder. I do not think lie >. an
so easily picked up if they have settled on flowers, as

they are there on business, and are restless ami away
whenever they have accomplished their object.

John Aitken.
Ardenlea, Falkirk, December 17.

THE FUTURE OF BRITISH MINERAL
RESOURCES.

NOW that the activities of a number of Govern-
ment Departments, which were called into

existence by the exigencies of the war, are

happily likely to be nearing their end, we may hope
to see the reports of their work given to the public

;

it is to be desired that a mass of valuable informa-

tion, accumulated often at vast expense, should not

be relegated to the limbo of a cobwebbed official

pigeon-hole, but should be made generally avail-

able. It is scarcely to be expected that many of

these reports will be as valuable as that lately

issued by the Controller of the Department for the

Development of Mineral Resources in the United

Kingdom (Cd. 9184, price 6d. net), seeing that

Sir Lionel Phillips was one of the rare exceptions

amongst the small army of Controllers appointed

by the Government, inasmuch as he had a

thorough acquaintance with his subject before he
assumed control ; perhaps also that is why he did

not hold his office for very long. It is character-

istic of the attitude of the Ministry of Munitions
towards a courageous and capable official under
it, that the Minister takes special care to state

that he accepts no responsibility for the opinions

and conclusions contained in this report.

The report consists first of a summary of the

conclusions arrived at by the Controller, and then

of a part divided into two sections, dealing with

statistics of production and the inferences to be
drawn therefrom. For the numerous valuabli

tables contained in this report the original must
necessarily be consulted, but some of the con-

clusions of Sir Lionel Phillips deserve both study

and comment. He shows clearly that the native

British production of non-ferrous metals falls far

short of our requirements in normal times, as

follows :

—

iciion. Consumption.
Pon Tons

Lead 17,000 ... 179,000
Tin
Zinc

Copper

The tendency oi the report is to show that no

very great improvement in output is to be ex-

pected, except perhaps in a few isolated instances
;

it is shown that the output of non-ferrous metals

has been falling off continuously for the last sixty

years. The main causes assigned for this fact are

the impoverishment or exhaustion of the deposits,

and the increased costs of ore extraction and of

pumping on one hand, and fall in value of metal

on the other. Sir Lionel Phillips also lays stress

5, '39
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. the mismanagemi 1 many mines, the

unbusinesslike methods employed, and the lack

ration and combination amongst mine-

owners. He furthei directs attention to .mother
drawback, of which all engaged in the manage-
ment of mi tal mines in this country are only too

\sell aware, in g words:—"Labour in

non-ferrous mines has in the past been paid

on rat the wages have been, more-
- the reward for part-time

having small farms of

their own or being habituated to dual occupations.

The system is utterly pernicious, and involves

great wast • n's time and energy in going
nd from the scenes of respective work, and

tils poor efficiency all round. It has endured
from time immemorial, and any change that may

: 1 1 mly be very gradually
effected.

"

This criticism upon the labour conditions is

', and will be endorsed by even one
who knows the system of working, especially in

our lead and ;:inc mines. It is evident that with
iverished deposits, poor management, and in-

nt labour the outlook for the non-ferrous

metal-mining industry is not a very bright one.

There are, however, a number of other difficulties

to be contended with; perhaps the most serious

is the question of taxation. It is clearly pointed
out that "mines are, at best, wasting assets,"

and that "in all mines earning profits the amounts
distributed to proprietors as dividends or profits

insist not only of income, hut include the return

oi capital as well. . . . To tax mining profits on
iliis basis is to tax capital as well as income, and
to differentiate unfairly against persons who in-

fo mines." Furthermore, the present system
oi taxation discourages the formation of a reserve

fund to meet the inevitable fluctuations of mining,
and as the report says : "Reserve funds so derived
should not be taxed. Similarly, the tax-gatherer
should not levy toll upon sums spent out of profits

in development." Sir Lionel Phillips does not go
on to draw the inevitable inference that the un-
happy state of the metal-mining industry has to

a large extent been brought about by this in-

judicious system of taxation ; it is, however, clear

enough that the discouragement of development
must tend to leave mines impoverished or ex-

hausted, since it prevents the discovery of new-

deposits or shoots of ore. It is hopeless to expect
a sound policy of management when the accumu-
lation of a reserve fund, which should form the

basis of such a policy, is mulcted in taxes. Sir

Lionel Phillips does not think that compulsion
could be applied to force mining companies to

side each year out of profits sums estimated
as sufficient to redeem their capital; in France,
however, the building up of a "legal reserve" is

obligatory, and tin system appears to work quite
torily.

There is very much in this report that will

repay careful perusal, and stress may well be laid

upon the rei ions which urge the forma-
tion of a Mines Department for the United King-
dom, this Department having for its object the
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1 ment of the home mi)
industry. The report is careful to point out that
nothing more than advice and assistance is re-

quired from a Government Department; as the
Controller says: "That there has been too little

interference by Government in the past will lie

iierallv admitted. That there can well be too
much interference is equally obvious. . . . Govern-
ment cannot, I believe, undertake any industrial
work as efficiently as individuals whose material
well-being depends upon the result. The nation-
alisation of mines would, therefore, be disadvan-
tageous to the country. ... In most industrial

enterprises, and certainly in mines, there is an
element of hazard which fortune-seekers are
willing and are bound to take, but which the
G01 1 rnment ought not to, and permanent officials

never would, take." There is no doubt that these
opinions would receive the unanimous endorse-
ment of all mining engineers experienced in the
direction of British mining enterprises, and it is

to be hoped that the Government of the countrv
will give heed to the findings of the Controller
of this important Department of national industry.

H. Louts.

SI PERSATURATION AND TURBINE
THEORY. 1

1 I has become of late years increasingly obvious
•*• that the equilibrium state of saturation,

assumed as the basis of the theory of the steam-
engine, does not apply accurately to the case of

rapid expansion, especially in turbines. Steam
in rapid expansion does not even begin to condense
until its temperature has fallen far below the satu-

ration limit. This fact has been familiar for many
years as a general property of vapours called

supersaturation, but it was not realised until re-

cently that it might produce effects which could

not be ignored in practice. Many authorities (e.g.

Prof. Rateau, "Flow of Steam," 1905) held that

there was no appreciable retard in the condensa-
tion even in a steam-nozzle where the expansion
reaches the limit of rapidity. On the other hand,

Callendar and Nicolson (Proc. Inst. C.E., 1897)
found experimental evidence of supersaturation

in the cvlinder of a reciprocating engine at com-
paratively low speeds. Assuming that the adia-

batic of supersaturated steam was simply a con-

tinuation of that of superheated steam, they calcu-

lated that a loss of 20 per cent, of available heat-

drop would result at low pressures if there were
no condensation ; but as there was known to be

a limit to the state of supersaturation they esti-

mated that the actual loss due to this cause would
not exceed 5 per cent, to 10 per cent, in practice,

depending on the range and rapidity of expansion.

The first definite measurement of the super-

saturation limit was obtained by Mr. C. T. R.

Wilson (Phil. Trans. R.S., 1897) by expanding
water vapour mixed with air at 20° C. ft was

1 ;hat the mixture could be expanded in the

nee of dust or other nuclei without any con-
" New Theory of the Steam Turbine." By Harold Medway Martin.

Reprinted from Engmeei • :?i folding diagrrm.
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ition occurring until the density of the vapour

was about eight times that of saturation al the

tempi iture, but that beyond this point the

condensation was so dense as to suggest that a

1 atural limit of supersaturation had been re;

Experiments on steam-jets by Barus and others

suggested a similar limit for steam at high tcm-

ures free from air, though the precise ratio

ol density required could not be directly obtained

from such experiments. Taking the densit) ratio

given by Wilson as the limit of supersaturat on,

the discharge through a nozzle was calculated bj

Callendar (Proc. tnsl . January, 1915),

and shown to afford a reasonable explanation of

well-known anomalies.

Admitting' the supersaturation limit thus defineS

the discharge through a nozzle comes out about

5 per cent, greater than that given by the older

view, and agrees much better with the results of

experiment. The available heat-drop to the super-

saturation limit is about 5 per cent, less, involving

a corresponding loss of .work. So far the result

is definite, depending only on the limit assumed
and the equation of the adiabatic, which is fairly

certain. Beyond this point the loss must depend

on the rate of expansion, but it is still possible

to calculate an upper and a lower limit. The
maximum heat-drop is obtained by assuming that,

when once condensation has started, the tempera-

ture follows the ordinary saturation limit in isen-

tropic expansion, in which case there is no further

loss of available heat-drop. On the other hand,

assuming- that the temperature cannot fall appre-

ciably below- the supersaturation limit, however
rapid the expansion, the maximum loss is obtained

bv assuming that the temperature follows the

supersaturation limit, in which case the loss con-

tinually increases with increase of entropy, but

reaches a nearly constant percentage, about S per

cent., of the total heat-drop at low pressures.

In the work before us the author adopts a

slightly different definition of the supersaturation

limit. Instead of taking a simple ratio of densities

as proposed by Wilson, he assumes that the

effective radius of the supersaturation nucleus

remains constant at different temperatures. In the

absence of experimental evidence at high tempera-

tures, it is scarcely possible to decide between the

two assumptions, except that the first is the

simpler in application. The two corresponding

curves for the supersaturation limit agree so closely

at pressures between 1 lb. and 15 lb. that they

give practically identical results when applied to

any turbine problem. Now that one of the leading-

exponents of turbine theory has set the example

we may confidently expect that other useful appli-

( ations of the supersaturation hypothesis will

follow, and that more accurate determinations of

the limit will be made in the near future.

The "New 'I hours " gives an example of one

such application of great practical interest

—

namely, the effect of superheat in improving- the

which 1 ins the hypothesis of super-

saturation, and throws light on the probable state

of the steam in an actual turbine by comparing
theory with experiment.
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Ai-i ording to the older theory of isentropic ex-
pansion of saturated steam, the effect of a mode-

gra ol iuperheat in improving the relative

icy of a turbine should be practically negli-

gible, whereas even the earliest experiments in

this direction showed that the improvement was
strongly marked. The improvement was g< nerally

attributed to elimination of friction due to the

presence of water (Stodola, "Steam Turbines,"
p. 137), but Osborne Reynolds showed this ex-

planation to be unsatisfactory. The supersatura-

tion theory of expansion requires that the improve-
ment should be most marked in the early stages

of superheat, owing to the reduction of supersatu-

ration losses, which diminish most rapidly with

the first rise of temperature. The most trustworthy

and recent experimental results on the improve-
ment due to superheat are probably those given
bv the correction curves of Baumann (Journ. Inst.

Elect. Eng., 191
1 ), which are generally regarded

as accurately representing the case of the modern
high-speed turbine.

.Mr. Martin show-s that these results can be
satisfactorily explained on the supersaturation

hypothesis provided that we are prepared to admii

that the temperature of the steam, after condensa-
tion has set in, remains much nearer the super-

saturation than the saturation limit, dividing the
interval in the ratio 1 to 4. His method, involv-

ing the estimation of reheat factors, may appear
indirect, but tends, if anything, to exaggerate the

effect of superheat in reducing the supersaturation

losses. The present writer has made many
similar calculations, which corroborate Mr.
Martin's, and tend to show that the temperature
of the steam must be very near the supersaturation

limit in the later stages of expansion in a high-

speed turbine. A result so strongly at variance

with the generally accepted theory cannot fail to

act as a stimulus to further research on the effects

of supersaturation, and may lead to appreciable

improvements in design when proper account is

taken of these essential physical properties of
steam H. L. Callendar.

THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF PHTHISIS. 1

TUBERCULOSIS, and particularly pulmonary
tuberculosis (phthisis, or consumption of

the lungs), still remains one of the health problems

of the age. The Medical -Research Committee
has, therefore, been well advised to institute an

inquiry into the epidemiology of phthisis in Great

Britain and Ireland, of which this report by Dr.

John Brownlee is the outcome.

The present investigation is a statistical analysis

of the Registrar-General's returns of mortality,

mainly for the five decades 1851-60 to 1891-1900,

for t'ne constituent countries as a whole and

also for certain districts of them. By this means
remarkable differences are brought out respecting

the age at which the maximum death-rate from

phthisis occurs in different localities. If we take

the deaths of males from phthisis in England and

1 An Investigation into the Ep
anil Ireland. Medical Research Committee, Special Report
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Wall es from 250
per million ;it fifteen years of age to a maxim*

2750 per million al forty-seven years of age, after

which il steadily declines to 500 per million al eighty

years g almost symmetrical.

For London the curve is much the same, though
steeper, because the maximum death-rate is

higher, being 4500 per million at fifty yeai

age. Lancashire and Staffordshire show .1 very
similar curve. If, however, we lake the figures

for North Wales for males for the same pi

(1901-10), the death-rate rises abruptly from 500
million at fifteen years of age to 2800

million at twenty-three years of age, continues at

about this level up to fifty years of age, then rises

slightly up to sixty years of age, and then declines

(the curve for Norfolk is much the same). The
curves for London and for North Wales are thus

utterly different. Cornwall shows a well-marked
secondary rise, and the form of the curve is the

same whether the tin-miners, who are specially

prone to phthisis, be included or not. For this

county the phthisis death-rate rises to about 2600
per million at thirty ye; . declines to 1300
per million at forty years of age, rises again to

3250 at sixtv years of age, and then falls.

Similar differences are met with in Scotland.
The phthisis death-rate among males in Shetland
for the years 1881-1900 rises steeply to 6000 per

million at twenty-three years of age; it then falls

almost regularly to 1500 per million at fifty years
of age, and continues at about this level until

seventy is reached. For Midlothian, including
Edinburgh, on the other hand, the curve is very
similar to the London one, with a maximum death-

rate of 3750 per million at 42.I year<

age. For Ireland the curve is not unlike the Shet-
land one, a maximum death-rate of 4500 per
million being attained at twenty-seven years of

age, with the exception that it declines almost
regularly to 500 per million at seventy-five.

From these and other data the conclusion is

arrived at that phthisis or consumption of the

lungs is not a single disease, but rather a group
of diseases, of which one type attacks the young
adult, the commonest age of death lying between
twenty and twenty-five; a second type has
its incidence at middle life, killing most com-
monly between forty-five and fifty, while a third

type may exist, but less certainly distinguished,

with its 1 hief mortality between fifty-five and sixty-

five, !n diseases such as cerebro-spinal fever and
pneumonia four or five different races or varieties

of the respective specific micro-organisms are now
known to exist, and the results of this statistical

inquiry suggest that something of the same nature
may obtain as regards the tubercle bacillus of

pulmonary tuberculosis or phthisis. In the intro-

duction to the report it is stated that the bac-
teriologist has not yet discovered "type" differ-

ences among the human tubercle bacilli of

phthisis. This- statement is not altogether correct,
for certain observers have arrived at the conclusion
that there are at least two types of the human
tubercle bacillus of phthisis with distinctly dif-
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ferent properties, which may be differentiated by
certain methods. Other matter of considerable
interest is also included in the report, viz. an
examination of the phthisis death-rate in London
since 1631, the relationship of phthisis to certain

occupations (among tin-miners the death-rate is

16,500 per million at fifty to fifty-live, while among
coal-miners it never rises above 2000), and the

relationship of phthisis to environment. The
report is illustrated with twenty-six diagrams
showing the phthisis and other death-rates in

graphic form, which give a far better idea than

words could do of the variations alluded to above.

R. T. Hewlett.

NOTES.
I"hi rs .who have bun advocating the

ric drive of ship propellers will read with mixed
announcement made on January 2 bv Mr.

Daniels, the Secretary of the U.S. Navy, that in the
future all the capital ships of that Navy will be elec-

trically driven. There is no reason to doubt that the
new American Dreadnought—the New Mexico—is a.

success. Steam turbines are used, and in order
to get their highest efficiency they must be kept
running at high speeds. The ship's propellers run at

much lower speeds, and so direct driving is out of

the question. The turbines are directly coupled to

dynamos, and the electric power generated is trans-
mitted to motors directly coupled to the propellers.

The relative speed of the turbines and the shafts can
bi adjusted to any desired value with the greatest

by merely turning the controller-handle. The
experiments undertaken in this country a few years
ago were carried out in a timid and hesitating wav
both from the engineering and the financial point of
view, and the results were generally disappointing to

the electrician designers. It is possible, but bv no
means probable, that slow-speed turbines mav be
developed in the future. In the meantime, we hope
that British shipbuilders will make larger use of the

1 'i trie drive in the future than thev have in the past.

The Times for January 3 announces that the world's
altitude record has been broken by a British biplane,

which flew from Martlesham Heath and attained a
height of 30,500 ft.-— 1500 ft. higher than the summit
of Mount Everest. The machine was piloted by Capt.
Andrew Lang, R.A.F., with Lieut. Blowes as ob-
server, Capt. Lang having previously made two
attempts to beat the American record. It is of con-

able interest to note that the height attained was
limited by the failure of petrol-pump pressure, due to

the raritv of the air, and not by the aerodynamic
performance of the machine. The machine was fitted

with a Napier Lion engine, but it is not stated whether
forced induction was employed to keep up the engine
power at this enormous altitude, where the air density

is only 28 per cent, of its ground value and the tem-
perature of the order — 40° C. It would appear, how-
ever, that even greater heights could be reached if

minor difficulties, such as those connected with car-

liuration at low temperatures and the maintenance of

the pilot's comfort, were overcome. Meanwhile, it

i tying that '
: bould be held bv British

aviators, and we hope that it may continue to bi

the future.

President Wilson has n a most cordial

reception in Rome during the pasl few days. He has

been admitted a membei ci ademia dei
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Lincei, and on January 4 received representa
ill. chief universities of Italy. We learn from the

account "I the visit given by the Times corresp lenl

at Rome thai the first to be presented were repre-

sentatives of the University of Rome, headed by the

rector, Prof. Tonelli. Signor Salandra, as president

of the faculty of law, read an address in Latin re-

• .Hinting the achievements of the President, and con-

ferring on him the degree of doctor in jurisprudence

(honoris causa). The diploma was then presented by

Prof. Tonelli. There followed representatives of the

University of Padua, headed by Prof. Lori, who con-

ferred on the President the degree of doctor of laws.

Next came the turn of the University of Bologna.
Mr. Wilson had already received a degree from the

university, but Prof. Galanli gave a special greeting

in the name of the- university. Last came the Marquis
Torrigiani, who, in the name of the University of

Florence, conferred on the President the degree of

doctor in letters.

The Director of the British Museum (Natural His-

torv) has received the following letter from the

National Museum of Natural Sciences, Madrid :—
" Please let us congratulate very warmly your museum
on the end of the great war, so glorious an end for

your country and for the cause of universal freedom
and peace.—Believe us, sir, yours very friendly,

Ignacio Bolivar (director), Eduardo H. Pacheco,

Joaquin Gonzalez Hidalgo, Luis Lozano, Lucas F.

Navarro, Angel Cabrera, Antonio de Zulueta, Ricardo
Mercel, Candido Bolivar, and Romualdo Gonzales
Fragoso." The director of the Museo Nacional wishes
the letter to be taken, not as a mere formula of

courtesy, but as an expression of sincere feelings of

sympathy on the part of the signatories towards this

country. We feel sure that our readers will cordially

appreciate and reciprocate this friendly message from
Spain.

The Faraday Society has arranged a general dis-

cussion on "The Present Position of the Theory of

lonisation," to be held on Tuesday, January 21, from

5 to 6.30 and from 8 to 10 p.m. in the rooms of the

Chemical Society, Burlington House, W.i. Sir J. J.

Thomson will preside over the discussion, which will

be opened by Prof. G. Senter. Among contributors of

papers will be Prof. S. Arrhenius (Stockholm) Prof.

S. F. Acree (Syracuse, U.S.A.), Capt. J. W. McBain,
Mr. W. R. Bousfield, Dr. E. Newberv, Dr. N. R.
Dhar (Paris), Dr. Henrv J. S. Sand,' Prof. A. W.
Porter, Dr. E. B. R. Prideaux, and Capt. J. R.

Partington.

We notice with much regret the announcement of

the death on January 6, at sixty years of age, of Col.

Theodore Roosevelt, ex-President of the United States

of America, and distinguished in the scientific world
by his observations on big game and his work for the

establishment of bird reservations and other means of

conserving places and objects of natural beauty and
interest.

The death is announced, in his eighty-ninth year,
of Dr. Thomas Buzzard, consulting physician to the
National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic,
Queen Square, London ; ex-president of the Clinical,
Neurological, and Harveian Societies; a foreign corre-
sponding member of the SocUte

1

de Neurolgie of Paris;
and the author of many works on diseases of the
nervous system.

News has just reached us of the death on October 1

last, in his sixty-first year, of the distinguished mathe-
matician-philosopher, Gaston Milhaud, professor at the
Sorbonne, Paris. Prof. Milhaud occupied an ah lost
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unique position, indicated in the special subject for

which hi-, 1 hair was created by the Sorbonne in 1909,
"Historj oi Philosoph.3 in iis Relations with the
Sciences." His strong historical 3ensi made him
especially sympathetic as a philosopher, and enabled
him almost instinctively to place himsell al another
philosopher's point of view—a rare intellectual gift.

His first published work, " Lecons sur les origines
de la ci grecque;" a] ipeai ed in 1803, and m;
the special direction of his studies. It was followed
in the next year by "L'Essai sur les conditions et les

limites de la certitude logique." This was his thesis

for the Doctorat es lettres, and aroused great inter' si,

pas ing through several editions. Prof. Milhaud is better
known in this country by his books " Les philosopher
iM'uiuetres de la Grece" and "Etudes sur la pens£e
scientifique chez les Grecs et les Moderncs." During
his last years he had been engaged on a special study
of Descartes. Portions of this have appeared from
time to time in reviews, and the whole, we hope, will

now be published.

Count Hertling, German ex-Imperial Chancellor,
was one of the great political leaders who combined
philosophy as a profession with statesmanship. His
first professorship was at Bonn, and in 1880 he
became ausserordentliche professor of philosophv in

the University of Munich. His principal books are
" Materie und Form und die Definition der Seele bei

Aristoteles " (1871), " Ueber die Grenze der mechanische
Naturerklarung" (1875), "Albertus Magnus" (1880),

and "John Locke und die Schule von Cambridge"
(1892). He was also the author of numerous articles

on political philosophy.

Owing to the exciting events which were happening
last year, the death of Marcel Deprez, one of the
greatest of electricians, on October 18 last, has almost
passed unnoticed in this country. In his early life

Deprez made many valuable researches by means of
various novel devices on the pressures developed in

cannons during explosion. It was not until 1S81,

however, when he was thirty-eight years old, that he
devoted himself to the application of electricity to

industrial purposes. In that year, in conjunction with
Carpentier, he patented the method of transmitting
power by high-tension electricity, using step-up and
step-down transformers. His profound faith in theorv
enabled him to surmount the many difficulties with
which the early pioneers of power transmission were
faced. Deprez was the first to prove that the method
was commercially feasible. His study of the curves
devised by John Hopkinson to explain the working of
a dynamo led him to the invention of the compound
winding by means of which the voltage of a dvnamo
can be maintained constant at al! loads. In con-
junction with d'Arsonval and Carpentier he invented
a series of measuring instruments which are in

common use in every country in the world. In 1S90
Deprez was elected professor of industrial electricity

at the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers. A long
illness and the war prevented him from completing
several important scientific and industrial researches
on which he was engaged. We unite with our French
confreres in paying homage to the memory of one
whose inventions have played such a notable part in

the industrial development of the world.

The death at Tacoma, Washington, U.S.A., on
November 14, 1918, is announced of Prof. George
Francis Atkinson, head of the department of botany at

Cornell University since 1S96. Born in 1854, and
educated at Cornell, where he graduated in 1885, Prof.
Atkinson was appointed associate professor of crypto-
gamic botany at his own university in 1893. In 1894
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In issued, under the title of "The Study of the Bio-

1 Ferns by the Collodion Method," a useful, prac-

study of fern-structure, especially of the sporangia,
.1. But bis work was

mainly oil the fungi, and he published numerous
rs on the life-history, physiology, and taxonomj

.(i members of this group. .Much of his work dealt

with fungi as the cause of disease, especially in cotton

.md other cultivated plants. As a guest of the British

iation and an active member of the meetings of

I iternational Botanical Congress at Vienna in 1905
! Brussels in 1910, Prof. Atkinson was known

onally to, many British botanists. He took a keen
interest in the meetings of the Section of Nomen-
clature ai Vienna and Brussels, particularly as regards

the various groups of cryptogams.

On January 1 last, by arrangement with the

Director of the Meteorological Office, the Morning Post

commenced the regular publication of the weather map
of the previous evening (6 p.m.). The map, two
columns wide, is on the same scale as those for 1 a.m.,

7 a.m., and 1 p.m. which are given in the official

Daily Weather Report. There would seem to be con-
oid. 1 able delay in the telegraph service of observa-

tions from France, for while reports from the Low-

Countries, Scandinavia, and Iceland arrive in time

for inclusion in the map, those from France are con-

spicuous by their absence so far. Their prompt arrival

would add greatly to the value of the map. Wireless
reports from ships out at sea are to be added as soon

as the new service is organised.

The year 1918 ended with a remarkably mild
December, the mean temperature at Greenwich for

the month being 45-8°, which is 5-8° in excess of the

normal. The whole month was mild except two days

at Christmas and on December 20 and 21. The
1 temperature was 2-6° higher than November,

and it was warmer than any of the months from
1

j to April inclusive. December was also very
damp, although the rainfall was 0-25 in. less than the

lal. At Greenwich the mean temperature for 191S

was 50-5°, which is 0-5° above the average. The
warmest month was August, with a mean 62-9°, and

i

in July the mean was 62-6° January was the
j

coldest month, with the mean 397°. The change 1

of temperature from month to month was greatest

from April to May, the mean increasing from
45 2 to 56-4°, a difference of 11-2°. Rain fell

on 190 days at Greenwich during the year; the

gate measurement was 285 in., which is 5 in.

more than the normal. July was the wettest month
with 734 in., which is 516 in. more than the normal; !

the month was the wettest July on record, whilst
j

October, 1880, is the only month at any period of the
j

vear with a heavier rainfall during the last hundred
September was also very wet, the rainfall

measuring 272 in. more than the normal, and at
|

Greenwich it was the wettest September since 1896;
[

of recent years September has been generally dry.
|

March was the driest month with 097 in., and
February was almost equally dry. Snow fell in

London on seventeen days, all from January to April ; !

there was no snow during the later months of the year. I

Bright sunshine was registered for [510 hours, which
is forty-two hours more than the normal. June was
the brightest month with 224 hours' duration of sun-
shine, and December the dullest with only twenty-six

bright hours.

Prof. df. Quervain, the well-known Swiss seismo-
. lias mad'- a suggestion which deserves the

I attention of our military authorities and of

scientific men in this country. There are at present
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large stocks of high explosives in every country which
eannot be preserved and must be denitrated or
exploded. He _ suggests that fifty tons should be ex-
ploded at definite times and under various atmospheric
conditions, and that observers in all the surrounding
area should be requested to listen for the sound. Prof,
de Quervain is discussing the neo ssary arrangements
for making such experimental explosions in Switzer-
land with the military authorities of that country; and
it would be difficult to support too strongly his wish
that concurrent experiments should be made in Great
Britain. If made in the neighbourhood of seismo-
logical stations—for example, near Eskdalemuir—the
experiments might be of military value. They could
not fail to throw far more light than accidental un-
prepared explosions on the many problems presented
by the transmission of sound-waves by the atmosphere.
YVe may add that the Swiss War Office has already
presented ten thousand kilograms of lead and steel

from its surplus stores for the bob of the new three-

component seismograph.

We have received from the Scripps Institution for

Biological Research, University of California, a copy
of a lecture by Dr. Francis B. Sumner on the value
to mankind of experiments on animals. Public
opinion over here tends to dismiss the subject as
chose jugee : and one of the many lessons of the war
has been in the proof that thousands and thousands
of our men have been safeguarded against tvphoid
and tetanus by methods gained from experiments on
animals. Perhaps in the United States there is more
need of this sort of scientific propaganda : and this

lecture is a very good historical review of the whole
subject. We will not here go over the ground which
we have won. But Dr. Sumner makes a point which
some of us are apt to forget. He directs attention to

the fact that some of the more violent opponents
nf all experiments on animals are not only lovers

of animals, but haters of science and of orthodox
medicine. He quotes, for instance, an invitation from
the lady who is president of the New York Anti-

Vivisection Society to "all anti-vaccinationists, anti-

vivisectionists, eclectics, homoeopaths, chiropaths,
osteopaths, naturopaths of al! branches, Christian
Scientists, New-Thoughtists, Theosophists, Medical
Freedomists, and all brave and honest physicians of

the allopathic school (who secretlv denounce the

machinations and conduct of the political doctors) to

enrol as active participants in an Association of Free
People against Medical Tyranny." And there are one
or two people among us over here who talk more or
less like this. It may be perfectly true that the
medical man is no better than he ought to be. But, as
Dickens says, what a blessing it would be if we were
all of us only as good as we ought to be !

The Kew Bulletin (No. 10, 1918) contains a remark-
able letter sent to Kew by the late Mr. C. O.
Farquharson, mycologist in Nigeria, who was drowned
as the result of the loss at sea through collision of

the s.s. Burutu, on which ill-fated ship he was coming
home on leave (see Nature, November 7, 1918). The
letter is an epitome of Mr. Farquharson 's life-work in

Nigeria, and gives a very graphic account of the

nature of the work of a tropical mycologist, the methods
by which he sought to solve the many difficult

problems with which he was confronted, and the kind
of education that his experience had led him to believe

best for such work. In the course of the It tier si me
interesting observations on the cultivation of ground-

nuts and on cacao diseases are recorded. The main
theme of the letter is that most tropical diseases of

cultivated plants are amenable to good cultivation and

proper sanitation, and that spraving and the introduc-
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.if entomogenous fungi to kill in-. <

rather an expression oi ignorance than a real means
of combating the troubles dui to insect and fungus
pests. Thi letter is deserving of careful attention by

all tropical mycologists and b) those interested in

problems of tropical agriculture, as well as by those

who are concerned with the training of mycoli

for \\ ork in our Colonies.

The botanical collections made on Mount K
Sumatra, i> Messrs. C. 11. Robinson and 1.. Boden
Kloss have recentlj been worked out by Mr. 11. N.

Ridley ami published in vol. viii., pari iv., of the

Journal of the Federated States Musi urns. Mr. Ridley

has described the flowering plant- and ferns, and the

accounts of the mosses and Thallophytes an- tin- work
of Mr. II. N. Dixon and Miss Lorrain Smith respec-

tively. These collections throw much light on the

highland Mora of Sumatra, and it is remarkable that

the flora of so large and accessible an island should

heretofore have received so little attention. One new

genus, Hovella, and no fewer thai. One lien. lied and

forty-two new species of plants an described, a large

number being orchids. It is of interest to find thai

there is a considerable Himalayan element present in

lh. Sumatran highlands, and some of the genera en

also found in Borneo and Malaya. In Malaya, how-
ever, the) occur only in the Telom mountain district.

.The Sumatran and javan mountain floras appear very

similar. Two interesting plants, Goodyera schlech-

tendaliana and Potamogeton oxyphyllus, var. fauriei,

have, previous to this, only been recorded from China
and Japan. The distribution of the Gesneraceae is

also very interesting, and affords ground for a com-

parison of the floras of India, Malaya, and Java with

that of Sumatra. A very remarkable new (

('. hypolytroid.es, was found at 7300 ft. on Korinchi

Teak", 'with stems b ft. in height, the whole plant

being quite distinct in appearance from any other

known Carex.

A VALUABLE contribution to West Australian

botany, made by Dr. C. H. Ostenfeld, of Copen-
hagen, has appeared in Dansk Botanisk Arkiv (No. 6,

1916, and No. 8, 1918). Dr. Ostenfeld's studies are

based on his visit to Australia with the British Asso-

siation in 1914. In the first part the "sea-grasses"

belonging to the families Potamogetonaceae and
Hydrocharitaceae are described, with an excellent

series of figures in the text, and a new specii --.

Cymodocea angustata, is described. A full biological

account, including a description of tine peculiar vivi-

parv of Cymodocea antarctica, is given under each

species. In part ii. particular attention is given to

the genera Triglochin, Crassula, and Frankenia, with

good plates and text-figures, several new species being

described. The opening paper consists of a general

account of the vegetation with a map, and the man-
grove formation, the sandy seashore formation, the

salt-pan formation, the sand-dune formation, and the

savannah forest Formation an discussed in detail.

An interesting and characteristic tree of the savannah
forest is Idansonia gregorii, the only species of this

genus known outside Africa. All the other species

are confined to tn ;

al \frica, and the original home
of the genus appears to have been Madagascar. The
Chenopodiacese collected by Dr. Ostenfeld are

described in part ii. bj Mr. O. Paulsen, and four new-

species are: described and figured.

A BRIEF, but extremeh int mint of the

spawning of the little smelt (Leuresthes tenuis)

appears in California Fisi iv., No. 4).

This fish appears in immense shoals on all sandy
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beaches neai San Diego during Match, April, and
May on ill- second, third, and fourth nights after full

moon at full tide. Hue,, schools; th 1 the
mouth of small fresh-water stream, foi the purpose
of spawning in the sand. Th,- fish apparently strivi

'hem.
As ill, n edes each wriggles down int.. the
sand, at the same time re , and sperm. 'I hi

reproductive products discharged, the return to ib-

is made in sprinj nto the next high
that reaches them. The fertilisation of the eggs thus
laid in tit.- sand is effected during tie up of
lb.- sand ie, ih. waves as they rush up tin- i„ ...

|

Since these events take place at night, usually from
ten i" one o'clock, those who ha've mad.- thi se observa-
tions are t>> be congratulated, for thej have accom-

much under very trying conditions.

Tin: Amen ewm Journal, vol. xviii., No. 6,
contains a brief description of a remarkably perfect

skeleton of an Oligocene alligator, from the Big Bad
Lands of South Dakota. Though found some Mars
e;;n, thi tossil has onl] recently been extracted from
its matrix. This is a find of some importance, and an
excellent photograph of the specimen ibis

lion. It was apparently an immature example,
and is minus the tail. But the dermal armature is

wonderfully preserved.

The thirty-second annual report of tin Marin. Bio-
logical Station at Port Erin shows that in 1918 there
wen sixteen workers, including eleven senior stu
in the usual Easter Vacation class. Miss M
records some preliminary observations on common
littoral organisms with the object of ascertaining the
possible density of the population. Choosing the most
thickly covered parts of the shore, she found on one
square foot of rock 2940 barnacles (Balanus balanoides),
on another square foot thirty-seven limpets, and in a

small pool there were within a square foot twenty-five
anemones—twenty Actinia and five Sagartia. Ap-
pi 1 .1.1 to the report rs an address by Prof. Herdman
on some periodic changes in Nature, with special

nl, n-nce to the changes in the alkalinity of the water
of the Irish Sea and the correlated changes in the
nature of the plankton.

A report by Prof. Sheridan Delepine on the method
1

1 -commended by the Sub-Committee of the Anthrax
Committee for the Disinfection of Anthrax-infected
Wool is..- Nature, June [3, 1918, p. 290, and July 4,

p. 347) has been issued (vol. i. of the Report to the

Home Office of the Departmental Committee on
Anthrax). Prof. Deleipine approves generally of the

id of disinfection proposed. He directs attention

to the importance of temperature in the process—

a

n strength of formol which may not destn>

anthrax spores at a lower temperature becomes 1 R

tive at a higher temperature. The process requires

large quantities of warm water for washing the wool.

and this wash-water must not be until

thoroughly disinfected. The process is applicable only

after the bales of wool have been opened, and offers

no protection to the workmen engaged in this pre-

liminary work. To be effective also, the process must
be carried out thoroughly, the strength of disinfectant

.and the temperature at various stages being under •

constant and accurate scientific supervision, and the

results frequently controlled by searching t.

The Orders which placed glycerine, benzine,

methylated spirit, and turpenti prohibited

list have probably caused much inconvenience to

microscopists. In the Journal of the Roval Micro-
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fatigue in.' table; ovei

the middle finger is run a catgul loop, which passes

over a pulley, the other end oi the gut supporting a

weight of from 4 to 8 kg., according to the suitability

nf the subject. When the middle finger is bent the

,
ind whin n in the weighl

is dropped, the process of this mo
on a recording drum. With even stroke the drum
advances i mm., and every tv ckwork
movement records a time mark, so that fatigue in

terms of lime can be read from the final curve. In
addition to giving the mean effici :ncy i

.end, the ergogram also shows thi

fatigue (i.e. diminished efficiency) p as well

lifts which the subject has to make
in order to do i metre-kilogram of work. The system
has been sa results as regards

the selection of men for the proper posts.

Among announcements of forthcoming books of

science we notice the following:—"A Source Book
liological Nature Study," E. R. Dow ling, and
Geographic and Economic Fou idations of the

War," J. P. Goode (Cambridge University
Press); "Studies in

v
. Dr. H. Head,

2 Mils., illustrated; "Menders of the Maimed," Prof.

A. Keith, illustrated; "A Physical Interpretation of

iration," Lt.-( !oi. J. W.
;

" Manual of War Surgery at the Base,"
Lt.-Col. S. Barling and Capt. J. T. Morrison, illus-

l; "Trench Fever," Major W . Byam; "The
Dr. A. McNair Wilson, illustrated;

and pects of Typhoid and Paratyphoid
Fevers," Col. A. E. Webb-Johnson, illustrated (/,'.

. and 1 ladder and Stoughton) ; "Catalysis in

Industrial Chemistry," Prof. G. G. Henderson; "Thi
Human Machine and Industrial Efficiency," Prof.

F. S I
; "Experimental Education," Dr. R. R.

Rusk; "Education and Social Movements, 1700-

A. E. Dobbs; and a new edition, in threi

volumes, of "A System of Physical Chemistry," Prof.
W. C. McC. Lewis (Longmans and Co.); "The
Problem of Nervous Breakdown," I >r. E. I.. Ash
(Mills and Boon, Ltd.); "Rudiment- of Handicraft,"
W. \ ijohn Murray); "Mental Disorders
ol War," Prof. J. Lepine, edited by Dr. C. Mercier;

War," Prof. A. Zimmern and
P. IV, ,1. edited by Dr. E. P. Cumberbatch; "Dis-
abilities of the Locomotor Apparatus : The Result of

War Wounds," Prof. A. Broca, edited by Major-Gen.
rid "Wounds nf the Pleura

Lungs," Prof. R. Gregoire and Dr. Courcoux, edited

bv Lt.-Col. C. II. Fagge (University 0/ London Press.

Ltd.).
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PARIS ACADEMY OF SCIENi ES.
Prizes Proposi d for hjjo.

'T'HOSE prizes marked with an asterisk an without
J- restriction oi nationality,

Mathematics. ''Poncelet prize (2000 francs), for

the author of the work most useful to the progr. <M

pure mathematics; Francceur prize (1000 francs), for

similar work in pure or applied mathematics.
Mechanics. Montyon prize (700 francs), for the in-

vention or improvement oi instruments useful to the

progress of agriculture, the mechanical arts, and prac-

tical ami theoretical cieno . Fourneyron prize

(tooo francs), subject proposed : The theoretical and
experimental stud} oi the question of internal-com-

bustion turbine.-.; Henri ile Parville prize (1500 francs),

for original work in mechanics.
Astronomy. *Lalaade prize (540 francs, a gold

medal, or its value), I'm the author of the most interest-

ing observation or work most useful to the progress

of astronomv ; Damoiseau prize (2000 francs), ques-

tion proposed : To improve in some important points

the works of Poincare and of Liapounoff on the figures

of equilibrium relating to a fluid mass in rotation sub-

mitted to the Newtonian attraction. The Acadi n\

specially directs attention to the question of stability

and the study of the infinitely small oscillations round
a stable figure. The question set for 1917 is given
again for 1920, to calculate more exactly, talcing

account of the results of recent expeditions, the attrac-

tion of the moon on the raised ring formed at the sur-

face of the earth by the tides. To examine the effect of

this attraction on the angular velocity of rotation of the

earth; Benjamin Yalz prize (460 francs), for work
on astronomy conforming to the conditions for the

Lalande prize; the *Janssen prize (a gold medal), for

the author of a work or discovery constituting direct

progress in the field of physical astronomy ; * Pierre
tiuzman prize (100,000 francs), to anyone finding a

means of opening communication with a planet (ex-

cluding Mars). Failing solution, the interest will be
awarded for real and serious progress, either in the

knowledge of the planets of the solar system, or in

the relations of the planets of this system with the
earth, by means of improved physical or optical instru-

ments, or by any other mode of inspection or investiga-

tion.

Geography.—Delalande-Guerineau prize (1000 francs),

for a French traveller or savant whose work has been
1 he most useful to France or to science; Gay prize

(1500 francs), question proposed: The geographical dis-

tribution of tropical plants presenting a practical utility
;

* Tchihatchef foundation (3000 francs), as recompense
for or assistance to naturalists distinguished in the

exploration of the Asiatic continent or adjacent islands,

especially the lesser-known regions (British India,

Siberia, Asia Minor, and Syria excluded). The explora-
tions may have as object any branch of the natural,
physical, or mathematical sciences, but such sciences
as archaeology, history, ethnography, and philology are
excluded. The work must be the result of personal
observation ; Binoux prize (2000 francs), for the author
of works on geography or navigation.

Navigation.—Prize of 6000 francs, as a recompense
for progress increasing the efficiency of the French
naval forces;

_
Plumey prize (4000 francs), for the

author of an improvement in steam-engines, or any
other invention contributing most to the progress of
steam navigation.

Physics.—* I.. La 1 e (10,000 francs), for the
vork on physics; Hubert prize (moo francs), for

the author of the best treatise or most useful dis-

covery for the popularisation and practical employ-
ment of electricity; Hughes prize (2500 francs'), for
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lithor "l an original disi ov< ry in ph
1 pi

1
1 electrii itj and magnetism 01 hi it applii a-

tions; Clement Felix foundation 1
, I ics, un-

divided), foi .1 !
' di

study of elei trii ii_\ , and, having all 1 id

proofs ol ability , to fai ilitate th contint ol his

n earchi

Chemistry.- Montyon prize, unhi tl

1
, a mi ntion of 1500 francs), for thi

of a means of rendering s e mechanical arl less un-
healthy; Jecker prize (10,000 francs), for the author
hi the must useful work on organic chemistry; !••

La Caze prize (10,000 francs, undivided), foi thi

work in chemistry; Cahours prize (3000 Iran. -,.

the encouragement of young men already knowi
their work, particularly l>\ chemical - eat hes';

Houzeau prize (700 francs), foi a young deserving
chemist.
Mineralogy and Geology.— Fun I amies 1,

francs), to the author of the besl palaeontologies I
|

1 ib

lie, iii. m ; Victor Raulin prize (1500 francs), , stricted

to authors of French nationality for facilitating thi

publication of works relating to mineralog) and petro-

graphy.

Botany. * Desmazieres prize ( francs), for the

best or most useful work on cryptogams; Mpntagne
prize (1500 francs), for important discoveries or
on 1 he cellular plants; de Coincv prize (goo frai

for a work on phanerogams, written in Latin or
French.

inatomy ami Zoology.—Cuvier prize (1500 francs),

for work in anatomy and zoology; Savignv found
(1500 francs), for the assistance of young travelling

zoologists, no: in receipt of Government grants, who
specially occupy themselves with the inverti I

animals of Egypt and Syria.

Medicine and Su-rgery.—Montyon prize (three prizi -

of 2500 francs, three honourable mentions of 1500
francs, citations), for improvements in medicine and
surgery; Barbier prize (2000 francs), for a valuable
discovery in surgery, medicine, pharmacy, or botam
having relation to the art of healing ; Breant prize

(100,000 francs), for the discovery of a means of curing
1.1 eradicating Asiatic cholera. Failing this award, the
interest will be given to anyone advancing science
on the question of cholera or any other epidemic
disease; Godard prize (1000 francs), for the I" -t

memoir on the anatomy, physiology, and pathology of

lh. gi nilo-urinai v organs; Mege prize (10,000 francs),

for the author who shall continue and complete the

essay of Dr. Mege on the causes which have favoured
or retarded the progress of medicine. The inter, st

may be disposed of by the Academy until such time
as it thinks fits to award the prize; Dusgate prize

(2500 francs), to the author of the best work on the

diagnostic signs of death, and on the best means of
preventing premature burial; Bellion prize 114...

francs), for work or discoveries profitable to the health

of man or the amelioration of the human species

;

Baron I.arrey prize (750 francs), for a doctor or sui

(Army or Navy) for the best work presented to the

Academy in the course of the year dealing with mili-

tary medicine, surgery, or hygiene.
Physiology.—Montyon prize (750 francs), for the

most useful work on experimental physiology; Lalle-

mand prize (1800 francs), for work relating to the

nervous system in the widest sense of the words;
*L. La Caze prize (10,000 francs, undivided), fur

work contributing to the' progress of physiology;

Martin-Damourette prize (1400 francs), for work in

therapeutic physiology; Philip,

for experimental physiology.

Stati tics. Montyon pri 1 (1000 francs, two men-
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, ,t ;oo francs), for statistical research in am 1

and Philosophy 0/ Science.—Binoux prize

mcs).

Medal dal, awarded by the Academj for

a scientifii d aiding merit; La\
in chemistry; Berthelol

arded annuall; to the recipients oi prizes

in chemistry.

General Pri • Prizi founded bj thi State (3000
• i, subji 1 1 proposi d toi 1920 : To impi ovi thi

ol functions of .1 variable susceptible of repre-

ations bj trigo es of several arguments,
functions ol this variable; Bordin prize (3000

francs ed: Study of the sedimentary

,
500 ii am s), for general em-

bryolog} applied so fai as possible to physiology and
medicine; Houllevigue prize (5000 francs), for work in

the physical sciences; Saintour prize (3000 francs), for

the same; Henri de Parville prize (1500 francs), for

a booU "ii original science or scientific popularisation;

Lonchampl francs), to the author of the

memoir on the diseases of man, animals, and
plants, especiall) from the point of view of the

introduction of mineral substances in excess as the

causi of these diseases; * Henry Wilde prize (4000
j, for discovery or work in astronomy, physics,

chemistry, mineralogy, geology, or experimental

mechanics; Camere prize (4000 francs), for a French
engineer who has personally conceived, studied, and
realised a work the use of which results in progress

in the art of construction; Gustave Roux prize (1000

francs, undivided); Thorlet prize (1600 francs).

Special Foundations.—Lannelongue foundation (2000
francs), for the assistance of one or two persons in

needy circumstances connected with the scientific

world.
Prix des Grandes Ecoles.—Laplace prize (works of

ice), to the student leaving the Ecole Poly-
technique with the first place; L.-E. Rivot prize (2500

s), between the four students leaving each year

the Ecole Polvtechnique with first and second places

in the corps des mines and the fonts et cliaussees.

Foundations for Scientific Research.—Tremont
foundation (1000 francs), for assisting work useful to

liimce; Gegner foundation (4000 francs), to assist

a struggling scientific man already known by his

work; [erome Ponti foundation (3500 francs), for

work in physical science; Henri Becquerel founda-
tion (3000 francs), to be used for furthering the pro-

of science; Bonaparte fund (minimum grant

2000 francs), for facilitating researches by workers
known by their original publications, and who lai !<

tent researches to undertake or continue their

ions; Loutreuil 'foundation (125,000 francs),

for encouraging the progress of science in colleges in

Pa and the provinces (excluding the universities),

1 II as by independent workers, the creation and
equip 1

I I tborati rii the development of col-

. scientifii publii ations, and scii ntific

expeditions.

THE ISSOCJATIOh OF PUBLIC SCHOOL
SCIENCE MASTERS.

Til! nineteenth annual general meeting of this

association was held at the London Day Train-
1 December 31 and January 1. During

the discussions the predominant topic was thi dangei
of undue specialisation on the part of boys at school.

It was refreshing to notice that science masters do
not merely grumble at the unfair amount of time

devoted to the more deep-rooted subjects of school

curricula, but also recognise the error of early

OL. I02]

pi
1 ialisation within their own subject. This note was

struck b) Sir Ronald Ross, who presided throughout
the meeting. In his opening address (the main part
ol which appears elsewhere in this issue) he said that
il was not only in their classical studies thai thi

boys were kept too long pottering about the porch
ol the temple; that error also lies in attempting too
mui h detail at the outset.

I he recent meetings of the association have shown
that more ami more importance is being given to

breadth of view in the teaching of science to young
boys, ["here is a breaking away from the traditional
chemistry, heat and light, as the only suitabli
scientific food for the young. Mr. W. D. Eggar said
that at Eton College the experiment had been tried

of making the classical masters responsible for some
1

; the science teaching in the lower parts of the
school. During the past term astronomy had provided
the subject-matter, and he was well satisfied with the
work that had been done. In the course of the discus-
sion which followed Mr. Eggar's speech there were
frequent expressions of dissatisfaction with the new
regulations of the Oxford and Cambridge Joinf
Examining Board for the School Certificate Examina-
tion. A resolution was passed that the syllabus should
be broadened by the inclusion of an alternative papei
on general science.

The Rev. S. A. McDowall spoke of the scieno
taught to the classical Sixth Forms at Winchester
College. By the time the boys have reached this

eminence they have spent some years in learning the

grammar of science. Then the attempt is made to

co-ordinate their knowledge, to draw general con-
clusions, and to learn something of the philosophy of
science. "The aim is," to quote Mr. McDowall's
words, " that the boy shall leave school with a certain
power of detached judgment and criticism ; that his

attitude to the experiences of his ordinary life shall

be a scientific one ; and that he shall feel that physical
and chemical facts underlie human activities and
human problems."

Mr. F. S. Young, headmaster of Bishop's Stortford

College, urged the importance of restricting specialisa-

tion in examinations for scholarships at the universi-

ties. The present system, he said, led to narrowness
of outlook. He suggested that candidates should not
be admitted to such examinations unless they had
shown evidence of a satisfactory general education

;

that they should be required to offer subjects both
cognate with and subsidiary to their main one; and
that their performance in these should be considered
fully in the awarding of scholarships. Mr. A.

Hutchinson (Pembroke College, Cambridge) said that

when the present system of scholarship examinations
originated, education at the public schools was
synonymous with specialisation in classics. He
thought that even under present conditions candidates

for science scholarships were less specialised than
their classical and mathematical brethren, as they

had for the most part a considerable mathematical
equipment in addition to their knowledge of

science. At Cambridge, he said, great care was now
taken that candidates who offered two subjects,

e.g. history and modern languages, were given full

credit for their work, even if they failed to reach in

either subject the standard attained by candidates who
offered one subject onlv. Prof. A. C. Seward (Master

of Downing College, Cambridge) said that at present

the standards required in the candidates' special sub-

jects were far too high, and that, so far, the means
applii d for testing the general knowledge of the candi-

dates had, for the most part, been farcical. Col. A.

Smithells (professor of chemistry, University of Leeds)

considered thai the difficulty had been met in his own
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univi rsitj b} bi tnging the award of

within the domain of the Joint Matriculation Hoard,

higher papers being set for this special purpose. 1 he

id working of tin iid, was owing to

hi i.n i thai ill- Mat ii illation Board tairn d a

substantia] bod) oi representatives oi the schools.

In connection with the meetings then- was an

exhibition of apparatus, etc. Perhaps the most im-

portant thing shown was the- use of crystal viol-
i

to

compare the hydrion contenl of aqueous solutions of

acids by the colours obtained on adding measured

proportions of the dye. The "weakei " the acid, the

nearer is the lint to the violet end of the spectrum.

Ah. R. (.. Durrani (Marlborough College) Maims that

the margin of error in comparison with conductivity

data is very narrow, and that his method is both

simple and quick. Mr. Durrant also showed the use

of malachite-green solution in differentiating the

flames of the alkali and alkaline earth metal- by

cutting out the orange band from the spectrum ; by

this means the calcium flame appears bright green and

the strontium one ruby-red.

During the nineteen years of its life the membership

of the association has been restricted to the public

schools. The basis has now been broadened so as to

include science masters in any secondary school which

is under the control of a corporate body. The name
has therefore been changed to "The Science Masters'

Association." Air. W. D. Eggar, of Eton College,

and Capt, W. J. R. Calvert, of Harrow School, are

the new secretaries. Mr. \V. W. Vaughan, the

Master of Wellington College, was elected president

of the association for the coming year.

M
MR. FISHER AND THE BOARD OF

EDUCATION.
R. LLOYD GEORGE is presumably busy fo lin-

ing his new Government, and rumour has it

that many changes of personnel are imminent. Some
two years ago, on the formation of the second Coalition

Government, a novel departure was made under the

of war conditions in the selection of men for

certain appointments, not in virtue of political services

for which due reward must be found, but in respect

of peculiar fitness and proved experience of the work

to be done. Among those invited to accept office was
\h . !1. A. L. Fisher, Vice-Chancellor of the University

of Sheffield, who had won the confidence of all classes

in the ana covered by the operations of the University

by the tact, judgment, and broad sympathy with all

forms of education he had displayed in the discharge

of his duties. He was invited by Mr. Lloyd George

tccept the Presidency of the Board of Education

vacated by Lord Crewe, and he consented, a seat in the

House being found for him in the Hallam division of

id. Mr. Fisher has proved a success, not merely

in the discharge of his duties as President, but also in

the advocacy of a far-reaching, not to say revolu-

tionary. Education Act, and of a measure of long-

delayed justice to the teachers in the shape of a

Superannuation Act, which will go far to make the

profession of the teacher attractive. He has won
golden opinions by the skill and judgment he dis-

played in piloting these measures through the House,
and he has breathed a new atmosphere into the Board
of Education which "brings hope with it and forward-

looking thoughts." These two measures stand to his

infinite credit; they still need careful guidance in

order to reap their full fruit and to make way for

further developments; and yet it is said that a change

in Mr. Fisher's position is imminent, born of his very

;. No department of the State has suffered

more than that of education by the constant changes
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of its ph IVi bei n no fewer than ten sin, e

1902— but it would nol i' its Status and its

vital importance to the national well-being rightly

[1 d. Ll ought to 1 ank « ith the high 1 1

offices, and be remunerated accordingly. Ii demands
special know led-, and - xperience for its due disc hi

and in Mr. Fisher we have the man who rejoins in

both, united with an enthusiasm and devotion but

rarelj witnessed. Thai be should be assigned some
Othei duties in the political sphere would excite a
feeling of grave disappointmi nl throughout the country
at ibis 1 1 itii al time.

\i tie- annual meeting ol the Incorporated Associa-

tion of Headmasters on Januar) ,;, tie president of

the association, Mr. F. B. Malim, Master of Hailey-

bury College, proposed, and the Rev. Dr. David,
Headmaster of Rugby, seconded, the following resolu-

tion, which was adopted unanimously:—"That this

association desires to express its profound satisfaction

at the educational developments initialed and carried

by Mr. Fisher as Minister of Education, and its con-
viction that il is of the first importance in the interests

of the nation that Mr. Fisher should continue in that

office and should be enabled to complete the great work
of which he has made so admirable a beginning; and
that I his association would regard it as a national

calamity if Mr. Fisher should be required to leave

the Board of Education at this juncture."
Following the headmasters' lead, the teachers

assembled at the joint conference of educational asso-

ciations at University College, London, on January 4,

carried unanimously a resolution in the same sensi -.

which was proposed by Sir Henry Hadow and
seconded by Miss Busk. The motion was in the fol-

lowing words :

—"This conference, composed of thirty-

nine educational associations, which is now assembled
at University College, London, wishes to urge the

importance of retaining Mr. Fisher as Minister of

Education. The educational developments accom-
plished by him during his period of office have given

profound satisfaction to the teaching profession.

Further, the confidence established between the Board
of Education and teachers through Mr. Fisher's ap-

pointment and achievements has inspired teachers with

a high sense of their responsibility in the training

of the youth of the nation, and it is of the utmost

importance that this confidence should be maintained

and strengthened by the continuance of Mr. Fisher in

the office of Minister of Education."

OBSERVATIONS ON THE RESULTS OF
OUR SYSTEM OF EDUCATION. 1

MAN A' problems of education would be solved if

a reallv good scientific test of the results of

1 dueation could be invented. I can imagine that if such

a test were to be applied, say, once a year to all the

forty million or so residents in this country, beginning

with the British workman and ascending, or descend-

ing, lo the Houses of Parliament, and even to the

Royal Society, the results might be surprising. But as

no such test is known, all we can do is to try to

form some kind of personal estimate and integration,

just as we try to measure lengths and areas by the

eve—a method full of fallacies, but unfortunately,

perhaps, the only one available. I propose, therefore,

to offer for your consideration, as briefly as possible,

my own life-notes on the subject.

Let us begin with physical education. I

think, the British system has deservedlj s,-t the fashion

throughout the world. The young men of most coun-

1
; 1 «n the

|
residential address delivered at the animal meeting of the

ion ol Public S.h.K.l Si «1 December 31, 1918, by
I M.i ... F.R.S.
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th

of tip assiduoush
practised in the whole field of bodil) exi

much, in my opinion, to our advantage. Thai field

running, swimming, rowing, riding, and climbing:
ball, tennis, poll •

others [thirdly, and
hunting; fourthly, special ki i lar training,

such as gymnasli ind fencing; and, lii hly,

military training. Now all th [valuable, not

only for the body, not only to maintain thi

'/no, inn al mosl "i ill

Faculties of the mind and spirit. Fur this re:

attach the least value to the artificial exercises, so

popular on ni, as gymnastics and fencing;
and not so much to the games as to the natural exer-

cises and sports, It has il merit ol British

education to have discovered the superlative educating
capacity of what are often called mere pastimes and
amusements. Wi this has been quite a modern dis-

ry, and man} nations are still only just learning

the lesson from us. When I read Russian and i

novels, and even some works of Dickens and other
English writers, I seem to be living in a museum of

imens, and not among men and
n who have breathed God's air and seen the sun-

light.

This leads to the all-important question of human
physique- too large a theme for discussion now-. But
from my own observations made in many countries

I conclude that variations in physique show sucn

i" < uliar local distribution that we must attribute them
more to environment than to heredity. What the prin-

cipal cause of physical deterioration, combined as it

generallv is with menial and moral deterioration,

ran; be escapes me. Ii cannot be entirely disease, or

alcoholism, or underfeeding, or overcrowding, or

climate, but must be some unknown factor which has
n discovered. On the Other hand, speaking

as a military medical officer, I will sa) with certainty

that a period of open-air military training under dis-

cipline, combined with good food, greatly improves
physique, the health, and the mental power-, ol

young men, let alone their manners and morale. For
this reason I should I"' in favour of universal military

training everywhere; but, on the "'her hand, I admit
the force of the argument thai such military training

may be an incentive to puerile wars though I am not

sure of it. On the whole, tin;, for,, I would at least

suggest an alternatm scheme—that is, a scheme of

what I call "health conscription," consisting of at

leasl a fortnight's compulsor) physical training, under
discipline, in the open air, for both sexes every year
for five years between the ages, say, of fifteen anil

twen
I ill, of coursi , bi the usual objections

on the score of expense .and interference with so-called

liberty; l>ut (he al ipears to me to be con-

tinued deterioration ol bod) and mind. The public

schools of Rritain have set the example in what mav
be called ph iposal is merely to

extend that faith to all classes.

Coming now to the actual knowledge obtained bv
the voting in our schools, I have concluded that it is

realh much. Mj complain! land that of

others) is not so much total amount of

information imparted as to the direction of it. As
everyone knows, our teaching has been concerned

chief!) with mathematics and th.- classics, with the

outlines of historv and of English literature. Fir-i

taking mathematics (which is a hobby of mine), my
itioii is that few voung men know- even the

aims and objects of the science, much less its applica-

although they mav have studied it for years at
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school, li
i hem thej will reply, " Mathe-

atii fine, bul I don'l know what
ni

, and, anyway, it is no use
to mi i

i this is thai the schoolboy is

not pushed fas) enough into the hear) ol the science,
which is the calculus. He is kept, so to speak, potter-

about with petty problems in of thi

temple, and is never allowed to look into the temple
E and to see tb beauti s within. In fact, the whole

subject is taught, not as a great science, but as an
opportunit) for exercising the mind by a system of
puzzles. The error is that of entering into too great
detail at the outset. Instead of climbing the moun-
tain, we are kepi wandering among the boulders at

its base; wi become tired; we abandon our enter-

; and the time and money spent on it are almost
entirely wasted. I once wished to give a simple
mathematical demonstration to a class of more than

twenty medical officers; only one of them knew the

|

meaning of a differential coefficient

!

As regards the classics, my complaint is, not that

boys are taught the " humanities," but that they an-

no/ taught them. The fundamental mistake seems to

be the same as in mathematics—too great detail at the

outset. The study of the historv, literature, art, and
policies of the human race degenerates into the

meticulous studv of the alphabet of the subject only

—

that is, Greek and Latin grammar. Why do we still

learn these languages? In order to read Greek and
Latin literature. But after we have spent years in

learning the languages, we become so tired of them
that we do not read the literature at all ! I am a bad
linguist, but an ardent admirer of classical literature;

vet when I was a voung man I noted that many of

my friends were good linguists, but hated the litera-

ture. Surely a waste of lime and money again. The
book is opened ; a few words are deciphered ; the

scholium is read ; and the book is closed again—and
for ever.

So also with our teaching in most things—we potter

about the porch and never look into the temple at all.

How often, for example, are our boys taken into the

picture galleries, those great temples of the human
spirit, and there taught the history and the meaning
of the art enshrined in them? Or how often are

thev taken to hear the reading of our own national

poems or the music of the great composers? Seldom,

I think; and when thev escape from school thev take

to the reading of shilling novels and the viewing of

contemptible plavs.

It is usually, and rightly, maintained that the aim

of all education is to endow the voung with character,

judgment, and knowledge; but when people argue that

the relative importance of these qualities is in the order

given— that character comes first, then judgment, and

lastlv knowledge— I am inclined to disagree. We have

here, indeed, a trinity of elements all necessary for

educational salvation, hut all three are so closely knit

together that we cannot do without one of them.

Without character one can possess neither judgment

nor knowledge; without judgment, neither character

nor knowledge; without knowledge, neither character

nor judgment. How, for instance, may a person who
consents to remain ignorant of all the knowledge which

science has «iven to us be said to possess character?

\nd as for judgment, it is not a faculty bestowed

upon us (i priori at birth, but one which grows with

exercise Sh( lley fixed the argument when he said of

one of tin- highest virtues :

i
.

•
, itting, ih?.t erows bright

Gazing on cunv truths.

Similarly, breathing, sleep, and food are all necessary

for bodilv salvation; and one might as well say that
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11 relative importance of these is in the ordei named.
I In point is worth noting, because it has become the

fashion laterj to deer} knowledge especially. "Be
says one, "and let who will be wise"; and

I'ennyson exclaims ol knowledge, "Lei her know her
place; she is the second, not the first."

sin Ii sayings are based upon a false psychology;
foi the mind is not a thing ol only one or two dune n-

sions, but of three, and there is no first and no second
where all three air equal. One might as well say,

"It is nobler to breathe and to sleep than to eat;

therefore let us do without fond. \nd, indeed, ibis

is I hi' actual faith of the Indian fakir, leading to a

futile philosophy which was becoming vi i \ prevalent

even in this country before the war, and which J

'called "fakirism." When this evil spiia enters into

the mind of a nation, that nation is doomed. Like
the Indian fakir, it will be content to sit by the road-

side of life and to achieve nothing thereafter except
the pursuit of idle dreams, as many nations have done
and arc doing. It is your mission, 1 take it, to con-

tend against this spirit, to rouse the fakir, ami to put

some of the abhorred beef and bread of natural science
into him, so that he shall begin to do honest work
again.

All this is really very pertinent to our theme. For if

knowledge is of no account, why trouble to teach anv at

all? But if it is of some account, then why not teach
knowledge that is useful as well as sound? But here
we strike at once across two dogmas which I have
often seen repeated in educational literature. The first

is that the object of education is not to impart know-
ledge, but to exercise the mind in the art of acquiring
knowledge for itself in after-years. There is some
truth in that, but also a fallacy. For how can we
exercise a mind in the art of acquiring knowledge
except by the practice of that art? We might as well
try to teach a boy to swim without putting him in the
water. Then there is the second dogma, which is just

the opposite—that what is taught at all must be
taught thoroughly. Now I am no teacher of young
boys myself, but I doubt the policy. 1 think that it is

advocated in disregard of the natural law that living

beings tend to bate a food which is offered to them too
constantly. Moreover, we can never know in which
direction a boy's aptitude really lies; and, lastly, it is

impossible to teach anything thoroughly to anyone, for

all knowledge is infinite. 1 conclude, therefore (though
I may be wrong), that it is not good to bury a youth
at the bottom of a mine in order that he shall search
there for some gold which perhaps he will never find;

but that it is better to take him speedily to a height
whence he can survey the whole world and choose for

himself the field for his own future work.
Neither you nor I will pretend that natural science

is to be the only subject to be taught; but I cannot
conceive how anyone who does not possess some broad
knowledge of the immense accumulation of facts about
Nature collected by humanity during the last two
thousand years can dare to call himself an educated
person. Some years ago a headmaster whose name
I have forgotten maintained that a study of the stars

is unimportant for men. He meant, not men, but
earthworms. A man is, or ought to be, something
more than an animal, and the very definition of him
is that he shall study the stars.

Of course, in ibis very brief survey I have been
obliged to omit reference to some points even of the

first importance, such as manners and morale, for

instance; and to exclude university education, which
is the privilege only of a few persons. I will con-
clude now with the following summary of my own
opinions— for what they are worth. I think thai our

in .it open-air education, in whii h the public schools
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set the example, is a most invaluable and essential part
of education. Closely connected with il is the prin-
ciple of persona] honour, good temper, and duty— that
is, a spirit of noblesse oblige, which that open-air
education, more than anything else, fosters and in-

1 uli ales. On the other hand, 1 think that our system
ol education i> defective as regards the imparling of
fundamental knowledge. Most of the great know-
ledges of humanity are not implanted in the minds of
ma youth not only the great discoveries of science,
Inn also the great discoveries of literature, including
classical literature, and of the high poetry, painl

music, and philosophy, which constitute the principal
nil agi 11I the human race. Indeed, knowledgi
often actually derided by the numerous apostli

'fakirism" in this country, or replaced by a usi

lumber of unimportant matter; and foreign langi

and many of the petty but useful arts of I i f

<

neglected. Hence the whole intellectual side of life

is too frequently ignored, or even despised, b) be

111 as-es of the people, with the result that their judg-
ment is starved for lack of facts, and that

become too often the slaves of fads and quackerii s and
unproven dogmas of every description—party politics,

meretricious propagandas, ignoble creeds, and even
sometimes superstitions that savages would laugh at.

But behind these and other defects the nation pos-

sesses by nature a kindliness, a sense of humour and
fair play, and an unopposable force of good intention

which have made it during the last four years the

pattern and exemplar of the world.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Dr. M. C. Rayner has resigned her appointment as
lecturer in botany (lecturer-in-charge) at University
College, Reading.

Dr. R. M. Cavan, of the chemistry department of

University College, Nottingham, is leaving shortly to

take up his duties as principal of the Techni Col-
lege, Darlington.

The sum of 3000L has been given by Mr. G. T.
Hawkins, of Northampton, towards the building and
equipment of a pathological laboratory at the

Northampton General Hospital.

Mr. W. 11. Watson, of the chemistry department
of the Northern Polytechnic Institute, has been ap-
pointed vice-principal and head of the chemistry and
natural science department of the Municipal College,

Portsmouth.

I 111. organised laundry trade is establishing . n -

search department, the object being to

efficiency through science and invention, and towards
this a Croydon launderer has offered 100/. and 50Z.

yearly for five years.

Two Theresa Seessel research fellowships, each of

the value of 200/., are being offered by Yale I'ni-

versity. The fellowships are intended to promote
original research in biological studies, and are open
to men or women. Applications, accompanied by re-

prints of scientific publications, letters of recommenda-
tion, and a statement of the particular problem which
the candidate is prepared to investigate, must be made
before April 1 next to the Dean of the Graduate
School, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

Good progress has been made in the- formation of

the Society of British Science Students, m th< in-

auguration of which attention has been directed
already in these columns. A temporary executive
hi - bi

1 n elected, of which Mr. P. E. O' .

'
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. Castle Hill, Reading, is the hon. secre-
1

hi principal objei I
is to

Ehi n lations betw ei n the youngi stui

iu this countn li\ i
. lei -

'
I'-, .mil b) other suitable measures.

w ill . ndea\ i n i pi ivileges for its

• i In r societies and to cin ulati

among the members relating to scholar-

ships, vacant appointmen Ml inquiries

should iii ddressed to the him. secretary.

i ircular and Booksellers' Record
i iks as having been published

during tin- year 1918. This is a decrease of 415
mil with the previous year, and it is accounted
hiefly by a falling off in the number of works of

ind juvenile literature (—155); other
i creased slightly are education,

usiness, history, and geography.
, hand, sociology has increased by [12,

technology In no, medicine by 80, and poetry b) 98.
I nd Science" the number of new books reeorded

Iso 5 translations and 28 pamphlets. In addi-

64 new editions, making a total of

1 • >
]
4 science occupied ihe third place

in twelve classes of literature, and ti chnolog) the fifth

place; in 101S technology was in the eighth placi and

in the tenth.

A course of nine lectures on dynamical mi
will be given at the Meteorological Office, South
Kensington, b) Sir Napier Shaw, reader in meteoro-

1.1 tin University of London, on Friday-, at

,, p.m., beginning on January ^4. Each lecture will

iv followed by a conversation class for the discussion

ot practical details and of references to the original

-mill.- ut information. The informal meetings at

the Meteorological Office for the discussion of im-

portant cut rent contributions to meteorology, chief!)

in ('.ilnni.il ur foreign journals, will he resumed ;il

g p.m. on Monday, April 2S, and will he continued

on eai h Monday until June 23, with the exception of

In.;, g Students wishing to attend should com-
municate with Sir Napier Shaw. The lecture- .11

intended for advanced student- of the University of

l.i mdi hi and others interested in the subject. Admis-
'- free by ticket, obtainable on application at the

Meteorological Office.

THE London County Council has arranged a series

of special lectures for teachers, on subjects connected
with problems of reconstruction, for the spring and
summer terms of the present year. Full particulars

ntained in the "Handbook of Classes and Lec-
tures for Teachers" published by the Council. Among

• ti- courses of lectures the following may
be mentioned: the la-t three of the series on "Science

Nation," viz. engineering, with special refer-

- relations with our national life, by Prof.

W. E. Dalby, at II a.m. on January -'5, at the *"it\

'''• Engineering College of the Imperial Col-

lege ol Scienci aad Technology, South Kensington;
science in relation to the national life, In Prof.

, at 11 a.m. on February 15, at the Regent
technic, W.ij some aspects of the rubber-

ing industry, by Prof. J. B. Farmer, at 11 a.m.
s, at the Regent Street Polytechnic, W.i.

At Kind's College, Strand, on Wednesdays, at 5.30 p.m.

,

beginning mi February 5, .a course of public lectures

mi "Physiology and National Needs" will be de-
rhi lectures include physiolog; and the food

lem, by Prof. W. D. Halliburton; physical train-

in- nf the open-air life, bv Dr. M. S. Pembrej : "vita-

s'' unknown but essential acce sory factors in

by Prof. F. G. Hopkins; scurv) a disease due
to the absence of vitamine. by Prof. A. II
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physiolog) and the stud) of disease, b) Prof. I). N.

Paton; and conservation ol our cereal reserves, by

Prof. A. Dendy. Applications for admission to these

I i inn - should be addressed direct to the secretary

of the college.

1 1; ear's educational gatherings included a joint

meeting on January 2 ol the Headmasters' Con-
,. and the Incorporated Association of Head-

masters, at which the reports of the Government Com-
mittees on science and modern languages were con-

sidered. After some discussion the following resolu-

tions, dealing with the teaching of science and mathe-
matics, were adopted by the conference :—(1) That
suitable instruction in natural science should b* in-

cluded in the curriculum of preparatory schools, of the

upper standards of elementary schools, and of all boys

in public and other secondary schools up to the age of

about sixteen. (2) That mathematics and natural

science should be necessary subjects in the entrance

scholarship examinations of public schools, in the first

-1 hool examination, and in the examinations for en-

trance into the Navy and the Army, provided that

good work in other subjects should compensate for

comparative weakness in mathematics and natural

1 j) That for boys between twelve and six-

teen the teaching of natural science should not be

confined to physics and chemistry, but should include

some studv of plant and animal life, and that more

attention should be directed to those aspects of science

which bear directly upon tin- objects and experience of

cverydav life. (4)' That there should be as close cor-

relation" as possible between the teaching of mathe-

matics and of science. After a discussion of the report

on the teaching of modern languages the conference

passed resolutions, among others, declaring that the

studv of one or more languages other than English

should be regarded as an essential part of higher

education ; that the first language other than English

should be begun at about the age of ten, the second

language not beginning until there was evidence of

satisfactory progress in the first; and that usually

the first language should be French and the second

Latin.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Geological Society, December 18, 1918.—Mr. G. Y\ -

Lamplugh, president, in the chair.—C. T. Trechmann :

\ bed of inter-Glacial loess and some pre-Glacial fresh-

water clavs on the Durham coast. A few years ago

the author described a bed of Scandinavian drift that

was found filling up a small pre-Glacial valley-like

depression at Warren House Gill, on the Durham
coast. This section, and others north and south of it,

been kept under observation at different times,

and several new features have been noticed as the

high tides and other agencies exposed parts of the

roast. All the observed features seem to point to the

fad that the Scandinavian ice-sheet advanced on the

easl coast of England in the same way as it invaded

1111 Europe round the southern shores of the

Baltic, and gave rise to analogous climatic conditions

leading to the formation of loess, a fragment of which

is found protected from the erosive action of tin later

[laciation in a small hollow on the Durham

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, December j.;. 1918. M. P.

Painleve 'in the chair.—C. Guichard : A series of sur-

total curvature such that their lines

urvature form a network of the type p.\ ,
-pB .—

] ,. - Charpy was electi d a number of the divi-
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sion of the application of science to indi '

Fatou : Suites oi inalytical Functions. <i. Julia: Sap
es defined bj .1 kinematic property. J.

(iiiillanme :

ations of the sun made at thi Lyons Obserw
tory during the second quartei oi 1918. Summa|
of observations made on seventy-s^ n days of the

spots, their distribution in latitude, and the distriljjt

Son of the faculae in latitude- E. Helot: The rdle m
the satellite material in the structure of the surfafis

oi the earth, the planets, and the sun.—A. PortevJffl:

Comparison between the internal elastic equili-

brium of alloys after tempering and after harden-

ing by drawing in the cold. A comparison

of the internal strains developed in a 6oM>
brass by tempering al 760° C. in water and by

ving. MM. R. Dunrisay, Tripier, and Toquet :

The miscibility of phenol and alkaline liquids. Tin-

relation between the temperature of complete misS-

bility of phenol and alkaline solutions of varying con-

centrations has been studied and the results givfll

graphically.—L. F. Navarro: The constitution of the

Island of Gomera (Canary Islands).—A. Vacher : The
morphogeny of the roadstead of Brest.—P. Pruvost

:

The fossil fishes of the Coal Measures of the North of

France. -M. Moliiard : The influence of certain condi-

tions on the comparative consumption of glucose and

levulose by Sterigtnatocystis nigra starting from sac-

charose.—A. Paillot : Some new parasitic coccobactlli

of the cockchafer.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Man's Redemption of Man : A Lay Sermon. By

William Osier. Reprint. Pp. 63. (London : ( Ion-

Stable and Co., Ltd.) yd. net.

Chemistry Notes and Papers for School Use.

(Notes and Question Papers to Supplement the Pupil's

own Laboratory Notes.) Part i. : Introductory and
First-year Work. In nine sections—A to I. Pp. 114.

Part ii. : Second-year Work. In seven sections—A to

<;. Pp. 101. Part iii. : Third-year Work. In eight

sections—A to H. Pp. 123. By G. N. Pingriff.

1 London: " Geographia," Ltd.) 2s. 3d. net each

part.

A School Chemistry Method: Being the Teacher's

Supplement to Chemistry Notes and Papers. Parts i.,

ii., and iii. By G. N. Pingriff. Pp. xii+80.

(London: "Geographia," Ltd.) is. 91!. net.

Afforestation. Bv John Boyd. Pp. 39. (London :

W. and R. Chambers, Ltd.) is. net.

La Face de la Terre (Das Antlitz der Erde). By
Prof. E. Suess. Traduit avec 1'autorisation de l'auteur

et annot6 sous la direction de E. de Margerie.

Tome iii., 40 Partie. Tables GeMierales de Ton
Tomes i.-iii. Pp. 25S. (Paris: A. Colin.) 25 francs.

From Darwinism to Kaiserism. By Dr. R. Munro.
Pp. xviii4-i75. (Glasgow: J. Maclehose and Sons.)

4s. net.

Intravenous Injection in Wound Shock. By Prof.

W. M. Bayliss. Pp. xi + 172. (London: Longmans
and Co.) qs. net.

Can We Compete? Bv G. E. Mappin. Pp. x+140.
(London : Skeffington and Son, Ltd.) 4s. 6d. net.

DIARY OF SOCIETIES.
THURSDAY, Ianuary q.

Institution or Electrh ,1 V,.tii.k,, at 6.—M. B. Field: The
Navigational (Magnetic) ! istrument of Precision.

Optical SociETv, at 7.-!
1 Col. A. I Williams : The Design and Inspec-

tion of Certain Optical Munitions of War.

FRIDAY, January 10.

Rovai. Astronomical Society, ai : \ . 1 .. Cortie : The Spectrum
of Nova Aquila-, tqi8, June 15.— 7. K, Fotheringhom : The New Star of
Hipparchus and the Dates of Birch and Accession of Mithridates.— Rev.

J. G. Hag en : Observations of Nova Amiila;, 1018.—A. Stanl y Will
I

MONDAY, January 13.

Royal Institution, at 3.— Prof. Sp=nscr Wilkin
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TUESDAY, January ,4.

Institution of Civil Engineers, at 5.30.—A. G. Cooper: Slips and
cs on the Ceylon Government Railways.—F. W. Scott : Pietcr-

maritzbarg-Rier Spruit Deviation.
h.tv, at 5.30.— A. Hutchinson : Stereoscopic Lantern-

slides of Crystal Pictures.—L. J. Spencer: Mineralogies] l haracters of
Turite (=Turgite) and some other Iron-ores from Nova Scotia.

WEDNESDAY, January is.

Royal Society op Arts, at 4.30.—A. V. Kcndrick: English Carpets.
'CIETV, at B.—Annual Meeting.

Royal Microscopical Society, at 8.—J. E. Barnard: Presidential
Address : The Limitations of Microscopy.

THURSDAY, January r6.

Royal Institution, at 3.— Prof. J. N. Collie : Chemical Studies of Oriental

[I TV op Arts, at 4.30.— H. Kelway-Bamber, M.V.O. : Coal and
Mineral Traffic on the Indian Railways.

Linnkan Society, at 5.—Capt. A. W. Hill : The Care of Soldiers' Graves.
— N. E. Brown: Old and New Species of Mesembryanthemum, with
Critical Remarks.—Dr. J. R. Leeson : Exhibition of Mycetozoa from
F.pping Forest.

Chemical Society, at 8.

Royal Institut

FRIDAY, January 17.

1 5.30.—Sir J. Dewar : Liquid Air ;
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IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY.

TECHNICAL OPTICS DEPARTMENT.
Courses for full-time students.

1 Iwint; to the circumstances due to the cessation of hostilities

special courses of instruction are now being arranged for full

and part-time students for the new term commencing on Jan. 15,

1919. The needs of each student will be separately considered

by the- Director of the Department. The lectures and practical

classes previously announced for the pn nit session will also

be continued.

General Optics—
Trofessor F. J. Cheshire, C.B.E., A.R.C.S.

Optical Designing and Computing—
Professor A. E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

Practical Optical Computing—
Professor A. E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

Workshop and Testing Room Methods-
Professor A. Ei Conrady, A.R.C.S.

Construction Theory and Use of Optical Measuring
Instruments—

Mr L. C. Martin, D.I.C., A.R.C.S., B.Sc.

A Course of Ten Weekly Lectures, commencing on Thursday,

Jan. 16, 1919, at 5 p.m., on

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPTICS,
will be given by Professor A. E. Conrady, A.R.C.S.

These lectures are intended for users of photographic appar-

atus generally, and will deal with the optical properties of

photographic objectives, as far as possible non-mathematical ly.

The principles of stereoscopic photography will be dealt with.

Fee $s.

Vox further particulars and for admission tickets apply to

The Registrar of the Imperial College,
Imperial Institute Koad,

South Kensington, S. W. 7.

THERESA SEESSEL RESEARCH
FELLOWSHIPS

to Promote Original Research in Biological Studies.

YALE UNIVERSITY.
TWO FELLOWSHIPS, yielding an income of |iooo each,

open to men or women. Preference is given to candidates who
have already obtained their Doctorate, and have demonstrated

by their work fitness to carry on successfully original research of

a high order. The holder must reside in New Haven during

the College year, October to June. Applications should be

made to the Dean of the Graduate School, New Haven, Conn.,

U.S.A., before April I, 1 9 19 ; they should be accompanied by

reprints of scientific publications and letters of recommendation,

ami a statement of the particular problem which the candidate

expects to investigate.

WOOLWICH POLYTECHNIC.

TUNIOR TECHNICAL SCHOOL
FOR BOYS

(Engineering Trades).

WANTED, SENIOR MASTER, well qualified in

Mathematics, to hold responsible position in above
School. Salary according to L.C.C. scale, from ,£240 by
/15 to £300, and then by £\o to .£450. For further

particulars and forms of application apply Princ ipai .

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN thai the Senate will proceed to elect

EXTERNAL EXAMINERS for the EXAMINATIONS, other than
Medical, above Matriculation (A), for the year 1919-20, as follows :

—
In Agriculture, Botany (two), Chemistry, Common Law, etc., Dutch,

: Education, English. Constitutional Law, Equity and Real and
Personal Property, French (two), Geography, Geology, German, Greek
History, Mathematics, Music, Philosophy (two), Physics, Physiology,
Public Administration and Finance, Spanish, (li) for the year 1919,3s
follows:—One in Engineering (including Theory of Machines and of

Structures. Strength of Materials, Surveying, Hydraulics and Theory of

Heat Engines).

The Senate will also proceed to elect External Examiners in subjects of
tin- Examinations for Medical Degrees for the year 1919-20, as fullows :

—

HIGHER EXAMINATIONS FOR MEDICAL DEGREES.
One in Pathology. One in Forensic Medicine and Hygiene.

One in Surgery.

SECOND EXAMINATION FOR MEDICAL DEGREES, PART 11.

One in Anatomy.

N.B.— Attention is drawn 10 the provision of Statute 124, whereby the

Senate is required, if practicable, to appoint at least one Examiner who is

not a teacher of the University.
Particulars of the remuneration and duties can be obtained on application.

Candidates must send in their names to the External Registrar. Geo. F.

Goodchild, M.A., B.Sc, with any attestation of their qualifications they
may think desirable, on or before Wednesday, January 29, 1919, in respect

of Examinerships other than Medical ; and on or before Saturday,
February 15, 1919, in respect of Medical Examinerships.

It is particularly desired by the Senate that no application of any kind be
made to its individual members.

If testimonials are submitted, three copies at least of each should be sent.

Original testimonials should not be forwarded in any case. If more than
one Examinership is applied for, a separate complete application, with

copies of testimonials, if any, must be forwarded in respect of each. No
special form of application is necessary.

University of London,
South Kensington, S.W. 7.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
The University will shortly proceed to the appointment of EXAMINERS

for its SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS, in July and
September, in the following subjects, some of which may be coupled :

—

English. Ancient History.
English Literature. Modern History.

iphy. Religious Knowledge.
ch.

Greek.
Botany.
Chemistry.
1 'rawing.

Handiwork (Wood and Metal).

Particulars from the Registrar.

Latii

Spanish
Mechan
Physics.
Math!

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
UNIVERSITY CHAIR OF CHEMISTRY tenable at EAST

LONDON COLLEGE. Initial salary ,£600 a year. Applications (10

copies) in envelope marked "Chair of Cbemistr)," should reach the Vice-
Chan'c.eu.ok, University of London, South Kensington, S.W. 7, not later

than first post February 8, 1919. Further particulars on application.

WANTED by gentleman at present serving
overseas with the B.E.F., position on any projected scientific expe-
dition. Qualifications—Geology, Mineralogy, Chemistry. Mapping,
Meteorology, Bathymetrica! Survey and Deep Sea Research. Expert
knowledge of Cinematograph and ordinary Photography.—No. 176,

c/o Nature Office.

MATHER & PLATT, LTD , Park Works,
Manchester, manufacturers of Mechanical, Textile, Hydraulic and
Electrical Plant, require a CHIEF RESEARCH ENGINEER of

British descent, to organise and tak- full charge of a Works Research

Department and Laboratory. The highest qualifications and wide
knowledge of such work are essential. Apply by letter with full details,

stating how soon at liberty, 10 the above address.

ASSISTANT ASSAYER (age about 25)
required by Birmingham Bullion Dealer. &c Knowledge of

Gold and Silver Assaying desirable. Permanent position ; good
prospects. State age, experience, and salary requited.— Box 16,

c/o Nature Office.

WORKS MANAGER and CHEMIST (29)
is open for engagement. Widely experienced ; thoroughly practical

. with technical training. Well qualified, and first-class references. Salary

^300-^400.—Address Box 68, c/o Nature,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY ASSISTANT
seek* appointment in laboratory. Experienced : good references.

"G. H. H." 37 Porlchester Roa-1, Portsmouth.
South Coast preferred.
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CHEMJSTRl /•('A' STl DEh IS.

11) A Manual of Chemistry, Theoretical and
Practical, Inorganic tind Organic. Adapted to

the Requirements <>f Students of Medicine. By
Or. A. P. Lull and H. C. H. Candy. Sixth

edition, enlarged. Pp. \i\ 745. (London:
Cassell and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price 12s. net.

(2) Practical Chemistry for Intermediate Classes.

By Prof. II. I!. Dunnicliff. Pp. xii + j^.
don: Maomillan and Co., I. id., 1917.)

Price 55.

Ontario High School Laboratory Manual
in Chemistry. By George A. Cornish, assisted

by Arthur Smith. Pp. vii • 135. (Toronto: The
Macmillan Co. of Canada, Ltd., 1917. ) Price

cnts.

(I The Ontario High School Chemistry. By
George A. Cornish, assisted by Arihur Smith.

Pp. vii + 297. (Toronto: The Marmillan Co. of

iada, Ltd., 191S.) Price 50 cents.

(5) New Reduction Methods in Volumetric
Analysis. .1 Monograph. By Prof. Edmund
Knecht and Eva Hibbert. Reissue with addi-

tions. Pp. x f 135. (London : Longmans,
Green, and Co., (918.) Price 55., net.

TVyTAXl'ALS of chemistry that deal with the
*** subject generally or in a specially practical

manner are now so numerous, and perhaps we
may add so similar, that it is not easy to discover

the special advantages of each. Those before

us are evidently all written by competent teachers

who know their subject. As years go by there is

ency, which is doubtless a very wholesome
progress of development, to include more physical

chemistry and more generalities, and we suppose
thai the time will come when general manuals
will consist almost entirely of the exposition of

such fundamental matters, leaving the detailed

description of properties and specific changes to

special sectional manuals and the larger works
that aim at completeness.

(1) The volume by Dr. Luff and Mr. Candy,
being a sixth edition, is well established and well

known. Although specially designed for medical
students, it will be found to be an excellent hand-

or students of chemistrv whatever their ulti-

mate aim. In this edition more organic chemistry
led, and the practical section has been ex-

tended to meet the present requirements of students
of medicine. The first hundred pages are devoted

' ralities and laws, and these are set forth

in a plain and straightforward, although concise,

manner. The organic section fills rather more
than two hundred pages. The practical section,

occupying about sixty pages, includes such sub-
jects as the preparation of salts and esters, quali-

tative analysis, including the identification of manv
organic substances, volumetric analysis, and the

estimation of nitrogen, fat, urea, etc. This section
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is kept small by constant reference to the 0th( r

part of the manual. The statement that aldehyde
"characteristic fruity odour," although re-

peated, musl have gained admittance by

inadverti nee.

(2) Prof. Dunnicliff's volume consists of direc-

for sixty-one "demonstrations," each of

which has been found to occupy the student from
1.', to 1 | hours. The instructions are very clear

and excellently illustrated. The subjects are well

chosen, and include the preparation of common
gases, acids, salts, etc., qualitative analysis, and
volumetric analysis. Of course, there are experi-

ments in which are measured the volumes of gases

evolyed in certain reactions, but we are glad to see

that nothing is said as to the results confirming

1 ertain laws, because such results as students

arc able to get generally oblige them to choose

between the truth of the law and the accuracy of

the experiment, and it is often the law that suffers

discredit.

(3) and (4) The two volumes from Toronto are

very suitable for the purposes for which they are

designed. The manual is unusually interesting, as

'Historical details are given much more copiously

than is often the case. Portraits of Cavendish,

Priestley, Lavoisier, Dalton, Ramsay, Scheele,

Faraday, and Davy are included, with a few lines

of biographical details appended to each. Interest

is well maintained by a facsimile of a page of Dal-

ton 's notebook, the figures of old apparatus, and
of such modern matters as the cyanamide factory

at Niagara Falls (which is stated to be the largest

chemical industry in Canada), a liquid-air machine,

a sectional view of a salt well and the brine-concen-

trating apparatus, Moissan's electric furnace, etc.,

all of which are shown so that their nature can

be readily understood. The laboratory manual
consists of seventy-five exercises, some of which

are of more general interest than are often pre-

scribed. But we hope that it is not usual in

Canada to use alum as the acidifying agent in

baking-powder, as one might be led to believe by

its being given as an alternative to cream of tartar.

(5) The remaining volume, by Prof. Knecht and

Eva Hibbert, is of quite a different character from

the preceding. It is a monograph on the use of

titanous chloride as a quantitative reducing agent.

AH hough this salt is fairly easy to employ as

a volumetric reagent, its great reducing power
brings within its range of action a large number
of substances of verv various kinds. Its applica-

tion is described to numerous metals, non-metallic

elements and their compounds (per salts, chlorates,

nitrates, hydroxylamine, and so on), and organic

compounds such as nitro-compounds, nitroso-

rompounds, azo- and other dyes, and sugars. The
estimation of certain dyes on dyed cotton fabrics

is possible, and the degree of mercerisation in

cotton varns can be estimated by determining the

proportion of Benzopurpurin 4B taken up by the

ordinary and by the mercerised cotton. It is a

volume that should be at hand in all analytical

laboratories. C. J.

X
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SCIENCE TEXT-BOOKS FOP THE
hi TURE.

Manuale di Fisica ad ' so delle Scuole Secondarie

e Sttpcriori. Vol. iii. " Elettrologia. " By
Prof. B. I tessau. I'p- ' " 7 <n <- (Milano

:

Societa Editrice Libraria, 1918.) Price 23 lire.

WHATEVER changes are introduced in our

educational scheme in the near future, it

may be taken as certain that physical science is

destined to occupy a more prominent position in

the schools. It is to be hoped, therefore, that

science-teachers will rapidly come to some agree-

ment concerning its scope and the general method
of its presentation. To the present writer it seems
evident that if the next generation is to possess

a better appreciation than its predecessors of the

possibilities of science as a means of enjoyment,

a mental discipline, or an industrial power,

science must be taught in a less detailed

and more general manner than is at present cus-

tomary. As Sir Napier Shaw has indicated, there

must be less insistence on laboratory science in

the schoolboy stage, and more emphasis on its

applications to large-scale and natural phenomena
and to recent discoveries. This may mean some
missing links in the logic—which can be supplied,

when necessary, at the university—but it will be

balanced by a great increase in interest for both

pupil and teacher. Obviously this will necessitate

a radical revision of the present school text-books.

It was in the hope of obtaining some light on
the nature of this revision that the book
now under notice was opened, especially as

it forms the third volume of a " Manual of

Physics for the Use of Secondary and Higher
Schools." To criticise a foreign text-book from
such a point of view would, of course, be unfair ;

it may therefore at once be said that only two
minor criticisms are called for. The first is that,

considering its public, the book appears to be
unnecessarily large and costly ; the second, that

some of the illustrations are so well • worn as

to deserve a period of retirement. For example,
induced currents are demonstrated by an astatic

galvanometer and a Bunsen (or Daniell) cell,

though probably no teacher would use this appa-
ratus as the most convenient.

The book is written with all the literarv charm,
lucidity, and logicality of method that seem in-

separable from French and Italian manuals; it is

up to date in its matter, and is calculated to

excite and hold the interest of the reader.
From the point of view indicated above, it may

be noted that modern developments receive ample
treatment ; such are X-rays, radio-activity, tele-

graphy (wireless and otherwise), telephony, and
machinery ; even the constitution of the atoms
and atmospheric electricity receive brief mention
in the concluding pages. The order differs little

from that adopted in English text-books; in this,

perhaps, it is too conservative for a new model.
For instance, there appears to be little reason
why the idea of electrons should nut be introduced
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at a much earlier stage, as is done in some
American text-books; a stream ol charged particles

does, at least, give a student concrete ideas on
the nature of a current, and make- electrostatic

induction less hazy. As a model for future books
in this country, the volume is too detailed and,
except for those who intend to pursue the subject

further, too mathematical to be copied.

In conclusion, one can but wonder when the
pupils of our "secondary and higher schools"
will be capable of reading such a volume with
understanding and profit. R. S. W.

PLANTING IN MARIJIME LOCALITIES.
Seaside I'htntiug for Shelter, Ornament, and

Profit. By A. D. Webster. Pp. 156. (Lon-
don: T. Fisher L'nwin, Ltd., 1918.) Price

185. net.

THERE is no kind of planting which needs
more careful study before it is undertaken

j

than the planting of maritime situations. To all

I the problems that arise in inland localities in

i regard to soil, moisture, and exposure, there is

added at the seaside the very momentous one of

salt-laden spray. Winds, too, not only reach their

maximum of violence on our snores ; their

mechanical effects are more persistent there than
elsewhere. The best thing anyone contemplating
an extensive' scheme of planting near the sea can
do is to make a thorough study of the problem
by visiting places where it has been successfully

solved. Such a place is the famous Holkham
sands, in Norfolk, planted by the Earl of Leicester.

Here an immense area of loose, shifting sands
exposed to the full blasts from the North Sea
has been clothed with a magnificent growth of

pines and other trees. But, failing that, the next
best thing is to obtain expert advice. The
literature on the subject is not extensive, and we
know no work that deals more satisfactorily with

it than this new book by Mr. A. D. Webster. Mr.
Webster's book is no mere rechauffe of what has
been written before. It embodies the personal

experience of one who has planned, superintended,

and successfully achieved the planting of many
seaside places. Besides the planting of trees and
shrubs for utility and ornament, Mr. Webster
deals also with the fixing of sand dunes by the

use of marram grass and other plants. This
question is of immense importance in connection
with coast erosion and the smothering of fertile

land by inblown sand.

The book is well printed and illustrated by some
thirtv half-tone plates, excellently reproduced.
These pictures would, however, have been more
convincing had they illustrated plantations and
trees actually existing in maritime localities.

Many of the photographs were taken in obviously
inland sites. The plates bearing the legends
"Laburnum by t he Seaside," " Whitebeam at the

Seaside," and "Stone Pine at the Seaside" are

all of trees growing in Kew Gardens, which is

scarcely a maritime locality. The picture entitled
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"Weymouth Pine at Bournemouth" is also mis-

leading. There arc ver) few We) mouth- pines

IPinus strobus) at Bournemouth, and those on the

spot illustrated are almost exclusively Pinus

pinaster, with a few Scotch pines mixed among
them. W. J. B.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
British Rainfall, 1917: (>n the Distribution of

h'(ii)i in Space and Time over the British Isles

during the Year 1917. By Dr. H. R. Mill and

C. Salter. Pp. 240. (London: Edward Stanford,

Ltd., 1918.) Price 105.

This is the 6fty-seventh annual volume of "British

Rainfall," and it is an exceedingly creditable

piece of work for a private organisation, entirely

without State aid. Records are given for up-

wards of 5000 stations, and every care has been

1 to render the monthly and annual maps
and tables complete, the curtailment due to the

exigencies of the times being in the letterpress.

\ small area near the estuary of the Thames had

fewer than 150 rain days during the year, while

over a large part of Scotland and Ireland, as well

as in parts of South Wales and Lancashire, the

rain days exceeded 200. Rain spells are given,

or periods of more than fourteen consecutive days,

every one of which is a rain day, and there is

also a summary of droughts. The general rain-

fall tables afford most valuable information, and,

fortunately, the war has caused no break in the

publication of the data which have been accumu-
lated now for so many years.

\ special article is given on the unprecedented

rainfall in the south-west of England on June 28,

when 9-56 in. during the twenty-four hours were
measured al BrutOn, in Somerset. The snowfall

of [917 is dealt with.

The diminution of rainfall with elevation above
the ground at Greenwich Observatory is discussed

bv Mr. W. R. Mash, whose long service at the

Royal Observatory adds much to the value of the

results. The monthly and yearly values for the

several heights carry with them a high degree of

exactness. Approximately at 10 ft. above the

ground there is a diminution of about 3 per cent.,

at 22 ft. a diminution of 10 per cent., at 38 ft. a

diminution of 20 per rent., and at 50 ft. a diminu-

tion of 35 per cent, of the ground rainfall. These
results arc rather suggestive for aircraft.

C. H.

The Scientists' Reference-Book and Diary
, 1919.

Pp. 147 Diary. (Manchester: Jas. Woolley,
Sons, and Co., Ltd.) Price 3s. 6d.

I in physical and chemical constants, together

with the scientific and general information con-
tained in the reference-book, will prove of real

assistance to the worker in science. The con-
venient manner in which the data are arranged
will make reference easy, and the fact that the

book and diary are hound together in a case of

a size suitable for the pocket should continue to

give the pocket-book a wide popularity.
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LETTERS TO lilt: EDITOR.
[The Editor does not Iwld himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
ton lie undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Climograph Charts.

My attention has been directed to a note in Nature
oi Octobei 17, 1918 ip. ij-!,), on the origin of the chart
called a climograph, which gives a graphic representa-
tion of the climatic conditions of a locality in the
course of the year in respect of warmth and moisture.
The paragraph states that the method is due to Dr.
Griffith Taylor, of the Meteorological Bureau, Mel-
bourne. I think it should be noted that diagrams of

a similar character with the dry bulb, instead of the
wet bulb, combined with the relative humidity, were
described and illustrated by Dr. John Ball, of the
Egyptian Survey Department, eight years ago in the

November issue of the Cano Scientific Journal,
vol. 1., No. 4. We discussed the diagrams at the

Mi teorological Office early in 1911, when the late Mr.
W. Marriott, of the Royal Meteorological Society, pro-

duced a number of similar diagrams for English
stations, some of which were particularly intriguing,

because they failed to distinguish, as we thought they
might have done, between places which had the reputa-
tion of being bracing on one hand, and relaxing

on the other.

The subject was further pursued in a paper by
Dr. Ball and Mr. J. I. Craig, read at the meeting of

the British Association at Portsmouth in 191 1. Mr.
Craig, in reading the paper, exhibited slides repre-

senting on that plan a variety of climates, such as

unhealthy climates, continental and marine climates,

London, the cotton lands, the monsoon, the influence

of altitude, dry health resorts as compared with
London, Toronto as compared with Davos, and
various climates of the United States. These graphs
differ from those afterwards prepared as climographs
by Dr. Griffith Taylor in having the dry bulb instead

of the wet bulb, and the alteration, for the most
part, makes little difference to the general appearance
of the diagram, though it alters its position on the

sheet.

As a matter of fact, neither form of diagram seems
to lie completely satisfying as distinguishing between
the comfortable, the tolerable, and the unendurable in

climate. Some years ago Mr. W. F. Tyler, of the
( 'hinese Customs Service, pointed out that between
limits of temperature, say 55 F. and 65 F., nobody
minded much what the humidity was; but outside

these limits of the "generally comfortable" there was
a range of temperatures of the " just tolerable " order

for damp air, which soon got to the "unendurable" on
the side of higher temperature. Beyond these, again,

is a range of temperatures under which life is possible

only in drv air. An effective climatic diagram would
in some way or other exhibit the relation of the

climate to the ranges compatible with comfort, life,

and death. Napier Shaw.
Meteorological Office, South Kensington,

London, S.W.7, January I.

A University Association.

Prof. Armstrong's letter in Nature of January 2

has just come to my notice, and as chairman of the

Conference of University Lecturers, to which reference

was made in these columns under the " University and
Educational Intelligence" of December 12, I hasten
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igreement with his timely protest

against sing of ;i chair of chemistrj at

King's College, London, at the "princelj salary" of

. '.car.

Prof. Armstrong hopes that the profession will make
no response. There is, however, little doubi tliat

there will be a quite substantial competition for the

post among the best of our chemical lecturers. The
ii ason is, of course, that 600/. does appear to the

university lecturer a princely plum worth scrambling

for; it means for him at one jump an increase to

from two to three times his present salary, and he
knows that as the number of such relatively well-

paid posts is much smaller than the number of lec-

turers, it is his dutv to his dependents to leave no
chance untried.

That I am not drawing an exaggerated picture will

be evident from a consideration of the following

average salaries of non-professorial teach ts, calculated

from data which I have before me, derived from
fifteen universities and university colleges:

—

i-5

6-10
"-15
16-20 30

1

1

4

Average salai

239
21-25 ••• ••• " 203
26-30 4 297

3 '"35 3 273

The professorial view of a salary of 6ooL is another
matter. What the gentleman appointed to the chair

at King's College will think a few years hence is

also another matter.
The preliminary to any effort to maintain a reason-

able professorial scale of remuneration by the absten-

tion of lecturers from competing for what are for

them really well-paid posts is to ensure the lecturer a
reasonable living wage. And this, too, is Prof. Arm-
strong's solution put in rather different form. Why
not call the post a lectureship? A glance at the above
table will show that to abstain from competing for a
600L post, simply because it is called a professorship,

in, say, one's twelfth year of service, is a risk too
grave to be taken.

The Scottish lecturers have been recently granted a
graded scale rising to 750L This is in line with the

revised scheme of remuneration for the scientific staff

of the National Physical Laboratory, as follows :

—

Mil

Superintendents ..,

Principal assistants

Senior assistants ...

Assistants, I.

Assistants, II.

Junior assistants ...

Max.
£

1000
£ £

800 50

650 2S 75°
500 25 600

35° 2° 45°
250 20 350

175 J 5 23S

In regard to abstention, another and very vital diffi-

cult\ arises. How is a lecturer to know what his col-

leagues will do? lie may by abstaining cut his own
throat without achieving any reform. Both professors
and lecturers arc in a dilemma. What is to be done?
The answer is perfectly clear. We universitv

teachers should have an association which would do
for us, or enable us to do for ourselves, what the

Medical Association does for the doctors. This is a

perfectly practical suggestion. It may be taken as
certain that in the course of evolution such an asso-
ciation is destined to come. What is to prevent it

from being an accomplished fact within six months
from to-day? U. Douglas Laurie.

University College of Wall -. Abervstwvth.
January 0.
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Airy and the Figure of the Earth.

I SHOULD be very much obliged if any reader of
Nati RE would kindly give me an answer to the fol-

low ing question :

—

In a note on p. 371 of the second volume of the

treatise cm " Natural Philosophy," by Thomson and
Tait, I read : "Airy has estimated 24 ft. as the greatest

deviation of the bounding surface from the true

ellipsoid" Where did Airy give the result 24 ft?
Darwin ("Scientific Papers," vol. hi., p. 78) wiit.s :

"Airy further concluded that the earth's surface must
be depressed below the level of the true ellipsoid in

middle latitudes. He gave no numerical estimate of

this depression, but expressed the opinion that it must
be very small."

It is curious to remark that Todhunter, in his
" History of the Theory of Attraction, etc.," made no
mention of the paper by Airy on the figure of the earth
printed in the third part of the Philosophical Trans-
actions of the Royal Society for the year 182b, which
is the paper alluded to in the above quotation from
Darwin. OrTAVio Z.wotti Bianco

(Docent of Geodesy in the R. University of

Turin!.
Torino (Italy), Via della Rocca 28,

November 28, [918.

I have carefully examined the curious points raised

by Sig. Bianco, and cannot find any satisfactory

answer to the questions asked.
Thomson and Tait's footnote, in which it is stated

that Airy "estimated 24 ft. as the greatest deviation

of the bounding surface from the true ellipsoid," occurs
also in the first edition of the "Natural Philosophy."
It is true, in a sense, that Airy gave in his pub-
lished paper no distinct numerical estimate of this

deviation. Nevertheless, in his discussion of Sabine's
pendulum observations, he compared the coefficients

of certain terms with the corresponding values in terms
of e and A as given in his theoretical formula. The
value of A so found (see Phil. Trans., vol. cxvi.,

p. 366) is 0-000064. I' 1 latitude 45 the deviation is

flAx|xi, and this is 334 ft., and not 24 ft., as
Thomson and Tait give it.

The only other possible explanation is that Airy had
communicated a later estimate privately to Thomson,
for it is quite conceivable that Airy may have made
an estimate which he never published. I can find

no other publication of his in which this estimate

is given or from which it may be derived.

In the davs in which Thomson and Tait were
writing their book

—

i.e. in the "sixties" of last cen-

tury—Thomson was much interested in the figure of

the earth, and he was almost certain to be in touch
with Airy.

Personally, I never thought of questioning the

accuracv of the footnote. Sir George Darwin read the

proof-sheets of the second edition and wrote a number
of sections. He let it pass, although in his own
writings he savs that Airy gave no estimate. This,

however, is not quite correct.

I can throw no further light on it. Possibly a

better series of pendulum observations than those

given by Sabine might lead to the result 24 ft.

But that is rather a wild speculation.

C. G. Knott.

Some Temperature Anomalies.

I have often noticed the anomalies of temperature

to which Mr. Harries directs attention in Nature of

Januarv 9, and have sometimes been inclined to

ascribe the high temperature in the -east to air that
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has come from Spain and \hi.a instead of from the

Atlantic, as in the west But as the result of observa-
tions of temperature in the upper air I have latterly

thought that Mr. II estion is correct, and
thai the high temperature is due to a descending
current. So far as my recollection goes, the pheno-
menon occurs- whin an anticyclone is situated over
France or the south-east of England, and not in

cyclonic conditions such a* have prevailed during the
past week.
Whatevei th he temperatures and

- of the air from 2OO0 ft. to 25,000 ft. are

1 ; from 10,000 ft. to 20,000 ft. the

correlation coefficients between temperatures and pres-

the same height are as high as 080 to o-qo,

11 at -'(ifio ft. the temperature is far more
dependent upon the pressure at 30,000 ft. than it is

upon the direction of the wind. Above 35,000 ft. the

correlation is negative. It seems prettv clear that this

close connection between temperature and pressure
must be due to vertical currents induced by the dis-

tribution of pressure; it is too close, and above
30,000 ft. of the wrong sign, to be accounted for by
the mere adiabatic compression and expansion with-
out change of height, and it may well be that on
some occasions the descending currents reach the sur-

face and produce a high temperature, although in

general the temperature at the surface is not much
influenced by the pressure. W. H. Dines.

Benson, January to.

Cyclones.

"J. S. D.," in his interesting article in Nature for

January 2 last, makes the following statement :

—

"Thus the cyclone was looked upon as a warm
column of rising air with spirally inflowing winds
at its base; the anticyclone, conversely, contained a
cold core of descending air. Now we know that the
opposite is in reality the truth ; the cyclone has a cold

core, the anticyclone a warm one." 1 think it

should be pointed out that this pronouncement is only
correct for the troposphere, but not for the strato-

sphere.

Modern methods of sounding the atmosphere have
shown that the Arctic and Antarctic cyclones have
warm centres in the stratosphere, and Dines (Met.
Office Pub., 210&, p. 50) shows that this is true of
travelling cyclones also.

Too much importance has been attached to the

temperature distribution in the lower portion of the
sphere. Modern discoveries have merely located

the hot core of the cyclone in the stratosphere instead
of in the troposphere, leaving the temperature theory
still the cause of the cyclonic circulation of the wind
and the force that lifts up a cool central column of
air from the ground.

I think it will be found that the energv of
ones can be maintained on the temperature theory

with ght interchange of air between the
stratosphere and troposphere in the case of the polar
cyclones, and in the case of travelling cyclones by the
bodily rising of the air in the central regions during

omparatively brief life.

R. MoUNTFORD DEELEY.
25 Bearonsfield Villas, Brighton, January 4.

Mr. R. M. Deeley is quite right in pointing out
that it is only in the troposphere that depressions are
relatively cold and anticyclones warm. It is in this

n that the striking contrast appears between the
old preconceived theory which postulated a warm core
and the results of modern observation. The mechanism
by which a cyclonic depression is maintained in being
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forms one of the great unsolved problems in meteoro-
logy. Some years ago the suggestion was out forward
i Mr. W. II. Dines that the driving force of the
I' [(cession was to be looked for in the level at the

of the stratosphere. According to this view, a very
slowly descending, and therefore warmed, column o'f

air in the stratosphere is just such an integral part of
the whole system as the rising, and therefore cold,

column in the troposphere, but neither the one nor the
other is to be regarded as the cause of the depression.
Mr. Deeley may be right in his view that the warm
column in the upper layers is the fundamental cause,
but this view is not at present generally accepted.

J. S. D.

The Brussels Natural History Museum.
Ici many of youi readers who appreciate the value

of the collections in the Brussels Museum, the fol-

lowing extract from a letter written by Dr. Dollo on
January 5 will be welcome news :

—
" Mais je vous

avais ecrit egalement ime carte postale illustree, repre-
sentant notre Galerie des Vertebras vivants et fossiles

de la Belgique, pour vous dire que tout etait bien ici,

que noire Mitsee est intact, qu'il n'v manque absolu-
ment rien, et que nous etions saufs !

"

A. C. Seward.
Downing College Lodge, Cambridge,

January 12.

BORINGS FOR OIL IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

THERE is no need to labour the importance of

liquid fuel in our national economy and
existence. The growing needs of our Navy and
Air Service, and the difficulties of transport

during the war, have driven home the lesson and
rendered imperative the demand that we should

increase to a maximum the output of liquid fuels

in the British Isles. The present production,

mainly from the Scotch oil-shales and some of

the coal-tar distillates, is very inadequate, and
the country has had to depend almost entirely on
foreign supplies. Such a state of affairs is obvi-

ously deplorable, and if remedies are possible the

neglect to apply them would be highly culpable.

Two methods of alleviating the situation have
been suggested, and both are being tried. The
first entails the extensive retorting of British oil-

shales and cannels to produce oil by destructive

distillation; the second involves the drilling of

wells in selected areas in a search for free crude

petroleum in commercial quantities. With the first

method the present writer is not here concerned ;

it is the attempt to find oil in the free state which
forms the subject of the ensuing remarks.
The generally received opinion, that Nature, so

lavish in her gifts of coal and iron to these

favoured islands, was unaccountably frugal with

petroleum, has not been accepted by all. A small

minority has urged, and recently with insistence,

that the assumption is based largely on the

absence of definite intelligent exploratory drilling

—

that we are, in fact, in the same position as the

United States before the Drake well of 1S59,

ignorant of the great stores of wealth lying avail-

able below the surface.

If this view be sound its importance cannot be
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over-estimated; if it be only possible it is well

worth investigation ; if it be absurd the import-

ance of the issue renders it necessary that it

should be seriously confuted. It must be

admitted that the history of scientific opinion

affords numerous instances of truths finally pre-

vailing against the hostility of accepted opinion.

It is perhaps not to be wondered at that in con-

sideration of its urgent needs the Government

should have resolved to put the matter to the

practical test. But it by no means follows that

a commercial supply of oil will be forthcoming,

in spite of the sanguine dreams and hopes of those

who have pronounced favourably on the project.

Petroleum is an unusually elusive substance, and

the records of its development teem with " wild-

cat " schemes, some of them successful, most of

them failures, but all of them graced with the

blessings of some sober expert. The very term

"wild-catting" is a recognised name in oil tech-

nology for exploratory drilling of a purely specu-

lative nature based on little or no evidence; the

present scheme comes definitely within the limits

of the term.

It must be asserted at the outset that the

general public report of the whole project has

given an unduly optimistic account of the views

of men of science on the problem. The measure of

its success will be judged, as in any commercial

undertaking, by the returns. Nothing short of

the promised oil-fields would be an adequate

return. The bulk of informed geological opinion

—and the problem is essentially geological—is, to

say the least, sceptical. It will therefore be well

at this stage to sum up the evidence in order to

ascertain what justification there is for the posi-

tion of those numerous geologists who, in spite

of, or rather in consequence of, their knowledge
of the structure and geological history of the

country, have been in the past, and still remain,

unconvinced as to the likelihood of the existence

of large supplies of oil therein.

Apart from a few exceptional cases, the oil-

fields of the world can be divided into two main

groups, those in rocks of Tertiary and Upper
Cretaceous age, and those of Palaeozoic age.

The former are situated along the trend of the

Tertiary geosynclinals ; they are usually affected

bv folding movements, sometimes intensely folded

and thrust, and generally show abundant surface

indications of their contained petroleum. A few

important exceptions occur, such as the Mexican
and Gulf States fields, where there is little fold-

ing, and surface evidence of the hydrocarbons is

often absent. These exceptions are in their struc-

tures more allied to the Palaeozoic fields. The
latter are largely confined to North America ; they

range in age from the Ordovician to the Carboai-
ferous ; folding is either absent or is of a gentle,

open nature, and the presence of surface indica-

tions of petroleum is exceptional.

In Britain the Tertiaries would not be seriously

considered as a possible source of petroleum in

large quantities. Their extent is limited, their

structures are in the main synclinal, and they have
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been riddled by wells in a search for water.

.Neither do the Mesozoic strata yield indications

of a more hopeful character. The claims of Dr.

Forbes Leslie of abundance of free oil in the

Jurassic strata near the Wash have been nega-
tived by the work of all other investigators. It

is to the Carboniferous system of the Palaeozoics

that niosi attention has been directed as the pos-

sible source of petroleum. The indications of this

material are too numerous to mention here in

detail. An excellent account of them will be found

in W. H. Dalton's paper on "The Oil Prospects

of the British Isles," 1 and a further summary is

contained in a recent publication by H.M. Geo-
logical Survey on " Lignites, Jets, Kimmeridge
Oil-shales, Mineral Oil, Cannel Coals, and Natural

Gas." 2 Most of these petroleum occurrences are

insignificant and ephemeral ; they range over the

whole gamut from solid asphalt to natural gas.

In a few cases, however, the supply of oil has

been sufficient to be exploitable on a small scale,

though only for a limited period. Thus at the

Riddings Colliery, Derbyshire, a yield of oil

averaging about 300 gallons a week was obtained

for some years, and was the primary cause of

the development of the Scotch oil-shale industry.

Judging by what has been published on the

subject, it is to be presumed that the extensive

scheme which has been inaugurated is largely

based on the selection of suitable areas where
Carboniferous rocks with suitable structures

either outcrop or will be reached at convenient

depths. The initial test near Chesterfield is obvi-

ously based on this principle. The sandstones of

the Millstone Grit series and the porous horizons

of the Upper Carboniferous Limestone will be

available porous reservoir rocks, while the Coal

Measures and Pendleside Shales will be relied on
to constitute the overlying impervious strata

which are essential to prevent the oil from escap-

ing. The basis, then, of the project is simple.

It rests on the numerous small indications of

natural hydrocarbons the majority of which have
been located in the Carboniferous strata, and it

relies on the location of suitable geological struc-

tures for test-wells. Other formations will prob-

ably be tested, but presumably the main reliance

will be placed on the Carboniferous.

Having now considered the guiding principles

of any search for free oil in this country, it

remains to discuss the possibilities of success. It

will be generally agreed that the bona-fide petrol-

eum indications are quite numerous, though they

are mainlv insignificant. Further, it will be con-

ceded that in many, if not in most, cases they

are examples of natural crude petroleum or

asphalt, as distinct from the products of destruc-

tive distillation from coal seams by local igneous

metamorphism, though examples of this action

are quite common. Moreover, it will be admitted

that there are suitable anticlinal structures for oil

concentration, and abundance of porous strata

1 Journal of the Institution of Petroleum Technologists, vol. iv., No. 13,

p. 37, 1917.
2 Mem. Geol. Survey. Special Reports on the Mineral R'
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to contain the liquid material. To strengthen the

main argument, analogies are drawn by those in

favour of the project between the Palaeozoic oil-

fields of North America and the corresponding

strata in (ire. it Britain, and emphasis is laid on

the supposed association of coal and oil—an asso-

ciation which is the exception rather than the

rule, and is of very doubtful significance. Further

support is sought in the curious theory pro-

pounded by Mr. E. II. C. Craig that the Scotch

shale-fields an essential!) an old oil-field in which

the petroleum has become inspissated, has corn-

ed with the clay, and has produced the valu-

able seams ol shale which form the raw product

of the industry. 3

At first sight this body of evidence appears by
no means negligible, and there are numerous oil-

fields which have been founded on more slender

data. It is only when we examine the negative

evidence that a true perspective is obtained and
that the reasons for a pessimistic attitude become
apparent. To begin with, the numerous evidences

ol petroleum in Britain are neither surprising nor
abnormal ; they are merely examples of the general

rule that petroleum in small quantities is almost

universal, particularly in sedimentary rocks.

Britain, with its wealth of strata, representing all

phases ol marine and terrestrial conditions, would
undoubtedly contain examples of such a wide-

spread material. There is a world of difference,

however, between a small patch of oil and a large

accumulation. One represents the result of a

process of organic decomposition which is not

uncommon ; the other entails this process on a

much larger scale, and involves in addition an

accompanying or succeeding phase of conditions

favouring the concentration and preservation of

this material. This association of essential inde-

pendent conditions on a large scale is necessarily

a much less common event.

Secondly, the parallel drawn between the Penn-
sylvania!! and other Palaeozoic fields of the United

s and the British Carboniferous is not merely
misleading ; it is untrue. The cases are not

parallel ; they are opposite. For in all these oil-

fields in the older strata the distinctive feature

which requires explanation is not the formation
of the oil, but its preservation from the dispersive

effects of denudation. The outstanding feature

of these Palaeozoic oil-fields of America is the

absence of strong folds and faults ; the structures

are either terraced, or broad open folds with

dips generally below 5 . When the Appalachian
oil-fields approach the areas of more pronounced
folding the oil disappears. It is not suggested
that oil does not occur in strongly folded strata;

on the contrary, this is quite common in the

Tertiary oil-fields ; but it is maintained that such
structures are incapable of preserving the elusive

fluid in commercial quantities for long geological
periods when the rocks are jointed, faulted, and
folded, and the subsequent denudation is exten-
sive. The blanketing effect of the overlying forma-

3 " Kcrocennnd Kerogen Shales." Journal of tht Institution of Petroleum
Technologists, vol. ii., pp. 238-73, 1916.
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' lions must be extremely effective to prevent the

dispersion of the oil, and in this particular the

1
folded and faulted structures of the British Car-
boniferous and their extensive dissection render

. them in no sense comparable with the altogether

abnormal structures of the Palaeozoic oil-fields of
North America.

With the theory that the Scotch shale-fields are

relics of an old oil-field the writer does not pro-
pose to deal. It accords with neither the geo-
logical nor the chemical data, and does not require

s< rious controversy.

That a true estimate of the whole problem may
Ik obtained, it is necessary to consider briefly the

primary conditions for the occurrence of oil in

commercial quantities. These involve three main
fat tors : the formation of large quantities of the

material, its migration into suitable reservoirs of

porous rocks, and its preservation in these reser-

voirs from complete dispersion by volatilisation

or by denudation. With reference to the forma-
tion of the material, it is now generally admitted
tli.it the origin of the oil is primarily organic;

further, it may be confidently stated that the

balance of evidence strongly supports a marine
habitat. Such marine conditions with abundant
remains of organic life decomposing under
anaerobic conditions have certainly occurred in the

geological history of these islands. Neither was
there any paucity of suitable reservoir rocks and
structures to guide the concentration of the petrol-

eum. It is the preservation of the material from
dispersion and loss which presents the whole diffi-

culty. This will be fully appreciated by those con-

versant with the folded and faulted character of

the Carboniferous rocks and the extensive

denudation to which they have been subjected

since their deposition. This denudation extended

over the long terrestrial period of the later Palaeo-

zoics and the early Mesozoics, and was followed

by a second period of erosion extending from early

Tertiary times to the present. This intense dis-

section of the Carboniferous folds, rifted as they

are with important fault systems, has given every

opportunity for the oil to effect its escape.

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that in

general the widespread Tertiary oil-fields have

been largely folded by orogenic movements of

Middle Tertiary age. The subsequent erosion,

though in the geological sense quite short, has

been sufficient in many cases to allow already a

natural escape of the hydrocarbons to the surface,

and man is busy tapping the remaining resources

before Nature has completed the task. The
American Palaeozoic fields owe their preservation

to unique structure and protection from erosion.

The British Carboniferous strata, those in which

the prospects have been considered to be most
favourable, are much more strongly folded and

faulted than their equivalents in the American oil-

fields, and their dissection is much greater. The
idence of the geology, and the cumula-

tive experience of the smallness and ephemeral

nature of any oil occurrences which havi

noted, agree in indicating that large commercial
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underground supplies of petroleum do nol '\ist

in this country. Small deposits have been Coma
in the past, and will no doubt be found in the

future, bul the presenl search for large commel
cial supplies is not justified bj the scientific cvi-

dence, though there is no doubt that the bores will

yield useful scientific data. V. C. ILLING.

THE BRITISH DYE INDUSTRY.

THE report, in the Times of January 6, of the

annual meeting of shareholders in Leviifc

Stein's, Ltd., held on December 23, contains one

important announcement— namely, that the long-

contemplated amalgamation of the company with

the Government company known as " British

Dyes, Ltd.," is now practically an accomplished

fact. The new company is to be called the

"British Dyestuffs Corporation, Ltd."

As reported in NATURE of December 5 last, a

scheme had been adopted by the President of the

Board of Trade in response to a memorandum
presented by the Association of Chemical Manu-
facturers urging the desirability of a more general

utilisation of the industrial and scientific resources

of the country, and avoidance of overlapping and

competition. The White Paper which contains

the scheme was summarised in Nature of

November 21 last.

As a result of the amalgamation of the two
great companies, an important step has been taken

in the direction of presenting a more united front

in the great commercial struggle which will in all

probability begin so soon as Germany assumes a

more settled condition. At the present time the

outlook is less formidable for the British colour-

maker than it was before the armistice, as the

economic position of Germany will continue for

some time to be more than doubtful. Labour will

undoubtedly command higher wages, raw-

materials will not be so freely at the disposal of

German manufacturers, competition in America
and other countries is developing, and there is a

widespread reluctance on the part of the Allied

nations to resume business relations with the

Central Powers severally or collectively.

On the other hand, the works and appliances

of the German firms remain substantially undim-
inished in extent and unimpaired as to organisa-

tion, while they still possess a large body of expert

chemists and engineers fully acquainted with the

details of the business, though doubtless there

have been serious losses in the course of the war.

It is, however, satisfactory to learn from the

address of Lord Armaghdale, the chairman of

Levinstein's, that, in his opinion, provided suffi-

cient financial support is forthcoming, this

country may be rendered independent of German
dyestuffs. On the scientific side, he added, success
is certain. There is in this country a larger

amount of chemical talent than has hitherto been
recognised, and during the war many university

professors and others occupied with purely scien-

tific research haveigiven valuable assistance to the

colour industry, as well as in other departments
of manufacture.
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Considering the difficulties to be overcome in

the revival of chemical industries in this country
at the beginning of the war, and, as compared
with Germany, the serious lack of organisation
and of scientifically trained assistance, the suc-

cess so far achieved is encouraging in the

highest degree. There is no justification tor the

gloomy view of the situation sometimes taken,

and if the scheme now working under the Board
i.l IVadr is nol perfect, it is, at any rate, a step
in the right direction, and has been accepted by
the dye-makers and the dye-users.

The trade and licensing committee referred to in

the scheme has now been constituted under Lord
Colwyn as chairman. The following are the other
members : Mr. Henry Allen, Mr. Milton Sharp,
and .Mr. Lennox B. Lee, nominated by the Colour
Users' Committee; Mr. T. Taylor, representing

the paint and varnish manufacturers; Dr. Herbert
Levinstein and Mr. J. Turner, nominated jointly

by British Dyes, Ltd., and Levinstein's, Ltd. ; Mr.
W. J. Uglow Woolcock, M.P., nominated by the
Association of British Chemical Manufacturers;
and Mr. \Y. H. Dawson, nominated by the Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade. The Commissioner
for Dyes, Sir Evan Jones, M.P., will he an ex

officio member without a vote. Dr. H. Levinstein

is the well-known managing director of Levin-
stein's, Ltd., and he will control the scientific and
manufacturing operations of the new corporation
resulting from the fusion of British Dyes and
Levinstein's. Mr. J. Turner has been a director of

British Dyes, Ltd., for several years, and he will

be largely influential in the business arrangements
of the conjoint firms.

The functions of the committee now constituted

will be to determine the colours and intermediates
which shall be licensed for import into the LTnited

Kingdom after the conclusion of peace, and to

advise the Commissioner for Dyes as to the colours

and intermediates the manufacture of which in this

country should be specially encouraged.
It is satisfactory to find that the Port Ellesmere

indigo factorv has been in full work for some
time, and that land has been secured for consider-

able extensions of the works :n the near future.

THE PRELIMINARY EDUCATION OF
MEDICAL STUDENTS.

THE education committee of the General
Council of Medical Education and Registra-

tion has presented a report on " The Nature of

the Recognition to be Extended to the Schools

Examinations recently established by the Board
of Education in England." It will be remem-
bered licit the English Board of Education has

established two "schools examinations," to be

known respectively as the "first" and "second,"

or "higher," examination, the former for. pupils of

about sixteen years of age, and the latter for

those a year or two older. The standard of tin

former is to be such that a "pass with credit"

would entitle the candidate to admission to a

university, and a slightly lower standard should

b( accepted for an ordinary pass. The "second
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examination " would assure that the candidate

has, alter tin- stage marked by the "first exam-

ination," folio1 more specialised course on

the lines indicated by the regulations for

secondary schools.

Three kinds of certificates are to be issued:

(1) The certificate - in the "second exam-
ination " bears the name of the subjects in which

the candidate has passed, and is accepted pro

tanto by the universities in respect of the subjects

uhirh they recognise .is satisfying their regula-

tions for matriculation, and art- likewise accepted

by the General Medical Council; (2) that form of

certificate in the "first examination " in which tin-

candidate has obtained a "pass with credit" in

certain of the subjects bears the names of the

subjects, and these will be accepted pro tanto by
the universities and the General Medical Council;

(;) the form of certificate in the "first examina-

tion " for candidates who have not passed with

i is termed an "ordinary pass. " The names
of the subjects actually passed an- not detailed,

but only the "groups" to which the subjects

passed belong.

The last certificate is a general one, and as

such is supposed to give evidence of a general

education, and no information is given as to the

subjects in which the candidate has attained pass

marks unless he has attained a "pass with credit
"

in such subjects ; as, however, the General
Medical Council requires evidence of proficiency

in certain subjects, it will be compelled to call

for a "pass with credit " in these subjects. The
committee accordingly recommends the council to

accept the " first schools examination " of the

Knglish Board of Education as sufficient evidence

that the holder has fulfilled the educational condi-

tions required of candidates for admission to its

"Register of Medical Students," provided that the

subjects of English and mathematics have been

passed "with credit."

It is hoped that this plan, if adopted, will raise

to some extent the standard of the present junior

entrance examination. The essence of the new-

si heme is that it is based on education, and not

examination only, for one of the Board's main
objects in instituting the new system of examina-

tions was to remove the pressure of external influ-

ences from the teaching work of the schools. If

the General Medical Council refused to accept this

examination in any form, it would in so doing

place a serious obstacle in the way of the Board
of Education, since many pupils preparing, for a

career in medicine, while possibly being submitted

to the "schools examination" by their schools,

would have also to train for some external ex-

amination.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

THE ex-President of the United States who
died in the lirst week of 1919 was in many

ways the most remarkable man I have ever met,

and combined with unusual qualities of intellect

and co-ordinated development of bodily skill—for

was he not a line shot, a bold equestrian, an
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untiring marcher, an adept at most games and
s|K>rts>—a kindness and sweetness of disposition,

and a thoughtlulness for the happiness and well-

being of all around him, very rare in great men
of the world.

He was a field zoologist of the new school, the

school which has given us J. G. Millais, Rad-
1 lyffe Dugmore, Ernest Seton, C. W. Bee.be, and

.1 host of young and middle-aged Americans, who
have studied wild life with unswerving accuracy,

seeking only to set forth the truth in real

natural history, and disposing summarily of

many a hoary lie and legend about wild lib-,

scorning, moreover, the vagueness of statement

and nomenclature which arises from imperfect

observation and inadequate study.

Theodore Roosevelt was not only a great natu-

ralist himself, but—what in its ultimate effect was

even more important—he set, as President, the

fashion in young America for preserving and

studying fauna and flora until he had gone far

to create a new phase of religion. Under his

influence young men whose fathers and grand-

fathers had only studied the Bible, the sacred

writings of the post-exilic Jews and Grseco-Syrian

Christians, now realised that they had spread

before them a far more wonderful Bible, the

book of the earth itself. Geology, palaeonto-

logy, zoology, botany, ethnology, were part

of Roosevelt's religion. He may have been a

specialist in none of these branches of science,

but he saw the divinity pulsating through them,

more glowingly apparent than in narrow imagin-

ings of theology.

The man's memory was prodigious. I once

spent some ten days—in two separate visits—as

his guest at the White House in 1908. At one

luncheon party the question of Mayne Reid's

novels came up. Roosevelt gave a precis of the

more remarkable of their plots, of their characters,

their defects and strong points. So he could

with Dickens, Thackeray, Jane Austen, Nathaniel

Hawthorne, and Mark Twain. When I was setting

out to study the negro in the New World he

gave me from memory an almost complete biblio-

graphy of the works discussing the slavery ques-

tion in the United States, from the books of

Anthony Benezet in 1762 to those of Olmsted in

1 86 1. Once, when the then Provost of Oriel

called and lunched, and was rather perversely

Hellenistic in his lore, Roosevelt, with a twinkle

in his eye, turned the subject to the Tatar in-

vasion of Eastern Europe in the thirteenth

century, and gave us a really remarkable sketch

of its chief incidents and ultimate results.

It would be a great mistake to represent this

great man as one who monopolised the conversa-

tion in public or in private. On the contrary,

he was a rarely good and encouraging listener

to anyone who had something to say, and singu-

larly courteous about not interrupting. Indeed, he

drew out good conversation in those around him,

besides being an exceptionally interesting talker

himself.

As a writer on zoology Roosevelt is best known

by his "African Game Trails" and "African
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Game Animals," but his "Outdoor Pastimes of

an American Hunter " (1908) are well worth read-

ing
1

, both for letterpress and illustrations.

'Through the Brazilian Wilderness" gives a

truthful, though not always exhilarating, descrip-

tion of the Brazilian forest and grassy plains. Bui
there is another side to Theodore Roosevelt, and
many an instance of his versatility, in the five

volumes of his "Presidential Addresses and State

Papers." Probably no head of a State in history

has uttered so much sound sense with so much
originality of diction and illustration. In Roose-
velt we had for the first (and, so far, the only)

time a great ruler who was also an adept in

the modern sciences, a student and an ex-

ponent of the New Bible, a statesman who
was extraordinarily well versed in geography

—

prehistoric, historical, political, physical, and com-
mercial—who was strongly interested in botany,
ethnology, zoology, philology, modern history,

sociology, and questions of hygiene and the

struggle for the supremacy of man over recalci-

trant Nature. He gave a great impulse to the

research into the causes of yellow fever, and the

means of eliminating it from Cuba and Panama.
If we only had the luck to acquire a Prime
Minister with the learning, the driving force, and
the sincerity of Roosevelt, what might not be the
after-history of the British Empire, could such a

Premier direct its destinies and the education of

its governing classes for seven years? But, alas !

politics in Britain do not breed Roosevelts.
H. H. Johnston.

NOTES.
We notice with much pleasure that in the new

Government -Mr. H. A. L. Fisher will remain the

President of the Board of Education and Mr. R. E.
Prothero, upon whom a peerage has been conferred,

President of the Board of Agriculture. Dr. C.
Addison becomes President of the Local Government
Board, and is succeeded in what becomes the Ministry

of National Service and Reconstruction by Sir Auck-
land Geddes. Sir Albert Stanley continues President

of the Board of Trade. Other appointments are :

—

Minister of Munitions (to become Minister of Supply),

Mr. Andrew Weir, upon whom a peerage has been con-

ferred ; Food Controller, Mr. G. H. Roberts; First

Commissioner of Works, Sir Alfred Mond. The main
changes in the Government, however, are of a political

kind, and there is not that breaking away from tradi-

tional methods which Mr. Llovd George may have de-

sired, but found circumstances too strong for him to

accomplish. We are glad to note, therefore, that Sir

Auckland Geddes, speaking on January 10, stated that
•' the Primo Minister has decided after long thought

—

it was undoubtedly reinforced by the finding of Lord
Haldane's Committee on the Machinery of Govern-
ment—that it is absolutely necessary that in the new
Government tin ri should be a great organ for research,

for investigation, and for the collection of informa-
tion."

A long list of promotions in, and appointments to,

the Civil Division of the Ordi r of the British Empire
for services in connection with the war was published

on January q. The list includes five Knights Grand
Cross of the Order (G.B.E.), six Dames Grand Cross
(G.B.E.), forty-nine Knights Commanders (K.B.E.),
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one hundred and seventy-eight. Commanders (C.B.E.),
and five hundred and thirty Officers (O.B.E.). We
OOtice ilie following names of men known in scientific

circles :—K. B.E. : VV. J. Pope, F.R.S., professor of

chemistry, University of Cambridge; Aubrey Strahan,
F.K.S., director of the Geological Survey of Great
Britain; Cecil I.. Budd, Non-ferrous \b

meat, Ministry of Munitions; and W. J. Jones, Iron
and Steel Production Department, Ministry of Muni-
tions,. ('.U.K.: J. W. Cobb, Livesey professoi of

coal, gas, and fuel industries, University of Leeds;
II. II. Dale, F.R.S., director of pharmacology and
tihemotherap) under the Medical Research Com-
mittee; A. Eichholz, Senior Assistant Medical
Officer, Board of Education; J. C. M. Garnett,
principal, Municipal College of Technology, Man-
chester; Lt.-Col. R. J. Harvey-Gibson, professor

of botany. University of Liverpool; and P. Chalmers
Mitchell, F.R.S., secretary of the Zoological Society

of London. O.B.E.: J. B. Bailie, professor of

philosophy, University of Aberdeen
; W. Foord-Kelcey,

professor of mathematics and mechanics, Royal Mili-

tary Academy; and W. E. S. Turner, head of the

department of glass technology, University of Sheffield.

Numerous medical men are included in the various

lists of awards and promotions recently announced,
the following being among those mentioned in the

'British Medical Journal for January n :

—

K.C.B. :

Lt.-Gen. T. H. J. C. Goodwin, Director-General,

Army Medical Service, and Major-Gen. G. J. II.

Evat't. K.C.M.G.: Major-Gen. W. W. Pike and
Temp. Col. I. Atkins. K.B.E.: Col. (temp.

Major-Gen.) S. Hickson, Col. H E. B. Bruce-Porter,

Col. W. Hale White, Temp. Col. Sir Almroth E.

Wright, F.R.S., Temp. hon. Col. J. L. Thomas, Dr.

E. N. Burnett, and Dr. G. Archdall Reid. C.B.:
Temp. Col. A. G. Phear, Temp. Lt.-Col. H. L.

Eason, and Capt. and Brevet Major (temp. Col.)

R. E. Kellv. C.M.G.: Col. H. A. Chisholm, Col.

E. 1. O'Neill Temp. Col. (hon. Surg.-Gen.) C. S.

Ryan, Lt.-Col. (temp. Col.) S. A. Archer, Lt.-Col.

(temp. Col.) E. P. Sewell, Lt.-Col. (acting Col.)

H. A. L. Howell, Lt.-Col. C. H. Furnivall, Lt.-Col.

F. Marshall, Lt.-Col. C. B. Martin, and Lt.-Col.

J. W. West.

The death of Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace at the

age of seventy-seven removes one of the highest

authorities on Russia and the Near East. After

several vears' residence in Russia, during which he

devoted himself to an exhaustive study of the Russian

people and Russian problems, Sir Donald Wallace
published in 1877 a two-volume work on Russia. This
book, which was twice revised by the author, the

second time in 1912, still remains one of the standard

works on that country. For many vears Sir Donald
Wallace was special correspondent of the Times in

Petrograd, Berlin, Constantinople, and elsewhere,

beinp; frequently sent on missions to the Balkans
and to Egypt. For a time he was private

sen, 1. 11 \ to' Lord Dufferin when Viceroy of

India. From 1891 to 1899 he was head of the Times

foreign department, resigning that position to under-

take the editorship of the extra volumes of the tenth

edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica._ For the last

few years he lived in retirement, doing a certain

amount of work for the Titnes, but devoting himself

mainly to study. In addition to his work on Russia,

Sir Donald Wallace wrote "Egypt and the Egyptian

One. lion" and "The Web of Empire." The materials

for the last-named work were collected bv him when
be was attached to the suite of King George (then

Duke of Cornwall and York) during his tour of the

Dominions in 1901.
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l\ a letter to the Times of January n Dr. W. J.

Fenton, dean of the Charing Ini-s Hospital Medical

School, •Units attention to tin- .requirements of medical

ch He points out that medical research should

not be separated from medical education; that the

clinician should be familiar with the work of the

ratory; anil that the research worker should not

In- cut off from the clinical aspects <>f medical problems.

From this ii follows that the ideal position for medical
rch work is at the medical schools associated with

the great teaching hospitals, and Dr. Fenton would
have the senior student and the newly qualified man
undertake some of the more elementary problems of

research, not only for the sake of the advancement ol

knowledge, but also for the invaluable scientific train-

ing th lined. Kim arch should demand the

whole time of a specially selected body of men, who
should be adequately remunerated, and funds should be

provided by the State for this and for equipment and
Practical results must not be impatiently

demanded, nor should research be exclusively directed

towards special objects. It cannot be too strongly

mphasised that neither medical research nor medical

ition can by any means be rendered self-sup-

ing. Any system of grants-in-aid—which may be

the best method of State assistance—must be contem-
plated on a much wider and more generous scale than

has been the case hitherto.

•/.\ has further decreased in London, and
has almost ceased to be epidemic. The Registrar-

General's return for the week ending January 4 shows
that the deaths only numbered sixty-five, which is

fewer than in any week since that ending October 5,

1918. Deaths from influenza for the week ending
January 4 were only 5 per cent, of the deaths from
all causes, whilst in the weeks ending November 2

and iluv were 57 per cent, of the total deaths.

Sixty-two per cent, of the influenza deaths given

in the latest return were between the ages of

twenty and sixty-five. The deaths from the epidemic

in the ninety-six great towns of England and Wales
numbered 441, and were also similarly fewer than in

any week since that ending October 5 last. The
Times of January 10 gives an account of the epidemic

in Italy from its correspondent at Rome. "The deputy

Signor Monti-Guarnieri has addressed an interrogation

to the Government concerning the measures to be

taken in view of the recrudescence of the influenza

mic. The deputy asserts that the epidemic has

killnl 800,000 people." The Times correspondent is

of opinion that the estimate is an exaggeration. "This
i- the third wave of the epidemic. During the first wave
the cases were slight, but during the second in October

and November thev were very severe. A lull came
half-way through November, but lately the number of

cases has increased again, though the type seems, less

.... Everyone will assure you that the deaths

from influenza are more numerous than from the

war." The correspondent adds :
" I hear from one

village, which lost sixty-two soldiers in the war, that

the deaths there from influenza are nearly 150."

The representative in the third generation of a great

family of botanists, M. Anne Casimir Pyramus De
folle, died on October 3, 191S, at Geneva, where

be- was born in 1S36, and where the greater part of

iad been spent. Casimir De Candolle was a

botanist, and made valuable additions to the

sum of botanical knowledge, though his work was not

of such fundamental importance as that of his father,

VIphonse, and grandfather, Augustin. He contributed

i latest lumes (part xvi., 1864-6(1) to the

•malic work initiated by Augustin P. De
Candolle, the " Prodromus Systematis Naturalis Regni

68, vol. 102]

Vegetabilis," namely, that dealing with the families
Piperaceae, Juglandeae, and Myricaceae, and was asso-
ciated with Alphonse De Candolle in the issue of the
series of monographs (1878-96), " Monographiae
Phanerogamarum," which was to supplement the
"Prodromus"; to the first volume (1878) Casimir con-
tributed a monograph of the Meliaccae. He also
wrote numerous taxonomic papers, mainly dealing
with the Piperaceaj and Meliaceae, and though, per-
haps, best known as a systematist, he was keenly
interested in the morphological and physiological sides
of botany. Almost his earliest paper was a study of
iln morphology and taxonomy of the Juglandeae, and
in 1868 he published a "Theorie de la feuille," in

which he interpreted the leaf as a flattened branch;
and this was followed at intervals by other papers on
leaf-structure and function and on phyllotaxy.
Casimir De Candolle had many friends among the
older systematists in this country, and workers were
always sure of a kindly welcome to the De Candollean
herbarium in Geneva. Among his numerous honours
he counted the foreign fellowship of our Linnean
Society and an honorary doctorate of Aberdeen
University.

We regret to see the report that Sir William Peter-

son, Principal of McGill University, Montreal, was
stricken with paralysis a few days ago while address-

ing a meeting.

Dr. Edgar T. Wherry, Bureau of Chemistry,
Washington, D.C., has assumed the duties of editor-

in-chief of the American Mineralogist, in succession

to Mr. Wallace Goold Levison, who has retired.

The second lecture of the series arranged by the

Industrial Reconstruction Council will be held in the

Saddlers' Hall, Cheapside, E.C.2, on Wednesday,
January 22. The chair will be taken at 4.30 by Lord
Balfour of Burleigh, and a lecture on " Industrial

Reconstruction in Government Departments " will be

delivered by his Honour Judge Edward Parry. Ap-
plications for tickets should be made to the Secretary,

I.R.C., 2 and 4 Tudor Street, E.C.4.

The council of the Geological Society has this year

made the following awards :—Wollaston medal, Sir

Aubrey Strahan (Director of H.M. Geological Survey);

Murcriison medal, Miss Gertrude L. Elles (Newnham
College, Cambridge); Lyell medal, Dr. W. F. Hume
(Director of the Geological Survey of Egypt) ; Bigsby

medal, Sir Douglas Mawson; Wollaston fund. Dr.

Alexander Logie Du Toit (Geological Survey of South

Africa); Murchison fund, Mrs. Eleanor M. Reid; and
Lyell fund, Mr. John Pringle (Geological Survey of

England and Wales) and Dr. Stanley Smith (Univer-

sity College, Aberystwyth).

With No. 655, published on January 1, the

Geological Magazine enters, we may hope, on a still

wider field of service. In succession to the Geologist,

which appeared from 185S to 1864, this journal has

been the recognised medium for the publication and

discussion of research in a science that appeals

specially to workers in our islands. Some of the con-

tributions to its pages, such as Prof. C. Lapworth's

papers on "The Secret of the Highlands," have pro-

foundly affected geological interpretation. Work ap-

pearing elsewhere has received review and criticism

from a staff of specially qualified writers, and the

veteran editor, Dr. Henry Woodward, has infused

into a large correspondence his unfailing personal

. harm. After fifty-five vears of devotion to the maga-

zine, he has obtained the help of Mr. R. H. Rastall

ub-fiditor, and the choice is a guarantee that the
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I irj character of the journal will be maintained.

The two most recent numbers mav be taken as types

of the importance of the Geological Magazine in times
when it is at length realised thai "in national progress
depends on scientific method ami observation. Dr.
Prior, for Instance, reviews Hie Progress of

Mineralogy from 1864 to 1918"; the proposed Mines
Department for the United Kingdom is discussed; and
Mr. Wilcockson gives tin- besl account of "Coal in

Spitsbergen" with which \\ • an acquainted. Mr.
R. D. Oldham deals with the difficult question of the
constitution of the earth's interior, and the paloeonto-

logical papers, always a strong feature, include one by
Dr. Andrews on "Fossil Mammals from Salonica and
Imbros," discovered l>\ officers of our Army in

moments of relaxation. The Geological Magazine is

published monthly by Messrs. Dulau and Co., 37 Soho
Square, London, at jjs. per annum post free. It

should find a place in all libraries where British

science is to be represented adequately.

The new map of the Western front issued b\ Messrs,
W. and A. K. Johnston shows the main lines of the
retreat and advance of the Allied armies from 1914 to

1918. The map is on a small scale (1 in. to 18 miles),

and n<. relief is shown, but the lines held at different

periods during the war are clearly shown in colour.

The German territory occupied by the Allies under
the terms of the armistice is shaded red, and a deeper
tint shows the neutral zone on tin right bank of the
Rhine. The map, which is published at is., forms a
useful addition to the firm's series of yvar-maps.

Ix the settlement of the complex problems arising
from the break-up of the Dual Monarchy, the question
of the distribution of the nationalities in Hungary will

be of chief importance. Four articles on this subject

by Mr. B. C. Wallis have recently appeared in the
Geographical Review (vol. vi., Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5).

The papers deal respectively with the Rumanians in

Hungary, the Slavs of Northern Hungary, the Slavs
of Southern Hungary, and the Magyars and Germans
in Central Hungary. Three coloifred. maps accom-
pany each article, showing relief, density of popula-
tion, and distribution of nationalities respectively.

They fit together to form a complete map of Hun-
gary. The population maps are constructed on the
contour method, which the author rightly claims gives
gradational representation and avoids the abrupt
changes characteristic of most maps of this land. Mr.
Wallis has been at great pains to unearth from census
statistics a great deal of useful information, the text

of the articles containing important facts relating to

the social and educational state of the people. The
work forms a valuable basis for discussions which
will shortly be exercising European statesmen.

In a paper read before the Royal Society of Arts
on December 11, Major-Gen. Sir Frederick Smith
described the work of the British Army Veterinary
Corps at the fronts. Some 1300 officers, 27,000 men,
and 6000 coloured men were employed as a corps in
the various theatres of war. Every division possessed
a mobile veterinary section for immediate service- in

the field. Thence the wounded and sick animals
were forwarded to a veterinary evacuating station,
where a more thorough examination was possible and
the diagnosis was checked. Two or three times a
week the sick were sent on to the base, where they
were placed in a hospital, whence they
were distributed to a general hospital, mange
hospital, convalescent dep6t, etc., as the case might
be._ Some 1,317,000 patients passed through the
various hospitals during the war (Journ. Roy. Soc. of
Arts, December 27, 1918, p. 80).
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The views of Dr. Edridge Green on colour vision
an- well known, and considerable interest attaches to
his application of them to various problems connected
with the subjects of protective and warning coloration
in birds and insects. In two recent articles (Science
Progress, July and October, 1918) Mr. Mottram and
Dr. Edridge Green have published a careful study of

the distribution of colour in five sub-families of Indian
diurnal Lepidoptera and two families of birds (the
Nectariniida; and Loriidae). On the authors' view
tin colour-perception of many enemies of insects has
not advanced beyond a stage in which green and
brown are indistinguishable, the brown and green
dimorphism seen in certain groups (as in the larvae
of Amphidasu hetularia) would be accounted for, the
two colours being equally inconspicuous against either
kind of background. To such a colour-perception
yellow would also be inconspicuous. It is pointed out
that complemental colours placed side by side are
inconspicuous at long range, but very conspicuous
when within their blending distance; hence main
"warning" colours are only adapted for use at close

quarters. Stress is laid upon what the authors call

the "conjuring method" of protection, i.e. the sudden
disappearance of a bright colour and its replacement
by an inconspicuous or deceptive aspect, as in Kallima
pursued by an enemy. As a result of a statistical

computation, the interesting conclusion is reached that
sexual differences from the point of view of colour-
vision can be entirely accounted for on the basis of a
difference in visibility.

Mr. J. Wilfrid Jackson describes the Brachiopoda
collected by the British Antarctic (Terra Nova) Expedi-
tion (Zool., vol. ii., pp. 177-202, 1 plate, 1918) in the
New Zealand area and in the Ross Sea. The examples
from the latter have enabled the author to make a
di tailed . study of an Antarctic species previously
ascribed to the genus Rhynchonella, but for which a
new genus, Compsothyris, is formed. No new species
has been added to the list of those known to occur
in the Antarctic, but our knowledge of the geo-
graphical range of those recorded, belonging to the
genera Compsothyris, Liothyrella, and Magellania, has
been materially extended.

M. E. Roubaud discusses (Rev. gin. des Sci..

November 15, 191S) the relations between man and
mosquitoes with reference to the danger from malaria
in France. Anopheles bred from larva? taken near
Paris, fed on cases of benign tertian or of malignant
malaria, and kept, some at room-temperature and
others at 25 C, were found on dissection to have
the developmental forms of the parasite on the stomach
or sporozoites in the salivary glands. Isolated cases of
malaria and some small epidemics have occurred in

France during the last two years, and M. Roubaud
states that in regard to the majority of these—chiefly

benign tertian, but five were malignant— it has been
established that the foci were cases of malaria of

colonial or Oriental origin. These facts prove that
Anopheles in France, when in contact with malaria-
carriers, can become infected, and can transmit the

organism. The danger is, however, less in practice
than would appear a priori, for, in spite of the intro-

duction on a large scale of malaria-carriers, the number
of new cases in France since the outbreak of the war
has bei 1 relatively small—about 250—and this is due,
in M. Roubaud's opinion, not to the diminution in the

number of Anopheles, but to the relative isolation of

man from Anopheles, which has been brought about
by improved conditions of living. The ideal conditions

—isolated groups of people living in shelters on the

ground in sparsely inhabited, humid, and wooded
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..-—necessary to make the relations between man
and Anopheles sufficiently intimate and continuous
to bring about endemic malaria are in France found
only exceptionally where man has retained or re-

sumed a primitive mode of lift-. M. Roubaud con-
cludes that human progress has brought about a

suspension of the previously intimate relations be
man and Anopheles, and, consequently, the disae
ance of the old foci of malaria.

"A Win 111 H \i 1 1 Botanical Garden" is the subject
of an interestin

j Mr. \V. Roberts in the
Gardi ,.1 December 21, 1918. The
writer has acquired a sale catalogue of a "Collection
of plants, shrubs, and fruit-trees; consisting chiefl)

ol valuabl leautiful flowers, and a lar^e
number of pines in full fruit and succession; of Mr.
William Bennett, corn factor and biscuit baker,
deceased," to be sold on March -'7, 17011, at the

11 in Whitechapel Fields. Nothing further is

m of William Bennett, but the catalogue indi-

that the garden was of a very special and
interesting .nature, and the approximately accurate
botanical character of the nomenclature proves that
Bennett's interest was as much botanical as horticul-
tural. His garden contained several specimens of
many plants which were rare in this countrv a cen-
tury and a half ago, Many of the plants in the list

were of comparatively recent introduction, and several
appear to have been grown by Bennett many years
earlier than the dates recorded for their introduction
into Great Britain; Mr. Roberts instances Selago spuria,
Pisonia aculeata, and Ruellia ciliata. The exotics are
from widely different regions, tropical and otherwise.
According to a contemporary map, Whitechapel Fields
occupied a broad space on the south side of White-
chapel Road and Mil'- End, extending east from the
present-day London Hospital down nearly to Ratcliff

hway. Adjoining them were the Mulberry
Gardens.

The recently published issue of the Imperial
Institute Bulletin (No. -•. imiS) contains -useful articles

South African grasses for paper-making, Ceylon
tobacco, and cotton in Egypt. Of the South African

[ndropogon hirtiflorus is said to be quite

suitable for the manufacture of paper pulp on a com-
ial scale, but the other grasses appear to be of

value mainly in South Africa. Tobacco in Ceylon
has been taken up with the view of obtaining an im-

1 type of pipe tobacco, and judging from the
report, the trials appear to have met with success.
With regard to cotton, Mr. G. C. Dudgeon, consulting

ilturist to the Ministry of Agriculture, Egypt,
discu the question of the maintenance of the
qualitv of Egyptian cotton, ft is well known that
if any serious deterioration in the quality of Egyptian
cotton occurred, it would inflict great damage on the

fine cotton spinning industry. Mr. Dudgeon
points out that Egyptian cotton has in recent years
consisted of a number of varieties of cotton, each an
improvement on its predecessor, and each in its turn

• d to deterioration through crossing in the
with inferior kinds. The quality of the cotton

produced has, however, on the whole improved, but
unle«- rtem of protecting improved kinds is

introduced there can be no guarantee that the present
quality of the output can be maintained. The

principal action required is the isolation and issue of
the best kinds in a fairlv pure state, and the

steps necessary to this end can be taken by Govern-
ment only with the consent and active support of
th>» Egyptian producers.
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The Bureau of Standards of the United States has
issued an emergency edition of its Circular No. 27 on
the properties and testing of optical instruments,
pending a more complete revision of the circular in
a few months. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on the design and the principal causes of imper-
fections of optical instruments not easily accessible to
the general public owing to its being scattered widely
in optical text-books and periodicals, 'and to the mathe-
matical form in which it usually appears. The cir-
cular deals in succession with definition and resolving
power, magnification, brightness of image, and field
of view of instruments of observation, with the

is aberrations and distortions of instruments for
reproduction, and with instruments for measurement.
Many of the simpler tests for such instruments are
di -.libed, so that it is quite possible for the owner
of an instrument to test it himself, but in case more
complete tests are required the Bureau undertakes
thj n at fees from a dollar upwards. No charge is

made for tests undertaken in the public service or in
aid of researches for the development of the optical
instrument industries of the United States.

In the September issue of the Science Reports of
the University of Sendai Prof. K. Honda and Mr.
J. Okubo give a new theory of magnetism which
agrees more closely with the observed facts of para-
and diamagnetism than any previous theory. Ac-
cording to it, the molecular magnets rotate about
axes not in general coincident with their magnetic axes.
The component of the magnetic moment of a molecule
along the axis of rotation the authors call the axial,
and that at right angles the transverse, component.
When a magnetic field acts on ths molecule, preces-
sion and nutation take place owing to the axial com-
ponent of the magnetic moment. The nutation is

damped out by thermal impacts amongst the mole-
cules, but the precession continues at an angle which
implies increase of magnetic moment in the direction
of the field, and the effect is paramagnetic. The
transverse component of the moment causes the rota-
tion of the molecule to be faster when that component
is in the same direction as the field, and to be slower
when in the opposite direction. The time mean of the
effect is therefore in the opposite direction to the field

—that is, it is diamagnetic. The preponderance of
one effect over the other determines the para- or dia-
magnetic character of the material.

Baume's hydrometers, especially the one for liquids
heavier than water, are largely used in various indus-
tries. As is well known, much confusion has arisen
in the conversion of the hydrometer readings into

terms of specific gravity. This is due to the fact that
in graduating the early instruments the temperature
of the water used was not given precisely, nor was
the density of the "heavier" liquid (a solution of salt)

correctly obtained. Hence several different conversion
tables have been employed, showing, of course,
different specific gravities for the same hydrometer
reading. The formula for conversion is : Degrees
Baume = m — m "sp. grav., where m is the constant or
modulus on which the scale is based, and the uncer-
tainty has been as to the true value of m. The Bureau
of Standards, Washington, holds that the value should
be 145, and this is now adopted generallv in the United
States except in the sugar industrv. A new conversion

table has recently been issued by the Bureau, based
on the value mentioned and on the spa li ter-

minations of F. Plato, which are regarded as the most
The temperature adopted is 20 C. These

features, it is considered, should especially commend
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the new tables for sugar work. \ cop) 1 in In-

obtained free on application to the Bureau (Techno-

logic Paper No. 115).

A review in Nature of January 2 of Prof. Cohen's
"Organic Chemistry for Advanced Students" contains

the statement, in reference 10 the portion dealing with

chlorophyll: "Curiously enough, no mention is made
in the list of relnenres to Willstatter and Stull's hook
on this subject." This statement applies to the list

of references on p. 183 (part iii.), but is ambiguous in

mi far as il suggests thai tin book is not mentioned
elsewhere in the text. The inference is, of course,

incorrect, since the book in question receives full

mention on p. 172. It is in order to remove any mis-

understanding that we are glad to insert this note.

We have received from Messrs. Watson and Sons
(Electro-Medical), Ltd., a pamphlet on radiography
and photography. It includes a price-list, but is chiefly

an essay on the practice of radiography, and gives just

those details that the practitioner wants to know re-

garding the choice and use of apparatus, the treatment

of the plates, and the printing from them. It is a

pitv that new names should be introduced without a
clear statement as to what they signify. We know
what amidol, metol, hydroquinone, etc., are, but what
is " sutol "?

Messrs. Longmans and Co. have nearly ready
"The Quantitative Method in Biology," by Prof. J.
MacLeod, of the University of Ghent. Messrs.
Gauthier-Villars (Paris) have in the press vol. ii. of

R. de Forcrand's " Cours de Chimie " (Chimii
organique, Chimie analytique), and vol. i. of " CEuvn s

de Henri Poincare," 4 vols., vol. ii. of which appeared
in 1916.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Origin of New Stars.— In an article which

appears in the Revue Gindrale des Sciences (Novem-
ber 30, 1918) Dr. J. Bosler, of the Meudon Observa-
tory, gives an able review, of the general phenomena
of new stars, and discusses the theories which have
been put forward to account for them. The sudden-
ness of the apparition of a nova is considered to be
against any explanation based upon radio-activity, and
it seems difficult to escape the belief that collisions

are in some way concerned in the outburst. The brief

duration of novae, and the relative frequency of their

occurrence, appear to be opposed to the direct col-

lision of two dark stars as a probable cause, and Dr.
Bosler favours Seeliger's view that a nova is pro-

duced by the passage of a dark or faint star through
an obscure nebulous cloud. The heating effects would
then be merelv superficial, as in the case of a meteor
in the earth's atmosphere, and a reasonable explana-
tion of the spectroscopic changes can be given. The
mutual relations between novas in their later phases
and the Wolf-Rayet stars and planetary nebulae lead

Dr. Bosler to trie conclusion that these bodies are
merely the vestiges of ancient novae, and have no place

in the ordinary evolutionary sequence.

The Fayette County Meteorites.—A further in-

vestigation of three meteoric stones found in Fayette
County, Texas, in iqoo, has been made bv Mr. G. P.
Merrill (Proc. U.S. National Museum, vol. Hv., p. 557).
Hitherto these stones have been supposed to be a part
of the Fayette County (Bluff) stone found in 1878,
but it now appears that the two finds are to be re-

garded as belonging to distinct falls. The most strik-

ing difference lies in the physical condition of the
prevailing silicates, olivine anil enstatite, which are
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Cloud) in tin- stone of (878 and clear in that of 1900
Calcium phosphate is preserjt in both, but in the lati 1

find lacks tile gas cavities which an so conspicuous in

the other. There are numerous other points "t differ-

ence, and the greater weathering of tin

probabl) indicates that the) belong to an earlier fall.

Tin- name Fayette County, Cedar, is suggested for the

pones found in 1900.

Li i [pses \m> Transits of Japetus.—The orbit of

Japetus, .Saturn's eighth satellite, is at present seen

|dgewise, and eclipses ami transits an- observable. On
January ic;d. 14-24I1. G.M.T. the shadow of Japetus
Inters Saturn's disc, passing nit below our horizon at

23-ogh. On February 2jd. 1102I1. Japetus is occulted

bv Saturn; it remains invisible until jSd. 42411., when
it emerges from tin- shadow of the ball to enter tin-

shadow of the inner bright liiii; ai 4-Sdi. Ii passes

the space corresponding with the Cassini division at

7111I1., emerging from the shadow of the outer ring

at 8-49)1. It will be remembered that in 1889 Prof.

Barnard made a series of observations of its bright-

ness while in the shadow of the crape ring, which gavi

information about its transparency. Such observations

will only !"• ptissililr in longitudes considerably east "t

Greenwich, but the passage through the Cassini space

and the final emergence are observable here.

Another transit of the shadow across Saturn's disc

will occur on April q, beginning at midnight. The
eclipse of May 18 is not observable nearer than

western America.

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY IN
JAVA.

l.XDIl AND

\17 1TII an area under sugar-cane about one-seventh
* * of that devoted to this crop in India, Java has

an annual production of cane-sugar not greatly inferior

to that of India, and is able, after meeting its own
requirements, to export large quantities, for which
India is one of the chief markets. In Java the cul-

tivation of sugar-cane is conducted on the most
modern lines, and the manufacture of cane-sugar is

carried on in central factories, where the processes

are chemically controlled at every stage.

In India the cultivation is in the hands of natives,

as is also the preparation of the sugar, and both sides

of the industry are conducted in somewhat primitive

fashion. The Indian industry has not been left entirely

to itself by the Government, and a certain amount of

experimental work on the improvement of canes and in

the introduction of better methods of preparing sugar
has been carried on for some time by the Imperial De-
partment of Agriculture in India and the Indian Pro-
vincial Departments closely interested, but so far this

work appears to have had but little effect either in in-

creasing the Indian production or in stemming the rising

tide of imports. Thus Messrs. Hulme and Sanghi, in

a note submitted to the tenth meeting of the Board of

Agriculture held at Poona in December, 1917, say

that " the rapid increase in the imports of sugar before
the war caused some anxiety to those in authority,

and steps were taken with the view of improving the

sugar industry in India" (Bulletin No. S2, Agricul-

tural Research Institute, Pusa).

One of these steps was the erection of a small
experimental factor) in 1014-15 at the Government
farm at Nawabganj, in the Bareillv district of the

United Provinces; the authors of the note referred to

are in charge of this small factory, and in the note

tin >, ;ivi some results of their first two years' work.

Sugar-cane is grown as an experimental crop at the

farm, and the varieties in cultivation have
analysed and their milling properties tested
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So far the factor has experienced con-

siderable difficulty in carrying out lis programmi
ol work. In 1915-16 the machinery was not com-
plete in time for full working, and there was also

a difficulty in getting sufficient cane In 1910-17 the

sugar-cam- crop in the district was a failure, and onh
a small supply of inferior sugar-cane was available for

working
The note, in addition to giving a rdsumi of the work

don.', describes the native methods of making "gur"
and sue. 11. and includes an illustrated description of

the plant in the experimental mill.

The following figures quoted bj the authors illus-

irl) hew much remains to be done to put the

Indian sugar industry on a basis which will enable it

to compete with Java. The figures are maunds of

Sugar produced per acre :- Java (modern methods),
leilly district (modern methods), 64 ; Bareilly

district (native methods), 74. In view of these figures

it is little wonder that, in spite of a 10 per cent,

import duty and the payment of freight, railway,

handling, warehousing, and other charges, Java can
-ell sugar in the interior of India against the locally

produced article.

////•. FLORA OF MACEDONIA.
THE Kew Bulletin (December, 1918) contains an

account of the flora of Macedonia by Mr. W. B.

Turrill, based on collections made by himself and a

few other men engaged with the British Salonika

forces. The collections were made mainly in the

Struma plain, on the " Lembert Hills," about 8 to

10 km. north of Salonika, and the Krusa Balkan, and
represent the flora of the hills (which nowhere reach

more than 1000 m.), the foothills, the nullahs, and
the plains. The most striking plant of the hill-slopes

i- the Kermes oak (Quercus coccifera), a shrub from
2 ft. to 6 ft. in height, with very still, prickly leaves,

the host of the crimson-dye yielding "Kermes" insect,

which constitutes a distinct formation related to the

"maquis" of the Mediterranean area. The nullahs

are of two types : those worn out of the solid rocks

of the hills, and those cut out of the diluvium of

the plains by streams and storms. They have
generally very steep sides, which serve as a protec-

tion from the sun for at least part of the day, and,

as they retain considerable moisture, are able to

maintain a flourishing vegetation through the hot

summer. When water permanently runs through the

nullah a marsh flora may be found on the stream-

sides, including our British Lythrum salicaria, with

Cyperus longus, and species of Juncus, Carex,

Scirpus, Eleocharis, and others. Much of the ground
of the plains is, or has been, under cultivation, and

present time the weed flora is luxuriantly

ied; the Struma plain in spring was brilliant

with fields of scarlet poppies, pink Silenes, yellow

Hvpecoum, and a blue lupin.

The parts traversed were generally poor in tree-

growth, and forestry is non-existent. The " Lembert
Hills " are bare except for the shrubby Quercus forma-
tion and low herbage. Inland, trees occur, but nearly

always singlv or in small groups, seldom worthy of

the name of woods. Quercus conferta is the com-
mon. -1 tree in manv districts, and also occurs as a

nullah shrub. In the Struma plain elm-trees reach

a good size, and isolated planes are well developed in

various localities.

The climate is typically Mediterranean in the long,

hot, dry summer, but differs from the climates of

most Mediterranean countries in having colder and
wetter spells in winter. The autumn rains in October

revive the parched vegetation and cause a short period
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of flowering in autumn before the cold winds and
snow of winter.

The author records 625 species and varieties of
flowering plants and ferns, representing probably
about a quarter of the vascular plants. The flora 'is

predominantly Mediterranean, and is most closely-

related to the Grecian flora; about one-sixth of the
species are common to Macedonia and Greece, but do
not extend northwards into Bulgaria. The northern
element is, however, distinctly marked, since thirty-
eight plants are recorded which occur in Macedonia
and Bulgaria, but not in Greece.
One new species is described, a pink-flowered

Sili ne from the Struma plain.

THE MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION.
^PHE annual meeting of the Mathematical Associa-
-* tion was held in the London Day Training

College, Southampton Row, on January 1 and 2. At
the "Advanced Section" of the meeting Dr. S.
Brodetsky read a valuable paper on "The Graphical
Treatment of Differential Equations." He briefly

described the manner in which he was- led to take up
this subject by being confronted with "insoluble"
differential equations while researching on the stabilitv

of motion in connection with aeroplane theory. The
plan he devised was to sketch first of all on squared
paper the curves dyjdx = o and d2y/dx 2 = o, thereby
obtaining those regions in which the curves satisfying
<j>(x, y, dyjdx) = o have positive and negative curva-
ture. Thereafter, by solving directly for dy/dx in

terms of x\ and y, he is able to sketch the curves
of the system defined by the given differential equa-
tion <p(x, y, dy/dx) = o as a series of short arcs.

At the " General Section " Dr. W. P. Milne dealt
with "Tin Work of the Mathematical Association in
Assisting the Application of Mathematics to Industrv."
He pointed out that up to now the Mathematical
Association had confined itself almost entirely to the
work done in the secondary schools, and he said that

in the work of industrial reconstruction the association

had a wide and clamant field of potential mathematical
activity in the deoartments of engineering, mining,
agriculture, commerce, etc. All these spheres of

labour are making a great and ever-increasing use
of mathematical processes, and it seemed fitting that

the association should lend a helping hand in drawing
up the appropriate mathematical syllabuses on the

most modern lines. It was also informally suggested

that, in addition to the London meeting at Christmas-
time, a peripatetic meeting should be held in the

summer-time at different places in the provinces, so

as to studv on the spot industrial mathematics in its

various forms. Upon a show of hands being taken,

it was found that the meeting cordially approved of

this informal suggestion. It was also announced that

the association had arranged for a series of reports

by expert committees on the mathematics of the

various pivotal industries, and that these would be

made public in due course.

The presidential address by Prof. T. P. Nunn on
" Astronomv as a School Subject" was listened to with

the greatest attention and appreciation. Prof. Nunn
pointed out how desirable it was that modern educated

men should know something of the world in which

thev lived, and said that from time immemorial the

movements of the earth and the celestial bodies had

excited the interest and admiration of men. He ex-

hibited models of celestial cylinders, spheres, and
cub. s, all of which could be made with the simplest

apparatus, and from which most accurate results could

be obtained by schoolbovs themselves. Many school-

masters gave their exneriences of teaching astronomy,
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1, in Stonyhurst and Bootham School. Prof.

Nunn's lecture, which was a departure from the usual

presidential address, was an unqualified success. The
Astronomer Royal, in the course of the discussion,

testified to his appreciation of Prof. Nunn's presenta-i

lion of the subject.

A paper on " [Tie Teaching of Geometry to First-

year Pupils" was introduced by Mr. Basil A. Howard.
There was a vigorous discussion, from which il was
abundantly evident thai teachers do not even yet

regard the leaching of elementary geometry as in a

satisfactory condition, It seems likely that a cleavage
in the near future will be established between "prac-
tical experimental geometry" and "theoretical geo-

metry," as the attempt to mix up these two aspects
of the subject throughout the school course has not

led to the best results, they being neither coincident

nor contradictory, hut distinct and complementary.

BIOLOGY OF .1 LIFE-TABLE.

AT a meeting of the Royal Statistical Society on
December 17 a paper was read by Dr. J.

Brownlee entitled "Notes on the Biology of a Life-

Table." Dr. Brownlee pointed out that a life-table

contained a record of the natural history of the life-

processes of man from birth to death. As man must
be looked upon in the light of a physico-chemical

engine with the power of working for a certain time,

it should be possible to obtain from the different life-

tables some indication of the rate at which the engine
works and the manner in which the power of working
is altered by different environments. That some law-

exists is shown by the relationship between environ-

ment and ill-health advanced by Dr. Farr forty years

ago. He established a relationship for the decade
1861-70 that D = c&P, where D is the death-rate, <5 the

number of persons living per sq. m., and c and p are

constants. Unfortunately, Dr. Farr could only use
crude death-rates, and his law was not found to apply

in the subsequent decades. Now, however, it is pos-

sible to use life-table death-rates.

It is found, when the different areas in the country
are arranged in groups according to their different

death-rates, the groups being so large that the effects

of different local conditions are averaged out, that the

death-rate increases directly as the tenth root of the

densitv of the population as measured by the number
of persons on each square mile. The equations for the

three decades for which statistics exist are as

follows :

—

D=i2-428- 10018

D=ii-4sS-° 9850

D=io-82c. 10179

1S61-70
1881-90

1891-1900

It follows from this that there must be some definite

law underlying the life-processes, and that between the
different life-tables close relationships should exist. In
:m endeavour to find these relationships Dr. Brownlee
had made various experiments. In the first instance
il was found that if a suitable upper limit to life were
assumed, the expectations of life at all ages between
ten years and venty-five years, and the differences
of the upper limit of life and the actual age when
plotted on double logarithmic paper, lay on a straight
line. This gives a relationship E, = a(C — x)«, where C
is the upper limit of life, E the expectation at age v,

and a and n are constants. It is further found that

n,
1

', and logn used as co-ordinates are collinear. The
limited range through which the formula could 1"

applied, however, and the fart that the upper limit of

life was in most tables quite ridiculously low sug-
I a search for a better expression. He found on
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trial that the formula 1 which represents the reaction
between a substance and a ferment, when the reaction

is such that combination takes place between the sub-
stance and the ferment, followed by dissociation as

the alteration of the substance proceeds, gave an
adequate graduation. Taking the amount of the
original substance to be represented by the , spi

of life, the relationship between age and expectation
is thus given in the following form :

---v-
When this formula is used, c and a are collinear for

all life-tables, and c and >i are collinear for each
definite epoch, the epochs investigated being the
decades 1861-70, 1881-90, 1891-1900, and the three

years 1910-12. Further, it is found that all the lattet-

lines are parallel. The constant direction of these may
be assumed to be associated with the fact that the

exponential relation of the death-rate to the density

given by Farr's law is constant. The changing posi-

tion of the line may also be associated with the change
in the multiplying factor, which, as has been se< n,

has been continuously decreasing. A theoretical draw-
back to using the formula as given above is that it

assumes that the expectation of life is an adequate
measure of vitality. This assumption implies that

each year of life is of equal value, and therefore

equates a year of life lived between twenty and twenty-

one with a year of life lived between seventy and
seventy-one, though the rate of action of life-processes

must be verv much greater in the former case than in

the latter. This difficulty, however, can be got over

when it is noted that the same formula graduates, not

only the expectation of life, but also the life insurance
premiums, so that it may be taken that any simple

law of decay expressible by a geometrical progression

acting as life goes on mav be included in the argument.
Dr. Brownlee thought that the relationships first

given by Dr. Farr, and now found to apply for forty

years in England and Wales, as also the relationship

between the constants in the formula used for

graduating the expectations in the life-tables, showed
that the response of the human engine to different

conditions was not arbitrary, but governed by very

special laws.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Glasgow.—The faculties of science and medicine
have lately received important benefactions, which
will enhance the resources of the University for in-

struction and research. Messrs. W. G. Gardiner and

F. C. Gardiner, shipowners in Glasgow, have made a

gift of 6o,oooZ. to the University for the foundation

of three professorships, at a stipend of 1000!. a year

each, in bacteriology, in organic chemistry, and in

physiological chemistry. The "Gardiner" chairs will

be associated with the existing departments of patho-

logy, chemistry*, and physiology respectively, in which
the several subjects have been represented by endowed
lectureships.

The Right Hon. Sir Joseph P. Ma. lav, Bart., has
provided for five vears a lectureship for clinical and
practical instruction in tuberculosis at the Bridge of

Weir Sanatoria. The instruction will be open to

medical practitioners and students. Dr. James
Crocket, D.P.H., has been appointed the first lecturi r.

A professor in the faculty of medicine has founded

an " Arbroath " bursary of 40/. a year for medical

' Chemical Statics and Dyr '

P- 376.
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li nts entering the third year of the curriculum
who hate given promise of distinction in the lirst and

iminations.

The same professor has also established a prize of

. to be awarded every three years, for an
ii distinction (worthy to be published) on some

subject relating to the history of medicine. Candi-
dates must I)'- graduates in medicine of the University

Intimation has also been given of substantial gifts

for the foundation of lectureships in diseases of infants

children in connection with the Royal Hospital for

Sirk Children on Yorkhill, adjoining the- University,

which was opened by his Majesty the King in Jury,

1914.

The number oi students attending the classes in

ce and medicine has increased so greatly that,

in order to provide accommodation for men refea

from war service, who have the first claim on the

University, it has been intimated that admission to

the I: the beginning of the summer
On in April cannot be guaranteed to freshmen not

alread\ matriculated.

Mrs. Alice Jackson has bequeathed 1000/. to the

University of Shi t'ti. Id lor the Arthur Jackson chair

of anatomy.

I hi examination for the 1919 scholarship of the

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Ship-
builders (Newcastle-upon-Tyne) will he held in Septem-
ber next, and copies of the regulations and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the secretary of

the institution, Bolbec Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
The scholarship is of the annual value of 50L, and
tenable for two years.

'['11: Bureau of Education (Department of the

ior) of the United States, with a view to a com-
cai ipaign for the support of the schools

tir the maintenance upon them, has arran^i d

since July last to issue bi-monthly a journal entitled

School Life, llv second number contains a letter

from the President, in the course of which he savs :

"That there should be no falling-off in attendance in

elementary schools, high schools, or colleges is a
matter of the ven greatest importance affecting both
our strength in war and our national efficiency when
the war is over." "After the war," he goes on to

"there will be urgent need, not onlv for trained
ship in all lines of industrial, commercial, social,

and civic life, but for a very high average of intel-

ligence and preparation on the part of all the people "
;

and he urges " the people to continue to give generous
support to their schools of all grades, and that the
schools adjust themselves as wiselj as possible to the
new conditions, to the end that no boy or girl shall
have less opportunity for education because of the
war, and tl n maj be strengthened, as it

nh be, through the light education of all its

people." These are wise and weighty words such as
may he expected from President Wilson in this

supreme hour of his country's history, and indicate the
faith which the nation firmly holds in the place ami
value of education as the bedrock of its progress

Is the realisation of its ideals. "Germany," savs
the U.S. Com Foj Education, " has made herself
a composite, compact, purposeful nation by methods
of education, as well as by authority. We can make
ourselves a compact, purposeful nation and impose
no authority other than the compelling influence of
affection, sympathy, understanding, and education."
Th»> journal is full of interesting matter, both
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domestic and foreign, dealing with various aspects of
education. It is mailed free to all administrative
officials throughout the States, and furnished to the
schools, single or in quantities, at 50 cents per annum.
Free libraries in this country would be well advised
to supply their reading-rooms with copi.s.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Physical Society, November 22, 1918.—Prof. C. H.
Lees, president, in the chair.—A. Campbell; (9 The
linguistic nomenclature of scientific writers. The note
insists on the importance of clear and urn istent
nomenclature and the avoidance of foreign plural
forms, such as media, genera, radiivectores , etc. The
term pulsatance is suggested as a suitable name for
2.tX frequency. (2) Low-frequency microphone hum-
mers. The note describes the conditions of mechanical
loading, capacitance, and position which the author
has found give successful working at low frequencies.

(;,) A simple tuning-fork generator for sine-wave alter-

nating currents. The arrangement consists of an
electrically maintained tuning-fork, to one prong of
which is attached a small thin coil with its axis per-
pendicular to the direction of motion of the prong.
As the fork vibrates the coil oscillates in the field of
.1 fixed horseshoe magnet, and an approximated sinu-
soidal E.M.F. is set up in the coil. The frequency
with the apparatus shown was io 1/1 per second.
(4) A method of comparing tuning-forks of low fre-

quency and of determining their damping decrements.
The method consists in putting the windings of the
maintaining magnets in series with each other and
with a sensitive vibration galvanometer. The beats
are clearly shown by the pulsations of the band of
light on the scale.

Royal Microscopical Society, December iS, 1918.—Mr.
J. E. Barnard, president, in the chair.—Lt.-Col. Aldo
Castellani

: Tropical diseases in the Balkanic war zone.

(1) Tropical diseases are quite common in the Balkanic
zone. (2) The most important and the commonest of
all is malaria, which is often of a very malignant type,

and may simulate many other diseases. (3) Next to

malaria, the amoebic and bacillarv dysenteries are the
most common affections. Causes of enteritis due to

flagellates, and rarely to ciliates, occur. Coccidiosis
has been observed. Cholera and paracholera have
been rare. (4) Camp jaundice detents castrensis) is

common. (5) Fevers of the enteric group are fairly

frequent in the Balkans, but during the last three
years have never assumed an epidemic type. Para-
typhoid A and B are in certain districts more fre-

quently met with than true typhoid. Paratyphoid and
similar fevers due to intermediate germs are not rare.

(6) Malta fever is rare in Macedonia and the interior

of the Balkanic zone; it is more frequently met with
on the coast and in the islands. (7) Kala-azar of
adults is absent in the Balkans ; of the infantile type
many cases are seen in, certain islands of the Adriatic
and /Egean Seas. Tn Macedonia it is rare. (8) Re-
lapsing fever is quite common. In the treatment of
the malady the best results were obtained by using a
combined salvarsan-tartar emetic treatment, (q) Typhus
exanthema! ieus is at the present moment vi rv rare,

whereas a terrible epidemic raged in 1014-15. Trench
fever is occasionally met with; both the types described
in France have also occurred in the Balkans. (10) Pap-
pataci fever is extremely common in certain parts of

the Balkans, especially in the late summer and early

autumn. (11) Bronchomvcosis and bronchospiro-
chaetosis are far from rare. (12) Pellagra is quite
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common in several districts of Macedonia. (13) Of
the tropical diseases which are of rarer occurrence in

the Balkans may be mentioned blackwater fever,

tilariasis, leprosy, sprue, intestinal myiasis, mycotic,
spirochaetic, and flagellate erethritis. (14) Certain
tropical skin diseases are frequently met with.

Aristotelian Society, January 6.—Prof. Wildon Can
in the chair.—C. D. Broad ; Mechanical explanation
and its alternatives. Controversies between mechanis-
tic and non-mechanistic biologists suffer from a lack

of clear definition of what the opponents mean by
mechanism. The case is also prejudiced by confin-

ing the controversy to biology, and not raising the

same question about chemistrj ami other advanced
sciences. Mechanism must mean at least obedience to

the laws of motion 01 some substitute which reduces
indefinitely near to them for moderate velocities. This
condition is summed up by the form of Lagrange's
equations and the form of the function T and the

nature of the variables in it. Hut this is never a

sufficient condition of mechanism; for it leaves open
to the right-hand side of Lagrange's equations all

sorts of forms and all sorts of variables. According to

the different limitations imposed on their functions

and their variables, different senses of mechanism
emerge. Five senses are distinguished; the two leasl

rigid are macroscopic, the remaining three are micro-
scopic, in Lorentz's sense of these words. If the more
rigid forms hold at all, thev must hold microscopicallv,

for it is certain that thev do not hold macroscopicallv.
Microscopic explanations need not be mechanistic.
Only the less rigid forms of mechanism are necessary

for scientific explanation, and they are not necessary
for any profound metaphysical reason, but because
we can accuratelv measure only directly geometrical
magnitudes, and we cannot deal with a multitude of

complex and irreducible laws. Even the most rigid

form of mechanism might, however, be true if we
carry our microscopic analysis further than it has yet

been carried. The main advantage of pure mechanism
would be a unification in our theories of Nature.
Without it science is perfectly possible, but will take

the form of a hierarchy of laws of various degrees of

generality ; the more special of these will not be
deducible from the more general. When account is

taken of secondary qualities it is seen that pure
mechanism cannot be the whole truth even about the

non-mental part of the world. There is no necessary

conflict between teleology and mechanism; and the

ultimate cause of the special structure of teleological

systems is inexplicable with or without mechanism.

Optical Society, January 9.— Prof. F. J. Cheshire in

the chair.- I.t.-Col. Williams: Design and inspection

of certain optical munitions of war. Service instru-

ments must be much more robust than those used by
civilian;, and have certain parts interchangeable. \s

regards optical systems, the definition is tested by
means of plates having round and square holes and
radiating grooves cut in them ; the magnification by
means of ,-i dynameter; the field of view and spacing
of graticules by means of scales; the normal focus by
means of an auxiliary telescope; the diopter scales by
means of standard lenses, etc. Much trouble has been
experienced due t<> lenses, prisms, etc., in enclosed
instruments having become filmy after a time.

Dublin.

Royal Dublin Society, December 17, 1918.—Prof.

G. H. Carpenter in the chair.- Dr. Joseph Reilly and
VV. Hickinbottom ; Determination of the volatile fatty

acids by an improved distillation method. Assuming
Nernst's law"" of distribution, the theory of distillation

of a dilute aqueous solution of a volatile substance

\n. 2568. VOL. T02~|

has been considered. The distillation constants of
Naumann and Midler, Stein, and others base been
correlated, and it is demonstrated that they are
depi ndent on Nernst's law. The lower fatty acids
wen- taken as a type of volatile substances soluble
in water, and comparative distillation constants both
for single acids and mixtures of acids have been deter-
mined. The apparatus used was of an improved
type, in which the distillation was carried out at con-
stant volume, the whole apparatus being steam-
jacketed. Water was added through a side tube
sealed into a quartz distillation flask at a point below
the surface of the solution. A comparison was made
with the methods employed by Duclaux, Dyer, and
Stein. It is shown experimentally that the distilla-

tion constanl is inversely proportional to the volume.
It is also observed that there is a relation between
the distillation constants and the molecular weight.

From an examination of the percentage of acid dis-

tilled over in each fraction, from solutions of mixtures
of two or three fatty acids, it is shown that the
composition of the original mixture can be calculated
with a fair degree of accuracy, thus affording an
experimental verification of Nernst's law. This
method of distillation is capable of being exti

to the distillation of substances other than the lower
fatt\ aude Mi.s Margaret C Fload : I lie exuaat; n
of water from the leaf-tips of Colocasia antiquoriim.
Under normal conditions the leaf-tips of this spi

emit a succession of drops of liquid water (10-120 to

the minute). In view of the extreme purity of the

water expelled, as shown by cryoscopic and conduc-
tivin tests, the mechanism of the secretion and filtra-

tion is of interest. It has been generally supposed
that a gland at the leaf-tips is responsible for the
exudation, but minute microscopic investigation has
shown that no such gland is to be found in the leaf-

tip, and this histological evidence is confirmed by

experiments in which colloids have been induced in

flow through the tips, thus physically demonstrating
a continuous passage from the water channels in the
leaf through the tips. Hence we must assume that

the exuded water is raised and filtered by the activity

of tissues lower down in the plant.—Dr. G. H.
Pethybridge : Preliminary note on the possibility of dis-

tinguishing the seeds of wild white clover from those
of ordinary white clover by chemical means duri

germination test. Mirande showed that Trifolittm

repens contained a cyanophoric glucoside. H. £. and
E. F. Armstrong and E. Morton -found that traces

of HCN could be detected in the green cotyledons of

young seedlings derived from the seed of wild white
clover even on the fourth or fifth day after germina-
tion, but not in plants raised from ordinary or "cul-
tivated" seed at any stage of growth. It was there-

fore thought that by using Guignard's alkaline picrate-

paper it might be possible to distinguish the seedlings

of wild white clover from those of ordinary clover

with certainty during a germination test. Extended
trials showed, however, that the seedlings from wild

white clover-seed were not alone in giving a positive

reaction for HCN, but that seedlings raised from
commercial varieties of ordinary white clover-seed of

American and Canadian origin also gave a positive

reaction. Hence this reaction cannot be regarded as
infallible as a means of differentiating betwi 1 n

ordinary and wild white clover-seeds.—E. J. Sheehy :

Possible causes of variation in the quantity and quality

of cow's milk. An account is given of experiments

conducted in 1918, supplemental to the earlier work
of 1915 and icpfi. One experiment shows that the

proportion of solids not fat in milk decreases from
the fir^t sample drawn at a milking to the "strip-

pings," while the percentage of fat increases. The
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milk becomi ited in solids not fat while 11

- ing in the uddei . I he second experiment show
of I ppings" with a cow foi

days. Iv. comparing the above with the results

from the injection ol pituitary extract and co

luteum, the conclusion is come to that fat is stored up
in the alveolar cells of the mammary gland, owing to

the back pressure of the milk in the udder, and thai

is there c\cn after milking a cow
ighlj

. Bei ausi moi e is Ii Fl after the moi ning

milk, succeeding a al, than after an ev<
i

milking, as : Fat is produced in the evening
a- in thi morning milk.

Sydney.
Royal Societ) of .New South Wales, Novembei 6, tqi8.

Mr. VV. S. Dun, president, in the chair.—G. P.
Darnell-Smith : An account of some preliminary in-

vestigations nn a bacterial disease of tobacco. Blue
mould, due to the fungus osi yami, i- a

disease in tobacco seed-beds, and has been
prevalent in New Smith Wales during the last

While the mould itself causes a withering
of the leaves, it has been found that the conducting

- ii the roots and stems invariably show signs
cay in plants that have been attacked. From the

tis-ues .if such plants pure cultures of a bacterium
have been obtained which has the form and main of

th" characters of Bacterium solanacearum. Cultures
of this organism inoculated into healthy plants have

ecovered again after two months. There seem
grounds for believing that the main difficulty in

rearing plants that have been attacked by blue mould
lies in the fact that they become infected with a bac-
terium identical with, or closely allied to, Bacterium
solanacearum, an organism which in America has
been shown to give rise to a wilt disease of tobacco.

—

R. II. Cambage : Two new species of Eucalvptus.
One species was a Mallee from the hills near Pokolbin,
in the Maitland district, and the other a tree up to

50 ft. high, known as the willow gum, from the
summit of the Buffalo Mountains in Victoria, at an

m exceeding 4000 ft.

Washing ion, D.C.
National Academy of Sciences, August, 1918 (Pro-

igs, vol. iv., No. Si.- C. B. Davenport: Hereditar}
ncy to form nerve tumours. The disease is not

communicable. It affects blood-relatives, both sexes
nearly equally, and occurs without a break in the

ns, about 50 per cent, of the individuals being
affected Apparently, therefore, the hereditary factor
in neurofibromatosis is dominant.—D. N. Lehmer :

Arithmetical theory of certain Hurwitzian continued
ns. Investigations on the successive values of

ators and denominators of convergents.

—

\. I'.mch : Closed curves described by a spherical
ulum. Some geometrii properties of these curves

Oped. C. Drechsler : The taxonomic position

of the genus Actinomyces. \ morphological study foi

the purpose of determining the merits of various con-
tending views. II. Shapley

: Studies of magnitudes in

star clusters viii. A summar; oi results bearing
on the, structure of the sidereal universe. A
summary of results leads to a simple interpreta-

tion of star-streaming. The stars of stream i.

belong i" thi large moving cluster surrounding
the sun, those ,,f stream ii. belong to the galactic

II. I.. I-'airchild : Glacial depression and post-

11 uplift of North-Eastern America. An illus-

ophysical theorv of isostacy.—C. B.
I.ipman and D. D. Waynick

: \ bacteriological study of

- lil of Loggerhead Key, Tortugas, Florida. A
ioi of bacterial counts, nitrogen-transforming

powers ol the soils, and nitrogen-fixing powers and
organisms, P. II. Cobb: Autonomous responses of.
the labial palps of Anodonta. The palp contains
within itself the neuromuscular organism necessary for

the responses described, and therefore possesses an
autonomy more complete than ih.it of the vertebrate
heart.- F. C. Blake: The depth of the effective plane
in X-ra\ crystal penetration. In determining the

of Ii In means of X-rays, the "depth of the
effective plane" was 0-203 mm. for calcite with a
certain X-ray wave-length. An attempt is here made
to explain this theoretically.— E. P. Allis, jun. : The
myodome and trigemino-facialis chamber of fishes and
the corresponding cavities in higher vertebrates.

—

1

1. !•'. Jones The effect of in-breeding and cross-

In ceding upon development. A continuation ot work
by East and Haves on the naturally cross-pollinated

corn plant, Zca mays, L.

September, n)i8 (Proceedings, vol. iv., No. 9).

—

W. M. Davis: Metalliferous laterite in New Cale-

donia. Laterite ores of the serpentine highlands

seem to be local as to arei of development, and inter-

mittent as to time of origin and duration of occurrence.

—H. H. Donaldson : A comparison of growth-changes

in the nervous system of the rat with corresponding

changes in the nervous system of man. The five

events in the growth of the nervous system of the rat,

namelv, (1) increase in total weight, (2) decrease in

percentage of water, (3) accumulation of myelin,

(4) maturing of the cerebellum, and (5) attainment of

mature thickness of the cerebral cortex, all take place

it ages equivalent, or nearly equivalent, to those at

which they occur in man ; and hence, by the use of

equivalent ages, there is a satisfactory method for

making a cross-reference between the rat and man.

—

R. W. Hegner : Variation and heredity during the

vegetative reproduction of Arcella dentata. Within a

large family of .1. dentata produced by vegetative re-

production from a single specimen there are many
heritably diverse branches. These diversities are due

both to very slight variations and to sudden large

variations or mutations. The formation of such here-

ditarily diverse branches seems to be a true case of

evolution observed in the laboratory, and occurring in

a similar way in Nature.—W. E." Ekblaw : The im-

portance of nivation as an erosive factor, and of soil-

llow as a transporting agency, in northern Greenland.

Nivation and solifluction, characteristic processes of

disintegration and denudation under sub-Arctic or

Arctic conditions, appear to be of prime importance in

the reduction of high relief of northern Greenland.

—

1,. A. Miller: The a-holomorphisms of a group. A
solution of the problem : For what values of a is it

possible to construct non-Abelian groups which admit

separately an a-holomorphism ?

October, 1918 (Proceedings, vol. iv., No. 10).—

Major R. M. Yerkes : Measuring the mental strength

.ii an army. A review of the psychological under-

takings in connection with the examination of the

lits for tin U.S. Army.—E. H. Hall: Thermo-

electric action with thermal effusion in metals: a

correction. Supplementary to an earlier paper.—E. J.

Wilczynski : Invariants and canonical forms. A general

proof in the sense of Moore's general analysis of the

hat the co-efficients of a unique canonical form

are invariants. E. L. Nichols and H. L. Howes
:

I ne.

of phosphorescence. Two types of phosphorescence,

known as persistent and vanishing, are distinguished

and discussed. The types are apparently independent,

and both mav occur with a single source of excitation

and in a single substance.—C. G. Abbot: The Smith-

sonian "Solar Constant" Expedition to Calama,

-.
1 2568, v •
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Chile. A preliminary report on the aim and equi$!

men) of the Calama expedition. C. B. Bridges;
.Maroon, a recurrent mutation in DruMiphila.

I
' ILCUTTA.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, November 6. E. Brunetti :

Review of progress in our knowledge of Orii-nt.il

Diptera during the last two decades. E. Vredenburg :

I in- occurrence of Cypraea nivosa, Broderip, in the

Mergui Archipelago. Among the shells from the

Mergui Archipelago collected by Dr. J. Anderson, and
1 in lSSS by Dr. von Martens, are two specir

mens of the ran- species Cypraea nivosa, Broderipj
hitherto only known from Mauritius, that have
erroneously been referred to Cypraea vitellus, I.inn.,

which Cypraea nivosa superficially resembles. It is

not unlikely that, as in the case of the Mergui shells,

this uncommon species ma) have been mistaken in

other instances for the common Cypraea vitellus.
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DIARY OF SOCIETIES.
THURSDAY. January 16.

Royal Institution, at 3.—Prof. J. N. Collie : Chemical Studies of Oriental
Porcelain.

Royal Society OF Aszs.su 4.30.-H. Kelway-Bamber. M.V.O. : Coal and
Mineral Traffic on the Indian Railways.

LlNKKAN Society, at 5.—Capt. A. W. Hill : The Care of Soldiers' Graves.
-N. E, Brown: Old and New Species of Mesembryanlhemum, with
Critical Remarks —Dr. J. R. Leeson : Exhibition of Mycetozoa from
Epping

I

Mathematical Society, at 5.—Prof. Frechet : The Differential of
Functional 1 iperations.— L. J. Mordell : The Value of a Definite
Integral.

Chemical Society, at 8.

FRIDAY, January .7.

Royal Institution, at 5.30.—Sir J. Dewar : Liquid Air and the War.

MONOA Y, January 20.

Royal Geographical Society, at 5.— Lt.-Col. Winterbotham, R.E.:
British Survey on the Western Front.

TUESDAY. January ix.
Royal Institution, at 3.— Prof. Spenser Wilkinson: Lessons of the
War.

British Association Geophv ..... at 5.—Dr. E. M.
Wedderburn : Seiches—Dr. S. Chapman : Tidal Motions in the Atmo-
sphere.

Royal Statistical Society, at 5.15.—Right Hon. Herbert S-imuel

:

Presidential Address : The Taxation of the Various Classes of the People.

Faraday Society.—Central Disautlcn: The Present Position of th-
Theory of lonisation.—At 5-6.-10.

I inter : Introductory
Address.—Prof. s. Arrheni

I
1 e for I lytic Di

tion.—Prof. S. F. Acree : Some In on 1 he Present
Position of the Theory of lonisation.—Capt. J. W. McH.nu: Some
Fimdameiii.il Problems of the Dissociation Theory in Aqueous and Non-
aqueous Si. inn. his. W. R. Bon fi

lonisation of an Aqueous Solution; Correction of the Transport
Numbers for Combined Water. Dl N. R, I>h..r: Some Aspects of the
Electrolytic Dissociation Theory.-At 8.— Dr. Henry I. S. 1

Hydration of Ion-. I'rof. A. W. Porler: The Variation'of Electric Con-
ductivity ot Solutions with Concentration.— Dr. K. Newbery: The
Resistance of an Electrolytic Cell.—Capt. I. R. Partington : I In- Dilu-
1 a-». Dr. E. B. R. Prideaux : Pyrites and Ammonia—

1

and .-separation.

Institution of Petroleum TbcmnologuttSi at 5.30.—Andrew Campbell
and W. I. Wilson : Paraffin Wax and its Manufacture.

Illuminating Engineering Society, al 8.—A. Wise opens a Discussion
on Modern Practice in Office Lighting.

WEDNESDAY, January 22.

Royal .Society of Arts, at 4.30.—Col. H. G. Lyons: Meteorology
nl after the War.

&EOLOGI \i Society, at 5.30.—C. J. Gilbert : The Occurrence of Extensive
Depositsof High-level Sands and Gravels Resting upon the Chalk at
Little Heath, near Uerkhamsied.— ('.. Barrow : Notes on the Correlation
of the above-mentioned Deposits with the High-level Gravels of the South
of England (or the London Basin).

THURSDAY, January 23.

Roval Institution, at 3.—Prof. J. N. Collie: Chemical Studies of
Oriental Porcelain.

Royal Society, at $.-1,0.—Probable Pnptrs : Admiral Sir H. Jackson and
Prof. G. B. Bryan: Experiments Demonstrating an Electrical Effect in

Vibrating Metals.— Prof. T. H. Havelock: Wave Resistance: Some
Cases of Three-dimensional Fluid Motion.—W. S. Abell : Chances of Loss
of Merchant Shil 5.

Institution of Electrical Engineers,' at 6.—A. P. M. Fleming

:
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CHEMISTS.
The facilities afforded by the Appointments Register
of the Institute of Chemistry are available, free of
charge, to Companies and Firms requiring the Services
of properly qualified Analytical. Research, and Techno-
logical Chemists, and to Universities, Colleges, Technical
Schools, etc., requiring Teachers of Chemistry and
Technology.

I lie War lias brought to many manufacturers the realisation
that in the great majority of productive industries the assistance
of an adequate staff of properly trained and qualified chemists
is not only essential but highly profitable.

Many qualified chemists with valuable practical experience in
analysis, in research, in plant control ami management, will
shortly be available.

During the past four years the Institute of Chemistry has
been the chief agency through which chemists have been
engaged for Government Seivice both with the Forces and in
industries connected with the War.

With the approach of more normal conditions, the Institute
is now co-operating with the Appointments Department of the
Ministry of Labour, which is concerned with the Resettlement
of Officers, and is also in touch with a large number of chemists
who have been engaged under the Ministry of Munitions and in
controlled establishments.

Companies and Firms are therefore invited to notify their
requirements to the Registrar of the Institute.

The requirements should indicate (i) the industry, (ii) the
general nature of the duties to be entrusted to the chemists,
(iii) the salary and prospects attaching to the appointments, and
(iv) to whom replies should be addressed.

In cases where appointments at salaries of ^300 a year and
upwards (with prospects) are offered, a good selection of
candidates may be expected.

All communications to Iv addressed

:

THE REGISTRAR, Institute of Chemistry,
jo Russell Square, London, IV.C. I.

THERESA SEESSEL RESEARCH
FELLOWSHIPS

to Promote Original Research in Biological Studies.

YALE UNIVERSITY.
TWO FELLOWSHIPS, yielding an income of $1000 each,

open to men or women. Preference is given to candidates who
have already obtained their Doctorate, and have demonstrated
by their work fitness to carry on successfully original research of
a high order. The holder must reside in New Haven during
the College year, October to June. Applications should be
made to the Dean of the Graduate School, New Haven, Conn.,
U.S.A., before April I, 1919; they should be accompanied by
reprints of scientific publications and letters of recommendation,
and a statement of the particular problem which the candidate
expects to investigate.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
The University will shortly proceed to the appointment of EXAMINERS

for its SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS, in July and
September, in the following subjects, some of which may be coupled :—

English. Ancient History.
English Literature. Modern History.
Geography. Religious Knowledge.
J/ench. Latin.
German. Spanish.

T;
reek ' Mechanics.

JJp'any. Physics.
Chemistry. Mathematics.
Drawing. Housecraft.
Handiwork (Wood and Metal). Music.

Particulars from the Registrar.
January, 1019.

CAPTAIN, expecting demobilisation,wishes
position with Scientific Apparatus Manufacturers with a view to

liip or Directorship; capital available.—Box 17S, c/o Nature

BIRKBECK COLLEGE,
BREAMS BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE, E.C. 4

COURSES OF STUDY (Day and Evening) for Degrees of the

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON in the

FACULTIES OF SCIENCE & ARTS
(PASS AND HONOURS)

Under RECOGNISED TEACHERS of the University.

SCIENCE.- Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics (Pure and
Applied), Botany, Zoology, Geology.

ARTS.—Latin. Greek, English, French. German, Italian,
History, Geography, Logic. Economies, Mathematics (Pure

snd Applied).

Evening Courses for the Degrees In Economics and Laws.
Geography Diploma and Matriculation.

POSTGRADUATE AND RESEARCH WORK.
I Day: Sci

I Evening:

Prospectus post fiee, Calendar td. (by post 8(1".), from the Secretary.

SOUTH-WESTERN POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE, CHELSEA, S.W.3.

LENT TERM COMMENCES MONDAY, JANUARY 13, rgig.

Day and Evening; Courses in Science and Engineering.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry.
Pharmacy, Dispensing, and Food and Drug Courses.
Metallurgy, Assaying, and Foundry work.
Botany, Geology, and Zoology Courses.
Three years' college course in Physical Education.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A., Principal.
Telephone : Western 899.

UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL.
SESSION 1918-19.

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING.
Professor J. Wemyss Anderson, M.Eng., M.In,t.C.K.

Prospectuses and full particulars of the following may be obtained on
application to the Registrar :— Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Civil

Engineering, Naval Architecture, Marine Engineering, Design and Drawing,
and Refrigeration, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course of Nine Advanced Lectures on "Dynamical Meteorolo<;v '

will be Riven by Sir NAPIER SHAW, F.R.S., University Reader in

Meteorology, at the Meteorological Office, South Kensington, at 3 p.m. on
Fridays, beginning on January 24. Admission free, by ticket.

P. J. HARTOG, Academic Registrar.

WOOLWICH POLYTECHNIC.

JUNIOR TECHNICAL SCHOOL
FOR BOYS

(Engineering Trades).

WANTED, SENIOR MASTER, well qualified in

Mathematics, to hold responsible position in above

School. Salary according to L.C.C. scale, from ,£240 by

£ X S to -£3°°) and then by ,£10 to ,£450. For further

particulars and forms of application apply PRINCIPAL.

WEST BROMWICH EDUCATION
COMMITTEE.

MUNICIPAL SECONDARY SCHOOL.
WANTED, an ASSISTANT MASTER to take charge of the Geography

Course. Honours Graduate. Commencing salary ^250 per annum. For
form of application apply to the undersigned.

J. E. PICKLES, Director of Edu
Education Offices, West Bromwich,

January 9, 1019.
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DISEASES OF PLANTS.
Fungi and Disease in Plants: An Introduction /<<

the Diseases of Field and Plantation Craps,

ally those of India ami the East. By
E. J. Butler. Pp. vi+547. (Calcutta and
Simla : Thacker, Spink, and Co., 1 <jiS.

)

Tl I E research work published from time t<>

time bv the stall oi the Agricultural Re-

search Institute at Pusa lias shown a high

standard, which is well maintained by this pioneer

volume on the fungous diseases oi field and
plantation crops of India and the East,

written by Mr. E. J. Butler, Imperial mycologist

for India. When we realise what a dull book
might have been compiled in the old "museum
catalogue " manner, we gratefully extend a warm
welcome to this volume, through which the spirit

of research breathes so strongly.

The hook is divided into two sections, and in

each the numerous references made to the work
of mycologists all the world over, and the excel-

lent bibliography, are evidence <>l the wide read-

ing of the author.

In part i. we have a clear!) written intro-

duction to the study of mycology, with

chapters on the nature of fungi, their food,

the life-histories ol parasite's, the Causation of

disease, and the principles of the control of plant

diseases.

We have so lew scientific clat.i as to "condi-
tions affecting the host" and "predisposition"
that a satisfactory treatment oi the subject is

almost impossible. Mr. Butler states (p. 124) that

"the mere groNvth of a plant under glass may
e its resistance" to rust and mildew; just

recently the converse has been proved to be tin

ase with respect to the hop-plant and its mildew.
\nyone who has studied the attacks of the oak-
mildew in woods in England will find it impos-
sible to believe the statemenl (p. 1 i * >> that "the
injurious effect of factory smoke "

is required to

"lower the resistance" of this host-plant. Mr.
Butler assumes that the new varieties of potatoes

put on the market as "blight resisters " are all

realh so at the start, and that they "deteriorate
"

and become susceptible. It may lie asked whether
there was really scientific evideni e of such original
immunity, or whether it is not a common "trick
of tin- trade " to describe new varieties as "blight
resisters." \\'c still remember the shock of find-

ing Septoria petroselini and Cercospora melanis
virulent 1\ infesting a new variety respectively

and cui umbi 1 , each described as "
's

Disease Resister" ! That immunity does not
"it," si. to speak, appears to be proved

with regard to certain varieties ol potatoes which
resist the attacks of "wart-disease" irrespective
• •I the age of the variety or the vigour of the

shoot. Again, in those cases where it appears that

a parasitic Fungus recently introduced into n

country diminishes its virulence of attack, the

possible explanation must not be lost sight of that
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as with the chrysanthemum when its rust found
its way into this country—the most susceptible

varieties go out of cultivation and are replace"
b\ more resistant ones.

Part ii. comprises "Special Diseases." Nearly
JOO diseases of Indian crops are mentioned; each
disease is given, first, a general description,

admirably written for the needs of the "man on
the hind." The description of each growing
crop and its particular disease has that invigo-

rating freshness which the use of the field-notes of

a keenly interested investigator alone can give.

No planter could wish for better accounts of the

"Tikka" disease of the ground-nut, of the seed-

ling blight " of castor, and of the "red rot " and
"wilt" of the sugar-cane; the author's strong,

dear, descriptive style is also well shown in his

treatment of the diseases of tea and rubber. After

the general description of the disease, tech-

nical details are given sufficient to satisfy

the needs of the student. The very numerous
illustrations, many of which are from drawings
of native Indian artists, or copies by them in ink

or wash of Mr. Butler's fine pencil work, are

exceptionally good : the sensitive drawings of

leaves

—

e.g. in Figs. 124 and 127—are a delight

artistically.

Many columns here could be rilled with extracts

from this book of great interest both from the

economic and the purely scientific sides. We are

enabled to realise the special difficulties of com-
bating fungous diseases in such countries as

India; to see "the spraying coolies who have to

climb the trees"; to watch the distribution

through the villages of Bombay of "one-anna
packets of copper sulphate" (sufficient to protect

against "smut" enough seed of "jowar" to sow-

four aires); and to admire the industry of those

tea-planters who, over an area of 1300 acres,

hand-picked and destroved in two seasons more
than 32 tons of leaves affected with "blister

blight" (Exobasidium). The money losses in-

volved in many of the diseases is very consider-

able; the value of the grain of "jowar " destroyed

bv "smut " in Bombay alone is estimated to ex-

ceed a million sterling annually. Among a mass
of interesting facts we may note the correlation

of epidemics of wheat rust with the varying

humidity of the air; the killing of the mycelium of

Phytophthora infestans in the potato-tuber by the

climatic heat of the plains; the marked parasitism

of Cladosporium (which appears to be becoming a

pest in England) on wheat and "jowar"; and
the existence of specialised " flax " and "linseed

races of MelampSOra lini. It may be pointed out

that the general statement (p. 62) that "in black

1 ust the aecidial form on the barberry has

the same specialisation as the uredo-teleuto,"

while true as regards some countries, needs to be

qualified by reference to the work of Arthur in

igio, which showed that in the United Stales the

specialisation of parasitism has proceeded on dil-

ferent lines; the genus Oospora (p. Si) is now re-

placed b) Actinomyces; the word "botanical" is

used wrongly (pp. 60, 61) to mean "mprpho-

Y
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logical "; the wall of the perithecium in the Ery-
siphaceae docs not gradually rol away (p. -'73), but
opens by a definite rupture; and it is very hetero-
dox to state (p. 143) that the right way to mix
I In- components of Burgundy mixture is exactly
the same as with Bordeaux mixture.
High praise must be given to the printers tor

surmounting so successfully the special difficulties

of printing which obtain .it Calcutta; the mis-
prints are so rare that the two noticed may be
mentioned here—at p. 163 "rust-resting" is

printed for "rust-resisting," and at p. 353 " saco-
spores " for "ascospores. "

This work, which is particularly delightful in
its readable quality, will inevitably become the
"classical " book of reference for both the culti-

vator and the student of mycology in India. It

would be well if in the next edition the author
gave more information on "pure culture"
methods, enriched as this would be by his intimate
knowledge of how to overcome the difficulties thai
result from the special climatic conditions.

E. S. &

THE DOUBLE-STAR WORKER'S VADE-
MECUM.

The Binary Stars. By Prof. R. G. Aitken.
Pp. xiv+316. (New York: Douglas C.
McMurtrie, 1918.)

HP HIS book is issued as one of the series of
*- semi-centennial Publications of the Univer-

sity of California. We are informed in the intro-
duction that "the object of this volume is to give
a general account of our present knowledge of the
binary stars, including such an exposition of the
best observing methods and of approved methods
of orbit computation as may make it a useful
guide to those undertaking the investigation of
these systems; and to present some conclusions
based upon the author's own researches during
the past twenty years."

The spectroscopic binaries, and also the visual
binaries, are regarded as "members of a single
species," and the development in recent years of
both sections has tended to show that "the only
differences between the spectroscopic and visual
binary stars are those which depend upon the
degree of separation of the two components."
Granting this, the compilation of such a volume
as that now under review became inevitable; and
no one man is more favourably equipped for the
task than Prof. Aitken, who, while living in the
midst of workers in the spectroscopic section, is

himself the incarnation of the visual section.
Although not mentioned here, eclipsing binary
stars are also regarded as members of the family,
and the exhaustive and interesting chap, vii.,

which the author devotes to them, certainly adds
value to the book. There are at present" about
one hundred and fifty known, and the chapter is

based on the researches of Russell and Shapley.
The substance of chaps, i. and ii. is historical,

and the author proves that, in both visual and
spectroscopic work, American observatories have
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made double-star astronomy peculiarly their own.
It is indeed the fact, and explains why American
astronomers are so prominent throughout the book.

Chap. iii. is devoted to observational methods
and means, including the micrometer, resolving
power, and personal equation. As one would
expect, there is much sound and practical advice.

On the working catalogue, a difficult subject, it

is Prof. Aitken 's deliberate judgment that, under
average good observing conditions, the angular
separation of pairs measured should In- nearly

double the theoretical limit. Of course, observers
with the largest telescopes must not be bound by
this, for if they do not measure the very closes!

pairs the time devoted to their discovery is wasted.

The note on the non-use of diaphragms is short

and sound. The reviewer found a neutral-tint

glass at the eye-end a sufficient and more con-

venient help.

In chaps, iv. and vi. the author discusses fully

the various methods in use for computing orbits

of visual and of spectroscopic binaries respec-

tively. He carefully points out the advantages

of each method, giving many useful hints, and
illustrations by concrete examples. These two
chapters have been well considered and developed ;

they practically exhaust the subject.

Between these two chapters is another in

which will be found a welcome description

of the spectroscope and of the manner in which

accurate measures of displacement in the spectral

lines can be made, the photographic portion beint;

illustrated by a minute account of the "Mills

spectrograph." In chap. viii. is a table of eighty-

seven visual binaries "divided into two groups,

the first containing orbits which are at least fairly

good approximations, the second the less accurate

orbits." But as we are told that "several orbits

included in either one of the two groups might

find a place in the other," the division seems
superfluous. These orbits have been selected in

general because they are the most recently com-
puted. There is also a table of 137 spectro-

scopic orbits, but only 119 are used in the discus-

sions. From a number of interesting results we
extract the following relations between the periods

and eccentricities :
—

46 spec, bin., mean period 275 days, ecc.

19 „ „ „ ,. 7'8o „' „

„ „ „ 230025 „ ,-

29 ,.

30 vis. bin.

i'5 years

74'4

1700

0-047

0-147

0324
0350
0423
0514
0539

A relationship so definite must have a physical

significance. Later, on p. 221, it is shown that

in the Cepheid variables this relation does not

hold.

Treating of relative masses of visual binaries.

Prof. Aitken remarks: "The most reliable

values are those deduced by the late Lewis Boss,"

and the table on p. 216 is constructed on this

idea, the work of several other computers being
omitted. This is a pity, and the author himself is

not convinced, for later he tells us that Boss
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value "l 1
'S for 85 Pegasi, bul adopted

i
-

o; .ind on p. 233 he also points out ihai in

Sirius we have a system in which is an even
.1 disparit) between mass and luminosity in

the inn components, and he adopts Boss's corn-

ed value. Incidentally, this weakens one of

the Facts ol observation made use "I in discussing

the- "origin of the binary stars." Future progress

is dependent on departures from our preconceived

ideas.

In chaps. \. and xi. the author is mon
in dealing with Ins material a large percentage
being his own contribution during the last twenty
years and we are given n number of most
interesting tables and results. Here are a few :

\i leas) one- in ever) eighteen stars, on the

average, in the northern half of the sky, which
arc as bright .is o/o B.I), magnitude, is a close

double star visible with the 36-in. refractor. (2)

I'lie percentages ol double stars by magnitude
. lasses arc :

7'6 to 80 percentage 6 S

S-. „ 8-5 .,
' 5-3

S
-6 „ 90 ., 41

Mag. to 6*5 percentage n't
'6 ,, 7-0 ,. 7-9

r • .. 7-5 .,
7-2

l)
Visual doubles are relatively more numerous

in the Milky Way than elsewhere in the sky. (4)

Visual binaries as brighl as 05 magnitude are in

-s amongst class {, stars, and least in K and
M. (5) Visual and spectroscopic binaries of every
spectral class increase in numbers as the Milky
Way is approached. (6) Spectroscopic binaries as

brig-ht as s'.s magnitude arc far the most numerous
amongst stars of spectral type B.

To these are added, in chap. xi. the following
from points brought out in the previous chapters:

17) The considerable percentage of multiple sys-

tems. (8) Close correlation between period and
ellipticity. (9) Period and spectral type. (10)

Relative brightness and relative masses of the

two components. (11) Relatively great mass of

a binary compared with the sun. (12) Spectro-

scopic binaries of class P>, on the average, are

three times as massive as those of later types.

All these and other minor points are discussed
in connection with their bearing on the "origin
of the binary stars." Of the three theories: (1)

Capture, (2) fission, (3) independent nuclei, the

author, having no alternative theory of his

own, favours (2). The book contains a mass
of interesting data well discussed. The physicist

as will as the astronomer will find it a real

treasury. It must also appeal to the wider circle

of our readers.

////; SCIENCE OF IRON-FOUNDING.
('tist Iron in the Light of Recent Research. By

Dr. W. II. Hatfield. Second edition, revised
and enlarged. Pp. xvii + 292. (London:
Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price

12S. 6d. net.

'
I '"HIS important work on the metallurgy of

* iron and steel has been enriched, in its

d edition, to the extent of some forty-six

S of new matter, including thirty-nine fine
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reproductions ol micro-structures. The chapter
I lie Heal Treatment of Cast Iron " has beeSn

led SO that the annealing of grey cast iron is

treated separately. The new matter includes

Prof. Carpenter's valuable contribution on "The
I licet of Working Temperatures on Parts of In-

l-combustion Engines," the author's report
to the Ministry of .Munitions on "The Present
Position ol the Malleable Casting Industry in this

Country"- -an illogical bul welcome inclusion

—

I in Influence of Sulphur in the Presence >>i

Silicon" (1 hap. \\.), and "The Limits of Phos-
phorus in Malleable Castings " (chap. xvi.).

A careful perusal of this work suggests that

nut much research, recent or ancient, has escaped
notice, and everything worthy of note on the

theoretical or the quasi-practical side of cast iron

is included within the covers of the book. The
difficulty is to locate and isolate in a concise

form any particular information required. The
impression is created that the author has been

more or less overwhelmed by the mass of data

collected. This results in a sense of uncertainty

and a tendency to confusion in the mind of the

reader. The author, who is undoubtedly an expert

in his subject, would be well advised in any

future edition to set out clearly a summary of

each chapter, even more fully than has been done

in the two new chapters, which in this respect are

fairly well equipped.

The portions dealing with heat treatment,

especially that which treats of malleable cast iron,

bear the true impress of authority, and when this

idea is conveyed by the rest of the book it should

become the standard work on the metallurgy of

cast iron as distinct from iron-founding. All

such works should bear the hall-mark of a con-

vincing personality.

The technically trained practical man will find

great help in fitting himself either to meet speci-

fications or to account for failures. Graduates

and others seeking promising fields of research

will find them in plenty, whilst those who delight

in public controversy, provided they have easy

access to a scientific library (so that the all-too-

numerous references may be turned up), will be

in clover. In the hope that this book may become

the standard classic, we suggest that careful

attention should be paid to what may appear to

be matters of detail. For example, several graphs

do not show clearly the increments which con-

stitute the co-ordinates, and analyses occasionally

arc far from complete.

It is to be regretted that the chapter on

mechanical properties is included in its present

form. This should be entirely re-written.

Even the pressure ot war-time duties does not

excuse the use of such terms as "breaking strain

in tons per square inch" and "compressive

strain." Admitting- that cast iron is almost devoid

of ductility, "breaking load" is not the correct

expression, \gain, in dealing with the transverse

test, too little attention is paid to the relative

value of the maximum stress under the two

rnised standard conditions, and there is no
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ce to any correction for slight variations in

il area, whilst undue prominence is given

to the maximum load on section calculated to tons

per square inch, which form oi report is

doubtful use.

Dr. Hatfield is to be heartily congratulated on

this work as a whole.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
I Modern Pilgrim in Mecca. By Major A.

'J. B.

VVavell. New cheaper impression. With an

introduction by Major Leonard Darwin. Pp.

XV+ 232. (London : Constable and Co., Ltd.,

191S.) Price is. €>d. net.

Few Christians have been to Mecca, and fewer

Still to Medina, or, if they have attempted the

journey, have survived to tell the tale. Here is

the story of how a young man of twenty-six suc-

cessfully accomplished the feat. Major Wavell,
travelling in disguise via Beyrout and Damascus,
reached Medina by the Hedjaz railway in 1908.

After some weeks' stay in that city, where he
had one or two narrow escapes from detection,

he made his way by camel caravan to Yemba, on
the coast, the overland route to Mecca being
closed, owing to the rising of the Bedou tribes.

From Yemba Major Wavell went by sea to

Jiddah, and thence reached Mecca. His stay in

Mecca seems to have been safer than in Medina,
but not without risks. The pilgrimage to Mina
was made before the return to Jiddah and the

departure for Egypt. The book is full of informa-
tion; many pages glow with colour, and not one
lacks fascination. As the author says of himself,

he was "never averse to being where anything
interesting is taking place." That is the spirit

in which he carried out this dangerous enterprise.

His two companions were an Arab from Aleppo
and a Mombasa Swahili. To avoid the chance
of detection, he adopted the expedient of telling

Arabs that his language was Swahili, and when
he met natives of Fast Africa, of saying he was
from Muscat and spoke only Arabic.

The book has an introduction on the geo-
graphy of Arabia, with an account of Moham-
medanism. Major Leonard Darwin contributes a

short life of this daring soldier, whose brilliant

career ended at the age of thirty-four, when he
fell in action in Fast Africa at the head of the
Arab corps which he had raised. The present
edition is a cheap reprint; it has a map, but no
illustrations. It is to be hoped that in the rising-

tide of war-books this fascinating volume will not

be overlooked.

.1 Junior Course of Practical Zoology. By the
late Prof. A. Milnes Marshall and the late Dr.
C. Herbert Hurst. Eighth edition, revised by
Prof. F. \Y. Gamble. Pp. xxxvi + 515. (Lon-
don: John Murray, [918.) Price 12s. net.

In the new edition of this well-known and
excellent manual amoebae from the soil are

mmended lor study as a substitute for
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tii r larger species Amoeba proteus, when

this is not available, and two types not

hitherto included the large trypanosome of

the dogfish and a tapeworm- are described.

i areful directions are given for prepai ing a 1 ulture

of the soil amoebae and for obtaining trypano-

somes b\ centrifuging the blood ,,i the dogfish.

the trypanosomes present being carried down with

the blood corpuscles to the bottom of the tube,

win nre they can be withdrawn with a pipette for

examination in a drop of the plasma.

In the account of the encystation of Amoeba
reference is made to the reproductive cysts from

which issue "in one marine species at least . . .

minute flagellated spores which conjugate in pairs

and form amcebuke. " This statement relates,

however, to a species of Paramceba, and as the

account is headed "Amoeba proteus" it would
have been better to refer to Miss Carter's observa-

tions on the reproductive cyst of this species from
which amcebulae were found to issue.

The kinetonuclear end of the trypanosome is

regarded as anterior—a view which is not usually

held. Although trypanosomes often move with

this end in front when among a mass of corpuscles,

the flagellum is usually anterior when free move-
ment is possible.

There is a slip on p. 16, where it is stated that

the zygote of Monocystis "divides four times,

producing eight sporozoites "—there are, ot

course, only three successive divisions—and the

statement on p. 33 that some of the buds of

Obelia "have no mouth and become medusas" is

loose.

In the section of the work on vertebrates the

principal change is the insertion in the text de-

scribing the rabbit's skull of a figure of the

dorsal, and another of the ventral, aspect of the

dog's skull.

How to Deal with Different Kinds of Fires. Some
Hints by Sidney < i. Gamble. Pp. 50. (Lon-
don : The British Fire Prevention Committee.
1918.) Price $s. 6d.

The type of man generally placed in charge of

works and property cannot be expected to have
either the necessary experience or knowledge to

enable him to direct advantageously or deal effi-

ciently with an outbreak of fire, especially if the

materials are not the ordinary combustibles, but

chemicals, forage, coal, and the like. To assist

these men and others the British Fire Prevention
Commit tee has isstied this Red Book, which is

No. 201 of the committee's publications. Mr.

Gamble, who until 1918 was second officer of the

London hire Brigade, gives in the first part of

the book genera] information, and the effect of

water, steam, chemicals, and so on, applied from
different forms of fire appliances. The second
part of the book deals alphabetically with
numerous materials and kinds of lire in turn.

Useful scientific- data have been added, while an

appendix on spontaneous combustion and a list

of enactments bearing on the fire question com-
plete a very useful compilation.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
<,in he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Wireless Telegraphy and Solar Eclipses.

J1--1 before the beginning of the war in 1914 the

Radiotelegraphic Committee of the British Associa-

tion, which was appointed at the Dundee meeting in

consequeno gi >tion by me, had compli

arrangements for certain observations to bi

the Strength of radiotelegraphic signals on the lini

totality of the 1014 solar eclipse which passed
through Russia. These arrangements wen rendered

-- bj the outbreak of the war. On Max 29

of this year a total solar eclipse will be visible in

North Brazil, and it seems ver, desirable thai anj

eclipse expeditions sent out to observe il should

provided with wireless ti legraph apparatus, and should

arranj . and al~.. to send, signals to othei

stations before, during, and after the passage of the

moon's shadow.
It is very important to ascertain, if possible, whether

there are any effects on signal strength due to the

passage of the moon's shadow over a station such as

accompany the diurnal passage of the earth's shadow
at sunrise and sunset. Evidence obtained from long-

distance wireless transmission points conclusively to_

the close connection between it and the ionisation of

the upper regions of the atmosphere. There is time

now to make arrangements for the erection of tem-

porary wireless stations on the line of totality of the

eclipse, and (Xi arrange a programm oi operations.

Mat 1 suggest to those organising eclipse expeditions

doing this? J. A. Fleming.
University College, London, January 14.

The Neglect of Biological Subjects in Education.

The resolution of the Headmasters' Conference and

Headmasters' Association, referred to in Nature of

January 9 (p. 379), that school instruction in natural

ild include biology as well as chemistry and

physics, reminds me of an impression which has been

with me for some time that a similar reform is ni

in our higher education. Arising, I suppose, from the

curious notion that chemistry and physics are more
and educative and of more general moment in

the lives of animals than are botany and zoology, it

is laid down at Oxford, for example, that a student

who proposes to take a biological subject for his final

elementary examination in

chemistry and physics, while if he specialises in

chemistry or physics he is exempt from any preliminary

course in biology. Something similai is, I believe, a

prettv , neril rcgul Ui: n in all th universities in 'he

countrx and if not a regulation, at any rale a habit.

The result is that a number of chemists are produced

who are fearfully ignorant of thi simplest truths of

biologv ; they do not even know what biolog} is about

or the general methods whereby a biologist will

10 solve his problems.

It is probably too much to ask that the education of

themselves to the pursuit of natural

knowledge should '» such as would generate in them
that sympathy with arts studies which we need so

much, but we (an at least try to secure that the

various departments of natural science should be more
sympathetic with one another's aims. Sympathy
comes from understanding, and I think a consid'

step in the right direction would be made by having
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compulsorj instruction in botany and zoologv as well
as in chemistry and physics for all students in our
schools of natural scieno i form is quite simple

nid present no practical difficulties, which is

1. 111 can be said lor some projects of recon-
-; nation. A. E. Boycott.

7 Loom I ..ni'
. Radlett, [at uary 13.

The Aurora Borealis of December 25, 1918.

The aurora borealis of December 25, [918, was mani-
fested here from 5I1. 45m. to 1 ill., and among the

teresting features pri be mentioned
i arch of light, with its apex at roughlv

N'.N.W., having a dark transparent interior with the

stars shining therein. The light nebulous clouds out-

side th arch, alternating rapidly in intensity, as well

as the radial pulsating streamers, were especially

in itew orthy.

The accompanying illustration gives an approximate
idea of the phenomenon as seen here. Vega is shown
within the arch. Scriven Bolton.
Waterloo Lodge, Bramley, Leeds,

January to.

PATENT LAW AMENDMENT.

A BILL to amend the Patents and Designs

Act, 1907, was presented to the House of

Commons by Sir Albert Stanley, President of the

Board of Trade, as a Government measure in the

latter part of 1917. This Bill was ordered to be

printed on November 19, 1917- Considerable

modifications in the 1907 Act are proposed in

clauses 1, 2, 11, 14, and 17 of the Bill. These

clauses provide new sections to replace sections

•.;, _>7, 58, and 84 of the Act, the marginal notes

whereof are respectively "Compulsory licences and

revocation,'" "Revocation of patents worked out-

side the United Kingdom," "Cancellation of regis-

tration of designs used wholly or mainly abroad,"

and "Register of patent agents," and for the

addition of a new section (38 a) under Part I. of

the Act.
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The new section J4 makes provision, under safe-

guards, for patents, at any time alter sealing-, to

be indorsed, at the request Of the patentee, with

lb. words "licences of right." After a patent has

been so endorsed, all persons become entitled as

of right to the grant of a licence to work the

invention covered by the patent. Provisions are

included in this section for the fixing of the terms

Ol the licence, in default of express agreement

between the patentee and the licensee; for the

prevention of the importation into the I'nited

Kingdom by the licensee, in certain cases, of goods

that would be an infringement of the patent; and

for dealing with eases of infringement by un-

licensed persons.

The new section 2- makes provision for ensuring

that patented inventions shall be worked on a com-

mercial scale within the United Kingdom, and

empowers the Comptroller, in a proper case, either

to endorse a patent with the words "licences of

right," regardless of the wishes of the patentee,

s^as to bring it within the operation of the new

section 24; or to grant a licence on such terms as

he may deem expedient, or even to revoke a

patent.

The new section 38 A provides that articles in-

tended for food or for medicinal or surgical pur-

poses, or capable of being used for the production

of food or medicine or of surgical appliances, shall

not be patentable, although the processes for

making foods, drugs, and medicines remain

patentable as heretofore.

The proposed new sections 58 and 84 call tor

no special remarks here.

Among the other modifications introduced by

the Bill there are, inter alia, new provisions

{a) for the settlement of differences and disputes

in relation to the grant and sealing of patents

(cl. 5); (/') for increasing the original term of the

patent from fourteen to fifteen years (cl. 6)

;

(c) for amending section i8of the principal Act so

as to allow of an extension of the term of a patent

on grounds attributable to circumstances con-

nected with war (cl. 7); {J) for the grant of relief

in infringement actions where the court finds any-

one or more claims are valid (cl. 8) ;
(c) for depriv-

ing a plaintiff in an infringement action of relief

by way of an account of profits (cl. 9) ; (/) tor

the exclusion of evidence in the courts in relation

to an assignment of a patent unless the same has

been recorded on the register of patents (cl. 15).

The 191 7 Bill was introduced in the House of

Commons in the spring of last year by the Presi-

dent "f the Hoard of Trade, but was not proceeded

with.

In February ol last year the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers appointed a committee (a) to con-

sider the provisions of the 1917 Bill, and (b) to

report on the question of Patent Law Amendment
generally. The report of this committee, which

was composed of wall-known members of the

legal and engineering professions, and sat under

the chairmanship of Mr. W. M. Mordey, has, with

slight modifications, been recently published by the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers. In an intro-
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ductory note thereto it is explained that many ol

the technical and scientific societies, either repre-

sentative of, or closely connected with, the great

industries ol the country, set up committees to

examine the 1917 Bill; later, on the invita-

tion of the president of the Institution of Mechani-

cal Engineers, a conference, attended by repre-

sentatives of twenty-six institutions and societies,

was summoned, and held several meetings for the

purpose ol securing, if possible, united action in

relation to the Bill in question. The Institution of

Electrical Engineers placed the report of its com-
mittee at the disposal of this conference, the mem-
bers of which, having approved the principles

contained therein, adopted it as the basis of a

memorandum on Patent Law Amendment and
arranged, in connection therewith, for a deputation

to wait on tlu- Hoard of Trade. The deputation

was received, on October 10, 1918, by the

Rt. Hon. (1. J. Wardle, M.P., then Parliamentary
Si 1 retar) to the Hoard, in the unavoidable absence

of the President, Sir Albert Stanley.

The Parliament in which the 1917 Bill was
introduced having been dissolved, it is extremely

improbable that this Bill will ever be revived in

its present form; however, the criticisms on this

Hill and the suggestions contained in the report

of the committee referred to above continue to be

of importance, in view of the legislation in relation

to the amendment of the Patent Law which may be

proposed in the future.

The committee, in an introductory statement in

the report, sets out the main principles and con-

signations by which it has been guided in carry-

ing out its task. It points out that, in the interests

of industrial enterprise, a twofold duty rests

on the State in relation to invention, viz. : (a) to

provide encouragement to the inventor, and
(b) to provide also an incentive to capitalists to

assist in the commercial development of inventions.

It expresses the opinion that during the past

quarter of a century the effect of legislation in this

country has been to act as a deterrent rather than

as a stimulant to invention, and urges that "everv

effort should be made to reduce, if not remove,

the number of weapons available to people here

and abroad, especially the latter, for attacking

patentees who own real inventions."

The committee points out that the amendments
proposed to section 18 of the Act (extension of

term of patent) in clause 7 of the Bill to meet
war conditions have the effect of leaving matters

practically in statu quo
;
the new provisions will

continue to limit extensions of the term to inven-

tions of special merit. It is of opinion that "the

Bill perpetuates the evils of the present procedure,

which are such that the number of petitions for

extension presented annually is under ten." The
committee feels that the situation created by war
would best be met by a separate Patents Mora-
torium Act, wherein provision should be made for

the automatic prolongation of patents for a period

equal to the duration of the war.

The committee does not view- with favour the

new sections proposed in substitution for sections

I
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.'4 and 27 of the Act. It would prefer to see

section 27 ("Revocation of patents worked out-

side the United Kingdom") repealed, and section

24 ("Compulsory licences and revocation ") altered

ting thai (i) petitions for grants of "com-
pulsory licences" should be made to the Comp-
troller oi Patents with a right of appeal to the

courts, and (!i| provisions enabling patents to be

revoked should be cancelled. It holds the view

that it is "wrong and illogical that letters patent

should tie on the ground of non-work-

pl with the consent of the owner. The
only justification for revoking a patent is thai i1

is invalid. "

The committee also expresses the opinion that

"the possibility of revocation on the ground of

non-working is an incentive to blackmailers, and
greatly detracts from the value of a patent for

financial support." It believes that the alterna-

tive proposed by it would best meet the interests

of invention and industry.

I h. 1 ommittee disapproves of the provisions of

the new section 38 a, which prevent articles in-

tended for food or for medicinal or surgical pur-

poses, etc., being patentable. It is pointed out
that the effect of the new section would be to

deter inventors and capitalists from devoting their

time and money to the development of industries

which are admittedly in great need of stimulation

—industries, too, in which this country is notori-

ously behindhand.

The committee in express terms approves of

the provisions contained in clauses 5, 8, 9, and 15
of the Bill (see ante). Its views on some of the

other matters dealt with in the report are as fol-

lows : -The term of the patent should be fixed

nteen years; the period within which the

complete specification must be filed should be
extended; the procedure in relation to the grant
and sealing of patents should be improved; dis-

appointment is expressed that no substantial

alteration is made in the Bill for binding the
Crown, and the suggestion is made that, in cases
of user by the Crown of an invention, the patentee,

in default of an express agreement on the subject,

should be entitled to apply to the High Court to

adjudicate upon his claim and to determine the

terms in respect of such user; the prescribed fees

for a full-term patent should be reduced, in view
of the large annual surpluses of the Patent Office

budget.

Finally, the committee advocates that a new
tribunal should be set up to deal with litigation

involving scientific and technical questions; a

similar proposal has been made by the Federation
of British Industries. The committee acknow-
ledges the great ability of the judges of the
Chancery Division and their willingness to try

scientific cases, but it points out that "the views
of the judges as to what is invention has varied
1.1 a degree which has made it nearly, if not quite,

impossible for manufacturers to obtain definite
opinions as to the chances of success in patent
disputes." It is urged that "if industry is to

flourish to the fullest extent there must exist
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machinery for adjudicating effectivelv upon actions
involving technical matters."

The question of the creation of a new tribunal
to deal with patent actions and kindred cases has
been before the Bar Council during the past year;
the executive committee ol the Council received
a deputation from the Law Society on the subject
111 January, [918, and afterwards appointed a
special committee to consider the matter. 1 his
M>erial

( ommittee has held several meetings and
presented a report, which is now under the con-
sideration of the Bar Council ; it is understood that
the members of this committee, who are all well-
known King's Counsel, are in favour of the pro-
posal to create a new tribunal for the trial of
patent actions and of cases involving great tech-
nical or engineering details.

There is much in the report of Mr. Mordey's
committee with which those whose interests parti-
cularly centre in Patent Law will heartily agree; to
many of the recommendations of this committee
effect can be given without difficulty or further
elaboration. The same, however, is not the case as
regards the proposal to establish a special tribunal
to deal with actions involving technical matters.
The proposal to create such a tribunal is worthy
of all support ; however, its constitution and the
field of selection from which the judge to preside
over it is to be obtained are questions which will

require very careful consideration. It must be
borne in mind that no single judge, however ver-
satile, can possibly be expected to possess a suffi-

ciently wide range of scientific and technical
knowledge to enable him to cope successfully with
the great variety of matters which would find their

way into a court of the kind in contemplation.
The proper solution would be to create a per-
manent statutory panel of technical assessors as
an adjunct to the proposed new tribunal.

Assessors suitably chosen from this panel, in

accordance with the requirements of any particular

case, should sit in the proposed court to assist

the judge trying an action by elucidating the

technical aspects of the case.

A belief widely prevails that patent protection
is valueless in this country ; it is the existence of

such a belief which points to the urgent need for

a reform of our Patent Law ; and it is essential

that it should be recognised that no reform of our
Patent Law will be satisfactory which does not
include a revision of the law of novelty and the

practice of examination founded on that law.

Lender the Statute of Monopolies novelty was con-
fined to "prior user " within the Realm, and the

patentee was granted his privilege, not qua- "in-

ventor," but qua " institutor, " or importer of a

manufacture new as regards practice within the

Realm. It is essential that the position of the

"institutor " should be now reaffirmed, not only

in the Act, but also in the grant and petition.

Further, it must be borne in mind that not only

have the special interests of the inventor and of

the "institutor" or capitalist to be adequately

protected by legislation, but also those of the

consumer and of the Crown, as the agent of the
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publii .11 large; the Patenl Law requires to be so

framed that each of these interests -.hall be pro-

vided with suitable safeguards. Therefore, whilst

i iv desirable thai the ambil of a patenl should

be widened and its validity after introduction made
less open to impeachment, there is no good reason

For extending the present statutory term ol a

pateni, which is founded on the old practice ol

apprenticeship; moreover, it must always be borne

m mind that during the period of a strong mono-

poly all incentive to improvement is removed, a

situation being , reated which is as much to the

detriment oi the inventor and of the capitalist as

of the individual consumer, and of the State also.

NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL CAMOU-
FLAGE.

IN an interesting essay on "Camouflage
(Scientific Monthly, December, rgi8, pp.

a.!si .))) Mr. Abbott il. Thayer illustrates his well-

known conclusions in regard to the cryptic colora-

tion of animals that hunt or are hunted. In their

"superhuman perfection" the concealing coats ol

wild animals have become the models for the

camouflage corps of armies. The patterns which

animals exhibit "always inevitably tend to con-

ceal," and that in direct ratio to their strength

—

i.e. the degree of difference among the component

notes. " Monochrome, no matter how grey,

reveals its wearer against all backgrounds what-

soever (and most of all if these are monochrome)

except a background which is an absolute repeti-

tion of itself." What is practically universal is

background-imitation, the deeeptiveness of which

is overwhelming. Mr. Thayer illustrates this by

interesting views of brook-scenes and wood-

scenes photographed through a stencil of bird or

beast. The creature has the garment of invisi-

bility because its "costume is pure scenery. " " All

the patterns and brilliant colours on the animal

kingdom, instead of making their wearers con-

spicuous, are, on the contrary, pure concealing

coloration, being the actual colour notes of the

scene in which the wearer lives, so that he really

is Nature's utmost picture of his background."

Even the scarlet bodice of the scarlet tanager,

by being a perfectly unbird-shaped scarlet patch

amidst the forest foliage, is effective because it

corresponds with the sprinkling of single scarlet

leaves throughout the trees.

[wo points mUSl be borne in mind : (t) that the

costume of a creature that does not change much
throughout its life will correspond with "an average
and expectable type of scene"; and (2) that what
catches our eye may be quite elusive to the animal .

the sight of which was to be deceived, for a skunk
that may seem to man conspicuous has been
< "loured "for concealment from the small

creatures on which he feeds, and above which
he looms against tin sky."

It may be questioned, however, whether we
know very much about the vision of the small

creatures referred to. And when to the con-
clusion : "This resultant background-imitation is
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practically the universal accomplishment of

animals' patterns," Mr. Thayer adds: "1 have
bee 11 left alone in the world to point this out,"
many readers will naturally wonder where Alfred

Russel Wallace, lor instance, comes in! This
is a historical question, however, and the aim of

Mr. I haver's essay is largely practical namely,
the statement of a law ol camouflage. "Man has
only to i ut out a Stencil ol the soldier, ship,

Oannoh, or whatever figure he wishes t in i al,

and look through this stencil from the viewpoint
unci, i consideration, to learn just what
Costume from that viewpoint would most tend to

conceal this figure.

"

That this is not the whole doctrine of camou-
flage is suggested by the recent exhibition of

"dazzled " ships or models ol ships at Burlington
House, where Lieut. -Commander Wilkinson's
devices were admirably illustrated. The curious
patterns of designs which have been painted on
so many merchantmen and patrol-boats were
thought out by Commander Wilkinson—like Mr.
Thayer, an artist—not to make the ship incon-

spicuous, but to break up its form in such a way
as to make it difficult for an attacking C-boat to

estimate the course. A vessel at rest near the

Cliffs of a fjord or against the background of a

Wooded island can be camouflaged in various

Ways so as to become inconspicuous, but the

"dazzled" ships expressed another idea, and

elaborate trials have shown that even old, experi-

enced seamen are so deceived by the strange de-

signs that their estimate of the direction in which
the ship's bows are actually pointing is usually

wrong, and sometimes ludicrously wide of the

mark'. It is probable that some bird-designs

—

e.g.

white tail-feathers—may have the same effect of

breaking up the form of the' body, thus making it

more difficult for hawks to take- a sure aim.

DR. II. E. J.
1)1' HOIS.

DR. DU BOIS, whose deatli occurred at

Utrecht on October 21, has left behind him
a record of valuable work in magnetism, in optics,

and in radiation. It was especially the connection

between magnetic phenomena and the polarisation

of light which led him into optical fields of re-

search. Thus his earliest paper published in the

Annalen der Physik und ('hemic in 1X87 deals

with magnetic circular polarisation in cobalt and
nickel. In 1889 Dr. Du Bois made his first ap-

pearance at the British Association, which met that

year in Newcastle, and gave an account of his

experiments on the Kerr effect in magneto-optics,

showing how it could be used in the measure-
ment ol strong magnetic fields. The complete

papet was published in t8go in the Inn. J. Phys.

u. (hemic and in the Philosophical Magazine
(vol. xxix., p. 253). This paper was noteworthy
both for the novelty of the method used and for

the admirable manner in which the method was
worked out. The fundamental idea was to

measure the magnetisation at the surface of mag-
netised spheroids of iron, nickel, and cobalt by
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lis effect on polarised light reflet ted from small

polished plane Faces 1! various positions of the

surface. The results obtained were at once a

beautiful tesl of the theory of magnetic induction

and an elucidation of the laws governing the Ken-
phenomenon.
Another line ol research which engaged Dr. Du

Bois's attention, and on which he submitted

a note before the Brit ish Association in 1892, was
the action of thin wire gratings upon transmitted

light and other forms of radiant energy. In asso-

ciation with Rubens he published two papers on
this subject (Ann. J. I'liys. 11. Clicniir. 1892,

1893). Or. I)u Hois also gave close study to the

phenomena of magnetic screening, and communi-
cated a series of instructive articles full of research

i.. the Electrician (vols. xl. and xli., 1898).

Much of his own work, as well as that of his con-

temporaries, will be found embodied in his book on
"Ihe Magnetic circuit in Theory and Practice"
(German edition, i.S<)_i; Kntdish edition bv Dr.

Atkinson, 1896). There is probably no other work
in which the theoretical and practical aspects of

magnetism are so ably welded together as in this

important contribution to scientific literature. In

Prof, (iray's review in Nature of February J4,

, it is stated that the book "cannot be praised
ton highly as a piece of work sound from every
point of view."

Dr. Du Bois did his earlier work in Strasburg
University, but for many years he carried on in-

vestigations in his own private laboratory in

Berlin. At the time of his death he had returned

to his native land and was beginning his work at

the new Bosscha laboratory at Utrecht. He was
a frequent visitor at the British Association meet-
ings in this country, and his tall, handsome figure

and charming personality will long be remembered
among his many friends. C. G. K.

NOTES.
We understand thai Sir Lazarus Fletcher will retire

from the directorship of the Natural Historv Museum,
under the age limit, on March 31. The office was
made in [856, under the style of Superintendent of

the Natural History Departments, so that the Trustees
of the British Museum might obtain the services of

Sir Richard Owen, who supervised the planning "I

the new museum at South Kensington, and retired

shortly after its completion in [S84. Under the style

of director, Sii William Flower succeeded Sir Richard

and In retired in [898. For the next decade
Sir E. Ray Lankester was director, and he was fol-

lowed !>\ Sir Lazarus Fletcher early in 1910. The
task now falls on the Trustees of finding a worth)
-u1T1s.nl who shall maintain the high prestige of

the museum among the corresponding institutions of

the world. Public interest in the promotion of pure

ce has never been keener than at present, and
naturalists will await with unusn the

announcement of this new appointment.

From tin- Times of January jo we learn thai thi

Prime Minister is to receive a deputation which will

put before him the case for a separate Ministry of

Fisheries, We hope this deputation will gel 1

favourable reception than the one that waited

on Mi. Prothero on November 27 last, and that it

will not repeat the mistaki madi on that occasion,
when it seemed to be taken for granted thai the
Minister had mas I

ii,. elaborate memorandum
prepared bv the National Sea Fisheries Protection
Association, and that, in consequence, it was not neces-
sary for the speakers to deal with the things that
really mattered.

1
in Conjoint Board of Scientific Societies has com-

menced the publication ol .1 fortnightly Bulletin of
Scientific and Technical Societies, giving a diary of

forthcoming meetings, with title. ,,f papers and dis-

1 iis-ions, together with a list of the constituent socie-

ties of the Board and their presidents. The Bulletin
will prove a very convenient guide to scientific meet-
ings being held daj by day, and bj issuing it the

Conjoint Board is appropriately promoting the co-

ordination of effort which is one of its main purposes.

Chemists, especially those who have been engaged
under the Ministry of .Munitions, will be interested to

learn thai on the cessation of hostilities a letter of

congratulation was addressed to Mr. K. B. Quinan,
of the Munitions Explosives Department, by the presi-

dent and secretary of the Institute of Chemistry,
expressing on behalf of the fellows and associates their

high appreciation of Mr. Quinan's services during the

war. Apart from the fact thai the great organisation

developed for the production of explosives contributed

verv substantially to the success of the Allied arms,
the institute recognises that through the technical

training initiated bv Mr. Quinan many chemists have

gained experience which will prove of great benefit

10 them and to chemical industry when they come
to devote their energies to the furtherance of the arts

of peace.

Dr. J. D. Falconer, lecturer in geography in

Glasgow University, who has been serving as a poli-

tical officer in Nigeria since 1916, has been granted

further leave of absence by tin- University Court, at

the request of the Secretary of State for the Colonies,

in order that he may act as tin first director of the

Geological Survey of Nigeria.

The Times announces that Dr. F. G. Cottrell, chief

metallurgist of the United States Bureau of Mines,

who discovered a new process for extracting helium

from natural gas, has been awarded the Perkin medal

for distinguished services in applied chemistry by the

American Chemical Society.

Prof. Marty, whose death at the ripe age of eighty-

four was recorded a short time ago, was a member
of the Academic de M^decine, and to a past generation

was well known in France as a pioneer of hygiene

and food chemistry. Much of his work was carried

out for the information of the military authorities in

safeguarding the health of the French Army. For this

purpose Prof. Marts made numerous analyses of the

water supplied to military hospitals, and also of die

rages and foods used. lb- gave special attention

to the subject of "plastered" wines and to the

sophistication of wine with coal-tar colours and sali-

cylic acid. One- result of Prof. Marty's studies was

tin- fixing of a limit (2 -rams per litre-) for the- quantity

of potassium sulphate tee be permitted in French wine;

since 1880 this limit has been generall; adopted in

other winee-producing countries. Working with a co-

adjutor, h.- showed that hydrocyanic acid was present

in tobacco sme>ke. and hi' also investigated the anti-

septic action of air charged with phenol vapour as

used in Lister's sprav treatement. Mam contribu-

j .,111 Prof. Marty's pen. '1' aling with tb.- chemis-

oi coffee, chocolate, water, and spirituous beverages,

ippi ared in tin- ' Train' d'Hvgtene" • >f Michel-Levy.
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The Republic of Brazil has lost one of its most
enlightened benefactors by the death of Dr. Rodrigues
Alves, aged sevent) years. Dr. Alves was burn at

San Paulo, and devoted his life to the public service,

lie appreciated fully the necessity of applying the dis-

coveries of science to the welfare of a community
living in the tropics, and when In- was President of

Brazil from 1902 until hjoo Ik- so improved the sani-

tary condition of the ports that yellow fever was
banished from them ami the) became comparatively

healthy. Those especially who remember Rio de

Janeiro at the end of last century, and also know its

present condition, cm realise the importance of Dr.

Alves's reforms. To promote an adequate circulation

of air, he caused a wide thoroughfare to bo ml
through the densest part of the old city. Swamps and
waste ground, particularly on the margin of the bay,

were transformed into dry promenades and fine

gardens. Main drainage was attended to, and a sani-

tary service was established to undertake, among
other duties, the pouring of oil on stagnant water.

The intellectual life of the people was also fostered by

the building of a national library and a national art

gallerv. Dr. Alves was elected, for a second time as

President last year, but failing health, unfortunately,

compelled him to resign soon after this unique com-
pliment had been paid to him by his grateful country.

We regret to notice the announcement of the death

on January 13, in his seventy-fifth year, of Dr. W.
Marshall Watts, who was well known for his valu-

able contributions to the literature of spectroscopy.

Or. Watts was educated at Owens College, Man-
chester, where he studied under Sir Henry Roscoe,

and he afterwards worked for some time in Bunsen's

laboratory at Heidelberg. For thirty-three years he

was science master at Giggleswick Grammar School,

and after spending the early years of his retirement

near London he removed to Southend, where he died.

It was doubtless his association with Roscoe and
Bunsen during the early development of spectrum

analysts which led Dr. Watts to devote himself to the

advancement of this subject. He made_ several

original investigations, especially in connection with

the spectra of compounds of carbon, but he will be

best remembered for his " Index of Spectra," which

first appeared modestly as a single volume, and has

since been supplemented from time to time by a large

number of appendices. The selection and arrange-

ment of the data for these publications were made
with excellent judgment, and the tables have greatly-

facilitated the work of investigators in this branch of

science. Dr. Watts will also be gratefully remem-
bered by manv workers for the kindness with which
he was always ready to place his special knowledge
at their disposal. In recognition of his services to

scientific investigation he was awarded a Civil List

pension three years ago.

We regret to notice the death of Prof. Gustave
Bouchardat, which occurred recently in Paris. Prof.

Bouchardat was formerly professor of hydrology and
mineralogy in the Paris School of Pharmacy, and
retired from this position some six years ago. His
name has long been associated with the literature of

synthetic rubber, a paper of his on this subject having
appeared fin the Comptes rendus) so long ago as 1S75.

Camphor and borneol were some of the chief matters
to which he had devoted attention, especially as regards

tin synthetic borneols and isoborneois. The action of

acids on various terpenes was also a subject which he

investigated. Prof. Bouchardat was born in 1842, and
bad been connected with the School of Pharmacy for

about forty years.
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Bl the death, at the age of seventy-four, of Sir
Gooroo Dass Banerjee, India has lost one of the most
distinguished and universally respected Bengalis of
OUl day. After a distinguished career at the President
1

1
N. ge, Calcutta, Sir Gooroo Banerjee became a Vakil

of the Calcutta High Court, and took an active share
in the liusiiicss of tin- lily municipality. After holding
a seat in the local legislature, he was raised to the
High Court Bench, where he established his reputation
as a sound lawyer. He was a member of the council
of the Calcutta University, of which he acted as Vice-
Chancellor, and he served on Lord Curzon's Univer-
sity Commission, to the report of which he contri-

buted a characteristically independent note of dissent.
He was a learned investigator of Hindu mathematics
and Indian law and sociology—subjects dealt with in

a long series of books. He combined plain living with
high thinking to an exceptional degree. Sir Got
Banerjee has left four sons, all of whom hold high
positions in the public life of Bengal.

The death is announced of Mr. W. P. G. Graham
at the age of fifty-seven. Mr. Graham entered the

Royal Army Medical Corps in 1887, joined the Egyp-
tian Army in 1890, served in the Tokar campaign of

1891, and in 1896 volunteered his services during the

serious outbreak of cholera, after the cessation of

which he accepted a post in the Egyptian Civil Ser-

vice. In 1902 Mr. Graham was selected to reorganise

the municipality of Alexandria, and for two yi at -

acted as administrator of that city. He then returned

to Cairo, and was Director-General of Public Health
in Egypt from 1907 to 1914, during which period he
installed a water supply for Cairo and did much for

the health of the country. Mr. Graham retired from
the Egyptian Civil Service in 1914, and became an

inspector of the Home Office under the Vivisection

Act. In 1915 he took out Lady Wimborne's hospital

to Serbia, with which he worked for some months.
He was then sent by the War Office to Egypt, but an
accident necessitated his return home after a short

time, and he resumed his work under the Home
Office.

The cultivation of fungi by termites in their nests

to serve as food for their young and for the queen
is well known, and good accounts of the nests and
their fungi have been given by Mr. T. Petch in the

Annals of the Botanic Gardens, Peradeniya, in [906

and 1913. A further paper on the fungi of termite-

nests has now appeared in the Philippine Journal of

Science (vol. xiii., sect. C, No. 4, 1918) by Mr.
W. H. Brown. Mr. Brown's account is illustrated by

two good plates showing the termite nests, the combs
composed of small balls closely packed together and
made apparently from the excrement of the termites,

and the fungi growing on them. The fungi appear to

be the same as those found in Ceylon and in the

East generally, and are a conidial form, Aegerita

duthci, which covers the combs thickly; a Xylaria,

probably Xylaria nigripes, which grows out from the

comb and forms a regular tomentum ; and an Agaric,

Collybia albuniinosa. The wide distribution of these

three fungi in termite nests is remarkable.

Tut', establishment of a French " Kew Gardens" is

the lext of a leading article in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of January 4. The famous Jardin des Plantes at

Paris has now become enclosed by the growth of the

citv, and a new site of 1500 acres is proposed in the

park of Versailles between the Trianon and the Forest

of Marly. The new garden would consist of about

too acres, devoted to botanical collections, and would
in the first place include those subjects which are
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ill from the original garden in Paris. About
80 acres would be devoted to collections oi fruit-trees
.mil 250 acres to flowers and cultivation under glass.

In addition, some 80 acres would be sit apart for tin

installation of laboratories and for providing land for

lerimental purposes. The site suggested would
appeal to b< an ideal one, as the soil is fertile, and the
land belongs to the State and offers almost unlimited
facilities foi expansion. Moreover, there are alread\
at the hi. moii considerable collections of trees,dating
from the tini. ,,l Michaux. It might lie added thai

the Trianon is sacred ground for the botanist, for
there originated the natural system of classification of

Bernard de Jussieu, which was developed in his
nephew, \ntoine Laurent de Jussieu, and afterwards
furth d in Augustin Pyrame De Candolle.
The system had its birth in the arrangement adopted
by Bernard de Jussieu in the Royal Garden at the

Trianon. The new project is being actively supported
bj the powerful French Touring Club.

Prof. II. II. Dixon (Scientific Proceedings of the

Royal Dublin Society, vol. xv., p. 431) describes the

microscopic characters of forty-five different kinds of
timbers which have been classed under the name
"mahogany." The name was originally applied to the

limber derived from Swietenia mahagoni (Cuban, St.

Domingo, and Spanish mahogany), a West Indian
species, and from S. macrophylla (Honduras, Tabasco,
and Colombian mahogany), a native of Central
America, but it is doubtful if any of the timbers now
on the market come from these sources, and certainly

most of them do not. C. D. Mell has recently listed

sixty-seven species of trees as supplying timbers the

characteristics of which sufficiently coincide with the

popular idea of mahogany to be marketed as that

wood (U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Hull. 474, February,

I, and this list might be added to from our present

knowledge. The mahoganies come from all parts of

the tropics, and belong to very different families

besides the Meliaceae, to which Swietenia belongs.

Prof. Dixon examines in detail the characters of these

various timbers, and suggests a definition of mahogany
lo include all red or red-brown timbers in which the

fibres of the adjacent layers cross each other obliquely,

giving rise to a play of light and shade on longitudinal

surface,, known a- 'roe," thus greatly emphasising
ami enhancing the figure. In addition, a mahogany
should have scattered wood-vessels, isolated or in

small, mostlv radial,, groups ; the parenchyma round
the vessels should be narrow and inconspicuous, while

the medullary rays are, on the average, well under
j mm. in height, and not more than nine cells thick.

In otlur respects the woods classed as mahoganies
have very various properties; for instance, with regard
io density, hardness, presence or absence of year-

rings, pore-rings, size and contents of vessels, distribu-

tion of parenchyma, etc. Prof. Dixon gives a detailed

description of the microscopic characters, and also

1 )8 photomicrographic reproductions with a uniform
magnification of ; 1 diameters.

Thf. columbines (Aquilegia) of North America form
a ver\ interesting group of some twenty-four species,

which is described in detail, with good illustrations, in

Contributions from the United States National
Herbarium (vol. xx., part iv., 10 18) by Mr. E. B.

Payson. It is in the floral characters that the more
interesting features are to be found, and the author
draws a phvlogenetir chart based on the length of the

spurs and the character of the sepals and petals, which
is instructive. The flowers in sixteen of the species are
nodding with spurs less than 1-5 cm. long, while tin

remaining speci' s have erect How 11s with spurs rang-
ing from 3-5 cm. long to those of Aquilegia longtssima,
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ihich are from „ cm. long. Ibis species is
probably the most highlj developed in the genus, and
is found in South Texas and Mexico. It is of interest
to notice that when grown in east,,,, \orlh America
this species will not set seed unless artificially pol-
linated, which points to the length of spur being cor-
related with some insect in its native habitat which
does not occur in other pan, of North America. The
author describes three new species and two new sub-
spi 1 II s.

ALTHOUGH fungi, both fresh and dried, are largely
used in Italian cookery, it would appear that much
still remains to be done 1 ven in Italy in utilising thi m
for food. The " Federazione Pro Montibus," of which
the headquarters are ai 113 Via del Seminario, Rente,
publishes a pamphlet of twenty pages by Dr. Giulio
Trinchieri containing practical instructions for collect-
ing and preserving edible fungi. It is accompanied
by illustrations of eight species. Of methods of pre-
servation, drying is the most important, and might
with advantage be practised more extensively over
here even if only applied to the mushroom of com-
merce, which olten goes to waste for lack of this
simple expedient. The use of salt, vinegar, alum, and
methods of sterilisation are also mentioned in the
present pamphlet, which contains in addition a biblio-
graphy of some of the principal Italian books on the
subject.

Brazil, among other countries, has suffered severely
owing to the restriction of exports of coal and other
fuel by Great Britain. On the other hand, this
embargo has had the effect of directing attention to
the vast fuel resources available in that State. Already
working operations are in hand in some regions, and,
according to the U.S. Commerce Reports, No. 276,
various mining companies are being subsidised by the
Brazilian Government to stimulate production, and the
home-produced supply will be favoured by the authori-
ties whenever possible in the future. Quite high-grade
briquettes are being made from coal which has been
"purified" by washing and crushing to reduce the
ash-content. As regards fuel-oil, the Parahyba shale
is reported to be richer than that of Scotland, the
former producing 165 litres of crude oil per ton

(165 per cent, oil-content), while the latter produces
100 litres (10 per cent, oil-content). Portions of the
shale suitable for distillation have already been found
at a number of points. Various companies have been
formed, and authorities have reported favourably on
the fuel for motor-vehicle and boat driving. Re-
afforestation schemes are also proposed for over-
coming the fuel shortage, experiments having shown
that eucalyptus trees can be successfully grown in

Brazil so as to yield wood at the end of five vears at

a cost of about 35. per cubic metre.

In papers read before the American Society for

Testing Materials recently, Dr. Henry M. Howe and
Mr. A. D. Little discussed some aspects of the
organisation of industrial research. Dr. Howe
divided the four phases of research into selection,

planning, execution, and interpretation. In order that
all these conditions may be satisfied, there should be
a wider appreciation of the exact functions that a
research should fulfil and greater co-operation amongst
the scientific and technical men and bodies concerned.
For the selection of a research, prophecy and breadth
of view are essential; planning requires imagination
and administration; execution, skill and trustworthi-

ness ; and interpretation, a philosophical mind. After
enumerating the aims of research organisation, Mr.
Little admitted that industry must look to the higher
institutions of learning for the determination of funda-
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mental facts and constants, the development oi theory,

and tin- (-[alili-.lun.-iu of general principles. Research

must be given greater prominence a1 such institutions

to 1 nable industr) to recruit the proper type of worker
for its own research problems. Ii is desirable to

provide technical schools with more experimental plant

mi an industrial scale, so that students from the

schools will be able ai once to appl) their research

method-, to the requirements of the industrial firm

which the) enter. In conclusion, Mr. Little em-
phasised the importance oi creating an interesl in

research problems in the mind of the manufacture]

and the public.

I'm 111, in r886, pointed out thai while d-asparagine

is sweet, its stereo-isomer, I-asparagine, is tasteless.

This was the first observation indicating the nature

of tin connection which may exist between the flavour

and the molecular structure or configuration of an

organic compound. Since that time a large number
ni records have been made as to the effect which

changes in chemical composition or molecular ar-

rangement bring about in the flavour of organic sub-

stances. Thus ./-limine and [/-phenylalanine have

been found to be sweetish, whilst their laevo-isomers

are bitter; and of the anisaldoximes the one with the

owtt-configuration is very sweet, whereas the syn-

aldoxime i» tasteless. The monohydric alcohols are

only slightly sweetish, but with increase of the number

of hydroxy! groups, as in the glycols, glycerols, etc.,

the sweetness becomes verj marked. On the other

hand, the strong sweet taste of "saccharin" is

destroyed bj relativel) slight molecular transforma-

tions, such as the replacement of an imide hydrogen

atom by a methyl or ethyl group. In the Revue

Scientifique for December 7, iqiS, MM. Barral and

Ranc give an interesting summary, ten pages in

length, describing the present state of knowledge

respecting what may In railed the chemistry of sweet

flavours. In fine, the known facts, they consider,

resolve themselves into a series of approximations to

generalisations, but there are always exceptions or

anomalies. \\Y are, indeed, still very far from being

able to establish a general law, such as would enable

the flavour of a compound to be deduced when its

molecular structure is known.

CrtrnF. a-trinitrotoluene, the high explosive, is liable

to contain small quantities of its /3- and y-isomers.

The three substances are very similar in physical pro-

pertii s, and are equally powerful as explosives. Al-

though the a-variety is by no means a sensitive explo-

sive, some accidents have occurred with it which have

not been satisfactorily explained, but which have indi-

cated tiiaf ll" substance may sometimes contain a

much more sensitive body. It has generally been

supposed thai lb.- latter is derived from a-trinitro-

toluene, but it may equally well be derived from the

the -,-isomer. Messrs. Ryan and O'Riordan

(Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, December)

give an ai.. uint of an investigation which they have

carried oul in order to elucidate this question. In the

course ..! their work they found that a sample of crude

•/-trinitrotoluene contained a dark, amorphous sub-

stance which explodes on heating; this, they think,

may he of considerable interest in connection with

the explanation of the accidents mentioned.

Dk. Sidney i ;ests a new X-ray unit in

radiotherapy. The unit, termed a "rad," is based

,m the amount of radium which, when applied to

malignant tumour cells, causes complete inhibition of

their power to grow after an exposure for one hour;

this is determined by tests on rat-cancer. For measur-

ing the dose of X-ravs administered to a patient, the
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photographic action of the rays is obtained on a photo-
graphic plate, and Upon the same plate is impressed
tin photographic action of the standard radium. The
plati 1- developed and a comparison made between
the photographic impressions so obtained. For
example, if the X-ray tint for an exposure of ten

seconds equalled that obtained with an exposure cf

six seconds with the radium, the dose of X-rays
during the ten seconds' exposure would be 1/600 rad
( [rchives of Radiology ma/ Electrotherapy, No. 221,

918, p. 226).

Iim launch of the first large self-propelled sea-
going reinforn d-concrete vessel to be built in Great
Britain -the Armistice—took place at the Ferro-Con-
crete Ship Construction Co.'s yard at Barrow-in-
Furness en January 7, and forms the subject of an
illustrated article in Engineering for January to. The
ship is of 205 ft. length between perpendiculars, 32 ft.

moulded breadth, 19 ft. () in. moulded depth, and is

to have a speed of about yf knots with 400 indicated

h.p. Trisec steel bars having a very high tensile

strength were used for the reinforcement. The con-
crete was made up of a granite aggregate, sand, and
British standard specification cement. The sand used
was a mixture of coarse and fine grains, from $ in.

downwards; the aggregate consisted of granite chip-
pin-s of assorted sizes, not less than \ in. and not

more than I in. Fresh water was used exclusivelv

for mixing up the concrete. The. method used in

construction was to build a box round the reinforcement
bars, info which the concrete was poured and rammed
hard. To reduce the quantity of timber employed a

system of steel sheets, suitablv stiffened, was used as

shutters. The machinerv consists of two cylindrical
boilers q ft. 6 in. in diameter by q ft. long, to work at

140 lb. per sq. in. The engines are of the compound
surface condensing type, having cvlinders 15A in. and
33 in. in diameter by 24 in. stroke.

In the Tim'fis of January 14 there appears .n\

interesting account of the surrendered German ship-

by a member of the Allied Naval Commission in

German waters. The good German shooting is attri-

buted more to superior range-finders and training than
to the gunnery control system. The statement that

the German ships unquestionably had more accurate
range-finders than the British is not accepted by many
of those in possession of the facts. It is generallv
agreed that the first German salvoes were excellent,

but not necessarily better than the British, and that,

whereas the British lire continued good, the German
fire became erratic when the ships were hit. Tin
primary function of a Service range-finder is to pro-

vide ranges when in action. It is essential that it

should keep in adjustment under battle conditions.

To save the reputation of the German range-finder it

is necessary to attribute the failure to a peculiar

human moral weakness, which, however, was cer-

tainly not in evidence throughout the war. As the

result of the Battle of Jutland the superiority of

British lire was recognised by the Germans, whose
later conduct is some proof of this. The superiority

of British range-finders was known to the German
Government, which in 1014 approached British 111.

with regard to the supply of their instruments.

During repeated competitive trials by the French
Government the German range-finders were invari-

ably beaten by the British. This defeat the Germans
explained on political grounds, but as the result of

extensive trials in Austria-Hungary British instru-

ments were adopted throughout the. Austro-Hungarian
Navy and largely throughout the Army. These British

range-finders which have defeated the German product

in so many lands have optical parts made of British
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No German glass is used, and during thi

a considerable amount ol excellent optical glass has

made by the range-finder manufacturers them-

Mr. John' Murr iy's in

.vino forthcoming books: "Travels
in Egypt and Mesopotamia in Search of Antiquities,

1913," Dr. E. A. Wallis Budge, 2 vols., illus-

trated, in which i- given the sti 1 luthor's mis-

sions i" Egypt, thi Great Oasis, and Mesopotamia, the

result! ivat'tons at Acevan and Nineveh and
a, and particulars of the excavations

in Assyria and Babylonia from [782 to 1913; a new
and revised edition of "Heredity," Prof. J. Arthur

Thomson, illustrated; "The Adventure of Lit'-." Major
K. W. McKenna, R.A.M.C., dealing vvitM the question

of the origin of 1 i f * - . and showing thai, in tin' develop-

ment of higher form-, and the "survival of the fittest,"

intelligence, and not brute strength, has been the

dominating factor; and "Hints to Farm Pupils," by

I Walford Lloyd, tin aim of which is to put in con-

terms tin- most important features of farming

which a pupil must master. The volume will contain

tnal "Calendar of Farm Work."

OUR ASTRONOMIC !/ COLUMN.
'I'm Comei [786 II. ["his cornel is of interest as

being iIt lirsi of the :ighi comets discovered b) Mis-.

Caroline Hterschel. M was observed for eighty-two

days, being visible to the naked eye for a fortnight.

Ih. observers wen Maskelyne (Greenwich), Wol-
(Chislehurst), Mechahi and Messier (Paris),

.,n. I Reggio and Cesaris (Milan). Miss Margaret

Palmer, who has made a. re-investigation of the orbil

urn., No. 7441, finds the following ellipse as

the most probable orbit :

—

T = 1786 July 7 '91^59 Berlin M.T.

°> =324' 5/ 59"23 I

&=!94 :

27' n-37" 17S60

' = 5°* 55' 5'97'J

log q =9-6128774
log* =9-9995992

Period = 9373 years.

Ih. observations are fairh satisfied bj orbits

from an ellipse with period 3300 years to a parabola.

Perturbations by Mercury, Venus, the earth, and

Jupiter have been applied.

Parallax 01 1111 Barnard Star.—Astr. Nach.

71) contains a determination of the parallax

..f this star, made h\ photograph} al Pulkova b} Dr.

S. Kostinsky. He finds 0-622" ±0-022", a larger value

than those found in America, which group themselves
II.. yivis f,jr ih.- proper motion in

R.A. 00438s., in d :<>" Place at
1
poi h

1017-47.; 17I1. 53m. 46-4565., +4C -7' 57^s " (equinox

of 1917-0). Photographic magnitude, ro-6.; photo-

visual (with yellow filter), 9-4.

THE BRITISH SCIENCE Gl II. I> AND ITS
EXHIBITIONS.

AT a dinner given al Prim, s' Restaurant on
January 15 several speeches were made con-

cerning the results of the British Scientific Products
Exhibition held by the British Scieno Guild in Angus:

embei last, and also the work of the guild

f..r the advancement of science and its application

to industry.

102]

Ih. Marquess of Crewe, president of the exhibition
committee, was in the chair. After the usual I.e. al

toasts he proposed "Th< British Scii uild,"
alluding to the valuabli ,[ work which it

had conducted sine.- its foundation in [905. The war
had brought home to everyone the value of scientific
in. thod and knowledge, not only as a weapon in war,
but also in industry and education. In these respects
our adversarj Germany had truly eaten ol thi tn
knowledge, but that fruit had turned to poison because
of the spirit in which it was eaten. Our task must be
to dissociate science from this disastrous spirit, a.

show that the proper applications of science, pursued
with reverence and humanity, added immensely to
the happiness ol mankind. The guild had pursued
two main objects, which were, however, , :.

related, li desired, first, to secure fuller attention to

science in the general education of youth. While a
sound general education was necessary as a pre-
liminary to technical specialisation, this general educa-
tion should contain a fair proportion of scientific-

studies. 'The s.cond object of the guild was to pro-
mote the higher branches of scientific research and to

encourage their application to industry. As the
Minister who brought into being the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, he observed with
pleasure the closer relations being established between
science- and industry and the growing recognition of
the benefits of industrial research—results which were
due, in a large measure, to the influence of the British

Si i. ia e < .uild. The exhibition had proved a wonderful
revelation of the possibilities of science. He hoped
that it would be a permanent feature in the industrial

life of ih. country, and that in future the guild would
continue to flourish and play its part in the advance-

ment of learning and science.

Lord Sydenham, who replied on behalf of the British

Science Guild, referred to some of the difficulties en-

countered at the outbreak of war. For a long time

we were dependent upon improvisation for articles

urgently needed by the Army, Navy, and Air Service,

and it was due to the efforts of British men of science

that these needs had been met. Lord Sydenham pro-

ceeded to mention various instances of discoveries

made in this country but afterwards developed abroad.

Perkin's discoveries in relation to dyes furnished a

well-known example. Helium gas was first discovered

in the sun by Sir Norman Lockyer, and twenty-six

• us later was identified on the earth by the late Sir

William Ramsay, these two distinguished men b( ing

the founders of the guild. The Americans are now
producing it in large quantities as a non-inflammable

gas foi ih. inflation of airships. The British Science

Guild aimed at the co-ordination of science, education,

and industry. The British Scientific Products Exhibi-

tion had shown what British men of science could do.

Another exhibition on a larger scale was planned for

the present year. In the difficult reconstruction period

science and scientific methods of direction in the

Government could do a great deal to recreate national

ul provide happier and healthier conditions

of life.

Mr. F G Kellaway, M.P., Parliamentary Seen

Ministry of Munitions, in proposing "The Exhibitions

of 1918 and I'll..." said that events during the war

had aptl\ illustrated the romance of applied sci<

Experience belied the idea that John Bull was a

sluggish .an! lethargic person. It would be fitter to

-1 riplion uttered by Milton two bundled

and fiff. years ago: "A nation that is not slow and

dull, but a quick, ingenious, searching spirit, acute

at invention." In proof of this he would mention

two inventions relating to defence against hostile air-
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craft. One of these was the simple and ingenious

sound-ranging apparatus thai had enabled search-

lights to pick up, almost invariably, enem\ machines
over London'. The secret of the othei device was Mill

locked up in the Ministry of Munitions, but the

weapon was so powerful that hostile aircraft could

not face it. Both these inventions were mainly due
to nun whose names were unknown to the general

public. Mr. Kellawax also quoted facts to show how

British manufacturers, aided b\ science, had met the

sudden demands of the war. Sixt) per cent, ol the

world's stores of mica, a material essential in the

electrical industry, wen located within the British

Empire, yet before the war 50 per cent, was sent to

Germany for treatment. Now things were very

different'. Similarly, we had formerly to go to Gerr
many for magnetos and ignition plugs, yet to-daj the

British magnetos and plugs were the best in the world,

and the output of these two articles had risen

enormously during the war. It was the task of the

British Scientific Products Exhibition to make such

facts known and to encourage similar advances in the

iuture.

This toast was responded to b\ Sir Robert Hadtield,

who supplemented the remarks of the last speaker by

referring to some of the achievements of the iron and

steel industry. The biggest shell used in the war,

iS in. in diameter and weighing t \ tons, was produced

in this country. It was capable of penetrating armour-
plate 41 in. thick; at a range of ten miles it would

still penetrate 22 in., and at twenty miles 12A in. of

armour-plate. We should not, however, follow Ger-

many in using science a* a weapon of aggression, but

would, as the chairman said, apply it for peaceful

ends in the spirit of reverence and humanity. Sir

Robert proceeded to give some facts showing the

success of the British Scientific Products Exhibition,

which had attracted more than 30,000 visitors in

London and 15,000 in Manchester—more than 45,000

in all. This year tiny hoped to make the exhibition

much wider in scope. He wished to thank all who
had contributed to the success of the exhibition in

[918, and referred especially to the services of the

chairman of the organising committee, Prof. R. A.

Gregory, an I the secretary, Mr. F. S. Spiers.

The toast of "The Donors of the Exhibition Fund"
was proposed by Mr. Charles F. Higham, M.P., who
acted as honorary director of publicity to the exhibi-

tion. Mr. Higham explained that the cost of tin

exhibition had been defrayed from private enterprise,

and it had not bei 11 assisted by the Government. He
wished to express thanks to all those who had given

their support, including the original donors (Sir Wil-

liam Mather, Sir Robert Hadfield, and Mr. Robert

Mond) and the manufacturers who had responded to

tin- invitation of the organising committee to contri-

bute. Now that the exhibition had proved its worth
he hoped manv other manufacturers would participate

on the next occasion, and that their contributions

would be even more generous than in the past year.

Mr. Milne Watson, responding for the donors,

emphasised the value of scientific methods of test in

improving the quality of products, using as an illus-

tration some experience in the ammonium sulphate
industry- Manufacturers must be taught that the per-

petuation of mediocre methods was wrong, and that

it paid to use evi ry available scientific weapon to

secure the finest possible results.

In the absence of Mr. John Hodge, M.P., the toast

of "The Chairman" was proposed by Prof. d'Arcy
Thompson, the Marquess of Crewe briefly responding.
This terminated the proceedings. The dinner was
attended bv about 150 men of science, manufacturers,
and others associated with the exhibition.
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EDUCATIOX 1 /. CONFERE \ < 'ES.

•"THE seventh annual conference of Educational
' Associations, comprised of thirty-four educa-

tional societies, which was numerously attended, was
opened at the University College, London, on
Januar) 1 and concluded on January 11. The in-

augural address, characterised by abundant wit and
humour, was delivered by Mr. Fisher, the President
of the Board of Education. The- conference week
included also the annual meetings of the Headmasters'
Conference, the Incorporated Association of II

masters, the Association of Directors ami Secretaries
of Education, and the Association of Public School
Science Masters, some of the proceedings of which
have already been reported in Naturb.

Al a joint conference of the educational associations

held on January 3 an interesting address bv Prof.

John Adams, who is now in France, was read on
"The I tility Motive in Education," in which he
urged that pure knowledge often owed its opportunities
to the help offered by practical applications, which he
illustrated by reference to the strides made by
physiology, the progress of which had hitherto b< 1 n

slow, so soon as it became associated with the teach-

ing of students of medicine; to psychology, when
education captured it, and it became included in the
professional training of teachers; to navigation, which
made possible the development of pure astronomy;
and, lastly, to the technical demands of dyers and
other practical people, which had led to such
subsidising of chemistry teaching as had greatly

favoured the disinterested study of the subject.

Might we not find in all this, he said, somi
justification for the plea that a working arrangi -

ment could be made by means of which a clash might
be prevented between the claims of the cultural and
the utilitarian ideals? The demands of the practical

man might be met, not only without forfeiting the

right to carry on disinterested work, but also in

a way to favour such work in its proper place. Man
was one and indivisible; he must be trained to hold

his own in both spheres, utilitarian and cultural.

Knowledge that refined a man's character was as use-

ful as knowledge that increased his productive power
in a material sense. The swing of the pendulum was
at present strongly in favour of tt\o practical, and a

hard fight might be necessary to get due attention to

the other aspect. But they would certainly not succeed
in maintaining a due proportion of the cultural

elements if they set out on a crusade for the useless.

Miss Mercier, head of Whitelands College and
president of the Training College Association, in de-

livering her presidential address to the latter, pleaded I

for a higher type of education for students training as

teat hers. The training college might, and should,

become also a school of social service. Neither read-

ing alone, nor desire of service alone, made the good
teacher, but a blend of both. Students would often
benefit by a university course, but some would not

be suited to it. There should be large liberty in

devising courses. Mr. George Lansbury, who spoke
later to the same body upon teaching, urged that the
teachers should cultivate a really radical outlook, fjv

which he meant that outlook on life which went to tin

root of things. Unless there were a tremendous
amount of idealism in the teachers, they would not
make verv much impression upon the children.

At the meeting of the Eugenics Education Society

Prof. J. Arthur Thomson, of Aberdeen, Cave an
address on "The Eugenic Ideal of Education," which
he defined as the organic improvement of tlv human
breed, but one which, thour/h primarily a biological

ideal, had an horizon far wider than the poultry yard
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01 the breeder's pen. It recognised that it was dealing
with a very complex organism, which was at least as

much mind-body as body-mind; thai the thinking,
feeling, willing sit!.- of man'- constitution was jusr as

real as the throbbing muscle and thrilling nerve. It

believed thai character was as vital an organismal
quality as stature, or weight, or length of life, or
fecundity, and they must rid their minds for ever of

the prejudice thai the eugenic ideal smacked of the

farmyard in any objectionable way. There was need
for a wider and deeper recognition of the commonplace
that young people are organisms—growing, developing,
varying, too, if we would let them—serving whaC
should be a joyous apprenticeship to the serious busi-

ness ol life. These children were nol onh little men
and women in the making, hut also young mammals
really and truly young mammals. Their health was
nol incidental it was well-nigh everything; their—item was not irrepressible without serious

risks; their play was not a luxury, but an essential;

their adolescence in the novel, artificial conditions of

civilisation needed to be guided sympathetically; their

adult functions and environment must be looked for-

and prepared for.

\n address was delivered by Lord Gorell, Deput\
Director of Stall Duties (Education), to the meeting
of the Teachers' Guild on January j on "The Educa-
tion of Men on Military Service," in which he related

thi steps that had been taken .1- opportunity served

for providing means of instruction and education for

men engaged in war service. Lord Gorell stated that

there were at the present time at least three million
The work had risen from below; it had

not been in an) way put upon the Army from above.
The tit si aim was to give the soldiers some diversion
from the stress of war; the second was the high ideal

of education, to brighten intelligence and promote self-

realisation ; and the third was to help definitely in

what they intended to do in the future.

Addresses were delivered to the members of the

Teachers' Guild on "National and' International

[deals on the Teaching of Histor) " bj Prof. F. J. C.
Hearnshaw, of King's College, and by Miss A. H.

I.own, Vice-President of St. Hilda's Hall, Oxford.
'I be former pleaded that the Spartan sought his ideal

man of the type of Leonidas, the Athenian that of

the Roman thai of Caesar, the medieval
schools that of Aquinas ; bul our present ideal is a

communal one. We w • re seeking to evolve thi excel-

I craftsman or the man of trained mind ready
to take up work. Discipline and the sense of duty
fitted men and women to plaj a right part in national
life. They needed a knowledge of history which
trained the imagination by the pageanl of stories, then

showed the relation of cause and effect. Later on two
side, of a question were perceived, and so impartiality

might be learnt. The mind's horizon widened bv the

study of great men and great careers. Miss Lovett

urged in her addles, thai the word "international"
should connote added understanding and sympathy,

dj of history affected action. Nol only must
truth be sought, but the question should also '

stantly present : Are our ideals and aims for the

aggrandisement of our country or for the world's g 1

and the glory of God'
To the member, of th< Civic and Moral Education

an address on "The- Physical and Psycho-
logical liases of Education" was given by Dr. Eric
Pritchard, in which he churned thai the same prin-

ciples which led to good physical development applied

to the mtiking of good moral character. In describ-
ing at some length the nervous and cerebral
mechanism of the formation of habit, he said that

man) disturbances, such as bad circulation, were, in

fact, a kind of bad habit of the system. The first
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impression made n the tabula rasa ol the virgin
nerve-cell was ol paramount importance. He had
traced back chronic nervous coughs to over-stimula-
tion of the respiratory apparatus at birth. The sug-
gestive power of home environment often counteracted
the work ol the school. So bad was the influence of
many homes m great industrial centres, and so
strongly did he believe in the educational influence of
the home, that he would almost be willing to see the
homes of this country sacrificed for a generation if
the bringing up of these expatriated' children in
orderly, disciplined institutions would provide a race
of parents capable of making proper homes for the
next generation. Dr. Constance Long, dealing with
the same subject, said that character was the per-
petual acquisition of something that was at all times
incomplete, and its first requisite was that it should
be capable of growth. National action was individual
action multiplied a thousandfold, and to understand
an individual it was necessary to studv, not onlv his
conscious, but also his unconscious' mind. '

The
psycho-analytic view forced us to realise that the un-
conscious side of the mind played a far larger part
in our actions than was general'lv supposed.
Memorable addresses were delivered in various

sections of the conference on art and its applications,
on manual training and hand-work, on Nature-study,
and on other subjects of deep interest to teacher,!
The various audiences had the advantage of inspecting
a splendid exhibition of books, maps, wall-illustra-
tions, and a variety of school apparatus. Such con-
ferences at this critical time cannot fail to be of
supreme value in widening the aims and strengthen-
ing the purposes of all engaged in the work of
education.

At the annual meeting of the Association of Direc-
tors and Secretaries of Education, held in the Countv
Hall, Westminster, on January 6, the newly appointed
chairman, Mr. W. A. Brockin'gton, Director of Educa-
tion for Leicestershire, delivered an inspiring address
in which he dwelt upon the vital significance of the
Education Act of 1918, which he characterised as the
realisation of a dream rather than as the development
of a system—a phrase which would well describe the
Acts of 1S70 and 1902 with all their attendant statutes.
The mind of the nation was open to receive new and
enlarged ideas, and better educated than in 1870 and
1902 ; hence the Bill came into being at a happy
moment. The administrative officers of education
throughout the country welcomed the Act, since it

realised in so large a measure the aims thev sought,
which were that the schemes of the local education
authorities should embrace not only elementary, but also

all other forms of education included in their jurisdic-

tion, proportionate block grants, the control of laggard
or recalcitrant authorities, the abolition of differential

rating, the declaration of higher education as a duty,
and the consequent removal of the rate limit in countv
areas ; and, on the social side, the universal raising

of the compulsory school age, the provision of ade-
quate maintenance scholarships so that no capable child

shall be debarred by poverty from the fullest educa-
tional facilities, the establishment of day continuation
schools for those in employment between fourteen and
eighteen, together with full freedom of organisation
according to local conditions, the provision of full-

time advanced schools of varied type, the restriction

of child-labour, the adequate provision of physical

training, medical inspection and treatment, and,

lastly, the endowment of scientific and industrial re-

search. It is a matter for much rejoicing that these

aims have found expression under the guidance of a

master-pilot in an Education Act. But the realisation

of its provisions are beset with many and peculiar
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[ifficulties which will require much patience, greal
courage, untiring effort, and a fine spiril oi sacrifice

on the pari oi the community to realise. Yet the
reward will be great. There will need to be the
closes) co-operation among educational authorities to

give the requirements of the Act their full effect, and
they can only be solved painfully step by step. The
supply of suitable teachers is in itself a vast problem,
as well a-, the provision of appropriate buildings. The

it "i the hours of instruction so as to meet
the necessities of the various industries is scarcely

li ss perplexing. In many cases it must be met in

talcing the whole of a working day or more per week
for a limited period, and in rural areas Buring some
weeks of the winter season. Indeed, it will be seen

that no greater step was taken during the great war
towards peace-time 1 econstruction, seeing that the

Education Act, worked to its logical limit, means re-

ci msti u'ction all round.

THE PRODUCTION OF OIL FROM
MINER !/. SOURCES.1

MANY and verj various products can be obtained
by tin carbonisation of bituminous minerals, the

character and quality of the materials produced depend-
ing mainly upon the temperature at which the process
is conducted. It does not, however, follow that all

identical products will be obtained from different bitu-

minous materials when the)' are subjected to the same
temperature conditions, because the chemical composi-
tion varies, and consequently when subjected to heat the

method of decomposition also varies. The organic body
or bodies in shale are called kerogen,and this, on being
subjected to moderate heat, yields oil of the define
and paraffin series, ammonia also being produced.
The organic matter in coals and cannels is generally

described as volatile mallei-, and probably differs con-
siderably in chemical character from the kerogen

;

consequently, on being subjected to moderate heat,

different products are obtained, although they also

are mainly of the define and paraffin series. When
coals are subjected to high temperatures a different

class of hydrocarbon is produced, mainly the hydro-
carbons of the benzene series. It is probable that

this would also be the case to a greater or less extent
if shale were also subjected to high temperature in

retorts similar to those employed for heating coal.

It is extremely difficult to obtain an even distribu-

tion of heat in any carbonisation process ; consequently
it is bv no means eas\ to make certain of always
obtaining the same products from a given material

in the same proportions, and great care has to be
exercised to ensure that the conditions are as nearly

constant as possible. The form of the retort has
much to do with the quantity and quality of the pro-
ducts obtained. In all cases the first effect of the

heat is low-temperature distillation, because the
material is introduced cold into the retort, and, how-
ever high the temperature of the retort, the heat must
first gel through the badly conducting mass before the

temperatures can approximate to that of the retort,

and by that time a considerable part of the volatile

matter will have been driven off. Then another ques-
tion arises, viz. whether the form of the retort is such
that the volatile products, as they are formed, come
in contact with the surface of the retort before being
drawn off, or whether tbev are removed without being
heated after they have been evpelled from the material.

The quality and character of (be final products depend
almost entirely upon this. Tims in horizontal gas
retorts the volatile matter as it leaves the coal cones

1 Abstract of a paper read before the Institution of Petroleum Technolo-
gists on December 17, 1918, by Dr. F. Mollwo Perlcin.
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ict with the highly heated arch and sides of

the retort before it enters the ascension pipes and is

carried to the hydraulic main. This causes radical
changes in the volatile products, and hydrocarbons of
1 In in 11/enoid or aromatic series are largely produced.
'in tin other hand, in a vertical retort tie volatile

products, as they are released from tin- .,..11. ascend
upwards through the cold incoming coal, onl
lion 1 oming in contact with the hot walls of the retort,

and, as a consequence, the resulting products con-
tain a considerable proportion of Iixdnn , \„,

paraflinoid nature.

Whether high or low temperature should be em-
ployed for carbonising bituminous material entire!

depends upon what products are required. For
works, where a large-volume yield of gas is required,
high temperature is essential, but where motor spirit,

Fuel oil, lubricating oil, and paraffin wax are required,
low-temperature carbonisation must be adopted. In

low-temperature carbonisation the gas pr6duced is lis,

than half that obtained by high-temperature carbonisa-

tion, and contains less hydrogen and more hydro-
carbons than the latter; low-temperature carbonisation
could, therefore, not be employed for the manufacture
of gas for lighting purposes. The main distinctions

between high and low temperature are as follows :

—

High Temperature. 1 emperature.

(a) Large volume of Low volume of gas,

gas, say 12,000 cu. ft. on say 5000 cu. ft. on the

the average. average.

(6) Yield of sulphate of Yield of sulphate of
ammonia, on average, ammonia, on average,
say, 20 lb. say, 10 lb.

(c) Yield of tar on Yield of tar (crude oil)

average, say, 11 gallons on average, say, 20 gal-

per ton of coal carbonised. Ions per ton of coal car-

bonised.

(d) Tar is largely of Tar (crude oil) consists

aromatic series, and of hydrocarbons of the

yields benzol, toluol, aliphatic series (paraffins,

naphthalene, anthracene, olefines, and naphthenes).

carbolic acid, and cresols. From the tar can be ob-

These are the raw pro- tained motor spirit, fuel

ducts for the manufacture oil, lubricating oil, and
of dyes, explosives, photo- paraffin wax. The tar

graphic chemicals, drugs, acids are useful for dis-

and many other synthetic infectants, but of no
products. use as raw products for

other industrial purposes.

It should be mentioned that when coals high in

volatile elements and rich cannels are subjected to

low-temperature distillation, much larger yields of

crude oil are obtained, as much as 40 and 60 gallons.

Oils obtained by the carbonisation of bituminous
material come under the same category as natural

oils ; they may, therefore, be classed as mineral oils,

even although their origin was probably organii
:,

was that of natural oils, but many organic substani es,

such, for example, as peat or wood, will give oils of

a similar character when carbonised under suitable

conditions.

At the outbreak of the war the world's production
of natural oil was in the neighbourhood of 50,0m

tons, and last vear more than 60,000,000 tons.

Before the war Greal Britain was, with tin- excep-

tion of the oil obtained from the Scottish shale-oil

industry (275,000 tons crude oil), entirely dependent
upon imported oil for all the various purposes for

which oil is required. Our aeroplanes, warships,

motor-cars, etc., wen dependent upon sea transport

for petrol and fuel oil, and our machinery for lubri-

cants. l"n fortunately, we are still in the same posi-

tion. Great Britain, with her vast Navy and her great
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oplam s,
:.s , fuel up.ni sea-

transport, and this should nol y, or,

at any rate, onl) iii a partial degree. In the futun
merchant ships will probabl) burn oil fuel. VVi

have at hand mineral resources from which w
product.' mineral oils petrol, fuel oil, lubricating

oil*, and paraffin wax. Win do we no ei

There are, ol course, many difficulties in

founding .1 new industry, and one of the greatest

difficulties has been Government action or inaction.

There is now, however, a stirring among the "drj
deal "i experimental work has been

d out, much of it on semi-commercial pi

and there are now several large schemes under con-
sideration, which would involve the putting up of

an extensive planl both for retorting and refining the

oil and to obtain power from the residuals or domestic

fuel.

The ordinary shale retorl is nol adapted foi dealing

with caking bituminous material, or, indeed, foi

ing cannel and non-caking coals; hence- the larger

amount of research work which has been carried out
in the endeavour to devise a suitable retort for dealing
with bituminous materials which contain a large

amount of fixed carbon, and will yield, after extrac-

tion of the volatile matter, a good fuel for domestic
purpose-.. It mighl be replied: "But this is already
obtained in the gasworks, where, when coal is car-

bonised to produce gas, a residue of from 68 to 70 pi 1

.eni. remains in the form ol coke, besides which
tar and ammonia are produced.'" True, coke is pro-

duced, and this coke contains a very low percentage
oi volatile matter, and for this reason is no) adapted

for burning in the ordinary grate. 1 'oke produced bj

low-temperature carbonisation (350°-550° C.) is softei

than that produced at high temperatures (above
ooo° C), and usually contains from 7 to n per cent.

1

1 n er. The preseni e of this volatile

matter causes the coke to burn readily, practically

without flame or smoke, and to give- out a great heat.

consequently, very clean for household purposes,
and if it were used instc il the cost for the
painting and decoration of the house would be consider-

reduced. Furthermore, the atmospheres of our
large towns and cities would be very much less con-

taminated !>\ smoke, and the living conditions would
be healthier.

In producing this smokeless fuel b} low-temperature
onisation there is produced at thi same time oils

of the aliphatic series, which on refining yield motor
spirit, fuel oil for internal-combustion engines or for

direct boiler firing, lubricating oils, and paraffin wax,
les which there is .1 small quantity of ammonia

1 nt gas to fire the retorts and" leave a small

surplus.
Now in low-temperature practice there are three

possibilities, any of which mighl be a financial success,

or they might be combined :

—

111 Thi production of oil and smokeless fuel,

(a) The production of oil and the conversion of the

fuel residue into power-gas b) gasifying ii in a pro-

ducer.

(3) rhe production of oil, using a portion of the

for domestic purposes anil gassifying the

remainder.
In distil, is where power is not required for manu-

facturing purposes, but when coal or cannel could

rcadih be obtained without having to transport it for

lone; distances, then the Grsl proposition would bt

mbark on.

On the other hand, where cheap power in large bulk
is require d, thi n (2) would be the process to take

up. Probably in all cases a certain proportion of the
residue would be sold as fuel.

Those who dn not know the quality of the low-
temperature products have said: "We shall then be
able to win back the dye industry from Germany."
We nearly lost the- wai from lack of oil:

land Curzon recently told us that al one time then-
stock of only 900,000 tuns i n t |„. country againsl

a minimum of 1,500,000 tons which the Adinii ah
I necessary. The Fleet, in fact, had to restrict

iis exercises in order that, if a battle took place, then
I
he sufficient oil to go round. When we know-

more of the internal management of Germany during
the war, ii will doubtless be found that tin- Germans
produced large quantities of oil by low-temperature
carbonisation of bituminous material. The) wee

-
1 before the war.

One of the r.-asons why low-temperature carbonisa-
tion has, so to say, hung fire is due to the exag-

1
.1 claims made by inventors, backed up by com-

pany promoters. In all distillations of bituminous
material water is obtained along with the oil, and is

at times extremely difficult to separate, as the specific

gravity of the crude oil approximates to that of water.

In fact, it is not unusual to find 30 to 40 per cent, of

water in the crude oil. This has all been lumped in

as oil, hence the impossible claims for oil yields which
have been made.
The davs of exaggeration are, it is to be hoped,

past, and careful research has taken the place of

romance. If the claims are more moderate, at any
rate we are working on a sure foundation, and many
of us believe that a home oil industry can be founded

on business lines, which, although not rendering us

self-supporting, will, at any rate, supply a portion of

our needs and tend to prevent exploitation.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.—A new educational office has been

established by the council of St. John's College, with

a view to the co-ordination of the college teaching in

natural science subjects and the special encourage-

ment and direction of scientific research. Dr.

W. H. R. Rivers, fellow of the college, has been ap-

pointed to this office, with the title of praslector in

natural sciences. Mr. R. W'hiddington, fellow of the

college, has been appointed to the office of director of

studies in physics.

The compulsory Greek in the Previous Examination

was abolished by vote of the Senate on January 17.

By a verv large" majority (ibi to 15) the Senate ap-

proved a report of the Previous Examination Syndicate

containing the recommendation that Greek should be

made an' optional subject. Although the final plans

for the reconstitution of the examination are not com-

plete, since the details of parts ii. and iii., which it is

proposed shall consist of papers in mathematics,

science, and English subjects, are still under con-

sideration, the question of compulsory Greek was

regarded as being so urgent that the proposals for

pari i. were submitted to the Senate without further

delay. In consequence of the approval of this report,

.. candidate, after January 1, 1919, is allowed to take

as an alternative to the' old classical part i. of the

Previous Examination a new' part i., in which !
aim

is compulsory, but Greek is mad.- alternative to

French German, Italian, or Spanish. The "addi-

tional subjects." which hitherto haw had to be taken

bj candidates for an honours degree, are abolished.

M,n who have been engaged on military service an

now coming up to the University in large numbers,

and lecture-rooms and laboratories have begun to

resume something of their pre-war aspei 1. Four terms
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i less than six months, « hi ther th< t

previously joined a college or not, an.] th
ipted either from the previous or from one ;'p

i ial

examination. Those who haw served for shortei
periods may also be granted certain i si mptions.

Ai the end of January lour hundred naval lieu-
tenants and sub-lieutenants are coming to Cambridgi
for a six months' course. These are men who were
promoted from the rank of midshipman during the
war before completing their normal preliminary course
oi study. They will be distributed among several col-
leges, and will he undei naval discipline. The Univer-
sity_ will provide instruction lor- them in physics ami
engineering, and, in addition, courses in various
optional subjects, literarj as will as scientific, are
being arranged.

A COMMERCIA1 library, established by tin- subscrip-
tions ot local business men, was opened in Dundee
on Januan i; by Sir Alfred Ewing, principal of the
University of Edinburgh.

The Edinburgh Universit) Courl has approved
the scheme for the founding ol a chair of mental
diseases, submitted In the hoard of tin- Royal Edin-
burgh Asylum for the Insane, which has o'ffered an
endowment of 10,000/. towards the salary.

Sir John- Herkless, principal of St. Andrews Uni-
versity, announced thai Mr. George Bonar, presidenl
of the Dundee Chamber of Commerce, has given
^5,000/. lo establish a scheme of commercial education
in connection with University College, Dundee. One
of the conditions of the gift is that a degree ol

Bachelor of Commerce should be established, and that
university students seeking that degree should not be
compelled to pass a preliminary examination or to
have come from higher or secondary schools, but that
boys or youths who present themselves should be
admitted if they are able to show that they ate capable
of improvement and of undertaking university study.

Some years ago Prof. MacGregor, of Edinburgh
University, with the help of a committee of the late
Prof. Tait's friends and former students, launched a
scheme for establishing a Tail memorial chair in
mathematical physics and applied mathematics. Con-
siderable progress in collecting funds had been made,
but Prof. MacGregor's death and the advent of the
war prevented the scheme being proceeded with.
Recently, however, the committee, with the cordial
support of the University authorities, has resolved
to make a general appeal for funds towards the en-
dowment of the proposed chair. About 15,000/. will
be required. In connection with this movement an
anonymous donor has placed in the hands ,,f the
I niversity Court for a certain number of vears an
investment yielding yearly a considerable interest to
accumulate as part of the endowment of the Tail chair
of mathematical physics. The Tait memorial com-
mittee will welcome similar contributions, which may
be intimated to the general secretary of the Royal
Soeietv ol Edinburgh, who acts as hon. secretary of
the committee.

We barn from Science that the will of Capt. J. R.
De Lamar, mineowner and director, leaves nearly half
of his estate, estimated at 4,000,000/., to the Harvard
I niversitj Medical School, Johns Hopkins University,
and the College of Physicians and Surgeons oi

Columbia Universit) for medical research. The
bequests to these institutions in equal shares consist
of his residuary estate, estimated at about 2,000,000!.
He gave a trust fund of 2,000,000!. to his only child,

Alice A. De Lamar, with the provision that if she
dies without issue tin- principal of this fund also goes
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11 institution-, nan d. I be will requests that this

fund be used tin the studj ami teaching of the origin
of human disease and tin prevention thereof; tor the
stud] ind leaching ol dietetics and of th< 1 ff< cl of

different food and diets on the human s\stem, anil

how in conserve health by proper food and diet."
Ilie nn.ne\ is to be used lo establish fellow

scholarships, and professorships; to provide lab

tories, clinics, dispensaries, and other places f,,i

and 1
' seat 1 h ; and to publish tin- results oi

research, not onl\ in scientific journals, but also b\

popular publications and public lectures.

1 1
was pointed out by Sir J. J. Thomson in his

presidential address to the Royal Soeietv in H117 that

much public good might be done by the publication
ol a popular periodical in which all aspects of pro-
gressive knowledge are presented simply and accurately
for general readers. Few articles of this type appe;n

iii the magazines; and the daily Pies, is natural!)

more concerned with subjects of topical interest than
with descriptive accounts of the state of know led-, ol

any particular subject, however stimulating such
surveys may be in style or substance. It is believed
that teachers would welcome a periodical which would
give them at least a glimpse of what is being accom-
plished in many developing fields of knowledgi
scientific or otherwise and that the extended views
thus obtained would often put new life into the body
of instruction. To consider proposals for the founda-
tion of a periodical with this intention, a conferenci

was held recently, with the Rev. Dr. Temple in the

chair, in the rooms of the Royal Society, at which
representatives wen- present of twenty associations,

including the Conjoint Board of Scientific Societies,

the Classical, English, Geographical, Public School
Science Masters', Historical, Modern Language,
Librarv, and Workers' Kducational Associations,

Roval Soeietv of Literature, National Home Reading
Union, and the chief professional associations of

teachers. It was resolved bv the conference that

"it would be to the national interest if a journal

could be established which would represent the growth
of the chief branches of knowledge in popular form."

An executive committee was appointed to draw up a

scheme for the management of the journal, and therefore

to secure whatever assistance is possible, bv the selec-

tion of suitable contributors or guarantees of subscrip-

tions, from the bodies represented at the conference.

Should the scheme take practical shape, the proposed

journal would stimulate public interest in learning of

till kinds, and would thus be a valuable aid in chang-
ing the attitude of indifference commonly displayed

towards intellectual endeavour in this country.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Mineralogical Society, January 14.—Mr. W. Barlow

,

past-president, in the chair.—A. Hutchinson ; Stereo-

scopic lantern-slides of crystal pictures. The twin pic-

tures are projected by means of a double lantern

through screens of complementary tints red and
green—and are viewed through similarly tinted

screens, one for each i ve. If the adjustment is cor-

rect, a black-and-white picture stands out in relief.

This method admits of the properties of crystals and
of crystal-structure being demonstrated simultaneously
to a large number of students.— L. J.

Spencer
j

Mineralogical characters of turite ( = turgite) and somi

othei iron-ores from Nova Scotia. The minent col-

lection of the late Dr. H. S. Poole, which was pre-

sented 10 the British Museum in 1017, CO

amongsl the iron-ores, specimens of magnetite, haema-
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lit'-, turite, goethite, limonite, chalybite, mesitite, and
.ilk. -rite from many well-defined localities in Nova
Scotia. The dehydration curves and optical characters
of turite (2Fe10„H,0), goethite (Fe,0„H,0), and
limonite (jFe-Oj^H.O) prove that these, al least

ngst the large group of ferric hydroxide mineral ,

are distinct species with crystalline structure; some
rs are colloidal. Turite ( = turgite, an incorrect

German transliteration from the Russian) is a hard,
lustrous, black mineral, with a radially fibrous and

entric, shell) structure, and gives a dark cherry-
streak; the fibres are optically birefringent and

strongly pleochroic. Sharp, brilliant crystals with the
forms of goethite, but consisting of anhydrous ferric

oxide, i.e. pseudomorphs of haematite after goethite,
v. ei e described.

Royal Meteorological Society, January 15.—Sir Napier
Shaw, president, in the chair.—Sir Napier Shaw : Pre-
sidential address : Meteorology— the society and its

Fellows. Sir Napier Shaw referred to the change in

the position of meteorological work during the war
from that of a subject of curiosity, which might safely
bi li h to take its chance with such facilities as were
left to the ordinary public by inexperienced censors
and controllers, to that of a matter ot such import-
ance in gunnery and navigation of the sea and air

thai all reference to it was rigorously excluded from
the newspapers, and a number of special services were
improvised to meet the need for meteorological in-

formation for our own Forces, acting in co-operation
with corresponding organisations for the French,
American, and Italian Forces. To meet the demand
for information about the fundamental principles and
practice of the modern science, necessary for those
who were called upon to take up technical duties with

limited training, the Meteorological Office had
issued a number of books specially written for the

purpose. Looking forward, he said that the imme-
diate necessity was the organisation of tin- meteoro-
logical services to satisfy the demands of the home
countries and meet possible requirements of the

Dominions beyond the s. .1-. Tin essential conditions

of the organisation were, first, thai there should be
a career for men of ability, and, secondly, that there

should be opportunitv for suitable preparation by pre-

liminary training in scientific studies, including
meteorology, at the universities. Al the same time
efficient organisation of the public service required

'he regular collection of information about the

weather should be placed on a proper footing by ar-

inenl between the central authoritv and local

authorities. The dutv which the society should dis-

charge in the changed conditions was to foster or

an atmosphere which would make a satisfactory

national organisation on those lines possible In' the

interchange of ideas and the discus-ion of meteoro-
logical subjects.

Mathematical Society, January K>. Mr. J. E. Camp-
bell, president, in the chair.— Prof. Frechet

j The
differential of functional operations.- F. J. Mordell :

The value of a. definite integral.—Dr. T. J. l'.\.

Kromwich
; Operational solutions in conduction of

Man. iiks
1 ik

Literary and Philosophical Society, December to, tdl8.

Mr. W. Thomson, president, in the chair. Wargan
\V I ishenden : The efficiency of domestic tires and the

- of certain "coal-saving" preparations. The
experiments included determinations of (1) the
"radiant efficiency." or the percentage of the- total

calorific value of the coal burned, which entered the

room as radiation: (2) the distribution of radiation;
he volume of air passing through the room ;

. I02]

(4) the amount of heal passing away above the ceiling
level in the hot flue gases; and (5) the heating of the
room air. Three different grates gave radiant effi-
ciencies of 21, 24^, and 24 per cent, respectively; the
radiant efficienc) was not dependent upon the draught
even over such wide limits ... from one to nine
changes of air per hour. The maximum intensity of
radiation was found (upwards) at an angle of about
6o° to the horizontal through the centre of the fire.
The amount of heat contained in the hoi Hue oases
passing up the flue above the ceiling varied 'from
aboul 55 per cent, of the total calorific value of the
fuel burned for draughts of about 20,000 cubic ft. per
hour (nine changes), to about 15 per cent, for one
change per hour. The heat used in warming the
room air was very small, generally below 10 per
cent. Certain advertised preparations, solutions of
which were claimed, when previously spraved upon
the coal, greatly to increase the efficiency of fires, had
been analysed and found to consist chiefly of common
salt. Their use was found to have no effect whatever
upon the radiant efficiency, the duration of burning,
or the rise of air temperature produced bv coal-
fires.

January 7.—Mr. W. Thomson, president, in
the chair.—Sir E. Rutherford : The work and influence
of Joule. Attention was confined to the first five vears
,lS .vs -43) ot Joule's scientific career, which began at
the age, of nineteen, and an endeavour was made to

trace during this period the gradual growth of Joule's
power of experimentation and of philosophic insight.
This period was, in some respects, the most fruitful

and inspiring in Joule's lifetime, for it included his

remarkable researches on the transformations of

energy in the voltaic cell, the dynamo and motor, and
his first measurement of the mechanical equivalent of

heat. A brief discussion was given of the reasons
why the full recognition of the fundamental import-
ance of Joule's earlier researches was so long delaved
and of the difficulties experienced bv Lord Kelvin in

reconciling Joule's conclusions with the work of

Carnot on " Heat Engines." Adjustment of views on
both sides. was necessary before the foundations of

the new science of thermodynamics were securely laid.

and before the great principle of the conservation of

energ\ was generally recognised.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, December 30, 1918.—M. Leon
Guignard in the chair. -Albert, Prince of Monaco; The
course of the floating mines in the North Atlantic and
the Arctic Ocean during and after the war. Experi-
ments on the ocean currents have been carried out

over a series of years, a large number of objects

made of wood, metal, or glass, and constructed so

that thev float just below the surface out of the direct

action of the wind, being used. The results have been
accumulated during twenty years, and can obviously

be applied to predict the course of floating mines.
The probable track of these is shown on a chart, and
the most dangerous localities are summarised as the

Bay of Biscay, the west coast of Portugal, Morocco,
the Canaries, and Madeira. From the Canaries to

1 he \11tilles the path of the mines is wider, and the

return to Europe follows the course of the Gulf
Stream. A. f.ameere : The Dicyemides.—M. Balland ;

The preserved fruit and jam distributed to the troops.

An account of the adulterations found in these articles

of f I as supplied to the French Army.— Sir Almroth
Wright was elected a correspondant for the section of

medicine ami surgery in succession to the late J.

Bi rnstein. F. Vessiot : An integral invariant of

hydrodynamics and its application to the theory of

1 elativitv. F. I.umiere : A method of record-
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ing graphically by means of a jel of gas. Ii is prpf-

posed to replace the style by a very fine capillary. A
tream of air carrying ammonia >s led through the

ji 1 ..1 this capillar} tube and impinges on a moistened
paper impregnated with mercurous acetate. The
movements of t h<- jet, which may replace the needle

of a galvanometer, an- recorded in black. A. Meyer;

Some derivatives of isatin. 1'. <!aubert
: The artificial

coloration of liquid crystals. The use of indophenol

as a colouring material presents grrnl advantages over

substances previously employed. Bj its means in-

teresting results have been obtained relating to

Babinet's rule and to the influence ol double refrac-

tion on polychroism. Ph. (ilangenud : The volcano of

Sancy. Its secondar) craters ami its lavas. P.

Lesage : The utilisation id' the curve of limits of

germination of seeds after soaking in solutions. If

seeds are immersed in alcohol there is a time bevond
which the seed will not germinate, and this is a func-

tion of the strength of the alcohol. This relation

between strength and time has been worked out for

iln' m nN of Lepidium sativUm. A possible applica-

tion to the selective removal of the seeds of dodder
is suggested. I.. I.apicque : The use of marine algse

I.ii feeding horses. 'The experiments were carried out

on L. flexicaulis, which were first dried, then washed
freely with the addition of a little lime or acid for

the removal of mucilage. The horse requires a certain

linn- to get accustomed to the food, about a week, and
then digests the alg<e completelv. For horses doing
no work the seaweed can be used in place of oats;

for light work, nutritive equilibrium was obtained

with 1500 grams of algse plus 500 grams of oats. A
horse has eaten 740 kilograms of algrc in ninety-six

davs without visible inconvenience. Mile. Lucienne
Dehorne

; False incubation in Heteronereis malgremi.
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THE SOUTH AFRICAN SCHOOL OF
MINES AND TECHNOLOGY,

JOHANNESBURG.
(UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA.)

The Council invites applications for the following positions :

—

(,) PROFESSOR OF ANATOMY;
(j) PROFESSOR OF PHYSIOI OGY.

In each case the salary will be /ioco per annum, and the appointments
will, in the first instance, be on two years' probation 111-' Professors will

In- lull-time teachers. £75 will be allowed to each ProfesSor for travelling

South Africa, and half salary will be paid from the date of
sailing until arrival in Johannesburg.

Tli- l'i 'trssns should arrive in Johannesburg about the end of July, 10 iq,

to organise theii Departments for starting teaching in March, 1920. I iy

be possible to ilo some preliminary work in Anatomy with first-year medical
students towards the end of 11,19.

Applications, in triplicate, stating age, professional qualifications and
experience, as well as information regarding publications "r researches,
should, with copies of three recent testimonials, be sent t" the undersigned,
who will supply Imili'i ml, inn n if desired. Before appointment llie

selected applicants will be required to pass a medical examination,

CHALMERS, GUTHRIE & CO., LIMITED,
9 Idol Lane, London, F..C. 3.

CITY OF CARDIFF EDUCATION
COMMITTEE.

THE TECHNICAL COLLEGE.
Principal

—

Charles Coles, B.Sc. (Lond. ).

of the following full-time LECTURERS are required :—
III Mi ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT (with special qualifi-

cations in Mechanical and Marine Engineering), commencing salary
;£6oo |ier annum.

LECIl'RER in NAVAL ARCHITECTURE (to act as Head of
Marine Technical I lepartment), commencing salarv 2<5° per annum.

Ill VI) of CHEMISTRY and APPLIED CHEMISTRY DEPART-
MFNTfa Specialist in Applied Chemistry), commencing salary ^500

HEAD of PHYSICS DEPARTMENT,
per

encmg salary X350
per annum.

Applications on foolscap paper, staling age, full qualifications, teaching
and other experience, and giving copies of not more than three testimonials,
should reach the PRINCIPAL (fiom whom further particulars may be
obtained) by March 17, 1919.

Relatives of eligible men on War Service are requested to bring this

City Hall, Cardiff

RUTHERFORD TECHNICAL COLLEGE
NEWCASTLE-upon-TYNE.

Principal—C. L. Eclaih Heath, Esq., Wh.-jc, A.M.I, vi.e.

A CHIEF LEt TL'RER IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING is

required for the above-named College for whole-time service. Duties to
commence immediately or as early as possible.

Salarj .£300 per annum. Applicants should have had good technical
training in Electrical Engineering in a Technical College and Workshops,
and some experience in a I trawing Office. A candidate with some teaching
experience will be preferred.

Applications must be made on forms to he ohiained from the undersigned, to
whom they must be returned not later than Wednesday, February t- 019.

PEKCIVAL SHARP,
Offices, irector of Edi
umberland Road.

STAFFORDSHIRE EDUCATION
COMMITTEE.

ASSISTANT LECTURER IN METALLURGY.
The Staffordshire Education Committee require an ASSISTANT

LECTURER in METALLURGY for the County Metallurgical and
I ngineering Institute, Wednesbury.
Applicants should possess a University degree or an equivalent qualifica-

tion, and be fully competent to take classes in Chemistry, Metallurgy, and
letallography

; and it is de-irable that they should have had both te .ching
rks

iffere I £250 to ,£300 per annum, according to qualifications.
Further particulars and form of application may be obtained from the

JJ
bj whom applications must be received on or before 5th

County 1 1

of Higher Educatii

COUMY BOROUGH OF HALIFAX
EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
MUNICIPAL SECONDARY SCHOOL.

WANTED, al 1 ASSISTANT MISTRESS. Principal
subject, Botany.; son* „ ... Degree essential, and experience
in a Secondary School di inn salary, -\t,n; maximum L?'-,o
Full allowance for previou

, Forms of application, which wili
le sent on receipt f stamped :,,, envelope, must b-- returned
to the undersigned not later t:

w- H - OSTLER
Education Offices, Halifax, Secretary

January 15, .919.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE EDUCATION
COMMITTEE.

CAMBRIDGE AND COUNTY SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS, CAMBRIDGE.

WANTED immediately, SCIENCE MISTRESS with d< jre. in Bou
111..I Ziologj

1
1 ifii 1

Minimum £150. Forms of application, which should I"- returned
immediately, may he obtained of the Education Secretary Countv
Hall, Cambridge.

|.,'"."V,s, . 9 >9.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE EDUCATION
COMMITTEE.

CAMBRIDGE AND COUNTY SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS, CAMBRIDGE.

WANTED immediately, FORM MISTRESS for general subjects.
Good degree anil experience essential. Minimum salary £150. Forms of
applicant n, win h .liuuld be returned immediately, may be obtained of the
Education Secretary, County Hall, Cambridge.

Januarys, .0,9.

KENT EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
COUNTY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, RAMSGATE.
WANTED immediately, a SCIENCE MISTRESS with special

quallficat - in Clieinistry. Honours degree and Second.
education or experience essential. Initial salary according to qualifications
and experience. Applications to be sent to the Head Mistress, County
School for Girls, Ramsgate.

January, , Q , 9 .

DEWSBURY TECHNICAL SCHOOL.
Organising Master—Mr. H. J. Taylor, F.C.S.

WANTED at once, CHIEF LECTURER in CHEMISTRY. D.iy

and Evening Classes. Candidates must be graduates of a Briton
University. Salary £250 per annum. Forms of application (which wili he
supplied on receipt of stamped foolscap envelope) must be forwarded to the
undersigned not later than Monday, February 10 next.

Technical School, Dewsbury,
January 21, igro.

GEO. E. FEATHERSTON,
Secretary.

WOOLWICH POLYTECHNIC,
LONDON, S.E. 18.

Applications invited, HEAD of ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.
Commencing salary j£6oo, rising by increments of ,625 to ^800. For
further particulars apply Prini 11 w

EGYPT AND SALONICA.
REQUIRED at once by the V.M.C.A. Universities Committee, for

service in EGYPT and SALONICA, MEN TEACHERS in Mathematics,
Science, Modern Languages, Literary and Commercial subjects. Secondary
School experience preferred. For particulars apply, in writing, to the
Secketaky, Universities Ho..se, 25 Bloomsbury Square. W.C. 1.

SCIENCE MISTRESS WANTED as soon
as possible to teach Botany, Physics, and Geography. Degree and
Secondary School experience desirable. Go d sal rv. Resident or ncn-
resideni.—Apply Headmivtress, London Orphan School, Watford.

BACTERIOLOGIST WANTED, to in-
ve>,tigate Bee-Disease, working under expert superintendence. Salary
Z350. Apply before \r ebruary 5 to the Secretary of the University,
Aberdeen, submitting two testimonials or references.

REQUIRED FOR FACTORY NEAR
BRISTOL, man with Biochemicat knowledge acquainted with
Bacteriology and Botany. Capable of carrying out research on food
products.— Reply, stating age, experience, salary required, and
published investigations, to " CHEMIST," Box 125, c/o W. H. Smith
an 1 Son, Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.

STEWARD or ASSISTANT CHEMIST
requires post, country pr ferred. Has eood knowledge of chemistry ;

not afraid of work.—Write GRAHAM, Chemical Department, South-
western Polytechnic, Chelsea, S.W. ,

GLASS-BLOWERS (Scientific) Wanted.
Street, Glasgow, tr
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SCIENCE IN PARL1 I KENT.

TTHE practical absence of leading representa-

* tives ol scientific knowledge and res

in the new Parliamenl is the subjecl ol an article

in the Times of January 21. Among the 707

meml ire only two Fellows of the [loyal

\, \|.. Balfonr and Sir Joseph 1.armor,

neither of whom can be considered specifically to

r , l„, cience. 1 he work of Parliamenl is

and more coming to be a sordid scrimmage

of hereditary, vested, class, and sectional inte-

rests. Oul of ihe base-metal of the various self-

seeking coteries represented agrarian, com-

mercial, financial, professional, proletarian, and

so on—by some obscure alchemy too absurd for

belief, Westminster is supposed to effect a syn-

thesis of the pure gold of wisdom, and In its odd

moments I rum this conjuring entertainment to

administer the affairs of an Empire on which the

sun never sets. The helpless public, as in America

at its worst, is on the point of abandoning its

government to a peculiar people with aptitudes

and codes of conduct which in their private life

they abhor and despise, and with an intellectual

outlook and unteachableness similar to that of

the traditional type of public-school legislator

whom they have succeeded, but without their

reputation for integrity, altruism, and incorrupti-

bility. The practical problem is, How are the

learned men—of whose learning- and research the

twentieth century is, and from whose brains and

laboratories arises the necessity for the meta-

morphosis now blindly and vehemently convulsing

it—to pull with something more nearly approxi-

mating their true weight dans cette gaUre?
In the article referred to, Members of Parlia-

ment are divided into two classes:—First, repn

lines of the great working-class organisa-

tions, the subscriptions of which supply the neces-

sary election funds, and the membership of which

the necessary electoral backing- to secure

their return; and, secondly, persons with money.

and leisure, derived from an inherited or acquired

competence, suffii "able them to woo an

A third class, numcricallv perhaps the

most important of all, might have been distin-

hed, the nominees of the party organisations,

the election funds of which are derived from

ins that are not disclosed, hut are generally

believed such is the rottenness Ol the State ol

Denmark to be discreditable in degrees varying

from the corrupt sale of honours and peerage-, to

the "legitimate" contributions of powerful -•
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tional interests. The men who devote their lives

to scientific studies and investigations, all unin-

tentionally and almo; ously rearranging

thereby the foundation igainst its will,

do not acquire such a competence as election ex-

penses require, and have no mass following in the

electorate, who rarely hear their names. Neither

are they by intellectual training and character the

stall out ot which sound party men, beloved of

the caucuses, are made, v oting "straight " on the

great part) issues in return for unconsidered trifles

in the way of preferment, influence, a asm.

i hi j
are segregated, to their own and the nation's

detriment, from any share in the solution of the

vast and overwhelming problems which their

activities in the first instance create.

A further difficulty, though one common alike

to all doing any work worth doing, whether crea-

tive, constructive, or mereK vocational, is that a

parliamentarv career involves, at least for the time

being, the sacrifice of their own field of work.

This, which mav appear to many, at first sight, a

consequence fatal to the proper representation of

science in Parliament, as a matter ol fad is faced

daily under existing economic conditions lay tin-

scientific investig-ator in its acutest form. By-

virtue of his eminence in investigation he is

selected for some desirable bread-winning posi-

tion, and, though he continue by force of habit

for a time to strive to retain a footing in his

original domain, amid the responsibilities and pro-

fessional duties his office entails. Nemesis has him,

and does it much matter whether it carry him to

Westminster or to a university principalship or

professorship? Besides, many go willingl}

enough. Was it not Huxley who said that one

of the besetting sins of the investigator was the

craving for change and novelty, the turning from

the field that has been explored to the fascination

of the new? Scores sacrifice their special gifts

for causes relatively trivial on the altar ot duty

to their own microcosm, and why not a few to

the primary affairs of the nation?

The practical problem thus in its essentials is

twofold: the provision of election expenses, and

the provision of the electorate. With regard to

the first, the suggestion has been made that the

join.1 Board ot Scientific Societies should insti-

tute an election fund, as is done by the National

Union Ol lei, hers and other bodies, and as, pre-

sumably, is contemplated by the medical pro-

fession in its recent action to secure more

adequate representation in Parliamenl Once a

hue ol action is decided upon, the firsl question

.in scarcelj involve any insuperable difficulty. It

is the second that brings us the real

I problem.
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In a previous article on this subject (Nature^

October 24, 1918) the issue is clearly raised as

111 the narrow class representation ol science

in its own interests in Parliament, and the need

of having qualified men of science there as citi-

zens, tree to use their special knowledge and

qualifications in the national interest as a whole;

and the latter ideal is frankly and powerfully

upheld. Expert witnesses of a party, or impartial

social servants of the community, under which

banner are the scientific investigators who are

to be asked to sacrifice their life-work to be called

Upon to serve:' II the fust, then no one but the

type of prospective candidates ti> whom such work
would be congenial, and the scientific organisa-

tions likely to benefit materially and directly by
their advocacy, will consider the matter worthy
of a second thought. Science is, not vet at

least, an interest, an organisation, or a profes-

sion, but transcends these aspects no less than
the welfare of the nation transcends that of the

coteries that represent it in Parliament.

There remains the second ideal that men of

science should claim their place on the broad and
old-fashioned base of impartial and disinterested

social service to the nation. If it had not been for

the war, to find constituencies for such candidates
would doubtless have appeared verv Utopian and

impracticable. The nation has, however, been
brought violently back to its ideals, and that of

disinterested social service for the general weal,

which the Government demanded of its citizens in

war, will in turn be demanded by the nation of its

politicians in peace. In a political contest between
idealism and materialism almost any sort of

idealism is likely to prevail. The wide idealism

of the Labour Party has probably gained for it

far more adherents than its extreme views and
divided war counsels have repelled. Conditions
are now fluid, as they never were before, and,
when they set, as soon they must, any scheme
founded merely on the peculiar standards of to-

day's political expediency may find itself nipped
he root. A scheme to send men of science

ml Parliament to represent in the general scrim-
of interests their own special wants, in

return for due allegiance to the party that arranges
their eld tion, must reckon with the fervent inten-
tion of thi verwhelming majority of disinterested
electors in this country to prevent in future the
rigging of eli nid with the power that pro-
portional represi ition, already in operation in

the university co es, gives them to stop
it absolutely.

But it is idle to wait until another election is

on the country. To hav< the slightest chance of
success, the work should I

i iu,w, an election
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fund should be raised, and a group <>l prospective

scientific candidates got together under a leader

of enthusiasm familiar with the inner labyrinth

of the political world. With the help of men of

goodwill among their own colleagues, the temper
nl the electorate being what it is and nearly all

men ol goodwill in the nation awaiting a lead,

Such a group might find itself in Parliament as

soon as, or even before, it was ready to pcrlorm

its salutar\ and necessatw task in the grave work
that lies ahead. Hut the claim of these candi-

dates in election must rest mi the broad and
elemental y ground that their life-work has given

them special knowledge and insight into the scien-

tific discoveries which in the short space of a few

generations have revolutionised the whole world,

and which the Mother of Parliaments will ignore

and continue to run counter to only at the nation's

peril.

PHYSICS: ANCIENT AND MODERN.
On the Nature of Things. By Dr. Hugh Woods.

Pp. v + 248. (Bristol: John Wright and Sons,
Ltd., 1918.) Price 10s. 6d. net.

The New Science of the Fundamental Physics.
By Dr. W. W. Strong. Pp. xi+107. (Me-
chanicsburg, Pa. : S.I.E.M. Co., 1918.) Price
1.25 dollars.

(1) T^L WOODS puts forward "a new scien-
-*--' tific theory," and asks that his views

"shall be carefully considered and supported if

tin \ appear true, or attacked if they seem false."

He could ask nothing more difficult to grant.

Judged by the canons of men of science, his views
are certainly incorrect, always when they are new,
and sometimes when they are not ; his book sug-
gests an essay written by somebody who attended

a course of popular lectures at the Royal Institu-

tion twenty-five years ago, and afterwards lost

his notes.

But, of course, Dr. Woods, though he may not
know it, does not accept those canons. He be-
lieves, as his title suggests, that truth is to be
found in a return to Lucretius. Now the differ-

ence between Lucretius and a modern student of
science is not so much in what they believe to

be true as in what they believe to be truth.

Both are concerned to "explain phenomena," and
to both explanation consists formally in showing
that the observed facts can be deduced from some
set of general principles. But if any principles

were permissible, anything could be explained
without the smallest trouble, for it is very easy to

find a set of propositions from which any other
set may be deduced. The principles must fulfil

some other condition. This condition is that the

prim iples give a certain form of intellectual satis-

faction. It is here that we differ from Lucretius
and Dr. Woods ; the kind of explanation that

appeals to us does not appeal to them. De gusti-

bus nmi est disputandum. Of course, we sav that

the principles which give its the intellectual satis-
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hi we desire have the advantage over any

other sel which has been proposed that 1 1 1 *
- ex-

planations based on them often explain tarts

before, and nol merely after, they have been dis-

covered. Bui the appreciation oi thai advantage

requires a scientific training which Lucretius did

not possess.

We do not think, then, thai readers of Nature
will gain much benefil from Dr. Woods's treatise.

But the existence of such books may surest
some interesting reflections. The differences

which separate us from Dr. Woods appear in a

lesser degree between students of different

sciences, and they are likely to be accentuated by

the development of what Dr. Strong (2) rightly

calls the "new science" of "fundamental

physics." Physicists are abandoning the me-
chanical explanations, which were the basis of all

nineteenth-century science, in favour of those

which rest on the acceptance of some formal

mathematical principle; and in so doing they arc

undoubtedly widening the breach between them-
selves and others. It is not impossible that in

.1 few years the division between physics and

chemistry may be as wide as that which now
divides either from the philosophy of Dr. Woods
and his master.

But, while Dr. Strong's title is encouraging,

we regret that we have derived even less edifica-

tion from his writings than from those of Dr.

Woods. Dr. Strong is a serious physicist, and
knows his subject, in spite of a few minor errors.

(Thus, a "magneton" is not a free pole, but a

doublet, and lead is not an "tsolrope," but an
"isotope," of RaG.) Hut he has carried com-
pression beyond the bounds of intelligibility; he

does not always explain even his notation, or the

meaning of his tables. Those of his chapters in

which he states the accepted results of modern
physics would be perfectly incomprehensible to

anyone not already familiar with the subject ; no
man can possibly expound the subject of radio-

activity in four pages. Intercalated among these
chapters, apparently at random, are others in

which the author expounds some newr theory
which establishes, by means of " radions " and
"electrocthons, " a connection between the Great
Unknown, mobile and immobile ether, the

gateways of the senses, ninety-two atomic
nuclei, and other familiar and unfamiliar con-
cepts. It may be merely the author's ex-

aggerated passion for brevity which makes these
pages a source of nothing but bewilderment to

us, tor occasionally a suggestive idea gleams
through the darkness. We would recommend
Dr. Strong first to re-write the chapter, sav, on
the Ritzian atom, so as to make it intelligible to

anyone scientifically educated, and then, having
had practice in expression, to return to the state-

ment of his original ideas. We would give him
one last hint : grammar is not inconsistent with
lucidity, and our language is not enriched by such
inventions as "illy" and "hvpotheticated.

"

\. R. C.
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APPLIED (NATOMY.
Applied Anatomy : The ('(instruction <;/ the Human
Body considered in relation In its Functions,

Diseases, and Injur;, .. By Prof. Gwilym G.

Davis. Fifth edition. Pp. x + 630. (Phila-

delphia and London: J. I',. Lippincott Co.,

1918.) Price 30s. net.

I'll IS work is perhaps the most comprehensive
treatise upon applied anatomy in the

English language. Its outstanding merit is the

series of 631 figures, many of them in colour,

drawn by Mr. Erwin F. Paber. They are re-

markable, not merely for their diagrammatic
1 learness and accuracy, but also for their .pleasmg
artistic qualities.

The book is cast in a somewhat conventional

mould, and gives a vast amount of detailed in-

formation of a clinical, as well as of an anatomi-
cal, nature. When one remembers how large a

part radiography plays in the teaching and prac-

tice of anatomy and surgery it is surprising to

find a work upon surgical anatomy without any-

X-ray photographs, especially when the need for

assistance in their interpretation is so often ex-

perienced by the surgeon. The notes upon the

arrangement of the lymphatics might with advan-
tage have been amplified.

But the chief impression one gets from the

perusal of this book is the effect of the war upon
the surgeon's outlook. For it is scarcely conceiv-

able that so conventional a treatise as this could

have been produced in the year 1918 in any-

country which had had a prolonged experience of

military surgery. In dealing with many of the

anatomical problems which have daily engaged the

attention of our surgeons for more than four

years, this book will afford no help. For ex-

ample, little attempt is made to provide precise

information of the mode of distribution and the

variability of nerves, such as the majority of our
surgeons need for their daily work in these times.

It may be urged in extenuation that this book is

merely the new edition of a work of reference

for civilian surgeons in a country where experi-

ence of military injuries had not extended to the

home hospitals. But these reflections serve to

direct attention to the fact that a book on
applied anatomy, when grown to such dimensions

as Prof. Davis's treatise, is less useful to the

surgeon than an ordinary text-book of systematic

anatomy. In the course of practice, whether mili-

tarv or civilian, injury or disease may affect any
part of the body ; a really useful work of reference,

therefore, should provide full information con-
cerning the whole anatomy—in other words, it

should be a systematic treatise.

What the surgeon really wants is the informa-

tion the anatomist can give him; but it is of vital

importance that the latter should take a b

view of bis functions, and, in writing :

i

; -

books or treatises, remember that he is teaching

the structure of the living organism, and should

provide the sort of information that the surgeon
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and the physician need. To do this efficiently

an intimate association between the work oi the

omicaJ departmenl and the hospital is neces-

nol merelj to bring the teaching oi the

former into closer adaptation with the needs "I

the clinician, but especially to providi

tific anatomist with the opportunity oi investi-

gating such problems as Nature's experiments

upon living human beings reveal.

It is essentia] for the progress, not only of

anatomy, but also of medicine in the widest sense,

that this broader conception of the anatomist's

functions should be expressed in practice. One
effect of such co-operation of the work of the

scientific laboratory with that of the hospital wards

would be expressed in systematic anatomical

treatises informed b) the sort of knowledge the

physician and surgeon really need.

Excellent as Prof. Davis's work is, it. is impos-

sible to repress the feeling- that if the same amount
of energv had been devoted to the task by an

anatomist who was in touch with the needs of the

clinician, a treatise more generally useful to the

average practitioner might have been produced.

In every branch of applied science what the prac-

titioner needs as the essential equipment for suc-

cessful work is a real knowledge of the pure

science which he has to apply in practice.

G. Elliot Smith.

FRUIT CULTURE.

Modem Fruit Growing. By W. P. Seabrook.
Pp. xliii+17-:. (London: The Lockwood Press

(Harvey H. Mason), 1918.) Price 4s. 6d. net.

AT a time when many at present in the Army
and Navy are turning their thoughts to

fruit culture this manual appears opportunely.

The practical advice given will do much to correct

the somewhat unduly optimistic ideas as to the

profits to be derived from this branch of agri-

culture, and the careful records of capital required

and its subsequent profits are a feature of prime
importance.

A chapter is devoted to the various soils on
which success may be obtained, and with its

general tenor we are entirely in accord. We
cannot, however, agree with the opinion that a

thin soil on chalk is "practically hopeless," as

much good fruit is grown on such land in Kent ;

in fact, one of the most successful growers of that

"difficult" apple, Cox's Orange Pippin,

possi soil of this character, about a

foot of "loam with Hints" on the chalk downs,
and in thi se conditions finds it one of the best-

paying
The authoi is a whole-hearted advocate of the

bush-tree 01 dwarfing "Paradise" stock-, and
we think ra ei estimates the value of the

standard trees which are grown in the grass
orchards, and, in conji n tion with sheep-farming,
form so large a pari of the fruit culture in East
Kent. The labour diffii ulties of the past few years

have driven opinion rathet against the dwarf
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plantation with its need for constant cultivation,

and experienced growers are interplanting their

bush-trei s with standards with the \ iew of laying

the land down to grass in a few years. For the

beginner, however, who must have a quick return

for his outlay, thi- dwarf tree will be always pre-

ferred.

Some space is devoted to modern methods of

packing which are now spreading, and it will

undoubtedly be in this direction that foreign com-
petition will be met in future, rather than the

embargo on foreign imports, which the author
hopes will be in some measure maintained. The
list ot profitable varieties given is good, but
we regret that the author has included two new-

soils as yet untested beyond his own grounds,
a matter which may be misleading- to the begin

for whom this work is written. It would be well

in a future edition to explain certain technical

terms which the same reader cannot be expected
to apprei i.ile.

With these reservations the work can be
thoroughly recommended.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
The Future Citizen and his Mother. By Dr.
Charles Porter, with a Foreword by Sir James
Criehton-Browne. Pp. xvi + 144. (London:
Constable and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price 3s. 6d.

net.

With a falling birth-rate and the loss of life occa-

sioned by the great war, the subjects of maternity

and child welfare have assumed enhanced import-

ance, and the Chadwiek Trustees were well

advised to institute a series of lectures on these

subjects. Needless to say, Dr. Porter has dealt

with the question in an entirely satisfactory

manner. In the introductory chapter attention is

directed to the falling birth-rate and to the wast-
age ol infant life that goes on. Whereas more
than 1,000,000 babies should be provided every
year, as a matter of fact only some 800,000 or

900,000 are forthcoming ! In the next chapter
the care of motherhood is considered. In the

worst districts nearly nine, and in the best three

or four, mothers die for every 1000 babies born,

and it is important to note that maternal death-

rate from child-bearing and infant morlalitv go
hand in hand". Valuable suggestions are given
for In tilling this state of affairs—by the institu-

tion of maternity centres and ante-natal clinics,

the circulation of instructional leaflets, etc. In

tin third chapter the infant and infant-mortality,

and in the fourth the young child and child-

mortality, are discussed at some length. In an
appendix specimen leaflets relating to the matters
discussed for distribution from infant consulta-
tions ami by health visitors are reproduced. A
number of tables and charts are included, and
Sir J imes Crichton-Brow ne contributes a char-

acteristic Foreword. The book is one which should
have a large circulation, and we hope that it will

be widelv read. R. T. H.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of. rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice if

taken of anonymous communications.]

Cyclones.

Mr. Deelbv's suggestion (Natukb, Jam:.
p. 385 1

.luur is ( an- .1 bj (he high tem
tun- m to be

feasible for tin- following reason : Owing to the tem-
ire inversion, or, a) least, to the cessation of the

rature with height, the boundary
betwi -sphere and stratosphere is,ingi n

lefinite, as definite ahnosl as thi boundary
n layers of ofl and wain- would be. If, then,

oi sucking action—to use an incorrect but
i,i. ni expression- were exerted by the lightness

of the air above (he boundary, it ought to draw up
the boundary itself as well as the air below it. This
is exactl) th ol what happens; the boundary
bulges oul downwards in the cyclone and upwards
in the anticyclone.

\ special case has just occurred. From January 4
to January 8 the barometer in England S.E. wa

malry low, and observations on the upper air were
11 d on January 6. The beginning of the strato-

was found at the low height of 75 km.

—

io 7 km. i- 1 mperature of the strato-

sphere was m r:
('. abovi for January, and

the troposphere 6° below. Take thi analogous case

of a layer of >>il floating on a layer of water;

disc of the "il be warmed by any means it will

expand outwards, and the same mass will rover a

larger surface, with the result that the common hori-

zontal boundary will rise. Conversely, if the oil be

cooled, the common boundary will sink. Exactly
the oppo-ite result was found on January 6.

Rut if we postulate an outward radial sucking force

acting horizontally on the water just below the

common boundary, the water will rise from below at

the centre, the common boundary will fall, and the

laver of oil above will thicken, and this is just what
occurs in the layers of air. I have shown elsewhere

ijournal of the Scottish Meteorological Society, lot;,

p. 300) that on this supposition the observed changes
of temperature follow as a natural corollary, but I

do not see how an outward acceleration can be

ed horizontally to the layers of air near the top

of the troposphere. W, H. Dims.
I imiarv 17.

Wiiii 1 ol cyclones is being discussed in

\ vt 1 i;i .1 . 1 niion in a point

h I have ah 1 in a paper read bi

I
linburgh in January, 1016. It

is there pointed out that though the core of a cyclone

is colder than the core of an anticyclone or than the

nnding air, yet the air in the cyclone is lighter

than that in the anticyclone. This decrease in density
is due to the air being under a lower pressure. It is

shown that the lower pressure in cvclones more than
compensates for their lower temperature, so that

though the air in cyclones is colder, yet it is lighter

than the surrounding air, and tends to ascend in the

troposphere as well as in tin stratosphere.

John Aitkf.n.

Ardenlea, Falkirk, January 17.
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End-Products of Thorium.

In a letter to N 1 0,17, Prof. Soddy
thai 65 per cent, of thorium-l 1 upels first a

/3- and then an et-ray, ming into an isotope
ni lead, and suggests that Ion the analogy of

radium-D) this isotope ol li ad may be further dis-

rated. Hi says that he h cted 1 In- presence
of thallium in thorite in amounts that sufficed for

chemical as well as for spectroscopic idi ntification, and
its that the lead isotopi [erred to may be

Formed into thallium owing to an a- and /3-rh

If thallium were an end-product of thorium, we
should expect that it would be found in all thorium
minerals, unless, of course, these havi been sufficiently

altered to account for the removal of the products. I

have lateK been engaged iti I lie examination of

thorianitc for Prof. Joly, the chief object of the in-

vi stigation being the determination of the proportion

of thallium, if any, and its relation to thorium. I

have not been able to detect any thallium in the

mineral, and I am confident that it does not contain

even 0005 per cent. J. R- Cotter.

Iveagh Geological Laboratory,

Trinity College, Dublin, 'January 8.

COMMERCIAL AVIATION AND THE
LARGE AEROPLANE.

THERE is now no doubt that every possible

attempt will be made to utilise aviation for

commercial purposes, and that one of the first

questions to be settled is the choice of the best

type of machine for such uses. While small

machines of the "scout" type may be of con-

siderable utility for the rapid transport of single

passengers or small quantities of goods on special

occasions, it seems certain that the representative

type of the commercial aeroplane will be a large

machine capable of carrying considerable loads.

Several very long flights have already been

made with large aeroplanes, and particular men-

tion mav be made of Gen. Salmond's pioneer

llight from Cairo to Delhi in December last,

when a distance of 3200 miles was covered in

45 hours' actual flying-time. In view of such feats

as this, it is obvious that the establishment of an

effective mail service is well within the capabili-

ties of existing aeroplanes, and merely awaits the

necessary capital and organisation. If, however,

the air is to be used as a medium for the trans-

port of goods in considerable quantities, machines

of much greater carrying rapacity than any yet

built will be required, and the question at once

arises as to the limiting size of machine which

can be satisfactorily designed.

Much has been written on the subject of the

large aeroplane. An excellent survey of the

development of the present giant machines ap-

peared in La Nature for November 16 and 3° from

the pen of Lieut. Lefranc ; but the author did not

commit himself as to future possibilities in the

direction of increased size. Mr. Handley Page

has been very successful in building large aero-

planes, and his latest machine may be taken as

representative of the stage which has now been

reached. This machine has a span of about 127 ft.,

and weighs 27,000 lb. when fully loaded. With
sufficient fuel for a 500-mile flight it could carry
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a useful load of something' like 2 tons of mer-

chandise. This in itself is very encouraging, but

. is no doubt that attempts will lie made to

increase the carrying capacity to double or treble

this amount in the near future. There is appa-

rently no very great difficulty in doing this from

the point of view of the aerodynamic design of

'the machine, though the provision of sufficiently

light controls may give considerable trouble. It is

also fairly certain that engines of greater output

will soon be available. The greatest difficulty-

besetting the large aeroplane would seem to be

the landing- problem, experience having shown
that the larger the machine the more difficult it

is to land, especially on a bad ground or in a poor

light. Moreover, the landing speed cannot be

reduced without sacrifice of maximum flying speed,

which is the aeroplane's greatest commercial

asset. In this connection Mr. Curtiss, the well-

known American builder, prophesies the more
rapid development of the large seaplane, since

the landing difficulties are considerably less than

with the aeroplane, and the provision of suitable

landing-grounds is not necessary, a large area of

still water being almost always available. Mr.

Curtiss is at present building a flying-boat of

126-ft. span, and considers that it will be able

to accomplish the Atlantic flight during the

coming summer. He gives a second reason for

the more rapid development of seaplanes, stating

that the advantage to be gained is greater than

in the case of over-land machines, since the speed

of ocean liners is so much less than that of

express trains. While this reasoning may be

quite correct, there is no doubt that in England
the main attention will be devoted to the land

machine, most of the useful European and Asiatic

routes being over-land.

While considering the possibilities of the giant

aeroplane in the commercial world, we must not

lose sight of the rigid airship as a means for the

transport of merchandise. The speed of the air-

ship is lower than that of the aeroplane, it is true,

but the airship has at present far greater capa-

bilities as regards endurance, and might well prove

the more useful machine for reaching distant

points in a journey of one stage when the utmost
limit of speed is not essential. It may here be
mentioned that an airship nearly 700 ft. in length,

and with a gas capacity of 2,750,000 cu. ft., is

already under construction. Announcement was
made on December 19 that this ship would have a

useful capacity of about 50 tons, a range of 9000
miles, and an endurance of more than eight days.
Such a ship, if successful, could be used for com-
mercial eni prises for which any present-day-
aeroplane wmi: he useless. A rigid airship of

10,000,000 cu. ft., with a useful lift of 200 tons,

is said to be under consideration, but it would
appear that this is too great an advance to make
in a single step, and that the wiser course would
be to await the experience gained on the 50-ton
ship, and to advance by gentle stages to the colos-

sus of 200 tons. One greal disadvantage of the
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rigid airship is its inability to cope with rough
weather, and it is not easy to see how this diffi-

culty is to be overcome, as it must be overcome if

such craft are to undertake continuous com-
mercial work. A further disadvantage lies in the

fact that an airship can only land in places where
a large gang of men is available to handle the

ship when upon the ground.

To return to the large aeroplane, it is possible

that inventors will try to solve the landing diffi-

culty by the use of the helicopter, or direct-lift

principle. There does not appear to be very much
hope in this direction, as will be evident when it

is stated that with helicopters of reasonable dia-

meter the horse-power required for every thou-

sand pounds lift is in the neighbourhood of

100, while an aeroplane can fly at 60 m.p.h.

with only about 22 h.p. per thousand pounds of

weight. This consideration, together with the

great mechanical difficulties of construction, seems
completely to discredit the helicopter, at any rate

for the present.

Reference may here be made to a very lucid

article by Mr. Handley Page which appears in

the January number of the Fortnightly Review
under the title of "Air Transport." The author

traces the gradual increase in the speed of transit

of goods from the early days of history to the

present time, and shows that the rate of transit

is simply a question of weight per horse-poyver.

As the weight per horse-power of the available

"engines" has decreased, so has the rate of

transit increased. Flying was only rendered pos-

sible at all by the development of the petrol

engine, the weight of yvhich per horse-power was
very much lower than that of the best steam-

engine previously available. Even at the present

time improvement in the efficiency of flight is

much more likely to come from improvement in

the engine than from any increase in aerodynamic
efficiency. Mr. Handley Page gives his opinion

that, even with existing machines, it will be pos-

sible to convey passengers at threepence per mile

—first-class railway fare—and letters at a penny
per ounce. He considers that to realise the ad-

vantages of the high speed of aircraft, the stages

flown should not be less than 400 miles each.

To summarise the foregoing notes, it would
appear that aeroplanes of the largest size built,

such as the latest Handley Page machine, form
the best basis on which to start commercial
schemes of aviation, and that the carrying of

mails and limited numbers of passengers should

be the first problems attacked. As experience is

gained, the size of machines should be gradually

increased, and greater loads carried, the difficul-

ties of design and use of the larger machines
being thus overcome by degrees. Too much
emphasis cannot be laid on the danger of prema-
ture attempts to build colossal aeroplanes. To
endeavour to build a machine of 50 tons gross
weight at the present time yvould be to court

almost certain failure, and to throw discredit upon
the large aeroplane, whereas if a machine of this
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weight is approached by a series of progressive

steps in size, there is ever) possibility that it will

ultimately prove successful. Given a stead) and
well-organised progress, helped forward by the

technician as well as by the business man, then

is fair ground for the belief that aviation will

become a very important factor in the world's

commerce, and lead to results which would

have been impossible with the older and slower

means of transit. E. F. R.

THE '

/ / \i; S " WEA1 HER REPORTS.

METEOROLOGY in this country lias owed
much to the enterprise ol the 1'ress. In

the year 1876 the 'limes inaugurated the service

ol evening tele-rams to the Meteorological Office,

and for several years it ''ore the expense thereof,

at first alone, and afterwards in conjunction with

the Standard and the Daily News. It was not

until 1SS0 that the cost of this part of our national

weather service was taken over by the Govern-
ment. After relinquishing its direct connection

with the enterprise, the Times continued to stimu-

late public interest in meteorology by including

in its pages a cop) of the evening weather chart

of the Meteorological Office. Upon the outbreak
of war publication had to be discontinued, but

the issue for January 22 was marked by the

revival of this very welcome feature. We are

glad also to note that the editor has seen his way
to increase the scale of the map, which now occu-

pies the width of two columns of the paper, the

change making a vast difference to its effective-

ness. It is also of interest to note that the

isobars are marked in millibars, as well as in

inches, the intervals between them being five

millibars. We hope that the day may not be far

distant when the blank spaces may be filled by
observations. Ships' observations from the Atlan-

tic should soon be available again by wireless, and
it seems not too much to expect that these and
the French reports may reach this country suffi-

ciently early for incorporation in the map.
Just as in 1876 the Times inaugurated the

evening weather service, so novv it takes the lead

in another new departure by publishing a special

aviation report. This new section summarises
in tabular form the observations of upper winds
represented on maps in the special edition of the
Daily Weather Reportofthe Meteorological Office,

which has only recently been released from the
censor's ban, and supplements it with a section

on " Flying Prospects for the Day." Civilian fly-

ing and commercial aviation will be realities very
shortly, and then reports such as these will have
a very red practical interest for a considerably

circle of readers than the actual aviators.

We can imagine would-be passengers scanning
the upper air report with an even closer interest

than they have in the past bestowed on forecasts
'i Channel crossings, and that not merely from
the point of view of their comfort or discomfort
during the flight, for the velocity and direction of

the wind must obviously affect the time required
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for a given journey, just as it did in the old days
of sailing-vessels.

Another new and interesting feature of the

reports is an adaptation of the forecast for

southern England to thi peculiar local conditions
of the London area.

PITCHBLENDE ORE IX DEVON.

I
"UK Times of January is reports the dis-

covery of a fine lode containing pitchblende
on the Kingswood estate, Buckfastleigh, South
Devon, and quotes an analysis of what is slated

to be a representative sample of the ore, which
shows a uranium oxide content of more than 26

per cent. This is the first time that pitchblende

ore has been recorded from Devon. The precise

location of the lode is not stated, but Kingswood
is situated upon shales of Upper Devonian
and just outside the area to which the meta-
morphism caused by the Dartmoor granite has

extended. North of Kingswood there are several

copper lodes that course in a general east-to-west

direction, underlie south, and contain mixed
sulphide ores. These were the only lodes hitherto

known in the district. Uranium ores where they

exist in Cornwall are associated with copper.

In Cornwall the ores of uranium have long been
worked at South Terras Mine, near St. Austell,

and at Wheal Trenwith, St. Ives, the total output

since 1884 being nearly 1500 tons. The ore has

also been recorded from many other Cornish

mines, notably Crow Hill, St. Austell Consols,

Egloshellan, Tresavean, Wheals Gorland, Buffer,

Unity, and Basset, and at Tincroft, South Crofty,

and Dolcoath.

At South Terras the ores associated with pitch-

blende are nickel, cobalt, and bismuth, and such

minerals as kaolin and fluorite. Near the surface

the phosphates autunite and torbernite occurred,

but gave place at depth to pitchblende of two
qualities—namely, "green ore" and "dark ore"
—which are reported in a prospectus issued by the

Radium and Uranium Syndicate, Ltd., to have

contained 6' 2 per cent, and 36 per cent, respec-

tively of uranium oxide. The lodes trend north

and south, but the pitchblende was confined to a

leader, and mostly to the walls of the leader. In

the mode of occurrence and associated minerals

the lodes show a close resemblance to those

worked at Joachimsthal, in Bohemia, and it is

held generally that the contents of both groups

have been derived from emanations given off

during granite intrusions.

It mav be mentioned that the principal sources

of uranium oxides lie in Portugal and Bohemia,

and that the ores from the former country contain

on an average about 1 per cent, of U03 . In

America 1000 tons of ore recently yielded 70 tons

of concentrate, which contained only 3 per cent.

ol U8Og .

Further developments at Kingswood will there-

fore be awaited with interest, especially in view

of the statements made as to the abnormal rich-

ness of the ore in uranium oxides.
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A resoli 1 u > n for the establishment of a

-• ,i~ passi '1 bj the Inter-Allied Confi enci

on Saturday. It was moved bj Presidenl

Wilson in an eloquent speech, in the course "I which
dd I not a stai tling cireumstanci , foi

thing, thai the gi eal disi m ice, 1 hal the

quiet studies oi men in laboratories, thai thi tl "lit

ful developments which have taken placi in quiet

lecture-rooms, havi now been turned to the destruc-

tion of civilisation? The powers ol destruction hav<

not so much multiplied .1- gaim d facil 1 hi 1 m mj
whom w< have jusi overcon 1

eats ol

learning some oi thi pi im ipal centres oi si ientifii

study and discovi ry, and hi used I hem in order to

make destruction sudden and complete; and onlj the

watchful, continuot tion of men can see to

it that science afs well as armed men are kepi within

the harness oi civilisation." We have on many occa-

sions pointed out thai responsibility for the use oi

scientific disco\ - n destructive devices depends
upon statesmen and democracy rather than upon the

men who lab crease natural knowledge. It is

for thos 1 to promote the higher national and

interna rig of fellowship which will repudiate

the doctrini - the main factor in the evolu-

tion of civilisation, and to encourage the development
of science as the chief means of securing human
progress. The invention of gunpowder and the use

of i*t in scientific appliances freed the people from the

power of the barons in the Middle Ages and altered

the political organisation of Europe. Thanks to the

existence of scientific workers in the Allied countries,

free peoples havi been able to establish their cause

of righteous dealing against the arrogant mililarx

aristberacj of Germany. Political power is now in

the hands ol democracy, which has yet to prove that

it will make noble usi ol the force- provided bj

progressive scientific knowledge.

h is rathei surprising to find from a stud} oi cap*

tured maps and surve) documents that the Herman
topographical Stall was far behind our own in enter-

prise and originality as applied to war-maps. It

certainly has not justified the German reputation for

thoroughness and efficiency. The Royal Geographical

Society has acquired a number of captured German
war-maps, and has placed them on exhibition in the

society's rooms. Mr. \. R. Minks gives some notes

on these maps in tin Geographical Journal For Januarj

(vol. liii., No. t). It is curious to note that, despiti

their plans of invasion, the Germans do not seem to

have provided themselves with .1 bettei map of north-

east France than a photographic reproduction of the

French t/8o,ooo. Requiring room for more detail',

enlarged this to 1 50,000 and added contours

the hachures ol the original, but the result was

,a , r,, ularf) Some of the contours

ci proved to be wrong. The Germ, in Survej

Sta lot seem to have been successful) in field work

undei I work, so far as our captures show,

was d eas wi 11 bi hind the front. Bui

mon 1
n n the failure of the Germans to

pparent inability to appre-

ciate then thev fell into their hands through

the fortum .' In Lille the; found all the

cadastral plan- Departemenl du Nord, and in

\lbert quantities d British maps; yet there is

no evidence that tin made use of any of these. In

sound-ranging thi did not come up to our

standard,, and in he was behind us,

ast until a lati pi
!

" war. In the use

of air-photographs foi tt mapping he seems to

have been more successful, and some of his plans of
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Allied trench systems were useful to our Stall. I be-
am! oth n-iilc rations ol a similar nature show that
thi German stall was noi scientifically organised, and
lbe\ should I" an answer to those critics who still

behevi thai we have anything to learn from the
1 .ei mans in 1 ai tography.

Ancieni records ol Mesopotamia show thai

portion ol it in the vicinitj of Bagdad and south-
to Kul-el-.\mara was a verj fertili n [ion, in

which artificial irrigation had been advanced to a
high pitch ol perfection. Indeed, a number of the

old water-channels still remain, though, in most
cases, the beds havi becdmi silted up during thi

period of neglect under Ottoman rule. Prominent
M, hi, ii hi n ati 1 '

'
mi s. - w as the Shatt-el-

llai, running southward from Kut. To the north-

east ol Bagdad there was a network of canals inter-

secting the district enclosed b\ the Hiatal), \d !

,

and Tigris rivers. This district, once noted Fi

productiveness, had passed out of cultivation when its

administration was taken over by the British Irriga-

tion Department of the Expeditionary Force. The
Times of January 20 announces the complete restora-

tion and widening of the old Man-uiiah Cut, with

the construction of a solid concrete regulator or dam
at the head. By the recommissioning of the channel,

which is six miles in length, an area of 300,000 acres

has been tendered cultivable. The canal leaves the

River Dialafe at a point some seventy miles north-

easi oi Bagdad, and passes through a rocky gorge, in

which the gradient is 4 ft. per mile. A little lower

down ,, change to i ft. pei mile is effected by means
of tiv. masonry falls. 'The width of 25 ft. at the

entrain.' is increased to 50 ft. below the gorge. Fhi

opening of the Hindieh barrage on the River

Euphrates is another instance of British 1 I

It has resulted' in the reclamation of a further

500,000 acres for agricultural operations.

Tin Registrar-General's return for the week ending

January 18 shows a decided decrease in the- number
ol deaths from influenza both in London and for the

ninety-six great towns of England and Wales. In

London the deaths were forty-three, which is a drop

of twenty-five compared with the previous week, and

,,, pei cent, of the death- occurred at ages bee

twentj and sixty-five years. In the ninety-six great

towns the deaths were 274, compared with 380 in the

ing week. The deaths are now lower than at

ime since the disease becaxni epidemic at the

commencement of last October. The Times 1

spondi m at Christiania gives a report ol influenza in

Iceland in the issue for January -'4. based on a tele-

gram From an Icelandic merchant, who gi'vi

first authentic account of the great ravage of

•Spanish" influenza in Iceland. "When he left Ice-

land at the New Year about ooo p. i-on- bad died

in the capital, Reykjavik, and its environs out of a

population of 8000."

A LARGE diamond of fine "blue-white" quality is

reported as having been found in the Jagersfontein

mini Orange Pree State. The weight is given as

3881 'carats equivalent to 77115 grams. The stone is

thus much' smaller than the "Excelsior" ol lou-cu

grams and the "Jubilee" ol 130-16 grams, found in

the same mine in 1SQ3 and 1895 respective!} \notner

larg, stone of about 120 -rams was found there in

jgg , |SS( ph. fagersfontein diamond mine,

eh producing much less than the Kitnberley

mines yield's a higher proportion of fine quant]
'

Foi comparison may be added the weight. 6ai-2 grams,

,; , Collin, .11" diamond, found m I9°5 m /."'

I' 111 mine, near Pretoria, li.msvaal. lie-.
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though the largiol individual crvsl il is nol ths largest

known mass ol diamond, f.01 .1 piece oJ "carbot

1 1 i 1 1 4_:
lym grams was found in 1893 in Bahia,

Bi azil. I hes ti d in gi ams ti

avoid any confusion between thi old caral weights

and the m. h -fifth gram) now in usi .

Sir Rickman J. Godleb, Bart., has been elected

presi 1 and Midland Instituti

\\'i i- announcement ol thi death

on Januar; 25, ai fifty-ow years of age, ol I>i G. S.

Corstorphint-, principal of the South African School

of Mines and ["echnology, Johannesburg.

Mk. F. ECnab, of the Bureau ol Entomology, I ,S.

Department of Agriculture, who died in Novi

last, bi in. .iiln.l his librar) and mological collec-

tions to the U.S. National Museum; he also left a

sum of m1.11> \ to thi I 11 omological Society of

Washington for it- publication fund.

Sw Ai t.km Strahan, directot ol the Geological

, arid Eng. \ ice-Admiral G. 1 .- Goodwin havi

been orarj members ol the Institution of

1. uin Technologists, and Dr. A. E. Dunstan
and Mr. W. R. Ormand\ members ..I thi council ol

the institution.

Tin third lecture ..f the series arranged l>> the

Industrial Reconstruction Council will fee held in the

Saddlers' Hall, Cheapside, E.C.2, on Wednesday,
Pebruarj 5. The chair will be taken at 4.;'. by the

Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of London, and a lecture

entitled " rhe Industrial Awakening" will be deliveued

1... \li Ernest J P. Benn, chairman of the council.

Applications foi tickets should bi made to the Secre-

tary, I.K.C, a and 4 Tudor Strict, K.C.j.

The death of Sir James Sawyet on January 27, in

his seventy-fifth year, is announced. Sir James was
professor of pathology at Queen's College, Birming-
ham, from 1875 to [878, when hi became professot

of materia medica and therapeutics, a chair which

he resigned in 1885 on being appointed to the pro-

fessorship of medicine, which post he occupied until

1891. H. was the author of many papers in medical

licals, and of a number of volumes on medical

subjects, including a valuabli work entitle. 1 "Con-
tributiot 'I Medicine."

\ 1 \ 1 I in sdaj , Fi bi ii:n
; t. Prof. I .

I . Mai Gregor-

Morcis will delivei the first ol a course of two lectures

at the Royal Institution on "Study of Electric ires

and their Application-.'' On Thursday, February 6,

Dr. W. Wilson will give the first of two lectures on

the movements of the sun, earth, and moon, illustrated

by a new astronomical model. The Friday evening

rse on February 7 will be delivered by Prof.

|. I,. \,|ani; ch in its relationship to

the war: and .on February 14 bj Prof. Cargill G.

Knott on earthquake waves and the interior of the

earth.

Tin annual meetings of the Institution of Naval

Architects will be held on Wednesday, April 9, and the

two following days, in the hall of the Renal S01

The Right Hon.
the Earl of Durham, K.G., president, will occupy the

\ gold medal will be awarded by the council

to anv p.rson not being a membi 1 01 assoi iate member
of council who shall at thi forthcoming meetings read

per which, in the judgment of the council, is

ional merit. The council will

also offer a premium of books 01 instruments to the

reader of anv paper, with thi same reservations,

which, in the judgment of the council, merits thi-

distinction.
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Sir R. II. [NGLIS PaLGRAVE, whose death on
January 25, in his ninety-second year, we regret to

announce, was ,, distinguished authority on econoi
and statistics, and hi author of a monumental "Dic-
tionary of Political Economy" published in three
volumes, as well a- :

i largi number of other books
lab il subji '

i i editor of the Economist
from 1877 to 1883, was ele. ed a fellow of the Royal
Society in 1882, was president of the Section of
Economic Science and Stat tii ol the British Asso-

1 iation at the Southpot in 1883, and re-

1 eived his knighthood in- 190 eatet part of
his life was devoted to the Ml hanking, of
which, with economics, he was a profound student,
and to the literature of which he made main
tributions of high distinction.

Bl the sudden death ol Mr. Win. Allingham on
I
.inn .m -•

1
lie Meteorological Office- loses its principal

assistant in the Marine Department. Mr. Allingham
began his career at sea, but left in eacly life

to in accident, and was for some time afterwards
employed al the Admiralty. In 1875, at the age of

twenty-five, hi joined the marine branch of the

Meteorological Offrci , and for some years prior to his

death was chief assistant. Mr. Allingham was a
prolifii writer; he was the author of "A Manual of

Marine Meteorology," and joint author of a volume
on "Navigation" with Capt. Wilson-Barker, com-
mander of II.M.s. Worcester. He also edited the

later editions of Lecky's "Wrinkles in Practical

Navigation." Re was a Frequent contributor to the

Liverpool Journal of Commerce; the Nautical Maga-
ine, the Syren, and other shipping papers. Mr.
Allingham's work was of a speciall) technical

.lii. 11 tei. and much which was unsigned has beet]

used In the Naw and the mercantile marine,

We have received the annual report of Livingstone
College for the year 1917-18. The college provides for
the training of those who intend to be foreign mis-
sionaries in the elements of medicine and surgerv.
Since \ugust, 1915, the college has been utilised as

pital for wounded soldiers, and supported bv
voluntarx contributions. About 300L is still needed in

order that the hospital council may hand over its

accounts 60 the college without a deficit. The patients
are now being evacuated, and it is hoped that the
college will shortly resume its ord'marv work.

The number of eggs laid by the cuckoo forms the
subject of an interesting article by Mr. Edgai I T
in British Birds for January. The author kept careful
watch on the movements of two cuckoos which were

- in the nest- of meadow-pipits.
Assuming that the eggs of am given cuckoo will always
present the same peculiarities of coloration—and tins

is probably the case—he ascribes ten or eleven eggs
to one of these birds, and four or five to the other.

The smallness of the clutch of the second bird mav be
attributed, he suggests, to age and diminishing fer-

tility. The author is inclined to believe that the hen
cuckoo is able to exercise a "certain amount of Control

over the rep organs, so that the eggs are
laid on i the requirements of the fosterers,"

and that "
; ossifefe also that the numb.

eggs in thi clutch is regulated by the uwmbei
siiii.il.l. dupes tn be found."

1 hi subject of local war musi
which appi in s in the Museums Journal for January
shows clearly enough thai the ideals of what such

museums should be are still in a tti

The tin mi
, indeed, is one bristling with difficulties,

and calling foi thi most careful consideration. Unless
ih. gi . an -1 1 .11 . museums will
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menace to existing museums, alreach

hindered in their usefulness by lack of both space and
fumls. It seems to be generally agreed thai local

museums should confine their exhibits of objects bear-

ing on the war to such as are of strictly local interest.

Hut even if this course is lolloped, an appalling

amount of duplication in the objects displayed will

result, without serving any useful end whatever.
Everything of debatable value, or which serves no

real educational end, should be severely left alone.

Referring to Mr. W. R. Nash's article on the

diminution of rainfall with elevation above ground in

"British Rainfall, 11)17," our reviewer remarked in

Nature of January iti thai the results there set forth

"rather suggestive Foi aircraft." Mr. Carle
Salter, joint editor of "British Rainfall," writes to

say that the diminution of rainfall with elevation,

with which Mr. Nash deals, "represents, not a natural

phenomenon, hut a dele, i in instrumental capacity.

There may be real variations in the amount of rain

falling at' different elevations above the ground, hut,

except at very great heights, the amount of variation

is prohablv hilling in comparison with the large

falling-off observed at Greenwich, amounting to 35 per

cent, at 50 ft." The article was taken by our

reviewer at its face value, and it does not contain

the explanation now given of the differences observed.

A special article is given in the lima of January Jo

on "Rainfall in 1918," contributed by Dr. H. R. Mill,

director of the British Rainfall Organisation. Detailed

rain measurements given show the total fall at

numerous stations from all parts of the British Isles;

the results, however, are only tentative, and form a

small part of the voluminous records from more than

5000 stations, which will eventually be given in

"British Rainfall, 1918." The average fall for thirty-

five years, 1875-1909, is also given, and the difference

of 1918 from the average as well as the 191S fall

as a percentage of the average. The instances of

excess are four times as great as those of deficiency.

In Wales the excess is 13 per cent, of the average, in

Ireland 11 per cent., in England N. 10 per cent., in

Scotland 6 per cent., and in England S. 5 per cent,

of the average fall. At present the rainfall of the

British Isles as a whole, it is said, is passing through

a series of alternately comparatively wet and dry years.

The driest part of the country with respect to the

average was in the north of England and the east of

Scotland, where in some places the deficiency was as

great as 18 per cent. The greatest excesses of rainfall

in 1918 occurred in the west, where the average itself

is always the greatest. A map of the British Isles is

given showing the relative distribution of the rainfall

for the year. Attention is directed to the outstanding

feature of the wet September in 1918, when England
and Wales had nearly two and a half times the average

fall. Rainfall totals for London are given for each

month of 1918 and for the year, and the falls are

compared with the average for fifty years. The total

for the year at Camden Square was 29-69 in., which

is 118 per cent, of the average. Rain fell on 195 days,

which is thirty-two days more than the normal.

The paper on "Electrical Oscillations in Antennas
and Inductance Coils," by J. M. Miller, published by

the U.S. Bureau of Standards (No. 326), will be found
useful by mathematical electricians, as it helps to

clear up some of the difficult points in the ordinary

working theory. The methods adopted at present

for measuring the electri - onstants of an antenna
are on a verv dubious footing, and so we welcome
this paper. Most authors apply the theory of circuits

having uniformly distributed electrical characteristics,

such as telephone and transmission cables, to antennas.
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We have nevei been able to follow the reason of this

practice, and so we welcome Mr. Miller's paper as a
serious and partly successful attempt to find a sounder
basis ,m which to build radio-telegraphic practice.

The Council of British Ophthalmologists has issued
the reporl oi the committee appointed to determine
Standards of illumination of Snellen's test types when
used in testing the vision of candidates for the publii
services. The committee is of opinion that artificial

illumination rather than daylight should be used in

order thai there may be no doubt as io iis adequacy.
The minimum illumination should lie sufficient "to

ensure that the brightness of the lest card is nui 1. -^

than thai of a w\\ card with an illuniinat ion of 3 foot-
candles, lb. card should have a small surface and
be .is uniformly illuminated as possible, should not
be backed by a contrasting background, or have
brighl objects or glaring lights near it. Tin- testing-

room should be moderately illuminated. Three
methods of providing the proper illumination by means
of gas, oil, .mil electric light respectively are described
in the report.

Tnr: booklet on "Photomicrography" issued b) the

Wratten Division of Kodak having gone out of print,

it is replaced during the paper shortage by "Notes on

the Use of Wratten 'M' Filters." Although much
smaller than the other, the new issue includes all the

valuable tabulated matter, and, of course, the various

items are brought up to date. In the table of the
exposure factors for the "M" filters with Wratten
"M" plates, the factors for Nernst lamps are with-

drawn, and those for the recently introduced Pointo-

lite lamp are introduced. Some new colour filters are
disci ibid. One converts light from a metal filament

lamp into equivalent daylight, and is also advantage-
ously used with the Pointolite lamp and the smaller-

powered half-watt lamps. Another is of a neutral tint

transmitting only about 3 per cent, of the incident

light, and is useful for focussing with a powerful illu-

minant or lengthening exposure when using low
powers. Filters that may advantageously replace the

usual green glass are described, and the firm hopes
shortly to be able to supply a blue filter to transmit light

of a dominant wave-length of 470, especially for visual

use when the greatest resolving power is required.

Mr. Walter Jamiesok, of the physics department,
Allan Glen's School, Glasgow, has sent us a little

instrument for which he suggests the name " Ixio-

scope "; it is a modification of the spinthariscope of

Sir William Crookes. The device consists in a roughly
spherical lens made by blowing a bulb on the end of a

glass tube and filling it with water. The upper half

is then varnished, and while still wet is dusted over

with powdered zinc blende containing a very small

quantity of radium; viewing ibis from the bottom
through the water, the scintillations due to the a par-

ticles .ire distorted into nebulous points and streaks,

and are in constant movement. The streaks of light

on the outer edge of the luminous field appear to be in

rapid rotation. Mr. Jamieson stales that "eight out
of ten people insist that the rotation is anti-clockwise."
The illusion is certainly striking at first, but a few
seconds' concentration leaves one very uncertain, not

only of ihe suggested direction, but also of any actual

rotarj appearance at all. The effect is probabl) die

to the distortions produced by the imperfect lens giving
rise to an apparent maximum of motion on the outer
edges ,,l the luminous disc; this suggests a spinning
wheel. A worked sphere of glass coated with lumin-
ous powder in the same ua\ shows the dancing scin-

tillations in a normal manner, and there is no sugges-
tion « hati ver of rotation.
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I in ( ambrldgi Scientifii [nstrumenl Co., Ltd., has

issued .1 leaflet describing typical instruments for use

in power stations. B) means oi a large diagram the

company illustrates when some of its instruments can

bi usefully placed in the boiler-house, dynamo station,

ngini a '- room. B) the use of an electric distani 1

thermometer the engineer can at once tell the tem-

perature of tin- steam at the stop-valve, ol thi cir-

culating water al the inlei and outlet, and also of the

supply air, condenser, and oil at their inlets and out-

lets. This leaflet will help the engineer to understand

how useful electrical distance thermometers can be.

These thermometers can be placed in almost inac-

cessible positions, such as the base ol a smoke-stack
or in and economisers. Hepce the neces-

sity For men having to climb la . at frequent

intervals ran be obviated. There will also be a great

saving ol labour in recording the wet- and dry-bulb

temperatures in cooling-towers. The leaflet shows
an illustration of a distance thermometer recorder

fixed on the table in the engineer's room. In the

boiler-house it also shows the company's well-known

dial draught gauge and its bi-meter CO, recorder. As

it seems certain that in the near future many huge
power stations will be constructed in this

country, there will he a great demand lor all kinds ol

Scientific measuring instruments. The usual custom

of placing contractors under monej penalties -

for

failure to comply with the steam efficiencj guaranteed

in the specification is an excellent one. In many cases

the lost of the most elaborate thermal tests is but a

small fraction of the money penalty at stake. Hence
thi accuracy of these tests has been much improved

..I recent \'

Mr. C. M. vVhittaker wrote some time ag

object to some statements made bv the reviewer of

his 'Modern Dyeing Methods" in our issue of

November 7 last. Reference was made in the review

to inadequacy of treatment of one section of the book/
to lack of proportion in another, and to the omission

of exact quantitative methods of estimating dyestuffs.

It is obvious that upon these matters a reviewer is

justified in expressing his .opinion, even though it

not coincide with that of the author; and also

that no useful scientific purpose would be served by

the publication of correspondence upon the different

points of view, even if space permitted of it. On one
matter, however, we are glad to correct a statement

in the review. Though the sections on direct cotton

dyestuffs, the insoluble azo-colours, and the resorcine

dy( stuffs do not give lists of groups at the beginning,

as in earlier sections, the examples are included else-

where in the sections, and our reviewer regrets that

he overlooked them.

Tin .si interested in the mechanical handling of

materials will find a great deal of useful information

and applications in the Electrician for January 10.

Vmong "tli, 1 subjects treated in this special number
is that of the gravity conveyor. On this principle

it is win ih while to elevate the materials sufficiently

at one stage of the process so that their progress

thereaftei is obtained automatically by gravity. Con-
on this svstcm have been in existence for many
for example, in flour mills- hut the application

has been extended greatly during recent years. The
nt of a gravity installation varies from

t per cent.; the latter figure is not the

maximum, but it is rarely insufficient. The
" humper " is used when it is desired to convey for a

distance longei than that obtainable by the available

head 01 fall, and consists of a short mi 1 hanical elevator,

generally inclined at 45 . which renews the gradient
and thus permits the packages to travel to the end of
the runway. Roller paths, switches, curves, shoots,
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and other accessories are described fully in the article.

Another section of the journal of interest to engineers
is- an article on conveyor chains, sprocket-wheels,
buckets, etc. This is fully illustrated with
di tail drawings. Then Iso vei ) full artii les on
the pneumatic handling ol cereals, the equipment of
silo granaries, and munition-handling devices, which
cannot fail to be of service to any desirous ol obtaining
information regarding these laboi r-saving appliances.

The greatest departure in the * practice of ship-
building which has been recently introduced is the
extensive adoption of the " straight-frami " system of
construction. This was begun and cat I out to a
very large extent by Sir Eustace d'Eyncourt and Mr.
Thomas Graham, who got out designs on System
in the early summer of 1917. The idea of the design
is to build a ship the transverse sections of which
showed straight sides and bottom intersecting at a
point forming an angular bilge, but at the same time
retaining the orthodox shape of the waterplanes in a
fore-and-aft direction, so that the ultimate features
affecting resistance would not present anything likely

to demand an increase of driving power. Drawings
illustrative of this system appear in an article in

Engineering for January 17, and we learn from this

article that model experiments have confirmed the
contention of the designers, and that a suitable ad-
justment of the "chine" line at the ends would so
accommodate the form to the stream-line theory that

practically no extra power is required. The Govern-
ment adopted the type for its " National " (better

known as " N "-type) vessels. At present there are

built, building, and on order throughout the world on
the d'Eyncourt-Graham system vessels representing

750,000 to 1,000,000 tons of dead-weight.

Messrs. Macmillan and Co.'s new list of announce-
ments contains many books likely to be of interest to

readers of Nature. Among them we notice "Annals
of the Philosophical Club of the Royal Society," written

from its minute-books by Prof. T. G. Bonney;
" Botany of the Living Plant," Prof. F. O. Bower,
illustrated; vol. ii. of "A Text-book of Embryology

—

the Non-Mammalian Vertebrates," Prof. J. Graham
Kerr, illustrated; "Science and Fruit-growing," being

an account of the results obtained at the Woburn
Experimental Fruit Farm since its foundation in 1894,

the Duke of Bedford and S. Pickering; "Dr. John
Fothergill and his Friends : Chapters in Eighteenth-

century Life," Dr. R. H. Fox, illustrated; and a
new edition—the third—of Preston's "The Theory of

Heat," revised by J. R. Cotter, illustrated. Messrs.

Macmillan will also publish the following books by
American authors :

—" Elements of Electrical Engineer-

ing," vol. i., " Direct- and Alternating-current Machines
and Systems," Prof. W. S. Franklin, and a second
edition of " Infection and Resistance," Prof. H.
Zinsser. Messrs. ]. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., are

publishing "Osiers and Willows," by W. P. Elmore,
illustrated, dealing with their cultivation and use.

Messrs. P. S. King and Sou. Ltd., have nearly ready

for publication "The Silk Industry and Trade: A
Study of the Economic Organisation of the Export
Trade of Kashmir and Indian Silks, with Special

Reference to tlnir Utilisation in the British and
French Markets," R. C. Rawlley. Messrs. E. and S.

Livingstone (Edinburgh) will publish shortly vol. iii.

of Kraepelin's "Psychiatry"—"Dementia Precox"

—

translated by Dr. R. Mary Barclay, and edited by
Dr. G. M. Robertson; also "Anatomy Mnemonics."
The Essex Field Club has in preparation a volume
by Miss G. Lister entitled "A Short History of the

siinK of Mycetozoa in Britain, with a List of the

Species recorded from Essex." It will be issued in

the club's series of special memoirs.
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I'h.' following observations ace

Hamburg. Positions are foi 1 quinox of

19180 :

—

G.M.T. R.A.

Dec. 21 7 I

s
1

->4 * 57'8
3 56 56-8

3 56 212

3 5" 8 !

3 56 82

,., 8 ,.,

13 24 19

'3 34 -°

14 4 2

2(1 6 4«-S

31 II in.
I

The magnitude was 15-0.

Continuation of ephemi

R. \. X. I '• ' 1 - Log .1

h. m %
Feb. 4 4 10 50 17 51 03370 02106

8 421 S 1817
u 4 25 44 18 42 0-3435 0-2408

16 4 30 3b 19 6

20 4 35 44 19 30 °-35°° 0-2699

H 4 4' 7 '9 S3
28 4 46 43 20 15 0-3566 02980

On December 26 the ephemeris needed the corrections

+ is., o-o'

A Curious Feature on Jupiter.—On the nighl of

January 10, at about 11 p.m., Mr. Frank Sargent, of

Bristol^ observed a luminous protuberance on the

eastern edge of Jupiter. It was situated on the equa-

torial side of the north equatorial belt. He watched

it for some time, and it was visible as a white spol

well within the limb of Jupiter, but grew fainter as it

advanced further on the disc. Clouds interfered and

prevented a transit being taken, but on the following

night Mr. Sargeiil re-detected the object, and it was

on the central meridian at about 6.464 though so faint

as to.be scarcely perceptibLe. He saw it projecting

from the western limb .tl about 9.5 p.m., when it was

quite bright and ven easil.) distinguishable. Lumin-

ous projections of this kind are often visible on

Macs, and are effects of irradiation, but, in the case ot

Jupiter, where the atmosphere is considerably denser,

the conditions are very different, and it seems probable

that the feature observed on Jupiter may have been a

real prominence, or it would have been obliterated

amid the densi vapours on the limb of the planet.

The Paris-Washington Longitude.—Vol. ix. of

the Publications of U.S. Naval Observatory contains

the details of the determination of this longitude by

wireless telegraphy in 1013 and 1914. The transit

instrument-- used were of 3-in. aperture, with travel-

ling wires driven h\ electric motors. Every transit

was observed with the telescope in both positions,

thu-. eliminating collimation and pivot errors. There

were two transit instruments at each station—one

for a French, the other tor an American observer.

The observers interchanged stations when hall th<

rations wen obtained. The level error was ascer-

ed by striding levels, the azimuth by meridian

nibined with polar stars. High stars, on both

zenith, were used tor clock error, thus

minii; tii ' ffei 1 ol an erroneous azimuth.

The wi i li ss signals were sent from Radio (Virginia)

and the Eiffel Tower. The power at Radio was

70 kilowatl and the wave-length 2500 metres. A
rhythmii f signals was sent, controlled by a

pendulum, thi period of which was o-oos. M.T. Co-

incidences oi een the Radio signals and the

ticks of a mean-tim I ronometer were noted, a similar

comparison being ignals of the sidereal

clocks, the errors were obtained from fhe

transit observations.

The double-transmission lime over the distance of

3840 miles is C0429S. bj American observers, anil
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. "! 24s. by the French. The deduced speed is

[80,000 j [2,000 miles p.s., praeliralK thai of light.

The final result for Washington-Paris is

«h. 17m. 36653s. ±0-00313. The result for period ii. is.

however, o-o6s. greater than that for period i.

The seconds cA the longitude as given bj cabi
exchanges in 1866, 1870, 1872, and 1892 were 36-563.,
36.73s., 36-(>i|s., and 31&-70S. respectively. The mean is

36-&7S., very near the new determination'. The longi-

tudes of several other American observatories
deduced by the same wireless signals. The n suits are
appi in led to the report.

THE ELECTROLYTIC DISSOCIATION
THEORY.

AMONG scientific gatherings the general disi
•** siuns of the Faraday Society have come to
occupy a very high place on account of their repre-
senlalive character and practical value. The latest
of these discussions, on the present position of
the theory of ionisation, held on January 21, was
favoured by an interesting contribution from Prof.
Arrhenius himself, the last sentence of which is as
follows:

—"On the whole, it may be said that the
dissociation theory corresponds as well with experience
as may be expected in the present state of our know-
ledge." Nowadays few will quarrel with this dictum.

All hough the discussion reflected the general opinion
that the dissociation theory of solution is the only
one worth serious consideration, it also showed that

there are still many unsolved problems in connection
with solutions. Among these the following deserve
special mention :—(1) The question of hydration or,

more generally, "solvation" of the ions; (2) the
problem of strong electrolytes— that is, the fact that

the ionic equilibrium in strong electrolytes does not
follow the law of mass-action, which applies so

itelv to weak electrolytes (e.g. organic acids);

and (3) the question of the chemical activity ot -

and non-ionised molecules.
Most chemists now consider that ions in solution

are associated with the solvent to a greater or less

extent. Some go further, and adopt the view first

put forward tentatively by van. der Waals in 1S91 that

iiion with the solvent is the determining causi

ol ionisation, and that the required energy comes from

the heat of hydration of the ions. Although this

suggestion is at first sight a plausibl. one, ii is still

unsupported by any convincing evidence, and, in any

is not likely to furnish a full explanation of the

me, hanism of ionisation.

Further, the many attempts made to determine the

degree of hvdration of the ions have so far not been

very successful: Mr. W. R. Bousfield, who con-

tributed two papers to the discussion, has calculated

gree of hydration of certain ions on the assump-

tion (bat an ion (with associated water molecules) can

eated as a small sphere moving through the

solvent, and that the radius of the comples can be

calculated by means of the well-known formula ot

Stokes. Dr.' H. Sand now finds that the application

formula in the manner adopted by M>

BOusfield gives a value for the volume of the hydroxyl

ioi about one-thirtieth of that obtained by. other

ni. thods, .mil In- draws the important conclusion that

's formula cannoi be applied to particles of

molecular magnitude.
Tin- discussion of the problem of strong electrolytes

proved of special interest on account of the recent

work of Messrs. Washburn and Weiland in Ami

SOCiatibn of potassium chloride in very dilute

solui 1 s-001 molar). This was n
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possible by the use as solvent of "ultra-]

with a specific conductivity oi 0-05 — 0-07x10-"
reciprocal ohm. The uncertainty attached to

nts i 11 high dilution owing to impurities

in the solvent is thus practical!} eliminated, as th<

1 correction for 000007 and o-ooooa molar solu-

tions is only 0-7 per cent, and 2-5 per cent, respec-

tively. From their results Washburn and Weiland
draw the important conclusion thai the law ol mass-
action applies between the concentrations 0-00002 and
0-00007 molar, trn constant, /,-, of the dilution for-

mula, a. •
•

' a . having the value o>oz at 18 ;

molar k i n <
1

regularly up ; o a valui of 0-052 at the latter rmi-
ci titration. Although it is true- that the coneei

tion of the undiss t, i a. is very small in

these high dilutions, yel the accuracy of the measure-
ments i> such that the applicability of the dilution law

up to 0-00007 molar ma\ bi regarded as established.

Arrhenius and otln-rs had previously expressed

the opinion that the law of mass-action is valid Ecu

strong electrolytes in sufficiently dilute solution, but
this conclusion was opei on account oi tfai

uncertainty in the correction for the conductivity ol

the solvent. At the meeting considerable difference

of opinion was expressed on the question as to

whether the validity ol the mass law for strong elec-

trolytes in sufficiently dilute solution can be proved

by thermo-dynamical reasoning.

The results just described would appear to throw-

some light on the cause of the deviation of strong

roiytes from the mass law. The fact that the

deviation appears in such high dilutions is difficult

to reconcile with any explanation based on association

between solvent and solute, ,-is this would introlvi

hydration values so great as to be in the highest degrei

improbable.
Warden and others ascribe the deviation to increased

ionising power of the solvent owing to the presence

of the electrolyte, and also to the effect of the elec-

trolyte in increasing the ionisation of the solvent.

Dr.'j. W. M i' P. C. Coleman showed in a

paper published some years ago that there is no
definite evidence of tli. supposi d effect of salts in

increasing" the ionising power of water, and they

show in a contribution to the present discussion, on

the basis of migration experinn nts, that salts do not

increase the ionisation of water. The latter conclusion

sported by the fad thai Eh< same value is ob-

tained for the dissociation constant of water as

mined bv different methods, salts being present in

•
. but not in others.

The consideration of the above and other su

explanations shows that the problem of strong elec-

. not yel solved, but much may be hoped
from the continuation of investigations, such as those

of Washburn, with highly purified solvents. The ques-

of inter-ionic forces also deserves careful study,

and in this connection a theoretical contribute,

the discussion by Dr. S. R. Milner will be read with
interest.

Mr. Ghosh (Trans. Chem. Soc, tqiS) has recently-

put forward the view that salts are completely ionised

in solution, and that the apparent increase of the mole-

cular conductivity with dilution is due to the opera-

tion of electrical forces. On this basis he obtains a

formula which permits of the calculation, from known
data and a knowledge of the dielectric constant of the

solvent, of the ionisation of a salt at a particular dilu-

tion and temperature. Dr. J. R. Partington, in an
interesting contribution to the discussion, has critically

examined Mr. Ghosh's theory, and draws the conclusion

that his fundamental assumption, thai only electrical

are operative in the solution, is disproved.

The view formerly held by many supporters of the
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! that only the ions ol an electrolyte
can react has now

1 1 n ibandoned, since it has been
shown independentl; bi Dr. Senter and In Prof. Acrei
that both ions and undissociated molecules an
• I" micaltj ai tive. sped ol the same subji 1

1

which has received much attention in recenl years is

the suggestion that the catalytic activity of strong
acids is due parth to I i

| , ,. , 1 tlj 1,, the un-
dissociated molecule, of the acid, if it' be accepted
that the catalytic effei t oi d aj tion,
this is simply a special case ol thi chemical activit)
of non-ionised molecules and the'u ions. A plausible
explanation is thus afforded of the well-known fact
that neutral salts accelerate tin 1 1

.1 activity of
strong acids.

Prof. Vrrhenius consolers the latb ,1 bis

contribution to the discussion, but favours an explana-
tion of the accelerating effect of foreign subs:

based on the assumption that these substances im
the osmotic pressure of the reacting substances, and
that the chemical reactivity of the latter is proportional

to their respective osmotic pressures. The available
experimental data do not allow this interesting sug-
gestion to be tested adequately. G. S.

THE INHERITANCE OF MILK AND FAT
PRODUCTION IN CATTLE.

A T the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station Mr.
** John W. Gowen has made a genetic study of

the first-generation crosses of prominent dairy breeds
of cattle and beef-bred Aberdeen-Angus. This work,
the results of which are published in the Journal of
Agricultural Research (vol. xv., October, 191S,

pp. 1-57, 6 plates), was undertaken as a link in the
chain of evidence necessary to the final solution of
the problems which are connected with the inherit-

ance of milk production and butter-fat production. A
cross-bred herd is being formed at the experiment
station so as to provide as much material as possible

for the analysis of the laws of heredity concerned
with the productivity referred to, and this herd has
now gone into its second generation.
An indication may be given of some of the im-

portant results already reached by Mr. -Gowen :
—

'

(1) Black body colour is dominant to the other
colour in the first generation. In the second genera-
tion an orange-coated bull and a dark Jersey dun-
coated heifer were segregated out.

(2) White marking of the body, taken as a whole,

appears as a dominant. Study of individual white
areas, however, indicates that this is due to while in

the inguinal region only, for this alone appears as

such a dominant. White spots on the face, neck,

shoulders, rump, flanks, and legs are generally sup-

pressed in the offspring when the while-spotted indi-

viduals are mated to solid colour.

(3) Pigmented muzzle is dominant to one not so

pigmented.

(4) A pigmented tongue is dominant to a non-

pigmented one—a confirmation of a previous result.'

(5) A black switch appears to cause the suppression

of the other switch colours in the offspring.

(6) Some exceptions were found to the previously

accepted hvpothesis of simple dominance of polled-

ness over the horned condition, and it is suggested

that a hormone secreted by the testes may have some
influence on the presence or absence of horns. Should
this prove true, it would establish an interesting

parallel between cattle and sheep, for in the latter a

sex hormone is known to affect the development of

the horns.
'71 The qualities of beef production are shown to

bi divisibli into four general regions of the body:
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rs, barrel, and hindquarters. Winn
eithei parenl is ol Vberdeen-Angus breed the offspring

show the characteristic type of bead and heavy, deep-
fleshed forequarters. The body and hindquarters

nil,
1
im diate, but resemble most the dairy

its. From His results so far the author concludes
that for the improvement of the beef qualities of

dairy breeds the first-generation crossi s show an in-

creased value of the beef qualities in the forequarters
without materially influencing the hindquarters.

(8) A few dala are supplied as in the production of
milk and butter-fat by some of tie cross-breds. The
results indicate that milk and fat production behave
separately in inheritance, High milk production is

dominant to low, but, unfortunately, a high fat

percentage in the milk- is recessive to a low fat per-

centage. Tin' authoi supplies ., useful bibliography
and numerous illustrations.

SOME DEVELOPMENTS IN INDUSTRY
Dl RING Till-: WAR. 1

Ui, a The electrical industry lias proved to be a
great wai industry. It is bound to become an even
greatei peace industry. Previous to the war Germain
bad established a predominant position in this industry,
but Ibis would not have been possible without the
supplies of mica brought from India and other parts
of the British Empire.
Mica is absolutely essential to the electrical industry,

and the position of the British Empire in regard to
mica supplies was, and is, far and away the strongest
of any country in the world. India produces 50 per
cent, of the world's supply of mica, and Canada 15 per
cent. Germany within her own Empire obtained
10 per cent, of the world's supply, this being found in

German East Africa. But, in spite of the overwhelming
national advantages of our position at the outbreak of

war, the mica market of the world was at the point of
being transferred from London to Hamburg, thanks
to the skill with which Germany had obtained a large
measure of control of the Indian mines and the suc-
cess with which she had captured the electrical

industry. The Indian mica was either exported direct

to Germany (she took 47,000 cwt. in 1913) or re-

exported from this country to Germany, 50 per cent, of
our total imports from India in that year being so re-

exported.

The Indian mica can at present be exported to

London only, and the mica in German East Africa is

now being worked for, and obtained by„ the Ministry
of Munitions. Thanks to these measures, and to the
necessities of war, the British electrical industry has
taken the place previously held bv Germany and
Austria, and is now the first in the world.
The demands for mica for the electrical industry are

bound to increase, and the expected developments of

1 ial aircraft, wireless telegraphv, and motor
iii lake ii essential that the Empire's supplies of
this vital raw material should be safeguarded. The

lustry is bound to be of such importance to

the future industrial development of (bis country that

we can I to take risks with the valuable raw
material ol with which the Empire has been so
bountifulK

Tungsten.- .1 en is essential to the manufac-
ture of high-speed t< 1

! and high-speed steel is a vital

war material. In fsten is also us, d in the manu-
facture of metallic lil.n

, 1 for electric lamps, in cer-
tain appliances for wireless and othei electric uses,

1 From an address to tlie In. I.

November 29. 191?. by Mr. F. G. K*IU
to the Ministry of Munitions.

when to some extent it has taken the place of
platinum, but its principal use is in the production
of high-speed steel. Before the war the British
Empire produced 40 per cent, oi the wolfram-ore from
which tungsten is made, but so successfully bad Ger-
man} captured the trade that no British manufacturer
was able to establish the industry in this country.
Germany owed her gnat superiority in munitions pro-
duction in the earlier stages ol the war to tie success
with which si,e had captured the industry of tui

production. All that has been changed. We are now
able to produce all the high-speed steel needed for our
own industries and to export at a reasonable price
to our Allies. British manufacturers are now in a
position to deal with all the British Empire pro-
duction of ore, and could, if necessary, convert the
whole world's output into tungsten metal or ferro-

tungsten.
Ferro-chrome.—Ferro-chrome also is an essential

material in the production of certain classes ol

Alloyed with steel it acts as a toughener, and is used
as chrome-steel for armour-piercing shells, in armour-
plate, and for the wearing parts of aeroplane engim -

and gears in motor vehicles. For peace purposes it

will be largely employed for such various purposes as
motor parts, stainless cutlery, and rustless steel.

Before the war the United Kingdom production was
practically negligible. We have now established at

Newcastle-upon-Tyne a plant sufficient to meet our
requirements for many years to come. Previously we
imported our supplies from Norway, where it was pro-

duced by hydro-electric power. At Newcastle the
power is obtained from the waste gases from coke-
ovens, and the industrv will be in the unique position

of competing successfully with the cheap water-power
of Scandinavia.

Spelter.—Spelter (or zinc, to give it its correct name)
occupies the third place in point of importance amongst
non-ferrous base metal. The world's consumption in

1913 was 1,012,000 tons, as compared with copper

1,044,000 tons and lead 1,106,000 tons. It is an essen-

tial material in industry in the making of a large

number of domestic articles and in building construc-

tion. Its main uses are for galvanising or coating

iron and steel to prevent rusting, and for mixing with
other metals to form brass, gun-metals, and other alloys.

It is also rolled into sheets for roofing and electrical

purposes. The oxide of zinc forms, next to white lead,

the most important pigment. It is an indispensable
compound of manufactured rubber, and is extensively

used for medicinal purposes.
The British Empire is fortunate in possessing in

Australia practically unlimited supplies of zinc ore
(concentrates), these being amongst the largest in the

world. For reasons which it is not my present duty
to examine, Germany obtained control of these im-
portant ore supplies. She imported from Australia a

large portion of her supplies of zinc ore, and on
these was able to extend her important zinc industries.

Our own position previous to the war was that we
used annually 240,000 tons of spelter in various forms,
of which 77 per cent, was imported—practically all

from Germany, Belgium, and Holland—Germain
being the largest exporter to this country, sending us
in [913 i.ym.onnl. worth of spelter, besides smaller
values ,,1 sheet-zinc, zinc oxide, and lithopone.
On the outbreak of war these supplies leased, and

we were faced at the same time with a tremendously
increased demand for spelter to be used in the making
of brass for fuses, cartridge-metal, and so on. Our
immediate needs were principally met by imports from
North America. The price bounded up from 2 \l. per

ton to 1 .mi/, pei ton. This figure led the U.S.A.
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smelters to erect new works, and by the middle of

[917 tin price had come down to 50"!

rin- need for war purposes was thus met, but it

was obviou-K dangerous to have to depend on outside

sources to so great an 1 utenl t « >i what was an essential

material fi>r war as well as for peace. The first step

taken was to diverl th< stream of zinc concentrates
which had flowed from Australia to Germany, and
make them flow from Australia to this country. That
has I"

1 11 doni I h Si ssrnlial raw materials have been
diverted permanently, I believe to this country. The
raw material having been sei were taken

to increase the plant available for smelting the ore

into metal and for the manufai tore of zinc sheets,

and the zinc smelters in this country were got togi thei

and arrangements made whereb; theii plan!-, were
doubled, and in some cases trebled. I'nfoi tunah-K

,

before these extensions were completed the shipping

position from Australia became so serious thai all

shipments of zinc ore from that quarter had to

But that difficulty should soon disappear, and with
the ore coming in freely, and labour and coal avail-

able for working the increased plants, the home pro-

duction of spelter should reach 140,000 tons per

annum, as against 32,000 tons before the war. The
production of zinc oxide has also been encouraged,
and on a war basis we are self-supporting, and there

is no reason why we should not be self-supporting on

a peace basis.

Potash.—Potash is essential for fertilisers and in

certain industries, particularly dyes, drugs, and glass

production. There are no known natural deposits in

this country. Germany possesses large natural de-

posits, and we depended for our pre-war supplies of

30,000 tons per annum entirely on potash brought in

from the Stassfurt mines. The war put an end to

this source of supply, and it became necessary to find

alternative sources. Investigation revealed the fact

that 50,000 tens of potash were going to waste every

year in the dust or fume from blast-furnace gases.

I hi problem of collecting these dusts was a difficult

one. The only known method was the Halberg-Beth
svstem—a German invention. This was complicated,

and required a large amount of steel and labour.

The design has been modified to ensure greater trust-

worthiness, lower capital cost, and a small quantity of

steel. Plants in hand and those in course of erection

without these modifications should produce 18,000 tons

of potash per annum. In addition, the Ministry has
initiated an entirely new method of gas-cleaning for

the collection of potash-bearing dust from blast-furnace

gases. Two large-sized plants are being erected at two
blast-furnace works which should produce about

1600 tons per annum. It is confidently hoped that,

when these are working, similar plants will be exten-

sively installed, and a considerable increase in potash

production obtained.

Magnetos.—Modern warfare, and a great part of

modern transport and of modern industry, depend on
the magneto. In the air it is an 1 ssential source of

power and movement. The position of this country in

1
1

»

t 4 in regard to the production of magnetos was ver
grave. Only one firm Messrs. Thomsori-Bennett Mag-
netos, Ltd., of Birmingham was producing magnetos.
Its output for 1913-14 was 1140 magnetos of a

simple type. The Admiralty and the War Office en-

ments by importa-

tion, but by July, iot.^, it had become evident that

if we continued to depend on imported magnetos our
war effort would be terribh hampered. Tin Admiralty
then undertook to foster the supply of home-produced
magnetos for all the fighting Services, and continued
this work until it was taken 0V6I bj the Ministry of

Munitions in April, in'7.
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I he problems to be overcome were main and diffi-
cult. Suitable in

, not obtainable in the
British Isles, r the necessarj hard rubber insulating
material, or line copper-i amelled wire, or oiled silk
01 paper for insulation. F01 thi besl qualitj enamelled

we have still to depend to some extent on the
U.S.A., and for oiled silk on Jaj nese fabric. But the
progress made in providing these four essential
materials at home has been wonderful. If we are

entirely self-supporting, we soon should be.

Instead of one firm producing only 1140 magnetos
in a year, as was the case in 1014. Wi now have some

en firms producing 128,037 magnetos in a year.
The monthly output at the beginning of the war* was
100, the output for October last 18,000, that
being the largest figure yet reached. It is not only
that we are producing in quantity, which makes us
independent of outside sources; the quality of the
British magneto is also the highest in the world. It

is lighter in weight and more trustworthy in service
than the Bosch magnetos manufactured before the
war, or than the latest examples found in captured
German aeroplanes.

Ignition Plugs.—The ignition plug ranks with the
magneto in importance, and it presented similar diffi-

culties. The pre-war output of this country was in-

significant. There were three firms manufacturing,
and their total output for all purposes during 1914
was not more than 5000. To-day five firms in the

country are producing mica plugs, and their output
for the year ending October 31 last was 2,148,726. The
October output was 303,449, as compared with a
monthly output of 420 in 1914. It is gratifying to be
able to state that the French, Italian, and American
Services endeavoured to obtain British plugs. But
there is room for further improvement in the design
of mica sparking plugs for aircraft work. I think we
can safely rely on our manufacturers not to rest and
be thankful, but to make the British plug not only the

best in the world— it is that already—but the best that

science and mechanical skill can make.
Glass Industry.—This country very nearly lost the

war owing to the fact that it was almost entirely

dependent on Germany and Austria for scientific and
optical glass, and to the backwardness of our glass

industry taken as a whole. There were a few refresh-

ing exceptions—firms which had kept the flag flying

—

but generally it is true to say that we were dependent
on Germany and Austria for supplies essential to

success in war and for a wide range of peace purposes.

Optical and Scientific Instruments.—Prior to the war
the optical and scientific instrument industry in this

country was in a lamentable condition, the trade hav-

ing practically degenerated into a collection of middle-

men who mainly sold instruments completely manufac-
[111 d in foreign countries or bought in foreign parts and
assembled them in this country. All that has been
swept away bv the bitter necessities of war. Our out-

put has increased at least twenty times, and we are

now self-supporting. Our pre-war output of optica!

glass amounted to about 10 per cent, of our peace

requirements, the balance coming principally as to

60 per cent, from Germany and Austria and 30 per

cent, from France. Our output has developed to such

an extent that it is now in excess of that which can

be absorbed by this country even under the most

favourable conditions in peace-time, and we must look

to the di vi lopment of foreign markets, which previoush

were the monopoly of Zeiss, of Jena, for disposing

of the balance of our home-produced supplies.

Dial-sights.— It is a humilial ion to have

to make, but it is a fact that at the outbreak of war

a considerable part of our artiller was equipped with

gun-sights exclusively manufactured in Germany. The
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sight is known as Dial-sight No. 7, and was pa

Goei . oi Bei tin, both in German) and this

country. At the outbreak of war the Wai Office had
id] ipproached thi British manufacturers Messrs.

,
oi Olapham Common, and Messrs. Beck, of

Kentish Town— but the position as regards these siedus

was exceedingly serious when the \lini-ir\ ,,i Muni-
tions was formed. The total deliveries to October,

1915, were 1 j& ; the total del ntii elj

from home manufacturers are 21,000. The two firms

1 have mentioned were recentl) producing 250 pet

week, The sight is a beautiful and delicate piece oi

work, and its production in such numbers, and in a

perfection which Germany never exceeded, is a triumph

for British skill. Ii is, al an) rate, a comfort to knon
Bhal we no longer have to d< pend on potential enemies
for the sighting of our magnificent artillery.

s, i Him. C are.—This can be divided into

ace-made and lamp-blown. Almost without ex-

ception, the furnace-made scientific glassware used in

this country was, prior to the war, obtained from

Germany and Austria. As regards lamp-blown

scientific glassware, there existed a few small firms

capable of executing repairs and making a limited

number of articles of special design. Beyond this our

requirements were met by supplies which originated

in Austria and Germany. To show the developments

made during the war, it is sufficient to state that,

stalling al practically nothing, the turnover oi the

scientific glassware industry is now equal to more
than 600,000/. per annum. Within a short period, by

careful and judicious treatment, this country should

he independent of outside supplies.

Illuminating Glassware,—Prior to the war the whole

of the glasses for miners' safety-lamps and oil-lamp

chimneys were obtained from abroad, mainly from

Germany and Austria. Seventy-five per cent, of the

bulbs, tubing, and rod for electric lamps also

came From Germany and Austria. Our dependence on

Germany and Austria for the glass for our miners'

safety-lamps very nearly landed us in disaster. The
position was so' serious that the Home Office was

forced to relax She very stringent conditions which up

to thai time had been insisted upon with regard to

the quality and dimensions of glasses for miners'

safety4amps. It was a serious thing to do, but thene

was no alternative, as it was impossible to obtain

supplies of the necessary quality. The Home Office

came to the Ministry of Munitions for assistance, and,

notwithstanding the extraordinary difficulties met with,

we are now producing sufficient supplies of the right

quality.

As regards oil-lamp chimneys, before the war prac-

tically none were made in this country. The position

been greatly improved, but there is room for

further improvements.
n lake the position of glass used in the manu-

1 lectric lamps. Before the war our output

libs for this purpose was approximately twelve

rrrillions per annum, and three out of every four of

fhe el ric light bulbs in use in this country were

import ieillv from Germany and Austria.

We are "• manufacturing sufficient to meet our

essential needs.

Then we 1 1 glass for domestic use, bottles

and iars used for foodstuffs and for pre-

-erving. Our production in 1014 for vacuum fruit jars

alone was 22,31? do In 1018 it was 83,333 dozen.

We are now quite self-supporting.

Much more remains to lone b) the provision of

more efficient works and I'm aces, the installation of

the most modern machinery, thi development of potash

action, the training of labour, srientific research,

and Government organisation.
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge. Ch< Francis Maitland Balfour student-
ship for research in biology, vain, ar for

three yeai s, has again I awaa ded to Mi . V. A.
l'oiis, fellow of Trinity Mall, who was elected to it

in 1913.

A gift of 20,ooo2. to the Universil ,1 for
the erection of an administration building is announced
in Science from Mr. Andrew MacLeish, vice-president
oi the board of trustees of the University.

W'l learn from the British Medical Journal that the
medical university at Peking now being erected by the
Rockefeller foundation at a cost of 1,200,000/. will

be opened not later than next October. An
medical university will be built at Shanghai.

A course of six public lectures on " Physiology and
National Needs," arranged in conjunction with the
Imperial Studies Committee of the University of
London, will be delivered at King's College, Strand,
W.C. The lectures will be given on Wednesdays at

5.30 p.m. The first lecture will be by Prof. W. D.
Halliburton on February 5 on " Physiology and the

Food Problem," and Bucceedings lecturers will be Dr.
M. S. IYmbrev, Prof. F. G. Hopkins, Prof. A.

Harden, Prof. D. Noel Paton, and Prof. A. Dendy.

On January 2 last the joint session of the Head-
1 1

us' Conference and the Incorporated Association
of Headmasters passed a series of resolutions which,
if carried into effect, will go far to improve the posi-

tion of science teaching in our schools, especially in

the public and the preparatory schools. One of these

ran as follows:—"That mathematics and natural
-1 ii nee should be necessary subjects in the entrance
si holarship examinations of public schools, in the

First School Examination, and in the examinations for

entrance in the Navy and the Army, provided that good
work in other subjects should compensate for com-
parative weakness in mathematics and natural science,

and vice versa." Unfortunately, an incomplete version

of this resolution was published in the Press, including

our issue of January 9 (p. 379), the words "and viae

versa " being omitted. We are glad to be able to

remove the disappointment of those who read the

inaccurate reports.

At the general meeting of the Association of Si
i

Teachers, held on January 6 at University College,

London, Prof. F. W. Oliver opened the conference on
" The Relations between the School and the University

in Regard to Science Teaching." He pointed out that,

as a consequence of the improvement in the science

teaching of schools, the inn t mediaie Examination is

ling the standard for many of them, and that

this results in a repetition of work at the university,

as the colleges do not realise that students are better

ied than formerly. In order to bring about

greater co-operation between the schools and universi-

ties, thi teachers ia botia should have opportunities for

meeting foi thi exchange of views on methods, curri-

cula, 1 tc. Prof. Oliver also suggested that the univ. rsi-

iCAlld provide special courses for school tea'

ible them to keep abreast of the advances made
in ilv various branches of science. Prof. Weiss (Man-

chester) referred to the difficulty of co-ordinating the

highei work in schools with the first year's course at

the university, and suggested that, instead of specialis-

ing in one or two bran. lies, the schools should aim at

amor, level standard in the general science teaching.

If the general level of the school work were raised,

the university would he able to remodel the first year's
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course and to arrive al .1 high 1 standard in the Final

umation. Prof. Weiss also expressed the hope
that thi conditions oi th science teachers in schools
might i»' so ameliorated thai mam of them might

gi in original investigations, which would vivif)

chu ind ibii
1 hem to instil a 1 eallj

scientific attitude of mind in theii pupils-, The meet-
.i resolution that a consultative council ol

university and scl should be appointed to

and method ol the higher work in

schools ami its rel of universities,

A succkssfci port ol the

on Modern Languages was
held at the County Hall of the L.C.C on Wednesday,
Januaa pi dings were opened'by Sir Cyril

1, M I'., w iio said tl* ad made the ques-
tion ni modern languages a popular orie.. Mi. Stanley
Leathes, chairman of tin- Governmeni Committee, fol-

lowed. IK- dwelt on our ignorance of and indifference

to the subject in the past, and insisted on English being
the most important language of all, French being next
in importance. The position- ol German would be

I by tin- im : Germany, The esteem
public could alone give modern languages their

rightful place in education. Languages should be
learnt, m.i tor themselves, Inn for what they con-
tained'. It was nol worth while in learn a language
badly. Better to learn one language well than two
badly. Mr. Gooch dilated on the existing provision
lor modern languages in London. Lord Crewe, who
was responsible for the creation ol the committee, in-

sisted on the need for studying tin history and in-titu-

tions of the foreign country a- well as the language
and literature. Sir Hubert Handing spoke all too
briefly on the value of well-trained linguists to the
commerce and banking ol to-day. Principal Burrows,
oi King's College, told of the intensive courses in

modern languages recently started bj the college, Miss
Tuke spoke of the women's interest in the matter. Sir

Lulham Pound described tin work of the City of
London College. Miss Pordie, headmistress of Maida
\ .de High School, pointed out numerous deficiencies

in the existing system, Mr. Fuller dw.lt on the gap
between the school and the university, which should be
bridged by scholarships. Mr. Hedges spoke of the
work of tin evening institutes, and after a short dis-

dings 1 1 ised wiih .1 vote of thanks 10

the chairman, tin question of tin future continuance of

the debate b ipen.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Geological Society, Januarj 8. \L. (,. \\ Lamplugh,
president, in the chair. Prof. I'. F. Kendall: "Wash-
outs" in coal-seam- and the effects ol contemporary
earthquakes. Two types of interruptions are dif-

ferentiated in coal--, am- which have been confused
under thi general terms ol "wash-outs," "wants,"
"nip-," or "dumb-faults." One type- may I..- due to

m bj contemporary streams which coursed
through the alluvial area where tin coal material was
accumulating. A number of examples of thi- typi in

Hi. Midland coalfield are described'. Split seam- ol

the type in which tin- seam rejoins are kindred pheno-
mena, but in these cases the erosion was always con-
t. mporarv. Great diversity in the phenomena of splits

and wash-outs arises from the differences in the ratios

of shrinkage .lining consolidation ol the various con-
-tituent-. Cannel acts as a substance of little com-

sibility. Other disturbances oi thi coaJ-seams-,.mis-

i "wash-out-," are referred to earthquakes. Some
he effects of earthquakes in Coal Measure times
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might I 10 be of a magnitude greater than
1 fleets ol recent earthquakes. An abnormality in

coal-seams consists in the intrusion into the coal of
sedimentary material oi the encroachment of mass, sot
amorphous sandstone as "rock-rolls," probably due to

the invasion of sands rendered mobile bj excess of
water, and perhaps ol gas, and moving' under the
impulse of waves of elastic compression produced by
earthquakes. In the roofs of many coal-seams and
projecting slightly into the o il are curious conical
masses ol sandstone, familiar to the miners as
"drops." They are wrinkled on the surface, and often
have a flange on two sides, showing that they were
produced on the site of a crack. Thi nged in
long rows. These are interpreted as casts of the
lutmel-shaped orifices through which the sands sur-
charged with water have been expelled. Fissures Piled
with sand or other materials, the " sandstone dykes "

of American writers, are not so common in the Mid-
land coalfield as in some other coalfields. They show-
contortion where passing through the seam, proving
that the coal substance had not undergone its full

compression at the time when the fissure was pro-
duced. A large number of examples of each type of

phenomenon, drawn from the examination of more
than thirty mines in the coalfield, are discussed.

—

Dr. A. Gilligan
: Sandstone dykes or rock-riders in

the Cumberland coalfield. These sandstone dykes
have been encountered in pits distributed all over the

coalfield, but those examined were met with In the

workings of the Bannock Band and Main Band seams
at Ladysmith Pit. The dykes pass through the Ban-
nock Band and Main Band seams and the intervening

measures. They run parallel one to the other in a

direction N.N.W. and S.S.E. The inclination of the

same dyke is not constant, but the greatest deviation

from the vertical was ro° south-westwards. The
average width of the dykes was from 2 in. to 4 in.,

but sometimes they increase to 10 in. or dwindle

down to mere films. Splitting of the dykes

was seen. The contact of the coal and dyke
substance was sharply defined, the coal preserving all

its normal features even when adhering to the sand-

stone. The probable conditions which obtained at

the time of the formation of the fissures and their in-

filling were as follows :—The coal seams through

which the dykes pass had been compressed to their

present thickness, while they and the associated

measures were sufficiently consolidated to take a more
1,1- less clean fracture. The sea in which the deltaic

material of the Whitehaven sandstone was accumu-

lating covered the area. Fractures were produced by

earthquake disturbances set up bv movement along

one of the N.N.W. and S.S.E. faults, and the sedi-

ment on the sea-floor ran in and sealed them up.

Pah is.

Academy of Sciences, January 6.- M. L. Guignard in

the chair.—G. Bigourdan
; A project for the reform

of the present civil calendar (Julian, Gregorian).

Five principal faults of the Gregorian calendar are

enumerated, the last of which, that the dates of the

month have no -ingle concordance with the corra-

spotnliiig days ol the week, is regarded as the most

inconvenient. Statistics made on a weekly basis,

suob as those of railways, are not easily adjusted

to the month- or the year. It is proposed to form

each quart, r of a t'n -t month of thirty-one days,

followed b) two mouth- of thirty days; in the last

quarter of the year the last month would always

have thirty-one days, in leap years thi extra day

would he "added by making the last month of the

third quarter have thirty-one days. The three first

quarters would thus have exactlj thirteen weeks, so
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that in each quarter the same days of the week would
fall >

|! thi -.11111 dalrs of the corresponding months.
A tabular comparison of the present and proposed

dai is given, and possible objections an- met.

—

1.. E. Berlin: The possible creation of a means of
6 Bi Igian maritime communication betwei n Ant.
.aid Marseilles.- Y. Delage

: Suggestion on the
and causes "I segregative hereditj (Mendelian

characters) and of aggregative hen-din (non-Mendelian
characters). Commenting on the Mendelian theory as
at present developed, the author points out that to

reconcile the principles of the theory with observed
laets .1 constant stream of Fresh subsidiary hypotheses
is needed. As an alternative to the Mendelian theorj
tin' following is proposed : The hereditary mode is a
function of the degree of heterogeneity of the parental
ehromatines.—C. (inichard : A series of surfaces of
constant total curvature such that their lines of curva-
ture form a network of the type />.V, - (/> !-l)B\—
(i. A. Boulenger

: K evolution reversible? Considera-
tions on certain fishes. The law of Dollo, that there
is no known case demonstrating in an irrefutable
manner the return of a modified organ to its primi-
tive condition, is called in question. After reference to

the work of W. D. Matthew and of L. Errara,
example are given in which there is an undoubted
return to a primitive form of teeth. These occur in

some African fishes belonging to the family of Cich-
lides (sometimes called Chromides).—H. Duport :

Partial differential equations.—J. Drach : Determina-
tion of the cases of reduction of the differential equa-
tion d'y/dx'= [<i>(x) + h]y.—C. Rabut : A new canonical
form of reinforced massifs.—Ch. Fremont : The pre-
mature rupture of pieces of steel submitted to repeated
stresses. R. Dubrissay, Tripier, and Toquet : A physico-
chemical method of estimating alkaline carbonates in

the presence ol free alkaline bases. Application to the
analysis of flue-gas. The method is based on the
fact that whilst the hydroxides of the alkali metals
increase the coefficient of reciprocal miscibility of
water and phenol, the alkaline carbonates act in the
Opposite sense.— ]•". Bourion and A. Senechal: The
evolution and oxidation of chromic hydrate in alkaline
solution.—P. Bugnon : A new method of selective
coloration of lignified plant membranes. The dye
suggested is Lichtgriin F.S. (the sodium salt of
diethyldibenzyldiamidotriphenvlcarbinol trisulphonic
acid), details of the technique being given. Important
advantages' arc claimed for this stain.—M. Denis:

Some thalla of Aneura deprived of chlorophyll.—J.

Amar : The origin and consequences of feminine emo-
tivity.—G. Sanarelli : The pathogeny of cholera. The
natural defence of the peritoneum against the cholera
\ iln ions.

January 13.—M. Lcion Guignard in the chair.

—

G. Lippmann : The properties of electric circuits

deprived of resistance. The researches of H. K.
Onnes have shown that at the temperature of boiling
helium the' resistance- suddenly diminishes practically
to zero. Some mathematical consequences are

oul and applied to explain the results of some
of th. experiments of H. K. Onnes.—G. A.
Boulenger

; \ ease- of ontogenic evolution in an African
lizard, ias lugubris.—J. Chazy : Remark on the

problems f wo and three bodies.—H. Bourget : The
algebraical lopment of the principal part of the

perturbatiot
1
fallowing the method of Cauchy.

— R. It, nil. inn
: dification of the prism astrolabe

designed to me: nre variations of latitude.—M.
Swyngedauw : The it fluence of the sheath on the

effective resistance : reactance of an armoured
cable for the 3 harmoni The effective line resist-

ance and reactance fot the harmonic 3 must be

determined on the cable in use. F. Bourion and A.

Senechal : The evolution and lagnetic properties • »

f
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chromium hydrate in alkaline' solution. F. <i randjean :

Calculation of the extraordinary rays for certain
slimline- ol anisotropic liquids. I'. I'ruvost : The
e\isiene. ol Coal Measures al greal depth at Merville
(Nord). Al a depth of 247 metres a black, bituminous
scbisi was encountered, containing ;,j per cent, of

volatile matter. Tin- boring passes through ,1 metres
of the lower Coal Measures. S. Stefanescn : The
phylogeny of Elephas africanus. from a stud} of the
he 1I1 the conclusion is drawn that the ancestors of
/-.. africanus have come directly from the bunolopho-
dont mastodons. II. Hubert: Tin superposition of

tin air currents above the peninsula of Cape Vert
(Senegal). E. Mesnard : The origin and the grouping
of meteorological phenomena. K. Mathias : Rain in

France : th' 1 parasite phenomenon. C. Somigliana :

The theory of seismic waves. A development and
discussion ol Ravlcigh's theory of waves. -L. EbU :

Vibrations of the soil caused by explosions.—Ch.
Dufour : Values e>f the magnetic elements at the

Observatory of Val-Joyeux on January 1 last.—J.

Pavillard : The female flower of Ruscus.— L. Daniel :

Experimental cultures by tin- sea-shore.— I.. I.apicque

and !•".. Barbe : The chlorine index as a comparative
measure of the richness of soils in humus. Soils

remove active chlorine from sodium hypochlorite

solutions in amounts which vary probably in the order

of the richness of the soil in humus.—D. Berthelol

and R. Trannoy : lli. absorbing power of drv or

moist earth for gaseous chlorine. These experiments

had their origin in an attempt to utilise earth as a

protection against poisonous gases in the field.

Details are given of the results obtained with six

soils, both dry and moist.—R. Dollfus : Continuity

cif the line of germinal cells in the Trematods

Digenea. J. I'anlel : Calcium in the normal physio-

logy of the Phasmides.—M. Baudouin : The flattening

of the upper part of the body of the humerus in

children of the Polished Stone period.

Cape Town.

Royal Society of South Africa, October 30, 1918. 1 >'

•

J. D. F. Gilchrist, president, in the chair.—T. J.

Mackie : Haemolysis by serum in combination with

certain benzol bodies, ft has been shown that while

serum-complement acts as haemolysin in the presence-

of a specific immune bodv, and also along with col-

loidal silicic acid, serum is also capable of producing

lysis of red-blood corpuscles which have been treated

willi certain benzol bodies. The paper records the

result of experiments carried out with brilliant green.

J. R. Sutton : A possible lunar influence upon the

velocity of the wind at Kimberley. The object of this

paper is to discuss the question whether there is a

lunar term in the velocity of the wind at Kimberley.

The results of hourly
' observations made during

180 lunations reveal only one definite maximum and

minimum of velocity in the lunar curve, the former

falling 'about three hours before lunar midnight, the

latter just before lunar noon, the range being 0-20

mile an hour. When the' moon is in south declina-

tion the maximum of velocity is near lunar noon

and the minimum near lunar midnight, the- opposite

being the case- when the moon is north, the respec-

tive ranges of velocity being 032 and 0-55 mile an

hour, which are greater than one would have expected

to find. Miss Ethel M. Doidge : South African Peri-

sporiacese. V. : Notes on an interesting collection

from Natal. A number of leaf-fungi are described

from Natal, chiefly belonging to the genus Meliola,

and including hitherto undescribed species.—-A.

Young : Fusion of Karroo grits in contact with

dole rite intrusions. Certain unusual contact altera-

tions occurring in the Heilbron district were described.
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Dolerite intrusions have apparently fused the Karroo
sandstone or grit to a dark glass resembling pitch-

stone. The contacts are sharpl) defined, and the vitri-

fication extends to a distance ol several yards from

the actual contact plane, ["he results of .1 detailed

petrological examination of the dolerite, the gl^ss, and

the sandstone wen described. Oie dolerite presents

no abnormal features. The sandstone contains much
soda felspar. The glass on analysts yields aboul 7 pei

of soda and aboul 5 p< 1 a nt. ol combined water.
Ih. glass might thus be called a pitchstone. Micro-

nination <>f the glass shows the presence of

microlites of cordierite, magnetite, and also a fibrous

mineral with physical properties suggestive of an
amphibole. These microlites seem to be practical!)

identical with those described by Harker and Clough
as occurring under somewhat similar circumstances

in the island of Soav, neat Skyi |. S. v. d. I.ingen

and A. R. E. Walker: (i) Hyalite. The points of

resemblance between hyalite and liquid spherulites are

I. The truth ol tin statement that liquid spheru-

lites ami, under certain conditions, hyalite give uni-

axial figures wlun examined in convergent polarised

light i> questioned, (-'i ^.natase. Tin- authors ex-

hibited a Laue radiograph of anatase, which shows
that, according to tin- usual interpretation of such a

photograph, the mineral possesses full tetragonal sym-
metry. Herbert Smith and W. von Bonde have, in-

dependently, suggested that possibly it did not possess

tin- full di -Hi' nt symmetry usually assigned to it;

in both cases this suggestion was based on a study of

the external crystal form of the mineral.—A. R. I-'..

Walker ; i n Radio-active and other minerals associated

with fossil wood from the Beaufort series. A descrip-

tion is given of torbernite and a mineral allied in

uranocircite occurring,' associated with calcite and
barytes, encrusting and impregnating fossil wood from

beds oi Lowei Beaufort age on the farm Quaggas-
fontein. (2) Tantalite crystals from Namaqualand. A
description is given of a number of crystals obtained

from a tantalite p fakals Water, Namaqua-
land. The collection represents specimens which,

solelv because the) possessed cr\»ial faces, were set

aside during the sorting of tantalite from debris ob-

tained bv blasting. Apparently two distinct varieties

of tantalite are represented, which, whilst exhibiting a

general similarity of crystal form, consistently differ

from each other in certain crystallographic details, in

specific gravitv and other physical characters, and,
presumablv. in chemical composition.—J. Moir :

Colour and chemical constitution. Part v. The
yellowness of certain phthaleins when acid. Phenol-

sulphonephthalein, on account of its high ionisation,

does nol form a colourless ring-lactone like phenol-

phthalein, but remains yellow when acidified ; it is

really the orthosulphonic arid of benzaurine (which
shows similar colour changes). Benzaurine para-

sulphonic acid and benznurine-carboxylic methyl-ester

(" phenolphthalein methyl-i ster") have now been made
and found to possess the same property of yellowness
in acid solution, lactone-formation being excluded in

both cases. The latter substance is coloured pink by
bicarbonates, and rot bleached by excess alkali.

Part vi. : The ultra-violet spectra of the phthaleins.

A discussion "f Howe and Gibson's discover) of violel

and ultra-violet absorption-hands in alkaline phthaleins.

These have frequencies which are 1?, times and twice
those of the visible hand. It follows that the funda-
mental vibration of alkaline phenolphthalein is still

unobserved, being in the infra-red at A 11,000 (fre-

quency 0-02) on the usual scale. The visible hand in

the green is its first harmonic, and the other two are
its second and third. Part vii. : Inorganic phenomena
in connection with cobalt, nickel, manganese, and

NO. 2570. VOL. T02]

uranium. Part \iii. : Fluorescence and ils laws. On
comparison of the spectra of dissolved (ionised) salts

ol these metals with those of the sails in the solid

state, "loading" effeel 1 observed similar to those
shown by the phthali ins. The formation of blue cobalt
compounds is ascribed to coi !

li rable increase of mole-
cular weight dm/ in combin 11 with environing mole-
. ules. In the case of cobalt halides the wave-lengths
appear to be proportional to tin eighth root of the

cular weight, and in uranvl compounds the) an
proportional to the sixth root. Th coincidence of
these numbers with the periodii pi; 1

I the element
is noted.

Calcutta.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, December 4, 1918.

—

\ J.
Hornell : The origin and ethnological significance

of Indian boat designs. The principal types of exist-

ing small craft comprise:—(1) The catamaran or raft

form
; (2) the basket-boat or coracle

; (3) the dug-out
canoe; (4) the outrigger design in two forms, either

with (a) the Moat boomed out or (b) a transvei

placid balance-board amidships; (5) lateen-rigged boats,

with grab bows; (6) high-sterned river craft with
quarter rudder-paddles or with balanced rudders; and

(7) square-rigged river boats with double masts of

A-form. The catamaran appears to be of indigenous
origin, as nowhere else does il show such elaboration

as in India; its most primitive form is seen in reed

rafts and in plantain stems skewered together. The
Indian basket-boat is identical with that used in Meso-
potamia, while river craft using quarter steering oars

(Ganges) and those with mast triangles (Burma) are

distinctively Egvptian in origin. Lateen-rigged craft

with overhanging bows are found only on the West
Coast of India; they appear to be of Arab origin,

representing probably the evolution of the boat form
used bv the Sabaeans of S.W. Arabia in the earliest

stage of traffic between Arabia and India. The out-

rigger design is much more widely spread on Indian

coa - than is commonly known. The main con-

clusions are as follows :—(a) That the pre-Dravidian

population of, at least, coastal India was largely of

Polynesian stock, these fisherfolk using, like the

peopli s of Malaysia and Polynesia of the present day,

outrigger canoes and balance-board proas, (b) That the

true Dravidians, who appear to be a branch of the

Mediterranean race, learned or invented the use of

the circular coracle while living in Mesopotamia, and
on arrival in India, via Baluchistan, introduced the

boat forms of the Nile and the Tigris, the former on
the great perennial rivers, the latter on those that

carry little water in the dry season. Cranial measure-
ments of the various castes in the extreme south of

India reveal an unexpectedly strong brachycephalic
element in the lower caste population. Various other

facts are enumerated pointing to the validity of the

author's main hypothesis of a strong Polynesian

element in the Indian coastal population.—E.
Vredenburg : (1) The occurrence of Cypraea piriformis.

Gray, in the Mergui Archipelago. Amongst the mol-
lusca from the Mergui Archipelago collected by Dr. J.

Anderson this shell was referred by von Martens in

1888 to the Australian species C. xanthodon. On
cleaning the shell it was found to be a perfect speci-

men of the extremely rare species C. piriformis.

hitherto only known from Cevlon and North Australia.

(2) Two albino varieties of Cypraea erosa, Linnaeus.

The specimens described are from the zoological col-

lections in the Indian Museum. The variety which
it is proposed to name kavlinica, from New Britain,

is almost all white, and a second variety named
purissima, probably from Queensland, is entirely of

i

a pure snow-white, closelv simulating the appearance
of C. ebumea, Barnes, the onb other known instance
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o| hi entirely white shell amongst the Cvprasidse.

(3) The specific identity of the West Indian Cvpraca
henikeri, Sowerby, and <>f the Easl Indian C.

murisitniUs , Martin, with the descripti il a new
pecies 01 variety, C. blandiana, and remarks on
some related forms. A collection ol Losvei Miocene
fossils from San Domingo, presented to the Geo-
logical Survej of India 1 . \ Prof. Gabb in 1874, con-

tains a line- specimen of C. henikeri, Sowerby, the

study of which has established its specific identity

with C. niiirisiniilis, Martin, from the Lower Miocene
and Vindobonian of Java. This shell is usually

characterised by dorsal protuberances similar to those

observed in the closely related living species, ('. mus,
Linn. Associated with ('. heniheri at San Domingo
is a hitherto unrecorded fossil, here described under
the name of C. blandiana as a variety of C. henikeri'

or as a closely related species.
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CHEMISTS.
The facilities afforded by the Appointments Register
of the Institute of Chemistry are available, free of
charge, to Companies and Firms requiring the Services
of properly qualified Analytical. Research, and Techno-
logical Chemists, and to Universities, Colleges, Technical
Schools, etc., requiring Teachers of Chemistry and
Technology.

The War has brought to many manufacturers ihe realisation

thai in the great majority of productive industries the assistance

ol an adequate staff of properly trained and qualified chemists
is ii"! only essential but highly profitable.

Many qualified chemists with valuable practical experience in

analysis, in research, in plant control and management, will

shortly be available.

During the past four years the Institute of Chemistry has
been the chief agency through which chemists have been
engaged for Government Sen ice both with the Forces and in

industries connected with the War.

With the approach of more normal conditions, the Institute

is now co-operating with the Appointments Department of the
Ministry of Labour, which is concerned with the Resettlement
of Officers, and is also in touch with a large number of chemists
who have been engaged under the Ministry of Munitions and in

controlled establishments.

Companies and Firms are therefore invited to notify their

requirements to the Registrar of the Institute.

The requirements should indicate (i) the industry, (ii) the
general nature of the duties to be entrusted to the chemists,
(hi) the salary and prospects attaching to the appointments, and
(iv) to whom replies should be addressed.

In cases where appointments at salaries of ,£300 a year and
upwards (with prospects) are offered, a good selection of
candidates may be expected.

All communications to be addressed

:

THE REGISTRAR, Institute of Chemistry,
30 Russell Square, London, IV. C. I.

INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

FOCNE 10.77- Rc

QUALIFICATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL CHEMISTS.
The Institute of Chemistry was founded in October, 1877, and incor-

porated by Royal Charter in June, 1885, to provide qualifying diplomas
(F.I.C. and A. l.C.) for professional analytical, consulting, and technological

Regulations for the Admission of Students, Associates, and
Fellows, Gratis. Examination Papers- Annual Sets, 6d. each

(by post, 7d.). History of the Institute : 1877-1914, 5s.

AfroiNTUBNTS REGISTER.—A Register of Fellows and Associates of the
Institute of Chemistry who are available for appoint. nents is kept at the
Office of the Institute.

A Register of Chemists whose services are available for Government
industrial work is maintained at the Office of the Institute. This re-isiei
is not restricted to Fe.lows, Associates, and Registered Students of the
Institute.

All communications to be addressed to The Registrar, The Institute
i-try, 30 Russell Square, London, W.C. 1.

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP FOR
WOMEN.

SOMl VILLI COLLEGE offers ibis year a FELLOWSHIP
arch in Classics, Mathematics. Philosophy, History,

1 Ural Science. Annual value £120; normal tenure live
' "" " Apply for further paniculars to Miss Darbishire,
Somerville l Oxford. Names, with evidence for fitness, to be sent
in by March 1

-

SOMERVIi.I.E COLLEGE, OXFORD.
MARY EWART TRUST.

1 lie Trustees invite .cations from past or present .students of
Somerville College for a 1 I ,\ !

I LING SCHOLARSHIP of ^150 a
year, for purposes of study.

Applications must be sein n< March 15, 1919, to Mrs. T. H.
Gkekn, 56 Woodstock Road. I horn lurther partiuiLrs may
be obtained.

COLLEGE STUDENT, London, S.W.,

BIRKBECK COLLEGE,
BREAMS HUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE, E.C. 4

COURSES OK STUDY (Day and Evening) for Degrees of the
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON in the

FACULTIES OF SCIENCE & ARTS
(PASS AND HONOURS)

Under RECOGNISED TEACHERS of the University.

SCIENCE—Chemistry, Physles, Mathematics (Pure and
Applied), Botany, Zoology, Geology.

ARTS.—Latin, Greek, English, Freneh, German, Italian,
History, Geography, Logic. Economies, Mathematics (Pure

and Applied).

Evening Courses for the Degrees in Economics and Laws.
Geography Diploma and Matriculation.

POST-GRADUATE AND RESEARCH WORK.
SESSIONAL FEES

(
%"*

'.
Scien«' *«7 10s.; Arts, £10 10s.

1 Evening: Science, Arts, or Economics, £5 5s.

Prospectus post fiee, Calendar bit. (by post M.), from the Secretary.

SOUTH-WESTERN POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE, CHELSEA, S.W. 3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science and Engineering.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry.
Pharmacy, Dispensing, and Food and Drug Courses.
Metallurgy, Assaying, and Foundry work.
Botany, Geology, and Zoology Courses.

Three years' college course in Physical Education.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A., Principal.
Telephone : Western 890.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Senate will proceed to elect

EXAMINERS for the MATRICULATION EXAMINATION for the

year 1Q1Q-20 in the following subjects
One each in (a) Ancient History, (/) Latin, (c) Logic.
In Latin there are two Examiners, but one of the present Examiners is

eligible ami oilers himself for re-election.

Candidates must send in their names to the External Registrar, Geo. F.

Goodchild, M.A., B.Sc, with any atteslation of their qualifications they
may think desirable, on or before MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24,1919. (It

is particularly desired by the Senate that no application of any kind be
made to its individual members.)

If testimonials are submitted, the originals should NOT be forwarded in

any case. If more than one Exnminership is applied for, a separate com-
plete application, with copies of testimonials, if any, must be forwarded in

respect of each. No special form of application is necessary.

University of London,
S .nth Kensington, S.W. 7.

PRIFYSGOL CYMRU. UNIVERSITY OF WALES.
THREE FELLOWSHIPS, each of the annual value of j£i2 5 , tenable

for iwo years, are open to Graduates of this University, and TWO
OTHER FELLOWSHIPS to those of them who have been engaged in

National service.

Applications must be received before lune t. 1910. by the Rkcistrar,
University Registry, Calhays Park, Cardiff, f.om whom further information
may be obtained.

STATE OF VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA.
DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND FORESTS.

APPOINTMENT OK CHAIRMAN OF FOREST
COMMISSION,

rns are invited for the post of CHAIRMAN-
of the FOREST

COMMISSION. Term of engagement 5 years, which may be extended.
Applicant-, must posses the necessary skill and experience to enable them
to take the management of forests and plantations. A diploma from a
School ..f Kon-strv of high standing would be .m advantage. Salary i'1,000
per annum. Replies 10 be addressed to The Honourable the Minisier of
Mines and Forests of Victoria (Australia), Melbourne. Australia, and must
be posted to arrive at Melbourne by March 31, 1919.

PETER McBRIDE,
The Agent-General lor \

>nd, London, W.C.Melbo
1-1.

1

icjiu.

ENGINEER SECRETARYSHIP.
Applications are invited lor the SECRETARYSHIP of the ENGIN-

EERING TRAINING ORGANISATION. Salary .£1,000 per annum.
Candidates must be fully qualified engineers. University men, with some
experience in educational work, preferred. Communications should be
addre-sed to the E.T.O., No. 8, The Sanctuary, Westminster.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
LECTURER IN CIVIL ENGINEERING, .£250-10- £-,00. For

particulars and form of application send stamped, addressed foolscap
envelope to the Registrar of the Merchant Venturers' Technical College,
P.i si.,

I
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The Origin 0) Consciousness. .\>i Attempt to

Conct . , the Mind as a Proctuai of Evolution.

Bj Prof. C. A. Strong. Pp, yiiin 330. (Lon-

don: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price

12s. net.

THIS is a very important book. Whether or

not we are able to ai 1 epl its thesis; the

acute and exhaustive exploration <>l the problem
of knowledge, and the thoughtful and sympathetic

criticism it offers of the present-daj theories oi

new realism and qt post-Kantian idealism, must
be reckoned with, h Is sunn' fifteen years since

Prof. Strong gfave us a book bearing the fascinat-

ing title, "Why the Mind bus a Body," and the

present work is a development of the theory

therein expounded. Perhaps we should rather

say that it is a continual ion ol the author's reflec-

tions on that theory, tor lie acknowledges im-

portant changes in his view. The influence of

Bergson's theory of creative evolution is very

evident in this development, although Prof.

Strong is not to be classed as a Bergsbnian. The

title and subtitle of the present volume indicate

that influence. Granting thai the fact we name
consciousness (meaning awareness) is a product
of evolution, what sort of stuff must reality be in

order that such evolution should be possible?

This is the problem. The answer is that it cannot
be any kind of body-stuff of which mind is an
epiphenomenon, but it must hi- a kind of mind-
Stuff of which the body and the physical universe

of which it is part and with which it is continu-
ous ire an epiphenomenon.

It will be seen, therefore, that Prof. Strong's
theory is panpsychism; indeed, he uses the
terms " panpsychism " and "mind-stuff" as syno-
nymous. This marks a complete difference from
the mind-stuff theory with which the late Prof.

Clifford electrified an older generation. Clifford's

theory was a form of psycho-physical parallelism.
lb supposed a mind-Stuff or mind-dust dispersed
in the universe as widely as physical matter and
correlated point to point with it. Dualism in any
form is insupportable to Prof. Strong, its rejection
is for him axiomatic; indeed, knowledge ttseli

implies the inconceivability oi the independent
real. While rejecting alike the " direci object"
of the naive realist and the "block universe

"

of the post-Kantian idealist, bis own view yet

shows so strong an affinity to some forms of new
realism (that, for example, which accepts
Berkeley 's esse^percipi principle, but interprets
it realistically) that it is sometimes difficult to
see wherein the difference lies. What comes
perhaps nearest to it, and max very probably have
suggested it, is the theory which James described
as neutral monism, the theory that conscious-
ness as a stuff or entity does not exist, and that
there is one substance which can appear eithet
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as physical 01 as psychical. Prof. Strong, how-
ever, rejects thi di I 1< aspect or two modes
theory, and stands definitely for a mind-stuff pure
and simple and ultin

When we watch a bumble-bee making frantic

efforts to escape llirou. oi glass, though
an open casemenl max be i

[

Fi h in< lus away,
we ate astonished at what appears to us the

creature's stupidity. Is it a similar failure to

pay attention to the obvious which 'looms to

failure our age-long efforts to solve Hie problem

presented in the simple fact of knowledge? It

may be, but so far everyone who bis (tied
" Eureka !

" has experienced the impossibility, even
if he has satisfied himself, of bringing conviction

to others. Prof. Strong is not under the. illusion

that he can solve b\ a simple formula what has

battled the ages. Our mistake, he tells us, is in

supposing that truth must be simple and direct,

whereas it is, in fact, complex and infinitely com-
plicated. The main part of his book is a careful

and elaborate discussion of difficulties, real and
not imaginary, which can lie urged against pan-

psychism.
The thesis itself is simple. What we know

directly in sense-perception are essences, not exist-

ences. Consciousness is the "givenness" of

essences. Existences have absolute spatial and
temporal determinations and occupancy. The
essence given to us in sense-perception is not

representative of the existence; it is not a tertium

quiil which intervenes between the mind and the

reality; it is the "vehicle" oi knowledge, the

object of which is the existence. Further, the

consciousness itself is not an existence; it is

"attention" to the "givenness" of tin- essence.

But besides sense-perception there is another

mode of knowing, another avenue to the real

object; this is introspection. The essences given

to introspection are feelings, and the existence to

which these are the vehicle is the psyche. The
argument is that the object of introspection, the

psyche, is the same existence as the object of sense-

perception, the spatio-temporal existence, and

only the essences are different. A very happy-

illustration is afforded by the case ol the brain.

The brain is the unique condition of knowledge,
\el il is itself a part of and continuous with the

object of knowledge, the body and the physical

universe of which the body is a part. It is not

possible, of course, lo appreciate the argument in

a bare epitome. I can only say that it is lucidly

expounded, and no difficultv is consciously

shirked.

There is, however, to me a serious difficulty of

which Prof. Strong, in common with most of the

philosophers to whom his arguments are chiefly ad-

dressed, appears lo lie wholly unconsi ions. When
philosophers talk about the independent existence

of the objects of knowledge they almost invariably

refer to the common-sense objects of daily life

—

to tables and chairs, mountains, horses, and men
—and they discourse about the primary and
secondary, and perhaps also tin- tertiary, quali-
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1 these objects. They ignore completely the

fact that physical science has transformed the

reality of the common-sense world beyond recog-

nition. They make the naive assumption that

the common-sense view of reality is a necessary

requirement of physical science. So here, when
we ask what is the existence which is distinct

from t he essence given in sense-perception, space
and time and stuff are offered us as the unques-

tionable framework, ground, and criterion of

existence. In this Prof. Strong has, of course, the

new realists in mind. Hut why do the new realists

persist in ignoring the evolution of mathematical
and physical theory, the principle of relativity,

the new concepts of space, time, and velocity,

the new scientific world-view of a universe con-

sisting of events and history, in their touching

anxiety to save at all costs the common-sense
reality of the plain man's world?

This is not intended as depreciation, but as an
indication of the real difficulty I feel in regard to

Prof. Strong's theory, with which I am in general

agreement.
I would advise anyone whom this review may

induce to read Prof. Strong's book to begin at

the second chapter, entitled "Introduction," and
defer the first chapter, entitled "Preliminary,''

until he has read to the end of the book. The
"Preliminary" chapter, probably, on account of

its brevity and attempt to epitomise, is very-

obscure in comparison with the main argument.
H. Wildon Carr.

BIOLOGY AND HUMAN WELFARE.
Civic Etiology: A Text-book of Problems, Local

iiuj National, that cm he Solved only by Civic

Co-operation. By Prof. Clifton F. Hodge and
Dr. Jean Dawson. Pp. viii + 381. (Boston and
London : Ginn and Co., 1918.) Price 75. net.

rHIS timely book shows in a graphic way,
thoroughly well documented, how much

man might improve his place in Nature and his

immediate environment if the available knowledge
could be utilised in concerted civic action. The
coloured frontispiece contrasts an earthly Paradise
in Oregon with man-made desert conditions at

Shingkung, China, and the idea of the book is :

"Which?" "Discovery is pushing forward in

direction as never before in the history of

orld, and still it would seem that enough
is ady known to make living well-nigh ideal

and the world almost a paradise, if only enough
people v." Yet "probably not less than five

hundred thousand valuable lives are sacrificed

annuall) e currents of preventable disease,
along with several billions of dollars' worth
of foods and er property swept away by rats,

insects, weeds, fungi." Unco-ordinated in-

dividual effort ca tie; co-operative scientific

1 nut nil backed In offers our only hope of

success. "Ouredu ids to be so organised
that every citizen sh; II enough to stop a

breach the instant he si
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The course of instruction mapped out in this

book is thoroughly practical and on sound educa-

tional lines, ;is one would expect, of course, for

Prof. Hodge is the author of perhaps the wisest

of all books on "Nature-study." Rats cost the

States some five hundred millions of dollars every

year, besides losses inestimable in money, and
injurious insects are three times as costly as the

rats. This sort of fact occupies a prominent place

in the book, and the practicable measures of con-

trol are made so clear that he who runs may read.

Thus to make the most and the best of the bird

life is an obvious communal duty. (We notice, by

the way, that the authors refer to the survival of

an old passenger pigeon in the Cincinnati Zoo-
logical Garden. The death of this bird was re-

ported in England some considerable time ago,

but this may have been an exaggeration.)

The inquiry broadens out to include discussion

of the following and much more: the careless fell-

ing of trees and the disasters of forest-fires ; the

control of weeds (which do annual damage to the

tune of live hundred millions of dollars); making a

back door beautiful ; the improvement of cultivated

plants and domesticated animals; the campaign
against flies, mosquitoes, and other serious pests;

the control of fungoid and bacterial diseases of

plants, animals, and man; the life-histories of

parasitic worms; the cultivation of clams and
Crustaceans; the improvement of fisheries; and

the utilisation of genetics as a basis tor eugenics.

It is a wide ambit, but the authors are to be con-

gratulated on the skill with which they have used

common things to illustrate general principles, and
have thrown the light of general principles on
common things. So while the course is frankly

utilitarian, it is at the same time a discipline in

the methods of science.

I he book ends with a lively chapter on "Know-
ing How to Know How," and another on the pro-

gress of scientific discovery. The authors are

quite sound on the practical value of theory, but

they naturally lay emphasis on even the simplest

endeavours to face the facts (of any order of mag-
nitude and intricacy) without blinking. They are

at one with Goethe when he said : "The most per-

nicious thing in the world is active ignorance
(or words to that effect), and with Emerson when
1m wrote : "I am impressed with the fact that the

greatest thing a human soul ever does in this

woi Id is to see something and tell what it saw

in a plain way. . . . To see clearlv is poetry,

philosophy, and religion all in one." We are

heartily at one with the authors in their exposi-

tion of what biology may do for human welfare;

mi! niiK doubt is whether they have put in saving-

clauses enough. For there are some readers of

easy ambitions who may be tempted to think that

all will be right with the world if we get rid of

rats and hook-worms, if we control weeds and
Hies, if we take Pasteur and Mendel into our

everyday confidence. Hopes so sanguine will

meet, we fear, with bitter disappointment.

J. A. T.
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VISIONARY SCIENCE.

Hindu Achievements in Exact Science: I Study

in the History 0) Scientific Development. By
Prof. B. K. S.irkar. Pp. xiii+ 82. (London:
Long-mans, Green, and Co., 1918.) Price

1 dollar.

SCARCELY would it be supposed from its ail-

less title that this little hook deals with whal
its authoi styles "the pre-scientific epoch of the

history ol science," and that its main object, as

declared in the preface, is to place tin- scientific

achievement of ancient and medieval India in

proper perspective with that of certain other great

nations of antiquity. Still less would it be sup-

posed that its text would read sometimes like an

awkward demonstration of the truism that Hindu
civilisation is an indigenous growth little influ-

enced from outside, and sometimes indeed, more
often like an unhappy attempt to impugn the

led opinion that the great Hood of Western
knowledge had its quickest and freshest rills in

the sparkling soil of Hellas.

But, disregarding its misleading title and its

ambiguity of profession, one evident purpose ol

the book is to vindicate the propositions that the

"tendencies of the mind " have been.prettv much
alike in East and West, and that, prior to the

present tercentenary, superstition had no more
repressive effect in one part of the world than

in the other. If "tendencies of the mind" be
taken, in the common sense, to include merely
the desires, passions, and motives of the wonder-
ful piece of work Man, there needs no ghost to

conic from the grave of buried India to tell us
that these have everywhere and at all times the

generic constancy predicated by Shylock ; but if it

is to denote posture and attention of the mind
towards Nature, then the argument that the

history of science here reveals no inquisitive dif-

ference between Last and West must be supported
by something more than brave assertion and an
ardent imagination.

I he author protests that among the sa^cs of

Indian antiquity there were numbered "hosts of

specialists," who freely explored all fields of
Nature by observation and experiment, and
systematised the results in "a vast amount, of

specialised scientific literature." He asserts ol

these set researches into natural phenomena that

the) were not less comprehensive, exact, and
fruitful than those of the Greeks. Besides the
ancient Hindu mathematicians, of whom we have
heard, he tells us of physicists, chemists, mineralo-
gists, botanists, zoologists, anatomists, and
embryologists, whose discoveries are too vaguely
summarised, chapter by chapter. In the chapter
on physics little is to be found beyond a dis-

paraging reference to Greece, and a catalogue of

fragments of nuda intellectualia, to which an
imaginative pen may give a local habitation and
a name among the formal sciences. The chapter
on chemistry tells us that the Hindu chemists of

the sixth century were "masters of the chemical
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processes of calcination, distillation, sublimation,
steaming, fixation, etc.," and that the Saracens
learnt their chemistry from the Hindus. Under
"Medicine" we learn that, in contrast to the
impeding "pseudo-science ol Galen," the great
strength of the Hindus lay in observation of

Nature. Under "Anatomy" we are informed,
after deprecation of the ignorance of Hippocrates,
that the "anatomical system" of the Hindus was
"almost modern," although, not containing more
than an idea of a circulation, it did not anticipate

Harvey. Some of the "Hindu embryologists"
approached quite respectfully near the level of

present-day knowledge, and the following is quoted
by the author as containing a kernel of their truth :

"The menses, after conception, goes in part to

form the placenta, and as the blood flows every
month it coagulates to form the embryo, an upper
layer being added every month to the embryo,
and another portion to the breasts of the mother."
As to" Natural History "—well, non semper tendit

arcum Apollo; in India—as, it would appear,

everywhere else before a.d. 1683—it was not very
much to boast of, yet it is declared to have
been minute and comprehensive in its scope,

and to have been studied in a truly scientific

spirit.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
The Science of Health and Home-making. By

E. C. Abbott. Pp. xv + 352. (London: G. Bell

and Sons, Ltd., n.d.) Price 35. 6d. net.

On the whole, this book is a satisfactory intro-

duction to the science of health and home-making,
though there are some loose statements which
need revision in a future edition. After a brief

introduction on the importance of health, succeed-

ing sections deal with the structure of the body
and the functions of the various organs, food

and digestion, the nervous system, germs and
disease, the home, clothing, cookery and house-

keeping, the care of babies, and school hygiene.

L'nder "Food" it is stated that mineral oils

are chiefly obtained from petroleum and coal-tar,

but no mention is made of the chemical differences

between mineral oils and . vegetable and animal
I. us, or that the former have no feeding value.

The sections on disease germs, the formation of

toxins and antitoxins, and vaccination are inaccu-

rate in many respects. In dealing with the life-

cycles of plants and animals it is stated that
" plants take in as food CO,

2
from the air, and

water and salts from the soil, and with these build

up starch and proteids. " This is correct so far

as it goes, but some mention should be made
of the importance of nitrogenous compounds. The
sections on the care and training of children are

quite satisfactory. After every chapter subjects

are given for working out practically, and also

problems for solving, which should prove very

useful to the teacher. The book is written in

simple language and in an interesting stvle.

R. t. H.
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End-Products of Thorium.

MR. J. R. Cotter's letter on this subject (Nature,
Januarj 30), stating thai he h is been unable to
detect the presence of thallium in thorianite, and is

confident that il doe- n,,i
, main urn (.uus per cent.,

is in accord with othei evidence of which I have been
given private information. I may say, however, that
the actual amount of thallium I separated from
-'" kilograms of thoriti was very small, certain!} less
than 0-005 I"' cent., though no particular precautions
were taken to i (Ted a quantitative separation, as its

presenci detected during the working up of
•he whole qu i\ For lead. Prof. Joly has pointed
out (Nature, June 7, 1917) that the hypothesis of the
instability of the major end-product of thorium in-
volves the explanation of the disappearance from the

ilograms of mineral of 150 grams of unstable
lead, whereas the structure of the thorium halo gives
no support to the view that unknown o-ray changes
occur in the thorium series.

Not only against the particular suggestion as regards
thallium, but also on the general one that one of
the end-products of thorium is unstable, the evidence
appears now to be against the view. I have no new
observations to oiler, but Mr. Lawson, writing to me
recently from the Radium' Institut, Vienna, refers to
researches carried out there by Prof. Meyer and others,
from which the- conclusion has been drawn that both
the isotopes of thorio-lead appear to be stable.
Referring to elements which an unstable lead could
conceival>lv produce, he mentions my observation of
the presence of appreciable quantities of iodine in
thorite and the possibility that this ma\ be " eka-
iodine" of atomic number 85. I may sav that this
point was thoroughly investigated four years ago by
Mr. J. A. Cranston, who determined its atomic weight,
and found it to be that of ordinary iodine.

Frederick Soddv.

The Neglect of Biological Subjects in Education.

PROF. Boycott's letter on this subject in Nature of
Januarj 23 deserves the serious attention of those who

striving to secure, as an element in our higher
education, some sound knowledge of elementary
science and of true scientific method of thought. Quite
apart from the important and useful information which
would h< ineidentalh acquired from well-directed bio-
logji il h 11 King', the student would thus receive an
excellen hooling in bow to think clearly. It is oon-
stanth that an immense proportion of the
subject-matters which concern human beings in their
everyday I n the " biological " side of the
border-line which conventionally divides them from the
domain of " physics."

It has frequentl been shown bow ignorant manj
nun in very high place* are of the elements oi chem-
istry and physic-. Ti illustrate such lack of know-
ledge of simple biology would be a very easy task.
Put the value of some realh sound instruction in bio-
logy, even onlj .1- a mem,,! ining, should be widely
recognised. II. Bri \n Donkin.

London, January 30.
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Scientific and Practical Metric Units.

In the article entitled "Scientific and Practical
Metric Units" which appeared in Nature of Octo-
bei 1. "n*, reference is made to the convenient
i

I ic system which exists in the ton,

and Che author asks for a convenient monosyllabic
name for a weight of about 2-2 lb. I would commend
loi consideration the word "seer." The Imperial
Indian seer, in common use all over India on the
railways, weighs 205 lb., and would be as convenient
a bridge to the metric system for India a- the ton

would be at home.
In many parts of Madras the local measuring seer

for grain weighs a little more than 2 lb.

G. R. Hilson,
Deputy Director of Agriculture.

Bellary, Madras, S. India.

December 7, j <
p 1 s

.

THE ECLIPSE OF THE SI N ON MAY 29.

IT has been found impossible to organise any
British solar eclipse expeditions .since those

sent to Sweden and Russia in the summer of

1914, just before the threat of war arose. Conse-

quently, advantage is being taken of the cessation

of hostilities to arrange for the occupation of two
stations in the eclipse of next May by parties sent

out by the Joint Permanent Eclipse Committee
of the Royal and Royal Astronomical Societies.

This eclipse is noteworthy for the long duration

oi totality, which is 6m. 50s. in mid-Atlantic, and
5m. 13s. at each of the selected stations. The
duration of totality in the eclipses of the same
series in the Saros cycle has been gradually in-

!
creasing, and will reach a maximum of about
7m. Ss. in June, 1955, in the neighbourhood of

Manila; this duration will exceed that of any
eclipse in the preceding millennium.

The track of totality next May crosses the

entire breadth of South America and Africa. For
stations of tolerable accessibility and sufficiently

high sun, our choice is restricted to north-

eastern Brazil and equatorial West Africa. There
is a rather serious error in the maps of the
eclipse printed in the ephemerides ; they indicate

the track of totality as lying to the south of the

Liberian coast, but totality will, in fart, be ob-
servable on that coast, and the duration of totality

and height of sun are greater than at any other
land station. However, the weather prospects
are not favourable, and it is not proposed to

occupy a station there. The selected Brazilian
station is Sobral, in Ceara, abouwSo miles inland,

connected by railway with Camocim, which is

reached by steamer from Para. Messrs. Crom-
rnelin and Davidson, of the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich, are going there, while Prof. Eddington
and Mr. Cottingham will occupy the Portuguese
island of Principe, 1 10 miles distant from the
African coast, which is reached bv fortnighth
steamer from Lisbon.

Other possible stations are the African coast,
near Libreville, or the high ground to the west
of Lake Tanganyika. The weather prospects at
the latter place are the best along the track of
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totality, but the sun's altitude is only about i.s°,

and the journey is difficult.

There is no information to hand at presetH as

to expeditions from other countries. American
astronomers have taken a prominent part in the

observation of receni eclipses, but, apparently,

thc\ are satisfied with their successful observa-

tions in their own country last June, and do not

contemplate making observations next May; it is

hoped, however, that the South American observa-

tories may lake part.

Besides the long totality, this eclipse is also

noteworthy for the rich field of stars round the

sun; the Astronomer Royal save a diagram of

their configuration in the Monthly Notices for

March, 1917, and directed attention to the very

favourable opportunity that would be presented

addition to our knowledge of physic*. Should
the decision be in favour of the Einstein shift, it

would, in combit h the success of the
l.nter In explaining the motion of the perihelion

ol Mercury, suffio to its acceptance as
the actual system of the universe.' Its definite

disproof would also be
, since it would

avoid the dissipation ol fu ther energy in its

elaboration, though it would still deserve our ad-
miration as an ingenious system of ideal geometry.

Consequently, the British observers will leave

questions of solar or coronal physics altogether

alone on this occasion, and will concentrate on
the effort to obtain accurate photographs of the

Star-field round the sun for comparison with
photographs thai have already been obtained of

the same region in the night sky. There are

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE, May 29, 1919.

for testing Einstein's theory of relativity,

according to which a ray tangential to the sun

from a star would be deflected through 174", the
'ion for other stars being inversely propor-

tional to their angular distance from the sun's
centre. Prof. Eddington has directed attention
to the deduction that, since a ray of light carries

energy, even apart from Einstein's theory,

should expect the same shift as would be
produced by the sun's gravitation on a particle

passing close to its surface with the speed of
light; it is easy to show that this shift would be
exactly half that predicted by Einstein, or 0*87

at the sun's limb. There are thus three possi-

bilities: no shift, the half shift, or the full Ian-
stein shift. The definite establishment of any one
of the three as the truth would be -in important
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thirteen stars in the region down to magnitude
70 within the field of an astrographic plate,

which is a square slightly more than 2° in the

side; nine of them are as bright as or brighter than
o'o mag. It is not proposed to give exposures ex-

ceeding ios., and it is hoped that, with restrained

development, ill the thirteen stars may be re-

led without being overpowered by the diffu :d

light of the corona. The object-glasses of the

Greenwich and Oxford astrographic equatorials

will both be employed, also some smaller lenses

of longer focus. The driving clocks of the ccelo-

siats have given some trouble in former eclipses,

but they have been carefull) erhauled by Mr.

Cottingham, and a notable improvement is ex-

1. In any case, exposures limited to ios. do
not require very accurate driving.
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The interval of time between totality at tin two

<ns is 2h. 19m., during- which the sun will

move nearly 6'. Hence the shifts of the nearer

stars should be sensibly altered in the interval,

giving a further opportunity for verification.

Some photographs were taken for the .same

purpose in the United States last June, but the

publication of results has been postponed uniil the

same region has been photographed in the night

sky. The region was much poorer in bright stars

than that of next May.
The expeditions propose to leave Liverpool by

the Booth line about the middle of March, travel-

ling in company so far as Lisbon, where the Prin-

cipe party will tranship. It is desired to reach

the (observing stations three or four weeks in

advance of the eclipse.

A. C. D. Crommelin.

AMERICA AND GERMAN SCIENCE.

WE have already, on more than one occasion,

directed attention to the effect exerted by

the war on American opinion concerning German
science and on the marked change it has brought

about in the attitude of American men of science

towards their German confreres. The change is

the more remarkable in that it is contrary to what

might have been anticipated from the leaven of

Teutonism which exists in the United States, and

from the possible influence of German university-

trained men on American education and on Ameri-

can technology. It is well known that the German
Government confidently counted upon this

element to restrain America from participating

in the world-wide struggle upon which it had

embarked. As usual, it miscalculated. The
"hyphenated " American, who had thrown in his

lot with his adopted country, and learned to

know and to appreciate its institutions and its

ideals, had, with comparatively few exceptions,

no real sympathy with Germany's unscrupulous

designs to dominate the world and to impose its

"Kultur " upon mankind. Where it was well with

him, there was his country. Of course, there were
traitors, for the most part controlled and insti-

gated from Berlin, but, looking back upon the

past, it is remarkable how small their influence

was in modifying American opinion, or in thwart-
1 merican action.

- opinion, indeed, thoroughly supported
the American Government in its prompt and ener-

gfcti' with covert attempts to undermine
the 1" i American citizens, or with overt

acts tb it it- terrorise them by outrage and
crime. Si mpts, so far from achieving'

their object, ... d precisely the opposite effect. An
act of outrage and terrorism like the destruction

of the Lusitariia, b its awful loss of life, did
more to rouse and stiffen American feeling than
any single measure :li 1 could have been con-
1 ii\ed. As I-dii, I.. it \Vas more than a
crime; it was a political fault, and that of the
most egregious kind. I hi i xtravagant jubilation

with which the crime was i
• irvwhere hailed in
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Germany was the finishing- touch to the episode,

and greatly intensified the wrathful indignation

and disgust of civilised humanity. It was signifi-

cant that the American troops should go into

action with the battle-cry of " husitania '.
" and that

intellectual and cultured America should visit its

resentment upon those of its own class in Ger-

many, who, so far from protesting against this

affront to our common humanity, shared the

general joy of their countrymen that it had beer*

committed.
Recent attempts to dissect the mentality of

German men of science have accentuated this

feeling. They and their works have been put

through a scrupulous assay, with the result that

they are no longer taken at their own valuation.

The scales have fallen from people's eyes. In

various papers and articles which have appeared
in American scientific periodicals we have been-

given the results of the analysis, and, to say the

least, they are not flattering to German self-

esteem. Dr. Nutting, in a recent issue of Science,

describes the methods, "some of them entirely

legitimate by every standard, others entirely inde-

fensible by any standard," by which Germany
has sought to establish her prestige in pure and
applied science. Whilst America in the past

respected Germany's diligent productive workers,

and contributed, with some qualms of conscience,

rather freely to German scientific literature, she

smiled at her many false claims to superiority

and originality, and generally despised her

technologists for their piratical methods. With
(la coming of the war she was surprised to find

how well she got along without her, and how little

she was reallv indebted to her. Whilst it is true

that the scientific and technical output of Germany
was greater in proportion to population than

in any other country, it is not true that

scientific ability or originality is higher in native-

born Teutons than among other civilised races.

This, indeed, has been admitted by such an

authority as Prof. Emil Fischer, who, in an

address before the German Emperor tour years

before the war, had the courage to point out

to him the shortcomings of the Teutonic mind in

originality and creative power. How, then, has

Germany gained the prestige she has undoubtedly

enjoyed? Dr. Nutting attributes it to what he

Styles "the intensive factor of publicity "—in other

words, to intensive self-advertisement, conscious

or unconscious. And he proceeds to indicate in

what this has consisted.

It must be admitted that the Teuton mind has

the faculty of application more, perhaps, than

thai of any other nationality. "A specific problem

occupies it to the exclusion of almost everything

else. While we [Americans] are prone to work
a few hours, then turn to something else, or run

off to play, the Teuton eats and sleeps with his

problem, takes little interest in anything else,

talks shop with his colleagues, and does not com-
pletely relax even in his limited recreation."

Our author claims that his compatriots are as

ready as any to attack difficult scientific problems,
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and they art- not wanting in incentive. "What
we do lack is the ' follow through ' thoroughly to

search out and master a problem in all its details,

generalities, and side issues, before turning our

attention to new problems. To minds teeming

with ideas all clamouring for attention it is not

easy to ignore the many thai a few ma) receive

fuller attention." How true this is may be seen

by contrasting the methods pursued in German
schools ol chemistry, where a single conception

is hunted to death, as it were, by the profeSSOl

and his pack of collaborators, who follow it

through innumerable ramifications, like a harried

hare. It would constitute an interesting statistical

exercise to determine the number of Ph.D.'s
which have been created by chasing special ideas,

with tlie professor as a whipper-in. Of course, the

method is not without its advantages in the inte-

rests of knowledge, bul its real educative value

may be doubled, and it certainly does not conduce

to develop any latent creative power in the

student. It is more frequently directed to serve

the interest of the professor than that of his

pupils.

Another sonnr of Germany's prestige arose

from the comparative cheapness of printing and

publication in that country. Struggling men ol

I ed out a meagre salary by compiling

books which were readily accepted for publication

on a narrow margin of profit. Xew serials and
journals, and works of reference, were easily

stalled, to find their way into university libraries

and State-aided institutions throughout the world

as more or less authoritative and indispensable.

1 In output ol scientific and technical literature,

good, bad, and indifferent, was, in fact, prolific.

Dr. Nutting ((intends that alien students, uni-

versity professors, and technical men working in

Germany have aided greatly in building up her

scientific prestige. These aliens, he calculates,

represented fully 10 per cent, in each class

—

"clear 'velvet ' to her, and a corresponding loss

to their own countries." The students came, he
states, in about equal numbers from Russia,

England, and the United States, with a few^ from
Si indinavia, Switzerland, and Japan, but scarcely

any French or other Latins. The inducements
were easy matriculation and graduation, while

fees and living expenses were very moderate

—

barely half those at Oxford or Cambridge.
"The instruction itself was hardly worth any
special effort, but it was accessible, and it differed

from the home product."
German universities have in the past drawn

freely upon foreign countries for their instructors.

It has been estimated that a third of the more
d German men of science were foreign-born

—

Russians, Dutch, and Sw iss. These, for the most
part, soon became Teutonised, and were there-

after regarded as Germans. The Jews, too, whom
the typical Teuton regards as aliens, and secretlv

dislikes and despises, have contributed in no small
measure to the fame of his universities.

German (.ipitalists have always welcomed and
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been ready to exploit technical men of ability, no
matter of what nationality, and a large proportion
of the better-known German manufactures have
originated in France, Italy, England, or America.

Such are the main factors which, in Dr. Nut-
ting's opinion, have contributed to Germany's
scientific and technical prestige. "Plagiarism
and piracy," he asserts, "were common practices,

and from personal knowledge I doubt whether a
third of even the more eminent German scientists

were free from this taint. Further, the work of

foreigners was taught as the work of Hermans in

both literature and science. Neither fairy tale

nor scientific discovery, if in an obscure publica-

tion, was safe from adoption as their own, while
the misleading of the young student was easy and
common.

"

Aliena optimum frui insania. American men of

science have the wisdom to profit by the errors
of the enemy. The war has taught them how to

mobilise their man power and to organise their

forces of productive achievement. Thev will,

however, not take over that particular code of
ethics or standard of literary and scientific

morality and conduct bv which modern Germany,
in her too eager desire for wealth and power,
has lowered herself in the estimation of the
civilised world.

CLEAN MILK.
T'HE importance of clean milk, by which is

* meant a milk free from visible dirt and
having a low bacterial content, has been recog-

nised for many years, and various attempts have
been made to improve the general milk supply.

To a large extent these have failed owing to the

conditions which have been supposed to be neces-

sary to attain this end, involving considerable ex-

penditure in reconstruction of buildings and exten-

sive modifications in methods and plant—altera-

tions which, setting aside cost, it is difficult to

induce the average farmer and dairyman to adopt.

Recent work, however, has shown that by-

adopting comparatively simple methods, involving

little monetary outlay and but slight modifications

in manipulation, it is possible to produce a rela-

tivelv clean milk vastly superior to that ordinarily

supplied.

In a Bulletin (Xo. 642, 1918) published by the

United States Department of Agriculture Messrs.

Ayers, Cook, and Clemmer show that it is possible

for the average dairyman on the average farm to

produce milk practically free from visible dirt

and, when fresh, with a low bacterial content by

the adoption of three simple factors. These are

(1) the use of sterilised vessels, (2) clean cows
with clean udders and teats, and (3) the small-top

milking-pail. If the milk is to retain its low bac-

terial content for any time a fourth factor is

necessary, viz. the keeping of the milk at as near a

temperature of 50 F. as possible. Each of the

factors mentioned contributes something to the

lowering of the dirt and bacterial content, as
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shown b) t lit- experimental results obtained, ilie

rats being conducted in many instances in

in, li (;in only be described as filthy,

hirst, with regard to the small-top pail; this

is .1 pail with a lid covering;, say, two-thirds of

the top of the pail. Using unsterilised pails with-

out any Other precaution, the open pail gave an
average per cubic centimetre of 497,653 bacteria,

while the small-top pail gave an average of

368,214 bacteria .1 25 pe cent reduction. With
Sterilised pails, under the same conditions, the

numbers were -'.1,077 and [7,027 respectively, an
enormous reduction bv the additional precaution

of using sterilised utensils. Washing of the udder
and teats reduced the bacterial content of the milk
In about 50 per cenl By a combination ol these

three factors it was possible to produce a milk
containing only 2000—3000 bacteria per cubic

centimetre even on farms which by any ordinary

standard would be considered to be very un-
hygienic. The original cost of a small-top pail is

little more than that of an ordinary open pail,

and it is no more expensive or difficult to care
for. Prof. Delepine, in a report (1918) to the

Sub-tCommittee on Clean Milk of the Sanitary
Committee of tin Manchester City Council, arrives

at much the same conclusions. He summarises
the points requiring special attention as follows :

(1) Cleanliness of the shippens, cows, milkers,

utensils, and dairy-hands; (2) protection of milk
against dirt during milking; (3) sterilisation of

milk pails, churns, etc., and their protection

against re-infection pending using; (4) protection
i'l fresh milk against admixture with stale milk;

(5) avoidance of straining through a common
strainer ; (6) avoidance of cooling by methods
causing large surfaces of milk to be exposed to

the air or to unsterilised surfaces; and (7) cool-
ing of the milk by keeping churns in cold stores

or places.

Prof. Delepine advocates the use of the small-
top pail or some similar device. He finds that

pails, coolers, and churns cleaned with very pure
cold and hot water, and apparently scrupulousl)
clean, are still capable of imparting a large number
of bacteria to the milk, and urges the importance
of steam sterilisation of the utensils. This last

condition is not so difficult to accomplish, even
the small farm, as might at first sight appear,

mple and inexpensive steam generators can
I- ed. With a small boiler holding six

qua water, heated with a paraffin stove and
boiling in six minutes, it is possible to sterilise at
one inn o-gallon pails or cans in fifteen to
twcni\ n g) ensuring clean cows and
milkers, and use 61 sterilised utensils and of
the small-tO] ' 01 similar device, really clean
milk- with a vi baoterial content, and there-
lore with enham eping qualities, can be pro-
duced withoui :\ the expensive re-

modelling of cow sin/- and premises, and with
\er\ little disturbance .1 the time-honoured
routine of the ordinar) 1 mei 01 dairyman on the

ei age Farm. R. T. Hewlett.
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NOTES.
Sin Napier Shaw has been elected a foreign member

of the Reali Mccademia dei Lincei of Rome.
We notice with much regrel tin announcement in

thi rimes that Prof. 1-:. ('. Pickering, director of the
Astronofrlical Observation of Harvard College, died
on February 3 at seventy-two years of age.

A speciai genera! meeting of the Geological Societj
will he held on Wednesday, March 26, to consider the
resolution of the council of the societj : "That it is

desirable to admit women as fellows of the society."

I'm: Institution of ("nil Engineers has elected upon
its mil of distinguished honorary members Marshal
l-'orh, O.M., Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig, K.I.,
and Admiral Viscount Jellicoe of Scapa, G.C.B., O.M.

Imi gold medal of the Royal Astronomical Society
has been awarded by the council to M. Guillaume
Bigourdan for his observations of nebulae, carried on
for about twenty-five years. It will be presented at

the annual general meeting of the societ) on Friday,
February 14.

Ai the general munthh meeting of the members of

the Royal Institution, held on February 3, a bequest of
300/. was reported from the late Dr. T. Lambert
Mears, who was a member of the institution for fifty-

three years, and a donation of 50/. from "an old

member" in celebration of his fiftieth year of

membership.

We learn that M. G. Grandidier has been appointed
general secretary of the Socie-te di G6ographie of

Paris in succession to the late Baron Hulot. Baron
1 1 libit, who had been secretary of the society for

more than twenty years, was an occasional contributor
to the pages of La Geographic. One of his most
important papers was a life of d'Entrecasteaux,
which appeared in 1894, and was the first complete
biograph) of the explorer. M. Grandidier is well
known for his researches in the exploration and
geograph) of Madagascar.

The Royal Horticultural Societ) in its report for

1918, which has just been issued, makes the important
announcement that the revision of " Pritzel " is now in

hand, and that the work of preparing it for the press
is in progress at Kew under tin- personal supervision
ol Capt. \. W. Hill. It is estimated that the work
will include about 250,000 references, and its cost of

production will be at least 3500I., towards which assist-

ance is asked from the botanic stations, experimental
stations, and libraries of the world as well as from
private subscribers. All subscribers ol 15 guineas will

receive a fee copy, and those of larger amounts a

spei tally bound copy, according to their donation.

I 1
was announced b\ the president of the Royal

College of Physicians on January 30 thai the Swiney
Prize, the award of which is adjudicated by a joint

lit tee of the College and of the Royal Society of

Arts, has been awarded to Dr. C. A. Mercier lor his

work on "Crime and Criminals." Dr. Raymond
Crawfurd has been appointed to deliver the Harveian
Oration of the College on Si. Luke's Day, October is,

hi. V P. Beddard to l» Bradshaw Lecturer, and Dr.

Vldo 1 istellani to be Milrov Lecturer for 1920. Dr. J.

McVail will deliver the Milro\ lectures mi "Smallpox
and Vaccination since 1870, " on March 13, r8, and 10;

I )i . I
1 11 .li a the Goulstonian lectures on the "Spread ol

Bacterial Infection," on March 25 and 27 and April 1;

and Sii II. I). Rolleston the Lumleian lectures on
April 3, s, and to, taking as his subject " Cerebro-

.

spinal I
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A 1 the annual general meeting ol the Royal
Anthropological institute, held on January 28, the

following were elected as officers and council foi

1919 io iil>' names of new members arc in italics):

dent: Sii Everard i>h Thum. Vice-Presidents:

M. Longworth Dames, S. //. Ray, and Dr. \V. II. R.

Rivers. Hon. Secretary: I >i . II. S. Harrison. Hon.
Treasurer: \< W. Williamson. Council: Capt. !•'. In.

Barton, I.- < . 1.. Clarke, Hiss M. E, Durham, Dr.

\V. L, II. Duckworth, Sir |. G. Frazer, Capt.

.1. W. /-. Fuller, Dr. K J. Gladstone, Dr. \V. I..

Hildburgh, Capt. 1. 1. Joyce, II. G. .1. Leveson,
\. I. Lewis, Miss M. A. Murray, E. 1. Parkyn,
I'm/ I- . <;. /„, ,,,„, W. /'. Pycraft, Capt. C. G.

Seligman, Dr. F. <'. Shrubsall, Lt.-Col. I.. .1.

WaddeU, S. Hazzledine Warren, ami /'/.>/. W.
Wright.

I'lao, I. ii n > iii ireschi, who died recently after a

mm shorl illness, was professor of pharmaceutical
chemistry and toxicology in thi University of Turin
and director of the Institute of Pharmaceutical
Chemistry. He was one of the leading Italian

chemists, devoting himself chiefly to researches mi tin

alkaloids. The most important of his published in-

vestigations in this field weie his chemical, physio-
logical, .mil medico-legal researches on the ptomaines,
but he alsci worked upon the derivatives of quinoline,

on cocaine, on creatinine, etc. These investigations
led ultimate!) to tin- publication bj Prof. Guareschi
of a volume summarising our knowledge of the alka-

loids. This work was translated from the Italian into

several Oilier languages, and gained for the author a

world-wide reputation.' During the war he carried out

investigations mi the toxic gases used in chemical war-
fare, and much of his leisure was devoted to the stud)

of the histon of emine.it chemists and phvsicists.

Paris last week was greatlj delighted with M.
Guitry's five-acl plaj Pasteur. M. <luitr\ pen acted

Pasteur, M. Guitn fils wrote the play; we are thus
reminded of that filial affection which was one of the

man} inspirations of Pasteur's lit, The plaj begins
with the dispersal of Pasteur's students from the Ecole
Normall at thl call of the war of 1870-71; it ends
with the celebration of his seventieth birthday, when
tin representatives of ever) countrj of the civilised

world cami to Talis to honour him and thank him.
Lovers ol tin- "Vie de Pasteur" and of Godlee's
"Lister' do eed to bi told about Pasteur. To
those who saw Pasteur, sat al table with him, heard
the slow, grave, quiei voice, watched tin 1 keen eyes
and tin tired, sail look id the face, it will he strange in

think of him put on the Stage, Resides, tin life of a

man of science is not a good theme for a five-act play.

Galileo might stand through an act or two, or

Vesalius foi tin Hoh Inquisition would make a

in'- inn Euclid, \ri-totle, Newton, Gal-

v'ani, Faraday, Darwin, are not figures for a theatre.

What 5 ce to do with Drama? Bui Pasteur'

In stands for France.

His father had served in the (.rand Army; had re

I
.it Honour; had taught his children

to believe in France, in her God, and in het

Pasteur was possessed, heart ami soul, bj die loVe ol

home and tin love of France. The war of 1N70-71

half-killed him. What could he do to help and consoli

and glorif) Prance in his life? "Henceforth," he

said, "every one of my books shall have it written

.11 1. 1- 1
."

I bat was his sbao
of !,i revanche: to raise Franc, out of the horri

defeat, exalt her 1 , set her on her throne.

b\ the work of his thought. Thai is what he did,

what he lived for. "Science," he said, "has in.

OOUntr) of her own; but the man 61 SOieftCI OUg
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have a countt i his own." Pasteur represents ever-

lastingl) the spirit of France, tin genius of France.
So it is a good thing, in this wonderful year, that

some likeness of linn -I old live and move before the

scenes of a Paris tin .1 .
; that some of his words

should be spoken by a living voice in the city when
his bodv was buried. [I would nol be surprising if

the Germans, a few years hence, should want to

translate the play and produce it in Berlin as an

educational instrument to teach the importance of

bacteriology for the advancement oi material

prosperity

.

Sir Arthur Newsholmjs has n tin- post

of Principal Medical Officer to the Local Govern-

ment Hoard a year or two before tin timi when his

period of office 'would actually have expired under the

Civil Servio age limit—probably in anticipation of

changes in the Department incidental to its incorpora-

tion in the proposed Ministry of Health. During his

tenure of office Sir A. Newsholme has been responsible

foi special developments of public health work in

various directions to which comparatively little atten-

tion had bun directed in official quarters. Among
these may, perhaps, be regarded as most important the

introduction of the notification and treatment of tuber-

culosis, a general scheme for the treatment of venereal

disease, and one for the advancement of maternitj

and child welfare work, in this latter respect continu-

ing ami expanding the pioneer work of his predecessoi ,

Sir William Power. As addenda to his annual reports

on the work of the medical department, Sir A. News-

holme published a series of reports dealing with

the question of infant mortality and the various factors

found, as the result of special inquiries by members

of the inspectorial staff, to have a bearing on it,

especiall) in a number of manufacturing areas, where,

although, so far .as was previously known, the condi-

tions win somewhat similar, nevertheless the infan-

tile death-rate varied within wide limits. Mention

should also be made of the " General Review of Pro-

gress since 1S71," published as an introduction to the

reporl of the Medical Officer for the year 1917-18, in

which the saving of life which has occurred in the

forty years since tin appointment of Mr. (afterwards

Si, 1 fohn Simon as the first Medical Officer of the

I.,,, al Government Board is illustrated by a comparison

ol ih. death-rate at different ages in 1911-15 and

1S71 So respectively. During the wboli period of the

war Sir A. Newsholme has acted on the Army Sant-

ian Committee, holding the rank of Lieut.-Colonel,

R.A.M.C. (f.l, and it has been largely due to his

efforts that military and civilian public health authon-

ti, s haw worked togethet so harmoniously on the

var ',ous special problems which developed as the out-

come of war conditions. In acknowledgment of his

services to thi State, Sir Arthur Newsholme was

, n an .1 .,1 B '' "" '

""'
''

k -'
'''

in U >'7-

Tut-: death is announced, in his fifty-first year, of

prof, Wallace Clement Sabine, who had been pi >-

fessoi of mathematics and natural philosophy al

Harvard since (005, and was formerly dean -

ii -.book Two years ago Prof.

Harvard exchange profess,,, at tin 1 ii-

oi Tails. He was the author of a treatis 00

Vrchitectural Vi oustics.'"

Jsis. an international quarterly devoted to the

histor\ and philosophy of science', need pub-

lication in Belgium in" 1-913 \ con pl< olume had

appe.11. d, together with two or three fascicules ol

the second Volume, when the publics was brutally

interrupted l>v the German invasion. \1. S.uton, its

I
editor, was hospitabK received in the United si. ii.s.
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during the last four and a half years he has
1 number of very successful courses of

on the history of science at several universi-

We are glad to hear that he is about to visit

again in connection with the restarting of his

hi, nal; of which the materials for vols. ii. and iii.

I. .iliimsi reach. We understand that M. Sarton
ina\ be joined l>\ Dr. Charles Singer, wlni has worked
iii England on somewhat similar lines, in subsequent

[Periodical publications in connection with the history

of scieni e.

THE death is announced, in his seventy-ninth year,

of Dr. Rossiter \Y. Raymond, one- of the leading

(American authorities on mining. Dr. Raymond
graduated at the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute in

1.S5S, and, after pursuing further studies at Munich,
Heidelberg, and Freiberg, served with distinction in

the American Civil War. In 1866 he became editor

of the American Journal oj Mining, afterwards the

Engineering and Wining Journal, to which he re-

mained a contributor up to the time of his death.

From iShS ii, [876 he was U.S. Commissioner of

Mining Statistics, and in that capacity acquired a

great reputation for his investigations and reports.

Dr. Raymond was one of the founders of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining Engineers, of which he was
president from 1S72 to 1.S74 and secretary from 1884

to 1911. He was the author of "Mineral Resources
of the U.S. in and West of the Rocky Mountains,"

a glossary of mining and metallurgical terms, and
various other technical works and papers.

News has been received, by telegram from Cape-

Town, that Dr. G. S. Corstorphine, principal of the

South African School of Mines and Technology,

Johannesburg, died on January 25. Dr. Corstorphine

was appointed to the principalship of the college in

1913, and was recognised as one of the leading South
African geologists and mineralogists, and a very

eminent authority on questions connected with the

geology of the Rand goldfield. Born in Edinburgh
in 1868, Dr. Corstorphine was first trained for the

teaching profession, and passed through the Moray
House Training College course. He soon, however,

developed a marked interest in science, and studied

at Edinburgh University, principally in biology and

geology, obtaining the Baxter science scholarship in 1892

for the most distinguished graduate for the year in those

subjects. Thereafter he was appointed university assis-

tant to Prof. James Geikie, and was, fortunately, able

to devote a considerable part of each year to study-

abroad. Munich was in those days a favourite resort

of Scottish students for post-graduate work, and under

I'rof. Groth and Prof. Weinschenk Dr. Corstorphine's

interest in mineralogy, petrography, and geology was
greatly stimulated. He took the degree of Ph.D. in

r8g 5 ' ith a thesis on some igneous rocks from the

sou of Arran, which was his only contribution to

Briti-i geology. In 1896 he went to Cape Town as

professor of geology in the South African College. He
was also keeper of geology in the museum, and
received appointment as director of the newly insti-

tuted Geological Survey of Cape Colony. In 1902,

however, the ions of the Rand drew him away
from Cape Town, and he went to Johannesburg as

consulting geologi; the Consolidated Goldfields Co.

Later he set up in practice as a consulting geologist

in Johannesburg, and vice was much in request

by mining companies. '.''
best known work is "The

Geology of South Africa," which he wrote jointly with

Dr. F. H. Hatch. First published in 1905, the volume
is now in its second edition. Dr. Corstorphine wrote
several papers on problems of Transvaal geology, in

of which he had Dr. Hatch collaborator. He
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was president of fhe South African Geological Soci.lv

in 1906 and honorary secretary from n,io 10 1
<j 1 5

.

At .1 nice ling of tin- Society of Antiquaries held on

J. j 30, Capt. R. Campbell Thompson read .1

paper on the excavations which hi- had con-
duel' d by War Office orders on behalf of the British
Mus. urn at Abu Shahrain, in Mesopotamia. This
place, the Eridu of the cuneiform records, lies in the
'lis. ii about twenty miles south-west from Nasiriyah.
ll \\,is parti. dh excavated by J. E. Taylor in ihe

middle of the lasl century, but the value of his dis-

COVeries was not at the time appreciated. The results
of the recent excavations an- of high scientific im-
portance. Numerous chipped and ground celts and
Hakes show that the early inhabitants lived in the

Stone age-. More important even is the potter} of

bull, wheel-turned clay, painted with geometric
designs in black, exactly similar to that found in the

lowesi stratum at Susa by M. De Morgan. Though
the people of Eridu were ignorant of writing, their

culture was decidedly advanced. They lived on cereals

and on fresh-water mussels from the Euphrates,
which must then have flowed near the city. The- relies

represent the pre-Sumerian population which occupied

southern Mesopotamia before the arrival of the

Sumerian race.

Dr. W. E. Collinge, ( Hic'-n's Terrace, St.

Andrews, has issued a circular announcing the pro-

posed foundation of an organisation and publication

that will bring together students of wild birds. The
objects of the Wild Bird Investigation Society are :

—
(1) The more intensive study of the ways and habits

of British birds; (2) the protection of all beneficial

and non-injurious wild birds and the repression of

really injurious species; (3) the influencing and
educating of public opinion as to the destructiveness

or usefulness of wild birds to agriculture, horti-

culture, forestry, etc., by means of publications,

meetings, lectures, etc.
; {4) the discouragement of

egg- and bird-collecting, except under guidance or for

scientific purposes; (5) the improvement and modifica-

tion of the existing laws relating to wild birds;

(6) the establishment of bird sanctuaries under efficient

control
; (7) the discussion and consideration of these

matters from all points of view; and (8) the estab-

lishment of local branches throughout the United
Kingdom. At a later date it is proposed to call a

general meeting for the purpose of approving the

draft rules and to elect officers. Further particulars

may be obtained from Dr. Collinge at the above

address.

There seems reason to hope that prosperity is

returning to the Zoological Society of London, which
has come singularly well through a very anxious time.

At any rate, at the monthly meeting of the society

held on January 15 it was announced that there had
been an increase in the gate-money received during
iqiX of 544J., as compared with the total amount
received during 11)17. The most important additions

to the menagerie during the month were a chim-
panzee from Sierra Leone and thirty-two lizards,

including eight starred lizards from Salonica, sent by
Capt. W. 1). Motion and Mr. G. H. Colt.

The hawks of the Canadian prairie provinces in

their relation to agriculture forms the subject of a
valuable Bulletin (No. 28) by Mr. P. A. Taverner,
issued bv the Canadian Department of Mines. The
author briefly, but lucidly, summarises the distinguish-

ing features of the various species of hawks and
falcons of these provinces, so that they may readily

be identified by the farmer and sportsman, and,
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further, indicates t li« pr< \ • > f each; One or two species
hi- condemns on account of theii ravages on game 01

poultrv
. But for the most part h<- urges protection,

(minting out the immense services of these birds in

keeping down the gophers, which, apart from the
tities of grain the\ consume, hau- become

.1 serious menace on account of the diseases thej

spread, not only among cattle, but also among the
population of the rural districts. Text-figures and foui
must excellent coloured plates add greatly to the use-
fulness of this work.

limal i- mains found in kitchen-midden de-

posits il importance to both anthropologists
ami zoologists. Hence we are much indebted to Mr.
Alexander Whetmore for his account of bird-bones
found in kitchen-midden de] in the islands of

St. Thomas and St. Croix, published in the Proceed-
ings of the I riit.it States National Museum (vol. liv.).

Altogether thirteen species an represented in these
deposits, of which one, a rail (NesoUrochus debooyi), is

new to science. One or two species are now no longer
found in a living state on St. Croix, and this is

attributed to the fact that the early French settlers,

somewhere about 1050, burned off the densely wooded
covering of the whole island in Order that they might
render it more healthy, since up to that time fevers

and other diseases had taken a heavy toll of the
rs. This conflagration, of course, entirely

changed the character of the flora and fauna, and this

fact has to be borne in mind by students of gee*-

tical distribution.

Under the title of "The Louse Danger," the British

Museum (Natural History) has issued a third " poster "

in the economii series. Attention is directed therein

to thf danger of the clothes (or bodv) louse as a carrier

elapsing fever, typhus, and trench fever. In order
lid lice, regular washing of underclothing and

bed-linen is advocated. It is further desirable to avoid
contact with persons suspected ol being verminous;
hospital workers and others are advised to wear white

linen overalls. For the purpose of getting rid of the

lice, a hot bath, followed by a change of underclothing
and immediate disinfestation of verminous garments,
is an important measure. When eggs of the louse are

present in the hair, close clipping or shaving is neces-
sary; in the case of women, washing the hair with an
insecticidal solution is advised, followed by thorough
combing with a fine-toothed metal comb. Simple in-

structions for the disinfestation of clothing and bed-
ding an appended, together with information concern-
ing the most useful insecticides. The poster is written

in a clear and easily understood style, and is well

adapted for the purpose for which it is intended.

In the Kew Bulletin (No. to, December, 10,18)

W. C Craib gives a further instalment of his "Con-
tributions to the Flora of Siam." Fourteen new

di scribed, belonging to ten families of

flowering plants. They are mainly jungle plants col-

1 by Kerr. The most interesting is a new genus of

1 iesneraceae, Damrongia, allied to Didymocarpus, and
named in honour of II. H. Prince Oamrong, "who,
himself interested in scientific pursuits, has done so
much for the advancement of education in his
country."

I\ the Philippine Journal of Science (vol. xiii.,

on C, Botany, No. 5) F. D. Merrill continues his
taxonomic work on trie flora of the Philippines.
Eighty-four new species, distributed among twenty-six
families, are described, the principal additions being
in the families Loranthaceae, MyrLsticaceae, Meliaceae,
Araliaceae, Gesneraceae (Cyrtandra), and Asclepiadaceae.
Then- is one new genus, Acanthophora (Araliaceae),
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allied to Vralia, but recalling Acanthopanax in habit;
It is a sparinglj branched climber sprawling over
thickets, with In rtd Laves 3-5 ft. long,'
and an ample terminal inflorescence about 1 m. in
length. Mr. Merrill has nason to believe that it

occurs also in Celebes, and thus adds another to
already long list of form to the Philip]
and Celebes. He adds: 1 [s now thoroughly
established that the Celebes and Moluccan floras
distineiK more Closel} allied to the fli .1 ol thi Philip,
pines than is that of any other region, indicating
clearlj that land connections undoubtedlj existed in
previous geologic times between the Philippines and
the islands to the south and south-east." In addition.
to the new specie's, a few species previously known are
for the first time credited to the archipela [o, and a
few changes in nomenclature are proposed.

In order to facilitate the use of quartz mercuryi
vapour lamps in dye-fading tests, the U.S. Bun,,
Standards has recently measured the radiation of
different wave-lenglhs 'emitted by a number of these
lamps, and has determined its variation with the age
of the lamp. The measurements were made by means
of a thermo-pile and galvanometer, the various por-
tions of the spectrum being separated by transmitting
the radiation through absorbing glasses. The results
show that the total radiation of a mercurv-vapour
lamp decreases during 1000 hours' intermittent use to

30-50 per cent, of its initial value, the radiation of
wave-length less than 1-4/1 decreases during that time
from 30 per cent, of the total to about 20 per cent.,
while that of wave-lengths less than 0-45,11 decreases
from 20 per cent, of the total to about 14 per cent.
Messrs. Coblentz, Long, and Kahler, the authors of
the paper (No. 330 of the Bureau), attribute this

falling off to the blackening of the inside of the quartz
tube and the devitrification of the quartz itself.

A recent issue of the Board of Trade Journal
(December 5) records some notable developments of
chemical industries in the United States. One in-

stance is the production of nitric acid on a large scale

from atmospheric nitrogen. A Government cyan-
amide-nitrate plant, No. 2, began operations in Octo-
ber at Mussel Shoals, Alabama. The product was
utilised for making high explosives, of which the out-
put from this plant is said to be at the rate of about
a quarter of a million pounds per annum. Another
example is that of potassium compounds. A new unit

of a potash plant on Searle's Lake, Southern Cali-
fornia, was brought into operation carlv in November;
its employment brings the production of potash by a
single company working on this lake up to 140 tons a
day.

In Helvetica Chimica Acta. No. ;, there is a short,

but suggestive, paper by M. J. Lifschitz on chemical
luminescence. Just as with the absorption of light,

studies on the emission of light during chemical reac-
tions may prove to be of notable significance in eluci-

dating the connection between radiant and chemical
energy and the nature of chemical action. The pheno-
menon of chemical luminescence is by no means con-

fined to oxidation processes : a good display of light-

errission is observed when hydrobenzamide is distilled

in a current of hydrogen, although no oxygen is pre-

sent. Similarly, other reactions indicate that the

governing factor is not the total amount of trans-

formed energy, nor the speed of the reaction. The
author finds that the organo-magnesium compounds
(e.g. Grignard's reagent) furnish very convenient
material for the study of these ind kindred pheno-
mena.
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l-< ik printing-oul photographic processes, such as

printing, Mr, S. S. Richardson in the British

Journal "i Photography of January 24 recommends
hi new "Pointolite" lamp. This lamp needs so

little current that special wiring is not necessary, and
it will allow of, say, sis negatives being printed From
simultaneously, th< exposure being iboul three-

quarters of an hour with negatives ol average density.

Mr. Richardson also recommends the iron arc if a

current of 5 or 6 amperes is available, using iron

instead of the usual carbon poll s. \ lamp so ar-

ranged will run sometimes foi hours without atten-

tion, as the iron burns awa\ verj slowly. \t .1

distance of 50 centimetres thi exposure required is

about twenty minutes. With such "point" sources

of light an ordinan gla negative may be printed

"reversed" for the single transfer carbon process if

ordinary care is taken to prevent troublesome reflec-

tions and movement of the negative during the

exposure.

A paper on electric welding and three others on

oxy-acetyleni welding wen read at the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers on January 24. In his paper

on electric welding Mr. Thomas T. Heaton says that

in his opinion—based upon many years' experience

—

each known system of welding has its proper sphere,

and that probably any given method may be the best

in its respectively most suitable application. In the

Benardos system of arc welding, direct current is

employed at 90 volts and 250 to 500 amperes, accord-

ing to the thickness of metal. The arc may be lA in.

to 2 in. in length, and the heat may be spread over a

fairly large surface, thus avoiding extreme local

stresses. The work is positive to a carbon electrode.

In the Kjellberg system a metallic electrode is used

instead of carbon. The work is negative to the elec-

trode, so that the natural tendency is to deposit the

metal of the positive electrode on. to the work. The
electrode is coated with a fusible silica flux, which

prevents oxidation and insulates the electrode. The
arc dissipates this flux, leaving no slag. Generally,

the electrodes are of 3/16 in. diameter soft iron wire.

Mr. Heaton does not find this system to be satisfactory

for plates thinner than 025 in. The quasi-arc process,

invented by Mr. Arthur Strohmenger, of London, also

employs metallic electrodes, and some excellent results

are obtained by it. Various coatings may be applied

to the electrodes, and may be of such a nature as to

supply constituents that are burnt out of the metal

in welding. Blue asbestos yarn is especially preferred

as a coating in wilding iron or mild steel, as it forms

a reducing flux, and it may be smeared with a com-

position such as sodium silicate or aluminium silicate,

,1,., to van the fusing temperature of the yarn.

Descriptions of some useful testing machines for welds

luded in Mr- Heat. m's paper.

//. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., have in the

pies- two hooks by Sir ]. W. Barrett, viz. "A Vision

ot thi ibli : What the R.A.M.C. Might Become'.'

and 1
Work of the V.M.C.A. in Egypt,"

illustrated. Tin latter work will contain a prefaci b>

(,, n. Sii : H. Vllenby. The Library Press, Lid.,

is bringing Practical Shell Forging and the

Plastic Defon 1 oi Steel and its Heat Treatment,'.'

bj C. <>. Bov Messrs. Armstrong, Whitworth,

a
'

n<j Co., Ltd ct ol the woi I is to show the

ways in which h) lie plant can be profitabl) em-

ployed in peace-tiun lu tion. Messrs. J. M. Denl

,i,i,i Sons, Ltd.. — i x
1 1 "New Town: A Pro-

posal in Agricultural, 1. Educational, Civic,

and Social Reconstructio '> W. II- Hughes.

A NEW weeklx periodic: u tO I" published

fat s Bouverie Street, E.< ntitled II ays and

Means 1 II ( ekly Ri v'u . 0) Industry, 7 rade, Com-
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mene, and Social Progress. Anion- the editorial

features promised in the prospectus issued are Colonial
development, expert opinion, industry and money*
Government finance, education in relation to industry,
industrial administration, reconstruction, art in indus-
try, science and industry, organisation and system,
and welfare.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Borrelxy's Comet.- This comet was under observa-

tion by Mr. R. L. Waterfield in Cheltenham during
January. On January c| it was a faith easv object
with 3-in., the magnitude being between 9-0 and 9.5;
on Januarj 26 ii was still visible with 3-in., but
much more difficult. The following is a short exten-
sion of the ephemeris (for Greenwich midnight):

R.A. N. Decl. Logr Log.1

Februan 6 6 ;t 57 fib 14 0-2210 9-9607
10 h 36 17 66 6 0-2281 9-9815

14 6 41 48 65 52 0-2345 0-0014
|S 48 20 65 54 0-2410 0;0203
22 6 55 39 65 I I 0-247(1 OO38I

Reid's Comei (1918a). Circular No. 45 of the

Union Observatory, Johannesburg, gives the following

positions ot this comet made by Mr. H. E. Wood,
and the. orbit which he deduced from them:

—

G.M.T. 1918 R.A. 1918-0 s. Decl. 1918-0

June 13, 1968 o 1 1 36-52 n 5 55-3

16, 1986 9 16 47-12 n 58 44 s

it), 1982 9 17 448 14 40 515

T = i9i8 June 5-275 G.M.T.
<o =194° 7' 18")

Sl= 17° 49' 28" [1918-0

i = 70 8' 41";

log q =0-04194

Middle place, obs.-comp. R.A. —11", deck o". The
orbit does no! show a close resemblance to any in the

catalogues. This was the only comet observed in

1918 that did not in long to the Jupiter family.

Astronomy in thi-: "Times."—We directed attention

last week to the important new features in the

meteorological reports in the Times, and have now
pleasure in referring to another scientific innovation

which appeared in the issue for February 1. A map
is given, on the zenithal equidistant projection, of the

slais ami planets visible in London at 10 p.m. in mid-
Februarv, together with the path of the moon and
.-in satellite's positions and phases at two-daj intervals.

There is accompanying letterpress by an astronomical

correspondent, describing the leading points of interest

in the constellations and directing attention to the

approaching conjuricion (in 1021) of Jupiter and

Saturn, which are now such conspicuous objects. II. as

we understand, this is the in ^t oi .< series of monthly
maps and articles, they are likely to lead to a con-

iderable awakening of interest in astronomy on the

part of ih, g< neral public.

Tm- Energy 01 Magnetk Storms. Dr. S. Chap-

man contributes a paper on this subject to_ the

Monthlj Notices for November last. He con'si

thai the sun is the source of energy, and that it is

transmitted b\ streams of electric corpuscles. These
ionise ,-md charge the absorbing layei in the atmo-

sphere. The accumulation oi charg ues until

the electrostatic repulsion overcomes gravity, when the

electrified gas is impelled upwards, the atmosphen
thus losine both its charge and part of its suhsi

1 . s formi rh 1 onsidei ed that to make the sun the

souro of energy would involve an inconceivable

,111, mm of output From the sun, hut under the new

this is not the case.
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ONE ol the rar< and valuable fruits oi hi san-

guinar) Struggle in which the civilised nations

of the world have been engaged since the summer oi

m,ii is tn be found in the awakening of the publii

mind, at leas) in this country, to the consideration ol

the causes which provoked it, and in the disposition

to search out the remedies which in the future will

such com ulsions impossible oi occui i em e.

The grave events which siill await a sal

solution ha\c moved to serious reflection th< leaders

of the national Church, who two years ago, when
the issut "i th( struggle hung perilously in the

balance, fell called upon to ascertain the causes which
laj at the root of the great upheaval of civilised

humanity and to surest the remedies. Five influen-

tial committees, under the direction of the Arch-
bishops, were appointed to considei the subjects oi

the teaching office, the worship, the evangelistic work,
and the administrative reform of the Chinch, and,
finally, the question of Christianity and industrial

problems, in which was included the place and func-

tions of education, with which we are chiefly con-

Having regard to the historj ol educational enter-

prise in this country, the results of the labours ol tie

twenty-seven able and influential men and women
who constituted the last-named committee, with the

Bishop oi Winchestei (Dr. f"albot) as chairman,
assisted l>\ ih. Bishops oi Oxford, Peterborough, and
Lichfield, together with the Master of Balliol, can

only he characterised a- revolutionary, so striking is

the' breadth of new the\ exhibit, and so complete the

admission that education i- meant foi all the children
of the nation without exception of class or condition.

Education i- to assist human beings to become them-
s ... is tin witness of equalit) . . . the founda-

tion of democracy . . . and is, in short, the organised
aid to the development of human beings in a society."

This is the keynote of the admirable upon issued b\

nber 19, 1918, with its well-

ground argument and the fruitful

sugges Hers for the radical reform of our
educational methods, incidences, and aims. "There
must he," it states, "diversit) of educational method-,
because then are diversities of gifts. The basis oi

differentiation should !» differences oi taste or of

capacity, no • ol class or of income. The
manual worker needs a liberal education for the same

01 I he doctor : that he ma
develop his faculties and pie nable part in

the affairs oi the community." The basis of such an
education, it strongh pleads, must lie laid in tin

elementary school, from which all attempts at

specialisation should l" ri- usl excluded, and it

furthi that the onl) sound foundation for

technical training is to be found in "the cultivation

of mental alertni

sibilit) b\ means of an education of a general and
non-utilitai ian 1 hat ai

laments tbe causes which ha

so much to hinder the development and diffusion

of education during tin- great industrial epoch, with its

materialistii aim- and subordination of human facul-

ties to tin exigent ies, or allege - lustr; .

and among them do.- not fail t" cite the strifi

lai 1 of he vai ion- religious bodii s. I

to an education, wisel) conceived and universally

applied, for the effective solution of domestic and
international problems b\ peaceful mi 111- The com-

pile welcomes the provisions oi tht Educa-

te Industrial Problems." (l^ondpi : S.P.C.K
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lion Act id [918, espei alb those which ate concerned
with the physical welfare ol children and voung
persons, and would make mandatory the supply ol

nureerj schools b\ thi local education authorities.
It looks forward to the time when the compulsorj
school-age will be raised to fifteen, and even to six-
teen, but recognises thai this cannot be expected until
the rewards of industn equitably distri-

buted and the great working < lass placed in a posi-
tion oi less anxiety and with 1 nable it

-' a healthy and vigorous life. Fuller oppor-
tunities it is urged, should be provided for the higher
education of specially capable children, and the educa-
tional system so organised as to raise to a higher level
the moral and intellectual standard oi tin whole
people.

Much stress is laid upon the necessitj foi the better
payment of teachers and for more consideration for
their status, having regard to their important ser
to tbe State. The report strongly approves the pro-
posal- contained in the Act for the establishment of
compulsory continued education of young persons up
10 eighteen engaged in employment, but would extend
it from eight hours per week to twenty-four out of a
working week of forty-eight, or for a corresponding
proportion of the month or yeai according to tin-

special necessities id the case. The main aim of
such education should be to develop the physical and
mental capacities of the children and to strengthen
their character, liven in the continuation school- it

is thought desirable that a vocational bias should be
given only in the later year- of school attendance. It

i- noted that then is a wide- and increasing demand for

education of a non-vocational character among adult
men and women which should, it is considered, be
encouraged in every wa\ possible, and that such
opportunities of education should form part of tin

normal provision of the community.
The report, which is sifted by all the members ol

the committee, quotes with approval Milton's definition

of education as "that which tits a man to perform,
justly, skilfully, and magnanimously, all the offices,

both private and public, of peace and war," but con-
templates a much wider application of it, in that all

men and women must be included within it- scopi

according to theit capacities and power-. A useful

bibliography accompanies the report.

SEA-STUDIES.*

OF the four papers contained in the part of the

Bergen Museum Year-book before us, the one
ot greatest scientific and practical importance i-

perhaps that In- Mr. Torbj0rn Gaarder entitled "Die
Hydroxylzahl des Meerswassers. " lie- extent of the

1
1 m 1

1 ntration of hydroxy! ion- in sea-water has a great

influence on the physiological processes of marine
in-: .1- Loeb and Herbsi have. shown, 'a Certain

concentration is necessary foi the development of

echinoderm ova, whether fertilised or not. In a word.
tlii produi tvi -1 a sea region depends largely on

the concentration of tin- hydroxy! ions It becomes,
Fori . of importance to stud} the variations of sea-

water in thi md to discover thi

w hii b they depend.

Mr. Gaardei discusses the various method
estimating thi- concentration, which ho calls the

1 d-number, and enumerates the rai normally

present in sea-water which may affect it. Of
ib. most important is carbonic acid, which serves as

a buffer against the factor- thai 1 he hydroxyl-

n- Aarbok, 1916-17."
.: I

'idenskabelig Raekk
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number. Thus marine plants (by assimilation) and
all marine organisms (by respiration) respectively

11 ami inri.ase tin- concentration of carbonic acid,

and so exert considerable influence on the inverselj

related changes of the hydroxyl-number in any body
of water. 'I In- carbonic acid is also ail. end by the
carbonates and bicarbonales brought into sea-water
from the land or dispersed over tin' sea-floor. t\S a

resull "1 Ihe successive chemical processes, the

hydroxyl-number becomes greater when the sea-water
dissolves carbonates bom the bottom deposits. Con-
sequently the bottom water should have a largei

hydroxyl-number than that of the superjacent layers.

Organic life acts on the hydroxyl-number, nut merely
through the carbonic acid, but also through the car-

bonates. By removing the calcium and magnesium
carbonates from the sea-water it lowers the hydroxyl-

number, but gradually, as the organisms die, the

organic material and the carbonates are carried down
through the deeper layers to the sea-floor. The effect

of the atmosphere seems to be confined to readjusting

in the upper layers the balance of carbonic acid dis-

turbed by plant assimilation. The chemical changes
cons, qu. ui on an influx of fresh water have as their

final expression a reduction of the hydroxyl-number;
in other words, the salter the sea, the greater the

hydroxyl-number, and the more alkaline the water.

The concentration of oxygen in sea-water is, by reason
of the vital processes mentioned above, inversely pro-

portional to that of carbonic acid, and therefore stands
in direct relation to the hydroxyl-number.
The principles thus worked out by Mr. Gaarder

from theoretical interpretation of previous observations
have been applied by him to the fjord-waters of

western Norway, and have there found both confirma-

tion and extension.

Of the other papers, Mr. J. A. Grieg's inquiry into

the age of starfish individuals collected from various
localities in the North Sea and North Atlantic is not

without its practical bearing. It is found that in

any given spot the starfish, like the brittle-stars, are

represented only, or in great majority, by the product

of a single vear. The length of life of a starfish is

usually about four years. The species as yet inves-

tigated, however, do not appear to include the forms
of chief economic importance.

Dr. J. D. Landmark contributes a well-illustrated

discussion of the valley system at Dale, in Bruvik

;

and Prof. G. O. Sars describes, under the name
Urocopia singularis, a new member of the Copepod
family Lichomolgida?, which, unlike its confamiliars,

lives, not near the shore, but in the open sea at some
distance from the bottom, and, presumably for this

reason, has its caudal rami broadened into oar-
' lades

SEARCH ORGANISATION IN
INDUSTRIAL WORKS*

Introduction.

"\J O pla the future development of industry
-*• ' are no isidered complete unless they provide
for scientifii h, and although this is necessary

to a greater m 1 ;s degree in all industries, in no
industry is then ich cope for research as in the

highly technical eli ' industry.
During the past f. w years there has been a great

deal of research directly controlled by or associated

with industry. For instance, while universities and
technical colleges have in nnducted research,

1 From a paper on "Planning a W :-. Research Organisation" read
l.tfore the Institution of Electrical Engineers on January 23 by A. P. M.
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only a fraction of which has been directed to indus-
trial requirements, the tendency is for an increasing
pn portion of ihe research carried out in such institu-
tions to be of an industrial character. Various other
laboratories and organisations, together with scientific
and engine, rine societies, have either conducted or
financially supported research in connection with their
mi. 1 eStS.

In a national sense, the Department of Scientific
ami Industrial Research with its large Treasury granl
is endeavouring bj the establishment "t research asso-
ciations to develop means wli.i.ln co-operativi
search can be established in various industries, with
the initial assistance of Government Funds,
Many of these laboratories will provide new indus-

trial knowledge for the common use of those able t..

make use of it, and, while there is need for them, the
individual manufacturer invariably has his own im-
mediate problems, for which he requires special pro-
vision directly under his control. In such cases he
has to consider whether he should establish his own
research organisation or whether he can be efficiently

and suitably served by research associations, university
or other laboratories. Whatever facilities are avail-

able, it is clear that in many instances it is advisable
for firms—particularly large ones- to establish re-

search organisations in connection with their own
factories.

I.

—

Functions of the Organisation.

The function of an industrial research organisation
in its broadest sense is to acquire and to apply all the
knowledge and experience which can assist the

advancement of the industry, since it is only by the

application of new knowledge and experience that

progress is made.
It is necessary to draw a clear distinction between

research work in pure science and industrial research.

Both are essential to industrial progress, the former
being directed towards widening the boundaries of

knowledge, formulating principles, and revealing rela-

tionships that are the raw material of the latter, which
is generally directed towards the solution of some
specific industrial problem or towards meeting some
industrial need
The justification for undertaking research in pure

science in a research laboratory associated with an
industrial concern lies in the almost inevitable indus-

trial applications which follow rapidly in the wake of

a new scientific discovery, and it should be noted that

the functions of the man of science, industrial worker,
and manufacturer are equally necessary in rendering
the ultimate product of a new discovery available to

the public. It is questionable from the economic point

of view, however, whether the majority of works
laboratories should undertake such research, since only

a fraction of the new knowdedge produced is likely to

be of value to one particular works. Much of this

work, therefore, must be carried on, as hitherto, by men
of science working in private, university, co-operative,

or national laboratories. On the other hand, in very

large laboratories in complex industries, particularly

where special products resulting from discoveries can
be manufactured, the undertaking of research in pure

science may be of very great value.

Research laboratories partly or wholly supported by
industrial firms may be broadly classified according to

the particular interests tin \ are intended to serve, as,

for example :
—

(1) Industrial research laboratories self-contained and
serving one particular works.

(2) Central industrial laboratories each forming the

scientific focus of an industrial organisation comprising
several works, often in different industries, and linked

up by control laboratories at the individual works.
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I hie function oi the central laboratory is to conduct
n search bearing on the manufactures of all (In- works,
and thai of each control laboratory is t<> serve the

immediate requirements of the works to which it is

attached.

(3) Laboratories planned to serve a wide range nf

interests in various industries in connection with
isolated problems, such as the Mellon liistii 1,

Industrial Research, Pittsburgh, or ordinary com-
mercial laboratories such as that of A. D. Little and

1 loston.

14) Laboratories designed to serve the needs of one
particular industry working on a co-operative hasis,

such as the laboratory of the National Canners' Asso-
ciation, U.S.A. The lal of the proposed re-

search associations in Greal Britain would fall into

this class.

ati laboratories carrying oul researches occa-

sional!) of an industrial characti r, Inn not necessaril)

for anj particular linn, such as the National Physical

Laboratory, 'he Bureau of Standards, U.S.A., and
various university laboratories.

Tin majority of firms, particular!) when commenc-
ing research work, find it expedient to combine neces-

routim testing with research work, at any rate

in the initial -ta^es of development. There are many
reasons in favour of this course. Both routine iesiino

and research have much in common, and can make
use of ih. same building and much .if tlv same equip-

ment. The routine testing department serves as a

training ground and nursery for some members ol

the research staff. Further, through the work involved

in routine testine the research department is kepi in

1 lose contacl with other works departments.
In the later stages of development, however, and

tally in large and complex organisations com-
prising several works each requiring routine testing.

it bed I ible to establish a separate .111. 1, il

possible, central laboratory for research work alone.

Ih. laboratories referred to in this paper are con-
sidered to comprisi both routine and research work,
as their combination is the policy most likely to be
adopted by manufacturers initiating research organisa-

tions.

The functions of such a works research organisation,

which involve the arrangement of the department in a

number of sections, may be classified thus :

—

(1) Testing of raw mat. rial supplies and the estab-

lishment of a suitable technical basis for purchasing.

(2) Production of new materials or substitutes for

those already in use, as, for instance, high-speed tool-

steels, improved magnetic sheet-steel, etc.

1 it Investigation of difficulties arising in the manu-
factui ing organisation.

For controlling and main-
taining at their proper level technical processes in

manufai hire.

I;) Development of new and improved processes and
their establishmenl on a manufacturing scale on most
.

. onomii al lint s.

(6) Development of methods for the treatment of

factor) waste and scrap for bv-products.
1-1 Investigation of phenomena required in the

compilation of fundamental data for designing new
apparatus.

1S1 Development of new tools, appliances, and
methods of testing; improvement and standardisation
of those existing.

(g) Investigations of operating troubles and servii e

itners,

Investigations for the information of financiers
of the possibilities of new projects of a scientific

lit) Physiological and psychological investigations
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relating to vocational selection ami for determining
the most efficient means of employing human services.

(12) Research in pure science.

11.—Divi ihe Organisation.

I he character of the industry determines mainlv the
scope and nature of the work to be done and, con-
sequently, the number of sections of the laboratory.
In rolling mills, for example, sections devoted to
chemical, metallurgical, microscopic, and physical
testing are sufficient to meet the main requirements.
In the electrical and allied industries the number of
sections is perhaps as great as will be found in any
industry. These are given below, together with a brief
Statement of their functions for the general kinds of
electrical and mechanical engineering works. In the
case of a small works, some sections, such as the
workshop, may be provided in the manufacturing de-
partments. It will be noted that some of these sec-
tions deal wholly or largely with routine testing, and
that the\ are subsidiary to other sections.
Chemical {Organic and Inorganic).—Co-operating

with all other sections and undertaking routine
analysis of incoming materials, ferrous, non-ferrous,
and organic, for works use, and of materials in process
of manufacture, and investigating and standardising
speedy methods of routine testing.

Mechanical Testing.—Dealing with all routine ten-
sile, transverse, compression, hardness, and torsion
lesis on metals and alloys in sheet, rod, or wire form;
nsts on textile fabrics, papers, fibre and other in-
sulating materials, cements, etc.; destruction tests on
ass, milled parts, and the testing of scale models.

Metallurgical (Ferrous and Non-ferrous).—Respon-
sible for advising on the suitability of metals and their
appropriate treatment for use in apparatus and in
work's equipment and tools; for supervising annealing
and other heat treatment processes; for the conduct
of investigations for the production of improved metals
and alloys; for investigating failures in metals.

Photomicrographic.—Co-operating with the metal-
lurgical and other sections in preparing specimens for
microscopic examination and in photographing them.

Electrical.—Responsible for special tests on insula-
tors, conductors, and resistances, both when received
and as required during manufacture; for special tests

on finished machines, oscillograph investigations, etc.

Magnetic.—Responsible for tests on steel forgings
and electrical sheet-steel for permeabilitv, hysteresis,

and eddy losses, and on permanent magnets for

remanence and coercivity.

Optical.—Dealing with investigations and tests of
an optical character, such as the examination of large
forgings by optical and X-ray methods; the applica-

tion of colour testing to routine work, optical examina-
tion of screw threads and gauges.

Illuminating.—Undertaking investigations in con-
nection with lamp manufacture.

Physical. —Undertaking all investigations of a

physical character not optical or electrical, such as

investigations connected with standards of measure-
ment, heat transmission, acoustics, etc.

Pyromctric.—Responsible for the standardisation,

repair, regular checking, and supervision of works
pyrometers; selection and installation of appropriate
instruments where required, and manufacture of -

pan- lor work's use; advising on thermostatic control,

methods of high-temperature measurement, refractory

materials.

Materials. -Responsible for the standards of si/e

and quality of materials used in the works, and for ihe

of mate-rials purchas. ,1 after appropriate

chemical, mechanical, electrical, microscopic, and in-
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This section draws up specifications to
1 the limits of variation of sizes and properties
standard materials where required, and
unity of practice throughout the works. It

undertakes investigations into defective materials for

which special provision is not made.
Technical Processes.- Dealing with the development

ol new or the improvement of existing processes, par-
ticularly those j4 i \ in- trouble in tin hops, and requir-
ing thi ervices 01 expert engineers in a suitable
laboratory. Technical supervision may also be exer-
cised over works processes, such as electro-plating,

galvanising, sherardising, • lectric arc, resistance, and
spol welding, insulating processes of various kinds,
casting, painting and varnishing, and the modes of

procedure crystallised in pecifications. The develop-
ment of new processes requires the employment of
plant of a semi-manufacturing scale aftei preliminary
small-scale laborator) experimen! before the process
can be placed in tin shops. A mosl important function
of this section is to remove, so far as is practicable,
all experimental work from departments the true
purpose of which is manufacturing.

By-products,—Responsible for recovering usable
products from factory waste and scrap such as oils,

metals, and insulating materials. In addition, this

section may conveniently be equipped for the prepara-
tion of oils, solders, cements, fluxes, special insulating
compounds, paints and varnishes where these are
"'id to the works or where they can be pre-

pared nmte cheaply than they can be purchased
outside.

Psychological and Physiological.—Modern methods
pi engaging employees, particularly juveniles, and of
determining a basis for promotion involve the develop-
ment of psychological tests of intelligence. The
evolution of tests of proved validity involves continuous
investigation in a laboratory of applied psychology.

Workshop.—For the manufacture of small parts,
instruments, etc., and for the preparation of specimens
for physical testing, a small workshop is required,
fitted with the commoner types of machines, lathes,

drilling, milling, and shaping machines, and hand-
tools.

Intelligence and Information Section.—It is im-
portant in a research organisation to prevent the
expenditure of time and monev on investigations which
have been carried out previously, either inside or out-
side the organisation, the results of which can be
made available for reference. Information of this

character may be collected much more economically
and thoroughly by a small trained staff than through

icimiscuous efforts of the research workers them-
selves. The information thus collected would form the

ch library, also under the control of this section.

1 section would serve as a focus and a co-
in- centre for the research department, and
also facilitate relations between the works

lepartment and between the department
institutions. The section further becomes

a rep 1 01 the reports of work done in the

resean nent. Too much stress cannot be laid

on the 11 of keeping adequate records, setting
forth not onl causes bringing about the need for

>li i" 1

. full details of the investigations, the
methods empli u apparatus used, the deductions
drawn from n pecial nob of any further

earehes arising the particular investigation
reported. It may not be possible to carry out sub-
sidiary investigations

: I time, bul they ma
of sufficient important considered later. In
preparing a ret a -lard plan is desirable.

Idministrative.—Accommodation must be provided
in thi laboratory building for the taff dialing with
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the administration of the research organisation. It
will be the duty of part of this staff to maintain a

et record of costs of investigations. In some
laboratories it is usual for a sum to I" »el aside for

ii majoi investigation"; in others, an overall sum is

ed each year for the maintenance of the laboratory.
Where routine work is done the cost of this maj be
charged against the works department on behalf of
which the expense is inclined. In am case, a
systematic record of all costs, stores, breakages, and
wages, subdivided according to the various investiga-
tions, is nt greal importance.

III.—Administration.

The internal organisation of an industrial research
laborator} depends largelj upon the nature of the
work undertaken. Where it comprises routine; testing
for works departments the nature and number of the
tests carried out form a seiies of sections each having
a departmental chief responsible to the director, and
a si.iti ,,i senior and junior assistants to carrx on Ehi

work and to provide lot continuity in case of'transfer
or promotion. Where research work of a kind not
immediately related to works practice is concerned,
each major investigation should be placed in the hands
of a competent research man, working with or without
assistance, but directl) responsible to the director.
Where work is combined, as will generally In the cast

,

both methods may be combined.
In either case, the work of the stall is greatly facili-

tated by regular conferences of the departmental cli'n Is

and research workers, as in this way the progress of
work of interest to more than one section can be dis-

cussed and the cumulative experience of the whole
stall brought to bear on new problems. Over-
lapping and duplication of work can also be avoided,
a possibility which may frequently arise when ever)
part of a problem has to be .analysed and different

aspects minutely studied by different workers.

IV.—Staff.
I In- most important feature of a research organisa-

tion is that of the staff. This country has for cen-
turies produced a succession of distinguished men of

science, especially physicists, and at the present time
there is no lack of gifted men who are able to extend
the boundaries of knowledge. It has, on the other
hand, been repeatedly emphasised that there has

a lack of technically trained young men who are able
to apply the results of scientific research in industry.

The demand was not sufficient to stimulate a suitable
supply. The experience of the war period lias changed
the attitude of industry considerably in this respect,

and the inducement offered to university men to enter

research work is much greater than hitherto. So far

as the limited supply of students pi units, the universi-

ties have endeavoured to respond, and the scholarships

now being awarded, together with the assistance

offered by the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research, should do much to encourage students still

further. For a considerable time to come, however,
the supply of men will be totally insufficient for the

ni d- of industry.

It is an error to suppose that industrial research

liiiuiit be carried on without men of genius of the

tvpe which has been responsible for many brilliant

advances in the past, frequently under considerable

J difficulties and without adequate exper-

imental equipment. Such a type, indeed, is generally

not at ease in an industrial works, where research

1 1 the character of a business, where

l
lui ' can be organised on systematic lines tow aids

a clearly defined objective, and where progress can bi
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njade b} co-operatiyi efforl "I resourceful, energetic,
well-trained, but otherwise ordinary men.
With the exception oi those actually an

directing research, the stafl should compri
tiveh young men and women capable ol distinguish-
ing cause from i H observe keenly, and pos-
sessing sound technical training, preferably ol uni-

iit) standard in the faculty pertaining to the
industry the} propose to enter, followed b} soma prac-
tical experience. Graduates who havi shown during
their university career that reasoning capacity, know-
ledge, uul skill in manipulation which com-
prise aptitudi foi research might proceed to .1 works
for a period ol practical training and then return to

the universit) for a post-graduate course in research
before entering the works organisation. Alternatively,
students may enter the works for practical experience
on concluding a post-graduate course, afterwards
being placed in the research department.

In addition to serving as a nursery for research
workers, the laboratories should undertake part of the
training of all those \oung men who in a large

isation an being trained for higher industrial
positions, as, for instance, man} of those on the
designing, con rcial, and works management sides.
In this way the industry bi mated with
men having a keen appreciation of the value "I

In connection with the section
dealing with works processes, some of these men,
promoted possibl} from the trade apprentice course,
may ultimately be permanently employed. Others
would be transferred to the works, where they could
utilise t In i 1 experience in the direction of such pro-
cesses.

In view of the limited supply of research workers,
it is essential thai the research department should
work in close contact with the educational portion ol

the organisation now becoming an essential feature in

industrial concerns, since the latter would control the

selection, training, and promotion of all grades of

appr - Ever} possibli step should he' taken to

1 lateni talent, and to provide opportunities foi

the acquisition of the necessary education and
experii

The universities can only partialh complete the
training oi the stall required lor industrial research.
This may he illustrated by the procedure adopted at

the Mellon Institute of Industrial Research, Pitts-

burgh; which was founded for the express purpose of

conducting researches tor manufacturers, the work
being undertaken i>\ research fellows selected prin-

cipally from the universities. These men bo-operate
c lo-. h with the works concerned, and frequently

become absorbed into its staff a1 the conclusion of the
rch.

The staff of an industrial research organisation,
comprising sections as indicated above, will generallj

include .1 director, sectional heads, s> nior and junior
mi-, with possibly a number of individual re-

search men responsible to the director. The function
.if the die* i,i) 1 all- fur special consideration. lie

must .appreciate the possibilities of applying new
knowledge to industry to commercial advantage, and
I,, able emcientl) to direel specialised research workers,
avoiding aimless research having; no utilitarian objec-

tive. While he requites a wide scientific knowledge
able to follow intelligently and appreciate the

trend of scientific development, he musl have, in addi-

tion, considerable organising capacity, commercial
instinct, and a thorough knowledge or the manufac-
turing processes of this industry. He must have
sufficient breadth <>f view to be willing to emplov
expert assistance whenever occasion for this arises.

Tlv sectional heads will, in general, be men of
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high scientih especiallj in their particular
branch of scieno and the senior Stafl should
be in, n ol universit; It 1 ation and training. It is

essential that every position in the department should
be filled by the I,,-. ,,,-,,, |,,, the post, and
the research --tali should bi considered to oiler the
most highly prized positions, unsuitable men being
transferred to other parts of the works organisation.

usiofts.

No hard-and-fast rule can be laid down as to the
amount of money that should be ex] led on research.
Ever} undertaking must be considered on its own
merits, and research expenditure based on tin economic
needs of the moment and the probable requirements
of the future. In many cases it is the impoverished
industry which stands in the greatest need of research.
Similarly, the small concern, though it may hoi be
able to afford expensive research facilities, can make
considerable use of those afforded by universities,

national institutions, and private or commercial
laboratories. Then, again, the wealthy firm or

prosperous industry can maintain an unassailable
position through improving by research its methods of
production, this being ultimately the only effective

method of securing monopolv.
It is an economic error to assume that the best

method of increasing profits is, through trade com-
binations or other means of protection, to increase
the selling price. A much more logical method is to

bring about the difference between manufacturing cost

and selling price by reducing the cost of manufac-
ture, and it is in this connection that the possibilities

of research are unlimited.
Apart from its value in assisting economic manu-

facture, the advertising' value of research should not
be overlooked. The knowledge that a manufacturing
firm employs scientific methods establishes in the
public mind a feeling of confidence in the firm's

products. Similarly; this may be a by no means
negligible factor in favourably inllut ncing investors.

It is to be hoped that firms undertaking research

on a large scale will adopt a broad-minded policy in

regard to the publication of a great deal of the

results of their work. The tendency towards secrec}

on the part of most British firms has been weakened
to a considerable extent during war-time, when many
otherwise rival firms have been engaged upon similar

kinds of new work, in which each firm could benefit

by exchanging its experience with other firms engaged
in the same production. This exchange of experience

and information is of the greatest importance in

keeping all sections of an industry up ro date, and in

this way an industrv becomes much more potent in

international competition, and at the same time

individual firms through differences in organisation are

no less able to compile among themselves. Moreover,

the preparation of work' for publication and dis-

cussion is of great educational value to a research

worker.
In staffing a research organisation, the highest

econont} is secured by obtaining the very best brains

in the various positions, and posts in the research

department should be looked upon as those

higlilv prize, I in an industrial organisation.

ft is to be hoped that the great industrial organisa-

tions having well-established research facilities will

extend their hospitality freely to those worker- in

universities and elsewhere to conduct important in-

vestigations which they have leisure, but not equip-

ment, to undertake, and that considerable freedom of

interchange of ideas and experience with other research

organisations will be practised.
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge, Mr. A. Harker, fellow of St. John^s
ge, who held the office of University lecturer in

I

trology, has been appointed reader in petrology.
\lr. C. R. V ["hacker, fellow of Sidney Sussex Col

1. -.\ has been appointed junior demonstrator "I

physiology until September 30, 1919.

Grants have been made from thi Balfour fund of

1511/. id Mr. C. F. Cooper, of Trinity College, 100/. to

Mr. J. F. Saunders, of Christ'-. College, and tool, to

Mr. J. Gray, fellow of King's College, in aid of

zoological investigations.

I In Senate has approved tin- proposal to establish

a Geographical Tripos, and the examination for part i.

of this Tfipos will lie first held in 1920, and for part ii.

in 1921. It is recognised that the subject of geography
is so extensive and borders upon so many oilier

sciences thai lo lit a student for geographical research

or higher teaching a training is necessary which is of

th. standard "I that required for a Tripos. It is also

suggested that such a training would be valuable for

the future statesman, administrator, merchant, or mis-
sionary. The two parts of this Tripos together will

qualify for an honours degree, and part i. will qualify

for the diploma in geography, which has proved so
useful that it is regarded as important that it should
be retained.

London.—Dr. Reginald R. dates has been ap-
pointed for three years, as from January 1, 1919, to the

newly established I niversity readership in botany ten-

able .11 King's College. Dr. Gates has been demon-
strator in botany at McGill University, senior fellow

and assistant in botan} at tin- University of Chicago,
lecturer in biolog) at St. Thomas's Hospital Medical
School, and acting associate professor of zoology in

the University ol California. lie is the author of

"riic Mutation Factor in Evolution " and numerous
articles in English, German, Canadian, and American
scientific journals on various aspects of botanical

research.

It has been resolved by the Senate that for the

duration of the war, and for a period of twelve months
from its termination, the Army education certificate

shall be accepted as exempting candidates from the

matriculation examination.
'I"he degree of D.Sc. in chemistry has been con-

ferred by the Senate on Dr. A. M. Kellas, an external

student, for a thesis entitled "The Determination of

the Molecular Complexity of Liquid Sulphur."

SCHO] VRSHIPS, ol the value of 50/. per annum, and
tenable for two years, are being offered by the Insti-

tute of Marine Engineers to young engineers desirous

ling additional technical knowledge.

in inc. scholarship of the value of 150J. a

past "i present students of Somerville Col-
li I is nil, nd by the Mary Ewart Trust.

\pi> must be received by Mrs. T. H. Green,

56 VV01 Road, Oxford, by, at latest, March 15.

A conkei 1 on "Industry and Educational Re-
constructs I be held under the auspices of the

Industrial !•
1 action Council on Tuesday,

February 11, ai fi p.m., in the hall of the Institute

of Journalists, 2 and 4 Tudor Street, E.C.4. The
opening address will bi given by Mr. F. W. Sander-

son, headmaster ol Oundle School. No tickets are

necessary.

A resident fellowship offered In- Somerville

College, Oxford, for n 1 in classics, mathe-

matics, philosophy, history, economics, or natural

science. Its annual value is '., and the normal
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tenure is five years renewable. Particulars are
obtainable from Miss Darbishire, Somerville College,
Oxford. 'I he latest date fur receiving applications and
evidence of fitness is March 15.

Two lectures arranged by the London County
1 nil Education Officer will be given next week.
One mi "Agriculture and Rural Life" will be de-

livered by Mr. Christopher Turnor al King's College,

Strand, W.C.2, on Friday, February 14, at 5.30 p.m ,

and the othei on "Pure Science in Relation in the

National Life," bj Dr. Arthur Schuster, will be given
at the Regent Street Polytechnic, W.i, on Saturday,
February 15. at 11 a.m.

Ii will be recalled that the Engineering Training
Organisation was founded at a meeting held at the

Institution of Civil Engineers on October 25, 1917,
when a resolution was adopted to appoint a committee,
representative of all the chief engineering and educa-
tional bodies, to consider the improvement and better

co-ordination of engineering training. The committee
thus formed has since been making a general survey
id' the ground to be covered and establishing the broad
principles of future work. It has so far been depen-

dent on voluntary assistance, in which the honorary
organisers, Mr. A. E. Berriman, of the Daimler
Works, Coventry, and Mr. A. P. M. Fleming, of the

British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., have taken a leading part. A stage has now-

been reached when a paid secretary has become nei es-

sary for the future work of the Organisation, and in

our advertisement columns in this issue an announce-
ment is made of the offer of this appointment at a

salary of 1000!. a year. For this important post a

fully trained engineer with adequate educational ex-

perience seems essential, and we are glad to observe

that the Organisation is offering a salary commen-
surate with the duties of the position. In doing so

the Organisation relies on the generous support of

leading firms in the engineering industry. Then- can

In- no doubt as to the vital importance to the future

.ii 1I1. industry of well-organised and efficient engineer-

ing li .lining, ami we hope that the appeal will ni.et

will) ,m adequate response.

A petition is being presented to tin- governors of

the Imperial College of Science and Technology b\

past, and present students of the college urging that

immediate steps should be taken to raise the status of

the college to that of a university of technology, dis-

tinct from the University of London, and empowered
to confer its own degrees in science ami technology, as

is done by the Technical Universities of Germany.
At a meeting of past and present students held on

January 20 at the Imperial College Union, it was
decided, with one dissentient Only, to vi^n and present

such a petition. 'The recognition of the Imperial

College as an institution of university rank should,

sa\s the petition, be one of the earliest items in the

programme of legislative reconstruction. The creation

of an Imperial University of Technology appears to

be justified, the memorial continues, if it can assist

in meeting the ever-increasing demand of industry for

men efficiently trained in scientific and technological

work. The apathy evinced 1>\ main linns in London
and elsewhere towards technological research is, the

petitioners urge, largely attributable to the absenci "I

an institution devoted to technology bearing the

authority and dignity of an imperial university; and

thev l'" ,,,, (,, plead that students who have passed

through the prescribed courses should be able to start

their careers with university degrees equivalent to those

granted elsewhere. There will be widespread sym-

pathy with the desire expressed in tin- petition for

the further development in London of research in
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ology, .iinl for greater facilities for students

desiring to pursue courses of work in applied science;

bul there are- likel) to be differences of opinion as to

the wisdom of inaugurating a separate university

devoted only to stud) and research in pun and applied

\i Manchesti i
, < dasgow ,

I Edinburgh,

Sheffield, Bristol, and othei places the colleges ol

technologj have in recenl years become technical fa'cul-

of me universities of their respective areas; and

ii would seem thai similar co-ordination might be

possible in a reconstituted I niversit) of I.mi. Km with

the Imperial College and other London colleges which

provide special Facilities in applied science, forming a

faculty ol technology. Also, ii may be doubted

whether the associateship oi the Royal School ol

Mines a constituenl college ol the Imperial College

could be given a higher value than ii has al presenl

bj being merged in a mining degree of the proposed
new university. No doubl these matters havi been

considered b) the promoters of the movement, and
will be carefully weighed by the governors of the

Imperial College before taking thi steps suggested.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, January 23. Sir ,|. J. Thomson,
idi 111, in the chair. Admiral Sir Henry Jackson

and Prof. G. I>. Bryan: Experiments demonstrating
an electrical effect in vibrating metals. Experiments

described which demonstrate the electrical effect

produced bj vibration in wires and other metallic
bodies, and a method oi detecting and recording them
by means of searching coils connected to delicate

ding apparatus. The diminution of the effect

when the surface of a steel wire is rusted is dealt
with, in continuation of a paper by one of the authors
on the subject of vibrating wires. The inductive effect

ot a vibrating wire on a neighbouring circuit is men-
d; and this led up to the fact that all metallic

experimented with, whatever their shape or

material, generate eddy currents, which can be de-
j

tected in them by usina suitable searching coils. That
this effect is primarily due to the vibrating conductor
cuttine- the lines of the earth's magnetic field is proved
by the experiments, but that the,,' seems to he a

residual effect, not at present fully accounted for,

which is greatei than 'an be attributed to experi-

mental errors Details of the tests are described.
These have been carried out with wire bridges,

tubes, utensils of various forms and materials,

and also with Chladni plates.— Prof. T. fl.

Havelock : Wave resistance: son* cases of three-

dimensional fluid motion, it is shown how to calculate

tlie wave- resistance when the surface- pressure is two-
dimensional and the wave-pattern like that of ship-

waxes. Certain cases are examined in detail, and the

method can he extended to more complex systems.

Interpte ting some of the results in let ins of ih, 1 elated

problem ol a submerged body, expressions are ob-

tained for the wave resistance ol a prolate spheroid

anil ol ''Ii-- bodies. W. S. Abell : Chances of loss

of merchant ships. This communication discusses the

effect ol damag( to vessels in respect < > f chances ot

lev, ot bulkheads and the consequent chances oi loss

of vessels. If the extent of damage be- fairly con-

. as in torpedo explosions, it would appear that

there is an inferior limit to tin snaeino of bulkheads.

Further, as th< carriage of cargo is impeded by sub-

division, there is an economic reason for calculating

th> number of bulkheads sufficient for reasonable safe ty,

Such calculation involves the- discussion of chances oi

loss of one bulkheads, and of the relation ot

size of vessel to bulkhead spacing. Assuming thai wati r-
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tightness is destroye 1 within radius R from centre of

damage, it is shown that where (1) bulkhead spac-

ing = 2R + a, the "odds oil" for loss of one bulkhead

are 2R <i
; (2) spacing iR a, -'odds on" toi l6ss oi

;,eo bulkheads an- a (2R 20); and (3) spacing^R-a,
odds on" for loss of three bulkheads an- 2o/(R jaj.

These results an- applied u, the case of ordinary

cargo-carrying vessels oi fixe 1 type, hut ol varying

lengths, with R = 2o ft. representing longitudinal

t of torpedo damage. Diagrams accompanying

hat (1) for a given standard ol
p

sub-

division decrease of size of .large vessels only slightly

increases chances of loss; (2) for small vessels risk

of loss is relatively high, and it is doubtful whether

am subdivision whatever is effective for vessels below

120-ft. length; (3) safety increases markedly, with

length of vessel; and (4) intermediate- bulkheads an-

more useful in larger vessels, but may also, ..1 certavn

,.,s,s incase risk of loss. By suitable assumptions

the method max be used to discuss subdivision of

passenger vessels exposed to ordinary marine risks.

Prof W M Hicks : A critical study of spectral sere -

Part'v The- spectra of the monatomic gases. ..his

part deals with the series relationships in the second

or bin,- sp.-ctra of the rare gases. Not only are the

S I) and F series allotted, but the discussion serves

to' amplify and sustain the laws developed in preceding

oarts and illustrates their value for the purpose of

^analysis of spectra in general. Amongst new

, ,' thocls may be mentioned th>- us,- of the- links, dis-

covered in part iv. of these communications for the

purpose of dealing with lines expected from formulae

, her considerations which lie outside the obs-

"Lion Thus, in the case of a wave-number n of a

Hr£ in the- ultra-violet n-e, or n-u, or vice versa if

n the ultra-red « -c. >' + "> where ''• " T * It rh
calculable- quantities, may be wave-numbers in the ob-

e'ved region and correspond with lines actually seem

In this wav it is possible to obtain evidence of the

is em-; and 'wave-length of lines belonging to he

spectrum, although not actually measured Of irn-

ice'alsointhe eeneral theory of spectra is .1

discovery of summation series. Thus in the case t

the ordmary well-known series the wave-numbers ate

„ as the difference of two quantities

,' ,,„,,. ,„ is the order in the series, ft is

show, hat in th,- case „f the F series at leas there

are in addition to these difference frequencies, also

a cor espond ng series of summation frequences given

lynlT+^m). For S, D series such series if

listing, would occur far down in the ultra-violet.

Paris.

Uademv of Sciences, January 20. M. L<fon Guignard

in th,- chair. II. Deslandres : The- reform of the

calendar. A discussion of a recent proposal of M.

Hi hu dan with a summah of previous proposals

with the same object. A sketch of an alternative

\
'

„ , is
,, n , „. 1. \ndrade : The minimum number

of associate! spirals. -R. Gamier: The irregular sin-

gularities of linear differential equations.—M. «">««'•

The analytical prolongation of .he integrals o certain

systems of linear partial differential equations.-G.

., uli a-. Som, problems relating to the .tera.on of

rational fractions.-P. Levy: Functions of imp!

t

lines \ (iuldberg : The errors of situation oi a point.

\[
'

Mesnatfer : A case of simplification of the formulae

,,f' m. Boussinesq. E. Belot : \ hyp nging

into agreement the vortex cosmogony and the explana-

tion of the Deculiarities of nova- and the sun >..

Dejardin: Calculation of the ratio of the principal

soecific heals of benzene and of cvclohexane by the

yclfo method of M. Leduc. E EscMgon
:
A nfiw

^termination of the- velocity of sound in the open
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: determination of positions l>\ sound requires

a knowledge of the velocitj of sound in free air with

j
high precision. ["he numerous experimental

ilties an summarised, and particulars given oi

ms made during 1917 and 1018, under
varying weather conditions, and at temper up bi

iwi'i n 11 and 'Hi I he mi an valui found » as

539*9 metres pei second in drj air at 15 C. M.
Horsch : \ method of rapid reduction of potassium
chloroplatinate. The sail is dissolved in boiling water,

some alcohol added, and evaporated in a platinum

crucible on the water-bath. The platinum is deposited

as .1 coherent film on thi crucible. Test analyses an
given: I'll. Dantzenberg 1 G Dolltus : A raised

beach in the neighbour! tl of Saint Malo. V.

Guebhard : ["he cooling ol the planetary globes. P.

Bertrand
: The flora oi the coal basin of Lyons. L.

Joleaud : Relations bi tween the migrations of the genus
1 1 ippni inn and the continental connections of Europe,
uf Africa, and of \merica during the Upper Miocene
period. Thi ttuthot gives evidence which, taken to-

gether with the data collected by American geologists,

leads i" 1I1 bable conclusion that during the I ppei

Miocene period there was land connection between the

Old and New World, by means of which Hipparion

and other species of mammals could pass from America

into Europe and Africa. C. E. Brazier: The influence

of the velocitj of the wind on the vertical distribution

and the variations ol the meteorological elements in

the lower layers of the atmosphere. The barometric

pressure at the ground-level, calculated from observa-

tions made on thi Eiffel Tower, is lower than the

observed pressure. The difference between the

observed and calculated pressures increases with the

average velocitj of the wind.— P. Guerin : The develop-

ment of the anther and pollen of the Labiates. 1..

Moreau : The architecture ol the calcaneum in stereo-

radiography. II. Vincent and G. Stodel : Results of

the treatment ol gas gangrene by multivalent serum.

The serum was obtained from the horse after increas-

ing injections of sixteen races of micro-organisms.

Sixty-nine cures out of eighty-one cases were obtained,

and of the deaths only eight were the result ol gas

gangrene.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The Australian Aintx Medical Corps in Egypt : An

Illustrated and Detailed Account of the Earlj

Organisation and Wink of the Australian Medical

I nils in Egypt in 11)14-15. Rv Lt.-Col. J. W.
Barrett and' Lieut. P. E. Deane. Pp. xiv+2.^u.

(London: II. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1918.) 12s. 6d.

net.

Pre-History in Essex, as Recorded in the Journal

of the Essex Field Club. Bv S. H. Warren. ("Essex

1 lub Special Memoirs, vol. v.) Po. 44. (Strat-

ford. Essex: The Essex Field Club; London:
Marshall, and Co., Ltd., 1918.) 2S. 6d.

net.

Train' Clinique de Neurologic de Guerre. Par Paul

Solliei, - 1 nier, and Felix Rose. Villandre. Pp.

vjii+830. (Paris: Felix Mean, 1918.)
,
32 francs.
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Earth, and Moon.
Rovai Society, at 4.W.—A. Matlock : The Elasticitv of Metals as Affected

by Temperature.—W I It I., iv : Vibration and Rlreneth

of Stmt, aid Continuous Be in under Knd Thrusts.—A. Dey: A New
Method for the Absolute Determination of Frequency (with a prefatory

note by C. V. Raman).
Linnean Society, at 5.—N. E. B id OM ami New Species of

Mesemhrvanthemom. with Critical 1 • narks. (2) A New Species of

Lobostemon in the l.innean Herbarium. -Dr. J. R. Leeson : Exhibition

of Mvceto/oa from F.ppinc Forest.

Chemical Society, at 8.—G, N; White : A Note on the Action of Chloro-
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1 oncentrates.—P. F. Frankland, F. ChallenB er, and N. A. Nicholls: The
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i tudi ''ii Pn limioai Jot. upon the Applica-
bility of the Radiation Hypothesis to Heterogeiieuu I .

FRIDAY, February 7.

Rovai. I al s.30.— Prof. J. G. Adami : Medical Research in

its Relationship to the War.

MONDAY, FBBRUA1
.— Prof, t- A. Fleming: Scientific Prob*

blems of Electric Wave Telegraphy.
Royal GKOtjKAfHtcAL Society, at 8.—Commander Roncagli. Italian

Navy: The Adriatii

.

TUESDAY, February ii.

Royal Institution at 3.— Prof. J. T. MacGrcgor-Morris : Study of

Elei trie Arcs and their Applications.
Institution Of Civil Engineers, at 5.30.

—

Farther Discussion! Hon.
R. r. Parsons : Centrifugal Pumps foi D rith ] iquids containing

Solid. Fibrou,- and Erosive Matters. Probable Papers. F. I Mallett

:

els.—A-
ige.

barneof Water in Pipes and
lie. barge of I arge Cast-Iron Pipe-T.ine:

WEDNESDAY. Febri
Royal Society or Arts, at 4.30.—Sir Frank Heath: The Government
and the Organisation of Scientific Research.

THURSDAY, Feiiruary 13.

Royal Institution, at 3.— Dr. W. Wilson : The Movements of the Sun,
ii .1! Moon.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 6.— lit. - I.t.-Cul. W. A. J.

O'Meara : The Functions of the Engineer : bis Education and braining.

(nil n s,, n s,„ ,1 iv, at 6.-Dr. C. W. Kimmins : I he Significance of

Children's Dreams.
Optical Society, at 7.—Annual General Meeting.— At 7.30. -Lord Ray-

leigh : A Possible Disturbance of a Range-finder by Atmospheric Refraction

due to tne Motion of the Ship which carries it.—L. C. Martin and Mrs.

Griffiths : Deposit on Glass Surfaces in Instruments.

FRIDAY, February 14.

Rovai. Astronomical Society, at 5 — Anniversary Meeting.
Royal Institution, at 5.30.— Prof. C. G. Knott : Earthquake Waves and
the Interior of the Earth.

Mai.acological Society, at 7.—Annual General Meeting.
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GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The ANNIVERSARY MEETING of this Society will Ijc held at

OCIETY'S APARTMENTS, HURL1NCTON HOUSK, on
I kll'AV, I'KHUUAKV -, at t, o'clock,

KEBLE COLLEGE, OXFORD.
NATURAL SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP, 1919.

\n . immination will be held in this College on Man b ti foi a SCIENCE
SCHOLARSHIP of the annual value of £60, with laboratory fees A'20.

Subjects : Chemistry or Hiology, with elementary Physics, and for

elementary Chemistry as well.

Inteodii should apply to l>r. Hatchett Jackson, the

I utor, for information.

SOUTH-WESTERN POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE, CHELSEA, S.W. 3.

The following Spei ial I OUl se will be given during the Lent Term. 1919:
" MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS."

By Mr. CM II. REVIS, A.C.G.I., F.I.C., F.C.S.

\ I ourse of Six Lectures on Thursday evenings at 7.30 p.m., beginning
Thursday, February 20, 1910- A detailed syllabus of the course may be

obtained on application to the Secretary (Room 44).

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A., Principal.

Telephone : 699 W

STAFFORDSHIRE EDUCATION
COMMITTEE.

ASMS 1 \\ 1 l.i CTURER IN METALLURGY.
The Staffordshire Education Committee require an ASSISTANT

l l I L'URER in METALLURGY for the County Metallurgical and
Engineering Institute, Wednesbury,

Applicants should possess a University degree or an equivalent qualifica-

tion, and be fully competent to take classes in Chemistry, Metallurgy, and
Metallography ; and it is desirable that they should have had both leaching
and works experience.

Salary ofterci £250 to £300 per annum, according to qualifications.

Further particulars and form of application may be obtained from the
undersigned, by whom applications must be received on or before 5th

March, 1919.

C. F. MOTT, Acting Director of Higher Education.
County Education Offices, Stafford.

Ja.-iiary, iqio.

SOUTH AFRICAN SCHOOL OF MINES
AND TECHNOLOGY, JOHANNESBURG

(UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA.)
WANTED, a LECTURER for the DEPARTMENT of CHEMIS-

TRY. One who has had works experience, with ability for research, would
be preferred. Salary ^450 per annum, rising, after two years' service, by
annual increments of ^25 to a maximum of ,6550 ; the appointment in the

first instance to be probationary for two years. 'I he sum of £foo will be
allowed for travelling expenses to South Africa, and half salary from date

of sailing till arrival in Johannesburg. A medical certificate will be required
before appointment. Members of the staff have to supervise and take part
in evening work. Applii ations and testimonials in triplicate, stating age
and qualifications, to be sent to

CHALMERS, GUTHRIE & CO., LIMITED,
9 Idol Lane, London, E.C. 3.

OUNDLE SCHOOL.
TWO ASSISTANT MASTERS are required—

(1) A MASTER to lake charge of the Agricultural Department of the

Si hool. He will have the opportunity of developing an
Experimental Farm, and must have good practical knowledge
ol farming

1 1 A MASTER to teach Zoology and Botany to high scholarship
standard.

< onimeiicing salaries ^350-^600, according to experience and standing.
Applications, with testimonials and references, to be sent to the Head-

ias IKK. the School, Oundle, Northants.

THK SIR JOHN CASS TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE,

JEWRY STREET, ALDGATE, LONDON, E.C. 3.

I lie 1 .overnors of the institute invite applications for the post of

ili 11 RER IN MATHEMATICS.
Preference will be given to candidates with a knowledge of Mathematical

per annum.
I1.1 I (r ,111 the uii'l'.-rsigned. Applications,

monials, to lie forwarded not later than March 3.

CHAR I F.S A. KF.ANE. Principal.

LhCTURK ASSISTANT ANU
LABORATORY STEWARD.

Well-qualified LECTURE ASSISTANT and LABORATORY
STEWARD required foi the I HEMISIR1 DEPARTMEN'I of the
Sir John Cass Technical Institute, Jewry Street, Aldgate, London, E.C. 3.

Salary j£i2o to j£i5o per annum, accot ; aions. Applications,
stating qualifications, to be sent to the Prinxipal by March 1.

Physics. Com
Details "f the d

with three recent te

ROYAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE,
SALFORD.

Principal—B. Prentice, D.Sc, Ph.D.
LECTURER in ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING wanted, to com-

mem e March 1. Engineering degree and works experience essential.
Salary according to scale and teaching experience. Particulars and forms
of application may he obtained from the SeORF.TAHY to the Education
Committee, Education Office, Chapel Street, Salford, and must be returned
not later than February 19.

L. C. EVANS, Town Clerk.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
NOTTINGHAM.

LECTURER IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
The Council of the College invite appl cations for the post of SENIOR

LECTURER IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. Commencing
salary .£300 per annum.

Further particulars and application forms may In- obtained from the
Reg stkah, to whom applil atlOl S must he sent not later than Man h |.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
NOTTINGHAM.

PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS.
The Council of the College invite applications for the CHAIR 01

ECONOMICS. Commencing salary ^500 per annum.
Further particulars and forms of application maybe obtained from the

REGISTRAR, to whom applications must be sent not later than March 3.

BIRKBECK COLLEGE, LONDON.
ASSISTANT LECTURER IN CHEMISTRY.

The Governing Body invite applications for the above appointment.
Commencing salary ^220-250 (according to experience and qualifications),

with regular increments. Applicants specially qualified in Inorganic and
Physical Chemistry preferred. Applications to the SecbeTARV, liirkbeck

College, E.C. 4, from whom further particulars may be obtained.

WORKS CHEMIST wanted by fine colour,
paint, and chemical manufacturers in country district near London.
Applicants must be under 30, capable of training and controlling small
number of employees, and becoming the right hand of energetic
Managing Director. Business as well as scientific ability essential.

Salary ,£250 and commission — Write, slating qualifications, experience.

&c, to Box 72, c/o Nature Office.

WANTED, ANALYTICAL CHEMIST
(under 30I at an Iron Works in Derbyshire. Will be required to carry
out routine metallurgical analysis, and analytical work in connection
with potash investigation^. Salary ^200 per annum.—Apply I ".

. v [82,

c/o Natube Office.

EAST LONDON COLLEGE.
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.)

JUNIOR DEMONSTRATOR required at once in Chemical Depart-
ment. Salary I. go. Apply Principal.

WANTED, position as Laboratory Assistant
in Boys' Kood Public School in London, by youth of secondary educa-
tion, possessing fair knowledge of Physics and Chemistry.—Apply
I. R..SS, 290 Uxbridge Road, Ealing. vV. 13.

FOR SALE.—Transactions and Abstracts
Chemical Society, tSot to 1914 (1912 to 1914 unbound—otlai
Journal of Society of Chemical Industry, 1894 to 1898 hound—also 1803
ind 1899 to 1006 unbound, but about 20 pans missing ; Hen

:/o Na 1 11T1. .

BALOPTICON for Sale; Bausch & Lomb,
unused; 12" lens for opaque and 8" for lantern slides, with rheostat,

table, and cabinet —Offers to H. FoOLKS Lynch & Co., Ltd.,
61 Wailing Street, E.C. 4.

"NATURE." Unbound copies, Nos. 2184
to 2336 inclusive (October 26, 1911, to August 6, 1914),

following, which aie missine : Vol. 89, parts 2227 22;s irtdusivi

Vol. 90, part 2236. Also Inmans Nautical Tables, 1013 edition.

What offers';— llox 184, c/o Naiikr Offi. -.

SPECTROSCOPES (Second-hand) Special
offers. Browning's Micro-Specirosi ope, with wedge celts and
extra prism tube with micrometer, line mahogany case, 6 gns.; 4-inch

Induction Coil, by Apps, in case, 20 gns. ; Large I..intern for Spectrum
with box dI slides, ccnplete, cost 50 gns., 15 gns.; j Fine

Bottle Prisms for 3 gns.; Bra&J Stand and cover for MEN
I uls Apparatus, on brass stand with rack motions, 3 gns.;

'in- Electric Regulator for use in spectrum analysis, 5 ens. ;

Pair of Electric Discharging Pillars, on mahoeany base, 2 gns.; Brass

Stand foi Vacuum Tube Holder, 2 gns.; Mirror, mounted on nickel

-ns. Spectroscopes, Microscopes and Accessories, Binoculars,

Bought, Sold, or Exchanged. Send for complete lists pest free.—

I
,. :<, gtr; .1 1 ond 1 i, W.C 2.
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fhr Twin Lh'uls: An Educated Commonwealth.
By Sir James W. Barrett. Vols. i. and ii.

Pp. \wii 512 and \\ • 5114. (London: II. K.

Lewis mikI Co., Ltd., icii.S. ) Price 255. nil.

THESE volumes consist oi .1 series ol essays

and articles, mostly written originally for

the daily Press, on a very large variety of topics,

classified under the heads: l ni \ ersii ies
; educa-

tion; medicine; venereal disease; milk and

neglected children ; town planning and play-

grounds; rural life; national parks and the work
of explorers; bush nursing; travel and immigra-
tion; social; music

; electoral reform ;
Imperial and

Australian politics. The author, a Melbourne
medical man and consultant, who has taken an

active part in the affairs ol the Melbourne Uni-

versity, in Australian public and medical ques-

tions, and, during the war, in the Australian

Army Medical Corps, tells in bis preface of the

gTOWth of his own faith, away from the original

university ideal of leavening the affairs of State

by the production of a few well-trained thinkers,

towards the twin ideals of Imperial federation and
the production of an educated proletariat as

necessary for the salvation of the Empire. The
first is necessary for the senility precedent to

any scheme of social betterment, without which
the foundations of society are hollow, and the

d, thl effective education ol all adolescents

in realities, is forced by the spectacle in Australia

of the superficiality and insincerity of popular
rnment. But is not the original university

il a! least equal import

ted in these essavs is the special need oi

the younger .md vigorous communities of our
Empire and America, overflowing with natural

wealth, as regards education in an earl) Sta

devel " the immediate
business of life, looking to the universities for

guidance and service in their work, rather than

in their thoughts, confounding leisure with idle-

msider resean h, exi ep1 Fi ir utili-

n ends, as Sn md culture, unless

hidden, as a sou :e to the a\ erage
man. Whether from these beginnings anything
will ultimately follow as worth) of the name "I

real progress and abiding advancement as has

come Qui of the old univei ol Europe, with
their monastic origins, has yel I" be seen. In-

struction in, and the utilisation, dissemination,
and popularisation of, knowledge is one thing;
no one doubts its necessity and importance; but

the getting of knowledge is another. For tin-

latter objective the atmosphere of a monaster)
would seem to In- more suited than the bustle and
turmoil attendant upon making adequate returns

in social service for pecuniary benefits received,

or piously anticipated, which stems to be the

ideal, here over-extolled, of what a modern
university should be.

NO. 2s72. VOL. I02]

Xo one will want to qy.arrel with the author
for his long and arduous public work in insisting

upon the national and social importance ol c(\u-

cating the proletariat to the highest attainable

point, 'il disseminating amongsl the workers ol

the world all the science that is of any concern
to them in their work. Also, what in older coun-
tries than Australia is at least as important is

to fill their hours of leisUP lease from

the monoton) of life with the a© umulated intel-

lectual spoils ol the ages. ll, moreover, it be

considered that the universities are the best-fitted

instruments lor this work, let it only be remem-
bered that something more than mere lip-service

is due to their original ideals. Let those who
want to advance knowledge, and not shout about

it, be given back at least the modern equivalent

of the monastery, and be left to their work in

peace. In point of social service their contribu-

tion may prove to be as important as, for example,

the running of "more and better live-stock special

1 us " for the education of the agricultural com-
munitv. Hut this is precisely the point that those

who want the universities to enter into the life of

the community more closely will not honestly and

fully concede. "Sporting the oak " to the world,

and shutting out the interminable chatter about

it, is to them either sheer superciliousness, or

else mistaken recluseness, for which closer con-

tact with their fellow-men and acquaintance with

the needs, thoughts, and aspirations of the great

world are to be prescribed.

In his controversy with Prof. Masson, of which

surely the reader ought to have been given both

sides, and his article on "The Man of Science

especially, the author seems not to have appre-

ciated the real position, apart altogether from

current popular estimation, filled by the creator

of new knowledgre in the community. The man
1 ni e is regarded as in need of reform no

l.ss than other people before he can be considered

a successful popular leader, which is as true as

is the futility of expecting ligs from thistles.

Elbert Hubbard is quoted to the effect that Nature
intends knowledge I ir service, not as an orna-

ment or for the purposes of bric-a-brac. A man
of science would, perhaps, tiol care to dogmatise

is to the intentions of Nature, but he would
almost certainly regard as a dangerous lunatic

anyone who in the twentieth century considered

knowledge as 'nnainent.il. lie might point to

the advisability, before cooking a hare, of catch-

ing it. The application of science to service, if

it is to be regarded as the proper work oi

man of science, can only be at the expense ol

his own work. If the argument merely is that,

unless the man who catches the hare can i

cook it or catch it cooked, he will never have

that position of honour and esteem in the com-
munity which is his due, that matter will surely

right itself. For the community will not continue

to exist, and will not deserve to, in competition

with those that are more intelligent, or, at least,

better organised.

The creative tvpe has always been treated as

B 1;
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the ugly duckling- of the brood, but the creator of

scientific knowledge now holds the material

n\ of the world in the hollow of his hand as

completely as his prototype in literature, art,

music, or abstract thought dominated the future

of its mental and moral destiny, though in

neither case does their work mature in their own
generation. In his reforming zeal Sir James
Barrett would storm their last dug-out. The
Royal Society is bidden to sa\ good-bye to

the relics of medievalism, and to admit to

its membership successful organisers of trans-

port, pioneers in public health improvement,

and serious statesmen whose obvious services

to mankind are a I least tin- equal ol those

rendered by the dissection of earthworms, the

discovery of a capsule on a bacillus, or recon-

dite investigations into rare elements. The
Royal Society, like the universities, no doubt has

outgrown its original functions, which are being

atrophied in competition with the claims of urgent
and more practical affairs. Yet if one could go to

sleep lor fifty years and wake up, the importance
of what is being more and more sacrificed might
be seen in truer perspective.

Frederick Soddy.

NATl Rll. SCIENCE I Y/> RELIGION.
Tht Vext Step in Religion: An Essay toward

tin- Coming Renaissance. Bv Dr. K. \\ .

Sellars. Pp. 22S. (New York : The Macmillan
Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., iqiS.)

Price 1.50 dollars.

WHAT is to be the religion of the future?
How far will traditional beliefs be affected

by the view of the universe which modern science

-els before us? Such are vitally important ques-
tions which in the present volume an American
author tries to answer. The man of science takes

for his postulate the uniformity of Nature. It has
served him well, for upon it the physical and bio-

logical sciences have been built. But are man's
ethical and aesthetic faculties, which dominate
human life, conditioned by inexorable law? Could
we, if we knew completely a man's history and
environment, predict his every action? The man

cience is tempted to answer "Yes," and his

1 is, then, extraordinarily like the Stoic deter-

minism to be found, for instance, in Marcus Aure-
lius. Most of us, however, are certain that we
have free-will. As we make the admission, the

chains of necessity cease to bind us. We find

ourselves forced to make an idealist, or spiritual,

interpretation of the universe, and many hold
Christianity to be the most persuasive conse-
quential position.

Dr. Sellars, in his book, begins by showing
that primitive cosmologies, such as are to be
found in the Bible, have been finally discredited.

Copernican aslrononn and the doctrine of evolu-
tion have radically altered the setting of Christi-

anity. Next he shows how the study of compara-
tive religion reveals the genesis of much of the

myth and ritual legislation ol th Old Testament.
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lie then proceeds to discuss the origins of

Christianity. He admits Jesus of Nazareth to

have been a historical character, but finds in St.

Paul's teaching more affinities with the mystery-

religions of the Roman Empire than with tin-

faith of which Jesus made Himself the centre.

A rapid sketch of the evolution of Christianity

brings us to the conllict of science and religion

in modern times. Throughout the earlier chapters

of his book Dr. Sellars shows wide, though at

limes superficial, reading; some of his conclusions

authoritative scholars would reject. He later

argues against miracles, denies the existence ol

the soul and of personal immortality, finds the

problem of evil a fatal obstacle to the Christian

idea of God, and ends with a plea for a religion,

purged of supernafuralism, which will mean "the
valuing of experiences and activities, the striving

for their realisation, the loyalty to their call."

An obvious criticism presents itself. If man is

a product of natural laws which have made him
and which he cannot modify, what is the use ..t

his "striving" and "loyalty"? The laws will

work themselves out : man is their creature : the

end is determined.

The theologian will say that Dr. Sellars his rtol

got to the kernel of traditional Christianity. He
chips off bits of the husk and announces that there

is nothing inside. Of certain degenerate types of

Protestantism it may be that nothing is left when
Bibliolatry has gone. But Christian theology is

first of all rational. It is founded upon the belief

that we can reach absolute truth and upon a

determination to succeed in the quest. Arising out
of the attempt to find truth are the spiritual inter-

pretations of the universe made by Jewish prophets

and by 800 years of Hellenic speculation which
began with Socrates and ended with Plotinus.

A synthesis of these blends with Christ's

teaching, and is constantly associated with

the mvstical experience of humanity. Modern
natural science has nothing to do with the

essentials of this massive structure. It can
ignore it all ; but, in so doing-, it will fail to ex-

plain man to himself. Dr. Sellars's "religion" is

a set of exhortations empiricalh derived from his

social and political environment. We believe that,

because its metaphysical basis is defective, it can-

not satisfy men, though it may inspire some to

live worthily in a democratically organised
societv. E. W. Barnes.

THE PASSING OF THE OLD ORDER.
(1) 77;r Neo-Platon'sts : .1 Study in the History

of Hellenism. Bv Thomas Whitlaker. Second
edition, with a Supplement on the Commen-
taries of Proclus. Pp. xv + 318. (Cambridge:
At the University Press, 1918. ) Price 12s.

net.

I
J) On Society. By Frederic Harrison. Pp, xii 4-

444. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1918.) Price T2S. net.

l) The Psychology of Conviction: 1 Study of
'Beliefs and Utitudes. By Prof. J. Jastrow.
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Pp. xi\ .'v
s
r- (Boston and New York :

Houghton Mifflin Co.; London: Constable
.hhI Co., Ltd., [918.) Price 10s. 6d. net.

T11K only motive for grouping together three

such varied hooks, each important, is thai

thej all in a marked way exhibit an interest which

Connects them with the special circumstances oi

the present profound change in the old world-

irder. This remark may seem to have little

significa regard to (i) Mr. Whittaker's

valuable stud) ol the Neo-Platonists. It is not

implied, however, that the interest, because cir-

cumstantial, is therefore ephemeral. His book
appeared seventeen years ago, but the present

issue of a new and expanded edition is onl) one

instance of the extraordinary interest which the

. losing era of the ancient philosophy is arousing'

to-day. It certainly is not idle curiosity or the

impulse towards an eclectic historical research

which is drawing so man\ of our profoundest

philosophers td study anew with living interest

thai last efforl ol the ancienl world. Philosophy
is seeking new expression; the old formulae are

unsatisfactory ;
si ience has given us a new world-

\ iew .

(2) Mr, Frederic Harrison's volume "On
:\ " is a Collection Of lectures and addresses

none ol recent dale or new. It is in another sens,

that their interest is circumstantial. They are

offered us now in literary form because the) have
served their purpose as propaganda. They are

the record of a sustained effort, throughout a long

life still capable of vigorous expression, to give

humanity a new religious ideal.

Prof. J.istmw's sluch is called forth by the

special circumstances which drew America into the

world-war. lie lias sought to estimate the forces

igii .mil psychology which combined to bring
about tins great event.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Who Giveth Us the Victory. By Arthur Mee.
Pp. 191. (London: George Allen and Unwin,
Ltd., 1918.) Price 55. net.

I ins little book is a vivid expression of optimistic

theism. It has a strong note personnel and an
interesting individuality. It is keenly evolutionist

and as keenly religious, seeing in all the lone

sses "I" becoming the working out of an
increasing purpose. It uses Prof. L. J. Hender-
son's " litness of the Environment " in a modern-

argument for design. The building stones

world were all thought out. Water reveals

a ideological secret. "Man came into the world
to find bis house already furnished, his environ-
ment exactly what it should lie, the necessities <il

his existence finding their unfailing response in

the conditions established through countless ages
past." Evolution is ncit a chapter of accidents,

but the unfolding of a great thought.
Mr. Mee has been particularly successful in

his picturesque presentation c,i some of the

wonders of the world the intricacy, the flux, the
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adaptiveness, and the gradual emergence of mind
which was implicit from the beginning.
The great steps in human evolution are poeti-

cally described, and man is regarded as fellow-
labourer with the Absolute m continuing the task
oi Evolution. The kingdom of man as striven for

by the wisest and here tin author is nothing if

not patriotic— is what St. Augustine discerned.
Much wasle land has to be reclaimed, many
marshes have to be drained, there are still many
dragons in England; and part of the noble pur-
pose ol the book is to show how the lessons of
the- war may at once enlighten and encourage man
in his great endeavour after a fuller embodiment
of bis highest and most lasting values.

Mr. Mee says in simple words and with some
passion what many great thinkers have said

learnedly and with more restraint. His book is

timely and cm the side of the angels, and though
we spell some of the words differently we heartily

wish it good speed.

Eastern Exploration, Past mil Future: Lectures

at the Royal Institution. By Prof. "\Y. M.
blinders Petrie. Pp. vi+118. (London:
('unstable and Co., Ltd., 191.8.) Price

IS. int. net.

lilts collection of lectures forms a useful and
timely book. Prof. Flinders Petrie directs atten-

tion to the possibilities of archaeological investiga-

tion under the new conditions which now prevail

in Palestine and in Mesopotamia. His experience

urges him to utter a much-needed warning against
tin- system which has already led to much loss

of valuable material in Egypt and in Cyprus. He
ibes in a lucid way the problems on which

excavation is certain to throw new light, and
be marks out the sites which deserve special atten-

tion. Beginning with the later historical period,

he describes the beautiful remains of the Christian

period in Syria, and the painted tombs of

Mareshah, which represent Greek art. Going
much further back, the great Scythian migration,

which made its centre at Beth Shean, in the valley

of Jezreel, deserves special investigation. Jeru-
salem must not be allowed to become a modern
commercial town; a new suburb must be built,

ami the sacred sites protected and laid open to

s\ stematic examination.
Prof. Flinders Petrie- gives a lucid sketch of

Mesopotamian culture, and he pleads the neces-
sii\ oi a special inquiry into ancient Elamite art.

Hul the main burden of his discourse is to empha-
sise tin- urgent need 1l1.1t all future excavation
shall be- restricted to qualified archaeologists, work-
ing under rigidly scientific rules, and that it shall

not !" permitted in the ease of enthusiastic, but

ignoi ml, amateurs. Traffic in antiquities, which
leads to unauthorised digging by natives, should

be sternly prohibited. It may be hoped that the

administration soon to be established in Palestine

and Mesopotamia will take heed of his advice.

which will receive the concurrence of all scientific

antiquaries.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
|7'/n; Edilur does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neithei
,111 he undertake to return, or to correspond zi'ith

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

llus or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken o) anonymous communications.]

The Effect of Light on Long Ether Waves.
1 [i curious and important observation made l>_\

Mr. Marconi cm the basis oi experience in long-

distance wireless telegraph} exhibits a strange kind
of interference between ethei waves of verj different

lengths. I'll.- extremel) shori waves which ionise air

interfere with the easy transmission oi the long waves
which are originated b) alternating electric currents,

in.
I ma) conceivably have something to do with the

optical opacit) oi drj haze.

Since main scientific men besides physicists read

Nature, ii ma) be permissible iu explain that this is

an entirel) different effect from the purely localised

bands of interference which accompany the super-

position ol wave motions, and are a matter of simple

geometry. In this phenomenon <>f interference bands
there is no destruction, only redistribution, of energ) ;

and there is nothing akin to opacit), whether of the

ibsorbent or the reflective kind. It is, moreover,
pure!) an affair of the ether. Whereas opacity is

ilways an effect brought about by the presence oi

matter in the path of ether waves, the ions or elec-

trons which are liberated from matter by exceedingl)

short waves raise a barrier or act as a refiectoi to

extremely long ones. '1'hus the phenomenon depends
on the interaction between free ether and electrified

particles immersed in it.

A stud\ of the details of this phenomenon cannot
fail to be instructive, and tin Radio-telegraphic Com-
mittee of the British Association had made prepara-

tion for getting facts recorded during the solar eclipse

of August, 1
1

1

1
4 - The war prevented anything being

done. Inn now, as Prof. Fleming—the father of tin

committee suggests in Nature of January 23, another
opportunity presents itself in the eclipse of the after-

noon iif Ma\ jo. when the line of totality passes
aiiuss the South Atlantic from South America to

Vfrica, crossing 1 eara, in Brazil, and Princes Island,

in the Gulf of Guinea. The astronomers going from
this country will have their hands full, but a special

group of wireless experts might accompany the

expedition if funds were available. It seems probable
that assistance might l»- rendered more readilv by
the United Slates than 1>\ this country. Prof. Eceles,

1 In secretary of the British Association Wireless Com-
mittee, is still too engaged at present with Admiralty
work to superintend operations, but the Astronomer
Royal has informed him that Dr. Bauer, the head of
In Carnegie Institution of Washington, has already
mail.- plans for observations on magnetism and atmo-
spherii electricity, and ma) bi planning to take charge
ill radio : legraphic observations also. Several months
ago Prof. Eceles sent to Dr. Bauer the documents
prepared for recording wireless phenomena on the

occasion ol thi previous solar eclipse in 1014, and is

again commi ting with him. And thus we trust

that Prof. 1-1. n ;'s admirable suggestion will be

carried out. Oliver J. Lodge,
' man of the British Association

February 4. Radio-telegraphic Committee.

The Aggregate Recoil of Radio-active Substances
Emitting a-Rays.

. 'I'm-: November (191S) iss f the Philosophical

Magazine has just reached US, and I have read with

real interest the results of some remarkable experi-
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in- nl i b] VIi v Ratni 1

" < >n Somi Propi rties of
iln Vctivi Dep isil ol Radium." 1 In- papi r in -

-

I- als with tie

I from the surfaci ol 1
pi

1 w ith the
i radium to

This 1 ii. 1 1 ha been up- atedl) obsi 1

in radio-acti h been attributed (.1) in a
slight volat il at 1.1. lii. .11 \ p ni-

peratures, 01 (2) to tin 1 ei "il ol a 1 ompai
ni atoms "i tin ai v] nut thi atoms
contained in it disintegrates with ejection of in
a-particle. To iliis lattei phenomenon I reci

I In- nam. ol " aggi egaO 1 1
1 1 nl

Mr. Ratnei deals with both possibilities, and arrives
at iln conclusion that neither of them ^aiisii.s the
requirements of his results, lie states that his experi-

ments " have failed to disclose the nature of tin- pheno-
menon. "

During tin last four Mars I have been engaged at

intervals mi experiments of a similar kind, performed
with tin object of explaining the almost inevitable

and unavoidable contamination with polonium of

electroscopes and ionisation vessels used in experi-
ments with this substance. In 1915 I made mention
of this phenomenon in a paper published in the Com-
munications of this institute (No. So), and suggested
the possibility mentioned under (2) above in explana-
tion ni it, although 1 had, unfortunately, overlooked

II
1 that Makowcr and Kuss had made tin

suggestion in i.iio until I read Mr. Ratner's paper
v esterda 1

M\ subsequent experiments with polonium, doni

for the most part in the summer of 1017, lend strong

support In the idea .if aggregate recoil as tie- causi

of this "wanderiqg" ol tin- active matter. Inasmuch
as I obtained quite appreciabli effects with polonium,
m\ results disagree with thosi of Mr. Ratner; in

fact, 1 have not a single observation which is not

adequately explicable in this manner. In No. 113 of

iln- Communications of this institute, which was pub-
lish. .1 in July; 1918, I discussed this phenomet
and examined tin- part played by tin disintegration

of the active foil ("spluttering") due to tin- bom-
bardment of a-particles. It was found that, in

general, much less than t per cent, ol tin- total effect

is due I.' the latter cans.. A further paper on

aggregate recoil is at present in tin- piess, and the

w ink is -till in pro^i 1 SS.

As I am returning home in tin coursi of a few-

weeks, I hop. hifiii.- long to publish the results of

these experiments in tin- Philosophical Magazine, as

well as others of a similar nature done last summer
with the active deposit of radium. I beg to mention,

however, that, in the light of my own work, I am of

the opinion that almost all, if not all. of Mr. Ratner's

results an- in harmony with the recoil of aggregates

ol atoms of active matter, as originally suggested
l.\ Makower and Russ in explanation of the pheno-

menon in question.

Like Mr. Ratner, I regard iln- so-called j8-recoil

of radium-C from radium-B .1- a theoretical possibility,

which ii will In- impossible to realise in practice. My
reasons foi the latter conclusion are contained in my
July publication. Dr. Lise Meitner, to whom I men-
tioned mv results last summer, informed me that sh<

in, inn-. 1 believes in tin- practicability of achieving a

transference of active matter by /3-recoil. She agreed

thai Iln idea ol aggregate recoil in the manner above

suggested is much more in harmon) with the experi-

mental results, and she informed me that Prof. Hahn
and herself had never been able to obtain pure

radium-C by the postulated 0-recoil method.

Befon closing this letter, 1 should Rke to mak<
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mention of the extremi nd kindness shown
bj the Austi ian ph) si< ists, in particula

Din d Prof. Hei
Mache, and th< other gentlemen associated with this

institute, throughoul the period of m)
" ginning of the war.

stood li\ me through thick and thin, and were nev< r

weary in doing what the) could to alleviate the strain

of life undei such unusual conditions. Thanl
their intervention on m\ behalf, I was given

facility for continuing m\ research work in thi insti-

tute, and I have been al all times aided and stimu-
in m\ work l>v their helpful criticism and

encoui aging intei 1

Robert W. Lav
iei ton Fi Il"\ v

. of the I nh rsit;

of Durham.
Vienna Radium institute, January 5.

Ripple Marks due to High Pressure.

W1111 e in 1 -< in Ion and • nan guns
in the Mall, I came across one with a bursl shell in

its breech, which is probabl) .1 unique curiosit;

possibl) ol valui I others w h
interested in the flow of solids. The shel.l seems to

have bursl while being loaded in and,

although il is well opened out, on >ortion

is missing. rhe retained pieces are of inten

on their inner surfaces the) are covered with .1 largi

number of small patches of very tine ripple marks,
must have been product' under the intense

pressure of t In explosion, for it is well known that

the insides of shells an- turned smooth, polished, and

varnished. It is, of course, difficult to say whether
a stud) oi thesi ripple marks will prove of scientific

value, Inn se< ing that th irepn habl)

si d to the rain, and 1 que ripple marks
may soon corrode away, 1 should liki to suggest thai

this particular gun and its shell should be
|

ted

-1 further injury by being remo ed to

urn, or, perha i
,

. Servio Institu-

tion. (-"- E. Stromi

Lancefield, 1 sbury, February 6.

II 1 A' \.:i ROSES AND "MIRACLE
((RES

IN a London daily paper there appeared recently

a dramatic account of a blind Italian soldiei

suddenly recovering his sight at the door oi the

church where his bride awaited him. It is not

generally known that similar "miracles" occur

in ibis country, and the present writer has been

fortunate in witnessing them in considerable

number. A briet accounl oi these conditions

where the disability is rapidly curable is nol with-

out interest, for the wat has produced thousands
of such cases, and it is a startling fact thai many
sufferers have been discharged from the \rmy as

"permanently unfit" who might otherwise be

doing useful work. To remedy this state of affairs

l neurological hospitals have been estab-

lished, where the study and treatment of war
neuroses can be carried out. The recognition that

Certain disablements are partly or wholly func-

tional is of the greatest importance, for what at

first might appear a hopeless condition becomes
one that is curable, or, at any rate, can be
markedly alleviated. Much original work on this

subjei t lias been done by Babinski, in Paris, and by
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Lt.-Col. Hurst, at Seale Hayne Neurological Hos-
pital, Newton Abbot. Some interesting stati

entl ed al the latter institution.
It was found thai th 1, ngth ol time
during which one hundred soldiers bad been com-
pleter) in. apai itated owing to d 1 g-s or
arms was eleven months, ["hi avi ig< length of
time taken I.. ,me mnot\-si\ ,,| these was fiftV-

minutes. Of the remaining four, one took
one month, two were cured in three weeks, while
ihc fourth required four days brim, recovery was
obtained. The rapidity of the cure was <\w to the

that the disabilities were recognised as being
nol Organic, bill functional, in ehaiailci b

treatment was carried out.

Tlie origin of a functional disability in a soldier
lias both a physical and a psychical foundation.
Few, il any, cases have boon recorded as the
result of the fighting in South Africa, 1899-1902.
The conditions, however, under which the soldier

fought in the present war have been wholly
different.

Trench warfare lor prolonged periods under the
most adverse climatic conditions, the high ex-
plosives causing concussion and burial, profound
exhaustion following continued marching and
fighting, with all the accompanying revolting
sights of war, the strain of responsibility, and the
suppression of emotions, are only some of the
factors to be borne in mind with regard to the
causation of nervous instability. It is worthy of

bat there is frequently no history whatever
of previous nervous trouble in the soldier who
eventual!} succumbs to the stress and strain of
military service. The ordeal through which he
has pissed tends to make him more impression-
able or suggestible, and symptoms of hysteria are
liable to supervene.

At Scale Hayne Hospital the term "hysteria"
is used to describe any disability produced by
auto- in- hetero-suggestion which is curable by
psychotherapy, by which is meant the treatment
by explanation to the patient as to how the

abnormal condition was brought about, and bow
il can be cured. His confidence must be obtained,
and the explanation made simple enough for him
to understand. This may be followed up, in

certain cases, by re-education of muscles, active
and passive movements, and persuasion. This
definition will be more readily understood if a
few cases, or types of cases, frequently met with
an very briefly described.

A soldier sprained his ankle and immediately
afterwards was rendered unconscious by the ex-
plo on of a shell. On recovering consciousness

ind he had lost the power in his legs. The
concussion or shock had, for the time, paralysed
him, and there may have been some actual
damage to his spinal cord. The time came, how-
ever, when these organic changes bail passed
away; but the patient was convinced in his own
mind that he was permanently injured, and had
given up trying to walk properly. Eight months
after the onset of his symptoms the loss of power
and the drop foot were recognised as being func-
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tional in nature, and he was admitted to Seale

Hayne Hospital. The condition was explained to

him, the muscles oi the leg were re-educated, and,

with :i little persuasion, he was able to run with-

out noticeable limp in a quarter of an hour's time.

A very important class ol case is where the

soldier lias received a bullet wound in the arm

or hand, and months later the whole limb ma)
ii Found paralysed. The hand may be absolutely

flaccid, or the fingers have become still ami rigid,

smooth, blue in colour, and even wasted. It was
ins,,] that the disability was out ..I propoi -

lion to the wound, and it was until leeenth

looked upon by many as tin- result of reflex irrita-

tion.

It has been found, however, that these pases

yield surprisingly quickly to psychotherapy. The

hysterical, flaccid paralysis occurs where the

patient is convinced that he is paralysed and has

given up trying to use his muscles. There may
have been a temporary loss of power with a splint

applied lor an unnecessary length of time, or the

man may have found at first that he experienced

less pain if he kept his limb absolutely motionless.

The spastic paralysis of a hand or arm is fre-

quently explained by the patient contracting: both

his flexor and extensor muscles at the same time.

The more lie tries to bend his fingers, the more
rigid they become. The cause of the apparent

trophic changes is due to tin- altered blood supply

brought about by the lack of movement in the

former case, anil by the continued spasm in the

other. It is of interest to note that a hand thrown
completely out of action for a year or more may
recover its function after a leu minutes' treat-

ment.
Main soldiers have been invalided out ol the

Armv with a high percentage of disability as .1

result of gas poisoning, though many of these are

quickly curable by appropriate treatment.

The commonest symptoms persisting alter this

injur) are loss of voice, blindness, and vomiting.

Any pne of these conditions may he met with

main months alter the original onset. When a

i^as shell explodes, in addition to possible in-

juries from concussion, the gas is liable to set

up inflammation of the larynx, intense irritation

of the eves, and vomiting from the absorption of

poison in the stomach. After three or four

weeks these symptoms have in most cases disap-
pi ed. When, therefore, many months later,

itient is still whispering, the diagnosis of

hysteria should at once be considered.

The man during the acute stage oi laryngeal
iirilation has been unable to speak, and rightl)

may not have attempted to do so. The frequent

examinations and the treatment by inhalations and
sprays convince him still further that his con-

dition is a serious one; he eventually loses control

over the musculature of his vocal apparatus, and
is content to whisper. I hie, again, with explana-
tion and persuasion, he recovers his voice in a

few minutes. Scores of such cases are on record
at Seale Hayne Hospital. In ;i series of sixtv-

seven consecutive cases it was found that the
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average length of time they had been under treat-

ment, before admission there, was 205 days- tlu

maximum being nineteen months, and the mini-
mum two weeks. Those were .all rapidly and per-

manent!) lined, the majority taking onl) a lew

minutes' time.

Hysterical blindness, following inflammation of

tile conjunctivae, is usually caused by spasm or
ii. a cid paralysis of the muscles of the eyelids, just

as in those' ol the aim after a wound. In this

condition, however, the mechanism <>f accommo-
dation or focussing has also been affected.

Dramatic eases of cure have been obtained of this

condition, and no doubt the one quoted at the
beginning of this article was one of these.

The writer was fortunate in seeing a case
treated by l.t.-Col. Hurst and Capt. Gill. Tin

patient in question had been blind since 1
« ) 1

-f as
the result of an explosion in France. At the end
ol 1918 a doctor eventually recognised the con-
dition as probably functional in nature, and found
that the interior of the eyeball was normal. The
pensioner, with all the appearance of the typical

Street beggar, was led up to hospital. As the

result of his four years' blindness his hearing and
intelligence had been affected, and he appeared
extremely dull-witted. Twenty-four hours later

this man was scarcely recognisable, for, with the

recovery of his sight, his power of hearing also

returned, and he appeared alert and happy. In

this case the recovery was not instantaneous, for,

owing to the length of time his eyes had been

functionless, some hours elapsed before his pupil

reflex .and accommodation 'acted normally.

Persistent vomiting after gas poisoning may
be c plained as a hysterical perpetuation of symp-
toms, and has been found readily~amenable to

ps) ' hotherapy.

The bent back after burial from explosion, when
there are no symptoms of organic disease,

although the patient persists in walking like an

old man with the aid of two sticks, is a condition

not infrequently met with. He is convinced he is

unable to stand erect, in spite of the fact that

there is no curvature of the spine when he is

lying in the recumbent position. If persuasion
and explanation fail in bringing- about recovery,

Lt.-Col. Hurst adopts the plan of making- the

patient lie upon a board with a foot-piece. This is

gradually raised to a right angle, and the patient,

who finds himself standing' in the erect position

the first time, perhaps, for many months— is told to

walk- forward. The rapidity of the cure, its appa-

rent simplicity, and the surprise of the patient

give rise to a situation not without a certain

elc men! k > I humour.
These are onlv a few examples ol war neuroses.

Details of treatment depend upon the individual

case, hut it may be added that the atmosphere
of (ure that prevails in a neurological hospital

is a most powerful factor in recovery. A dis-

abled soldier, coming in contact with others

already cured, becomes more hopeful about his

own condition, and is the more likely to derive

benefit from the treatment adopted.
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The object of this communication is to direct

ion to the fact that thousands of soldiers,

whose disabilities are curable, have been dis-

harged from the Army. Treatment is necessary

to enable the pensioner to return to useful civil

employment and to save the State from vast ex-

penditure in unnecessary pensions. A. K.

THE PROPOSED UNIVERSITY FOR THE
EAS1 MIDLANDS.

I^HE movement for securing a charter for

University College, Nottingham, with the

of making the College the seat of a Univer-

sity lor the East Midlands, has been carried

further forward an important stage. A large con-

Ference ol representatives of the counties oi

Derby, Leicester, Lincoln, Northampton, Notting-

ham, and Rutland was held in the Grand Jury
Room of the 1 ruildhall, Nottingham, on Thursday,

January <). The Duke of Portland, who is the

idenl of University College, took the chair,

and the meeting included representatives of the

leading civic and educational bodies and institu-

throughoul the whole area.

The population concerned forms a well-marked

geographical unity. It is concentrated, roughly

speakiag in an ellipse, with ns major 1x1s striteh-

ing north and south from Mansfield to Northamp-
ton, and its minor axis east and west, with Not-

tingham at the northern focus. The nearness

—

half an hour by rail—of Derby, Leicester, and
Nottingham will render possible the interchange

oi students and teachers in a specially economical
manner. And the remoter centres of population,

is Lincoln and Northampton, are within easy
h of one at least of the cities already named.

For the present, indeed, University College,

Nottingham, and the Midland Agricultural Col-
lege are the only institutions within the area

which, in a systematic manner, provide instruction

and pursue research of the highest standard.
And the centre of the administration of the Uni-
versity will be at Nottingham. Hut there are in

existence or immediately contemplated a consider-
able number of institutions providing instruction

of a special character, which will become integral
puis of the new University, ranging through
various degrees of affiliation to the position of
schools in the University. Schools of engineering,
of lace, and of hosiery will, it is expected, take
their respective places on a footing like that of
the existing Agricultural College. Plans of a

more ambitious character, involving the establish-

ment of colleges of pure science and of arts, are

ilso being developed. The proposed University,
therefore, will furnish a type of a federal character
in so far as the various schools rise towards, and
obtain, recognition.

The movement is thus organic to the soil, and
is not an adventitious growth. Amid local differ-

ences there is a similarity of social conditions and
temperament which will bring a high degree of
.operation within reach. This co-operation may
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already be found in the joint foundation of the
Agricultural College, in the East Midland Educa-
tional Union, and in the Mast Midland District of
the Workers' Educational Association. But no
more hopeful omen tor the realisation of the pro-
posed University could have been anticipated than
the unanimity with which, on January 9, the large
and representative conference first affirmed the

principle in view: "The need lor a University
providing university and advanced technical

education, and promoting scientific research " for
the East Midland area, and then, in the second
place, outlined the committee which should take
the next steps required.

With the proposed foundation, the establish-
ment of a University in each province will be
nearly complete. And such is the richness of our
English tradition, human and material, that the

more recent foundations may look forward to

gaining some of that atmosphere which lends a

magical stimulus to the studies of our two most
ancient Universities. Of the local wealth of which
the new University should be the guardian, two
instances may suffice, one for arts, and one for
science. By a happy accident, not so many years
ago, the famous Leicester Codex of the New-
Testament was rescued from obscurity and care-
less handling, and is now secure in the muniment-
room of the Town Clerk of Leicester.

In Nottingham, for the lack of a proper en-
vironment, the remarkable mathematical genius
of George Green displayed itself partly in vain.
His epoch-making essay, " On the Application of
Mathematical Analysis to the Theories of Elec-
tricity and Magnetism," was published in Not-
tingham in 1828 by subscription. In the preface
the youthful author expressed the hope that " the

difficulty of the subject will incline mathematicians
to read this work with indulgence, more particu-
larly when they are informed that it was written

by a young man, who has been obliged to obtain
the little knowledge that he possesses at such
intervals and by such means as other indis-

pensable avocations, which offer but few oppor-
tunities of mental improvement, afforded." The
hope was vain. To quote the ninth edition of the

"Encyclopaedia Britannica "
: "The work of

Green, which contained these fine researches,
though published in 1828, escaped the notice not
only of foreign, but also even of British, mathe-
maticians; and it is a singular fact in the history
of science that all his general theorems were redis-

covered by Sir William Thomson, Chasles, and
Sturm and Gauss." Some years ago, at the in-

stance of my colleague, Prof. E. H. Barton (to

whom, himself a local mathematician, the LTni-

\ersitv College is proud to have furnished the op-
portunities which Green lacked), I gathered from
Miss Green some interesting particulars about her

distinguished father; and these particulars were
forwarded to Sir Joseph Larmor. I cannot
imagine a more impressive argument for the

foundation of the new University than a careful

consideration of the biography of George Green.
The traveller to Nottingham from the south can
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rest his glance on the lowei pan oi a windmill

still known as linen's Mill. This belonged to

1 oi the mathematician. The neighbours
nd on the tradition thai the youthful genius
within the walls of this building.

Ik WW ( \\< ING] R.

NOTES.
I hi King i >p. ned 1 he new Pai liami nl in pei si m

or I ui sdaj , Febi uar) 11. In his Spi e< h n fei enci

was made to proposals to bi brought forward foi thi

1 ipn 1 scheme oi afforestation

.mil to "a Bill for thi 1 1 a new Ministry to

deal with public health, with a view to the establish-

ment throughout thi land oi a scientific and en-

lightened health 01 ation to combat disease and
',

i conserve the rigoui ol thi raci

\\ 1 deeph regrei to announce the death on
1'i'ln nan ' ii, in his eighty-fourth year, of Prut. (i.

Care) Foster, F.R.S., formerl) principal of University

College, London, and previously professor of physics

there from [865 to 1898. The funeral will be at

Rickmansworth Cemetery to-morrow (Friday) at 3.15.

Sir Richard Iih-mimi, formerly professor of

physics in the University of Sydney, has been elected

a member of the Athenaeum Club under the provisions

..I' the ruli- of the club which empowers the annual
election by the committee of a certain number nl

persons "of distinguished eminence in science, litera-

ture, the .ui-, or tin' public service."

Sir Ronald Kuss, who is consultant in malaria in

the War Office, ha- been appointed honorary con-

sultant in malaria cases to the Ministry of Pensions.

Wk regrei in sei the announcement of the death,

at sixtv-two years of age, of Prof. R. A. E. Blanchard,
professor of parasitology in the faculty of medicine,

I niversity ol Paris, and author of numerous con-

tributions to zoology, physiology, comparative anatomy,
and hygiene, in addition to his works on parasites

and parasitic diseases.

The death i- announced, in his sixty-seventh year,

of Dr. Rolla C. Carpenter, who occupied a chair "I

engineering at Cornell University from 1S95 to 1917.

Dr. Carpenter had been concerned at various times in

important engineering enterprises of the cities of Balti-

m.ne, Brooklyn, and New York. In [898 he was
president of the American Society nl Keating and
Ventilating Engineers. lie was the author of

1 realises mi experimental engineering, heating and
'."nidation, and the gas-engine.

Next Tuesday, February i8 ;

, ('apt. G. P. Thomson
will give the first of two lectures at the Royal Institu-

tion on " Aeroplanes and the Great War." On Thursday,
I in 11

. Prof. H. M. Lefroy will give the first of

two lii hi mi "Insect Enemies of our Food Sup-
plies"; and tl second on Thursday, February 27, on
'* How Silk is ( e own and Made." The Friday evening
discourse on 1 tan 21 will be delivered by Mr. A. T.
Hare on " Clocl

I

.11 minis"; and on February 28

b\ Prnf. J, \ ,\,t I. 11.
1 iii 1 mi "Nuclei and Ions."

On Satorday, Februan 22, at 3 o'clock, the Hon.

J. W. Fortesrue will give the first of two lectures on
"The Empire's Shan 1 Ei gland's Wars-."

Diking the war the interest- of patentee- have bei n

adverse!) affected, and probabh none more so than
thosi connected with the chemical industries. Mam
patentees have been unable to usi 1 develop theii
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patents, whilst in some cases where patents have bi 1

ted the hum publication of the grant has b

forbidden Attention is directed to these facts in thi

1 hemical Trade Journal of January 25. Represents
linn- havi ah 1 aib been made in the < onti olli

Patenl and oi Munitions 1m ns, bul it i- sug-
gested thai Furthei co-ordinated action is desirable

gel the position readjusted. Inasmuch as mam
holders of British patents have, in the national
niiei . 1 , ti ei l\ all' iw< d the usi oi theii patents For

the period of the w ar, il is 1 laimi d that the lifi

oi those pati in - should I pondingl; .

W'r regrei to barn from the Journal d>

tours (vol. ii.. No. u) that M. Jerfi 1 < died
ni. n \ 15. \l. Coggia was born in 1849, and

ei lies Ob 01 moi e than
lili\ years. I Ii- 1 oil. agui ts " un
a -tmm mie aclif, habile el consi en . el un bomme
de cceur." lie i- best known for his discover) oi the

brilliant coi N74 III., bul he also discovered seven
other comets and six iiiinni planets. Another dis-

cover! 1
ni

i arkabli cornel has passed awa)
person ol Mr. Edwin Holmes, a prominent membei ol

the British Astronomical Association and a regulai

attendant at its meetings. The comet of short period

that he found in November, 189Z, was distingui

by two brilliant outbursts, after each nl which it

expanded rapidl) and became difficult to see. It has
been re-observed at two out of the three return- that

it ha- made since then, but ha- never repeated its

interesting beha^ ioar of 1892.

The deaths of the following engineers are announced
in the Engineer and in Engineering for Februar) 7:
Mr. Thomas Wright, late general works manager of
the Dowson-Mason <>a- Plant Co. He had been

recognised for mam years as an expert in the con-

struction nl coal- and gas-fired furnaces, and was a

member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, the Iron and
Steel Institute, and the Farada) Society.— Mr. Edward
Cecil [ngleby, who died on January 24 after a long

illness, was a director of the firm of [ngleby and
Co., Ltd., electrical engineers, and an associate

number of the Institution of Civil Engineers.— Mr.

George Cuming, who was in his forty-eighth year, and
for thirty-two years bad been connected with the lirm

of Messrs. Harland and Wolff, Belfast, latterl) as

engineering manager. He was a member of the

Institution oi Mechanical Engineers, and also of the

Institution of Naval Architects, and was made an
officei of the Order of the British Empire in 1017.

II. took an important part in the development of

the steam turbim for steamship propulsion.

Designers of motor-cycles have for some' time past

felt that 1111 adequate mean- exist to admit nf Iheir

meeting together for the purpose of ventilating and
discussing the difficulties of the many problems with

which lhe\ are confronted from time to time. In

consequence, a representation on the subject was
recent!) placed before the Institution of Automobile
Engineers at a conference attended by technical repre-

sentatives of some of the motor-cycle manufacturing

firms. The institution has now arranged for two

meetings to be held at the Birmingham Chamber of

Commerce expressly for the discussion of points con-

nected with the design of motor-cvcles. The first ol

thesi meetings will be held on Thursday,!
when Mr. D. S. Healher will read a paper entitled

"A Surve) of Current Motor-cycle Design"; and tin

second me. ling will in- held on Thursday, March 20,

when Mi b'.ric ('.indwell will read a paper the till'

of which is not vet announced. Those who desire to
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be present at these meetings are invited to communi-
cate with the secretan of the institution, 28 Victoria

. \\ 1 stminstei , S.W.i.

Im 1 1 enz \ is now • piii. tin, in Vusti

in Victoria and South Australi 1 tended with
.1 considerabli mortality In South Africa influenza
is stated to ba\ e 1 leath of u ,731

and 1

,

m 11/. i, ii has bei n sui -

mis. J ... lius oi Pfeiffer

ma) n iut that an exces
sivelj mini!

ui, ;mii evidi iui oi this vi(

ghi forward h I ien. Sir J. Ri si Bradford
and Capts. I'.. I . Bash ford and J. A. Wilson [Lai

February 1, [919, p. 169). Thi present minute,
round <> t >< n 1 i

> - mi asm ing o-i 01
in diameter, Gram positive, .. resisting heat-

ing i thirt) minu
Berkefeld N and \ filters and a Massen porcelain filter.

I In organisms have been isolated from the blood,

sputum, and pleural fluid, and obtained in cultivation

1I1. I ])• cultures inoculated into

animals produce illness in gu 3 ind monkeys
with pneumonia .mil haemorrhages. Similai experi-

ments havi ed out with trench fever and
nephritis, and organisms ol thi sam< type ha\< been
isolated in these diseasi s, cultures of which on inocula-

tion produi - 11. 1 nephritis.

In the case of trench fever, the same organism was
isolated from infected lice.

\\'|. havi received the first annual reporl ol the
In.lusi1i.1l Reconstruction Council, a purel) educa-
tional with Sii Wilfrid Stokes as presi-

dent and Mr. Ernest J. P. Benn as chairman. Prof.

W. Ripper, Vice-Chancellor oi the University ol Shef-

field, is treasurer and Prof. \. W. Kirkaldy, of Bir-

mingham, a member of thi executive, so that educa-
tion of universit) grade is w ell 1 epi esi nted. The object

id the council, which was established in December, i< 1 17,

is id contribute to the solution of the problem of

labour unrest by supplying information on industrial

alike to employers and employed by means
uf lectures, -. and the distribution of printed

matter, and, in particular, to make widely known
the proposals (it the Whitle) Committee with reference

in the self-government of industn b\ means ol indus-

trial councils and interim committees, and to urge thi

organisation of all trades, both employers and em-
1, so as to make the formation of industrial

councils possible, ["o this end the council has held

public meetings in the largest cities, and sent lec-

turers to address tradi and other societies in more
than fortv centres. Sum. of the larger gatherings' havi

been addressed b^ thi Minister of Reconstruction, the

Minister ef Labour, the President of the Board of

Trade, and the chairman of thi Department of

iii. ,md Industrial Research. Since last

mber fortnightly lectures have been given on

Wednesday afternoons in Saddlers' Hall, kindb. len'l

In th. Saddlers' Company, and fortnightly conferences

have been held mi Tuesda\ evenings in tne ball ol thi

Institute of Journalists. Sixty thousand copies of the

council's pamphlet nn "Trade Parliaments" have been
distributed, besides much other literature. The offices

of the count il arc at 2 'I ill 1 •
< 4

hul. uf Bengal, in unveiling a

bust ol ^i' Leonard Rogers at the Calcutta School .>i

d Vfedil in. , paid a g( n. tolls tribute to tile work
performed by that eminent physiologist. To him is

due the succi ssful treatment of the disease known as

kala-azar, long a scourge in tin- Assam Valley. In
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connection with this investigation, In- initiated a new
treatment for dysentery, ami discovered a vaccine used
in i;w - .,1 spru< •! Leonard Rogers's industry in

thesi 1 . 1 ;. sidi - important
books, lie has publ ;

i
1 1 mi 150 scien

-, and he lias u, mi hesi

world thi results ol hi- I.. -in-. In Sir Leonard

hment, and p.

priaie for the loi ation ol th. bi . » orker
who has madi mpoi 1

.
;

mitigation of various form- oi di

In a review on the subject
. upon

the report of the Central Control B. Wace
- ..us. I 1, ,.i.. "-For

aged in wiitn..

a; night, and w hen
and foui o'clock in t!;,- morning, rm brain wa

ed for sleep; but a crust of bread and a little

would give 1

My exp jvhich
ha- now extended to eig] has b
alcohol is had to work upon, hut invaluable in

upon. h has enabled
1 somi line S to do

literary work at night after being engaged .. greal
part ..I th.- da) on the duties of nn profession; hut
only on condition of tm interposing a sort of senti-

ment between the two employments, b two or three
hours' rest after dinner, with .1 -nod nap. There may
be many modifications of this kind in th,. U se of
alcoholic drinks; hut the) an- always mere variations
of the principle which, after the verdict of this
s. i. ntilic jury, max- now be taken to be firml) estab-
lished thai the chief effect and use of alcohol is to

promote rest, and the reinvigoration which rest

brings" (Quarterly Review. No. 45*. fanuary, p. 63)

In the issue of Scientia for September, 1918, Prof,
f-'rasei Harris publishes an interesting papei din. tine

attention to the functional inertia and momentum of
living matter. By this Prof. Harris understands those
properties in virtue of which the effect of a stimulus
is not at once manifested, nor does the result cease
immediately on cessation of the stimulus. The state-

ment applies in a certain sense to all matter, and the
key is doubtless, as the author points out, the inertia
of the carbon atom. But it seems doubtful whether
it is justifiable, or even illuminating, to place this

propem as an antagonist to that of excitabilitv or
the capacity of responding to the action of an external
force. There seems to be a suggestion of the ancient
confusion of thought in which in. rtia is regarded as a
force. The manifestations of it. however, plav an
important part in physiological phenomena.

Interesting "Notes on Myriapoda," by Hilda and
Graham Brade-Birks, furnish the Dartford Naturalists'

Field Club with an occ.isi.-n.il paper "reprinted from
the Lancashire and Cheshire Naturalist, September
and October, 1918." The authors assign to Kent
twelve species of Chilopoda, of which four are
luminous, and eight species ,,l Diplopoda. Their
notes mi synonym) would havi been mon serviceable
had they appended dates to thi genera and spi

inst.-ad of relegating them to the concluding biblio-

graphy. Th " " Svstema Naturae" .printed
" Systema Natura ") is undated, as though then
onb one edition of that famous work. In these days
of expensive printing the enumeration of evi 1 so man)
places where specimens have been captured could well

have been spared, and the space devoted to concise

definition- of the various items of classification: This
would probably have been an eas} ask to thi si capable

writers, and would have gone far to "prove an incen-
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tive i" further faunistii work in the neighbourhood"
in accordant with their Express d-sn:. Ih.ir list < .

f

authorities omits Leach's article in the "Edinburgh
1 lopaedia," vol. vii., which carries the date of

his Cryptops hortensis and his Lithobius variegatus
back to 1813 alike foi each genus and spei ii

The Egyptian Government lias recently published a

useful booklet to supplement its circulars issued in

connection with tin- administration of the law for the
protection of birds beneficial to agriculture. This has
been prepared by Capt. Flower and Mr. M. J. Nicoll,

the director and assistant director of the Zoological
Service. It treats of the principal birds protected, and
gives their English, French, Arabic, and scientific

names, their local status, and their size and colora-
tion. In eight helpful coloured plates are depicted
twenty-four of the fort) species deal) with. Measures
for the protection of these birds are 'specially neces-
sary in Eg\pt 'in .eiouiil ol the lavages of hosts of

insect pests, the chief natural enemies of which, the
insectivorous birds, are, unfortunately, correspondingly
scarce. To afford this protection a law was pro-
mulgated in iiiij, and circulars have since been widely
distributed giving, in \ acinus languages, the names of
the scheduled species, forbidding their destruction,

capture, sale, etc., and intimating tin- penalties to be
indicted upon those who contravene the Act. That
these measures have met with considerable success as
regards some species is well indicated in the ease ,,l

the buff-backed heron, which is a gnat destroyer of
locusts and other noxious insects. This bird had,
previous to the protecting law, become reduced to a
single colony

;
now it has greatly increased in

numbers, and is to be found in many parts of the

Delta. It is to be regretted, however, that the law
has not been strictly observed as regards the smaller
insectivorous birds. 'Ibis seems to be, to a consider-
able degree, due to the fact that the permission
granted under licences for the killing and capture of

unprotected birds has been frequently misapplied for

the destruction of protected species. These illegally

acquired birds, after being denuded of their feathers,
hi render their identification difficult or impossible, are
often exposed for sale. The final paragraph of the
introduction to this interesting booklet is devoted to

an earnest appeal to all who have ihe welfare of agri-

ulture at heart to make every effort to protect the
scheduled birds in the interests of the staple industry
of the country.

Mr. C. Raunkiar (Botanisk Tidsskrift, 3b Bind,

3 Hefte, 1918) describes some experiments to deter-

mine to what degree the time of leafing is a constant
character in the beech. In the case of marked indi-

vidual trees, the relative periods of leafing proved to be
constant in three successive seasons. Fruits of these

trees were collected and sown, under uniform conditions,

in the botanic garden at Copenhagen, and the tables of
results show' a striking correspondence between the
mother and descendants with regard to leaf-time, and
indicate thai early or late leaf-time in the cases in

question is genotypically determined. On the hypo-
thesis that tiie genotypic basis of, for instance, very
early leaf-time is a single factor, and either dominant
or recessive, the author concludes that it is probably
most reasonable to assume that the mother-plant is

heterozygous with regard to the factor for leaf-time,

and in that case vei >\ leaf-time must be dominant.
But it is scarcely likely, the author suggests, that the
matter is so simple, ami leaf-time is probably, in each
individual case, conditioned by a complicated combina-
tion of genotypic factors, which at one time can
operate in the same direi on, and at another may
counteract each other. The experiments show that
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there are not only early and normal beeches, but also a
series that varies with regard to leaf-time from very
early to very late. The most important point is tha't

Fagus sylvatica comprises sub-species, isoreagents,
that differ with regard to leaf-tim. .

THE value of quinine in combating malaria and
other tropical fevers makes it most important thai the
Empire should be sure of adequate supplies of cini
bark, from which the drug is obtained. An artii

thi Inline ,,l the trade in cinchona bark in the Bul-
letin of the Imperial institute (vol. xvi., No. 3) die
atti niion 10 a somewhat unsatisfactory state of affairs
Ii appears that f<>r some years past the Dutch Easl
Indies, and particular!) Java, have had almost a
monopoly in the production. In the years 1011 1,

ihe average annual production of cinchona bark in

Java was 22,880,000 lb. oul of the world's total pro-
duction of about 25,000,000 lb. In India, where the
tie.

1
under cinchona fluctuates a little, but, on the

whole, decreases, the annual production is about
j,000,000 lb. Ceylon, which some thirty years ago
had an annual output of more than 13,000,000 lb.,

has now practically ceased to be a producer. Eighty
per cent, of the world's supply of this bark now
finds its way to market af Amsterdam. The article

contains many statistics relating to Ihe trade in

quinine. It is enough to mention that India's annual
consumption of quinine is about [45,000 lb., of which
about half is produced in the country and half 'un-

polled. The home production of bark is inadequate
to meet ihe demand for quinine in India. It would
thus appear that a great part of the Empire's supply
of quinine has to be imported from foreign countries
This shows the need for extending the cultivation of
ihe cinchona tree under conditions which result in a

maximum yield of quinine in the bark. The article

concludes with some notes on experiments in

this direction in St. Helena and (German) East
Africa.

The Journal of the Scottish Meteorological Society,

with its tables for the year 1017, contains two or

three communications of especial interest to meteoro-
logists. "The Cpner Air: Some Impressions Gained
by Flving" is dealt with by Gaol. G. K. M. Douglas,
and forms the subject of an article in our pages Ibis

week. "Ground-Ice" is the subject of a communica-
tion by Dr. John Aitken. The paper is somewhat
controversial, and deals chief! v with a communication
by Mr. A. Watt on the same subirct printed in a

previous issue of the Journal. "The Climate and
Meteorology of Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic Regions "

is abridged from an address given by Mr. R. G. Moss-
man bv request of the councils of flu- Roval Societv
of Edinburgh and of the Scottish Meteorological

Societv. The author states that our knowledge of

Antarctic regions is limited rhieflv to observations
during the last twenty vears, whilst prior to this our
knowledge was confined exclusively to observations
derived from summer vovages. With referenre to the

general circulation of the atmosphere, it is shown lh.it

easterly winds are commonlv experienced in sub-polar

regions associated with travelling cyclonic areas
situated to the northward. In this connection refer-

enre is made to the National Antarctic Expedition.
100 1 1, and to the dailv synchronous charts throughout
(he four vears drawn from the observations of the

exnedition augmented from other sources. Upoer-air
observations made with kites and balloons are said to

he scanty, and most of the facts available are from
the movements of high clouds. Pilot-balloon ascents,

however, have at times shown that the stratosphere

b a! as low as 45 mile-..
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Light-filters made of .1 new yellow dye have just

introduced b) h. Eastman Kodak Co. Picric

i< ill being too unstable (filters made with it turn
brown), and a more sharp! rption being
sometimes desirable than tint given by "filter yellow,"

Messrs. Mees and Clarke sought for .1 dye that would
fulfil the desired conditions. The) found that glucose-

phenylosazone gives almost as good absorption of the

ultra-violel .1- filtei yellow," as well as .1 sharper cut

on tlii othi 1 sid< of the band, and is satisfactorily stable

The actual derivative used, the osazone itself being in-

soluble in water, is the sodium salt of glucosephenyl-
1 id, and fnr inn'. enienc e the)

call it "Eastman yellow." The tiltrrs are made of

three densities, one special!) foi aerial photography,
and this has been adopted by the American forces.

Further details with ab irves are given in

the British Journal of Photography for January 31.

An article on metric measurements appears in the

January issue of Cheap Steam, a periodical issued b)

the well-known engineers, Messrs. Ed. Bennis and
Co., Ltd. From the point of view of the writer ol

article, the greatest advantage to be derived from
the adoption of the mi hi 1 nabling of

manufacturers to competi on more equal terms with
11 rivals in the world's markets. Inability or

unwillingness of the British manufacturer to estimate

for overseas clients in terms which they understand

iSl main a contract to this country. One secret

rmany's rapid progress as .1 foreign trader was
the promptitude with which she adapted her business
methods to the habits and customs of the various

nations with which sh< was anxious to deal, and she

annoyed and puzzled possible customers abroad
by quoting quantities and prici - in terms which they
<lid not understand. In 1864 an Act was passed to

missive the use of the metric system; in

massed making the. use of the

n optional. ["he time is now ripe for making
;

it compul

Buei 1 the state of the atmosphere on
of the sea has been verj variously estimated,

particularly a> regards the relative importance of

barometrii pressure and wind. At one of the recent

British Association geophysical discussions Col. Sir

C. F. Close reviewed the subject, and described cer-

tain new dal by th< Ordnance Survey
Journal, July, [918). These showed

that at the observation points chosen, on the coast

of the Atlantic Ocean and the North Sea, the sea-

li . 1 responds almost immediatel) to barometric varia-

tions. \ rise or fall in the height of the mercury is

ed with a fall or rise of sea-level of 13-5 times
unt (equivalent to the variation in a water-

barometer) Changes of level due to winds cause
some fluctuation in individual estimates of the ratio

(from 7 to 20, roughly), but not sufficiently to mask
connection between sea-level and barometric

pr< ssure. In a narrow, land-locked sea, however, it

might be expected that the wind would have relatively

influence, and this is confirmed by a recent

stud) of the Baltic sea.level by Rolf Witting (O/v. aj

Finska Vet.Soc. Forh., vol. lix., A, 13, Helsingfors,

lb. punly hydrostatic effect of a gradient of I

barometric pressure over any region is to produce an

;ite slope of the sea-surface. But such a distribu-

tion of atmospheric pressure is usually accompanied
by winds directed along the isobars, with the higher

ire on the I. ft tin the northern hemispher<

This tends to heap up the waters with a gradient

perpendiculai to the formei one, and in the Baltic

this slope appears to be about t-8 times as great as '

the hydrostatic slope. The resultant gradient is rather

NO. 2572, VOL. I02]

more than twice the latter, and is inclined to it in
azimuth at about 55 .

The largest plate-rolling mill in the world is

described in an illustrated article in Engineering for
iry 24. This mill belongs to the Lukens Steel

Co., of Coatesville, Pennsylvania. It is a four-high
reversing type mill, 17 ft. wide on the rolls, and is

capable of rolling plates up to 16 ft. in width, and
circular plates a few inches wider. It is built on the
principle of the two-high reversing plate-stand used
in the British Isles, with the modification that the
two finishing rolls are backed by two large supporting
rolls. The latter rolls stiffen the mill and prevent
springing of the operating rolls when rolling wide, thin
plates, thus ensuring uniform thickness in the finished
product. There are two 34 in. diameter by 204 in.

working-face operating rolls of chilled iron with 27-in.
necks, weighing about thirty tons each, and two
30 in. diameter backing rolls of cast-steel with 36-in.

necks, weighing about sixty tons each. The mill

stands about 40 ft. from the top of the screw-cover
to the bottom of the shoes. The screw-down rig

is of the well-known worm and worm-wheel design,

and is driven by two 150-h.p. motors, one on each
housing. The mill is driven by a twin tandem com-
pound engine, having cylinders of 46 in. and 70 in.

diameter by 60 in. stroke, and is fitted with a jack-

shaft and a gear ratio of one to two, which renders it

capable of giving an enormous torque. Mechanical
tables are provided so arranged as to do away with
hand-labour wherever possible.

Messrs. Longman's and Co.'s new list of annoum 1
-

ments contains many books of scientific interest, some
of which have already been referred to in thesi

columns. Others arc: "Applied Aero-dynamics,'
L. Bairstow, illustrated; "Aeroplane Structures,"

A. J. S. Pippard and Capt. L. Pritchard, with a pre-

face by L. Bairstow, illustrated; "Corrosion and
Decay of Metals," Prof. C. H. Desch ;

" Lead and its

Compounds," Dr. J. A. Stnvthe; "Boiler Chemistry,"

J. II. Paul; "The Rare "Earth Metals," Dr. J. "F.

Spencer; "Chemical Affinity and Chemical Equili-

brium," Dr. II. S. Taylor; a new edition of "Osmotic
Pressure," Prof. A. Findlay; "Ships' Boats: Their
Qualities, Construction, Equipment, and Launching
Appliances," E. YV. Blocksidge; and "Efficient Boiler

Managi ment, with Notes on the Firing of Coal-fired

Reheating Furnaces," C. F. Wade. Messrs. Long-
mans also have in hand the third edition of " British

Birds," A. Thorburn, illustrated, the first two volumes
of which have been published. Vol. iii. is promised

for March, and vol. iv. for April.

Mr. F. Edwards, 83 High Street, Marylebone, W.i,
has just published Catalogue No. 386 of books, manu-
scripts, and engravings relating to India and Ceylon.

1 1 contains many rare works and a number of books
..I scientific interest, e.g. a complete set of the "Cata-
logue of the Birds in the British Museum," 27 vols.;

Hooker's "Illustrations of Himalayan Plants"; Capt.

W. V. Legge's "History of the Birds of Ceylon":
and vols. i. to v. of Moore's " Lepidoptera Indica."

Mr. Edwards has also for disposal the Sanskrit libran

of tin late Col. G. A. Jacob, comprising about 700 vols.

Messrs. Dulau and Co., Ltd., have just

from their new address (34 Margaret Street, Cavendish
Square, W.i) Catalogue No. 74 of some 1200 books
on botany, agriculture, and zoology which theyhave
fur disposal. It gives particulars of many rare editions

uf works dealing with the subjects referred to, ami

should be of service to many readers of NATURE. \

feature of the catalogue is many of the earlier volumes

of the British Museum Zoological Catalogues and
I.istS.
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The Monthl) Notices for November lasl contain a

; .ni this subjecl b\ Prof. Eddington, who selects

een C'epheids, thi light-curves of which are well
n, to 1. si thi theor y. Mi. absoluti magnitudi

1

ii ni thi pei iods, using .1 diagi am gi\ en b;

Mi Shapl y, arid the effectivi lemperatures and densitii

1
r paper of his own. Prof. Eddington finds

thai all tb. stars are in a gaseous state throughout
their \.>lum. . xo pt the two ol 1 olute magni-
tude ; h meets this with the fad that Mr. Shaplej 's

diagram shows a linear relation between period and
magnitude for the brighti r stars, but a curve for the
Fafntei ones, ["hi radius of Y Ophiuchi, the brightest
-in on the list (abs. mag. 4), is given as
42,000,000 km., 1I1. mas being thirteen times the
sun's; on thi average, the semi-amplitude <>f the
pulsation is 1 13 ol thi radius. Assuming an
tive tempei un nal thi Foui th root of the

luminosity, thi semi-amplitude ..I the temperature
fluctuation i 1/12 of the whole. Prof. Eddington
also deduces thai with period y$ days should corre-

sp I pei ral typi FSJ, and with period 30-8 days
type 1.,'. These deductions are in fair accordance
with Mr. Shapley's latesl observational results.

Prof. Eddington directs attention to an erratum in

his former p. qui- on the radiative equilibrium of the

stars, the radiation pressure being taken ai four times
its true value. The error may be corrected bv multi-
plying the adopted molecular weigh! by 2S. It will,

however, make the calculated duration of the Giant
stage even shorter than before.

Calcium Clouds in hf Milki Way.—The February
Observatory contains a letter on this subject 1>\ Mr. J.

Evershed. The suggestion was first made in thi casi

..1 8 Orionis that it was surrounded In such clouds,
siiicr the H and K lines did nol share in the orbital

motion. Mr. Evershed now shows that the same is

the ease in Nova Aquilae, Nova Persei; and Nova
Geminorum (2), and quotes five other stars in Aquila,
Scorpio, Perseus, and Orion showing. the same pheno-
menon. In all cases the radial motion indicated by the

H, K lines agrees within some 4 km. /sec. with that din-

to the sun 's motion (assumed 20 km. see., towards t8h.,

+ 30 ). Hence the .allium clouds would appear to

lie practically at rest with respect to the star system,
the attraction of the stars upon them being, perhaps,
nearK balanced b\ radiation pressure. It will be

remembered that the Orion nebula also appears to

have no line-of-sight velocity other than that due to the

s. ilar iii.ui. hi

Mr. Evershed notes that the phenomenon i- rendered

easiet of detection in novae owing to the large dis-

11! of tin II line in the star's own spectrum,
which separates it from thai due to the cosmic cloud.

The latter is seen as a fine absorption line on the
In.... hydrogen band II. "I the nova's spectrum.

A •• New Navigation" Method. In " Notes on the
Working ol 'New Navigation'" (Cairo: Govern-
ment Press, . Dr. John Ball gives a convenient
method of calculating altitude from hour-angle (h),

latitude 1/), and <i
1 ation (d). First find an auxilian

angle M from tin

Then

., /.I).

equal ion

M cos / cos d.

in(M +^) Sin(M-^).

I s. upper sign for /. ./ same name.lowei fot contrary
nam.'. Dr. Ball points .mi the advantages ol the mi
both for navigation and land-surveving. He might,
however, have alluded in the very' useful Altitude
rabies" ..1 his namesake, thi Rev. F. Ball, R.N.
(London : J. I). Potter), which give the altitude, with-
out calculation, foi even degree ..l I, ,/, h to an

ac> ..1 ..
1

' 1 .1. a. h 1.

/ III-. WORK OF Till- GO\ ERA WENT
I IBOR 17 1 'AM .

L?KO.\l thi recently issued annual report ..1 thi
-1 Government Chemist on the work of the Govern-
ment Laboratorj (Cd. 9205), it appears thai the total
number of samples examined during the rear 1917-18
was ..0,453.

Work for several new departments, including tin-

Air Board, the Ministry ol Food, and the Coal Con-
troller's establishment, was undertaken during the
year. Tin- aggregate number of samples analysed,
however, was some 58,000 less than in the preceding
twelve months. This decrease is attributed chief!}
to a fallin^-olf in the work required for the Customs
and Excise Department. Following upon diminished
imports, fewer samples of imported goods wen- taken
foi analysis; and war-time restrictions affecting the
home consumption of wines and spirits similarly
caused a reduction in the amount of analytical work
required.

On the other hand, much of the laboratory activity
has been devoted to matters arising directly out of war
conditions. Among points of special interest maj bi

noted thi analytical control over the quality of food-
stuffs and medical supplies for the lighting forces, and
over the composition of metals employed in naval and
aerial constructional work.
More than 20,000 samples of foodstuffs were

examined in connection with the feeding of the
Expeditionary Forces. This work was carried out
partly at the chief laboratory, and partly In officers

of the laboratory stationed at the various supply bases.

The quality of the supplies was controlled "by first

examining samples tendered by contractors, in order
to ascertain whether the conditions of the specifica-

tions were complied with. Specimens of the foods.

actualh, delivered were afterwards analysed, to ensure-

that the deliveries compared satisfactorily with the

selected " tender" samples. Most of the analyses wen
made on specimens taken from contractors' deliveries

in course of transit to the Forces, the goods being
detained until the report upon their quality had been

received l>\ the Army authorities. A salutary check
was thus in operation against any tendency to unlaii

dealing.

The scientific public, and also thi general public,

would no doubt be interested in knowing whether any
adulterations or other attempted impositions were dis-

covered, but on this point the report of the Govern-
ment Chemist is silent. Still, it may safely be

assumed that the systematii examination of supplies

would in am case be a strong deterrent against

attempts to substitute inferior articles. It may be
taken foi granted, therefore, thai tin laboratory con-

trol has both conduced to the efficiency of the fighting

forces and effected economy of public moivw .

For the Army Medical Department 960 samples ..1

medicinal articles wen- examined. A^ might be ex-

pected, these consisted largely of anaesthetics. It is

scarcely necessan to point oul thai the comfort, and
often tin life, of wounded soldiers under anaesthesia

NO. 2~,J2. VOL. I02
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would depend upon the quality of the anaesthetic sub-
[ ; and ii is good to know thai steps

taken bj systematic chemical analyses to ensure thi

sion "i sattsfai ton supplies, rhe 1 emaim
the medical articli

I ol phenacetin,
asp si h as quinini

hypodermal injection or

ophthalmic usi -

instructional activities ol our naval ai

Sei \ ices are re fleeti d in the repoi

mini il for th 1 on-

metals anah si d foi thi I

11 tment, w hilsl from the Air Board 1

thous; -. ni chieflj alloys. A
ubstitute fin platinum examined

fin thi Ministry of Mun an alio) of

hromium, ai

trading, ni

ions wei 1 submitti d to the

I >epartment, the Fori . the
.

j Solicitoi . and ili' Admirali y Marsh
the two last-named officials 396 samples were analysed

1 i.il- seizi d as prize, 01 which
were the subject of Prize Court proceedings. They
included such varied substances as thorium n

iu-'-<l in making . colours, resins,

eh ugs, and -

loes nol allow of more than a passing refer-

to ili'- analyses made for the Board ol Vgricul-

ture, Home Office, Posl Office, Board of Trade,
and other Departments. The reporl shows thai a

largi amount of chemical work, having prime import-
GoVernmenl administrative requirements, has

lished during the period in question.

MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS DURING I

SOLAR ECLIPSE.
'T'lIK September issue of Terrestrial Magnetism
A and Atmospheric Electricity is mainrj devoted to

magnetic observations taken during the total solai

eclipsi of June 8, 1918. Dr. Bauer, thi head of the

magnetic department ol the Carnegie Institution of

Washington, has interested himself in similar work
during previous eclipses, and in March, 1918, hi

issued am appeal for co-operative effort on t )k occa-

sion of the June eclipse. As a result, observations

were taken ai a number of stations Seven ol these,

in different pari- ol the United States, were within

the belt of totality. There were, besides, eight special

held station^ in the United Slates and Canada out-

side the belt of totality, while observations were taken
at twelve ordinan observatories. Dr. Bauer himself

Ii 1, 1 station 1

1
,800 Ft

sea-level.

The sjemra! schemi recommended included, in the

idings, observations at one-minute
intervals during six consecutive hours, the interval

being reduced to thirtj seconds at stations within the

belt of totalitj from ten minutes before u> ten minutes

after totality, [n the tables of observational results

1 readings are not given, but five-minute

given for decimation at the field stations

of the Carnegie Institution. Similar declination data

for the field stations of the United States Coast and
are given in a separate communica-

tion by Mr. I>. L. Hazard, who also includes readings

from the declination, horizontal force, and vertical

curves of the five (oast ami Geodetic magnetii
h-.-rvatories. Sir Frederick Stupart deals in anothei

communication with results from Vgincourl and

Meanook, the two magnetic observatories of the

Canadian M al Service, and corresponding

results from the magnetic observaton at Antipofo,

NO. 2572, VOL. I02]

Manila, an- contributed In the magnetii observer of
the W. athei Bureau.
A number of thi n results b> fore, during,

and aftei thi ei lips* ai 1 show n graphically on p. 1 10,

forming part n of the phenomena bj

uchlj . I li

of theii discussion « ill pi 1 sumabh appeal in thi

ol the journal. I he daj . though compara
quiei magneticalh , was neans free from
irregular movements. Also N"i can sta

til listurbed h

; • before Mi
Han. 1 , Fisk, and Maui hh of dis< my 1

distui bin- effei ts is 51 ai 1 • I3 likelj

to be eas O ei ious
eclipses have shown ih.ii the eclipsi effect, '< th ri t-

l hus, nulls, .nun tra 1

'..

lised as common to a numbei of eclipses, ii will

. 1
-ii ix 11 iii ion. This

doubtless explains whi the Department of Terrestrial

with what has bi en doni
during loi.s, has alread\ arranged to send two expedi-
tions to place, favourabli for observations during thi

ensuing solai eclipse on May. 29 next. Those
organising similar exped ted to com-

with Dr. Bauer.
Amongsl the other contents ol the volume there is

an interesting comparison by Mr. W. E. W. Jackson
of rhe magnetic declination results obtained during
1017 al Agincourt (Toronto) and the new magnetic

at Meanook, Vlberta (54 37' N-,
113° :t W.i. As might be expected from its geo-
graphical position, Meanook is a much more dis-

turbed station than Agincourt. Also, as is common
with North American stations, it is much more dis-

turbed than European stations in similar latitudes.

The mean absolute diurnal variation was 22-6' even
in December, and 78-6' in August. The regular diurnal

ion is anah. sed by Mr. Jackson in Fourier waves.

The wave of twenty-four-hour period is found to

have a considerably greater relative importance at

Meanook than al Agincourt. The station possesses, in

fact, characteristics thai recent Antarctic expeditions

have shown to exist in high magnetic latitudes.

Apparentlv as vet onlv declination is recorded at

Meanook. Ir is scarcely necessary to say that the

addition of horizontal force and vertical force magneto-

graphs at a station presenting such interesting features

is mm b in be desired. C. Chrf.e.

METEOROLOGY AND I VI 17TON. 1

THE future development of meteorology will almost

certainh be closelt associated with thai of com-
mercial aviation. On one hand, an accurate know-
ledge .it the conditions of wind and weather over a

wide area for at bast twelve hours in advance will

be essential to aerial navigation; while, on the other,

aeroplanes providi a means of obtaining information

value 10 meteorologists, particularly with

I

I. . clouds,

Clouds an- frequentlj in the form of horizontal

sheets, and these are important from the point ol

view of aerial navigation when they occur at low

altitudes. A fairly good example of the upper surface

of such .t sheei is shown in Fig. 2, but much flatter

sh., 1- an sometimes seen. The clouds are caused

mainly b\ thi cooling by expansion ol watei

ompanying illustrations are from a paper entitled"

\,, e Impn io Gained by Flying.' contributed to tl,e Journal of

! i g ical Society (vol.'xviii., No , We indebtetlto

the society for the loan of the Mocks. The photographs and observations

were obtained while flying in France in co-operation with the Meteoro-

logical Section K.K., and the author is indebted to the Commandant Tor

facilities in ob'aining them and for permission to reproduce them
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is diffused up by innumerable eddies

low >hei ts the process of mixing of

. the .-in Nc
. : cumulo-nimbus on ihe horizon ; large anvil, will] level

: the false cirrus in front of the sun. 5.20 p.m., Seplembe

In the
j

adiabatii i"> saturated air. The majority of cloud-

saturated j

--Inns are found under temperature "inversions,"

where the conditions are

mosl favourable for their

persistence. In a n I i-

cyclones large invi

are often found aboi i

the clouds, apparently

due i" iii' presenci

mass of air which slowh
descends ami is dynamic-
ally heated, but which
fails 10 reach the g
For instant e, mar Ips-

wich 011 November 14.

1918, the ii mperature « as

iq° I . al Hi'- top of the

11 j (1

rose i"
1

; I'', at 4.100 ft..

In- relative humidity fall-

ing to 23 per cent. Ir

seems probable that on

these occasions the lower
air has been drawn from
a old -.inn 1 e and thi a

warmed at the sui fai e

during its passagi

1 elativel) « •inn si

there is always an adia-

batic lapsi -rate and a

<ood 'leal of turbulence

under tie- clouds, which
n|i tin- a.

fn -in below . I he inver-

sion damps "at the tur-

bulenci and prevents the

clouds fj-om mixing « ith

air of differenl tempera-

tures also plays a part,

the mixing being carried

out b\ eddies, which are
- let mies of .1 ver;

feeble character a n d

..a el) in rceptibli

a e r op la n es. Edd\
molion is set up by
frii 1

i"ii with the sur-

face, and usualh trans-

mitted i" soine i xtenl up
lo aboul 3000 ft., and
sometimes In llnill !

sunn It ., w hen tile air is

being healed at tile Sur-

\t gi eater heights

ddy motion may he di -

veloped throughout a

layei moo ft. or 2000 ft.

thick when the lapse-

rati ol temperatun
(v or t i i a 1 temperature
gradient) equals the

adiabatii

tlie intrusion ii .• 1 old

layer, a n d
. t h e

humidity is high enough
clouds may form at the

top of the turbulent

layer. Sheets of rippled
" alto-cumulus" clouds

often develop in this

w ay. In noli r that the
1 louds may remain in

In form of a horizontal sheet, it i

the lapse-rate above thi m
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1 mils of Fig. 1 take 3. to pan., Septeml

important that

1.1 I., low- the

the thy air above, which would dissolve them entirely.

The clouds iii.n persist lone after the air has begun
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Doled irface, and travel horizontally thunderstorms. Those in the photographs
. the air being turbulent jusl under-

|
thunderstorms which reached 20,000 Ft.

nc ath them. In winter
h< prevenl local inland

d

veloping, as thi .

back the radiation from
the mii

'

In many cases in « inter

iccurate

and thi< km ss of th<'

could bi made on
isumplion thai ihej

horizontally with-

i form. This
foi some cloud-

uiih their lower
pra< ticall) on the

ground, when the aii

above them is in a stable

condition. On summer
la\ 5 o\ ei the land th<

tend ••>• assume the

form of cumulus, bul

their heigh! and 1 h

1 Id from
temperature a n d

humidih al di

heights.'

1 and .' show
cumulo - nimbus
over the sea which had
grown up through a

sheel bi 00 ft.

I!
-

'In" wen r.c.* -Rounded top of a cumulo-nimbus cloud from which a shower is falling. Snowshowi
Cumulus Clouds from high cloud in background. S a.m., September 19, 1918.

resulted in

lightning

Fig. I ;e lowering cumuli. 6 p.m.,

j ft. upwards, and some of them grew up through
cloud-sheet and finally developed into showers 01
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The '

Figs.

being seen after dark-.

The conditions were un-
stable, the temperature
bi in- 6o° at the sur-

faci . 49 at 2000 ft.

,

and 6° at 13,000 fl .

;

the adiabatic for satu-

rated air i- 3^° F. per
ft. I he lapse-rati

jusl above the cloud-

shei 1 hi 8000 ft. was
stable enough to allow
it to pet -isi for a few
hours, except where it

was broken through
from b e 1 o w. The
cumulo-nimbus on the

lift of Fig. 1 had a

ven strange form, and
had grown larger when
Fig. 2 was taken ten

minutes latei

.

I li 1

1 louds m o v e il from
W.N.W., bul the form
of the false cirrus cm
the top of tin- cumulo-
nimbus gives evidence

of the existem - of a
south - westerly current

at 20,000 ft., « hich pos-

sibly caused a slight

inversion, and was re-

sponsible for the flat top

of th< distant cumulo-
nimbus on the right.

false cirrus," of which an example is seen in

1 and 2, consists of thin snow, which is-
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loped fi mi supercooled iti r-drops
cumuli i-nimbus i loud. s

minute ice-crystals, which sparkle in the sun and
causi halo phenomena, are found Floating about the

ol showei s,

o ft. I louds i onsisting of supei li d drops
cause corona rings, and sometimes also fog-bows.

Fig. 3 shows large towering cumuli ovei the land

ho Hi. i , vening, with their lias, s at 51

.mil their tops fully 15,000 ft. The) were caused !>\

un powerful upward currents developed in the lowei

atmosphere, where the lapse-rate reached the adia

foi dr) air. The lapse-rati above 1 ft. was clo 1

enough to the adiabatic foi aturated air to allow the

1 louds to towei upwards. I he) Rnallj broke up with-

out developing into thunderstorms. Fig. 4 shows
the rounded top of a cloud extending from 2500 ft.

to 10,000 ft., which caused a shower. A powerful

upward current in the lower air caused the top to

rise until it was colder than the air surrounding it,

as frequentl) happens, but h soon sank down again.

The temperature was 54 F. at 2000 ft., \<a

(1000 ft., and 30° at 10,000 Ft. I he photograph also

shows a snow shower falling for 2000 ft. or 3000 ft.

from a thin high cloud, and then evaporating, and
cirro-stratus clouds at a great height.

Mam cloud-sheets develop in layers of high relative

humidity as the result of gradual vertical movements
over a wide area, which may affect stable layers

thousands of feet in depth. These vertical movements
are associated with the complex wind system which
often exists in the lower atmosphere, due to a complex

i.tl structure. They remain gradual so long as

conditions are stable, but may have important con-

sequences with certain distributions of upper-air tem-

perature and humidity. Sometimes clouds develop at

about 6000 ft. or Sooo ft., when the temperature is

unusually high at their level and the lapse-rate above

them is unstable, so that they ultimately grow to

thunderclouds with their tops above 20,000 ft. This

process must not be confused with that illustrated b)

Figs. 1 and 2, when the clouds grow up through a

cloud-sheel from a low level.

In the front half of depressions the humidity is

sometimes high from a low level up to al

15,000 ft., with either a series of cloud-sheets near

together or a thin, ill-defined mist of great depth.

Steady rain readil) develops from such clouds, but

this is unlikely to be heavy unless the conditions are

unstable. Favourable conditions for heavy rain occur

when there is a cold body of surface air to displace

the warm, damp current, and also an unstable lapse-

rate of temperature in the upper air, so that the

warm air rises bodily and pails with it- moisture.

The lapse-rate is not necessarily high near the sur-

face; it is clear that with a given surface tempera-

ture the possible water-content of the atmosphere is

much greatei when the temperature is high to about

61 ft. than when it falls off rapidly from the surface

upw aids.

An interesting problem on which aeroplane observa-

tions throw some light is that of visibility. The
present writi i as made observations in different places

which show thai much of the smoke from towns and

factories travels for hundreds of miles. In winter it

usually lies near the ground, but in summer the

convection currents carry it up to 6000 ft., and some-

times to 10,000 ft. If there is an inversion above the

haze, the top is sharph defined. A little smoke-haze
is sometimes met with at great heights, but it is

nearly always possible to see the clouds to the

horizon.
Regular observations ol I lerature and humidit)

in the upper air at several stations would be of great
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11
I

the minor it 1

on thi w< athi r, and should en-
id forecasts to he made with

confidence than has hill,-

accumulation m data as in the
in the various currents whi< h r< ach oui ho
lead to results ol fai

logy. (''. K. m. i),,, ,., 1S .

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

I.DM" in. A nun se hi threi lei tures mi "
I In Prin-

ciples hi Palaeobotany " will bi given at University
College l>\ I >i . Marie Stopes mi I hursdays, Fi b

ami March and ij, at 5 p.m. The lectures will be
spei tall) adapted to studi nts ol botan) ami
Inn an open in membi rs 1 ral public who
in. i\ in interested in them.

Oxford. Congregation has latelj approved the
preamble of a statute putting the professorship of
forestr) held by Sir William Schlich on a permanent
basis. Ever since the transfer, some fourteen years
ago, 11I the Coopers Hill School to Oxford, the study
ot forestr) has continued m assume increasing import-
aim among the studies "i the University. This has
been in chief measure due to the zealous activity of Sir
William Schlich himself, .md in the wise co-operation
nl several ol the colleges, notably Magdalen and St.

John's. Tin recent establishment of .1 new school of
agriculture and forestry, supplementary to the former
diplomas in those subjects, is an experiment which
will I,, watched with interest, especially as it met with
some criticism in its earl) stages. But there is much
reason in believe that the stud) ol these subji cts will

attain a -iill higher degree oi efficienc) than at

pi esent

.

Congregation will shortly have before ii a statute

for the reform of Responsions. This measuri
carried in its present form, will have tin effect of

making either Latin or Greek optional in the examina-
tion, and either mathematics or natural science

obligatory.

St. Andrews.—The University ('nun has announced
that, under the will of the late Mrs. Purdie, widow
of Emeritus Prof. Purdie, the residue of her estate,

amounting to about 25,000/., has been bequeathed to

the University. This bequest is to he applied exclu-

sively to the promotion of research in chemistrj at

St. Andrews, and, together with the existing endow-
ment of the chemical research laboratories, place!

the disposal of the Universit) a total of approximately

;;. /. for the prosecution of original work in this

subject. The gift, the terms of which permit of the

income being used for the purchase < » f research equip-

ment and for the foundation of research scholarships,

is a fitting close to a long list of benefactions which
the chemistry school of St. Andrews owes to tin Purdii

family.

The development of the chemistry department of

the United College as a centre for research is

largely due to the efforts of the late Prof. Purdie, and
when, in tSiin, the accommodation of the laboratories

I..cami insufficient, a new laboratory for under-

graduates was presented in the University by his

aunt, Mrs. Purdie, of Castlediff. Ten years later

Prof. Purdie built and equipped at a cost of about

i5,oool. a separate instituti for chemical research, and

as both the University and the Carnegie Trust joined

in the scheme, it was possible to create a special
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in fund so thai I 1 arrj oul their

11

'urdie addi d id, aod this

1

remain at the Universit) and acquire training and

experii n has bei n

I, and, in tim he S Vndrews
n important part in solving mam

scientific problems arising oul <d the war.

()n I
I

-.. i8, Dr. C. C. Cai 1 er,

chairman ol the South Mi Gas Co., will

distribute prizes and certificates at the Sir John ( ass

al Institute, and will deliver an address

\\ 1 an i' quested i.> state thai thi dati foi thi

sending in of applications foi the Theresa Seessel

irch fellowships at Yali l niversitj has been

altered from April 1 to Maj 1, 1919. Applications,

mpanied by reprints of scientific publications and
recommendation, together with particulars

of tin candidate's proposed problem of research, have

made to tin- Dean of the Graduate School, Yali

University, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

ring in Nati
I

larj 10 to the salai ies

of university lecturers, Mr. R. Douglas Laurie said:

Scottish lecturers have been recentlj granted

ided -cab- rising to 750/.'' Dr. K. J. T. Bell,

Universitj ol Glasgow, and Mr. J. K. Wood, Uni-

versity of St. Andrews, write to poinl out thai this

v,.ii, ,.1 salaries has not yel been granted, and thai

the maximum salaries at present are about half the

ited. The general councils of the lout Scot-

tish Universities have n I the adoption of

the scale, but thi -. which arc the

actual executive bodies, have not yet been able to

the proposal, though it is understood that the

imendation has met with a sympathetic recep-

tion. The difficul and, as in other parts of

the kingdom, is one of funds, and apparently it can

be ov( by larger] increased treasury grants
t . the universities.

I.i .a 01 1 S VIyei ii the Royal
-1 ientific men

of thi iiiip.n [.mi r6le which psychology is beginning
to pl.i\ in man) departments ol practical life. On

mi ot thi w.u ih' subject lias been given special

tion, and nobody will disputi 'in fact of its having
made good, both as .1 source of therapeutic principles

in certain tvpes of neurosis and as a means ot select-

ing men for special war service. Long before the- w.u
America led the way in showing the applicability of

the methods of the p- the problem of

ing the right man for the right job. We now
learn that Columbia I niversitj is carrying the idea

still further. In future, matriculation candidates au-

to submit themselves to psychological tests with a

view to the elimination id those unfit to profit by
universit < studies. Thi ir entr. iminations havi

mlv not succeeded iii excluding candidates who
el; to spi 1 ial coaching, and for

whom a university coursi is, in 1 ict, a waste of time

and effort. We must wait for further information

before discussing a scheme which is said to be "'based

on the Binet formula- whatevei that may mean

—

modified bi used in the American War
Department." The defects of matriculation examina-
tions as a test of fitness for university work are recog-
nised by all university teacher-, and if the Columbia
experiment is successful in accomplishing its objeel

th< gain will be considerable.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, Januai J. J. Thoi
in the chair. Prof. J. C McLennan and

R. J . Lang : An invi of extri mi ultra-violi 1

spi.:..
1 with a vacuum grating spectrograph. In this

investigatiot im grating spectrograph
was d b\ the Adam Hilgi t

g had a ruling 2-5 cm. widi

1 o . in. in length, ol 20,1 lines to ib inch. Its

i curvature was 1 10 em. The vacuum arc
in \ , i upper, iron, .111.1

1 hi lien w ere

investigated. With carbon, wave-lengths were ob-

and measured down to A = 5S4 A. I . Prof. J.
(.'.

McLennan and J. F. T. Voting
: The absorption spi " t

and the ionisation potentials of calcium, strontium,

and barium In Ibis paper it is shown thai I he

wave-lengths constituting the series $=(1-5, S) in/, l

1

),

which a., strongb, absorbed by the vapours of calcium

and strontium, are also strongly absorbed by the

vapour of barium. The wave-length of frequency

S={l-5, SI Im barium has been shown to be

A = 2',s,,^i ,\.l ., and the wave-lengths of the two

series 8=f>5. S)- {m, P) and S=(3-5, S) (m, V)

have been calculated. The wave-length of frequencj
.-, (1.5, S) (2, /),) has been deduced as A = 7901-11

A.I . Assuming that the ionisation potential for barium

is given by tin- relation Ye = /e\ where- £ = (1-5, S),

the value of this magnitude for barium has been cal-

culated in bi 521 volts. -Prof. J. C. McLennan, D. S.

Ainslie, and D. S. Fuller : Vacuum arc spectra of

various elements in the extreme ultra-violet. Tin- ex-

periments described were carried out with a fluorite

spectrograph the optical train of which consisted of

and two bin.n\e\ lenses of 15 cm. focal

1. ngth. The vacuum arc- spectra of copper, zinc,

aluminium, carbon, thallium, tin, lead, iron, cobalt,

nickel, and cadmium wen- investigated between

A = 2.pK» A.U. and A=i40o A.U. The measurements

obtained for the vacuum arc spectra of copper, zinc,

cadmium, and aluminium are wall covered by the

I,,, ih, -nark spectrum of these metals, as

obtained by previous workers. For tin, lead.

thallium, the n suits agree fairly well with those given

1>\ Saunders from A = J.)oo A.U. to A=i;oo A.i.

Below the region covered bj Saunders's work many
new lines were observed and measured. The measure-

ments foi the vacuum arc spectra of iron,
_
cobalt,

nick-el, and carbon appear to be tin- first obtained for

the are spectra of these substances in the Schumann

region. For these spectra nearh all the measure-

ments between A --'410 \ I .
and A [850 A.I .. as

in the paper, are covered bv previous work on

Their spark spectra. Within the region between

v< A.U. and A = 140. . A.U. a number of new-

lines were ph .toeraphed and measured.—R. C. Dearie :

Emission and absorption in the infra-red spectra .-(

mercury, zinc, and cadmium. In the investigation

..-ii in this communication the absorption spectra

of mercurv, /inc. and cadmium were studied with a

Hilgei infra-red spectrograph provided with a rock-

salt prism and a linear thermopile, in conjunction with

a Paschen galvanometei made bv tin- Cambi
S. ientific Instrument Ce. With each of the vapours

th. range investigated lav between t-o/i and tf>». In

Studvinp 'It .mission spectrum of mercurv vapour

bombarded bv electrons, it was found that eadiation

wave-length ,1=10,140 AT', was emitted with

impact voltages so low as ; volts, and evidence was
als.. obtained indicating that men m\ vapour could i»-

made to emit radiation of this wave-length with im-

pact voltages less than 5 volts. The paper presents
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considerations in support of the view that while
i '"\ vapour has an iomsalion potential of one type

[1
1

volts, i( may also have'an ionisation potential
ol .1 second type oi about 2-5 volts. E. Wilson: The

uremenl of magnetic susceptibilities of low ordi 1

11) An instrument which has been designed foi the
measurement ol magnetic susceptibility of low order.
Ii depends for its action upon ihi pull exerted by an
electromagnet in accordance with the well-known
Maxwell expression for the mechanical force exerted
upon unit volume of the substance. This mechanical
force is balanced against the force of torsion in .1

phosphor-bronze strip. (2) The instrumental constant is

determined from data obtained direct!) with the instru-
ment itself, and l>\ thi employment of substances the

susceptibilities of which had been measured by other
methods. A modified method of using a ballistic

galvanometei has been devised which leads to greater
sensitiveness. Rock specimens and other substances
have been used, and some interesting results obtained.
1 1

is shown that the susceptibility of 13 per cent,

manganese alio) is much smaller than is usually sup-
posed. 1 ,1 The susceptibility of powdered rock speci-

mens has been measured and compared with the solid.

A ven fail agreement has been obtained between the

two, an.l the method has the advantage that powders
ran be rapidly made. (4) The susceptibilities <>f

varieties of mica have been measured, and it is shown
that in certain cases, in a direction parallel with the

lamina-, the susceptibilit) ma\ be more than fifty-

fold that obtained in a direction at right angles thereto.

(5) A scries of liidit aluminium alloys has been tested,

and it has been found that, whereas the susceptibility

of commercial aluminium is increased by alloying with

copper and manganese, it is diminished by alloying

with cobalt. (6) It is shown thai the balance could
be used to determine rapidh the relative amounts ol

ferrous iron in different specimens of glass. 17) Cer-
tain specimens' of tourmaline have been examined
The green and dark blue opaque varieties have sus-

ceptibilities in the direction of the principal crystallo-

graphic axis varying from in to 20 per cent, less than

in a direction at right angles thereto. The suscepti-

bility of rose-coloured tourmaline is very small in com-
parison. (8) The papet concludes with a note on the

retentivit) of ruck specimens and its possible influence

upon magnetic disturbances in magnetii surve) work.
Dr. F. Horton and Ann ('. Davies

: An experimental
ri termination of the ionisation potential foi electrons

in helium. An investigation nf the minimum potential

difference through which an electron must fall in order

to I" alilt lo ionise an alolll of helium on collision with

it has he, 11 made b) methods capable of distinguish-

ing between ionisation of the "as and secondary effects

due to radiation. It has been found that radiation is

produced when electrons having a velocity of 204 volts

collide with helium atoms, and that this is not accom-
panied 1>\ any ionisation of the gas. It has also been
found that ionisation of the helium does not occur
until tin ' elocit) of the elei tt ons is raised to 25-6 volts.

and that no other tcpe of radiation is produced : I

this point

.

Linnean Society, Januan 16. Sit David Prain,
president, in tin (hair. ('apt. A. W. Hill: Horticul-

tural work carried out in the military cemeteries in

France since 19:6. Reference was also made in the

paper to the cemel ries in the Italian and other

theatres of war. [I nded to make the ceme-
teries, so far as possible, smooth, well-kept grass-

lawns, surrounded l>\ lad • . ol thorn, beech, or horn-

beam, with groups, avenui oole-hedges of trees,

such as Siberian crabs, limes, hornbeams, willows.

«tc, and to plant on tin gt 1 bushes, iris, and
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othet dwai
1 , arpeting-plants. Steps are also bi

taken, where possible, lo mark the cemeteries when
' anadian, Australian, New Zealand, Indian, and othei
Overseas soldiers lie buried with plants native to thi
countries whence the) came to the defence ol
Empire. Allusion was made to the problem,
have to be faced in the matter of soil and sit,-, which
often ie,,,i,, successful gardening work verj difficult.
Some ol the cemeteries are in verj sand) places,
others in chalk, whilst a number are in the fenland
of the Belgian border.

Geological Society, Januan 22. Mr. G. W. Lamplugh,
president, in the chair. C. J. (iilbert : The occurn
Of extensive deposits of hi^h-level sands mill gravels
resting upon the chalk at Little Heath, near Berk-
hamsted. In a pit at l.ittl, Heath Common, ,

plateau of the Chiltern Hills, the following sei

has been developed : Surface soil with bleached flint

pebbles from the Reading beds, about 2 ft. in thick-
ness; pebbl) cla\ and other Glacial deposits, var;
from 2 ft. to 20 ft.; stratified loam) sand, 5 ft. to

6 ft.; stratified coarse gravel, 17 ft.; dark clay, with
black-coaled, unworn flints and small, well-rounded
pebbles, 6 in.; ami chalk'. Tin- upper Glacial depos
is a pebbl) clay. The pebbles are derived from thi

Reading b, ,1s. The clay matrix is tough, and the
tints ol 1 he cla) leave no doubt that it has been d. 1 i\ , ,1

from the uppei pari of the Reading beds. The chalk
llinls are absent, while the small pebbles of whin
quartz .and lydite an- seldom met with. On the wesi
side of the pit, underlying the pebbly clay, is a dis-

turbed mass of Glacial sands and cla) of miscellaneous
character. The whole deposit is suggestive of an
englacial origin. Beneath the Glacial beds is a

stratified deposit of dark reddish-brown, mottled, loami
sand. Ihe , ntire deposit is banded with tine I'm,- 1

i;i , x , la) . I hei e is almost invariably a break In ;

the loamy sands and the gravels. The laminae of the

loam) sands do not always follow the contour-line of

the beach, but are deposited horizontally. The under-
lying gravel deposit consists ,,[ Reading pebbles

water-worn flints in equal quantities, with an 01

sional pebble of puddingstone from the Reading l» ds.

No rocks foreign to the district have been found.
I

gravel becomes coarser in depth, the lower sei

containing a high percentage of large, water-worn
flints. The small stones are mostl) Reading pebbles

and white quartz. The gravel is homogeneous.
Recenl researches indicate that the quartz and

pebbles in this district have been derived from the

Lower Greensand after the final breach of the Chil-

tern scat 11, ill the gaps of which the quartz pebbles

are found in such abundance. Reasons are add
in support of the contention that the loamy -

and gravels are marine deposits laid down in a sh

s,a. and that the) cannot be of Glacial origin

(;. Barrow; Notes on the correlation of the deposits

described in Mr. C. 1. Gilbert's paper with the high-

level "ravels of the South of England lor the Londi

Basin). The mavels belong to deposits of which the

bai.ler constituents have been derived from two .<

one within the chalk escarpment, Ihe other beyond this

escarpment, but within that of the Lower Greensand.
The constituents of the former arc Reading or other

l.iiciv pebbles, and Hint. Pebbles of sarsen

not uncommon. The pebbles in the latter area

sisi of while quartz .and lydite, all small. " Far-

travelled" stones, derived from the Hunter, <

boniferous Limestone, Red Chalk, etc., are absent,

Outliers of th, finer deposits have been nut with.

The coai sei caavels 0CCU1 on ihe SOUth Sldl of the

Thames up to above 600 ft.; these all rest oil ill.

chalk. It has been pointed out that there musl
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sponding coarsei gravels also resting upon the

. halk on the noi th side I hami s, and the

rrence described bj Mr. Gilberi now shows thai

the casi .

< VMBRIOGl .

Philosophical Society, Februarj 3. E. II. Neville:

The Gauss-Bonnei theorem for multiply connected

is of .1 surfaci L. J. Mordeli : The representa-

of a number as a sum of an odd numbi
res. \. M. Shah and B. M. Wilson: Certain

empirical formulae connected with Goldbach's theorem.

G II. Hard] and J. E. Littlewood : Notes on Messrs.

Shah and Wilson's paper entitled "Certain Empirical

Formulae Connected with Goldb ch's rheorem;"

M INI III M I R.

Literar] and Philosophical Society, |anuary jr. Mi
\\ . Thomson, president, in thi chair. Discussion on

neans bj which thi societj maj promote mosi
ivelj the advancemenl and application "l learn-

M nchester. Among the suggestions pul for-

ward were thi follow ing : nil hai « hile thi -

-!i. ui !•! retain its present functions as .1 learned society,

its members mighl meel with others interested in the

ricemenl of science Fi
' discussion in the

rooms of the society; (2) thai special lectures b\

nl men on scientific subjects ol general int.

should be arranged from time to time; (3) thai ad-
practical applications of science bv

ific men engaged in industn should be invited;

141 thai the presidents of the various scientific societies

in Manchester mighl be made associate or horn
members during their period ol office, and thai such

- should be invited from time to time to hold
il meetings of general interesi in the society's

; and (5) thai facilities migh irranged for

members to consu he evenings, and
arrangements mighl be madi wherebj members

of oth should I" .iiil' "ii 1 ei tain ti rms to

use '

P VRIS.

Uadem) ni Sciences, January 27. M. Leon Guignard
in the chair. I.. Mangin : The harmful action ol thi

emanations from the Cheddi factory. The fumes
this explosives works are finalh b; thi

of moisture into hydrochloric acid. The zoni

- in ellipse ten kilomi tres b\ four kilometres,

rrees in 1 1 1 i — area are unequalh affected; Epici

severely, damaged and ultimately killed. Pitius sylves-
- attacked, bul less severelj ; firs are onh slighth

injured. Yews and larches show no alteration 1

(jiiichard : The deformation of quadrics. I Aries:

Formula giving the latent heal of evaporation of a

liquid. II. Parent) : Regulatoi and metei for the yield

iorizi mtal or slightly inclined

gallery. M. Wilfred Kilian was elected a non-residenl

niembei in succession to thi lati M. Pierre Duhem.
I. Drach : The algebraical solutions of differential

ions of the firsl order. P. Montel
: Polynomials

1 imalion and thi 1 cist, m 1 ol diffi 1 1 ntials.

Maillet
: Determination ol thi integral points of

iraical unicursal curves with integral coefficients.

1 ; Rahut : Scientific 1 uli - Iriving

tunnels under a sheei ol water. rhi author's
an summarised undei ten headings,

everything being subordinated l " the prevention ol

1 larenl economj of the usual

method has been proved in practici to be illusory.

I. Guillaume Observations of ih< sun made at the

Lyons Observatory during the third quarter of 1918

Observations wen j>->— ii>l. on eighty-six ila\>, and
es an —is < o showing thi surfaces of the sun-
-. their distribution in latitude, and the distribu-

of ilii faculae in latitude. <i. A. '-e Ro\ . Fires

produced b) Hertzian waves. I'hi investigation "I

1 ises of In 1 , afti animation of the

i las led to thi bly 1 lertzian

waves were responsible. Vn instrument is figured and
described by which this incendian action "l the

Hertzian waves upon various materials has been

investigated experimentally. In practice a compressed
ball ol cotton held b\ a steel band mighl be fired b\

wireless messages in two ways: a band mighl bi

broken, leaving the broken ends closi togethei bul noi

in contact, or such bales mighl be piled in such .1

manner that short sparks could pass bi tween the rings

and sel fire to the cotton. V. Cremieu : Experimi

researches on gravitation. M. Swyngedauw : ["hi

energ\ losses in the dielectrics ol armoured cabjes.

F. Bourion and Ch. Courtois : The conditions ol

utilisation of Schilling's apparatus for the control ol

industrial hydrogen. For use in ballooning, a direcl

measun of the density of the gas is the most useful

experimental figure, and this is rapidh measured b\

Schilling's apparatus, rhi necessity for correcting thi

indications for moisture is emphasised, and a formula

introducing this correction given. J. Jolibois and A.

Sanfourche : The constitution of nitrous fumes. If :iii

and nitric oxide are mixed in thi ratio required to

\ u, thi combination is instantaneous; if in

the ratio to form N zO . the N < > stage is

rapidly attained, and a further too seconds is required

to form 92 per cent, of \ <>,. -J.
Repelin

: A point

of historj of the Pacific Ocean. The islands ol

French Polynesia are generally regarded .1- oi entireh

volcanic or coral origin. The island of Mak.it.

contains Tertiary deposits, and details of the fossils

' >iind are given- 1 Mathias : Run in F' ratio < 1

dilation of the anomalies and of the altitude

cient. It is shown that in France the altiludi

co fficienl is constant al all points on a geographical

parallel.—J. Pantel : Calcium, a form of reserve in

male .if the Phasmides : its forms of elimination

in the two sexes.—C. Delezenne and II. Morel: Thi

catalytic action of snake-poison on the nucleic acids

Nucleii acid from yeast and thymonucleic acid wen
treated in neutral solutions with various snake-poisons.

Phosphoric acid is [.induced. 50 C bi ing the

best temperature for the reaction. The snake-poisons

van- in their action, the greater toxicity corresponding

with greater hydrolytic action towards the nucleii

acids.- A. Vernes : The graphics «ol the syphilitic sub-

ject. It is impossible to make a certain diagnosis ol

syphilis from a single examination of serum, since ii

is only from the form of the curve obtained from a

series'of successive examinations that a decisive con-

clusion can be drawn.—R. Douris : The use of heated

sera in the Vernes sero-reaction (sero-diagnosis ol

syphilis). A. Berthelot : Biochemical researches on

war-wounds. Searching for the presence of micro-

organisms in wounds analogbus with B. aminophilus,

and capable of forming the ptomaine (3-imidoazoethvl-

amine from histidine, such bacilli were discovered in

cases of gas gangrene and largi crushed wounds.

Em. Bourquelot and M. Bridel : Simultaneous bio-

chemical syntheses ol gentobiosi and two 8-gluco-

sides of gfvcol b\ emulsin. F. Dienert and \

(iuillerd : Aqueous autolysed yeasl for the cultu

B. coli. The continuous rise in the price of peptone

has led to a search for rnore economical media, and a

method is described starting with pressed yeast ft

ha> i.e. n found thai peptone broth costing 3 francs

p, , |i,,,. , an be p< 1 fei th replaced b\ autolvsi d yeasl

broth costing 20 centimi s per litre. V. I'^ 11 "" '• Pseudo-

3 ,
.. m w disease of the larva ol Lym 1

In. diseasi is caused bi .1 new cocco-

bacillus. which has I., en is "" d Bacillus

. tricola adiposus.
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EDUC 1 HON IN THE ARMY.
' I ""HE publication of the Second Interim Ri

-* of the Adult Education Committee of the

Ministry ol Reconstruction, presided over by the

ter of Balliol, on "Education in the Army"
pi ii i- ji/. ), ma) raise hopes « hii h .1

study of the report will disappoint. For the

report was written several months before the

Armistice, being dated Jul] ;, 1918, and is

1] mainl) with the educational problems of

. my living and working under different con-

ditions from those which exisl 10-day. Some
thi pul ilii .11 ion 1 ii 1 he 1

1

\n appendix contains .1 note by Col. Lord G
Deputy Directoi ol Staff Duties (Education

the Wat d November 8, [918. The
ion oi this branch at the War Office was one

of the chief recommem >1 the Committee,

which wisel) suggested thai the proposed new
braneh should be placed under the direction of a

ally qualified military officer of academic dis-

tinction and with educational experience. The
ommendation may be understood

by considering the faci that, although the War
has charge ol important educational institu-

tions like Woolwich and Sandhurst, the examina-

tions for admission to whieh directly affect the

curricula of our secondary schools, it has nevet

called to its aid the services ol an officer—civil 01

military with such special qualifications, although

an excellent precedent was provided bj the Ad-

miralty in the appointment in 1903 of Sir Alfred

Ewing .is Dire< tor '.1 Vu al E dui ation.

The education of Army officers was presumably

not r< the Committei as coming within

its terms .. "adult" being interpreted

to mean the man in the ranks rather than the

officer. Bui the Committee lias formed a concep-

tion of the Army, Navy, and Air Force ol the

future as great training colleges for the nation;

and for this advance the countr) should be grate-

ful. Due recognition riven in the report

to thi oi the Y.M.C.A.
for the British Army, and the corresponding work
in the Canadian and Nev Zealand Armies. In

view ianged milita n condil ions and the

fact that the principal reforms advocated in the

report have already been carried oul bj the War
not much mati rial in the report

ii ism ; but we may express the

earnest hope thai the educational work for the

enlisted man, which has been started with so much
energy and enthusiasm, will he wisely organised

and developed.
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question of the selection, education, and

g ol the offii ers of the post-bellum Army,
si ., eel) less aid important, has appar-

ent U not 3 et ret 1 tl ion. Mr.

Winston Churchill's appointmei a Secretary for

War, following close illusion of

hostilitii s, suggests thai the time Iris arrived for a

frank discussion ol the whole subject. The

"modern eye" which he cla ms I possess should

find useful work in exploring some of the dark

places of the office over which he 1- now called

upi mi to preside.

We approach the question with a deep 1 nsi oi

obligation to the thousands of brave men who have

lost their lives through the educational and scien-

tific deficiencies of our military machine. The

Expeditionary Force, of the old Regular Army was

a well-organised and efficient engine of war, whit h

achieved a magnificent record in the early months

ol the war by its heroism and devotion to duty,

its high standard of discipline, and its excellent

Staff work. Consummate skill was shown in its

transportation overseas and its supply services.

Nevertheless, the conclusion to be drawn from the

later history of the war is irresistible. The educa-

tion and training of the average \rmy officer were

shown to be defective, through his inability to

adapt himself to new conditions and to solve the

difficult problems which the development of the

war presented in bewildering number and variety.

An officer who has spent more than three years on

ai tive service at the front has given it as his con-

sidered opinion that, of the daily problems con-

fronting the regimental officer, more than 99 per

cent, required brains rather than courage for their

solution, and were solved or left unsolved

ding as the officer had received preliminary

training and possessed the necessary natural

ability.

War's arbitrament has finally destroyed the

cherished idea that "brains " and "bravery " are

mutually exclusive. The distinctions obtained by

university-trained officers in the war are conclusive

evidence on this point. In the case of one uni-

versity O.T.C., four out of five V.C.'s were ob-

tained by officers who had taken the university

degree or its equivalent, fhe si holar-soldier is not

ntradiction in terms. Mental training develops

personality. "I don't like work—no man does,"

Joseph Conrad, "but I like what is in

work—the chance to find oneself." We must bear

these facts in mind in considering the pre-war

policy as regards the seleeti >n and training of

3 for the Army. Whether 1'arliamcnt or the

War Office was mainly responsible' we- are not in a

position to determine, but it is undoubtedly a fact

thai commissioned service in the Army was re-

c c
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stricted to men ol means and leisure, and educa

tional standards had to be adjusted accordingly.

Sir Henr) Campbell-Bannefman acknowledged

in the House of Commons on March 9, [903, thai

the crucial question of Army organisation was

whether this system should continue. In his evid-

ence before the Military Education Committee

v, iii. 1 1 n .is sel up after the South African War, Sir

Evelyn Wood said: "I am sorry to say that the

.1 wanted in the \nm is only one who can

command 150/. to 1500/. a year; there is no room

at all in the Army and thai comes before me

ever) da) for the man who has only 50/. a year

of his own.
"

Such was the position when Lord Haldanc

became Se< retarj for War in 1905. Unfortunatel)

for the nation. Lord Haldane preferred precept to

practice. His apologia during these crucial years

on high educational standards and democratic

principles was intended for outside consumption,

lie was either unwilling or unable to overcome

the vis inertiae of Army tradition. During- his

years of office educational standards for officers

of the Regular Army were actually reduced, for no

Other result could follow the lowering of the age-

limit for the Sandhurst examination from

seventeen and a hall to sixteen and a half—

a

change which had the further vicious result of

interfering- with the proper work of our secondarv

schools. The position as regards the supply of

officers for the Army became so desperate that

the competitive examination for Sandhurst was

reduced almost to a farce as the number of candi-

(1 lies approximated to the number of places. Can
it be doubted thai .1 good many educational

"duds" gained admission to our largest militar)

college'-' Further, the immature youths who
joined the college were provided with an educa-

tional course which, judged by modern standards,

was 100 shorl and altogether inadequate in scope

and character. Training in scientific method was

entirely lacking. At one period, we believe, the

whole course only lasted for about nine months.

Much of ihc linn- available was necessaril) taken

up with drill, horsemanship, and routine militate

training. Those who know the facts can read Mr.

Thomas Seccombe's brilliant preface to "The
L n of Youth " without surprise. The products

of this system ol education were pitted in the war
against highb 1 ined officers of a nation which,

whatever its faili ma) he, has a profound

respect for science and education.

As we have alread] indicated, the Army has now
taken up with great enei the further education

of "Old Bill," that lovable figure who, by his

cheerful courage and self-sacrifice, has shown him-
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sell able lo Satisf) some ol the fligheSl tests of

education. We shall refuse to show any gnu
enthusiasm foi this work- until there is a complete

change of heart at the War Office as regards the

higher direction oi the \imv. The old "caste"
theories have been shattered by the war. "Old

Bill " asks primarily to be led by an offii er who
knows his job, whatever his private income or

ancestr) ma) be. The Arm) musl he brought into

the- main stream of the nation's educational and

scientific life. Mr. Churchill's firsl lesson will l>,

to learn that an Ai Army cannot lie made with C3
brains. llis task at the \\ ar Office must be to set

up an Army, not inferior to the old Army in

discipline and devotion to duty, but immensely

superior in its respect for science and education.

1 1 should be a model organisation which other

great national institutions will aspire to copy

in its educational standards and the applica-

tion of science to all departments of its work,

in its conditions of employment, its belief in

equality of opportunitv, its standards of health and

discipline—an Army for which compulsion will be

unnecessary, because every public-spirited citizen

will desire lo take advantage of the oppor-

tunities it offers for educational and physical

training.

We may add with confidence that, in accord

with the democratic conditions under which oui

national life will in future be lived, some system

will have to be devised for selecting men from the

ranks who have attained the necessar) educational

standard and for training them for commissioned

service. For this important task and for the

training of ordinary universit) students as Regular

and Reserve officers the establishment of resi-

dential military colleges within existing univer-

sities is clearly indicated. The success of the

universities in training officers for the Army
through their contingents of the- Officers Training

Corps, and through the exiguous scheme- for

universit) commissions in the Regular \rmy

which was in operation before the war, warrants

confidence in their ability to discharge the wider

functions suggested. Any such scheme would

have the further effect of bringing the Army into

closer touch with the educational and scientific

thought of the universities and with the- results

ol research in all departments of knowledge. If

the ancient and honourable profession of arms is 1

he made a real profession in a modern ser-

high standard of selection and training must be

demanded. Under no other conditions can the

reasonable demands of \rm_v officers lor I

pay and improved prospects he granted by a

grateful country.
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ANCIENT PALESTIN1 l.V FOLK-LORE.

-Lore in the Old Testament: Studies in

Comparative Religion, Legend, and Law. In

3 vols. H\ Sir James <. Frazer. Vol. L,

pp. x\\ 569; vol. ii., pp. xxi + 571;
pp. xviii + 566. (London: MacmiUan and Co.,

Ltd., 1918.) Price, 3 vols., 375. 6d. net.

T N certain parts oi Palestine there used to dwell
-L a savage people who were called 'Ibhrim, or

Hebrews, whose customs show thai the) were
originall) slaves to the same crude and cruel semi-

ous observances as may be found in any
modern uncivilised tribe. If an explorer, well

equipped with all that science can endow for col-

lecting, collating, ,nu\ recording primitive folk-

lore, had gone among them and studied them, his

labours would show that these same Hebrews,
who ware to have such an effect on the Western
world for at least two thousand years, were

el) differenl in their habits and customs from
any other barbarians. As, however, this people
has passed away from Palestine, the explorer
cannot get into direct touch with them, and he
must cither dig' up their records from their ancient
cities, oi so analyse their writings that he can
trace the origins of obscure customs by compari-
son with those of other races.

This latti r method Sir James Frazer has applied
to the Old Testament, with all his usual energy
anil in his apt, mellifluous style. His three
volumes show with a wealth of detail how little

was the difference between the original Semite
and the savage ol to-day. It is perhaps one of
the saddest phases of human adventure that this

gery, made respectable by being wedded to

subsequent civilisation and veneered with an
1 gloss, should have been considered the

justification tor s<> much Fanatic cruelty in the lati

medieval and earl) Victorian periods. The Pales-
tine Exploration Fund excavations at Gezer under

[lister showed thai it was the Hebrews who
were the real Philistines, in the artistic sense of
the word, and their crude productions which were
discovered undoubtedly deserved this paradoxical
epithet.

These three volumes should be the household
companion of every religious teacher, nay, of
everyone who cares or dares to see what that

latest daughter of science, folk-lore, has to say
about the cherished beliefs from the Old Testa-
ment, absorbed in infanc) and rarely visualised

differently fn later life-. There are plenty of
hmen still who believe- the conservatism ol

childhood's religious conceptions to be a virtue,

and the danger to humanit; ol such imma
d naturally by a

neglect, is obvious. Not many laymen, for in-

stance, even now know that there are two widely
different accounts in Genesis of the Creation, the
Sacred Tree, and the Flood, welded into composite
stories, an 1 yet these- stories arc still believed to

i\ ine revelation.

How much exercised tin- theologians have been
over the apparent iniquity of Jacob, and how
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tic the explanation that, although the deed was
g, it demonstrated Jacob's cleverer nature,

thus fitting him for his stupendous future ! Who
not remember his juvenile disgust at the way

in which Jacob usurped his brother's right by
chicanery? And who would have thought that

ality he was merely laying claim to his own
on the grounds of ultimogeniture? Many savage
tub, s recognise the rights of the last-born in in-

heritance, and this custom, according to Sir James
frazer, is compatible with both the agricultural
and the pastoral way of life :

" \s the sons of a
family grow up, they successively quit the parental
abode and clear for themselves fresh fields in the
forest or jungle, till only the youngest is left at
home- with his parents; he is therefore the natural

ort and guardian of his parents in their old
age. This seems to be the simplest and most
probable explanation of ultimogeniture." It

would therefore appear on these grounds plausible
that that unamiable Oriental Jacob, as the younger

had a certain righteous claim to what he is

said to have obtained by fraud, a defence "under-
n by a compatriot and namesake, Mr. Joseph

Jacobs, who has essayed to wipe out the blot on
tin ancestral scutcheon." The other part of the
story, how he dressed himself in skins, follows
naturally from Sir James Frazer's ingenious ex-
planation that it was a survival of the custom of
re-birth. Primitive peoples, when adopting
children, frequently go through a pantomime re-

presenting a new birth, anrf this in certain cases
includes the ceremony of investing the new son
with the skins of sacrificed animals.

The Brand of Cain is another problem for which
a new theory is provided. Robertson Smith
thought that it was a tribal mark, a badge which
every member of the tribe wore on his person,
which served to protect him by indicating that
he belonged to a tribe which would avenge his

murder. The later explanation, far more
plausible, is that it was a mark laid on Cain to

prevent the finest of his murdered brother recog-
nising him and haunting him. This is obvious
from the numerous similarities collected by Sir

James Frazer from savages; for instance, among
tin- Vahim of New Guinea, when the kinsmen of

a murdered man have accepted a blood-wit in-

stead of avenging his death, the) take care to be
marked with chalk on tin- forehead by the rela-

tives of the murderer, "lest tin- ghost should
trouble them for failing to avenge his death."
It is, in fact, closely allied to an external sign

of mourning for the dead which so changes the

trance of the mourner that the ghost carlnot

tnnoy him.
Again, the difficult problem of the slave who,

although having the right of freedom after his

sixth year of service, elected to remain to serve

his master continuously is discussed al length.

Everyone will call to mind the curious treatment

with which his new undertaking was inaugurated :

his ear was to be bored through with an awl at

the- doorpost by his master. The parallels from
ge folk-lore are suffii iently similar to show
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that some form of magic underlies the cer< tnony.

Vmong tin' I wi negroes oi Togoland, when anj

ie ti ibe d< si 1 .1 sla\ e fn >m running
away, it is customar) to bring him before a fetish

named Nanyo, where the priest pares the nails

of the slave's fingers and toes, shears some of the

hair of his head, and buries .ill the parings and
cuttings in the earth with a fetish mark. Other
ceremonies are included, but those quoted are
ample to show (from the common beliefs about

magical powers obtained through possession of the

nail-parings and hair of an enemy) that the master
has now some occult control over his servant. In

the case of the Hebrew slave it is the blood which
represents the substance through which the con-
trol is acquired ; and when the earlier form of the

Hebrew law, as recorded in Exodus, is remem-
bered (" then his master shall bring him unto God,
and shall bring him to the door, or unto the door-
post "), the connection with the savage story is

still more striking.

The curious story of Elijah and the ravens is

briefly discussed literally. It is curious to see
that Sir James Frazer (who read the whole of
the Old Testament in Hebrew before undertaking
tHis great work) is apparently unaware of the
ingenious but simple emendation of the word
"ravens" ('oreMtm) to "Arabs" by a very slight

vowel change, which, of course, renders any
mythical explanation unnecessary.
There are one or two small slips noticeable. In

the description of Babylon the learned author
describes the mound Babil, which is the most
northern of the three mounds composing the city,

as the site of the ancient temple E-temen-an-ki
(the real Tower of Babel), which actually lies a

little to the north of the southern mound Amran,
at least a mile from Babil. Another small slip is

"Mandace" (three times, vol. ii., p. 441) for

"Mandane," the mother of Cyrus. But the
wonder is that, in all this varied display of erudi-

tion, the slips should be so small and trivial. It

is impossible to do justice to the large number of

new theories amply supported by evidence.
Hebraists and anthroDologists (and, incidentally,

examiners for the Oriental Tripos) have at hand
a wonderful storehouse, an Aladdin's cave of

jewels, on which to ponder. R. C. T.

THE PAST AXD FUTURE OF ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY.

Recent Id- ,, in Organic Chemistry. By Dr.
A. W. Stewa . With an introduction by Prof.

J. N. Collie. Third edition. Pp. w 350.
(London: Longmans, Green, and Co., [918.)
Price 145. net.

HPHL growing mass () | research in pure and
-«- applied chemistn has created a demand for

some kind ol periodical summary which will afford

the non-specialist an opportunity of following the

varied phases of development of the science with-
out wading through the original literature. This
demand is being met by the annual reports of
the Chemical Society and the Society of
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Chemical Industry, and to a more limited extent
by Sciem 1 bj the " Smithsonian
Reports," and by the Journal of the Royal
Society "1 Arts. I lie yolume under revievi stands
in a somewhat different category, lor ii takes in

lis successive chapters the character of a general
risumi, a students' text-book, a critical essay,
and a speculative fort-east. Such varied treatment
has many advantages for both author and reader.
lor the latter, severe mental application is not

nded, and the matter is sufficiently varied to

be Stimulating without being wearisome; for the

former, free play is permitted to his and other
people's imagination without the controlling letters

of unbiassed lac t.

The latest edition of Dr. Stewart's well-

known book has attempted to sustain its

character as a record of new achievements in

organic chemistry by deleting some former
chapters and replacing them by others ( ,| fresher

interest. Thus the polymethylene group, the

quinols, asymmetric synthesis, and the biblio-

graphy have been replaced by accounts of recent

researches on chlorophyll, the anthocyanins, the
chemistry of rubber, and new arsenic compounds,
whilst the chapters on triphenylmethyl and the
alkaloids have been somewhat extended.
A book which professes to record recent ad-

vances is bound to modify its contents with each
succeeding edition as the subjects pass into the

range of ascertained facts, and so fall into their

natural positions in the scheme of classification.

It is a little difficult, therefore, to perceive upon
what principle the present selection is made—why
certain chapters should be discarded, whilst others

which appeared in the earliest edition should be
retained almost intact. The opening chapter, on
"Organic Chemistry in the Twentieth Century,"
is extremely lucid and well expressed, but much
too superficial to be instructive. Here is a para-

graph :

—
" As far as the benzene nucleus is con-

cerned, the question which has excited most in-

terest recently is the substitution problem ; but it

cannot be said that, even yet, in. spite of extensive

investigation, we possess the true key to the

riddle," and there the matter ends, and those

who do not know what the substitution problem
is are referred to a solid treatise of 500 pages by
Holleman. Nevertheless, to those familiar with

the changes that have taken place during the cen-

tury, the chapter as a whole will serve as a

pleasant reminder.

It may be observed that the theory of isorrepesis

is still retained, in spite of the contran evidence

adduced by Low rv, to which no mention is made.
I In word "ketene," which is derived from
ketone, with the usual suffix "ene," denoting

doubl) linked carbon, is written, it hi German,
"keten," an undesirable modification from ever)

point <>t view.
The succeeding chapters on the terpenes,

the alkaloid's, and the polypeptides have under-

g little 01 no change, and are ordinary text-

book descriptions; but those on chlorophyll and
the anthocyanins are new, and introduce us
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to some "i the most highly complex structures

found in organic Nature, th< istitution of which

has been elucidated in .1 masterly fashion by

Willstatter and his associates.

of 1 lie most interesting chapters in

tin- Ijook is th.it dealing with theories re-

lating synthesis "I vital products,

the greater part of which, according to the

author, has been elaborated by Prof. Collie. Here
we enter tin- re.ilm of speculation; indeed, so little

is known of the laboratory methods of the living

cell that free rein may in- given to the chemical

imagination. Enzyme action, of which, however,

little of value is said, will probably furnish the

key to organic synthesis and cleavage within the

living organism, and, until that action has been
lulh explained, there is no harm in manu-

facturing equations and mechanical devices to

represent t hese changes.
One point, however, must be borne in mind

—

namely, that these changes must take place with

comparatively small energy changes, so that the

equilibrium may be easily induced to shift, and
the balance of a reversible reaction thrown, to one
or other side of the normal point; in short, vital

I the expression may be used, must
occur within a small range of temperature. In

this respect such reactions as the synthesis of pyr-

idine derivatives from malic and citric acids, which
Studied many years ago by v. Peehmann and

others, and the more recent work on the synthesis

of tropinone by Robinson, have an unequivocal
signiti.

J. B. C.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
1 and Practice of Manuring. For the

Imateur, Market, and Professional

Orchardists, etc. By \Y. Dyke. With
introduction by J. Wright. Revised and
enlarged edition. Pp. 157. iLondon: The
Lockwood I'ress (Harvey II. Mason), n.d.)

Price 25. net.

Mr. Dyke is well known to horticulturists as a
man with a strong scientific bent, and by those

men of science who are interested in large-scale

crop production he is recognised as possessing a
considerable stock of problems still requiring solu-

tion. The scientific worker will, therefore, take
up this book in the hope of finding a record of

some of these observations. He will not be alto-

disappointed, yet he will not find so much
might hope; for Mr. Dyke, having written

1 man and not for the plant physio-
logist, sets out some of the elementary scientific

which he considers the grower needs, bul he

has rut always recorded the growers' observa-
tions, which the scientific reader would lil

have had, and which no doubt Mr. Dyke con-
sidered the practical grower did not need to be
told.

Mr. Dyke knows his . il 50 well that he
may safely be trusted to furnish a syllabus of the
things they wish to know. To the horticultural

lecturer this will be one of the most interesting

features of the book.
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The information ^iven to the growers is largely

sound and likely to he helpful. Some of the data
might well be modernised, and a certain number of
tin figures need correction. In particular some of
the statistics in the first chapter are inaccurate

;

some of the experimental data given in later

chapters are old, and more modern figures are
available. It is incorreel also to say, on p. 20,
that agricultural chemists have "entirely over-

ed " the possibility of the presence of
ammonium nitrate in the soil. Large numbers of

determinations have been made, hut in no case is

more than a trace of ammonia present either in

cropped or uncropped soils. The amount of
nitrate, however, may rise considerably. It is

very doubtful whether the recommendation of
ground leather is sound, and it is certain that a
well-made superphosphate does not become wet
and sticky, or lose soluble phosphate on keeping,
at any rate so long as it is kept in a weather-proof
shed.

The Life and Discoveries of Michael Faraday. By
Dr. J. A. Crowther. (" Pioneers of Progress,"
Men of Science Series.) Pp. 72 + portrait.

(London : Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge, 1918.) Price 2s. net.

In these days, when, by the loom of science,

strange and terrible patterns have been woven" on
our national life, and novel and improved designs
are demanded on every side, it is refreshing to

turn again to the history of one of the greatest
pioneers in scientific discovery and renew our
spiritual friendship with that "Just and Faithful
Knight of God," Michael Faraday. The author of
this little volume has done his work well, and
given us a realistic pictuYe both of the scientific

enthusiast and of the humble and devout Christian.
*' Not half his greatness was incorporate in his

science, for science could not reveal the bravery
and delicacy of his heart." We could wish this

book to be read by our legislators, bv our manu-
facturers, and even by our educational authorities,

in order to impress upon them " that research
must be free to be powerful and that there is little

to be gained from a servile science." Gradually
but surely the ideas of Faraday have permeated
physical science, and at no time since their publica-

tion have they met with such general acceptance
as they do to-day. " It may fairly be claimed that

modern English physics is the school of Faraday,
applving- his methods, led bv his vision, inspired

by his faith." H. S. A.

('"Hun. By George Bigwood. ("Staple Trades
and Industries," vol. ii.) Pp. viii + 204.

(London: Constable and Co., Ltd., 1918.) Price

6s. 6d. net.

Tins volume gives a readable, popular account of

the whole field which the cotton industry includes,

beginning with the historical records, and passing
successively through the cotton fields, the mills,

and the markets. The book is well printed and
illustrated, but, especially on the technical side, it

would be improved by a number of corrections

w hen it reaches the second edition. L. B.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Supposed "Fascination" of Birds by Snakes and
the "Mobbing" of Snakes by Birds.

I have received the following interesting notes by
Dr. J. Burton Cleland, of 93 Macquarie Street,

Sydm \ 1 in. i\ add to tin observations recorded

towards the end of his letter the behaviour of a

common grey African parrol brought to this country

as a young bird in 1004, and almost certainly without

experience oi hawks. One wing is clipped from time

to time and the bird given much freedom in the

arden. Twice I have seen ii drop with a scream
and crouch on the ground when an aeroplane has

flown overhead al a rather low elevation.

Edward B. Pout ton.

Oxford, Fi bruar) 1 1

.

"Some twenty years or so ago, whilst walking in

1.11 in the outer suburbs of Adelaide, my atten-

tion was attracted by the behaviour of a small com-
pany of white-plumed honey-eaters (Ptilotis penicil-

lata, Gld.)- The individuals were making a consider-

able noise, ami kept living down to the low( 1 branch'

of a carob-bean tree (St. John's Bread), whirr these

overhung the pathway, and then up higher again,

their attention being apparently attracted b\ an objei 1

on this path. The objeel proved to be a stock-whip,

with long, snake-like lash and short handle. As
thrown carelessly down the lash certainly suggested

serpentine coils, and my impression, as noted at thi

time, was that they had probably mistaken the lash

for .1 snake. Their behaviour was that manifested by

other Melipha^idae— for instance-, ,1/v anllia ^ainila.

Lath.—in the presence of an enemy such as a bird of

prev. The birds congregate together, make much noise,

and fly about excitedly. In this way they may indi-

cate the resting-spot of an owl disturbed from its

sleeping-place by day.
" Several interesting points are worth considering.

First, these honey-eaters had probably never seen a

snake, though rarely an occasional one has been noticed

in the neighbourhood. Secondly, as the birds spend

their time near the tops of the eucalypts and build .11

the end of fine branches, and the snakes near Adelaide

do not climb trees, even had they seen snakes these

could have done them no harm. Thirdly, if my inter-

in tation of their behaviour be correct, they recognised

the ' snake ' bv its form alone, as no movement
could take place. Though other unusual objects, but

not snake-like in outline, must have been common in

a large garden and its surroundings inhabited by

children, the same fuss was not noticed to be made
over them. From the above it would appear, provided

their actions were rightly interpreted, that the birds

or their immediate ancestors had probably never seen

a snake, and had certainly never been subjected to

danger from such
; and that, therefore, the behaviour

manifested, presumably to harass and drive away an

enemy, must have been purelv instinctive. In othei

words, on presentation to vision of, in this case, a

motionless objeel of snake-like form, the brain-centres

concerned with the methods of combating a foe were
automatically stimulated, quite apart from the sensi-

tising of such centres by previous individual experience.
" It is interesting to note here that the fowls in

the poultry-run of the same house make a great noise
and run for shelter when a hawk flies past through
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thi trees, though none, so far as is known, had evei

been attacked by hawks. Strange to say, another
Australian bird, Graucalus melanops, Lath., may give
rise to the same reactions, and 1 think I remember
having noticed them also when one of the larger
cuckoos (probably Cuculus pallidas. Lath.) Hi

head. Both these birds have peculiar flights, mon
hawk-like than those of pigeons, which, though about
the same size, do not, in mj experience, frighten
poultry. The general form of the large cuckoo is also
suggestive of a hawk like the kestrel [Titmun
cenchroides, Vig. and Horsef.). These

obviousl) purely instinctive, and nut tin- result
"I oei sonal exDerieni 1

The Shortage of Research Workers.

In a pap. . recently read l.. fore the Royal S01
Arts on "The Government and tin- Organisation oi

Scientific Research," Sir Frank Heath directed atten-
tion i" Mm dearth of skilled research worker.-, who
are urgently needed n> investigate industrial pi.. 1. 1. 111..

\ll who have studied the question are agreed thai in
the near future ile' necessity for industrial scientific

research will be greater than ever, and it may, there-
fore, be well to point out some preventable causes
which are likely to make the situation worse instead
"f better.

During the war research departments have been
< stablished at most universities and colleges foi

war purposes, and many capable workers have thus
I been discovered. At the present moment many "I

hi 31 departments are in process of demobilisation,
1
and no concerted effort is being made to retain the
services of those who have proved their worth as
research workers, who are being allowed to find their

ii into other occupations. This waste of invalu-
able material is deplorable at the present juncture,
and could be avoided by proper co-ordination between
Government departments. A second matter, not so
easily remedied, relates to the large number of
scientific men who gave their services gratuitouslv
during tin war, but cannot be expected t" con-
tinue this sacrifice in peace-time. No funds app< at

to be available for the provision of pavment to -ink
workers in case thev are willing to take up indus-
trial research in their spare time. Even when
workers arc willing to continue for some time longer
on a voluntary basis, with the view of completing work
in hand, it is not always possible to procure the small
funds necessary for covering the expenses incurred
in the work. The writer is acquainted with one re-

search committee, dealing with problems of wide
industrial application, which has been compelled to

suspend its work owing to the withdrawal of funds
by the Government department which financed its

operations during the war. Nothing could be more
deplorable at the present juncture than the discourage-
ment of voluntary research, and in such cases imme-
diate steps should be taken to provide funds from
other sources.
The most disquieting feature, however, is the

present financial condition of the universities and
colleges from which the research workers of the future

must l» obtained. Whilst the cost of equipment
has at least doubled, the incomes of thesi institutions

have remained, in most cases, stagnant. This not
onlv prevents the acquisition of adequate appliances
for advanced teaching, but also debars the members
of the staffs from obtaining the increases in salarv

rendered necessary by the increased cost of living.

Manv skilled teachers who have been on active ser-

vice are declining to resume their pre-war appoint-

ments for this reason, and a serious shortage of
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capable instructors in advanc is threatened.
At present teachers ol elementary scieno
paid, on the average, than those engaged in the
higher branches, and are additionally, in mosl cases,
entitled to pensions under the reachers' Superannua-
tion Act. rhe obvious result of this anomalous state
of tiling is that the ranks of higher scientific teachers
will be depleted unless strong and prompt '•

men I action is taken to place the universities and
< illt j_^< -. .in .1 sound financial basis. Unless iliis be
done there is little prospect, of obtaining the research
workers necessary to secure the industrial future of

the country. ('has. K. Darling.
( lity and • iuilds Technical < lollegi ,

Finsbui , E.t

The Indian Rope Trick.

["hi rri spondence in the Daily Mail

elating to the Ii rick is vei j similar to ih>-'

roversies thai havi arisen from time to time in the
- in India, but noth advance the

jot further. I he man who does th ropi

trick has yet to tx pi odui 1 .1 !

During a considerabli porl esidence ol mon
than thirty years in India, I studied Indian conjuring
and made all the inquiries I could regarding this trick.

I knew main of the best conjurers between Calcutta
Delhi, but never found one who had seen the rope

trick. Several had heard ol it, some believed in it,

nunc 1 .ml. I sal isfai toi il) explain it.

Personally, 1 am of opinion that the rope trick is

entirely mythical. I decline to accept the various

theories put forward !i in support of its

practicability, such, for example, as hypnotism or sub-

stitution. The mosl likely explanation I have heard
is that the trick I in 10 mrtyard, that

he \ ii w above, and that the rope is

ii\ thrown up to a confederate, who fastens it to

n whii li
1 annot be seen on account of the smoke;

a lad then climbs up the rope and is similarly Ins: to

view in the smoke, but even this theory is unlikely.

It would not be impossible to arrangi a scene on

where the rope trick could be performed as an
illusion—not by a smoke screen, but bj other means
of hiding what happens above a certain height

\- to Indian conjuring generally, I consider ii to

be far behind European, though the sleight of hand
is often extraordinaril) good, and the methods occa-

sionally ingenious, as, foi instance, when conjurers ap-

parently cause a fi w grains of wheat or gram to sprout

in a few moments .. fai better illusion than the over-

mango-tree trick.

Indian conjurers are ven conservative and seldom

produce new tricks, and they are very slow in dis-

covering how a trick, new to them, is done even when
irmed bj an amateur on well-known principles.

I .
. HUDDLESTON.

1 1. 111. I I I. mpsl. ad, 1 1. 1 K.

/ III- 1 si- Of HE1 II \l FOR URCRAFT
n RPOSES.

SHORTLY alter the commencemenl of the war
it became evident that if helium were avail-

able in sufficient quantities to replace hydrogen in

naval and military airships, the losses in life and

equipment arising from the use of hydrogen would
be enormously lessened. Helium, as is known,
is most suitable as a filling for airship envelopes,

in that it is non-inflammable and non-explosive,

and, if desired, the engines may be placed within
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the envelope. B) us use it is also possible to
additional buoyanc) b\ heating the gas

(electrically or otherwise), and ibis fact might
possibly lead to considi rable modifications in the
technique of airship manoeuvres and navigation.
The loss of gas from diffusion through the en-
velope is .ds.. less with helium than with hydrogen,
but, on the other band, the lifting power of helium
is aboul 10 per cent, less than that of hydrogen.

Proposals had been frequently put Forward b>
men ol science in the British Empire and in enemy

es regarding the development ol supplies
of helium for airship purposes, but the lust
attempt to give practical 'Meet to these proposals
was initiated by Sir Richard Thrclfall, who re-
ceived strong support hum the Admiralty through
the Board of Invention and Research, under the
presidency of Admiral of the Fleet Lord Fisher.

It was known that supplies of natural gas con-
taining helium in varying amounts existed in

America, and it became evident from the pre-
liminary investigations made by Sir Richard
Threlfall, and from calculations submitted bv him
as to cost of production, transportation, etc., that
there was substantial ground for believing that
helium could be obtained in large quantities at a
COSl which would not be prohibitive.

Prof. J. C. McLennan was invited by the Board
of Invention and Research in 1915 to determine
the helium content of the supplies of natural gas
within the Empire, to carry out a scries of experi-
ments on a semi-commercial scale with the helium
supplies available, and also to work out all tech-
nical details in connection with the large-scale
production of helium and the large-scale purifica-
tion of such supplies as might be delivered and
become contaminated with air in service. In this

work Prof. McLennan received assistance from
his colleagues, Profs. John Satterly, E. F.
Burton, H. F. Dawes, Capt. McTaggart, and
Mr. John Patterson.

In the course of their investigations, which
were carried out with the co-operation of L'Air
Liquide Co., it was found that large supplies of
helium were available in Canada, which could
be produced at a cost of about one shilling per
cubic foot.

In the summer of 19
1 7, when the United States

of America had decided to enter the war on the
side of the Allies, and after the investigations re-

ferred to above were well under way, proposals
were made to the Navy and Army and to the
National Research Council of the U.S.A. to co-

operate by developing the supplies of helium avail-

able in the United States. These were made, on
behalf of the Admiralty, through the Board of

Invention and Research by Sir Ernest Rutherford
and a special Commission consisting of Com-
mander Bridge, R.N., Lt.-Col. Lowcock, and
Prof. John Satterly.

The authorities cited agreed to co-operate with

vigour in supporting" these proposals, and large

ordeis were at once placed by them with the Air
lion Co. and the Lynde Co. for plant, equip-

ment, cylinders, etc. The Bureau of Mines also
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iperated in developing a new type oi rectifying

chin< B) Jul) , [918, the pro-

tion ni helium in moderate quantities was ac-

complished, and From thai time onward the possi-

bility of securing large supplies of helium was
assured.

Concurrently, all practical details oi the pro-

duction ni helium-borne airships and of the navi-

gation of this type oi (rail were d< veloped by the

airship production section ol the Navy. At the

same time, under the direction ol Prof. McLennan,
plans were prepared and steps taken to en-r-

and equip a station lor purifying the helium which
might become contaminated in service. Experi-

mental investigations were also initiated with the

object ol developing the possible technical and
scientific uses of helium. In particular, balanci

and spectroscopic methods for testing the puritj

of the gas were worked out, studies on the relative

permeability of balloon fabrics to hydrogen and
helium were commenced, and experiments were

begun to exploit the use of helium in gas-filled

incandescent lamps, gas-filled arc lamps, and
thermionic valves. The equipment provided for

the purification of contaminated helium in large

quantities supplied the major portion of the ap-

paratus required to liquefy helium, and arrange-
ments were therefore made to produce this gas in

a liquid form.

The advances already made by the time the

Armistice commenced warrants the opinion that at

the end of another year large supplies of helium
would have been produced within the Empire at a

low cost, helium-filled aircraft would have been in

service, and great progress would have been made
in exploiting the technical and scientific uses of

this gas.

Before the war a proposal to utilise helium as a

filling for airships would have been viewed, even

by men of science, as akin to a proposal at tin-

present time to pave the Strand with diamonds.
Thanks, however, to the enterprise, enthusiasm,
and initiative of the Navy, backed by imagination,

a suggestion—at one time considered to be chi-

merical—has to-day become a realisation.

BIRDS AXD THE IVA R.

\^7ITHIN the limits of a short article it is not
* * possible to do justice to our feathered

friends. The services rendered by homing-
pigeons to the Army, Navy, and Air Forces have
been invaluable, and numerous stories of their

gallantry and devotion, under fire and even when
wounded, have alread) appeared in the daily

newspapers. Canaries, long- recognised as the

miners' friends in detecting the presence of

poisonous underground gases, have played their

pari in the war by being used in the trenches and
dug-outs when the presence of German poison-

gas was suspected. It is not so generally known
thai parrots, in the earliei days of the war, were
employed on the Eiffel Towei to give warning

the approach of enemy aircraft. Sea-gulls, on
1 than one occasion, bi tra

j ei 1 th< present -
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ol submarines and mines and thus prevented
disaster to our sailors.

On the actual battlefield the behaviour of birds
has been remarkable. Unperturbed b) the terrible
rackel and the bursting of gas-shell's, a nightin-
gale trilled its sweetest, a soaring skylark poured
out its song, a blackbird sang- the more merrily
the heavier the bombardment, swallows twittered
around, and nested in, tin- haltered ruins oi \

Cathedral even when it was under fire; a "minnie-
shell, " which burst in the middle of a covey of
partridges, did not alarm them and they went
on feeding unconcernedly a few seconds later.

In fact, it ma) lie said that the birds, wherever
they could eke out an existence, seemed oblivious
to the life-and-death struggle going on all round
them.

At home the consensus of opinion of trust-
worthy observers shows that birds were at first

much upset by air raids. As these, howi
became more frequent, their fears diminished.
There can be little doubt that birds are adaptable
creatures, and soon become accustomed to loud
noises. As an example of this, it may be stated
that when the bells of St. Paul's were rung, alter

a protracted silence, to celebrate "Armistice
Day," the City pigeons, long unaccustomed to
such sounds, appeared to be seriously alarmed,
though in days of peace they paid no attention

to the daily chimes.
The restrictions on food, imposed on all loyal

citizens, made it an offence to feed birds and
prosecutions ensued. A sportsman was fined for

feeding pheasants on grain, and more than one
kind-hearted person paid the penalty for feeding
birds on scraps. Cage birds were difficult to

keep, and never were parrots more freely offered

on loan to the Zoological Gardens.
The strenuous orders issued to farmers to

plough up the maximum amount of their land was
followed by a misguided outcry against all birds.

Thanks to the efforts of the Royal Society for

the Protection of Birds, and a few reasonable
ornithologists, the agriculturists were persuaded
that, after all, the majority of birds do more good
than harm. There are, however, several enact-

ments made against birds (such as the extension
of the period for burning heather, the prolongation
of the shooting season for grouse and blackgame,
and the "Destruction of Pheasants Order")
which, it is to be hoped, will shortly be modified

or repealed.

Reports are not yel to hand as to how birds

fared in enemy countries; probably they were no
better off than they were in Great Britain. Such
items as have evaded the strict German censor-

ship, regarding the shortage of food, tell us that

rooks were sold and eagerly bought as articles

of diet. It is amusing to note that a corre-

spondence, carried on in one of our leading daily

newspapers, as to the edibilit) of gannets, gulls,

etc., was ingeniously interpreted by the German
newspaper-men as showing- that England was
starving owing to the invincibility of the l"-boats.

Migration does not appear to have bi
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affected; doubtless the travelling birds would be

flying too high above the tumuli o) th< battle-

fields to notice it and, even if the) encoui

a "barrage," the) could always "rise to the

- inn as common
as they did towards the end of the war, birds were

considerably excited by them, ('.nils and wild-

fowl flee before them in p
stricken rout, but on one occasion a flock of

gulls is reported to have flown inquisitivel)

iplane. Incidentally, it ma) be noted that

some interesting observations wen- made by our

aviators as regards the heighl al which birds fly

when on migration.

Perhaps the greatest effect of the war on bird-

life in general will prove to be the iai I ol forests

and woods. I lie abnormal felling of timber which

has been carried out during the war must have an

effect "ii arboreal birds for man) years to come.

!
i eat spoiled Woodpecker in

new areas in Scotland 1 announced,
and is attributed to the fact that former haunts

have disappeared under the axe. Owing to the

out gamekeepers an undeniable in-

in "vermin "
is widely reported. Jays

seem to have been particularl) numerous and wide-

id lately, and buzzards have been seen in

many an unaccustomed place. Bui the benefits

accruing from the hick of gamekeepers are not

likely to ed for long.

Enough has been written to shew that the

subject of "Birds and the War' is one which de-

mands mure than a short article. I have compiled

a book, now in the printers' hands, which deals

(I think as fully as is at present possible) with

the whole subject. Though I do no1 claim thai

my book attains finality, I trust that it may prove

of some use to ornithologists, and also be of

general interest ; in any case, I offer i) as a tribute

to our friends the birds.

Hugh S. Gladstone.

PROF. G. 1 [RE] FOSTER, F.R.S.

PROF. GEORGE CAREY FOSTER, whose
death, on Sunday, February 9, at the age of

-three, we announced last week, was born

at Sabden, in Lancashire. He received his educa-

tion at Universit) College, London, after which
he proceeded to the Universities of Ghent, Ileidel-

and Pai is. ( ai e) Foster had held many
official positions. He was appointed professoi ol

experimental physics al University College al the

age of thirty, his chaii ultimately becoming the

hair, under the endowment of Sir Richard

Quain. F01 four years, from 1900, he held the

.I principal ol the college. He was a fellow

of the Royal Society, and one of its vice-presi-

dents during the periods 1891—93 and 1902 3. He
lied the presidential chair of the Society of

Telegi iphii Engineers (now the Institution of Elec-

trical I,
and aKo ot the Physical Society

of London. He was a fellow both of the University

of London and of Universit) College, and an
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honorary membet ol thi [ewish Historical Society

1 the Amei ii .., I 'hili isi >phical S< 11 iet) .

In the last '

luster gradually to relinquish his official positions

and to retire mm 1 into his country home.
To the younger generation he is therefore known
only by name, yet he played a leading part in at

least three important m ements connected with

; M)ii in London.

First, in the eighties of lasl century, efforts bi

to iii made to bring about an achievement of the

aims of the original promoters ol the founda-

;

r as a uni\ ersit) . Care; I oster

(in his owai words) looked upon the college not

only as an important place oi education, but also

as an important expression of a mosl remarkable

in ellectual movement "a movement which stood

lor free inquirv and effort towards improvement,

intellectual and social." Education, untrammelled

by extraneous considerations, could not be ob-

tained in the days when his college was founded.

Owing- to the vicissitudes which the scheme met

with, the teaching and examining functions of the

institution had become distinct, the former being

vested in the college, while the hitter were carried

on by the University as a separate body. Carey

Foster threw himself, heart and soul, into, if he

did not actually lead, the movement for there-estab-

lishment of a teaching University in London, so

that its teachers might have freedom in their teach-

ing, untrammelled by the examinations of a distinct

institution. This movement led to the establish-

ment of the present University, which, however,

only partly realised the wishes of its first pro-

moters. In order still further to realise these

aims, the college ultimately (January 1, 1907)

allowed itself to be swallowed up in the University

in order that it might, if possible, work the neces-

sary reforms from inside. Carey Foster identified

himself with the movement from first to last.

Next, still further to carry out the idea of

emancipation, he was a heart) supporter of the

projects for the admission of women to university

teaching and privileges. Such a change was in-

evitable. It was regarded, in some quarters, as

a hazardous step. Its extension within the college

and to other colleges and universities in England
and abroad is a justification of the pioneer work
ol the college.

The third movement was concerned directly with

the teaching of the subjei I of which Carey Foster

was professor. He laid the foundation of the

physical laboratory as it exists to-day. When he

himself was educated, laboratory work, as we
now know it, did not form pari of any curriculum.

But, about 1866, in two rooms in his college, he

. reated the first physical laboratory, in which

students might repeat the Standard methods ol

measurement which were then being rapidly

developed especiall) on the Continent and be

taught the conditions for success in such measure-

ments. Cabinets of physical apparatus had existed

before, but these were intended foi the illustration

of lectures. The spirit of change was in the air,
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and physical laboratories sprang up in many direc-

\i the presenl da) lectures without labora-

!di\ work an a deadly anachronism, even for, or

ii rhaps 1
iai 1 ii ulai I) for, junior men.

\s a thinker, Carey Foster was somewhat hesi-

tant in forming definitive opinions on philosophical

and scientific theories. To this cause, no doubt, is

due the comparative fewness of his publications.

It did not seem logical to him to derive extensive

theories from a leu- experimental observations,
For this reason lie postponed publication both in

his own case and in thai of his students. But a
method of measurement was another matter, and
his published extensions of Wheatstone's bridge
method of measuring resistances and of the
measurement ol mutual inductances are remark-
able for their neatness and value. Mis services
on the Electrical Standards Committee of the

British Assn. iation lor the Advancement of

Science, and on the K<-« Observatory Committee
of the Royal Society, prove the direction in which
his hint really lay. His publications include an
article in Walls's "Dictionary of Chemistry, " and
he was joint author of a text-book on electricity

and magnetism. In the first edition of the latter

he strove to develop the subject on the lines laid

down by Maxwell, according to which the elec-

trical actions in the aether are all-important; but
in later editions he gradually yielded to the
pressing- claims to recognition of the very large
number of new phenomena discovered in the last

twenty years, which require a modification of the
most extreme of Maxwell's conclusions.

In his writings Carey Foster had the mastery
over a lucid and logical prose of a remarkable
order. He was much sought after as a sage
counsellor, for his kindly method of criticism dis-
armed resentment when his counsel was adverse.
He lived at peace with all men, his main aim
being, as expressed in his last Christmas greeting,
"to do all which may achieve and cherish a just
and lasting peace among ourselves and with all

nations.
"

NOTES..
The following announcement is made in the political

notes of Tuesday's Times:—"Sir Watson Cheyne
has been appointed chairman of the newlv formed
House of Commons Medical Committee, which con-
sists of Members who possess a medical or surgical

ire interested in medical or scientific
matters. I lie Committee will exchange views upon
all proposed legislation which has relationship to any
medical 01 allied question, ["he main object of these
deliberations will he the avoidance, so far as possible,
of the expression of conflicting medical or scientific

views in Parliamentary debate. The Committee will

also invite reports from, and hold conferences with,
medical and scientific b Major Farquharson is

secretary to the Committee, and Sir William Whitla,
Lt.-Col. X. Raw, and Capt. Elliott form the execu-
tive committee." As men of science- are not suffi-

ciently organised to secure 31 its for members of their

own body in Parliament, they she mid be glad to know-
that members of the medical profc ssion are willing to

as well as medical matters of

national interest. We sheeuld n« .1 like to think, how-
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ever, that scientific men, knowing the needs of the
co and the service e,i progressive knowledge to

civilisation, will In- content to remain permanently
without representation among i«n legislators. Medi-

'- only one branch of science, but, as things an
al present, science is a department ol lien,. 50 far
as Parliamentary action is e :erned.

A \ ig attack on the policj of tie. I
:

Agriculture was made in tie Men,, ,,f lauds last

week by Iwe. Tn >1 »I. le.nU, he, ih ,,! whom in the past
have had some -line' in directing tin- operations of

11 department. 1 'riiic ism was directed to a n

circular in which it was announced, m/e-r alia, that
what has been known during the- war as the "plough-
ing policy" would no longer I" activelj prosecuted,
and thai eiiei 1- should he- 1 oik ated em impt -

hi leeaditiein of the existing arable- land lather ill. en

em adding to its area. Lord Ernie had no difficult) in

parrying the- attack, lb- pointed out that much of

the increase- of ploughed land had been secured at the

expense e.f thi 1 ffective lillagc- of the existing acreage
,

and that an increase- in food production would be
secured at least cost by thorougblv cleaning and con-
ditioning tin- land already under the plough rather than
by breaking up new areas <

> 1 grassland al

always a speculative opwation. The ideal which the

President of the Board eei Agriculture has s.-t before

the farming community is a modest one, merely to

raise the general standard of farming to the level of

that attained by the best farmers in the adjoining dis-

trict. It is not generally recognised how wide is the

gap indicated, but instances could be- given where the

value of land has been quintupled by the application

of scientific knowledge without moving adjoining
farmers a hair's-breadth from the ruts of their out-

worn practice.

A leading article- in the . Times of February 17

states that the Prime Minister has agreed t<

a deputation on the subject of fisheries administra-
tion. It points out that the present peesition of our
sea fisheries is anomalous and unsatisfactory, anil

thai the- establishment of a Department e,l Fishe

would remedy this, giving the fishermen one- special

department, instead of half a dozen, to deal with;

improvement in transport, a better regulation and
supervision of the fisheries, and other urgent matters,

would then receive attention. In relation to the

alternative proposal for a Ministry of Water, the

1 idiis remarks that the question of the use of water-

power is very remote from that of food supply, nor
is it more favourably disposed towards the scheme
of State control propounded by the Empire Resources

Development Committee. The following referet

made to the need for scientific investigation :—" An
important branch of the work of the proposed Ministry

would be the organisation of scientific research into

the habits and movements of fish. Although the study

of marine biology and kindred subjects has made
greal strides in the Cnited Kingdom in the- last few

years, our scientific equipment is utterly unworthj
of the greatest fishing nation in the world. We have

been far outstripped by the Cnited States and by

Canada, the- splendid sea-fish hatcheries of which put

us ice shame." With the first two sentences we fully

. hut with regard to the last we mav remark

that the utility of hatcheries is disputed, and that we
have fai less reason to feel ashamed when looking at

I he s,-a-lish hatcheries of the Cnited States than when
considering what we, whose fisheries are- as important
is those ef the rest of F.uieipe, have tee -e-t against

tin- marine investigations ef the- Norwegian M
Mm,- Petersen and Johannes Schmidt, and the

Dutchmen Redeke and Iloek.
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lin Press "i February 15 contained the full texl

he scheme foi .1 I
1 ague "I Nation-, which had

n unanimous!) ai 1 1 pti 'I the pi <\ ious daj b

esentatives oi thi fourteen Powers assembled al

V 1 1 sailles. ["his States is based on
the solid foundation of the conf lal has

ited the autocratic Empires, and German) and
her satellites will be admitted to ii only if and when
thej ^iv evidence thai the) are sincerel) disposed

observ< their international obligations and con-
form ti> such principles as ma) be prescribed b) the

I in naval and militar) forces and
armaments." \s to the details of the scheme, the)

of the nature of a sound working compn
between the projects of those who would have created

an immediati super-S ki the Hoi) Alliance oi

1815 and the projects of those who would have been
ontent with a 1 nineteenth-a

Europ rhi n. i ernal ional authority
is in have a real conti means of an
assembly of 1 1. Ii il, and a

permanent secretariat. At the same time its control

is so limited in time and sphere thai it does n»i inter-

fere much more than existin obligations do
with the sovereign independeno ol the

It contemplates and makes provision for Un-

employment of force, if necessary, in the vindication
- decisions. It insists on the publicity of treaties,

though not of the process of negotiations. Ii wisely
- the impracticabl 1 the creation of

International armies and the establishment of inter-

national control 1 rid substitutes

the incomparably tngi m< nl of mandatory
Powers. Tn sum, the scheme is a hopeful and a

workable one. lis preparation and its unanimous
ire excellent auguries both for the future

work of the Conference and for the peace of the

world.

\ I'.n 1 to 1 stablish .1 Ministn oi Health and .1

I ol Hi alth 01 1 England and Wales,
Scotland, respectively, powers with respeel

cal govi rnm< nt, was present d to the

House "I Commoi I ruar) 17 by Dr. Addison
and read .1

I
Mi. general powers and duties

of the Ministei ol Health will be to take all such steps

as may in desirable to secure the effective carrying
out and co-ordination of measures conducive to the

health of the people, including measures for the pre-

vention and cure of diseases, the treatment of physical

and menial defects, the collection and preparation oi

information and statistics relating thereto, and thi

trainir s engaged in health services. It is

proposed to transfer to the Ministry 11) all the powers
and duties of the Local Government Board; (2) all

• In powers and duties of the Insurance Commissioners
and the Welsh Insurance Commissioners; (3) all the

power- nl the Hoard of Education with respect to

• 1 ant mothers and
nursing mothers and of children who have not attained

five years and an nol in attendance al

schools recognised In the Board of Education; (4) all

the powers ol the Privy Council and of the Lord
President of the Council under the Midway. - VctS,

100J and [918; and (5) such powers of supervising

the administration of Part I. of the Children Vet,

1908 (which relates to infant life pi have
heretofore be< 1 exercised b) the Secretar) "t State.

British war-time propaganda, a- directed b) various
mi. ni departments ranging from the Ministry

of Information to the Mini-try of Food, ended at the

Armistice with a spasmodic suddenness characteristic

.if i:- origin and of much of it- conduct during
lities. It was about the -ami- time thai othei
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countries, notably tin I nihil States, redoubled their
propagandist work in further the activities of p
An 1

sample of the wa; in which ihi- work i- pursued
I nii.-d State- wa, furnished by a correspondent

of the Times, whose article appearing mi Februa
11 .1 the " world's record advei tising 1 ampaign "

organised b) the U.S. Governmenl in South Am. ma.
While the war was still in being tgorous cam-
paign, excelling the efforts oi an) other belligerent,
ha.i made South America lull-, aware ..l every phase
of the United Stales war effort, ami a, .1 natural
corollary of its plans for industrial construction,
inventions, and so on. The information, supplied to

new-papers free of charge and withoul an) condition
a- I., acknowledgnn nt of it- source, was prepared by

teal newspaper men, who wen- well

with a newspaper's need for "copy" that 1- excli

interesting, and novel. That was not all. II .1 news-
paper wanted special information on United Sim. ,

industrial matter- the representatives of tin- U.S.
Public Information Committee in the large cities 1.1

South America were willing to cable for it and supply
it. This is the kind of elastic and adaptable
ma. hinery which is very much wanted in Great and
Greater Britain in enable the public to learn, and,
abovi ..II, 1.1 make the public interested in learning,
what is going on in British industries, in industrial
science, discover) and invention. The Ministry of

Information, joined to the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research, might have provided the
machinery for some such distribution. At present the

1 nf Agriculture distributes leaflets and has its

Journal, and the Board of Trade Journal also pub-
lish' - lor a public of its own. Bui what is needed
i- -..in.- organisation which, while having as its prin-
cipal functions those of informing special publics at

home and in the Dominions, should make ii its busi-

ness to get at the general public through the news-
papers.

A recurrence of influenza has sel in ovei the British
Isles. In the south of Ireland the renewed outbreak
is said to be of a virulent type, and is particularly
severe in parts of Kerry and Cork. The Registrar-
General's return for the week ending February 8
shows a marked increase in the deaths from the epi-

demic, the number for the County of London being
100, which is greater than in any of the preceding six

weeks. In the ninety-six great towns of England and
Wales, including London, the deaths from influenza

were 604, which is also greater than in any of the six

I

H.
-.

1 ding weeks. The deaths from pneumonia in

London were 182, and from bronchitis 226, which is

more than in any of the preceding nine week-. For
the last eight weeks the deaths from bronchitis have
been mure numerous than those from pneumonia;
prior to this, pneumonia had the larger number of

deaths.

A GENERAL Order ha- been issued by the Local
Government Board making malaria, dysentery, trench
fever, acute primary pneumonia, enteric fever,

relapsing fever, and typhus fever notifiable a- epi-

demic and infectious diseases under the Public Health
Aii The Order, which applies to England and
Wales, comes into force on March 1. "Dysenter)
includes the anuvbic and bacillarv varieties of the

disease, ami "enteric fever" include- typhoid and
pai yphoid fevers. In cases of malaria the medical

officei ma) suppl) the patient with mosquito-netting
if necessary, and provide for quinine treatment. A
per-.. n suffering from dysentery may !" required to

discontinue any occupation connected with the pre-

paration or handling of food or drink for human con-

sumption. In cases of trench fever the medical
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i

i'
1

obtain tin

cti >t lie on 1I1,
1

i and cloth-

ing ol everj oci upant ol 1 In building. I he pow<
conferred under thi new Ordei should bi ol considei

i'li value ui the control of the diseases named, somi
of which are almosi n< \ to Bi itain.

The death of Mr. Stephen Reynolds .11 Sidmouth
un l-\ In ii.u \ 14, iii his thirty-

i deprives the

country of oni whosi work foi British fisheries will

not ii in 1 11 fo 1. As adviser on inshore fisheries ti

I
In 1 ii 1 lommission, .mil 1 esident inspi 1 ti

ol fisheries for the south-western area, Mr. Reynolds's
practical knowledge and sympatjietii interesl have
been of the utniosl valui in developing the fisheries

of Devon and Cornwall, and the gap caused by hi-

death will be difficult to fill. Mr. Reynolds was
B.Sc. uf the University of Manchester, and studied

at tin Ecole des Vlines in Paris, but ill-health led

him to changi his plans foi a career, and in [903 he

became- associated with the Woollej Brothers, fisher-

men, at Sidmouth, with one of whom he worked foi

lli- was thus brought into close contaci

with the problems ol English fisheries and fishermen,
whose interests he eloquently advocated in mam
articles and other writings. The movement in favour

of the further development of inshore and longs!

fisheries was initiated In Mr. Reynolds, practically as

the result ol a remarkable series of articles in the

Times uf February 7, to, -ml 17, [912. rhese were
followed by the appointment "l Mr. Cecil Harmsworth's
committee consisting ol members of Parliament, and
then by the Departmental Committee on Inshon
Fisheries, which reported in April, 1914, and of which
Mr. Reynolds was a member. The outbreak of wat

prevented legislation liased on the report, but special

activities— those of the Fish Food and Motor I.nan

Committee—were directed to the increased productivity

of the smaller fisheries, and Mr. Reynolds took a

prominent part in the practical working out of tin

schemes promoted under the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries. He was a most zealous inspector, and
knew his district and men as no one else did.

Though not a scientific investigator himself, he was
still alert to any discoveries, and keen to apply them.

He was widely human in his outlook on the fishing

industry, thinking far more of the fishermen than of

the material side of their occupation. He possessed

philosophic insight into the results of modern scientific

investigation, and a year or two ago had developed

a svstem which applied to mental evolution Bergson's

&dn vital, ft is to be regretted that he was unable

to publish this work.

Lt.-Col. Sir Mark Sykes, Bart., M.P., whose
death occurred in Paris on February H>, in his fortieth

made a close study of peoples and customs of

the East, and was the author of several notable works
upon them. His latest volume, "The Caliph's Last

Heritage,' published in 1915, i s largelj concerned
with his travels in Asiatic Turkey in 1906-13, and
Covers Id in Syria, Mesopotamia, Kurdistan.

Asia Minor, Turkish Armenia, and a journey in

Lower Egypt. His personal narratives are full of

vigour and reality, often highly and truly picturesque.

and constant!- nn^. Among Sii Mark Sykes's
nth. 1 winks ar< I ugh Five Turkish Provinci

and " Dar-ul-Islam : Five Mansions of the House ol

Othman." He mapped the north-west region of Meso-
potamia and the desei 1 south "I Jerusalem, and in

the course of his travels made road-maps of fr 1

thousand miles of road previous!) unmapped in Asiat

Turke\. His intimate knowledge of Eastern peoples

was of great value-, and manj will regret that the

Empire should be deprived in ihese times of a states-

man of his understanding anil capacity.
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Sir Roper Lb i hbridge, w hose d< ath at thi .<_

seventy-nine is annoum ed,

position in thi Indian educational service, and, on his
retirement, in English public life. Aftei a distin-
guished careei at Oxford he was ap] ited Govern-
1111 111 pi .'I. SSOl of polilii al n\ in the I ni' -

Of ( '.ill lit ta, Ii. 1 am. -r, 1,-1.11
J

ol tin .;, _

mission in [877, and then held the post ol Political

Agent. Sii Ropei Lethbridge was best known in

I H'lia as Pi ess ( ,
,i! ssi foi ill, supi

thi
, 1 nacular Pri ss, I [e made a particuli 1

-

Imperial Preference as it 1
- lia. Onhisreturn

to P. in; Ian, I In becami Meml I Parliament Foi North
Kensington, and held many public offices,

them president of tin- Devonshire Association and
member of tin Exeter Diocesan Board of Education.
Sir Roper Lethbridge |...ss, ,,n | a wide knowledgi
Indian affairs and of English public life.

Mr. Thomas Ci vrkson has been elected president of

the Institution of Automobili Engineers foi thi ensuing
year.

Sir Oliver Lodge will deliver the Friday evening
discourse at the Royal Institution on February 28 at

5.30 p.m. on "Ether and Matter." Owing to indis-

position, Prof. J. A. McClelland will he unabk to

delivei his discourse on "Nuclei and Ions," as
announced.

At the annual meeting of the Malacological Society

of London, held on February 14, Mr. G. K. Gude was
elected president in succession to Mr. J. R. I. P.

Tomlin. Mr. Gude has for the past nine years tilled

the office of hon. secretan ol the society.

We learn from Science that tin National Geographic
Society has presented the Hubbard gold medal to Mr.
V. Stefansson, whose explorations during the last ti\.

and a half years in the Arctic regions have resulted

in the reduction of the unknoyvn polar regions of tin

western hemisphere by approximately 100,000 square
miles.

Tin; death is announced, in his fortieth year, of Dr.
\V. Erskine Kellicott, professor of biology at the Col-
lege of the City of New York. Dr. "kellicott had
previously held for several years a similar chair at

Goucher College, Baltimore, and from [908 to 1917
was directoi ol thi Marine Biological Laboratory at

Woods Hole, Massachusetts. He- had written several

books mi evolution, embryology, and kindred subjects.

We regret to note that the death of Mr. George
Pauling is recorded in Engineering for February 14.

Mr. Pauling yvas tin- senior partner in the firm of

Pauling and Co., Ltd., which constructed the whole
of the Rhodesian railways, in addition to many mil' s

of line in other parts of South Africa. From [894

to 1896 he served as Minister of Mines and Public

Works in Rhodesia, and was also a member of tin

Executive Council.

The following officers and council of the Roval Astro-

nomical Society were elected at the annual general unit-

ing on February 14 : President : Prof. A. Fowler.
Vice-Presidents: sir F. \\ . Dyson, Astronomer Roval,

Dr. J. W. L.Glaish.-r, Major P. A. MacMahon, and Prof.

II. F. Newall. Treasurer: Mr. E. B. Knobel. Secre-

taries: Dr. A. C. D. Crommelin and Rev. T. E. R.
Phillips. Foreign Secretary: Prof. II. II. Turn. 1

.

Council: Prof. A. E. Conrady, Dr. J. 1.. E. Drever,

Prof. A. S. Eddington, Brig.^Gen. E. 1 1. Hills, Mr.
|. II. feans, Or. Han, Id Jeffreys, Mr. II. S. fones,

Lt.-Col.' H. 0. Lyons, Mr. E. W. Maun, I,,. Dr. \V. II

Maw, Prof. J. W. Nicholson, and Lt.-Col. F. J. M
Stratton.
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,r - has pi 1 senti d to the British

Museum the magnifii i nl colli i

and other Celtii coins made bj his Fa Si

John Evans. I h

mous, ami li\ its acquisi-

tion tli'' inn strong, is placed

in a position far in adva
Idition to the Celtic coins, the gift includes a

valuable Gaulish and I
Sii Vrthur

., in the letter in which he announces this

did gift, explains that, " a- regards thi ulti

ition of ili<
I

1 colle Father,

me on
ion. I feel,

however, thai in presenting th< collection to your

department I am fulfilling his most intimate wi

tril his mi mi 1
\

1 hat

nected « ith the museum,
1 ee, hi had so Ion

. i s ,1, voted himsi II I he British Musi urn is to

ongratulated o ii sition, which will

alw ays t the 1 minent antiqu

b> \\ horn it has been presi

An article entitled "The Crucial Question oi

Patents," bj s i' Robert lladiield, published in the

Engineering Rew last, directs atten-

tion to ih' defects Of our Pat. in Law and its prac-

ind, at the same time, makes certain recom-

mendations with the object of improving matters.

Whilst unmimit, in opinions prei ills in reliticn to

rig some of the reforms
view s exist

as to certain bl tr* oth< r pi

many inventors ; introduction into this

1 ountry #f Lhe 1 nited States " Gli ippei stem,

which provides foi th< arguments ol the examiners

ig with applications being open to inspection by

illj , is likeh, to pro! e injurious to

their interests, and max give an unfair advantage
- - in negotiations for the purcha

i rights from inventors or theii agents, Simi

larlj , a gri lo nol view with
a- any widening in the present functions of the

n( ( >ffice, so as to permit it to adjudii ate,

making a grant, upon the relative merits oi rival

claims; yet it is only in this way that effect could

sfactorily bi given to the proposal that the de-

partment which grants the protection should guar-

ii- validity. Again,' a- regards tin- proposal

made to increase the original term ol the patent from
fourth having in view th<

that inventions are of many kinds, some being simple

and requiring little expenditure to place on the market,
whilst others are complex and require much time,

skill, and capital to develop, the modification in tin-

law likely best to me< I the needs of the situation

seem to b that which would facilitate the

gram of an extension foi varying terms according to

erits of the invention and the nature

of thi difficulties which had been overcome by the

inventor, the original term ol fourteen years estab-

lish, d by long usage being retained as at present.

Then is a consensus of opinion that th< need for

reform in our Patent f.au is pressing, and that action
in relation then to should l"- taken by the Government
without delay.

In the January issue of Man, Mr. J. Reid Moil
describe- two Late Bronze age urns found near Man
ningtree, in North Essex, and at Ipswich. That re-

cently discovered in thi latter locality ....

k nts identified by Prof, Keith as calcined
human bones. Both these specimens were obviously

2573, VOL. I02]

try urns. Thi
1 uliar

form of decoration, a si tig all over the
surface, w hi. h seen

ol a similar kind found in Essex.

Capt. A. T. H. Nisbei gives a description of the
conditions found in amputation stumps by means of

examination, removal of which is necessarj
an artificial limb can lie fitted. These include

sses, pieces of dead bone, inflamed nerve-ends,
inflammation and inflammatory outgrowths of the
I1..11.

, and a. Hi. 1
. in scars. For tin examination he recom-

111..11.U the us.- of a moderately -oft X-ray tube, as it

out the abnormalities more clearlj than other

of tube (Archives of Radiology and Eh
No. 222, January, 10,19, p. 237)-

The Hunterian oration was delivered on February 14
Royal 1 ollegi ..1 Surgeons by Major-Gen. Sir

Anthony Bowlby. "Surgery in the Field" formed
the subject of thi ind it was shown how
improved methods had been introduced with con-
sequi nt saving of life. -Thus in the earlier stages of

var gas-gangreni was prevalent, but in 1017-1S
out of 25,000 patients al the base hospitals onl] 84
bad serious gas-gangrene. Each yeai of the war had
seen better surgical methods, better results, lessened

suffering, and the saving of lives and limbs in con-
stantly increasing nun

Symons's Meteo-rological Maga ine foi January is

the index number for the preceding year; it com-
pli tes the fifty-third volume. A shorl notice is given
of the rainfall of 1918. In addition to the usual matter
comprised, including the man ol the Thames Valley
rainfall, there is an article on 'The Congress of
Scandinavian Geophysicists in Gothenburg, August 28
to 31, 191S," by Dv. Hans Pettersson. It is stated

thai a highly representative congress of about fifty

Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish geophysicists met.
Prof. Hildebrandsson, of I psala, was elected presi-

dent, and Director Ryden, of Denmark, Prof.

Bjerknes, of Norway, and Prof. Nordenskjold, ol

Sweden, were chosen as vice-presidents, Dr. Hans
Pettersson bring general secretary. Amongst thi

- read at the general and sectional meetings were
" Weather Forecasting," by Prof. Bjerknes, describing

a new method of short-range prognostics for agricul-

tural purposes in West Norway, based on synoptic

observations chieflv of the wind, the percentage of the

correct forecasts being stated as between 85 and 90.

111. a.- were also papers vn " Hydrographical Observa-
tions on the West Coast of Greenland," on " Some
Observations of the Aurora Borealis," and on

"Weather Forecasting for Airmen." In all, thirty-

papers; were read. It is intended to call together a

s. ...ml congress in due course. The same issue ..Is..

1 ..mains the conclusion of a series of articles on
"Work and Water-power," In Dr. II. R. Mill. Thi

statistics accumulated by the Rainfall Organisation
are necessarily of high value in determining requisiti

factors. Dr. Mill says: "In this country it may In-

said, roughlv, that the proportion of the natural

water-power which it would pay to utilise depends on
the price of coal. As the cost of fuel rises, il becomes
worth while to draw on sources of water-power which,

from remoteness or cost of works, could never pa\

while coal is cheap."

In connection with a review in Nati ri .-t January 9
of Dr. Silberstein's "Simplified Method of Tracing
Rays through any Optical System," tin- author of lhe

has written to make an offer that should appeal

to persons engaged in optical design. Ih. reviewer

suggested that then- was somi doubt as to tin- prac-
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utilitj ol the vectorial method of raj tracing, and
the desirability oi further information 01

this point. Dr. Silberstein writes :
-"

. . . In ordei to

help the spread and the easj handling of the vei

method, in the spirit of Dr. Brodetsky's closing sen
tence, I shall be glad to do personally .ill in m\ powei
in removi doubts and apparenl difficulties. In this

respect half an hour's personal conversation is certaii

to be more efficient than man; hours dedicated to the

writing ol notes 01 papers foi publication. The formei
has, moreover, thi obvious advantage ol being adapt-
able to the individual needs ol the questioner. In

in meet, in pari at least, these needs, I gladl)

offer myself to give free information on the subject in

question to everybod) ivho will care to call personally

(not In letter.) .11 1 Vnson Road, Cricklewood, London,
N.W.j, where I shall be available for that purposi
on every Friday from 5.30 until 7.30 p.m." VVe hi

much pleasure in making public Dr. Silberstein's offer,

and feel that sunn ill our readers will gladlj avail

Mi in-i Ives nf this unique opportunity of being initiated

into the practical application of vector methods by a

master of the subject; At the same time we suggesl
that Dr. Silberstein would be doing a service to a

wider circle of those interested in optical work if he
11 publish one or two detaili d 1 omputations bast d

mi his formula?.

I in Following works are in the press for publication
by the Carnegie Institution of Washington: "The
Duration of the Several Mitotic Stages in the Root-
tip Cells ol the Onion," II. II. Laughlin; "Con-
tributions t.i the Genetics of the Drosophila melano-

r," T. II. Morgan, C. B. Bridges, and A. II.

Sturtevant; "The Genetic and Operative Evid
Relating to Secondary Sexual Characters," T. II.

Morgan; and "Studies of Heredity in Rabbits, Rats,
and Mi,,," VV. E. Castle.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Luminosities \\n Distances of Cepheid Variables.

— In continuation of his important studies of stellar

clusters, Dr. Harlow Shapli \ has investigated the

luminosities, distances, and distribution of the Cepheid
variables (Astrophys. Journ., vol. xlviii., p. j7.1i.

Restricting the discussion to variables with definitely

determined periods of less than forty days, there
are forty-five stars which are of the cluster'' typt

and ninety-four ordinary Cepheids with periods greater
than a day. The absoluti magnitudes and parallaxes
have been determined bj means of the luminosity-
period relation, with an average probable error esti-

d at jo per cent. The cluster-type variables are
found to have absolute luminosities a little more than
one hundred times thi brightness of the sun, while
the ordinary Cepheids range from two hundred to ten
thousand times that of the sun. Fewer than one-third
of the st.n-s have parallaxes greater than a thousandth
of a second, and the most distant Cepheids now known
are nearly 20,000 light-years from the sun. While the

Ordinarj Cep are strongly concentrated towards
thi galactic plane, the cluster-type variables are in-

different to that plain. The wide dispersion of the
latter may probab unted for by their rela-

tively high velm ities in

Radial Velocities of no Stars.—A preliminary
1.11 .nil! nt tin 1 adial > eloi of 1 [9 stars, as deter-
mined at the Cape Observatory, has been given b]

Dr. J. I.uni (Astrophys. Journ., vol. xlviii., "p. 161)

The number ol thesi stars which probably have con-
stant velocities is seventy-six, while the remaining

hrei an eithei know n 01 suspi 1 ted spi ctro-

binaries. Eighteen of thi stars in the first

-'^73- vol. 102]

15-3
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the analytical work which has beer carried out to

mine thi chemical composition ol marine algse

brings out cli ncomplete and scrappj is oui

knowledge ol thi chemical composition ol these

plants, and how untrustworthy and unscientifii is

much of the work which lias alread) been^done.
Pmi S '• ii.it has bean done in

France, Britain, and the United States dujung recent

times, and especially during the past thirS»years,jKn

the analysis ds, and he is specjlly sevjre

ime "I his own countrymen for theia ignorance

of botanical nomenclature and for the cuijjrmpi with

which they 1 1 ..it 11,11111. IS s|io\«> h\ ih.-ii

failure to learn the rudiments ol the lik^uage- of

botany before undertaking to deal with \ bo

subject. Much of this criticism is just, an, I some of

the exampli the use of out-of-di and

inexact nomenclature are sufficiently serioSfe to

that it was While thus dealinfc faithfully

with his own countrymen, Prof. Sauvageawrecogi
that some chemis n the troublerto identify

with sufficient care the species which* ihej Have
analysed. Thus he says that "the accuracy with

which Stanford names the plants studied inspires

more confidence in the reader than the uncouth ap-

pellations of Allan." 11 gnises that Ameri-

can workers like Wheelei and Hartwell have taken

care to obtain competent assistance in identifying the

species they have examined.
At the same time Prdf. Sauvageau appears to under-

estimate the difficulty in which the careful chi

who wishes to identify and name his species con

sometimes finds himself. He himself offers a good
illustration of this difficulty in his reference to the

present wri work on the composition of

five of our comma ds collected on the coast

of Scotland. Two of these belonged to the genus

Laminaria, milar both in their appearance

and structure and in their habitat. ["here is no diffi-

culty to one who takes the trouble to make himself

familiar with them either in distinguishing these

species, or in recognising from Prof. Sauvageau 's

own description thai what is called in my papers

/.. digitate is what he calls /.. cloustonii, and
that what I analysed undei the name /.. stenophylla

he calls / flexicaulis. Bui standard works of

reference which were consulted were not agreed as

to these names, which I used only after reference to

a distinguished botanical colleague; and to make as

certain as possible that there should be no mistake

as to what species were intended, a standard work
on seaweeds in . with which these names
were used was referred to in one of my papers,

ss, Prof. Sauvageau writes: His L.

stenophylla is probably a mixture of that which Eng-
lish botanists call /.. digitata (/.. flexicaulis) and /..

stenophylla. that being a close ally, if not a variety,

of L. flexicaulis." He himself does not appear to bi

clear either as to thi norm nclature of English botanists

iecies which were identified with so

much care. He can scarcely expect the chemist to

do more than accept the best botanical guidance to

be obtained on a point of this kind where, he admits,

the practice of botanists is not uniform.

Another criticism which Prof. Sauvageau offers ol

the work of chemists is also valuable, and requires

careful attention from the chemist, but again one

cannot help thinking he would have been more effec-

tive if he had not att( mpted to press his criticism too

far. lie points out that if the analyses an to have
a scientific, and not merely an industrial, value, not

only should species be properly identified, but also

samples collected for analysis should be clean and
biologically pure, and obtained, if possible, from

NO. 2573, VOL. I02]

tin actual habitat, with a careful record of the
sea on, the condition ol growth, and the state
of the plants, whether fertile 01 sterile. \ll

this,, are important points which have too often
been neglected. The large common seaweeds are
frequently garnished with a greal variety ol othei
organisms, both animal and vegetable, making it

1 to procure even a reasonably pure sample.
In some eases thes tnisms 1 an be removed,
but it is generally difficult to remove them entirely.
It als,, introduces errors, as greal in main- case, as
those which are being avoided, if attempts are made
to wash the samples, as compounds which properly
belong to them are als loved in the wasn-water.
All that one can do is to colled reasonably pure
samples and to pick off all the foreign organ
which can be distinguished. In main cases, however,
the chemist was not attempting to analyse a pure
botanical species, but to determine the composition of
the impure substance used for some industrial purpose,
such as the drift-weed which is washed up on the

' beach, and used as manure or for kelp-burning. The
value of such analyses is limited by the object in view.

Prof. Sauvageau has performed an important service

in directing the attention of chemists to the pre-
cautions which they require to take when they enter
on the systematic study of the composition of sea-
weeds or of any other spei ti - of plant. Our know-
ledge of the composition of seaweeds is still quite
rudimentary, and very valuable work might be done
in this field, by chemists with a competent knowledge
of the botany of seaweeds, or working in collaboration

with botanists who would collect and identify the

samples for analysis. The recorded analyses show
wide variations in the composition of seaweeds of the
same species, and Prof. Sauvageau is inclined, on
account of this, to cast doubt on the samples or on
the conditions under which they were collected. In

the present state of our knowledge this is scarcely
justified. Numerous well-authenticated cases of simi-

lar wide variations in composition are found in the

case of other plants, even when they appear to be
grown under similar conditions in the same locality

and are collected at the same stage of growth.
James Hendrick.

ITALIAN CLIMATOLOGY .

*"P WO more contributions by Prof. F. Eredia to
A our knowledge of the climate of Italy have

recently appeared, oni dealing with the normal mean
values of annual rainfall in Italy, and the other with
diurnal temperature variation in Sicily In the. first

paper, " l.e Medie mnm.di dell.i quantita' di Pioggia
in Italia" (Giornale del Genio Civile, anno lvi., 1918),
the mean values for each calendai month are shown
for nine- well-distributed cities on the basis of the
fifty-year period 1866 1915; and it is calculated that
lb. values are correel to within 5 mm. for the rainier

winter months and 9 mm. to 12 mm. for the summer
months of smaller rainfall and more irregular dis-

tribution. In northern or continental Italy,

exemplified by Milan and Turin, the seasonal variation

of rainfall is not prominent, but the wettest ,

are- early summer and autumn, the highest figures

for May and October. In peninsular Itah the

typical Mediterranean feature of wet winters and dry
summers is conspicuous, especially in the extreme
south. Thus at Palermo the figure for December, the

wettest month, is 108 mm. (4-3 in.), and for July, the

driest, only 7 mm. (0-28 in.). The wettest city quoted
is Genoa, on the Ligurian coast, where the wettest

month, October, has 190 mm. (7-6 in.), and the driest,
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[uly 4; mm. (r-g in.); and here also the winter, as a
whole, i- considerabl) rainier than the summer.

1 he other pap, 1 , "La \ ariazione 1 >iurna
Temj .1 1 hum.,

1 a Messina" {BolletHno dell'
nia .// J, ien e Vaturuh \n < a

iv., Luglio, tgfi8), shows that, excep
the months of June, July, and August, which

''alls identical mean tern] n 'Tease
[ing betwei n 22 and 26 C. (72 1..

79 F. circ), the lattei place is distinctly colder. The
reno is in Januarj , w hi n the mean for

alia is 9-5° C I4.C1" I-'. I, and fur Messina 11-6° C.
(52-8° K.). The difference is attributed to the fact
that for the major portion of the year Mount Etna,
being snow-clad, exert- a chilling effect upon III,

i' Catania, rendered the more marked from the cir-
cumstance that the prevailing wind direction is N.W '.

at both places. Thus the wind at Messina blows
-traight in from the warm sea surface, but blows
•down on Catania from the snows of Etna. The
mean diurnal range of temperature is greater at
Catania in every month of the year except August,
the greatest difference occurring" in November. In
this month the daily range is 5-1° C. at one place
and 2-q° C. at the other, or a difference of 2-1°. Thi
regulating action of the sea is thus more marked at
Messina. At both places the diurnal range of tem-
perature is small, but, as is very generally the case,
greater in summer than in winter.

Cunliffe, Trinitj College, Cambridgi
,

lecturers, thi - being the first appointment
quest.

\t tie

">' s <M l! " ' ommittee for Rural Economy was pre-

,, s ,n Sandford-on-Thames had been
For the purpose of providing fai il

experiments and demonstrations in connection with die
work of the School of Agriculture and Fori

The Regional Association—an organisation for the
promotion oi regional research—is arranging for a
vacation meeting .,, Malvern from April 9 to

V" 1 "'- All further particulars can be obtained from
the hon. secretary, Mr. Geo. Morris, 7 VVest Road,
Saffron YVald, n.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.—Lord Moulton, of Christ's College,
honorary fellow of St. John's College, has been ap-
pointed Rede lecturer for the present year.

Mi. A. Hopkinson, of Emmanuel College, has been
appointed additional demonstrator of human anatomy
for five years.

Capt. J. T. Saunders, formerly junior fellow of
Christ's College, has been elected "to a senior fellow-
ship, and Capt. C. G. Darwin, lecturer in malhe-

al the college, to a junior fellowship. Capt.
Sau.nd I- is University demonstrator of animal
morphology, and Capt. Darwin was bracketed Fourth
Wrangler in 1909.

Oxford.—By thi di ath oi the late Provost of Oriel,
Dr. C. L. Shadwell, the University has lost a well-
known and characteristic figure. Though but slightly
in sympathy with many of the movements and aspira-
tions of present-day Oxford, Dr. Shadwell ga
universal respect by the acutely legal turn of his mind,
l>\ his remarkable business ability, and by the devi
with which he threw himself into the "public all.,

ith University and city. A life-long advocate ,,|

education on a wide and general basis, he vet found
,nd opportunity to become a master in many

departments of curious and specialised learning,
surprising his hearers by the sudden display of some
unusual piece of erudition. These dicta were delivered
with a characteristic incisiveness, and not without a
suggestion of latent and kindly humour. Amongst his
accomplishments was .-, wide and then,ugh knowledge
of botany, which he turned to account as a curator of
the botanic garden. For the last four years he h
been living in r< irement, but his- loss will bi deej
felt by his own coll ind bj thi I niversity at large".

On February t8 , .. .,s introduced in th

Warden of Wadham providing for the acceptance by
Convocation of an offi r by the trustees of the
Christopher Welch benefaction to provide 45,,
each for five years foi a lecturer in clinical pin si, ,1,,

and in economic zoology respectively. Mr. II. 1

Bazett, fellow of Magdalen College, and Mr. \.

NO. 2573, VOL. I02]

We learn from the Times thai at a meeting of the
Edinburgh University Court, on February t8, a letter
was read from the Treasury intimating" that an ad-
vance of yoool. by way of a grant from the Develop-
ment Fund would be made to the University in aid
of the endowment of a chair of forestry on thi cond -

tion already accepted by the University—that the
remaining 7000/. required" was provided by the I n ; -

versity from other sources. The Court resolved to
institute a chair.

Sir Ernest Cassel • has placed in the hands of
trustees a sum of 500,000/. for the following educa-
tional purposes:— (1) The promotion of adult educa-
tion in connection with the Workers' Educational
Association or any other association or bodv appi
of by the trustees. (2) The establishment "of scholar-
ships for the encouragement of the education of work-
men or their sons and daughters. (3) The prom,
of the higher education of women by the assis

of colleges for women. (4) The promotion of the
study of foreign languages. (5) The establishment of

a faculty of commerce in the University of London
in such terms as may be approved by the trustees.

The trustees are Mr. Asquith, Mr. Balfour, Miss
Philippa Fawcett, Mr. H. A. L. Fisher, Lord llal-

dane, Sir George Murray, and Mr. Sidney W
their secretary is Mr. A. E. Twentyman, 6 Stanhope
Gardens, Highgate, N.6.

Annoi ncement is mad,- that the general committee
of Lloyd's Register of Shipping will grant the fol-

lowing scholarships for the Study of naval architec-

ture and marine engineering :—Three scholarships in

naval architecture at Glasgow, Durham, and Liver-

pool I niversities, tenable for three years; three

scholarships in marine engineering at the Univei
of Liverpool, tenable for three years; and two
scholarships in marine engineering in connection with
the Institute of Marine Engineers, tenable for two
years. The regulations governing the scholarships

have been amended in order that the field of com-
petition may be widened. Before [915 five scholar-

ships were competed for each year, and were of a

value of 50I. ; the committee has resolved to ini

this amount to 100/., and since no scholarships have
been awarded during the pasl three years, and also

that probably there will be a larger number of candi-

dates offering themselves than has hitherto been the

case, to authorise the grant of more than one
scholarship to each institution for the present year,

provided the authorities ran recommend that such a

an be adopted with advantage. Full par-

ticulars of the qualifications and details of the sub-

jects of examination can be obtained from thi

tary, Institute of Marine Engineers, 85-88 The
Minories, Tower Hill, London, E.i.
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I- i'H.( thi Committee of thi

ntry had made all arrangemei cting ;i

ileal institute, which, with equipment, was
ed to cosi 40, '. The v. d the scheme

. and the expansion ol thi city during
thi war has u me has had to bi

entirely reji 1 quate. I hi

too small, i' was necessary to find another. There is

m d, n ith the

additional advanb ision

for extensions wh< n the necessity for thi si

The Education Commit d the Cham-
with the view of obtaining assist-

<< new technical college worth) of t In-

city. The Chamber of Commerce has treated the pro-

posal [pathetically, and will probabl)

mat. rial help in providing for the cosi "I the equip-

ment; 50,000!. is the sum mentioned. Messrs. Alfred

Herbert, Ltd., havi given an impetus to the scheme
by a us gift oi 5000I. towards the equip-

ment, and it is confidently expected that the other

firms in Coventry will be relatively as generous, h
is gratifying to not< that the manufacturers, as a
rule, take a keen interest in the technical education

of their employees, and the interest shown b\ the

Chamber of Commerce will probably lead to

co-operation between the Education Committee and
the manufacturers. It is estimated that the whole
scheme will cost between ion,000I. and 120,000!

\; a meeting of the Committee foi the Furtherano
of University Education in South-West Engl
held at Exeter on January 27, a report was
given of the recent deputation to the President

of the Board of Education to urge the ma
The d ighi foi the approval of the Govern-
ment for the schemi of a universit; Foi the South-

West, which should comprise colleges at Exeter,

Plymouth, Newton Abbot, and Camborne, each doing
the type of work suitable to its own locality. No fewer

than ninety-om publicly elected councils havi supported

the scheme, and more than 250 Labour organisations

an in favour. In reply, Mr. Fishei pointed "tit that

in the universit; thi South-West it

appi ared that hi 51 ral Fai ultii s n ere to bi 1

separab would bi !

MiImii,
1 ngineer-

1! merce, at

Plymouth, and the humanities and pun science at

Exeter. In regai I ce, he felt that it would
be difficult to establish a first-rate universit) of the

-West with the funds which at present seemed
likel) '" bi available. The number of universit)

students would depend upon thi ent of

. dui ation in om w hii h the uni-

would draw. The 10,000 pupils given as the

number in the secondan schools of the ana com
might I i" yield rather fewei than 700 uni-

and « ith some 2 f thi se probabl)

going toOxford or Cambridge, there would scarcely be
enough left to justify thi creation "I a South-Wi
University. 1 1 • would be ver) glad to see a really

iversity sel up in thi West of F.ngland,

but at thi present moment, and in view of existing

circumstances, he did not think that then is a

sufficient promise of students, teachers, or financial

support to ju-tii ablishment of a degree-

giving body in the two western counties, and thai

p could be propi rh taken a g iod

deal of preliminary work had still to bi accomplished,
not only in the spri 1 secondan education, but

also in the development of the higher forms of ed

Hon at both Exeter and Plymouth. With thesi views
bi fore it, thi committi 1 thi exi cu-
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ittee to in ;overn-
1 il Universit y 1

, ] eter, Si ale-1 la) m
. and thi Con ill S 1 oi Mi tallifi 1 ous

Mini . is well as thi lucatii ;

1 ol thi

South-West, to conic 1 them in regard to thi

ol such institu-

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, February o. -Sir J. J. Thomson,
, in the- chair.—A. Mallock

: Note on the elas-

ticity of metals as affected by temperature. The
present note is an account of some preliminary ex-

periments on the variations with temperature ol

Voung's modulus for fifteen selected metals. ["hi

choice was influenced largely by the ease with which
specimens could be procured. No alloys are included

The metals chosen were rhodium, platinum, iron,

palladium, nickel, copper, gold, silver, magnesium,
aluminium, zinc, lead, cadmium, bismuth, and tin.

The procedure was to determine the frequency of the

vibrations of a stiff rod carried at its lower end by a

small thin plate of the material to be tested, the other

end ol the plate being clamped to a fixed support.

The plate and its support could be immersed in fluid

of any desired temperature without wetting the rod

or in any way interfering with the mounting. The
temperatures employed were those of liquid air, o°

Centigrade, ordinary temperature (io°-i5°), and as

near ioo° C. as was practicable. The measured fre-

quencies of vibration at these temperatures furnished

the necesary data for determining the changes in

Young's modulus. The results showed that the more
infusible the metal, the less the modulus was affected

for a given change of temperature, and this suggested

that there might be a real connection between the

variation of the modulus (M) and the melting point

t)M in Absolut' temperature. A diagram is given com-
paring the experimental results with what they would
have been had the relation dM/d6= 9„ been true. If

this ,, [ation holds, and #,, 8, are two temperatures for

which the moduli are M„ M>, then would

and if

1

I \l

Absolute zero and 9 2 = o° C, then in this

melting point Absolute
—r- for any two

melting point Centigrade

temperatures differing by 270° C. The experimental

results show a distinct resemblance to those obtained

on this supposition. -W. L. Cowley and H. Levy:

Vibration and strength ol struts and continuous beams
under end thrusts. In a previous communication,

"The Critical Loading of Struts and Structures," the

authors investigated the stability of .1 strut under end

thrust and simply supported at a number of inter-

mediate points. The method of analysis has been

extended in the present paper to include the more
i problem ol the vibration of such a systen

when thi lateral load is periodic and the supports are

ed in .1 state ol \ ibi ation. The flexural 1 i;

and the end thrust, constant along each bay, are

taken for further generality to vary from ba\ to bay.

These conditions >pond closely with those

originated in a wing spar of an aeroplane when in

flight and influenced by engine-throbbing. \ very

il form of the equation of three moments is

deri ed, and the conditions for resonance and crippling

pressi d in a convenient determinantal form. I he

general case where the end thrust, the fli sural rigidity,

and thi mass per unit length van between the sup-

ports according to any assumed law is discussed, and

thi mi thod of solution illustrati d in thi partii ulai
1
a
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t>l the crippling of a strut of variable flexural rigidit;
n sull is 1 xpressed in .1 1 stremeh convenient

for graphical treatment.—A. I>ey : \ new method 1

the absolute determination of frequency. (With 1

prefatory note bj C. V. Raman.)

Aristotelian Society. February j, Prof. T. P. Nurin,
hon. treasurer, in the chair.- Prof. H. Wildon Carr
Philosophy as monadology. The monad is a substam
conceived as an active subject owning its activities,
and not as a substratum oi qualities or attributes.
Monads are a mental or spii itual order not to be 1 01
fused with physical atoms, which are an external ordei
In ordinary experience we find it necessarj to regai I

the world from two points of view : (
i ) as an extended

sphere of activity in which space, time, and man. 1

arc common to all subjects, and (2) as a private
universe existing onlj for, and reflected into, on<
individual subject, Monads arc windowless. This
negative attribute is not a defect, but a positive
chara listinguishing the monadic order from the
atomii - Evi ry o ntre .if 1 i f .

- or consciousness possi ss<

the unit} of a subject of experience, and even change
of iis state is wholly within itself. No monad 'by inter-
course parts with its substance or deprives another
monad of its substance. Then' are no"t monads and
atoms. When we view existence as a monadic ordei
there are no atoms; when we view it as a svstem of
'Meinal relations, atoms, there are no monads, II,,

twp orders, though each effacing the other, are not of
equal validity. Monads alone are real; atoms arc an
abstract view of reality for a practical <ni\.

Physical Society, Januan 24. Prof. C. II. Lees,
president, in the chair.—S." Skinner

: Notes on lubrica-
tion. Experiments on the pressure of air in the
neighbourhood of a flywheel running in contact with
a flat tangential board are described to exhibit the
properties of a compressible lubricant. A comparison
of the compressibilities and viscosities of the vegi
table and mineral oils leads to the conclusion that
the special property of "oiliness" is the physical pro-
perty of incompressibility. In note ii. Worthington 's
experiments on the adhesion of two solids immersed
in a stretched liquid are explained as an illustration
of the phenomena of lubrication in a stretched liquid
In note iii. the effect of glass beads, etc., in pro-
moting the free boiling of air-free water is explained
by the occurrence of cavitation behind the moving
beads, etc., the strain entering the cavities thus pro-
duced and dilating them into large bubbles —Prof
YV. B. Morton: Sir Thomas Wrightson's theory .a
hearing. 1 be theon seeks to explain the power pos-
sessed by the ear of analysing' into its component

a compound aerial disturbance. It assumes
'ii that impulses act on the mechanism of the ear

ponding with lb.- maxima and minima of the
compound vibration-curve, and also with the points

in"..- crosses the axis; (2) that among the
these impulse-points there is a prepon-

derance intervals which approximate to the periods
1,1 the comi

1 nt ton, s, their lower 01 taves and their
' ombination h

. and thai tin se spacings determin.
the sensations -1 the component tones. The present
note is concerned with the second of these assump-
tions. Graphs a.- drawn which exhibit the way in
which ih'- distribution ol impulse-points varies when
relative intensities and phase-relation of tb ponei

s are changed. Difficulties are found in ft) thi
large number of other spacings presented to the ear,

hi variations of the spacings with loudness-ratio
and phase relation, and ( ; 1 the fart thai in a singli
pure tone the spacing is a quartei ..l the period 1

the vibration.- Dr. \. Russell; Electrical theorems in
ci

1 nection with parallel cylindrical conductors, Mart
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pi obi. nis In conn., tion with parallel cylindrical con-
dui mis 01

.

in in prai iii al ela trical work. I hi

ml* for lb.- capacity between the lu s and
lor the effective inductance are well known, but the
values of the capacity and potential coefficients and
ol the inductance coefficients have

I leter-
mined. It is shown that for the casi of a cylinder
inside a cylindrical tube their values can in all

be easil) computed. When the cylinders are external
"' anothei ii is proved thai the thret 1 apai

coefficients are connected by two ver) simple relal
Limiting values between which 1 fficients must
lie are found, and methods oi obtaining I

proximal, values in special cases .if given.
tieallv identical formulas enable us to find the current
densit} and the inductance coefficients with high-
frequency currents, both for a cylinder inside a cylin-
drical tube and for two parallel cylinders, tn the
latter case il is shown that when the phase difference
between the currents is less than 90 , the mechanical
force between tin' cylinders is repulsive when thi

close together and attractive when they are far apart.
At a definite distance apart, therefore, the cylinders
when carrying high-frequency currents are in stable
equilibrium. Since the- potential coefficients can
always be determined experimentally, it follows that
the inductance coefficients f.n high-frequency currents,
which are equal to them, are also found by the sami
experiments.

Royal Anthropological Institute, January 2S. sit

Hercules Read, president, in the chair.—Sir Hercules
Read: Presidential address: War and anthropology.
The president dealt with some of the scientific
problems that confronted the institute as a con-
sequence of the war, and suggested that it would be
good for the institute, as well as for the world at
large, if such societies were to take up the considera-
tion of the physical well-being of the people regarded
from every side. He referred first to the research
work that had been done by his predecessor, Prof.
Keith, in regard to the change in shape of the
jaw and face contours ..f the British race in

consequence, to some extent, of improper diet. He
insisted upon the great importance of such investiga-
tions, and upon tin- duty that lay upon the Govern-
ment to take measures to prevent degeneration
owing to neglect of lb,- obvious measures that
would put a stop to such a decline. The institute

bad done excellenl work in the establishment of a
Bureau of Anthropometry, a branch of investigation
that bad been nut to practical use in the Army, and
no doubt numberless records had accumulated during
the last four years. These would be of very great
value as a demonstration of the physical condition of

the British population, and in particular of the

gain that had resulted to the youths during their

period of training— a period generally of very short

duration, but of enormous benefit to the recruit. The
president strongly advocated the continuance of such
training, insisting upon the obvious advantages In the

race on the physical side, and holding as strongly to

the view that if in the course of training the youth
could at the satin lime attain to tb. 1 condition of

being able 1.. defend himself and bis belongings
against am aggressor, it would be an added advan-
ag. Sii Hercules then dealt briefly with tb.- diffi-

culties connected with the Government scheme foi the

housing of lb.- people, especially in relation to the

healthiness of the proposed dwellings.

Zoological Society, February 1 Dr. S I
•'. Ha

vice-president, in the chair.- Sir Douglas Mawson :

Vustralasian, Vntarctic, and sub-Antarctic life. A large
scries of lantern-slides was exhibited, illustrating the
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scenery, mammals, ind birds ol the South Polai zone.

I In author com ted on thi ui gi nl need ol inter-

national measures to preserve the fauna of thesi

I. gions.

Mathematical Society, Februan i; Mr. J. E.

Campbell, president, in the chair. Pro! II S.

Carslaw D on ol waves bj a wedge ol any
angle. T. C. Lewis: General or non-orthogonal

sphei ii al co-ordinati -.

,\1 1M III - i

Literary and Philosophical Society, Februan
)

Mr. W. rhomson, president, in the chair. R, S
Adamson and \. McK. Crahtmc : The herbarium of

John Dalton. The papei consisted of a shorl account
of the historj ol thi collection and of Dalton's
botanical wo -

ol the more important points
of botanical interest in th< collection were dealt with.

Paris.

icademy ot Sciences, Februarj 3. M. L6on Guignard
in the chair. M. Pierre Viala was elected a member
of the section of rural economy in succession to the
late A. Muni/. \. Angeiesco : Two extensions ol

algebraic continued fractions.

—

E. Maillet : The
gradually varied movement and the propagation of

bores.—L. Decombe : Sadi Carnol and the principle
ol equivalence "I heal and work; his calculation ol

the mechanical equivalent of heal reconstituted with
the aid of data taken exclusively from the " Reflexions
sur la puissanci motrice du feu." Following Clausius,
Hie reproach ha- Frequently been made against Carnot

hi adopted thi' material theory of heat, hut it

should not be forgotten that thi- was done with
serious reserves, and this is shown by passages from
his memoir. In the manuscript notes of Sadi Carnot,

quoted in full, is a series ol objections 10 the material

theory of heat, followed by a formal enunciation of

the principle ol equivalence, in the following terms :

- \\ hich I 1 1 . 1 \ e foi Mled on tile till ui
J

ol heat, tli' production of one unit of motive power
necessitates the destruction id 2-70 unit- of heat."
Thi- figure of Carnot lead- to 370 kg. for the

in. , hanii 1 [ainsl the 365 kg. gi\ en

at lea-i ti Mayei .
( 'arnol also

>ki tehed out a programme of experiments practically

identical with those carried out fifteen or twenty
years later by foule, Colding, ami Iliru.- MM.
(iutton and Touh

; Non-deadened electric oscillatio

shorl wave-length. Thi which is described
in detail and with a diagram, Furnishes wax.- of less

than two metres in length, and the harmonii vibra-

tions are extremely -mall. II. Claude: Amu applica-

tion of viscosity. \u accounl ol the use oi a verj

viscous liquid in connection with the recoil ol artillen

A diagram -how- the increased iccuraci oi shoo
obtained by this method of control when compared
with the gun in current use. I'. Gaubcrt : Liquid

ii i. .M id. P.-W. Stnart-Menteath
:

The tectoni V Nodon : Researches
on a new method of meteorological prediction ["hi

lod i- based on 'he connection between the visible

disturbances of the sola cal and m;ii;-

netii distut bani es on th of the atmo-
sphere. M Mirande : The chondriome, th< chloro-

-. and the nt

\l Marage : Tin timbi 1

th.- partial!) .leaf.

Washington, D.C.
National Uademy of Sciences. November, 1 iiS (Pro-

il. iv., Xo. mi 1.. I'.. \re\ and W. J.
Crosier : The "homing habits" ol monati
mollusc Onchidium. O. floridamtm lives during high
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tidi n .
,
a\ ities, 1 ontaining a number

viduals. I hi individuals Ii ave the m si in low^

feed, and ri urn simultaneously to il befon
ce ol 1 iii

\V. J. Crozier
1 1 1 Growth and duratio

life -I ( 'hiton tubei 1 th-curve is

ed on the assumption that the age ol a (."hiton

may be estimated from the growth-lines upon its

shell. The mean duration ol life i- probably a little

less than eighl yeai (2) Growth ol Chiton tuber-
culatus in differenl environments. Growth-curves

I under differenl conditions an compared.—C.
Barns

: The interim mneli \ of vibrating systems. The
high luminosity of the achromatic interferences and
the occurrence of but two sharp fringes make it

possible to utilise them even in cases when the
auxiliary mirrors vibrate. The vibration interfero-

met.i is i[iiii' sensitive, provided thi iverage currents

are ol the order of several micro-amperes.— Sir Joseph
Larmor ; The essence of physical relativity. A genera!

discussion of the physics underlying relativity, with
particular reference to an article by Leigh Page.—C.
Barns : Gravitational attraction in connection with the

rectangular interferometer. The rectangular interfero-

meter is so sensitive in the measurement of small

angles that it may be used for the measurement oi

lb' Newtonian constant of gravitational attraction.

—

\\ . P. White : The general character of specific heats

at high temperatures. The general law covering the

behaviour of atomic heats from the lowest tempera-

tun- up demands that at sufficiently high temperatures

all atomic heats at constant volumes should have the

5-96. A contrary hypothesis has been made,

namely, that atomic heats continue to increase with

the temperature. The substances here examined give

evidence thai the atomic heats do increase abovi

th. value sol'. <i. M- Green : Certain projective

generalisations of metrii theorems, and the curves of

Darboux and Segre. The continuation of earlier work
In the same autnor in the Proceedings.—C. Barus :

The rectangular interferometer with achromatic dis-

placement fringes in connection with the horizontal

pendulum.
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Beakers. Flasks, Etc.

Soft Soda Tubing for Lamp Work.

General Chemical and

Scientific Glassware.

Special Glass Jlpparatus Made to Order.

DUROGLASS WORKS, WALTHAMSTOW.
AGENTS:

BAIRD & TATLOCK (LONDON) LTD.
14 CROSS ST., HATTON GARDEN, E.C.I.

CHEMICALS
Analytical, Technical and Research.

RECO. TRADE MARK APPARATUS
Balances

BENCHES
Fume Chambers, etc.,

for

a snow crystal Chemical Laboratories

Price Lists and Estimates on Application.

REYNOLDS & BRANSON, LTD.,
Contractors to the War Office, Admiralty, and

Egyptian Government, &c.

,

14 COMMERCIAL STREET, LEEDS.

BECKMANN THERMOMETERS

With 6 degrees Centigrade divided

into 001° C, are now made

throughout at our own works.

NEGRETTI & ZAMBRA
38 HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C. 1

5 LEADENHALL ST., E.C. 3

122 REGENT STREET, W. 1

LONDON.
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UNEMPLOYED CHEMISTS.
In eonneetipn with the demobilisation and resettlement of Chemists who

. nig with the Forces, or otherwise engaged in war work, th.

,if < hemistry has issued notices through the Press asking com-
11I firms who wish to employ qualified analytical, research, or works

1
uinicate wilh the Registrar of the Institute, who will assist

in filling vacant posts with suitable men. The notices state that "where
pi nwnts at salaries of ,£-,00 a year and upwards (with

i
ro | I are

offered, a good selection of candidates may be expec ed." A representative

of the Daily Chronicle was told, " Ask us to-day lor soo chemists at £300
jier annum, and we can provide them to-morrow."

The effect of these widely circulated announcements, coming from a body

with the status and authority of the Institute of Chemistry, must be to

make t. ,
1 ! .t.l maximum salary which employers will offer, and

which a fully qualified and trainee chemist can expect to obtain. This sum,

nl to a pie-war salary of less than ,£150, is not onl\ a miserably

nadequate remuneration for the services rendered by the chemist, but is not

even sufficient to enable him to maintain a decent standard of life, much
incur the expenses which are necessary for him to continue the

scientific development on which the future of the nation depend-.

Besides publicly sanctioning the notorious underpayment of a professional

class which has eiven services of inestimable value to industry, the nation,

and humanity, the Institute is undertaking to help employers to perpetuate

the deplorable conditio . vhich our scientific work has hitherto been

In the interests not only of professional men of science, but also of national

welfare and progress, the Executive Committee of the National Union of

Scientific Workers feels that it is necessary to raise the strongest possible

protest against the notices quoted above, and requests that the Press will

assist in giving this protest a publicity equal to that of the Institute's

announcements.
ERIC SINKINSON,

on behalf of the Executive Committee of the National

Union of Scientific Workers.

February, 1919.

KEBLE COLLEGE, OXFORD.
NATURAL SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP, 1919.

An examination will be held in this College on March ri for a SCIENCE
SCHOLARSHIP of the annual value of .660, with laboratory fees £10.

Subjects : Chemistry or Biology, with elementary Physics, and for

Biologists elementary Chemistry as well.

Intending candidates should apply to Dr. Hatchett Jackson, the

Science Tutor, for information.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.
SUMMER SESSION, 1919.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

Applicants for admission to the Classes of the First Year during the

Session which opens on April 15, who have not previously matriculated, are

requested to send in their names to the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine

m.l later than March 8.

L. J. GRANT, Secretary.

NORTHAMPTON POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE,

2S0 ST. JOHN STREET, LONDON, E.C.I.

TECHNICAL OPTICS DEPARTMENT.
Applications are invited for the posiiion of DEMONSTRATOR in the

OPTICAL LABORATORIES; whole-time appoir

salary. ^iSo per annum. F'or conditions and other information, apply to

R. MULLINEUX WALMSLEY, Principal.

DUDLEY EDUCATION COMMITTEE-
TECHNICAL SCHOOL.

Principal—A. Coulson, B.A., M.Sc.

WANTED at .nice. SCIENCE LECTURER for Day and Evening
Knowledge of Engineering subjects an advantage. Commencing

-alary ^250 per annum. Further particulars can be obtained from the

irms of application can be obtained from the undersigned,

and should be returned not later than Tuesday, March 4.

Education Offic.

Dudley.

THE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE,
LOUGHBOROUGH.

Applii postof LECTURER in MECHANICA1
ENGINEERING, at alary of £253 per annum, with
increments of ,£25 per annum up to jfooo, subject to satisfactory service.

Further particulars and forms of application may be obtained from the

Principal. These must be retui ed 1 the College before March 12.

WELLINGTON SCHOOL, SOMERSET.
ENGINEERING MASTER required in May next. Practical I

'edge in Electricity and Magnetism, and workshop experience in Metal
work essential. Apply Hi ington School, Somerset.

LINEN INDUSTRY RESEARCH
ASSOCIATION.

Applications are invited for the post of DIRECTOR OF
Kl SEARCH for the Linen Industry Research \ ociation.

Candidates should state their scientific and other qualifications,

such as administrative, industiial, &c, and furnish the names ol

three references.

The functions of the selected candidate will lie to make a

survey of the entire field of Research in ihe Linen Indu-ny

from the growing of the: flax to the completion ol ihe fini

product, to draw tip a programme ol Research, to org

ihe scheme, and to supervise its crrying out.

A salary ol not less than ^1000 1 yeai is offered. Further

particulars and the Prospectus- of ihe Association may he

obtained from the Secretary, 3 Bedford Street, lleliast.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN SCHOOL OF
MINES AND TECHNOLOGY,

JOHANNESBURG.
(UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA.)

The Council invites applications for the following positions

(1) PROFESSOR OF ANATOMY;
(2) PROFESSOR OF PHYSIOLOGY.

In each case the salary will be ^ioco per annum, and the appointments

will, in the first instance, be on two years' probation. The Profe-sors will

he full-time teachers. ^75 will be allowed to each Professor for travelling

expenses 10 South Africa, and half salary will be paid from the dale of

sailing until arrival in Johannesburg.
The Professors should arrive in Johannesburg about the end of July, 1910,

to organise their Departments for starting teaching in March, 1920. It may
he possible to do some preliminary work in Anatomy with first-year medical

students towards the end of 1919.

Applications, in triplicate, slating age, professional qualifications and
experience, as well as information regarding publications or researches,

should, with copies of three recent testimonials, he sent by March 22 to the

undersigned, who will supply further information if desired. Before appoint-

ment the selected applicants will be required to pass a medical examination.

CHALMERS, GUTHRIE & CO., LIMITED,
9 loot. Lank, London, E.C

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.
PROFESSORSHIP OF EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY is

vacant. Subjects : Mechanics, Sound, Light, and Heat. The Professor will

have charge of ihe Clarendon Laboratory.

Annual stipend ,£900. Applications to Registrar, University Registry,

Oxford, by March 3 r.

UNIVERSITY OF OXFOkD.
Dr. LEE'S PROFESSORSHIP OF CHEMISTRY is

Subjects : Inorganic and Physical Chemistry. Annual stipend /900.
Applications to Registrar, University Registry, Oxford, by March 31

THE ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
GLASGOW.

DEPARTMENT OK ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Two Assistants wanted. Salary (1) £200 to I 00; [» .150 to ..7;.

Applications, -tatiiig age. training, and expeiience, with any testimom
t to ihe PKOFO t 01 lii

BIOCHEMIST, accustomed to microscopical
work, wanted lor a year (or more) t perate in Ree-Disease

;ation. £350. Apply before March 15, with two references or

DEMOBILISED OFFICER, B.Sc,
A.K.I .Sc I., seeks evening work, leaching or otherwise, Mathematics,

P h\-i.s, Mechanics -K x i"S. .0 Nam kb Office.

LADY CHEMIST, graduate, wanted for
Chemical Laboratory.—Apply Chibh Inspector, Wesi Riding Rivers

Board, Wakefield, stating prc-em -ala.y.

LABORATORY ASSISTANT REQUIRED
(Woman) wilh knowledge of Chemistry, able 10 take charge of lecture

experiments and general laboratory work.— Box 1S7. o Nature.

WANTED, a first-class MICROSCOPE
u-riological Research work. Stand must be by well known

makers and of recent dale, with good ootical equipment and

apparatus.—State full particulars and price to J. Lomax, Oakenboitom.
Holton.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2; lied io

THE PROFESSION OF CHEMISTRY.
'I^HI- professional status of the medical

learlg established b) definite legal

enactments; the public, therefore, has no difficulty

in recognising those who alone are entitled to

.act as saviours of its health. Lawyers are almost

h
1 learl) marked out as a class apart. But

in other cases the lines of demarcation are very

indefinite. Thus the term "engineer" is applied

equally to the members of the engineering pro-

fession— whose standing is established through

their connei rion with certain recognised institu-

tions—and to the craftsman who is simply a

skilled manual workman.
rhe term "chemist " is one .of even greater

vagueness. It is not only used by those who, in

one form or another, are engaged in the practice

of chemistry; also, through long usage, it is

associated in the public mind with the apothe-

cary, druggist or pharmacist, who both dispenses

drugs in accordance with medical prescriptions

and is the salesman of a considerable variety of

proprietary articles. Although pharmacy is an

mised, protected calling, the sale of drugs is

no longer confined to registered pharmacists but

is an open trade, provided always that a qualified

assistant be employed in dispensing. Another

class is now 1 oming into existence, viz. the speci-

ally qualified body of apothecaries or pharmacists

attached to hospitals throughout the count rv

;

these are skilled in the principles of pharmacology
,md in the use of drugs.

It is being recognised that, in the interests of

:his latter body, as well as in those of pharmaco-

logy generally, a clear distinction should now be

made between the honourable calling of pharmacy
and that of the chemist proper-; in fact, that it

vould be generally advantageous to dissociate the

term "chemist " from the term "pharmacist,"

specially as the three distinctive titles of apothe-

. druggist and pharmacist are all at the

disposal of those engaged in the callin;

pharmacy. But, even were this distinction

nude, the term "chemist " would still cover

far :
1 admit of any simple

definition, beyond that of a person more or less

acquainted with the principles ni the science .mil

more or less skilled in their application ranging

from the professor, in tad with pro

si\e knowledge, to those employed in works

laboratories in carrying out some routine testing

operation, such as the determination of carbon in

Steel, the one being a man who is a highly skilled

ibserver and worker and has learnt to think

2 374, vol 102]

ol certain bperal ion?

Wi; ptions, the line of demarcation, in

must depend upon the training received.

I ofession should include all those who occupy
a recog-nised academic positions, together

.with those whose course of training has been of

sufficient breadth and depth to justify their admis-
sion into the Institute of Chemistry, which is

clearly marked out as the main avenue of

.nil. Xow that the Institute is recognising

th'
1 vils of our examination system and is pre-

pared to grant membership to those who can pro-

dine satisfactory proof that they have passed

creditably through the necessary course of train-

ing, so that it no longer seeks to interfere

with the freedom of the schools, those who have
the ability and aspire to be reckoned members of

the profession should have no difficulty in securing

entry. No one will gain—least of all the pro-

fession of chemistry—from the recognition of any

other than a high qualification. But, as uncon-

ventional, if not irregular, methods of study may
sometimes be attended with better results than

regular, it will be desirable to keep an avenue

open to those who prove themselves to be com-
petent, should they desire to receive official

recognition.

The recent establishment of a Federal Council

for Pure and Applied Chemistry, to advance, safe-

guard and voice the interests of chemical science,

marks a step forward of great importance to the

Chemical Profession. It is taken advisedly, with

the object of focussing opinion and of bringing

about an affiliation of interests. At present the

council consists of delegates appointed by the

Chemical Society, the Society of Chemical In-

dustry, the Association of British Chemical Mann-
ers, the Institute of Chemistry, the Society

of Public Analysts, the Faraday Society, the Bio-

C-hemical Society, the Iron and Steel Institute, the

I ute of Brewing, the Society of Dyers and

1 -
, thi Society of Glass Technology and

the Ceramic Society. In all these chemistry is

of primary importance, though not in ever)

th dominant interest.

Ihe chairman is Sir William Pope, preside;:;

of the Chemical Society and professor of chem-

ist in the University of Cambridge; and Trot'.

H. E. Armstrong is the hon. secretary.

One of the first cares of the new council will

l» promote the formation of an association or

guild of the so. ieties specially engaged in further-

ing the interests of chemical science and to pro-

vidi adequate quarters for the conjoint labours of

ili. arious sections. A complete library for the

D D
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common use of chemists will be one of the chief

features of this scheme. The step was one that was

urgently called for to give dignity to the pro-

fession of chemistry and to secure for it the

recognition it may justly claim from the public; it

was also essential if the work of British chemists

was to be carried on at the high level at which

it must be maintained to meet our Imperial

needs.

If we are not mistaken, the position of British

chemical science is now reassuring. Gradually,

during- the waV, the nation lias been made aware

that chemists have played an all-important part,

both offensive and defensive; people are also more

or less alive to the fact that industries in which

the chemist is the leading spirit have been greatly

developed. As a consequence, the popular feeling

that English chemists were inferior to German

has disappeared. It is certain, moreover, that

the view put forward, notably by Prof. Carl Duis-

berg- -the leading mind of the great Bayer firm

—

at the Perkin celebration in London, that his

countrymen inherit peculiar aptitudes which must

give them supremacy as chemical manufacturers,

has no longer a shadow of foundation. It is now
proved that English chemists are as capable as

any others; that, in fact, our fault in the past

has merely been that we have not given the

chemist his opportunity. Yet, although academic

and industrial interests have been brought into

effective co-operation, with mutual good results,

it is none the less clear that the approach made to

an appreciation of the value of scientific method
in industry and in the public service is by no

means so close that the future is assured.

"Science" is practically voiceless in the House
of Commons ; our State Departments still

show too little tendency to move with the times

and to give heed to expert advice, though there

are signs of change even in this particular : a

great work is still to be accomplished, therefon .

the schools, to develop a more sympathetii

and intelligent attitude in the governing class oi

ar future.

ONIFEROl S I REES.

Coniferou foi Profit' and. Ornament. Being
a Concis< ! scriptioji of each Species and
Variety, mil < the most recently approved
Nomenclature, List of Synonyms, and Best
Methods of Cultivation. By A. I). Webster.
Pp. x\ 298. (London: Constable and Co.,
Ltd., 1918.) Price _

1 et.

( *ONIFERS are extensively cultivated in this

^- country for the production of timber, for

shelter, and for ornament. I he number of sp*< "

employed for these purposes is very great, and

NO. -'574, VOL. \02\

their discrimination is often a difficult matter,

especially in the young state before they begin

to bear cones. Closely related varieties or

species may differ widely in value. This is well

seen in the Douglas fir, the Pacific coast form of

which is perhaps the most valuable conifer that

has been introduced, owing to the excellent quality

of its timber, of which an enormous volume per

acre can be produced in suitable soils and situa-

tions in a short period of years. The Rocky
Mountain form of this tree, which differs only
slightly in appearance, is practically useless in

this country.
Few books point out clearly the distinctive

characters 1>\ which species can be identified, and
there is great need for a small, handy volume
which will supply concise botanical descriptions

with adequate keys, and an accurate account of

the natural history and uses of the conifers that

can be cultivated in the open air in this country.

The present work, while handy in form,
is disappointing- on account of its lack of

botanical details, there being no clue to

the identification of the species, but scattered

remarks of an indefinite kind. The descriptive

part of about 200 pages is arranged alphabetically,

and much attention is paid to varieties and
sports which are of minor interest. Some rare

species are described at length, of which living

specimens are unknown in this country; for ex-

ample, Torreya taxifolia, Pinus clausa, etc., while

more important species, of which there are living

examples in Kew Gardens, are omitted, as Larix

sibirica and L. kurilensis, Pinus armandi and P.

leucodermis. It is doubtful if the author has ever

examined the beautiful example of Brewer's
spruce, near the pagoda at Kew, judging from
his remark that "this species has leaves which
resemble those of the Norway spruce."
The book concludes with several short chapters,

dealing mainly with the cultivation, propagation,

uses, variations, and diseases of conifers. For
economic planting, Mr. Webster gives notes on
the species commonly used for this purpose, but

includes the Nootka cypress and the Atlas and
Lebanon cedars, which are rarely planted for

timber in this country, while he omits the Japanese
larch and Abies grandis, which are of consider-

able merit in some situations. Mr. Webster has

a high opinion of the Corsican pine for timber
production, and instances a plantation of thirty-

two years' growth in which this tree has attained

65 ft. in height. The chapter on diseases and
attacks by insects, birds, squirrels, etc., is

"popular," and has some curious errors of nomen-
clature. The insect with a wooll) covering which
lives on the bark of the Weymouth pine is not

a species of Coccus, being Chermes corticalis.

The woolly aphis on the larch is Chermes laricis,

and not Bostrichus laricis, which is the name of

a bark beetle. The usefulness of this book for

students and practical men is impaired by such
errors, which are calculated to throw doubt on
the general accuracy of the descriptive matter,

which, nevertheless, is readable, and contains
much interesting information.
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BIOLOGISMS EXPOSED.

From Darwinism t<< Kaiserism. Being a R<

of the Origin, Effects, om! Collapse of Gar-
many's [ttempi at World-Domination by

Methods of Barbarism. 1>\ Dr. Robert Munro.
Pp. w 1-5. (Glasgow : jfames Maclehose and
Sons, [919.J I'ri' e (>. net.

DR. MUNRO is a whole-hearted selectionist,

bul ,i great part of his vigorous book is

devoted tn exposing the fallacy, not confined to

Germany, that might is right, a fallacy which
finds its theoretical foundation in a misunderstand-
ing of Darwinism. Natural selection has worked
so well, they say, in the evolution of animate
Nature thai we cannol do better than continue it

in the kingdom of man; but, as the author
reminds us, it has to be recognised that natural

selection has resulted in efficient parasites, as well

as in efficient Primates. It is preposterous to

assume that the conditions of modern warfare
represent a logical continuance of the struggle for

existence as observed in wild Nature, for the

sifting processes of the terrible four years that

the world has wrestled through are in a different

category, as Dr. Chalmers Mitchell has well

shown, and have worked in great part in the

wrong direction dysgenically, not eugenically.
Man cannot, indeed, hope to keep his foot-

hold, still less make progress, without sifting,

but Dr. .Munro shrewdly lays bare the folly of

thinking that man is shut up to Nature's
methods. He must assist, improve on, or even
counteract them; and civilisation has in' great

part consisted, as sir Raj Lankester and others

have made clear, in throwing off the yoke of

natural selection. More positively, man must
substitute rational, social selection for natural

'ion. Since Huxley's famous essay, many
antitheses have been drawn between natural

i"D .mil the sihm^ methods which experi-

ence indicates as spelling progress lor man, but
there has been a tendency to Conceive of Nature's
tactics ton crudely and without Darwin's subtlety.

For Darwin quiti clearlj recognised that en-
iirs after the well-being of the famiK are

ided in the struggle lor existence, as well as

internecine competition around the platter of sub-
sistence.

Dr. Munro has dune a useful piece of work in

once again nailing In the counter the false coin
of pseudo-Darwinism, and in trenchantly exposing
the shallowness of would-be "scientific" bio-
logism-. Man is to make' progress not only along
the lines <>i the common ground which he shares
with other mammals, but also along the lines ol

his distinctive peculiarities which make him "a
man for a' that." \\ e have nol been able to

do more than allude to one of the main ideas of

an arresting volume, which many will heartil)

welcome, though they cannot agree with it all.

Thus we regrel to see the confident statement
that "acquired peculiarities during lifetime

ime sometimes permanent." What proof is
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OUR BOOKSHELF.
.1 School Chemistry Method. Being the Teacher's
Supplement to Chemistry Notes and Papers.
Parts i., ii., and iii. By G. N. Pingriff. Pp.
xii f8o. (London: " Geographia, " Ltd., n.d.)

Price 15. gd. net.

Chemistry Notes and Papers for School Use.
(Xotes and Question Papers to Supplement the

Pupil's Own Laboratory Votes.) In three parts.

By ('.. N. Pingriff. (London: "Geographia,"
Ltd., n.d.) Price 2s. 3d. net each.

Ix "\ School Chemistry Method" an attempt
is made to overcome the well-known difficulty of

preaching from another man's notes by the issue

of a companion booklet explaining the author's

method. This part of the work will be found
useful, though the firsl chapter, on "The Aims
of Science Teaching," is either not necessary,

since the book is intended only for teachers of

chemistry, or, alternately, must be considered to

be by implication a rather severe indictment of

that part of the teaching profession. The re-

mainder of the book explains the manner in which
the author intends "Chemistry Notes and
Papers " to be used. It must, however, be noted
that there are also a detailed syllabus of the

course, a list of essay subjects, well graduated
and not too difficult, a key to the exercises—both
practical and numerical—and a short selection of

books suitable for the science library.

The "Chemistry Notes " are made up in twenty-
four loose sections, perforated, and fastened to-

gether temporarily. The pupil is supposed to

make his own text-book from the results of his

practical work, and at intervals a section of the

notes is to be inserted in this book following
some practical work leading up to the subject-

matter of the section. The notes are brief, but
interesting, and they cover a wide range of topics.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions e -.pressed by his correspondents. Neither
cun he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Neglect of Biological Subjects in Education.

Tin-; two recent letters in Nature (January 23 and
February <>) under the above title cxpc.se a defect in

our science teaching which has been plain to me foi

sonic years. Hitherto 1 have refrained from referring
to this publicly owing to my lack of authoril
ccli! itional matters, but I now feel emboldened
only to acknowledgi mi hearty agreement »

views expressed in these two letters, hut also to

vi are upon a few remarks of a critical nature on
a

1

-in rete ci ti hing, (
;

1 if the
1 ersity of Cambridge. When I took the Natural
S ces Ti ipi is ih. -1 udi nl had a ]

• • hoice ol sub-

jects (and I fancy the same still holds), selecting

usually three or four; none war. compulsory. Thus
a candidate could graduate in high honours in natural
science and yet be totallv ignorant of biology. The
converse could also occur— for example, l.\ taking
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ty, botany, and physiology, the physical science

could be shirked altogether. The latt-ei course was,

V s. rarelj pursued, but the former, I imagim

must have been commonly followed; li is gratifying

o find that at last natural science is to receive a

much overdue recognition in the Cambridge Previous

Examination, and', though the exact details are not y<

to hand, one fervently hopes that both branches, the

pRyslco-chemical and the biological, will be included

anil made obligatory for all students.

It appeared to me in the past thatthe Cambridgi

medical student who took the Tripes along with his

M.B. examinations received (in theory, at any rain

the broadest education in science that the I niversitv

had to oiler; for in his first M.B. he was obliged to

Cake both physics ami chemistry as well as biology.

It thus struck mi- that some such examination should

have been made universal for all honours candidates

in natural science. Now that science is to be intro-

duced into thi ' Little-go," the necessity for such at

intermedial, examination maj be less urgent, though

one doubts if the need is entirely removed. A
further test to ensure a grounding in, not a mere

smattering of, all the principal sciences would seem

desirable. Then the actual degree examination could

have a more restricted range, and at the same time

be of a more advanced character than it is presumablv

at present. Part II. of this Tripos could then be mor.

circumscribed as to its subject-matter, and might with

advantage consist partly of a training in research

Surelv, for instance, the whole domain of either

physics or chemistry is too vast a field for_ anyone

adequately to explore and master with profit for a

single examination.
Little change, I surmise, beyond the abolition of

that irritating second subject in Part II., has taken

place in the Natural Sciences Tripos since the early

'nineties, when I was closely familiar with it. If a

radical reconstruction be not feasible, may I plead for

a greater selection of subjects for Part II. by the

introduction of border-line ones? By way of illustra-

tion, let me refer to one of these—biochemistry. Have

not tin- watertight-compartment s\siem and the

lack of breadth in the elementary training arising

from the option of subjects acted adversely on the

output of biochemical research (at any rate, as applied

to plants) by the Cambridge school? For instance,

the newly fledged botanist who may desire to research

in plant' physiology from the chemical side is often

hampered at the start from his lack of knowledge of,

and want of practice in. organic chemistry. The

chemist, on the other hand, through being allowed to

ignore biology in his training, may not only feel

himself unfitted to tackle biochemical problems, but

may even he unmoved by them; and yet from his fami-

liarity with organic chemistry he may be quite com-

petent to attack them from this side. The introduction

of ., subject in Part II. embracing, say, organii

chemistry and the physiology of animals or plants (01

both, li hoi too extensive) would tend to produce men

thorough! equipped to undertake biochemical re-

search. Sureh here the harvesl is -real, but lb-

labourers still ire few. John Parkin.

The ('.ill. Bravton, Cumberland, February S.

Arthur Eckley Ltohmere and Science at Ruhleben.

'I'm-: sad news of the premature death on

February 14 of Dr. A. F. Lechmere prompts me to

wiii. a' few words on what ibis distinguished and

promising biologist was to us ,,| Ruhleben. It wa

the writer's privilege to collaborate with Dr. l.echrnei

and others in the building up of that little oasifi

Ruhleben, the natural science laboratories.

Unique as an institution—science laboratories ti
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an internment camp—unique also in their aboriginal

primitiveness the hay-loft, and later the horse-boxes.

of the oldest and most ramshackle stable in the camp
thej became in course of lime quite well .quipped,

ami the scene, not onlv ..1 steady ami systematic

1 idling and study, but even of research.

The history of the science laboratories ai Ruhleben
is the hislni\ of a development in the face- of powerful

internal and, external opposition, and ma\ be said to

have reached its. climax on the occasion of the Natural
Sciences l-.xbibition in September, niiS, when the

laboratories ..1 Ruhleben were thrown open to the

general public'' of the camp and proved themselves

the greatest popular attraction thai the camp had
1 penenced, receiving in due course the patronage

also of the commanding officer and his staff.

Of all those who worked assiduously for ill.- cause

of science in Ruhleben, Dr. Lechmere was alike the

most distinguished ami the most enthusiastic. A
keen worker and a true lover "l science, he was at

the same time a man of extraordinary versatility.

II. was qualified as an electrical engineer, and at

Kuhleb.n, besides inaugurating ami leading the

biological department), he devoted considerable time

.im\ thought to artistic bookbinding and to the de-

igning md finishing of dresses .ml decorations fcr

ihe Ruhlebi n stage.

During his four years at Ruhleben Dr. Lechmere

gave numerous popular lectures to large audiences

on biological subjects of general interest, such as

evolution, parasitic diseases, inoculation fat the time

of the smallpox scare), "Some Monkeys and Man,"

.te,, generally illustrated with lantern-slides, most

of which were made by himself at Ruhleben. In

the biology laboratory itself he was always at work,

and found" in the small pond situated in the- middle

of the playing-field a plentiful reservoir for, in par-

ticular, microzoological study.

The writer speaks as a layman on the 9ubjei

biology, but he can safeh assert that the biologA

laboratory, with its first-class microtome, its stock

of fine microscopes, its excellent electrically regulated

thermostats, was an achievement thai the camp

could be proud of, and Dr. Lechmere himself loved

1 he place and practically lived in it

As the laboratory accommodation and the facilities

grew, the contact' between the various branches ..t

natural science became more close, geology, chemist rv.

and phvsics all having a large number of students

Thus laboratory work could be found in all branches

for students of natural science, and we ma\ say that

nothing could have been more harmonious than the

co-operation of all the science departments of Ruhleben

Camp School.

Space here does not admit of a description of the-

exhibition; mav it suffice to say thai one could occupy

,e\eral bonis profitably in passing through and ob-

serving the various exhibits ami lb.- experiments being

carried out ; it was noted that its effect was n. stimu-

late energeticall) the interest of the general publii in

natural science.

To this achievement^ of the sciences in Ruhleben

Dr. Lechmere contributed the largest share, and con-

tributed ii with that extraordinary grace and will;

that infinite kindness which were his. He was often

in bad health. The severe winters in almosl un-

healed barracks told 011 him. But he stuck to his

task und.-r the most trying conditions. to his

colleagues ami friends al Ruhleben, to the

Students who profiled bv bis wonderful teaching ami

lecturing, many of whom an now pursuing their

studies at our universities to all these his untimeh

I,. ,ih, coming so soon all., his return to England

- deeph tragic. 1- w B -
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SE I IGGRESSION. 1

r*HE appearana ai a second edition of Prof.
* Matthews 's book on "•Coast Erosion and

Protection " is testimony to Che value of the

publication, and, at the same time, to the concern
which has been aroused of late years over the

JFig. 1.—General 1 Coast, showing erosion. Fri

continued inroads of the sea on the shores of this

country, and the. much debated responsibility of

the State for tin preservation of its coastline.

osion of the littoral, and particularly thai

part which fringes the eastern and southern
counties of tin at Britain, lias been an evident

process foi centuries, bul it is only re-

centl) thai its cumulath i tve he-

ed, to such an extent, indeed,

as to exi tie .1 feeling ol const* na1 ion < in

the part o| those \\ hose pr< rperty is

ened with obliteration. In [906 a Royal
Commission was appointed to investigate
the situation and to advise as to the Desl

mi-. ms of preventing further depredations.
lis recommendations were embodied in a

final report issued in nut. To put the

matter briefly, it repudiated the contention

of national liability, bul approved the

establishment of a central authority for

the 1 are and administration oi tin 1 oast-

line, and suggested the confermenl of
pou ers up hi I lie Hi lat il "I I 1 ade to pi e-

vent the unauthorised depletion of shingle

hes.

\s engineer to the Municipality of

Bridlington, on the Hblderness coast

ol Yorkshire, when erosion has been
perhaps more marked than in am othei pari

of the British Isles (between Flamborough
ind Spurn Head there is a recession

1 "Coast Erosion and Prot*-.

Second editinn, enlarged. Pp. xvi*
Co., Ltd., 1

i I ice 1 . 6rf. net.

ol 7 miles, of which -,?, miles have probably been
wasted since the date of the Roman invasion),

Prof. Matthews had unique opportunities of study-
ing the subject, particularly as it fell to his

lot to carry out protective works to secure the
township from further encroachments. The
Bl 1 s which he adopted, and the designs which

he prepared' and executed for

the walls on the sea-front, tire

fully described, and the details

will be extremely valuable for

reference by those who ha\e
similar problems to fat e. I he

volume, however, is more than

a merely local survey ; useful

particulars are given of work
carried out at other coast towns
—Hartlepool, Folkestone, and
Hastings, for instance— and
there is some description of

protection works on the coast

of Holland. Groynes are illus-

trated, as well as sea-walls,

and there is an interesting in-

vestigation, with a description

of experiments carried out by
the author on small-scale

models, into the effect of pro-

jections in the coastline on the

travel of sand and shingle.

The book is profusely illustrated ; in less than

zpo pages of printed matter there are as many
as t66 figures, including thirty photographic
blates. Some very effective snapshots of storm
waxes are included among them, of which Fig. 2

is an example. It enables some idea to be formed

I
•./„••. Bridling,

' Coast Erosi >n and Protection

Fir,. -.—Storm

of the tremendous force of wave impai 1 ; sufficient

to \ the stability of carefully construi led walls of

solid masonry, the effect on unprotected cliffs of

chalk' and clay can readily be imagined.

The arrangement of the book, embodying as it

doe si rii 5 of articles contributed at different

NO. 2574. VOL. I02]
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times to engineering journals and to the proceed-

ings of technical societies, is possibly susceptible

some slight improvement in co-ordination,

Jin h will no doubl receive consideration in future

editions, and so bring it up to the admirable

standard of the subject-matter.

A chapter is devoted to a consideration of the

action of sea-water on cement, in which the

author details the results of certain experiments
which he carried out. The conclusion which he

arrives at in regard to the use of salt water for

mixing is scarcely one which will be endorsed b\

all engineers who have had experience in maritime
works. When concrete is deposited, as is often

the case, beneath the surface of the sea, in a

viscous condition, it is a matter of indifference

whether it has been mixed with fresh water or

with salt—the salinity of its environment is bound
to permeate it before it has time to set. This
consideration applies equally to mass work
deposited at low water in tidal situations.

Brysson Cunningham.

SOME DEVELOPMENTS IX BRITISH
INDUSTRY DURING THE WAR.

IT is, of course, too soon to attempt to gauge
the full effect of the great war upon the

development of the world's industries, or to seek
to determine how it will ultimately affect the rela-

tive position of the belligerent nations as trading

communities or their respective influence upon
international commerce. But there can scarcely

be a doubt that with the defeat of the Central
Powers, and the consequent upheaval in their

social and political status, the centre of gravity,

as it were, of the whole system of the world's

trade has been profoundly, and, indeed, funda-
mentally, changed. During the last four or five

decades Germany had achieved an astonishing

expansion in industrial progress. In certain

branches of manufacture, especially in those

directly dependent upon the application of

science, she was rapidly becoming supreme among
the nations, and could, in many cases, impose her
own terms upon those who desired to purchase her

products.

The war has served to bring home to us, as

nothing else could have done, the ramifications of

the subtle and insidious conspiracy by which her
1

' nment and her leaders of finance, commerce,
and industry sought to make that supremacv com-
prehensive and complete, assured and unassail-

able. As regards the technical applications ul

science, blindi d by her unquestioned successes in

assimilating and turning to practical account tin-

discoveries nl nil
, reative nations, she had lulled

herself into the In lie! that she had nothing to fear

from any of her trade competitors, certainly not

from this country, from whom she had appro-
priated and steadily exploited certain "key " indus-
tiies. Furthermore, she had persistently, 1>

methods fair and foul, soughl through the course
ol years to obtain control of the principal sources

I important raw materials, i specially of such as
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are essential in modern warfare or necessary for
the welfare of her people in such a war as she
contemplated. She had studiously contrived also
that this control should work to the disadvantage
of this country in case we should be drawn into

the struggle. This latter fact might be illustrated

by a hundred examples culled practically from
every oversea Dominion. It was only on the out-
break of war, and on our inevitable participation

in it, that the meaning and true intention of this

i lilts and treacherous combination were fully

realised.

When, therefore, we were driven to draw the

sword in compliance with our treaty obligations,

we were suddenly face to face with the peril in

which we stood from a too trustful confidence

in the integrity of a nation the highest

ethical and political ideals of which are now
seen to have been based upon 'he precepts

and practices of a dynasty which, in raising

it to power with a ruthless disregard of

everv moral consideration, at length over-

teached itself, and involved itself in ruin and
its people in disaster. How we grappled with

this peril and overcame it has been the wonder
and admiration of the civilised world, and will ever

remain one of the proudest episodes in our national

history. Nothing in our existence more strikingly

exemplifies the innate qualities and genius of our
race. For years past it was the confident belief

of the intellectuals of Germany that we were a

decadent people, that we had lost our old-time

virility and were enervated by wealth and material

success. To those who only superficially knew
us, and were, moreover, biassed by a pre-

disposition to exalt themselves and to regard more
the motes in other people's eyes than the beam
in their own, there might appear some ground for

this belief. We were too much concerned in

minding our own business and in seeking to solve

our own social problems to pay the heed that the

sequel showed we ought to have done to the

Machiavellism of our cunning and deceitful foe.

But the shock of war brought a rude awakening,
at first to us, and ultimately to our enemies. We,
like them, have been tried as in a furnace, and we
1! least have come triumphantly through the

orcfeal, welded, strengthened, and ennobled, with

purer ideals and a larger and richer conception

of our place and destiny in the world. The beaten

and disillusioned foe will, we may hope, be no less

bettered bv the fiery trial; bruised with adversity,

her pride fallen with her fortune, and her

"swashing and martial outside" a hateful

memory, let us trust that she will throw down
her false gods. In that case, what we learned

to know and to respect in the Germany of old will

not be wholly destroyed; we may hope it is too

ingrained in the national character not to reassert

itself, and that it will bring her once more within

the comity of nations.

The true storv of this most momentous episode

will tax the insight and imagination of successive

historians for centuries to come, for the world has
never witnessed the like of it, and will, we trust,
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never see its repetition. Civilisation has at length

risen, as never before, to the conception that

such a method of settling national aspirations or

international disputes is an affront to the common
sense of humanity, and that it ought not to pass

the wit of man to devise some mure rational means
oi composing them. What the method is to be

is the great problem, for a solution ol which tin-

whole world waits with anxious expectation.

In analysing the conditions and circumstances

which have determined the issue of this great

Struggle the historian must necessarily have
regard to the genius, mentality, and characteristic,

attributes of the contending nations, for, in the

long run, they a-e the main factors which tell

for success. In this age of printing and of

meticulous care in the preservation of public docu-
ments he will nut lie -ravelled for lack of matter.

We have already almost countless memorials and
mimoires fmir servir. Among them we may cite

a stimulating paper by Mr. F. ('. Kellaway, M.P.,
<>n "Some Developments in Industry during
the War," addressed to the Industrial and
Reconstruction Council, and published in an
abridge 1 form in Nam ri of January 30. Even on
its own subjects it is by no means exhaustive.

But c.v pede Herculem. We may judge of the

whole from the specimens. And Mr. Kellaway's
specimens are admirably typical and illustrative

of the point which we desire to enforce : that it

was to the inborn qualities of our race, its courage
and tenacity of purpose, its resourcefulness and
power of initiation, its inventiveness, adaptability,

and stead} determination to "win through," in

spite of every obstacle, setback, or difficulty, that

broughl us victory in the end and crushed the

greatest crime against humanity the world has
ever known.
The war, in the Prime Minister's phrase, quoted

by Mr. Kellaway, has been as "a star-shell illu-

minating the dark places in our national life."

It has "revealed with pitiless accuracy the

defects in our industrial equipment." It is the

purpose of the paper to show how, as the result

of the war, many of these defects have been over-

come, and that the United Kingdom, as a con-
sequence, is now first in the world in almost every
sphere of industrial effort. As we have already

oduced the main part of Mr. Kellaway's inter-

< sting paper, it is unnecessary to go into any great
detail now concerning its contents. Its author
shows how we have incidentally wrested from
Germanv her predominant position in electrical

industry, and once more secured the control within

our own Dominions of such vital materials as
mica, tungsten, and chromium (for the manufac-
ture of high-speed steel, armour-piercing shells, the

wearing puis of aeroplane engines and gears in

motor vehicles, stainless cutlery, and rustless

steel). Tungsten and chromium were among the

non-ferrous metals of which Germany had
managed to capture the main sources of supply.

We are tofd that before the war the British

Kmpire produced 40 per cent, of the wolfram ore,

but so sua essfully had Germany secured the trade
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that no British manufacturer had been able to

establish the industry in this country. "At the

outbreak of war ore of the two firms endeavour-
ing to manufacture in this country was only able

to keep going with difficulty, and the other only
si! eeded in keeping its works going by entering

into a contract to supply the whole of its output
to Messrs. Krupp, ol Essen." We have changed
all that. British manufacturers are now in a
position to deal with all the ore produced within
the British Kmpire, and could, if necessary, con-
vi. n 1 lie whole world's output into tungsten metal
hi ferro-tungsten. A similar result may—and, if

we ue wise, certainly will—follow in the case of

zinc, which occupies the third place in importance
among the non-ferrous metals, and of which Ger-
many, owing largely to the control she had
secured over the Australian concentrates, was the

largest European producer, 77 per cent, of that

which we needed being imported by us from her.

Australia will no longer supply Germany with her
zinc ore, and the British Empire bids fair to share
with America the bulk of the zinc production of

the world.

Even if space had permitted, it is unnecessary,
for the reason already given, to dwell in any detail

upon the other instances which Mr. Kellaway
adduces of England's "wakening up" and of the

rousing of her energies as the consequence of the

call to arms. Official control, co-operation, and
combination of effort unquestionably accelerated

and facilitated the introduction of improvements in

organisation, management, and practice, and have
exerted a permanent influence upon industries

which have been pressed into the service of war.
It is seen in its effect upon the manufacture of

machine-tools ; in a vast improvement in

machinery ; in increased accuracy of work as a re-

sult of the necessity for organising the production
of interchangeable repetition work ; in improved
methods of shop transport; and in a wider appre-
ciation of the value of scientific knowledge in

machine construction.

In no department is this more marked than in

aircraft work. The experience of the war has
effected nothing less than a revolution in this

industry. A single instance must suffice. As Mr.
Kellaway states, modern warfare, no less than
much of modern transport, and, indeed, of modern
industry in general, is dependent upon the mag-
neto. " In the air it is an essential source of

power and movement." Our position in 1914 with

regard to the production of magnetos was ex-

ceedingly grave. Practically everything needed
to make them in sufficient quantity was not pro-

curable in the British Isles, and it required months
— nay, years—of effort to surmount our difficul-

ties. But they have been surmounted. "Instead
of one firm producing only 1140 magnetos in a

year, as was the case in 1.914, we now have some
fourteen firms producing 128,0 57 magnetos in a

year. ... It is not only that we are producing-

in quantity which makes us independent of outside

sot ces ; the quality of the British magneto is the

highest in the world. It is lighter in weight and
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- reliable in service than the Bosch mag-
netos manufactured before the war, 01 than the

examples found in captured German aero
planes.

'

"
1 1 is thus not only on the field," adds Mr.

tvellaway, "that we have beaten the Bosch."
What is true of the magneto is equalh trui

ignition-plug. In 19x4 three linns wnc pro-
ducing a yearly output of not more than 5000
plugs. By October ji, [918, the yearl) output
of five firms had risen to 2,i4>s,7_'5, and they wen
being supplied, no1 only to our own Services, but

also to our French, Italian, and American Allies.

I In- storj ol the influence oi the war upon our
glass industry, and especiall) upon the manufac-
ture ol scientific and optical glassware, is no less

inspiriting. German) has once more been beaten
at Jena. But it will scarcely be credited that at

the outbreak of war a considerable part of our
artillery was equipped with gun-sights exclusively

"made in Germany" the dial sight Xo. 7 of
doer/. There is much that needs clearing up

i ning the pre-w ar methods of the War < (ffice,

and surelj this is a case in point. That we should
have become dependent upon a potential cneim
tor so essential a piece of mechanism as a gun-
sighi is surel) one of the most astonishing
instances ol departmental ineptitude thai could
l.e conceived. But it is reassuring to be told that

the resourcefulness of our opticians has been equal
to the nation's emergen :y. The British sight is

described as "a beautiful and delicate pice, ol

work, and its production in such numbers, and
in a perfection which Germany never exceeded, is

a triumph for British skill."

NOTES.
The achievement in wireless telephony recorded it

the daily Press during the past few days is l>v rto

means unique. It is reported that Mr. Daniel .

Secretary ot the U.S. Navy, successfully telephoned a

wireless greeting to President Wilson on board the
George Washington when the vessel was more than
1 ight hundred miles out at sea. According to a paper
presented before the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, wireless and wire telephone systems can
be linked so that the human voice will perform one
lap of its journey over wire and the next lap through
die ether to its final destination, while the replying

3 will travel the air waves first and then proo
on v ri Phi operation of transferring sound from
wire i, air ran he accomplished by a device similar
to tin 1 atei now used in long-distance telephony.
Latesl d elopments in connection with thi wireless

telephoni ild mi^si the latter as an excel!

supplemenl oi win systems. As a rival, howevi
has not ret hi -i igi when its claims 1 an hi

!

1

1

ii iartl; because ol die lack oi

51 crecj invnb . .1

Proclamation is made thai the unlicensed imports
tion into the United Kingdom is prohibited of tin

following articles : All di rivatives of coal-tar generally

known as intermedial products capable of being usi

01 adapted foi usi is 1 or of being modified

or furthei manufai tared into tuffs. Ml dii 1

1

m colours, all union colours, all arid wool colours,

hi mm and mordant colours, all alizarine colours,
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iasii colours, all sulphidi colours, all vat colours
[including synthetic indigo), all oil, spirit, and wax
colours, all lake colours, and any other syntl
colours, iIm-s, stains, coloui adds, coloui bases, colour
lakes, 1. ui o-, 11 ids, leuco-bases, whether in ;

po der, solution, or any other form.

I in municipality of Le Havre, l>\ a resolution of
Septembei m. 1918, established the Institut Oceano-
graphique du Havre and appropriated funds fo

maintenance. This places on a secure and publii

foundation the institute and laboraton of the L'ni-

versttj of Caen al I Havre, and it will I

by the same stall, to the efforts of which during thi

pasl lew years this Last success is din, namely, the
director, Dr. \. Loir, medical officer of health; thi

head ol die laboratory, Mr. II. Legangneux;
the superintendent ot biological research, Mi
Peau. Dail) observations on thi and
condition of the water, and on its bacterial, plank-
tunic, and general biotic content, will be recorded a1

fixed points, with the en-operation ot
I

officers. Other observations will continually in

a du French and British naval stations in da
by permission of tin- respective commanding 1

Results of scientific and practical importance have
already been jbtained, and will now increasi

number and extent.

Mr. R. C. J. Sw in , oi Mandalay, has presented'
10 tin Geological Department of the British Museun
a collection of red amber from Burma, sometimes
known as burmite, which contains die remains of a

lemarkabh interesting insect fauna. The material

has been examined i>\ Prof. T. I). A. Cockerell, whi
has published in Psyche .md in die Annals oi thi

Entomological Society of America tin- descriptioi

thirty-one new ^inir,. five ol which are typi -

new genera. Most of these weri contained in a

of amber rather larger than a man's li-i ; this

been cul into slices about half an inch thick,

ever) one of them is crowded with insect remain-.

There are representatives of Hymeitoplera, Hemipl
Homoptera, Diptera, Trichoptera, Coleoptera, Ter-

mites, Acarina, and Diplopoda- in fact, ants an
the onlv kind of insect the absence of which i-

-picuous. Tin- amb.r occurs in ela\ beds ol Mi 1

age, hut il was washed into them from higher level-.

and mav he much older. This is certainh h mos
importanl addition made of recent years to the ven
large collection of insects in amber alre.nb pres<

in du- department. It is unfortunate that thi

colour of the amber renders it very difficult to exhibit

die specimens so that their contents can be seen b\

the public.

In main cities of the United Stale- there are his-

torical societies which have organised museums illus-

trating the history of the State or locality, hut then

i- no central museum of national history. So,

there are many museums of an, well known for

their treasures and their enterprise, but such

lections as pertain to the National Gallen of Art

are provisionally housed in one of tin- halls of the

Natural History' Museum. It is, therefore, good news
that on January 29 a Bill was introduced :

gressman Hick- in the House of Representatives

providi foi a national museum of history ami die

ail-, and il \\a- a hap|>\ thought of his

such an institution as a memorial to Theodore Roose-

velt ih. id.., is one that would have commend
itself io thai wide-reaching, enthusiastic, and patriotii

spirit, for it is inli uded to assemble and display,

nereh reKcs illustrating die personal and poli

histon of the United States-, 'an also such objects a-
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will elucidate all the cultural development of the

nation. Thus the museum will comprise, in addition

to the collections ol fine art and the national poi

exhibits elucidating th< evolution oi all the arts and
crafts and their application to all branches ol human
activity. The same applies to the application ol

science to the industries and the exploitation of the

natural resources 'ii the country a subject in which
Mr. Roost el 00k .1 profound and practical in

It is proposed that the building shall tx

Washington. We wish tht schemi all success.

Summer time will be brought into force this

the morning of Sunda;
,

. and will continui

until the night ol Sunday-Mo

We announce with much regret the death on
Febi uary Dr.
F. Du Cant Godman, F R.S., trustee ol th< British

Museum, and distinguished fot his work in natural
history, especially ornithology.

\\ i notici with regret tht announcement of the

death, in his fifty-seventh year, of Lt.-Col. A. M.
Paterson, professor ol anatomj in the Univers
Livt rp -pi esident of the Ana-

Great Bt itain and Ireland.

The Linen Industry Research Association ol Belfast

is about to appoint a dit -.arch at a salary

of not les- than tcool. per year. 1 candi-

date will bi expected to make a survey of the • ntire

field of research in the linen industry,

programme of research, and to org super-

vise the carrying out of the scheme.

Dr. T. A. Henry, superintendent of the labo

at the Imperial Institute, London, has been appi

director of the Wellcome Chemical Research Labora-
tories, London. Dr. F. I., l'vnian, the former direc-

tor of the-. -, has accepted 'he professor-

ship of technoloj ch nistry in the Collegi of

Technology . I nh ei sit ol Man. h

I 1 is intended to hold a discussion on " M
in the Industries " at the meeting oi the Phi

-, on Friday, March 28, at the Imperial College
of Scienci . South Kensington. Sir R. T. Glazebrook,
Director ol the National Physical Laboratory, has
promised to introduce th.- discussion, and it i- ex-

pected that several ol th.' leading authorities on fine

measurements will take part.

tlh lecture of the series arranged bv the

Industrial Reconstruction Council will be held it

Saddit re' 1 [all, Chea] E.< >., on Wedne
March 5. The chair will be taken at 4.30 b\ Sir

Georgi Riddel 1, B pt entitled "Indus-
trial Changes Caused In the War" will he delivered
i.\ Prof. \. \\ . Kirkaldy, Universitj ol Birmingham.
Appi.. ckets should I..- made to th. Secre-

tary, Industrial Reconstruction Council, 2 and 4 I

I <
'»

ruesday, March 4, Prot II. Maxwell Lefroj
will deliver a lecturt at the Royal Institution on
how silk is grown and made mulberrj silk, and ..n

March it on insect problems. The Fridaj evening
discourse on March 7 will bi delivered h\ Prof.

II. C. H. Carpenter on the hardening ol steel; on
March 14, Prof. A. Keith 01 ol hearing
from a new point of view. On Saturday, March 8,

Sir J. J. Thomson will give the fit urse ol

si\ lectures on spectrum analysis and it- applii

to atomic structure. Prof. Hele-Shaw's lectures or
"Clutches," announced foi March 4 and 11. are un-
avoidably postponed until
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.th of Mr. Henry Bell
February 17. An account of his career

rs in the Engineei for Februar) 21. Mr.
\\ ..rtl.

j was • mi mber of the firm oi stean
rs, Alfred Holt and Co., of Liverpoi

hi- ,|. ath. lie was ii

naval ardiitect with various firms on the I

tier joining the Liverpool linn he was respon
a features in h -1 manj -hips belonging

1
Holt Co. Mi W .nil.

j was a member of thi

Institution of Civil Engineers and the Institution of
! Vrchitects. During the war he took an ai

part in placing Liverpool in the forefronl as a muni-
tion-producing area.

I nr: next ordinal} scientific meeting of the Chemical
Society will he held at Burlington House on Thursday.
March 6, at ,s p.m., when Prof. J. W. Nicholson will

entitled "Emission Spectra and
Atomic Structure." It was announced at the mi
held on February 20 that the following chart
list of officers and council had been proposi
council:

—

President: Sir James J. Dobbie. \.
I

. -Presidents : Dr. II. J. II. Fenton and Prof.
- Walker. New" Ordinary Members of Council:

Ah. J. A. Gardner, Prof. F. E. Francis, Dr. C. A.
Keane, and Sir Robert Robertson. The anniversary
dinner of the society will be held in the Connaught
Rooms, Great Queen Street, W.C.2, on Thursday,
March 27, at 6.4; for 7 o'clock.

We extract from the Lancet the following obitt

notice of Prof. R. Blanchard, who died on Februan 8
at sixty-one years of age. Prof. Blanchard had occupied
for long the chair of parasitology at the faculty id

medicine in Paris, and his great reputation in Fran.,
and abroad was due to his works on medical zoology,
and particularly to his researches on the animal
carriers of pathogenic germs and their role in the
propagation of epidemics. The "Traite de Zoologie
Medicale," in two volumes, firsl appeared in 1886
\t the time ..I his death he was engaged on the greal
task of a history of medicine, and had made some
progress in the publication of a corpus inscriptionnni
devoted to medicine and biology. His diligence was
incredible. Prof. Blanchard was secretary to the
Acaderm of Medicine, and he founded the French
Society for the History of Medicine, the Colonial
Institute of Medicine, and the French Congress of
Zoology. For twenty years he acted as general secre-
tary to the Zoological Society of France. Owing to

th. part which he took at several of the Inter-
national Congresses of Medicine he became a well-
known figure abroad.

Mathematicians and astronomers will learn with
much regret thai news has been received through a

pondent in Stockholm announcing the death of
Alexander Michailovitch Liapounoff. He i- said to

have died at Odessa by his own hand as a result of

the Bolshevist regime, but we have no means of con-
firming the report. Liapounoff held the chair of

I mathematics in the Petrograd Academy. Mi-
nion- important papers were published mainly in the
Memoirs of the Academy and in Liouville's Journal.
Unfortunately for English nadirs, a number
written in Russian, onl) summaries and abstracts

Ming in French. Hi- earlier wank lay in the

direction of broad, general theorems in hvdro-
mics and the theory of gravitating masses. His-

later, and perhaps best-known, work dealt with die
stability of thi pear-shaped figun of a rotating mass

lid, .1 problem of the first importance to theories

ol cosmogony. Poincar^ had developed a method for

the analytical discussion of thi problem in 1901, but
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did not carry out the necessary calculations in detail,

and so reached no definite conclusion. In 1902 Sir

G. Darwin announced that he had proved the pear-

shaped figure to be stable, but this announcement
was followed by a paper from Liapounoff in 1905, in

which it was claimed that the pear-shaped figure was
unstable. LiapounolT's work was distinguished by the

combination of clear physical insight and masterly

analytical skill.

Influenza has again further increased in severity

over the British Isles, and the Registrar-General's
return tor the week ending February 15 shows the

deaths in London (County) to be 273 due to the epi-

demic. Forty-eight per cent, of the deaths occurred

at the ages from twenty to forty-five, so that the

death incidence is similar to that when the present

epidemic was most virulent at the commencement of

'last November, the complaint attacking most sevi

the strong and able-bodied1
. Influenza caused 13 per

cent, of the total deaths during the week ending
Februarv 15, pneumonia 13 per cent., and bronchitis

16 per cent.; in the early part of November influenza

caused 57 per cent, of the deaths from all causes, but

deaths from pneumonia and bronchitis were not very

different from those at present. In the ninety-six

great towns of England and Wales, including

London, there were 1363 deaths during the week
from influenza, and since the commencement of the

epidemic in October last there have been 48,736
deaths, whilst in London there have been 12.286

deaths. The total deaths in any previous epidemic

in London have onlv amounted to about 2000. The
present is the twentieth week of the epidemic, five

of the previous epidemics having continued as long,

and the epidemic from October 1904 to April 1905

continued for twenty-six weeks, but in London during
the whole time the total deaths from influenza were
onlv 707, and the maximum number in any week
was only forty-five.

An interesting note is contributed to the German
weekly scientific paper, Die Umschau, for Novem-
ber 30, 1918, by the editor, Prof. J. H. Bechhold.

Prof. Bechhold indicates the manner in which German
science can aid the Fatherland in its hour of defeat

and assist it to gain the supremacy in the economic
sphere. After pointing out that reconstructed Ger-

many must perforce be simple in order to conform
to the new conditions of life imposed upon her by

recent events, he asks the question : In what relation

shall science, technics, and art stand in the new
State? Germany, it is explained, must in future

seek to live upon her own resources; further, she will

have only a small amount of raw material surplus

to her own needs, and for this reason it will be in-

cumbent upon her to export the output of her genius ;

to meet the situation as it should be met, Germany
will have to build herself up on efficiency manage-
ment. She is told that she must attempt to excel

all other countries in the quality of her precision in-

struments and lenses, artificial silks and textiles, dyes

and medicines, high-class furniture and works of art,

in order to create a demand for these valuable pro-

ducts of her industry in foreign lands. For t li i

-

reason, Germany will require, says Prof. Bechhold,
highly trained engineers, chemists, electricians, skilled

mechanics and artificers, md, in order that her needs
in these directions may be suitably met, she will

further require first-class teachers, first-class training
institutions and research laboratories, as well as col-

leges. These matters are, it is stated, of such over-

whelming importance that they must not be permitted
to become a class or caste Question ; there is little
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er of this at the present time, for already the
intellectual men in Germany are combining forces in

various directions: this is so in the case oi the tech-

nical man and the academician, as well as in that of

the artificer and the university professor. Finallv, an
inventors' institute must be founded in order thai the
inventor may be furnished with advice, the commercial
possibilities of his work tested, a selection made of

what is best, and a good market found for that which
is ol real worth. Prof. Bechhold evidently intends that

German science shall make a mighty effort in order
thai Germany in defeat may prove herself as formid-
able in the economic sphere in the future as ever she
was before her great downfall.

Mr. Arthur L. Leach has published an account
of the prehistoric remains in the museum at Tenby.
An interesting series of adinole and flint implements
was acquired from the Ilmle Cave. Mr, Leach main-
tains that the relics found in the caves on Caldey
Island prove that it was connected with the mainland
when the mammoth, rhinoceros, and reindeer were the
1

li 11 acteristic fauna of this region, a connection which
lasted until Neolithic times. The collection includes

many later remains of the Bronze and Romano-British
periods. A little rock-shelter, Nanna's Cave, in the

Isle of Caldey, the earliest inhabited site which can
be approximately dated, was occupied between about
^50 and 400 a.d.

The measures for the reformation of the numerous
wandering criminal tribes which pervade northern
India, and are a serious menace to the cultivating

classes, have long engaged the attention of the Govern-
ment. A fairly satisfactory report of the establish-

ment of a reformatory settlement at Amritsar, in the

Punjab, has recently been published. The mortality

among these people, accustomed to eat carrion and
food cooked in an unwholesome way. has been ex-

cessive. On their arrival at Amritsar much dismay
was caused among them by the discovery that a
gallows still stood in one of the jail yards. But they

soon became reconciled to their new environment, and
manv of the younger members have shown an unex-
pected aptitude for industrial work in the woollen
mills. The only remedy is to intern these pests of

Indian society, and the experience of the Amritsar
settlement shows that, under judicious, kindly officials,

the younger members at least of the gangs may be
trained to abandon their criminal nomadic life, and
accustom themselves to industry.

Mr. T. A. Joyce describes in the January issue of

Man a remarkable wooden stool recently acquired by
the British Museum from the island of Eleuthera,

Bahamas. Objects of wood from the West Indies

are by no means common, and specimens from the

Bahamas are exceedingly rare. From one of the

shorter sides of the seat of this chair projects a knob,
which has been carved to represent a grotesque human
head, of which the eves and mouth have evidently at

some time been emphasised by inlay, probably of

shell. These State chairs were used for a honorific

purpose, for chiefs and other distinguished persons.

\ compliment of this kind was paid to a party sent by
Columbus to visit a Cuban prince. The Museum
already possesses examples of wooden objects of

Taimnn workmanship of very great importance, in-

eluding a stool from Cuba of very unusual type. The
new specimen is an interesting and important addition

to the collection.

In the course of some " Notes on Birds Observed
near Dunkerque," published in British liiriis for

February. Mr. H. F. YVitherbv makes some extremely
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interesting observations on the nesting habits ol tb
Kentish and little ringed plovers. The former spe< i< s,

he remarks, has a habit of embedding it- eggs in

the sand whenever thej have to be left unguarded,
no more than the broad end being exposed to view.
During incubation thej are brought to the surface
again, ["he actual hatching time tor the eggs o( the
little ringed plover that is to say, the time taken
from the "chipping" oi the shell to the complete
emergence of the chick- is not, apparently, less than
forty-eight hours. The downy nestlings of these two
speci< shed by their markings,
yet, when the chick ol

thai of ih. other, the parents do not seem to realise
that such .in exchange has be* n made.

Proposals are on foot to develop and utilise the
-powei resources of Iceland. In an article on

the subject in La Gdographie (vol. xxxii., No. 3)
M. Rabot points oul thai the waterfalls of the island
could provide at least 4, ,ooo h.p. An Icelandic-
Norwegian company proposes to harness the Thorsa,
the longest river in Iceland, on which there are at
least six splendid falls available for industrial pur-
poses. Tin- Thorsa could provide Soo.ooo h.p. for live

months of the year, and not less than 1,100,000 h.p.
for the rest of the year; the largest fall could furnish
500,000 h.p. for seven months. It is proposed to use
this power in the manufacture of nitrates and sulphates
of ammonia. A further project is attracting the atten-
tion of the Danish East Asiatie Co. It proposes to
carry wheat from Port Nelson, on Hudson Bav, to

Iceland, and there to utilise the power of the Thorsa
River in milling it preparatory to export to Europe.
Despite the abundance of water-power, Iceland pre-
sents certain disadvantages in its development as an
industrial country. The frequency of earthquakes,
not to mention eruptions of lava, may interfere with
mechanical installations, illacial floods, which are

fnquent and violent, may also cause difficulties.

Lastly, the labour question will have to be solved, for

Iceland has not sufficient labour to meet the demands
of industrial development.

Meteoroi.oc.h il O 11- Nos. 31 and 32, to

February 1, issued monthly, show that a climatological

station has been established at Keswick, and observa-

tions will be used for the Monthly Weather Report
from January. A climatological station has also been
. stablished al Mrathpcffer, Ross-shire, so that, after

a break of about eighteen months, this northern spa

is again represented in the Monthly Weather Report.
There is the gratifying information of a Rainfall

Vssociation for Munster. Much need for additional rain

information for Ireland has been felt, especially with
the prospect of forestry and water-power. There is

promise of "the analysis of wind records at South-
port"; this discussion by Mr. J. Baxendell uses

twenty years' observations. Advance copies of a
" Manual of Meteorology," part iv\, are available for

official use. It gives "The Relation of the Wind to

the Distribution of Barometric Pressure," by Sir

Napier Shaw. It is stated that " it represents the

progress made chiefly by those who have been asso-

ciated in the work of the Meteorological Office in the

past twenty years." Circular No. 32 contains a scale

of surface visibility as adopted b) the Meteorological

Office, the Admiralty Meteorological Service, Meteoro-
1! Service Royal Vii Force, and the French Army

\|. t. orological Service. The scale <> t (( S is given in

metres and in miles ;it which objects are not visible

in good daylight, o not beyond 200 metres, and 8 not

beyond 30,000 metres or 18-6 miles.

In the Revue gin&rale des Sciences for January 15,

Prof. F. M. Jaeger, of the University <>f Groningen,
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gives a risumi of the results which have been ob-
t'ii I in his laboratory during the last five years on
tin chemico-physical properties of substances at high
"|| eratures, The surface tensions of organic
liquids have been determined up to about 200 C, and
of fused sails up lo limn C, by the submerged

method. While the surface tensions of organic
diminish rapidl) with increase of temperature,

thosi ol fused salts change very little. The electrical

conductivities of the fused talts have also been deter-
mined up to 1600 C. in some cases. All the salts

investigated have conductivities which increase with
temperature according to a linear law.

A -fries of articles has appeared dealing with the
radiation-characteristics of the incandescent mantle,
being chiefly an extension of the work of Rubens
on the thoria-ceria mixtures lo a large family of such
combinations. It exhibils the Welsbach mantle
(Journal of the Franklin Institute, November. [918)
simply as one of a group of possible combinations of
radiating materials. Tin- closest study has been
made of the behaviour under various conditions of
the absorption bands to which the enhanced visible
radiation of the more efficient mantles is due. No
explanation has been found for the occurrence of the
visible absorption bands of ceria and other materials,
but the information obtained as to the conditions
under which they appear and disappear has made
possible a fairly complete explanation of the different
behaviour of the mantle in flame and cathode-discharge
heating.

In two papers published in the Proceedings of the
Tokyo Mathematico-Physical Society (ser. 2, vol. ix.,

October, 1918) Mr. Keiichi Aichi makes an interesting
contribution to the hydrodynamical theory of density
or temperature seiches. By developing Love and
Rayleigh's treatment of oscillations in a fluid of
variable density, he arrives at an expression for the
period of internal seiches in a basin of uniform depth
with vertical sides, in which two layers of uniform,
but different, density are separated by a transition
layer in which the density varies exponentially. Lakes
of rectangular or circular shape alone are considered.
The interest of such a discussion is mathematical
rather than physical, as the theory takes no account
of shelving shores or irregularity of shape. There-
fore, for comparison of observed with computed periods
it is as satisfactory to assume the simple case of a
sharp discontinuity of density with uniform density
above and below the boundary. Chrvstal's treatment
of the problem, as developed by Dr. E. M. Wedder-
burn, though less rigid mathematically, affords a safer

method of comparison, as all the peculiarities of the
shape of the lake basin are taken into account, and
it is unnecessary to assume any arbitrary law for

the variation of density. Taking the case of Loch
Earn in August, 191 1 and 1913, temperature seiches
with periods of 152 hours and 195 hours respectively

were observed. The corresponding periods computed
by Dr. Wedderburn were 15-0 and 196 hours. Mr.
Aii hi, using the same data and employing his method
of calculation, obtains periods of 17 and 16 hours.
The papers conclude with some remarks on the pos-
sibility of internal seiches in the ocean, and it is

shown that in a tropical sea, 3 km. deep and 1000 km.
long, internal seiches with periods of from 3 to 4 days
m.iv be expected.

An illustrated article in Engineering for January 31

particulars of the double-reduction geared tur-

iiin. s made by the Parsons Marine Steam Turbine Co.,

Wallsend-on-Tyne, for single-screw standard vessels.

I is niv bi-di-pressure and one low-pressure tur-
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bine working in series. Thi hjgh-pressun turbirn

the impulse type, and coupled l>\ mean
rte couplings and pinion to the starboard first

ii,,ii u In, 1. rhe low-pressure turbine is of thi

•11 type, and coupled in a similar manni
the port first reduction wheel. The first reduction

wheels are mounted on pinion shafts working into thi

second reduction wheel, which is connected direct ti

the thrust shaft with a thrust block ol the pivoted

type. The total shall horse-powei of the installation is

2900; the speed of the propellei is 78 revolutions per

minute, and each turbine has a -peed of 3500 revolu-

tions per minute. The gearing is arranged to givi

the following ratios:—From turbines to first reduction

wheel, 7-9 to 1 ; from firsl reduction gearing to second

reduction wheel, 57 to 1 ;
and thi total reduction ratio

is 45 to I. I'lie wheel- and pinions are of the usual

double-helical type; the first reduction wheel- an

made of cast-iron with wrought-steel tyres shrunk on;

the second reduction wheels are of cast-iron with ca

steel tyres shrunk on; all four pinions are of nickel

steel. The axial pitches of the teeth in the first and

second reduction gearing are 7/12 in. and 1 in. respei

tiveh ; 'he angle of helix is 30°.

The January, 1919, issue of the quarterly classified

lisl oi second-hand instruments for sale or hire pub-

lished b\ Mr. C. Baker, --44 High Holborn, W.C.i,

has been received. Several new pieces of apparatus,

which Mr. Baker can still supply, are included in thi

list and are -uitabb distinguished- Readers who ma\

require microscopes, survey ing instruments, telescopi

spectroscopic apparatus, or physical apparatus of a

general bind should examine this comprehensivi

catalogue.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comets.—M. Fayel lias calculated the following

extended ephemeris of Borrelly's comet for Greenwich

midnight; it should be observable with powerful in-tiu

ments for two or three months:

—

R.A. N. Dec!. Log r Log J,

h. in. s.

March 2 7 9 33 63 56
6 7 17 51 63 17 0-26418

j
5 7

10 7 26 25 62 34
14 7 35 '3 6l 49 0-27717 0-13347

18 7 44 7 61 1

22 7 S3 3 6° 10 0-28939 0-16706

26 8 1 59 59 17

30 8 10 54 58 22 0-30146 0-19918

April 3 8 tq 46 57 26

7 S 28 31 56 28 0-3I333 O ' ''IM.

11 8 37 11 55 28

15 8 45 42 54 28 0-32496 0-25932

19 8 54 6 53 26

23 9 2 21 52 24 0-33635 11 28748

27 Q IO 29 51 21

1 9 18 29 50 iS 0-34748 031443

5 9 26 22 49 14

-,4 4 48 10 0-35834 0-34020

Lick Observatory Bulletin No. 320 contains an

itical mi''. 1 .unlet 1 9 1 Srf (Schorr) calculated b\

Mr. H. M. Jeffers from observations mi November 25

and December 3 and 7, 1918 :

—

T = l9i8 Oct. 16-442 G.M.T.
oi .85 37' o"1

&=IlS ',: (8' .918-0

* =
<t>
= 25 3

log a =0-512136

fi =605-066
Period= 5-8641 ye;
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I b. linn ui perihelion is decidedly lati period
than in the Copenhagen orbit.

"Annua rui Bureai des Lo gj l'des.—This
must us, tui little annual is s. i widely known that it is

unnecessary to givi an account of its main features.

The essays vary from Mar to year; those in the
it volume are: (1) The figure- of relative equili-

brium of a rotating homogeneous liquid, bj P. topell1

,

and (2) The determination by interference of the
diameters of heavenh bodies, by Maurice Hamv.
in Treats the subject from an historical point of view.
In ginning with MacLaurin's ellipsoids of revolution,
gning on In those of Jacobi, with three unequal axes,
then the tracing of the connection between these two
1 lasses and the investigation of the points of bifurca-

tion; this leads on to the alternati direction of possible
bifurcation, namely, the pear-shaped figures investigated
b\ Liapounoff and Poincare, mam of which are illus-

ted in the text. Finally, the qui -ability

is dealt with, and the remarkable propert) of its inter-

change from one das- of figure- to another at the

points of bifurcation. There is a very full biblio-

graphy. (2) Shows how the real diameters of such
bodies as satellites and minor planets may be inferred

from a study of tin ir interferenci fringes. The fol-

lowing determinations (reduced to distance unity) are

given as specimens:— lo, 400"; Europa, 4-35"; Gany-
mede, 640"; Callisto, 6-55*; and Yesla. 054". or 250
miles. The author considers thai with thi Mount
Wilson Too-in. reflector it might be possible bo deter-

mine the angular diameters of i-t magnitude stars.

THE CHEMICAL DETECTION OF STRAIN
IN IRON AND STEEL.

THE ninth volume of the Carnegie Scholarship
Memoirs of the Iron and Steel Institute con-

tains an account of an investigation on the above
subject by Messrs. Whiteley and Hallimond, of the

South Durham Steel and Iron Co. The
arose out of an observation made in tin- course of

experiments in connection with the Eggertz test for

combined carbon made by one of the authors. On
examining the composition of the gases evolved when
samples of steel were dissolved in dilute nitric acid,

the authors noticed that the nitrous gases given off

differed considerably in their proportions in the case

of different samples. They were at first inclined to

think that these variations were due to the influence

of other elements, such as carbon and phosphorus,

which are alwavs present in steels. Later work, how-
ever, showed that the chief cause of the variations

was the particular mechanical treatment to which
the different sample- have been subjected.

The paper is divided into two parts In the first

the author- discuss in some detail the chemical

reactions involved, and the analyses ol tin gases

formed when iron is dissolved in nitric acid. In the

second they describe the changes in the reaction pro-

duced b] mechanical work on various iron and steel

samples, and show how tin effect can be used

to measure the progressive removal ol col.l work on

annealing.

The reaction between nitric acid and various metals

has been the subject of numerous in/vesti

among which max he mentioned those ol \ efcw,

Divers, Mont, martini, and Stansbie. These n -

deal mainlv with copper, while iron has received much
less attention. The authors point out that .1 variety

of reduction product- i- obtained by the solution ot

u nitric acid. Nitrogen peroxide, nitric ami

nitrous oxide.-, nitrogen, ammonia, hydroxylamine,
m- have all b -1 in pro-
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portions which depend on the metal tem-

perature and concentration of the acid. The compfete
analysis "f such a mixtun is both difficult and tedious«

In the case of iron, however, the last

gaseous products just mentioned have not been de-

1. and tin- chi. 1 products requiring estimation are

nitrogen peroxide, nitric oxide, nitrogen, and .1111-

raonia.

The authors describe- a method of collecting and
analysing the gases yielded b) a 0-30 gram sample
dissolved at too° C. Under these conditions they

e that the whole of the iron is ultimately con-
i into ferric nitrate. They discuss the pi

and secondary reactions which they consider occur;

I iculai .
ill. ability of ni

and ammonia with nitric oxide and nitrogen peroxidi

is shown. They find thai thi reaction ol pun
iron under) almost discontinuous

(about -'.|

100 c.c), ami that much ol igen and am-
monia 1 idi and nitric pi

as the acid strength increases from 23 to 25.

an' thi ps of products, and they find

that : ween the i
! nts given by

the two groups is approximately independeni

secondary reaction between the members of each

group. By plotting as ordinal'- the weight of iron con-

sumed in forming nitrogen and ammonia, ai

Strength in grams per ieo c.c, a

characteristic curve is obtained which they term "the
on curve," and this expresses the principal

' lion.

In the second part of their investigation thi

examined in several typical cases the relation 1"

the reaction curve and the degree of strain in the

sample, and found that the curves are always sh ed

to the right with increase in strain. Wires deformed
bv twisting yielded progressively advancing n

curves, and measurable changes in the gas analyses

were found to be produced by an amount of ei

which, if developed as heat, would nol raise the i< m-
ial 1° C. Similar 1 ui ves 1 n

ed with drawn wires. The results are inter-

preted by the authors as indicating that cold working
- places in two stages : (1) The elastically stn

lis are brought into an interlocked condition;

and (2) the rrvstal structure is then progressively

broken up with the production of amorphous material.

The method has been used by the authors to investi-

gate the removal of cold work from iron by heat treat-

ment, and in the case of the sample used it was

found to be complete at 520 C. The results described

[ considerable interest, and the method appears

decided promise. FT. C. H. C.

THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH HILL.

'p iir texl of the Ministi j ol I fealth Bill,

1 to the Hou •

Hon- on February 17, has since been pub-

\. fori shadowed b) Dr. Addison in his

speech to the members of the Medical Parliai

rior to its introduction, the Hill differs

-ni' originally pi

last Parliament. That it does differ to some extent,

however, particularly in bearing -itrns of having been

worked al and polished, fs worthj ol mention. The
now Bill no of finality, and suggests

that most of thi Stati Departments performing health

functions ih' Local Government Board, the Board
of Education, and the Insurance Come
espei ialh have arrived at arrangements more or

less all parties. The position a- be-

the two first-named, for example, i- shoXi
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i.iken.

ason
10 dissatisfaction, and concessions no doubt have

! individual- con-
Spea rally, the measure is a hope-

i inspires the feeling thai we are well on
1! way to the establishment of the Ministry.

I
I

I"
1 >r Iddison is significant of

this also, as is the translation of Sir Georgi Newman
i< the Local Government Hoard, and the granting
to him of the title ol " Chiel Medii with
i! status ol .' Seci etai ) ol thi Hoard.

par: ol the Bill which has been carri '1 over
red from it- predecessor is that relating to the

« 'I 1 onsultatfc tmi ;

1 . and Dr.
m, b; iii- utterances, has shown himself to

led to this idea, and expei rant of re-

rom Che work to 1"' dom b\

bodies. Doubtless he has every right to bi

1. The Consumers' Council at the Ministry
hich yarded as moi 1 1 n less

igh ii was occasionally sneered at,

must have assisted th< Food I ontrollei considerably.
1

1 thai the Ministry of

Health 1 onsultath 13 less help-

ful. Indeed, since they are to consist of carefully

I experts on matters having a bearing on
national health, they are almost bound to be more
valuable. In any event, the consultative committee
idea has this to recommend ii : that it will popularise
hi .dili work. The committe< - will serve as a most

ive link between the Department doing: the work
and those for whose benefit the work is done. The
1

1 lartmenl and the workers will be less cloistered;

thi worker- and those who are worked for will I"

more intimate!) assoi iafc d The public will see and
hear of what is being done, and will comi to

recognise the necessity for assisting in. and taking
advantage of. the efforts made. So far there have
1' en iT'innrkablv few comments on the Bill, but on

chole tho reception ha- been entirely favourable.

FORTHCOMING HOOKS OF SCIENCE.
Agriculture vmd Hoe rb .

.1. and C. Black, Lid.— Black's Gardening Dic-
tionary, edited by E. T. Ellis. Macmillan and Co.,
Ltd.- Scienci and Fruit Growing: Being an Account
of the Results obtained at tin Woburn Experimental
Fruit Farm sine- it- Foundation in 1894, the Duke
of Bedford and S. Pickering. John Murray.—Hint-
to Farm Pupils, E. W. Lloyd.

Anthropology and Archaeology.

John Murray.—Travels in Egypl ami Mesopotamia
in Search of Antiquities, 1886 [913, Or. E. A. Wallis

: \"l-.. illustrated.

Biology.

I. and C. Black, i id. V new edition of Studies

ossil Botany, Dr. D. II. Scott, illusl 1

v and San. Ltd.— Life and its Maintenance : A
Svmposium on Hiological Problem- of the Dav,

'

V . \I. Bayliss, Dr. F. G. Hopkins, E. Mai
Hume, Prof. .\. R. t'u-hnv, K. I. [. Macl

Dr. E. I. Russell, R. (.. Stapledon, A. S. H
s. |. Hickson, A. 1.. Tansli

s
I

-' ol. M.

,
R. C. Maclean. Prof, F. \Y. Oliver, Or. II. M.

Vernon, and Prof. H. Kenwood. /'. Blakiston's Son

Philadelphia).—A Classbook of Economic
nology, Prof. W. Lochhead; Outlines of

I : iic Zoology, Prof. A. M Reese; Hie Elements

gy, Prof. S I
Holmes. The Cam-
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versity Press. Fossil l'lants, Prof. A. (

Seward, vol. iv, (Cambridge Biological Scries). Con-
iind Co. , Ltd. Animal Life and Human Pro-

. edited by Prof. A. Dendy ; Utility Ducks and
1

, J. \Y. Hurst, illustrated; Forests, Woods, and
- in Relation td Hygiene, Prof. A. Henry, illus-

trated. The Epworth Press.- British Ferns and How
to Identify Them, J. II. Crabtree, illustrated (The
" How to Identify " Series). Huti hinsoti and Co. Bird

Behaviour," F. Finn, illustrated; Insect Artisans and
their Work, E. Step, illustrated (Hutchinson's Nature
Library). /. B. Lippincoll Co. The Chromosome
Theory of Heredity, lYoi. I . II. Morgan; Inbreeding

and Outbreeding: Their Genetic and Sociological

Significance, E. M. East and I). F. Jones; Pure Line

Inheritance, H. S. Jennings; The Experimental
.Modification of the Process ol Inheritance, Prof. R.

Pearl; Localisation ol Morphogenetic Substances in

the Egg, Prof. E. G. Conklin; Tissue Culture, R. G.

Harrison; Pet-nn il.ilii \ and Electrical Conductivit\

of Living Tissue, Prof. W. J. V. Osterhout; The
Equilibrium between Acids and Bases in Organism
and Environment, Prof. L. J. Henderson; Chemical
Bases of Growth, Prof. T. B. Robertson; Primitivi

Nervous System, G. II. Parker; Co-ordination in

Locomotion, A. R. Moore (Monographs on Experi-

mental Biology and General Physiology). Longmans
and Co.—The Quantitative Method in Biology, Prof.

J. MacLeod, and a new edition of British Birds,

A. Thorburn, illustrated, vols. iii. and iv. Macmillan
and Co.. Ltd.—Botany of the Living Plant, Prof.

F. O. Bower, illustrated; A Text-book of Embryo-
logy, vol. ii.. The Non-mammalian Vertebrates, Prof.

J. Graham Kerr, illustrated. John Murray.—A new
edition of Heredity, Prof. J. Arthur Thomson, illus-

trated. George Routledge and Sons. Ltd., and

Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd.—Timbers and their Uses,

with a series of fine illustrations of grains of wood
from new photographs; Germination, A. E. Baines,

illustrated. Skeffington and Son. Ltd.— Birds and the

War, H. S. Gladstone, illustrated. The University

Tutorial Press. Ltd.—Text-book of Botany ' (Indian

edition), J. M. Lovvson, revised by Birbal Sahni.

T. Fisher Univin, Ltd. Firewoods: Their Produc-

tion and Fuel Values, A. D. Webster, illustrated; and

a new- edition of Instincts of the Herd in Peace and

War, W. Trotter.

Chemistry.

Bailliere, Tindall, and Cox.—Fats, Waxes, and

Essential Oils, W. H. Simmons; Coal-tar Dyes and

Intermediates, E. de Barry Barnett; Explosives,

including Matches and Pyrotechnics, E. de Barn
Barnett; The Industrial Gases, Dr. H. C. Green-

wood; Silica and the Silicates, J. A. Audley; The
Rare Earths and Metals, Dr. E. K. Rid. al ;

The
Iron Industry, A. E. Pratt; The Steel Indus-

try A. E. "Pratt; Gasworks Products, H. H.

Gray; \nimal Proteids, H. G. Bennett; Organic

Medicinal Chemicals, M. Barrowcliff and F. II. Carr;

The Petroleum Industry, D. A. Sutherland; Wood
and Cellulose, R. W. Sindall and W. Bacon; The
Carbohydrates, Dr. S. Rideal; Rubber, Resins,

Paints, and Varnishes, Dr. S. Rideal (Industrial

Chemistry S Chapman and Hall. Ltd.—Food:
Its Composition and Preparation, M. T. Dowe and

L D. Jameson; Outlines of Theoretical Chemistry,

Dr. F. II. Getman ; Chlorination of Water, J. Race.

Constable and Co., Lid.—The Profession of

Chemistry, R. B. Pilcher. //. Holt and Co.

York).—College Text-book of Chemistry,
Prof. W. A. Noyes. Longmans and Co.- -Lead and

its Compounds, Dr. J. A. Smythe; Liquid Fuel

for Internal Combustion Engines, Sir Boverton

Redwood, Bart., and Prof. J. S. S. Brame; Synthetic
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Colouring Matters: Sulphur Dyes, Prof. G. T.

Morgan; Synthetic Colouring Matters: Vai Colours,
Prof. J. F. Thorpe; Naphthalene, Prof. W. P. Wynne;
Synthetic Colouring Matters- Azo-Dyes, Dr. F. W.
Kay; Utilisation of Atmospheric Nitrogen: Syn-
thetical Production of Ammonia and Nitric Aeid, Prof.

A. W. Crossley ; Cement, B. Blount; The Principles

and Practice of Gas Purification, E. V. Evans;
Refractories, Dr. J. W. Mellor; Ozone and Hydrogen
Peroxide; Their Properties, Technical Production,

and Applications, Dr. II. V. A. Briscoe; Industrial

Applications of the Rant Metals, W. G. Wagner and
\\ . E. F. Pcwney; Cellulose-Silk, C. F. Cross; The
1 lectric Are in Chemical Industry, Dr. J. N. Pr'ing;

Organic Synthetic Reactions : Their Application to

Chemical Industry, Prof. J. B Cohen; Synthetic

Colouring Matters: Triphenylmethane Dyes, Prof.

R. Robinson; Synthetic Colouring Matters: Vnthra-

cene and Allied Dyestuffs, F. W. Atack; Synthi

Colouring Matters: Acridine and Xanthene Dyestuffs,

Dr. J. T. Hewitt; Synthetic Colouring Matters:

Azine and Oxazine Dyestuffs, Dr. J. T. Hewitt; Syn-

thetic Drugs ; Local Anaesthetics, Dr. W. II. Hurtley

and M. A. Whitelev; Plantation Rubber, G. S. White;

Corrosion and Decay of Metals, Prof. C. II. Desch

I Monographs on 'Industrial Chemistrv) ; Boiler

Chemistry, J. H. Paul; The Rare Earth Metals, Dr.

I
F, Spencer; Chemical Affinity and Chemical Equili-

brium, Dr. H. S. Taylor; and a new edition of

Osmotic Pressure, Prof.' A. Findlay (Monographs on

Inorganic and Phvsical Chemistry); and a new edition

of A System of Physical Chemistrv, Prof. W. C. McC.
Lewis, vol. iii.. Quantum Theory (Text-books of

Phvsical Chemist, x). The University Tutorial Press,

Ltd.—Senior Practical Chemistry, II. W. Bausor,

IV..' VEERING.

Constable and Co., Ltd.—Hot-bulb Oil Engines

and Suitable Vessels, W. Pollock, illustrated; and

new editions of Fuel, Water, and Gas Analysis for

Steam Users, J. B. C. Kershaw; The Internal Com-
bustion Engine: Being a Text-book on Gas, Oil, and

Petrol Engines for the Use of Student- and Engineers,

II. E. Wimperis, illustrated; The Diesel Engine for

f.and and Marine Purposes, A. P. Chalkley, illustrated.

Longmans and Co.—Aeroplane Structures, A. J. S.

Pippard and Capt. L. Pritchard, with a preface 1>\

L. Bairstow, illustrated: Naval Architects' Data,

I. Mitchell, edited bv E. L. Attwood ;
Efficient Boiler

Management, with Notes on the Firing of Coal-tired

Reheating Furnaces, C. F. Wade: Shin-' Boats:

Their Qualities, Construction. Eauipment, and

Launching Appliances, E. W. Blocksidge.

Geography and Travel.

T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd.—In the Wilds of South

America : Six Vears of Exploration in Colombia,

Venezuela, British Guiana, Peru. Bolivia. Argentina,

Paraguay, and Brazil, Lieut. L. E. Miller, illustrated.

Geology and Miner ai i

Chapman and Hall. Ltd.—Popular Oil Geology,

V. Ziegler; Handbook of Mineralogy, Blowpipe

Analysis, and Geometrical Crystallography, G. M.
Butler. H. Holt and Co. (New York) \ n't \\ edition

of Physiography, Advanced Course, Prof. R. D.

Salisbury.

Mai HEM VI ICA1 \M> PHYSK VI Sc u \. I S.

George [lien and Unwin, Ltd.—Introduction to

Mathematical Philosophy, Hon. B. Russell. Blackie

ind Son. Ltd.—Applied Optics, vol. ii.. The Computa-

tion of Optical Systems, being the " Handbuch der
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• Di \. si. nli. il and Dr. E.
Voit, translated and edited by J. Weil French. The
Cambridge University Press. Problems of Cosmo-

imics, J. If. Jeans ;
< Iambi idge

Astronomical Observations, vol. xxv.
"

Cassell and ( 0.,

Ltd.—A new edition of Electricity in tin Servici oi

Man, Dr. K. M. Walmsley, vol. ii'., section ii. Chap-
man and Hall, Ltd. Analj ti( G( ometn . M. M. Roberts
and J. r 1 olpitts; \ Handbook oi Physics Measure-
ments, E. S. Ferry, O. W. Silvey, G. W. Sherman,
jun., and I). C. Dun. an, vol. i. Fundamental
Measurements, Properties of Matin-, and Optics,
vol. ii. Vibrator) Motion, Sound, Heat, Electricity,
and Magnetism; Graphical and Mechanical Computa-
tion, Dr. J. Lipka; Mathematics for Engineers,
\V. X. Rose, Dart ii.

; Graphii Dynamics, E. S.

Andrews; and new editions ol Descriptivi Geometry,
II. \Y. Miller, and Arithmetic for Engineers, C. B.
Clapham. Constable and Co., Ltd. A new edition
of Thi on of Electrii Currents in Telephone
and Telegraph Conductors, Prof. J. A. Fleming.
Longmans and Co. Applied Aerodynamics, L. Bair-
stow, illustrated. Macmillan and Co., Ltd.—El< men-
tarv Mensuration, 1 onstructive Plane Geometry, and
Numerical Trigonometry, P. Goyen, and a new edition
of The Thei Hea I Preston, revised bj J. R.
loiter, illustrated. The University Tutorial Press,

Ltd. Intermediate Text-book oi Magnetism and Elec-

tricity, R. W. Hutchinson; School Geometry
(Mat dition), A. G. Cracknel! and \Y. P,

Workman.
M 1 imi m Si ii m e.

Bailliere, Tindall, and Cox.— Injuries of the Head
and Neck, Capt. L. Whale; The Heart: Past and
Present, Dr. ( . E. Lea; lb. Pituitary, Dr. W. Blair

Bell. John Hah. Sons, and Danielsson, Ltd. Qie
ici and Art of Deep Breathing; Malaria and its

treatment in the lain- and at the Base; Barbed Wire
l>i-<a-. ; Hii Diseases oi the New-born Child; ["he

Essentials oi [Yopical Medicine; and new editions of

The Surgical Treatment oi Facial Neuralgia and [Tie

Prolongation oi Life. 1. and ( . Black, Ltd. Spas
and Health Resorts of the British Isles: Their
Mineral Waters, Climate, and the Treatment to be
Obtained! Dr. T. I). Lukr, illustrated; Cerebro-spinal
Fever: The Etiology, Symptomatology, Diagnosis,
and Trea menl of Epidemic Cerebrospinal Meningitis,
Capt. C. Worster-Drought and Dr. A. M. Kennedy,
illustrated; X-rays in General Practice: A Handbook
for the General Practitioner and Student, Alice Vance
Knox, with an introduction by Dr. R. Knox, illus-

trated 1 Tin Edinburgh Medical Series). Cassell and
Ltd; Ih- Storj of English Public Health, Sir

Malcolm Morris; The Housing Question, Dr. J.

Robertson; I In Welfare of the Infant and the Young
Child, Prof. II. Scurfield; The Welfare of the School
Child, Dr. II. J. Cates; Hie Welfare of the Expec-
tant Mother, Dr. Mar} Scharlieb; The Food Ques-
tion, Dr. W. ( j. Savage (The Public Health Series);

and a new edition of Elements of Surgical Diagnosis,
Sir A. P. Gould and Dr. E. P. Gould, illustrated.

('instable and Co., Ltd.—The Great War and the

R.A.M.C., Lt.-Col. F. E. Brereton. W. Heinemann
[Medico] Bool I, Ltd. -Anaphylaxis and Antianaphyl-
axis. Dr. Bezredka, authorised English translation,

d and revised bj Dr. S. R. Gloyne. Long-
mans and 1 Teeth and Porcelain Rods,
I. Girdwood, illustrated. Macmillan and Co., Ltd.—
Dr. John Fothergill and His Friends: Chapters in

Eighteenth-century Life, Dr. R. H. Fox, illustrated.

ngton and San. Ltd. Medical Research and
Human Welfare: \ Ri Personal Experiences
and Observations during mal Life of Fifty-

sev< n Years, Dr. W. W. I
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Metallurgy.
nstable and Co., Ltd.—A new edition of Mall.. ,i,|,

Cast Iron. s. J. Parsons.

Meteorology.
table and Co., Ltd.—A new edition of Fore-

casting Weather, Sir Napiei Shaw. Methuen and
< Ltd.—Weather Study for Schools, E. Stenhouse.

Philosophy.

The t ambridge University Pres Truth: An Essay
in Moral Reconstruction, Sir C. Walston.

Technology.

Constable and Co., Ltd.—New editions of Glass
Manufacture, Dr. W. Rosenhain ; The Manufacture
oi Paper, R. W. Sindall; Wood Pulp, C. F. C
E. J. Bevan, and R. W. Sindall.

Miscellaneous.

Constable and Co., Ltd.—Dictionary of Scientific
Instruments, prepared by the British Optical instru-
ment Manufacturers? Association, illustrated; The
Claims of Labour and of Capital, W. R. Cooper.
/. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd.—New Town: A Proposal
in Agricultural, Industrial, Educational, Civic, and
Social Reconstruction, edited for the " New Town
Council" by W. H. Hughes. H. Holt and Co.
(New \ orfe).—The World's Food Resources, Prof.
J. Russell Smith. Macmillan and Co., Ltd.
Annals of the Philosophical Club of the Royal
Society, written from its Minute Books, Prof. T. 'G.
Bonney. Methuen and Co., Ltd.—A Text-book of
Hygiene for Training Colleges, M. Avery; School and
Fireside Crafts, A. Macbeth, illustrated. "John Murray.

Education, Secondary and University, Sir F. G.
Kenvon. George Routledge and Soils, Ltd., and
Kegan Paul and Co.. Ltd.—Routledge 's Industrial
Supremacy Books, dealing with agricultural machinery,
commercial instruments, "forestry, optical instruments,
prepared foodstuffs, reproduction and utilisation of
sound, shipbuilding, jig and tool making, testing
machines, and watch and clock making; Handicrafts
for the Handicapped, Dr. H. J. Buck and M. M. C.
Buck, illustrated; The Science of Labour and its

Organisation, Dr. J. Ioteyko ; The Human Motor and
tin- Scientific Foundations of Labour, Dr. J. Amar,
with a preface by Prof. H. Le Chatelier, translated
bj E. Butterworth, the translation revised and edited
b) A. R. J. Ramsey, illustrated. T. Fisher Unwin,
Ltd.—The Training of Youth : A Treatise on the
Training of Adolescents, T. W. Berry.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.—The Drapers' Company has resolved
tc continue its grant of iooo/. per annum towards
1 he salaries of the professor of agriculture and the
professor of agricultural botany for a period of ten

I .11 s.

Mr. N. K. Adam, fellow of Trinity College, has

been appointed to the Benn W. Levy research student-

ship in biochemistry for one year.

The Senate has approved a grace providing foi the

establishment of the degree of doi oi philosophy.

The syndicate dealing with this question recommends
that, subject to certain exemptii 11s, candidates for the

degree, before submitting a dissi rtation, must have
pursued a course of research for nol less than three

vears, and tin Senate has d' ermined ilia' of this
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war in the ease of a graduate of th< I n

versit) and two years in the case of other student
be spenl in < Cambridge.

The Adams prize, value 250/., has been awarded ti

of. J, W. Nicholson, professor of mathematics at

King's College, I niversity of London.
Mi. Emile Mond has offered to give 20,000!. foi

the establishment off a Francis Mond professorship of

aeronautical engineering in memory of Lieut. Mond.
who was killed in action last year. The council of

tin Senati recommends thai the offer be accepted
with grateful thanks.

Edinburgh. Mr. Robert Kerr Hannay has been
appointed professor of ancient history and palatograph)

(Sir William Fraser chain in succession to the lati

Prof. P. Hume Brown.
l)i . Georgi Bargei has been appointed to the new

chair of chemistry in connection with medicine. Dr.

Bargei is at present research chemist to the Medical

Research Committee, National Health Insurance.

Previous to [914 he was professor of chemistry in th<

Royal Hollowaj College, University of London.
I Ik I niversity Court has resolved, on the recom-

mendation of the professor of natural history, to

establish a chair to deal specially with the zoology ol

the invertebrates.

Liverpool. Two years ago Prof, and Mrs. Herd-
man gave to the University the sum of io.oooL to

establish a chair of geology in memory of their son,

Lieut. George \. Merdman, who was killed in action.

They have now made a further gift -of io.oooj. for the

purpose "I establishing a chair of oceanography to

embrace and continue the work of the fisheries labora-

tory at the University, the Port Erin Biological

Station, and the scientific investigations of the Isli

of Man Fishery Board and the Lancashire and

Western Sea Fisheries Committee. The council of

the Universit) has accepted this generous benefaction

with grateful thanks, and has resolved that (1) Prof.

Herdman bi appointed professot of oceanograph) as

from Octobei 1 next; (2) Dr. J. Johnstone succeed

him on Octobei t, 1920, and during the twelvi

months from Octobei i next be lecturer on oceanoj

1, at the salarj derived from fhe endowment.
I In establishmenl ol this chair is of particulai

scientific interest, not only because this is the first

chair in the subject in the British Isles, but also

because the donors intend it to be, in the main, a

research chair, with applications to sea fisheries. The
place and time are both most appropriate for work

in these directions; and the University is fortunati

, issociation with Prof. Herdman, whose in-

itions for our fisheries during many years have

if high distinction, and whose generosity now
enables them to bi carried to further development

for the advancement of science and the benefit of

the nation.

Mk. T.
I DRAKELBV, of tin Wigan Mining and

rechnical College, has been appointed lecturer in

chemistry at the Northern Polytechnic Institute,

Holloway.

The sum of 800I. has been given to the South-

Eastern Agricultural College, Wye, by Mr. Figgis for

the endowment ol a holarship in memory of his son,

a former student of the college, who was killed in the

war. Mr. A. H. Chaytor, of the University of Cam-
bridge, has provided money for the equipment of a

bacteriological laboratory at tl e college.

As the result of the appeal made in October last

Is of the late Mr. F. W. Rudler, a sum of
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100/. was received, which has been invested in War
stock and inscribed in the name of the University
College of Wales, Aberystwyth. The annual income
from this sum will be applied towards defraying the
expenses incurred by deserving students of the Geo-
logical Department of the college {in their "field
excursions." This opportunity is taken of thank-in-
the donors for their valued contributions.

SPI IKING at Oxford on Saturday last on "Tin I'l.e •

..I the l ni\iisit\ in National Life," Mr. H. A. L.
I'isher, President of the Board of Education, said
that the war has brought into clearer relief the fact

that the universities and technical colleges have stood
for a great ileal in the national equipment during thesi

times of stress and strain. No fewer than thirty

university laboratories were made use of in 1918 in

a single department of warfare. The but that tin-

state has In 1 nun conscious of tile value ( .l the uni-

versit) as an integral constituent of national powi
acquires more ami more significance. New legislation

will affect the universities in three ways. It will lit

a great number of men and women lot university life,

and so increase the number of candidates lot the

bachelor's degree. It will certainly create a greatly
increased demand for teachers in State-aided schools.

Lastly, it will create a new clientele for extra-mural

universit) teaching.

The annual distribution of prizes and certificati s

to the students of the Sir John Cass Technical Insti-

tute, Aldgate, took place on February 18, when the

awards wen- distributed by Dr. C. C. Carpenter,

chairman of the South Metropolitan Gas Co. Sir

Thomas Elliott, Bart., chairman of the governing

body, presided. The Rev. J. F. Marr, chairman of

the institute committee, in the course of an account
of the work of the past session, stated that 242

students and 17 members of the staff had served with

II. M. Forces during the war, of whom 15 bad given

hei, lives in the service of their country. In ad-

dressing the students, Dr. Carpenter said that institu-

,011s such as the Sir John Cass Technical Institute

appealed to him very strongly, primaril) becausi they

allowed fhe ordinary vacations of lib- to be carried

on during the ordinary working hours, whili

evenings wen- devoted to the extension of knowl

so that practical experience and responsibility were

ssoiiatiil with a full training in the principles ol the

sciences which formed the basis of industrial experi-

ence .mil progress. lb- remembered, as .1 young man,

being confronted with problems at tin- works which

In- was unable to see through, but be also had a vivid

1, mi ol the sudden "rays of light which were

ln.iv.n upon that work after bavin- bad an oppor-

tunity, through a similar institution, of studying the

science underlying the whole subject. He went on

to point out the importance of lucid expression, the

putting down of results in clear and concise language.

He also urged students not to ignore the -i.ai value

of .in elementary training in freehand drawing in

ordei i" be able to make, in the same waj thai

would make a note of a process or a reaction, a note

of the apparatus concerned. Dr. Carpenter com-

plained ot the inertia of English manufacturers as

:ompared with German, in main instances it having

been necessary, to go to Germany when English manu-

facturers said certain requirements were impossible.

That was one respect in which a great change must

come over industry in Great Britain. The war had

opened the eyes of manufacturers to the possibilities

,f wba' could be achieved bj skilled and scientific

anagement.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Sotiei>, Februarj ij. Sir J. J. Thomson,
•resident, in the chair.—L. Bairsto« and A. Berry:

["wo-dimensional solutions of Poisson's and Lap
equations. Starting from a theorem stated in Lamb's
Hydrodynamics," problems involving solutions of

Poisson's equation are interpreted in terms of the motion
11I the conventional inviscid fluid of hydrodynamics.
I'lii theorem states thai the continuous acyclii motion
of such a fluid ins'iili in outside a rigid boundary can
in reproduced by a system of sources round the

boundary in all cases for which the fluid is ai rest

at infinity. The special point of the present papei is

the formation and solution ol an integral equation in

order to find the strength of the sources. The answer
appears .1-

I
integrals which is convergent

in thi four illustrations given; proof of convergenc;
in -the full mathematical sense is not attempted. The
method of solution is applicable to boundaries of any
shape and to more than one boundary. The integrals

are easily obtained by graphical and mechanical
methods. Dr. G. II. Thomson: Thi cause of hier-

archical order among the correlation coefficients of a

number of variates taken in pairs. From the ten-

dency towards "hierarchical" order among correlation

coefficients in mental tests, the conclusion has in the

past been drawn that all these correlations are due
to the presence of a general factor, and that none of

them are due to group-factors which run through two
or more tests, but not through all. Although perfect

hierarchical order can only be produced in this way,
an approximation to perfection can be attained without
an) general factor b\ leaving the number and identity

of the group and specific factors in each variate to

chance. A card experiment is described in which this

i- .hull . and specimens of the resulting hierarchies

an iu'ven. Tin proof depends on the formula; of

Pearson and Filon for the correlation of errors of

elation.—Dr. G. V Watson: The transmission of

[i waves round the earth. From Austin's experi-

mental results it appears thai the magnetic force due
to a Hertzian oscillatoi varies as cosec^flexp. (— AA-J0)
at angular distance 8 from the oscillator, where A is

the wave-length and, in the case of signals over the

sea, the. constant A has tin value 96. It seems im-

possible to obtain any formula resembling this from
a theory of pun- diffraction, and it is therefore neces-

sarv to examine the hypothesis (put forward by Heavi-

sidi atid uthei~, and submitted to some analytical

treatment by Fecles) that the upper regions of the

atmosphere act as a reflector of tin waves. It is

found that a formula of Austin's type is a consequence
of this hypothesis, and that tin numerical value of A
given by Austin is obtained by assigning suitable

values to the conductivity of the reflecting layer and
its height abov< th( surfaci "t tin- earth. The problem
1 if waves over dry land is also considered and the

,i! iate value of A determined.

Geological Society. February 5. Mr. (.. W.
Lamplugh, president, in the chair.- Dr. A. Logie
Du Toit : The geolog) of tin- Marble Delta I Natal).

The papei deals with the crystalline dolomitit marbles
ol Pbn Sheiisione (Natal), rocks that have already

been the subject of several communications to the

: but iis main object is to demonstrate that

certain boulders" of alkali-granite, formerh regarded
as inclusions, are in reality parts of intrusive tongues,
and lo dis, uss the mutual relations of tin igneous
rocks and tin adjacent dolomites.

Linnean Society. Februarj 6.—Sir David Prain,
i. nt. in th<- chair. V E. Brown: 111 \ new

..* Lobostemon in the Linnean herbarium;

NO. ^574. VOL. I02]

(.' ' )ld and new species oi Mcscmbryanthcmum, with
I remarks. 11) Mr. ('. ('. Laraita, in 1 < p 1 7, being

d on a critical revision of Echium, directed

the author's attention to a sheet written tip bj Linne
a- Echium argenteutn, which upon examination could

11 identified with any specimen at Kew or the

British Museum. 01 even in herbaria at tin Cape.
It is entirely different from Lobostemon argenteus,

B 1 . s\n. Echium argenteum, Bergius, with which
Linne supposed it to be identical. This single s|>eci-

collected at least 147 years ago, does not appear
to have be.n found by anj other collectors since that

date. The locality given, " moratibus nigris," bj

Linne, is Zwartberg, as confirmed bj Governor Tul-

bagh's lis! (Proc. L.S., 1917-18, Suppl., p. 10), when
it is \o. 145 these figures appearing on the sheet

itself, and in the list written up as Echium iruti-

eosum, a name abandoned before publication. 12) This
paper gave tlie history of the genus Mesembryan-
th. inum from the time of Adrian II. Haworth, be-

tween 1 71J4 and 1821, who published four monographs
of the genus, described mostly from living plants,

cultivated bj himself or at Kew. His short descrip-

tions are insufficient for identification, but happily a

large number of his species are represented by a

series of coloured drawings by George Bond and
Thomas Duncanson, two artists employed at Kew be-

tween 1822 and 184, to make drawings of the plants

cultivated there. The result is that many hundreds'

of excellent drawings are in existence at Kew, but
unpublished and practically unknown, and the atten-

tion of botanists is directed to them, about one-fourth

ol them being of species of Mesembryanthemum.
Optical Society, February 14.—Prof. F. J. Cheshire,

president, in the chair.—Lord Rayleigh : The possible

disturbance of a range-finder by atmospheric refrac-

tion due to the motion of the ship which carries it.

It was stated that the suggestion had been put for-

ward that the action of a range-finder adjusted for a

quiescent atmosphere may be liable to disturbance

when emplbyed upon a ship in motion, as a result of

the variable densities in the air due to such motion
and the consequent refraction of the light. The question

.ris, s as to the direction and magnitude of the effect,

and whether or not it would be negligible in practice.

This question was treated mathematical! v in the

paper.—L. C. Martin and Mrs. C. H. Griffiths :

Deposits on glass surfaces in instruments. The
first section of the paper contained a summary
of the various phenomena that have been

described under the name of "film." In instru-

ments deposits occur most frequently on the

graticules, and a discussion is given as to the probable

ai lion of the lubricants in bringing about the forma-

tion of the deposit. The qualities desirable in a

lubricant to be used on optical instruments are also

enumerated, and a brief summarv is made of the

results of hitherto published information on the

subject of the deposits. The second section gives .1

shorl classification of the deposits according to their

roscopic appearance, and describes a series ol ex-

periments made to test the cause of the formation

of the deposit. The experiments were conducted by

means of brass nils into which graticule blanks were

tilled as windows, these glass surfaces being examined
microscopically during the course of the experiments.

Royal Meteorological Society, February iq.—Sir

\ ii.ii 1 Shaw, president, in the chair. Dr. S.

Chapman: The lunar tide in the earth's atmosphere,
lunar tidal variation of barometric pressun lias

been well determined at Batavia, from fifty years'

hourlv record, and from shortet series ol data, ex-

nding over about five years in each case at St.
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Heli Rome, and Samoa. As 1 ei •

was known about its dependence on latitude,
and the distance, declination, and phase

moon, .1 new and detailed discussion lias been
made of thirty and twenty-eighl years' records ol

itrii pressure al Batavia and Hong Kong
respectively, ["he results are described in this pap©
.ind considered alongside the pre-existing values from
the stations abovi named, together with the Green
wich determination recently published in the Quarterly
Journal oi thi society, Ii appears thai the ampli-
tude varies approximated as the fourth pour, ,,

the cosine of (he latitude, whil the phase varies
-mil, u h;ii irregularly from 33 (Samoa) to 114
(Greenwich), where qo° corresponds with the occur-
renci oi maximum pressure when the moon is on thi
meridian. No dependence on lunar phase or declina-
tion was detected, whil< as regards the moon's dis-
tance, an increase of amplitude from apogee to
perigee was observable, though less than the increase
in the tide-producing force. Distinct evidence of a
seasonal variation of amplitude and phase was shown
l,v l " ltl

' the Hong Kong and Batavia determinations.
The conclusion drawn from the various results is that
the lunar atmospheric tide is not a simple tidal pheno-
menon, but is complicated by other effects, notabh,
by resonance with an adjacent free period of vibra-
tion of the atmosphere, and possiblv also by more
local causes, such as the rise and fall of the ocean.
\l, Christy: The gunfire on the Continent during
tqi8: its audibility at Chignal St: James, near
Chelmsford. Observations on the audibility of the
Continental gunfire have been made bv the author
for four veils. The results for previous wars were
brought forward in earlier papers. In rqi8 tin first
sounds were heard on the evening- of Mav 8 and the
last on Ausrusl 26, thus confirming previous experi-
ence that then- is audibility at the writer's .post of
observation in Kssex only during- the summer months
The period of audibility in tqiS amounted to
15 weeks.

5 days. In previous years the periods
were: 1915. 17 weeks. -^ days; 1016, i« weeks;
iqi7. 10 weeks, 4 days. The average for the four years
is 17 weeks. A feature of 101S was that the sounds
wen- less loud and distinct than in Drevious years
and there were, none of the nerinds of extreme loud-
ness which had been noticed before.

^111
1 in;r n.

Sncieu ol (ilass Technology, February 19 Mr JConnolh in the -chair. J. I). Cauwood. Constance'
Mu.rhead, and \\ . F. S. Turner: The properties of
the lime-soda glassi s

: (2) The resistance to water and
" igents. Si vera! glasses had been melted

on a small scale, and the lime content increased
o\ definite amounts. The resistance of each glass

following reagents water, caustic soda solu-
tion, sodium carbonate solution, hydrochloric acid-
bad been tested. In every ease it was found that
increasing ihe. lime content brought about increasing
resistance. S. English and \Y. E. S. Turner: The
properties oi the lime-soda glasses: (3) The thermal
expansions. 1. ame series of glasses mentioned
above (i.e. limi contents increasing to 10 Der cent.)
had bun tested aid to thermal expansion. It

bad been proved that the expansion decreased as the
lime content increased. Both papers proved the value
of lime as a constituent of ordinary glasses. Prof.
P. II. Bogwell: Impression of the glass industry of
In I nited Stalls gathered 1 recent visit. The
author dealt fust with tire supplies of raw materials
as found in the States. Si\ sands win in general
tisi :

"in of them, a beautiful sand from Rockwood,

V>. 2574, VOL. I02]

Detroit, was used exclusively for optical glass. The
American "sands" are not found as such, but in

tin form oi sandstone (fairly soft). This is blasted,
washed b) water, under pressure, into tie bottom
of the pit, whence it is dredged up In thi.- top of
lln pil. It is emptied into concrete bins, and works
down through steam pipes until ii emerges as drv,
i lean-tunning sand. Prof. Boswell afterwards dealt
brief!) with American supplies oi potash and felspar,
mil then passed on to the question "I refractories.
Me showed a specimen of a glasshouse po( which
had been developed bv Dr. Bleininger, and this pot,
aftei iln nnli had been performed, was perfectly
white in colour and very close in texture. In making
their pots the Americans were substituting Cornish
kaolin by kaolin from Georgia, and using hall

from Tennessee and Kentucky in place oi those from
Devon and Cornwall.

Paris.
Academy »f Sciences, February 10. M. I.eon

Guignard in the chair.—The president announced
the death of Jean Jacques TMophile Schlcesing,
member of the section of rural economy and the
oldest member of the Academy.—A. I.acroix : Dacites
and dacitoides, with reference to the lavas of Martinique.
The name dacitolde is proposed for a class of mineral
hitherto classified as andesites and allied to dacites.
twelve complete analyses of Martinique minerals
are given and discussed from the point of view of this

new classification.—J. Bergonie
: The reconstitution

of isolated muscles or of muscular groups l>\ intensive
rhythmic faradisation. The method has special refer-

ence to the treatment of wounded men
; it causes no

nervous fatigue, and for the greater part of the time
of application is not felt. The improvement in main
directions is marked.—M. Jean Effront was elected

a corrcspondant for the section of rural economy in

succession to M. Leclainche, elected membei of the

section.- L. Roy : The dynamical resistance of steel.

—A. Sanfourche
: The oxidation of nitric oxide by dry

air. The rate of oxidation of nitric oxide was studied

over a range of temperatures from 50 C. to 4.^0° C.
The liisi stage of oxidation, to nitrous anhydride, is

very rapid, and is unaffected by temperature. lln

oxidation of nitrous anhydride to nitrogen peroxide

is a revi rsible reaction, takes an appreciable time, and
ihe rate is dependent on the temperature if

200 C. 1.. Joleaud : The migrations at the neogene
epoch of Hipparion, Hippotraginae, and Tr;

aphinas. M. Rouch : The land and sea breezes at

Bayonne. M. Mirande : The microchemical reactions

and localisations of the alkaloid of Isopyrum thalic-

troides.—J. Pantel : The r6le of calcium in the

mineralisation of the nucleus of iln excreting cells in

the Phasmides.—R. Fosse: The formation, bj oxida-

tion of organic substances, of an intermediate term

spontaneously producing urea. Proteins and amino-
acids, oxidised by potassium permanganate by

Beehamp's method, give appreciable proportions of

urea, and (he amounts are increased il ammonia is

present. The una formed is separated and estimated

bv the xanthydrol method previously described b\ the

author. Em. Bourquelot and JM. Bridel
: Ihe bio-

chemical synthesis, with the aid of emulsin, of the

8-glucoside' of o-naphthyl alcohol. I'.. Dehains and
I . Nicolas : lie causes oi death in horses immunised
with dead bacteria or bacterial extrai -

Ml 1 BOURNE.

Royal Society ol Victoria. November ". iqi8. Mr.
I. A. Kershaw, president, in the chair. R. 'I'. Patton :

\'oles ,,n fossil Eucalvpl leaves from the Tertiary at

Bulla. Or. I-'.. F. J. I.ove : The real significance of the
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Michelson-Morlej experiment Prof. A. J. Ewart

:

1 Contributions to the Bora of Australia. No. 27.

1 I'ln- synthesis ol sugar; from formaldehyde. A
detailed account was given of Ihe polymerising action

1.1 various alkalis on formaldehyde, and also of the

influence of temperature, dilution, etc. In the presence

of a calcium salt the polymerising action of sodium
hydrate is greatly increased, and evidence is brought

forward to show that the polymerising action is

analogous to that ol .1 condensing enzyme.
Decembei 12, 1918. -Mr. J. A. Kershaw, pi

in tin chair. I . Chapman: New or little-known fossils

in the National Museum. Part xxiii. 1 Sonv M

remains of Lower Palaeozoic age from Monegetta,

neai Lancefield. ["hese are well-preserved specimens,

and are rcf I to thi istea. I wo
new genera and foui new species are described, ["he

d arc Mastigograptus, Ruedemann,
Archasolafoi ., and Archaeocryptolaria, gen,

nciv. 1 ronothi i a apprai to I"- pi esenl in lln

the forms. The horizon is the lowest in the Ordo-

vician.—R. T. Patton : The structure, growth, and

treatment ol some common hardwoods. Attention was
directed to the core-wood of some hardwoods which

i sappy, such as is shown by timber grown
in excessive -hade, the result of overcrowding whilst

young. The author showed that there was no advan-

tage in stacking timber on end, and gave the rates of

drying of timber cut in various ways. The electrical

resistance of a piece of timber determined whether

it was properl) seasoned. Estimates of the growth

and timber yield of mountain ash ami Messmate were
explained in the form of curves, from which the forest

yield at various ages could be predicted.—J. T. Jutson
:

I h. sand-ridgi s, sand-plains, and sand-glaciers at

Comet Vale, in sub-arid Western Australia. The
phj sical features of Comet Vale, sixty miles north of

Kalgoorlie, include a portion of a "dry lake" (Lake
GoongarHe), and a belt of rocky "high" lands on its

western shore composed of ferruginous laterite and
"greenstones," and dissected by narrow valleys.

North, north-west, and east are extensive sand-plains

with ridges trending east and west. Immediately to

the west of the 'high" lands a sand-plain slopes gently

to the west. The sanil drifts eastward through some
"passes" in a laterite ridge (the 'western end of the

"high" land ana) and spreads out as "sand-glai

according to the term used by Free. The sand form-

ing the smooth sand-plain and glaciers is wind-borne.
This will probably explain the origin of extensive sand-

plains .Is. -.vliM, in Western Australia. The eastward

march of the s.ouls has blotted out the drainage lines

to the west of tin "high" lands.—Dr. C. Mackenzie

and W. J. Owen: Note on tin parathymus gland in

ih, marsupi ' Hirei glands new to science in the

scribed by the authors.
i mi ol thi se, the parathvmus, has since been di -

bv them in tin- Tasmanian Devil, in which it is
|

than in thi Platypus. N. C. B. Allen and Prof. T. 11.

Laby : Thi ol photographic plates to X-rays.

Sydney.
I.innean Society of New Smith Wales. September 2^,

mis. Prof. II. (i. Chapman, president, in tin- chair.

Prof. W. N. Benson: I 'In- geologj and

thi Gr Serpi ntim Belt of New South \\ all s.

Part viii. : Thi extension of the Great Serpentine Bell

from the Nundle district to thi G.I. Playfair :

New and rare fresh-watei \l^a-. Sixty-six new forms

are described and figured, twenty-eighl being admitted
tu specific rank, twenty-nine classed as variations, and
nine as forms; one genus is proposed as new. Dr. J.

Shirley and C. V Lambert: The stems ol 1 limbing

plants. Abnormal stem-structures in climbing plants

have for tin ir object the free flow of elaborated sap

V I. 2574, Vol.. I02]

iii the bast-tissues. Sewn classes of Dicotyledons and
jjwo of Monocotyledons are proposed, based on the

mi-Hi ol thi tissues concerned. Dr. V. F.
Brothcrus and the Rev. \Y. W. Watts; The mosses of

North Queensland. Being essentially Malaysian,

than Australian, in their affinities, the number
a species was smaller than was anticipated.

Seventeen genera new to Australia are listed, and
some thirty known species. One genus and fourteen

- are described as new.—Dr. R. J.
Tillyard :

Mi so/nic insects of Queensland. Part iv. Hemiptera
,1,1.1: the family Dunstaniidae. With a note

origin of the Heteroptera. Originally described

in [qi6 as a Lepidopteron by the author, the fossil

m, 1 pulchra has created considerable interest

and discussion This paper, first of all, gives »<

,1 of the various suggestions that have been put

forward -is to its true affinity, and shows that opinions

have favoured its relationship with no fewer than

|pUr orders (Lepidoptera, Homoptera, Diptera, and

Plectoptera). Having definitely rejected all these, the

am Inn ,mh luun.l tin Inn- solution from the study of

more recentlv discovered material from the same

I pper Triassic beds at Ipswich, Queensland. These

prove that the family Dunstaniidae belongs to the

Hemiptera Heteroptera. The new material is

described and placed in two new genera, Dun-
staniopsis and Paradunstania, each containing a single

new species. The venation is worked out by com-

parison with the nvmphal tracheation of a recent

Heteropteron (Svroniastes sp.). Finally, in consider-

ing the origin of the Heteroptera, the author shows

that the Dunstaniidae are closely related to the Permian

fossil Prosbole, placed by Handlirsch in a separate

order, Palaeohem'iptera. This order is considered to

be only a sub-order within the Hemiptera; and the

Dunstaniidae, which arc true Heteroptera, are derived

from the immediate ancestors of Prosbole, not from

Prosbole itself.

Royal Society of New South Wales, December 4, 191S.

- Mr. W. S. Dun, president, in the chair.—Marguerite

Henry : Some Australian Cladoccra. The fresh-water

Crustacea dealt with in this paper were collected at

Kendall, Cumbalum, Casino, and Bvron Bay on the

north coast; in the neighbourhood ol Sydnej ;
and at

the Lett River, Blue Mountains. Port Stephens,

Bathurst, Mudgee, and Corowa. Twenty-six species

were found, of which nine" are described as new.— .1 H.

Maiden : Notes on Eucalyptus (with descriptions of two

m w sp.-cies in co-operation with Mr. R. H. Cambage>.

No. vi. One of the two new species described is a

Box from just south of the Gulf of Carpentaria, the

other .1 Stringybark from the Bine Mountains, long

confused with E. capitellata originally described from

por l ia,ks, m. Tin- Flooded Gum of the coastal

cts is proposed to be raised to the rank of a

pecies, following an almost forgotten suggestion of

Mr. Walter Hill, of Brisbane, made mam years ago.

h is suggested tli.it Miiller's abandoned name for the

morrel-tree of Western Australia should be revived,

, markabli varietj ol E. pvriforinis is described

thi interior of that Stale. The paper 1 oni

number of critical notes in regard to the distribution

a„d morphology of Australian gum-trees. Dr. 1". II.

Johnston and Miss M. Bancroft : Some nev

ites ol 1 'in -. nsland fresh-water fish. On \ a

occasions there have broken out in western Queens-

land serious epidemics amongst the fresh-water fish,

resulting in their whole-sale destruction, and, as .,

result, pollution of the water supply lias taken placi

lln- authors have investigated the outbreak in ordei

to determine its cans.-. They haw been engaged in

field work, and in the coin-, of their inquiry 1
am-

(TOSS a number of minute protOZOOn parasites ol
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:ysts in vai

1

hav< im marked detrimental 1 ffi 1

k ir hosts. Ill'- parasites are distributed amo
distinct genera, all belonging to the Sporozoa. O

• h id been previously recorded

Vustralia. 11. <•. Smith: The occurrence oi th(

terpem terpineni in the nil <>f Eucalyptus megacarpc
Phis somewhat rare terpene has 1 01 previously been

ected In eucalyptus oils. The oil of this specii

consists principally of terpenes with about 30 per cent,

of cineol (eucalyptol) and ;i small quantity of the esters

geranylacetate and butylbutyrate. The characteristii

terpinenenitrosite, m.p. 1 5 5, C, was prepated without

difficulty. It is interesting thai terpinene should occui

in a species belonging to the earlier portion of tin

genus Eucalyptus and in Western Australia, while tin

corresponding terpene phellandrene is found in the oils

of the more recent species growing in the south-

eastern portion of the continent.
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CRADUATEO FLASKS

BURETTES with

PINCHCOCK
PIPETTES

WATCH CLASSES

CAS JARS

RUBBER TUBINC

RUBBER CORKS, ETC.

I
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FROM

yStPyA^ Complete Laboratory K.rnuihcr*. • */t-."V

LAMP BLOWN GLASSWARE

rp-1
' "--- '

NIVOC HOUSE
17 19 21 23 25 27 & 29

HATTON WALL, LONDON, E.C.1.
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LEWIS'S CIRCULATING
ME

.
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»'?

AL SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
Covering the widen range of subjects (pint .mil applied), iafludine Astronomy, Aviation, Blologry, Botany, Chemistry,
Blectrieity, Engineering. Geology, Microscopy. Mining, Philosophy, Physics. Sociology, Technology,

Travels, Zoology, &c, in addition to Every Branch of Medical Science.

Duplicates of NEW HOOKS are added in UNLIMITED SUPPLIES as long as Ihe demand requires, delay or disappointment thus being prevented.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION (Town or Country) FROM ONE GUINEA,
according to the number of booKs required at one time. Subscriptions may begin at any date.

Boohs may be retained as long or exchanged as frequently as desired.

The Liibrstry READING AND WHITING ROOM is open daily.

Prospectus, with quarterly llst'of additions, post free.

H. K. LEWIS & CO. Ltd., 136 COWER STREET,
on Square Station. All Tub MuBeum 1072. Tele;

LONDON, W.C. 1.

"Pnbllcavlt, Eusroad. London."

a JK Ok I An Illustrated monthly record of
IWI £\ WyM Anthropological Science, 1/- per part,
WlJr^l Mi to/- a year, post free anywhere.

CONTENTS OF MARCH ISSUE.
Original Articles :—Some Mexican Clay Heads. (With Plain i

Minjuruat Toiobina. Bamu River.—The Highest known M..\ r \nml, .
-

Mill I is of the Todas.-Molhers and Children at Laguna. (lllus-

tratcd.)—Obituary of J. P. Johnson.

—

Reviews:—.^ Tonga Grammar.—
American Journal ofPhysical Anthropology.

London: The Royal Anthropological Institute, SO Great Russell St., W.C.I

General Agent : FRANCIS EDWARDS, 83 High St., Marylebone.W. 1.

TRANSPARENT
QUARTZ GLASS

1
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE CONTENTS
OF THE MARCH NUMBER

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE
AND

JOURNAL OF SCIENCE
Conducted by Sir OLIVER JOSEPH LODGE, D.So., LL.D., F.R.S.

;

Sir JOSEPH JOHN THOMSON, O.M., M.A., Sc.D , F.R.S : JOHN
JOLY, M.A., DSc, F.RS., P.TJ.B. ; GEORGE CAREY FOSTER,

B.A., LL.D., F.R.S. ; and WILLIAM FRANCIS, F.L.S.

a/try Month. Pria :'*. i:,l.

Will. On ihe X-Hay Spectra and the Constitution of the

\;. in II. By I. Vbgard, Dr. Phil., Professor

of Physics al the University ol Christiania.

XXIV. N M ition of a simple Pendulum after the

String has become Slack, By \Y. B. Morton,
M, \.. Qiieei 's i nivei sity, Belfast.

XXV, Experiments on the High-Tension Magneto. I. By
Norman Campbell, Sc.D.

XXVI. Note on tlie Measuremenl ol the Peak Potential of an
Alternating Source. Bj i liffOrd C. Paterson,
M.I.E.E.,and Norman Campbell, Sc.D.

XXVII. The Lateral Vibration of Loaded Shafts in the

Whirling Speed.—The Effect

of Want of Balance. By Prof. H. H. Jeffcott.

XXVIII. Note on .Kther and Motion. By Sir Oliver
Lodge.

XXIX. Notices respecting New Books:— Prof. R. C.

Tolman's " Ttie Theory of the Relativity of

Motion.

XXX. George Carey Foster.

84 pages, luith numerous illustrations in the text.

Annual Subscription 358.. post fr<-e throughout the world.

Published by TAYLOR & FRANCIS,
Rod Lion Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 4.

W. HEFFER & SONS, Ltd.,
Booksellers,

CAMBRIDGE,
are Open to Purchase Complete Sets,

Long Runs, or Single Volumes of the

JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY.
Scientific Periodicals a Speciality,

Libraries purchased, Catalogues issued.

Telegrams: "Ili.iiir. CAMBRIDGE."

Telephone : 862.

RARE books Batti r

trated. 1729, 2 vi f< ; Inn. mi.: and Statistical Studies
. by I. T. Danson, 1906, «J., pub. 21*.; Roosevelt, Through the

ian Wilderness, 1914, -s. W. ; Milieu's Jungle Sport in Geylon, 1 ,14,

; Butler's Foreign pinches in Captivity, 1890, 17*. 6rt.; The Si

f John Couch Ad.'mi>, 2 vols., t anibrid^. pub. 50*.

aithwaite, The Sphagnac I irope and N.jrih

11, 254.;

Yarrell s Hirds, 4th and last edition ; I and Frees of

Palestine, 1907 Directorv, by Samuel Curtis,

i 1 l.,trs. iSaa, Plants, 1886, ics. 6d.

;

Landolt's Handbook ol the Polariscope, 1882, 251. ; Wallaces Island Life,

1660, 2U. ; Life and Letters Sir Joseph Prestwich, 1809, 6s. ; Hell's Manu-
facture Iron and Steel, 1884, £2 21. ; Martin's Dew Ponds, y. Hewitson's

Kgfts of British Birds, 2 vols., 1846, £$ 3s. ; Gallon's Record of Family
Faculties, 1884, 35J.; Kox-Davics' Book of Public Arms, last edit., 35J. ;

History of the Trade in Tin, 1880, 25X. ; Keller's Lake Dwellings of
Kurope, 2 vols., 1873, 35J. ; Kelson, The Salmon Fly, 1S95, in, Wanted,
Kncyclopawlia Britannica, 29 vols., last edition, £35 ottered.

—

Baker's
C.kkat BOOKSHOPS. 14 and 16 lohn Bright Street, Birmingham.

FOR SALE—The following books: "The
i

1 'A New System of
Chemi .. , (OHM DaLT0N,i8o8: "(EuVTesde Lavoisier."

4 rob . 1853, and ther similar works.— Dr. bRtm.iv, Portsmouth.

WANTED.—MEYER'S HISTORY OF
CHEMISTRY.' - Offers. gi%ing particular! to A, C. Banks,
.' Queen's Road, Donca-ier

JOHN WHELDON & CO.,
The Scientific and Natural

History Booksellers,

Have in stock nearly all requirements in books, pamphlets,

and periodicals relating to Chemistry, Agriculture, Gardening,
Forestry, Botany (Systematic, Economic, and Geographical),

Zoology (including Ornithology, of which the stock is probably

the largest in the world, Systematic and Economic
Entomology, works on Mammalia, Keptilia, Fish and
Fisheries, Mollusca, Invertebrata, etc.), Microscopy, Geology,

Pal a mtology, Mineralogy, Mining, Metallurgy, etc., both new
and second-band.

Catalogues, price 2/i. each (only a limited number available).

Any book quoted on application, and those not in stock

sought for without charge.

We beg to draw attention to the fact that we hold the largest

stock in the country of

JOURNALS AND TRANSACTIONS
OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES,

Including Transactions and Proceedings, etc., of the Royal

Society, Linnean Society and Zoological Society of London,

Journals of the Chemical, Chemical Industry, Geological,

Geographical, Royal Microscopical, Royal Agricultural, Horti-

cultural, Astronomical, Physical, and other Societies. Pro-

ceedings, lournals, and Reports of very numerous local Natural

Hislory Societies, also Nature, Knowledge, Ibis, Zoologist,

Ctirtis's Botanical Magazine, Journal of Botany, and numerous
other Periodicals, British and Foreign.

Sets, runs, odd vols., and numbers quoted for on application.

Subscriptions taken for all Scientific and other Journals,

which "ill be posted regularly on issue.

We hold shipping and postal permits for neutral countries.

WANTED TO PURCHASE
Sets or runs of Scientific Journals, especially

Colour. Vols. 1-4.

Engineer, 1915 17.

Marine Engineer, 1915-17.

Fairplay (Shipping journal), set.

Annals of Botany, 1907-17.

Journal of American Folklore, set.

Chemical Soc. Journal, 1866 70, or run including.

Review of Neurology and Psychiatry, 1917.

Proc. Aristotelian Soc, Vol. 16 (1915-16).

Jnl. of Official Agricul. Chemists, Vol. 1.

Canadian Entomologist, 1898-99, or run.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science.

British Medical Journal, 1914 16.

Bociety of Chemical Industry Journal.

Metal Industry, set.

Faraday Soc. Transactions and Proceedings.

Analyst.

Berichte der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft.

Jnl. Soc. of Glass Technology, set.

Soc. of Dyers and Colourists Journal.

International Sugar Journal. And many others.

Also Libraries and parcels of Natural History and
Scientific Books.

Librarians, Executors, and others will get best terms and saoe

unnecessary trouble by writing to

JOHN WHELDON & CO.,

38 CREAT QUEEN STREET, KINCSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone: Cerrard 141a.

BOOKBINDING UNDERTAKEN BY EXPERIENCED WORKMEN.
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British Chemical Ware Manufacturers

Association, Limited, 51 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London,W.C. 2.

Look for the mark of the manufacturer when buying

the following" Laboratory requirements. Protect

yourself—buy British-made products, of reliable

high-grade quality.

Write to the addresses given below for free samples, catalogues,

and further particulars of these high-grade Laboratory requirements.

Name of Member

DOULTON & CO., Ltd.,

Lambeth, London

Manufacturers of

Chemical Laboratory
Porcelain

Trade Marks

DUROGLASS, Ltd.,

14 Cross Street, Hatton Garden,
London, E.C. 1

Chemical and Resistance
Laboratory Glass Ware

R. JOHNSTON & CO., Ltd.,

92-93 Fore Street, London, E.C. 2

Soda and Lead Glass Tubing-
and Rods—Chemical and
Laboratory Glass Ware

JOHN MONCRIEFF, Ltd.,

Perth

Chemical and Resistance
Laboratory Glass Ware

WOOD BROS. GLASS CO., Ltd., Chemical and Resistance

Barnsley, Yorks Laboratory Glass Ware

THE WORCESTER ROYAL Chemical Laboratory
DnDrrr ATM rA T ._ Porcelain — Combustion " ltoyai Worcester.'

fUKl/t-LAlW LU., Ltd., and Pyrometer Tubes
Worcester

All the above products can be obtained from the usual trade houses—should any

difficulty be experienced, however, write at once to the Secretary, British Chemical

Ware Manufacturers Association, Ltd., 51 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.2.

Samples may be seen at the Office of the Association.

IN GREAT BV R. CLAY AND SONS, LTD., BRUNSWICK STREET, STAMFORD BUNGAY, SUFFOLK.
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in endorsing our claim that the Coolidge

Tube provides them with an instrument of

precision far in advance of any previously

produced.

This is what they say :

—

" TIil- Coolidge Tube possesses, among other advantages over

ordinal \ X-Ray Tubes, the quality of extreme adaptability."

"It can be used continuously over long periods without risk of

damage to the tube, with currents of any strength likely to be
required for examinations."

" Fen single-flash exposures it constitutes the ideal tube."

"You cm sel the Coolidge Tube to do a certain thing in a

certain lime and you can rely on it doing the same thing each

time."

TAe

X-Ray Tllbe
CooIidL— Tubes aie avai.'ablc for imirediate d'l.vry from Stocks in London. They
Smhe, •'.'. the princi.al dealers in X-ray apparatus.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

(Owners of the Britisli Patents)

Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C. 4.

• :

m

H
m
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Laboratory Glassware
BEAKERS, FLASKS,

RETORTS, &c.

Porcelain
CRUCIBLES AND BASINS.

Filter Papers

Pure Chemicals

JOHN J. GRIFFIN & SONS,
LTD..

KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C. 2.

Novw Ready.

THE

DRIFT TO REVOLUTION

The Spirit of the Industrial Era. The
Romance of Machine Production. Enter,
the Liberals and Radicals. The Money-
spinners and their Deity. The Prophet of
Socialism. The Imperialists and their

Kultur. The People : Their Housing and
Education. That Great Leviathan. The
Duel of Anarchist and Financier. War,
Revolution—or Eutopia.

Price 1 -. Post Free, 1/1.

Forming No. IX. of Papers for the Present.

Publishedfor the Cities Committee ofthe Sociological Society hy

HEADLEY BROS., Publishers, Ltd.,

72 OXFORD STREET, W. 1.

Advantages of the

BELLINGHAM & STANLEY
IMMERSION REFRACTOMETER

The accuracy of measurement with this instrument is j unit in the fourth decimal
place.

The prism, if damaged or broken, may be replaced by the user without difficulty.

The prism for range of refractive indices 1'325 to 1*367 may be replaced by others giving
further ranges of refractive indices up to 1*55, covering, therefore, nearly all solvents.

The instrument has the same scale value as the German type of instrument, and
existing tables may therefore be used.

Delivery of a limited number in 3 weeks from order.

. Suitable water baths for accurate temperature control are supplied.

Full particulars of these instruments and of the British Abbe and Butter
Refractometers from the makers—

BELLINGHAM & STANLEY, Ltd., 71 Hornsey Rise, LONDON, N.19. £38
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ABBE REFRACTOMETER
For the rapid measurement of

the refractive indices and
dispersions of liquids and

solids from 1*3000 to 17000.

Delivery in two weeks from receipt of order.

Descriptive booklet post free on application.

Just published.

The Refractive Indices of Essential Oils.

1 5s. Ad. post free.

ADAM HILGER Ltd.,

75a Camden Road, London, N.W. 1.
Telephone Numbers : NORTH 1677- Teleeraph^c Addr, SPHERICITY. PHONE. LONDON.'

W. OTTWAY & Co., Ltd.
(Established 1700)

Orion Works, Ealing, London, W. 5.

Manufacturers of all types of Astronomical,
Scientific, and Optical Instruments.

ELECTRO-CULTURE SET
in weather-proof hut.

Side of

roof
removed
to show
interior.

A Weather-proof lead-out. C Spark gauge.
B Inner terminal of above. D Automatic switch & fuses.

Pamphlet on application to

HARRY W. COX & CO., Ltd.

42, 44, 46 Wigmore Street, London, W. 1.
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Analytical Reagents
Chemicals characterised by the letters " A. R.' They
are supplied in bottles sealed with a neck-band, which
should be unbroken when the package is received, and
bearing a label, of which the following is a specimen.

Volumetric Solutions and Pure Chemicals
for Standardisation Purposes.

Test Solutions, Special Reagents,
Indicators and Test Papers.

Stains and Reagents for Microscopic Work
Catalogue on application to—

THE BRITISH DRUG HOUSES, Ltd.,
(Chemical Department),

22 to 30 Graham Street, City Road,
LONDON, N. 1.

Chemical Works: Wharf Road, London, N. 1.

SMALL ELECTRIC LAMPS
FOR ALL

SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES.

Jlpply to the MANUFACTURERS :

A. C. COSSOR, Ltd.,
Aberdeen Works, Aberdeen Lane,

Highbury Grove, London, N. 5.

Telephone: North 1385 Telegrams: "Amplifiers, Phone, London

tm~ Natur
observatories
at a moderate
clock with a
wooden rod s

case, and afte
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CHEMICAL & SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
ALL BRITISH w BRAND.

MADE IN TWO QUALITIES.

(1) An excellent Soda Glass, suitable for £p^l
ordinary use, branded .... (Sissja

(2) A Highest Resistant Glass for Ana- W($M
lytical and Research Work, branded

WOOD BROTHERS GLASS COMPANY, LTD.,

BOROUGH FLINT GLASS WORKS,
BARNSLEY.

Obtainable from Laboratory Outfitters and always stocked by
Wm. Tooftood. Ltd., 77 Southwark St. LONDON. S.E. 1

Harrison. Parkinson & Co.. Sunbrldgre Road. BRADFORD
C. & J- Montgomery, 147 Royal Avenue. BELFAST
Standley Belcher & Mason, Ltd., Church St. BIRMINGHAM
McQullkln & Co., 17 Sauchlehall Street. GLASGOW
Thomson. Skinner & Hamilton, 38 Sauchlehall St. GLASGOW
Reynolds & Branson, Ltd, 14 Commercial Street. LEEDS
Battle. Son & Maltby, Chemists. LINCOLN
Orme & Co., Ltd., 17/19 Russell Street,

London Road. MANCHESTER

Middleton & Co. 11 Linthorpe Road. MIDDLESBROUGH.
Urwln & Co., The Manors. NEWCASTLE on-TYNE.
Brady & Martin, Ltd ,

Northumberland Road. NEWCASTLE-on-TYNE.
J Preston, Barker's Pool. SHEFFIELD.
W. Flnlayson, 141 High Street. STOCKTONon-TEES.
F. A. Henriques. 56 Clarence Street. SYDNEY.
Heynes Mathew, Ltd., Adderley Street. CAPE TOWN.

INSIST ON HAVING THE (w) BRAND.

The MEDICAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION, Ltd.
(Electrical

Running cost

id. per hour.

Dept.)

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS OF SCIENTIFIC

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS,

167=185 Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C. 1.

HIGH-SPEED STATIC

ELECTRICAL MACHINES
FOR HEAVY DISCHARGES.

Sizes 4 to 20 Plates. All Plates Revolving.

LABORATORY USE,
PRODUCTION OF X-RAYS,

PROLONGED HIGH TENSION
DISCHARGES,

ELECTRO-AGRICULTURE AND
OTHER PURPOSES.

covering is required, as the machine Is unaffected

SUITABLE FOR

' Dc-.-elopment and Uses of the Static Electrical
Nature, December 27, 1917, page .-,32.

SEND FOR STATIC MACHINE CATALOGUE OF
HIGH-CLASS, WELL-ENGINEERED MACHINES.

British made throughout in our own workshops.

A CLIENT WRITES regarding out BRITISH BUILT
MACHINE:—"It is better than any other outfit 1 h:.*.

If it is all English made, then I am proud of the fact that English-

men are not behind American and Continental houses in building a

fine piece of apparatus."
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The BECK pSSU, BINOCULAR

BECK BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE.
No. 1031 P.S.

(Patent)

Not only an advance on
previous Binoculars, but

better than a Monocular
with all powers.

Resolution equal to

thai of a Monocular.

Equal illumination in

both eyes.

Short tube length.

making Microscope
compact.

No special object-
glasses or eyepieces
required.

Standard angle of con
vergencc.

6. Stereoscopic vision.

7. Binocular vision,
saving eyestrain and
giving better results

than Monocular vision

8. Converted into a Mon-
ocular by a touch.

Full descriptive Bookletand Price List on application.

R. & J. BECK, Ltd., 68 CORNHILL, LONDON, E.C.3

SLIDER RHEOSTATS
require a well-designed contact

HERE IT IS.

CONTACTS OH WIR€

ISENTHAL & CO., LTD.
(Department i),

DENZIL WORKS, WILLESDEN, LONDON, N.W. 10.

Contractors to the Admiralty, liar Office, India
Office, Colonial Office, PostmasUr-Ceneral, &c

1^1
m>

One of the reasons for the great popularity of the Versalic ^ inch Oil Immersion
Objective is the number of kind recommendations by Versalic users in every
branch of science.

Its long working distance, its immovable front lens, and the beautifully

clear image that it gives have made it a universal favourite. The definition
is always superb, even when deep eyepieces are used.

Sole Manufacturers:—
W. WATSON & SONS, Ltd., 313 High Holborn, London, W.C. 1. War Price £6 17 6

Accurately Graduated Glass
Laboratory Apparatus.

CYLINDERS,
FLASKS,

PIPETTES,
BURETTES,

NITROMETERS,
IVfa.de toy

STANDLEY BELCHER &
CARBON TUBES, etc.

MASON, LD„
Church Street, Birmingham,

Graduating and Class Blowing I LUDGATE HILL. B'HAM. Pure Acid Works-HOOPER STREET, B'HAM.

a Great Britain by R. Clay and Sons. Limited, at Brunswick Street. Stamford Street. S.E.l,and miblished bv Macmillan an
at St. Martin's Street, London, W.C 2, and Thb Macmillan ffy., 66 FJMh A"»nu#. New York.—Thursday. February 2;K1LLAN je»., 66 FiMh Attnuf, !














